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Two Pillars 0i Strength lo the Sales Force
1'!

No other one new feature closed more sales the past season than the DISCO

equipment. The Disco Starter and Disco Lighter will make sales for you this

year—the absence of these will give the advantage to your competitor.

The DISCO Marks the Leader oi Each Class

America’s Progressive manufacturers select the DISCO. Here are some

that have already contracted for 1913:

Locomobile

Pierce-Arrow

Packard

Stevens-Duryea

The motorist who knows demands the DISCO—the dealer who knows de

mands the DISCO—the manufacturer who knows puts it on his cars.

The new model “16” DISCO—as far ahead of the first DISCO models as

the Disco has ever been ahead of all others—weighs less than four pounds, has

but 12 parts, and is quickly fitted to any car. It sells at $30 for a 4-cylinder car

—$35 for a six. Let us quote you terms and prices.

715 Dodge Building

IGNITION STARTER COMPANY "mammmnmm

A There is some good territory still open tor 1913, and “1

Selden

Buick

Havers

Jackson

Repubuc

Davis

Pilot

McLaughlin

Simplex

American

Marion

Henderson
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27 Manufacturers equip their cars

with the

Zwfiwlgffiafifizrd

SIHIQDQK mama
“MW?

Is the car YOU sell likewise equipped ?

The manufacturers of 27 leading cars equip their product with the Truffault-Hartford—it

the factory.

  

 
 

   
  

These farsighted manufacturers recognize the real and widespread demand for this device

—on the part of owners—everywhere. They know—as experts—how Truffault-Hartford

equipment adds to the selling value of their cars—how it promotes car-efficiency—insures

maximum riding comfort—and reduces the cost of upkeep.

Does the car YOU sell enjoy the advantage of Truffault-Hartford equipment?

ill

Through our comprehensive advertising campaigns, car owners have learned why Truf

fault-Hartford equipment belongs on the car they should buy. And YOU—as an elert, pro

gressive dealer—should insist that the car YOU sell has this device as regular factory equip

ment.
 
 

We would be pleased to commuthe Truffault-Hartford.

HARTFORD surE’isION COMPANY
EDW. v.‘ limit-john, President

Factory, 164 Bay StreetBRANCHES '“”

NEW YORK

1700 Broadway

212-214 West 88th Street

 

 

Jersey City, N. J.

BRANCHES

KANSAS CITY

1524 Grand Avenue

NEWARK

ITYNiagara;ng Street 289 Halsey Street

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

319-325 Columbus Avenue 1437 Vine Street

CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

1458 MiChigan Avenuc 448-450 N. Capitol Boulevard

DETROIT BRETTON WOODS, N. H.

803 Woodward Avenue Bretton woods Garage
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A Good gale smanWiih “Qualify”

Back 9’ Hi3 Argumeni Can’i Lo s e

-(\,Q"\

@é A Year in Advancea of the Rest \ .

SERIES A 1913

 
  

Prices $1,850 to $3,500

FULLY EQUIPPED

 

 

Dynamo Electric Lighted

Four Speeds Forward

Mechanical Automatic Sell-Starter

  

  

 

A Prudent Dealer

  

will select an automobile of permanent utility requiring the least possible cost of main

tenance. Kline Kars are made from the very best materials obtainable and the parts

are assembled by men who have given their whole time and effort to perfecting the

machine that is A YEAR IN ADVANCE OF THE REST.

Aside from the features noted above the new series Kline Kar has a smokeless motor,

deep upholstering, auxiliary rear springs, quick detachable demountable rims, straight

line bodies, beautiful design, and above all else, strength and speed.

  

Some Territory Open. Better Wrtte Now.

 
 

Send tor Catalogue.

KLINE MOTOR CAR CORPORATION

York, Pa. Richmond, Va.
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Mr. Automobilist:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon

you the importance of

Tires Inflated to

the Right Pressure

He insists that this is tire economy and

Saves You Money

How do you know what pressure you have in

your tires? A

SCHRADER

U N l V E R S A L

A Tire PressureGauge

(Trade Mark Registered in U. S. Patent Ofice)

‘. [Kgf

‘ it» Q“

(Patented March, 1898—Other Patents Pending)

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time,

day or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your

Valve for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in

place, showing the exact pressure in the tire so that

the Gauge can be taken anywhere and read, at night

to the front of the car into the light of the lamps.

After the pressure has been ascertained the Indicating

Sleeve can be pushed back into the Gauge with your

finger. No catches or snaps to operate or get out of

order. This Gauge is 2% inches long over all, short

enough to apply easily to the smallest diameter of

wheel and can easily be carried in the vest pocket or

the change pocket of your trousers.

Price $1.00 Each

'Reedy for Delivery New

Guaranteed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate

Can be obtained from all tire men

ufecturere and the deelere, or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, lnc.

28-32 Rose Street New York City
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Abbott Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 73

Adamson Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co . . . . . . . .. 58

American Ball Bearing Co..... 50

American Motors Co . . . . . . . . .. 69

American Starter 8: Carburetor

Mfg. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68

Ames Motor Car Co . . . . . . , ..38-39

Argo Electric Vehicle Co..... 61

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works.... 43

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co... 65

B

Badger Brass Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . 68

Bantam Anti~Friction Co. . . . . 67

Barthel, Daly & Miller . . . . . . . . 62

Bartholomew Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . 76

Benz Auto Import Co . . . . . . . . . 58

Bosch Magneto Co . . . . . . . . . . . . 61

Bossert Co. .................. 71

Brett Co., J. S . . . . . . . 66

Briggs-Detroiter Co. . . . . . . . . . 70

Brown-Lipe-Chapin Gear Co... 67_

Bush Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

C

Cartcrcar Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

Champion Ignition Co . . . . . . .. 65

Champion Spark Plug Co..... 66

Classified Advertising . . . . . ..74-75

Cole Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 69

Colonial Electric Car C0 . . . . .. 68

Consolidated Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 68

Continental Motor Mfg. Co... 72

Corbin Screw Corporation..... 58

Covert Motor Vehicle C0 . . . . .. 70

Cutting Automobile C0 . . t . . . .. 73

D

Dayton Auto Truck Co . . . . . .. 68

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co . . . . .. 72

Dean Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41

Detroit & Cleveland Navigation

Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Diamond Rubber Co . . . . . . . . .. 66

Dorris Motor Car Co . . . . . . ..52-53

Double-Fabric Tire Co . . . . . . .. 63

E

Electric Welding Products Co. 65

Empire Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 70

F

Fedders Mtg. \Vorks . . . . . . . . .. 65

F. I. A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48

Fireproof Garage Co . . . . . . . . .. 72

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co... 47

Franklin Automobile Co . . . . .. 69

Fulton-McCutchan Co. . . . . . .. 73

G

G. C. A. Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Gilmer, Jr., Gt “'alker . . . . . . .. 66

Golde-I‘ateut Mfg. Co . . . . . . .. 64

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co... 73

Grant-Lees Machine (To . . . . . .. 73

Grossman Co., Emil . . . . . . . . .. 72

H

Hartford Suspension Co.,

Inside front cover

Havers Motor Car Co . . . . . . .. 62

Haynes Automobile Co . . . . . .. 68

Hodge & Graves Co . . . . . . . . .. 66

Hupp Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 40

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co . . . . .. 45

I

Ideal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 67

Ignition Starter Co. .Front cover

Inner Shoe Tire Co . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Inter-State Automobile Co. . . . 70

International Rubber Exposition 71

J

Jackson Automobile Co . . . . . .. 69

Jeffery-Dewitt Co. . . . . . . . . . . .. 65

Jencick Motor Corp . . . . . . . ~ . .. 46

Jones 8: Co., Phineas . . . . . . . .. 65

Jones Recorder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

J. M. Shock Absorber Co..... 61

K

Kellom Co., Chas. F . . . . . . . . _. 72

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co . . . . .. S9
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fume) Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67 Picl Co., J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65

K-uel Moior Car Co . . . . . . . .. 70 Polson Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 71

R re Motor Car Corp . . . . . . .. l Prest-O-Lite Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

Knight Davidson Co . . . . . . . . . .. 70 Pullman Motor Car Co . . . . . . .. 32

Km: Automobile Co . . . . . . “54-55

R

1.
R. C. H. Corporation . . . . . . . .. 69

Lli‘lh link"! Mm“ c" co- 6'2 Reliance Speedometer 72

bulb" Tl" 00"“! C0 - ~ ~ ~ - - -- 73 Remy Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63 Compleieb'I

Lr-tomobile Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 71 Republic Rubber Co _ _ _ ' _ _ _ _ __ 64 A Equipped

Lawn-McConnell Xfi- CO-r Rhineland Machine \\'orks..... 73

“Hide b-‘ICk cove" Royal Equipment Co . . . . . . . . .. 56 Here 18Rutenber Motor Co . . . . . . . . . .. 69 ___

, O

m We ve Promised You

H k P Electric Vehicle Co.... 57 S

mm“ Mm" C" C°""" " 3 Schrader’s Sons. Av, Inc . . . . . .. 2 EQUIPMENT: Disco self-starter; Prest-O-Lite tank;

“c” C°j """"""""" " f8 Shawmut Tire Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. es Dynamo electric llghtlng system, all lamps; Warner

mm“ T” 5‘ Rum" c°"" ’1 Sheldon Axle c0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. as speedometer; Q. D. demountable rims. one extra;

"m C° """"""""" " 7‘ sinirli c0., A. o . . . . . . . . 64 Ventilating plate glass Windshield: 80-hour storage

“ 1"“2" M°‘°' c" C°"" " 6’ Sparks-“'ithington C0. ..... .. 60 battery: Mohair top, boot, storm curtains; Tire

""1"" C"“" 51““ c°""' ’2 Speedwell Motor Car Co.... .. 62 irons; Concealed tool boxes; Robe rail; Foot rest;

ml“ Ch“ E"'_""""" " 6° Splitdorf Electrical Co ....... .. 66 Tools, pump, Jack, tire klt.

:_-llern :iicro Aiplznce Co.... Springfield Metal Body Co..... 72 BODy_ Five passenger big and momv_ gmceful

- ~ er a. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . - r e z

' 5: ddel B Co...72 . . .. -Mo“ Photo Engraving c0..." 59 Standard “1132,1322” 51 lmes, flush Sldes; dlvlded front seats; deep uphol

. an ar . r e e r I u -- -

w-nr Car quiprnenr Co..... 75 Steam Co I, B 67 sterlng, hand-buffed leather; center control; all

1.,“ Wheel Works ......... .. 64 " ' ' ' ' ' ' 'i ' ' ' ' " _ doors open towards front; deep cowl over dash;
‘ -1 Stem" Mom corporamn'm 6' asolene filler tube between front seats

"on T": &‘ Rubber co ' ' i ' H " Studebaker Corporation.Back cover g '

M-: C i, .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '2 . .L" O J ' FINISH: Rich brewster green or deep wme color;

T metal trimmings nickel plated; wood trimmings

N mahogany; lamps black enameled: fenders, hood,
Kat-onaLAcme Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 63 linglwn‘lirmrzln AXle Clown“

dUSt Shlelds baked enamel'

. 0 las, . . . v . . "renew... .. _ _ _ _
5.“‘°“" “‘3' C°"'_ ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' '" 67 Twitch" Gauge Co _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ 59 MOTOR: Pour cylinders, long stroke, cast in pairs;

'\_“'°”“ Hm“ v‘h‘c“ C°"" (’9 bore and stroke 4 x 5 inches; horsepower 30-40;

x." D‘t'mu" m“ C°""" '" 68 large valves, valve springs enclosed; automatic car

5_‘“" 5"“ c° ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " 73 U buretor, steering column adjustment; dual ignition,

\"bh ‘1‘ um?” C,” """ " ’0 L'nited Rim c0 ............. .. 64 magneto and batterles; 3-pomt suspension; con

'\"""‘ Au‘m‘m‘l‘ “°"‘""‘ 7° United States Tire Co. ...... .. 7s stant level 011mg system (circulating).

o CHASSIS: \Nheelbase 112 inches: pressed steel

W frame; cone clutch, spring lnserts; 3 forward speed

"‘ " M°‘°' c° ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ' ' " 72 Warm “and Steering Wheel Co. 42 transmissmn. selective type; shaft drive; front axle

""“ 8‘ c°" R 73 Warner Gm Co _ t I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ 62 I-beam drop forglng, rear axle double trussed;

Warner Inmumem C0 ’ _ _ _ _ _ __ 61 front springs semi-elliptic, rear KA-elllptlc, imported

P weed Chain The Grip Com“ 72 steel; four double actlng brakes. large and effective;

Pr‘nsyhania Rubber Co . . . . .36-37 \‘Villard Storage Battery Co.... 33 S_tr0ng Steering gear; artlllery “,hedsi x 4 "10h

PIYJh h Biugham Co . . . . . . .. 65 Willys-Overland Co. . . . . . . . . .. 4 tires

. sw w ......... ..- ' ' i . . .pr." m" ‘0er '3 w'sconsm Mowr “is C0 66 Features such as these establish the Marlon 37-A as a car

h~wfl~rm Spring Co . . . . . . . .. 7! \Voodstock Hotel . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58 of unusual value. at Such a moderate price. “I,th for

further information, illustrated,'about this car.

To automobile dealers we ofi'er the fairest sales agree

ment ever written. Ask about territory.

The Marion Motor Car Company

918 Oliver Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind.

,ii, ififi, ,1, ee‘r
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Completely Equipped

Result of a 40,000 Car Production

 

 

\

Self Starter Remy Magneto

30 Horsepower Warner Speedometer

‘ 5-Passenger Touring Car Mohair Top and Boot

‘ ' "0-inch Wheel Base , Clear Vision Wind

? ‘ Timken Bearings Shield

1 Y-L Center Control Prestollte Tank

, .

ZIPQ‘J Just as startling as the modern automobile was, 10 years ago, in

xii-f? this Overland value for 1913. We seek nor need no descriptive

n phrases to praise it. The most casual examination can not fail to

convince you of the unusual worth. Think of a 95 per cent. efficient

factory making 40,000 cars in one season. Just ponder over that num

‘ ber; conceive of the economies to be practiced in such production.

is.“ That is why, that when you buy an Overland Model 69 T you get it

_' Q at what would be a wholesale price in another line. Let us mail a

1913 catalogue of particulars. Please address Dept. 50.

1%“~".
,1ng

A

 

The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio
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SCHRADER T0 ACQUIRE

TWITCHELL’S PATENT

Transaction Practically is Consummat

ed and Will Terminate Two Suits

—Will Broaden Schrader's

Scope—License for Allen.

Unless a hitch should develop at the

cluenth hour and fifty-ninth minute, of

which there is practically no possibility,

the suits of C. R. Twitchell and the

Tuitchell Gauge Co., of Chicago, against

A Schrader's Son, Inc., and the Allen Auto

Specialty Co., of New York, never will

:arne to trial.

The suits, which are of a number insti

tuted by the Twitchell people, allege in

fringement of the C. R. Twitchell pres

~ure tire gauge, covered by patent No. 927.

303, dated July 6, 190‘), and as the Schrader

i'auize diflcrs markedly and as the Schrader

interests were known to possess patents

.~sued some ten years prior to the Twitchell

rant. it was generally expected that the

lzigation would be fought to a finish. The

l‘mrchell company has been particularly

Wine in asserting its claims in all direc

'2' n~_ however, and a favorable opportunity

p'esenting, and favorable terms being of

fated. A. Schrader's Son has practically

consummated the purchase of the Twitchell

patent. and thereby put an end to the legal

proceedings. The papers in the transac—

ticn are all but signed, sealed and deliv

"'d

Although the Schrader gauge differs in

:onstruclion from the Twitchell type, the

latter is more nearly approached by the

Allen device, as is the case with several

other prS>UfC gauges. It is understood.

hmuer. that the Schrader and Allen in

terests are on such terms of amity that a

license to operate under the Twitchell pat

ent will be granted when the rights are

acquired by Schrader’s Son. The purchase

of the patent, therefore, will strengthen the

Schrader position and extend its scope to

such an extent that it is stated that suits

for infringement shortly will be instituted

against several manufacturers of such

gauges.

Grabowsky “Sacrifice” Case Goes Over.

The motion of John C. Kimble, a stock

holder, for the appointment of a receiver

for the Grabowsky Power Wagon Co., of

Detroit, as a means of preventing the con

templated sale of the property by the cred

itors' committee which was due for a hear

ing in the “'ayne County Chancery Court

in that city on the 19th inst., went over

until the 26th. Kimble, as exclusively

stated in last week’s Motor World, alleged

that the creditors' committee of seven, who

were constituted voting trustees and who

have conducted the Grabowsky company

for several months, had not properly con

served the interests of the stockholders and

were preparing to sacrifice the property.

Kissel Center Shifted to Milwaukee.

To facilitate its operations and increase

its output, the Kissel Motor Car Co., of

Hartford, \Vis., has acquired a plant in

Milwaukee, which will be conducted in ad

dition to the factory in Hartford. The

Milwaukee building covers 200,000 square

feet of floor space and will permit of a

doubling of the output of Kissel cars. The

general offices of the Kissel company also

will be removed to Milwaukee.

Everitt Formally Adopts Flanders Name.

Formal notice of change of the Everitt

Motor Car Co.'s name to Flanders Motor

Co. has been filed with the Secretary of

State of Delaware, in which state the De

troit company is incorporated. At the same

time. a certificate of increase of capital

from $3.000,000 to $3,750.000 also was filed.

 

nch r or V\ DATION‘,

PALM “ MAKE

THEIR PEACE wrm urn:

They Recognize His Transmission Pat

ent and Are Granted a License—

Minor Suit in Process of

Settlement.

 

Following the settlement a month ago

whereby the Board of Trade secured li—

censes under the Dyer transmission pat

ents and ended a long legal tight. the Pa]

mer & Singer Mfg. Co., of'Long Island

City, N. Y., also has made its peace and

has become a licenSBe under two of the

Dyer patents, Nos. 885,986 and 9.21.963, thus

ending litigation which had been pending

some two years in the United States Dis

trict Court for the Southern District of

New York, and concluding practically all

of the suits brought by the Enterprize Au

tomobile Co. against automobile manufac

turers in its fight for recognition of the

Dyer grants. The Palmer 8: Singer peace

was concluded Thursday night. 19th inst.,

when signed copies of the papers were ex

changed.

The terms are what the, linterprize peo

ple call “the usual license rate," which is

one-tenth of one per Cent. At this rate

every time the Palmer 8: Singer company

sells a model for $2,000 $2 will go into the

treasury of the Enterprize concern, which

consists largely of Leonard H. Dyer, a

New York attorney and the inventor of the

devices. Settlement also was made of

claims of past damages.

The present settlement does not, how—

ever, tcrminate all of the diflerences be

tween Palmer & Singer and Dyer, for there

still is pending in the Federal court in

Brooklyn a suit over other Dyer claims.

Negotiations looking toward settlement are

in progress, however, and they probably
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will be consummated within a week or ten

days. The Brooklyn suit is over patent No.

657,650, which covers a gear shift H-plate;

this patent is one of the group of five un

der which the Board of Trade’s predecessor,

the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, held rights.

Palmer 8: Singer’s position throughout

the Dyer suits has been that of an outsider

so far as the organized manufacturers have

been concerned. When the Association of

Licensed Automobile Manufacturers held

the Selden patent and also rights under

five of the earlier Dyer patents, Palmer &

Singer was a Selden licensee only, and

when Dyer began his suits, Palmer &

Singer, not being a member of the A. L. A.

M., fought alone.

New Yorkers to Exploit Foreign Engine.

For the purpose of exploiting a new type

of imported internal combustion engine

which is said to bear a slight resemblance

to the Knight engine, and for which the

American rights have been obtained, the

Motor and Gear Improvement Co., of New

York, has been incorporated under the

laws of New York state with an author

ized capital of $1,250,000. Among the in

corporators are Henry C. Derham, 2d, and

Dwight Partridge, both of whom are in

timately connected with the Aristos Co., of

250 'West 54th street, New York City, of

which company Partridge is the secretary.

Although their names do not appear

among the incorporators, it is understood

that Lewis B. Brown, who is vice-presi

dent of the Aristos Co., Ralph Pulitzer, the

head of the New York W'orld, and John T.

Pratt also are financially interested in the

venture. At the office of the Aristos com

pany it was said that Brown was out of

town and Partridge declared the time was

not quite ripe to divulge information re

garding the project.

Durant’s Company Secures Randolph Plant.

The Sterling Motor Co., of Flint, Mich.,

which recently was organized with authors

ized capital of $300,000 by W, C. Durant

and his associates, has acquired the factory

building in that city, now occupied by the

Randolph Motor Co., which manufactures

the truck of that name. The plant will be

used for the production of engines for the

popular priced six-cylinder car which the

Little Motor Car Co., of Flint. has in

mind. Its factory having been sold over

its head, so to speak, the Randolph com

party has been put to it to find a new loca

tion. It prefers to remain in Flint and the

board of trade of that city is lending its

assistance to that end, but if a suitable

plant is not acquired, the Randolph com

pany necessarily will move to some other

location.

INTERNAL DISSEN'I'ION

UPSETS 0MAllA COMPANY

Its President Haled to Court for Check

Transaction and Charges Fly Thick

and Fast—Stockholders

at Odds.

Despite the promise which attended the

inauguration, less than a year ago, of Ne

braska's only automobile manufacturer, the

Omaha Motor Car Co., by David W. Henry,

already it is badly racked by internal dis

sention. '

Henry, who is one of the veterans of the

automobile industry and who played parts

in the organization, successively, of the In

ter-State and Colby companies, declares

that all of the turmoil grows out of an at

tempt on his part to oust certain men from

the company, among them W. A. Gordon

and W. L. Huffman, preliminary to a re

organization of its affairs. However that

may be, the trouble took an acute turn

last week, when Henry, who is president

of the Omaha Motor Car Co., was bound

over to the district court on a charge of

obtaining money under false pretense pre

ferred by Gordon, a former ofiicer and

stockholder of the Omaha company, who

also is president of the Gordon Warehouse

8: Van Co., of that city.

According to Gordon’s complaint, Henry,

on July 3d last, asked him to cash a check

for $85, and Gordon, not having the money

available, consented instead to exchange

the Gordon company's check for Henry’s

check, which in due course went to pro

test. Henry admits the transaction, but in

court maintained that at the time of the

loan he told Gordon he had no money in

bank and that he asked Gordon to hold his

(Henry's) check until money due him from

the Omaha Motor Car Co. had been paid.

This was denied by Gordon, who insisted

that Henry had represented to him that

he had money in the Corn Exchange Na

tional Bank, on which his check was drawn,

and the court, at any rate, believed the

complaint and bound Henry for trial.

Mixed up in the affair is a difference

concerning the sale of stock held by Gor

don in the Omaha Motor Car Co. He

claims he sold it, but Henry maintains that

its tranesfer never was recorded.

Universal Cuts Tie to Settle Squabble.

As a result of the litigation in wlich the

Universal Truck Co.. 05 \lew York, ht:

came embroiled, the Universal Motor

Truck Co., of Detroit, has resorted to stern

measures and has canceled the agency con

tract and hereafter will conduct its busi

ness in New York as a factor) branch at

146-150 West 63d street, where us service

station is located. The New York company

is a separate and distinct corporation and

its troubles grew out of the attitude of

George Walton, its former treasurer. who

claimed he had been “frozen out" and who,

only two weeks since, asked for the ap

pointment of a receiver in order to enft rce

a settlement, which proceeding probabl/

will result in the dissolution of the com

pany. The Universal branch will be in

charge of Howard W. Walton, who was the

leading spirit in the New York 'l'niversal ‘

company.

Topics for Sales Managers' Discussion.

There will be no lack of subjects to dis

cuss when the sales managers included in

the membership of the Automobile Board

of Trade get together on Monday next,

60th inst. The organization's trade com

mittee, of which H. O. Smith is chairman,

has outlined the following topics: Selling

and Advertising; Territory and Discounts;

Annual Model System; Motor Car Equip

ment; Enclosed Bodies; Freight; Shipping.

The sales managers’ convention will last

two days, their gatherings being held in

the Board of Trade ofi‘ices at 7 East 42d

street, New York City.

Tire Core Sued for Advertising Bill.

Charging that the Tire Core Co. of

America, which is the metropolitan dis

tributer of Dahl tire filler, has failed to par

the bill for its June advertising in New

York and Brooklyn papers, the Wyckoff

Advertising Co., of 1743 Broadway, New

York City, has brough-. suit in the New

York City Court. The amount asked for

is $1,179.86. The defendant's answer is a

general denial as to the bill.

Relief for DeTamble Is in Sight.

It seems probable that the much

troubled DeTamble Motors Co., of Ander

son, Ind., shortly will emerge from the em

barrassment which led to the appointment

of a receiver several months since. At any

rate, it is stated that an offer has been

made for the property which, if accepted,

will lead to placing the company on a firmer

foundation than ever before. It is not un

likely that the matter will come to a head

before the close of the present month.

More Coils Coming from Fond du Lac.

Growing out of the Duplex Coil Co., of

the same city, the R. C. \"ells Co.

has been organized in Fond du Lac, \Vis.,

for the purpose of manufacturing spark

coils and other ignition appliances. It is

capitalized at $200,000, R. C W'clls, L. J.

Fuhrman and F. J. Rueping figuring as the

incorporators.
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PRII'I'ECI'IVE COMMI'I'I'EE

llROPS DEEP, DARK HINTS

lay Oppose U. S. Motors Reorganiza

tion Plan, But Committee Itself

Is Mysterious—Hotel Waiter

Who Sought “Protection.”

Whateier the Protective Committee of

the stockholders in the United States Mo

tor Co. may be, it has plans outlined for

procedure in the pending reorganization,

but what those plans are is enveloped in

considerable mystery. To date Frederick

Drew Bond. of 15 Broad street, New York

City. is the only known member of the

committee, and he has advertised that he

wishes to hear from stockholders with a

new to concerted protective action. Ap

patently he is assembling the ends of

strings which lead to stoekholders through

out the country, and states that he expects

to be able to announce something tangible

within ten days; but he will give no ink—

ling of their nature.

That all may not be peaceful on the way

to reorganization is indicated by Bont.,

who states that the plans n -w under cor-

sideration are not at all likely to agree

I'ith the schemes of the reorganization

committee; this latter body also has plans,

but at the offices of Joline, Larkin & Rath

bone, 54 \Vall street, counsel for the reor

canization committee, Henry V. Poor, a

member of the firm, said yesterday (Wed

nesday) that it will be a week or ten days

before things really will begin to move.

"Protector" Bond, however, evidently is

having troubles of his own in getting in

much with the stockholders, for while he

has heard by letter from quite a number

m difi'erent parts of the country, there

being some 1,100 in all, he has heard from

but one in New York City where they are

said to be quite numerous. The lone New

Yorker who responded made a frantic dash

into Bond's office when he saw one of

Bond's advertisements; he was a French

bote'l waiter from the neighborhood of 40th

ttreet, and the mystery of why waiters are

loath to see the tipping habit abolished

my be somewhat cleared by the size of the

Frenchman's holdings; he is the possessor

of 99 shares of preferred and 250 shares of

common stock. Of course this stock costs

lmle on the market today, but it once sold

lf‘vf real money.

"Just what our plans are I do not feel at

liberty to make public." said Bond to a

Motor \Vorld man. “I am getting reports

from stockholders regularly, and hope soon

to be able to announce our plans. As to the

relations between our proposal and that of

the creditors' committee, I do not think

they will agree. So many of the New

York people who hold stock are out of town

that it has helped delay matters."

Mack Finally Enters Lansden Company.

J. M. Mack, of Allentown, Pa., on Tues

day last was elected chairman of the exec

utive board of the Lansden Co., of Newark,

N. J. At the time of the reorganization of

that company, about a year ago, it was re

ported that Mack, or some other officials

of the International Motors Co., had ac

quired an interest, but the report could not

be confirm—1d. Mack since has retired from

the International corporation and now is

devoting himself chiefly to the new Webb

Co., which will manufacture motor fire ap

paratus in Allentown. His election as

chairman of the Lansden executive board

will relieve considerably R. S. Holtz, the

president of the company, who resides in

Chicago, and who, therefore, has not been

well situated to devote himself closely to

the duties of his ofl‘ice. Mack’s entry into

Lansden affairs also implies developments

in the line of electric vehicles

Car Maker Sued on Curtain Patent.

Suit in equity has been filed in the

United States District Court in Peoria, 111.,

by the Jiffy Auto Curtain Co., of Chicago,

against the Midland Motor Co., of Moline,

111., for alleged infringement of the Jiffy

patents. The infringement complained of

consists of the use by the Midland com

pany of a top which is claimed to violate

the Jiffy patent.

San Francisco Garagemen Organize.

The garage owners of San Francisco

finally have seen the benefits or err-opera

tion, and to secure them have organized an

association with the following ofiicers:

President, J. B. Kelly, Kelly Garage; vice

presidents, G. F. Chapman, Acme Garage,

and J. C. Bowman, Pine Garage; secretary

treasurer, Arthur D‘Ettel, Auto Service Co.

Flanders Meeting is Again Postponed.

For the second time. the special meeting

of the stockholders of the Flanders Mfg.

Co., of Pontiac, Mich., which was due to

occur yesterday and at which an issue of

mortgage bonds was to be considered, has

been postponed, this time without date;

necessary details have not been completed.

To Make Motor Plows in Oklahoma.

To manufacture a motor plow, the J. B.

\Vood Plow Co. has been organized in

North Muskagee, Okla., and has been in

corporated with authorized capital of

$300,000. It is stated that the erection of

a two-story stone factory, 191x106 feet,

immediately will be undertaken.

WEBB-MACK FIRE ENGINE

DEAL IS COMPLEI'ED

New Company With $1,500,000 Capital

Takes Hold and Plant in Allen

town Being Equipped—Men

Who Will Manage It.

Having completed the last detail, the

Webb Co., of Allentown, Pa., which is the

title of the new corporation which took

over the Webb Motor Fire Apparatus Co.,

of St. Louis, Mo., is moving the equip

ment of the factory from St. Louis to Al

lentown and preparing for actual production

in the latter city; in fact, a large part of

the equipment already has been installed,

and the new interests represented have

assumed control.

Chief of the new men, as already is

known, is John M. Mack, formerly of the

Mack Bros. Motor Co., of Allentown, who

became a vice-president of the Interna

tional Motors Co. when the latter took

over the Mack property. Having disposed

of all of his International holdings and

disassociated himself with that corporation,

Mack has been elected treasurer of the new

Webb Co., the president of which is A. C.

Webb, the former head of the Webb Motor

Fire Apparatus Co. George E. Blakeslee,

of Jersey City, N. J., one of the veterans

of the automobile industry, who was asso

ciated with Mack in the Mack Bros. and

International enterprises, is vice-president,

and W. J. W. Groves, a former Mack Bros.

man, is secretary.

The active direction of the Webb Co.,

however, will be in the hands of Roland

Carr, who has been appointed general man

ager. He is a new man in the automobile

trade, but acquired a reputation in the

course of many years as manager of one

of Butler Bros.’ eastern establishments.

Harry Von, previously identified with the

International corporation, will be superin—

tendent of the Webb plant.)

An office has been opened in New York

City, but, contrary to reports, it will not

be the general sales ofiice. The sales de

partment will be a part of the Allentown

establishment and will be in charge of

President Webb himself.

The Webb plant in Allentown comprises

what was formerly the Allentown Foundry.

It includes three buildings, one, 300x52

feet, having two wings, another, 325x 100

feet. and a third, 60x75 feet.

While it is possible that ultimately other

vehicles will be produced, for the present

the \Vebb output will comprise two styles

of pumping engines, a chemical engine and

an aerial ladder truck. These will be
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pushed with vigor, a cash investment of

$560,000 making possible the development

of all departments of the business.

The Webb Motor Fire Apparatus Co.

was a $300,000 corporation. Its successor,

the Webb Co., which is incorporated under

Delaware laws, is capitalized at $1,500,000,

of which $600,000 is represented by pre

ferred shares.

Repairman-Insurance Adjuster Is Sued.

Even though Walter H. Stearns once did

a good business on West Slst street, New

York City, as a repairman and insurance

adjuster, the left over ends of his business

are not pr0ving as pleasant as he might

wish; for although the New York branch

of the Couple Gear Co., of Grand Rapids,

Mich., spent a year in getting service on

Stearns, he finally has been made defend

ant in the New York City Court in an ac

tion for the recovery of $397.65. Stearns

is asked to pay for parts and the time of an

employe from the Couple Gear factory who

came to New York to assist on a repair job

done by Stearns. Stearns, as insurance ad

juster, adjusted a damage claim for the

Curtiss-Blaisdell Co., which owned a

Couple Gear truck, and then, as repairman,

undertook to repair the truck. It was in

this latter capacity that the alleged indebt

edness was incurred. Stearns in his an

swer sets up a general denial, but states

that if any such thing did occur the Walter

H. Stearns Co., an incorporation, is the

debtor.

Two Dealers Garnishee Hearne’s Deposits.

Although all the parties directly con

cerned are residents of Illinois, two suits

have been instituted in the Circuit Court

for Wayne county in .Detroit, Mich.,

against the Hearne Motor Co., of Chicago,

by the Reliance Motor Co. and \V. C.

Lumpkin, doing business in that city as the

Mattoon Motor Car Co. The Reliance

company seeks to recover $2.250, the

amount of deposits made on cars ordered

from the Hearne company and not deliv

ered, while Lumpkin asks for $1,605.21 on

a claim of the same kind. The suits were

brought in' 'Michigan so that the plaintiffs

could garnishee the amounts due the de

fendant from the Hupp Motor Car Co., of

Detroit. The latter has filed a disclosure

in each case, showing an indebtedness by

it to the 'defendant amounting in all to

$1,428.76.

Remy Erecting Two More Buildings.

Ground has been broken by the Remy

Electric Co. for two additions to its plant

in Anderson, Ind. The new structures,

which will be completed within three weeks,

will provide 10,600 additional square feet of

floor space.

mur‘s WARM RE'I‘0R'I‘

IN HUBER PATENT sun

Declares Invention “Worthless for Any

Useful Purpose” and Denies Exclu

sive Ownership—Cites Long

List of Prior Patents.

If the North American Vehicle Co., of

Detroit, truly is seeking to test the Emil

Huber three-point suspension patent, No.

788,407, which it has brought to bear on

the trade, its desire is in a fair way of be

ing gratified. The fact that two previous

suits instituted against motor car manufac

turers had been settled by the issuance of

licenses to operate under the patent has

not in any way influenced those who stand

behind the Detroit Taxicab & Transfer Co.,

which also has been made defendant in a

suit for infringement brought by the North

American company. This action really is

directed against the Kelly Motor Truck

Co., of Springfield, 0., whose vehicles are

employed by the Taxicab 81 Transfer Co..

and the answer which has been filed in the

case makes plain the Kelly disposition to

fight.

In addition to the usual formal and cat

egorical forms, the defendant denies that

it received notice of alleged infringement,

or that it has disregarded such notice or

refused to desist from alleged infringement.

It also sets up that the Huber invention

lacks inventive skill and is “wholly inoper—

ative and worthless for any useful pur

pose." In support of its allegation that

Huber was “not the original and first in

ventor or discoverer of the invention, or

of any material or substantial part there

of," the Detroit Taxicab & Transfer Co.

cites a long list of United States patents.

The earliest, No. 183,970, was granted to

L. Ransom, October 31, 1876, while the

most recent, No. 810,379, was granted to

H. M. Pope, January 16, 1906.

Among other things, the defendant de

nies that the North American Vehicle Co.

is the sole and exclusive owner of the

Huber patent, or of “any right and privi

leges intended to secure thereby,” or that it

has “invested or expended large sums of

money or has been put to any great trouble

or expense."

The Huber patent bears date April 25,

1905, and, as exclusively stated in the Motor

\Vorld at the time the litigation was insti

tuted, is claimed to cover “any driving

mechanism of an automobile wherein the

parts that go to make up the same are

brought together in what is termed a unit

power plant, suspended at three points

upon the main frame, and wherein one of

the points forming the triangle is arranged

to swivel."

Million Dollars for Policeman’s Tire!

A policeman's lot may not be a happy

one, but if the tire which he has invented

pans out as he anticipates, Arthur J. Elliott,

a member of the Cleveland (0.) police de

partment, may exchange the lot of a police

man for that of a millionaire. Elliott has

interested the Standard Sales Co., of Cleve

land, in his invention, which, according to

local prints, has announced that it will

build a “million dollar factory" to manu

facture Elliott's tire. According to the

same sources, “there is plenty of money

back of the proposition." In the words of

the general description which_has been

vouchsafed, “Elliott’s tire is oval in shape

and is so reinforced with steel that it is

impossible to puncture it." Also it can be

sold at 25 per cent. less than the automobile

tires now on the market.

Goodyear Plant Still Being Enlarged.

Of additions to the Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co’s plant in Akron, 0, there ap

pear no end. What is known as the No. 6

building, a six-story structure. 403 x 80 feet.

is now in a fair way of completion, and

meanwhile excavation has been made for a

new five-story building, 250x50 feet, and

for an extension, 325x40 feet. of building

No. 14. It is expected that work on the

three structures will be cox-.ipleted by the

end of the year. In addition, there just

has been completed a new and imposing

building, 126x50 feet, and adyaccnt thereto

a two-story garage, 143x56 feet. i‘ in the

last stages of completion.

Los Angeles Vulcanizers Get Together.

Tire vulcanizing establishments are not

lacking in any part of the country, but on

the Pacific Coast they are so unusuallv

prolific as almost to astonish visitors from

the eastern half of the country. In Los

Angeles they are so numezons that the

owners have formed an association with the

following ofiicers: President. James .\.

Alcorn, Alcorn Rubber Co., vice-president

L. Shurley Freeze, Mosher Rubber Co.;

treasurer, L. F. Phelps; secretary, \Vlley

Jackson, Jackson-Eno Rubber Co. The

organization aims to conduct a credit bu

reau and to maintain a consistent tari..

vulcanizing work.

for

May Build Wagons in Asbury Park.

The Croce Automobile Co., of Asbury

Park, N. J., has purchased a site. 100:: 125

feet, on Railroad avenue in that city, on

which, it is stated, will be erected a two

story concrete factory building. Motor

wagons and sight-seeing cars will consti

tute the principal productions.
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D0\'er. Del—Imperial Garage Co., under

Delaware laws, with $25,000 capital; to op

erate a garage.

Wichita. Kan—Jones Auto Co., under

Kansas laws. with $10,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators—J. J. Jones

and other~.

Portland. Me.—Fiber Products Co., un

der Maine laws. with $1,000,000 capital; to

manufacture fiber products. Corporators—

E. B. Cook. E. C. Fisher.
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deal in motor cars. Corporators—S. L.

Henderson, J. 5. Allison, George S. Alli

son.

St. Louis, Mo.—I_.ewis Automobile Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $16,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—J. D.

Lewis, Walter H. McLean, John H. Jack

son.

Wilmington, Del—Lilge Gas Rotary En

gine Co., under Delaware laws, with $1,

000,000 capital; to manufacture motors.

  

Carl J. Metzger, Roy A. Herrington, Ben

F. Brady.

Newark, N. J.—John R. Price, Inc., under

New Jersey laws, with $100,000 capital; to

manufacture internal combustion motors.

Corporators—John R. Price, G. \V. Knorr,

H. E. Price.

Indianapolis, Ind.—Corydon, New Al

bany, & Greenville Auto Bus Co., under

Indiana laws, with $2,100 capital; to oper—

ate a motor bus line. Corporators—James

 

FIRST LINK IN THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE HESS-BRIGHT PLANT IN PHILADELPHIA

H ‘ ‘5 Kat

'mtauiittt

- '11

  

The new building which forms the nucleus of a much larger Slant which eventually will be erected, is at the corner of Front street and Erie avenue and

measures 200 x 235 feet. At present the building is use only for repair work and for manufacturing the new [less-Bright double row bearings.

 

Detroit, Mich—Currier Auto Co., under

Michigan laws. with $6,000 capital; to deal

10 motor cars. Corpot'ators—M. S. Gor

c‘en. L. A. E. Gorden, L. G. Currier.

Freeport. Ill—Overland Automobile Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—W. J.

Maurer. G. E. Maurer, F. \V. Boettcher.‘

Houston, Tex.—Havoline Auto Supply

0.1., under Texas laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in motor car supplies. Corporators

—F. E. “'hite, Edwin Hobby, J. W. Crot

ty.

Paterson, .\'. J.—Standard Garage Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $25,000 capi

tal, to operate a garage. Corporators—

Martin While. Susan B. \\'hite, Oscar Har—

f1\

San Angelo. Tex—S. L. Henderson Co.,

under Texas laws. with $10000 capital; to

Corporators—L. E. Lilge, G. P. Lilge, I.

Fogg.

Chicago, Ill-National Radiator Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $30,000 capital; to

manufacture automobile radiators—Percy

“J. Sullivan, Theodore Schmidt, Edward A.

Gramms.

Fond du Lac, Wis—S. C. Wells Mfg. Co.,

under Wisconsin laws, with $200,000 capital;

to manufacture ignition devices. Corpora

tors—R. C. \Vells, L. J. Fuhrman, F. J.

Rucping.

Augusta, Me—Mathiessen Spring Cush

ion Wheel Co., under Maine laws, with

$60,000 capital; to manufacture spring

wheels. Corporators—R. S. Bussell, L. J.

Coleman.

Chicago, Ill.—Metzger-Herrington—Argo

Co., under Illinois laws, with $50,000 capi

tal; to operate a garage. Corporators—

M. Ferguson, Henry E. Rohling. and oth

ers.

Chicago, Ill—South Park Automobile

Garage Co., under Illinois laws, with $25,

000 capital; to operate a garage. Corpora

tors—Herman Frank, Harry Lurie, John

A. Anderson.

Harrisburg, Pa.-—Economy Tire & Rub

ber Co., under Pennsylvania laws, with $5,

000 capital; to deal in motor car tires. Cor

porators—Edward L. Kroft, B. F. Knupp,

E. M. Knupp.

Rochester, N. Y.—Lamax Mfg: Co., un

der New York laws, with $25,0w capital;

to manufacture motors, ete- {Iotporators—

Arthur B. Bradley, Philip E, Tucker. Ar

thur C. Lamay. _ I . ,3 ,,,.

Camden. 5‘. J.-—Hub Twenty-second

Street Garage Co., under New Jersey laws,

with $100,000 capital; to Operate‘a garage.
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Corporators—F. R. Hansel], George H. B.

Martin, L. C. Clow.

Chicago, Ill.—Automobile Accessories

Co., under Illinois laws, with $25,000 capi

tal; to deal in motor car accessories. Cor

porators—Alexander Meralli, Frederick L.

Jackson, Frank D. Merolli. '

Portland, Me,—National Chauffeurs' As

sociation, under Maine laws, with $500,000

capital; to conduct a mutual benefit organ

ization. Corporators—Albert F. Jones, T.

L. Croteau, B. M. Marshall.

Portland, Me.—Reliance Speedometer

Co., under Maine laws, with $100,000 capi

tal; to manufacture speedometers. Corpo

rators—Charles M. Drummond, G. M.

Howes, Wadleigh B. Drummond.

New York, N. Y.-—Mercedes-Daimler

Selling Corporation, under New York laws,

with $50,000 capital; to deal in motor cars.

Corporators—A. M. Becker; John A. Lem

line, E. H. Ferguson, all of 27 William

street.

Chicago, Ill—Automobile Inspection &

Appraisement Bureau, under Illinois laws,

with $2,500 capital; to inspect and appraise
vmotor cars, etc. Corporators—James C.

Johnson, Charles W. Barton, Thomas B.

Convey.

Cleveland, Ohio—Northern Ohio Auto

mobile Racing Co., under Ohio laws, with

$1,000 capital; to promote automobile rac

ing. Corporators—Richard Lee, Florence

Cawood, John Alburn, N. E. Weffier, Fred

Hackley.

St. Louis, Mo.--Kaufmann Motor Tire

Co., under Missouri laws, with $15,000 cap

ital; to deal in motor car tires. Corpora

tors—George H. Muehling, Norman Sad

ler and others.

New York, N. Y.——Motor Gear Improve

ment Co., under New York laws, _with $1,

250,000 capital; to manufacture motor car

parts. Corporators—Henry C. Derham,

2d, S. V. Brady, Dwight Partridge, all of

250 West 54th street. _

New York, N. Y.—-Auto Despatch Bu

reau, Inc., under New York laws, with $25,—

000 capital; to operate av motor service.

Corporators—NValter StackhouSe, 195 Lex

ington avenue; Harold Parker, L. S. Parker,

both of 55 Liberty street. .

Anderson, Ind—Fraternal Order of

Honk-Honks, under Indiana laws; to pro

mote sociability among motor car dealers.

Corporators—John Stockdale, Chicago, 111.;

Richard D. McCain, Harry F. Dunn, George

McMahon. all of Anderson.

New York, N. Y.—-Hunt & West, Inc.,

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—Bur

ton R. Law ,206 West 106th street; John

W. Collopy, Jr., 10 Wall street; Elly Z.

Parker, 470 West 146th street.

New York, N. Y.—-Cameron-Rowe Auto

Service, Inc., under New York laws, with

$10,000 capital; to operate a motor car ser

vice station. Corporators—James Cameron,

Norman Cameron, both of 203 West 107th

street; August T. Rowe, 239 \Vest 107th

street.

New York, N. Y.—Millcr, Hicks & Hew

itt, Inc., under New York laws, with $10,

000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Corpo

rators—Harry D. Miller, 509 West 56th

street; Henry T. Hicks, 441 West 124th

street; George A. Hewitt, 370 East 183d

street.

New York, N. Y.—New York Garage

Association, Inc., under New York laws,

with $2,000 capital; to conduct a general

garage keepers' exchange. Corporators—

Charles H. Potter, 154 West 124th street;

Louis J. Joscelyn, 112 West 52dd street;

William Burrows, 69 East 89th street.

Change of Corporate Name.

Jackson, Mich.—Clark-Carter Automo

bile Co. to Cutting Motor Car Co.

Washington, D. C. Auto Exchange Co. to

\Vashington Motor Car Equipment Co.

Change of Name and Capital.

Dover, Del.—-Everitt Motor Car Co. to

Flanders Motor Co., and capital increased

from $3,000,000 to $3,750,000.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

Fred G. Bremer has resigned as mana

ger of the Twitchell Gauge Co., of Chicago.

He has been succeeded by Max D. Bendel.

Lyle Miller has resigned as factory super

intendent of the Midland Motor Co. at

East Moline, 111. His success ’1' has nut

yet been named:

Hugh S. Quinn has been appointed man

ager of the Abbott Motor Co.'s retail

branch in Detroit, his appointment being

in the nature of promotion. He succeeds

E. C. Thompson, resigned.

George N. Matheson has been appointed

purchasing agent for the Hayes Mtg. Co..

of Detroit. Previously, and for many years,

he occupied a similar position with the

National Motor Vehicie Co., of Indianap

olis.

S. H. Humphries has been appointed fac

tory manager of the Oakland Motor Car

Co., of Pontiac, Mich. Until his appoint

ment he was connected with the Elmore

Mfg. Co., at Clyde, 0., but for many years

previous thereto he had been associated

with the Peerless Motor Car Co. and the

Brush Runabout Co., respectively.

Frank H. Trego, forme- chief engineer

of the R. Thomas Motor Co., of Buffalo,

has been appointed manager of the depart

ment of research engmeerm: for the Pack

ard Motor Car Co., of Detroiz. Before he

joined the Thomas staft. Trego was man

ager of the technical department of the

Hudson Motor Car Co., in Detroit.

C. W. Eggers, who for the past two years

has been traffic manager for the 'Willys

Overland Co., in Toledo, 0., has been ap

pointed general traflic manager for all of

the W'illys properties—the Willys-Over

land Co. in Toledo, the Garford Co. in

Elyria, the Gramm Motor Truck Co. in

Lima, the Federal Motor Co. in Indianap~

olis and the Morrow M.‘ :. C0. in Elmira.

Cole Names Managers for Five Districts.

In order to better handle its business and

keep in closer touch with its dealers, the

Cole Motor Car Co., of Indianapolis, has

divided the country into five districts, each

of which will be in charge of a district

sales manager, none of whom is an ap

prentice. William L. Colt, president of the

Colt-Stratton Co., of New York. will be

in charge of the territory east of a line

drawn north from Washington, 1). C., to

Syracuse, N. Y.; E. C. Frady of the Cole

Motor Co., of Chicago, will handle the

North Central States; George H. Strout,

former Apperson sales manager, will have

jurisdictioin in the southeast and part of

the Middle West; C. J. Corkhili, also a

former Apperson man, will handle the ter

ritory bounded by the Mississippi on the

east and the Rockies on the west; and J.

R. Moler will have charge of all of the ex

tensive territory lying west of the Rocky

Mountains, and also the entire Dominion

of Canada.

Stearns Locates Branch in Philadelphia.

The F. B. Stearns Co., of Clmelantl, has

taken over its agency in Philadelphia and

hereafter will maintain it as a factory

branch at 449-451 North Broad street. It

will be in charge of C. Hilton Gantert, who

for the past six years has been identified

with the Stearns car in that city. The

Stearns service bureau, which previously

was maintained in Philadelphia. also has

been made a part of the new branch.

Texan Forms a Tire Filling Company.

The Nopatch Tire Filling Co. has been

organized in Fort Worth, Tex., to produce

a tire filling compound originated by J. A.

Reynolds, of that city, in which it is stated

a plant has been established. The corn

pany has been incorporated with $110,000

capital stock and has opened a sales office

in Dallas.

New Departure Factory to Expand.

The New Departure Mfg. Co. has let con

tracts for an addition to its plant in Bristol.

Conn. It will be a three-storv fireprrbf

structure, 62 x 215 feet.
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Joseph \Vechtel is about to build a gar- Paul Luge and Joseph Poiser have es- Auto Co. He will also handle the Over

age in Sibley, Ia. tablished a repair business in McKeesport, land line.

Edward Warner is building a two-story

garage in Ludlow, Vt.

Hugh Lucas, of Blue Earth, Minn., has

sold his garage to J. J. Strack.

John Dyer, of Madera, Cal., is building a

garage at Cosemite and F streets.

Pruitt 8: Jorgenson, of Granville, N. D.,

have purchased the Granville Garage.

Frank Richardson, of Gilman, Ia., has

sold his repair business to Roy Poper.

Edward Bean has opened a garage in

New Haven, Conn., on Columbus avenue.

A new garage has been built in Union

Hill, N. J., by the Clifton Automobile Co.

C. M. Mather, of Clarksville, Ia., plans

to erect a garage; he already has secured

a site.

Garretson 81 Hoyt, of Fayette, Ia., are

about to open a garage in Lancing, in the

same state.

Fred Redezke, of Hebron, N. D., has

bought the garage and repair business of

F. H. Mann.

John C. Oliger, of Pittsburgh, Pa., is

about to secure bids on a two-story and

basement garage.

J. L. Tippins is about to establish a tire

repair business in Savannah, Ga., at 408

Bronghton street.

Coy Swift and Charles Larson are about

to open an automobile and bicycle repair

shop in Spencer, Ia.

Dell Hutchings, of Rockford, 111., has

“gone into" automobiles; he has signed up

as Paige-Detroit dealer.

Simon \Vestra and Edward Van Wou

denburg have purchased the Parkinson Gar

age in Rook Valley, Ia.

Hicks Auto Supply Co. is the style of a

new business in Nashville, Tenn. It is lo

cated at 802 Broadway.

Plans have been prepared for a garage

which Jacob Hagin will erect on Rahway

avenue. Elizabeth, N. J.

A. G. McClary is having plans prepared

for a garage which he will erect on Clin

ton street, in Defiance, O.

E. F. Tabor plans to construct a garage

in San Francisco; it will be located on

Valentine street near 26th.

Pa., at 719-23 White street.

Michael L. Joy is having plans prepared

for a brick and concrete garage which he

will erect in Putnam, Conn.

S. C. Fertig, of Titusville, Pa., has se

cured permission to build a garage at Cen

tral avenue and Martin street.

L. F. Case, of Elknart, Ira-1., has pur

chased the interests of his partner, J. S.

Landon, in the Landon Garage.

Eddy Bros., who have been in the trade

in Marengo, Ia., are about to open a garage

in Fort Dodge, in the same state.

Allen Baker, well known in motor truck

circles in St. Louis, Mo., has taken the

Dayton truck agency in that city.

E. B. Luder, formerly of Kyrle, Tex., is

about to establish an automobile business

in San Antonio, in the same state.

F. F. Anderson, of Coon Rapids, Ia., has

bought the Henry Garage; he will improve

the premises and continue the business.

Nels Narveson and W. A. Childress have

started a repair shop in Mason City, la.

The style is Mason City Vulcanizing Co.

John Lang, of Richmond, Minn., has pur

chased a building and will remodel it for a

garage; he plans to open up in the spring.

The Akron Tire Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.,

has opened a branch in Washington, D. C.,

at 1024 14th street; N. A. Brandrifi is man

agen

The Ellis Motor Car Co., in Greenville,

S. C., has been reorganized. Charles Ellis

is president and A. G. Dale general man

ager.

C. W. Plain is organizing a stock com

pany in Milton, N. D., to enter the selling

field; he has the state agency for the Car

tercar.

Harold E. Wolcott has entered the trade

in Joliet, 111. He has the Cadillac agency

and will conduct his business at 100 Cass

street.

The W. E. Allen Co., of Milwaukee, Wis.,

plans the erection of new showrooms on

Grand avenue between 27th and 28th

streets.

Ralph Smalley, of Woolstock, has pur

chased an interest in the Eagle Grove (1a.)

The \Vaggoner Garage in Litchfield, 11].,

has been sold to Glenn Brubaker; Stanley

Waggoner, the former owner, will go to

California.

E. Cline has secured an interest in the

fir'm of Franks & Merchant in Canby,

Minn. A new garage and piano salesrodm

will be built.

Dr. F. L. Darrow, of Front street, Co

lumbus, O., has commenced the construc

tion of a two-story garage; it will be com

pleted October 1.

Austin Bros., of Sioux Falls, S. D., have

purchased E. E. Faubion's blacksmith shop

in Ryder, N. D. Besides conducting it they

will add a garage.

Llanerch Garage is the style under which

a new business will soon be opened in

Philadelphia, Pa., at Cooperstown road

and \Vest Chester pike.

A three or four-story brick and terra

cotta garage is to be built on Highland

avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., for \Villiam D.

Laird; it will cost $50,000.

John Pitka and E. E. Harlan have pur

chased the interests of Clinton Fosnacht

and L. L. Hufford in the National Auto

Specialty Co., of Tama, Ia.

S. E. Dilbone, of Hardin, O., is about to

establish an accessory business in Sidney,

O. He will occupy the building formerly

used by the Robinson Garage.

The Standard Oil Co. is about to build a

garage and offices in Chicago at 5810-12-14

Grove street; the building will be one-story

in height and will cost $10,000.

J. J. Smith, of Crockett, Cal., is building

a one-story garage building in Valona, in

the same state; when completed it will be

occupied by Antonoe Dowrellio.

E. R. Roehl, of Lewiston, .\lont., has

"gone into" automobiles and will have his

salesrooms in the garage of the Lewiston

Auto Co. He has the Ford agency.

Permission has been. granted to Mary

Siebeck, of Seattle, W'ash , for the erection

of a three-story concrete garage at 1100-06

East Pike street; it will cost $18,000

Bonnewitz Bros., of Toledo, 0., are hav

ing plans prepared for a garage; it will be

erected on the site of the Bonnewitz block
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which was destroyed by fire a few years

ago.

The Heimsch Automobile Co., of St.

Louis, Mo., has purchased a site on Grand

avenue and will erect a concrete garage and

repair shop; the building will cost $30,000.

J. C. Sondles, of Greensburg, Pa., is

about to sell his horse livery business and

enter the garage trade; he will erect a con

crete and steel structure for his new ven

ture.

The garage heretofore operated in Sag

inaw, Mich, by the Olds Motor Works, of

Lansing, Mich., has been taken over by T.

W. Greve; he also has the Oldsmobile

agency.

The Overland Sales Co., of Clevelan-l,

0., has purchased a site on East 22d street,

south of Prospe'ct avenue, and will erect

thereon a three-story sales and service

building.

J. R. McIntyre, of Los Angeles, Cal., has

let the contract for a garage which will be

erected on Hollywood avenue; its cost will

be $6,000.

George B. Fink is about to establish an

agency in Syracuse, N. Y., at 215 James

street; he will sell Kissel and White cars

and trucks.

Charles \Vedding, of Jerseyvillc, 111., has

purchased the interests of his partner,

Clarence Heidscheid, in the firm of Wed

ding 8: Heidscheid; \Vedding will con

tinue alone.

Harry Welland, proprietor ol the Mara

thon Motor Car Co., of Cincinnati, O, is

about to build a one-story salesroom build

ing; it will be located at Gilbert and Flor

ence avenues.

George L. Gasier has purchased property

in Niagara Falls, N. Y., opposite the Cat

aract Hotel, and will erect a garage; it will

represent an expenditure of $50,000. The

site COst $15,000.

Roy Clark, of Salina, Kan, has sold his

garage to A. J. Cleveland and H. A. Brown

' ley, of Minneapolis, Minn. They will re

model it at a cost of $1,500 and will con

tinue the business.

Frank Freund, George Frank and Edwin

Frank have purchased the Island City Gar

age at 2322 Post Office street, Galveston,

Tex. The style has been changed to New

Island City Garage.

Permission has been granted to \V. D.

Nellis, of Watertown, N. Y., to erect a

two-story garage; it will be opposite his

store on Jackson street, and will be ready

for occupancy December 1. _

The Hailey (Ida.) Auto Co. has been re

organized and henceforth will be operated

under the style Fowler, Stimson 8; Furcht

Auto Co. The new men in the company

are Fowler and Stimson, of Grand Forks,

N. D.

H. T. Moore and Ira T. Blakely have

leased the Hickland Street Opera House in

Princeton, 111., and will remodel it into a

garage; they also will be agents for sev

eral different makes of cars.

A. F. Shallberg is about to open an elec

tric garage in Moline, 111., at 1521 Library

avenue; it will be the first exclusively

electric garage in that city. Shallberg

handles the Ranch & Lang line.

Maus Bros., automobile and piano dealers

in Lima, 0., has dissolved partnership; H.

P. Maus, however, will continue the piano

end of the business. A. D. Maus, the

other partner, has removed to Arkansas.

The Robertson Tire & Auto Co. has

opened up at 1920 Fourth avenue, Birming

ham, Ala. W. W. Robertson is manager

and associated with him are J. E. Vander

g'rif‘t' and E. R. Minhinnette. Cole cars are

stocked.

C. A. Kellogg and J. M. Taggart have

bought the repair business of Morrison &

Dains in Mount Pleasant, Mich. The busi

ness will be moved from its present loca

tion on South Main street to 220 East

Broadway.

Dr. D. F. Howard, as president, and R.

S. Brownlee, as secretary and treasurer, are

principals in a new stock company in

Brockfield, Mo. They will operate a gar

age at West Boston and Livingston streets.

The capitalization is $10,000.

J. Ceascr, of St. Louis, Mo, has pur—

chased of William Miller, Charles Mar

quiss and Clarence Glazier a half interest

in the Palace Garage in Webb City. Mo.

The new member of the firm plans to add to

the equipment and some of the business.

Frank D. Pierce, of Helen, Wash., pro

prietor of the Silver Bow Auto Co., in

Butte, Mont., is about to open another

business in Spokane, \Vash. He has the

Stevens-Duryea agency and will locate in

the Pacific Motor Car Co.’s garage at Fir

and Maple streets.

The Maurer Garage Co., of Sheboygan,

Wis., has been dissolved, and its business

taken over by a new corporation, the She

boygan Auto & Supply Co., of which the

incorporators are C. F. Kade, Caroline F.

Thieman and Felix Benfry; Carl Katie and

Robert Thieman will manage the business.

What will be known as the Georgian

Terrace Garage is being constructed ad

joining the Georgian Terrace Hotel in At

lanta, Ga., for the accommodation of tour

ists; it will be three stories in height and

will have offices, reading rooms, sleeping

rooms and a hospital for employes and

chauffeurs.

Peavey Rubber Co. as the style of a new

concern which has op-incl up in Dallas,

Tex., at 1505 Commerce street, as ‘Jexas

and Louisiana agents for KellyRacine

tires. The firm is compo-actl of R. A. Pea

vey, a former Morgan & ‘Nrtght represen

tative, and N. P. Demons and E. W.

Ware, both of whom were c-n'ncctcd with

the United States Tire Co for ten years.

Overland Motor Car Co. is the style of

a newly organized company in Davenport,

Ia. As its name indicates, it will handle

the Overland line. The officers are: Presi

dent, Henry Bierkamp, of Durant, Ia.;

vice-president, Henry Meyer, of Long

Grove, Ia.; secretary and treasurer, M.

Foy, of the Foy Supply Co., of Cedar Rap

ids, Ia.; general manager, G. H. Knowles.

The Landman-Griffith Motor Co. has

been formed in Toledo, 0., and will build a

$25,000 sales and service building, 100x40

feet, at 14th street and Madison avenue;

the structure will have its entire front of

glass, affording ample display facilities, and

will be completed December 1st. Charles

P. Landman, who formerly was vice-presi

dent of the Blevins Automobile Co., is

president, and \V. E. Grifiith, a former

Blevins salesman, is secretary and treas

urer. The capitalization is $10,000.

Fresno Dealers Form an Association.

The Fresno (Cal) Automobile Dealers’

Association has been formed with the fol

lowing ofiicers: President, Chas. “K Cobb;

vice-president, George S. Waterman; secre

tary, Ernest Johnson; treasurer, C. W.

Hobson. In addition to the president and

vice-president, the executive committee

embraces G. E. Gray, J. F. Gurley, H. B.

Odell, \V. Scott, Ernest Johnson.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Turon, Kan—Union Motor

stroyed. Loss, $8,000.

New Rockford, N. D.—Motor Co., gar

age and four cars destroyed. Loss, not

Co., de

given.

Philadelphia, Pa.—J. F. -Brinton,. High

land Park, garage partly destroyed. Loss,

$25,000.

Charlotte, N. C.-Mecklenburg Auto Co.,

Fifth and Graham streets, garage destroyed.

Loss, $7,500.

Lewiston, Pa.—Robert Fleming, garage,

machine shop and eleven cars destroyed.

Loss, $15,000.

Locomobile Branch Opened in St. Louis.

The ‘L0comobile Co. of America has es

tablished a branch in St. Louis at .3033 Lo

cust street. It is in charge of A. L. E1—

wood, who formerly was identified with the

Locomobile branch in Chicago.
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HELP SOLVE THE USED CAR PROBLEM!

If you are interested in the well being of the industry,

you are interested in the problem of the used car. It long

has been the most seriOus difiiculty that has confronted the

dealer; and signs are not wanting that it will become even

more serious. Anything that assists its solution, or lessens

the evil, is in the nature of promoting the well being of the

whole trade; for what affects the dealer afiects the manu

facturer in corresponding ratio. The problem can be solved

only by a free interchange of ideas. To quicken the inter

change, the Motor World has ofiered premiums of $50, $25,

815, $10 and ‘10, respectively, for the best articles relating

to the subject. Why not add your suggestion?

 

 

 

 

ROOM FOR THE ELECTRIC HEATER.

There is a fertile field for the elimination of waste in the elec

tr:eal equipment of the modern automobile. Ever since the dry

battery was eliminated and the magneto put in its place the waste

4' electrical energy has continued. Almost any magneto gener

air~ considerably more current than is actually required to fire the

mixture in the cylinders in regular order; what is not used goes to

Of course. with the ordinary high tension magneto it is

vertically impossible to stop the waste. But where low tension

litagflCIOS are used and where one of the combination electric

WB-lt‘.

lighting and starting systems, or even a lighting system is em

ployed, there are many ways in which the excess current can be

put to useful work, and not the least important of these well might

be in furnishing heat by way of increasing the comforts of winter

motoring.

Already several manufacturers have seen the light and are

marketing electric heaters that are neither eXpensive to purchase

Without going deeply into the matter, an electric

heater is simple and easy to manufacture, it occupies small space,

nor to operate

consumes little current, is practically indestructible and never

requires attention. Furthermore it may be applied anywhere that

fancy or requirement dictates and the degree of heat it supplies

may be adjusted with a nicety that is obtainable with no other

That the electric heater is practicable

for automobile use is evidenced by its presence on several makes

temperature raising device.

of electric pleasure car where it is built into place and forms part

of the equipment. But whether it is supplied by the car manu

facturer, built into place, or whether it comes under the head of

accessories, that the electric heater holds forth inducements is

not to be denied

KEEPING ACCESSORIES “FOR ACCOMMODATION."

Can anything better serve to illustrate the attitude of the

garageman toward the accessory market than the remark of the

New York garage owner that he kept a stock of accessories “as a

matter of accommodation for his patrons?" Can anything better

illustrate the manner in which Opportunity thus is turned away

from the garageman's door, even at the very moment that he

complains of the meagreness of his income?

In nearly all other lines of trade, the chief object of merchants

is to attract prospective purchasers within their doors; they spend

large sums for the purpose. Yet the garageman, and the automo

bile dealer, too, daily and without cost are in direct contact with

such buyers and still they suffer them to go elsewhere when 2CCC>

sories are required. \Vhen they keep them at all, they too often

kccp accessories only as a “matter of accommodation," which

means that they are sold only when they are called for.

Mildly expressed, it is a regrettable state of affairs; it lacks all

the elements of modern merchandising. If goods are worth keep

ing in stock, they are worth displaying, and if they are worth dis

playing they are worth selling, and the only way to sell them is to

bring them to the attention of those who use such wares.

The automobile dealer and the garageman should look alive

before it is too late. As the Motor \Vorld many times has re

marked, department stores in the large cities, and hardwaremen in '

the smaller towns, are laying hands on that desirable class of

trade which, by all the laws of logic, belongs to those who natur

ally have to do with automobiles and automobilists. -

 

SIGNS THAT INCREASE SALE OF GASOLENE.

Even in prosecuting the sale of gasolene there is room for

display of the merchandising spirit. The man who conspicuously

posts the sign, “Filtered Gasolenc, 20 Cents per Gallon," or

“Doubly Filtered Gasolene, 20 Cents per Gallon," is certain to

attract many more customers and sell many more gallons of gas

olene than the man across the street who displays the familiar

“Gnsolene, 20 Cents." ‘

The difference may appear a mere trifle, but it is attention to

trifles of the sort that usually distinguish the successful merchant '

from the unsuccessful one.
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GREAT Sll0W 0F RUBBER

BUT TIRES ARE SCARCE

Exhibition in Grand Central Palace

Proves Interesting and Instruct

ive—But Automobile Goods

Are Not Conspicuous.

 

 

It is doubtful if there is a substance that

is more peculiar or more mysterious in its

origin and properties than rubber. To the

layman it probably would be difficult to

identify the crude material from the finished

rubber products that are in every day use,

for though there are abundant opportuni

ties for becoming familiar with rubber in

its commercial form, it seldom is exhibited

in its raw state. At any rate there sel

dom is exhibited so great a quantity of raw

rubber as there is on view at present in

Grand Central Palace in New York City.

It forms at least two-thirds of all there is

to be seen at the Third International Rub

ber and Allied Trades exhibition, which was

opened on Monday, 23d inst., and its value,

according to various estimates, is upward

of $400,000. The exhibition will be open

until Thursday night next, October 3d, and

in the meantime those who are interested in

rubber can go to Grand Central Palace and

see it and feel it and smell of it and taste it

if they like.

There is rubber of every description and

kind in every shape and form, from the

crude latex as it comes from the Hevea

trees to the finished rubber articles of com

merce. But by far the greatest part of the

exhibition is made up of raw rubber. It is

shown just as it is collected by ratives in

the wilds (and cultivated places) of its ori—

gin; it is shown in bales and bundles and

sheets; and some of the exhibition booths

are ceiled and railed and floored with it.

Brazil and Ceylon and a few other highly

interesting and equally hot countries have

whole sections devoted to the exposition of

crude rubber, and at some of the exhibits

it requires not much stretching of the im

agination to see the natives actually at work

collecting the precious juice, so realistic

are the tropical forest scenes that are re

produced. .

Despite the intimate connection between

the rubber industry and the automobile in

dustry, however, there is a noticeable ab

sence of rubber products, such as are used

in automobile construction, tires even

being conspicuous by their poor represen

tation. All in all, there are just exactly

two exhibitors of automobile tires, the

Home Rubber Co., of Trenton, N. 1., which

has on'view about a dozen Home casings

and tubes, and the Swinehart Tire & Rub

ber Co., of Akron, 0., which exhibits a

score or more commercial vehicle solid rub

ber tires and a representative line of pneu

matics. Of course, the United. States Rub

ber Co. is represented. It has the largest

single space of any exhibitor, though,

strange to say, there is not even a scrap

of rubber in the big enclosure. Instead,

the mahogany rails which fence the space

serve also as receptacles for a number of

carefully executed and mounted photo

graphs and prints of the various tire and

rubber goods factories subsidiary to the

parent company.

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

 
  

 

 
 

Removing accessories and other “impedi

ments” from the dash opened the way for

  

CADILLAC COIL POSITION

the display of no small ingenuity on the

part of motor car designers, none of which

is more ingenious than the manner in which

those who have to do with the designing of

the Cadillac car have disposed of the ig

nition coils. Naturally the closer the coil

or coils, as the case may be, are located to

the cylinders, the shorter need the high

tension cables be and the simpler become

the problems of providing efiicient insula

tion. Yet too close proximity with the

heated cylinders, unless the coils be of

special construction which admits of their

working at temperatures considerably

above normal, involves the destruction of

the wax and resin insulation.

On the Cadillac car, which employs the

well-known Delco ignition and starting

system, which involves the use of current

taken at low voltage from the generator

and “stepped up" by means of a pair of

transformer coils to a point where it is

available for use in connection with the

ordinary jump spark plug for ignition, the

coil location is unique, in that although the

coils are positioned adjacent the first cyl

inder, they never can be heated to a de

gree where the insulation is liable to suffer.

   

 

September 28, Kalamazoo, Mich—Track

races promoted by j. A. Sloan.

September 28, Indianapolis, Ind—Track

races under the auspices of E. A. Moross.

September 29-30, St. Louis, Mo.—Track

races promoted by the Universal Exposi

tion Co.

September 30-October 1, New York, N.

Y.—Sales Managers' Convention in the

Automobile Board of Trade rooms.

October 2, Milwaukee, Wis—Vanderbilt

Cup road race over the Wauwatosa course,

promoted by the Milwaukee Automobile

Dealers' Assoeiation.

October 3, Milwaukee, Wis—Pabst and

Wisconsin trophy road races, promoted by

the Milwaukee Automobile Dealers’ Asso

ciation. '

October 4-5, Sioux City, Ia.—Track races

under the auspices of the Sioux City Auto-

mobile Club.

October 4-6, Peoria, Ill.—-Track races

under the auspices Of the National Imple

ment Co.

October 5, St; Louis, Mo.—Annual relia

bility run of the Automobile Club of St.

Louis.

'October 5, Brooklyn, Y.-lOO-mile

consistency run of the Long Island Auto

mobile Club.

October 5, Milwaukee, Wis—Grand Prize

road race, promoted by the Milwaukee

Automobile Dealers' Association.

October 7-12, St. Louis, Mo.—Outdoor

show in Forest Highlands Park, under the

auspices of the St. Louis Automobile Man

ufacturers and Dealers' Association.

October 12, Providence, R. I.—Track

races under the auspices of E. O. Hustudt.

 
 

As shown in the accompanying illustration,

the coils are located on a bracket just

ahead of the first cylinder and directly be

hind the fan, where the comparatively cool

air which continually is drawn through the

radiator precludes any chance of their

overheating, and, in fact, maintains them at

all times, while the motor is in operation,

at a uniform temperature. By way of pro

tecting the coils as well as the cables which

are attached to them 'from mechanical in

jury through contact with tools, etc., a. cast

iron hood, held in place by the copper tub

ing through which the high tension wires

are run, completely encloses the top of the

coils.
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MODEL SALESROOM AND GARAGE'TO lNSTRUCT DEALERS
 

Building in Detroit to Be Equipped by Studebaker Corporation as an Example for lts Dealers—

ldeal Window Display, Floor Arrangement, Repair Economy, Labor Saving Devices

and Service to Be Exploited, While Branch Actively Conducts Business.
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STUDEBAKER “OBJECT LESSON GARAGE" WHICH WILL HOUSE MODEL SALESROOM AND REPAIR SHOP

Instruction in selling has been a part of

the more successful of those among the

present day manufacturers of automobiles,

and that the salesmen and dealers might

irnow the car to best advantage and be

given what knowledge of salesmanship the

factory organization possessed. schools and

similar schemes have grown up in connec

tion with many shops where cars are built.

Today, however, manufacturers are ready

to concede that the increasing of efficiency

in the dealers is a problem which merits

attention and which is being studiously

followed up by the progressive members

of the trade.

Numerous plans have been adopted, but

the majority get but little further than the

sending out of dealers' literature which is

designed to rouse enthusiasm in the me

dinm between the factory and the public,

and which is intended to keep the man in

the field posted on latest development at

the factory and most recent additions to the

:oueern's selling points. Reading matter

often is thrown aside unread and often a

very properly raised question is that of the

efficiency of this method.

Marking an innovation in instruction, the

Studebaker Corporation, of Detroit, Mich.,

has literally killed two birds with one stone,

and while furnishing an establishment

which will constitute its Detroit branch, it

has arranged to present the branch as a

model salesroom, garage and repair shop,

that those who see it and who are in

clined to improve their ways may “go and

do likewise."

The building, which is located at Wood—

ward and Charlotte avenues, was origin

ally fitted up for the United States Motor

Co. and was used by it as a Detroit branch;

but the structure has been secured by the

Studebaker Corporation, and extensive re

modeling has been done, the building, how

ever, admirably lending itself to this plan.

Sales Manager Benson is father of the

scheme.

The dealer who visits the Studebaker

factory and who is escorted to the Detroit

branch will see as he approaches a white

tiled front which will glistcn and gleam

with spotless cleanliness. Inside the vari

ous divisions are laid out to best advantage,

and every available form of labor saving

device will be found. The window display

is an object lesson in itself; special at

tention has been paid to‘ floor arrange

ment; economy in repairing forms almost a

special_course of instruction. and—more

important than all—there are forcible hints

as to the proper definition of that much

abused term—service. While the great

majority of dealers probably already have

their garages constructed, the model is in

tended to furnish ideas for economy of op

erations and for improvement and to sug

gest plans in case new buildings are con‘

templated.

A. K. McLuncy, formerly manager of

branches for the General Motors Co., will

be in charge of the branch and will also act

in the capacity of instructor to the Stude

baker dealers who visit the branch for a

lesson in the best way to conduct their line

of business.
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SYSTEMATIC WORK VITAL

FEATURE OF GOOD

SALESMANSHIP.

Know Why You Win, Know Why You

Fail.

Good salesmanship means first of all

work. And then more work and still more

work. But it means organized work—

planned work. carefully followed up work,

continuous work that finally crystallizes

into orders and profits.

The reason why more automobile dealers

and salesmen don’t succeed in larger mea

sure is that they are not working to their

limit. They are not planning intelligently

and systematically for the use of every

moment of their time in the accomplish

ment of their great purpose to sell automo

bilcs and make money. Getting back to

first principles. what is it that makes the

wheels go round for dealer and manufac

turer? Sales—Sales—Sales. That's what

makes one concern more prosperous than

another. \Vith overhead established, rent

the same, just ,as many cars to store, the

same opportunities to sell gasolene, oil and

sundries, good management established,

few leaks between the stockroom and the

cash drawer. the vital point that makes the

difference between success and failure 15

sales.

Solve the Conundrum.

If you are dissatisfied with your business

—-don't seem to make as much money as

you should—see others with apparently no

greater opportunities than you, doing bet

ter, don’t look for excuses, but forget the

business for a day or two and take the

opportunity to thoroughly study yourself

and your methods.

Sec- if in yourself you cannot find the

leak. \Vhat is lacking? Is it initiative? Is
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it energy? Is it enthusiasm? Is it stick-to

itiveness? Or, is it the lack of a systematic

plan, the absence of a carefully laid out

campaign of action?

{Plan Sales Work—Work the Plan.

Napoleon's battles were won on paper

before they were fought. The battles of

selling are won the same way. In many

cases where an automobile dealer is not

doing as well as he feels he ought, the con

dition can be traced to unsystematic work.

Some people dislike the word "system." _

H

To them it means blanks to fill out, red

tape,” they call it. But it does not mean

anything of the kind. It means plans;

plans laid out after careful study of the

car and the territory, and the prospects. It

means carrying out those plans. It means

hewing to the line. It means no longer

working haphazard, but making every mo

ment of your time count.

Keeping Up Strain.

The distinguishing feature of big execu

tives is usually nothing more or less than

the ability to plan and execute those plans

through others.

The more you can do and get out of your

own time and that of your employes, the

more money you are bound to make. This

doesn’t mean slave-driving; it means plan

ning for the elimination of waste.

Plan Each Day’s Work.

Each man is an organization in himself.

His time is his most valuable asset. As

Arnold Bennett says, “No man has any

more or any less than you have," and “No

matter how much of that precious com

modity you may have wasted in the past,

tomorrow will bring your full share, just

as much as any other man living can have."

Time is the capital of the salesman. This

is why the salesman can afford to forget

money and forget other things and concern

himself with the planning of his time, as
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problems.

 

Motor World is determined to

spare no pains in making itself

a really and truly DEALERS’

Put up to us your

We are bound to

be A Friend at the Elbow

 

 

 

if it were, what it is, his most precious

commodity.

It Pays to Hustle.

\Ve keep track of money, we watch

its income and its outgo—why not keep

track of time? Why not see how much

we can save, how little we can waste,

by planning? If every automobile dealer

and every automobile salesman could see

the importance of using every bit of time

to best advantage—and working, there

would be fewer complaints of poor business.

Make List of Prospects.

\that shall the dealer who wishes to in

vest his time wisely do first? There is only

one answer. The object is sales. The first

thing to do is to make a list of prospects.

Not a list of car users, but a list of the

people who have sufiicient money to buy a

How shall he find out who they are?

Start with the telephone directory—a list

of the merchants and manufacturers—the

local blue book—a list of farmers, who have

money, gained throuyh friendly acquaint

ance at the bank or some store where you

have purchased goods—inquire ‘ among

neighbors—all these and many others, in

cluding inquiries among automobile owners,

are open to him. These are the ways of a

stranger in the community. Usually a live

CHI.
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of every one of our dealer

readers. Manufacturers

also are requested to send

us any suggestions that

will help as conduct this cle

partment along these lines.
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dealer knows who among his townfolk can

afford to buy. If not, he can find out with

littel difficulty.

Get a Grip on Yourself.

After the list is made up, what then?

One firm makes out a card with name and

address of prospect and date card is made

out—this is filled in in triplicate. One card

goes to the salesman, one to the desk of

the owner of the garage, one to the office

file. This firm has three salesmen. The

prospects are divided among them accord

ing to the dealer's judgment. Now enters

“systcm"—a definite plan into operation.
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Testing Your Capacity.

Every salesman makes a calling list every

day and reports on the calls next morning

to the office girl, who enters reports on file

cards and on the dealer's personal card.

The dealer, who thus becomes a sales man

ager, finds the cards containing yesterday's

reports on his desk first thing in the morn

ing. He makes whatever further plans are

necessary and the cards go into his tile. The

important and vital part of this plan is the

daily report and the fact that every sales

man must report on his prospects complete

within thirty days. That is, he has thirty

days in which to make a sale. If he does

 

CARTERCAR SALESROOM IN DETROIT IN.WHICH MODERN MANAGEMENT PREVAll-S
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not make the sale within that time or show

some evidence of negotiations that are

about to mature within a few days, the

prospect is assigned to another salesman.

Establish "Quota" Plan.

This same concern, which, by the way,

has been very successful, has established a

sales minimum below which no man can

fall and keep his job. It may be four cars

or five, depending upon the model sold.

This plan is known as the "quota" plan

and is employed by notably successful

specialty concerns such as the Burroughs

Adding Machine Co. and National Cash

Register Co. It works. It is the right plan

for the automobile salesman, because he is

a "specialty" salesman.

Stop Fiddling.

To fix the right quota is a delicate job.

It requires intelligent study of the field.

but it can be done. Even if the dealer is

his own salesman, he can employ it. Let

him fix the number of cars he should sell in

the year. Then divide that up into months,

weeks and days. Then live up to it. It

means work. But it is exciting, energizing

work. It fills one with enthusiasm. It

braces one up. It makes one plan and helps

him to cut out the waste. It means more

sales and more money. It will keep a man

so busy working—not "fiddling around"

the store or garage—but meeting and sell

ing prospects that he will wonder why he

never thought of such a money-making

plan before.

.3

TRAIN EMPLOYES TO GIVE

CUSTOMERS INSTANT

ATTENTION.

A well known Detroit automobilist drove

his car up the long concrete pavement lead

ing to a North-end garage in Detroit. He

wanted gasolene. There was a man fixing

a tire two feet away from the gasolene

pump; he looked up, said nothing and went

on with his work. Then a man emerged

from the back of the garage, where supplies

were kept, and walked rapidly toward the

front office. Then a man doing some pol

ishing over in a dark corner peered at the

motorist suspiciously but continued pol

ishing. The man who had been making

tracks for the office returned to his lair in

the back, walking rapidly past the new

comers as if they had smallpox or some

other virulent disease.

Do You Drive Trade Away.

So far, it appeared to the motorist that

no one was over eager to do business. Then

he woke the echoes with his Klaxon. Pres

ently the polisher came forward. cloth in

hand, and inquired if he wanted anything.

“No. I just drove in to watch the vaude

ville," said the heated automobilist as he

backed out. Seven minutes he had been

waiting, each minute getting more impa

tient. Now be boiled over and was gone

elsewhere. Could such an incident have

happened in your garage? Do you know

any better way to drive away customers?

Every Man Is a Salesman—Tell Him So.

Every man on the garage floor is in a

real sense a salesman. This should be im

pressed on him. His methods reflect the

proprietor.’ Any one of these men could

have said cheerily, “Just a minute and

someone will wait on you." Not one of

them said anything. If the proprietor had

been there the chances are he would have

rushed over to see what was wanted, glad

to welcome a gasolene customer who later

might become a car customer. His neglect

lay in the fact that he had not communi

cated his spirit to his men.

In no business do the employes come in

closer contact with the trade. In no busi

ness is it worth more to have customers

looked after promptly, courteously and at

tentively. A little confidential talk along

this line to each individual man will work

wonders. Try it.

Provide Proper Toilet Facilities.

It is not as difficult as it might seem to

trace a very definite connection between

good merchandising and better toilet facili

ties for garage patrons.

This statement is prompted by the fact

that in a tour of several thousand miles in

many states, during which several hundred

garages were visited, it is impossible to re

call more than one or two places where the

dealer or proprietor had provided suitable

or adequate toilet facilities for customers.

The Insult of It.

Two styles of “facilities” occur to mind—

one is the usual dirty, dark corner with a

cigar box nailed above supplied with soft

soap—the other style is the hose tap. In

no‘case were clean towels supplied; in most

cases no towels were supplied, not even a

roller towel.

Things in a good many garages would be

very much difiercnt if the proprietors

could, in imagination, step outside and for

a few minutes become customers.

Do It Now.

No dealer can afi‘ord to be so backward

as to overlook providing conveniences for

his customers. The clean wash room with

decent soap and clean towels is something

that is bound to come eventually in every

garage. Soon dirty and neglected wash

rooms will be a thing of the past. Why

wait? Why not be a leader and provide the

proper toilet facilities now when their in

troduction as part of your regular equip—

ment would be a distinct gain and add to

your reputation for up-to-date methods.

J

IT PAYS TO PUSH ACCES

SORIES. PLEASES CUS

TOMERS, TOO.

The first thing that meets the eye of the

motorist who drives into a popular Eastern

garage is a big sign reading, “We carry a

full line of Tires and Accessories."

“You have no idea what a hit that makes,"

said the owner. “Not the sign, but the fact

that we do carry a complete line of every

thing the motorist possibly can need. Be

sides a full line of repair parts, we carry

trunks, trunk racks, tires , lamps, horns,

speedometers, spark plugs, oils put up in

cans. of all sizes, graphite, grease, dope,

guns, patches and so on down the list. We

buy this stuff right and sell at list prices,

and if we haven't the article in stock we

send and get it.

“Besides showing a liberal profit on the

investment. our tire and accessory depart

ment has helped to rriake our garage auto

mobile headquarters for miles around."

Too many dealers confine their efforts to

gasolene and oil, when they could be mak

ing money and friends by putting in a com

plete accessory line.

Things That Affect Lamp Filaments.

In nine cases out of ten undue breakage

of tungsten filament lamps which are used

in connection with motor car lighting sys

tems is attribluted to excessive vibration

to which the bulbs are subjected, but there

are other causes of such breakage. For in

stance, if the automatic regulator fails to

function properly when the motor is

turning over at a high rate of speed, the

voltage will rise to a degree where the

lamps in all probability will be "flashed" or

burned out. In such a case all of the lamps

which were lighted at the time will be

rendered useless. Where two or more

lamps are connected in series, as obtains in

not a few of the systems in use, a short

circuit which cuts out one of the recep

tacles will cause the other lamp to be

burned out. The remedy, or, more correct

ly speaking, the preventive is found in

the provision of fuses of suitable capacity

adequately to protect the lamps. Naturally

where fuses are installed the generator also

is protected, for the fuses prevent overload.

For temporary use on finished surfaces

it is a good plan to cover the face Man or

dinary hammer with a piece of leather

secured with wire.
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STOPPING THE SALES TALK AT THE “SELLING POINT"

Talking Too Much May Cause the Prospective Customer to Change His Mind Whereas a Pause

at Right Moment Assists Sale—Studying People as an Essential Part of the Sales

man's Education—Dealer Reilly Exemplifies on a Saturday Half-Holiday.

Once in a while in the boy's sized city

where Reilly annually placed in service his

allotment of cars—and then a few more-—

the business men agreed that upon certain

\aturdays they would loek the doors at

noon and convince themselves that they

were taking a day off; on such occasions

"automobile row" generally followed suit

and most of the demonstrating cars in the

city could be found upon the long and

shady stretch of state road which formed

the overland connecting link between the

town and the next city, which happened to

be the one where was located the factory in

which Reilly's line of cars were made.

Anticipadons of a Pleasant Spin.

On a certain Saturday the factory Sales

Manager had dropped off to see Reilly on

his homeward way from a "boosting" trip

through the State, and, arriving at near

noon. the two planned to run up to the fac

tory that afternoon, for this was one of the

Saturday half-holidays, and as the sales

manager walked down the street where

there was more or less of an odor of gaso

lene in the air, “automobile row" was mak

ing most of the remaininglhalf hour before

it closed the doors. The sales manager,

although riding in a car was nothing new to

him, looked forward with pleasure to the

homeward run, for besides being a pleasant

journey over a superb road, it was far

better than being cooped up in a chair in a

'stlway coach.

“What time do we start?" he asked as he

swung in through the door of Reilly's

silCSl'OOl'nS and dropped his traveling bag

inside the office door.

An Eleventh Hour Visitor.

"Not until after 12 o'clock," was the an

swer. "\Ve don't close up until noon. \Ne

could, of course, if we wanted to, but I

never like to shut up during office hours.

Besides," he added with a dry smile, “I

might make a sale."

'0, very well." responded the sales man

ager. who forthwith hied himself to the in

ner office, threw his feet upon the desk and

lighted a cigar. Reilly meanwhile was busy

with various details.

It was five minutes to noon by the clock

when the salesman arose and strolled out

upon the salesroorn floor. Time was pass

 

 

ing slowly for him, and he intended giving

Reilly one more prod to see if he could not

get a "rise" out of the usually agreeable

dealer. But the salesman never gave the

prod. As he reached the center of the floor

there came breathlesst in the door a man

who bore exterior evidences of caste in the

business world and in whom such haste ap

peared unseemly.

he found himself inside the doors and,

slowing up a bit, he approached the sales

manager and said, “Are you Mr. Reilly?"

"This is Mr. Reilly," replied the one ad

dressed, as he indicated the dealer.

Sold With Surprising Celerity.

“Didn't think I'd make it before twelve,"

panted the newcomer. “Glad I beat the

clock. I want to buy a car. What's this

one here—is it for sale?"

“Yes, sir; it's the only one on the floor

I can let go. That and my demonstrator

are all I have on hand just now."

“What's the horsepower and capacity and

how much is it?"

“Thirty-five horsepower, five passenger,

fifteen hundred dollars.”

“Good; I'll take it. Accept a check?"

“Certainly,” replied Reilly, who recog

nized his customer as a well-to-do mer

chant; “do you want the car now?"

“I certainly do,” was the answer; “I want

to use it this afternoon. I've been going to

get a car for some time, and this fine half

holiday—and my wife—sort of hurried me

up.

While the customer wrote the check

Reilly ordered the gasolenc tank filled and

the car made ready. “Can you drive?" he

asked.

"Yes, I learned that this summer, ex

pecting to get a car later in the fall.”

Where Argument is Superfluous.

The clock pointed to 12:05 as the car

glided out the door and the sales manager

was speechless. “Some sale, isn't it?" he

ejaculated.

.“Oh, no," said Reilly, in his quiet way.

“That's the way we sell all our cars."

“Ah,” was the salesman's guttural ex

clamation of disbelief.

The dealer’s only answer was to tuck the

check in his billbook.

"Honestly," said the sales manager, "I

He seemed relieved when .

never saw a sale made that way. Why you

never even told the man anything about the

car. He blew in here like a cyclone and

you never gave him a chance to be con

vinced. You never told him anything about

the car. Do you let everyone come in like

that and not try any sales talk on them?"

“Sold the car, didn't I?"

“Yes, but————"

“Got the money, haven't 1?”

“Sure, but——"

“\Vell? But what? What’s the use of

telling the man a lot of stuff when there is

no need of it? If he gets to the point

where he wants to buy, sell him a car.

Don't waste a week chewing at him and

give him a chance to change his mind. One

of my owners has been influencing this man,

so I didn't need to talk. I expected he’d

buy some time."

Knows When to Stop Talking.

“That gets me, though," said the still

amazed sales manager.

“Well, if it gets you right it'll do you

good," retorted Reilly. “That's what ails

ninety per cent. of the salesmen you meet.

I'll guarantee about all you have on your

staff are the same way. They know how

to begin but they haven't got brains enough

to quit. What's the use of talking longer

than is necessary?

“I've had all kinds of salesmen and I

never had but one who was a real honest-t0

God salesman. I've got him yet—and I

don't intend to lose him if I can help it.

I spent some time drilling a few things

into his head, but he was a bright sort of a

fellow and he certainly soaked up his les

sons. Now he’s even better than I am. He

has learned when to stop talking. You

- take the average salesman and he starts

with an idea that he must learn the car he

is going to sell and learn it so that he can

rattle off a story about it down.t0 the‘last

bolt and nut. He thinks all he has to do is

to stand up beside the car and speak his

piece and by and by the prospect will take

him by the throat and insist that the sales

man trot out a contract for the prospect to

sign.

Wherein Salesmen Differ from Parrots.

“The first part of it is all right— and the

last part is all wrong. The salesman needs
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to know the car, and he needs to know how

to be able to talk about it convincingly,

but he ought not to overdo it. Every pros

pect will stand a certain amount of talk

and then he either is going to buy or he

isn’t going to buy. If he thinks he isn't

going to buy, a little more persuasion won't

do him any hurt, but if he is going to buy,

a little more persuasion is quite likely to

kill the sale.

“How can a man know when to stop?

Right there. Jimmy, you have hit it on the

head. There is no rule; it's something a

man can't be taught unless he is the right

kind of a man. You can give a man all the

instruction you want, but if he hasn’t the

faculty of reading people he might as well

give up hope of ever becoming a real sales

man. He doesn’t necessarily need to be a

mind reader, but ought to be able to follow

a prospect’s thoughts after a fashion. The

best men in the business have learned this

themselves without any instruction what

ever on that point.

The Salesman Who “Fell Down."

“I saw a salesman one day trying to

' make a truck sale in another agency fur

ther down the row. He knew his truck

from A to Z and could not be stuck on

anything mechanical pertaining to commer

cial vehicles. He also had made a study of

the prospect's problems and had very con

vincing arguments as to why this particu

lar truck would fill the bill in the pros

pect's service. The merchant was open to

conviction, and listened with interest to

what the salesman had to say. That the

man really seriously considered buying a

truck or at least was giving attention to

the proposition was evident from the ques

tions he asked about the wagon and what

it would do. He wasn't very familiar with

commercial cars but knew of instances

where they had more than made good, and

was the type of man who would invest two

or three thousand dollars if he saw a chance

of making a saving somewhere that would

be commensurate with the expenditure. He

was almost willing to risk the price of the

truck just to satisfy himself as to its saving

ability in his business.

“Well, the salesman talked and talked

and talked. He had answered all the pros

pect's questions satisfactorily and had

shown up the truck finely. He really had

done a good bit of sales work in the way

he talked up his truck. But—he didn’t

make the sale. The prospect reached the

point where the argument should have been

closed up, and the prospect been given an

opportunity to sign a contract, but the

salesman missed out at the crucial point.

He was overanxious and kept right on

handing out dope talk what a good thing

the truck was and got to a point where he

was repeating a lot of things he had said

before. Repetition is all right in the right

place, but this fellow repeated his repeti

tion and the prospect got to thinking it

over, changed his mind, and decided not to

buy.

What the Prospective Buyer Thinks.

“What happened to him was what you

have had happen to yourself many times

when the same kind of salesman tried to

sell you something. He was convinced and

ready to buy at a certain point, but with a

little more time he got to reflecting and the

more he reflected the more he began to be

lieve that it would be just as well if he

waited a few days and investigated a little

further. He finally said he was very favor

ably impresscd with the truck, but would

rather wait a few days and talk the matter

over_ with some of the men at his place of

business. The salesman tried his best then

to clinch the sale. He knew he had been

close to it and ought to have gotten it, and

he couldn't for the life of him see why the

merchant didn't sign up.

“Did he sell it a few days later? No, he

didn’t; they very seldom do. What he did

was to pave the way for a truck sale for

another dealer. The salesman's arguments

and study of the n'fhrchant's delivery and

trucking problems had shown the prospect

where a truck would save him money, but

having once been almost persuaded and not

having bought he had a peculiar feeling

toward this particular make of truck. Other

dealers were after him, and one of them,

who knew how to do it, landed him in less

than half the time the first salesman spent

on him. The second salesman saw that the

merchant realized that he needed a truck.

and when the advantages of the second one

were shown up and the sale clinched at the

right time, that ended it. Also, the man

on the scene always has the advantage even

though the prospect be partly favorable to

another type of vehicle. Once let him get

away from you and he generally is gone

for good.

Selling at the Right Time.

“Sometimes it takes days or weeks to get

a man up to the buying point. As a general

rule the first session does not end in a sale:

but when the prospect has been well worked

along and you get him up against the car

itself and feel that the time is ripe and the

prospect ripe, too, then is the time to pick

the fruit. It's nothing more nor less than

picking fruit; there is one time when it is

just ripe and ready to fall into your hands.

but if you let it hang it gets rotten and

never falls, or else it falls into some other

It isn't always a popular line

some salesman can

man’s hands.

that sells;

thing."

sell any

“But, Reilly, do you believe in selling a

car or a truck to a man when you know he

doesn’t want it and doesn't need it and

would be disappointed with it?"

“No, of course not. Some dealers will

do that, but the man who is building for the

future will spoil his structure if he uses

such stones in his foundation. Success to a

large extent is founded on satisfied owners,

and while service and other things help

bring about this satisfaction, it is hard

through service or anything else to keep a

man satisfied when he knows and you know

that he has been loaded up with something

he doesn't .want and has little use for. Some

men are easy marks for salesmen, but if

the easy mark has no use for my goods I

am not going to sell to him. It might be

different if it was something that didn't

cost but a few dollars, but when it is a car

it is too much money for the ordinary man

to throw away."

“But outside of all this. what time do we

start for the factory? I was in a hurry

when I came in here, and here you have

kept me monkeying around until now it’s

half past twelve."

“Start?” said Reilly. “Start now if you’re

ready! I've been waiting for you since that

man went out with that car!"

Loading Up the Easy Mark.

“Well, let's start," said the sales mana

ger as he climbed into the car and waited

for Reilly to do likewise. "Say!" he added,

“you certainly are some spellbinder; here

I’ve forgotten all about eating dinner.

Where does that come in?”

“Oh, we'll stop at a little Dutch road

house just outside of town. And if you

want to see an example of how a salesman

will try to load up a man with his goods,

just wait and see what that Dutchman will

try to sell you for dinner."

“\Vell, hurry it along," Urged the sales

manager, “for if the Dutchman’s got any

kind of a line of goods I’m afraid I’m going

to be an easy mark.”

Cranking An Engine Against Compression.

A motor that is very hard to 11"" over

against compression so'netm-e; is starred

by swinging the crank to and fro several

times in order to gain the momentum neces

sary to carry over the compression \\’h€11

it is necessary to do this the greatest care.

should be taken to see that the spark is

retarded. If the spark the least degree

advanced a back kick more than prob

able if the center is approached slowly.

though in the case of a motor that could

be turned over rapidly. a very slight ad

vance would do no harm. nine times out

of ten. Even in a small n-otor, however,

the only real safety lies in havmt; the spark

really retarded.
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DEALER WHO STUDIED THE FLOOR OF HIS SALESROOM

Arrangement of Cars That Was Evolved as the Result of Careful Thought Proves Drawing Card

for Metropolitan Motor Car Representative

 

Space is Economized at Same Time

That Attractiveness ls increased—Effects That Were Obtained.

it is the little things. so mcn ever have

been told. that go to make up the great

aggregates. the results which in themselves

appear 3»

which are separable into an infinity of little

things, all

one colossal achievement, but

contributing to the greater

whole; this has been proven true in busi

nl'\\, ~o efficiency engineers say. and it is

found nowhere more frequently so than in
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consequential. as is evident from the heltcr

lust where and how a car

upon a salcsroom floor may

skelter arrangement which prevails in too

many salesrooms; securing a large stock of

cars often is the common desire. and any

advantage as to their placing is lost sight

of in the dealer's enthusiasm over his allot

ment. Too frequently he fails to realize

of day with (ilenn A. Tisdale, who in his

six feet and then some represents the

Franklin line of cars in the metropolis. The

drifted

new llliHlela which stood upon the floor and

two, in conversation. toward the

as the visitor looked he noticed that where

as there were three spacious plate glass

windows in the front at the right of the

doors. the cars. five in number. stood sev
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DISPLAYING MOTOR CARS TO ADVANTA (-li SALESRUUM ARRANGEMENT THAT SE (‘l'RED STl'lllEl) EFFECT

t'--~c automobile businesses which have that the prospective purchaser's first im—

a- il'tn ed success.

Unconscious Use of Little Things.

Many dealch and garage operators do

n it realize that they have “made good" by

3.4klflg what to many would appear as in

~igniticant items contribute their part to

the upbuilding of their trade; but when they

are asked about certain details, certain rea

l ms for their having.y done certain things,

the onlooker is quick to sec that the little

!":n::~ are there in force and every one of

"-r'u Working to the limit.

pression of the car may be lasting; if the

lattcr first

glance it may mean the loss of a sale, even

acquires a prejudice at the

though he be otherwise almost convinced,

while if he be favorably ilnl)l‘('>SC(l with the

primary look it may ease the pathway to

the little line at the bottom of the contract.

But not all dealers incline to hcltcr-skclter

arrangements.

Onc day last week a visitor dropped into

Motor

\Vch.

.\'e\\' York City. to pass the time

the establishment of the Franklin

Co. at

73d Street

Car Amsterdam avenue and

eral feet from the windows and at an angle,

and were moved backward so that the front

of each car “’le near the center of each big

pane of glass.

Criticism That “Back-Fired.”

Sulennunlike. lllt‘ visitor. thinking either

to help or to find a flaw in his rival's ar

rangement of things, said:

"Tisdzilc,

llt‘I'C.

you're wasting window space

\\'hy don’t you move two of these

cars to the back part of the floor and shove

the other three close to the windows and

~trziight alongside so that people will have
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to see them as they go by on the outside

and can get a good close view. It looks

to me as if you ran them in here with as

little labor as possible and left them in the

place they happened to stop."

“'5 that so?" ejaculated Tisdale.

“Looks” that way to me," answered the

visitor, thinking he had cornered his friend,

and there was a trace of a smile on his face

as he waited for the embarrassment to ap

pear on the dealer’s countenance.

Tisdale may be embarrassed at times, but

he never yet was known to show it; he is

too big physically to get the habit.

The Arrangement and the Reason.

“Well, let me tell you something, son,"

he replied. “You may be a fine big man

down in your establishment, but you’ve

made one mistake. Instead of making an

easy job of placing these cars I put in some

study and work on their positioning, and I

put them where they are because I had a

reason; moreover, your suggestion is re

spectfully rejected; the cars stay where

they are."

The visitor laughingly asked the dealer

to “elucidate.”

“There's nothing to it except that I

‘ wanted the cars where we could show them

to best advantage, and this is the place and

arrangement."

“I don’t quite follow you," replied the

visitor, now really interested. “Also, isn't

the placing of a car rather a small thing to

spend a half a day figuring on?”

“Nothing is too small if it can help busi

ness. I'll show you how it works: The

cars used to stand straight alongside, ex

actly as you suggested, but I could see it

wasn’t just right. Of course, you can see

the cars from anywhere in the salesrooms,

but there is more in seeing a car than just

looking at it. We are nothing more than

salesmen, and we want our goods to show

up to best advantage—for the first look may

mean a great deal.

Taking Advantage of the Light.

“Come here! From this point with the

cars between you and the windows, you are

so situated that the side of the car you see

is in the dark, although it is not so very

dark, either, but from this position the light

from the window is in your face and the

car is between you and the light. The cars

don’t show up as well as they might.

There are details and refinements of finish

that I can see and you can see, for we are

automobile men, but anyone who is not in

the business might not notice these things.

“Now step around here by the right front

headlight of this first car. See the differ

ence? The first thing that strikes your eye

as you step up here is that long row of ten

headlights on the fire car< and with the

five hoods in a line so that you can see

every one of them, it looks rather pretty.

In regard to the view of the whole group,

just ‘step outside. You see, as we walk

south on Amsterdam avenue, the first

glimpse is of the fronts of the cars, and

then as we move along we swing, one by

one, around to the side and get, first, a

three-quarter-side and then a full side view

~—if we look back; and most passersby do

look back. The same scheme works all the

way down the line. I have had many peo

ple come in and say, ‘What a fine looking

lot of cars,’ whereas if they were set up

in a row, one after the other, and in close

to the windows they would hardly be no

ticed. Another point is that while, with

the other arrangement I could show but

three cars, I am now displaying five, and

the five look better than three.

“Let’s go back inside again and start

near the main entrance. The customer

naturally steps around in front of the line

of cars and as he gets over beyond the line

of the left wheels the side of the first car

comes into view. The light from the win

dow falls full upon it and every detail of

finish stands out. From here the interior

is visible just enough to give an idea as to

its finish and the customer can see more of

it by stepping closer.

Prospective Buyer is Encouraged.

“Having looked at one car the customer,

without being invited to step along, natur

ally moves on to the front of the next car

and around to the left side and can walk

down the whole line and see everything.

If he walks around to the dark side, which

is not so very dark either, he has seen the

light side and is enabled to imagine any de—

tails of body finish which do not stand out

as distinctly as they would in better light.

The good impression has been made, if it is

to be made at all, and a subsequent in

spection of the darker side is not going to

spoil it.

“With the cars straight alongside as you

suggested, we would not have room enough

to walk between them and the windows

without being too close to appreciate the

assembled lines and detail. Of course, with

them that way we could see the whole side

of the ear; but look at the way they are

now! The front of one car comes scarcely

half way down the side of the next one

and the whole side gets all the light it

needs; there is room to walk between, too.

“Trick of the trade? It's nothing of the

kind. Such things may be a part of the

selling business, but they are far removed

from anything that savors of trickiness. I

am only doing what is right by the car and

.by the man who wants to buy one. In any

store you may go into the public likes to

see things attractively arranged. and the

enterprising store manager sees that that

is done. Goods are displayed so that they

will get advantage of whatever light effects

there may be. No man cares to be taken

off into a dark corner of a salesroom and

told that such and such is the case with

the car and that it looks so and so and“ has

such a finish and so on. What he wants is

to see the car, and he wants to see it right.

Proper Display the Dealer's Duty.

He wants to look at the car in its best

form, and he wants to know that after he

has seen it he has seen all there is desirable

about it. If he gets a false impression about

the car because of the way he sees it in

the salesroom, and then some day meets

the same car on the street and happens to

discover that it is a lot better looking than

he thought it was, or has certain features

that failed to impress him fully in the sales

room, he gets a poor opinion of me and

hands out a funny look every time he goes

by the place. It's up to me to do the best

I can by the car, inasmuch as the car can’t

say much for itself unless given the right

opportunity.

“\Vith the present arrangement this space

at the end of the floor near the main en

trance is where we meet most people when

they step into the salesroom. If they wish

to look at a car immediately, and most of

them do, we step near that right front

wheel and the customer gets his first view

from a point where things show up to best

advantage. \Vere the ears in closer to the

windows and the customer tried to walk

around them he would be so close that he

would be looking right down on top of the

mudguards, and there are few cars that

present a good general outline from that

angle. Things appear out of proportion

and the customer's first impression is that

of a whole lot of disassociated parts instead

of an impression of an assembled whole of

attractive outline.

“If we have less than five -cars we ar

range them much the same way and can

get a fairly good layout, but what to me is

the fine big sunburst etfect is gained with

five cars in a row. It just fills this way;

with any other arrangement it would appear

overcrowded and that always spoils every

thing."

Nothing That Doesn’t Merit Attention.

“well, do you really think it makes much

difference?"

“To be frank with you, I can’t tell you

of a single instance where this arrangement

is directly responsible for a sale, but I

know it has helped with many sales, and

so it’s worth bothering with. Also. sonv

remember this. in any business there is

nothing so small that it isn’t worth some

attention."
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HAVERS "LITTLE SIX”

NOW HAS BIG BROTIIER

Michigan Manufacturers Supplement

“6-44” with “6-55” Which Retains

Havers Characteristics—Pop

ular Prices Prevail.

Having had opportunity to study the re

quirements of its host of satisfied owners,

the Havers Motor Car Co., of Port Huron,

Mich, has profited by its past year's ex—

feed has been made more positive by sup

plying the fuel under pressure; considerable

attention has been given to refinement of

finish, and the results are shown by the

smooth exterior, the clear running boards

and the well-blended lines of the body and

the bonnet; and last but not least, the

whole chassis has been fine-tooth combed

in an endeavor to locate weaknesses or

places where the already high factor of

safety could be increased to advantage.

The result has been a slight strengthening

of several parts upon which unusual strains

are placed in the course of a season's tour—

ing over give and take roads.
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N EVV HAVERS "6-55"

perience, and in addition to making such

changes in the construction of the popular

Havers "6-44" for the coming season as

seemed advisable, has added another model

to the line. It is a “six,” of course—the

Havers company never has made anything

else—and though it is new, it is not so new

as it might be, for it is nothing more than

an enlarged version of the smaller "six,"

which during the past season has added to

its prestige.

The new car is rated at 55 horsepower—~

its official designation is Series D, “Six-55"

-and like its running mate it sells for a

moderate price, $2,250. the figure including

full equipment even to a combined electric

lighting. engine starting and ignition system

upon which the Havers company has had

its engineers working for upward of two

years. The price of the older “6-44” model

remains, at $1,850, where it was set when

the car originally made its appearance, the

figure including complete equipment as a

matter of course.

In describing the slight changes which

have been made in the older model, the

phrase "minor refinements" is particularly

apt.

the electric system is specified—it may be

had on the older model, at the option of

the purchaser, though at a slight increase in

prick-are set in flush with the dash; the

spare tires have been relegated to a less

conspicuous and more convenient position

at the rear of the tonncau; the gasolene

For instance, the side lamps, where

FIVE-PASSENGER TOURING CAR

The larger model, as already has been

mentioned, is new all the way through, and

as it has been built upon experience gained

wheel within easy'grasp of the operator.

The mudguards are slightly different from

those that are used on the touring model,

and their lines lend an air of “speed” that

is undeniable. The gasolene supply is car

ried in a big cylindrical tank behind the

seats in true racing car style, and, as in the

other models, the running boards have been

bereft even of tire irons; tools and sup

plies are carried in built-in boxes, lock

equipped, that fit close to the frame and

serve on occasion as steps. Tires are car

ried at the rear.

In the general design of the motor in the

new car, Havers principles, laid down some

three years ago, have been adhered to with

scarcely a deviation from previous con

struction. As a matter of fact, the motor in

the new car is so like the motor in the

older model that a single description will

serve for both, and as there have been no

alterations in design the description re

solves itself automatically into a recount of

the specifications. The cylinders are cast

in pairs, and the bore and stroke are such

—4 inches by 5 inches—as to leave little

room for doubt regarding the class to which

the motor belongs. Bearings are unusually

liberal, the flywheel bearing, for instance,

measuring 4 inches and the front bearing

3% inches, and the connecting rods have

been designed with a view to obtaining the

highest possible factor of safety consistent

with light weight.

 
 

 
  

 

REVISED “EDITION” OF THE HAVERS "6-44" MODEL

in the production of the “6-44,” of which it

is practically a duplicate in everything ex

cept size, it is but natural that it should

reflect many of the distinguishing marks of

its prototype. The body is larger and

roomier, of course, and provides more than

ample space for the comfortable disposi

tion of five paSsengers. It is made in but

two types, the five-passenger touring car

and a low rakish appearing roadster which

has all the earmarks of a racing car com

bined with the comfortable seats and lux

urious cushioning of a touring car. The

seats in the roadster—it is styled the

Knickerbocker Speedstcr-are tilted back

ward at a comfortable angle, and the steer

ing column has been raked aft to bring the

Cooling is effected by water circulated

by means of an efficient type of centri

fugal pump. As an indication of the thor

oughness of design, the water jacket space

surrounding the cylinders and valve pock

ets is three-quarters of an inch in depth.

Ignition, as has been mentioned, is a func—

tion of the combined electric lighting and

engine starting system. On the smaller

engine a Bosch high tension dual system

is employed except when the combination

electric system is specified. By way of en

suring proper and positive lubrication, the

manufacturers utilize a combined force feed

and splash system in which the oil is

pumped from a reservoir in the crankcase

through a sight feed glass and suitable
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BOTH SIDES OF HAVERS “SIX” ENGINE, SHOWING UNIT CONSTRUCTION AND CARBURETTER AND MAGNETO LOCATIONS

ducts to the main bearings, whence it col

lects beneath the connecting rod big ends

and is splashed over the cylinder walls and

auxiliary bearings. "Mixture" is supplied

by a Stromberg carburettor. Motor, clutch

and change speed mechanism form a rigid

unit which is supported at three points on

the main chassis frame, thus providing im

a. certain amount of frame weaving without

detrimental results to the power plant or

transmission elements.

From the motor, power is transmitted

through the intermediary of a multiple disk

clutch, the alternate disks of which are

faced with Raybestos. The change gear

mechanism provides three speeds forward

and reverse, control being selective by

means of the orthodox hand lever and H

gate quadrant. The gears are formed of

chrome vanadium steel, are wide of face

and are carefully heat treated. Both the

main shaft and the lay shaft are mounted

in large diameter annular ball bearings.

Clutch and gearset specifications are the

same for both models, due allowance being

made for a difference in size commensurate

with the different powers of the two on

gines. In fact, all the other COnStl'UCllt'l'l-Il

details also are alike, the only diflerence

being in the size of the parts, which are

larger and heavier in the new model.

In conformity with the growing tender.ch

toward such construction, the propeller

shaft is enclosed in a substantial torque

tube, which serves to absorb the twisting

strains coincident to driving and braking

The torsion tube is not designed to trans—

mit the driving strain, however, separate

rods being provided for this purpose.

torsional strains are carried through the

frame by means of a heavy yoke carried

on a cross frame member. A single uni

versal joint and a slip joint provide the

necessary flexibility and assist in maintain

ing the proper relationship between the rear

axle and the frame. The rear axle is of the

full-floating type, in the driving

shafts are 1% inches in diameter. They

are formed of nickel steel, The front axle

is drop forged, I-beam in section, and has

the steering yokes drop forged integral.

The frame is double dropped, and is formed

of pressed steel in channel section; the

The

which

width is 30 inches in front and 31% inches

in the rear.

Both sets of brakes are located on the

rear wheels, and both are equipped with

 

 

  

  

 

HAVERS CHASSIS I'N PLAN

equalizing devices. The steering mechan

ism is of the worm and full wheel type.

which construction was chosen because of

the facilities for adjustment which are af

forded; the gear is irreversible. The wheels

are standard artillery type and are equipped

with either Baker or Firestone quick-de

tachable-demountable rims, at the option of

the purchaser, tire sizes being 36x4 inches

both front and rear. The wheelbase of the

large model is 128 inches and of the smaller

model 122 inches, the tread being standard,

56 inches, in both cases.

As has been stated, the same general

specifications apply to both the older model

and the new car, with the exception of a

difference in the size of the parts. The

motor in the “6~44," for instance, measures

3% inches bore and 5 inches stroke, the

nominal horsepower rating being 44.

Equipment in both cases is complete and

includes Gray & Davis lamps finished in

nickel and black enamel, Havers mohair

top with patent inside curtains, automatic

ventilating windshield, electric lighting,

starting and ignition system (where speci

fied in the smaller model), horn under hood,

foot, coat and robe rails, tire irons with

extra demountable rim, combination speed

ometer and gradometer, and the usual sup

ply of tools. spare parts, tire repair kit, and

so forth.

Healing Deep Scars in Body Work.

Deep scratches of‘ indentations on the

body work of a new car cannot be made

imperceptible simply by refinishing with

paint and varnish. In cases of the kind, the

injured portion should be soaked in warm

water for a time, care being taken not to

let the water dry, or a white filmy spot will

be the result. While the work still is warm,

a filler consisting of equal parts of bees

wax and rosin should be run into the crev

ice. After the fillcr has had sufficient time

to set, it should be finished off with very

fine pumice and water, after which a

smoothly applied coat of paint and a couple

of coats of varnish will complete the task

and should leave no marks.

Using Windshield to Assist Ventilation.

Even though ventilators generally are

supplied to add to the comfort of those;

who drive cars equipped with front doors,

'thc front compartment of this type of we

hicle

condition

sometimes becomes “stuffy.” The

be considerably relieved,

where a rain vision windshield figures in

the equipment of the car, by tilting the top

of the shield outward so that it directs a

current of air downward into the

partment.

can

com

~
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THE ANALOGY BETWEEN ELECTRICITY AND WATER

The Electric Lighting System Likenecl to a Water Pumping Plant in a Manner to Make Plain the

Rudiments of Electricity and the Operation of Lighting Apparatus— Magnetos,

Dynamos and Motors Contrasted, Defined and Explained.

For some not altogether inexplicable rea

son. the word electricity, and what it stands

for, always has inspired a certain awe

in those whose educations have been ne

glected to the extent that even a brief study

of its peculiarities and properties has been

omitted from the curriculums. And as a

matter of cold fact. electricity really is

more or less mysterious and awe-inspiring

Savants who have devotedin its effects.

 

 

dry cell is composed of certain elements

packed in a moist substance and contained

in a metal cylinder. The action of the

elements one upon the other results in a

flow of electricity along the wires. Noth

ing could be simpler. It is not necessary

to know exactly why chemical action makes

electricity any more than it is necessary to

know why the wind blows, though one is as

simple a result as the other, and both may

sults which so far have proven highly grat

ifying to a by no means small number of

persons.

That particular apparatus is embraced in

the many different—fundamentally, they are

the same, or practically so—electric light

ing, ignition and engine starting systems

which within the past three or four years

have made their appearance on the market

and which within only the past few months

   

  

  

  

 

  

 

MAKING PLAIN A DYNAMO ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM WITH THE AID OF A WATER POWER ANALOGY

their lives to its study admit it. That it

should be mystifying to them, however, is

logical, for in their investigations they

have delved below the surface and have un

wnfgd phenomena of which the outside

mld seldom is apprised. But to the per

”. of even average intelligence the sur

face aspects of electricity, which are all

that really are required for everyday use,

should be perfectly plain, or at least should

win scarcely more than a superficial ex

minazicm to lay their secrets bare. ‘

Simplicity of Electrical Power.

For instance, where can there be found a

sinpler form of power and one that is more

mil, understandable than a common dry

cell and a couple 0i pieces of wire? The

be used for what they are worth without

compunction or investigation.

Complexity Does Not Change Principles.

The dry cell, of course, is an inordinately

simple example. Which probably accounts

for its acceptance without wonder or fear

by nearly every one. It has been used a

very long time; its novelty has worn off

and due to its reliability and ability to exist

and carry on its function without the

slightest attention, little other than passing

thought ever is conferred upon it. Now

even the dry cell is passing out of use, as

far as automobile work is concerned. and

very much more modern and a little more

complicated electrical apparatus is taking

its place and assuming its duties with re

have become such an important factor in

the automobile and allied industries.

Strange as it may seem, however, though

the use of electricity for auxiliary purposes

about an automobile is growing by leaps

and bounds, until at present there are

very few cars which are not equipped with

electric lights, even if only a storage bat

tery is supplied for energy, knowledge is

not growing in proportion; or it may be

that the much greater use of electricity at

present has served but to draw.attention

to the existing ignorance which prevails.

Usefulness of a Little Learning.

It has been said that a little learning is a

dangerous thing. It was Alexander Pope

who said so in his essay on criticism. By
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the same token, a little learning may be a

very excellent thing, provided that a per

son who knows a little about a piece of

machinery may feel inclined, to his own

discomfort, to tinker with it in case of

trouble, whereas he who knows nothing at

all about it probably will be inspired with

a healthy fear of it and leave it alone to

its own very evident good. But if the man

who knows a little about his machinery

knows that little well he is in a fair way

to eliminate the trouble, and the repair

bill, incidentally, before the factory me

chanic called by the ignorant one nas

reached the spot. It all hinges, however,

on the proper use of what little knowledge

may be at the command of the individual,

and it may be assumed for all practical

purposes that the individual who does

know a little is intelligent enough to use

his learning to his own advantage. At

least he will be at an advantage over the

individual who knows nothing.

Electricity Likened to Hydraulics.

W'ith regard to the electrical equipment

that forms so valuable a part of modern

cars, a complete knowledge of electricity

obviously is unnecessary. But a knowledge

of the surface features is necessary. Or

rather it is not exactly necessary. for,

thanks to the painstaking efforts of de

signers, such apparatus as has been placed

on the market has been highly perfected

and seldom if ever requires attention, but

is a wise precaution. If a man understands

a piece of machinery, he can get just so

much better results from it whether it ever

requires attention or not.

To the owner of an electrically lighted

and started car, intimate knowledge of the

workings of the system is valuable, of

co'urse. And if it is valuable to the owner

it is infinitely more valuable to the dealer,

for he stands as the visible connecting link

between the owner and the factory, and

knowledge of this kind assuredly spells

service, and the growth of such systems

absolutely demands such~ knowledge, if he

is to “hold his own." The dealer ought to

be able to diagnose simple troubles should

they arise; he ought to be able to make

minor repairs or adjustments—and particu

larly adjustments—if necessary. Nor does

such work entail a post' graduate course in

electricity. Every electric lighting or en

gine starting or ignition system, or com

bination system is simple if trouble is taken

to look at it in the right light and not to

judge all as being highly complex just be

couse their parts are small and more'or

less jumbled together and enclosed in a

compact case. Similarly, every system is

essentially the same as regards the func

tioning of its parts.

In endeavoring to make plain to the

layman the inherent simplicity of one par

ticular electric lighting system, a manu~

facturer of almost international repute has

adopted a scheme that is as novel as it is

efficacious. The beauty of the example is

that it is not alone applicable to this one

system but applies to all. None but the

essential elements are dealt with, and the

explanation is such that anyone easily can

understand it.

Similitude Diagrammatically Explained.

Briefly, his method is to liken the elec

tric lighting system to a water system.

The storage battery represents two water

tanks (P and N in the accompanying illus

tration); the engine (A) drives the dynamo

(,B) which is represented by a water pump;

a simple valve (D) serves to prevent the

water from flowing from the tanks back to

the pump, and represents the automatic cut

out with which all electric systems are

equipped; a stop-cock (C) represents the

switch and shuts off the flow of water; the

lamps (L) are represented by water mo

tors and are controlled by means of addi

tional stop-cocks (S).

In theory, such a water system would

work about as follows: Assuming the

water tanks to be partly filled, the upper

tank representing the positive plate- of the

battery and the lower tank representing the

negative plate, the motor, if started, would

cause the water motor (B) to force the

fluid up the pipe to the upper tank from

the lower tank, the water representing the

electricity and the pump the dynamo. In

this analogy, of course, the pump does not

originate the water, though in the electric

system the dynamo actually creates the

current. In the water power illustration,

the water pump creates the flow of water

which represents the electric current.

Carrying Along the Parallel.

in the pipe which leads to the upper tank

there is an automatic valve which closes

immediately the pressure of the water in

the tank exceeds the pressure of the water

created by the pump, as, for instance, when

the pump ceases to operate. Similarly, the

valve opens to let the water through when

the pressure created by the pump exceeds

the pressure of the water in the tank, the

action of the valve being exactly similar

to the action of an automatic electric

switch in an electric system. From which

it may be seen that when the valve is

closed the pump is doing no work and the

only effort required to operate it is that

which is necessary to overcome friction;

the same condition obtains in an electric

system when the automatic switch is open.

The dynamo takes no power, theoretically,

except when it is actually performing work.

The valve, of course, corresponds to the

automatic cut-out in an electric system,

which prevents the current in the battery

flowing back through the dynamo when

the motor stops or the dynamo is running

so slowly that the pressure of current in

the battery exceeds that generated by the

dynamo.

The electric current is represented by

the water in the system, of course, and as

the water may be discharged so may the

electric current be discharged. In the ex

ample, the lamps are represented by water

motors, the head lamps by large ones and

the side and tail lamps by small ones. If

the water motors were operated by the

water pressure, they would perform work

and in doing so would absorb power. Sim

ilarly, if the lamps are lighted they per

form work (in illuminating the road) and

consequently they absorb power and lower

the pressure in the battery.

Resistance in Pipes and Wires.

The pipes in the water system represent

the wiring in the electric system, and right

here the analogy can be made readily illus

trative of the necessity for very careful

wiring, and the use of material of adequate

size. If the volume of water in the tanks

which represent the storage battery is to be

discharged within a certain time, then pip

ing of a specified diameter must be used.

If the piping is too small, either a longer

time will be required for the water to dis

charge or much energy will be lost through

the friction of the fluid as it passes through

the pipes. In other words, the “head” will

be less if the pipes are small than it would

be if the pipes were of the proper size.

Very near exactly the same condition ob—

tains in an electric system when the wires

which are used are not of adequate size.

To carry a certain current the wiring must

be of a certain size. If the wires are too

small they introduce resistance to the flow

of the current and consequently cause a

drop in potential. That is to say, if the

wires are too small the voltage of the cur

rent, or the pressure or rate of flow, will

be restricted, and if the wires are very much

too small, the current in passing through

them will cause them to heat. As the gen

eration of heat presupposed the application

of energy, the heating of the wires is prima

facie evidence of a loss of power.

Plumbers’ Joints and Insulation.

The water power analogy may be carried

still further, and with equally as illumina

tive results. Thus, for instance, if the

joints in the piping in the water system are

not properly "made up,” as plumbers put

it, leaks will develop and a loss will ensue.

It is exactly the same in an electric sys

tem, the only difference being that the in

sulation of electric wiring to preclude the
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possibility of leaks requires infinitely more

care than does the making up of water

connections. In fact, it has been said, and

with perfect truth, that it is impossible ever

to so insulate electricity that absolutely

no leak results. In low tension currents,

however, such as obtain in electric lighting

and engine starting systems, it is quite pos

sible to obtain insulation which is to all

practical intents and purposes perfect. It

is in the insulation of high frequency cur

rents and high voltages that difficulty is

experienced in properly insulating the con

ductors.

Electrical Pressure and Its Efiects.

Given the proper size of wiring and*

also efficient insulation such as is in general

commercial use at present and provided

care is taken to prevent accidental break

ages and chafing which will cause short

circuits little difficulty should be experi

enced in confining the electricity used for

automobile purposes to its intended and

legitimate uses.

In enlarging upon the water power the

ory. the pressure in the water tanks and the

pressure generated by the pump has been

likened to the pressure represented by the

voltage of the battery or of the dynamo.

Briefly, voltage means the pressure or ten

sion of the current. In the high tension

magneto, for instance, the voltage is

“stepped up" through the intermediary of a

transformer until it is very high, hence the

use of the words “high tension current."

Because the voltage or pressure of the cur

rent is high, it may be assumed for the pur

poses of example to have acquired consid

erable velocity. If a small round ball is

rolled very rapidly it will leap over a small

depression or an opening in the surface

upon which it is rolled. Its momentum is

sufficient to carry it over the hole. With

the high tension current it is exactly the

same. Its stored up energy is sufficient to

cause it to leap the gaps of the spark plugs

Hence, with high tension currents, which

always are seeking a means of escape to

the ground, it 15 more difficult to obtain

adequate insulation than it is with low ten

sion currents, the pressure of which is com

paratively low.

Voltage and Amperage Elucidated.

The volume of water that flows through

the pipes in the water power system, on the

other hand, represents the amperage of the

electrical system. The ampere is the in

ternational unit of electrical volume. From

which it becomes apparent that for a given

amperage the wiring requires to be of a

size sufficient to carry it. The pressure

of the current. or the voltage, remains the

same regardless of the size of the wire that

is used, vide, the induction coil in which

upward of 100,000 volts is carried by wire

as fine, or finer, than an ordinary hair.

The amperage of the induction coil, how

ever (the amperage of the high tension cur

rent) is practically nil. In fact, it can be

measured only in hundredth parts of an am

pere.

But in case the amperage is higher

then the size of the wiring must be in

creased just as it would be necessary to

proportion the size of the pipes in a water

system to the volume of water required to

flow through them in a given time. If, as

has been explained, the wiring is too small,

much of the current will be lost in gener

ating heat which will be dissipated and can

not be recovered. Incidentally, the heat in

itself forms a menace, for it increases the

fire risk. Of course, even where wire of

adequate size is used, the danger of fire,

or of damage to the apparatus, is minimized

by the insertion of fuses in the line. The

fuses “burn out" when the current is short

circuited and the wires themselves ordi

narily would become heated and thus break

the flow of current.

Storage Batteries Charged by Dynamos.

If, in the water power analogy, no pump

were provided, the water, in operating the

water motors which represent the lamps,

soon all would flow from the upper tank

to the lower tank. Similarly, if in the

electrical system no dynamo were supplied,

the energy in the battery soon would be

come exhausted and the lamps would go

out. From which it becomes apparent that

a dynamo is an essential part of any such

system. Where no dynamo forms part or

the system it then becomes necessary to

rely upon some outside source of current

recharging the storage battery. This must

be either a primary battery or a dynamo,

and inasmuch as primary batteries are not

suitable for recharging purposes, owing to

the exorbitant expense of maintenance,

dynamos perforce must be used. The only

difierence between the large dynamos which

generate current for street lamps and trol

ley cars, etc., and the dynamo which is

used for automobile lighting purposes is in

size. The one is heavy and massive and

operates at slow speed, and the other is

small and compact and operates at com

paratively high speed.

All dynamos operate on the same prin

ciple, and that principle is neither compli

cated nor difficult to understand despite the

general misunderstanding on this point. If

a coil of wire, wrapped around a soft iron

core, is rotated within a magnetic field, a

current of electricity will be generated in

the coil. In a magneto, for instance, the

magnetic field is supplied by permanent

magnets; the armature is formed of a coil

of wire on a soft iron core. But the

strength of the current that it is possible

to generate is dependent to a certain ex

tent on the strength of the magnetic field.

For ignition purposes heavy currents are

not necessary, and consequently permanent

magnets of comparatively small size serve

the purpose.

Why Dynamos Have Electro-Magnets.

Where heavier currents are necessary,

however, as in electric lighting and engine

starting systems, permanent magnets are

not sufficient in the sizes which can be used.

If permanent magnets of sufficient size to

provide sufficient field strength could be

used, then a magnet machine, or a mag

neto, would serve the purpose. It is im

possible to magnetize a piece of iron be

yond a certain point. When that point is

reached the iron is said to be magnetized

to saturation. The strength of the mag

netic field of a permanent magnet therefore

is dependent upon the size of the mag

nets.

In a dynamo, however, the magnetic field

is made to order, so to speak. That is to

say, the magnetic field is generated as it is

required and may be assumed not to exist

except when the machine is running. In

stead of permanent magnets being em

ployed, the strength of the magnetic field

of which is limited to the magnetic satura

tion of the iron, field pieces of soft iron

wound with many turns of wire are used

in a dynamo. \Vhen a current of electric'

ity is passed through the wires the soft

iron cores become magnetized and their

magnetization is in direct proportion to the

current which is passing through the wiring

and the number of turns of wire there are

around the cores. For instance, if a given

permanent magnet will lift a certain weight,

it may be made to lift a very much greater

weight simply by winding it with a num

ber of turns of wire and passing a current

of electricity through the wire. Conse

quently, a comparatively small electro

magnet will do the work of a very much

larger permanent magnet. Which, brief

ly, is the raison d'etre of the dynamo. A

magneto, so called because it is formed of

magnets—permanent magnets—differs from

a dynamo in that it has no field winding;

otherwise the magneto is substantially the

Silllltj

Difierences in Dynamo Designs.

Needless to say, there are a great many

different styles and types of dynamos, each

of which has been developed to perform a

certain class of work. There is great varie

ty in field winding and in armature wind

ing, and machines generally take their

name from their method of winding. Thus,

for instance, a shunt wound dynamo is one

in which the field winding is shunted across
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the brushes which collect the current from

the armature; in a series wound machine

the field winding is placed in series with

the armature; similarly, a compound wound

machine is a composite of the two. The

latter by reason of its many advantages for

all classes of work is coming into more gen

eral use and it is on this principle that

many of the electric lighting dynamos

which are designed for automobile work

are constructed.

Reversed Dynamos Run as Motors.

A word in reference to dynamos and

motors: livery dynamo irrespective of its

method of winding—this does not apply to

alternating current dynamos, which never

are used for automobile work and conse

quently legitimately may be left out of the

discussion—will operate as a motor pro

vided a source of current is available.

Shunt wound machines invariany operate

as motors in the same direction as they

generate current; series wound machines,

on the other hand, invariably operate as

motors in the opposite direction to that

in which they generate current. It is by

reason of the fact that every dynamo is

an embryo motor and vice versa that com

bination electric lighting and starting sys

tems using but one motor-generator unit

are possible, And despite dissertations to

the effect that a dynamo cannot be made

to operate efficiently as a motor, or that a

motor cannot be made to perform the work

of a generator with any degree of efficiency,

such is not the case. There may be some

slight loss of efliciency—in fact, there must

be a loss—but in the case of the apparatus

commonly employed for automobile work

such losses as occur are so small as to be

negligible.

“Shoulders” That Lead to Mischief.

Any sort of a shaft, or spindle, or stem

that works in a guide and has longitudinal

motion is apt to wear down more or less

where friction occurs, leaving a shoulder at

each end of the travel. In some cases this

shoulder may interfere with operation, as,

for instance, in the case of the automobile

air-valve of a carburetter, and for this rea

son a lookout should be kept for a shoulder

where it is possible for one to develop.

Ready Method of Removing Stud Bolts.

Stud bolts sometimes are formed with

only a' short shank. so that the use of a

wrench in connection with their removal

involves the risk of marring the threads.

In such a case, the bolt readily can be re

moved by screwing a nut about halfway

down the bolt and locking it in place with a

locknut. A wrench then can be applied to

the lower nut and the stud easily be re

moved.

SIMPLIFIED METIIOD 0F

TIMING THE MAGNET")

Easily Employed Diagram That Helps

to Determine the Proper Firing

Point—Its Use Made

Plain.

Barring the desirability of as nearly per

fect carburation as is possible, it is doubt

ful if there is any other factor which has a

more definite bearing on engine efficiency

than the timing of the ignition spark.

\Vhere set spark ignition is provided, there

can be little variation other than that af

forded by the natural range of advance of
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the magneto, but where hand-timed igni

tion is employed. there is a possibility that

troubles may arise which will require that

the timing apparatus be overhauled and a

more advantageous setting of the magneto

obtained. Often, also, after an engine has

been overhauled, several times it will be

found of benefit to examine the timing ap

paratus and to reset it according to the

instructions of the magneto manufacturer,

for accurate timing is essential if efficiency

is to be expected.

As a general rule, magneto manufac-.

tnrers instruct that magneto installations

should be so arranged that the contact

breaker opens at a certain point corres

ponding to a predetermined angularity of

the crank throw from vertical, the relation

of piston travel to the rotation of the

crankshaft depending upon the stroke and

the length of the connecting rod. For all

practical purposes, however, the length of

the connecting rod may be omitted from

the calculation, for, except in the case of

extreme variations, this factor has so slight

a bearing as to be practically negligible. It

is a comparatively simple matter, of course,

to determine the amount of piston travel in

inches by means of a wire inserted through

a petcock. It is not so simple, however, to

determine accurately the rotation of the

crankshaft, and it was to obviate the ne

cessity for lengthy computations that the

accompanying diagram, which has been de

veloped by the Bosch Magneto Co. was

constructed. \Vith its aid, it is a simple

matter to determine quickly the angularity

of the crank throw from vertical provided

the stroke and piston travel in inches are

known.

In the diagram, the relation between the

piston travel and the connecting rod length

is as 124.5, which is the ratio in general use.

The vertical lines indexed at the bottom

give the stroke in inches, and the slanting

lines with the figures at the right give the

rotation of the crankshaft in degrees. The

horizontal lines and the figures at the left

indicate the piston travel in inches. For

an example of the use of the diagram, let

it be assumed that the stroke of a given en

gine is six inches, and it is desired to find

the piston travel for an advance of 30 de

grees.

The vertical lines for the desired stroke

are indicated at the bottom, and tracing up

ward until the slanting line indexed as 30

degrees is reached, the piston travel in

inches is indicated at the left side at the

horizontal line which cuts the 30-degree

slanting line. In this case the figure is

slightly less than V; inch. Consequently in

setting a magneto for an engine of six

inches stroke, it is merely necessary to in

sert a wire in one of the pet-cocks and

turn the flywheel backwards past top dead

center until the piston has receded slightly

less than V; inch. This corresponds to a

rotation of thirty degrees of the crank

shaft.

Nyberg Produces First Racing Car.

Signifying not that they have entered

the racing field but that they have listened

to the urgings of one of their aggressive

agents on the Pacific Coast, the Nyberg

Automobile Works, of Anderson, Ind., just

have completed the first racing car that

ever bore the name Nyberg. In its general

characteristics, it follows the Nyberg lines,

but is marked by an unusually short wheel

base of 108 inches, utilizing a long stroke

40 horsepower motor, 4% x 57, and is

geared 2% to 1. In a tryout. it developed a

speed of 78 miles an hour. After its first

appearance in competition in St. Louis, on

September 29, the car will be shipped to

McKee 8: Scott, at Fresno, Cal., the Nyberg

agents for whom it was built and who plan

to enPer it in races this fall.
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FEW ALTERATIONS IN

NEW BRIGGS-DETRMTER

Refining Efforts Centered on Reduc

tion of Weight—Pressed Steel and

Aluminum in Place of Cast

Iron.

Refinements and slight alterations which

mark the revised "edition" of the Briggs

Detroiter. produced by the Briggs-De

troiter CH" of Detroit. are not such as to

hide the characteristics which from the first

made the car one of the most appealing

creations in th‘popular priced class. Like

  

their predecessors, the new models are built

upon a single chassis, and it might require

a very diligent search to uncover the differ

construction. There are differ

ences, however, and even though they are

slight their incorporation serves as an in

dication of the thoroughness of the man

ufacturer in Seeking to improve a car that

already was undeniably good and which

established a name for itself in a remark

ably short space of time.

Specifically, the greatest attention in re

vision has been directed toward a reduction

of weight to the minimum consistent with

an ample factor of safety. To this end,

m6 ‘oc board, which heretofore has been

constructed of wood, now is made of alumi

which. in addition to enhancing the

appearance of the car, serves also to

strengthen it and to reduce weight. Pressed

steel enters into the construction of the car

,0 a greater extent than before, and in this

cmciency is raised for the simple rea

ences in

num.

way

son that weight is reduced, the immediate

effect being that the engine has less work

to perform in providing energy to trans

port dead weight. For instance, brake

drums and flanges now are of pressed steel,

the substitution of this material having been

carried to a great many other parts, in

cluding the oil reservoir beneath the crank

case, which

cast iron.

heretofore has been made of

Other changes which have been

made and which are concerned more with

the comfort of passengers. include the ad

dition of a new form of ventilators and a

slight elongation of the upholstery on the

sides of the tonneau.

The three models which are listed are

identical with the exception that there is a

diflerence in equipment. Model A, which

-/‘—i\ '\

BRIGGS-DETROITER, MODEL A, \NHICH SELLS FOR $850, FULLY EQUIPPED

ar- 1'1'

sells for $850, is equipped with a top and

side curtains and dust cover, windshield,

the usual complement of acetylene and oil

lamps with a generator, tire repair kit.

horn, jack and tools. Model A1 lists at

$900. the difierence in price being accounted

for by the more complete equipment, which

includes, in addition to the foregoing, quick—

detachablc-demountable rims, l’rest-O-Lite

tank, Stewart speedometer and tire irons.

The same equipment is listed for model

A2, which also sells for $900, with the dif

ference that an Exide storage battery and

combination electric and oil lamps take the

place of the Prest-O-Lite tank and acety

lene lamps. The bodies in each case are

arranged to carry five passengers with a

degree of comfort that seldom is excelled.

The particular feature of the Briggs-De

troiter—the feature which serves to distin

guish it as a particularly valuable $850

worth—is the incorporation of a number of

constructional details which seldom find

place on cars selling for less than twice its

selling price. To enumerate some of the

more prominent ones, there is the unit

power plant, the platform rear springs, the

more than ordinary liberal use of ball bear

ings. the long stroke motor with its en

closed valves and duplex lubrication sys

tem, the substantial multiple disk clutch

and the full-floating rear axle. All of which

is combined in a manner that reflects un

doubted cleverness of design.

The engine, which is literally the heart

of a car, is of the four-cylinder four~cyclc

type, with the cylinders cast in a single

block in order to lend rigidity and strength

to the unit. The flywheel is enclosed in an

extension of the crankcase and the change

gear provides threemechanism, which

speeds forward and reverse, selectively con

trolled, is enclosed in a casing which bolts

securely to the flywheel housing. Both the

shafts in the gearset are carried in large

annular ball bearings. By way of obtain

ing the advantages of the long stroke mo—

tor, while at the same time retaining the

accelerative powers and "pull" of the more

nearly "square" motor, the ratio of bore to

stroke has been set at a conservative limit.

The bore is 3%; inches and the stroke is 4%

inches. One of the interesting points of

design is that the inlet passages project

from the inlet side to the exhaust side. the

carburetter therefore being located on the

opposite side from the magneto, which

minimizes the fire risk. and the mixture be

ing slightly warmed before entry into the

cylinders.

For ignition a high tension Bosch mag

neto with set spark point is employed, the

assumption being that the average driver

scarcely can be expected to know the exact
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place in the stroke of the piston when ig

nition should take place in order to obtain

maximum efficiency. Cooling is by water

circulated by the thermo-siphon system.

In the lubrication system, the manufac

turers have not been content to rely en

tirely upon ordinary splash. Instead, the

splash system has been supplemented by a

pump system in which the oil is pumped

from the crankcase reservoir through a

sight feed glass on the dash to he front

end of the crankcase, whence it percolates

to the compartments and also to the fly—

wheel housing. The flywheel is designed

to throw the oil over the clutcri parts and

backward to the gearset. The whole

power plant is supported at three points on

the main frame.

The control system has been nude as

simple as it is possible to make it The

steering wheel, operating through a heavy

worm and sector, is located at the left side

in conformity with the growing practice in

that respect. Throttle conttol is located at

the top of the steering column. The usual

emergency brake lever has been eliminated,

its place being taken by a pedal. The left

pedal serves to disengage the clutch and

also to apply the service ‘irakcs. Both scrs

of brakes are located on the rear wheels,

the brake drum measuring 11

inches in diameter. The rear axle is of the

full-floating type, thoroughly ribbed and

braced, and is calculated to withstand many

times the weight represented by the 1. :1de

car. One of its features is that it has been

constructed with the experience of leaky

axles in mind. The housing is 5.) con

structed that it is a physical impossinilitv

for the grease to leak out ard run int i the

brakes.

The frame is of channel section 33 inches

in width at the rear and 29 inches in width

at the front. By reason of the narrow for

ward section the car may be turned COtlt~

pletely around in a 25-foot circle. The

wheels are the regulation wooden artillery

type and are shod with 32x3% inch tires.

Front springs are semi-elliptic in form and

in order to prevent twisting strains and

eliminate side-sway are located directly be

neath the side frame members. The rear

springs, as already mentioned, are three

quarter platform members, all shackles

being provided with liberal sized grease

cups.

The body of the car is unusuallv roomy,

the front seat being 35 inches in Width and

the rear seat measuring 42 inches. Dimen

sions between the seats and between the

front seat and the dash also are liberar the

result being that five persons have no, (llfil'

culty in arranging themselves comfortablv.

The upholstery is deep and its outer cover

ing is formed of high grade hand—buffed

leather.

service

Tool for Removing Piston Ringes.

Under ordinary conditions the removal of

a set of piston rings is what a repair man

calls a “mean job,” for it is not only a

somephat difficult thing to do, but it entails

  

no little risk of breaking the brittle cast

iron circles. Replacing them is almost as

bad. A tool has been specially designed

for the purpose, however, by the Sword

Mfg. Co., Inc., of New London, Conn., and

by its use rings can be removed easily and

with a minimum of risk of breakage, and

can be just as readily replaced. The device

resembles nothing so much as a pair of

gloye stretchers; that is to say, it has long

jaws and a short handle, and the jaws

spread apart when the handles are brought

together. The tips of the jaws are shaped

to take the splits of any variety of piston

ring. In use, the end of the tool is inserted

in the split of the ring, when pressure on

the handles spreads the ring, which can

then be slid off the piston. The rings are

replaced in their grooves quite as easily,

obviously.

Tire Liner That Vulcanizes Itself.

The particular kind of cement that is best

adapted to securing the inner liners of tire

casings in place is not always available, par

  

ticularly in small towns, and for this reason

delay and inconvenience may be caused

when a casing requires re-lining. To meet

just such emergencies, the Hagstrom Bros.

Mfg. Co., of Lindborg, Kansas, has devel

oped and marketed a self-vulcanizing inner

liner that is complete in itself, requiring no

special cement, for the reason that its outer

surface is covered with a coating of pure

raw rubber cement. In applying the liner

the cemented surface is washed with gaso

lene to remove the protecting soapstone,

and the inner surface of the casing is clean

ed in the same fashion, after which the eas

ing is inserted. There are eight flaps pro

jecting from the edges of the liner, four on

each side, spaced equally, and these are

turned up over the beads of the tire, where

they are gripped by the clincher. The

cement is vulcanized automatically by the

ordinary heat of the tires generated on the

road. ‘

Spark Tests That Endanger Insulation.

A good spark coil with a normal current

flowing through the primary winding is

capable of producing a spark of consider

able length in the open air—much longer

than is required for even the hardest ser

vice in ignition work. It is not intended to

do this, however, and when testing the

spark with plugs removed from the cylin

ders the spark should not be forced to

jump more than about % of an inch. In

order to jump a gap, the electrical equiva

lent of pressure has to be pent up in the

coil until it acquires sufficient intensity to

leap across the air-gap. If there should

happen to be a weak place somewhere in

the insulation there would be a strong pos—

sibility of the current puncturing the insu

lation instead of leaping across the gap,

thus making a short-circuit in the winding

of the secondary.

The only reason the current jumps the

gap is because it is easier than to pass

through the insulation. If puncturing the

insulation should be easier than jumping

the gap, the insulation will be punctured.

Of course. the insulation can be made proof

against puncture in case of abuse, but this

necessitates bulkier and heavier construc

tion, to say nothing of the added expense,

and none of these things are exactly de

sirable. Therefore the test spark ‘should

be kept down to the length mentioned. If

the temptation to “stretch” the spark should

be yielded to, and the spark should sud

denly refuse to jump more than a small

fraction of an inch, it can be concluded at

once that the hot little blue streak has

pricked its way through the insulation, and

the proper place for the coil is the place

where it was made, for it certainly will

need expert attention. The quality of the

spark should be judged by its snappiness

and fatness, which are of importance in

ignition, rather than by length, which is of

secondary importance only.
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MOTOR TRUCKS FROM CONTRACTORS’ VIEWPOINTS

Why Contractors Are Conservative in Motor Trucking Matters—Radical Changes That Upset Men

and Methods—Parts of Second-Hand Electric Truck Used to Build New Machine to

Fit in With Contractor's Conditions — Ruggedness Required, Not Speed.

New York is a city of enormous building

activities. New structures are constantly

going up and old ones coming down; sub

ways, tunnels and other excavations follow

each other in rapid succession, and there is

always "something doing," in the vernacu

lar. Obviously a great many contracting

firms are kept busy by this incessant round

of construction work, and equally obviously

an enormous number of horses and heavy

trucks are required to transport the verit

able mountains of brick, tile, terra cotta

and concrete, as well as structural steel.

timber and the thousand and one different

kinds of building material that go into sky

scrapers and subways.

Contractors Hesitate to Take Up Motors.

It is not to be wondered, therefore, that

manufacturers of commercial vehicles, par

ticularly of the heavier types, long have had

their eyes and their hopes on the army of

contractors who do New York's building

up and tearing down, for it would seem that

in such work the self-propelled truck would

be at its' best. Strange to say, however,

there appears to be a reluctance on the

part of contractors to give up horses in

favor of mechanical power, even while

they acknowledged the possibilities of the

newer form of transportation. Not that

there are no contractors using motor

trucks; on the contrary, there are quite a

number. They are so few, however, as

compared with the total, and they seem so

much more reluctant than other classes of

business to take up the motor that there is

reason for some little surprise.

Old Methods Are Deeply Rooted.

The contractors themselves are very re

ticent as to the reasons for their unwill

ingness to part with horseflesh. It is more

than probable, however, that the great dif

ference that exists between the time-hon

ored horse truck and the machine is a fac

tor of no little weight in causing the con

tractor to hestitate. For one thing, each

contractor usually has a large force of

trained men who are the heart and soul of

his success; these men aer highly skilled

in carrying out their work with horses and

the established types of equipment. Chang

ing over to motor trucks means not only

considerable trouble and inconvenience to

 

 

start with, but, what is more, there is

strong, unthinking prejudice on the part of

the men against the abandonment of the

animals with which they have become so

familiar, either through fear of “losing

their jobs” or, if not that, the belief that

they cannot learn to handle the machines

successfully. Even the superintendents,

who are far from being worried by such

considerations, hold back and cast admir

ing and appreciative glances at their pow

erful, “chunky” horses.

Believes Horses Belong in the Pastures.

There is one superintendent, however,

who has but to shut his eyes for a moment

to see a procession of horses wending their

way to green pastures-hand that at no very

distant time. But Superintendent Johnston

of the Clarence L. Smith Co., New York,

believes the motor truck should be more

like the existing types of contractors' ve

hicles. If this is not possible, it is un

questionable that horses must go anyway;

but if motor trucks can be built which will

embody the main features of present horse

trucks, and so avoid the numerous strange

and unfamiliar conditions that are brought

about by the installation of motor trucks of

the conventional types, it is Johnston's be

lief that horses will be dispensed with much

earlier.

“But do you think it is possible to build

trucks that will be much like horse trucks

and still give good service?" he was asked.

Motor Truck That Is Like Horse Trucks.

“Do I think so? Why, just wait till I tell

you something. We have had motor trucks

on our work, and a good many different

kinds at that. But they're motor trucks all

over, from one end to the other. There's

machinery in front and machinery in the

rear and machinery in the middle, and it's

all very, very different from what the men

are used to. \Ve can’t treat them the way

we would treat a horse truck; it doesn't do

to leave it outdoors all the time, and the

stable is pretty well filled already. Some

how the regular motor trucks don't appeal

to the men as being 'real trucks'—that's

exactly the way they express it. I don't

mean to say that they are not real trucks.

for they certainly are—some of them any

way; but when a driver sees one of his

familiar vehicles with a good team hauling

a good load he will say admiringly, ‘Now

there's a real truck!‘ I never heard a driver

say that about a motor truck,

well, wait till I tell you.

“Some time ago we thought we would

do some experimenting on our own liook,

and we bought a second-hand Couple-Gear

battery truck—one that had been in hard

service for many years and was considered

pretty well worn out. It had four-wheel

drive and four-wheel steer. We sent the

wheels to the factory and had them put in

first class shape, and the electric motors

inside the wheels thoroughly overhauled.

Then we went to work and built an ordi

nary truck of the kind we use for hauling

heavy stone and the like, only we made it

a little extra heavy. The rear wheels are 4

feet 8 inches in diameter, and the rear axle

is 3% inches square; it’s strong enough to

carry ten tons. In the front we put a pair

of the Couple-Gear wheels with their axle

and steering gear, mounted the controller

and steering wheel in front of the seat and

put a box for the battery under the plat

form. The platform is 17 feet long and 5

feet 2 inches wide."

except—

Slow Speed But Big Carrying Capacity.

“How does she work out?"

"Fine," replied Johnston. “Fine. Just

wait till you see her. Why, man dear," he

continued, warming up, “she's a real truck!"

and the superintendent remembered and

smiled. “But here's the queer part of it.

The truck was originally bought by the

people we got her from to carry five tons,

driving through all four wheels. \Ve use

only two of the same wheels, but we carry

six tons as a regular load, and she does it

easily. The only difierence is in the speed.

The old four-wheel drive truck ran about

7% miles an hour light and 5% to 6 miles

an hour with a five-ton load. Our truck,

with two driving wheels, runs 6 miles an

hour light and 4 miles an hour with a 6

ton load. That's exactly the speed we want.

It suits us down to the ground.

Economical and Easy to Handle.

“Now, you see we have a truck with all

the machinery—what there is of it—at the

front end. The rear end is all just com

mon truck construction. The men work it
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exactly as they would a horse truck; the

platform is braced with big heavy timbers,

and they can't hurt anything, though I hap

pen to know that at first they put on as

much as 81/; tons, and got away with it.

\\'e never think of putting it inside; it stays

out in the yard, no matter what the weath—

er is, and it is charged at night through an

extension cable. There’s a Sangaino am

pere-hour meter with an automatic cut-off,

so that the current will be thrown off when

the battery is fully charged. The machine

is twice as easy to handle as a horse truck,

and it does at least double the work of the

best team we have in the place—and you'll

go a long way before you see better

horses.” '

Day and a Half on One Charge.

“How about current consumption? Do

you have to ‘boost’ the battery at noon?”

“Boost? Not much! We don't even

charge every night. The battery is a 44—

cell 27-plate Philadelphia, with thin plates,

and has a capacity of 351 ampere-hours. If

the machine is doing light work there’s

current enough for two days’ running, and

there’s enough for about a day and a half of

real hard work. She’ll be in in a few min

utes now, and you can read the meter for

yourself."

Split-pin is Brought Up to Date.

As a means for preventing a nut from

backing off a bolt it is a difficult matter to

beat the good old-fashioned split'pin which,

put into the hole and slightly spread, can

be relied upon to stay. It has a draw

back, however, in that its extraction some

times is extremely difficult, especially if

the ends are spread wide apart, as they

too frequently are. Every chaufleur and

repair man and most dealers know this, to

their sorrow, for it is no joke to cut a

split-pin to bits in an inaccessible place.

But by making a little bend in one place

and taking out a curve from somewhere

else, the old split-pin has been transformed

to a new one and the drawback removed.

The result is the Campbell pin, shown in the

accompanying illustration, made by A. C.

Campbell, of \Vaterbury, Conn. As the

picture shows, the loop at the end of the

pin is all on one side and one of the points

is slightly longer than the other, and is

bent over the shorter end. When the pin is

in place a slight blow on the head of the

pin drives the short end against the up

turned longer end, spreading the pin just

to the right extent, which is a decided im

provement over wiggling a screw-driver

between two tightly-closed parallel points.

And when the pin is to be removed a pull

with the tang of a file or the like inserted

in the loop starts the short end first, al

Later, when the machine came in from its

day's work, the driver said that the work

had been rather light, owing to delays in

getting loads. The ampere-hour meter

showed that but 150 amperes had been con

sumed. leaving 250 amperes available;

therefore no charge was put in. One of the

reasons for the current economy of the ma

chine is that the battery is of such large

capacity that the average discharge rate is

very much below the normal rate of the

battery. which'of course is conducive to

long life and economy. The front drive

and steer, in which the wheels always exert

power in the direction in which they are

moving, is also an important factor, while

the Couple-Gear motor wheels are remark

ably efficient both electrically and me~

chanically.

Electricity the Coming Power.

“I have an idea," said Johnston, after the

truck had been inspected, “that some of

these days everything in our line will be

done by electricity. There is something

in electric power that appeals to contract

ors. It's not all imagination, either. Wait

till I tell you. Not long ago we finished a

contract at Madison avenue and 43d street.

'where it was desirable to make as little

noise and dirt as possible, and what do you

lowing the bent end to slip out easily. All

the work is done from the head, so there

is no need to hestitate before inserting a

pin where the point is difficult to reach-—

 

CAMPBELL SPLIT PIN

in other words, in such a place that the in

sertion of the pin is accompanied by a fer—

vent hope that the necessity for its re

moval never will arise.

Truss-rods; Their Purpose and Abuse.

The purpose of a truss-rod. wheihe: it

be under an axle, under a frame, or any

where else, is not to carrv the whole load

or even the greater part of it, but to stiffen

the member to which it is attached. There

fore the turnbuckles or other adjustments

on truss-rods should not be set up too

tightly, lest the strain be more than the rod

can withstand.

Misfiring as Cause of Motor Wear.

While it is decidedly unpleasant to run

a motor With any of its cylinders missing,

it is really worse than unpleasant, for the

lack of balance and the consequent vibra

tion are apt to cause a good deal of extra

wear and tear and strain.

think we did? Why, we used electricity

for everything. The rock was drilled with

four electric rock drills, it was hoisted out

of the excavation with an electric derrick

and it was hauled away by an electric truck

—this one right here. And let me tell you,

you never saw a job done better or more

cleanly and quietly."

New Truck on Old Wheels.

The Clarence L. Smith Co. still has the

remaining pair of wheels from the old

truck that was purchased, and these will

be utilized in the construction of another

front-wheel drive six—ton machine. As was

the case with the first machine, all the work

will be done in the Smith shops, which are

equal to the task of turning out any work

that is likely to be called for in contract

ing work, and a good deal that is not.

A number of trucks of the same general

type have been built by the CouplelGear

Co. for service in Boston. InIeidentally, the

company has evolved a new and decidedly

ingenious name for the The

front part, they argue, is an automobile

and the rear part is a plain wagon. There

fore. the front part of the word automobile

is combined with the rear part, so to speak,

of the word wagon, making the new name

machine.

——Autogon.

Dealers Show in a Tented Forest.

Lacking a more suitable structure, the

Sacramento (Cal) Automobile Dealers' As

sociation conducted its annual autcmobile

show, which was run in conjunction With

the California State Fair during the week

of September 15-22, in a huge tent erected

on the fair grounds. The temporary nature

of the structure, however, in no wise lim

ited the attractiveness of the show; decora

tions there were in plenty, which took the

form of a native pine forest, the trees and

tree stumps serving to separate the booths

of the 12 motor car exhibitors, who staged

24 different makes of pleasure and com

mercial vehicles. Among the exhibitors

were: \V. N. Hunt, Stevens-Duryea, Cole,

W'oods electric; Baker & Harder, Velie;

Sacramento Motor Sales Co., Winton, Hen~

derson; Graham & Lamos, Peerless, Everi'c

(Flanders), Baker electric; Oakland Motor

Sales Co., Oakland; H. H. Whetstone,

Haynes; Studebaker Corporation, Stude

baker; George W. Whipple, Marion; Ar

nold Bros. Hudson; Luttig & Cox, De—

troiter; A. Meister 8: Sons, Kissel, National,

Stoddard-Dayton; J. D. Laupe, Buick,

Jackson, Federal truck.

When a valve chamber cap of the re

cessed type is stuck, it usually can be

started if, when hot, cold water is poured

into the recess. contracting the metal.
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OVERHEAD SYSTEM THAT REDUCES FACTORY COSTS

 

Traveling Crane Employed in Ford Factory That Carries Heavy Loads With Surprising Swiltness,

Lessening Labor and increasing Efficiency—Bridges Gap Between Machine Shop and

Storeroom One of the Developments of Scientific Factory Operation.
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MODERN FACTORY TRANSPORTATION METH(,)I)S—()NF. OF THE OVERHEAD ELECTRIC CRANES IN THE FORD PLANT

To obtain true efiiciency requires the ap

plication of scientific management in its

broadest sense, and in these respects, the

shops of the Ford Motor Co., in Detroit,

Mich, t'urnish food for many sermons. 1n

the fewest p0ssible words, the methods of

the company comprehend all that is neces

sary to a quick, etlicient and economical

result. The immense production which is

carried on and the still greater production

which is scheduled require that such be the

case. Labor-saving devices and machinery

which permits of quick and sure handling

of finished parts both are absolutely essen

tial, and it goes without saying that in the

equipment of his immense shops Henry

Ford has not been blind to such consider

ations. .

“ithout doubt, one of the most interest—

ing of the many ways in which work is ex

pedited is to be found in the system of

overhead craneways which form a network

over the buzzing and humming automatic

machinery in some parts of the shops. Au

tomatic machinery, it should be interpo—

lated, is not human; it tak'es no count of

human ability or endurance; it goes right

on turning out finished parts just as fast as

the raw material is fed into its rapacious

maws. But it requires human ingenuity to

devise methods whereby the finished parts

can he carted away iron] the machines so

that efficiency, the fetish of the modern

shop, can be maintained. It is one of the

duties of the overhead crane to bridge the

car)

house or the assembly room, and bridge it

between the machine and the store—

it does and in remarkably short time.

In one of llIC'SllO[)S in the Ford works

—the floor area best can be expressed in

acres—there is one of these overhead

cranes, and its capacity for work is phe

nomenal. It on a

track—or, rather, it hangs from the track,

and it does not run at all; it seems to fly.

runs single overhead

If it does not average 20 miles an hour

t'rom'one end of the shop to the other with

its load of two tons and the operator hang

ing away at a gong for all the world like

the spirit of a trolley car motornian on

high, it must assuredly appears to do so.

The operator sits in a tiny coop that is just

large enough for him to work his elbows.

At one hand there is the lever which con

trols the current to the traversing motor;

another lever, for the other hand, controls

the elevating gear.

In operation, a miniature flatcar loaded

high with cylinder castings, for instance,

is \llOl beneath the overhead track. Almost
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immediately the operator spots it with his

eagle eye, and mid a clanging of the gong

and a rumbling of the gearing, the little

hanging monorail car swoops down on the

unofi'ending flatcar. It is the work of but

a moment to attach a chain from the hoist

to four other chains which are fastened to

the corners of the top of the flatcar. A

simple twist of the operator's wrist and the

whole top of the fiatcar, load and all, slowly

but surely is hoisted clear of the busy ma

chinery. Another twist of the wrist and the

two-ton load is conveyed at almost incred~

ible speed clear to the other end of the

shop and deposited on the freight elevator,

the ultimate destination being the store

rooms on an upper floor. Returning, the

crane picks up five or six fiatcar tops all at

once and drops them off one at a time

wherever they are most needed. There is

no lost time; the crane moves eight or ten

times as much at one time as could be

moved by any other method and at three

‘ times the speed.

FACTORY SHORTCOMINGS UNCOVERED BY ENGINEER’S INSPECTION

 

Employed to “Look Into” an Engine at the End of the “Running In” Period. He Points Out Minor Faults That Had

Developed, Many of Them Due to Lapses in the Factory—Correctives Which He Recom

It is a favorite theory of those who have

to do with the construction and operation

of motor cars, that no car, brand new, de

livers itself of the best that is in it. Gen

erally. it requires from two to eight weeks

of more or less constant work before the

parts are sufficiently “run in" to insure ab

solutely proper functioning. In the hands

of the average user, if the motor is looked

over at all at the end of that time, only the

faults which are so pronounced as to be

obvious to the novice are corrected; gen

erally all that is done in the way of ad

justment, is a general tightening of bolts

and set screws. Just what faults may de

velop during the “running in" period, how

ever, are shown by the case of a medium

priced car which was taken down after a

month's usage and gone over with a fine

tooth comb, so to speak, by an engineer

whose ability to do that sort of thing was

abundantly proven years ago. His expert

criticism and discoveries point the way

to betterment in more than one factory.

Scored Cylinders and the Cause.

\Vhen the cylinders were removed—it was

a six-cylinder car—it noticed that

three of them were quite badly scored and

cut; they evidently had seized the cylinder

walls, which had caused the abrasion. The

trouble was caused by the pistons them

selves, which, in the first place had warped

oval, and, in the second place, had been

ground to too tight a fit. The warping

was the effect of non-annealing the pistons

after the finishing cut had been taken.

Naturally, the correction lay in the inser

tion of new pistons; the cylinder walls,

seem, were not

W215

strange though it may

scored at all.

Camshaft Bearings Wrongly Adjusted.

All of the camshaft bearings were in bad

shape. All three had been fitted too tightly,

with the very natural result that the shaft

Seized and cut up the bearings as well as

the shaft itself. Of course the shaft had

mended to Remedy the Derangements.

to be turned down slightly and the bear

ings bushed. The crankshaft bearings had

been fitted perfectly, radially, and the run

ning in process had left them in first class

condition. In fitting, however, insufficient

allowance had been made for the longi

tudinal expansion of the shaft with the re

sult that the shaft was slightly scored at

the inside ends of the bearings. A very

slight amount of the bearing metal was

turned ofi to allow for the expansion, and

the shaft was turned slightly to rid it of

the rough places. All of the crank pin

bearings were in first class condition, as

were the wrist pins and wrist pin bearings.

The piston rings were in good condition,

but, owing to the fact that they had not

been pinned, the slots had worked around

so that they were not in the best position

for the retention of compression.

Derangements in Valve Mechanism.

One of the valve lifters—it evidently had

been made from steel which was not homo

geneous in structure and contained a soft

spot—had worn hollow at one point, which

not only made the valve mechanism noisy,

but seriously affected the timing of the

valve. Naturally the lifter had to be re

placed.

The caps which served to cover the inlet

valves had been made just a trifle longer

than was necessary, and the heat had de

formed the threads which protruded into

the compression chamber. The result was

that the caps were hard to remove, and

when they did come out the threads in the

cylinder were slightly marred. Moreover,

the sharp edges of the threads which were

exposed to the heat of the burning gases

had become heated and caused premature

ignition and sluggish running.

The inlet valves were in first class shape,

which is not surpris'ng in that they are

cooled by the entering mixture. The ex—

haust valves, however, were badly burned

and pitted, their poor condition being at

tributed to the fact that the car was run for

quite a time with a carburetter which sup—

plied too rich a mixture. This naturally

caused the valves to become overheated,

_and burning ensued. The carburetter orig

inally supplied was faulty in that the open

ing in the jet was too large.

\Vith the exception of the pitted valve

lift, which gave audible evidence of a fault

that needed correction, not one of these

faults could be detected unless the motor

were taken down. Had the owner simply

confined his efforts to tightening up the

various bolts and nuts which enter into

the make up of the car, however, it is not

at all unlikely that before the machine had

been operated for a period equal to the

"running in" period more serious trouble

would have developed.

Valve Lifts as Causes of Trouble.

A prolific cause of motor vibration and

unsteady running is unequal valve lift, due

to wear of the valve stem ends or the tap

pets, or to need for adjustment. If one

tappet has a clearance of, say, a sixteenth

of an inch below the valve stem and another

has only the normal thickness of a card, it

is clear that the former will open its valve

the latest, for the tappet has further to go

before it begins to lift the valve; moreover,

the closing will be earlier. This is de

cidedly detrimental to smooth running and

the development of full power, and very

often a marked improvement can be made

by going over the valve lifters carefully

and making sure that they all have the

same clearance, and neither too much nor

too little.

How Grit May Get Into Bearings.

Ordinarily a grease gum is not particu

larly well protected from dust and dirt,

doubtless for the reason that the interior

seems quite well protected anyway. It is

by no means impossible, however, for grit

and dirt to get into the spout and so into

the first hearing that the gun happens to be

used on.
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ALCO TRUCK DEUVERS

TIIAT‘ LOAD 0F SOAP

Reaches California After a Rigorous

Trip of 4,070 Miles—Its Record

Preserved in Unusual Detail

—Conditions Encountered.

They've delivered that soap at Petaluma.

It got there on Friday last, 20th inst., after

a 59b-hour journey straight across the con

tinent on an Alco truck, and the trip dem

onstrated, among other things, that the

driver of a transcontinental truck must be

a road engineer and a bridge builder, at

least, to say nothing of several other minor

accomplishments which he must have at

his finger's ends, so to speak. No trans

continental journey in a road vehicle can be

expected to be child's play. Even tourists

on pleasure bent have found out otherwise.

But when a heavy inotor truck, heavily

laden in the bargain, essays such a passage

it is enough to expect that it will reach its

destination. Though the Alco truck did

not have a particularly hard time of it,

neither did its crew have a particularly easy

time.

On the afternoon of June 20th, after hav—

ing headed a mammoth commercial vehicle

parade in Philadelphia, the truck started

on its transcontinental trip laden with three

tons of soap consigned by Charles W.

Young 8: Co., of Philadelphia, to a silk

mill in the California city. Fifty-six days

later the 4,070 miles between New York,

which was the first stop, and San Francisco

had been covered and the load of soap was

delivered. In the meantime, however, the

crew had been beset by many evils, chief

among which were the almost impassable

roads and the absence of bridges that

would support the weight of the truck

without bracing and other skillful attention

frt m the crew.

It was between Cleveland and Toledo that

the crew had its first experience of bad

rs'uls. New highway construction forced

'!.- truck over trails of its own through

l-cn: stretches of sand and mud with

.1"er a bit of good road until Chicago

a" reached. Later, in crossing \Vestern

I" '.'-i~ many miles of gumbo roads had to

‘-..- n. giitiatcd. and rain had made bad con

ii.v---n~. e\en worse. In Iowa. the roads

I'lft' 1-\ en worse. and at times they became

a ~--lutel_v impassable. Added to which

"2 lzeat was excessive. the thermometer

"-4 .n-ring as high as 100 degrees. It was

in lo“ 1 that the crew had its worst experi

ence with Weak bridges. Time and again

:1 ‘-- came necessary to strengthen planking,

shaky structures with'I l-racc boxes of

-mometer. and a compass.

soap and to support washed out header

beams with the powerful hydraulic jacks

and other tackle that formed part of the

equipment. In all, some 500 bridges were

crossed in the journey across the State,

and no less than 100 of them required some

kind of treatment to render them safe. In

Wyoming, conditions were worse, if that

was possible. In eight days there were no

less than 10 cloudbursts and the already

execrable "roads" were turned into verit

able morasses. Steep sided gullies were

numerous, and frequently it was necessary

to leave the road and blaze the way.

By the way of ensuring an accurate rec

ord of the mileage and time on the road,

the recording apparatus was more than or

dinarily complete. For instance, there was

a Sear-Cross speed and mileage recorder, a

Servis time recorder. a Coronet hub odo

meter, and a Veeder odometer. In addi

tion, the truck was equipped with an

aneroid barometer, a gradometer, a ther

According to

the daily log which was kept, the total

time the truck 'was on the road was 595

hours 36 minutes, of which 302 hours and

20 minutes. or approximately 51 per cent.,

represents the time the vehicle actually was

under weigh. The remainder of the time

was spent in reconstructing roads, digging

the truck out of the mud and sand and

lending a helping hand to indigent bridges.

According to the Servis instrument, the

average time on the road each day was 10

hours 29 minutes; the average time in mo

tion, 5 hours 21 minutes. In a single day——

the day in which the greatest number of

stops were made for road constructing, etc.

—the crew was compelled to get down and

work no less than 100 times, the unfortu

nate roads which caused the work being

those in Iowa. Altogether some 1,305 stops

were made in the 56 days, which figures out

at an average of 25 a day.

Despite the strenuous going, however,

the truck pulled into San Francisco little

the worse for wear, and immediately will

be shipped back to Philadelphia, where it

will be put back into service.

Start of A. A. A. Tour .Poatponed.

Owing to the fact that to date but fifteen

entries have been received for the coming

A. A. A. National Reliability tour front Dc

troit to New Orleans, which originally was

due to leave the automobile capital on Oc

tober 7th, it has been deemed the better

part of wisdom to postpone the start of the

event one week, or until Monday, October

14th. In the meantime efl'orts are being

made to "clinch" matters with several man

ufacturers and cities that have half prom

ised to enter teams, and to this end \V. J.

Morgan has been sent to Detroit and J. M

Memstreet to New Orleans.

RAIN HURTS AND HELPS

MILWAUKEE RACES

Causes Another Postponement, Which

Arouses Civic Pride and Opens

Purses—Vanderbilt to Start

Program October 2.

Whether or no the several days' down

pour which necessitated the abandonment

of the plan of the MllWElUKCC AntomoLile

Dealers” Association to conduct the con

tests for the Pabst and Wisconsin \r-1|)hIQS

of Friday last, 20th inst., and for the Van

derbilt Cup on Saturday, let, was a bless

ing in disguise, is an open question. Cer

tain it is, that though several thousand

spectators who had assembled at the course

on Saturday morning last to witness the

most interesting event which is included in

the program, were greatly disappointed,

the postponement paved the way for the

making of even more interesting contests,

for through its agency both time and

money, both necessary to put the course in

proper condition, have been forthcoming.

A combination of civic bodies, unwilling

to see the first national events which Mil

waukee has attempted to father, degenerate

into a "fizzle," has allied itself with the

dealers association and pledged the funds

necessary to keep the force of 300 laborers

who, under the county highway commis

sioner, are putting the finishing touches on

the course at work until the Vanderbilt race

is called on \Vednesday, October 2d. The

revised schedule calls for the running of

the remainder of the program, the contests

for the Pabst and Wisconsin trophies on

Thursday, October 3d, and the Grand Prize

on Saturday, October 5th.

By way of retaining the entrants. the

dealers' association has agreed to “foot the

bills" accruing during the two weeks in

terval. Although the postponement of the

speed carnival opens the way for late en

tries, it is doubtful if any newcomer will

be recruited to the ranks. The entries are

as follows: >

For Vanderbilt Cup—Charles Merl,

Stutz; Gil Anderson, Stutz; Ralph Del‘ai

ma, Mercedes; Spencer Wishart, Merci-r:

George Clark, Mercedes; Ralph Mulford.

Knox; Hughie Hughes, Mercer; Theodore

Tetzlatf. Fiat; Harry Nelson,

Ptillen,'Mercer.

For Grand Prize—Hughie Hughes, Mer

cer; Ralph Del’alma. Mercedes; Theodore

Tetzlafi, Fiat; David Bruce-Brown, Fiat:

Caleb Bragg, Fiat: lirwin Bergdoll, Benz;

Robert Burman. Benz; George Clark. Mer

cedes; Joe Horan. Benz: Spencer \Vishart.

Mercer; Harry Nelson. I.ozier.

l.ozicr: N.
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For Pabst Trophy—Hughie Hughes,

Mercer; Neil Pullen, Mercer; Spencer

\Vishart, Mercer; G. Trussell. Fal; H. Hast—

ings, Fal; Mort Roberts. Mason; Joe Nik

rent, Case.

For Wisconsin Trophy—H. Herber,

Studebaker; Harry Endicott, Mason;

Kramer, Mason; Snyder, Mason; Kulik,

Ford.

Kyle Stars at Providence Meet.

Not content receiving only the

“small change" with regard to the cash

prizes offered, and but a beggar's portion

of the glory attaching to the contests,

Harry Kyle, Joe Grennon, Henri Hickman

and the Cuban, Louis .Menenghctti, erst

while drivers in the E. A. Moross troupe.

have struck out for themselves under the

management of E. \N'. Powell. They made

their debut Saturday last, September let,

in the Narragansett Park half-mile track at

Providence. R. 1., and Kyle played the star

part by taking three of the seven events

which were run. His victories included a

three-mile event for cars with displace

ments of under 300 inches, in which he

drove a Mercer and won in 4:12, a five—

with

mile event for cars with displacements of

under 450 inches, which he completed driv

ing the \Vhite, in 8:14y5, and a single mile

time trial which he drove in the \Vhite in

1:18.

Grennon (Mercer) and Meuenghetti

(Pope-Hartford) split honors in the re

maining events of the program, Grennon

taking the handicap and a match race, and

the Cuban took the events which were left.

The summary:

Three miles, for cars with displacements

of under 300 inches—“Ion by Harry Kyle

(Mercer); second, Louis Menenghetti

(Pope-Hartford‘. Time, 4:12.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 450 inches—W'on by Harry Kyle

(\Vhite); second, Henri Hickman (Mer—

cedes). Time, 8:1475

Three miles, match race—\Von by Joe

Grennon (Mercer); second, George Cook

(Zust). Time, 4:181/§.

One-half mile, for cars with displace

ments of 300-450 inches—W'on by Louis

Menenghetti (Pope-Hartford); second, Joe_

Grennon (Mercer); third, Henri Hickman

(Mercedes). Time, 0;45%. '

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 600 inches—Won by Louis Menen

ghetti (Pope-Hartford); second. Joe Gren

non (Mercer); third, Harry Kyle (\Vhite).

Time, 5:02.

Five miles, free-for-all handicap—“ion by

Joe Grennon (Mercer); second. Harry

Kyle (W'hite): third, Louis Menenghetti

(Pope-Hartford). Time. 5:09.

One mile. time trial—Harry

(\Vhite). Time, 1:18.

Kyle

Light Regulator for Ford Cars.

If there is one branch of the motor car

industry which, more than another, is wide

awake to every opportunity to make mo

toring an nnalloyed pleasure. it is the ac

cessody manufacturing branch. which turns

out the thousand and one little conveni

ences that often are of such utility as to

be almost necessities, and some of which

sooner or later achieve the distinction of

becoming “standard equipment." Every

opportunity is seized to make something

work a little better, or to make something

easier to do. _or to make two functions

grow where only one grew before, so to

speak. A recently developed device of this

class is the _I. & B. light regulator for Ford

cars. and is the product of the _l. & B. Mfg.

Co., of Pittsfield. Mass. which succeeded

the Jacobson & Brandow Co. The object
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of the regulator is to keep a steady, prac

tically unvarying current flowing to the

head lamps. regardless of fluctuations due

to varying speeds of the magneto. and in

this way keeping the lamps burning stead

ily and prolonging their useful lives.

The regulator has no moving parts, and

consists of two coils: of wire mounted on

an iron base; there is a terminal on the

base for the single wire that conducts the

current from the magneto, and two ter

minals on each coil for the wires leading

to the lamps, which are grounded on the

other side. By this arrangement the lamps

are wired in parallel—that is to say, each

is fed directly from the source'of current.

in contradistinction to series wiring in

which the current passes through each lamp

in turn. the lamps forming a chain. If

wired in series. the breakage of the fila

ment of one lamp interrupts the current

and extinguishes all the lamps on the cir

cuit, while if wired in parallel only the

broken lamp is aliected.

The Ford magneto generates sufficient

current to light the lamps to their normal

brightness when the car is running about

eight miles an hour on high gear. From

this speed up to the maximum of which the

motor is capable the variation in the volt

age of the lamp current is not more than

5 per cent., according to the makers of the

regulator. '

Cincinnati “Sociability” On Large Scale.

If the number of participants in the “so

ciability run," conducted on Saturday last,

let inst., by the Cincinnati Commercial

Tribune was a measure, it was a truly soci

able affair beyond all shadows of doubt.

No less than 175 started, of which number

125 finished the 104-mi1e run from Cincinf

nati to Dayton and return. Gasolene cars

comprised one class; electrics, with three

vehicles in line, the other. Twenty-one

prizes in all were offered for the partici

pants who came nearest the average run

ning time of all the participants, which fig

ured at 6 hours and 14 minutes. There also

were three prizes for the best decorated

cars. Of those who competed in gasolene

driven cars, the three best averages were

made by J. D. Bruner (National), Clifiord

Walker (Oakland), \V. C. Everhardt (Stu—

debaker 20). Only one of the electrics. an

Ohio, finished; it was driven by Miss Helen

Schmidt. The other two electrics were dis

qualified, as were the greater part of the

gasolene cars which did not figure as sur

vivors. for failing to come within the maxi

mum running time of 10 hours. The aver

age for the electrics was two hours and 15

minutes slower than for the "gas" class.

Westgard Again Crosses the Continent.

Having twice crossed the continent since

he left New York on June 11th last, to map

out three transcontinental routes, .'\. l.

\Vestgard, official pathfinder of the A. A

A.. arrived in New York Tuesday last, 24th

inst. To date VVestgard has mapped out

two of the routes, the first known as the

Northern Trail, leading from New York

to Seattle, “ash, and the second, the Over

land Trail, from San Francisco to New

York. The third route which \N’estgard

will set out to cover in his Pathfinder car,

within a few days. leads from New York

to Los Angeles, and will be known as the

Midland Trail. Roughly, \Vestgard has

completed 10,000 miles in 105 days, which

averages. slightly better than 95 miles a

day.

To Prevent Turning of Wood Screws.

In rare instances. it is found necessary or

advisable to lock wood screws to prevent

their backing out. Probably the simpler

mode of procedure and one which is certain

of accomplishing the purpose, is to drill a

hole at an angle through the head of the

\\'hen the screw has been correctly

positioned. a brad should be inserted in the

hole and, as it enters the wood at the

shank of the screw. the latter is prevented

SCI'€\‘V.

from turning.
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MOROSS’S NEW TALENT

RACES AT PITTSBURGH

Although Short Four of His Former

Performers, He Successfully Stages

Seven-Event Meet—Poor Day

for Burman.

Having filled the breaches caused by the

detection of Joe Grennon, Harry Kyle and

Henri Hickman, who have set up their own

"vtablishment", E. A. Moross promoted a

seven-event meet on the Brunots Island

track. Pittsburgh, Pa, Saturday last, Sep

temper let, at which his new “talent” was

introduced. The aflair, however, fell short

of the Moross standard in that although

Bob Burman was entered in five of the

contests. he won but two—the three-mile

event for the Remy Brassard and trophy, in

which he completed the two heats, driving

the Blitzen Benz, in 2:59.85 and 3:09.95, re

spectively, and the single mile time trial

which he completed, likewise in the Benz, in

51.98 seconds, thereby lowering the local

track record of 52.80 seconds, made by Old

field two years ago.

Of the other five events which were in

cluded in the program, John Minker

(Kline) took both the five-mile event for

cars with displacements of under 300 inches.

which he completed in 4:58.06, leading

home Raimey (Ohio) and Harvey Ringler

(Mercer), and a race for cars with dis

placements of under 600 inches, in which

be completed the five miles in 4:52.92. J.

D. Kerr (Kline) also gathered the two

events for cars with displacements of under

450 inches, in which he completed the five

miles in 5:34.65, and a three-mile free-for

all handicap, which he completed in 3:08.80.

.\'o little excitement was stirred up during

the Class E event, for cars with displace

ments of under 600 inches, when Joe Horan

(Cutting), who had been trailing behind

Minter (Kline) and Burman (Ohio), was

‘i‘inded by the dust kicked up by the lead

:ng cars, and went through the fence on

one of the turns. The car rolled over the

embankment and turned several somer

sanlts before it finally‘brought up against

a 'f-oulder. Horan, who completed the evo

lutions with the car, was unhurt save for a

few minor bruises, but the car was put of

running condition fer some time to come.

The summary:

Five miles, for cars witn displacements

of under 300 inches—Won by John Raimey

Ohio): second, J. D. Kerr (Kline); third,

Harvey Ringler (Mercer). Time, 5:02.82.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of 231-450 inches—Won by John Minker

(Kline); second, John Raimey (Ohio);

third, Ringler (Mercer). Time, 4:58.06.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 600 inches—Won by John Minker

(Kline); second, Robert Burman (Ohio);

third, Joe Horan (Cutting); out after ac

cident. Time, 4:52.92.

Three miles, for the Remy Brassard and

trophy. First heat—Won by Robert Bur

man (Benz); second, Fetterman (Simplex);

third, Harvey Ringler (Mercer). Time,

2:59.85. Second heat—Won by Robert Bur

man (Benz); second, Fetterman (Simplex);

third, Harvey Ringler (Mercer). Time,

3 109.95.

One mile, time trial—Robert Burman

(Benz). Time, 51.98.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 450 inches—Won by J. D. Kerr

(Kline); second, Robert Burman (Ohio);

third, J. E. Schaefer (Mercer). Time,

5:34.65.

Three miles, free-for-all—Won by J. D.

Kerr (Kline); second, J. E. Schaefer (Mer

cer); third, John Minker (Kline). Time,

3:08.80.

Minnesota County Has No Motor Cars.

For some time various counties, villages,

cities and localities have been claiming

large numbers of automobile owners in

proportion to population, but Cook county,

Minnesota, comes forward with a claim

which really places it in a class by itself; it

has learned from registration statistics that

it owns no cars at all. The State of Min

nesota has 21,218, and they are valued at

$6,460,220.

Downpour Causes Postponement in Detroit.

Rain, which made the use of the State

Fair track impossible, necessitated the

postponement of the race meet which was

to have been run at Detroit Sunday last,

22d inst., in conjunction with the Michigan

State Fair. Although the new dates for

the meet have not as yet been announced,

it is not at all unlikely that the meet will

be held Sunday next, 28th inst.

Sixty-five Cars in the Canal Zone.

The Canal Zone, which is the name ap

plied to that territory contiguous to the

Panama canal, has sixty-five motor cars

within its limited confines. Of these. all but

fourteen are owned by residents of the Re

public of Panama. All but one, a motor

truck, are touring vehicles.

At a meeting which resulted in the for

mation of the Forest City (1a.) Automobile

Club, J. B. Conley was elected president,

H. F. Thompson vice-president, Elmer A.

Henderson secretary and B. J. Thompson

treasurer.

FEES IN FLORIDA ARE

DECLARE!) ILLEGAL

State Law Held To Be Unconstitu

tional, But by a County Court—

Points On Which an Attorney

Attacked It.

The Criminal Court of Duval county,

Florida, has declared the State tax on auto

mobiles unconstitutional in a case which

was brought by the State against John E.

Hartridge, an attorney.

The question which was brought up is

one that has recurred in many other states,

and though in nearly every instance regis

tration fees have been declared constitu

tional, the Florida court took the opposite

view. For this reason the case is interest

ing, but the decision will lack force until

it has been passed upon by a higher tri

bunal. In defending the action, Hartridge

contended that the fee required for regis

tration is a tax and not a license, and that,

therefore, “chapter 6212 of the laws of

Florida, relating to the operation of auto

mobiles on public highways by owners, not

for hire, is unconstitutional and void.” In

fighting against what he styled “double

taxation," Hartridge set forth that:

“(a) It is a tax and not a license, and is

unauthorized by the constitution.

“(b) It is a double taxation, automobiles

being subject to ad valorem taxation aside

from the tax sought to be imposed under

this act.

“(c) There is no provision for any regu

lation in the statutes.

"(d) It violates section 16, article III, of

the constitution in relation to its title.

The title of the act is to license automo

biles and other motor vehicles using the

public roads and highways.

“(c) It is unconstitutional because it

provides for the tax collector to issue the

license, which is a violation of article V,

section 1, of the constitution.

"(f) It is an act of revenue and not of

regulation."

Dawson Restored to Good Standing.

Joe Dawson, who won the Indianapolis

Sweepstakes race at Indianapolis on Me

morial Day, and C. E. Shuart, his former

manager, have been restored to the “good

list” by the contest board of the A. A. A.

Dawson‘s timely reinstatement, coupled

with the postponement of the Milwaukee

road races, opens the way for him to appear

in those events, but whether or no he will

do so is a matter which has not yet been

decided.
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1,016,522. Starting Device for Explosive

Engines. Frank Reynolds, Syracuse, N.

Y. Filed Nov. 9, 1904. Serial No. 231,971.

(Cl. 123—180.)

1. In an engine of the class described, the

combination with the cylinder, piston and

igniter, of a manually controlled starting

dcvice comprising a reservoir for storing

explosive mixture under pressure and con

nected to the cylinder, a normally closed

valve operative for admitting the explosive

mixture into the cylinder, a mechanism for

moving the piston to a predetermined posi

tion and including means adapted to throw

said mechanism out of connection with the

engine to allow the piston to remain at

rest in said position, means for opening

said valve at will while the piston is at rest,

and means controlled by the piston moving

mechanism for effecting the ignition of the

admitted mixture as set forth.

1,016,543. Governor for Gas or Other

Engines. John F. Bridges, Alameda, Cal.

Filed Dec. 3, 1907, Serial No. 404,906. Re

newed fiug. 24, 1911. Serial No. 645,722.

(Cl. 121—112.)

1. In combination, a shaft, a fly wheel

thereon, means for controlling the trans

ference of energy, a driven wheel loose on

the shaft and adapted to transmit power to

a load, a lever carried by the fly wheel, a

-weight on the end of said lever a cam

finger carried by the driven wheel, and en

gaging an arm of said lever, a spring ar

ranged to press said cam finger against

said arm to oppose the outward movement

of the weight due to centrifugal force, and

a connection from said lever to said con

trolling means, whereby the inward or out

ward movement of said lever correspond

ingly moves said controlling means, sub

stantially as described.

1,016,558. Pneumatic Attachment for

Vehicles Wheels. Herman Garrison, Chi

cago, Ill. Filed Feb. 13, 1911. Serial No.

608,293. (Cl.152—28.)

1. An attachment of the character de

scribed consisting of a pneumatic tire _of

the ordinary construction fitted to the rim

of the wheel, and an expansible pneumatic

mounted on the wheel in communication

with said tire and between the hub and rim

of the wheel, said pneumatic comprlsmg a

pair of spaced apart plates, a flexible con

struction extending between the respective

edges of said plates, and means to press

one of said plates toward the other.

1,016,561. Plunger and china“ Packing.

Peter Grabler, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed June

2, 1909. Serial No. 499,741. (Cl. 121—108.)

In combination, a cylinder, and a plun

ger having its bearing surface provided

with a plurality of transversely isolated

pockets.

1,016,631. Attachment for Automobiles.

Frederick A. Howard, Chester, Pa. Filed

Nov. 18, 1910. Serial No. 593,008. (Cl. 240

—62.)

1. In an automobile, the chassis, and

steering mechanism, in combination with a

lamp bracket having a vertical stern, a

bracket on said 61138518,.981d stem being ro

tatably, mounted in said bracket,_an arm

on Illd item, a rod connecting and Reef"

  
  

  

 

ing mechanism and said arm and a link

pivotally connected to said_chassis and said

arm, substantially as described.

1,016,651. Pneumatic Spring. William

H. Staats, Colonie, N. Y. Filed April 22,

1910. Serial No. 557,049. (C1. 21—50.)

1. The combination with a vehicle

frame, an axle, and a leaf spring having its

ends attached to the frame, of a casing,

open at its lower end, mounted on the up

per side of the spring and having in oppo

site side walls slots that extend to the

lower edge of such walls and through

which the axle passes, a compression plate

mounted on the axle within said casing and

having depending guides bearing against

adjacent walls of the casing, and a pneu—

matic cushion arranged within the casing

between the top thereof and said compres

sion plate.

1,016,673. Vehicle Wheel. William J.

Cunningham, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Dec.

16, 1910. Serial No. 597,632. (Cl. 152—28.)

' 1. In a device of the character stated, a

rim, 4a channel member carried thereby, a

series of spring members seated in and con

nected with said channel member, the ends

of said members interfitting and depressed

to form a seat, a tread member, a frame

carrying said tread member, a lug on said

frame located in said seat, said channel

guiding said frame in its movement and

serving as a stop therefor, resilient means

for connecting said frame and rim and res

ilient strips connected with said rim and

the sides of said frame.

1,016,675. Explosion Motor. Paul Daim

ler, Cannstatt, Germany, assignor to Daim

ler Motoren Gessellschaft, Unterturkheim,

Germany, a Firm. Filed June 13, 1911. Se—

rial No. 632,881. (Cl. 123—195.)

1. In combination with an explosion mo

tor, a sparking device, a cooling water

pump and an oil pump, each arranged at

one end of the motor and one above an

other, and means whereby said sparking

device. water-pump and oil-pump may be

mutually and directly driven from the m0

tor shaft.

1,016,693. Spring Wheel. Henry C. Kel

ler, Bondville, 111. Filed Jan. 29, 1910.

Serial No. 540,743. (Cl. 152—51.)

1. In a vehicle wheel, a hub, a series of

spokes arranged in pairs and secured

thereto, a pair of spoke rims to each of

which a spoke of each pair is secured at its

outer end, a tire rim of diameter larger

than the spoke rims, and resilient members

pivoted to said tire rim and to the hub,

said resilient members being of greater

width for a portion of their length than the

space between each pair of the aforemen

tioned spokes, whereby the latter constitute

elongated abutments to limit the flexure of

said resilient members.

1,016,722. Dirigible Lamp for Automo

biles. Robert H. Wallace, New Brighton,

Pa. Filed July 8, 1911. Serial No. 637,510.

(Cl. 240—62.)

1. In a lamp shifting mechanism for au

tomobiles, a pair of brackets abutting

against and provided with means extending

in the inner face of the side frames of the

automobile at the forward ends thereof,

each of said brackets including a top plate

bearing upon the top of the frame and pro

jecting inwardly from the frame, the in

wardly extending portion of said plate hav

ing the free terminus thereof formed with

a boss constituting a bearing, and shiftable

lamp holders carrying lhafta extending

through said bearings.

0

1,016,750. Throttle Mechanism for Auto

mobiles. Charles B. King, Detroit, Mich.

assignor of one-half to Ora J. Mulford.

Detroit, Mich. Filed July 21, 1910. Serial

No. 572,955. (Cl. 21—90.)

1. The combination of an engine oper

ating part, a steering post, a part adapted

to slide lengthwise upon said steering post.

means for adjusting said sliding parts to

different positions along said steering post.

a pivoted lever resting against said sliding

part, and means connecting said engine

operating part and lever so that any move'

ment of said lever shall actuate said engine

operating part, and a pedal adapted to im<

part motion to said lever that shall carry

it out of contact with said sliding part,

substantially as and for the purpose de

scribed.

1,016,810. Pneumatic Suspension Device

for Vehicles. John Williamson, Brooklyn,

N. Y., assignor, by direct and mesne as

signments, of one-third to Harvey E. Ran

dall and one-third to Albert P. Stewart,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed March 31, 1911.

Serial No. 618,181. (Cl. 21—50.)

1. In a vehicle, the combination with the

axle and frame member, of a casing, an an

nular resilient member vertically arranged

in the casing and engaging the peripheral

wall of the casing, a block in the casing

engaging the resilient member by its peri

phery and freely movable in the casing in

all directions to compress the resilient

member when moved in any direction in

said casing, the casing and block having

similar peripheral re-entrant portions, the

axle and the frame member being connected

with the block and the casing, by the block

being secured to one of said two members

and the casing at its re-entrant portion be

ing secured to the other of said two mem

bers.

1,016,838. Steering Mechanism for Mo

tor Vehicles. Don Curtis Luce, Boston,

Mass. Filed Nov. 9, 1910. Serial No. 591,

510. (CI. 21—90.)

1. A steering mechanism comprising a

hub having a series of bisymmetncal cams

and radial arms between said cams, said

arms having transverse slots, U—shaped

springs engaged with said slots and con

fined thereby against sidewise displacement,

a locking cup surrounding the hub, the cup

and the hub cams forming roll-receiving

chambers, each of- which is wider at its

ends than at its center, rolls in the end por

tions of said chambers in contact with the

springs, and pressed simultaneously there

by in opposite directions toward the cen—

tral portion of the chambers, an unlocking

cup having fingers located in the central

portions of the chambers, between the rolls

therein, and a spindle engaged with the u“_

locking cup, and adapted to turn in the hub.

1,016,846. Anti-Skidding Attachment for

Wheels. Charles H. Myers, Franklin, P3“

Filed March 20, 1911. Serial No. 615,501.

(Cl. 152—14.)

1. In an anti-skidding attachment for

wheels, a tread-plate, oblique, relatively

diverging flanges and transverse flanges,

upon the outer face of said plate, longitu

dinal, inwari"'/-extending flanges at the

lateral edges ‘ said plate, there being slots

through said late, in proximity to said lat_

eral flanges, Side-plates bifurcate at one end

thereof and formed at the extremity of said

bifurcations into hooks arranged at the ex

tremity of said bifurcations into hooks ar_

ranged to engage said tread-plates through

said slots, and a flexible tension device ex

erting a tension upon said plates in the di_

rection of the center of the wheel.
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selling of cars.

IT’S A SUBJECT WORTH mscussmo

one that is bound to clear the atmosphere, more or

less, of the annoying, profit-losing “used car” evil.

YOU KNOW YOUR OWN TROUBLES in

this matter—YOU have doubtless seen the hole

through which YOUR profits have been slipping.

MAYBE YOU HAVE GRASPED the “used

car" bull by the horns and found a more or less

profitable way (or at least a partial stoppage of the

leak).

GIVE US YOUR IDEAS. Yours and those of

$50

$25

$15

$10

for the best article on l

for the second best article on

for the third best article on

for the fourth beat article on

HERE’S YOUR CHANCE TO

  

  

WE. WILL MAKE IT WORTH WHILE

How to Handle the

Used Car Problem

NOT ONLY get in line for some ready

We have opened the columns of Motor World for the discussion

of this serious situation. There ARE ways out of the difficulty

maybe YOU have one. If not, read the other fellow’s plans.

your brother dealer can, after publication, be worked

into a composite theorem which will go a long way

toward helping YOU individually.

ALL OF YOU GET TOGETHER and exchange

ideas through the medium of Motor World.

IF YOU HAVE THE PLAN (or the germ

of it) let us print it. It is to our interest as well

as yours to help the dealer and the manufacturer to

prosper, and the following offer is part of OUR

contribution to the cause—giving your ideas pub

licity, is an additional offer.

  

money—it's also your chance to give and get ideas that will swell your bank é °\ .9

account, through the mitigation of the “used car" evil. & 61$“

YOU TELL US HOW YOU HANDLE the situation—and don't & gig?)

delay—be one of the first. 0 \xiti'

o b\°‘o

- “‘4‘ “so

MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY 33

1600 Broadway . NEW YORK .r ‘°° b _ ‘

s 6" 6‘ .et ‘
9“.» e" 0 e‘

1 Cash Prizes for' Used Car Articles

Dealers: How do YOU handle the used

Send your ideas to the

editorial department for publication.

Motor World is determined to be a real help to dealers—to build its publication so

it can be used as a text-book on how to run their business.

As ONE evidence of our determination to live up to this ambition we have decided

to offer CASH PRIZES for the best contributions on one of the greatest evils in the
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INTELLIGENT DISTRIBUTION

Do You Go After the Prospect or Does He Come To You?

Do You SeII the Car or Does He Buy It? IT’S IMPORTANT

AVE you ever stopped to wonder just what will happen when

DEALERS will sell AUTOMOBILES along the same modern

business method as employed in the sale of cash registers, type

writers and insurance?

Isn’t it a fact that a large percentage of DEALERS actually do busi

ness on a “brain memorandum”? How many dealers have installed a

“possible purchaser list,” a “follow—up system" or a “checking list” to

keep in touch with competitors’ sales?

YOU KNOW all the DEALERS in your territory, the cars they

represent and the number they sell. Are any of them employing the sell

ing methods that are even comparable to those in vogue with the sewingr

machine dealers?

You know the answer—they are doing business along the same lines

they would have pursued if AUTOMOBILES were manufactured 100

years ago. Just waiting for the PURCHASER to drop in and sell himself.

THE ABOVE CONDITION ACTUALLY EXISTS IN EVERY

TERRITORY. SOME DEALERS ARE YEARS AHEAD OF

OTHERS AND ARE ANXIOUS TO MODERNIZE—BUT

If You Were A Pullman Dealer

you would have the backing of the PULLMAN SALES MAKING ORGANIZA

TION, a twentieth century distribution department that SHOULD be the 51 per

cent. part of any manufacturing business.

A perfectly developed “PRODUCER” that spends thousands of dollars (our

plan on request) to locate your possible purchaser, to get you in touch, to sepa

rate the “live prospects" from the “maybe's.”

BRIEFLY—We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913. Fifteen hundred

in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1,000, and the increase is for new

territory—possibly yours is open. -

FOR 1913 WE OFFER THREE NEW MODELS-ALL FULLY EQUIPPED:

4-36 4-44 6-66

$2750
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Isn’t It

Good

Sport

to watch a chap

cranking his head

ott betore a laugh

ing, leering crowd?

 

  

  

 

And isn’t it a satisfaction to know you can step into your own car, push the button of your

Electric Self-Cranker—and be off?

WHAT! Haven’t Got One?

Then inv'estigate quick—b ut before you buy, look at the Battery and

Be Sure "’5 An

USE THE CLASS B

 

  

6m, BATTERY WITH AN ELECTRIC

. SELF STARTER ‘

USE THE CLASS A m BATTERY WITH AN ELECTRIC

LIGHTING GENERATOR

Write us for full information

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY ICO.

CLEVELAND. 01110
New York Branch, 136 W. 526 Street Chicago Branch, 436 S. Deal-born Street

Detroit Branch. 1191 Woodward Avenue

Depots In all principal cities In the United States, Cnnndn and Mexico
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To write the names of the foreign cars that use wire wheels is to list almost all the cars of

class which are made abroad. In the foreign countries the adoption of wire wheels means

only that wire wheels are superior. Foreign manufacturers do not wait until popular de

mand forces them into a situation. The sole deciding question is that of quality and advis

ability. Oncethe foreigners realized that wire wheels, by actual test, saved almost 70 per

per cent. of tire wear and that they were superior in every way to wheels of any other

type, they immediately adopted wire wheels as standard equipment.

Herewith is appended a list of some of the foreign cars, which use wire wheels, with

which the American automobile industry is most familiar.

Metallurgique Argylls Calthorpe Armstrong-Witworth Hispano Alcyon

Napier Talbot Gregoire Pallidium ' Suiza Cote

Daimler Star Th. Schneider Peugeot Lorraine-Dietrich Leon-Peugeot

Humber Belsize Vauxhall Italia Mathis Sizaire-Naudine

Wolsley Lancia Stoneleigh Minerva Rolland-Pilan Vinot-Veguingand

Austin Siddeley-Desy

THE McCUE COMPANY, Builalo, New York

 

Charles Y. Knight, inventor of the Silent Knight

engineI in the tonneau of his Silent Knight Wire

Wheel quipped Minerva. This is the car which

won the elgium Grand Prix and the cu offered

by his Majesty, the Kin of Belgium. ( his ho

togra h used through t e courtesy of Mr. red

W. ewell, sole agents for the Minerva Wire

Wheel equipped cars.)
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EXPERIENCE - — RIGHTDESIGN

FACILITIES — — RIGHT STEEL

“Maude in "the LargestAxlefactoryin theltbfld”

 
 

  

 

  

  

  

Brake Equipment E-ll

Kl4

 

Hi

The latest and most radical improvement covering chain drive ' r

. truck- braking control and a subject for progressive engineers to

investigate.

  

Both brakes located on rear axles eliminate braking strain on

chain, and the bending moment on the jack-shaft.

The inside and outside arrangement show advantages over any

other form of construction, keeping down the axle extreme bend

ing moment and allowing bearings to nearly align with sprocket.

Various sections are figured for a truck load of 3000 lbs. or 50

per cent. overload, 80 per cent. being on the rear axle and skidding

the rear wheels.

A 50 lb. foot pressure will bring this load to rest in the shortest

possible braking distance, with a material safety ratio of 4 to 1 on

all material.

There’s a lot more to be said about Brake Equipment E11, and

the story is big with interest to every truck builder who is looking

'for efliciency and strength in this part of the machine.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

CHICAGO OFFICE—68 East 12th St. DETROIT OFFICE—1215 Woodward Ave.
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TRADE MARK

see us PAY. on.
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ASSERT! PROCLAIM! EMPH’ASIZE!

To your customer the fact that Pennsylvania Tires are

. I 6

and that this greatest of improvements is added to the only tires that have successfully

solved the anti-skid problem—

PENNSYLVANIA

VACUU CUP IRES
The question of oil disease in tires has been avoided by tire manufacturers—because no

preventative was forthcoming. Now you can offer your customers a tire that’s as trouble

proof as it is humanly possible to devise.

Oiled roads and pavements, oily garage floors and leaky tanks work havoc with tires.

Not many motorists realize this. They only know that their tires often don’t last as long

as they should under normal use. It’s oil disease! Pennsylvania Tires are immune

against it. They’re the first tires that are.

Stock Pennsylvania Oil Proof Vacuum Cup Tires and point out this splendid selling

feature to your customers. Point out our famous anti-skid and long service guarantees,

too. These unusual appeals, stimulated by strong consumer advertising, will make these

the easiest selling tires of the year.

If you are already a Vacuum Cup dealer revise your orders upward.

If you are not yet handling Vacuum Cups—well, don’t be left behind, that’s all.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY, Jeannette, Pa.

(Re-organized Feb. 1. 1910)

Minneapolis, 34 South Eighth St. Detroit. 254 efi'erson Ave..

Chicago. 1004 Michigan Ave. Cleveland, 0 i0. 1837 Euclid Ave.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. OF NEW YORK PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO OF CALIFORNIA

New York City, 1700 Broadway San Francisco, 512-514 Mission St. Lon Angel". 930 South Main St.

An Independent Company with an Independent Selling Policy

 

Fnzzr h. 505 Liberty Ave.

Kazan ity. Km, 5“ East 15th St.

We also manufacture the Pennsylvania Inner Tube, the highest grade tube on the market, as well as the famous “503"

Inner Tube, the standard medium priced tube, half a million of which were sold last season.
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The Kentucky Thoroughbred—Ames “45”

The Story of a Change
By GEORGE PV. YEOM/{N

As a rule the beginning of all things was small.

big and got bigger.

But this is different. It is a big thing that started

For vears 1 had lived and worked in an atmosphere of motor cars. During

that time I have become familiar with the merits or otherwise of more than sixty different makes

of automobiles—some of the most popular and high-priced in America.

My Discovery—What I Saw

Some few months ago I heard rumors of a remarkable car that

was being built in Owensboro, Kentucky. Its story read like a tale

from the Arabian Nights. And I doubted—yes sir, I doubted. But

still my agents brought me fact after fact, each bearing the ring

of truth. So I decided to go to Owensboro to look over this mas

terpiece in automobiles.

What I saw there startled me. Such a silent, powerful, durable,

comfortable and stylish car! I tested it as hard as ever a car was

tested. I was determined to find a weak spot. And I couldn't.

An American Car for American People

I knew then why F. A. Ames, the greatest carriage builder in the

South, had attained his undisputed position. For in building the

Ames Automobile he had utilized the knowledge, skill and experi

ence that 30 years of first class carriage building had taught him.

I saw in the Ames the one moderate-priced car in America that

would be admired as much on Fifth Avenue or

Michigan Boulevard as it would be in any other

section of the country.

er plant design, en bloc cylinders.

5V inches.

cdo

—-Schebler Automatic non-floodin

air jacketed.

level. Oil d

—Oil indicators on dash.

SION UNIT—Warner make.

mounted on annular bearings.

Motor-driven d

all electric lighted.

nished as regular equipment.

  

g o

HORSEPO\VER—I“orty. The motor will

develop greater horsepower at high speed.

New Remy dual system high tension magneto.

CATION—Force feed plunger pump system with constant I

riven direct to main bearings. SIGHT FEEDS inches wide. Rear, three-quarter elliptic, 48 inches

CLUTCH AND TRANSMIS

_ ‘ Multiple disc clutch. Discs.

Raybestos lined, running either dry or in oil.

sion, selective type, 3 speeds forward and reverse.

ELECTRIC LIGHTS——

nanio with storage battery reserve.

—12-inch headlights, 7-inch side lam s, 6-inch tail lam

SELF-START R—Gas starter ur

Positive acting, 100% effi

cient, compressed air or electric starter furnished on re

quest at extra cost. SPEEDOMETER—The widely adver

AMES MOTOR CAR CO., Owenaboro, Ky.

These cars, with bodies which looked as if they came from

Brewster’s or Kimball's or Cunningham’s, surpass anything in

the perfection of the carriage-builder’s art that I have ever seen.

Countless details of strength, refinement and beauty which cannot

be secured from the ordinary automobile factory are embodied in

this matchless car. The Ames “45” is the ideal American car for

the average American.

A Real “ Kentucky Thoroughbred ”

The Ames “45” is a real “Kentucky thoroughbred." It shows

the perfection of the carriage-builder's art in the beautiful lines of

the body—in the luxurious hand-upholstered leatherwork—in the

honest, careful workmanship attained by two generations of expert

carriage builders. This, coupled with the sturdy Continental en

gine, used by over sixty of America's foremost automobile builders,

together with other high-priced equipment, puts the Ames Car in

a high-quality class alone.

Read These Specifications

MOTOR—Powerful four-cylinderBConti‘nental, unit pow

ore

Three-bearing crankshaft.

LING SYSTEM—Centrifugal force feed pump. S e

cial design, ball-bearing fan, belt-driven.

tised_$50.00 Stewart Model_B. TOP—Best mohair on sub

stantial frame. Side curtains and boot same material.

COLOR—Black body with gray wheels. AXLES—Heas,

large Size. Front, I-beam drop orged; rear, pressed steel

full-floating type. Both axles an annular bearings. BODY

——-"Amesbilt,' aluriiinized sheet metal. Fore doors. Inside

locks. Five-passen er touring car and two- assenger road

ster. GEAR RA 10—14% to l. TIRE —34x4 inches,

Goodyear, oversize “No-rim-cut.” SPRINGS—Special

analySis steel. Front, half elliptic, 36 inches ion? by 2

on

2 inches wide. STEERING GEAR—Worm and gear 5;:
Steering wheel, genuine ‘walnut, corru ated, 18 inches di

ameter. Wheel on‘ left Side. UPHOLSTERY—Black No.

1 leather, long-grained, dull finish. Hand upholstered extra

decip and luxurious. _Filling, best curled horsehaih

W EELS—34 inches diameter, wood, artillery type, large

hub flanges, heavy spokes. Rear wheel spokes bosscd and

bolted to brake drums. RIMS—Baker, “Bolted-on"-—de_

mountable. Extra rim and tire holder furnished as re lar

equipment. WHEELBASE—HB inches. DRIVE— cvcl

gear, two Spicer universal Joints, pressed steel torque anm

inches, stroke

alves enclosed.

CARBURET R

del O IM-inch, hot

IGNITION—

LUBRI

Transmis'

Shaft

LAMPS
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Mr. Agent

Get the Great Ames Agency

 

 

The Ames.“45” ls Easy to Sell

Because Its Big Value ls Evident

  

The Ames Agency is the most liberal and profitable 1913 agency proposition offered in Amer—

ica today. The car is the biggest value to be found anywhere. The men behind it stand for quality.

integrity and square dealing. Made by specialists, backed by millions, the Ames has made good

from the start. It was an instantaneous success. Ames cars could not be supplied to all who wanted

them. But with our new big factory we can now make quick deliveries. Every car has the per

sonal endorsement of Mr. F. A. Ames and is built under the direct supervision of Mr. George W.

Yeoman. These two men—each the leader in his line—backed by $2,500,000—0fl‘er you a valuable

asset in the Ames 1913 Agency.
 

 
neers the country over

 

Note These Sales Points Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor— the only motor

that has won the unqualified approval of automobile engi

Electric (Dynamo) Lights—Real Self-Starter—Left-Hand Drive— Full Equip

ment—“Amesbilt” Bodies and Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and graceful lines.

 

 

How We Help You

We believe in the business-building power of co-operation. We

look upon Ames Agents as partners in our business.

\Ve recognize that we can succeed only in proportion to the

success of our agents in selling Ames Cars.

Powerful literature, personal sales letters, carefully developed

sales plans, strong newspaper advertising to automobile buyers

Grasp This Opportunity Now

Send in the Coupon

We have written a wonderful piece of automobile literature.

of a Change."

copy today—it will pay you well.

and our complete agency proposition.

month or next week or even tomorrow but T-O-D-A-Y—NOW!

hesitating. Investigate—~get the facts.

big, quick profits.

AMES MOTOR CAR CO.

OWENSBORO, KY.

  

NA II. THE COUPON NOW

It is called “The Story

It tells the complete story of the Ames "45"—how it started—how it

was discm cred—how it stands supreme in the motor-car world today.

est and information—a document of profit to every automobile dealer.

The coupon below brings “The Story of a Change"

Get them both today. This doesn't mean next

We are assigning

agencies for the Ames “45" every day. Some dealer in your city may be filling out

the coupon below right now—he may get the exclusive Ames Agency while you are

It costs but a red stamp and it may lead to

Sell the Ames “45 ”

where we have agencies—every facility known to experienced auto—

mobile sales creators is offered our agents.

The Ames Car is built to satisfy the most critical buyer. Ames

Agents are expected to see that every customer is satisfied. To

this end no reasonable request that an agent may make of us will

be refused.
  

Full of inter

W'rite for a

MES "ODOR CA1! 00.. Owe , IC .—leh s-- and no as one. accolprol xWRo'nt'Tb :gfillfi'gl'lo y - -

1 n e' 3‘?" Exclusivem

Con Sold h A!!!

  

 

 

Name 1 Number
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These Features, and, Hupmobile Prestige—

Two Tremendous Sales Forces for 1913

Long Stroke Motor—3V4 x 5% Center Control. Rear Shock Absorber.

inches. Zenith Carburetor. Prest-O-Lite Tank.

Enclosed Valves. Bosch Magneto. Gas Headlights.

Three Bearin Camshaft. 106-inch Wheelbase. Oil Side and Tail Lamps.

Unit Power lant. 32 x EPA-inch Tires. Tools—Horns.

Multiple Disc Clutch. Quick Detachable Rims. Trimmings, Black and Nickel.

Three S eeds Forward. Mohair Top with Envelope. Standard Color, Black.

Slidin ears. iffy Curtains. Magneto and Camshaft Driven by

Full loating Axle. indshield. Silent Coventry Chain.

Here is a car at $975 built in accordance with the high code of honor which marks the manufacture

of the best cars—cars far above it in price.

It claims close relationship with those cars—not in size, because it is a car of lesser dimensions, of

course—but in all the ingredients which constitute integrity of construction.

It asks to be set apart and judged, not by the standards its price would suggest, but by the more

microscopic analysis that would be applied were a larger investment involved.

Buyers are keen enough to know that two cars of the cesses calculated to produce precision, we claim first

same price can be far apart in real value. honors in the Hupmobile class.

They know that the difference in value arises from what We belie"? {he HquObile to be 3 Ci?" 0f longer life and

is in the car, and not what is on it less friction; a car of fewer repairs, a car of greater

_ _ care 1n small details; a car of greater efficiency and

In the matter of men, machinery, material and methods, greater vahm

we claim kinshi for this car, as we have said with .
the very best p ’ The man who undertakes to sell the Hupmobile on the

' . basis we have outlined here will find his way smoothed

And, in the matter of watchful workmanship, and pro- and competition easily overcome.

We have just prepared a book, picturing the various processes employed in Hupmobile construction which shows as

graphically as the camera can the intrinsic merit and value of the car. We shall be pleased to send you a copy.

HUPP MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 1254 Milwaukee St., Detroit, Mich.
Delivery Wagon on Model H Chassis—$900 f. o. b. Detroit.

“20” Runabout-4750 f. o. b. Detroit, Including Equipment of Top, Gas Lamps, and Generator,

Three Oil Lamps, Tools and Horn. 4 Cylinders, 20-H.P., Sliding Gears, Bosch Magneto.
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, “The Horn that's Made For the Discriminating"
.

l U l 0 HQRN
l

THE Two TONE HORN

Q

‘ Why PreFerred For Standard Equipment

' " ~f HEN any particular device is selected For standard equipment by motor
i ' , i; car manufacturers, the varying requirements oF the complete sales terri»

  

d- _ 4| ritory must be considered and the majority oF the discriminating custoe

' mers satisfied, rather than a Few 0F the "extremists."

(L Freak body designs oF limited useFulness and oF Flashy appearance are similar to

the extreme in personal dress. Only the Faddists afFect or care For such conspic~

uous designs.

(L The selecting oF a warning signal For the 1913 car models has been partially

‘2‘»; defined by the demand For an electrically operated device.

(L It is hardly necessary to add that such a warning device must have actual service

utility rather than meet the demands oF the Few Faddists.

(I For complete signalling, the TUTO horn is the only warning signal that does

i it all, replacing the bulb horn by its low tone and Furnishing a most adequate emere

ll‘ gency signal by a more powerFul note—either sounded at will and instantly, by the

i“ manipulation oF one button; a light pressure For the low note, eFFective Fully 90%

fl oF the time; a Full pressure For the emergency note, demanding attention iF the low

r note should Fail.

(L It is possible to go From the low note to the high note without thought or

movement oF the hands, merely increasing the pressure on the same button used For

‘ the milder signal.

(L It is this complete signalling service that makes the TUTO horn the choice 0F the discrim'

inating manuFacturer For standard car equipment in preFerence to the inflexible, one/note loud

horn.

  

 

260 Taylor Avenue, Elyria, Ohio

“Look for Dean where Quality’s seen” ‘

TU'I'O Hm, $25.00 TUTO-ETTE $17.50

The Dean Electric Co. i ‘ a
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We knew, of course, that the Warm Hand

Wheel would get the attention of dealers—

but we were not optimistic enough, because

demand is bigger than we had anticipated.

 

There are plenty of dealers who caught

the idea the moment we began to advertise

—and more are getting in line every day.

The Warm Hand Wheel will sell wherever

there is a driver who has experienced winter

discomfort at the wheel—the “frozen stiff”

hands or the clumsy gloves.

You, Mr. Dealer, can make him comfort

able and happy by installing a Warm Hand

Wheel on his car, and in the doing rob his

winter driving of half its discomfort—and

the total cost to him will be but $10, while

your commission will be big enough to com

pletely satisfy you.

The equipment is invaluable to motor

truck drivers, and there isn’t a concern oper

ating such vehicles that will hesitate a mo

ment to give its drivers the “warm hand,”

  

"a §\.F,muW I , \x \ ) L

Territory

going rapidly

yours without delay
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from a humanitarian principle if not as an

added factor of safety in winter driving.

Now here is your opportunity—today—

not next week or next month. There’s a

touch of winter’s breath in the air already—

shortly the cutting wind will send your trade

to YOU if you are selling the Warm Hand

Wheel—or to your competitor if he grasps

the proposition first.

Remember, you can instal this device in

a short time—and once on you will have no

further trouble, for the Warm Hand Wheel

cannot break or get out of order.

With it the driver can steer in the coldest

weather without gloves, or with thin skin

gloves if desirable.

Isn’t that a pretty big “ten dollars” worth?

If you can see the big selling opportunity

that hundreds of other dealers have seen—

and acted upon—then write today for

details. '

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL COMPANY

P tented April 23, 1907
Avenue PZtented Feb. 11, 1908

Patented April 2, 1912

} Other patents pending.

NEW YGRK

\ ,

‘
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- Automatic Spark Advance

This new system, known as the Type K, is noiseless and

includes a method of automatically controlling the timing of

the spark at any speed from three to seventy miles per hour.

The Type K System is practically silent—much more

quiet than a magneto, and gives very much better results.

Its efficiency, due to the construction of the contact maker

and t0 the automatic advance, is higher than that of any

other ignition device made. »

The perfection of this automatic feature

is the result of three years of hard engineer

ing work to bring it to its present state of

perfection. and We consider it the greatest

step in ignition that has been made in sev

eral years.

For the last seven years, the Atwnter Kent System

in hold its place as being unquestionably the best

battery system in the world. During this time over

seventy-five thousand of our systems have been sold,

and practically all of them are in use today. They

have not been sold because we coaxed people to

buy them, but because one system has sold an

other.

During the period of the magneto fad,

thousands of our friends who formerly used

our system and bmv what it wru. discarded the

magnetos on their new cars and put on the

Atwater Kent, claiming they got much better

results with much less trouble.

Our manufacturing facilities and reputation

have been such that we could have taken advan

tage of the magneto craze and manufactured

magnetos. We could, undoubtedly, have sold

large quantities of them, but we knew that our

system was better than any magneto that could

be built and so stuck to it. As a consequence we

lmow more today about battery ignition than

any other manufacturer.

During the seven years that we have been manufacturing our

system we have acknowledged that the magneto had the advantage

of us on only one point—it generates its own current and therefore

needs no battery. but today with the general adoption of electric

lighting and therefore a plentiful supply of current from a depend

able source which is available for ignition as well. what advantage

has the magneto over our system? Absolutely none!-and on the

other hand, the Atwnler KontZSystom has many over the magneto.

  

This new Type K System has been our pet for over

three years. Our whole engineering force has been

working on it, making one model after another, perfecting,

simplifying, cutting down cost of manufacture, and but

few have known that we were working on it.

During the past year we have had our entire tool force making

tools, fixtures, and machinery for producing this Type K in

quantities. We have refrained from making any announcement

until we had our factory in such shape that we could make prompt

deliveries, realizing that it was useless to an—

nounce a good thing until we could give the

public prompt delivery and satisfy the unqucsv

tionable demand.

The most wonderful feature of the new

Type K System is the automatic spark

control. A moment’s thought will show that the

setting of the spark should not be left to the dis

cretion of the operator—at best, he can only

guess the proper timing and even if he knew this

definitely, he could not constantly shift his spark

ing lever to get the full efficiency of his motor at

all speeds.

Our automatic spnrlt control is really 1 self ndvnncer

and solf-retnrdor. It begins to operate when the

car is running at three miles an hour on the high

gear and keeps the spark at precisely the proper

position at the highest speed the car can possibly

run. Below three miles an hour, the spark is at

its proper position so that even though it were

possible to run the car on high gear at two miles

an hour or one-half mile an hour, the spark

would always be correct. In the starting position

the spark is properly retarded. -

Another feature of the Type K Sys

tem is that the primary circuit is not

grounded, the contact maker being thoroughly

insulated from the rest of the mechanism. This

is of special value when the ignition current is

taken from the lighting circuit.

One glance at the Type K will convince you of its

unquestionable superiority in workmanship and of its

simplicity and sureness of operation. Every manufacturing

detail that enters into this system is as near automatic as

possible, so that all parts are interchangeable and absolutely

perfect.

Write today for further information, prices, etc.

ATWATER KENT MFG. WORKS, 4937 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
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CARE}: REPAIR

MOTORCYCLES

A ' trouble

I saver for the

motorcyclists

i _'——_'—1

CAREM REPAIR ]

Mdroacvcias

 
 

  

  

 

 

 

This book contains more practical advice for the rider, more good
 

hard sense, more suggestions as to how to keep out of trouble, and
 

how to get out of it, than has ever been printed heretofore in any
 

one book.

(I It fits the coat pocket and it includes free engine clutches, two
 

speed gears, mechanical lubricators and magnetos, together with
 

special matter on motors, valves, carbureters, fuel and important
 

general subjects, all plentifully illustrated.
 

(L Dealers and jobbers in all parts of the country are selling “Care
 

and Repair of Motorcycles” to both new riders and veterans as
 

the best aid in correcting and avoiding motorcycle trouble.
 

    

   

  

ir—--—"“j

CAREAND REPAIR

\. ,

Moroacvcias

, '

  

Sent Postpaid on Receipt of 25 Cents CARE‘Z'lREPA'R

Norogpvcms

Special Rates to Jobbers and

Dealers on Quantity Orders.

BICYCLING WORLD COMPANY

l600 Broadway New York
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MAXIMUM PRACTICALVALUE

 

  

FROM EVERY VIEWPOINT the Hyatt Flexible Bearing pre

sents advantages practical as well as theoretical. It is the result of

a happy combination of a correct theory and modern manufacturing

methods.

A QUALITY BEARING is the sole product of the Hyatt factory—

quiet, efficient, simple and durable. It is flexible and non-adjustable.

Into it are put the best steels obtainable, all carefully tested in the

Hyatt laboratories and heat-treated to give them maximum possible

strength.

ADD TO THIS the service which an efficient organization can

render to car builder and car user through its sales and mechanical

departments. Hyatt service constitutes an absolute insurance against

bearing difficulties.

THE STORY IS TOLD in three significant words—“Maximum

Practical Value." '

I'IYATT ROLLER BEARING. Co.

DETROIT. MICHIGAN
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he car designer who reads this will quickly form a

concrete idea concerning Jencick quality—and cost. '

After that it is largely a question of “Will it pay to

get engine durability and efficiency at a higher price.”

JENCICK QUALITY

BASE: Manganese bronze, an absolutely rigid

metal that must hold crank shaft, cam shaft and

other bearings in true alignment. Binding is im

possible. Cost per pound 3 times greater than

aluminum.

CRANK SHAFT: Krupp Chrome Nickel Steel,

extremely hard and cannot wear oval. Retains

true diameter forever. Resists crystallization.

This material, oil hardened, has a tensile strength

of 135,000 pounds per square inch, elastic limit

114,000 pounds. Cost per pound far in excess of

nickel or carbon steel.

CYLINDERS: Semi-steel, close grained and

hard enough to reduce wear to a minimum. High

tensile strength. Uniformly hard. Will maintain

true diameter always, under all conditions. Leak

ing is impossible. Cost of production again high.

PISTONS: Semi-steel or Vanadium cast iron.

Principal qualification lightness. Wear-resisting.

Practice dictates that piston and cylinders be

made from same material. Light weight accom

plishing a great foot pound saving. More expen

sive than cast iron. This goes without saying.

Ordinary Quality

BASE: Aluminum or cast iron, both with consid

erable spring. Constant torque and vibration will

quickly destroy bearing and shaft alignment—re

sult, worn bearings, friction and trouble.

CRANK SHAFT: Nickel or‘ carbon steel. Even

if oil hardened cannot approximate eflicient ser

vice. Shafts wear oval. Pounding takes place and

bearings are destroyed. Tensile strength and

elastic limit 50% less than the kind we use.

CYLINDERS: Gray cast iron. Light tensile

strength. Porous and bound to leak. Wear dur~

ing first and second year very noticeable. Will

show a tendency to rip 05 foundations especially

if built light.

PISTONS: Cast iron or other poor material,

eonducing to wear and poor service on same lines

as indicated in ordinary quality cylinder. Set of

four will weigh 4 pounds more than if they are

made of better material, meaning a loss of foot

pounds running into millions during life of

machine.

Here are four out of many QUALITY REASONS explaining why Jencick en

gines stand in a class by themselves—why they cost more to produce and why the

length of service and satisfaction they offer is far in excess of the difference in cost

price.

Motor Truck engineers will find the complete story of this engine intensely inter

esting. Write for the information.

ORATION PORTCHESR. ..
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The Bridge Over Tire Troubles

Forget tire mishaps. They need worry the car owner no

longer. There_is a bridge of Security and Tire Protection

—an Insurance against car delay and tire decay in

Firestone
Quick Detachable

O

Demountable

For All Types oi Tire-Clincher or Straight Side

Prevent Car Delay — An

ordinary wrench loosens six clamps

—and rim slips OH. Any tool,with

thin, flat edge, will remove locking

ring, and tire is detached from rim

while latter is on or off the wheel.

Puncture or blow-out mean noth

ing but a simple operation, con

suming four or five minutes’ time.

, Prevent Uneven “Year—

, Firestone rims have continuous

bearing support~ give perfect seat

ing to tire. Tire is always in

full circle — rounded surface is

presented to road. The Firestone

wedged shaped clamping ring

holds rim always in true.

  

PreventTire Decay—Moistureorfor- Light in weight, reasonable in price, the

eign substance cannot get in to ruin casing one practical, sturdy, economical, quick

or tube. Firestone N0-sth base prevents. detachable, demountable rim made.

Firestone Rims are the regular equipment adopted by a fast growing number of foremost car builders.

The Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.

“America’s Largest Exclusive Tire and Rim DIakers”

Akron, Ohior Represented and Sold Everywhere.
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Profit — Prestige — Permanence

There is profit, prestige and permanence in handling Fiat

Cars. They are more handsome, better designed, better

made, of better materials; are more luxurious and better

known the world over than any other make.

Every man who has driven a Fiat, every man who has sold a

Fiat, every man who has been identified with the production

of a Fiat, every man who has taken the time seriously to

investigate and compare a Fiat with other automobiles is a

Fiat enthusiast.

Fiat Cars cost no more than Fiat values are far greater—

high-grade American makes. design, workmanship, mate

Think what that means to rials, equipment, service—

every dealer and every user! all contributing thereto. ‘

Dealers Who Investigate Will Find

the Distribution of Fiat Cars an

Attractive Business Proposition

P R I C E S

6 Cyl. 50 H. P. 4 Cyl. 55 H. P. 4 Cyl. as H.P.

$5,000 $4,500 $4,000

When Writing Address Sales Dept. D

Turin, Italy F . I . n . T Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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To Our Customers

OUR 1913 Timken-Detroit Axles will be even

better than the 1912.

One year more of experience and study, concentrated on the

axle problem, has developed some real improvements.

The past year has also seen steady advance in our methods of

manufacture. Progress that has made the Timken-Detroit

product better with every passing month.

New buildings are being erected to take stil better care of

your requirements. With your co-operation in furnishing

specifications promptly, we will be able to give you excellent

delivery service.

Your patronage has been appreciated and you can count on our

organization to a man, during the coming year, to furnish

you the best axles and the best service in our power to give.

The Timken-Detroit Axle Co.

Detroit, Mich.,U.S.A.

  

TIM only .11! mam: adunv likened '0 make axle:

quip/ed wil/r flu among Tr'mkna Rolllr Hntrnr‘nt
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Give the maximum of efficiency, with the

  

 

option of bevel or worm drive
 

  

Axle efficiency is the basis by which you must measure your car’s mainte

nance expense.

This is especially true of electric vehicles which leave the garage with a fixed

quantity of stored energy. .

Every unnecessary ounce of friction that must be overcome must be paid for

in current.

fluxea'can Me‘s, because of their distinctive, patented features—which make

for easiest running—assure the maximum of mileage from your batteries.

It is false economy for you to disregard this most important and practical

feature.

flmea'can flxleé now include the Lanchester-Daimler Worm Gear, to which

we hold the exclusive rights as axle manufacturers in this country, through

the Warner Gear Co., of Muncie, Ind.

They are made with the same superb degree of refinement that characterizes

our Bevel Drive axles, well known as the first to be used in electric cars.

  

THE AMERICAN BLL-BEARING co.
Edgewater Park and L. S. & M. S. Ry. CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Some Facts on

the Dealer Question

Has this fact ever been brought to your attention—that

most Automobile dealers today are one-car men; that in

any one territory there are nearly as many dealers as there are

cars represented.

Yet all automobile buyers are strictly and rigidly separated into

distinct classes according to the various prices they can pay for

their cars. Any one car, no matter how good, or how high or low

priced, can appeal to and can be sold to only ONE CLASS of buy

ers—and ANY 0NE CLASS is always a very small

portion of the market.

This condition must and will change in the near future. The

rapid change and shifting of agents and agencies everywhere proves

that it is becoming constantly more difficult for the “one-car" agent

to get by. And the agent of the future instead of depending on one

or two cars will unquestionably have a complete line Instead of

fighting for a share of a small corner of his market he will handle

a car for every class of buyer, and therefore will have a

fair chance at every prospect be approaches regardless

of his needs.

To supply the middle priced car the car of the logical

price, which permits the best of workmanship and mate

rial, and clean cut design—the car chosen by the largest

number of experienced motorists, who buy for value, for

the largest possible service for the price they pay—to

supply this important class of buyers of both pleasure

and commercial machines, we alter you—

 

 

   

Specifications

FRAKE—Pressed Steel, cold rolled

iirciiiriiizCk'v ' l l a l' a
— ertica, water cooe , cy in ers cast in . ,in pairs with valves in head. Ui-inch bore by 5. for “"315 Dlfiuem'fl 'Fmovable

inch Strokh throu h rear of axle housinlg. d “I”

LUBRICATION—Constant level splash system, FR NT_AXL}115—1‘DYOP _ 5"“ T_ _

with gear pump and oil reservoir on bottom Bum Seam" W, “5 can": on “n

crank case. Si ht feeds on dash. ken R011"! Bfaflgrggizggmksefeg'i‘g sag:

' in arms s ee . -
IchrllAiugionliGHTING—APPIC syscem' With negotion cross rod behind front ax ev TIRES—Tires 36 x 4 iqeheg, frqnt

CA BURETOR—Stromberg, water-jack- STEERING GEAR-flrreversible and if“. _G°0dyear. Goodrich or D18

eted admission ipe. screw and nut construction in which moiglq‘lg lional- _

CLUTCEfj—Speeial Dorris Dr Plate one adjustment takes up all play. %PHOLSBI_EglIs§O Tine. _

multiple disc, housed in t e tan CONTROL—Spark and throttle on 1 h R h R.d6— knelt genuine

flY'Whnl- left side of steering column under 93‘ “' oug . 1 er SPY"!!! ""1 VCD

TRANSMISSION_Three_ wheel tilated buttons in. cushions.

speed, selective type, sliding GASQLINE TANK_C°pper Sir fihl/Vlkiggg'f—Thigty-two hundred and

gear' mounted °n Timke“ teen gallons under front seat, with pres- I! ' cu“ 5' .

Roller fiearings and run- sure pump (or emergency_ sotnggguannggfhaisvegr aniligna.

“'"lgl‘z‘l‘aLPmpen" FENDERS—Sheet Steel With metal Rain Vision Shield' Sixtrmil'e Sung
h it ~th d b] shields. Splash guard between running sncedomcter Wm] season and “"5th

Suzivcxlal-oinglgnfl board and frame. Smooth finish. _ ual adjustable trip register. Special

3 “might line SPRINGS—diet“ spring suspension Tire carriers_in rear, one Ex"; De.

arivc under is a three-point platform. Length mountable Rim. Two 12-inch Cutle

side spring 46 inches;_ rear. 40 inches. Electric Headli lits, two Castle Side

RADIATOR—Vertical Tube with

square intersections, Mercedes type.

WHEEL BASE—IZl inches.

TREAD—Fift -six inches.

CLEARANCI'g—Under all parts of

car ten inches.

WHEELS—Wheels as x 4 int-.11".

RIMS—Number Three Universal De

mountable Detachable Rims.

REAR AXLE—Full Floating Tim

ken with difierential and wheels_carried

on Timken Roller Bearings, adiustable

  
'TTP'r. ,- * i .i ' I . ’ hand brake external contracting.

Front sprin semi-elliptic, length, 37 li_ hts and one _ ail Light (combinaqon

inches; widti, 2 inches. Ol and electric). Monoplex Electric

BRAKES—Both on rear wheels, l4- HOT". Robe Rill. Foot Rest, complete

inch diameter by 256-inch face. sci Tire T0015. Jack and Tool Kit.

Foot brake internal expanding; STANDARD COLORS—

Tourmg Car dark blue or

Brewster green.

load.

Both equalized.
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of Pleasure

and Commercial Cars

COMMERCIAL CARS

3-4 Ton 2Ton

82100 “182500

PLEASURE CARS

szsoomsssoo

Dedrie Started and Lighted

The Dorris presents the happiest combination of price and

quality of any car on the market. It is roomy and luxurious,

smooth-running, easy on long tours, and has a reserve power that

makes it one of the most famous hill-climbers on the market.

it is the most exceptional performer built today, which is the

real basic reason of its success and universal satisfaction. It gives

that smooth, silent, willing service, dependable and uniform year

after year, which satisfies the rosiest expectations of the new

buyer and rekindles the road-cooled enthusiasm of the veteran

motorist.

Eight years of conspicuous success, without a single fundamen

tal change in design—this is the most convincing possible proof

of superior construction. And the exceptional record of the car

in service abounds in evidence of its stamina and durability.

Below are the specifications of the Dorris Model H. Compare

it carefully with anything else on the market of anywhere near

our price.

Then write us—for we have a proposition which will interest

you.

DORRIS MOTOR CAR CO.

5!. Louis, Mo" U. S. A.

 

 

Commercial

Cars

One of the MOST

LUCRATIVE FIELDS in

the Automobile business to

day in every territory is the

Commercial Car end. And

there is no limit to the busi

ness possible to an energetic

man with the Dorris Line. Write

us for full information.
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KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY,

  

m
Commercial Vehicles

WIN THE CONFIDENCE OF THEIR OWNERS

‘ ,J l

 

   

sewn am» "an." '19-“ “e Inn:in

WW2§552W

i%w0j’%m

(nu. loo-res /- A?“ >

Knox Aufi‘gfi'ie CM§EY%AE?DJZ/q7/Wé W zu’ 1912‘

i966 Broadww,

New York City.

Gentlemen:

In repr to your inquiry asking for an expression from

us as to our experience in the use or your motor trucks, would state

that the fact that we have Just placed a new order with you for six

llacyiinder, liodei 'Rpls', 3 ton trucks, should be sufficient evidence

that our experience with your trucks in the last five years had been

most satisfactory.

We have used mox motor trucks exclusively for over five

years and as we have used no other make, can give no comparison as

to the efficiency, up-keep, etc., but it is sufficient to state that

our experience with your machines has been so satisfactory we have

Just placed with you the above order. Our experience with your

machines and the courtesies extended by your 00an have been so

satisfactory that we take pleasure in adding our testimonials to the

many others you alum-have.   

mam/s.

Send for Catalogue “W”

New York—BRANCHES—Chicngo

"Recognized as America’s Highest Standard Since the Beginning oi the industry”

‘9‘!

Snrinqiield, Mass.
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"Little Six”—The Balanced Car

Aside from its ample reserve power. unexcelled flexibility and rare beauty of design and finish, the new

Knox “Little Six," Model 46, embodies many features which mark a new epoch in Motor Car refinement.

One of these highly desirable qualities is correct balance and absence of disagreeable vibration, a result

toward which automobile engineers have been striving for years; incorporated as one of the quality “ear

marks" of Knox Model 46.

As proof of the above statement we call attention to the following cut showing two pencils balanced on

the headlights and a glass of water on the radiator cap with the motor running, taken from an actual pho

tograph.

 

 

\ k

.v.
,‘k

‘~‘\ 4‘s.

w H “'7’ f 3"

This is the most exacting test of balance that could possibly be imposed, and proves the thoroughness

with which every detail of 1913 Knox cars has been worked out.

Ask for a demonstration of this convincing test at your first opportunity.

Send for Advance Folder of 1913 Models

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Springfield, Mass.

New York — BRANCHES — Chic-go

" A Demonstration is Irresistible ”
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“BRAKES REFUSED

TwoRK"
AUTO 00. SUED.

thgefleld Woman and Her Chum!an

Are PIalntifl'

 

 

  

This accident could  

not have happened

if the car had

been equipped with

DUPLEX brakes.

  

'Chaurteur Ponqult took the machine

to Danbury. He did not get to Dan

buw for when the automobile was on

a. hill- things went wrong, all the

rake refused to. work, the machine
siIIppeB o n tIiE 'Eill, toppled over

into a ditch and he was injured. He

\ gggg ‘or “.000 in his suit,- ‘Mrs. C335;

Many Accidents Are Due' to Faulty Brakes

Don’t take chances. Don’t gamble. Be sure and certain about your brake

equipment. Brakes that won’t act instantly—that won’t hold the car {92

ward or backward—are not the kind of brakes you want.

UPLE
EXTERNAL

B HAK E S

“’1'” hold a car from moving

backward as well as forward

  

 

  

They are ial brakes. They act instantly with slightest pressure. Large

braking surface, finest material, best design.

Specin DUPLEX Brakes on the car you buy.

If you have had brake troubles—write us.

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

436 I-Iousatonic Avenue BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

We also make Raymond Brakes, Raybestos Brake Lining and Gyrex, Mixer
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HE M 8: P Electric one ton truck

is a tried, proven and found good

machine, selling for $1500 to $1600 and

giving dollar for dollar more and better

service than the mediocre gasoline truck

at a price much higher.

Powertul, Speedy, Easily operated
 

This vehicle is not an experiment—

but a powerful, easily operated and

speedy delivery car, with operating

cost far below that of the higher priced

internal combustion truck.

We find that it is striking a popular

chord among a great number of busi

ness men who have been looking for an

economical and speedy delivery method

that could be had without an excessive

initial cost outlay.

 

 

aims-.iri-.$m

 

Our dealers are successful—our cus

tomers are well pleased—because this

handsome, sturdy vehicle is making

good wherever sold.

The M & P Electric one ton truck

embodies simplified design and high

grade material which make the prices

from $1500 to $1600 clear out of pro

portion to its working value—and you

cannot side-step the fact that it gives

service far in excess to that of high

priced gasoline trucks.

G_et 0i:- Dealers’ Proposltlnn

The proof of this is at your disposal,

Mr. Dealer, the minute you want it.

Write and make us make good our

claim. The returns from your inquiry

will be satisfactory.

( Chassis . . . 81450

THE PRICES' Express Body . 81800

i Enclosed Body. $1600

AS—

fPE!!-.“a:
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illustrating the Superiority

of the Flexible Shaft of the

(ORBIE-IBROWN SPEEDOMETER

“ The Speedometer of Permanent Accuracy"

     

 

The Wire Strand Shall

All in one piece. Breaks

readily because curves in cas

ing cause metal to crystallize.

Corbin-Brown Shaft

Solid link between the eye

links. Solid link gives smooth

bearing. Friction minimized.

Impossible to repair. Entire Almost impossible to break.

new shaft must therefore be Anyone can replace new

bought. link.

Write today Ior Catalog

Corbin Screw Corporation Division

(American Hardware Corporation)

213 High Street ‘ - - - New Britain, Connecticut

Distributors: New York Philadelphia Chicago

 

 
  

 

 
 

HAP!
TIRES
lGunrnnlccd 5,000 Mlle.)

Making Good Everywhere

To many motorists automobiles prove a

burden through tire expense involved and car

owners are now demanding an adequate re

turn in tire value.

Ajax Tires are sold at a price consistent

with what they represent in actual value and

greater service cannot be obtained from any

tire at any price. They have won their popu

larity entirely on quality and have set an un

approached standard.

Guaranteed lor SD00 miles. Ajax Tires reign supreme.

DEALERS

The demand for Ajax Tires has grown phenomenally

and dealers everywhere are stocking up with them to

meet the demand for more serviceable and more eco

nomical tires. Write today for our new proposition.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0.

General Olflces: 1796 Broadway, New York City

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

Branchaa In Principal Cities

  

  

  

  

 

 

BENZ
 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the otfset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ MITU IMPURT BUMPANY 0F AMERICA

260 Want 84th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

  

.iiiLT“°W00DST0CK

“ You can walk from there to anywhere "

Our new addition is ready for occupancy.

We now have 360 rooms with 265 baths.

Write us for descriptive folder with typical floor plan

and rate card.

Wire for reservation at our expense.

RATES

Court room with bath,

for one, per day . . . . “$2.50

CWOY _ Court room with bath.

mom! for two. per day . . . . .. 15"

Outside room with bath

for one, per day . . . . .. 8.00

Outside room with bath.

for two, per day . . . . .. 4.00

Outside room

with twin beds.

for two. per

day .....$4.00

HOTEL

WOODSTOCK

127 W. 43d St.

New York

W. H. Vallquette.

Manager.

  

 

 

in9'3i"

 
 

'.'Il'"

Also

“ TIIE BERle "

Rutland,

Var-oat
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When you buy tires you

pay for materials and hope

for service.

When you buy Kelly

Springfield Tires you get

exceptional service because

Automobile Tires

  

  

composition backed by sev

enteen years of tire-making

experience and by a deter

mination to make goodtires.

The name “Kelly-Spring

field” has identified the best

 

you get exceptional mate- in tires since rubber was

rials. It is the best rubber first applied to wheels.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Company, 20 Vesey Street, New York

Brant/t Ofiinr in New York, Chica 0. Philadelphia. Boston, 5!. Louis, Detroit, Cincinnati.

San Francisco, Los Angelcs, Cleve and, Baltimore, Washington, Seattle, Atlanta, Bufl'alo,

Akron. 0.

Run an»: c»

om". ca.

1’_-4,__‘.-__--.

  

11w Hurn The 0 Ruhr," n.Appel Q Bur-ell Rubber 0 Tire Co lflilll Tire l Ruhbdl Co T044 Ruhhvv Company

00 ‘mm. (bin-flan. 0
II“ Tom Hue-Ion. Tun New Hlvrl A.

All Tire Manufacturers will only

guarantee their produce when filled

with air at the recommended pres

sure.

GET A 1912

Twitchell

POSITIVE

LOCK STOP

Air Gauge

With it you can get more mileage

out of the Tires, because you can

always keep them at right pressure.

4

U.

L7

3

(

i

b-J

A

DJ

I

U

*1

Z

i_

“2

"AlR

' o

if.)

\ ENGRAVING CO.

PVCK BUILDING

295-309 LAFAYETTE SI.‘£"-HOUS‘ION

NEW YORK

TELEPHONISISPRLNG

ESTABLISH ED l87l

The Twitchell Gauge is Tire In

surance for a dollar—Order one

from your dealer or from us direct.

  

 

01.}.:.1

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0.

1256 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.
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The largest Automobile Supply House in Amelica

E—STORES—E

This is a Turn-Down Burner, i. e., you can reduce the size of the

flame without carbonizing the burner.

The Greatest Gas Economizer and the Longest Lived Burner

made.

Throw away your old-style burners and send us 80 cents for a

pair of these.

Price 40 cents each, packed in individual boxes.

Ill] Y0l| WANT A BUPY 0F 0l|R 1912 CATALIIB N0. 22?

The Most Complete of the Kind. Mailed Free on Request.

CHAS.v E. MILLER

Home Office: 97-99-101-103 Reade St, New York Olty

muwnorunm, JOBBER, :xeomsn AND lmron'rin

Order From Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. BOSTON. HASS.—202-204 Columbus Ave.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN—274 Trumbull Street.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. DETROIT, MICH.—227-229 Jefferson Ave.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—-1421 Bediord Avenue. ATLANTA. GA.-—66 Edgewood Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—-824 Main Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—-318 North Broad St.

ALBANY, N. Y.—135 Central Avenue. NEW ORLEANS. LA.—601-603 Baronne St.

CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. NEWARK, N. j.—274 Halsey Street.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Bridge and Dwight Sts.

 
 

 

  

Durability

21 Quietness

These points are having special at

tention in Sparks-Withington One

Piece Blade Radiator Fans; further,

we are now equipped to make 1,000

fans in 10 h0urs. Buy a proven out

article and also save by using our

standards. Get complete catalog.

THE SPARKS-WITHINGTON C0.

Jackson, Michigan and Walkerville, Canada

  

Patented
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ALMOST

UNIVERSALLY

USED IN

THE

RACE

IN

ENGLANDFRANCE

  

Enjoy Your Ford Car

--_get all the luxurious case and comfort from it that the highest

priced car can give.

THE FORD-““J. M.”
makes this easily possible. Unlike some shock absorlicrsni‘t does not arrest_or

lock the action of the springs—but serves as a perfect amuhary to them, making

rtdmg doubly pleasurable. and cutting down wear and tear on tires and car.

Booklet "W" tells why thirty-five dollars invested in Ford "J. M.” Shock

Aboorbcrs makes your Ford Car the equal in riding qualities of a five-thousand

Quill! one. “'rive for it today.

The “J. M.” Shock Absorber Co.

Main Office and Factory

210 South 17th Street,

New York. N. Y . . . . ..218 W. 84th St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Detroit. Mich....1001 Woodward Ave.

Chicago. Ill .. . . .1509 lichi an Ave. Pittsburgh. Pa . . . . . . . . ..5919 Baum St.

Boston. lass . . . . . . . . . . ..222 liot St. Atlantic Cit . N. 1.12 S. Vir inia Ave.

Bulalo. N. Y. . . . . . . . . . . ..Teck Bldg. Baltimore. d . . . . . ..10 W. ager St.

Rochester. N. Y.....lll Monroe Ave. Washin ton, D. C...1803 M St., N. W.

Pawtucltet, R. 1., 41

Branches la France. Eniland. Germany, Russla. Belgium. Austrla,

llab'. Spaln. Argent/rte Renubllc. South Africa and Australia

exter St.

DEALERS—DESIRABLE TERRITORY STILL OPEN

 

 

BOSCH

Magnetos and Plugs

WON

The Elgin Trophy

 

The Aurora Trophy

Elgin Free-for-All

Grand Prix de France

for Light Cars and

Coupe de la Sarthe

Be Satisfied Specify Bmh

erle for September Bosch News

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223 West 46th Stroot New York

  

 

 

 
 
 

  

Model R!

Price $75

  

HUB/WEQ

THE_dec1ston of the prominent manufacturers to equip

with the Warner Auto-Meter in 1913 constitutes

OFFICIAL RECOGNITION by the automobile industry.

High pnced cars have long boasted Warners. More than

100,000 new cars Will be Warner equipped this season.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by dealers all over

the world and at our own branches. Handsome cata

logue on request.

The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin

BRANCHES—Atlanta. Boston. Los Anfleles, New York, Bufl'alo,

Chane, Philadel hia, Pittsburgh Cincinnati, Cleveland, Portland

.O'¢_;_ Derner, an Francisco. lndianapolis, Kansas City, Seattle,

‘ Detroit. St. Louis.

Canadian Branch: 559 Yonge St.. Toronto, Ont.
  

 

  

 
 

I;

  
  

 

  

ArgoElectric
Have So Many Improvements

that an intelligent comparison of the Argo with any

other electric will quickly prove its superiority.

Interlocking Foot Control—Non-Reversible Wheel
Steer—Bevel Gear Drives—Low Hun ConstructionfiLong Wheel

Base (110 inches) Artillery Wheels ( 8 x 4 inches_)~Motz High

Efficiency Cushion Tires——Best Quality Steel Springs—Double

Internal Expanding Safety Brakes.

ever where to re resentWe Dealers us. rite for ourpliberal

Dealers' Proposition. Catalog mailed upon request.

Argo ElectricVehicle Co. Factories, Saginaw,Mich.

Metzger-Herrington Co., Distributors

8418-14- Miohl'an Ava Chicago. Ill.
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Lnulh-Juerlonl

Trucks are Dc

livery Insurance

DURABILIT

  

QUALITY

0Nli, TWO AND 'I'IIRI'IE TON CAPACITY

\

  

llllll am a ,‘

"III III. ~=
.I‘YL'

  

LAUTH-JUERGEXS TRUCKS ARE THE LATE.T IN CONSTRUC

tlou, most powerful In operation and the motors are guaranteed against

detective workmanship and material for the Ilfe of the truck. The!

are positively the highest class trucks made. Two cylinder. one-ton,

four cylinder, one. two and three-ton. Four speeds forward. Hess-Bright

ball bearing transmission made in our own shops 01’ the finest tool

steel three-piece disc clutch. covered tr); patents owned by us. Semi

for i912 Catalog and spocltlcationn. rompt deliver on all models.

Large publicity campaign just begun. Our quality wll do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The ltulh-Jnerqens Molor Car Co., Fremont, Ohio.

Branches and Axenelel

BOSTON—David Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Side Garage & Motor Co., 160-162 lOllt St.

CHICAGO—The Lsnth-Jnorgens Motor Car 00.. 263082 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK. N. J.—1\icrchsnts Motor Car Co.. Essex Building. ~

DETROIT. NIGEL—Blerl Auto Truck Sales Agency. 453 Dix Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND VlCinTY~RMrIPs Motor Sales Co.,

Inc.. 1008 14th St N. W.. Washington, D. C.

 

 

    

Dependable

Deliverl es

ELIVERY dates

are of utmost impor

tance. Delay in shipments

means loss of money.

We guarantee prompt deliveries.

Warner Quality and Warner eight

 

 

  

  

  

highest class gears is back of the

product.

Car makers interested

in theQuality and

Meritthat means

absolute safety

and satisfaction

will do well to

write.

We modify our de

signs to meet detail

requirements. or

build to approved

designs on sea

sons quantity specificatiom.

\ Philadelphia, Glenwood Av. and 2nd St.

Detroit. 628 Ford Building

  

  

 

 

  

Warner Gear Co.

Humci e " Indiana.

  

  

Schafer Ball Bearings

The “Schafer” ball bearings are the standard of the

world. They have been for years at the pinnacle of

merit, and remain there because of exceptional work

manship, and the care taken in every step of the

manufacture.

The ball bearings are made of especially analyzed,

extraordinarily dense crucible cast steel, that combines

uniform hardness with toughness from center to sur

face. All balls show a wonderfully great crushing

strength and any ball showing the slightest defect is

promptly rejected.

In specifying Schafer Ball Bearings, the manufacturer

of the car is assuring the ultimate buyer of one point

of quality that goes to make a good automobile still

better.

Barthel, Daly 8: Miller

42 Broadway, New York City

 

Speedwell Trucks

2 Ton 4 Ton 6 Ton

The True k

The Factory

The Dealer

combine to give service to

the owner.

Write for Literature.

DAYTON, 0lll0

ALSO BUILDERS 0F

Speedwell Pleasure Cars.

  

 

 

HAVERS

“Six-44”

$1850

Touring C n r a n d

Roadster 'l‘y p e s.

44 h. p. 6 Cylin

ders. Unit Power

Planl, 3-Poinl

Suspension. 122

in. Wheel - Base.

86 x 4 Tires. 0

HAVERS

"Six-55”

$2250

Touring C a r a n d

Speedster Types.

Electric Starter.

Electric Lights.

55 h. p. l 28 in.

Wheel-ane. 36 x

4 Tires. F n l Iy

Equipped.

write for inllfspeclflcauons

HAVERS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Port Huron, Mich
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NAMCO nuts A. L. A. M. plain and castellated

are now used in large quantities by makers of auto

mobiles, motorcycles and motor trucks. These

trades require immediate service and accurate parts.

Cap and Set Screws with U. S. S. and “V” threads

are carried in stock at our warehouses and factory

from which immediate shipment will be made.

Special Parts milled in quantities at reasonable

prices. Send us your samples.

(The “Special” book is up to the minute on milled

goods. It’s free for the asking.)

 

THE NATIONAL-ACME MFG. CO.

Cleveland, Ohio

NEW YORK, 77 White St. BOSTON, "1 Milk St.

CHICAGO, 23 S. Jefferson St. DETROIT, 1222 Majestic Bldg.

MONTREAL, St. Henri at G. T. R. ATLANTA, 3rd Nat'l Bank Bldg.

 

NUTS OF QUALITY

  
 

 

  

 

 

 

Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

IT will cost you practically no more than what

you will be forced to pay out for constant repairs

on your present ignition system. A new Remy will

Here is our exchangegive your car new life.

proposition:

List Price Allowance Net re You

Z-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. . . . . . $46 00 $ 9 20 $36 80

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. . . . . . 50 00 10 00 40 00

6-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. . . . . . 52 00 10 40 4t 60

Aflownnt‘e mode for any make of Magneto.

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES—:New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

SERVICE 81A I‘lONS—Albuqucrque, Atigulta, Baltimore, Charlotte, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Denver, Dallas, El Pun.

phi; IIHIIQIPOllI. New Orleans, Nashville. Norfolk (

   

:iN-NER TIRES

 

  

1 iNTEnLocK

  

[NYESTXGATE AND I.l-I.\lt.\' “'llY 50 \l,\\'\' 'l‘llOt'_.~'.\.\'l).\~ OF

MOTORIS’I‘N ARI-I l)l.~&(‘.\Rlll\‘ti INNER. SHOES l .ltlLl.\lilfS FIL

|.i:|ts AM) o'rillm .\l.\lili\lilll‘l‘8 FOR. IN E LOCK Ilimn

TIRES—AND \\ Ilt' INTERIDCKS ARE HANDLE AND RECOM

MENDED BY THE BEST SUPPLY DEALERS AND TIRE "008“

ALL OVER THE COUNTRY. .

Ono weak point of the automobile to-day ll that you cant de

pend on its tires. XNTERIIJCKS revolutionise this condition by

making your tires so strong that blowouts become practically im

olllblo. INTERLOCKB lave half your tire expense—lave repair

Ellis—double your mileage—prevent punctures and completely roo

you from all fear of tire trouble.

What INTERIDCKS Arm—The lNTERI.OCK is a complete inner

tire (not on inner shoe) which ll placed between the outer casing

and the inner tube to ltrengthen t e outer casing land protect the

tube. It ll the only reinforcement which is locked by air pressure

to the rim and which becomes an integral part 0 the tires. and,

therefore cannot heat or chafe. Even if the tlrf ll broken the

NTER CK will hold.I INTEIRLOCKS Insure Selena—You know that the‘ludden blowing

out of a tire may easily ditch any car when going a! fair speed—tho

safety of INTERLOCKS should appeal to you. 9

Reduce Your Tire Expenno.—You can have

the tires on your new car equipped with

INTERLOCKS if you specify them. INTER

LOCKS are the only perfect tlro reinforce

ment. They cost a little more but are

cheapest in the long run.

For your present car—llk any

dealer or supply house, or write to

us for the name of your nearest imp

ply source INTERLOCKS will make

any fairly sound tire more than carry

 

  

  

  

  
    

 
 

-' PREVENTS  
  ou through the season. They are

gently placed and are made In all sizes.“'0 Want Dealers Everywhere.—- AND

  

oulton. Jacksonville Louisville. Icin

I 4 lid). Omaha. Loo
Angelou. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Portland tide). Portland (Ore.), Rochel

nr. San Antonio. Seattle. Spokane, St. Louis. Syracule, Utica, Washington

(D. C.)

IAIADA—Toranto. Winnipeg. Calgary. Hamilton, Vancouver, Montreal.

M

it f 5 cells] 30 Day Offer. ; ,gal-ult‘letsPrPrlgcl. Records nf Road v DEFLECTS 3‘,

Test! and 'T‘entlmnnlnin of "no" I; I-,

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE (‘0. 4,;- _,\_.

000 W. 8th lit. Auburn. Ind. mm. , . '

aux-E; main»: g.

"x . - ""' '
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THE ONE—MAN TOP
The only Auto Top which can be handled by one

person as easily and quickly as an umbrella. No

front supports in way of your arms when driving.

GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

515 West 56th St., New York City.

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

Any llind Clincher
0

Every liind Q. I).

Stock, or Demonntable

to Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Mnke Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utlca, N. Y.

R. B. assorr sauss co., Sales Agents, Detroit

 

 

Pot. Sept. 15-22,'08

 

R E P U B L I C

STAgGARD TREAT) nuns

and BLACK-LINE am mum runes

Motorists who W e guarantee

gagging“ the R e p u bl i e

Tires will tell Bluk'L‘" R“

you (ha thug. Inner Tube to

Prevent skid- be ‘8 nearly

ding, make perfect asa

quick starts and t u b e c a n b e

Shortn'ops made—andisa;

casy‘ fitting compan

Give double ion for ghe

mileage because - _of the full-thick- splfl‘d‘d Repub

  

ness tread un- “c S 1 l 3 ga rd

der the studs. Tread.

lost Wldely Iinl- The Best 'I‘ube

taied at All Made

sufffimi‘i.“ The Republic Rubber Co.

Youngstown, Ohio

  

 

 

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS AND TOURISTS

should break their journe and avail themselves of the excellent facili

ties afforded by the D. g C. Lake Lines, operating daily service be

tween Detroit and Buffalo and Detroit and Cleveland.

Enjoy the deli hts of the cool breezes from Lake Erie and resume

your oumey in t e morning after a refreshing night's rest. S ecial

attention given by this Compan to the handlin of automobiles. ates

quoted on ap lication (state w eel base); Tan of Automobiles must

be emptied o. gasoline before being shipped; three gallons of gasoline

supplied free on arrival at destination.

Roads in this section of the muntry are in 'first class condition; new

road now under construction between Detrort and Toledo. Tourists

speak highly of the route between Buffalo and New York.

On“your trip this summer bear in mind “The Waterway is The

Only ay”

DETROIT & CLEVELAND NAVIGATION CO.,

General Ofices, Detroit.

  

  

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

 

 

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniter

Lights, dime and extinguishes all gas lamps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach.

Convenient—SnIe—Dependnblc

Every car owner in your

vicinity, Mr. Dealer, will

be interested—it's up to

you to show them—and

sell them. Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

'I'IB G. C. A. MANUFACTURING 00.. Plttsileld. Mass.

  

 

  

 

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States

5% 4

ruin casings. They admit moll

. ture to the carcass, cause the

fabric to rot and weaken, grow larger- end in blowoutn.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUB any

where in 15 minutes, better than a Repair Shop can do

—nnd for on: rent.

Universal

AutoNulcanizer
Patented

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete, with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can be carried in the toolbox Simplest and most In

devloelor eliminating tire troubles that hasever been de

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer-put iii the gasoline >1ight it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the iob is done.

It can’! burn, score/l or t'njllrl tube or casing. It can’t

get out of order. It can‘t fail to do its work. So

simple. anyone can operate it. The Universal Auto

Vulcnnizer saves its cost a hundred time: over in

trouble and expense.

Price Complete. “.00 Ilenriy for Instant l‘se

Guaranteed Satisfactory or Money lelnnded

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY. East Palestine. Ohio

 

 

  

 
 

Standard Universal Rims

m mm“ fit any style or make of tires. The

mu side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un~

locks the rim for

demounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place. Write for catalog

607, which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

  

P

  

 
   

_M4
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NEWTONE

Motor Horns

The longer a “Newtone " Is used the better Its

warning powers are sppreclsted. We

Invite compulson

Torpedo Type

Price $20

Automobile Supply

Mtg. Co.

220 'l'salie Plsec, BIMKLYN, ll. Y.

  

 
 

 

 

Best on Earth— Kantsamore

_BTABLISHED 1855_

Phineas Jones & Company

305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. .l.

Branch Factory: 12th Avenue and 55th Street. New Yorh City

Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks
 
 

Repairing and truing old wheels a specialty. Experimental wheels a specialty.

We furnish and apply any style domountable or detachable rim or tire.

 
 

If you are interested in

F E D D E R S

RADIATORS
we would like to send our latest catalogue.

Fadders Manufacturing Works

57-67 Tonawanda St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

 
 

  

 

TRUCK FRAMES
Automobile Frames and Special Stampings

 
 

THE PARISH & BlNlillAM Gill.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
 

 
 

Q vava g

This name stands for efficiency in

SPARK PLUG

  

Used as standard equipment

by {eighty-eight manufacturers.

CHAMPION IGNIIION COMPANY. flintfiigl

  

 

 

Front Axle Yoke Bolts

You require the best bolts made—bolts

manufactured from suitable analy

sis open hearth or nickel steel "

I ' Your in

quiry for bolts

—bolts tough and strong

ground to size, ready

and properly hard

ened for this

“ml duty' to slip into place, will

bring surprisingly 'low prices

-—quality of work considered.

The Electric Welding Products Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

  

 

 

Unless your spark plugs resist soot

and carbon, they are not up to the

Rheum

standard oi ellicicy.

Ninety per cent. of all en ine troubles can be traced to

the ignition system—a getter understanding of this

system helps.

Our free book, “I nition and Spark Plug Talk." QX'
plains everything. gMailed you on request.

JEFFERY- DEWITT CO.

05 Butler Avenue Detroit, Mich.

  

 

lei.Type 3i Larscst Spark Plug Iaaulaetursrs la the World

 

 
 
 

The line Mechanical,

~ Never Failing

Warning Device

Ooete Little to lay—

Ooete Nothing to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

THE B. PIEI. COMPANY lil'.§"l'.‘.l'1."2'1'l?
Phrludel his, l4l6 Vine Si.‘ Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave; Minnea olis,

70 So. i th St; Bnfl'alo, 851’ Main 51.; San Francisco, 544 Van Ness ve.;

‘Los Angelel, 1229 So. Olive St.' Seattle, 917 E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore.),

5 329 Ankeny 51.; Denver, l5ih and Curtis Sis.
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September 21st, 1912.

The Motor World Pub. 00.,

Discontinue pages on Gilmer

Tire Repair Pliers for two weeks

until we can catch up in deliver

les.

G. Walker Gilmer,

7th St.,

Jr.

52 N. Philadelphia, Pa.

 
 

 

Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NOW

Imported U. 8: H. High Tension Magnetos Less Than

J. S. BRETZ COMPANY, 250 W. 54th Street, New York

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

$16.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

lmport Cost.

Circular and Price Lists Free

 

Diamond Tires

e could build them cheaper

But' WeJWon’t' .

ewould build them better

But' We Can2'.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER C0.

AKRON. OHIO

  
 
 

Champion SparkTlugs

Champion Spark Plug Co.

Special Designs tor Every

Type oi Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

 

 

 

 

 

TOLEDO, OHIO J

 

 
 

IT TELLS ALL

When truck or car left garage, when it

returned.

fast. Number of stops, duration of each

stop.

is checked and shown on the

JONES RECORDER _

Write for full particulars.

and money saver.

Broadway and 16th Street

How far it travelled, how

Every movement of your vehicle

Record Chart

It’s a time

THE JONES RECORDER

  

NEW YORK

 

 

Wscwzszg'

The Consisten '

Motors .H' "

Real masterpieces of engineer- '

in: skill. Note their special

feature -— examine their per

fect co ruction.

Large Bearings

Perfect Workmanship

Ample Water Jacket L0 Stroke

ILL 4 OYCII— II 5 "PB-SHIIJUIJ l.nrlll,4 til. "-4 ll. ,5Il. mtuqt

414 ll. im,5 lutth :11. 43-4 ll. wail-2 ll. strain. 4 cyl. 5 Hll. km. 1 ll. strum tyl.

)Write us and we will tell you where a \Visconsin Moth may be seen.

IISCIIISII lllTllI Illllfllillllllli MINI", lllll. 32, Iilnlhl, Wlsttnsin

Lflrge Valves

Heavy Crank Shaft

Double Izn ition

Perfect Lubrication

  

iii

/

\‘R\\\\Yh'iiiiii

  

martini/sz

4

I

Fig! "'

iii. 1 g“,
mGNE\\

YLMQQS Why?”

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.

98 Warren Street NEWARK, N. J.

BRANCHES

New York Chicago San Francisco London

Boston Detroit L05 A elcs Buenoa Ayres

Philadelphia Kansas City Seattl

""1!

(Wfflflffi!ii

/

\\\

VWWWWWWWWNNNR

 
 

 

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats

  
 

 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary leatl? If

so, have the best. Our leatl

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Amesbury, Man.
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Better Than Commercially Perfect

Bevel Differential

Transmission

(i EARS
$3,000,000 In plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work ; also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

Gear

Brown - Lipe- Cm“, Company

 

L“. W. CHAPIN, Oen’l Mgr. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

_ —
f—

A wonderfully effective device that

saves 10 to 40% gasoline; gives 10 to

40% more power.

  

SlmpleI Compact—

Ouaranteed Satisfactory

Can be applied to any car.

DEALERS: Get our proposition.

National Manufacturing I20.

KALAMAZOO, MIOH.

    

sAvrs ns

COST IN

A MONTH

  

IANTAM ANTI-FRICTION 00., Blnilln, Oonn

Retinal aner a liixer

II  

The man who knows a car

likes the Sturdy STUTZ. It’s a car after his

own heart, because it embodies nothing but the

best principles of construction. Write today

for Booklet A-ll, advance Sturdy STUTZ

Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

 

Dehvery Cans

. STOCK BODIES

Chasms Panel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150

Express with Top . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $125

Open Body with Cape Top . . . . . . $125

5 Special Express Body with wire grating $150

Undertaker’s Car Body . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $550

A Car for the Dealer to Sell

A Car for the Merchant to Buy

Connected in no way with the Lippard-Stewart Mot or Car Co.

 

 

 

  

THE ULTIMATE CAR

(KNIGHT TYP: moron.)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by DaimIer,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

THE F. B.'STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealers In 125 Cities

 
 

 
 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

i SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

'3

 

 

h

 

  

 
 

Mighty Michigan Forty

40-HorsepowerTouring

Car or Roadster, abso

lutely silent in opera

tion. Cylinders 4% x

5%-in.—116-in. wheel

base—34 x 4-in. tires—

dernountable r i m s —

nickel mountings—mas

sive, straight line body—big, roomy seats—proved self

starter—everything. Price $1500. Guaranteed for life by the

Michigan Buggy Company. 40-horsepower Roadster on the

same chassis. Two smaller models. Catalog on request. (33)

MICHIGAN M0'l‘0ll CAR (10., 188 lay Blvd, Kalamazoo, Mich.
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utacturers next year.

“American Made for the American Trade "

New Departure Guaranteed Ball

are in 60% ot the 1912 cars. Contracts for 1912 cover 80% of the entire output of American automobile man

Reason—New Departure Ball Bearings have “ made g ."

THE NEW DEPARTURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Bristol, Conn.

Western Branch: 1016-17 Ford Building. Detroit

Bearings

Have you had our 1912 catalog?

 

 
 

 
 

The Electric Car of Quality

THE COLONIAL

Big, roomy, 5-passenger, open or enclosed car of dis

tinctive design and luxurious appointments. Equipped with

self-starting device. It's the car with s thousand little

conveniences—

and the price is $2700

DEALERS—Wire now for territory which is choice but

going fast.

COLONIAL ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY

Detroit, Michigan

 

 

 
 

  

 

 

If You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog

We want you to write for the Solar Catalog before on decide on your motor

lamps, for this is the most coniplctehne of lamps on t e market. Solar Lamps

have been preferred by most motorists for the past fourteen ears because of

their brillianc', their style, their strength and their several exe usive advanta es

-—-their special short focus lead glass lens mirror reflectors—the patented dou le

ray light projection (in the Solarclipse) giving two distinct fields of ii t, for

city and country use——the new black nish, the only such finish thats proof

against heat and moisture—and other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

the very finest lamps in existence. ss~and_ in

combination, for pleasure cars, motor true _ airships.

Write for catalog now—~while you think of it. (136)

Kenosha, Wis. BADGER BRASS MFG' co' New York City

SOLAR LAMPS

Solars are made for oil, electricity,

ks, carriages, motor hosts an

 

  

 

   

"RABIES EPENDABLE

AYTONig ELIVERY

DAYTON TRUCKS are made in

2, 3 and 5 ton models. They hold a

world’s record for durability, reliability

and efficiency. Write for catalog.

DAYTON AUTO TRUCK CO. Day100,0l'1l0

  

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings._ They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

V in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVIOI OUARANTIID

IIIE BUNSMIDITEII MANUFACTURING BUMPIIII, Ttlm, 0l|ill_

 

 

 
 

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since
  

Occupying the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant in America.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. T-8 Kokomo, Ind.

 
 

 
=

 

No Crankingl No Pumpingl

START YOUR CAR FROM THE SEAT

ALWAYS READY AND POSITIVE

The AMERICAN STARTER is the Only Starter on

the market that measures the amount of gas injected into

the cylinders. You cannot "dope" the engine with the

AMERICAN STARTER.

American Starter and Carburetor Mfg. Co.

2022 S. 40th Avenue CHICAGO, ILL.

 

 
 

  

 

  
  

 

SOLD EVERYWHERE

 

SHAWMUT TIRES
SHAWMUT TIRE OO., Boston, Mass.
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FRANKLIN MOTOR CARS
AVERAGE

400 MILES TO THE GALLON OF OIL

This is proof of the superiority of the Franklin ‘re-circu

lating oiling system:—

And of the high eflficiency of Franklin direct cooling.

It is double the average mileage per gallon of oil ob

tained by owners of water-cooled cars.

Franklin re-circulating oiling system delivers a stead

stream of oil to each of the main motor bearings through

separate leads. It is the only oiling system that feeds oil

positively and directly to each of the main bearings.

The amount of oil umped over the bearings is propor

tional to the needs of the motor. The faster the motor runs

the more oil supplied. This means perfect lubrication under

every condition of running.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY Syracuse N Y

 

 

  

Climba a 50% axle—Friction Tranamiaaion—

any number 0 speeds. Five models—write.

CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan

  

  
  

"MAJESHE"

$1850
45/12, dew/Nam; :1

"OLYMPIC a.

QISOO i ‘

35/19, 401mm“): ;;"~‘

  

/

" #0#41 mo srez'p

/ #050/0 700 map

  

Hook up with .6115

.10:LE

Series Eight come: in Three Challis:

Cole Sixt six cylinder Touring Car. tlve passenger convertible to

Y seven passenger. 132-inch wheel base. Delco electric

lighting, starting and ignition. $2485

Cole four cylinder Touring Car. five assenger convertible

y toseven. l22-inch wheelbase. De co system. 81986

Your cylinder Touring Car five passenger, “6-inch

COle Forty wheel base. Delco system. $1685

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer’s proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up with (:11;

  

  

  

  

  

R-n-I'l “Twenty-Five” c

We are determined to build the best all-’round

five-passenger touring car in the world and sell it,

completely equipped, for

$90 .2
F. 0. B. Detroit

Write for Illustrated Circular.

R-C-I'I CORPORATION

104 Lycaate Street Detroit, Michigan

   

 
 

  

 

Stock Champion International Champion

WM“  

 
 

 
 

 

  

  

- HEEISéN
E have published a very interesting book on the advan

tages of_Underalun conatruction. It is of value to

dealer or individual. It te a of our full line which rangea in

price from $1475 to $4500. Write for a copy today.

American Motors Com
Dept. E. way

 
  

  

napolia, 1211

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Five Paaaenger Touring Car. Series V. 52,900

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

1007 E. 22nd Street lndlanapolia. Ind.

RUT 7"”aE
Ma O R, o

h responsible for the mecca of alarmema

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial earn. They will hear your inventi

gntion before the purchase of any type of car.

Literature upon request.

IUTINBIR IO‘I‘OI CO., laden. I“.

hm photomwre of

the above cut for

framing 14c iu stamps.
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“Thirty”

"For t y"KISSELKAR  

u n
hEvfiry part bull; iu_ Lire KisselfKa; plapt, F i t t y

w 1c is equippe wrt ever ac' it " ”
economical manufacture. Al KilSRTKlT; fiou'p'

have extra liberal wheelbase and roomy

tonneaus unsurpassed by any car at any

rice for comfort and capabilities. Write

or catalog.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

159 Kisael Avenue Hortiord, Win,

KisselKnr prices

include full equip

ment—self-starter,

top, windshield,

demountable rims,

s p e e dome

ter, e I e c -

tric lighting

e q u ipment,

I h o c k ab

sorbers, etc.

  

 

, O Q

It s Specialized—

That’s why a Covert Transmission outwears

the car—yes, and it reduces assembling cost. Let

us prove it to you.

Covert Motor Vehicle Co.

Sales Office:

Ford Building, Detroit, Mich.

  

Factory: Lockport, N. Y.

 

 
 

The Easiest Ridius

Car in the

  

Thoroughly expres—

, sive of the highest develop

ment of automobile design, mate

rials and construction.

Catalog on Request.

NORDYKE 8t MARMON CO.

(Established 185!)

Indianapolis, Indiana

Sixty Years of Successful Manufacturing

THE NEW SERIES

Mormon " 32 "

$2850 to $4100

The Mormon 5|!

$5000 to $6350

 

  

 

 

 

  

r__

Empire Twenty= Five
“ The Little Aristocrat "

This is the Big Brother of the Famous Empire Roadster

and is a small edition of $5,000 cars. ' '

Hence the price of $850 puts this car in a class by itself.

Specifications prove the Empire_25 to be the most “aristo

cratic" little touring car in America. \Nrite for details today

TIE EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE (10., 224 Massachusetts SL, indiauapolls, U. S. A.

 

 

THE TOURABOUT

/

   

 

  

, Dept. W

Northern Factory, Anderson, Ind.

Chicago Iraneh, 837-39 Ilehlgau Ave.

Southern Faetoljy, Chattanooga, Tenn.

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

TheMo‘lorWiih the

olidin - CrescentValve

KNIGHT—DAVIDSON

1896 — 19 2

_ The CRESCENT valve oi the K-D Motor, fitting around the Ita

tionlr piston wall affords a larger port area than any other poppet

or Iii e valve on the market. _It is simpler and, consequeutl , better

than any other valve construction known and is here ofi’ere to dil

criminating manufacturers, not as an experiment, but as a tried, tested

and proved mechanical advance. The K-D motor is simple, silent,

cools rapidly, has the simplest oiling system known, will not carbonine.

Last and most important, Wlii give on a given quantity of fuel more

power, speed and endurance, unit for unit, than any other engine on

any type of an automobile. We want to present some iacta to inter

ested manufacturers.

KNIGHT-DAVIDSON COMPANY, Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT-DAVIDSON

  

  

“Distinctly Complete”

2% Six Models

40 and 50 H. P.

- - Fully Equipped

Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car. s.

Model 51—4 Passenger Demi Tonneau.

Model SZ—Roadster type—all with

the new "T" head, 5 inch bore.

6 inch stroke motor. 50

in. .......... ..... .. $3400

Fully equipped with top, windshield, speedometer, gasoline gauge, 36" wheels.

dcmounlable rims. and automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co.,

Boston Branch: 153 Massachusetts Ave.

Electrically

Self-Started

and Lighted

Model 40—5 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Model 41—4 Passenger Demi Tonneau.

Model 42—Roadster tape—all with the

splanctljd nesug/ en h 0c l:notor, 4%

inc ore, , inc stro e.

40 11.? ................. .. $2400

T

  

2222 Muncie, Ind.

Omaha Branch: 310 S. 18th St.

 

 

HQefivll/er—"ZSWO

Fully Equipped

  

Five 25 Ii. P.

Passenger long

Touring Stroke

Car Motor

Enclosed Valves, Three Point Suspension, Unit Power Plant. Platform

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle, Left Hand Drive, Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires, Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for specifications.

BRIGGS-DETIWITER (30., 449 Ilolbrook Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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Write or Wire

POLSON
MANUFACTURING

O O M P A N Y

Buffalo, New York

for the very highest grades of

brass goods that can be pro

duced at prices that are right.

Folding Auxiliary Seats,

Windshields, Bumpers,

Wheel Pullers

and the one

Gasoline Engine Starter

that is

POSITIVELY SURE To START

POSITIVELY SAFE To START

 

 

METZ 22 H. P.

MOTOR CAR

  

‘.

The one device most needed by the man _

who wants to make steering a pleasure '

  

  

 

instead of a labor.Removes all nervous strain—takes physical strain from steering opera

tion—holds machine steady—prevents accidents in case steering gear g V

breaks or tire bursts. j

DEALERS, JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS, this is an article which '

merits your instant investigation—one which will appeal to every car

owner. It ought to be, and soon Will be a part of the equipment of ‘- ‘

every car. 5Let us tell you more about it. The story is worth knowing. ‘1

gr:

'2 j

The Modern Auto I.

  

Appliance Co.

15 Kinderhoolt Street

CHATHAM. N. Y.

 

  

OOOe.

in“...—___

 
 

The most economical car

i-u can buy at any

1'". The Met! will run

"Inn 28 to 32 miles on a

h'lon of gasoline, over

w miles on a pint of

a set of tires.

tnry. Book

free on request.

secure exclusive sale _

these cars in your terri

“B” mailed

lubricating oil, and from

8,000 to 10,000 miles on

You can

oi

METZ COMPANY, Waltham, Mass, U.S.A.

 

 

RE YOU in need of any

additional help

department of your busi

in any

ness? Are you out of employ

ment or looking for a better

connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or

do you want to buy second

hand material?

factory site for sale or do you

want to buy one? If so, use the

Want and For Sale column of

the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line.

Advertisements can be inserted

over a number when it is de

sired and identity of the adver

tiser will be kept confidential.

Have you a

 

The Birthplace of

P L A N TAT | o N

R U B B E R

Oeylon’s

“At Home” Day

AT TH!

lntemationalRuhherixposition

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE
45th It. and Lexington Ave.

Friday Afternoon,

September 27th.

Illustrated Hundbooke on Rubber and

Ten Free on applcatlon.

 

The Best and Easiest \Vay to Re

pair the inner tube. Perfect Vulcan

ization in 15 minutes. All you need

is one ounce of gasoline, at little spe—

cially prepared rubber, and the

Imperial

Vulcanizer Repair Kit

it gives you practically

a new inner tube in 15 minules.

Price $3.50

Complete with enough rubber for 40

punctures. Sold on a guarantee of

satisfaction.

Nickel Plated Weighs Only 3 Lbe.

At your dealer‘s or sent by express.

Address Dept. E.

TIIE MeGRAW TIRE & RUBBER C0.

East Palestine, Ohio

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. v.

 

 

 

 

 

V

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension
C I e v e l a n d , n

 

Ohio
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“CONTINENTAL”
Best Known Motor in America

 

__ I Look for the name

._i “Continental” on

\2 crank case.

_ n We have looked

  

a ft e r the qualiiy

behind it.

4 and 6 cylinders,

2 0 t o 6 0 H. P.

Write for Booklets.

'—

’ lk_._qd w

Continental Model "C"

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG.COMPANY

Detroit, Mich.

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE:

K. F. Peterson, . 150 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago

  

  

 

MOTZ Cushion Tires
For Pleasure Cars and Ugh! Delivery Cars

Semi lor Booklet St

lrIE MOTZ TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

- '- , Mil" Office: Akron, Ohio

BRANCH”:

”“Amh mama‘s-as

lmMJltulIk Mllmfium

“Hull's.”

A—Shon 4.01.. notched trede

B—Shon undercut sidrt

C—Shows tlanhvise bridges.

D—Shows absorbing means when

passing over an obwuetion.

 

Stop Fussin" with Tires
T ' Cub ousth evaluating rspalzisgl—Ah.w

of punctures, blowouts, and delays In," In.

wurs— “WI-m

  

  

 

 

We Specialize on

Finishing Crank Shafts

Only.

MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT C0.

Lansing

 

 

 

  

WeedChains
   

  

  

or slipping.
  

  

  

“ by all reputable dealers

The Name Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

“Weed” ' 28 Moore St. New York

on Every Hook

The Great Anti-Skid

D Ev I OE

Nine-tenths

Of all accidents to auto

mobiles are caused by skidding

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the "other fellow” skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ippe

merits unless you equip your car wrt

Cannot lnjure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it your business to gets set.

Recommended and sold

as?8.31.; '

  

 

 

 

 

Standard Bearings

"C

Enemies of Friction.

Why Don't You “Standardize”?

Standard Roller Bearing Company

PHILADELPI-II

 

 

 

"The Speedometer

ol Quality "

Speclsl leatures that ellmlnste

speedometerv troubles. Send

lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Ellot St. Boston, lass.

  

 

 

 

75% Increase In Tire lllllclency

That's what the INNERSHU sceorn

plishes. It’s a tough, durable, rubberized

fabric formed permanently to tire shape.

Ask for circular.

INNER SHOE TIRE COMPANY

Fro-l 8m Grand Rapids. sssel.
 

  

 
 

  

Tones down headllghts tor

clty driving and foggy

nights an auto necessity.

Prlce 75¢. per pair. Sell

like hot cakes. Balers.

secure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

"31 Broadway, New York

 

 

'FOP ' _

Self S‘tarjnn

LiQR'tjlq

Isms-tron

Signalling

 

Locomobile Cars l0r1912

Complete inlormation furnished on request.

The fommoh'k Compmy

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

F

  

 

 

INVADER OIL

"The Best the World Aflords”

CHAS. F. KELLOM 8: CO.

Philadelphia 5m

 
 

 

 

  

U S.PAT. OFFICE

 

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

Ell]. GROSSIIAN COMPANY. Hm. New York and Detroit

 
 

Aluminum Bodies

THE SPRINGFIELD TOP

(serum)

SPRINGFIELD METAL BODY CO.

368 Binals Avenue, SI'mgflolel, Mass.

 

 

 

 

S'I'0P PAYING GARAGE RENT

Why Not Own Your Own Garage?

We are Manufacturers and Builders of Fire

proof Steel Garages of all sizes. Write for

Catalogue and prices.

'I'II'E l-‘IIEPROIIF GARAGE COMPANY

1226 Ridge Avenue Philadelphia, Pg,
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GUARANTEED l

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. \Vrite.

l

l

PENN SPRING WORKS l

l

   
 

|_:

BALDW‘NSVILLE' N- Y- "ri- a...“ of n. a" a. our... organization abnllbo

indledby it: product and not by what it elainu for itnelf”

the In mind when you examine “I. I’ll Iodell

 

 

 

MOBIL! AND ranci

1040 Fore-door Roadster. llfrinill “heel Mae ‘l'lOO

34-40 5-passcnger. Fore-[loor Touring L‘ar

llhinrh oheelhase . . . . . B1700

44-50 S-russengrr. Fore-Door Demi- 'onneau

ill-inch wheelbase . . . . . . .1075

44-50 7-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

 
Four corps of experts working

in tour of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce.

" The” "rim for You

1' also lililfiigfili'l: i214.an wtieei 1...;44-50 7-u-nsenger, Forwikror Limousine

lZl-ioch wheelbase . . '3050

I A.R MOSLER 8: CO.

P 0 BOX "M"

Nothing of the kind has ever

before been attempted in automo

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

Advance Catalogion Reqiiest

ABBOI l MOTOR CO.

'1 Waranuoo Inn-r oz-rnol-r, men.

"ituilt tor "Guaranteed

i‘ennancn» e" [or Lite"

  
MY VERNON. N Y   

 
  

 

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

Qh L‘ 11311511 ifiaoiator

lllt BLSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.C()NN.

  

 

will help you to tncrnuo war bullpen while bene

Ittlnl your cultomera. 0 will lend any relpon

alble dealer a pair on 30 day" trial Write now.

Good Agent: wanted for unoccupied territory

llATlII-Ill TIRE 600178 00.. Niagara Falls, N. Y.

 

 

The Ford Water Clrculator

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

Belt Stem-r

T

I913 IMPORTANT FEATURES

Elnt'ic Lighting

“Ikiah Cuahlnns Sit-in. r Ma The!

H-in. Upholsterlng lnuenrd Wheel Base

Great Ease of Riding Fariruret'wr Dash Adjustment

Danountable Rim! Nickel Tllinrninga

Unit Power Plant—three point suspension.

Cutting 540. I20 in. Wheelbase. Mlh p. _

b-pdmenger touring car, fully equipte‘l. Ol-l'l'5 “Reo the Fifth

Find and crowning achievement oi R. E. Oldl.

r‘moeer denlgner oi autos. A standard alle 30 to 38

h-rraepower tour cylinder car at modern refinement:

mad at only $1.095.

i all R. M. OWEN k (20.. General Sales Agents

950 MOTOR CAR (10., Lansing, Mich.

l

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when ‘

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if ,

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-MCCUTCHAN C0.

ll“ Mlehlgnn Ave. CHICAGO. ".1.

Cutting A40. lm-in whe'lhale. 40 h. p.

'l panengrr roadster. fully uiuipprd,

Cn'ting C-fn’r lIt'.‘-in wheelbase, M h. p

5-passenger touring ear, fully equiwed.02000 ,l

i euro ‘

l , Cutting Automobile Co.

 

 

 

305 Mechanic Street, Jackson, Micki
 

 

 

 

  

The NIAGARA Sell Starter

D'Aobcpeldable-Nlngara”

Simple no It In Elllelent

AKRON, OHIO.

Thin name on Automobile Tire: and Rubber

Aeeeuoriel ai ifiea inherent uaiitiq oi material

  

Good Territory Open and vpr‘ilr‘mlng in that finlure e memum 0:6??- I‘ a a Irll a a a -- w a a a a a l-:.I

Vicea ermntmumo expenle. ‘1 .. . .l .1 r. _.-,‘ i" 4'

TEE NIAGARA SALES COMPANY 11,. may“, The & Rubber Co" Mu". 0,“, a a I a:.n-a..a.l.u..l"'a a I i“... I

7“ In!- Streel MN. Y.  

  

  

 

 

GRANT - LEES

GEARS

Why We Blow 0m New

Electric Continental llorn
Cnpiete information furnished dealera on requelt.

III "010R CAR EQUIPMENT C0.

5|Wm Street Dept. W New York

RH

TPrest-O-Lite ~"'

The ONLY gas tank that when empty,

can be immediately exchanged for a
full one, ANYWHERE and ALWAYS. n“ 6"“"L'" mm" c“

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_' '___._._...-a.__~__.-'-.____.-~h_._-a_--~La-~

FM 5 LA N b
I42 W EST 4Z"-°

C S

SER"
ST. NEW YORK

‘YNSURANCE FOR BUILDER

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO
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HE STEVENS-DURYEA COMPANY

HAS ERECTED AND EQUIPPED

A MODERN AND UP-TO-DATE FAC

TORY FOR MANUFACTURING THEIR

OWN BODIES AND IS NOW READY

TO RECEIVE APPLICATIONS FROM

FIRST-CLASS \VORKMEN IN THE

SEVERAL BRANCHES OF BODY

BUILDING: BODY MAKERS, SHEET

METAL WORKERS, PAINTERS, UP

HOLSTERERS, ASSEMBLERS, ETC.

ADDRESS: SUPERINTENDENT, STE

VENS-DURYEA COMPANY, EAST

SPRINGFIELD WORKS, SPRING

FIELD, MASS.

MANUFACTURERS!

As attorney for the heirs of an immense

estate, I desire to connect one of the heirs

with a reliable automobile manufacturer in

an executive capacity, where he can enter

the firm, by investing a substantial sum in

about six months, at which time he will

receive his share to the estate.

Thoroughly familiar with the selling end

of commercial vehicles, thoroughly under

stands conditions relative to the sale of

commercial cars in New York City and

vicinity, and has plenty of prospects. Has

thorough business training, clever corre

spondent, and capable of meeting and con

versing with men of al’fairs.

\Vould prefer to manage New York

branch of reliable truck firm, but would

consider proposition from pleasure car

firm. or manufacturers of any reliable lines

connected with the automobile trade.

Selling agencies, please do not waste your

time or ours answering, as we desire to

hear from manufacturers direct.

State fully what you have-to ofi'er, also

salary and opportunity for investment of

the funds. which will be available in about

six months.

Address “EXECUTOR,”

444 59th St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

UTOMOBILES—A. C. C. A. Prices

Talk! Every make. Every model.

Hundreds runabouts, racy roadsters. five

seven passenger touring,r cars. $50 up.

Guaranteed five years. Shipped Freight

Prepaid! \Vrite today for the largest Illus

trated Catalog published! THE AUTO

MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF

AMERICA, Dept. I-N, 17694787 Broadway,

New York City.

  

 

- ln capiialsZScents perline ~

A market place where Dealera, Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars.

part: and appliance: and where help or aitua

tion: may be aecured at a nominal coat.

UTOMOBILE AGENTS—I want local

agents in every county in the United

States to handle a popular-priced line of

automobiles; a good name and reputation

for integrity counts more with us than

money or experience; if you have $300 and

can furnish bond you can procure the agen

cy for our high-grade car and we will fur

nish you with demonstrator. For full par

ticulars address R. C. LEWIS, Sales Man

' ager, Box 55, Milwaukee, \Vis.

\Vhy Dunk Way Pays.

We sell direct.

We have no branches.

Vt'e own our factories.

\Ve buy in car loads.

We sell at small profits.

We supply everything.

\Ve have repair parts.

We save you 50%.

We have Radiators, etc.

We have accessories.

We have 29,973 Customers.

we want you.

We want your address.

. We are in Detroit.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

b—Al-le—lI—l

ewwrppmvewsswr

 

GENTS \VANTED—To handle the

$1000 G. J. G. "Junior," racy, classy

and specially designed chaseabout with 104

inch wheelbase, with a real 26 H.P. motor,

Bosch magneto, Dorian remountable rims

with 32 x 31/; tires, at a price of $1,000,

which is a money maker for the sales

agent. W'rite for literature and discounts

to G. J. G. MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

\Vhite Plains, N. Y.

 

OR SALE—Dealer in new and second

hand automobiles; Ford runabout, 4

cyl., 26 H.P., top, windshield. rumble seat.

Maxwell runabout. Oldsmobile, 4 cyl., top,

S-passenger, and windshield. Rambler, 2

cyl., top, 5—passenger, and delivery body, all

in good condition. F. . ARDRIE, 21

Carnes St., W. Lynn, Mass. P. S.—Wanted

—to buy 50 automobiles.

 

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

Makes leather, rubber and pantasote tops

and curtains look like new. A safe, durable

renmi'ator that leaves the cloth soft and

iab e.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

ILL GIVE MY PERSONAL MORT

GAGE on improved real estate for a

1911 or 1912 Auto in good shape and worth

prices asked; must be a reliable make. C.

A. SACKETT, 21 Broad St., Milford, Conn.

 

ORD OVVNERS—GET OUR CATA

LOG. AUTO PARTS CO., PROVI

DENCE, R. I.

  

 

  

REST-O-LITE tanks wanted for cash.

O’NEILL, 186 Putnam Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

 

‘87 ILL sell or trade 60 foot .mahogany

motor yacht for automobile or real

estate. 212 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

 

EYENTY $2,000 cars handled the past

season, but we need more capital. \Ve

have the best selling proposition in a west

ern city of 100,000, with territory compris

ing seventeen counties. Throughout the

country agencies for this car are acknowl

edged more desirable than any other in its

class. Address BOX 215, care The Motor

World.

 

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING

\\"aterproofs mohair and duck automobile

tops and curtains. Makes faded and stained

tops look like new. Leaves the cloth soft

and pliable. Dries over night.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

The Dunk Way Pays.

Make your car up to date.

Our new fore door five passenger bodies

completely finished, $52.50. New Mohair

Tops at $13.50.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

 

AUTOMOBILE Cylinders reground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZI-NG

CO., Manchester, N. H.
 

ANTED—Light touring car; will give

combination pool table, cost $450, or

vacuum machine, cost $500, with which en

ergetic man could earn over $10 per day.

CLAYTON, 189 Montague St., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

 

OR SALE—Caldwell Gasolene Lawn

Mower; specification—4 cyl. vertical

motor, dry batteries and Bosch magneto,

Sehebler carburetor, width of cut 40 in.,

weight 2,000 lbs. For complete description

and price address INDIANAPOLIS MO

TOR SPEEDWAY, Indianapolis, Ind.

UST overhauled in the most thorough

manner possible, a fine 16 HP. chassis,

llO-inch wheelbase; would make fine deliv

ery car; very reasonable. 312 West 52nd

St., New York City; Columbus 7571.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

A renovator for leather seats and cushions.

Brightens the finish, softens the leather and

does not crack or peel. Dries in 20 minutes.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

Dunk Says It's Best.

“Do It.”

Detroit Self-Starter. Throw your

Crank away. Sold direct. No agents. $10.00.

livery Sale Makes a Friend.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.
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F‘ )R RENT—Factory Building, Syracuse,

N. Y.; 18,000 square feet floor space, on

best street in the city; engine, boiler and

shafting complete. Two elevators,_ city

water, gas and electric service. and equipped

with sprinklers. Use of railroad stdmg.

Electric cars pass office door. Apply

GEORGE .\'. COMLY, 1816 West Genesee

St., Syracuse. N. Y.

CORl-ID CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

tylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials. and full details on

request. \VATERBURY WELDING CO.,

\\ aterbury, Conn.

 

 

YUI'NG MAN with executive ability who

has had five years experience as Garage

Manager and Salesman,

change, from present position with firm

handling 200 cars per year, and connect with

reliable tirm. No boozer or joy rider. Not

afraid of work. Location no object. BOX

21". care Motor \Vorld.

 

Always read Dunk's advertisement.

“It Pays to Pay Dunk."

$35.00—Sterling Wind Shield—$7.40.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit. Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

lltkes to either a high gloss finish, egg

~iiell gloss or dull finish. on lamps, radia

ti-rs and fenders. Will not crack, chip or

v-t-el.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

 

lI.\'F.R PLATE the brass on your auto

mobile and eliminate polishing; easily

.r-plied: costs less than polish. formula 25

huts. silver preferred. BOX 21. Sabina, O.

 

“’0 AND FOUR cylinder motors, $50

to $175. Chain drive chassis. $35.

Transmissions. $10 and up. \V. D. PECK,

IR Sawyer‘Ave. East Orange, N. J.

wants to make.

ivmn v p am.minam...m|||-'|. .. . .,
  

. I 1 wow

lScenls per line ol'sixwordscash wilh .or‘dee

;- ln capdalsZScents perlme -

A market place where Dealers, Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

STEAM Vulcanizing Plant — Complete,

worth $200; only $25. 3528 N. 27th St.,

Omaha, Neb.

  

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels. gear teeth, pis

tons. perfectly welded and machinedlready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded.',-ATL\VELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving" t.,

Rahway, N. I.

 

“A New One."

A $2,500 Auto for $150.00.

Build your own car. \Ve will sell

you complete set of Axles, Frame, Springs,

Wheels. Steering Gear and Radiator, $150.00.

\Vith plan for putting together.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

v 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN

Enamels lamps, radiators and fenders to a

fine gloss finish. Will not crack, chip or

peel. Not affected by heat, retains its

lustre.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

ANTED—First class electric automo

bile machinist and repairmen in Den

ver. Colo. P. O. BOX 1023.

 

AUTOMOBILISTS —- Buy guaranteed

tools and inner tube puncture-repairing

material. Do your own repairing easily and

quickly. Agent's price, $5.00; ours. $3.50,

cash with order. Bank references. \N. H.

MIZELLE, Robersonville, N. C.

ONE 5 paSsenger Auto body, with top,

$35.00. Rear axle, $20.00. I-I. KAS

KEL, Spencerville, O.

 

 

ENNEY NL‘T LOCK. VVon’t jar ofi‘.

Holds tight wherever vibration exists.

l'Jtt'nt and all rights for sale. DR. \V. F.

kl~..\'.\'l-'.Y. 122 Hope St., Providence, R. I.

ITOMOBILE 'AT SACRIFICE—1

rnmlel 17, 1°11, 5-passenger Buick, $725;

\-1 condition. F. MARION SHEEN, 521

' llIUC‘ St., New Orleans, La.

PEERLESS LINING DYE

"takes a new lining out of a dirty, faded

and stained inside. Will not fade or wash

t7. Leaves the cloth soft and liable.

Ibe Columbus Varnish Co., Co umbus, O.

 

 

 

0R SALE—1906 Pierce-Arrow seven

pawenger touring car, completely over

I tlllt'd this sprmfl. in first-class running

.mlni..n_ could he used as taxrcab or

"Ifnl'll into first-class delivery truck for

'"c'f pcddlcl'S and similar urposcs. Cheap

n. whmpt cash buyer. J. .J., 1004 Sunset

Ate, L'tica, Y

ONE-QUARTER PRICE—Fine 5-pass.

“touring car just overhauled; full equip

ment; appearance and running A-l; bargain

extraordinary. as move east this week.

ISRATENAHL BLDG, Rm. 5, Cleveland,

no.
 

Another Offer by Dunk—

$15.00 New Auto Trunk—$6.50.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

‘N? E have a very large wholesale clientele

and are open to take up European

agency for a new motor accessory. Write

before sending sample. K., B & CO., LTD.,

5 Rue Auber, Paris, France.

 

N ACCOUNT of death of owner, will

sacrifice 1911 Olds Autocrat, equipped.

in excellent condition. Tires good. No

triflers. MRS. C. G. ROCKEFELI.ER,

Sunbury, Pa.
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ATTENTION—Have a few manufactur

ers' samples, gentlemen's black broad

cloth fur lined overcoats, lined throughout

with Australian mink, large genuine Per

sian lamb collars, sizes 36m 48. Value $75,

will sacrifice for $35 each. Also several

ladies’ handsome long fur coats. satin lined.

worth $00. while they last. $35; and few

large size fur robes, plush lined. $15 each.

All guaranteed new. Examine before buy

ing. Send express charges. will send on

approval. Write or call. E. ROBERTS,

Room 8, 160 \Vest 119th St., New York.
 

E WANT the most capable salesman

in the automobile industry—a man

who is holding a good position now. \Ve

want THE man who is willing to work hard

and faithfully, with unquestionably the most

important accessory, looking to comfort and

refinement in motor cars. since the begin

ning of the industry. \Ve want the man

who is able to do big things and make big

money. All communications, of course,

strictly confidential. If you are looking for

a chance to reap some of the profits (not

merely a salary job) of a concern that is

destined to be one of the biggest accessory

successes on the market. communicate with

us immediately.

E. R., care Motor \Vorld.

 

ALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave, Chicago, Ill.

Dunk \Vay Pays.

 

Ford Model T Radiators . . . . . . . . . . ..$18.00

Ford Model R, N or S Radiators. . . . .$Z3.00

Hupp Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$25.00

Buick 10 Radiators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$Z6.50

Buick 16 and 17 Radiators . . . . . . . . . ..$32.50

Buick 19 Radiators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$27.50

\Vc make them for other cars too.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO..

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

FORD SHOCK ABSORBERS

will make your car ride like a Pullman.

Easily attached, fit perfectly. Special intro

ductory prices. Agents wanted. THOMAS

AILRXILIARY SPRING CO., Canisteo.

 

 

SCHEBIFR CARBURETOR.

]. C. NICHOLS.

DIRECT FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS.

1073 B'way at 52d St., New York City.

Tel, 6l6l Col.

Our new model L Carburetor with three

speed adjustments, at half price by return

ing your old model Carburetor.
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l_r_1 l9l7—Five Years Hence

the 1913 GLIDE will still be a modern, serviceable car. Why? Because the present

GLIDE leaves but very little that can possibly be improved upon.

It is far ahead of many 1913 cars—and no car is leading the GLIDE in high-class

materials, construction and all of the newest equipment.

The 1913 GLIDE is electric lighted—simply turn a button and all lamps are on'

The GLIDE Motor-Driven Tire Pump eliminates drudgery. Also saves your

tires by keeping them fully inflated at all times to any desired pressure.

Electric Bull's Eye Side Lamps are sunk in dash, eliminating rattling.

  

 

 

 

 

“ 36 - 42 ” Features
 

Yo u Alum-“Mic Dyn‘mo Lizhfin‘ spun, minimizing breakage and adding to the classy appearance.

can get MoronDriven Ti,-e Pump The GLIDE Self-Starter is sure of a spark—investigate and learn

GLIDF Uni! Power phat why the GLIDE starter is efficient.

q u a 1 it y Lon: stroke Moun- with ‘nclosed Vllyes Simple center control. left side drive, demountable rims, irreversible steer

ing gear—and in fact all the newest features of known worth—establish

e "class" of the 1913 GLIDE.

Make a memo—fl ht now—~to write us for detailed description of

the entire GLI E line.

5’5???" it $1690
, I "

Center control

Left Side Drive

Bull's EyeElectric SideLamps Sunk In Duh

Electric Headlights and Tail Lamp

An Efficient Self-Starter

Floating Rear Axle with Pressed Steel

Housing

Demountable Rims (Baker Bolted'onl

ll8-inch Wheel Base

equipment and th

service in any

other car at the

GLIDE price. Make

us prove it! You can

pay more and get less.

Our price includes com

plete equipment, as follows:

Dynamo, Mechanical Tire Pump,

Self-Starter, Mohair Top, Top Boot.

Glass Front. Electric Headlights, Side

Lamps and Tail Lamp. Demountable Rims

and One Spare Rim. Model B Stewart

Speedometer with Grade Indicator, Spare Tire

Carrier. Full quota of tools and jack, all nickel

trimmings.

  

Fully Equipped
1

Dealers

The extraordinary quality and e uipment of the GLIDE is

apparent to the most experienced. t not only sells itself. but

every car sells others.

Write for our attractive Dealer's proposition today. Get the

GLIDE agency now. while there is still open territory.

THE BARTHOLOMEW COMPANY

220 Glide Street Peoria, Illinois

    

Other Styles: 2-Passenger "36-42,"

2, 4 5 and 7~Passenger “45-50.”

Delivery bars, Police Patrol and Ambulance

  

 

 

 

 

l CAthEAZZREPAIR j A T R O U B L E SAV E R CARIEAYNOREPIR

‘ MOTOFtCYCLES Moroacvctzs

MOTORCYCLIST

Price Cents

Bicycling World Company

1600 Broadway NEW YORK
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T‘S here—the electric automobile for

which you have been waiting—The

Detrolt Electric Clear Vlslou Brough

am for I913. It is driven from

the front seat. all seats facing forward.

You not only have a clear vision of the

road ahead. but in addition you have a

clear view at either side or the rear as

there are no corner panels to obstruct

the view. Glass has even replaced these

rear corners, formerly built of wood.

After years of effort, we have solved

the problem of a standard body design

that is destined to be a classic of the

body-builder's art—always in style.

A new and clever seating arrange

ment permits all of the occupants to

face forward and still enjoy the privacy,

sociability and dignity characteristic of

electric automobiles. The driver's seat

is not in an isolated position—way up

in front. It is centrally located. thus

ensuring an appearance of easy grace

and balance, even when one person is

using the car.

Larger wheels will be used in 1913—

34'a4' Pneumatic or 36":4” Cushion

Tires being optional.

The battery capacity has been in

creased. This applies to both the Edi»

NEW YORK: 80th and Broadway

BOSTON

BROOKLYN

BUFFALO

ANDERSON ELECTRIC CAR C0.

  

 

Model 42

83.000 F. O. B. Delrol

Arrived!

son and Detroit Electric Guaranteed

Lead Batteries. All battery cells are

immediately accessible.

Our motors, controllers, bodies—

even our Guaranteed Lead Batteries——

are all made in our own factory. We

do not nssemble— we build.

with a comparatively small added in

vestment.

It will pay you to investigate. We

will be glad to give you special infor

mation and practical assistance. We

desire only permanent connections that

will be mutually satisfactory.

By signing the coupon below, you

will put yourself under no obligation.

but may open a way towards a greatly

increased business.

To Automobile Dealers

Everywhere
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Remember that the Detroit line is

absolutely complete. It includes eight

models in pleasure cars and a full line

of electric trucks. All are made in our

own factories and guaranteed by our

company. the largest organization in

the world devoted entirely to the man

ufacture and sale of electrically pro

ERETOFORE our business has

been mostly centered in the large

cities. We believe, however. there

is a real business opportunity for the

right dealer in every town of 10,000 or

over. in which the Detroit Electric is

not now represented.

Any city or town in which electricity pened vehickt

can be bought. affords a market for send the coupon today_

electric automobiles. Isn't your line e

incomplete without electrics? Anderson Electric Car Co.

Think how many times you have had 423 CI" A'°'- Delmil- Mich

inquiries for them. Doesn’t this indi- Phase scnd mc fun panic“an abou'

. . . . your agency proposition wath facts
c." ' grown“ mute" m the elec‘nc' about the market in this territory.

ally driven automobile.
\I/\In its present highly developed state, Lamc ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' " ii

the Daron Eleni-i0. if properly ham Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..died by you. means inereased business Present line of cars handled . . . . . . . . ..

CHICAGO: 2416 Michigan Ave.

CLEVELAND

KANSAS ClTY423 Clay Ave., Detroit, Mich.

MINNEAPOLIS

?/
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'ADVERTISERS NDEXA

  

We 'Want the Biggest Parts

Salesman 0btainable NOW
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Abbott Motor Co . . _ . . . . l , . . .. 06 Federal Rubber Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 55

Adamson Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . v .. 60 F. I. A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co . . . . . . .. 68 Fire Proof Garage Co . . . . . . . .. 68

American Ball Bearing (10.... 60 Firestone Tire 8: Rubber Co... 61

you sell axles and Wlfe WheelS? American Starter & Carburetor Ford Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58

Mfg. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . t . . . . .r 64 Franklin Automobile Co . . . . . .. 65

sIf you cal" I can _ how you hovx Anderson Electric Car Co..... 1 Fulton-McCutchan Col 66

to earn way-up-m-five-figures. Apple Electric Co ........... .. 60

Wire wheels are assured as general “8° met-"k “hick C° ---- -- 6’ G

. . Atwater Kent Mfg. Works.... 43

equlpment7 JHSt as Surely as you are Automobile Supply Mil. Co... 60 G‘ C_ A‘ “(8_ Co _ v . _ _ _ ‘ _ H 60

breathing. We are on the ground floor cll‘mtt, Jr.. 0. winter . . l . . . .. 62

——pioneers in this country. All we need 5 G°°dY°“ Ti" 5‘ mm" C“

. . . . Badger Brass Mfg Co _ . _ _ _ _ __ 64 The . . . l t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

now 15 the biggest parts salesman in this Bantam Ammmm CO ____ H 63 Gmnblyecs Machine Co ______ n 66

country to take full charge of the sales Barthel, Daly at Miller ....... .. sa Gm & D-vis ------ ~me mm

of McCue wire wheels and McCue axles. "a"h°‘°""“' C°~ - - - - ' - - ~ - - '- 65 6mm“ CD" h" """"" “ 68

Ben: Auto Import Co . . . . . . . .. 58

The man we close with can make all I‘m“ Mam“ C° ------- -‘- 5’ l;

h l l l . . Q Bossert Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

t 6 money 1e wants—— 1e llmse 15 lb Bret: Co., I. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62 Hartford Suspeulion Co..

only llmnatlom But he nlust be a {nan Briggs-Detroit" Co. . . . . . . . _ .. s9 Infide front cover

- t - ' - h ' . . . . . . . ..who can get audiences With the real Ezra: CCOW'“ 6‘“ C° :ZLEQCCEO if

heads of industry—he must be a big Hodge & cm”............ .. 62

man. He has a splendid position now. C "“"P M°'°' C" C° -------- -- 59

. . C l C 59 Hyatt Roller Bearing Co . . . . .. 61

Here 15 a better one. Or perhaps he has 3' "w I°- ------------- -

. . . . . . . Champion gnition Co . . . . . . . .. 61

the capabilities but a limited posmon. Champion spflk Plug CO ____ __ 62
I n u I

If he has the capablhtles we have the Classified Advertising --.-~69>70-71 Id 1M c c

- - - - ‘ - - _ Cole Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 65 ‘33 om" 3" ° - ' - - ' - - - - H 63

pOSItlon WhICh 15 unllnnted- Colonial Electric Car Co . . . . . .. 64 Inn" Shoe The c° ' ' - - - - - - v -- 68

. . . rd 4 Mr ' c _ _ _ _ ‘ _ _ _ __ 54 Inter-State Automobile Co..... 59
Of course, all communications Will be Ctmf“ 3" 8 ° l

_ ‘ _ Lontlnental Motor Mfg. Co.... 68

held strictly confidential. Covert Motor Vehicle (‘0 . . . . .. 62 J

_ _ ‘ _ Cutting Automobile c0 . . . . . . .. 66

Don’t write if you’re not the blg man Jeffery-Dewitt Co. . . . . . . . . . . .. 44

we want. But if you‘re the man who D I‘m“ M°‘°' 0°" """""" " 6°

. . Dayton Auto Truck Co . . . . . . .. 64 Jones. Speedometer . . _ . . , . . . . . 62

can redn)’ sell 111 a way_ we can pro" Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 68

vule the means for a tortune for you. Dean Elwfic CO ----------- -- 39 x

a ' _ _- Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co.... 52

Port t wait, show your keenness by W1 1t Piamond Rubber Co ________ __ 62 Kcnom & Co" Ch“. F _ _ I _ _ _ H 68

mg at once. Dorris Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .. 65 Kenyspfl'ngfidd Tire co _ v _ ' H 67

- Double-Fabric Tire Co. . . . . . . .. 61 Kins”, Mfg_ Co _ _ _ _ _ _ ‘ . _ . _ . _ __ 63

C~ MCCUE, Buffalo, N- Y- Kissel Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 59

E Kline Motor Car Corp . . . . . . . .. 56

Electric Vt'elding Products Co.. 53 Knox Automobile Co . . . . . . t . .. 50

Empire Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 59 Konigslow, Otto . . . . . . . . r . . .l 56

Are You Worth $25,000 aYear?
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L

Lauth-Jucrgcus Motor Car Co.. 57

Leather Tire Goods Co . . . . . . .. 66

LOCorno-bile C0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68

Lo-eIlMcCcinnell Mfg. Co..

72 and inside back cover

I

Marion Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .. 40

Mayo Radiator Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

IcCue Co. . . . . . . . . . . . ..2 and J7

IeGraw Tire & Rubber Co. 67

I k P Electric Vehicle Co.... 59

let: Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

Mzchigau Motor Car Co . . . . . .. 65

Miller. Chas. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54

Iolzne Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 58

losler R Co.. A. R . . . . . . . . . .. 66

loss Photo Engraving Co.... 53

Iotor Car Equipment Co . . . . .. 66

Iott Wheel Works . . . . . . . . . . .. 60

lot: Tire & Rubber Co . . . . . .. 68

lutty Co.. Lv J . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68

N

National Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

National-Acme Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 49

National Motor Supply 67

National Motor Vehicle Co.... 56

New Departure Mfg. Co . . . . .. 56

New Process Rawhide Co . . . . .. 61

5'.an Sales Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

Nordyke & Harmon Co . . . . . .. $6

Nyberg Automobile Worh.... 59

0

Oakland Motor Car Co . . . . . . .. 65

Otho Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68

Oven & Co., R. I . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

P

Penn Spring Work: . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

Pmnsylvlnil Rubber Co . . . . . .. 36

Perfection Spring 00 - . . . ...... 67

Pic! Co.. 6i

Pelmn If; Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67
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Prest~(.)-Lite C0. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

Pullman Motor Car Co . . . . . . .. 63

R

Rajah Auto Supply Co . . . . . . .. 61

R. C. H. Corp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65

Reliance Speedometer Co . . . . .. 68

Remy Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57

Republic Rubber Co . . . . . . . . . .. 67

Rhineland Machine Works. 66

Royal Equipment Co . . . . . . . . .. 48

‘ Rutenber Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 65

Regal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 41

S

Sanford Motor Truck Co . . . . .. 54

Schrader’a Sons, A., Inc . . . . . .. 52

Shawmut Tire Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Sheldon Axle Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 42

Smart Set, The . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38

Sparks—Withington Co. . . . . . . .. 67

Speedwell Motor Car Co . . . . . .. 56

Splitdorf Electrical Co . . . . . . . .. 62

Springfield Metal Body Co..... 68

Standard Roller Bearing Co... . 68

Standard Welding Co . . . . . . . . .. 47

Standard Wheel Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 61

Steam: Co.I F. B . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

Stewart Motor Corporation. . . . 63

Studebaker Corporation.Back cover

' T

Timken Roller Bearing Co..... 51

Tobias, F. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68

Twitchell Gauge Co . . . . . . . . . .. 54

U

United Rim Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60

United States Tire Co . . . . . . . .. 66

W

\\'arm Hand Steering Wheel Co. 46

Warner Gear Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57

Warner Instrument Co . . . . . . . .. 45

Weed Chain Tire Grip 68

Whitney Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55
Willard Storage Battery Co. .. . v 35

.Willys-Overland Co.. The . . . . .. 4

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Mayo Radiators

are standard on a number of well

known makes of cars—in all in

stances, cars in which quality pre

dominates.

(lMayo Radiators offer a maxi

mum of radiating service and are

immune to leakage except in case

of accident.

(LWe have been building these ra

diators for years and we offer

them as models of correct design

and construction. '

(LEvery radiator is guaranteed to

live up to the requirements set for

it and we stand back of this guar

antee.

(Let us give you some facts con

cerning the system and its applica

tion.

  

_

Mayo Radiator Co.

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTlCUT
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Completely Equipped 23)"
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Real Value for Your Money

Self Starter Remy Magneto

30 Horsepower Warner Speedometer

5-Passenger Touring Car Mohair Top and Boot

"0-inch Wheel Base Clear Vision Wind

Timken Bearings Shield

Center Control Prestolite Tank
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The Overland Model 69T ofiers real value for your money. And

when we say “value” we mean just that—a greater amount of

real worth and a higher percentage of efliciency than were ever

before offered for less than $1000. Look the car over. Compare it,

critically, with others costing up to $1200. Then you will be con

vinced of the truth of this statement. You will realize more fully,

too, what a factory capable of large output—40,000 cars this year—

means, ‘in the way of economy, to the automobile user. Our 1913

catalogue will tell you more fully of this car. Please address Dept. 50.
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The Willyg-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio
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USED CAR PROBLEM IS UPPERMOST

AT SALES MANAGERS’ CONVENTION ‘

Not Listed as a Topic But Too Serious To Be Avoided—

Keen Discussion of Many Other Matters of Vital

Interest to Manufacturers and Dealers Marks l

the Two Days’ Proceedings.

\‘sul ears cropped up repeatedly during

:‘re sales managers' convention, held under

"‘e auspices of the Automobile Board of

Trade in its New York otiices on Monday

.md Tuesday last. The used car did not

institute a fixed topic for discussion but

'- haneful influence is such that talk of

.! simply could not be avoided. lts effect

~u almost every part of the business was

“rely admitted.

Of course, no solution was agreed on.

\prarently the idea which met with most

a cord was contained in a suggestion that

"- cars be taken in trade by dealers. who.

"‘~'t¢all. should organize a special used car

l'partment and sell their customers' cars

" r the account of the respective owners.

I'aere were th0se who urged a co-operativc

luring house," or selling agency, for

used cars, in which the dealers of each re

‘t'ective city should join hands, but one of

"‘0 sales managers present brought out that

-u h a scheme had been tried in Milwaukee

I‘d that it had failed. The dealers there

all are paying rent for a store which was

used. but each is going his separate way

rd disposing of used cars according to his

*2: lights.

The most radical suggestion was oFfered

I ' Flmer Pratt. sales manager of the

""'r-\rrow Motor (‘ar Co., who did not

' "" words in maintaining that the true

-~'~.'~-n rests in cutting down the volume

-' .- mgudmn, Much of the trouble, he said,

New York, U. S. A., Thursday,

OOSTDYKE ORGANIZES COMPANY TO

ELlllllNATE GEAR-Si

A Detroiter To Produce Electrical Device of a Revolutionary

l Character—Gears Controlled by Push Buttons on

Steering Column—Long Test Indicates Prac

i ticability—Plans for Manufacture.

October

 

is caused by the action of manufacturers

forcing or urging dealers to stock up and

take their full allotments. which policy, al

though it may serve to clear factories, re

acts on them by leaving unsold cars in the

hands of many dealers and thereby stag

nating or depreciating the market in many

directions, and compelling the‘dealers to cut

prices and to} engage in trading despite

their own best inclination. Pratt said that

the number of used cars at present in the

hands of the trade is enormous. and that

nothing will Serve to relieve the glut but

a general paring down of outputs. His

hearers gasped. but none of them under

took to dispute or share his views.

(Continued on page 31.)

  

General Motors Abandons Two-Cycle Cars.

The manufacture of the Marquette and

Elmore cars has been discontinued by the

General Motors Co., which controls both

plants. The MArquette factory probably

will be abandoned. but the fate of the El

more plant, in Clyde, Ohio, is yet unde

cided. It may be used for purposes of de

veloping a car of another type but. at any

rate. the Elmore. which was the only re

maining conspicuous exponent of the two

cycle engine, as least so far as pleasure cars

are concerned, will be known no more.

Any necessary work pertaining to} either

Marquettes or lilmores will he performed

in the ()lds fact0ry in Lansing, Mich.

1912 No.2
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llinted at before, several times attempted.

but never quite realized, the “leverless

ear," made possible by electric control of

gear shifting operations, at length has be-'

come a reality, and before many months

have elapsed apparatus of the kind in all

probability will be placed on the market,

for already a $100,000 company, styled

()ostdykc Gear Shifter Co., has been formed

in Detroit for the purpose of manufactur

ing and marketing the device which is noth

ing short of revolutionary in character.

Giving evidence of earnestness of purpose

and in large measure of the merit of the

apparatus, the president and general man

ager is none other than Charles A. Oost

dyke, who, until he resigned to take up the

active manufacture of the device, which is

his own invention, was director of pur

chases of the General Motors Co. He al

ready has arranged for its manufacture.

and states that in three months his com<

pany will be in position to turn out from

100.000 to 200,000 of the gear shifts each

year.

That the apparatus is not only practical

but is surprisingly devoid of complication,

was demonstrated to a Motor “'orld man in

the course of an afternoon's ride in Ooster

dyke‘s own car, a Bergdoll. in which the

usual side lever gear shifting mechanism is

replaced by the new electric apparatus. Not

more than five minutes were required to

familiarize the Motor \Vorld man with the
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mechanism, which is so easy to operate as

to cause amazement.

The visible part of the device is simple in

the extreme, consisting of a small keyboard

attached to the steering column and con

taining five keys resembling typewriter

keys, each key bearing an embossed letter

or number. Reading from left to right the

keys are marked R, N, 1, 2 and 3, respect

ively, for reverse, neutral, first, second and

third speeds. The usual side lever is dis

connected and dispensed with. When it is

desired to change gears the proper button

is pressed and the clutch thrown out and

let in again. This is the whole gear-chang

ing operation. The action of the device is

such that the gears are always fully meshed

before the clutch is let in after making a

change, avoiding disagreeable chattering

and hanging, and of course eliminating a

certain amount of wear and tear on the gear

teeth.

The mechanism which acts upon the

gears. and is dependent for its operation

upon a set of electro magnets, is contained

in a pressed steel casing, 10 inches long,

4% inches wide and 3 inches deep, located

under the floor boards of the car. The

magnets are of highly specialized design

and are said to be positive in action; never

theless, all the current required is fur

nished by a set of four dry cells. The

current volume amounts only to 2.1 am—

peres.

One of the most interesting features of

this extremely fascinating control system is

that it can be applied to any sliding gear

transmission, either progressive or selective,

and is connected through the regular gear

shifting rods. The inventor’s car, a 30

horsepower Bergdoll, has been running for

several months with the electrical control

system in operation, and the hand lever

disconnected. The operation of the car is

reduced to steering. braking and an occa

sional touch of the finger on one of the

keys and the foot on the clutch pedal.

The expense of the new gear shifter is

said to be extremely reasonable. In some

cars, it is said, it can be installed at a cost

less than that of the regular hand con

trolling system, and in no case is the cost

likely to exceed that of the hand lever and

its appurtenances. Existing cars can have

their control systems changed over at a

moderate cost.

Creditors Act Against Penn Auto Supply.

Creditors of the Penn Auto Supply CO.,

of 236 North Broad street. Philadelphia,

Pa., have filed a petition asking that it be

adjudicated a bankrupt: the creditors

charge that a payment of $311.29 to the B.

F. Goodrich Co. was preferential. The

claims aggregate $568.30 and there are three

creditors.

11111111111 11111111011 LEADS
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Differences Between Stockholders and

Officers Cause Creditor to Take

Action—Reported Assets Ex

ceed Liabilities.

Believing that the interests of the cred

itors were endangered by dissentions with

in the Ohio Motor Car Co., of Cincinnati,

the Diamond Rubber CO., of Akron, on

Thursday last, 26th ult., petitioned the Cin

cinnati company into the hands of a re

ceiver. Edward G. Schultz, general mana

ger of the Le Blond Machine Tool Co.,

was named receiver and his bond fixed at

$25,000. The claim of the Diamond com

pany is based on a note for $6,000, which

was not met when it fell due on September

15th last.

The rubber company alleges in its peti

tion that there are irreconcilable differ

cnces existing between C. F. Pratt and A.

E. Schafer, respectively president and vice

president of the company. who 'are in ac

tive control of the business. and the rest of

the stockholders, and unless harmony is

restored the assets of the company will be

wasted and reduced in value to the loss of

its creditors.

The petition also declared that because

of delay in receiving certain materials the

company has been unable to fill many or

ders that in consequence have been can

celed, with the result that the company is

left with a stock of partly finished ma

chines on hand, worth more than $200,000.

which will be of little value unless they can

be manufactured to completion.

According to the statement of the‘ 095

cers of the company. its assets amount to
approximatelyl$404000 and 115 liabilities to

$177,000. ,

The Ohio Motor Car Co., which manu

factures the car of that name, is of com

paratively recent origin and is the out

growth of an extensive carriage business

in which a number of its principals previ

ously engaged.

Chalmers Carves Another “Melon.”

Having foregone distribution of'divi—

dcuds for a period of 18 months, in order to

permit of factory development, the Chal

mers Motor CO., of Detroit, on Tuesday

last not only resumed payment of its reg

ular quarterly dividend of 2% per cent.

but also increased its capital stock from

$3,000,000 to $5,000.000, of which increase

$1,000,000 was paid to stockholders in the

form of stock dividends. The other $1,

000,000 was placed in the treasury for

future use. The strength of the Chalmers

securities was reflected on the Detroit

stock exchange on Saturday last, when it

was quoted at 156.

The stock distribution of Tuesday con

stitutes the second luscious "melon" which

the Chalmers company has cut. In August.

1910. when its capitalization was increased

from $300,000 to $3,000,000 and the par

value of shares raised from $10 to $100, a

stock dividend of 900 per cent. was declared

in addition to a cash dividend of 30 per

cent. on the smaller capitalization.

Polack Gets Tire Plant in Bridgeport.

On or about October 15th, the Polack

Tyre & Rubber CO., of New York, which

in May last succeeded the Maine corpora

tion of the same name, will begin the man

ufacture of its truck tires in this country,

which heretofore have been produced by

the Pennsylvania Tire & Rubber Co., of

Jeannette, Pa. The Polack company has

closed a deal for a plant in Bridgeport,

Conn., in which the necessary machinery

being installed. The building

which will be utilized formerly was occu

pied by the Bridgeport Copper Co. and is

located on Howard avenue.

now is

The Polack company is an outgrowth of

the German industry of the same name, its

president being Max Polack, who is mana

ger of the parent concern in \Valtershau

Germany. The American interests,

however, are in charge of Herman W. Po

lack, vice-president of the New York cor

poration. who conducted the negotiations

with the Bridgeport Board of Trade.

sen,

Freeman to Direct Sale of Clarks.

H. M. Freeman, treasurer and manager

of the Finch-Freeman Auto CO., of Indian

apolis, has been appointed sales manager

of the Clark Motor Car \Co.. or Shelbyville.

Ind., which recently emerged triumphant

from its financial entanglement. and which

for 1913 will market a line comprising five

models. \Vhile Freeman will devote a large

part of his attention to his new duties, he

will not wholly divorce himself from the

Finch-Freeman CO., which handles the

Regal and Nyberg cars in Indianapolis.

Overland Effort Now Reaches Over Sea.

Calls from abroad having justified it, and

to supplement previous efforts, H. B. Har

per, assistant sales manager of the \Nillys

Overland CO., has been despatched to

Europe to broaden the export market for

Overland cars. He has authority to allot

territory, and before returning will visit

England, France, Germany, Spain, Italy,

Austria, Holland and Russia.

The White Co. is erecting an addition,

160x240 feet, to its plant in Cleveland. It

will be completed about December lst.
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TRUCKS TO BE MARKETED

0N “EAS_Y PAYMENT” PLAN

Sales Company Formed to Handle

Selden Production on Much-Moot

ed Basis—Will Sell Direct to

Users, Too.

Sales of trucks from the factory direct

to the user are not wholly new, but selling

them on the installment plan, while not

novel in conception, is unusual and gener

ally is considered an undesirable practice.

But despite beliefs to that effect which

may exist ,the Selden truck, which is just

about ready for the market, will be sold

on that plan.

The sale of the truck will be conducted

not by the Selden Motor Vehicle Co. itself

but by the Selden Truck Sales Co., of Roch

ester. N. Y., which has been formed for the

purpose and which, capitalized at $150,000,

has been incorporated under the laws of

New York. It will handle the entire out

put of Selden trucks. The incorporators

of the sales company are George C. Gordon,

William C. Barry, Jr., R. H. Salmons;

Henry G. Strong and Charles H. Stearns,

all of Rochester, N. Y., the first three

named being officers of the Selden Motor

Vehicle C0.

The exact terms of the easy payment

plan which will be brought to bear have

not been made public, but it is stated that

in respect not only to time payments but

to service which will be rendered, it will

“present something entirely new and novel

and will enable many other concerns to op

erate trucks who could not conveniently

do so if obliged to buy on a cash basis."

The manufacture and sale of the Selden

pleasure car will be continued under the

same management as heretofore. It will

remain a medium-priced model and for 1913

will include a number of improvements and

refinements. and will be sold “either direct

or through dealers."

Ford Reduces Prices 15 Per Cent.

Almost without warning, and while com

paratively few were expecting action of the

sort, the Ford Motor Co., of Detroit, on

Sunday last announced a horizontal reduc

tion of approximately 15 per cent. on all

types of Ford cars, the new prices becom

ing effective October 1st. The torpedo

roadster was reduced from $590 to $525,

touring car from $690 to $600, town car

from $900 to $800, and the light delivery

wagon from $700 to $625.

The Ford company had guarded well its

secret, and as only last month it stated

that it had no "car announcement" to make,

those who did not properly digest the care

ful wording of the statement took it to

mean that Ford prices would remain un

changed. The fact that the Ford company

is planning to double its output and pro

duce at least 150,000 cars next year is given

as the chief reason for the reduction, but

whether or no it was so designed, there

is no doubt that it will make things un

commonly interesting for some of those

engaged in the manufacture of popular

priced cars.

Reclaimer to Make Tires in Lowell.

According to present plans, the Patter

son Rubbcr Co., of Lowell, Mass., which

recently was formed with $500,000 capital

stock, will break ground next week for the

erection of a plant in that city which, while

it will produce other rubber goods, will

chiefly have to do with automobile tires.

The plant, is is stated, will comprise five

buildings. John S. Patterson, of Provi

dence, R. I., is president of the company,

his son, James M., is vice-president, and

Francis H. Appleton, of Brookline, Mass.,

and his son, Francis H., Jr., are, respect

ively, treasurer and clerk. The elder Ap—

pleton has been identified with the rubber

industry for a considerable period, and at

present operates a large reclaiming plant

in Franklin, Mass., where his son is located.

In addition to the men named, George F.

Singleton, of Franklin, will be a director

of the new company.

 

Swinehart Chooses a New President.

In the interests of harmony, and to facili

tate the carrying out of plans which are in

view, W. W. Wuchter, president and gen

eral manager of the Swinehart Tire & Rub

ber Co., of Akron, 0.. retired from those

offices last week. He will. however, remain

in the service of the c0mpany. T. F. Walsh

was elected his successor. C. O. Baughman

was retained as secretary and R. A. May

was re-elected treasurer. Four new direc

tors, however, entered the company. They

are T. E. Bolton, of Cleveland, and A. A.

Polsky, A. C. Hoff and Oliver L. Toomey,

of Canal Dover, O. The directors who were

re-elected are W. E. Mc\Vheldon, E. L.

Mather, T. F. Walsh, R. A. May and Joseph

Dangel.

New York Creditor Buys King Plant.

By order of the court. the plant of the

bankrupt King Motor Car Co., of Detroit,

has been sold to George N. Clark, an at

torney who represents Artemus Ward, of

New York, who was one of. the company’s

heaviest creditors. The purchase price was

$40,000. The plant will continue in opera

tion and the company probably will be re

organized. In addition to disposing of the

plant, the referee in bankruptcy has de

clared a creditors' dividend of 5 per cent.

KNOX MAKES ASSIGNMENT ;

MAY AVOID BANKRUPTCY

Burden Proves Too Great To Be

Longer Carried by Mayo Estate—

Contributing Causes of Failure

—Liabilities, $1,300,000.

After having been carried for more than

a year by A. N. Mayo, its treasurer, and

having been sustained by his estate since

the death of that gentleman early last sum

mer, the burden having become too heavy,

the Knox Automobile Co., of Springfield,

Mass., on Saturday last, 28th ult., made an

assignment for the benefit of its creditors

to Edward 0. Sutton and Harry G. Fisk,

who, as trustees, will keep the plant in op

eration on a curtailed basis.

The estimated assets of the company as

a going concern are about $2,000,000, and

its liabilities. exclusive of capital stock, are

about $1,300,000, of which latter amount

nearly $900,000 consists of notes due the

Mayo estate. The next largest creditor is

the Fisk Rubber Co., to which there is

owing on account about $75,000. The

Mayo estate and the Fisk company con—

sented to the assignment, the trustees,

Messrs. Sutton and Fisk, being sons-in-law

of the late Mr. Mayo. Sutton is secretary

and assistant manager of the Knox com

pany, and Fisk is secretary of the Fisk

Rubber Co., which also largely is owned

by the Mayo interests.

In addition to the amounts due the Mayo

estate and the Fisk Rubber Co., Knox

notes, aggregating $70,000, endorsed by

Mr. Mayo, are held by banks. The re

maining $270,000 of liabilities is due ap

proximately 300 widely scattered credit

ors, none of whose claims, it is stated,

amount to as much as $5,000. The assets

include about $315,000 in real'estate, $1,

200,000 for finished product and stock in

process of manufacture, and about $200,000

in bills receivable.

In addition to the other liabilities there

is outstanding nearly $1,000,000 of capital

stock, about one-half of which is made up

of preferred shares, which creditors of the

Knox company accepted in payment of their

claims after the company made an assign

ment in July, 1907.

It was at that time that Mr. Mayo en

tered the affairs of the company. He was

made the assignee, and having assisted in

making the Fisk Rubber Co. a splendid

property he brought the same methods to

bear in reorganizing the Knox corpora

tion. After the creditors agreed to accept

preferred stock in the new company in pay

ment of their claims, Mayo became its

treasurer and served in that capacity until
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the time of his death at a ripe old age.

The amount of preferred stock issued to
v creditors was $494,700.

8 per cent. cumulative shares. preferred not

It was made up of

only as to dividends but as to principal in

case of liquidation. over the $500,000 com

mon stock.

For two years after its reorganization.

the Knox company made handsome profits

and regularly paid dividends on its pre

ferred shares, but thereafter the business

took an unfavorable turn and it now devel

ops that but for the ample resources of Mr.

Mayo. on which he freely drew, the com

pany must have encountered

waters long ago.

Before Mr. Mayo himself died. the Knox

company had lost its president, Charles 1..

Goodhue. by death. Both ofl5ces were per

mitted to remain vacant. and only three

months since it was stated that new capital

was in prospect and the report was current

that a Springfield man who has made a

monumental success in the motorcycle busi~

ness was contemplating entering the Knox

company, and would assume the presidency.

The report promptly was denied, but in do

ing so Sutton frankly stated that an acces—

sion of fresh capital would be welcomed.

As trustees, Messrs. Sutton and Fisk are

continuing the business and by making

curtailments they hope to pull through

without going into bankruptcy. In their

efforts to that end, it is probable that they

will have the assistance of a committee of

merchandise creditors. which is'forming.

Lack of funds to meet current expenses

was the immediate cause of the assign

ment, the underlying cause of which was

variously explained after the reorganization

of the Knox company. Following its fail

ure in 1907 it gradually entered the “big

car” class of manufacture, and also took

'up heavy trucks, fire apparatus and other

special business vehicles and, as always.

the development of that end of the industry

was slow and called for large outlays of

cash, which were not quickly turned over.

troubled

Enormous Increase in Engine Exports.

Compared with the record of the corre

sponding month of the previous year, the

export of automobile engines from the

United States during the month of July last

increased 727 per cent. There were shipped

505 engines as against 61 during July, 1911.

The respective values are $7,751 and $66,034.

a gain of $58,283, which is equal _to 752 per

cent. The record for the month of July

makes a total of 5,703 engines, which were

shipped out of this country during the first

seven months of the year. Their value was

$642,723. As no records were kept for the

corresponding period of 1911, comparison

of the two periods of seven months are

not possible.

TWO HENDERSON BROTHERS

0m; agtlz‘10m FORCES

C. P. Leaves Cole to Assume Presi

dency of Henderson Company—

Other Shifts Brought About

by His Change of Base.

The Hendersons. C.

will be together again.

1’. and R. P., soon

After three years'

service as sales manager of the Cole Motor

Car Co.. of Indianapolis. C. P. will lay

down that work on October 25th to as

sume the presidency of the Henderson Mo

tor Car Co., of the saute city. in which he

holds a large interest and of which R. 1'.

is vice-president.

To make room for C. 1’. Henderson. the

president of the Henderson company, L.

Carter, will resign, but will retain active

identification with the company as chair

man of the board of directors, which ofiice

has been created for him. Carter, who is

a Georgia banker, is a large stockholder

not only in the Henderson company but in

the Cole company also. R. P. Henderson

will remain vice-president and general man

ager of the Henderson company, but under

the new arrangement will devote 1115 time

exclusively to the manufacturing end of the

business, while his brother, C. P., will han

dle the sales and administrative affairs. L.

S. French will continue as secretary.

\Vhen the sales management of the Cole

'Motor Car Co. is relinquished by C. P.

Henderson, on the 25th inst., it will be

taken up by J. Frank Morrison, secretary

and treasurer of the company. He wfll be

assisted in his financial and secretarial work

by John Murphy and Barton Wright.

Homer McKee, the Cole advertising man

ager, will retain that office. and also will act

as assistant to the president, J. J. Cole.

Berkshire Again Crampcd for Funds.

Removal from Pittsficld, Mass, to Cam

bridge. in the same State, did not serve to

improve the financial health of the Berk

shire Motors Co. After having suffered

embarrassment in Pittsfield, and under

gone reorganization and a slight change of

name, the Berkshire company. several

months ago removed to Cambridge. where

it has been producing Berkshire cars in a

small way and where, only recently, it was

stated a factory was being erected for its

occupancy. Instead of prospering. how

ever, it again is in straightened circum

stances, D. B. Barker and James Addison.

of the Boston law firm, Andler. Barker &

“"ood. having been appointed agents to

take charge of the company's affairs. Its

liabilities are estimated to be $25 000, but

its book assets, at least, exceed that sum.

The lawyers who are in charge are ad

dressing the creditors with a view of solv

ing the difficulties.

 

Remy Seeks to Stop Unauthorized Parts.

For one l‘t‘flsOn‘OI' another, the manufac

ture of spare parts of certain automobile ap

pliances, magnetos, among others. by other

than the manufacturers of the devices them

selves, has reached proportions little known

to the outside public. The Remy Magneto

Co., of Anderson. 1nd, one of those which

has suffered by such “guerilla” productions,

so to speak. and having been compelled

unjustly to hear the blame for replacement

it was not

has instituted proceedings to discourage

the practice. The Remy company already

has obtained an injunction against the

Monnier Auto Supply Co., of Detroit, re

straining it from handling Remy parts, not

made in the Remy factory. and has filed

application for similar injunctions against

the National Motor Goods Co., of St.

St. Louis, the Chicago Automobile Supply

House, of Chicago, and the Iroquois Rub

ber Co., of Buffalo.

parts for which responsible.

Motor Car Imports Show Loss.

Imports of automobiles into the United

States fell away to the extent of $20,490

during the month of July, the total being

$175,741 as compared with $155.51 during

July of 1912. France alone increased its

shipments, their respective values for the

Julys of 1912 and 1911 being $95.433 and

 

$56,142. The imports by countries were:

July,1911. July, 1912.

Automobiles— No. Value No. Value

France . . . . . . . . . . . .22 $50.14). 36 $95,433

(iermany . . . . . . . . . . 14 33.080 6 13,063

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . ..10 14.578 6 11,111

l'nited Kingdom ..10 21.4w 5 8,810

Other countries. . . .24 50,472 11 21,834

Total . . . . . . . . . ..80 $175,741 64 $155251

For the seven months ending with July.

1912. the number of cars imported was 407

and their valuation was $1,082,301. while the

corresponding figures for the term ending

with July, 1911, were 492 and $1,067,091.

Case Now Will Build Its Own Cars.

After having built the Case car under

contract for a period of some two years.

the Pierce Motor Co., of Racine. \‘\"is.. fin

ally has been acquired, lock. stock and bar

rel. by the J. I. Case Threshing Machine

Co., of that city. Although. in a public

statement. the president of the Case com

pany. several months since stated that its

undertaking had in no way committed it to

automobile manufacture. it was more or

less common knowledge that the acquirc~

ment of the Pierce property was in view.

and that it probably would be taken over

at the close of the present selling season.
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ilcll'niL Miqh__\\ ohermt, Castings Co deal in motor 'cars. Corporators—C. F. tal; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

under Michigan laws, with $10,000 capital. \Yright. O. B. Ballou and others. \hlentine Heinrich, M. Heinrich, Casper

i'"'I""MOB—“4003111 BCTH- Harry Norrisv Indianapolis, Ind.-—Marion Garage & Lykam

john Galen.

Grcem'ille, S. C.—li'|lis Car Co., under

Muth Carolina laws, with $15,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—A. G.

lhle and others.

Tu:caloo~*a. Ala—Oak City Garage Co..

Ath Co., under Indiana laws, with $15,000

capital. Corporators—Burr Custer, Edward

S. l’ayntor, Gilbert 1’. Butterworth.

L'tica, N. Y.—Utis Motor Sales Co., un

der New York laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—Iidward ]. Otis, \Nilliam T.

l‘aterwn, l\. _l.—Slandar(l Auto Co., un

der New Jersey laws, with $2.500 capital;

to (leal in motor curs. Corporators—

Chri>tian Braun, William F. Drexler, Henry

Stueher.

Brooklyn, N. Y.-—Q.-C. Storage Battery

 

MILWAUKEE PLANT THAT \VILL DOUBLE OUTPUT OF KISSEL CARS

  

Fat‘lnry at Center and 32d street, Milwaukee, “15., acquired by Kissel Motor Car Co., in which general offices will be located and which will be operated

in addition to the Kisscl plant in Hartford. \Vis. It provides 200.000 square feet of floor space.

 

.n-ler Alabama laws, with $5,000 capital.

I anuTJlul'~—(;. G. Brownell. Mrs. J. A. J.

it----.xnell. \\'. Ii. .\lill~.

t'harlotte. .\'. C.—L'niterl Motor Char

..ne Co., under North Carolina laws. with

$=~HI|0 capital. Corporators—J. H. Ham.

H. RH~~. \Y. S. Boyd

Lm :\nt.'ele~, Cal—Derry Auto & Car

r “11- Works. under California laws. with

S=-Hll0 capital. Corporators—A. A. Derry.

" F Reinen, _l. Ii. \'. Hillier.

hrattle, \\'a>h.—Ballou & \Vright, under

'\\ aahington laws, with $65,000 capital; to

Cantwcll, T. Harvey Ferris, all of Utica,

N. Y.

Chicago, Ill.—Schillo Motor Sales Co.,

under Illinois law», with $15,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—Leonard

\\'. Schillo, Albert G. Schillo.

Camden, N. ].—-Blackstone Sales Co..

under New Jeney laws, with $2,500 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—Clar

ence M. l‘letclter, Ivan F. Goodrich, Fred

lhrie'. '

Lorimcr, li.

St. Louis. Mo.-—Heinrich

Co., under Mimouri laws, with $2,500 capi

Avutomobilc In

Co., under New York laws, with $2,000 capi

tal; to manufacture >torage batteries. Cor

pnriltOI'a—Allmrt Friedenberg, 38 Park

Row. New York City; Albert Fricdenberg.

79 Lexington avenue; Leopold Friedenberg.

36 Beaver street, New York City.

New York, N. Y.-—-Amazon Rubber

Smoking Machine Co., under New York

laws, with $5,000 capital; to manufacture

rubber'making machinery. Corporators—

Charles T. Green, 2 Rector street; Edwin
1:. (iritliin, 337 \Vest 14th street; Ernest M.

Morri~on,~ 206 Lincoln avenue. Brooklyn.
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EXPORTS RETAIN STRENGTH;

JULY GAIN 54 PER CENT.

Canada Continues To Be Largest Buy

er and Further Increases Its Pur

chases—Average Values Dis

close Peculiar Phases.

Although the importation of American

low-priced cars has caused considerable

furore among English manufacturers, there

are parts of the world which are seeking

American cars of a higher rather than a

lower price; those, according to governmen

tal statistics, are the three American col

onies, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Philip

pine Islands, and the comparative imports

of these geographic divisions for the Julys

of 1911 and 1912 show substantial increases

in the average value of the cars imported.

The figures for exports of American cars

to all parts of the world indicate progress

in this branch of the trade, the total of

cars and parts for July, 1912, being $2,

305,668, and for July, 1911, $1,496,390, a

monetary gain of $809,278, or 54 per cent.

The average valuations of cars imported

to the three colonies were: Hawaii, 1911,

$1,536; 1912, 1,789. Porto Rico, 1911, $1,500;

1912, $2,324. The Philippines, 1911, $872;

1912, $1,646. Despite the increased valua

tion of the total of cars sent to these

American possessions the total number in

July, 1912, was three less than in the pre

ceding Juiy. Colonial trade, however, is

on the gain, as is indicated by the fact that

whereas these countries took 543 cars in the

first seven months of 1911, the number for

the corresponding period of 1912 was 894.

Of the twelve geographic divisions into

which the Federal government separates

the exports, Canada, as that country has

done for some time, took the largest num

ber, 462 cars, valued at $686,889, which is

an increase of 60 per cent. in number and

88 per cent. in valuation over its importa

tions for July, 1911; also Canada's gain,

$320,900, was the largest recorded among

the twelve divisions. South America is

next in rank in amount of gain; in July,

1912, it took cars valued at $198,798, while

in that month of 1911 the valuation was

$69,105, a gain of $129,693, or 19 per cent.

The United Kingdom, however, ranks

next to Canada in the valuation of cars

imported from the United States, the

amount being $230,924. Next in order are

South America, $198,798; British America,

$184,034; Other Europe, $124,672, and Asia

and Other Oceania, $124,086. The average

value of the cars sent to the United King

dom in July, 1911, was $957, while in July,

1912, it was $669, a decrease of $288. This

is below the average for all foreign coun

tries, which in July, 1911, paid an average

of $1,078, and a year later $1,041. The

average price for South America was: July,

1911, $1,439, and July, 1912, $1,104.

The first seven months of the years 1911

and 1912 indicate a growth in exportations;

during the former period 8,935 cars were

shipped, and during the latter, 15,195, a

numerical gain of 6,260, which on a per

centage basis is 70. The valuations in the

first seven months of 1911 were $9,194,564,

and in the same portion of the present year,

 

$15,418,172, an increase of $6,223,606, or 67

per cent. In the summary of cars and parts

to foreign countries and the three Ameri

can possessions it is seen in the subjoined

table that for the first seven months of

1912 cars and parts valued at $19,831,880

were exported, and for the first seven

months of 1911 the value was $12,096,718, a

gain of $7,735,101, or 64 per cent.

Increase in Value of Exported Tires.

The volume of tires exported to foreign

countries and the American colonies by the

United States continues to grow with the

months, the record for the shipments dur—

ing July, 1912, showing an increase of 71

per cent. over July, 1911. The money

values represented were $255,313, as against

$438,218, a gain of $182,905. The exports

were distributed as follows:

  

July July

1911 1912 .

Foreign countries . . . . . . ..$218,883 $390,236

Hawaii . . . . . 18,954 35,22

Porto Rico... 10,631 10,955

Philippines . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,845 1,799

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$255,313 $438,218

The record for the first seven months of

1911 and 1912 shows respective valuations

of $1,726,637 and $2,152,755, a gain of 25

per cent. or $426,118.

Detroit Body Builder Enlarging Plant.

The Herbert Mfg. Co., of Detroit, which

manufactures automobile bodies, has filed

plans for a new factory building at 1123

35 Vermont avenue, in that city. It will

be a one-story brick structure, 130x144

feet, and will cost about $45,000.

r——Seven Months Ending July—-———fl

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1911 1912 _ _1910 1912

Automobiles—Exported to— Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values.

Frahce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 5,544 36 $31,843 181 $567,788 273 $326,800 430 $333,063

Germany . . . . . . . . . 16 14,357 22 21,188 78 227,546 73 91,283 252 199,726

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 20,508 36 26,795 96 333,230 137 169,914 176 169,252

- United Kingdom .. .. 229 219,153 345 230,924 979 1,903,186 1,875 1,653,995 3,676 2,739,948

Other Europe . . . . .. 60 70,522 147 124,672 316 495,949 508 492,222 1,023 859,446

Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 289 365,989 462 686,889 2,645 2,600,604 3,724 3,925,265 5,197 6,253,889

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 18,285 9 14,683 177 330,055 147 258,064 125 183,020

West Indies and Bermuda. . . . 21 21,454 13 12,166 133 216,033 175 210,432 196 208,303

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 69,105 180 198,798 180 205,487 444 604,229 1,071 1,288,543

British Oceania . . . . . . . . . . . .. 168 156,951 209 184,034 252 173,278 938 858,196 2,128 1,948,505

Asia and other Oceania. . . . . 91 75,106 133 124,086 102 122,439 477 428,119 843 878,678

Other countries . . . . . . . . .. - 31 27,833 43 46,559 175 193,891 164 176,045 378 355,799

Total cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,025 $1,104,807 1,635 $1,702,637 5,314 $7,369,486 8,935 $9,194,564 15,195 $15,418,172

Parts of (except engines and

tires) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255,282 395,296 1.272,058 1,901,707 . . . . . 2,893,753

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,025 $1,360,089 1,635 $2,096,933 5,314 $8,641,544 8,935 $11,096,271 15,495 $18,311,925

To American Possessions—

Hawaii—

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . 27 41,467 47 83,734 224 434,568 202 393,224 344 567,503

Parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,251 10,431 37,441 48,495 39,895

Porto Rico-—

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 40,496 23 53.454 97 168,067 154 307,800 263 406,180

Parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,820 5,834 - 54,007 44,280 74,439

Philippines—

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 43,586 31 51,016 92 110,040 187 188,142 287 395,480

Parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 681 4,266 9,808 18,506 36.458

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104 $136,301 101 $208,735 413 $813,931 543 $1,000,447 894 $1,519,955

Grand Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,129 $1,496,390 1,736 $2,305,668 5,727 $9,455,475 9,478 $12,096,718 16,389 $19,831,880
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The Osceola Garage Co. is building a

brick garage in Kissimmee, Fla.

George Bessenger, of Sheboygan, \Vis.,

has sold his garage to \Valter Ellinger.

B. H. Strough has commenced the con

struction of a garage in Glendale, Ariz.

George P. Dier plans to erect a garage

in Bozeman, Mont. It will cost $10,000.

George Stagge and Forest Decker are

about to open a garage in Franklin, Ohio.

The Rozell-Harris Co. has established a

garage in Hackensack, N. J., on Mercer

street.

Babst & Schefiier, of Barnesville, Minn.,

are about to build a garage; it will cost

$4.000.

George Thomas has opened a new gar

age in Johnstown, Pa. It has a capacity for

25 cars.

Grant Kai] and Vigor Larsen are remod
eling a building in Lorrvillie, Iowa, for gar

age purposes.

Henry Golden, of Taunton, Mass., is

building a garage at Leonard street and

l’resbrey avenue.

Fred St. Pierre, of \Vaterbury, Conn, has

purchased the \Voodbury (Conn) Garage

of Paul Bronson.

Maurice L. Galvin, of Covington, Ohio,

has secured plans for a garage to be built

on Sanford street.

J. J. Young

Brownsville, Tex., for a new garage; its

cost will be $20,000.

Trux Griffin is building a garage in Pal

inerton, Pa. When completed it will ac

commodate 48 cars.

A. Rohkam, of 1048 Oakdale avenue, Chi

cago, is about to build a one and one-half

story garage; it will cost $7,000.

The Fort Madison (lowa) Auto Supply

& Engine Co. is about to build a two-story

brick garage at Second and Cedar streets.

C. G. Bundy, of Santa Monica, Cal., has

accepted plans for a garage, 75x116 feet;

it will be built at Third and Utah avenues.

has broken ground in

Cooper Garage is the style under which

a new business is about to be opened up in

New Rockford, N. D. The garage is 44x 60

feet.

L. \\'.

garage,

Sherlund will build a concrete

50x100 feet, in Brainerd, Minn.

The site he has secured is on South Sixth

street.

The Rockingham' Garage in Portsmouth,

N. H., has been taken over by Dickey 8!

Edwards; they also have secured the Hud

son agency.

George H. Junod, of Athens, Ohio, has

commenced the razing of a garage on Car

penter street and will build a new one; it

will be 80); 100 feet.

J. H. Cain and 'F. A. Oehnt are about to

build a one-story garage in San Francisco,

at Geary street and Ninth avenue; the es

timated cost is $5,000.

John N. Bleeck, of St. Louis, Mo., has

secured authority to erect a two-story gar

age at 2914-16 North Grand avenue; the es

timated cost is $15,000.

Frank C. Fickling, who is well known in

the accessory trade in \Vashington, D. C.,

has opened up at 1530 14th street under the .

style National Auto Supply Co.

The Auto Shop is the style chosen by

John Cline and Dennis Beglin for a repair

ing business they have established on East

Second street in Plainfield, N. J.

The Moline Automobile Co., of Moline,

111., has established a branch in Los An

geles at 1518-1522 West Washington

street. It is in charge of O. J.'Root.

lra A. Fairbank, of Waterloo, Iowa, has

let the contract for a garage, 60x 100 feet,

to be erected on Fifth street, west; the

plans call for an expenditure of $14,000.

The Darford Motor Co. is about to build

a garage, 100x84 feet, at Central avenue

and Hudson street, Newark, N. J. The

plans call for an expenditure of $25,000.

Permission has been granted to Robert

H. Fowler to erect a two-story garage at

500 \\'est Pico street, Los Angeles, Cal.

He will expend $12,000 on the building.

l’ermission has been granted to Oscar

Harris, Martin \Vhite and others, in Pat

erson, N. J., to erect a brick garage at 725

27 Madison avenue; its cost will be $2,500.

Edward Dale and F. M. Bufl'ehr, of Ton

opah, Cal., have bought the Boulevard Gar

age, in Glendale, in the same State; the

new owners already have taken possession.

Robert Herrick and John McDonald, of

Marsbfleld, \\’is., have purchased the

Hughes Garage from Orrin R. Hughes; the

ll||||IIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIll|||l||lllllllllllllIlllllllllllllllllllllllfillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllE

style has been changed to Hub City Auto

C0.

Plans are being prepared for a garage to

be erected by Dow & Green, on Taylor

street, near Geary street, San Francisco;

estimates of the work indicate a cost of

$35,000.

The Cadillac Automobile Co., of Brook

lyn, N. Y., has bought property at 3, 5 and

7 Lafayette a\'cnue, and will erect a sales

and repair building; $100,000 will be ex

pended.

Architects are preparing plans for a gar

age which Rufus H. Brown, of Brooklyn,

N. Y., is to build at Ocean avenue and Ave

nue L; it will be two stories, of brick, and

will cost $8,500.

Charles \'V. Keniston, of Hawarden, Iowa,

has sold his automobile and implement
agency toiSteele St Metcalf; the latter con

cern is in the same business and now will

broaden its field.

The stable connected with the Central

Police Station at Canal and Haymarket

streets, Providence, R. 1., has been trans

formed into a Municipal Garage; the city

owns seven or eight cars.

Isaac Kempner, Irving S. Hirsch, Harry

M. \‘Vestcott and Asa Gracie have organ

ized the \Vestcott Motor Truck Co. in

Little Rock, Ark. The company will 0p

erate a transfer business.

Permission has been granted to Coerper

Bros, of Milwaukee, \\"is., to erect a con

crete garage, 00x 120 feet, on Grand avenue,

between 27th and 28th streets; it will repre

sent an expenditure of $12,000.

Oscar w‘ém has sold the Los Angeles

Simplex agency to George A. Bental, of

the Coleman & Bental Co. The latter con

cern now has the entire Pacific Coast agen

cy for Simplex and Mercer cars.

George Tolman, who is well known to

the trade in Boston, Mass, has entered the

used car field in that city under the style

Massachusetts Auto Clearance House; he

is located at 108-10 Massachusetts avenue.

The Reo business in Cleveland, Ohio, has

been taken oVer by Henry J. Adams, who

for a number of years has been a Reo sales

organizer in northwestern Ohio; the fac

tory branch in Cleveland has been discon

tinued.
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F. W. Winbolt, garage operator in

Princeton, Ill., has been thrown into bank

ruptcy; his assets are $3,500 and his liabili

ties $4,000. He gives as the reason for his

failure the unwillingness of car owners to

pay living prices.

The Union Garage, which was estab

lished in Adrian, Mich., by a number of

automobile owners, has been sold to M. S.

Gould, who will continue the business as

heretofore; Gould formerly was employed

by the Lion Motor Car Co.

Fred Michaels and C. T. Boyd, of Cedar

Falls, Iowa, have sold their interests in the

Lawn City Garage to W. M. Lang, H.

Brinkman and \V. P. Rothermel, all of Oel

win, in the same State; Michaels and Boyd

retain their cars and tools and will reopen

in another location.

The Union Motor Car C0. is a new entry

in the garage field in Washington, I’a. It

will occupy the building at 442 West Chest

nut street, formerly occupied by the Clutter

Auto Co. Besides operating a garage, it

will sell accessories and will handle Mitch

ell, Empire and \Vliite cars; M. C. Burch

field is manager.

William Schuh, who has been connected

with the Schrup Motor Car Co. in Du

buque, Ia., as a mechanic, will enter the

garage trade for himself; temporarily he

will occupy the McCarthy garage at Locust

and Seventh streets, but January 1 will

have a new structure on Clay street between

Ninth and Tenth.

W. C. Dennis and L. P. Kuttler, who

operate in Rock Island, 111., under the style

Dennis-Kuttler Machine Co., have taken

over the repair business of the Rock Island

Auto and Tire Works at Third avenue and

34th street; W. H. Bolles retains the tire

repair and supply department and remains

in the old location.

The Superior Motor Car Co., has entered

the trade in Middletown, Ohio, in the gar

age on Canal street formerly occupied by

the Middletown Motor Car Co. Fred Van

Sickle and Frank Crocker compose the new

firm; Crocker has been connected for some

time with the W'eisers Motor .Inn in Ham

ilton, in the same State.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Athens, Pa.—Athens Motor Co., garage

damaged. Loss, $5,000.

Beverly, Mass.—Sprague, Breed & Brown,

garage damaged. Loss, $1,000.

Belleville, N. J'.-—Hardman Tire and Rub~

ber Co., factory damaged. Loss, not stated.

Richland Center, \Nis.——E. B. Prouty Co..

garage damaged. Loss, $10,000.

Tacoma, Wash.—\\". D. C. Spike, 2511

South 14th street, garage damaged. Loss,

$5,000.

SEEK DEALERS’ SUPPORT

FOR SALES CONVENTION

Indianapolis Bids Them Welcome and

Wants Their Experiences—Sub

jects That Are To Be Pre

sented by Experts.

If automobile dealers in considerable

numbers are not present at the “National

Salesmanship and Advertising Convention”

at Indianapolis on Tuesday and \Nednes

day next, 8th and 9th inst., it will not be

the fault of J. J. Cole, Homer McKee, D.

B. William and the other promoters and

planners of the undertaking. They are ex

tending unlimited invitations to all dealers.

as well as to all other tradesmen, for while

a number of formal addresses will be made.

it is the intention to give to the occasion

the flavor of an “experience meeting" by

seeking the personal experiences of most

of those who will be present.

The convention will be held in the Clay

pool Hotel in Indianapolis and will be pre

sided over by Walter D. Nesbit, of Chi

cago. The address of welcome will be

made by H. O. Smith, president of the

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis,

after which the following set of papers

will be delivered:

“Headwork in Salesmanship," John G.

Jones, Alexander Hamilton Institute, New

York City; “The Opportunity of the Auto

mobile Dealer," T. J. Zimmerman, Oppor

tunity Magazine, Chicago; “Why I

Thought of a National Salesmanship and

Advertising Convention," J. J. Cole, presi

dent of the Cole Motor Car Co., Indian

apolis; “The Coordination of Advertising

and Sales," E. Leroy Pelletier, advertising

director of the Flanders companies; “How

to Use Advertising in the Retail Game,”

John Lee Mahin. Mahin Advertising Co.,

Chicago; “Ideal Salesmanship," Elbert

Hubbard, East Aurora, N. Y.; “How,to Get

the Co-operation of Your Local Papers,"

B. F. Lawrence, Indianapolis Star; “Busi

ness Methods and the Motor Car," Charles

A. Bookwalter, ex-mayor of Indianapolis:

“How to Spend Your Advertising Appro

priation," John C. \Vetmore, New York

Evening Mail. .

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

A. B. Cordner, manager of the General

Motors Truck Co.'s New York branch, has

resigned that office. He has been succeed

ed by T. P. Myers, who previously was

general service manager of the General

Motors truck factory in Pontiac, Mich.

William Kelly has been promoted to the

superintendency of the Oakland Motor

Car Co.’s plant in Pontiac, Mich. He suc

eeeds to the vacancy caused by the death

of Thomas \V. \Vilson, who three weeks

ago was killed in an automobile accident.

H. A. Farr, manager of the Portland

(()re.) branch of the United States Tire

Co., has been transferred to the manage

ment of the Seattle branch. He succeeds

H. A. Jones, who has engaged as manager

for Ballou & \Nright, of Portland, which

company handles G & J tires. C. H. Mayer,

one of the United States Tire travelers at~

tached to the San Francisco house, has

been promoted to management of the

Portland branch.

Garagemen Plan To Get Cheaper Gas.

Having completed. organization and

elected officers and directors at a meeting

at Reiscnweber's, Seventh avenue and West

58th street, Thursday evening, 26th ult.,

the New York Garage Association has com—

menced its activities with two primary defi

nite objects in view; one is to secure con

tracts with an oil company whereby a lower

wholesale rate for gasolene will be put into

effect, the other is to endeavor to secure

the withdrawal of a fire regulation which

provides for the installation in every gar

age of a gasolene separator, a device placed

near the door to prevent gasolene from

getting into the street and which is said

by the garagemen to be obnoxious and

worthless. Theodore K. McCarthy, coun

sel for the association, was instructed to

file a brief with the fire commissioner.

The officers elected are: President, 1.. J.

Joscelyn; vice-president, \IVilliam Burrows;

secretary, Charles H. Potter; treasurer.

George Rainey. Directors: Bronx. Her

man Ellenbrock and C. A. Otten; \rVashing

ton Heights, H. L. Hulse and E. D. W'right;

Harlem, C. W'. Kenney and Charles H. Pot

ter: Upper West Side, G. Rainey and G.

Bierman; Lower \Vest Side, M. Segal and

O. “1'. Lowell; East Side, J. Stafford and

\V. Burrows; Central, L. J. Joseelyn, and

Brooklyn, J. J. Dobbins and Charles Mc

Loughlin.

To investigate the matter of obtaining

gasolene contracts a committee was ap—

pointed consisting of Charles H. Potter,

\Villiam Burrows, J. Stafford and M.

Nicholai. These men will report the re~

sults of their work early next week to the

board of directors.

Hood Takes Over Its Shawmut Ofl'apring.

The Shawmut Tire Co., of Boston, Mass.

which was an offspring of the old-estab

lished Hood Rubber Co., of that city. has

been taken over by the latter and the

tire company, as such, has ceased to

exist. The manufacture of the Shawmut

tire will be continued, however, and it is

not unlikely to be supplemented by a new

one which will be styled the Hood.
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GIVING REPAIRMEN A BETTER NAME.

For reasons that do not require a long-winded expla

nation, there is a lingering tendency on the part of motor

car owners to regard a repair shop somewhat in the light

of a stronghold of the enemy and to consider a business

transaction with such an establishment a sort of battle in

which one side or the other is worsted as a matter of course.

The idea, whether definitely formed or merely a vague.

perhaps sub-conscious instinct, is that the repairman

a1“ ays is on the alert for opportunities to make extortion

ate charges and that the owner perforce must also be on

the alert to protect himself.

The amazing persistence with which an unfortunate

experience sticks in the human memory is responsible for

a very large proportion of this distrustful attitude, for

though there undoubtedly are repairmen who do not hesi

tate to “pad” their bills, they are far less numerous than

once was the case, and nine out of ten owners who can

wipe from their memories recollections of former extortions

and who use a little discretion in selecting repair shops,

will agree that they have little to complain of at the hands

of this much maligned class of mechanical experts.

There are so many shops in the business that competi

ll'vl‘l has the inevitable effect on charges; there is too much

repair work being done every day for the average motor

car owner to be in ignorance of what constitutes fair re

muiicration for work, provided he takes the trouble to

find out; and, what is far more important, there are as

many square. upright men in the repair business as in any

other branch of mechanical work. Taking everything into

consideration, it seems about time that the time-honored

stigma be removed from automobile repairmen as a class.

THE DIVORCE OF SPORT AND TRADE.

Abandonment of the A. A. A. national reliability tour

is regrettable but not surprising. It merely is the culmina

tion of the disinterest which has been responsible for the

sadly shrunken entry lists of the past summer and for the

indefinite postponement of no inconsiderable number of

events, the promotion of which was undertaken in various

parts of the country.

Though interested men may whistle to keep up their

courage and may present varied arguments to sustain

their assertions that the sport has not declined, anyone

with even half an eye can see that it has diminished and

diminished greatly. The truth of the matter is that the

trade has wearied of participation in sport and wants little,

if anything, more to do with it. It is a situation which was

to have been expected.

As Motor \Vorld many times during the past several

years remarked, sport and business do not mix. At best.

sport is but an artificial outgrowth of business, if it is not

a growth thereon. Intense interest which may be dis

played when enthusiasm runs high quickly is dissipated

when business sense returns to a normal state.

In forecasting the present situation, Motor World long

ago pointed out that if automobile sport was to endure,

amateurism must be encouraged and fostered. It was

neither encouraged nor fostered, and if the only semblance

of sport that remains is that form of it which is under

taken by professional promoters and engaged in by pro—

fessional performers, the blame for such conditions will

not be hard to place.

DISCUSS THE USED CAR PROBLEM.

Whenever men concerned with the welfare of the in

dustry “reason together,” the used car always plays a large

part in their deliberations. It was almost a matter of

course, therefore, that, although not listed as a topic for

discussion, the used car repeatedly intruded itself on the

sales managers who participated in the Board of Trade’s

conference on Monday and Tuesday of the present week.

That the used car is the most distinct shadow, if not the

only one, that overspreads the industry freely was ad

mitted, and that anything that offers even a measure of

relief will be welcomed was made equally plain.

It is certain that the greatest measure of relief is prom

ised only by full and open discussion, such as Motor World

has invited and has endeavored to stimulate by its cash

offer of $50, $25, $15 and $10 for thc'best respective articles

dealing with the subject. Several notable papers already

are in hand, the first of which will be published next week.

Meanwhile. there is no man in the industry who is too

high. or none who is too humble whose opinions are not

worth ventilating.
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ELECTRIC VEHICLES T0 BE

FEATURED AT ELElITRlC SHOW

Manufacturers Booked to

Make Displays in Grand Central

Palace Next Week—"Stunts"

to Provide Entertainment.

Twelve

\Vhat may be styled a close approach to

an exclusive electric vehicle show is due

to be opened in New York City on Tues

day next, 8th inst. It is scheduled to follow

the rubber show in Grand Central Palace.

and, according to present indications, it is

likely to be an even better exposition of

electric transportation methods than were

its predecessors of several years past.

An even dozen manufacturers of pleasure

and commercial vehicles have contractcd

for space, and their exhibits are to be aug

mented by the displays of four battery

manufacturers. The complete list is as fol

lows: General Vehicle Co., General Mo‘

tors Truck Co., Buffalo Electric Vehicle

Co., Anderson Electric Car Co.; Lansden

Co., Studebaker Automobile Co., Atlantic

Vehicle Co., Baker Motor Vehicle Co., S. R.

Bailey Co., Champion Electric Vehicle Co.,

Cleveland~Galion Co., Ward Motor Vehicle

Co., Edison Storage Battery Co., Electric

Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia Storage

Battery Co., Gould Storage Battery Co.

Following the plan that was inaugurated

last year, a miniature “track” will be laid

out on the third floor, and on it the various

makes of electric pleasure cars will be

demonstrated. Incidentally, it is planned

to carry out a program of “stunts” on the

track to relieve the tedium of demonstrating

and to furnish amusement for those who

are not lucky enough to hold tickets which

will entitle them to rides. Just what the

“stunts” will be has not as yet been made

plain. .

Of course there will be other things be

sides electric vehicles, though. it is doubt

ful if anything else will attract a greater

amount of attention. The air will be vir

tually surcharged with electricity, and the

exhibits will range in scope from just

plain wires to egg boaters, and lighting

apparatus and heating plants, and hosiery

mills and a complete tobacco plantation,

including what has been styled the world’s

smallest cigarette factory. Also there will

be a government exhibit, in charge of

“jackies” from the Brooklyn Navy Yard,

showing the construction of the Gatun dam

in the Panama Canal and the operation of

the huge piece of mechanism under the

gentle persuasion of electricity. The ex

hibition is styled the New York Electrical

Exposition and Automobile Sh0\v,,and will

hold forth for just 10 days, the doors of the

big palace being formally closed on the

19th inst.

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

 

 

  
 

 

Magneto location on Marion engines,

that is to say, the new location which has

been adopted as standard practice for the

newer series of Marion cars that now is

coming through the factory, exhibits no

little ingenuity on the part of the engi

nccrs who are responsible for the innova

tion and at the same time effectually dis

poses of several of the problems inherent

in painstaking design.

Though there is little novelty in placing

the magneto—it is a Splitdorf instrument——

transversely to the crankshaft, such prac—

 
  

  

 

MARION MAGNETO LOCATION

tice being fairly common among the pro

ducts of a number of well known manu

facturers, Marion engineers have carried

the idea a little further and have placed the

instrument n'earer the center of the engine

where it occupies a more protected position

and where accessibility is more pronounced.

Not merely incidentally, the position of the

instrument places the breaker box and the

wiring connections_ where they may be

reached for adjustment instantly and easily.

The actuating mechanism of the magneto

is a worm and wheel drive, which by reason

of its efficient and silent action is peculiarly

fitted for such work. The worm is fastened

directly to the crankshaft 0f the engine,

thus obviating the necessity for disturbing

the magneto timing in the event that it be

comes necessary to take down the cam

shaft train of gears. Another excellent

feature is that the worm gearing is effect

ually lubricated by splash from the crank

case compartment, and, by reason of the

short driving shaft which is possible, dan

ger of damage from twisting strains is re

duced to a point where it is practically

negligible.

   

 

October 3, Milwaukee, Wis—Pabst and

\Visconsin trophy road races, promoted by

the Milwaukee Automobile Dealers' Asso

ciation.

October 4-5, Sioux City, Ia.—Track races

under the auspices of the Sioux City Auto~

mobile Club.

October 4-6, Peoria, Ill—Track races

under the auspices of the National Imple—

ment Co. '

October S, St. Louis, Mo.—Annual relia

bility run of the Automobile Club of St.

Louis.

October 5, Brooklyn, N. Y.—100-mile

consistency run of the Long island Auto

mobile Club.

October 5, Milwaukee, Wis—Grand Prize

road race, promoted by the Milwaukee

Automobile Dealers' Association.

October 7—12, St. Louis. Mo.-Outdoor

show in Forest Highlands Park, under the;

auspices of the St. Louis Automobile Man

ufacturers and Dealers' Association.

October 12, Providence, R. I.—Track

races under the auspices of E. O. Hustudt.

October 12, Salem, N. H.—-Road races on

the Rockingham Park course under the

auspices of the Salem Automobile Club.

October 12, Springfield, Ill.-—Track races

promoted by the Illinois State Board of

Agriculture.

October 12, Salem, N. H.-—Track races

promoted by the Rockingham Park Auto

mobile Cluo.

October 21, Chicago, lll.—Chicago Mo

tor Club’s reliability tour around Lake

Michigan.

October 21-25, Chicago, Ill—Chicago M0

tor Club’s reliability run.

November 8-16, London, England—So—

ciety of Motor Manufacturers and Traders’

annual show in Olympia Hall.

7-22,December Paris, France—Paris

Salon.

January 11-18, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Tradc’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers’

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only .
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CHANGES WROUGHT BY “FORCING THE SEASON"

Fall Trade Now Better Than Spring Demand, But Failure to Receive " Early " Models Plays

Havoc With Dealers' Prospects—Close-to-the-People Salesman illuminates Situa

tion and Shows Why Rural Demand Must Be Met in the Fall.

“What’s the matter?” said the dejected

appearing salesman, repeating the inquiry

of a Motor World man. “\lVe're ‘up against

it;' that's what's the matter. The factory

has just informed us that it can deliver

none of the new models for at least a

month, and I suppose that means two

months. we are out of it for the rest of

this year. Spring sales? Fiddlesticksl It's

the fall sales that count nowadays, but if

many of the big moguls in the factories

realize the fact they have queer ways :l

showing it.

It’s the Fall Sales That Count.

'Yes, I mean exactly what I say; it's the

fall sales that count, by which I mean that

more sales are made in the fall than are

made during any other season of the year.

Last fall we sold thirty odd cars as against

twenty odd during the spring months, and

the way we now are situated our fall trade

has been wholly lost. The man with the

goods to deliver is the man who will get

the orders."

The salesman who gave voice to these

expressions is no myth; he is a bright,

capable man attached to an automobile es

tablishment which handles a fairly well

known car in a considerable and desirable

portion of New York State. He is no floor

salesman, either; his business is to go out

among the people and not merely follow

up inquiries but actually to create pros

pects.

Close-to-the-People Viewpoint.

In addition to a fixed salary, he draws

also a modest commission on each sale that

is made, which acts as an incentive to keep

him constantly circulating. His travels

take him into all sorts of places and, nat

urally, require that he meet all sorts of

people at all sorts of times. His viewpoint,

therefore, is a close-to-the-people view

point and one into which theory does not

enter. '

“Yes, sir," be repeated with emphasis;

“the trade has changed and the factory that

is not able to supply cars during the early

fall months simply is turning money from

its doors and making business for its rivals;

for when men are in the humor of buying.

and have the money to pay for automobiles.

the good talker who gets close and who

 

delivers cars to them is the man who will

get their cash.

Prospects Grow Weary of Excuses.

“Of course, factory salesmen who visit

dealers only ,and the heads of factories whc

deal only with executive affairs, glibly will

make believe that it is possible for any

good salesman to hold his prospects in line

and keep them waiting front week to week,

or from month to month, until a new model

appears, but I know better. They get

weary of excuses and delays. I have spent

nearly five years in actually creating buy

ers, and I think I ought to know. It may

be true of city people, but it is not true of.

those in the rural districts. It is during the

fall months that the latter have money in

pocket and that is the only time when most

people buy automobiles, or seriously think

of buying them.

Why Few Farmers Buy During Spring.

“If you stop to think of it," said the

salesman as he warmed to his subject, “you

will realize that what I say is perfectly

logical. In the early spring, most of the

farmers and other agriculturalists who are

likely to purchase automobiles, lay out two,

three or four thousand dollars for fertilizer

alone, and, after the crop is planted, he's a

wonderful salesman who can induce them

to purchase a car until the plants are well

above ground. It is almost a waste of time

to ‘talk automobiles' to them until the

crops are green, and then the salesman's

work usually is largely missionary work.

Farmer Cannot Forecast His Yield.

“Although his crops are growing, the

farmer never is able to tell how things will

turn out or how great will be his yield until

the summer practically has spent itself.

Only this summer, during a dry spell, sev

eral such prospects would give me no real

encouragement until rain fell, and they

knew their crops were safe. They then

became real prospects, but they did not

have the money until the early fall, when

their crops had been gathered and paid

for, and now I cannot realize on all my

missionary work because the factory cannot

deliver cars.

“Oh, yes, I know that the popular notion

prevails that farmers, and other people who

live in rural districts, are ‘rubes' and, there

fore, do not know the difference between

an old model and a new one, but it is about

time that that notion was blown to flin

ders. There’s nothing in it. and the man

in the factory who entertains the notion is

simply fooling himself. The man in the

country is just as intelligent and as dis

crilninating'as the man in the city, if not

more so. He will ask more questions and

go deeper into details, and when he pro

poses to spend money for an automobile

there's no use trying to deceive him. It

never pays in the long run, any way. He

wants the latest model, and he will have

no other; he knows that they are supposed

to be ripe along about August, and if he

cannot get a new model in September or

early October he becomes a poor prospect.

because, as I have stated, in the spring

time his mmd is full of crops and how they

are likely to turn out.

Others Whose Money Comes in Autumn.

“The farmer is not the only man in the

country whose thoughts of automobiles are

strongest in the early fall. When he has

money the store keepers with whom he

trades have more money; and there is an

other numerous class, the country hotel

keepers, particularly in the summer resort

regions—and there are tens of thousands

of them—who constitute good material to

be cultivated by the automobile salesman

who follows my line of work in going out

among the people. It is at the end of the

vacation season that these hotel proprie

tors know where they stand, and how much

money they have made, and it is then that

they are most disposed to buy automobiles.

Effect of Makers “Forcing the Season.”

“Perhaps when they began ‘forcing the

season’ and bringing out next year's mod

els during July and August, instead of Feb

ruary and March, the automobile manufac

turer did not realize what the effect would

be, but the efiect is exactly as I have stated

it. Possibly the now overwhelming ten-'

dency to wipe out the “annual model' fea

ture of the business is born of sudden reali

zation of what has come to pass; but, take

it from me, it will be more than a year or

two before either the ‘rubes' or city folk

can be brought to see the difference."
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KEEPING AN ADEQUATE

AND RELIABLE SHOP

ORDER RECORD.

The Neuman-Lane Co.. 13404252 \Vood

ward avenue, Detroit, which sells Pierce

Arrow, Chalmers, and Ranch 81 Lang elec

trics. has evolved a shop order system that

is not only complete but easy to lt

provides for every contingency including

repairs. It gives what Harrington Emer

son, the “efficiency expert," terms a “com

plete, reliable, adequate and immediate"

record of every transaction.

handle

Cards Made Out in Triplicate.

This order is made out by the repair man

who has a desk in the garage where all cars

enter. It is made out in triplicate, white

for the oflice, yellow for the garage. where

all washing and polishing is done, and sales

of oil, gasolene and accessories are made.

and on thicker stock for the repair depart

ment foreman. The repair department

card differs from the others in that on the

reverse side is a blank space for listing

materials furnished and time put on the

job. All cards are numbered consecutively

and every card must be accounted for to the

bookkeeper. At the completion of a job

the repair department card and the garage

card, which is kept on the desk of the gar

age foreman, are sent to the accounting

department and these records transferre-i

to a “Cost Card," which is used as the basis

for a ledger charge. This latter card is

filed under “Repair Order No."

Affords Complete Record and Check.

This gives :1 very complete othce recorl

for every transaction and at the same time

provides a reliable check on the repair

shop, garage, etc. All gasolene, oil and

other sales made for cash are recorded by

entry on an Egry Cash Register. and the

foreman keeps the cash, making an account

ing once at the end of each day, thus keep
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ing the office at all times in touch with

these garage details.

Keeping 21 “Running Inventory.”

This same concern have paid much at

tention to the accounting end of their shop.

which is one of the largest and best in th

country.

That is, their purchase ledger shows at all

times what their stock of parts, materials.

etc. inventories at the end of each day.

Everything that comes into the garage

except oil, gasolene and complete cars is

received by the “stock clerk." Tires, ac

cessories, parts. etc. are all kept in the

They keep a “running inventory."
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stock room and released only on requisi

tion, which is numbered consecutively and

shows at the same time cost of part or ac

and selling price. Everything

billed out is credited in the ledger to “stock

department" at net price. and everything

that comes in is charged to it. The differ

ence between debits and credits not only

shoWs the condition of stock at all times.

cessory

but the profit column shows the earnings.

How Free Replacements Are Handled.

In providing free replacements, the part

replaced is charged on the requisition blank

to the customer. and this requisition
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Neuman~Lane Shop Order System—These cards are made out in triplicatewon white paper for ofiiee,

on yellow paper for garage, on cardboard for repair department, the latter having a reverse side,

“Material Used," which IS O.K.’d by the foreman.

MATERIAL USED.
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which is used to make office charges for

material, bears a stamp reading “Post—Do

not include on statement." Thus a com

plete record gets on the books and the cus

tomer is not annoyed by receiving a bill

for something that perhaps he thinks ought

to be free. On the other hand, the dealer

is protected in case the manufacturer re

fuses to replace the part. If the part is

billed to the customer, a rubber stamp

bearing the following legend is stamped on

the invoice, “Above parts have been sent

in the factory for inspection. If credit is

allowed, we will credit your account allow

ance made by manufacturer.”
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MAKING THE MOST OF

STORE RENT AND DIS

PLAY SPACE.

 

Here’s a Live Wire Dealer Who Thinks

and Acts.

Over the door of the private office of

George Reason, manager of the Detroit

branch of the Cartercar Company, 1246

\Voodward avenue, Detroit, is a sign read

ing, “If you know more about the business

than the boss, show him." That, in a nut—

shell, is one of the secrets of this branch
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store. which is one of the most successful

in the country.

Warm Them Up.

George Reason has an open mind. He

has ideas of his own that relate to the fun

damentals of the automobile business and

extend to every detail, but he is always

willing and ready to be shown some better

way. Even the porter feels that he can

without having cold

water sprinkled over them. The result is

seen in what is one of the neatest, best ap

make suggestions

pointed and most business-like showrooms

in the country.

Care Used in Choosing Location.

\Vhen this store and garage was erected

one year ago, it was virtually in ,the resi

dence district—a little too far from the

business center, many thought; but it was

an ideal location for a store. because across

the road to the south is a flat building that

stands some twenty feet back from the

sidewalk. which permits the Cartercar dis

play window to be seen from the street cars

a block away. This affords street car pas

sengers a long look at the exhibit of cars.

Incidentally. it gives a much better lighted

interior effect than could be otherwise se

cured, and there are none of the deep dark

shadows that spoil so many displays.

Window Display Space a Great Asset.

“\Ve regard our window display as one

of our most important assets," said Mana

ger Reason. “\Ve consider it a big oppor

tunity; we figure that a good part of the

rent is based upon the fact that so many

people pass our store every day—and \vhat'~

the use of paying a premium for location

unless you cash in on it?"

Give Each Car a Chance to Talk.

"To this end we seek to make our dis

play as attractive and varied as possible.

We never show le5 than three cars—never
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more than five. We do not believe in

crowding. The arrangement of the cars is

changed at least twice a week; that is, cars

are shifted around, a roadster put in front;

then a touringwcar of a difierent color, with

top down, then say a car with top up, and

so on. \\’e stick to automobiles; we use no

live, decorative plants to collect bugs, dust

and cobwebs, and it is wonderful what a

variety of displays we get. When a holi

day season is on we decorate the cars with

plumes, etc. We take advantage of the sea

son in our own way, just as does the win'

dow trimmer of high class dry goods

stores."

Good Lighting Efi'ects Essential.

“\Ve studied the lighting question till we

arrived at a highly satisfactory result. We

use individual tungsten lights suspended a

few feet from the ceiling for overhead ef

fect, and we use the long narrow bulbs be

low the window sill, to throw the light

from the ground up. These lights are con—

cealed in a dark metal reflector and give

the same lighting effect as the footlights on

the stage.

“At night our windows are kept brilliant

ly lighted till 12 o'clock, when they are

automatically cut off. This enables us to

catch the after theatre crowds hurrying

home in automobiles and street cars. The

rest of the block is dark, so our bright

lights focalize attention. And we think

that this night display is one of our most

effective results. People tell us about it.

Pedestrians pause to look at the bright,

cheerful, refreshing display. They not

only see it but talk about it, and many of

_ these lookers become buyers.

Light, Cleanliness, Variety Most Important

Points.

“W’hat do I consider the most important

points in window display?" repeated Mr.

Reason. “I should say first light; study

the lighting problem and get a good light

if possible day and night. Next cleanliness.

That is, keep the windows scrupulously

clean, and the floor spotless. “’e pay a

window washing concern $1.50 a week to

wash our windows once a week and in

stormy seasons it is done oftener. We

used to have the porter or washer do it, but

it always was being neglected. Now we

always can depend upon having our win

dows washed, and properly washed. too.

sharp on time every week.

Where cars are in operation the vapors

gather on the windows and form a haze—

and even though doors between showroom

and garage are kept shut we get a little of

it. But, some of the windows of automo

bile show rooms on this very street can

hardly be seen through. Lastly, I believe

in continuous changing of displays; our

cars move out—we sell from our window

display, which is also our show room."

Garage Section Stores 35 Cars.

This same idea of neatness and cleanli

ness and order extends to the Cartercar

garage section, where 35 cars are stored

every night, and it is highly impressive—

floors are kept free from grease and dirt.

A uniform rental of $10 a month is charged

for storage space. A tariff of gasolene and

oil prices is posted near the entrance door.

\Vashing is priced $1, polish 50c. extra, etc.

Charge for washing is increased to $2 if

the car is extremely dirty.

Separate Repair Department.

"I am a firm believer in separating the

repair department from the main garage,"

said Reason. “If possible, I would have it

located in a separate building. As we are

situated, that is out of the question, so as

you see we have walled it oFf and all repair

work is done behind closed doors. There

is no one to interfere with our repair men,

and they are not called upon to serve cus

tomers with gasolene, oil, etc., as in most

other garages; you can readily imagine how

much better results we get."

Every Repair Job Handled in Order—

"Next."

“The most embarrassing feature of auto

mobile repair work is that everybody

wants their work done right away—they

can't wait—can’t go without their car. This

used to jumble up the shop so badly that we

not only lost money in that department

but we couldn't do the work as well as we

wanted to. We thought it over and re

solved to adopt the ‘barber shop' system

and stick to it. When a man goes into a

barber shop and all chairs are occupied, he

awaits his turn; and when a customer

brings his car in we tell him when we can

take care of his work, and he can either

bring it back or leave it. The rule is that

work on hand must be done first. It was

hard at the beginning, but a few words ex

plaining why the system was necessary

and how it worked to the good of all, leaves

a pleasant taste in the customer's mind and

lets him see that we are running our busi

ness on a business basis that is best for all

concerned."

Sold 200 Cars in 1912 Season.

George Reason is practical in his meth

ods. He has certain ideals of clean-cut

business that are carried out every day.

That his methods are successful is evi

denced by the sale of 200 cars between

July 31st, 1911, and July Slat, 1912. His

territory consists of Detroit and five adja

cent counties. His customers appreciate

and speak of his frankness, his simple in

tegrity. They swear by him. They tell

their friends about the businesslike way in

which things are done, and his business is

growing.

Service Binds Your Customer to You.

He sticks by the garage and person

ally inspects every new car that goes

out. He is always on the job—and when

you want something done he is there to do

it. He believes in advertising and adver

tises. He is a careful but judicious buyer

of space. There is nothing about his

methods that can't be duplicated by any

dealer. His show room is not extravagant,

but has been carefully studied out—and

everything is clean and in good taste. It is

a genuine treat for anyone who is interested

to visit his store.

Gasolene Sales That Promote Can-Openers.

\Vhateve: may be the disadvantage of

purchasing "petrol" in two-gallon cans, the

system has at least one noteworthy advan

tage in'that it provides a simple and sure

method of carrying a spare supply of fuel

for use in case of emergency. It is in

England that the practice of supplying fuel

in sealed tins prevails, and a branch of the

accessory business that has reached to no

inconsiderable proportions revolves around

the sale of can—holders and can-openers.

There are several makes of combined can

holders and openers on the market, and the

list of such devices constantly 'is being

added to. It is a fairly general practice

when starting on an extended journey to

fill the gasolene tank and then to any one

of more extra tins of fuel in a patent holder

on the running board.

Where Not to Use Cotton Waste.

Cotton waste is rather a dangerous ma

terial to use in cleaning certain parts of a

gasolene motor, for the reason that threads

and scraps are apt to become detached and

lodge, unseen, in places where they can

cause trouble. Wiping 05 the exterior of

the motor with waste is quite safe, for lit

tle or no harm can result even if bits of the

material come off; but for the inside of the

crankcase, or any place where there are

small oil or gasolene passages, a piece of

cloth should be employed in preference to

waste.

Evidence That Exhaust Gas Is Hot.

A good idea of the torridity of the ex

haust coming from a gasolene motor is giv

en by the fact that a valve chamber cap,

from which the gasket was blown out, was

packed with thin sheet lead in the hope that

it would last for half a mile or so, and the

lead blew out in a spray of melted metal

before the motor had made half a hundred

revolutions.
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CLEVER COMBINATION BODY

ADDED T0 KLINE LINE

Coupe-Roadster, Built to Order Here

tofore, Now Stock Model—Dyna

mo Electric Lighting System

and Mechanical Starters.

Four distinct chassis models, as hereto

fore. will constitute the line of the Kline

Motor Car Corporation, of York, Pa, and

Richmond. \'a., and though bearing marked

ufacturers to evolve a type of body which

can be used with equal comfort for both

summer and winter touring, and to this

end the top portion of the body is made

readily detachable. Seven bolts hold it in

place. and despite the fact that it may be

removed in scarcely more than IO minutes,

leaving an attractive high-sided open road—

ster, the construction is such that the di

viding line is practically indiscernible and

the whole, when securely fastened together,

is rattle-proof. With the top in place—it

has been made four inches longer than in

the original plans in order to afi‘ord more

  

  

 

 

KLIXE COMBINATION COUPE-ROADSTER W'ITI'I TOP REMOVED

resemblance to their immediate predeces

~ors in the concrete, they exhibit many

specific betterments calculated in particu

lar to increase the comfort of passengers.

One new body style, brought out late last

year. has been added to the line—it is a

clever combination or convertible coupe

roadster which almost in the twinkling of

an eye may be either one or the other, and

be an uncommonly good-looking creation

in either form—and on all four models. the

"4‘30." the “4-40.” the "6-50" and the “6-60,”

4 complete electric lighting system has

‘iten added and assumes the importance in

the matter of added equipment which so

many other manufacturers are according it.

All of the cars, including the “4—30.” which

‘~ the "baby" of the line, are started from

the driver's seat as a matter of course. On

the three larger models, and on the “4-30.”

“hlt’h sells for $1,850, an Ever Ready me

:‘nanical starter forms a part of the stand—

equipment. On the “4-30” model,

which sells for $1,750, option is given on

either the Ever Ready starter, which, if

frown. increases the price a little, or the

I’rest-O-Lite acetylene starter, which is

iurnished without extra cost.

azth so many other well-known brands of

4rd

In common

tars. Kline cars no longer will be distin

tztmhed as yearly models. but instead will

bear a simple series letter; the present line

is designated series "A."

In designing the combination coupe

roadster, it has been the object of the man

room for the occupants—the car affords

comforts for winter or wet weather touring

that cannot be obtained otherwise. One of

bright being black enameled. The combi

nation body is supplied on either of the

three larger chassis.

As regards the mechanical construction

of the four models in the line. little or no

alteration worthy of note has been made.

Such changes as have been made have to

do ebiclly with the equipment, which, as

already noted, has been amplified by the

addition of a complete Rushmore electric

lighting The lamp equipment

which goes with the system is a little more

complete than is general, the principal dif

ference lying in the adoption of 25 candle

power head lamps instead of the IOWer

power lamps which generally are used.

The side lamps are set in flush with the

’system.

dash, lending an air of smoothness to the

' exterior, which is otherwise unencumbered

with obstructions. A dash

luminate the gauges and dash fixtures is

included.

By way of obtaining the easiest possible

the

lamp to il

riding. seat cushions have been in

creased in depth to 10 inches and the back

cushions are fitted with what are styled

Turkish springs. Another feature which

adds to the easy riding qualities of the cars

lies in the adoption of supplementary

shock absorbing springs which come into

action when the car is loaded to its ca

pacity. Ordinarily, the usual spring sus

pension, which is the same in all models

semi'elliptic members inand embraces

  

  

 

 

WITH THE TOP IN PLACE, SHOWING ENCLOSED CONSTRUCTION

the noteworthy features is that the back of

the seat is arranged to move forward, re

vealing a large locker, which may be utilized

for the storage of luggage. Needless to

add. equipment is complete and includes a

large electric dome light, cigar lighter and

the other fixtures which generally find place

in a limousine body. Owing to the con

struction, only finished parts are eXposed

when the coupe top is removed. the metal

being nickel plated and the lamps and

other metal work which is not finished

front and three-quarter elliptic members in

the rear, provides smooth riding when a

light load is carried, the auxiliary devices

coming into play when an exceptionally

rough piece of road is encountered or the

full complement of passengers is carried.

Except for a difference in the size of

chassis parts comnmi .It';l'.t' with the dif

ference in power of t' ~ vi-int-s, the four

chassis in the line :ir: \t-ry nearly alike,

the cardinal features being the same in all,

In the “4-30” model, which, as its name
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INTAKE SIDES OF KLINE "6-60" AND "6-50" MOTORS, SlIO\VING MANIFOLD CONSTRUCTION

signifies, is rated at 30 horsepower, the en

gine cylinders are cast Separately. the bore

and stroke being 4 inches and 4% inches,

The motors in the other

three models all have their cylinders cast

respectively.

in pairs, the pairs in each case being sc

curely bolted to the crankcase in such a

manner that a virtual block construction is

obtained. The construction has the ad

vantage. however, that with the pairs

slightly separated room is provided for

main hearings between the cylinders. All

three of the motors are of the T-head type,

with carefully enclosed and interchangeable

In the "4-40" and the “6-00” en

gines. the bore and stroke are the same.

namely, 4% x 556' inches, the ratio therefore

being such as to leave little doubt regard

ing aptnes's of the designation long-stroke

in the "6-50" engine the bore and stroxe

are 4 5/32 and 5 inches. respectively. and

except for these differences in dimensions

the engines are practically identical in de

valves.

sign and construction.

ing is by water, circulated by pump, and

ignition is efi'ccted by means of a high ten

sion magneto with a separate battery sys

tem for use in starting and in case of emer

gency. The lubrication system is entirely

automatic in action, and is of the constant

level iorce feed type in which the oil is

In each case. cool-'

crankcase

through a sight feed glass on the dash and

thence into troughs beneath the connect

ing rod big end bearings.

The slight which

made in the engine design, and which are

concerned chiefly with a smoothing down

and a general retinement which scarcely is

noticeable, are ~even slighter in the case
ofithe transmission elements. As hereto

fore, the clutches remain of the cone va

riety, in which a liberal number of cork

inserts ensures against slipping and at the

same time makes for smooth action. The

change gear mechanism in each case. even

to the smallest car in the line, provides

forced from a compartment

changes have been

four speeds forward and direct

drive being the third speed and the fourth

speed being an overstep. A slight change

has been made in the method of treating

the gears, which now are constructed of a

special alloy steel and carefully heat treat

ed. The same treatment applies also to the

I'C\'U1'.\L’,

transmission shafts. v

Coincidfiitt with the adoption of new

body styles which provide considerably

tnore room and a great deal more comfort.

the wheelbases of two of the models, the

"4-30" and the “6-00,” have been increased.

the “4-30" from 114 inches to 115 inches

"6—60" 130 to 132 inches.and the from

 
 

  

 

 

SIDE VIEW OF KLINE 6~CYLINDER 60-HORSEI’OWER TOURING MODEL

Finiilarly, the tires of the largest model

have been altered from 38x4ygto 37x5.

both front and rear. The tire sizes of the

other three models. the “4-30," the “4-40"

and the “6-50” are 34 x 4. 36x4 and 36x 4.1/1.

respectively, the same size being used both

front and rear. All are mounted on Fire

stone quick-detachable-demountable rims.

The largest car in the line is furnished

in three body styles. the price, which is

$3.500, being the same for either type of

body. viz., four, six or seven-passenger

The price covers complete equipment, as

a matter of course. and includes semi

Duquesne silk mohair top with side cur

tains and dust hood. adjustable glass wind

shield. improved tire irons. demountable

rims, Rushmore electric lighting system

with a full complement of lamps, Ever

Ready mechanical starter, speedometer, foot

and robe rails and the usual assortment of

tools. spare parts, etc.

The “6-50” model. which lists at $2,850.

is equipped with four-passenger, small ton

ncau and five-passenger touring bodies, the

price including the same equipment as is

listed for the larger model. Both the “4-30"

and the “440" are furnished as two- four

and five-passenger cars. the former listing

at $1,850. with the Ever Ready starter, and

$1.750 with the Prest-O-Lite starter, and

the latter listing at $2.600. the equipment

being the same in both cases and similar to

that listed for the 'larger models.

In addition to the models already listed.

there are two others which are styled

“Meteor,” and are designed. as their name

indicates. primarily as speed creations. By

reason of a slightly higher gear ratio and

generally lighter body construction, only

two seats beingr provided. either is capable

of speeds up to 70 miles an hottr. The

Meteor is supplied in both the “6-50” and

the “6-00” models. the former listing at

$2,800 and the latter at $3,200.
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TRANSFORMING A $50,000 LOSS INTO A SNUG PROFIT

Being the True Story of a Man Who Took Over a Business That Was Losing Money and Who by

injecting New Methods Placed it on its Feet and Made it Pay —The Used Car as One of

the Stumbling Blocks That Postpones Success—Fallacy of the False Sales Sheet.

Converting losses into profits is one o!

the most difficult tasks to which man can

be set, or to which he can set himself;

failure is more often his portion than is

\\'hen he succeeds, he deserves

all the glory and profit that may come t!

him, and the methods by which he achieves

success become in the nature of instruction

which is almost beyond value.

In the automobile trade, as in all other

trades, there have been men who sur

mounted the difficult task. One of them

who only recently attained that great glory

is located in a city of considerable pro

portions in which the sale of automobiles

is extensive but widely distributed. \Vhen

the opportunity presented itself, and

though the business in question—a business

which is really retail but which includes a

restricted circle of suburban territory—he

grasped it, despite the fact that the former

owner already had lost $50,000 in the ven

ture and was adding to the loss each day.

The car which he represented is well known

and well established, and has enjoyed

profitable sale over a considerable period

of years.

SUCCCSS.

Retrieving the Loss a Stern Task.

As the magnitude of the loss indicates,

the rebuilding of the business and the task

of converting the loss into a profit was a

stern one, and, though successfully accom

plished, the dealer who performed the

achievement is in no wise boastful. \Vhen

the Motor \Vorld sought him out he was

loath to talk, not that he was averse to

disclosing his methods, but because he ap

peared to think that he had accomplished

nothing particularly wonderful. When

pressed, however, his tongue loosened and

he told a story which cannot fail to con

\ey instruction to all who are not above

desiring it.

For obvious reasons, his name, and the

name of his predecessor, cannot be given.

For the purpose of this narrative, he shall

be known as Taylor and his predecessor

as Martin. neither of which, however, are

even mildly suggestive-of their correct

wgnomena.

"Possibly my faith in the car has some

thing to do with why I have been able to

sell them." said Taylor when he was in

duced to talk of his achievement, “but, any

 

 

how, suifice it to say they are selling now

in my town; and since I am running the

business I naturally feel inclined to take

some credit. Before I ran this business

there were cars sold here, but regardless

of sales or anything else the business

failed to pay. \Vhy it didn't and why it

does now are things I will explain.

Common Sense the Real Factor.

“Of course the real reason at the bottom

of the whole thing is business sense; which

is more or less of the common or garden

variety. The business was established in

this town some years ago by the manufac

turer of the cars, who wished to make an

energetic invasion of this field, and who

believed that once firmly established the

trade here would be a fine fat link in his

selling agencies throughout the country.

As a starter he did what may or may not

have been the right thing. He wanted to

make a respectable front, so instead of

picking out a man who would put his own

money into the thing and risk all responsi

bility for profit or loss, the manufacturer

kept a couple of strings on the business.

Every manufacturer who has out and out

dealers has strings on the business, in that

if the dealer doesn't suit he can be cut 05;

that clause goes in many contracts. But

this manufacturer sort of stood back of the

business and got a man to run it as a kind

of a half dealer. The manufacturer told

the agent that he would help him push the

line, and that he would stand back of him

financially to a certain extent. It looked

good to the agent, because he saw less of

a chance to lose than if he set up for himself

and assumed all responsibility.

Lack of Effort Retarded Business.

“\‘Vell, things started. A good location

was secured on a prominent street in ‘auto—

mobile row' and the agency opened up.

Things went fair for a time, and the agent

should have made money. The main thing

that ailed him was that he did not have to

dig as hard as he might have. He knew

he did not stand to lose heavily if sales did

not come so very fast, and he had a much

different feeling than he would have had

had he been working out and out for him

self. Hard work and the right kind at the

start ought to have laid a foundation for

the future. One trouble was the agent,

who liked to consider himself the head of a

business and to play the peacock at times;

he put too much gravel and too little cement

in his cellar wall; therefore he never was

able to build a very big house.

No Profit in Paper Sales.

“What any sensible man should avoid

was one of the inexplicable things this man

did; he tried to make a good looking sales

sheet when there was not enough to back

it up. He wanted to send records to the

factory showing the number of car: he

had placed in his territory and to make

it appear that his establishment was getting

rid of its allotment. One way he did this

was by responding to the head office’s cry

to establish sub-agencies. The agent did

establish sub-agencies. He went out into

the suburbs and in some cases not far from

the center of the territory he should have

covered himself and placed what he was

pleased to call sub-agents—‘curbstone

agents.’

Appointment of Worthless Sub-Agents.

“They were nothing more or less than

men who lived in certain localities and who

promised to try to sell cars for the agent;

the agreement was, of course, that they

must purchase a demonstrator. The result

—'these sub-agents, some dozen or fifteen

in number—bought cars at a discount of

some 15 per cent. and then proceeded to

forget all about their being sub-agents.

They got what they wanted—a car at a cut

price. And every one of these men, who

wanted a car so badly, should have been

placed on the prospect list at the very be

ginning and made to buy a car at the reg

ular list price. The figures showed that

the agent, whom we will call Martin, was

placing a lot of cars. Shipments were

going to him regularly, but when it came to

figuring up the profits, things didn’t fit.

The factory, which figured that it ought to

make a profit over and above the cost of

production, and thereby fixed a certain

price for dealers, was getting paid all right,

but the agent was losing; and what he lost

was partly a factory loss, so it all worked

out the same as if the manufacturer had

cut the price in the beginning.

“Then there was another item of loss.
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Alm0st anyone who is asked to name the '

possible losses in the automobile business

can guess it; it is used cars. It is some

problem, but so far as I myself am con

cerned, I have put it on what I think is a

business basis. I am not writing for a

prize, but I believe the work the Motor

World is doing in seeking the best method

of dealing with the problem is a merit

orious task, and I believe that through such

co-operation the question is going to be

answered for every dealer, large and small.

Meeting the Used Car Problem.

“The man before me, Martin, was anxious

to make sales. A great many of the people

who were prospects had cars already, so in

order to get them to buy he had to take

their cars in trade. In the early days of the

business, prices and profits were such that

a dealer could give a good price for a used

car and make money, but with things as

they are today the trade is on too much of a

businesslike basis to permit such methods;

they are entirely impracticable. Martin

used to take a car in trade and allow a

price for it that he ought to have known

he never could get for it, even if he spent

considerable time repairing and overhaul

ing it. The result was that before long

he had an elegant stock of used cars which

he entered into his inventory at the prices

he paid for them. This made the sales

sheet balance and look good, but anyone

can see that some day there had to be a

big drop for someone.

Complaining Instead of Selling.

“There were other minor matters about

Martin of which I do not approve. To be

gin with, I do not consider him a high

class salesman or man of executive ability.

He used to find fault with the advertising

the factory did, and complained that it did

not help him sell cars. While he was kick

ing, if he had paid a little more attention

to window display and such matters, and

had buckled down a little closer, he might

have made up for whatever inferiority

there was in the advertising—provided

there was any; for I never noticed any

thing lacking.

Good Salesmen an Asset.

“Also, Martin felt that he should be the

best salesman in the place; he didn't like

a salesman who was better than

You can imagine the kind of a

had. He hated to lose his dig

nity by having anyone make more sales

than he made. He lost sight of the fact

that the man who climbs the highest does

it upon the shoulders—not the souls—of

other men; he is the man who can boss.

The result of this management was that

in the last year of Martin’s reign the es

to have

himself.

staff he

tablishment went close to $50,000 in the

hole. It wasn’t quite that, but it was

enough to make any man, no matter how

big his business is, sit up and take notice.

"Along about thistime I appear upon

the stage, entering from the left rear and

marching right down toward the footlights.

I had been selling cars for some time, and

one day the manufacturer said to me, ‘Tay

lor, do you want to go out to so and so

and be a dealer?’ It didn't take me long

to decide that; I did, so I went and am

here yet.

"One of the first things I insisted on was

that I be given a start with a clean sheet;

I refined to accept the glorious array of

old cars that Martin had stocked up for

me, and the factory agreed to take them

and dispose of them. Then I was let pretty

much alone. The manufacturer practically

presented me with the business on the

chance that I would pull it out of the hole,

and if I could I was to have it and pay for

it with the profits. I am now paying for the

business and already regard it as mine.

Business on a Business Basis.

“When I arrived and was cnthroned as

head of the establishment, I at once began

to browse around and get the lay of things.

Then I merer started out to sell cars on

a businesslike basis. I quickly ran against

the used car proposition at the very start.

A man who already had one of our cars

wanted a new one and wanted me to take

the old one in trade. But the price he

wanted was away beyond reason. I told

him it was, but he couldn’t see it; he had

been educated to believe that big allowances

for used cars were the proper thing, and

he was a little inclined to be nasty about it.

There was only one thing to do. I could

have thrown away a lot of my profits and

made a sale, but sales with no profits are

bad business. I reasoned with the man and

told him what I could pay for the old car.

He went home and kept calling me up for

two or three days. Then we made a deal.

I named a price that I thought I could get

for the old car, and agreed to take it in

trade on the condition that for every dollar

the old car sold for below the allowed price.

hc'was to stand half the loss and I half,

and if I got more he was to get all above.

Safe and Sane Trading Methods.

“He couldn't kick on that. when he saw

the fairness of it; the result was that I

cleaned the car and sold it for a slight

profit over the allowance and told him to

come in and get the money. I might have

been obliged to lose a little. but with the

safe and sane estimate I made as to what

the car ought to bring I felt that I could

afford to make the sale; had I lost at all,

it would not have been enough to seriously

affect my c'ommission. Another method

I often endeavor to employ when the

owner will consent to it, is to take his car

into the salesroom and sell it for the most

we can get for it. I show him that whereas

a broker would charge him 5 per cent. or

more to dispose of the car, we will donate

the services of our sales force free of

charge, and we generally manage to get

reasonable prices for the used cars. That

stops the leaks through used cars.

Solving the Sub-Agent Problem.

“About those sub-agents; the manufac

turer asked me one day why I didn't have

as many as Martin used to have, and right

then and there I told him the kind of subs

Martin had placed. Not one of them ever

sold a car, and they were just so much

deadwood in the territory. The manufac~

turer waked tip when I made my little

speech; I also told him that inasmuch as

the responsibility for the success of the

business was on my shoulders I thought I

ought to have my own way. He agreed

with me. Any man now who wants to be a

sub-agent has to show me that he is out to

sell cars.

Hired a Really Efficient Salesman.

“\\'hen I arrived on the scene we had

two or three mediocre salesmen, but I was

better than any of them. I knew it and

they knew it, and therefore none of them

felt that he ought to sell as many cars as

myself. I hadn't been here long before I

began to look for a better salesman than I

am. \Nhen I found the man I wanted I

hired him. I consider him an added profit

rather than an expense, because he has

more than paid his salary since he has been

here. With a better sales force under me I

am now able to devote more of my time

to executive matters, and have worked out

one or two little schemes of selling that

have been of considerable value.

Turned a Loss Into a Profit.

“At the outset the one thing I wanted to

do was to make the business not lose

money; not to make it pay big profits, but

just to keep it from losing money. It was

some job, but by hard work I did it.

Now it is beginning to pay profits, and be"

fore long it will be paying the rate of in

come it should. Of course, when I started

I planned to pay myself a salary. This is

what any man should do, because if a man

puts his services into a business instead

of hiring a manager, he is entitled to the

salary the manager would get; profits

should not be counted until all these ex~

penscs are paid. I'm not bragging about

these profits yet, because they are not

startling; what pleases me is that I am not

losing money."
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RESOURCEFULNESS IN THE REPAIR SHOP; AN INSTANCE

How an intelligent Repair Man Used His Wits and Made a Broken Axle Almost as Good as New—

Combination of Steel Plates and Hot Riveting That Was Strengthened by Cleverly

Taking Advantage of the Contraction of Cooling Metal— Details of the Job.

There are many ways in which the motor

car repairman who uses his brains can

bring to his aid natural forces that will

greatly help him in producing good work—

uork that will stand up for a long time,

and tell its own story of thoroughness, sen

~ihlc planning and workmanlike execution.

Making Use of Natural Forces.

There are some things that can be done

much better with the aid of natural phe

nomena than by purely artificial methods.

For instance, there is the familiar pro

cess of securing steel tires to wheels by

~hrinkage; the tire is made just the right

fraction of an inch smaller than the wheel

rim and then is heated, which causes sufii

cient expansion to permit the tire to be

slipped on the rim. The rest is done nat

urally. The metal shrinks, as it cools, to

its original dimensions, and in so doing

compresses and binds the wheel together

“ith a force that cannot be duplicated by

an} artificial process. Perhaps the very

Might of the shrinking process is reached

in applying the jackets'or “hoops” to big

guns, a process without which the enor

"inns ordnance now turned out could not

“ill be constructed.

A Problem Presents Itself.

The shrinkage of metal can be taken ad

tantage of by repair men in various ways,

and it is by no means impossible to make

u~e of this tremendous force in work which

does not imolve the use of such forms as

rings of tubes; of course a flat piece of

metal will expand and shrink, and it was

by taking advantage of this fact that the

Yet-air jub shown in the accompanying il

lu‘tration was performed, and it was due

wry largely to the fact that advantage was

taken of the shrinkage principle that the

rc-ults obtained were so satisfactory.

One day a touring car. dusty from many

:..i!es on the road, drew up in front of a

garage, after approaching so slowly and

uengerly that the halt necessitated no ap

pjuginn Hf the brakes. Inquiry elicited

"c fact that the garage possessed facilities

: r doing repair work, and the boss repair.

:‘ah \\3> shown the damaged part. There

an a crack in the upper jaw of the fork of

uh; {mm axle on the left side, and it ex

g'nrjgd nearly through the forging—so

 

nearly through, in fact, that the remaining

shreds of steel parted when the car was

slightly jolted in going up the incline into

the shop. It was a disagreeable looking

job. Welding was out of the question, be

cause of the absence of either electric or

oxy-acetylene apparatus for the purpose.

The foreman, however, seemed quite un

daunted, and did his thinking while the axle

was being removed from the car, and the

steering pivots and everything else that

was loose taken ofi and, incidentally, care

  

INGENIOI'S STEERING KNUCKLE REPAIR

fully cleaned and put where they could be

found again. I

Commencement of Repair Operation.

The first process was to make two

patches of mild steel. each three-eighths of

an inch thick, to fit in the channels of the

broken fork jaw, which was of the usual

I-beam cross section. The patches were

carefully fitted, one on each side, while the

broken member was temporarily clamped

together, and were bedded down so that

when fastened in place they would have no

tendency to twist or distort the fork. The

ends were tapered off in order to give the

job as neat an appearance as possible,

though such work of necessity cannot be

hidden or disguised. Seven holes were

drilled in each patch. four below the line

of fracture and three above, the narrow end

permitting only three holes. Much care

was exercised to bring the holes in both

plates in exactly the same relative positions.

The four holes in the wide ends were drilled

while the patches were in position on the

axle, the drill passing through both patches

and the web of the fbrk at the same time.

Then the plates were removed and fastened

together with two short bolts which fitted

closely in two of the holes, and then the

three holes in the narrow ends were drilled

through both plates at the same time. In

this way there could be no doubt as to the

holes coming exactly opposite.

What the Foreman Did Himself.

The next stage of the job was to hot

rivet the patches to the lower part of the

fork, which was done with rivets which

fitted the holes tightly, the result being an

extremely solid piece of work. At this

point the foreman, who had kept his modus

operandi pretty much to himself, began to

do things in a way that was rather peculiar,

and he did the work all himself, too; evi

dently he was very particular about it.

The broken-off fork arm was inserted be

tween the projecting patches, where it

fitted perfectly, and was gently tapped into

place until the crack was closed up and its

presence was betrayed only by the jagged

lines that appeared in the flanges where

they showed on each side of the patches.

Accuracy in Laying Out the Job.

Then, with a “scriber,” which is a slender.

sharp pointed steel tool used for scratch

ing on metals, the locations of the holes in

the narrow ends of the patches were trans

ferred to the web of the fork, which had

not been drilled. With a small, sharp pair

of dividers, the centers of the circles were

located and marked. But these centers

were not used in drilling. The foreman

marked the points where the drill was to

enter a trifle higher up—further from the

point of fracture—than the true centers of

the scribed circles; the single hole near

the end was set off more than the two

nearer the crack. The holes then were

drilled, and when the parts were brought

together again it was found that the holes

were just far enough “off” so that the

closely-fitting rivets would not go through.

Those who knew the boss waited to see

what he would do, and only those who had
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no. had an opportunity to see him tackle a -

difficult piece of work thought he had made

a mistake.

Doing the Crucial Part of the Work.

No one was left in doubt very long. The

work that followed required quick and ac

curate action and no false moves, so ex

planations were forthcoming. The big gas

blow-pipe was set to work heating the two

projecting ends of the patch plates, the

broken fork arm having been removed from

between them. A bunch of waste, wrapped

around the metal at the point where the

riveting already had been done, was kept

wet by the constant application of water,

so that very little heat spread along the

forging. When the patches began to show

signs of getting hot rivets with slightly

tapered ends to permit easy insertion, were

put in the forge, and by the time the

patches were heated to a rather dull red

the rivets were just at the- right tempera

ture to cause the boy who was heating them

to raise the orthodox cry “Hot!” The axle

end was laid on the anvil and the broken

piece slipped into place, after a hasty but

careful brushing off to make sure that there

was nothing to prevent the proper closing

of the fracture. And to the surprise of the

inexperienced, the rivets, which before had

refused to enter the holes, were tapped into

place without much difficulty and were

headed over firmly and well long before the

patches were cold. After the riveting had

been completed, the metal was allowed to

cool gradually, the scale was rubbed off and

a little touching up done with a file, and the

work was done, all except putting back the

parts on the car.

Expounding the Principles Involved.

The secret of the job was that the ex

pansion of the steel plates, when heated,

brought the holes in them directly into

line with the holes in the web of the fork

arm, so that the rivets could be forced in.

As the metal cooled, however, it contracted

to its original dimensions, and in so doing

brought the two broken pieces together

with great pressure, binding the whole job

with a solidity that could hardly have been

secured in any other way. Of course the

work called for the exercise of no little

judgment, for the amount of expansion and

contraction was very small, and in order

to take advantage of it all the marking

out had to be done with great accuracy

and with a knowledge of the amount of ex

pansion if the steel under heat; more

overfthe hole near the end of the patch

would be displaced by expansion to a

greater extent than the two holes nearer

the middle, because there would be a

greater expansion due to the greater length

of metal. and this also had to be considered.

That the method is a practical one, how

ever, is proved by the fact that the repair,

which was intended only as a temporary

expedient to last until a new axle could be

procured, was so successful that the car

was run for more than a year before the

new axle was put in, and even then it was

done more as a precaution than anything

else, in order to prepare the machine for a

rather strenuous tour.

Simple Means of Locating Engine Noises.

Despite their availability, those instru

ments akin to stethoscopes which are de

signed to assist in the location of knocks

and other abnormal engine noises, rarely

  

  

  

METAL PIPE AS A STETHOSCOPE

are to be found in automobile repair shops.

\Vhen anything of the sort is employed, it

usually is a bicycle spoke, or other stiff

metal rod, or even a slender wooden stick.

held with one end against the source of

sound and the other against the teeth of

the “listener,” which rude tool transmits

sound vibrations in a manner quite sur

prising to one who never has tried the ex

periment. In at least one New York shop,

however, there is utilized an even simpler

and more effective "instrument." It con

sists of nothing more than a piece of metal

pipe, one end of which is placed against

the motor nearest to the suspected points

of noise, the other near the ear, as shown by

the accompanying illustration. The hollow

pipe makes a better conductor of sound

vibrations and the hand and thumb com

plete the “circuit.” It has been found a re

markably efficient means of locating inter

nal motor troubles.

Rubber Elasticity vs. Compresaibility.

it seems hard to realize that_rubber,

which can be squeezed or stretched out of

shape with the bare fingers, is practically

incompressible; but it is true. It is elastic,

not compressible. If a depression is made

in a piece of rubber by applying pressure

to its surface, a volume of rubber exactly

equal to the volume of the depression will

be raised, just as dipping the hand in water

will displace a volume of liquid equal to

the immersed volume of the hand. Confine

rubber, however, so that displacement is

impossible, and the familiar softness will

disappear. This is the reason why solid

rubber tires are made with as small a quan

tity of rubber as possible confined between

the flanges, for this rubber has little cush

ioning effect, only the rubber which is free

to expand being of any use for absorbing

vibration.

Abuse That Shortens Life of Tops.

Just because the average automobile top

provides a comparatively safe and conven

ient repository for small packages, hats and

even tools, is no reason why it should be

used for that purpose. Tops, as a rule, are

treated to great indignities in this respect,

and it scarcely is to be wondered that they

show signs of wear long before their ordi

nary period of usefulness is over. \‘Vhen

they are not in use they should be folded

carefully, and, incidentally, it is well to

raise the'm after a shower and let them dry

in order to prevent them taking on a "set."

 

Strainers That Require Regular Attention.

In ca'rs using exhaust gas pressure for the

gasolene feed the strainers or other clean

ers through which the gas passes on its

way to the tank should be inspected and

cleaned every two or three weeks, if the

car is given an average amount of use. If

the car is used a great deal, or if the motor

is using an excess of lubricating oil or gas

olene, the deposit in the strainer will be

heavier and should be removed more fre

quently.

About Fitting Keys in Keyways.

In fitting a key in a keyway it should be

borne in mind that nothing is gained by

making a very tight fit at the top and bot

tom of the key. The strain all comesv on

the sides of the key and keyways, and if

the key is fitted very tightly top and bot

tom the tendency will be to force one side

of the hub bore away from the shaft, and.

if the hub be iron and not too

strong, it is entirely possible to split it by

a too tightly fitting key.

of cast

Wire Terminals That Give Satisfaction.

It is far better to use metal terminals on

battery wires than to merely wind the bared

wire ends around'thc binding posts; the

special terminals hold better, look better

and give better contact. If no terminals

are used, however, the wire should be

passed around the post so that the tight

ening of the binding nut will tend to wrap

it more closely rather than unwind it.
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KEEPING UNNEEDED OBJECTS OUT OF SALESROOMS
 

Things That Are of No Service and That by Distracting the Prospective Buyer's Attention from

the Cars May Lose a Sale— Dealer Reilly Arouses His Head Salesman by Display

of a Freak Wheel—Making the Car the Real Center of lnterest.

“Automobile Row" in its holiday clothes

as gay and enterprising in appearance;

~ttips of bunting and streamers bearing the

names of a multitude of cars supplemented

the electrical display which transformed the

"row" into an avenue of light after dark

ness fell, and there was every indication of

something unusual in the air as Reilly and

the Sales Manager in one of the factory's

brightest and newest models glided down

the toward Reilly's salesrooms.

From every hand came cheerful greetings

IiIlCh were all in accord with the spirit

that seemed to emanate from the crisp

autumn atmosphere.

SU'CCI

Dealen' Fall Show Milliners’ Rival.

As a matter of fact, there were “doings”

in town; it was the dealers’ annual fall

opening. and no milliner or modiste ever

put more vim into her layout of wares than

did the association of automobile dealers,

which every fall started the wheel of busi

ness rolling with a concerted boost. Every

dealer tried his utmost to have the most

attractive place on the “row,” which ae

ruunts for Reilly's immigration with the

Sales Manager and the bright new model.

This dealer, whose ditninutive stature was

all out of proportion to his energy, was de

termined to make the best showing he

could, and accordingly he had informed

the factory Sales Manager that he had to

rave a new car for one of the salesroom

windows; there was no yes or no about it,

he had to have the car—and as usual he got

.~:. Roads were hard and dry after a week

If sunshine, so Reilly decided to save

freight and time and drive the car the 30

males from the factory to his place of busi

ness; the Sales Manager didn't mind a bit

:ctting into the spirit of the fall opening

and. although he tried to make Reilly think

i: was doing a favor, he consented to ride

'1' wn in the new car and stay over night to

see the parade—for who ever heard of a

{all opening of automobiles without a

parade?

Reilly Specializes in Decorations.

Reilly's salesroom: were almost aglow

with dfcufatiODS. and as the car rolled in

through the doors. the Sales Manager had

a" dwicuhy in recognizing traces of the

acumen which every year made a full sales

 

sheet for the proprietor. As the car was

sent to the washroom for a touching up.

the Sales Manager, the dealer and the lat

ter's salesman began a casual inspection of

the premises, for much of the decorating

had been done during the dealer's absence.

The Sales Manager noted the study which

evidently stood back of the ideal arrange

tnent of things, and was watching the re—

flection of his feet in the finish on the side

of a limousine. '

“What's that?" he suddenly exclaimed, at

the same time pointing to a queer looking

object which stood against the rear wall of

the room.

“Huh,” grunted the salesman.

Reilly merely smiled.

The Sales Manager walked over to in

spect it.

The Object That Attracted Attention.

The object in question might have ap

peared as one of several things to an un

initiated person. Exteriorly it was round

and about its circumference was what

looked like a tire, but, if it were intended to

be an automobile wheel, it looked peculiar,

indeed, for where spokes should have been

was a nickel-plated sheet of metal which

made the object look like a cross between

a gunner’s target and one of those old

fashioned shields which every boy knows

used to be carried by the "knight of old"

when he went into battle for his lady fair.

The boy knows all about them, because he

has seen hundreds of them in his picture

books.

The Sales Manager looked it over won

deringly. “\Vhat is it?” he again asked.

“A wheel, of course," replied Reilly.

“I know, but what kind of a wheel?”

“A regular hoodoo wheel." volunteered

the dealer’s salesman. “That’s about all

it’s good for so far as I have been able

to see."

A Smile Causes a Lecture.

Reilly's smile seemed to arouse unpleas

ant remembrances in the mind of his em

ploye, bttt since this particular employe

and Reilly were on terms of companion

ship and were in the habit of speaking their

minds to one another, Reilly proceeded to

“get his" and in an emphatic manner.

“Yesl Smile!" said the salesman. “Some

day that darned thing'll lose a sale. Then

who'll smile? Who'll be to blame?"

"\Vhat's the matter with it?" asked the

Sales Manager, anxious to make peace.

“How will it lose a sale?"

Biggest Sale-Killer in the Store.

“Lose a sale?" responded the salesman.

“Lose a sale? That thing is the biggest

sale-killer I ever saw. I bet I’ve moved

that thing back into the office fifty times

if I've moved it once. If we're going to

sell fool wheels like that, all right; but, if

we're selling cars, for the love of Selden

or Dyer or someone else, keep that thing

out of sight."

“What harm does it do?" said the man

from the factory.

“Harm? All kinds of harm," almost

shouted Reilly’s salesman. “I wish the fel—

low that brought it here had it around his

neck. Sonte inventor had it made and

brought it here for the boss to try out. It's

got an airless tire and has no spokes, and

the principal other feature is that it looks

like the devil himself. The boss, of course.

couldn't see any harm in taking the thing

and giving it a tryout if he got a chance,

so he lets the crank inventor leave it in this

salesroom. He stood it up against the

wall and it stayed there all one afternoon.

The next morning I had a prospect coming

in, so when I arrived in the morning I

moved the damned thing back into the

ofiice and put it out of sight in a corner

behind the desk.

How It Distracts Prospective Buyers.

“The next day I found it over on the

other side of the salesroom and I moved

it back again. Every time I move it back,

it gets out some way. I suppose Reilly

rolls it out here to look it over or for some

other purpose, and then he forgets to roll

it back. Why, just to show you the dam

age in that piece of junk! The other day it

got out on me again when I wasn't watch

ing, and one of my prospects came in to

look at a car. He was coming along in fine

shape and was getting so enthusiastic

that I was thinking of giving him a chance

to sign a contract when he catches sight of

that hunk of armor plate over in the cor

ner. ‘What's that thing?’ lte asked, and he

straightway forgot all about the car, and
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I had to go over with him and explain that

the wheel was something new but that we

didn’t think much of it.

“Well—I finally got to talking about

wheels in general, and then brought him

back to the car to show him a point about

our wheels, and finally I got him interested

in the car again. 0, of course, he finally

bought a car, but maybe you don’t think

it took some funny work on my part! My

heart dropped clear to my ankles when he

spotted that wheel. I believe I'd have lost

the sale if he hadn't been almost ready to

buy when he came in. You can see how a

think like that will impress a man, for when

he was going out he walked over toward it

and as he gave it a last look said, ‘Gee, that

sure's a funny looking thing.’ I've been

on the point of smashing it a dozen times,

and—"

Admits the Salesman is Right.

Reilly’s cheeks took on a tinge of rosi

ness at times as his salesman slandered the

wheel, and now he interrupted and opened

in his own defense.

“You're right," he said to the salesman;

“I intended to take the wheel back every

time I brought it out, but something came

up each time and it must have slipped my

mind. Anyhow, I’m going to send for that

fellow and make him take it away. I don’t

want it around here; we can’t use it."

“You can’t get it away any too quick for

me," replied Reilly's salesman.

Salesroom Void of Nonessentials.

“You see," continued Reilly, addressing

the Sales Manager, “we make it_a practice

to keep out of the salesroom anything that

may attract attention in the wrong direc

tion, such as that wheel, for instance. It’s

true that when you have a man on the floor

showing him a car he is more likely to pay

attention to what you say and to get along

toward the buying stage if he doesn’t have

anything to take his mind off what you are

showing him. That's one reason our sales

room is kept so neatly. We keep it almost

barren of objects except the cars, and if it

wasn't neat and clean it would look like a

barn and be unattractive. That red mould

ing and those potted plants in the corners

add the necessary touch of cheerfulness.

Effect of Pictures in Salesrooms.

“When I first went into business I thought

I ought to have my salesroom all trimmed

up with pictures and such stuff, and if I

could have gotten this wheel in thOse days

it would have held a place of honor. I got

over that, however. It took a little while

for the idea to seep in under my scalp, but

when it did I had one grand cleaning up.

I eventually began to think that even the

pictures on the wall were detracting the at

tentions of prospective buyers from the

merits of the cars. Some of the pictures ‘I

moved into the ofiice and two that showed

cars finishing a race I moved into the win

dows. I put them at one side where they

could be seen from the street. If anyone

wants to see those particular photographs

he has to get out in the street.

Window Good Place for Pictures.

“The pictures in the windows often cause

a man to stop, and sometimes he gets in

terested in the cars in that way. If there

is anything here that a man is likely to spot

during a sales talk, and I feel that he is

likely to buy at the end of the sales talk.

I try to have him notice the thing and have

it explained to him before I begin. I may

be in the extreme in this thing, for some

dealers like to have a few pictures of racing

cars and such things on the salesroom

walls, but I don’t. I remodeled the

salesrooms several years ago and had the

walls finished up neatly but plainly and in

such a way that I don't need to hang up

pictures. \Vhen a man is on the floor here

looking at‘a car. he has nothing else to

distract him. The cars, also, are the center

of attraction; in fact. there is not much else

to see in the salesroom. What is a sales—

room for if it isn't to show cars and, as my

critical salesman said, if we’re selling cars,

let’s get the rest of the stufi off the floor

and out of sight.

Lights Burning When Store’s Closed.

“We're a little over-decorated this week

because of the fall Opening. W'e’ve got

more lights around than we have ordinarily.

I don’t mean to say that we have too many

lights, but we have more of them now than

the ordinary run of business would justify;

the expense would be too heavy. But I'm

a believer in light, and we keep several

bulbs burning at night, but they merely

illuminate the front of the salesroom and

show up the cars. We have them turned off

about the time the streets become d'e—

serted.”

“See?” said the dealer’s salesman. with a

triumphant smile, “the boss admits I'm right

for once.”

“Did I ever say you were wrong?"

“Well, slowly responded the salesman, "I

won’t say_that you said so in so many

words."

“When did I ever indicate that you were

wrong? Of course, you are a great many

times," retorted Reilly.

“Do you two always scrap like this?"

asked the Sales Manager, who had been

an interested nonpartisan.

Both Reilly and his salesman were about

to reply when the doors to the garage

opened and the foreman directed the roll

ing in of the new model which, with every

fleck of dust removed, glistened and shone

as well as the day it left the paint shop at

the factory.

Electric Association to Meet in Boston.

On Tuesday and \‘Vedncsday next, 8th

and 9th insts., of the Electric

Vehicle Association of America will open

their third annual convention in Boston.

Mass., in connection with the electrical

show which then will be in full sway in

Mechanics’ hall. The meetings, which will

open at 10 o'clock in the morning, will be

held in Paul Revere hall, Mechanics’ build

ing, and will be more or less professional

sessions, at which a number of papers deal

ing with practically every angle of the elec

tric vehicle situation will be read.

Among the papers are the following:

\Vhere We Stand Today, by C. E. Michel.

of the Union Electric Light and Power Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.; Street and Traffic Condi

tions as Applied to the Use of Electric

Vehicles, by R. McAllister Lloyd, of the

International Motor Co., New York; The

Publicity Campaign of the Electric Vehi

cle Association of America, by Frank \-\'.

Smith, of the United Electric Light and

Power Co., New York; The W'est as a

Field for Electric Vehicles, by Dr. M. Elk

stromer, of the Denver Gas and Electric

Light Co., Denver, Col.; Notes on the Cost

of Motor Trucks, by Dr. Harold Fender

and H. F. Thompson, of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology.

Other subjects to be dealt with

Some Recent Developments in the Lead

Battery. by Bruce Ford, of the Electric

Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;

Electric Vehicle Development in the East,

by Stephen J. Thompson, of the Public

Service Electric Co., Newark, N. 1.; Elec—

tric Vehicle Charging Apparatus, by R. E.

Russell, of the General Electric Co., Schen

ectady. N. Y.; Progress of Commercial

Cars in America, with Special Reference to

the Electric, by E. S. Foljambe, paper by

the Westinghouse Go; Insurance from the

Standpoint of Electric Vehicles, by Carl H.

Clark, of Field & Cowles, Boston. Mass.:

The Edison Battery in Service. by H. H.

Smith, of the Edison Storage Battery Co.,

Orange, N. 1.; Electric Vehicle Service, by

J. C. Ford, of the National Electric Lamp

Association. Cleveland, Ohio.

members

are:

When Hood Fasteners Are Advantageous.

There are good reasons for having good

fasteners on motor hoods and for keeping

them fastened. When a car is running at a

fair speed the pressure of the air under the

hood, due to the movement of the car, to

gether with the action of the fan, while not

sufficient to lift the hood, is sufficient to

help it to rise when the car passes over a

jolt in the road.
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PRINCIPLES THAT UNDERLlE LIGHTING SYSTEMS

 

The Dynamo Treated as a Unit and the lnheront Characteristics of the Several Types Explained in a

Non -Technical Manner —— Shunt Windings and Other Windings, Wherein They

Differ and the Reasons for Their Uses— How Troubles May Be Remedicd.

 

(This is the second of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by dealer and owner alike.

To those who are habitual railroad trav

elers, the question often may have occurred:

"\\'hy all this fuss about the engineering

difficulties attendant upon the development

of electric automobile lighting systems, and

why were they not long ago developed to

the state of perfection of the railroad light—

ing system, with its unfailing mechanism

and unfailing light?’I The most cursory

examination must serve to make plain the

answer.

Railroad Car Not Like Automobile.

In the first place, the typical railroad

train that is electrically lighted is the train

 

 

de luxe. It is a heavy, ballasted, limited
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From all of which it surely must appear

that the automobile electric lighting system

is akin to the railroad electric lighting sys

tem in very few particulars. The automo

bile.is light—reduction of weight to the

minimum justly has become a fetish in the

majority of automobile factories—and it

follows that its equipment must also be

light. It does not operate at constant speed

under ordinary conditions for more than a

few minutes at a time. It is run over give

and take roads from which very few of the

wrinkles (if they may be styled wrinkles)

have been smoothed out.

Space is at a premium in the majority of

that theautomobiles, which necessitates

  

all the manufacturer knows and all the car

owner ought to know in the bargain. And

that he does not come up to expectations in

these respects is largely his own fault, and

if he could but be made to see it, his ig

norancc acts as a veritable boomerang

that strikes back at himself.

Educational Campaign for Dealers.

Car manufacturers and electrical equip

ment manufacturers are willing, nay, anx

ious, to educate dealers and owners, and

dealers in particular, into the mysteries

(such as they are) of their apparatus. It

is to their advantage to do so, and it most

certainly is to the advantage of the dealer

  

DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCHES ILLUSTRATING THE VARIOUS METHODS OF DYNAMO FIELD \VINDING

train that makes few stops and is operated

at practically constant speed for long peri

ods. It runs on a perfect roadbed from

which all the jolts and jars and many of

the grades and curves have been scientific

ally ironed. And last, but not least, weight

is no object. In fact, Pullman passenger

coaches purposely are made very heavy

in order that they may hold the rails and

be unaffected by the slight inequalities in

the smoothness of the tracks. Consequent

ly. electric lighting systems for use in rail

road work can be big and heavy and solid.

There is no necessity for them to be small

and compact, accurately automatic and

light in weight. Nor do they require to be

exceptionally simple, for the railroad com

panies employ a corps of workmen expert

in such subjects to look after them and care

for them and see to it that they are main

YinlflCd at their highest.state of efficiency.

incidentally, such service is positive insur

ance of their practical infallibility and this

feature is not beside the issue.

electrical equipment be reduced to the

smallest p0ssible size. And despite all the

other considerations, each of which intro

duces its own particular problem to be

solved, the equipment must be as simple as

it is possible to make it. The word “must”

in the foregoing sentence might better have

been written in italics, or capitals, in order

to give it the emphasis and importance

which it deserves.

Electric System Must Be Simple.

The apparatus must be simple because

the average automobile owner knows little.

and, as a rule, cares less about it. The

dealer, sad to relate, and in many cases the

manufacturer of the car, knows scarcely

more than the car owner, and therefrom

depends a tale that is sad alike to the

owner, the dealer and the car manufacturer,

not to mention the electrical apparatus

manufacturer. But it probably is saddest

of all to the dealer, who, by reason of his

intermediate position is expected to know

to know thoroughly the construction and

operation of the particular system with

which he comes in contact. And though

the car owner scarcely can be expected to

be familiar with all the whys and the

wherefores of such apparatus it is per—

fectly legitimate to expect that the dealer

shall have at least a working knowledge of

the ins and outs of the system with which

the car he sells is equipped.

As a matter which cannot well be over

looked, the situation rapidly is approaching

the point where it will be absolutely necc&

sary for the dealer to know, and to know

thoroughly, the construction and operation

and a tithe of the theory of dynamo elec—

tric lighting and engine starting systems.

Progressiveness requires the assimilation

of such knowledge on the part of the dealer.

and unless he becomes a progressive in

spirit as well as in theory another angle of

the situation, which even now is apparent,

may exert an unexpected influence that

scarcely can be good.
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Briefly, it is this: Due to the already

widespread use of auxiliary electrical

equipment more than an inkling of the de

sirability of knowledge has come to not a

few owners who forthwith have set out

and discovered for themselves what the

dealer has been unable to tell them. So

soon as the opinion is permitted to prevail

that the dealer cannot help out the owner

by explaining the_operation of his electrical

system in an understandable and intelligent

manner, and not in the really ludicrous

way it sometimes is attempted, then will

the situation become lamentable if it is not

so now. And it is up to the dealer to pre

vent such a situation, and, so far as he is

able, to delete that part of it which now

exists.

Electric System Not Diflicult.

As was made clear in the last issue of

the Motor World—and as will be made

clearer in this and in succeeding articles—

neither the dealer nor the car owner will

find the road to a working knowledge of

the ordinary electric lighting, and, or, en

gine starting system a particularly hard one

to travel, and, to carry the metaphor a lit—

tle further, only the surface aspects are all

that really are necessary.

For reasons that already have been set

forth, any electric lighting system to be of

practical value must be self-contained.

That is to say, the dynamo or generator

which serves to charge the storage battery

must be incorporated as a part of the

system. In fact the dynamo virtually is

the heart of the system, for without it

as a source of energy the system would

be valuable for the purpose of supply

ing light only until the storage battery

became exhausted. Needless to say, the

battery could be recharged from an out

side source of current, but such methods

are not practicable in a great many cases—

touring, for instance—nor are they eco

nomical, for battery efficiency necessitates

that as nearly regular charge and discharge

rates be maintained as is possible.

Damage in Low Discharge Rate.

\Vhen the battery is charged from an out

side source of current—which in itself is a

great deal more expensive that to charge

it from a generator incorporated in the sys

tem—there is a tendency to discharge it

below the normal discharge rate in order

to reduce the number of trips to the charg

ing station or to “use the juice to get home

on" when, according to the condition of

the battery, the kerosene lamps really

should be used. Such practice, of course,

is detrimental to the battery and reduces

its efficiency to say nothing of adding to

up-keep expense by necessitating more or

less frequent trips to the repair shop.

Dynamos are divided into two classes:

Alternating current and direct current ma

chines. As the name of the alternating cur

rent machine indicates, it generates cur

rent, the direction of which alternates, i: e.,

it flows first in one direction and then in f

the other. Such machines, however, never

are used in automobile electric lighting

systems for the good and suflicient reason

that it is impossible to charge a storage

battery from one of them without the ad

dition of more or less complicated appa

ratus which scarcely could be expected to

find a place on a car. Consequently, the

direct current machine is the only one

which holds interest.

Three Classes of Dynamos.

Direct current dynamos are further di

vided into three other classes, which take

their names from the method of winding

and connecting the field coils. In Fig. A,

for instance, in the accompanying illustra

tion is shown a diagrammatic sketch of the

wiring used in a permanent magnet dynamo

or a magneto. No field winding whetever

is used, the armature coils rotating in the

magnetic field generated by the permanent

magnets and the resultant electric current

being collected by means of a commutator

having two sections which are connected to

the two ends of the armature winding. The

arrangement is the simplest possible, of

course, and is the basis upon which are

builded many of the successful electric sys

tems on the market at present. With the

addition of coils to the armature it becomes

necessary to add segments to the commu

tator, for there must always be two seg

ments for every armature coil.

The Separately Excited Type.

In Fig. B is illustrated what is known as

a separately excited dynamo such as is com

monly in use in large central stations for

the generation of current for street light

ing and street car operation. In this ar

rangement, the ,field pieces are not per

manent magnets, but are magnetized im.

mediately a current of electricity is sent

through the field windings, a separate

source of energy, preferably a smaller dyna

mo being used for the purpose. Aside from

the fact that machines of this type seldom

are used in automobile systems, the prin

cipal advantage of the arrangement lies in

the fact that much of the load is taken off

the commutator, sparking is reduced and

the life of the parts proportionately in

creased.

Wherein the Series-Wound Diflers.

The series wound dynamo (Fig. C in the

accompanying illustration) difiers from the

separately excited dynamo only in that the

field winding is connected invseries with

the armature coils. That is to say, the

current passes in a continuous stream

through the field windings and the armature

windings, first through and then

through the other. The field winding is

composed of a comparatively few turns of

heavy wire. Owing to the fact that it is

difficult to obtain either constant current or

constant voltage with the series machine

unless the speed of rotation of the armature

is maintained constant within well-defined

limits, it seldom is used for automobile

work. Another feature which militates

against its use is that a series generator,

when operated as a motor, runs in the op

posite from that in which it generates cur

rent. Consequently it is virtually impossi

ble to employ it for combined lighting and

starting systems without the addition of

complicated gearing and clutch apparatus.

The characteristics of the series wound

generator is that the voltage is low at light

loads but increases rapidly as the load is

increased, until the magnetic field reaches

the point of magnetic saturation.

one

About the Shunt-Wound Dynamo.

1n the shunt wound dynamo (Fig. D) the

field winding. which consists of a large

number of turns of comparatively fine wire.

is shunted across the brushes which collect

the current from the armature. That is to

say, the armature and the field winding are

placed in parallel. One of its characteris

tics is that thc machine operates as r: IllflIt-I'

in the same direction as it generates cur

rent, for which rea‘sbnjt is used lar,-;l~

where a combined generator-motor unit i."

required. By reason of the arrangement of

the wiring, the exciting current in the field

approximates only about 5 per cent. of the

total current of the machine; it dcvct-ds

largely upon the voltage at the terminals of

field winding and the resistance of the field.

Owing to the increased drop in the anna

ture and the decreased field excitationrthe

voltage of a shunt wound machine de

creases rapidly as the load is increased re

ngardless )0f the speed. From which it ap

pears that if a shunt wound generator is

operated as a motor from a constant source

of current, its speed will be practically con

stant regardless of the load, for the reason

that the strength of the field remains con

stant.

Explaining Compound Winding.

As the name of} the compound wound

dynamo indicates, it is a composite. of the

two types. The field is composed of two

sets of windings, series and shunt. and the

machine is styled either long shunt (Fig. E)

or short shunt (Fig. F), according to the

method of connection of the field- wires. In

the short shunt machine the shunt coils,

which are formed of a large number of
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fairly fine wires, are connected across the

brushes, the series winding, composed of a

small number of turns of larger wire being

connected in series with the brushes The

long shunt machine diflers from the other

in that the shunt connections are made at

the terminals instead of at the brushes.

The peculiar characteristic of the com—

pound wound generator, the characteristic‘

which makes it of so much value for all

classes of work, is that its winding can be

so constructed as to permit either an in

crease or a decrease in voltage as the load

increases. Incidentally, it can be main

tained practically constant, regardless of

load fluctuations. The compound generator

is similar to the shunt generator, in that it

operates as a motorlin the same direction

as it generates current. Compound motors

are used, generally, where the load varies

considerably, where the extreme speed

variations of series motors would be ob

Jectionablc and where sudden increases in

load require increased torque which shunt

wound machines cannot give

Connection Making by Amateurs.

From the explanation and with the aid

of the accompanying diagrams, it should be

a simple matter for the average person, not

\el'StCl in the intricacies of electricity. to

determine the difference between the vari

ous types of dynamos as revealed by their

methods of winding. Though there should

be no excuse fcr disturbing the various

connections which invariably are made cor

rectly at the factory and should not be al

tered, the diagrams nevertheless will serve

to assist in case it should become necessary

through accident to make the connections

over again. Occasionally it may happen

where a dynamo is to be attached by an

amateur that difficulty will be experienced,

owing to the fact that the machine oper

ates in the reverse direction from that

which can be obtained through simple gear

0

ing. In this case it is a simple matter to

reverse the field connections at the brush

holders, which will have the effect of re

versing the direction in which the machine

generates.

When a Dynamo Refuses to Generate.

Theoretically, any dynamo other than a

separately excited one, will generate current

immediately it is started, the reason being

that when a piece of iron is once magne

tized it retains a certain amount of residual

magnetism which is sufficient to cause the

generation of a slight current. The cur—

rent increases, of course, immediately the

initial flow has been started. If, after a

machine has been started, it should fail to

generate, the brushes should be examined

to ascertain whether they make contact with

the commutator. Sometimes a gummy

substance, caked on the commutator, ac

cumulates and prevents proper contact be

ing made. This is the result of too much

oil ahd should be removed by applying a

small piece of cloth wet with gasolene to

the commutator while the machine is run

ning. If the machine still fails to generate,

connections to the brushes should be ex

amined, as these are the most prolific

sources of such trouble as generally has to

be reduced. Occasionally they become

loosened and oil collects in such a manner

as to prevent proper contact being made.

The remedy, of course, is to remove the oil

from the contact surfaces and tighten the

connections.

Field and Armature Winding Troubles.

Though short circuits in the field or ar

mature winding seldom occur, they are a

possibility which should be remembered in

“doctoring” a sick machine. Generally,

they can be detected, if all the connections

are perfectly tight, by a considerable drop

in the output of the machine or an absolute

failure to generate. When they occur, re

pairs should not be’attempted by any one

other than an expert, and the job is prefer

ably one for the manufacturer of the ma

chine who can tell in an instant the exact

trouble, with the aid of testing instruments.

In most cases it is but the work of a few

moments to remove an injured field coil

and replace it with a good one, and the cost

is low. Armature windings, houever, re

quire more time to repair, for the wiring is

so interwoven that it is impossible to re

move one coil without taking them all out.

Thanks to the indefatigability of manufac

turers in perfecting their machines, how

ever, trouble with the windings rarely de

velops, and about the only thing that can

happen is a loosening of the terminals of

the wires.

How the Terminals Are Marked.

Another frequent source of trouble with

which very few, including the manufactur

ers of cars, are familiar, lies in the con

nections between the dynamo and the bat

tery, or the switchboard, as the case may

be. In the first place, the positive wire of

the dynamo, which generally is indicated

by a plus sign (+), must invariably be

connected with the positive side of the bat

tery. Generally the positive battery ter

minal is painted red for distinction, and it,

also, is marked with a plus sign. The nega

tive wire from the dynamo, of course, must

be connected to the negative terminal of

the battery, which, in contradistinction to

the positive terminal, is marked with a

minus sign (—).

RADFORD FORECASTS THE AUTOMOBILE OF FIFTY YEARS HENCE

 

Prophesies the Utter Extinction of Gasolene Types and the Sweeping Triumph of Electricity—Believes Develop—

ments in “Wirelessness” Will Play an Important Part in Bringing About the Result.

In ten years the supremacy of gasolene

as a fuel for motor car propulsion will be

broken, and electricity will perform the

greater part of the work of turning the

wheels; in fifty years electricity will not

only be supreme, but it will be transmitted

to cars by wireless systems, so that auto

mobiles will not have to carry with them

storage batteries or other sources of elec

trical energy. Such, at least, are the ex

pressed opinions of W. H. Radford, con

sulting engineer of the Warren Motor Car

Co., who has very decided views as to the

future of the automobile, which, with modi

fications, are shared by others.

Radford does not believe that the pres

ent type of motor car is anything like the

car of the future, either in motive power or

in body design; he asserts that the short

time the motor car has been in process of

development has shown only one phase of

its possibilities. “The possibilities of the

automobile are unlimited," he says. “What

has been done is insignificant compared

with what will be done.”

Gasolene will not last long as a motor

fuel, according to the engineer's belief;

neither does he incline toward the idea that

alcohol will prove a solution of the fuel

problem. Kerosene, or kindred petroleum

products of the baser orders, he believes

will form an important step in the work

ing out of the car of the future, but only

one step—toward electricity.

"In fifty years from now, and the proba

bilities are in less than that, all motor cars

will be propelled by electricity," continues

Radford. “I do not mean that automobile

owners will be compelled to carry around

a thousand pound storage battery with

them, but they will secure their power from

wireless stations.

“The wireless system as used now is

crude. The high towers will be eliminated

and there will be a means of transmitting

and catching the current without the use

of high voltage now necessary, nor the tall

staffs that connect the wires."
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INTENSIFIED SPARKS FROM

NEW BOSCH INSTRUMENT

Elimination of Four Magnets That.

Has Increased Electrical Effi

ciency—Waterproof Construc

tion Also a Feature.

 

Despite the high degree of perfection

which years of experience and careful de

signing and workmanship have effected in

the various products of the Bosch Magneto

CO., the activities of the company and its

intimate knowledge of ignition problems.

have afforded opportunities for improve

ment from time to time. and though new

instruments or new methods of construc

   

 

lltlSCII "ZR" WATERPROOF INSTRI'MENT

tion seldom are placed on the market, when

they are brought out they serve to attract

fully warranted attention. In the new type

ZR magnetos, which just have been placed

on the market, after careful testing extend—

ing over a year or more, are exemplified

several points in magneto construction

which mark an even higher plane of per_

fection than ever attained before.

In many respects the type ZR magneto

is similar to the earlier type DR, which

has come into such general use for both

pleasure and commercial vehicle work, to

say nothing of its application to aeroplanes

and motor boats. It differs from the for

mer, however, chiefly in that it has but

two single magnets instead of three double

magnets, and that it is perfectly water

proof, which also means tha't it is dust

proof and oilproof. Despite the fact that

but two single magnets are used. however.

the sparks which are produced are quite as

intense as those produced by the DR mag

neto and due to a slight rearrangement of

component parts and to refinements- of (le<

sign very heavy sparks are productd at ex

ceptionally low armature rotative speeds.

thus facilitating easy starting.

One of the reasons why ‘the magneto

produces hot spa'rks' at low speeds lies in

the shape of the pole (pieces. Instead of

being cut_ 05 flush with.the armature they

are. extended outward over the armature

in the form of long fingers. \Vhat is even

more surprising is that sparks of sufficient

intensity to fire inordinately weak mixtures

are produced with the ignition timed to

take place with the piston a considerable

distance down on the power stroke. In

other words, the sparks that are produced

with full retard are searcely less intense

than those that are. produced with full ad

vance. Another noticeable difference be»

Not only is the instrument itself water

proof, but the connections as well are pro

tected. The binding screws of the high

tension distributer as well as the binding

screw for the switch are of such construc—

tion that short circuits through the agency

of water are rendered impossible. As a re

sult of the complete housing of the in

strument, its mechanism is rendered prac

tically noiseless, even the scarcely audible

click of the contact breaker being muffled

in the new construction.

Another important improvement in con

struction which has been made concerns

  

  
 

 

NEW BOSCH

tween the type ZR magneto and its proto

type, type DR, is in its appearance. Ex

cept for the usual timing arm, the ZR mag—

neto is free of external protruberances and

presents an unusually smooth and clean ex

terior.

The method of rendering the instrument

proof against the ingress of water or dirt

consists in fitting a tight protecting hood

at the shaft end, the slip ring connection

and the safety gap thus being thoroughly

protected. The hood is practically a con

tinuation of the end plate, and in addition

to fitting snugly against the magnets is

provided with a special packing which en

sures an absolutely tight joint. Packing

also is used between the magnets. As the

distributer plate is fitted to the opposite

end, forming a tight joint, the internal

parts are completely housed and protected.

Another feature which assists in preserv

ing the instrument waterproof consists in

the elimination of the opening in the base,

which in the older instruments serves to

house the brushes. by means of which the

return current to. the ground is conducted

to the engine frame. In the ZR magneto

the grounding brushes are enclosed in hol

low screws.

"ZR" MAGNETO PARTLY DISASSEMB LED SHOWING ELEMENTS

the method of timing the instrument after

it has been set in place. Incidentally, it

should be added that as the base is stand—

ard, the new magneto may be substituted

for any of the older type instruments

without the slightest trouble. In the older

DR type instruments it was necessary in

order to ensure accurate timing to remove

the dust cover from the contact breaker

and the distributor disk. In the new in

strument, however, provision is made for

timing without the necessity for disturbing

any of the parts. Above the distributer

gear there is a small window hidden by the

upper oil cover. Through this the dis

tributing gear may be seen. On the edges

of the window there are two red marks

with which the armature may be registered

by rotating the distributer gear. A second

window is provided in the face of the dis

tributing gear, and behind it there is a disk

marked with the numeral "1." Its appear

ance signifies that the armature is in posi

tion to fire number 1 cylinder. In common

with the older DR magneth the new ZR

type is produced for both four and six

cylinder engines in either independent or

dual form and for either single or double

spark.
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USED CAR PROBLEM IS UPPERMOST AT SALES MANAGERS’ CONVENTION

The proceedings opened on Monday,

when three papers were read: "Selling and

Advertising." by J. G. Monihan, of the

Motor Mfg. Co.; “Motor Car

Equipment,” by George E. Daniels, of the

Oakland Motor Car Co., and C. S. Jameson,

of the \\’illy's-Overland (10.; “Freight and

Shipping," by J. S. Marvin, trafi‘ic manager

of the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers. On Tuesday the program

was made up of "Territory and Selling

Rights," by Alfred Reeves, of the Maxwell—

Briscoe Motor Co.; “Annual Models," by

Charles \V. Mears, of the Winton Motor

Carriage Co., and S. D. \Valdon, of the

Packard Motor Car Co.; “Enclosed and

Semi-Enclosed Bodies," by H. O. Smith.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

Premier

Opinions on Motor Car Equipment.

The subject “Motor Car Equipment"

probably was productive of the most dis

cussion on Monday. In presenting their

papers, both Daniels and Jameson substan

tially concurred in the opinion that equip

ment is necessary and that the fullness and

quality thereof should be governed by the

price and grade of the car. The burden

of expression seemed to favor full equip

ment in the literal sense of the term, one

speaker vigorously declaring that the pub

lic was not disposed to pay fancy prices

for articles of equipment and that it is un

fair to ask that it be done when the proper

equipping of a car is wholly within the

duties of the car manufacturer himself.

Several times during the discussion it was

suggested that the matter be referred to

a committee, which would compile and re

port back exactly what constitutes full

equipment, but the suggestion was not put

in the form of a motion and was not

pressed.

Opposes Too Much Standardization.

At one stage of the proceedings, when

the matter of standardization was talked

of. Charles \V. Meats, the Winton sales

manager. made a strong plea for the re

tention of individuality. He held that it

neither profitable nor desirable for

cars to he too nearly alike, and that carry—

ing standardization too far would rob the

industry of the benefits of competition,

which are practically priceless. He cited the

long defunct “bicycle trust," with which he

was familiar, as a notorious and historical

instance of the effects of limiting individ

uality and stifling competition between

once wholesome rivals.

From the appearance of things most of

the managers had set considerable

“'3‘

sales

\

(Continued from page 5.)

store on the subject “Selling and Adver

tising," which had been alloted to J. G.

Monihan, the Premier advertising man.

Monihan, however, disappointed expecta

tions by delivering an address which large

ly was of a humorous nature, a fact which

led Messrs. Mears and Reeves, among

others, openly to express regret that such

a serious subject should be so lightly

treated. Monihan dealt not at all with sell

ing. He talked only of advertising and in

most serious vein criticized the methods

in vogue in the automobile industry. He

seemed to believe that much of the money

now spent for advertising should be di

verted into indirect channels and suggested

that weaving automobiles into paintings by

famous artists, and into fiction by equally

famous authors, should serve better pur

poses. He even remarked that compared

to the present outlay, the sum of $500,000

would not be too small for the purpose of

stimulating artists and authors, and there

were those who were not certain that he

was humorous when he suggested that the

Board of Trade could well afford to pro

vide a fund for that purpose.

Co-operation in Transportation.

If Monihan‘s address lacked seriousness,

the paper read by J. 5. Marvin, traffic man

ager of the N. A. A. M., was intensely seri

ous and practical. Among other things, he

advocated the organization of transporta

tion departments in all automobile factories.

He said that such departments considerably

would better the service obtained from

railroads, and that if they would forward

bills of lading to the N. A. A. M. trafiic

department, and that if all dealers similarly

would forward their freight receipts to the

N. A. A. M. for audit, the national organ

ization would be able to render service

which would return to makers and dealers

in the form of dollars. Marvin explained

that there are many zones in which the

application of freight rates results in over

charges which only can be discovered by

an expert who has to do with railroad af

fairs. Marvin also asked the sales man

agers to urge dealers promptly to unload

freight cars when they are received, and in

that way help prevent the shortage of auto

mobile freight cars, which caused so much

embarrassment last season.

Many Dealers Better Than Few.

On Tuesday, when Alfred Reeves han

dled the topic “Territory Selling Rights,"

he compared the policy of giving large

slices of territory to a. few large distrib

uters with that of proportioning the country

into many small parcels and handling all

of them direct from the factory. He him

self unhesitatingly declared that he had

rather have 10,000 dealers selling one car

each than 100 dealers each selling 100 cars.

Reeves also touched on the matter of

"poaching," that is, the practice of one

dealer selling cars in another dealer's ter

ritory, which has given rise to all manner

of friction and bad feeling, and he and

most of the others present shared the be

lief that under such circumstances the com

mission should be equally shared by the

two dealers concerned, but that circum

stances should govern cases, and the man

ufacturer be the arbiter when such dis

putes arise.

Novel View of Discount Situation.

Discounts did not very largely enter into

the convention, but Reeves was one of those

who mentioned the subject. He made the

somewhat novel point and caused some

head shaking by expressing the belief that

cars listing at less than $2,500 should be

subjected to a smaller discount than at

present prevails, while those that list above

that price should have a better discount.

He defended his position on. the ground

that dealers who handle large cars are com

pelled to do more trading and, therefore.

incur more risk.

In selecting C. W. Mears, of the Winton

company, and S. D. Waldon, of the Pack

ard company, to treat the subject “Annual

Models," it probably was assumed that they

represented opposite points of view. While

most manufacturers incline away from the

annual model policy, Packard is almost ir

revocably committed to the system, and is

one of those who generally is charged

with abnormally “forcing the season", by

announcing next year’s models before the

sale of the previous year’s product has

been completed. In his paper, Mears cited

arguments for and against the system, and

while W'aldon naturally defended the Pack

ard stand and traced the manner in which

the season gradually had been "forced" for

several years past, his stand was not so

pronounced as had been expected. He, in

substance, said that the problem will work

itself out in a natural way and be worked

out by each individual in his own way.

Early Models Kill Spring Trade.

The concensus of opinion, however, ap

peared to be opposed to the annual model

policy, and there was small dissent from

the assertion that spring business practic

ally has been killed by the launching of

new models in May, June and July, and in
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one instance in February—so it came out

at the conference—the February launching

being in the nature of private information

concerning 1913 models which had been

conveyed to agents in February, 1912.

What Is Best Announcement Month?

There was some discussion as to what

month best would constitute the opening

of a new season, but nothing came of it.

One of the sales managers suggested De

cember as being the best month for that

purpose, holding that as it is the poorest

selling season, it would be stimulated by

the announcement of new models.

Even those who decried the annual an

nouncement of new models agreed, how

ever, that for factory purposes a change of

model numbers or a designation of some

sort is absolutely necessary.

Body Standardization Discussed.

“Enclosed and Semi-Enclosed Bodies,"

the subject assigned to H. O. Smith, of the

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., was of more im

portance than appeared on the surface. The

demand for such bodies is growing, and

those manufacturers who do not build

their own bodies have been caused no little

embarrassment. Although increasing, the

demand is purely problematical and the car

maker is, therefore, in no position to place

advance orders for bodies or to take undue

chances. Mr. Smith advanced the sugges

tion of a standardized chassis or frame and

the development of a standard body or

bodies to fit such chassis or frames, be

lieving that certain measurements at least

would tend greatly to minimize the present

difficulties, which, however, were in no

way solved by the discussion. J. \V. Ful—

reader, of James Cunningham Son 8: Co.,

who not only build cars but who are even

more extensive body builders, pointed out

that even a standardized chassis and a

standardized body would not help matters.

There is the matter of fenders and too

many others to be considered.

Those Who Attended the Meeting.

Those in attendance at the convention

were as follows: Autocar Company, H. M.

Coale; Cadillac Motor Car Co., A. C. How

ard; Cartercar Company, H. R. Radford,

W'. S. Williamson; Chalmers Motor Co.,

Percy Owen; Jas. Cunningham Son 8: Co.,

J. W. Fulreader; Flanders Motor Co., Wm.

E. Metzger; Hudson Motor Car Co., C. C.

Winningham, R. B. Jackson, E. C. Morse,

R. D. Chapin; International Motor Co., H.

D. Watson; Knox Automobile Co., H. K.

Sutherland; Locomobile Co. of America,

J. T. Roche; Lozier Motor Company, C. E.

Emise; Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Alfred

Reeves; Mercer Automobile Co., W. T.

Vt'hite, E. H. Sherwood; Mitchell-Lewis

Motor Co., Leo A. Piel, J. M. Cram; Mo

line Automobile Co., W. H. VanDervoort,

Rufus Walker, Jr.; Moon Motor Car Co..

\Vm. J. Coghlan, E. J. Moon; National Mo

tor Vehicle Co., J. M. Clarke; Nordyke &

Marmon Co., Herbert H. Rice; Oakland

Motor Car Co., Geo. E. Daniels, J. B. Ec—

cleston; Packard Motor Car Co., H. H.

Hills, S. D. \Naldon; Paige-Detroit Motor

Co., Jas. F. Bourquin, H. Krohn; Peerless

Motor Car Co., R. S. Schmunk; Pierce-Ar

row Motor Car Co., J. Elmer Pratt; Pre

mier Motor Mfg. Co., John Guy Monihan;

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., James Joyce;

5. G. V. Company, F. F. W'eston; F. B.

Stearns Co., R. H. \Nilliams; Stevens-Dur

yea Co., H. C. Beaver; E. R. Thomas Mo

tor Car Co., C. S. Henshaw; The White

Company, Walter C. White; Willys-Over

land Co., C. S. Jameson; Winton Motor

Carriage Co., C. W. Churchill, C. W. Mears.

 

Favary’s Substitute for Pneumatic Tire.

One of the most recent ideas formu

lated with a view to the production of

something better and less fragile than the

pneumatic tire was described, scientifically

and at length, in a paper, entitled “Pro

posed Substitutes for Pneumatic Tires," read

last week before the Metropolitan section

of the Society of Automobile Engineers by

Ethelbert Favary, the inventor of the tire

in question, who has organized a company

for its exploitation. Briefly, the tire dif

fers from the pneumatic in that it is not in

flated, and from the solid tire in that it is

not composed of a single ring of rubber,

nor does it depend upon the rebound of

compressed rubber for its resiliency. A

concentric series of endless bands of spe

cially woven fabric and rubber are super

posed, but are supported, so that they do

not touch the wheel rim or each other, by

aluminum blocks quite closely spaced. The

first series of blocks separates the first

band from the rim; the second series is

spaced so that the blocks rest on the first

band midway between the blocks of the

first series, and so on, there being three

bands and three series of aluminum blocks.

The tension of the rubber-and-fabric bands,

and consequently the resiliency of the tire,

is regulated by the use of shims under the

blocks. Tires made according to this plan

have been subjected to severe tests in Eng

land, and the results are said to have been

very satisfactory.

Locks Both the Fuel and the Spars.

In these days of many automobiles and

many persons capable of driving them, the

risk of theft of a car left unattended is by

no means inconsiderable, and naturally

there are many ingenious devices on the

  

TO MAONETO
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CAPITOL COMBINATION LOCK

market designed to thwart such robbery.

Not the least ingenious of these is the

“Capitol autolock," show-t in the accom

panying illustration, =tht-.i not only shuts

off the gasolene when the key is turned in

the Yale lock, but also disconnects both

the battery and the magneto, so that

neither fuel nor spark can be supplied to

the motor. The gaso'ett: valve is fitted

with a strainer. The instrument is attached

to the riser of the front seat, or, for that

matter, to any convenient point w'.ere the

gasolene pipe and the wiring can be car

ried to it. The lock is marketed by the

Esco Auto-Lock Sales Co , l000 \Voodward

avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Marathon Takes Over Chicago Agency.

The Ross Motor Sales Co., 1712 South

Michigan avenue, Chicago, which has han

dled the Marathon car, has been taken over

by the Marathon Motor Works, of Nash

ville, Tenn., and hencefocth will be oper

ated as a factory branch. Ross will con

tinue to officiate as manager of the estab

lishment.

Victor Pump Enlarge; Name and Capital.

The Victor Pump Co., of Grand Rapids,

Mich., which manufactures oil and gasolene

pumps, has changed its name to the Victor

Pump & Engine Co. Concurrently, it has

increased its capital stock from $12,000 to

$25,000.

G & J to Erect $100,000 Warehouse.

The G & J Tire CQ., of Indianapolis, has

let contracts for the erection of a ware

house in that city, at Louisiana and Murphy

streets. The plans call for an outlay of

$100,000.
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DePalma at Length Gets a Grip on the Cup

After Several Attempts Plucky ltalian Driver Leads Home the Vanderbilt Field and at 70-Mile

an-Hour Pace—Tetzlaff, Who Was Runner Up Till He Failed, Also

Shares the Glory—Hughes in His Mercer is Third.

Ralph De Palma surely has shaken off

the jinx which has pursued him with more

or less persistence for the better part of a

year. If his win in the Elgin road races

did not serve to make plain that fact, then

his victory in the Vanderbilt cup race yes

terday (Wednesday), certainly has done so.

Always careful and always smiling even

in the face of defeat when it comes his way,

De Palma drove his usual heady race over

the \Vauwatosa course near Milwaukee,

true to the form that has established his

reputation as one of the foremost racing

drivers of the country, if not of the world.

Piloting the same Mercedes car with which

he won the Elgin race, and so nearly won

the 500~mile race on the Indianapolis

Speedway last May, De Palma won from

a field of eight starters in 4:20:3l.54, just a

fraction more than 42 seconds ahead of

Hughie Hughes in a Mercer special, who

had driven a consistent race throughout

and who on more than one occasion ap

peared the probable winner. It

grand struggle between the two.

De Palma's time figures out at the aver

age of 69.4 miles an hour for the 299 miles,

and though this is about 5 miles an hour

slower than Ralph Mulford drove when he

won the last Vanderbilt cup race at Savan

nah last year, part of the discrepancy at

least can be charged to the condition of

the course, which was not of the best, and

part undoubtedly can be charged to the

fatal accident to Bruce-Brown in practice

the previous day. Brown was universally

liked by all the drivers, and because of his

accident the remaining drivers practically

had agreed not to attempt record smash

ing.

That De Palma's victory was due to his

consistent drivingand consummate general

ship is revealed by the fact that throughout

the race he never attempted to force the

pace. Teddy Tetzlaff, driving a Fiat, as us

ual. did all the forcing, and before he was

forced out in the 26th lap, had opened up

a lead on De Palma of something over six

But the terrific pace he had set—

he is credited with having made the fastest

single lap of the day, a circuit of 7.88 miles

in 6 minutes 15 seconds, which is at the

rate of 75 miles an hour—told on his car

toward the end and he retired when 4 min

utes ahead of De Palma with burned out

was a

minutes.

 

 

bearings. Almost from the first, Tetzlafi

led the field and his driving was the feature

of the day. Spencer \Vishart, driving his

own Mercedes, was third, and fourth place

went to Gil Anderson in a Stutz. Only

these four drivers finished.

Mulford, on whom great hopes had cen

tered by reason of the speed of his giant

Knox and his experience in previous Van

derbilt races, was the first to retire. Be

fore he had finished three laps he quit, and

it was reported that magneto trouble had

caused his withdrawal. At that time Tetz

  

RALPH DE PALMA

laff was leading by a comfortable margin,

with Wishart and De Palma seesawing for

seCond place, Hughes an easy fourth and

the others trailed out astern. Practically

the same formation was preserved up to

well past the middle distance, when Tetz

laff was forced to stop for tires. De Palma

also had made several stops, and though

Wishart made a game bid for second place,

once or twice passing De Palma, he was

unable to hold the pace. Hughes in the

meantime had been driving consistently and

fast and was right on the heels of De

Palma. Anderson in the Stutz and Nelson

in the Lozicr entry were in the background.

Apparently, Nelson never had a chance, for

he suffered engine trouble and soon after

the ZOO-mile mark was passed was some 10

laps behind the leaders. George Clark, in

the third Mercedes. also had experienced

trouble and was never a dangerous con

tender.

\Vhen the ZSO-mile mark was passed, and

with only 49 miles more to go, De Palma

was leading Hughes in his Mercer by only

45 seconds, and from then on the race de

veloped into a duel between these two, with

\Nishart third and Gil Anderson fourth.

Nelson, in the Lozier, was so far in the

rear. that his hopes of winning were ex

ceedingly slim. But though Hughes gave

De Palma a hard fight, that at any moment

gave promise of developing into a winning

fight, he was not able to cut down the 45

second lead that separated him from the

slim Italian, enough to give him a real

chance at the laurels.

Of the 10 drivers who originally had en

tered, but eight came to the starting line.

neither Charles Merz, who was scheduled

to drive a Stutz, nor Pullcn, whose entry

was a Mercer, putting in an appearance.

The complete list of starters and the order

in which they finished is as follows:

Driver and Car. Time.

. Ralph De Palma, Mercedes....4:20:31.54

. Hughie Hughes. Mercer . . . . .. 421214.34

. Spencer VVishart, Mercedes... .4:36:35

Gil Anderson, Stutz . . . . . . . . . . ..4139z40

George Clark, Mercedes . . . . . ..4z51z39

. Harry Nelson. Lozier....Out in 26th lap

Teddy Tetzlafi, Fiat.....Out in 26th lap

. Ralph Mulford, Knox . . . . ..Out in 3d lap

By winning the race, De Palma increased

his bank account by something over $4,000.

of which $3,000 represents the first prize

and the remainder the "inducements" of

manufacturers. His

Mercedes car was sparked by a Bosch mag

neto, was carried on Michelin tires and the

“mixture” was furnished by a Rayfield car~

buretter. Hughes, who was second, drew

down $2,000 for his share of the prize

money, \Vishart got $l,000 and Gil Ander

son got $500.

Despite the 10 days' postponement and

the general ill luck that has followed the

contest since it originally was scheduled

for the Milwaukee course, no dampening of

ardor was apparent in the crowds that as

sembled around the course. The grand

stands filled early and only the excellent

policing prevented the thousands of spec

tators from crowding past the side lines and

spilling over onto the course. Weather Cull—

ditions were excellent. The day dawned

bright, and long before 11 o'clock. when

De Palma was sent away to lead the field.

sunshine had tempered the otherwise chill

breeze that blew out of the southeast and

dissipated the smoke of the cars.

mpamawm—

fered by accessory
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BURMAN NEAR TO RECORD

ON ST. LOUIS D_lRT COURSE

Drives Mile in 47 3-5 Seconds, But as

Stop-Watches “Don’t Count," It

Means Nothing—Proves

“Lion,” as Usual.

Robert Burman, who has been consist

ently smashing records all over the coun

try, under the apt guidance of E. A. Mo

ross, almost smashed another one on Sat—

urday last, 29th ult. Only the fact that the

timing was done with ordinary stop watches

instead with the electrical timing device

prescribed by the American Automobile

Association saved the record.

The trial was made in St. Louis on the

new State Fair Grounds mile track and was

part of the program which Moross had

prepared and which was long enough to

stretch over two days. Burman drove the

mile in his SOD-horsepower Benz in 47%

seconds, which is just one-quarter of a sec—

ond faster than his own one-mile world‘s

record made at Brighton Beach, New York,

on Labor Day.

On the second day, he drove even faster,

and was clocked for the mile in 46 seconds

fiat. But neither will constitute a record,

for the reason that has been stated.

Burman did other things as well, of

course. For instance, he won the Remy

Brassard in straight heats, which feat ought

to be second nature by now, for only once

or twice has he permitted the celebrated

“meal ticket” to slip through his fingers.

Harvey Ringlcr, in a Mercer, and Raimey.

in a Cino. were the other of Moross’s

string who showed in the limelight. The

summary:

Five miles, class C, under 450 inches dis

placement—“ion by Raimey, Ohio; second,

Harvey Ringler, Mercer. Time, 4:02.

Five miles, class C, under 600 inches dis

placement—VVon by Robert Burman, Cut

tin; second, Savin, Ohio. Time, 4:02.

Three miles, for Remy Brassard and

Trophy—Won by Robert Burman in

straight heats. Time, 311915, 3:06%.

One mile exhibition by Robert Burman

(Benz)—Time, 48% seconds.

One mile exhibition by Robert Burman

(Benz)—Time, 47% seconds.

Five miles, free-for-all handicap—Won by

Robert Burman, Cutting (20 seconds); sec

ond, Savin, Ohio (scratch). Time, 4:55.

Indianapolis Racemeet Declared Off.

Owing to the fact that E. A. Moross had

too many other pressing engagements, in

cluding a racemeet at St. Louis and several

others in surrounding cities, to say nothing

of the postponed Grand Prix race in which

star Robert Burman is scheduled to ap—

pear, it was found necessary to call 05 the

meet which was to have been held at In

dianapolis on the 28th ult. It was to have

taken place on a one-mile dirt track and

not on the Speedway.

Speedway Race to Stimulate Small Motors.

Unless a hitch of some kind develops,

which is not likely, the next SOO-mile race

on the Indianapolis Speedway, which is

scheduled for May 30th, 1913, ought to

serve as a material stimulant to manufac

turers to develop the motor of medium

power, for the conditions which have ob

tained in the past have been changed so as

to make the long grind essentially a con

test for cars in the medium power class.

Under the new conditions, which just

have been issued by director of contests

Chas. \V. Sedwick, only cars with less than

450 cubic inches piston displacement will

be eligible; this year and the year before,

the limit was 600 cubic inches. Incident—

ally, the minimum weight restriction has

been reduced from 2,300 pounds to 1,600

pounds. As was the case last May, the

field will be limited to 30 entries. which

must be in the hands of the promoters be

tween the dates of January 1st, when the

lists openfand May 1st, when they close.

Otherwise, the conditions are much the

same as have obtained. ii! the past, eligi

bility requiring that 'a speed of at least 75

miles an hour he demdnstrated for a com

plete lap of the 2%-rnile oval.

On the day following the big event it is

planned to l‘lOlt'La series of shorter races.

tentative arrange'ments scheduling either

the VVheele‘rl & Schebler trophy, the Prest

O-Lite trophy or the Remy Brassard for

competition as the principal feature. Inci

dentally, an attempt will be made to obtain

a number of notable foreign entries.

Dealers to Back New York Racemeet.

The Motor Dealers‘ Exhibit Co., which

is composed of George Robertson and a

number of other New York City automo

bile and supply dealers, has arranged to

stage a racemeet on the Brighton Beach

track, Brooklyn, N. Y., on Saturday after—

noon, Octciber 19th. A sanction for the

event has been issued by the American Au

tomobile Association and the entry blanks

will be out the first part of next week.

Physician Heads Illinois Club.

The Clinton County Automobile Asso

ciation has been formed in Carlyle, Ill.,

and the following officers have been elect

ed: Dr. ]. J. Marony, president; Ioseph

Schaefer, secretary;v A. M. Leonhardt,

treasurer. One automobile owner from

each of the surrounding townships will be

named as vice-presidents.

DISBROW noun DISPLAYS

PACE rayon TRACK

Disbrow Himself Displays Most of It

by Taking Four of Seven Events

Also Turns a Fast

“Fifty.”

Louis Disbrow, who is emulating certain

other worthy gentlemen. visited the State

Fair track in Detroit, Mich., on the 29th

ult.. with his following of racing drivers

And even if his followers did not

do anything very startling, Disbrow dis

tinguished himself by winning four of the

six events.

and cars.

The piece de resistance of the meet,

which was held under the auspices of the

Michigan State Agricultural Society, was

a 50-mile time trial, and of course it was

Disbrow who turned the trick. Driving

the Simplex with which he has done such

good execution of late, be negotiated the

50 laps over an indifierent course in the

excellent time of 45 minutes and 32 sec

onds. Inasmuch as the best previous time

for the distance stands at 47:21.65, where

De Palma set it last September at Syra

cuse, driving the very same car, it is alto

gether likely that Disbrow will be allowed

another new record to his string. The re

mainder ot' the meet furnished mediocre

sport at best, none of the races being close

ly contested, and few of them developing

anything like real speed. The summary:

One mile time trial, free-for-all—Louis

Disbrow (Simplex). time, 51% seconds;

Kilpatrick (Hotchkiss), time, 58% seconds;

Wm. Endicott (Case), time, 59% seconds.

Five miles, class E—Won by Ulbrecht

(Case); time, 153%.

Two mile time trial by Louis Disbrow—

(Jay-Eye-See), time, 153%.

Five miles, class E—VVon by Wm. Endi

cott (Case); Ulbrecht (Case).

Time, 5:09.

Two mile handicap, free-for-all—VVon by

Louis Disbrow (Simplex), from scratch;

second, Kilpatrick (Hotchkiss), Z4 mile.

Time, 1:55.

Five miles, free-for-all—\\"on by Louis

Disbrow (Case); second, \Vm. Endicott

(Case); third, Ulbrecht (Case). Time.

514%.

Five mile handicap, free-for-all—“bn by

Ulbrecht (Case), 10 seconds: second, W'm.

Endicott (Case), five seconds; third, Kil

patrick (Hotchkiss) scratch. Time, not

not taken.

second,

The frayed ends of stranded conductors

are decidedly dangerous as producers of

grounds and short-circuits, which often are

difficult to detect.
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SNUFFS our GLIDDEN TOUR

Its Formal Abandonment by A. A. A.

Not Unlocked For—Manufactur

ers and Southern Owners Alike

Proved Lukewarm.

The ninth annual national reliability tour

of the American Automobile Association,

better known as the Glidden tour, is ofl‘.

Hnee before—last year—it was called off.

but it was at once "rescued" and called on

again. This year. however, there will be

no restoration, though it is promised that

~trenu0us efforts will be made to revive it

The fate of the tour was de

cided yesterday, \Vednesday, at a meeting

of the touring board of the A. A. A. held

in New York City. The decision to aban

don the contest was made because of lack

of entries, which it was known had been

causing serious misgivings—even when it

“as bravely announced that it might be

come necessary to limit the number of

~tartcrs to 100.

The abandonment of the contest is in no

"CK! 5035011.

wise surprising, as up to last week but 15

entries had been received and neither the

postponement of the starting date from

Hctober 7th to October 14th, nor the efforts

of \\'. J. Morgan and J. A. Hemstreet, who

were sent by the A. A. .-\. to Detroit and

New Orleans, respectively, to endeavor to

~wcll the entry list, proved availing in

adding to the number already “signed up."

The Detroit manufacturers could not be

induced to "warm up" or display real in

while Southern entries which had

been promised dissipated in thin air and

could not be found when sought for.

Even though enthusiasm for the tour has

not been at fever heat in the factories, such

has not been the case along the route which

had been laid down from Detroit to'New

In many of the Southern cities

through which the tourists were scheduled

I" p33~ the mere fact has been sufficient to

rerest.

l'rleans.

~'imulate the movement for good roads

and e\ en if the tour has been abandoned, its

promotion will not haye proved wholly

\ am

  

A. A. A. Reinatates One and Denies Two.

In addition to Joe Dawson and L. E.

>".u;|rt, his manager. F. E. Radina, of Cin

cinnati, Ohio, has been reinstated by the

\. A A. contest hoard. Like the other

tun, Radina had been disqualified for com

prtlnlz in an unsanctioned race meet. Ans

-"cr Burt. of Chicago. who automatically

b l disquaJiiI-cl himself by similar and re

-- lied offenses, was definitely suspended

until january lst next Harry S. Moore,

‘ the Cleveland (Ohio) agent for Stutz cars,

was disqualified for a similar period for ad

vertising performances of Stutz cars at In

dianapolis and Elgin as being performances

of “strictly stock cars, the same as you

buy." The Schac'nt Motor Car Co., of Cin

cinnati, which on. August lst was disquali

fied until January lst for advertising of a

similar nature applied for reinstatement.

which, however, was denied by the A. A. A

board, as was the application of Theron

Duby, who, in December, 1911, was sus

pended for two years for competing in an

unsanctioned race meet at Dewitt, Iowa,

under the assumed name of Bliss.

Cincinnati Repeals Bulb Horn Law.

Cincinnati, which is the only city of any

size in the United States which up till re

cently has permitted the use of only old

fashioned bulb horns, finally has brought

itself abreast of the times by repealing the

bulb horn law which had been in force

Dec. 14, 1903. The superseding

measure. which prescribes only that “it

shall be unlawful for any person to use a

since

signal device which will not produce an

abrupt sound sufficiently loud to serve as

an adequate warning of danger," is similar

to the ordinances adopted by St. Louis,

Chicago and Newark and other large cities.

Automobile Ideas in Horse Drawn Rigs.

There is no doubt that motor cars started

out by borrowing ideas from} carriage con

struction; but the time seems to have come

when the borrowing is going the other

way. as is indicated by the fact that at least

one firm is building 'sleighs with doors

similar to those on motor cars and calling

them "fore-door sleighs." Glass wind

shields of the motor car type also are find

ing favor with users of horse-drawn car

riages. while “automobile seats” have been
invvogue for several years. '

When Chains Will ‘Not Prevent Skidding.

While chains preven't skidding in a ma

jority of cases. they sometimes fail to do

‘50. For instance. if the brakes are set too

hard, so as to lock the wheels, the'tires

may come to a stop, resting on the ground

between the cross chains, when they will

skid quite. freely. This is a strong argu

ment in favor of properly' equalizing the

brakes and against the practice of locking

the wheels with the brakes.

Benzol forv Flushing Fuel Tanks.

it is. worth knowing that any residue left

by gasolene. and even fuller's earth, can be

dissolved and washed out with benzol. It

is good practice, therefore. to wash out

tanks with benzol occasionally, flushing the

gasolene line and the carburetter—the en

tire gasolene system—~at the same time.

BRUCE-BROWN MEETS DEATH

m VANAERBILT PRACTICE

Wealthy Young New Yorker Victim

of a “Blow-Out"—Had Forebod

ing of Evil and Had Almost

Decided Not to Drive.

 

David L. Bruce-Brown, whose reputation

as a racing driver was made in a number of

important events both here and abroad, and

whose fame was spread far and wide when

he won the Grand Prix race at Savannah

two years in succession, was killed in prac

tice for the Vanderbilt cup race near Mil

waukee, Wis, on Tuesday, lst inst., and his

mechanician, Tony Scudalari, was probably

fatally injured.

The accident which resulted in Brown's

death was caused by the blow-out of one

of his rear tires and occurred after he had

made several fast laps of the course, of

which he had a poor opinion. One day last

week, in speaking of the course to :1 Motor

World man, he decried its condition and

declared that it was such a menace to life

and limb that he would not drive on it.

But he changed his mind and his death re

sulted. Although he had never been in a

serious accident, he had a premonition that

something might happen during the race

for several days previous to its running

he requested his family physician to ac

companying him to Milwaukee to be on

hand in the event of trouble.

Brown, who was only 26 years old and

wealthy in his own right, was an unusual

type of driver. He was gently born and

gently reared, and it always has been more

or less of a conundrum why he turned pro

fessional and took an active part in such a

business. But his love for the sport was

manifested early, and from motorcycles he

soon graduated to motor cars. He first

sprang into prominence as a racing driver

in 1908, when after running away from

school ,he competed in a series of events

on the Florida beach and established a

one-mile amateur straightaway record of

33% taken

part in nearly every race of importance.

seconds. Since then he has

his most recent feat being the capturing

: of the first leg of the Grand l‘rix race in

France a few months ago. He was a big.

strapping. fine looking specimen of “youne

manhood, who lost as gracefully as he w'm.

When the Wheels Are Going Around.

\Yhen a car with 36-inch wheels is "lll\

ing at the rate of four miles an hour. the

wheels are turning at the rate of .37 revo

lutions per minute; at 10 miles an hour the

wheels turn 93 revolutions per minute, illl.‘

at 25 miles, 245 revolutions per minute.
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DIESEL TYPE OF ENGINE

lN FARM TRACTOR FIELD

British Manufacturer Produces “Semi

Diesel” That Does Excellent and

Economical Work—How It

Operates.

Whatever may be the future of the Diesel

engine for road vehicle propulsion, and it

certainly appears to be a bright one, at

least a start has been made and according

to present indications it is a very substan

tial start, indeed. Dr. Rudolph Diesel

himself has said that within a year at most

Diesel-engined commercial vehicles would

be seen on the roads, and it is fairly well

known that his experiments with a Diesel

engined railroad locomotive are so far ad

vanced as to have warranted exhaustive

tests -by wealthy and influential German

railroad interests.

Within the past few weeks a British

firm, Walsh & Clark, Ltd., of Guiseley,

Leeds, Eng., after years of quiet develop

ment, has brought out and placed on the

open market, a Diesel-engined agricultural

tractor, which under test has shown surpris

ing efficiency and which well may be ex

pected to serve as the thin end of the

wedge which will open up a wide field for

this most modern form of prime mover. It

is true that Walsh & Clark’s tractor em

ploys what has come to be known as a

“semi-Diesel" engine, but it nevertheless is

a Diesel engine operating on the Diesel

principle, and so far as is known it repre

sents the first practical application of this

form of power to a road vehicle. Up to the

present time but one of these vehicles has

been constructed, but the results which have

been obtained with it and its remarkable

fuel economy and general efficiency leave

little room for doubt regarding its future

production in quantities.

Cheapest Oil Fuel is Utilized.

As everyone who knows anything about

Diesel engines is aware, the motor will

thrive on thick sirupy oil as black as a hat

and nearly as repugnant as the slime that

collects at the bottom of stagnant pools.

The fuel virtually is the residue after prac

tically all of the good has been extracted

from the crude petroleum. And as it is

the residue, its price is proportionate. At

present it can be purchased at five or six

cents a gallon in almost any quantity. And

not only does the Diesel engine consume

almost the cheapest of fuels, but its wants

are extremely moderate; a little more than

half a pint per brake horsepower hour is

all it requires. All of which tends to make

plain the very evident economy of this

form of poWer. The thermal efficiency of

the Diesel engine—~that is to say the pro

portion of power developed from the actual

number of heat units in the fuel—is higher

than it is in any other known form of prime

mover.

The motor in the Walsh & Clark tractor

is of the two-cycle type, 'and has two cylin

ders opposed to each other and measuring

9 inches bore and 12 inches stroke. The

indicated horsepower is 70. Cast integral

with the cylinders there is an immense

water tank, water being employed to en

sure the proper cylinder temperature. The

water is circulated through a vertical tube

radiator by means of a plunger pump and

three fans serve to force a cooling draft

over the pipes.

Operation Without Ignition Apparatus.

The cycle of operations of the motor is

exactly the same as obtains in the ordinary

two-cycle engine, with the exception that

no ignition apparatus is employed. The

outward stroke of the piston is the power

stroke, of course. About two inches before

the piston reaches bottom dead center, the

exhaust port in the cylinder liner is opened.

As the exhaust gases are under pressure

they escape through the port while at the

same time, or rather a fraction of a second

later, the admission port opens and pure

air compressed to approximately three

pounds pressure in the crankcase is admit

ted and assists in scavenging the burned

charge. The air then is compressed to

about 170 pounds pressure and at or near

the top of the stroke the liquid fuel is

forced into the combustion chamber by

means of a pump, the fuel being under ap

proximately 450 pounds pressure. Imme_

diately it enters the chamber it explodes

spontaneously by reason of the high tem

perature and the cycle of operations is re

peated. Speed variations are obtained by

altering the amount of fuel admitted, the

stroke of the oil pumps—there is one for

each cylinder—being varied by means of an

eccentric and link movement for this pur

pose. Another interesting feature is that

just prior to the admission of the fuel,

water is sprayed into the combustion

chamber, the effect being to reduce the tem

perature and thus to reduce the tendency

to pre-lgnition. Incidentally the injection

of small quantities of water assists the

more complete combustion of the mixture

and makes for smooth operation.

Compressed Air an Important Factor.

As is the case with all Diesel engines,

compressed air forms a valuable adjunct to

the operation of the motor. The air is

compressed by a small pump operated from

the camshaft to 180 pounds pressure and

then is utilized for starting the motor and

for increasing the average pressure on the

pistons. It is necessary in starting, of

course, to heat the combustion chambers

and heads thoroughly, and for this purpose

two small kerosene blow lamps are pro

vided. The operation requires not more

than five minutes, however, and searcely

can be termed a drawback. The normal

speed of the engine is 320 revolutions a

minute.

In regard to the remainder of the tractor,

there is nothing really startling in its make

up. The engine drives the rear wheels

through the intermediary of a three-speed

selectively operated change gear mechanism

which gives 1.8, 2.5 and 5 miles an hour,

respectively. Final drive is by means of the

orthodox side chains. The clutch is of the

_single flat plate type and is faced with fric

tional material. As the engine, in common

with nearly all two-speed engines is readily

reversible, no reverse speed in the change

gear mechanism is necessary.

  

Extent of Ford’s English Production.

According to P. L. D. Perry, its manager.

the Ford factory, in Manchester, England,

produced and sold 3,200 cars in Great Brit

ain during the past season, which is a

greater number than was sold by the next

three largest British automobile producers.

Perry, who last week sailed for Manchester

after a visit of several weeks to this coun

try, estimates that the Ford plant on “the

other side" next year will build 6,500 cars

for the British market alone, and, approxi

mately, 3,500 more to meet the European

demand.

Hot Soldering Iron to Start Screw.

The application of a good hot soldering

iron to the head of a small screw that is

hard to start will sometimes help matters

by disturbing the rust between the metal

surfaces. An overnight soaking with kero—

sene, following the use of heat, will loosen

all but the very worst cases.

Charcoal for Valve-Grinding Purposes.

A fine finish can be given to valves, when

grinding them, by the use of powdered

charcoal—just ordinary charcoal. This

substance cuts rather slowly for heavy

grinding, but makes a fine finish.

Water Not Good for Bronze Bearings.

A bronze bearing that runs hot never

should be cooled with water. If it is not

possible to wait for the bearing to cool

naturally, which of course is the best thing

to do, use oil for the purpose.

Pure‘ nickel is the only common metal

besides iron that is attracted by a magnet.

It is much less susceptible to magnetic ac

tion, however, than iron.
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1,016,723. Automobile Tag Holder. Wil

liam B. West, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

April 5, 1911. Serial No. 619,066. (Cl. 40

_10.)

A support for automobile number plates

comprising a channeled standard, an arm

of channel section carried thereby, a pin

rality of resilient means one of which is

connected with the standard and the other

with the arm and both adapted to engage

a number plate and hold said plate 111 said

channel members, and means to secure said

nippnrt to an automobile frame.

1016.726. Lamp Adjusting Mechanism.

Joseph Andzik, Dayton, Ohio. Filed Sept.

23. 1911. Serial No. 650,670. (Cl. 240—62.)

1. A combination with a steering mech

anism of a motor vehicle, of a vertically

l11>POSCCl shiftable shaft actuated by said

mechanism, a holder fixed to and movable

with said shaft, oppositely disposed angle

shaped arms movany mounted in the up

per portion of said holder and adapted to

~upport a lamp, and a weight arranged

within the holder and connected to said

arms for normally maintaining the arms

vertically.

1,016,871. Resilient Wheel. Howard

Wilbur Brooks and Smith Frederick Krupp,

Memphis, Tenn. Filed April 21, 1911. Se

rial No. 622,470. (Cl. 152—28.)

1. A resilient wheel comprising a hub, a

--lurality of spokes radiating therefrom and

In opposite sides thereof, rims secured to

Il’lc outer ends of the said spokes, bolts ex

zt-nding from the spokes on one side of the

wheel whereby the rim is positioned there

in. a L‘-shaped tire positioned between the

~aid rims, a plurality of alining openings in

('dCh side of the tire, a plurality of thimbles

‘arried by the said tire, each thimble being

"051110716d by engagement in one pair of

“ti-d alining openings, the said bolts con

necting the said spokes and rims extending

through the said thimbles and being nor

mally out of engagement therewith, to—

gether with a number of 5 rings each in

ingagemcnt at one end with the hub and

at the other end with the said thimbles

“hereby the said tire is resilently mounted

uith respect to the hub.

1,016,895. High Tension Magneto Igni

tion Apparatus for Internal Combustion

Engines. Alexander Marcus Patton, Bel

fast. Ireland, assignor to Chambers Motors

Limited, Belfast, Ireland. Filed April 6,

1909. Serial No. 488.278. (Cl. 123—149.)

A driving connection of the type referred

to comprising in combination a driving

~hal't. a driven shaft, a lever upon the driv

Enc ~haft, a sleeve mounted upon the driven

~"rit. a spring having one end connected

\\ 'h the driving shaft and the other end

-‘I'.r.tflt'd with said sleeve. a stationary

'“c-llow ratchet. a pawl within said ratchet

r-Iid pivoted upon the aforesaid sleeve, a

“light connected with said pawl and

I'.Ap1€t1 to be engaged with thr- aforesaid

.I-ver on the driving shaft for the purpose

-: releasing the pawl from the ratchet and

1 stop upon the sleeve for engaging said

irttf. substantially as and for the purpose

i‘ercinbefore set forth.

1,016,896. System for Inflating Pneu

matic Tires. Charles A. Rivers, Denver,

Colo. Filed March 13, 1909. Serial No.

483,259. (C1.152—11.)

1. In an apparatus for inflating pneu

matic tires, the combination with a wheel

and its pneumatic tire, of a cap fixed upon

the wheel hub and including an interior,

normally closed chamber in communica

tion with said tire and having an axial

opening in its outer end, an interior recess

surrounding the same and a cavity corres

ponding with said opening in its opposite

end, a longitudinally bored head fitted in

said cavity and havmg a passage connect

ing the bore with the interior of the cham

ber and an integral collar occupying said

recess, a washer connected with said cham

ber covering the joint between the collar

and the recess, a second washer similarly

connected in frictional engagement with

the circumferential surface of the head and

a conduit extending outside of said cap,

fixedly connected with the head in com

munication with its bore.

1,016,905. Vehicle Spring. John S.

Thiell, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Aug. 12, 1910.

Serial No. 576,825. (Cl. 21—103.)

A vehicle spring comprising a series of

leaves, said leaves having a zigzag groove

in the upper faces thereof, a centrally dis

posed bolt extending through all the leaves

for connecting the same together, said bolt

having grooves in the opposite sides of the

shank portion thereof, said grooves com

municating with the zigzag grooves in the

leaves of the spring, and a lubricator cup

connected to the end of said bolt for feed

ing oil through the grooves in the shank

of the bolt and to the zigzag grooves, es

sentially as described.

1,016,906. Tachometer. Curtis Hussey

\'eeder, Hartford, Conn, assignor to The

Vecder Manufacturing Company, Hartford,

Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed

March 24, 1911. Serial No. 616,773. (Cl.

73—123.)

1. In an instrument of the character de

scribed, the combination of an indicator

tube, a casing having a main chamber and a

pump chamber communicating with the

main chamber and with the indicator tube,

an impeller in said pump chamber with its

axis vertical, an open ended tube secured

at its lower end in the bottom of the pump

chamber, a central shaft extended upward

through said tube. a sleeve shaft, and means

to connect said sleeve shaft to said central

shaft above the upper end of said tube said

sleeve shaft supporting the impeller at its

lower end.

1,016,918. Method of Making Pneumatic

Tires. \Villiam \V. Duncan, Watertown,

and Arthur N. Hood, Newton, Mass., as

signors to Hood Rubber Company, Boston,

Mass. Filed Aug. 22, 1910. Serial No.

578,341. (Cl. 154—14.)

The herein described method of manu

facturing pneumatic tires which consists in

forming a tire body of fabric and uncured

rubber, separately rolling a strip or band

of uncured_rubber with_ an embossed sur

face, applying _said strip or band to the

periphery of _sa1d body, and’thereafter ‘sub

jectmg the tire to the “open heat” vulcan

izing treatment, substantially as described.

1.016.980. Controlling Device for Elec

tric Motor Vehicles. lilmorc \V. Bender,

Los Angeles, Cal. Filed July 13, 1910. Se

rial No. 571,704.

1. In combination, a direct current elec

tro-mcchanical machine adapted to act

either as a motor or generator and an elec

tric motor mechanically connected together,

a controller for the direct current machine,

a mechanical clutch connected to the direct

current machine, and connective means

whereby the clutch and controller are actu

ated simultaneously.

1,016,981. Internal-Combustion Engine.

Ray Carmichael, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor

to Indianapolis Gas Engine Company, In

dianapolis, 1nd, a Corporation. Filed Mar.

6, 1911. Serial No. 612,554.

1. An internal combustion engine pro

vided with a fan-shaped combustion cham

ber, an oscillatory hollow piston operating

therein, ignition means in said chamber,

means for conveying the combustible mix

ture into said piston, and_valve-controlled

ports in said piston for charging the com

bustion chamber.

1,016,991. Elastic Tire.

Brunn, Austria-Hungary.

1910. Serial No. 580,288.

In an elastic tire, the combination with

the inner rim of an outer resilient rim of

greater diameter, a number of strips of

fabric broader than and stretched around

the said rim and having their protruding

borders so plaited in triangular folds and

secured to each other as to form with the

rim an inwardly open gutter and means for

fastening the said borders to the inner rim,

substantially as and for the purpose de

scribed.

1,017,000. Vehicle Lamp. Joseph A. Jon

cas, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed May 17, 1910.

Serial No. 561,860.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination,

with a frame of brackets mounted thereon,

plates having ball bearings on said brack

ets, and having lock nuts and springs pro

vided on said bolts between said nuts and

said brackets, lamps carried by said plates.

said plates having laterally extended slotted

arms, a rod having its ends connected to

said arms in said slots, a steering apparatus

and means Operatively connecting said rod

with said steering apparatus.

1,017,008. Engine. William Riley Mc

Kcen, Jr., Omaha, Neb., assignor to Mc

Kecn Motor Car Company, Omaha, Neb., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Aug. 21,

1909. Serial No. 513,915.

1. In apparatus of the nature described.

in combination, a cylinder head having air

inlet and discharge passages extending lat

erally into the head and thence into the cyl

inder; a central opening for the passage of

a piston rod; water chambers intermediate

the air passages; an inlet opening into the

first of said water chambers; an outlet

opening from the last of said chambers;

and a raised circular projection adapted to

extend into the cylinder, and containing

passages connecting the water chambers in

series, substantially as described.

1,017,070. Gearing. Alfred Andri, Liege.

Belgium, assignor to Fabrique Nationale

D'Armes dc Guerrc Societe Anonyme. Her

stal, Belgium. Filed Nov. 17, 1909. Serial

No. 528,474.

1. The combination with a gear-set of

fixed and movable gear members, and a

clutch device of a lever having a fixed pivot,

connections between the lever and the gear

set for shifting the movable gear members

upon swinging the lever, a second lever

pivoted on said lever beyond its axis con

nections between the second lever and the

clutch device. a stationary locking member

positioned to be engaged by the second

lever, and an operative connection between

the two said levers.

Carl Herold,

Filed Sept. 3,
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Dealers 1!!

The Cash Prizes Offered by MOTOR WORLD in the Used Car Contest

For Your Ideas—How You Suggest the Greatest Success

Be Attained—Your Criticisms of Present Methods.

The Cash Prize Used Car Contest is in no sense a literary contest and no article

will be judged by the amount of correct English or pure rhetoric with which it is

constructed.

The articles may be long or short and “literary style” will not figure in the award.

Practical ideas, and preferably plans which have been put into practice and proved

true, are what are desired. The policy pursued by the small dealer is likely to prove

quite as valuable as that brought to bear by the large one.

How Do You Overcome the Used Car Evil?

How do you keep it from standing between you and the profit you ought to earn

through the sale of a new car? That’s what we want to know, so

Just Give Us the Facts. We Will Write the Article

if you say so, and put it in shape for publica- We want to co-operate with dealers by giv

tion. Of course, we will print your letter just ing full publicity to the ways and means

as you write it unless otherwise ordered, but adopted by them in overcoming the profit

we are willing to help you put it in good shape killing influence of the car that is being sold

if you think we ought to do it. and re-sold to the detriment of new car sales.

The Cash Prizes Are Worth Trying For

But the greatest good will come to you through the exchange of ideas of dealers all over the United States,

many of whom doubtless have partially or wholly mastered the situation It’s up to you to help, and your

plans may win you one of the following sums of money:

How to Handle the

$15 for the third best article on
$10 for the fourth best article on used car prOblem

This Offer Is Open to All

and communications from Motor World non-subscribers will receive the same consideration as those from

subscribers. There are no strings to the proposition. We will spend this money for the remedy and we don't

care who the doctors are.

$50 for the best article on

$25 for the second best article on

Contest Closes January 2nd, 1913

and on this date the following judges—Carl H. Page, of The Carl H. Page 8: Co., metropolitan distributors of

Chalmers cars; William Colt, of Colt-Stratton Co., Eastern agents Cole cars; and Harry Houpt, general man

ager American Locomotive Co., manufacturers of Alco Cars and Trucks—will take all contributions into con

sideration, announcing the winners in Motor World, issue of February 6th, 1913.

We want your co-operation for our mutual benefit and for the

betterment of the trade in general. Send as your letter—today.

Address Communications to Contest Editor, MOTOR WORLD, 1600 Broadway, New York
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IF
This is

the Car

that made the wonderful

Path Finding trip for the

1912 Glidden, or National

Reliability Tour.

1721.7 Miles

From Detroit to New 0rleans

 

 

 

arriving at latter city on

exact schedule time. 

 

WILLRD

Electric Vehicle Battery

F that contributed to the success of this

wonderful performance, an achievement

never before attempted or considered

within the range of possibility for an ~

electric. \

    

  

  

 

It was, by no means, a boulevard trip. Over roads of every description, in drenching storms,

through mud and mire, up hill and down, successfully overcoming difficulties calculated to daunt

the most powerful gasoline car—the ems battery propelled the Flanders Path Finder and

demonstrated the thorough reliability of the Electric under every condition of service.

Great credit is due to the manufacturers, whose faith in their car was proven well founded,

but the supreme confidence which prompted them to embark upon this stupendous undertaking

was inspired by their intimate knowledge of the absolute dependability of m batteries.

Write us for full information

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

New York Branch. 136 W. 626 Street Chicago Branch, 436 S. Denrborn Street

Detroit Branch, 1191 Woodward Avenue

Depots In I” principal cltles In the United States, Canada and Mexico
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G i v 6 Y 0 u r

Customers the

Big Message!

PENNSYLVANIA

Vacuum Cup Tires

Oil disease is sure and early death to tires—and

it’s the oil on garage floors, big city streets and,

in many localities, oiled roads that put the tire

in the scrap heap before half of its useful life

should be spent.

PENNSYLVANIA OIL PROOF VACUUM

CUP TIRES are the first and only tires to

prove themselves immune to oil infection—and

they are also anti-skids of the safest type. Note

the vacuum cups on the big illustration.

DEALERS:

Here Are Your Selling Points

° 0il Can’t Disintegrale Them.
Long Llle Chains Can't Chew Them Up.

Guaranteed to Hold on Slippery
S at e Snrlaces—Without (Ihains.

 
 

  

 

Get in line—now—before the territory is in

vaded. It’s good business.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER C0., Jeannette, Pa.

(Re-organized Feb. 1, 1910)

Pittsbur h, 505 Libe Ave. Chicago, 1004 Michig Ave.

Kansas %ity, M0,, 5 East ISth St. Detroit, 254 Jefi'erson ve.

Minneapolis, 34 South Eighth St. Cleveland, Ohio, 1837 Euclid Ave.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. OF NEW YORK

'

/

' -- New York City, 1700 Broadway NON

/1 , PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. OF CALIFORNIA

San Francisco, 512-514 Mission St. Los Angclcs, 930 South Main St. Q ‘

An Independent Company with an Independent Selling Policy

Inn! Man

famous “503" Inner Tube. the standard medium priced tube, half a million of which were sold last season.

v -..-~-~,~
. “in, . _
firm“3-—
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It Is not alone in tire economy that wire

wheels excel, but as well in their ability

to make cars more easy riding and more easily controlled.

Wire wheels on the big sumptuous Minerva limousine,

such as is shown herewith, and which was bought by

Henry Ford for his own personal use, mean an added

comfort and smoothness that could not possibly be

obtained with other than wire wheels.

Of course, the big factor to be considered by every

dealer, regarding the question of wire wheels, is that they

save tires—an actual six months' test by the English

Daimler Company showing an increase of tire life of

6&75‘k where wire wheels were used as against wooden

wheels.

If you can guarantee your prospects such a terrific

increase in tire life you can sell a

great many more cars, beyond any

question. For this reason it is up

to every dealer to boost for wire

wheels for his own salvation. In

sist upon your manufacturer put

ting wire wheels on the cars he

asks you to sell and don't wait un

til after two or three other men in

your city have set the example for

THE MCCUE COMPANY

you. Our extensive advertising campaign is acquainting

the buying public with the fact that wire wheels are

superior in every way over wooden wheels. That means

that the public is going to demand wire wheels—that

means that the man who sells a wire whch equipped car

will have the best chance of dominating the situation in

his territory.

McCue axles are so constructed as to admit of the use

of either wire wheels or wooden wheels on the same

spindle. There is no reason in the world why you can

not have wire wheels on your cars.

For further information. write us.

 
 

Bullalo. New York
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“1 Have Two Baby Carriages

and One Wheelbarrow”

This was one response which came the

other day from some letters of inquiry

which we mailed to 3,000 readers of THE

SMART SET on our subscription list ask

ing it they owned automobiles.

In an eftort to become better acquainted

with our subscribers, we had been asking

them a lot of questions regarding their lit

erary tastes, their magazine preferences,

how many magazines they took and what

became of the magazines after they had

finished with them—in the course of which

we found that in the majority of cases THE

SMART SET averages more readers per

copy than any other magazine, being

passed about from hand to hand among the

whole family and then loaned to the neigh

bors.

Then we asked how many of our sub

scribers owned automobiles. The responses

received were so surprising that we think

it worth while publishing the results of the

inquiry here.

Out of the names selected at random and

addressed on the subject, 692 replies were

received. Of this number, 473 acknowl

edged ownership of one car, 63 owned two

cars, 27 owned three cars, seven owned four

cars, four owned five cars, one owned six

cars, two owned eight cars, two owned nine

cars—and one subscriber was the owner of

eleven cars! Eighty-five per cent. then, of

the subscribers who answered our inquiry

are automobile owners.

From the 112 who listed themselves as

non-owners, the further remarkable infor

mation was received that 23 intend to buy

cars this year. six will buy some time soon,

eight expect to have cars soon, five hope to,

14 are thinking about it, four say they may

get one, one wants a car, another has a par—

ticular car in mind. and one doesn't need a

car as he has two friends who are going

to become owners shortly. In all, out of

these 112 non-owners, 93 put themselves in

the class of possibilities.

Further, of those who already have cars,

18 state that they will shortly need new

cars.

The above owned automobiles average

34.3 horsepower. A car of this horsepower

may be said to average about $2,000 in cost,

so an estimate may easily be made of the

amount of money invested by these readers

of ours in this particular form of luxury.

When out of a random selection of 3.000

names 673 are found to be in the automo

bile-buying class—some on a rather exten

sive scale—it shows an exceptionally high

average of readers who are in a position to

appreciate and acquire the best in life—

and who should prove the very best cus—

tomers for high-grade advertisers.

The real value of an Advertising Medium

to the advertiser depends upon the pur

chasing capacity of its readers.

Every Manufacturer in the Automobile Industry

Should Know These Facts

THEY ARE ABSOLUTELY CONCLUSIVE

and reflect with unerring certainty the class

of people which constitutes SMART SET

circulation.

THERE IS NO THEORY, guesswork or deduc

tion needed to demonstrate what an exception

ally favorable medium THE SMART SET is

for successfully exploiting automobiles.

THE SMART SET HAS A LARGE NEWS

STAND SALE in the large cities and towns

where the purchasing capacity is greater than

anywhere else.

OUR SUBSCRIBERS ARE LARGELY CON

FINED to the smaller towns, and it is unques

tionably true that our newsstand buyers pos

sess as high and probably much higher pur

chasing capacity than our subscribers.

THE CIRCULATION of THE SMART SET

is at present 85,000 to 90,000 a month. It is a

magazine appreciated by smart, cultured,

brainy people. It is enjoyed by both sexes.

THIS IS THE CLASS which has made possi

ble the astounding proportions of the automo

bile industry today. We are selling our mag

azine to the same people whom you are anx

ious to make customers for your cars.

THE ADVERTISING PAGES OF THE

SMART SET will introduce you to those,

who as a class not only own, but have the

money to buy automobiles.

Tue MARII' ET
AMAGAZINE OF

CLEVERNESS

offers automobile manuracturers a percentage of purchasing eapacity per thousand not surpassed

by any other medium in the world.

THE SMART SET, 452 Fifth Avenue, New York
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“The Horn that's Made For the Discriminating"

TUTC) HORN

5 THE TWO TONE HON:
 

l Patented Features.

a HE tw0~tone service Features 0F the TUTO Horn are patented and can

‘ ‘ a, be Furnished only in our product.

  

 

H device which does all oF the signalling 0F the motor car in a simple and

positive manner.

(L It provides in the one horn and one button more eFFective signalling value than

can be obtained by the best bulb horn, supplemented by the most expensive one/

note electric horn.

(L Neither oF the latter is complete, For the inFlexible loud blast oF the one’note

electric horn is out oF place For regular service, making it a nuisance, promoting

adverse legislation against all electrical signals, and in addition producing a paralyzing

eFFect where rapid movement is most'desired. Also the bulb horn is inadequate

For emergencies.

(L The TUTO Horn overcomes all 0F the disagreeable Features in this complie

cation 0F signalling devices and inappropriate signal notes.

(L Remember that the TUTO Horn is the only electric horn that does all of the

signalling oF the car, that it can be Furnished by no other manuFacturer, as it is pro,

tected by our patents and -that it requires no care or adjustment From one

season to another.

(L This makes the TUTO Horn best For standard equipment upon any car. FER"

ixxxl

260 Taylor Avenue, Elyria, Ohio

“Look for Dean where Quality’s seen”

TUTO Hm, $25.00 TUTO-ETTE $17.50

The Dean Electric Co. m
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Marion Model 37-A, Completely Equipped, $1475

1913 ,

E Splendid $1475 Car Abounds In Unusual Features

Disco Self-Starter

Prest-O-Lite Tank

Warner Speedometer

Concealed T001 Boxes

Robe Rail, Foot Rest

Tire Irons, Tire Kit

FINISH. Rich Brewster green or deep wine color; metal

trimmings nickel plated; wood trimmings mahogany;

lamps black enameled; fenders, hood, dust shields, baked

enamel.

BODY. Five-passenger, big and roomy; graceful lines, flush

sides; divided front seat; deep upholstering, hand-buffed

leather; center control; all doors open towards front;

deep cowl over dash; gasolene filler tube between front

seats.

MOTOR. 30-40 horsepower; four cylinders, long stroke,

cast in pairs; bore and stroke, 4 x 5 inches; large valves,

valve springs enclosed; automatic carburetor, steering

column adjustment; dual ignition, magneto and batteries;

3-point suspension; constant level oiling system (circu

lating).

THE MARION MOTOR (IAR COMPANY

918 Oliver Avenue

1913

Dynamo Electric Lighting System

80-Hour Storage Battery

Ventilating Plate Glass Windshield

Q. D. Demountable Rims, one extra

Mohair Top, Boot, Storm Cur

tains, Tools, Pump. Jack

CHASSIS. Wheelbase 112 inches; pressed steel frame; cone

clutch, spring inserts; 3-forward speed selective traps

mission; shaft driveufront axle I-beam, rear axle double

trussed; front springs semi-elliptic, rear %-elliptic, im

ported steel; four double acting brakes, large and effect

ive; strong steering gear; artillery wheels; 34 x 4 inch

tires.

Features such as these establish the Marion 37-A as a car

of unusual value at such a moderate price. We cannot

begin to tell you all about it here but our illustrated

folder will give you further information. Write for

one.

We offer to bona fide automobile dealers the fairest sales

agreement ever written. Ask about it.

Indianapolis
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AMONG the crop of 1913 announcements, The

Regal Model “T” Underslung Touring Car,

with its added refinements, its equipment, its

dollar-for-dollar consideration, its 1912 selling

and service record, stands out as a striking

example of advanced value and retarded price.

,1

 

 

  
 

Th; Regal Model “T”

Underslung Touring Car

The Specifications

Read Carefully

Wheel Base, 108 inches; Tires, Morgan & Wright, 32x3y2

inches: Selective Sliding Gear Transmission, three speeds forward

and reverse; Motor, Four Cylinders, cast en bloc; Bore, 3% inches;

Stroke, 4% inches; Dual Ignition; Thermo Syphon Cooling.

Equipment includes nickel-plated trimmings; Electric Lights, with

option of gas headlights, and Prest-O-Lite Tank; Electric Horn:

Tools and Tire Repair Kit. Top, Windshield and Speedometer,

$75 extra. Price $950.

Past Record

(lThis car was a tremendous seller in 1912 as all our distributors and dealers will testify.

Its record in owners' satisfaction was most enviable. With the additional equipment and

refinements, we predict this car to outsell in any competition. Your judgment will

sustain ours.

Wire or Write

The Regal Motor Car Co. uifil‘il'i‘; Detroit, Mich.
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ONE TON EQUIPMENT

IS NOW READ -
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Watch This Space for Further Particulars

Our bulletins give facts worth getting.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY

WILKES - BARRE, PA.

Branch Office Branch Office

68 East 12th Street 1215 Woodward Avenue

CHICAGO DETROIT
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i With Automatic

SPARK

ADVANCE
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DISTRIBUTORS
l

I

  

Atyvater Kent

Igmtlon System

I New \"Wk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l-I. J. Edmond Co.

. Chica o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Moior tar supp] Co.
1‘ an I'Brancisco, Chanslor & Lyon M. 5. Co., “'cinstock-Nicho s Co.

. lllwaukce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Juhus Andrae 81 Sons.

Omaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Omaha Rubber C0.

M Chattanooga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sanford Bros.

Dallas. . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Fi=k Co. of Texas.

Denver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A are Equipment Co.

 

0f extreme

interest to

every motorist

THE Automatic Spar]: Advance feature of
the Type “Kn Atwater Kent System

is along stride forward in ignition practice.

With this device. the control of the spark

timing is entirely automatic (although the

hand lever can he used if desired). This

means that the sparlt is always properly timed

to get the greatest possible power from the

motor at any speed from three to seventy

miles per hour.

No human mind can tollow accurately the

speed variations in an automobile motor and

accordingly regulate the sparl: setting to get

the best results.

The automatic sparl: control of the At

wator Kent System is more than human in

its performance—it is sensitive to the slightest

variation in speed—immediate in its response

and positive in its action. _ The operator can

forget his sparl: lever. lmowing that his sparlt

is being hetter regulated than he can do it

himself.

The increased safety due to the automatic

retarding of the sparl: for starting is alone

more than sufficient to commend it to the

modern motorist.

The Type “ K “ Systqm is especially

adapted for use in conjunction with lighting

and starting equipment. or as sole ignition in

place of the high-tension magneto. We re

gard it as being fully up to the high standard

of merit for which Atwatcr Kent equipment

is hnoWn.

Interesting Booltlet D and detailed infor

mation sent upon request.

 

Atwater Kent Mfg.Worhs

Stbnton Ave. Philadelphia. Pa.
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Making the Perfect Plug

Relianoe’,’ of course

The perfect plug is one that will not become fouled, will not short

circuit and will not give way even in the intensest heat. If you get all

these properties in a plug, you would save money even if you paid double

cost.

In the Reliance Magneto Plug these properties are obtained to a greater degree than

in any other plug on the market. Built with strict observance to electrical laws, and

1 with a heat defying porcelain produced in our own plant, the

results are surprising as well as gratifying, and the cost is only

$1.25 each.

Only the superior methods of Jeffery-Dewitt construction make this

great plug possible. Ever plug is fashioned by experts. Expert potters

in our own potteries ma e the porcelain from imported clays; expert

machinists are in charge of our automatics which turn out our metal parts.

perfect in every detail. The bushings are case-hardened to withstand any

usage, and our supervisors oversee every step of the operation.

More than that—the Reliance Magneto Plug has a central electrode of

platinum-iridium, so proportioned that it is practically impossible to short

circuit it with soot.

Ordinary plugs use only a mere tip of platinum, the precious metal

which costs two and a half times as much as pure gold. But the central

electrode of the Reliance Magneto is of solid platinum-iridium baked into

the porcelain by a secret process that does away with nuts, gaskets and the

like, and absolutely prevents compression leakage. This plug also has a

.1; * closed end that gives greater stability and makes this the one plug that is

PLATINUM-IRIDIUM supreme in oily engines. ,

“ELECTRODE Yet the price remains only $1.25, and if your dealer cannot supply you

we will mail prepaid as many as you want on receipt of price. When writ

ing specify size wanted or make of car. Remember our ironclad guarantee:

“ Your money back or a mu! plug 10:10: you are abxolufrly ratified.”

JEFFERY- DEWITT C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Mich.

  

 

New York Branch, 1789 Broadway

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF SPARK PLUGS IN THE WORLD

an: (inn, producing sire/1: in corn/let“! for»: rice)! for the nicklz'ng and bufing. The] are

On: a/ a halter)! 0f four-afiudle :crrzu mar/1m“. The) work 014 four bar: 0/ metal at the

.r

almost llmmm m attz'an.
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HE big American automobile manufac

turers in 1913 for the first time acknowl

edge the necessity of equipping their cars

with an accurate speed and mileage indi

cator. After the most exacting series of tests

they have virtually made a unanimous selec

tion.

The WARNER AUTO-METER is recog

nized as the world’s OFFICIAL and standard

speed and mileage indicator. Manufacturers

planning full equipment sought the best indi

cator They invited tests. It was the sur

vival of the fittest.

The Warner Auto-Meter won. It won al

though the highest in price.

Practically all the prominent cars for 1913

are equipped with Warner Auto-Meters. The

majority of the highest grade cars are War

ner equipped. Over 100,000 new cars will be

Warner equipped this year.

Examine the speed indicator on your pros

pective car. It is an indication as to the

quality of the whole car.

Priced from $50 to $145. For sale at our

branches and by leading dealers all over the

world. Handsome catalogue on request.

The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin

BRANCHES :

Atlanta Pittsburgh Los Angeles Portland. Ore. Boston Detroit

Buflalo Denver San Francisco Seattle Chicago Kansas City

Cincinnati Indianapolis Philadelphia St. Louis Cleveland New York

Canadian Branch, 559 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario
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Men on Acccuu'ory so.Dcmzk'afi/c 1's

flown f0 ffie Mbririm'n )6221'751'1'1‘1012)’

{fie Value of[aperz‘ J'a/armansfijp Drops

Down Jet/era] .Deé‘reesbelowZero

This Warm Hand Wheel,

Mr. Dealer, is not a luxury—

it is a necessity, and the dif

ference between a luxury

and a necessity is simply

that one is something that

you can get along without

and the other something you

cannot get along without.

The Warm Hand Wheel

 
 

 
 

The factor of safety inci

dent to the use of this device

is too great to overlook.

Many of the steering acci—

dents occurring during the

winter months are due to

the sudden cramping and

stiffening of the hands——

with the Warm Hand \Vheel

this danger is entirely re—
  

is so much a necessity that a

 

  

moved.

 

 

child can sell it, and in your

territory there are certainly

enough of drivers who will

appreciate it to make your

selling connection with usextremely profitable to you.

The Warm Hand Wheel l

protects the driver’s hands \

against the coldest kind of

weather, ivin him comfort

and ease 1n driving through

blizzard, snow and sleet—in fact, it is so

efficient that it can be used in the coldest

weather without the use of gloves, or at

most, with very light gloves.

We need not tell you that the Warm ‘~_

Hand Wheel is a "six-months-in-the-year”

necessity, for while doubly useful in extreme

cold weather it is a solid comfort at the

disposal of the driver in early fall and late

spring—in fact, when installed, it can re

main upon the car all the year around, as

the heat may be turned on or off at will.

 

Patented April 23, 1907

Patented April 2, 1912 .

 
 

We assure you that if you

will install just one of these

wheels on your own car, you

will attract the buying inter—

est of every man in your vi

cinity who drives. This fact

cannot be discounted.

It needs only to be dem

onstrated to be appreciated.

Ask the manufacturer

whose cars you handle to

provide them with the Warm Hand

Wheel—this will be an added car sell

ing point for you and it will mean

safety and comfort to those whom you

sell.

The Warm Hand Wheel sells for

$10.00. Your commission is liberal. The

operation of installation is rapidly and

easily performed. In fact, it is today

the most attractive dealer proposi

tion on the market. Get your territory

now.

527 Fifth Ave.

The Warm Hand Steering Wheel Company new Y0“

Patented Feb. 11, 1908 %Other patents pending.
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common!

NEXT WEEK

Our Four Page Insert With

a le Story That Is Going

to Be Well Worth Reading.

ST[\NWELD

RIMS

111E

STANDARD'

WELDING

COMPANY

CLEVELAND
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MAKE YOUR AUTOMOBILE gig
Do you realize that quick-acting, positive brakes are the main factor of

safety in any car? On the hills, in traffic, at railroad crossings—your

life and the lives of others depend on the promptness with which you

apply the brakes and their ability to hold!

  

   

  
  

TRADE / MARK.

.3'

.-.o \‘3

REG. / U.S.PA1.' OFF."

  

  

Makes Every Car a Sale Car

This is the original asbestos lining. It grips and holds with a bull dog grip.

Slightest pressure controls any automobile on the steepest grade ij—the brakes are

lined with RAYBESTOS.

Buy It From Your Dealer or Garage

Sold by alLfirst-class dealers. Comes in all widths. Attached without trouble.

Don’t accept “cheap” inefficient imitations of genuine RAYBESTOS. The name

“RAYBESTOS” is stamped in every foot of the lining. For safety’s sake dmand it!

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY.

436 Housalonlc Avenue Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Duplex and Raymond Brakes and Gyrex, the Mixer
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These Are Parts for Several Well Known Carbureters

They were made for people who wanted better parts than they were getting before coming to us, and they got

them—we made them to these specifications, and what is more, to their satisfaction.

In any line requiring milled or duplicate parts we can give you similar illustrations of the value of Acme Screw

Making Service.

You'll find :00 allur jab: mad: [or IdliJ/ild (unenlch in flu “ Tradn Book." It': free.

THE NATIONAL-ACME MFG. CO., Cleveland (Sixth City)

Automatic Screw Machines and Their Products

New York Detroit ChiealoBolton Atlant- Montreal
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Maximum Carrying Capacity What Not a Theory But a Proven Success in a

Minimum First Cost Year's GruellingWork. ManylnSnocesstul

Minimum Maintenance I t I 5 Operation. [Ho 10 Ton Capacity. Full Details

Minimum Turning Radius _ _ Explained in Tractor Catalog. Send Today.

  

 

A motor unit that may be attached to any heavy vehicle designed to be drawn by horses; the

combination making a fiveawheeled motor-drawn vehicle.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE COST OF

RUBBER TIRES. Wagons have been doing good work for many years on steel tires and

there is no reason why they will not continue to do so when drawn by the tractor; the heaviest

part of the load is always carried on steel tires.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE VIBRA

TION ON STIFF SPRINGS. All working parts of the tractor are carried on springs as resilient

as those of a pleasure car.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO SUDDEN STARTING

OR STOPPING OF HEAVY LOADS. The cushioning of the shock between the engine and

the load is one of the most important advantages gained, (fully explained in catalog).

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO NEGLECT ON AC

COUNT OF INACCESSIBILITY OF PARTS—all parts of the tractor being more accessible

than on a touring car.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES due to frame twist. The tractor ac

commodates itself to all road unevenness.

The single front wheel can be turned at 80 degrees angle, enabling the driver to back to

any position or turn completely around in the narrowest street.

A Knox Martin Tractor costs less than a two-ton truck; has a capacity of 5 to 10 tons.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY (Tractor Department) Springfield, Mass.

New York— BRANCHES—Chicago

AGENTS—The Knox Martin Tractor Is the Greatest Proposition in the Commercial Field Today. Fully Protected by Patents.
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Keeping Down Cost of Commercial

Car Maintenance

IMKEN TAPERED ROLLER BEaRINcs save maintenance cost.

That 18 due to the followmg Significant facts:

They carry the heaviest loads.

thrusts.”

They meet the greatest “end

They offer the longest resistance to wear.

And when minute wear comes—as it must in any moving

parts—leis entirely taken _up by ad ustment With no sacrifice

of the original characteristics of the caring.

Perfect Adjustment All-Important

in Keeping Down Expense

It’s at the very foundation of

Commercial Car efficiency.

The car must pay interest on the

investment.

Replacements cost money.

Non-adjustable bearings when

they wear, must be junked—noth

ing can save them.

You can’t even use them at all

without additional bearings to meet

the tremendous end-thrusts of com

mercial car service.

Timken Bearings save you that

expense.

Timken Superiority Due to

Principles of Design

It can easily be demonstrated in

theory.

It is demonstrated every day in

practice—by actual service under

all conditions.

A roller carries greater weight

than a ball because its supporting

surface is a line instead of a

point.

The tapered rollers of Timken

Bearings enable them to meet end

thrusts as easily as vertical loads.

They can be adjusted because of

their conical shape.

By simply bringing cup and cone

more closely together.

This adjustment is perfect because

it sacrifices none of the original prin

ciples of the beating.

It’s Worth While to Understand the

Importance of Bearings

This is clearly brought out in the

Timken Primer No. T-i “On the

Care and Character of Bearings.”

It tells how bearings are made, how

they are used—all about them.

Write for a free copy.

The Timken Roller Bearing Company

Canton, Ohio, U. S. A.

The only nxlz mawfnrlurer licensed to make aulmoéik azb: "ripped

will: Timken R0110' Hearing: 1': Ike Tim‘wn-throl'! A .rl: Cam/any
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Read What Satisfaction

Diamond Chains Are

Giving on This Truck

Several years ago, the Auto

matic Transportation Co. of Buf

falo began using Diamond Chains

on their standard storage-battery

driven freight-handling trucks.

Recently this firm commented as

follows upon the performance of

the Diamond Chains which they

had purchased:

“We are very glad to state that

these chains are giving perfect

satisfaction under the s e v e r e

‘ strain to which they are subjected
i‘ in handling freight at many rail

way and steamship terminals.

Frequently the trucks are requir

ed to haul their capacity of from

two to four thousand pounds up

grades ranging from twenty to

p ‘ thirty-five per cent. We had no

*s-i\ trouble with the chains.”

What Diamond Chains do here they will do else

where. Nickel steel rivets and special steel side

bars, and precision in machining and heat treat

ment assure a capacity and durability on which you

can place absolute dependence.

We make the types and sizes to cover every vehi

cle requirement and are always ready to offer help

ful suggestions to designers of transmissions. Ask

for book on “Chain Transmission of Power.”

Look for the

TRADE<> MARK

DIAMOND CHAIN 8t MFG. CO.

150 W. Georgia 8t., Indianepolle, Ind.

canorrv 0,000,000 ran- an YIAR

eamnee euam'rreo

  
 

  

Mr. Automo‘bilist:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon

you the importance of

Tires Inflated to

the Right Pressure

He insists that this is tire economy and

Saves You Money

How do you know what pressure you have in

your tires? A

SCHRADER

UNIVERSAL

Tire PressureGauge

(Trade Mark Regietered in U. 8. Patent Ofice)

llel 1 3
inV/I'Nprrlav' cf,

laglfilia (0
Q' h ' ‘

(Patented March, 1898—Other Patents Pending)

      

(8
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will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time,

day or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your

Valve for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in

place, showing the exact pressure in the tire so that

the Gauge can be taken anywhere and read, at night

to the front of the car into the light of the lamps.

After the pressure has been ascertained the Indicating

Sleeve can be pushed back into the Gauge with your

finger. No catches or snaps to operate or get out of

order. This Gauge is 2% inches long over all, short

enough to apply easily to the smallest diameter of

wheel and can easily be carried in the vest pocket or

the change pocket of your trousers.

Price $1.00 Each

slaw

Guaranteed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate

Cen be obtained from ell tire men

ufecturere end the doelere, or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc.

New York City28-32 Rose Street
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. very carefully and read

I HINK I HIS OVER it twice, if was“),

Is there any part of an automobile engine, or any other gas engine,

that is more important to its efficiency than a Valve?

  

Your engine leaves the factory running smoothly and sweetly— tuned

up to its highest power. Perhaps the valves pit—warp go out of shape

fail to hold compression. Then the power diminishes, and What can be

more aggravating to the driver, who has known the fullness of the pulling

power of llis motor, than to have it grow less and less?

You cannot slight this part by putting in an inferior product—valves

that will give trouble, or even break from inexperience in their manufac

ture—valves of unsuitable material, not suitably heat treated.

Too much is at stake, and a slight extra cost at the outset, which is the

exception, may save you many times over a probable later expense.

This Company, with the experience of many years as a guarantee, will

furnish you with properly made valves, of the materials best adapted to

your requirements.

Not only QUALITY, but efficient SERVICE is a factor—surely there

is a satisfaction in getting the kind of work you want—when you want it.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS COMPANY

CLEVELAND. OHIO
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The quality of work

turned out by this plant

is re-inforced by our fa

cilities for deliveries as

promised. Your work

will be put through with

the same care and dis

OUR

REPULNHON

is based on the fact that

we have been handling

the engraving of several

prominent trade and

general publications for . .

patch given to publish
years to the utmost sat
. . . . ers whose work must be

isfaction of both puh- l . right__and “right on

lishers and advertisers - : ’ the dot.”
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The Largest Automobile Supply House in America

1_5 —- STORES—1

This is a Turn-Down Burner, i. e., you can reduce the size of the

flame without carbonizing the burner.

The Greatest Gas Economizer and the Longest Lived Burner

made.

Throw away your Old-style burners and send us 80 cents for a

pair of these.

Price 40 cents each, packed in individual boxes.

llll Yllll WANT A BUPY 0F llllll 1912 BATAUIG N0. 22?

The Most Complete of the Kind. Mailed Free on Request.

OHAS. E. MILLER
Home Office: 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

msuunorunen, JOBBIR, EXPORTER sun rmnonrn

Order From Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. BOSTON. MASS.—202-204 Columbus Ave.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN.—274 Trumbull Street.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. DETROIT, MlCH.-—227-229 Jefferson Ave.

BROOKLYN. N. Y.—-1421 Bedlord Avenue. ATLANTA, GA.—66 Edgewood Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—824 Main Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—318 North Broad St.

, ALBANY. N. Y.--13$ Central Avenue. NEW ORLEANS. LA.-—60|-603 Baronne St.

" CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. NEWARK. N. ].—274 Halley Street.

HILO DE LU‘X'E BURNER { SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—Bridge and Dwight Sta.

 
 

 

  

37; All Tire Manufacturers will only _

BC guarantee their produce when filled E=E= Q :53

with air at the recommended pres- ’nl \. ' ll

39 sure.

55 G E T A 1 9 1 2 No manufacturer has ever ollered to dealers

. a more remarkable proposition than we otler

TW I. t c h e l l Chassis

"15""- - 'Driplth‘

‘- POSITIVE ;

LOCK STOP .322.

A i r Ga 11 g e

With it you can get more mileage . . . _
_ lectrve type transmrssron, heavy axle and spring

out of the Tires, because you can suspension.

always keep them at right pressure.

 
 

  

 

CHE” WNVRGAUGFT

TWIT

A one ton_truck built by specialists in one ton

trucks—4 cylinder, 30 hp, water cooled unit power

plant, 3 pornt suspension, with clutch and fly wheel

JEN?

i=1
11731s.;

Sanford Trucks are remarkably accessible in every

part, in every assembly and in the entire assembly.

A motor truck to be permanently popular must be

lastingly good. Sanford Trucks are built lastingly

good. and are therefore permanently popular.

The Twitchell Gauge is Tire In

surance for a dollar—Order one

 

  
  

from your dealer 01' from us direct, Reliable agents write us for territory.

The Sanlord Motor Truck CTHE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0. ' SYRACUSE, N. Y. ompany

1256 Michigan Ave. cnrcaoo. ILL. - L' ['1
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FEDERALTums
“Extra Service” Federal Tires are the best to buy because they deliver

more mileage than other tires. They are known everywhere as the

tires of Extra Service.

Highest grade materials—reliable construction—skilled makers~and

a rigid policy to produce quality tires onlyis what makes Federal

Tires better and more lasting in service. Try them.

i l
a "

,l .

 

Made in all types for all standard rims

Federal Tires are supplied through leading dealers everywhere. An interesting ‘ I ' Q _ 7'

tire book mailed to all who write. “"

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

  

Federal Rubber Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee

Branches and Agencies—Nun Turk. Hanan, Chualu, Karin“ Cny, Mlnnmpolu, Denver,

Indiana's/n, Columbia. St. Lquh, Lnul‘n'lllr, Omaha, LIIII! Rod. Allan“. Ln! Anlrlu.

Sun 'Dl'l‘o. Pasadena, New Orlnvu, Pervlnml, (Fodunl Rubber Alana/arriving Ca. of

Texan —- Dallu, llounon, San Antonio.)
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“WHITNEY” Chains

Are Used by the Leaders

Every “Whitney” Chain has a reputation back

of it, a reputation of having been tested in the most

trying service and never failing to make good.

The “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chain has

made for itself a record, which no other detachable

type has approached. The shortening, lengthening

or repairing is a simple matter, as the chain can

be easily separated at each link and parts removed

or inserted without the use of any special tool. It

is therefore the Most Practical Chain for Motor

Vehicles. '

When making replacements insist on a “Whit

ney” Detachable.

THE “WHTNEY MFG.CO.

HARTFORD,CONN.
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in your new models?

contracted with us for their requirements.

To Manufacturers of Motor Cars:

Have you considered the important advantages of using the American made New Departure ball bearings

It is a significant fact that most manufacturers of motor cars have done so and after testing them out, have

Take a short cut to a quick discussion of your bearing problems by sending us your blue prints and data.

You will receive by return mail our catalogue-treatise, written by our staff of engineers. This will be followed

quickly by a letter from our chief engineer frankly stating the result of his study of your bearing requirements,

with a view to securing maximum efficiency at minimum installation and maintenance cost.

Write today. It will save your time and expensive experimenting.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Bristol, Conn.

WIO'I’IIN BRANCH! 1016-11 Ford Iulldln', DIQPQH

 

 

 

 
 

Stock Champion International Champion

WM“  

Flve Passenger Tourlng Car. Series V. $2,900

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

1007 E. 22nd Street Indian-polls. Ind.

  
 

Motor Cars

N S' "F,"4Cl'd ,4 d5?“QUEER. .... ...’.'.'T.7’.i....a."......li. $2700

N S' “G,"6Cl'd ,4 dSP- _

“3.2.5312... .... ...’.‘.'i..°ii....’ $28.50

All models electrically lighted and fully equipped.

SPEEDWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

50 Essex Avenue DAYTON, O.

 
 

 

  
 

 

'HAVERS HAVERS

"SIX-44” "Six-55"

$1850 $2250

Touring Car and Touring Car and

Roadster Types. Speedster Types.

44 h.p. 6 Cylin

ders. Unit Power

Electric Starter.

Electric Lights.

Plant, 3-Poinl 55 h.p. 128 in.

Suspension. 122 Wheel-Base. 867:

in. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires. Fully

86x4 Tires. Equipped.

  

 

\\ rile tor iuilIspeclllcatlons

HAVERS MOTOR CAR COMPANY. P011 Huron, Mich.

 

 

   

 

The Marmon “Six”The Marmon “32”

32-40 H.P., lZO-inch wheelbase. self

Siarnng' dynamo hammg' “.nm ing, dynamo lighting, with body

bOd)’ WP" t° meet Fvery 'Fqulrc' types to meet every requirement

ment and corresponding equipment and corresponding equipmcng__

-—$Z,SSO (0 $4,100. $5,000 to $6,350.

48-80 H.P., l4S-ineh wheelbase

(turns in 40-foot street), self start

Detailed Information on Request.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

INDIANAPOLIS (Est. 1851) INDIANA

WSixty Years .9" Successfifl Hanufaciurirm

 

 
 

 

Dealers are learning to be careful in the selec

tion of a new line. That is why so many are

fighting for the

' liills No Terror

Speed to Burn

Economical

4 Speeds Forward

4 and 6 Cylinder

Sell-Starter

Price s1,sso to $3,500
Fully Equipped.

Better Get Our Proposition Today.

KLINE MOTOR CAR CORPORATION. York, Pa.

Factories: Richmond. Va., York. Pa.

 

 
  

  

 

  

We supply single universals or drive shafts complete

as shown. Forgings special analysis steel heat treated.

Note extreme simplicity, insuring long life.

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW_MFG. CO.

CLEVELAND

 
 

 
 

mm 
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EPENDABILITY and Re

liability a re inseparable

from Quality. In steering gears,

Reliability is ofvital importance. It

is not a matter of money~it’s a

matter of safety.

Warner Steering Gears, Mr. Manu

facturer, are your best pledge of

Safety, which means a Big

Asset in your business.

You arejustified in

using them by

~ our eight year old

reputation for

building the high

est grade steering

gears produced.

Besides, we give you

_ prompt and dependable

'-’ deliveries, service and

satisfaction. Write.
We modify our designs to

meet your detail requirements, or build to approved designs on

seasons quantity specifications.

Detroit Office

628 Ford Building

Philadelphia Office

Glenwood Av. and 2nd St.

  

Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

IT will cost you practically no more than what

you will be forced to pay out for constant repairs

on your present ignition system. A new Remy will

give your car new life. Here is our exchange

proposmon:

Z-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. . . . .

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto

List Price Allowance Net to You

$4600 S 920 $3680

with Coil, complete . . . . . . 50 00 10 00 40 00

6-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . 52 00 10 40 41 60

Allowance made ler any make 0! Magneto.

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES—flew York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

SIRVICZ STA FlONS-Albuquer ue. Au usta, Baltimore. Charlotte. Clndnaati.

Sevela-nd. Denvler. Iaalisaolri‘l no," :lpsitlrlan. acll'tfscizviil Louisville. If:

ll. inneapo IO. 8' ean ' maha,

Aageles. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh? Portland Ties, gertihnd.)(0re.). Roches

éa)n Antonio. Seattle, Spokane, St. Louis. Syracuse. Utica, Washington

CANADA;Tor-snto, Winnipel. Calgary. Hamilton, Vancouver, Mont-real.

\_

_

 

  

BOSCH

Magnetos and Plugs

WON

The Elgin Trophy

The Aurora Trophy

Elgin Free-ior-All

Grand Prix de France

for Light Cars and

Coupe de la Sarthe

Be Satisfied Specify Bosch

 

Write for September Bosch News

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223 West 46th Street New York

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

Lauth-Juergane

Trucks are De

livery Insurance

DURABILIT

  

QUALITY

0“. TWO AND THREE TON CAPACITY

I"
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LAU'I'K-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE Till-1 LATEST 1N CONSTRUC

n. wertnl in operatlon and the motors are guaranteed against

detective workmanship and material {or the lift- of the truck. The!

are positively the highest class trucks made. Two cylinder. one-ton.

tour cylinder. one, two and three-ton. Four speeds forward. ill-sa»l>\ll'llhl

ha bearing transmission made in our own ahopa ot' the tinnt tool

steel three-piece disc clutch covered h patents OWIN'II hy IIN. Semi

for 1912 Catalog and specifications. rompt dellvrrly on all models.

large publiciq campaign just begun. Our quality wi I do the mt.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1012 at Once.

The lanth-Juerqens Motor Car Co.. Fremont. 0hle.

Bram-hes and Alenclea

BOSTON—David Abrams, 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—Want Shir- (lnruga & Motor Co., 160-102 lOlst Bt.

CHICAGO—The Lauth-Jm-rrrens Motor Car Co., 2630-32 Wabash Ave.

NI ARK, N. J.—Mt-rr'hantn Motor Car Co., Emu-x Building.

DETROIT .‘IICH.*B|PII Auto 'l'rurk Salt-a Agent-y. 453 DI! Ave

DISTRIC'I‘ OF COLUMBIA AND \‘IPINI'I'Y~'ROW|WI MIND! Salt-l 00..

Int-H "108 14th St. .\‘. W.. Wilmington, D. C.
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Schafer Ball Bearings

The “Schafer” ball bearings are the standard of the

world. They have been for years at the innacle of

merit, and remain there because of exceptional work

manship, and the care taken in every step of the

manufacture.

The ball bearings are made of especially anal zed,

extraordinarily dense crucible cast steel, that com ines

uniform hardness with toughness from center to sur

face. All balls show a wonderftu glreat crushing

strength and any ball showing the slig test defect is

promptly rejected. 1,

In specifying Schafer Ball Bearings, the manufacturer

of the car is assuring the ultimate buyer of one point

at quality that goes to make a good automobile still '

etter.

Barthel, Daly & Miller}

42 Broadway, New York City 0

 
 

BENZ
 

 
 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears. ~~’

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ Mill] IMPURT BBMPANY 0F AMERICA

280 West 84th StrQOt NOW York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.
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In All the World No Car Like This

Ten successful seasons—the wonderful long stroke

motor—added improvements and refinements give

this wonderful car the greatest value ever offered for

$1800. Read the list below of the most notable fea

tures of the

“commmm“Ab

10 inch more wheel base (now 124)

Electric Li hts—Dynamo System

Five more one Power (now 40)

Improved Steering Gear

Gasoline Tank under Cowl—

lndicator and filler on dash

Improved Springs

Inside Control

Long Stroke Motor 40-1-1. P.

Enlarged Brakes

Prest-O Sell Starter

Turkish Spring Cushions

Large Wheels and Tires

Exceptionally Roomy Bod’y

Demountable Rims (set 0 five)

Double Independent Ignition Sys

‘l'en iach U holstery ~ 3; tem

Flu Side odies '- ' I: - ‘* \Carhuretor Dash Adjustment

Nick ;fl‘rimmings I _ e '1' ,4 Rain vmw Windshield

DEALERS-LWe have 'a‘5 square deal proposition

for you. Unique in many‘ways. Well worth writing

for. 1 .' "

OWNERS AND-DEALERS—Write for the most

interesting Catalog ever written.

MOLINE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

107 Knom Street ‘ ‘ EAST MOLINE, ILL.
  

  

annougbt\ um J‘)

*flrv  
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“MNNOUNCEMENT

‘ “Mgrlie most remarkable price

, ngchange of the a lit 0 m o b i_l e

epoch will come into operation

October lst, 1912. It has been

made possible by the gigantic

increase in Ford production.

And it brings the matchless

Ford well within reach of the

average income.

Runabout - — - - - $525

Touring Car - - -- - 600

Town Car - - - - - , 800

These new prices, f.o.b. Detroit, with all

equipment. An early order will mean an

early delivery. Get full particulars from

_ Ford Motor Company, Detroit, Mich.
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KISSELKARTRUCKS

Complete line of commercial vehicles—all type

bodies—special bodies designed. KisselKar Trucks

have excess capacity, reserve power. Low fuel cost

—-sizcs to give economical service under any con

ditions.

1500 Lbs” 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Ton Trucks

KisselKar Service keeps down operating costs.

\\ rite for special truck catalog.

Kissel Motor Car Co., 159 Iiissel Ave, llartlord, Wis.
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DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck

that sells for about $700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 popnds—Servicc 100 per

cent. more than gasoline truck-Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.
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I & P Electric _/
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Six Models

40 and 50 H. P.

Fully Equipped

Door

Electrically

Self-Started

and Lighted

Model 40—5 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Model 41—4 Passenger Denii Tonneau.

Model QZ—Roadster t ll with the

splendid new en motor, 4%

izcha‘bgre, 5% inch stroke.

Fully equipped with top, windshield. speedometer. gasoline gauge, 36" wheels.

demountable rims, and automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co., M. Muncie, Ind.

Boston Branch: 153 Massachusetts Ave. Omaha Branch: 310 8. 18th St.

Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore

Touring Car.

Model 51—4 Passenger Demi Tonneau.

Model $2—Roadster type—all with

l6he_ nfiw “'1‘; head, 5 sigch bore.

me stro e motor.

m. ................. .. $3400- - s a a s s Ilosooal

  

“ The Little Arlstocrat "

This is the Big Brother of the Famous Empire Roadster

and is a small edition of $5,000 cars.

Hence_the price of $850 puts this car in a class by itself.

Specifications prove the_Empire 25 to be the most "aristo

cratic" little touring car in America. \Vrite for details today

I'll mm AU'I‘OIOBILE 00., 224 Massachusetts 5L, ladlth U.S. A.

 
 

‘ THE "rounAnofiT

LINE /

  

 

  

Nyberg “

Automobile Works

Dept. W

  

 

NerthErn Factory, Anderson, Ind. .

Chicago Branch. 2137-39 Ilchllan Arc. ‘ /

“

 
 

 

  

Southern Pactsry, Chattanooga, Tenn.

 

  
 

 

Long-Stroke "32"

Touring Car

.1 ___ . ,, .-._ .-~ $900 F. O. B. Detroit

Motor 37 x 5y inches; four cylinders; Bosch inagneto; three
5 eed sliding gezars; tires 32 x 3% inches;_106 inch wheelbase.

quipment includes windshield,_ gas headlights, generator, oil

lamps, tools and tire repair kit._ . .

Roadster body on same chassis and With same equipment, $900

F30. B. Detroit.
ll 20 H. P. Models F O cgulge—‘UOO

; ' - . . troit. Seine

i! RunabouHHO .19, ‘ Roadster-4.50 gown pk." a world.

FMO. B. Detroit,“ Same 4'5 0. B. Detroit. Same ourin Clr, whet],

base, 6 inches. Elec

tric headlights, electric

and oil side and tail

lamp:1 folding dash seat

for ird person. Rear

chassis and power plant

as World-Touring Car.

Wheelbase, 110 inches.

Same equipment as Run

about, also highly fin

power plant as .'World

Touring Car. Wheel

base, 86 inches. Equip

ment of top, windshield,

I?! “ml” ""1 generawr' ished steel box on rear tires, 31 x 3% inches.

011 11ml". 110"! Ind deck (or tools and aeces- With 110 inch wheel

tools. sories. base, $1150.

HUPP MOTOR CAR CO., 1254 Milwaukee Ave, Detroit, Mich.

Climbs s 50% ado—friction Transmission—

any number 0 speeds. Five models—write.

CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan

  

 

"if/Deéwlré'r-"ES’JO
Fully Equipped

  

Five 25 I. 1'.

Passenger long

Touring Stroke

Car Motor

Enclosed Valves, Three Point Suspension, Unit Power Plant, Platlorin

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle, Leit Hand Drive, Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires, Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write (or specifications.

BRIGGS-DETRMTER (10., 449 ilolbrook AWL, Detroit, Mich.
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lghtingSystem
The equipment that robs night driving

of all its annoyances and dangers and

gives you the confidence in your car that

insures perfect enjoyment.

‘ No car is complete without

an Aplco System. Specify it on your new

cat or write us about our outfits to

hing your old car up-to-date.

The first electrically lighted automobile

was Apieo lighted. It has been recog

nized as the lending system ever since.

THE APPLE ELECTRIC COMPANY

Dayton. Ohio, U. S. A.

  

 

Any Kind Clincher
0

Every Kind 0. ll.

Stock, or Demonntablc

to Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 00., Sales Agents, Detroit

 

 
 

 

  

Write today for our booklet

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

  

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and igniier

Lights, dim: and extinguilhcl all m lamps on

the car through n simple turn of the hnnd.

Coupled to valve-stem oi acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach.

Convenient—-Snle——D¢penduble

Every car owner in your

vicinity, Mr. Dealer, will

be interested—it's up to

you to show them—and

sell them. Write (or booklet and dealer discounts.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Pittsfield, Mass.

Sole Licenled Manufacturers for the United States i

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 
  

  

 

 
 

  

NEWTONE

Nlotor Horns

Are as near perfection Is I warning signal can

be made. Every user I: satisfied.

Torpedo Type

Price $20

Automobile Supply

Mtg. Co.

220 Tulle Place, BIMKLYN. Y. N.

  

  

ruin crisings. They admit moie

\_ ure to the carcass. cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger~ end in blowouts.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUB any

where in 15 minutes, better than a Repair Shop can do

—and for on: rent.

Universal _

Auto-Vulcamzer
Patented

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete, with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weird"; 3 pounds and

can be carried in the tool box. Slmplcstmd most “Melon

device Ior climlnltinl llrc nonhlce ilut has ever been devised.

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer —put in the gasolme light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It can‘t burn, scorch or injure tube or casing. It can't

get out of order. It can’t fail to do its work. So

simple. anyone can opemte‘it. The Universal Auto

Vuicnnizer saves its colt n 111014314 "'7'!" over in

trouble and expense

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for lnslnnt l'se

Guaranteed Snllllneiory or Money Reinnded

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY. Elsi Pllestlne, 0M0

 
  

 
 

  

Standard Universal Rims

m (mm I fit any style or make of tires. The

mu sxde rmgs are reversxble, they curve

. outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

dcmounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place. Write for catalog

607, which explains fully.

  

{THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio_'

L
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“STANDARD” WHEELS
FOR PLEASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

One Paaaenger to 16 Tona Capacity

Send for Catalog No. 15

STANDARD WHEELCOMPANY,Terre Haute, Ind.

  
 

 

 
 

i TO SUPPLY co. ecoonr

7 Also Makersol RAJAH TERMINALS“ the Best

  

"‘ ~

Made 7:
 

This name stands for efficien

SPARK PLUGS
Used as standard equipment

by eighty-eight manufacturera.

CHAMPION IGNITION COMPANY. IIintMLch.

 
 

  

 
 

THE NEW PRUBESS IIIIW IIIIIE III].
 

Cut Gears of Quality

Complete Dlfl’erentials

THE NEW PROCESS RAW HIDE OO

SYRAOUSE, N. Y.

 

THE NEW PRIIIIESS RAW HIDE Bil.

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

PERFECT LUBRICATION and the elim

ination of noise are two features exclusive

in HYATT ROLLER BEARINGS. The

hollow, tubular roller becomes a reservoir

for the lubricant.

  

FLEXIBILITY IS IMPOSSIBLE in

solid rollers 0r balls. It’s essential

though. in reducing the noise in bear

ings. Hyatt Flexible Rollers absorb

vibrations and cushion shocks.

  

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company

DETROIT MICHIGAN

 

  
 

 

/

/
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.' The one weak point of the automobile in that you cannot depend on the

J tin-a. Thor-and- ol molonlta ha aolved their tlre rohlem by diacardlnl'
inner abet-a, relrnm. fillers and er makeshiita antipequipping their time

\ withWInner 11m.

loterlocka are complete Inner time (not Inner ahoea) placed between the

annealing and inner tube to atrenuthen the casing and protect the tube

' Iran puncturm. Th double the 'Ieago oi new trrea and add 1.000 to 5,000

,' ml- to old ones—a- bet! your ‘ e exponae—and make tire- trouble prool.

Dealera and Motoriata-lnveatlgate Interlock.

Dm'l delay—aortic now for book/eta, data, prion, ultimoniula unm
Md tau, no. Nation at.“ and kind uftrna you an. a! '

- DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO. 600 w. 9th Street, Auburn. Indiana

'
‘ .\~

A

  

"Firestone"Tires and Rims

are the least likely to re

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

changing when required.

  

The Firestone Tire 8r. Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

and All Phineipnl Citiea

The line Mechanical,

‘ Never Failing

Warning Device

Ooata Little to Buy—

Ooaea Nothing to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

lith Strut Ill lalmri

THE Ii. PIEI BflMPAN “mum”...
Philadelphia. 1416 Vine St.' Boston 109 Massachusetts Ave.; Minnea olil,

70 Se. 10th St.‘ Butialo, 85% Main St.; San Francisco. 544 Van Neat ve.:

1.0a Angeles, 1529 So. Olive SL' Seattle, 917 E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore).

\ 329 Ankcny SL; benver. 15th and Curtis 51:.
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September 21st, 1912.

The Motor World Pub. Co.,

Discontinue pages on Gilmer

Tire Repair Pliers for two weeks

until we can catch up in deliver

ies.

G. Walker Gilmer, Jr.

52 N. 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 
 

 
 

 

A Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NO

$30.00 for a $105.00 6

$20.00 for a $93.00 4

$18.00 for a $65.00 2

$16.00 for a $60.00 1

cylinder

cylinder

cylinder

cylinder

Imported U. 8: H. High Tension Magnetos Less Than

Import Cost.

Circular and Price Lists Free

J. S. BRETZ COMPANY, 250 W. 54th Street, New York

W

 

Diamond Tires

We could build them cheaper

But We Won't .

ewould build them better

But' We Can't.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER C0.

AKRON. OHIO

  

  
  

 
“ [is t_i Mighty Good

Transmission!”

That’s what the big

carv builders that use

. them say. It’s the trans

mission that is specialized—still it is less ex

pensive than if built 'by yourself. Write us.

COVERT MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

Sales Office: Ford Bldg., Detroit, Mich. Factory: Lorkpofl, N-Y

  

  

  
 

The First Speedo

JONES '

First instrument made, first

in the Gold Medal Trials, first

in the minds of motorists who

demand accuracy.

Tue JONES SPEEDOMETER

Factory: New Rochelle, N. Y.

Chicago

Boston

Philadelphia

San Francisco

Buffalo

Los Angeles

Portland

' Seattle

Detroit

  

 
 

 

 

Champion SparkT’lugs

Special Designs tor Every

Type of Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

_..|

j

 

Champion Spark Plug Co.

TOLEDO, OHIO
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SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.

98 Warren Street NEWARK, N. J.

BRANCHES

New York Chicago San Francisco London

Boston Detroit Los Angeles Buenos Ayres '

Philadelphia Kansas City Seattle

I

 

Folding Sea

WWW/’1’?!“l‘\l\‘\“t\¥\\%\\§

Patent “ Luxury"

 

mam{M/Z/ii/Jiy/Zjé
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so, have the best. Our

are made in five styles.

for catalogue.

Amesbury, lhss.

Do you wish to mske your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary sests? If

seats

Send

HODGE & GRAVES CO”
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Better

GEARS
$3,000,000 In plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work ; also hardening and treating

of the finished product.

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

 

 

Then Commercially Perfect

Bevel Differential

Transmission

Steering

Most thorough inspection

(leer

Brown - Lipe- cm... Company

H. W. CHAPIN, Oen’l Mgr. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

 
 

SAVES no

COST IN

A MONTH

A wonderfully efi'ective device that ‘

saves 10 to 40% gasoline; gives 10 to

40% more power.

Blmple, Compact—

Guaranteed Butlefactory

Can be applied to any car.

DEALERS: Get our proposition.

National ,Manufacturing 00.

KALAMAZOO, MIOH.

  

  

T IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

The man who knows a car

likes the Sturdy STUTZ. It’s a car after his

own heart, because it embodies nothing but the

best principles of construction. Write today

for Booklet A-ll, advance Sturdy STUTZ

Announcement, Series B.

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

  

 

Delivery Cars

. . STOCK BODIES

Chassis Panel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. iso

- ' ' Express with Top . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 125

$ 1 Open Body with Cape Top . . . . . . . . . . .. $125

Special Express Body with wire grating $150

Undertaker's Car Body . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $550

A Car for the Dealer to Sell

A Car for the Merchant to Buy

Connected in no way with the Lippsrd-Stewart Motor Car Co.

 

 

 

 

IANTAM

  

ANTI-FRIO‘I’ION 60., Bnntnm, Oonn.

 

  

THE ULTIMATE CAR

mmonr TYPE moron.»

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

THE F. B.'STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Masadbsslerslnllfclrles

  

 

‘ p-m
 
 

 

 

 

 ..Tt'i

The. Kinsey

i Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

| SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

  

 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

440 {-44 6-60

01,875 $3,150 82,750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

’- the agent—let us tell you how. -

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR C0” York, Pl.
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,“THE "A‘TER OAR" FIITIINTH YIAR

6 Cyl- 50 H. P" OB|OOO ‘- oyl- 58 H. P" “'500

4 Oyl. as H. P" .4,°°°

(Completely Equipped)

POUOHKEEPle

  

 
 

The Electric Car of Quality

THE COLONIAL

Big, roomy, 5-passenger, open or enclosed car of dis

tinctive design and luxurious appointments. Equipped with

self-starting device. It’s the car with a thousand little

conveniences—

and the price is $2700

DEALERS—Wire now for territory which is choice but

going fast.

COLONIAL ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY

Detroit, Michigan

4 URAB-Lt: 'EPENVDABLE

AYToNg ELI'VE-RY

DAYTON TRUCKS are made in

2, 3 and 5 ton models. They hold a

world’s record for durability, reliability

and efficiency. Write for catalog.

DAYTON AUTO TRUCK CO. Dayton,0hio

  

  

 

 

  
 

 

The‘Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamps on the market with the advantages of

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in style and in quality. They are

thfl Strong"! lamps as W" as the "105! efieflive' cost very little more than castings. They are

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass vasfly superior and less expcnsive in the end_

Lens Mll'l'Ol' Reflector—the atented system of double ray light projection which .

gives two distinct fields of ight for town and countr§ use—or the new and ex- w E A R E s P E c I A L I s T s

elusive black finish with a metallic lustre which is una ected by heat or morsture. , ,

A of these features are exclusively "Solar." In producing

Do not equi your car or specify equipment to the maker until you haveseen all oi the Saolar advantages. See Solars at any live dealer's or write for D P H A M M E R R G I N G S

the catalog. from special analysis steel.

Solsrs are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations. ' ' _

Send prints of parts you Will need in

Solar Lamps 1913
QUALITY AND sumo: QUARAN'I'IID

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY Ill! MISMIMIEII MANUFACTURING MIMI", Toledo, this

"°"°“‘" w'” N" °"’_

 
 

 

  

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since

No Crankingl No Pumping!

START YOUR CAR FROM THE SEAT

ALWAYS READY AND POSITIVE

The AMERICAN STARTER is the Only Starter on

the market that measures the amount of gas injected into

the cylinders. You cannot “dope” the engine with the

AMERICAN STARTER.

 

  

Occupying the newest and most modern automobile msnu- American Starter and Carbureth Mfg_ Co.

featuring plant in America.

numes AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, pm. m Kokomo, Ind. 2022 S“ 40th Av'm" ' CHICAGO' ILL“

  
 

 

SHAWMUT TIRES
sou: EVERYWHERE BNAWMUT TIRE 00., Boston, Mass.
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FRANKLIN MOTOR CARS
AVERAGE .

400 MILES TO THE GALLON OF OIL

This is proof of the superiority of the Franklin re-circu

Iating oiling system:—

And of the high efficiency of Franklin direct cooling.

It is double the average mileage per gallon of oil ob

tained by owners of water-cooled cars.

Franklin re-circuiating oiling system delivers a steady

stream of oil to each of the main motor bearings through

separate leads. It is the only oiling system that feeds oil

positively and directly to each of the main bearings.

The amount of oil pumped over the bearings is propor

tional to the needs of the motor. The faster the motor runs

the more oil supplied. This means perfect lubrication under

every condition of running.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY Syracuse N Y

 

 

  

  

ModeI

“45”-$2150

Biggest. best proposition ever of

fered to dealers. Illustrated book

free. Glide "45" in Two. Four, Five

and Seven passenger

models. Write us

today.

‘, . The Bartholomew

‘ - Company

AimideSt..Peorio.IIi.

  

 

   

We are now arranging agencies for 1913.

Write for full particulars

DORRIS MOTOR OAR COMPANY

St. Loulo, u. s. A.

 

 
 

 

 

Q
"The Car With A Conscience"

Write for the advance announcement de

scribing 1913 models.

FOUR AND SIX CYLINDER MODELS

$1000 to $3000

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.

250 Oakland Boulevard PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

 

 

 
 

HOOK up with _6LB_

‘0:LE

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

' six cylinder Tourinz Car, flve passennr convertible to
Cele SIXty sew-n passenger. 132—lnch wheel base, Deloo electric

lighting. starting and ignition. $2485

' tour cylinder Tourlmr Car. five passenger convertible
COle tosevcn. l22~luch wheel base, Deloo system. 81985

Your cylinder Touring Car, ilve passenger, 116-lnch

COIe Forty wheelbase. Deloo system. $1685

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer's proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR C0., Indianapolis, Ind.

[-[ook upwith (21,13

  

  

 

  

R-c-H “Twenty-Five” i;

completely equipped, for

$90 31-2
F. 0. B. Detroit

Write for Illustrated Circular.

R-C-l‘l CORPORATION

104 Lycute Street

 

  

 

  

We are determined to build the best ail-’round

five—passenger touring car in the world and sell it,

Detroit, Michigan

 

 

  

absolutely silent in operation.

wheelbase—ionr-forwartl-speed

Price $1585 includes full equipment.

smaller models. Catalog on request.

  
4‘ {  

  

THE
.I'(' 7

9’ RUTE:NBER
" _ . ‘ M o I o R .

I In responsible for the suoeeu of alnrzema

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

I commercinl can. They will benr your investi

b

ration before the purchase of any type of car.

Literature upon request.
Luigi: photogmvureof

RUTINBIR MOTOR CO.. Ilriol lo“the above cut for

framing 14c in stamp.

Mighty Michigan "40"

4O-H0rsepower Touring Car or Roadster,

Oversize tires

35 x 4V2—cylinders 4% x 5% in.—118-in.

transmission

~demountable rims—nickel mountings—mas

sive, straight-line body—big, roomy seats——

electric lighting by generator—everything.

Two

(122)

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Kalamazoo. lith.
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GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. Write.

   
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 PENN SPRING WORKS “In

BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y. 'Thl—aailshhdayhthtaasrnm'_ ' ,
These Tires for You igruzgzm-sibza’tngmam-gfirw

ms °‘ Wm- “°"‘*-"“ a... m...;;:;::,::;.::;°::...... a...
in four of the best equipped tire mo swam",wepwnwmmcu "700

Plants the world are operating 04-50 Sightssi'névchoirzc-l'ioor-Deini-Tonneau “975

as a unlt to prOduce. U 44-50 TourinI‘Car- I 2000

4440 {$1235 iiEZ-pzzerrioimiioch'hasé :2150

~ - - u at on". f h k. d h r “ 5° {ZEZSzlzzsgheel‘gaeéeualwalkeqhen . saoso

vance l

belatehlilgenoattteneipteldq in 21103:?» ABBOTT MOTOR co.

' ' I A "R MOSLERH finco " mWA'rlasoo S'l’lll‘l’ DETROIT. MICH

blle tlre manufaCturlng- Mp MN V "Bull! lor "Guaranteed

' ' T ‘ ' ' is t " i Lit"United States Tire Company L Pm e /0Av\ or =

New York )Qf

 
 

 

 
  

 

 

  

will help you to Increase our business while bana
‘T' ‘ . fltln t . iii a -

(U he flush finhmtnt HEATHER TIRE 600115 CO., Niagara Falls. N. Y.

 

 

THE BUSH MANUFACTURWG CO.HA RTFOR D . CON N . 1 Selrsww wen i: 1.1mm

 

 
1913 IMPORTANT FEATURES

 

  

 

  

 

Turkish (f‘ulsh‘rns Slit-in. \ 4 in“ girfs

i‘lvln. U .t ring nueasrd ' ee Base

The Ford Water Circulator Greatlii'lfi-iingl arlmret r u n Adjustith

’ i J‘_——‘ _ Denountabie Rims Nickcl'l'nimming!

_ forces the water from radiator through cyllnger -' Uni!Pow"Piamfthrac'wlfitsuqfonilm.

' water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation w en , ._ Cuttinfl li40>l1['I=\-_ “'1' I”!- P- L

car is in mofion. write for descriptive m‘uer it A b'PAQQI‘lKel' touring tar. fully equlp|aLOl4T5 i

'- Cutting A40. l2"~ln wlie'llmle.40h. p. B: ,7

Final and crowning achievement of R. E. Olds, You handle Ford earl H 2pagunggyroaflgtgr,fullyg-luuch, "4:5pioneer designer oi autos. A standard size 30 to 38 _ . '1' cli-nnq r-sn lfi"-in wheelln‘g, so h. p

horsepower four cylinder car of modern refinements m FULTON Mcmcm 00' - I; 51"!“er lwrinz m. fully mum-02000 _

priced at only $1,095. 114‘ Mldllillll AVQ' cnlmeo- lu- , Cutting Automobile Co. , g, ‘

33 R. M. OWEN 6: CO., General Sales Agents 305 Mechanic Street. Jackson. Mich. I

 

 

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich.

GOODfiAR

 

 

 
   

In “An Dependable aleagarl”

Simple as It Is Eltlelent

Goodies-allow Open

THE NIAGARA SALES COWANY

104 Mill! Street Illflllo, N. Y.

This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accessories signifies inherent &ualitiu oi material

and workmans jp that insure e maximum of

vice at the minimum of expense.

The Goodyear Tire Q Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

  

 

Why We Blow 0ur New
T

° . GRANT - LEES

Electric Continental Horn Prest“0 " the » GEARS

  

 

 

 

Complete information furnished dealers on request. EgalitatZEytheztcr;

.a -L C .

THE M°T°R CAR EQUIPMENT (10- mn one, ANYWHERE and ALWAYS. 1"" °'g;§,,:;j,'g;§;“' °
55 Warren Street Dept. W New York 

 

  

 

 

 

--QMM_~._MM_MN4___ .. ._._.._ _ w». W"...

H I N ELA N D B Bras...
7 55/?"

'1
L.

“INSURANCE FOR BUILDER ND
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO I42. W\E-ST 42“.D ST. NEWYORK
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Write or Wire

POLSON
MANUFACTURING

0 O NI P A N Y

Buffalo, New York

for the very highest grades of

brass goods that can be pro

duced at prices that are right.

Folding Auxiliary Seats,

Windshields, Bumpers,

Wheel Pullers

and the one

Gasoline Engine Starter

that is

POSITIVELY SURE TO START

POSITIVELY SAFE TO START

 

 

 

 

ARE YOU in need of any

additional help in any

department of your busi

ness? Are you out of employ

ment or looking for a better

connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or

do you want to buy second

hand material? Have you a

factory site for sale or do you

want to buy one? If so, use the

Want and For Sale column of

the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line.

Advertisements can be inserted

over a number when it is de

sired and identity of the adver

tiser will be kept confidential.

 

 

 

Kelly- " .

Springfield

" Autroiiréosbile

The more miles from

a tire the better your

investment.

  

The seventeen years

of experience behind

the making of Kelly

Springfield Tires en

ables us to put more

miles into them.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.

. 20 Veal! Street, New York

Branch offices in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia,

Boston, St. Louis, Detroit. Cincinnati, San Francisco,

Los Angeles, Seattle, Buffalo, Cleveland, Baltimore,

\\ ashington, Atlanta, and Akron, Ohio.

Boss Rubber Co., Denver, Colo.

Appel 8: Burwell Rubber & Tire Co., Dallas, Texas.

Bering Tire & Rubber Co., Houston, Texas.

Todd Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.

. The Hearn Tire & Rubber Co., Columbus, 0.
 

 

   

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

' Stampings

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Inner Tube Repaired

quickly—easily—pcrmanently by the

Imperial Vulcanizer

Repair Kit

Nickel Phltd Weighs 3 Lbs.

  

PATENT PENDING

One ounce of gasoline and a little

specially prepared rubber—With these

the Imperial gives you practically a

new inner tube m 15 minutes.

Price $3.50

Complete with enough rubber for 40

punctures.

Guaranteed to Sallsty

At your dealer's, or sent by express.

Address Dept. E.

THE MeGRAW TIRE & RUBBER C0.

  

Baal Palestine, Ohio

 
 

 

 

 

V

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension
High Grade Only

 

 

 

 

  

The Bossert Company Clevela'nd’ Ohio

UTICA, N. Y.

a a ,J-TT,w 7" i

“National” Steam Vulcamzers ‘ ‘ If; - to“ ‘

cannon moon. repairs three tubes “a two Kb #10“ ‘ ‘
camp at a time. Cheapest and bent on the market. f' ‘ l c I? E

fie!- our special selling plan. Portable model lot ~ FA "1%)

lqflrudual owners which will please your customers. L ;

[psi price, $12. Manufactured by ' w u a

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO. LAT Sfifing'v

1004 Euclid Ave. CLIVILAND. o. v; $755

 

STA CGARD

TREADY

{1:11.531 ‘5‘ I , ,,
lbw?!»

METZ 22 H. P.

MOTOR wCAR

lubricatin oil, and from

8.000 to 0,000 miles on

 

The most economical car

you can buy at any 5‘ in Y ca

- » a e o res. on n
Fnce'zghe getiwwlu "m secure exclusive sale of

mm ‘0 m_‘ "-0" ' these cars in our terri

gallon oi gasoline, over (my, Book “£" mailed

100 miles on a pint of free on request.

METZ COMPANY, Waltharn, Maaa., U.S.A.

  

 

Doilv <—
Ckmbf‘ a ’  

 

  

 

 

ArgoElectric

For ihe Gentleman and Guatlewomaa

Ieaatlhllly Finished — l'criectly Equipped belly Operated

Send tor the new Argo Electric Catalog.

ARGO ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Iacieriea.8a.taaw.lleh.

Ietzger-Herrinfiton Co., Distributors.

2412-14 lie laaa Ave" Chicago.
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“CONTINENTAL”

Best Known Motor in America

Loolt for His name

"Continental" on

‘ crank case.

s
~‘. We have loolsed

after the qualiiy

behind it.

4 and 6 cylinders.

20 Q o 6 0 H. P.

Write for Booklets.

  

Continental Model "C"

CONTINENTAL MOTORMFG. COMPANY

Detroit, Mich.

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE:

 

K. F. Paterson, . 150 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago
 

MOTZ Cushion Tires
For Pleasure Cars and Light Delivery Can

Send (Or Booklet ill

Tl-IE MOTZ TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

Executive Office: Akron. Ohio

  

smears.

A—Sbon as», notched treads. ins mat.- Ass. at" anemnus-us

B—Sbm under“. .34“ rm May. he In in L no a. s—q

C—Sho's Illnrwue has.“ ms :- n. rum“. nu mu Ass. mus-i

D—Shasn absorbinl means when I

Mum-“Mm Hmnsaumwmrexn.“

 

  

 

Hana nuns—i
Guaranteed 5000 Miles

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Company

General Offices: I796 Broadway, New York City

Factories: Trenton. N. J. Branches Principal Cities

  

 

WeedChains
 

  

  

  

  
or slipping.

  

  

  

by all reputable dealers

The Name Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

“Weed” 28 Moore St. New York

on Every Hook

The Great Anti-Skid

Ev

Nine-tenths

of all accidents to auto- -

mobiles are caused by skidding

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the “other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ippery greas gave

ments unless you equip your ear wrt Weed

Cannot lnjure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want to know what real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

i For your own safety—-for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car With Weed

Chains. Make it. your business to gets. set

Recommended and sold

CB

heins. 1':

 

 

 

 
 

Standard Bearings

ll"

Enemies of Friction.

Why Don't You “Standardize”?

Standard Roller Bearing Company

PHILADELPI-II

 

 

  

 

 

RELIANCE

"The Speedometer

ol Quality "

Special features that eliminate

speedomet'r troubles. Send

lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Ellul St. Boston. Mass.

  

 

 

 
 

75% Increase in Tire Eilielency

That's what the lNNERSI-IU accom

plishes. It's a tough, durable, rubberiud

fabric formed permanently to tire shape.

Ask for circular.

INNER SHOE 'I‘lll COMPANY

Iron!W Grand Inle liki

 
 

 

 
 

lNVADER OIL

“The Best the World Aflords"

CHAS. F. KELLOM 6: C0.

Philadelphia

  

  

Tones down headlights for

city driving and foggy

nights an auto necesslsy.

Price 75¢. per pair. Sell

like hot cakes. Dealers.

secure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

 

I931 Broadway. New York

  

 
  

 

 

Locomobile Cars lor1912

Complete information furnished on request.

The fommah'le Company

BRIDGEPORT. CONI.

 

 

 

 

  

 

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

Ill]. GROSSMAN COMPANY. lllr.. New York and Detroit
 

  

 

Aluminum Bodies

THE SPRINGFIELD TOP

(Pat. 1895) .

SPRINGFIELD METAL BODY CO.

368 Birnie Avenue. Snrinlfield. Mass.

 
 

1228 Ridge Avenue

STOP PAYING GARAGE RENT

Why Not Own Your Own Garage?

We are Manufacturers and Builders of Fire

proof Steel Garages of all sizes. Write for

Catalogue and prices.

THE FllEl’ROOF GARAGE COMPANY

Philadelphia. P;
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HE FORD STARTER will start your

motor with one turn of the crank in

the coldest weather. it saves 25 per cent. of

your gasolene and avoids carbon trouble by

making a perfect mixture. Fits any car. put

on in is minutes. Price. $10.00. FORD

STARTER CO.. 51. joscph. Mich.

 

WANTED—Man to take charge of

enameling department of large auto

mobile plant. One who thoroughly under

stands dipping and baking of fenders. hoods.

etc. Box No. 220, care Motor \Norld.

 

WE ARE OPEN to take up any suitable

line for the cycle. motor. or general

hardware trade on a commission basis of

5‘2. Established eight years. Best refer

ences. A. HERMANN & C().. 20 Hamilton

Road. Highhury Barn. London,

 

ANTED—Garford 40. l9ll touring;

I cash. HliRlCOL'RT. Great Neck,

-. l.

 

15cc

- ln capiialsZScents perline ——

A market place where Dealers. jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy. sell or trade used cars.

MAGNETOS.

AN UNUSUAL OFFER.

Bosch Magnetos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$ZS.OO

Splitdorf Magnetos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2000

These are standard goods and we only

have 300. Send your check before they are

gone.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.

Detroit, Mich.

(“'e have no Branches.)

  

 

  

()R SALE—Auto delivery wager]: panel

top: first-class condition; $225. 740 \\'.

47th St. Chicago. lll.

OR SALE OR TRADE—4 )Hss. Mors.

Autocar runabout, 35 HP. eaver ma

rine motor. 4 HP. stationary motor. 2 HP.

electric motor, 125 cycles. 6 foot show case.

\Vant power hack saw and press. C. H.

MINCHIN, Greenwich. Conn.

ARAGE—listablished four years. for

sale. Entrance on avenue and street

front and rear. 200 x 41 ft. Has sixty cars

on live storage, doing business of twelve

hundred dollars monthly renting cars. Rea

son for selling. illness. STEVENS. 1337

Clinton Ave. New York.

 

  

MALL OFFICE to rent in best automo

bile building in New York. Privilege of

show room and moderate >i’01'3g0 space.

CONOVER 8: ROBINSON. 250 \\"e<t 54th

St.. New York.

 

UTOMOBILE BODIES. pleasure and

commercial. Foredoors for open-from

cars. \Vrite for prices. AUTO SPECTAL

TY MFG. CO., 326 17.. Market St.. lndian

apolis. Ind.

  
 

 

Q

 

 
 

  

 

Look these three pages over carefully.

be on to your job as a dealer if you don’t at least

do that much.

I!

E!

H DEALER:
‘ This is the first week we’ve been able to run over

into the third page.

‘ The bigger it gets the better for YOU and for US.
..i For you—because it gives a greater volume of op

i portunities for trade. For us—beeause—well, the

answer’s too easy to this!

You’ll see that this de

partment is growing!

You won’t
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FOR SALE—3%-ton Couple-Gear battery

truck (used); good condition except

battery, which requires some renewals.

Price $1,000. Also 40 ampere G. E. rectifier,

$150. B. F. AVERY & SONS, Louisville,

Ky.

 

EW YORK Automobile Registrations.

mailed daily, $1.25 per month. List,

April to October. inc.. $2.50. OWNERS

AUTO LIST COMPANY, Albany, N. Y.
 

DO you wish to better your position? If

your character and ability will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu

pation, anywhere. Enclose 50c. for regis

tration with references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 West

87th St., New York City.

 

FOR RENT—Factory Building, Syracuse,

N. Y.; 18,000 square feet floor space, on

best street in the city; engine, boiler and

shafting complete. Two elevators, city

water, gas and electric service, and equipped

with sprinklers. Use of railroad siding.

Electric cars pass office door. Apply

GEORGE N. COMLY, 1816 West Genesee

St., Syracuse, N. Y.

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials. and full details on

request. WATERBURY. WELDING CO.,

Waterbury, Conn. ~

 

 

Always read Dunk's advertisement.

“It Pays to Pay Dunk."

$35.00—Sterling Wind Shield—$7.40.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes to either a high gloss finish, egg

shell gloss or dull finish, on lamps, radia

tors and fenders. Will not crack, chip or

peel

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

TWO AND FOUR cylinder motors, $50

to $175. Chain drive chassis. $35.

Transmissions, $10 and up. W. D. PECK,

18 Sawyer Ave, East Orange, N. J.

 

  

    

lScenis perline of‘sixwords.cash wiihordec

Lzln capricisZScenis perlme ~

A market place where Dealers, Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

  

OREMAN \NANTED—To act as fore

man and leader on assembly floor of

growing company manufacturing electric

commercial trucks. Man must be experi

enced and of undoubted ability as leader

and organizer. For right man, good wages

and fine chances for advancement. Factory

near New York City. Address replies to

Box 221, care Motor World.

 

IRE VALVES THAT CANNOT

LEAK. The heavier the air pressure,

the more air-tight they become. Stevens

Non-Leaking Tire Valves make hand-pump

ing mere child’s play. No back pressure.

Get set and try them. Price per set of four,

$1. STEVENS MANUFACTURING AND

SUPPLY COMPANY, Dept. D, 1225 Wa

bash Ave. ,Chicago, Ill.

 

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. J.

 

“A New One."

A $2,500 Auto for $150.00.

Build your own car. We will sell

you complete set of Axles, Frame, Springs.

\Vheels, Steering Gear and Radiator, $150.00.

\1Vith plan for putting together.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN

Enamels lamps, radiators and fenders to a

fine gloss finish. Will not crack, chip or

eel. Not affected by heat, retains its

ustre.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

UTOMOBILE AT SACRIFICE—1

model 17, 1911, S-passenger Buick, $725;

A-l condition. F. MARION SHEEN, 521

Clouet St., New Orleans, La.
 

KENNEY NUT LOCK. Won't jar off.

Holds tight wherever vibration exists.

Patent and all rights for sale. DR. \V. F.

KENNEY, 122 Hope St., Providence, R. I.

ANTED—First class electric automo

bile machinist and repairmen in Den

ver, Colo. P. 0. BOX 1023.

PEERLESS LINING DYE

makes a new lining out of a dirty, faded

and stained inside. Will not fade or wash

off. Leaves the cloth soft and liable.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Coihmbus, O.

ORD OVVNERS—GET OUR CATA

LOG. AUTO PARTS CO., PROVI

DENCE, R. I.

 

 

 

ONE-QUARTER PRICE—Fine S-pass.

touring car just overhauled; full equip

ment; appearance and running A-l; bargain

extraordinary. as move east this week.

BRATENAI-IL BLDG, Rm. 5, Cleveland,

Ohio.
 

Another Offer by Dunk—

$15.00 New Auto Trunk—$6.50.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

‘N? E have a very large wholesale clientele

and are open to take up European

agency for a new motor accessory. Write

before sending sample. K., B & CO., LTD.,

5 Rue Auber, Paris, France.

 

I I I
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TTENTION—I-Iave a few manufactur

ers' samples, gentlemen's black broad

cloth fur lined overcoats, lined throughout

with Australian mink, large genuine Per

sran lamb collars, sizes 36 to 48. Value $75.

will sacrifice for $35 each. Also several

ladies’ handsome long fur coats, satin lined,

worth $90, while they last, $35; and few

large size fur robes, plush lined, $15 each.

All guaranteed new. Examine before buy

ing. Send express charges, will send on

approval. Write or call. E. ROBERTS,

Room 8, 160 West 119th St., New York.

 

WE WANT the most capable salesman

in the automobile industry—a man

who is holding a good position now. We

want THE man who is willing to work hard

and faithfully, with unquestionably the most

im ortant accessory, looking to comfort and

re nement in motor cars, since the begin

ning of the industry. We want the man

who is able to do big things and make big

money. All communications, of course,

strictly confidential. If you are looking for

a chance to reap some of the profits (not

merely a salary job) of a concern that is

destined to be one of the biggest acce$ory

successes on the market, communicate with

us immediately.

E. R., care Motor \Vorld.

 

SALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi~

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Dunk Way Pays.

 

Ford Model T Radiators . . . . . . . . . . ..$18.00

Ford Model R, N or S Radiators . . . . 1523.00

Hup Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..!i25.00

Buic 10 Radiators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$26.50

Buick 16 and 17 Radiators . . . . . . . . . ..$32.50

Buick 19 Radiators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$27.50

 

\Ve make them for other cars too.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

SCHEBLER CARBURETOR.

J. C. NICHOLS.

DIRECT FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS.

1673 B’way at 52d St., New York City.

Tel, 6161 Col.

Our new model L Carburetor with three

 

speed adjustments, at half price by return

irlg your old model Carburetor.
 

UTOMOBILISTS — Buy guaranteed

tools and inner tube puncture-repairing

material. Do yonr own re airing easily and

quickly. Agent’s price, 5.00; ours, $3.50,

cash with order. Bank references. W. H.

MIZELLE, Robersonville, N. C.
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WE ARE perfectly equipped to conduct

an uo-to-date service department for

some good accessory Best location in city.

Fireproof building. Offices. show room,

storage and shop for ap lying and repairs.

Automobile elevator. C NOVER & ROB

INSON, 250 West 54th St., New York.

OR SALE—1906 Pierce-Arrow seven

passenger touring car, completely over

hauled this spring, in first-class running

condition. could be used as taxicab or

turned into first-class delivery truck for

he" peddlers and similar purposes. Cheap

 

t" prompt cash guyer. J. R. J., 1004 Sunset_

.“\\C., L'tica, N

MANUFACTURERS!

As attorney for the heirs of an immense

c~tate, I desire to connect one of the heirs

with a reliable automobile manufacturer in

an executive capacity, where he can enter

the firm, by investing a substantial sum in

about six months, at which time he will

receive his share to the estate.

Thoroughly familiar with the selling end

of commercial vehicles, thoroughly under

stands conditions relative to the sale of

commercial cars in New York City 'and

\icinity, and has plenty of prospects. Has

thorough business training, clever corre

spondent, and capable of meeting and con

wrsing with men of affairs.

Would- prefer to manage New York

branch of reliable truck firm, but would

consider proposition from pleasure car

nrm, or manufacturers of any reliable lines

connected with the automobile trade.

Selling agencies, please do not waste your

IIUIC or ours answering, as we desire to

hear from manufacturers direct.

State fully what you have_to offer, also

salary and opportunity for investment of

the funds, which Will be available in about

~rx months.

Address “EXECUTOR,”

444 59th St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

UTOMOBILES—A. C. C. A. Prices

Talk! Every make. Every model.

Hundreds runabouts, racy roadsters, five

~r\er| passenger touring cars. $50 11.

Guaranteed five years. Shipped Freigt

Prepaid! Write today for the largest Illus

trated Catalog published! THE AUTO

MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF

\MERICA. Dept. l-N, 1769-1787 Broadway,

New York City.
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15cenls per line 01"six wordscash with order:

- ln capiials.25cenis pcrlme -

A market place where Dealers. Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

UTOMOBILE AGENTS—I want local

agents in every county in the United

States to handle a popular-priced line of

automobiles; a good name and reputation

for integrity counts more with us than

money or experience; if you have $300 and

can furnish bond you can procure the agen

cy for our high-grade car and we will fur

nish you with demonstrator. For full par

ticulars address R. C. LEWIS, Sales Man

ager, Box 55, Milwaukee, Wis. .

 

Why Dunk Way Pays.

We sell direct.

We have no branches.

We own our factories.

We buy in car loads.

We sell at small profits.

We supply everything.

We have repair parts.

We save you 50%.

We have Radiators, etc.

We have accessories.

We have 29,973 Customers.

We want you.

We want your address.

. We are in Detroit.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

._.
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GENTS WANTED—To handle the

$1000 G. J. G. "Junior," racy, classy

and specially designed chaseabout with 104

inch wheelbase, with a real 26 H.P. motor,

Bosch magneto, Dorian remountable rims

with 32 x 31/; tires, at a price of $1,000,

which is a money maker for the sales

agent. Write for literature and discounts

to G. J. G. MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

White Plains, N. Y.

OR SALE—Dealer in new and second—

hand automobiles; Ford runabout, 4

cyl., 26 H.P., top, windshield. rumble seat.

Maxwell runabout. Oldsmobile, 4 cyl., top,

5-passenger, and windshield. Rambler, 2

cyl., top, S-passenger, and delivery body, all

in good condition. F. B. ARDRIE, 21

Carnes St., W. Lynn, Mass. P. S.—Wanted

—to buy 50 automobiles.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

Makes leather, rubber and pantasote tops

and curtains look like new. A safe, durable

renovator that leaves the cloth soft and

pliable.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

ILL GIVE MY PERSONAL MORT

GAGE on improved real estate for a

1911 or 1912 Auto in good shape and worth

prices asked; must be a reliable make. C.

A. SACKETT, 21 Broad St.. Milford. Conn.

OR SALE—High-grade touring car, in

first-class condition; cost over four

thousand when new; will sacrifice for quick

sale. STRAUS’S, 707 Main St., Buffalo,

N. Y.
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REST-O-LITE tanks wanted for cash.

O’NEILL, 186 Putnam Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.
 

‘Nl ILL sell or trade 60 foot mahogany

motor yacht for automobile or real

estate. 212 Niagara St.. Buffalo, N. Y.

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING

\Vaterproofs mohair and duck automobile

tops and curtains. Makes faded and stained

tops look like ,new. Leaves the cloth soft

and pliable. Dries over night.

The Columbus Varnish CO., Columbus, 0.

 

The Dunk Way Pays.

Make your car up to date.

Our new fore door five passenger bodies

completely finished, $52.50. New Mohair

Tops at $13.50.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

 

AUTOMOBILE Cylinders reground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

OR SALE—Caldwell Gasolene Lawn

Mower; specification—4 cyl. vertical

motor, dry batteries and Bosch magneto,

Schebler carburetor, width of cut 40 in.,

weight 2,000 lbs. For complete description

and price address INDIANAPOLIS MO

TOR SPEEDWAY, Indianapolis, Ind.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

A renovator for leather seats and cushions.

Brightens the finish, softens the leather and

does not crack or peel. Dries in 20 minutes.

The Columbus Varnish CO., Columbus, 0.

WE SHIP SUDDEN. $40.00 tops, mo

hair with curtains, $10.00; $35.00 wind

shield, $7.50; 32 x 3 tires, $6.00; 32 x 3%

Diamond, Goodyear, etc.. lst quality, $14.00;

Specdometers. $8.00; tool boxes, $1.75; Ford

radiator, $18.00; Buick radiator, $30.00:

Puritan gas tank Comp. $10.00; Puritan car

buretor, $1.00; Electric horn. $5.00; Remy

magneto, with coils, $18.50. At your service

for further information. PURITAN MA

CihlINE CO., 51 to 57 Tenth St, Detroit.

. 1C1.

 

 

Dunk Says It’s Best.

“Do It."

Detroit Self-Starter. Throw your

Crank away. Sold direct. No agents. $10.00.

Every Sale Makes a Friend.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

AILING LISTS—Automobile owners.

dealers, garages, repair shops, com

mercial car owners, or an make of car.

OWNERS AUTO LIST C ., Albany, N. Y.

UTOMOBILE FOR SALE—Model 17

Buick, newly painted. Good running

condition. Owner has two-passenger car

and don't need this one. BYCK ELEC

TRIC SUPPLY COMPANY, \Vaycross.

Ga.
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REDOMINATING—even above the hand

some appearancerantl general distinctiveness

' is its sturdy strength.

  

J 8‘ vital front partsF" It is a idfr'inidgple > ‘

  

of yOur r; aniefiecti ' ween thelamps,

fendersjrradiator ‘~ ‘ 1' gags, damage.

- 2551' ' ‘ ' 1' '\

HE Con " V . ' . ,. \1 safe—Guard is

a massive c. ‘ e -bar—not g - d against any P95
'_ r " H H sible cont] c cy‘that may arise

amordmar'yfplpe bumper. It \ Aim 3 period

18 supported at four pomts_ ~

rather than two—by semi-elliptic

steel springs—of the same char- .

aci'er and strength as the ehassm int de .1, eg broken, if that is
SP mgs Of the n10§t CXPCQSIVC [if vry, in ouer to protect

C3 . t a <\ t e lue and usefulness of the

If debt-edit may easily bgfi, ca ehindit.Andtheycpntintite

. . at protection at their expense

ha mued bad} lint-{9, ‘ a ' rttwo years. Such co hden e

shape. This isfan important; *avcthq, in its dun, imv d

feature. 'p'rotective power.

. - 7

Best quality oi steel heavily cudncled in black. royal blue, $1 5h - French gray or maroon: bar 2 in. wide. I I

I“, 1. My ullujxulnr (Ill'filafllll 85.110 r4 Ira)

‘“ r » ' " - - I 7 50 \
lit-MW; oi steel, brass or nickel plated; bar ’3 m wide I

1 t nlid hrnnzc. finished in either brass or nickel; hat 2 in.

. . . . - . 25.00

Shipped express puiti.auywhere in lhe United States. on thirty duys‘

trial. upon receipt of regular price. Wth ordering give name and model

of cur. Specify size and finish desired. An attractive booklet will be

sent upon request. '

  

LOVELL-McCONNELL MFG. CO. NEW JERSEY TUBE C0. 

 

  

  

Seller: : : Newark, N. .I. Maker: : Newuk, N. .I.

CONO\/ER
WWSg‘é-Guard'
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On the Race Course

Aside from winning practically

every event of any note abroad for

the past couple of years. wire wheels

made a remarkable showing in the run

ning of the Vanderbilt race, last week.

Hughie Hughes. in a Mercer, very

much smaller powered than the win

ner, was defeated in the 300 miles by

43 seconds. Gil Anderson. in a Stutz.

was fourth. These two cars, both of

which were wire wheel equipped, were

the only American cars among the first

five. the other three cars being foreign

speed creations of large size.

In speaking of the showing of these

two cars. The Automobile says: “The

race of the Mercer was wonderfully

good. as Hughie Hughes was well up

with the more powerful Mercedes pair

throughout"~“The Stutz made an

elegant showing, running the steadiest

race of the field. The car lacked only

the supreme power to take the pace."

Both of these drivers will tell you

that wire wheels not only saved time

by making the tires last longer but by

making the cars easier to handle and

by making them hug the track more

closely. they enabled faster driving.

particularly on the curves.

 

This illustration shows

one of the latest StULZ

models with Mr. Stutz at

the wheel. The Stutz car

of a similar model, equip

ped for racing, which

made so remarkable a

showing at Milwaukee—

so remarkable as to be

designated by the press as

the most sensational in

the running of the race—

also carries wire wheels

as regular equipment.

  
  

  

  

On Private Motor Cars

As we have pointed out several times

before, the winning of races with wire

wheel equipped cars simply serves to

emphasize the value of wire wheels on

cars for general touring. Practically

all of the leading cars abroad. both

those used for racing as well as those

used for individual owners. give pref

erence to wire wheels for stock use.

just as soon as the remarkable advan

tages of wire wheels over wooden

wheels were demonstrated to the for

eign manufacturers. they almost en

tirely discarded their wooden wheel

equipment in favor of'-wire wheels.

That condition is taking place in

America just as surely as it did abroad

—--a little more slowly in this country

because of peculiar business conditions

existing in the automobile industry—

but wire wheels are here and a great

many car manufacturers will furnish

them for l‘)l3. Those dealers who are

keen to be the first to offer a wonder

ful improvement to their customers

will insist upon wire wheels on the

cars they are selling. You can get

wire wheels if you will insist.- If you

have any trouble about getting,r wire

wheel equipped cars, write u~ and we

~.\ ill help you.
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I ires Inflated to
e A E

Alilntt Motor ('ar (‘0 . . . . . . . .. 33 Electric “cl-I r'g Products Co. 78

Arlarnsnn Mfg. (“o . . . . . . . . . . .. 76 Empire .\L11ri.‘.lnlilc ('0 . . . . . . .. 85

He insists that this is tire economy and Ajax~tiriel> Rulier (:0 _ . . _ . . . .. 74

- Q American Ball Bearing Co..... 57 F

i American Motors C0 . . . . . . . . .. 08 ‘ _ V 3

a American Starter & (‘arburetor :iulllc'l Mig' “Ml” ' ' ‘ ‘ ' ' ' ‘ " 63

. . I. A. 'l' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

How do you know what pressu.e you have in H M'g- i"- - - - - i - - - - - - - - — - ' -- 8° Firewoui Fm“ (.0 84
- Antes .\Inln' (‘nr ('0 . . . . . . . . . .. 81 ' i ‘ ' ' ' i ' ' ' ' ' "

Your tires? A _ . . ,. ., tint-mire Tire a- Rubber Co... 76

Argo ILch‘tr'rC \cnrclc Lu . . . . .. 72 ‘ _ _ q

Atwatmanm Mfgl “.urksHH 59 Franklin Automobile Lo . . . . . .. cl

R Auwmuhnc Supply Mfg can 78 I‘ulton-Mcl utcmn Lo. . . . . . . .. 83

G

U N l V E R S A L B _ -
(1. C. A. Mfg. Co . . . . . 16

O Badger Brass Mfg. ('0 . . . . . . . .. 80 (lilincr, Jr., (1'. \Yalker . . . . . . .. 58

a e Bantam Anti~lirictiun (‘0 . . . . .. 79 (ioldc-I’atcnt Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 76

- Barthel. Ilaly & Miller . . . . . .. 8'2 Goodyear Tire 8.: Rubber Co... 83

Ii. I l '(T. . . . . . . . . . . .."1 (i t-L . .\l ‘I" C . . . . . ..83(Trade Mark Registered in U. s. Pmm Ofice) “‘ “’ Om“ ° _ 1 "m m _ 3“ ""_” °

Itenz Auto Import (,0 . . . . . . . .. 13 (ii-055mg“ Lo" Emil . . . . _ _ . . . .. 84

Bosch Magneto C0 . . . . . . . . ..44--IS

Bosscrt Cu. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 83 H

Iiret/ Co., S . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 78 ‘ c

liriitgs-Dctroiter C0. . . . . . . . . .. 85 “ar‘fmd Slhl,mhmn_ 0-;

Itrrmn-I.i1>e-Cliapin Gear C0... 79 . beidc font coy}:

l Iiuli'nln I'Ilcctric Vehicle Co..60-6l “3”” MW" C‘" w ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' "

". (Patented March, l898—Other Patents Pending) Bu“ Mfg. CO _ ‘ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ H 83 Hayes Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

Haynes Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 80

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time, Hodge & Graves C0 - - - - - - - - -- 78

day or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your ‘ p C "W" MM“ C“ C° - - - - - - - - -- 8i

. . . Hyatt Roller Bearing C0 . . . . .. 4..

Valve for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in Carmen. CO_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ 0 . . _ 0 __ 85

place, showing the exact pressure in the tire so that. H t~i...,,.‘.i.... mun...“ C0 , _ , , , , _ ,. 76 I

the Gauge can be taken anywhere and read, at night (“Iwmwn Snark Plus Cou-H 78 H l M t (M C0 74

_ _ v _7 tea i‘oor ,. . . . . . . . . . ..

to the front of the car into the light of the lamps. C'“~“"'““ A‘l‘e"‘>"‘g ' ' ' - ' - "863 Inner Shoe Tire Co 84
. . . (' lc Motor Car C0 . . . . . . . . . . .. 81 i . ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "

After the pressure has been ascertained the Indicating Clilonial Flame CM CO 80 Inter-Slate Automobile Co.... as
Sleeve can be pushed back into the Gauge with your - 7' ' ' ' ' ' H

Consolidated Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 80

finger. No catches or snaps to operate or get out of Conn-nemi Mom. )Ifgg Co__,_ 84 J

' order. This Gauge is 2% inches long over all, short Corbin Screw (L'Orvoration---.'.. 69 Jack..." Automobile c0 . . . . . . .. 81

enough the diameter of (forert .‘IUIHI' Vehicle CO . . . . .. 77 Jefiery-Dewitt CO. . . . . . . . . . . .. 78

a a a ‘ I ' a i t I . . . s - i .. 3 ‘- ' - T1 . I . . a s s n - ae

wheel and can eaSily be carried in the vest pocket or ( “u” M“ "mm (0 8 'le'wcl \éomrp‘gm E:

e _0nes ' 0.. .nncas . . . . . . . . .. 1

the c ge DOCket Of your trousers. Jones Recorder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78

D

Pnce EaCb . Dayton Auto Truck Co . . . . . . .. 80 K

.W I Dayton Rulilier Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 8-4 Kellom Co., Chas. F . . . . . . . . .. S4

. IICItll l‘ilrt‘tl'ic (‘0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54 Kelly-Springfield Tire (:0 . _ _ . ._ 71

O llinmonil' Rulilier (“.0 . . . . . . . . .. 75 Kinsey hlfg. C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 79

Dorris Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 62 Kissel Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 85

th'tLllllL“l:ZlIJI'lC Tire Co . . . . . . . .. 74 Klinc Alotor ("3r Corp , _ , , , , ,, 77

Can be obtained from all tire man

ufacturers and- the dealera, or

'5 son InA. SCI-IRADER , c.
l O

28 - 32 Rose Street New York City _

s7
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Krox Automobile Co . . . . . . . . .. 64 Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.,

Kunlx~i:-w. Otto . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.2 Front cover

l’rest~O-Lite Cu. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

L Pullman Motor Car Co . . . . . .. 77

Lauri-lucrgens Motor Car Co. 73 R

Leather Tire Goods Co . . . . . . .. 83 4 _

Locomoblk Co. I ‘ _ . I ‘ . _ _ _ l U ' u 84 Rayneld Carburetor. Co . . . . H4641

Lmeukucconnen Mfg. Co" R. C. H. Corporation . . . . . . . .. 81

I . Reliance Oil & Grease Co . . . . .. 72

nside back cover _

Reliance Speedometer . . . . . . . .. 84

. Remy Electric Co.....-..,.... 73

I Republic Rubber fauna-Hr... 79 y -

‘1 g P P _ . . Rhineland Machine irorksm... so ou can PPmOVQ U

. . .lzctnc \ehicle CO.... 85 _ ,

it...” Motor Car Co ....... .. 81 R°yal Eqmpmm 79 fljlbe or 0’29 hundred

ICC” Co. . I I I “UH-"n".- l RulEnlJCI' Motor Co-............. 81 like If and maéfiacyouf,

Mctiraw T1re 8: Rubber Co.... 83 '

.‘lei! Cu. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. 83 S

M‘¢"“‘!'m Mm“ C" co - - - - - -- 81 Schrader's Sons. .-\., Inc . . . . . .. 2

M'¢“-""" Crank 5F“! c°----- 8“ Shawmut Tire Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80

5‘ Ht“ ‘Thas- E - - ~ - - - - - - - ~ - - ' -- 70 Sheldon Axle C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 86

3106"" -‘\\"° Avvlilnse Com 82 Smith Co., A. o . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 79 I . -

“1‘3" & co“ A- R - - - - - ~ - - - -- 82 Sparks-Withington Co. . . . . . .. 70 J .

“Ms P 0‘0 Engra‘m‘l C°----- 75 Speedwell Motor Car Co . . . . . .. 77 ( a

Motor Car Equipment. C0 - - - - -- 83 Splitdorf Electrical Co . . . . . . .. 78 ‘

)lott \Vheel \Vorlts . . . . . . . . . . .. 76 Springfield Metal Body Con“ 84 _

Mot; T.re 8i Rubber Co . . . . . .. 84 cu",de Roller Bearing Co 84 ‘ ‘ . _ .
. g , -* - r 11— 'OUTld

Mu"? ' "‘~- I" J ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' - - - - -- 84 Standard Welding Co.....49 to 52 . “.0111 the“ .éeperal a l _

Stearns Co., F. B . . . . . . . . . . . .. 77 Sulwnonty and eihCIency, the ease

Stewart Motor Corporation.... 41 with which Fedders bcuare lube Radia

N . . .

w... -Acme \Ifg c0 82 S'“d°bak" C°YP°““°"'B““ W" tors may be repaired 15 a pomt well worth

Km“: Mfg. Co ........... .. 55 considering. Any tinsmith W1th a pan‘ of

National Motor Vehicle 00.... 17 '1‘ soldering irons can repair one or one hun

Natural Rubber Co ......... .. sz Timken-Detroit Axle Co ..... .. es (ll-ed tubes with ease and speed 111 the

:2. Def-:rtxurechffg. Co . . . . . .. 7S Tobias. F. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84 event of an accident of any sort; ‘vhcrens

.1agara .a es 0 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72 Twitchell Gauge Co . . . . . . . . . .. 72 - ~ .
SM,“ & Mmm Co_____ n 7, with radlators of any other type, the ques

31.1.1 immobile w°,k,_,__ 85 U MOI] of repair generally 15 a question of

Uni,“ Rm, Co ,,,,, 76 laying up the car for some conslderable

0 United States Tire CON-a..." 83 PCl'lOd.

1..., Mom, Co _____________ H 84 \Vhile we lay special stress upon the

User. .1. Co.. a .\1 .......... .. 83 value of square tube rad1ators and urge

am“ “2"! S?°""g“h°°lc°' their use, at the same tmie we have the

arner ear .0 s s s a - s - - - - a s -- '

p Warner ,nsmlmm Co ______ __ ,4 plant and the equipment to produce what

Pami': & Bingham Co . . . . . . . .. 79 Weed Chain Tire Grip Co . . . . .. 84 ever type. Style and 5126 radlator .mny be

Penn Spring \Vorks . . . . . . . . . .. 82 Willard Storage Battery Co.... 43 (lQSll'ed, Just send US your blue prints and

Pennsylvania Rubber Co . . . . . .. 82 \Villys-Overland Co. . . . . . . . . .. 4 “ye “rill give you figures to your SpCClfiCfl—

Perfection Spring Co . . . . . . . . .. 83 Wisconsin Motor Mfg. Co..... 75 tiong '

P‘el Co., I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76 “’oodstock Hotel . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75 i I

One point that all dealers should bear in mind

is this—if the car you sell is equipped with a

chtlers radiator. you have a strong quality

argument in that fact. Don’t overlook this.

Fedders Manufacturing Co.

BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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Completely Equipped “ A

 

Study the Specifications 3&
Q i ‘ Remy Magneto 7

Self Starter

30 Horsepower Warner Speedometer '%

5-Passenger Touring Car Mohair Top and Boot ' 17”"

"0-inch Wheel Base Clear Vision Wind

Timken Bearings Shield 5%

Center Control Prestolite Tank ‘ J

There is more in this -car than a casual glance will demonstrate. (@\

Get up close. Go into every detail. Study the specifications.Analyze the generously big, powerful construction which has made ' _ 3:11

this model the sensational value of the year. Note the completeequipment, backed by consistent excellent performance. Study the -4

spring construction; the sturdy, dependable, three-quarter floating '4

)9
rear axle. Where can you get these and the many other big features

in cars costing less than $1200? Our 1913 catalogue gives the particu

lars; send for it today.

’\

5

Cilag:'

.AJ

’llk)‘-.

,c

The Willys-Overland Company, Dept. 50, Toledo, Ohio

‘'5‘
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AUTOMOBILE SALES ASSOCIATION

FORMED AT INDIANA CONVENTION

Meeting of Manufacturers, Dealers, and 'Other Tradesmen,

Called to Discuss Problems, Results in Nucleus of

National Organization—Speakers Emphasize

Importance of the Dealer.

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 9.—The first gen

eral sales convention of automobile trades

men closed this afternoon, after forming a

[ermancnt organization, to be known as

the General Automobile Sales Association.

I: “as the outcome of a resolution intro

ductd by Louis \Vurzburg, of the Colt

Stratton Co., of New York, seconded by

Siaxton R. Davies of the Motor \Vorld.

The idea was presented to the convention

and met with united approval of those pres

em. The following is the resolution:

Whereas, We, the charter members of the

first automobile retail sales convention are

of the opinion that an organized movement

cn behalf of the retail dealers will be of

great benefit to the industry, be it

Rt~~l\'€d, That we hereby constitute our

selvb the nucleus of such an organization

and pledge ourselves to its perpetuation,

and he it

Re-olved, That the next meeting be held

is: Detroit in 1913, at a date to be later

celermined. and be it further

Resolved, That the following men be ap

; pied as a committee in charge to serve

(a: year: John C. Wetmore, New York

[wrung Mail; \Villiam Boyd, Curtis Pub

lying Co., Chicago; E. Le Roy Pelletier,

Ictrmt; J. J. Cole, Indianapolis; Hugh

Cuslmers, Detroit; Roy D. Chapin, Detroit;

Carl H. Page, New York; Captain H. L.

Stratton, of New York; Charles W. Mears,

Cleveland; H. M. Swetland, New York;

John Lee Mahin, Chicago; Frank B.

Stcarns, Cleveland, and Homer McKee and

G. J. Monihan, Indianapolis. Pelletier is

chairman of the committee. \

The convention, which was a daring con

ception and reflected great credit on J. J.

Cole and other men who conceived the

plan, was a success from every standpoint.

The basis of the movement was well ex

pressed by President H. O. Smith, of the

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., who stated in the

' opening address yesterday that the problem

of distribution is vastly more of a problem

than the problem of manufacture, and that

the dealers were invited with the idea that

something might be presented that might

arouse'them to action. The poor car, he

said. had some chance with a good dealer;

he added that the average salesman's list

of prospects was a list of car users. and

urged that more effort be made to create

new interest in selling to the much wider

market consisting of those who do not own

cars. The big problem, said Smith. is not

how this country can absorb two or three

hundred thousand automobiles but how to

arouse its immense dormant buying power.

He urged that dealers who take hold of a

line give it sufficient support and back it to

the limit, and that more attention he paid

by dealers to quality.

Elbert Hubbard, of East Aurora, told the

convention that his son is an automobile

(Continued on page 18.)

. REORGANIZATION OF U. S. MOTOR

FINALLY ACOUIRES IIIOIIIENTUIII

Creditors’ Committee Secures Part-Cash Offer After Hope

_ Seemed Vain—Stockholders To Be Assessed $24

Per Share—Basis On Which Old Stock Will

Be Exchanged for New.

Reconstruction of the embarrassed Unit

ed States Motor Co. now may be said to

made substantial progress. After

nearly two months of unremitting work,

the creditors' committee, of which Sidney S.

Meyers is counsel, has evolved a plan

which has been recommended to the cred

itors for acceptance and which is so much

better than earlier expectations made ap

pear possible, that there is small likelihood

that it will fail of a general welcome.

It provides for not merely an allotment

of stock but for payment of 25 per cent. in

cash. As, at forced sale of the,big corpora

tion’s property, the merchandise creditors

hardly would have received a penny, the 25

per cent. in cash that has been tendered is

viewed as an uncommonly favorable settle

ment.

In addition, the creditors will receive 65

per cent. in stock in the new company

which will be organized—25 per cent. in

first preferred, 25 per cent. in second pre

ferred and 15 per cent. common, a total of

90 per cent. of their claims.

As it is known that at one time the

creditors’ committee was offered a settle

ment made up wholly of paper, and later

was tendered only 10 per cent. in cash, the

measure of the present settlement is made

plain. It required earnest work on the part

of the creditors’ committee to bring it

about and it was made possible only be

have

I cause the holders of the $6,000,000 United
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States Motor debentures generously gave

their assent and permitted the creditors to

be favored.

The holders of these debentures to the

amount of exactly $6,161,510, will receive no

cash whatever; instead, they will accept

140 per cent. in stock of the new company

—50 per cent. in first preferred, 50 per ecnt.

in second preferred and 40 per cent. in com

mon, the apparent premium of 40 per cent.

being a return for their generous action,

and which is not considered unfair inasmuch

as the debenture holders must dispose of

the new stock as best they may.

Tov pay the creditors their 25 per cent.,

and to provide working capital

reorganized company when it is to be

formed, $6,730,087.87 will be raised by levy

ing an assessment of $24 per share on both

U. S. M. common and preferred, the same

assessment being levied on the shares of

the Columbia Motor Car Co., which it ap

pears are separartely held. 'This assessment

of $24 will provide funds as follows:

On 11,499,733 U. S. M. pref.... $2,759,935.92

On 12,206,350 U. S. M. com.. .. 2,929,524.00

On 13.400 Columbia preferred. 3,216.00

On 118,000 Columbia common 28,320.00

$5,720,995.92

Cash on hand at the close of

ness September 11,'19ll.... 1,009,091.95

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,730,087.87

Of this amount, $3,000.000 will be utilized

as working capital and the balance will be

used to discharge claims agaipst the two

classes of creditors, the first of which holds

paper endorsed only by the United States

Motor Co. and the second which holds

paper bearing the endorsement of both the

big company and its subsidiaries. _

Both the merchandise creditors and the

banking creditors will participate in the 25

per cent. cash settlement. An underwriting

syndicate has been formed and is standing

back of the proposed plans.

The reorganization plan will provide for

the formation of a new company which will

be capitalized at about $28.000.000. instead

of $42.500,000 as in the case of the present

company, for which a receiver was ap

pointed on September 11th. Of the latter,

it transpires that but $23,837.000 had been

issued. which amount takes no account of

the $6,000,000 debentures.

The holders of the present preferred

stock in both the United States Motor and

Columbia Motor Car companies and who

will be assessed 24 per cent., will receive

24 per cent. of first preferred shares in the

new company, 25 per cent. of the second

preferred and 30 per cent. of the common.

The holders of the common stock, who also

must meet the assessment of $24. will re

ceive 24 per cent. in first preferred, 17%

per cent. in second preferred and 30 per

cent. in common.

for the -

STEARNS 001sz T0 RELIEF

or newsummon

Cleveland Car Maker To Produce the

Sleeve-Valve Engine for the Trade

—-Removes Embarrassment of

Atlas Failure.

With the Atlas Engine Works, of Indian

apolis, still in the hands of a receiver and

its future problematical, the Knight situa

tion in this country has been saved by the

F. B. Stearns Co., of Cleveland, to whom

the Knight interests owe so much.

As is fairly well known, but five Knight

licenses were granted to American man

ufacturers, four of them to makers of cars

and the fifth one to the Atlas Engine

\\"orks, which. it then “as stated, gave to

it the exclusive right to produce Knight

engines for the trade at large. The In

dianapolis company booked substantial

orders from the several manufacturers,

Stearns excepted, who produced cars em

ploying the well known sleeve-valve motor,

and also took contracts from a number of

others who purposed employing it. \Vhen

the Atlas Engine \Vorks failed, some four

months since. all of these manufacturers

were greatly embarrassed by the closing of

their source of supply. On two separate

occasions. it appeared likely that a pur

chaser for the Atlas plant had been found

but the negotiations fell through and, as a

result, the situation has been discomfort

ing, to use a mild term.

Apparently no relief was in sight until

late last week, when it became known that

the F. B. Stearns Co. quietly had been ar~

ranging to save the situation. It trans

pires that its license under the Knight pat—

ents does give to it the right to manufacture

motors for the trade, and this IS exactly

what the Stearns company has arranged to

do. Recent additions to its factory in Cleve

land have enabled it to undertake the work.

and as the Knight motors soon will be avail

able the embarrassment now felt by several

car manufacturers will be relieved; and as.

since its adoption of the Knight engine.

some two years ago, the Stearns company'

has built every part of its engine. none bet

ter is fitted to carry on the. work.

The demand for the Stearns-Knight car

itself continues unabated. During its first

Knight year the Stearns company did the

largest business in its history, and every in

dication points to a still larger volume: At

the end of the first quarter of its new

fiscal year—that is. at the end of September.

1912—its records show that it has shipped

a greater number of cars than ever before.

the increase over the corresponding period

of the preceding year being more than 100

In addition the orders which are

in hand also are of a record—breaking

nature.

per cent.

Grabowsky, of Illinois, in Trouble.

Wholly separate and distinct from the

proceedings brought by a stockholder

against the manufacturing company of the

same name in Pontiac, Mich., which still

are pending in the courts of that state, the

Grabowsky Power Wagon Co. of Illinois,

the headquarters of which are in Chicago.

has been placed in the hands of the Central

Trust Co. as receiver. The same trust com

pany also has been appointed ancillary re

ceiver for the New York property of the

Illinois company, which consists of a six

story garage at 245 West 12th street, New

York City, where between 30 and 45 trucks

are in use and some 54 men employed.

L'nder contract, most of the trucks are in

the service of New York department stores.

The proceedings which resulted in the ap

pointment of the receiver were instituted by

Maurice Moyer, a creditor for $3,000, who

alleged that while insolvent the Illinois

company made a preferential payment to a

Chicago bank; also that creditors had be

come restive and were threatening suit. The

estimated value of the property in New

York is $50,000.

Work Started on Marathon Tire Factory.

The Marathon Tire & Rubber Co., re

cently organized, has acquired a site in Cuy

ahoga Falls, 0., on which is being erected

a building, 65 x 300 feet, which it is ex

pected will be completed, equipped and

ready to begin the production of tires about

November lst next. The officers of the com

pany are: John R. Scott of Cleveland. pres

ident; W. F. Ridge and \Valter HQJenks

of Akron, respectively vice-president and

general manager and secretary-treasurer.

These officers with C. W. Vaughn of City

ahoga Falls constitute the board of direc

tors. Both General Manager Ridge and

Secretary-treasurer Jenks previously were

connected for a considerable term of years

with the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., of

Akron, which implies that they possess the

necessary experience. The sales manager

of the new company will be Franklin Kes—

ser, who for many years was a member of

the sales department of the Hartford Rub

ber \Vorks Co. but who more recently has

been a member of the staff of the Firestone

company.

Havers Declares Big Dividend.

To mark the close of'its fiscal year, the

Havers Motor‘ Car Co., of Port Huron.

Mich. maker of the Havers “six,” has de

clared a stock dividend of 40 per cent. and

a cash dividend of 5 per cent. The com—

pany is capitalized at $200,000.
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JONES SEEKS LAW REMEDY

WHEN ARBlTlléTION FAllS

Claims Precision Tool Company Re

fused to Abide by Decision of

Arbitrators—Latter Denounced

by Precision.

Arbitration of business disputes as a

means of avoiding litigation is not rare and

has been much written of, but that it does

not always result as well as fancy pictures

is indicated by a suit now awaiting trial

tn the Supreme Court for New York county,

wherein the Jones Taximeter Co., of New

York. has taken issue with the Precision

Tool and Instrument Co., also of New

\ork. and in a lengthy legal complaint asks

the sum of $7503.33. The reasons therefor

are \oluminous and the answer of the Pre

cision company is not less brief, and in

both the failure of arbitration is made clear.

The difference of opinion which led to

unsucce~~ful arbitration arose over a con

tract whereby the Precision company on

May 1, l‘KlQ. contracted to complete a total

of 3.000 taximeters for the Jones company,

the Jones company to pay bills weekly and

to meet all legitimate expenses of manu

facture with an added 25 per cent, profit

to the Precision company. Defects were to

be remedied free of charge. Should the

price per meter exceed $40 but not exceed

$45. the Jones company was to be permit

ted to receive such a sum as would re

duce the profits to 20 per cent. In the

contract there also was a provision that all

di~pute~ be arbitrated by a hoard consist

ing of a man chosen by each of the dis

putants and a third man chosen by the two

so named.

The whole bill. so the complainant says,

amounted to $134.307.50. a price of $44.77

per meter. and the Jones company there

upon demanded $5372.30 as its 5 per cent.

reduction in the profits. which demand was

YET-“\ed. Other claims are that the de

fendant charged 55.831.30 for repairs which

-‘-.o-.tld have been made free of charge;

r'urged moi'tr than its 25 per cent. profit

I-n certain sold certain parts be

longing to the Jones company; delivered

d-t'retive goods which did the Jones com

I-sfl) great damage: delayed output and

refused the Jones company ac

'!\- It) the Precision books and records

2'! did a longy list of things which totaled

a Iii-pured account of $74,274.

Then the arbitrators got busy. The Jones

Prctiqnn Hague Tribunal hardly had-com

'Tzenced deliberating before the Precision

gilt-gate resigned. so the Precision an

aver states. It adds that the third mem

i,fl._ bting guppOSCd to have information

items;

drfnery:

only as the other arbitrators introduced it

as evidence, went ahead and investigated

for himself, talking with Precision etu

ployes and committing other such acts.

However. the arbitrators, even if one of the

board had resigned, were undaunted and

went through vvtth flying colors, returning

with promptness a verdict of $7,503.33 for

the Jones company, which the Precision

company as promptly refused to pay. The

arbitration having gone for naught, the in

evitable law was resorted to. and last week

the Jones attorney notified the Precision

lawyer that unless certain papers and let

ters in the defendant's possession are pro

duced at the trial, the evidence on these

points would be received second-hand.

Meantime Jones is making taximeters and

is awaiting developments.

Flanders Files a $300,000 Mortgage.

To take up $80,000 of the indebtedness

of its predecessor, the Metzger Motor Car

Co., and for the purpose of acquiring addi

tional working capital, the Flanders Motor

Co.. of Detroit. which is a Delaware cor

poration. has filed a trust indenture and

first mortgage running to the Union Trust

Co., of Detroit. for $300,000. Three-year

notes, maturing October 1, 1915, will be

issued for the amount of the mortgage

New York Creditors Pursue Frey.

The Frey Auto Supply Co. of Buffalo,

N. Y., is the defendant in two actions now

listed on the current calendar of the Su

preme Court for New York county. In one

the Premier Novelty Mfg. Co. of New

York City asks judgment on an account

of $233.45 and in the other. of which an al

leged unpaid bill is the basis, Gottfried Piel,

also of New York City. trading under the

style The G. Piel Co., asks $97.70.

Editor Becomes an Engine Manufacturer.

Victor C. Parker. editor of Modern

Power. of \\'innipeg, Can., has relinquished

those duties and removed to Detroit, Mich.,

where he has formed the Parker Motor Co.,

which “will manufacture a rotary valve en

gine of which he is the inventor. A tern

porary office and experimental shop has

been established at 660 Grand River ave

nue. where the first engine probably will he

produced within the next few months.

Stenographer to Make Inner Tubes.

\Valter Reason. who is a court stenog

rapher in Pontiac. Mich., has organized the

Reason Tire Co. in that city. which will

market a puncture proof inner tube of

which he is the inventor. The tube itself is

being manufactured in Akron and the in

itial output probably will be ready for the

market before the close of the current

month.

REORGANIZATION FAILS

T0 HElPélllORGAN TRUCK

Creditors Secure Appointment of Re

ceiver After Assignment Had Been

Made—End of Long, Much

Checkered Career.

After an uphill fight which has extended

over a period of about ten years, and de

spite the reorganization which was effected

in July last, the Morgan Motor Truck Co.,

of \Vorcester, Mass. was petitioned into

involuntary bankruptcy on Thursday last,

3rd inst. The petitioning creditors are Bo

tinger Bros, Lybrand. Ross Bros. 8: Mont

and the Rowland Advertising

Agency, all of New York, whose claims

amount to $1,906. Their petition was filed

with Judge Morton in the United States

District Court in Boston, who appointed

George A. Gaskcl receiver. The liabilities

of the company are placed at $78.000; at

forced sale it is said its assets may bring

$15,000.

Previous to the filing of the bankruptcy

petition. the contpany had made an assign

ment to C. H. Derby, secretary of the com

pany, who stated that the bankruptcy pro

ceedings took him by surprise. Although

the recent reorganization of the company

suggested that a way out of its difficulties

had been found, the appointment of a re~

ceiver will cause small surprise to the trade.

Its troubles. as stated, have extended over

a long term of years. It was one of the

pioneers in the commercial vehicle industry

and was one of the first to build heavy

trucks, but lack of capital always crippled

its operations and prevented its substantial

expansion. It several times has been re

organized, or partially reorganized, and on

August lst last, when the most recent

change in its affairs occurred. its capital

was reduced from $1,100,000 to $300,000.

and Charles E. Foster, president of the

'Foster 8; Richardson Bedstead Co., of Wor

cester, Mass, assumed the presidency. Sev

eral other new men entered the company

at the same time and Ralph Morgan, who

organized the company and who was its

engineer. retired. The accession of new

blood served no purpose, however, and the

company made an assignment prior to the

filing of the bankruptcy petition in an ef

fort to prevent that very action. Its future

now is wholly a matter for speculation.

gomery

 

To Manufacture Trucks in Oklahoma.

The Oklahoma Motor Truck Co., of

which P. E. Haworth is president, is re

ported to have commenced operations in

Tulsa. Okla; its plant is located at 103-109

North Boulder street.
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AVERY COMPANY OFFERING

$1,00_0,000 STOCK ISSUE

N-w Securities, Preferred As To Divi

dend. To Be Used for Retiring

Bills Payable—Earnings Make

[ Good Showing.

To retire its bills payable, the Avery Co.,

of Peoria, BL, is offering the public $1,

000,000 of 7 per cent. cumulative preferred

stock, the subscription price being $100 per

share and accrued dividend. The new is

sue is preferred as to dividend, and in the

event of its dissolution, as to assets over

the common stock. It is redeemable up to

$115 per share, an annual sinking fund of

2 per cent. being created to retire the

stock.

The Avery capitalization, in addition to

the issue of $1,000,000 preferred, is made up

of $2,245,090 common stock and, according

to a financial summary which accompanies

the offer to the public, the total net assets

of the Avery Co., above all debts, amount

to $3,420,269.49; liquid net assets, above all

debts, $1,816,956.31; average annual net

earnings for four years, $171,820.27; net

earnings, January 1, 1912 to June 10, 1912,

$256,860.47.

The earnings for the first six months of

the current year have been at the rate of

approximately seven times preferred stock

dividend requirements. No prior liens ex

ist on the company's manufacturing prop

erty and none may be created without the

consent of three-quarters of'the preferred

stock. '

Application will be made to list the new

stock on the Chicago stock exchange.

The Avery Co. is best known to the au

tomobile trade because of its motor trucks

and tractors. It is the oldest and largest

American manufacturer of agricultural im

plements.( Its president is J. B. Bartholo

mew, who is the head also of the Bartholo

mew Co., which makes the Glide car.

Wishart Bookeeper Sues for Salary.

Claiming $725 as salary as bookeeper

from March 16 to July 10 of this year, Wil

liam Farnum brought suit against the Wish

art-Dayton Auto Truck Co. of New York

in the New York City Court, and Thurs

day of last week, 3rd inst., filed judgment.

It was taken by default, and with interest

and costs amounts to $752.84. Since the

truck company is now in the banakruptcy

court the collection of the judgment in full

appears problematical.

Walpole Taken Over by New Company.

To take over the Walpole Rubber Co., a

Maine corporation doing business at Wal

pole, Mass, there has been organized. under

Massachusetts laws, the Walpole Tire &

Rubber Co. It is capitalized_at $4,500,000,

of which $3,000,000 is 7 per cent. cumulative

preferred stock and $1,500,000 common. It

will continue the manufacture of tires and

all kinds of rubber goods at the factory at

Walpole. The preferred stock has no voting

power and is retirable at option of directors

at $120 per share and accrued dividends

after five years from date of issue in lots

of $50,000 at a time.

The incorporators are E. \V. Tinkham

of Harrisville, R. 1.; A. T. Baldwin of Bos~

ton; F. J. Gleason of \Valpole; E. C. Green

of Boston; E. W. Forbush of Roxbury;

L. O. Dulcos of West Roxbury. and J. C.

Blanchard, Jr., of Boston.

Cleveland House to Market Mansfield Tires.

The Co-operative Tire & Supply, which

as its name suggests will endeavor~ to give

the car owner reduced prices, has opened

up in Cleveland, 0., at Euclid avenue and

East 20th street; it will act as United

States distributer of the tires made by the

Mansfield Tire 8: Rubber Co. W. G. Henne,

formerly of Mansfield, 0., is president and

general manager; the secretary and treas

urer is Ralph E. Warwick, who formerly

lived in Cleveland but who for some time

has been in Washington, D. C., with the

Multigraph Co. Both will hereafter make

their residences in Cleveland. The inten

tion of the organizers of the company is to

establish branches in various parts of the

United States.

Drake Again to Girdle the Globe.

Joseph R. Drake, treasurer of the Hupp

Motor Car Co., of Detroit, who last year

headed the Hupmobile globe-girdling “ex

port expedition," departed on \Vcdnesday,

Otcober 2nd, to retrace his wheel tracks and

to enlarge the openings which he made dur

ing his previous journey. Last year Drake

and his two companions worked westward,

but on the present occasion Drake, who is

going it alone, is headed cast and first will

visit Great Britain, whence he will go to

Europe, India, China, Japan, the Philip

pines and Australia.

No Reo Dividend, But Fine Report.

Expectations that the Rco Motor Car Co.

would declare a substantial dividend at its

annual meeting in Lansing, Mich, last week

proved vain. The reports, that were ren

dered. however, showed the company to be

in good shape, there being a surplus on

hand of $1,500,000. The plant inventory

totalled $3,648,000. The sales of the com

pany during the past year amounted to $7,—

545,860. For labor there had been paid

out during the year $1,092,000. There are in

hand orders for 13,500 cars.

MIDGLEY TIRE TREAD NOW.

IN COURT OF APPEALS

Once Held Not To Infringe Adams

Patent, Appeal Is Ready for Argu

ment—Language of Lower

Court Recalled.

Whether the Midgley tire tread employed

by the Hartford Rubber Works Co., of

Hartford, Conn., constitutes a patentable

device, and whether it infringes the Adams

patent, No. 609,320, probably will be de

cided for all time in the course of the

present week. The case has been placed on

the current calendar of the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit, which is located in New York

City, and is about to be heard.

The charge of infringement against the

Hartford Rubber Works Co. was brought

by the Metallic Rubber Tire Co., of Jersey

City, N. J., which controls the Adams pat

ent, which was issued August 16, 1898, to

Dr. Calvin T. Adams, of New York. It

covers a “vehicle tire and more specific-

ally a bicycle tire," in the tread of which

is embedded a woven or stitched metallic

wire. The wires are corrugated and run

parallel around the tread in the direction

of its periphery, alternote loops projecting

outward, tending to prevent skidding.

\Vhen the case was tried before Judge

Platt, sitting in the Federal court in Hart

ford, in July of last year, he practically

threw it out of court, after but one week’s

consideration. The Adams interest prompt

ly filed the appeal which now is about to

be heard.

When he denied that the patent had

been infringed, Judge Platt stated that “it

would be absurd as well as highly inequit

able" to bring to bear on heavy automobile

tires an invention, such as Adams's. con

ceived only with light bicycles in mind.

In the papers now before the Court of

Appeals, it is brought out that not only

the Hartford Rubber Works Co. but the

B. F. Goodrich Co. acquired licenses to

operate under the Adams patent, but the

Metallic Rubber Tire Co. alleges that

Thomas Midgley, who devised the tread

which bears his name, was employed by the

Hartford company to evolve a tire which

would have the advantages of the Adams

invention without. making necessary the

payment of royalty. The Midgley tread, ac

cording to the complainant, differs from the

Adams device chiefly in that the embedded

wires are coiled instead of corrugated.

Under the Adams patent, it appears that

the Hartford company contracted to pay a

5 per cent. royalty, while under the Midgley

patent the royalty was half that amount.
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Newark, N. J.—American Piston Ring

capital; to manufacture motor parts. Cor

porators—Albert \Venzel, \Villiam Schmidt,

Bertha \\'enzel.

Paducah, Ky.—Henry Bros. Taxicab Co.,

under Kentucky laws, with $200 capital; to

operate taxicabs. Corporators—E. E. Henry,

Finis Henry, Toy Henry.

Logansport, Ind—The Rutenber Elec~

tric Co., under Indiana laws, with $50,000

capital. Corporators—E. A. Rutenber, J.

F. Digan, J. E. De Long.

Chicago, Ill—Guaranty Auto Co., under

IllmOlS laws, with $50,000 capital; to deal in

motor cars. Corporators—J. T. Shea, Emily

Crispi. C. D. Rattenhofen.

Seattle, \Vash.—Apperson Motor Car Co.,

,under \Vashington laws, with $5,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—H._M.

Brinker, L. H. Seely and others.

Nyack, N. Y.—-Nyack Garage, Inc., un

der New York laws, with $15,000 capital;

to operate a garage. Corporators—Alan

Leggett, John J. Laine, Paul J. Dubois.

Charleston, \V. Va.—Taxicab Co., under

West Virginia laws, with $5,000 capital; to

operate taxicabs. Corporators—F. J. Hill,

F. A. McGrew, R. C. Lanham, J. H. Love.

Bucksport, Me.-—Bucksport Motor Co.,

under Maine laws. with $6,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—J. E.

\‘inham, H. N. Churchill, H. E. Churchill.

Elms-burg, \Vash.—Kittitas Automobile

Ch. under W'ashington laws, with $1,000

-..; :tal; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—l’. \\'. Stenger, J. A. Larson and others.

Chicago, Ill—Triangle Tire Co., under

i.':nois la\\'>_, with $5.000 capital; to deal

motor car tires. Corporators—Lawrence

Cohen, Charles Aaron, Floyd M. Stahl.

Rockford, lll.—Rockford Motor Trule

under Illinois laws, with $10,000 capi

to deal in motor vehicles. Corporators

—P A. Peterson. Levin Faust, John Ledin.

Chicago, Ill—Commercial Motors Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $3,000 capital; to

rieal in motor‘ vehicles. Corporators—Far

iun H. Ball, Agnes V. Lee, Godlip A. Bu

resh.

Newark, N. J.—\\’. C. D. Motor Car Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $50,000 capi

tal; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

I’. C. \Valls, \V. E. Champing, W. J. Drum

pelmaun. -
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Houston, Tex.—Cole Motor Car Co..

under Texas laws, with $12,500 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—J. J. Sett—

gast, Jr., A. J. Binz, F. H. Buelow, David

F. Burks.

Newark, N. J.—American Auto Radiator

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $10,000

capital; to manufacture radiators—George

T. Richings, Roy N. Cunningham, Eliza

beth Ritchings.

Spokane, 'iVash.—Co-operative Auto

Sales & Supply Co., under Washington

laws, with $1,100,000 capital; to deal in mo

tor cars and supplies. Corporators—M. S.
Alden and others. I

St. Louis, Mo.—Reliable Auto Livery Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $2,000 capital;

to operate a motor car livery. Corporators

—Paul Bertrand, Anthony Hochdorfer,

Karl Van Buskirk.

Rochester, N. Y.—Electric Car Sales and

Service Co., Inc., under New York laws,

with $10,000 capital; to deal in motor cars.

Corporators—Max Bernstein, Minnie Bohr

er, Glenn H. Leaty.

'Atlantic City, N. J.—Holland-Donnelly

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $100,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—E. J. Holland, E. R. Donnell, G. C. Don

nelly, H. L. Giberson.

Elizabeth, N. J.—Excelsi0| Automobile

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corp0rators

—Patrick H. MeGann, Hippolyte St. Cade

Raismes, Peter Kern.

Cleburne. Tex,—Cleburne Motor Car

Mfg. Co., under Texas laws, with $10,000

capital; to manufacture motor cars. Cor

porators—H. E. Luck, G. A. McClung, O.

L. Bishop and others.

Youngstown, Ohio—Youngstown Taxi

cab Co.,>under Ohio laWs, with $10,000 cap—

ital; to operate taxicabs. Corporators—

David Friedman, Bert Friedman, Helen

Friedman and others.

Seattle. \Vash.-—Beattie Motor & \Vagon

Mfg. Co., under Washington laws, with

$20,000 capital; to manufacture motor and

horse-drawn vehicles. Corporators—W. J.

Beattie, C. \V. Burdick.

Columbus, Ohio—Silberzahn Gas Engine

Co., under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital;

to manufacture internal combustion mo

tors. Corporators— J. Silberzahn, Fred \V.

Kruse, Mark Winchester.

, e ee '5 NCDRPORAJONS '.
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Santa Maria, Cal—California Garage,

under California laws, with $20,000 capital;

to operate a garage. Corporators—Her

bert \V. Graft, C. I. Hough, R. E. \Vheart

ley, M. Davis, A. H. Davis.

New York, N. Y.—Garden Garage Co.,

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—Oliver J. Griffin, Fannie C.

Griflin, \Villiam Oakford, all of 123 \Vest

Slst street, New York City.

New York, N. Y.—-Act0n Taxicab Co.,

under New York laws, with $2,000 capital.

Corporators—Oliver J. Griflin, \Villiam

Oakford, Florence Oakford, all of 123 West

Slst street, New York City.

Newark, N. J.——McDonough-Cogan Mo

tor Co., under. New Jersey laws, with $25,

000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Edward McDonough, Frank T.

Cogan, George T. McDonough.

Cleveland, Ohio—Service Garage Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to

operate a garage. Corporators—Roy J.

Ramson, Karl \V. Volk, Fred Desbcrg, Wal

ter McMahon, John \V. \Villdis.

Canal Dover, Ohio—S. Toomey Co., un

der Ohio laws, with $60,000 capital; to

manufacture vehicles. Corporators—R. I.

Toomey, Theodore Williams, S. J. Brister,

M. C. Toomey, Oliver Toomey.

Peoria. Ill—Jefferson Automobile Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $30,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—R. C.

Uckena, Frank E. Howland, F. I. Archdale,

W. G. Ronnieberg. Cedric Howland.

Cleveland, Ohio—National Lubricating
Co., under Ohio laws, with $5,000 capital; I

to manufacture lubricants. Corporators—

Arthur A. Neiger, Maurice Rayden, J.

Rathovitz. 3. Hayden, Max S. Fishel.

Cleveland, Ohio—Cadillac Automobile

Co., under Ohio laws, with $50,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators——

Thomas B. Bolton, \\'illiam H. Marlatt, F.

H. Pelton, M. Jenkins, M. D. Hayes.

Minneapolis, Minn—Twin City Motor

Service Co., under Minnesota laws, with

$50,000 capital; to operate a motor car ser

vice. Corporators—Frederick L. Gross.

Abner G. Showers, \Villiam A. Alden.

Rochester, N. Y.—The Fordham Co., un

der New York laws, with $3,000 'capital; to

manufacture and deal in automobiles. Cor

porators—Gerald F. Cox, Eugene F. Reinke,

Richard Stanton. all of Rochester, N. Y.
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Indianapolis, Ind—Marion Garage and

Auto Co., under Indiana laws, with $15,000

capital; to operate a garage and deal in

motor cars. Corporators—Burr Custer,

“Edgar S. I’aynton, Gilbert P. Butterworth.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Ohio Chauffeur's Pro

tective Association, under Ohio laws, to

conduct a social and beneficial organization.

Corporators—Grover Bennett, Charles Eck

ert, Roy Engleman, George Puls. Grover

Jabe.

Rochester, N. Y.—Selden Truck Sales

Co., under New York laws. with $150,000

capital; to deal in motor vehicles. Corpo

rators—VVilliam C. Barry. George C. Gor

don, Robert_H. Salmon~..‘a11 of Rochester,

N. Y.

New York. N. Y.—48th Street Garage,

Inc., under New York laws, with $1,000

capital; to operate a garage. Corporators

—-Harold C. Knapp, Richard H. McIntyre,

]r., Paul R. Towne, all of 258 Broadway,

N. Y.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Federal Motor Supply

Co., under Ohio laws, with $250,000 capital;

to manufacture motor car supplies. Corpo

rators—A. M. Draddy, George W. Platt,

Emil G. Schmitt, R. L. Dollings, M. F.

Platt.

Newark, N. J.—i\1cDon0ugh-Cogan Mo

tor Car Co., under New Jersey laws. with

$25,000 capital; to do a general automobile

business. Corporators—Edward McDon

ough, Frank T. Cogan, George T. McDon

ough.

New York, N. Y.—Imperia1 Auto Rent

ing Co., under New York laws, with $1,000

capital; to rent motor cars. Corporators—~

Abraham S. Gusson, 621 East Third street,

Brooklyn; David Abraham, 441 Hopkinson

avenue, Brooklyn; Alexander Miller, 126

Fountain avenue, Brooklyn.

Changes in Capitalization.

Waukesha, \Vis.-R. 1.. Kenyon Co. from

$100,000 to $200,000.

Canton, Ohio—Knight Tire 8: Rubber Co.

from $500000 to $3.000. ,

Indianapolis. Ind—Motor Car Mfg. Co.

from $75,000 tr. $150,000.

West Allis, \\'is.-—Sternberg Mfg. Co.

from $50,000 to $100,000. ‘

Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky Automobile

Co. from $24,000 to $65,000.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Standard Electric Tool

Co. from $10,000 to $15,000.

Changes of Corporate Names.

Chicago, III—Elmore Motor Co. to Illi

nois Automobile Co.

Chicago, Ill—Henry Lee Power Co. to

Old Reliable Motor Truck Co.

POPE’S ANNUAL STATEMENT

SHOWS RENEWED STRENGTH

Sales Not So Large But Earnings Are

Greater Than Previous Year—

Dividend on Common—Fig

ures in Full.

Its annual report for the fiscal year end

ing July 3lst last, which just has been made

public, shows that the Pope Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., has recovered its tone. Its

statement for the previous year was far

from inspiring, but its present balance sheet

shows that it has regained its strength and

earning capacity to such an extent that not

only is it likely that the 6 per cent. dividend

on its preferred shares will be maintained

cent. will be declared on the common

stock.

During the fiscal year of 1911, the _c0m

pany’s sales amounted to $4,081,486.82, on

which the net earnings were $214,119.22, a

decrease of $531,272.11. During the year

1912 the sales were less, $3,734,112.56, but

the net earnings amounted to $251.290.02,

and the surplus has been increased from

$860,203 to $1,012,920.

\Vorking capital as shown by the balance

sheet was $2,018,335 as compared with $1,

409,597 last year. Cash on hand was in

creased to $253829 from $92,069 in 1911,

while materials and supplies on hand were

increased from $1,190,841 to $1,477,313. Ac

counts and notes receivable were also in

creased from $338,329 to $396, 608. an in

crease of $58,279. Accounts payable were

$179,528, an increase of $37,842.

but that a dividend at the rate of 4 per

ASSETS

Real Estate, Buildings, Plant, Equipment, Machinery and

Tools in .Operation July 31, 1911. Patents, Licenses and

Good “'ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,781,293.27

In Process of Construction and Installation July 31, 1911 36,276.16

—— $5,817,569»...

Add—Net Adjustments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,126.69

Expenditures on Additions and Improvements, Complete

and in Operation . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 170,821,69

In Process of Construction and Installation July 31, 1912 71,732.77

Deduct—L‘noperated Machinery, Tools and Equipment Sold, Scrapped or

Retired and Charged Off to Reserves for Renewals and Replacements.

Less—Reserves for Replacements and Accrued Renewals to Plant . . . . . . . . . ..

Deferred Charges and Prepaid Expenses, including Prepaid Insurance, Ad

vance “'ork on Models for future production, Prepaid Discounts and

243,681.15

$6,061,250.58

91,316.07

$5,969,934.51

349,683.28

The balance sheet in full is as follows:

$5,620,251.23

Commissions . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 363,333.31

Contract to be Liquidated by Deferred Installments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 170,844.21

Inventories of Materials, Supplies, Unfinished and Finished Product . . . . . . .. $1,477,312.56

Accounts and Notes Receivable §Less Reserves for Bad and Doubtful

Accounts) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 396,608.25

Cash and Cash Items in Batik and Ofiice, including Fund for Payment of

Unclaimed Dividends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 253,829.08

2,127,749.89

$8,282,178.64

LIABILITIES

Capital Stock—

Authorized and Issued:

25,000 Shares Preferred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,500,000.00

40.000 Shares Common . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,000,000.00

-————- $6,500,000.00

Less—Stock held in Treasury:

2,018 Shares Preferred . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $201,800.00

3,092 Shares Common . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 309,200.00

. 511,000.00

. ———- $5,989,000.00

Two-Year 6% Coupon Gold Notes, Maturing April 1, 1914 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,000,000.00

Accounts Payable, including Accrued Interest on Notes, Accrued Taxes, Roy

alties. Commissions and Excise Tax on Income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $179,537.52

Pay Rolls Accrued . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 33,749.71

Deposits on Orders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46,741,88

Unclaimed Dividends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69.00

260,098.11

Contingent Liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20,159.66

Surplus July 31, 1911 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $936,430.85

Net Earnings for Year ending July 31, 1912. .. .. 251,290.02 1

$1,187,720.87

Leas—Dividends Paid:

6% on Preferred Stock . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. $137,892.00

1% on Common Stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36,908.00

174,800.00

1,012,920.87

$8,282,178.64
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Salesrooms and a garage. 35 x 155 feet.

are to be built in Newark. N. J.. at 380-80%

Central avenue. for Joseph L. Feigelman;

the approximate cost-is $12,000.

The \Villys-Overland Auto Co. of Buf

falo. N. Y., has been granted authority to

build a three-story structure at 1075 Main

street; the estimated cost is $39,000.

A. l. Reifenstcin has purchased a garage

Md. on_ Madison avenue.

between Lafayette avenue and Mosher

street: the consideration was $15,000.

in Baltimore.

Plans are being drawn for a new garage

which the Marathon Garage Co. is to build

on Gilbert avenue in Cincinnati, O. The

specifications name $5,000 as the cost.

The Abbott shirt

\\'atert0wn, X. Y., is being remodeled for

garage purp0ses; the occupants will be

Frank L. Seaker and Elmer C. Curtis.

A garage at 026 Superior street, Antigo.

\\'is.. which has been closed for some time,

has been opened by the Service Motor Co.

(B A. and F. _l. Zwicky are in charge.

former factory in

The Mattox Motor Car Co. of Lancaster.

Pa. plans to remodel the old Odd Fellows'

Building for a garage and salesrooms; it

handles the Empire and Mitchell lines.

Frank Boetcher of Lanark. 111.. has sold

his garage to William Puterbaugh of

Cherry Grove. in the same state. Boetcher

will locate in Polo. another Illinois town.

Fred H. Berold of Cincinnati, 0., has

leased a site at Gilbert avenue and Rogers

place. on which he will erect a two-story

garage; the expenditure will be $18,000.

\\' A. Horrell. formerly of Los Angeles.

Cal . has entered the truck field in Phoenix.

Aria. as Mack and Saurer dealer; his sales

l’uI'ms are at 235 \Vest Washington street.

M. 8; A. Garage is the style chosen for a

nrw business in Macomb. Ill. The initials

m the firm style are those of the proprie

tors. J. C. McDonald and Joseph Atherton.

A l). Bothe has formed an automobile

agvncy in Des Moines. la. He will distrib

me Great Western cars locally and will

hue the state agency for Universal trucks.

The Anderson Storage & Garage Co. of

.\'ev\ York City. an incorporation. has dis

“.lvcd voluntarily; papers were filed in

the filfit'f of the secretary of state last week.

C A. Bond. of Lawrenceburg. Ky.. has

secured permission to build a brick garage

_ IL , = ..
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in Lexington. in the same state, at Main and

Spring streets; it will cost $7,500. \Vhen

'completed it will be leased by Barnett 8:

Son.

Permission has been granted to Julius

Straus of Milwaukee. \Vis.. to build a gar

age. store and apartment building at Dow

ner and Hackett avenues; it will cost $45.

000.

ll. 17.. Hileman, of New Castle. Pa. is

organizing a selling company in Sharon, in'

the saute state, to handle Studebaker cars.

The salesrooms will be in the Layton Gar

age.

Bids are being received for a garage

which is to be constructed by John \\'eiles

bacher of Pittsburgh, Pa., at 13th and Car

son streets; the dimensions are 50 x 100

feet.

Charles F. Smyth. of Wichita. Kan.. has

purchased a half interest in the Cadillac

agency in that city from George \\'. Den

ton; the firnris located at 114-10 North

Topeka avenue.

The Atlantic Garage Co.. of 32 Hampton

avenue. Brooklyn. N. Y., is having plans

drawn for a garage. 80 x 100 feet. which it

will erect at Atlantic and Albany avenues;

the cost will be $7,500.

The Yager Motor'Car Co. of Louisville.

Ky., is about to build a garage and sales

rooms. 90 x 50 feet. at Third and A streets;

the company sells Hupmobile. Peerless and

Columbus Electric cars.

George A. Allen, secretary-treasurer of

the Staunton Motor Co.. of Staunton. Va.,

has sold his interest to J. L. Baugher; the

business will be continued as heretofore at

107-9 South New street.

Contracts have been let by the Charles

Schiear Motor Car Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio,

for a one-story stone. brick and steel gar

age to be built at 3705 Montgomery road;

the contracts total $5.000.

J. A. Udall. Jr.. and Harry Lawrence.

Jr., owners of the Patchouge (N. Y.) Gar

age Co.. are building a new garage at North

Ocean avenue and Oak street; it will con

tain 6.000 square feet of floor space.

The Pope-Hartford Co. has been organ

ized in Boston. Mass, to handle the car of

that name; George I... Dodd is president

and Charles E. Cousens treasurer. The

company will locate at 591 Boylston street

Upon the petition of the Firestone Tire

& Rubber Co. of Akron. 0., the Ehle Tire

Repair Co.. of Council Bluffs, 1a.. has been

placed in the hands of a receiver; \\'. A

Groneweg was named by the court. The

Akron concern claims an indebtedness of

$3,090.57 for goods sold and delivered.

The' Nye-berg Automobile Sales Co. of}

North Carolina. recently organized to ban

dle Nyberg cars in that state. is to open

on l‘atton avenue, in Ashe

ville. _The company comprises John B.

Rumbough. R. R. Reynolds and Gilliland

Stikeleather. Rumbough .will handle the

Nyberg locally in a new garage on North

Main street.

salesrooms

John Stone. formerly connected with the

Independent Auto Repair Co. in Lincoln.

Neb., has entered the trade for himself in

Des Moines. 1a.. under the style Stone

Auto Repair Shop; his location is 812 \Val

nut avenue. Stone is building, for use in

his business, a car which will have a wheel

base of 155 inches, tires 41 x5 inches and a

00-horsepower motor.

The Cadillac Automobile Co. of Cleveland

has been organized to take over the Cadillac

agency in that Ohio city hitherto possessed

by the Barger Automobile Co.. of 1728-34

Euclid avenue; T. H. Towell is president

of the new company. which has a capital

stock of $50,000. Towel]. also, is presi—

dent and treasurer of the Eclipse Musical

Co.. talking machine dealers.

The Indianapolis Automobile Clearing

House. which deals solely in used cars. has

been incorporated. E. J. Kane. manager

prior to the incorporation. becomes presi

dent. and T. E. Byrne. his assistant. has

been made vice-president. John L.

Duvall. cashier of the Marion County State

Bank and vice-president of the Home In

surance Co.. secretary and treasurer.

The New England Garage Co.. of 350

Main street, Hartford. Conn.. which has

been conducted by Owens C. Wolfe and \\'.

E. Kelton, will hereafter be operated by

\\'olfe. who has purchased Kclton‘s lnter

ests and who will continue to handle Cut

ting cars. Kelton. who has done consider—

able territorial work for the Cutting Motor

Car Co., will devote all his time to that

service. in the capacity of New England

representative.

and
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WELL-FILLED LIST FOR

BOARD 0F TRADE SHOW

490 Exhibits Assured for New York

Show in Garden and Palace—Bos

ton and Chicago M. A. M.

Allotments.

If ever there was any doubt concerning

the ability of the Automobile Board of

Trade to fill both Madison Square Garden

and Grand Central Palace at the same time,

it was quickly dispelled when on Thursday

last, 3rd inst., allotment of space was made

for the 13th annual automobile show which

.is to be held concurrently in the two build

ings and for which one ticket of admittance

will suffice.

Altogether there were 490 applicants for

space. Of this number, 87 are manufac

turers of pleasure cars. both gasolene and

electric, and 403 are makers of parts or ac

cessories. Last January, in the two build

ings, there were just 100 exhibitors of

pleasure cars represented, which, with 398

exhibitors of accessories. brought the grand

total up to 498, or 8 more than have

signed up for the combined show next Jan

uary. But though the-list for the coming

show thus is slightly shorter than it was

for the last show, it is a very little shorter

and there scarcely is any doubt but that

belated applications for space from manu

facturers will cause the present list to

overtop the last one by a goodly margin.

The pleasure car week of the show will be

opened on January ll and the two build

ings together will house the following cars:

Oldsmobile, Lozier, Stoddard-Dayton,

Oakland, Flanders, Franklin, Stearns, Pope

Hartford, Stevens—Duryea, Peerless, Loco

mobile, Mitchell, Winton, Cadillac, Buick,

Packard, Hudson, Maxwell, Overland,

Pierce-Arrow, Chalmers, Reo, \Vhite, Car

tercar, \Varren, Marmon, Garford, Colum

bia, Moline, Thomas, Premier, Pullman,

Alco, Jackson, Mercer, Auburn, Haynes,

S. G. V., Cunningham, Knox. Moon, Mathe

son, Selden, National, Abbott-Detroit, Ve

lie, Imperial, Cole, Interstate, Case, Herre

shofl’, Krit, Cutting, Kissel, Paige-Detroit,

Speedwell, Pathfinder, Austin, Regal, Buf

falo electric, Fland'ers electric, Columbus,

Metz, Studebaker, Fiat, Hupmobile, Kline,

Henderson, Michigan, Benz, R. C. H., Berg

doll, Stutz, American. Rambler, Ohio,

Crow, Edwards, Atlas, Lenox, Davis, Pater

son, Marathon, Havers, Westcott, Only,

and Marion .

As usual, the Motor and Accessories Man

ufacturers, Inc., allotted the space oppor

tioned to it not only for the New York

show but for Chicago and Boston exhibit

ors as well, dealing, of course, only with

its members and not with the unafiiliated

accessory manufacturers. Of the 202 mem

bers to whom space was allotted, 111 will

be represented in Madison Square Garden

during both the pleasure car and commer

cial vehicle weeks; 47 will be represented

only during the first week. Twelve mem

bers have signed up for both weeks in both

buildings and six for one week in both

buildings. In Grand Central Palace, 16 will

be represented for both weeks and 10 for

the first week only. For the Chicago show,‘

110 have been allotted space for both weeks

and 39 for the first week only. For the Bos

ton show 37 have taken space for both

weeks, 35 for the first week only, and 2 for

the second week only. ’

 

Eighteen More Enrolled in M. A. M.

Eighteen applicants were elected to

membership in the Motor and Accessory

Manufacturers, Inc., at the meeting of the

board of directors held in the organiza

tion's New York offices on Friday last, 4th

inst. They are as follows: Bijur Motor

Lighting Co., New York, N. Y.; Endurance

Tire & Rubber Co., New York, N. Y.; Ed

ward G. Budd Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence,

R. I.; Hartford Machine Screw Co., Hart

ford, Conn; Simms Magneto Co.,

York. N. Y.; Ignition Starter Co., Detroit,

Mich: Walpole Rubber Co., Boston, Mass;

New Jersey Car Spring 8: Rubber Co., Jer

sey City, N. 1.; Hess Steel Castings Co.,

Bridgeton, N. 1.; Schoen-Jackson Co., Me

dia, Pa.; Gould Storage Battery Co., New

York, N. Y.; New Miller Carburetter Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind.; Marathon Tire & Rub

ber Co., Cuyahoga Falls, 0.; Electric Au

to-Lite Co., Toledo, 0.; Baldwin Steel Co..

New York, N. Y.; Pittsburgh Model En

gine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Garage Equip

ment Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Corporation Takes Over Poyer Truck.

Due to the retirement of W. S. Carpenter,

the firm of D. F. Poyer & Co., of Menomi

nee, Mich., which built motor trucks on a

comparatively small scale, has been made

into a corporation of the same name with_

$75,000 capital stock. Its officers are: D.

F. Poyer, president and manager; Fabian

Trudell, vice-president, and H. T. Emerson,

secretary and treasurer. The business will

be continued on the former lines but on

a larger scale.

Pathfinder Gets Into Great Britain.

To handle the Pathfinder car, made by

the Motor Car Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis.

the Pathfinder Co., Ltd, has been organized

in London and has opened up at 12 Heddon

street. Originally the Pathfinder was in

troduced into Great Britain by Claude M.

Nankivel, of London.

New ~

PRDMlNENT MEN lN TRADE

WHO ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

Benjamin A. Rhodes, superintendent of

the Dayton Motor Car Co., of Dayton, 0.,

has resigned that position. He had been

identified with the Stoddard-Dayton or

ganization for a number of years.

George H. Brown, sales manager for the

Mather Spring Co., whose offices have been

loeated in the Ford building in Detroit,

has returned to the factory at Toledo, from

which henceforth 'his efforts will be di

rected.

A. T. Carnahan has been appointed dis

trict manager for the Swinelfart Tire 8:

Rubber Co., with headquarters in Detroit.

He succeeds S. G. Andrews, who resigned

to enter the retail trade at Saginaw, Mich,

where he will handle Studebaker automo

biles.

W. E. Rice has been appointed sales and

advertising manager for the Schoen-Jack

son Co., of Media, Pa., which already has

placed the Feps carburetter on the mar

ket. Previously Rice was associated with

the Atwatcr-Kent Mfg. \Vorks of Phila

dclphia.

Guy Vaughan, former engineer for Wyck

ofi', Church 8: Partridge, Inc., of New York,

and partialdesigner of the car which bears

his name, has joined the engineering staff

of the Olds Motor \Vorks, of Lansing,

Mich. While skilled as an engineer,

Vaughan is best known because of his fame

as a racing driver.

A. N. Lawrence, former sales manager of

the Motor \Vagon Company. Detroit, has

been appointed sales manager for the Ford

Motor Company of Canada. with headquar

ters at W'alkerville, Ont. H. Nelson Dun

bar, who served as sales manager of the

King Motor Car Co., also has become a

member of the 'Ford staff. He, however,

will be identified with the parent company

in Detroit, where he will perform the duties

of assistant sales manager.

Daniels Moves to Detroit and Expands.

\V. Smalley Daniels, who for a number

of years acted as manufacturers’ agent in

Boston, Mass, has removed his business to

Detroit, Mich., where it will be continued.

He also has formed the W. Smalley Daniels

Co. of Michigan to take over the sales busi

ness of the Snyder-Harbridge Sales Co., of

Detroit.
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GETTING THE MOST OUT OF SALESMEN.

Undoubtedly there are men who are salesmen or mer

chants by intuition. More of them, however, are the

products of training or experience, and the need for train

ing now. generally is recognized.

.\'0 better evidence exists of such recognition than the

systems €\'ul\'8(1 by not a few manufacturers of automo

biles, which are designed to train their dealers in the way

they should go. or in other words, to assist them to make

sales, which is but another way of assisting them to become

better merchants. An illustrious example of such a sys

tem, employed by one of the largest corporations in the

industry, is dealt with in considerable detail in another

column.

The dealer who makes the most of such systems cannot

but become a better merchant. That many of them fall

short of reaping the full results, however. is only too plain.

They permit the assistance to stop short, that is. to stop

at their own desks: they too often fail to allow their own

salt-mien to share the benefits. In fact, it is not too much

to my that the average merchant depends too greatly on

what may be termed the intuition Of his employes. Rarely

des he attempt to instruct them and thus to increase

'ht-ir efficiency. It is a too common failing of too many

I't‘Ltll organizations when the business is worthy of being

Il'gnuicti by the term “organization.” and it is largely

n-—:--n~iblc for the high average of mediocrity which pre—

 

\

vails—for the preponderance of “order-takers" over salt-sw

men. '

Some men there are who are quick to profit by experi

ence and any observation of their fellow-salesmen. There

are more men who, if properly taken in hand and given

some form of training, would develop into equally capable

salesmen. Comparativer few employers consider such

training worth while. Usually the first knowledge that he

'is lacking is conveyed to the salesman by notice of his dis

charge. Seldom is he ever then told or shown the meth

ods by which he may mend his ways. Few men who have

worked for a salary can recall any very numerous or very

conspicuous instances when their employers more than

casually pointed out to them how better certain tasks

might be performed, or offered helpful suggestions or in

structions. That is one reason why so many employes lack

initiative and await “orders,” or fear to take the initiative

or otherwise exhibit self-reliance.

Excepting only the “born salesman” or the salesman

by intuition, the average man requires instruction of some

kind, and the man who sells either automobiles or automo

bile accessories is no exception to the rule. If more dealers

displayed real interest in their salesmen, and trained them

in the way they should go, the practice could not fail to

result in that increase of business and profit which all mer

chants seek.

It is a fundamental of successful merchandising that

salesmen should be told not merely what to do but how

to do it. The men who possess the combined knowledge

are the men who rise or have risen above the level of aver

age salesmanship, and who have attained to higher things.

Merely employing men and instructing them to “sell

goods," or “sell tires,” as the case may be, is not sufiicient.

If they are not instructed how best to sell them, and sales

are lacking, a portion of the fault, at least, rests on the

man who employs them, or on the man who is placed at

the head of a particular department._ Failure to do that

sort of thing usually is the reason why men who fail in

one place often make brilliant successes in other places.

They possessed the latent ability but it required judicious

and intelligent coaching to develop it.

  

On top of statistics showing record-breaking crops. the

financial oracles who deal with such things report that in

the matter of dividend distributions, the year 1912 will

surpass 1911 by no less than $150,000,000. As dividends

generally are considered to be “easy money,” and saying

nothing of the revenue derived from crops, there should be

more money available for the purchase of automobiles than

ever before, even when or where they are viewed in the

light of “luxuries.”

The first instalment of the articles dealing with the

used car problem appear in this issue. The fact that the

author of one paper is the' president of one of the best

known automobile manufacturing companies 'and the other

a dealer in a small town. suggests the wide interest that

prevails. and should inspire other men in similar stations

to Contribute thcir views.
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TWO MOTOR INSURANCE

COMPANIES INCORPORATING

Prominent Men of Automobile Trade

To Figure as Directors—Culmina

tion of Long Efi‘ort—Dealers‘

Support To Be Sought.

Two years' work—most of which was

performed by Ernest H. Greenwood, in

Philadelphia, where the movement was orig

inated by several of the most prominent

automobile dealers—is about to culminate

in the organization of two insurance com

panies of and for the automobile trade

\\"ith the aid of Massachusetts capital, they

are now on the point of being incorporated

under the laws of New York State.

One is styled the National Motor Indem

nity Co. and will be capitalized at $800,000

and will write insurance against loss or

damage by everything save fire, including

accident liability by owners. The second

corporation will he styled the National Mo—

tor Insurance Co. and will be capitalized

at $500,000; it will automobiles

against fire, although its powers will be so

' broad as to permit the insurance of other

goods as well.

The par value of the shares of each com

pany will be $100. The Indemnity com

pany will have a surplus of $400,000 and

the Insurance company a surplus of $250.

000. both capital and surplus being fully

paid in cash in each case.

insure

The ownership and control and manage

ment of both companies will be identical.

\\". J. Bryce will be chairman of the ex

ecutive board of the new companies. The

first board of directors will be constituted

as follows: A. G. Batchelder, Alfred Reeves

and S. A. Miles of New York; A. L. Pope

of Hartford. Conn.; W'infred J. Foss. E. B.

Jackson. Ernest H. Greenwood. A. E. Malt

by and George W'. Hipple of Philadelphia;

\V. P. Berrien of Pittsburgh; Chester I.

Campbell of Boston; Thomas Henderson

of Oberlin. 0.; Hugh Chalmers and \‘V. E.

Metzger of Detroit, and \Villiam B. Joyce,

James C. Colgate, \Villiam A. Tucker,

Franklin Q. Brown, Alexander M. \Vhite.

Charles H. Sabin. Henry E. Cooper, H.

C. \\'right, \Villiam A. Gaston, Eugene V.

R. Thayer of Boston.

Messrs. Metzger, Chalmers. Henderson.

Pope. Reeves. Miles and Batchelder will

be recognized as national figures in the

automobile industry, while Messrs. Foss,

Jackson. Maltby and Hippie of Philadel

phia. Berrien of Pittsburgh and Campbell

of Boston are prominent in the trade of

their respective localities.

Both of the companies have been formed

with a view of actively interesting auto—

mobile dealers in the sale of insurance. It

is believed that when they sell cars automo

bile dealers most readily can impress own

ers with the importance of insurance and

at the saute time sell insurance policies al

most as easily as they now sell tires or

accessories

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

  

 

  

 

L'sual practice with regard to the seat

ing arrangements in electric coupes which

are designed to carry four passengers in

volves the placing of the seats front and

rear so that the passengers face each other

Naturally the passenger who faces the op

erator partially obstructs the view of the

road. which. scarcely can be termed desir—

able.

     

 
 

()HIO ELECTRIC DI'AL CONTROL

The the Ohio Electric.

however, have overcome this obicction to

the four-passenger coupe in a very in

genious manner—simply by placing a sec~

0nd set of controls—steering column, brake

pedals and controller disk—so that they

can be operated from one of the forward

seats, which, as is shown in the photo

graph, is made rotatable so that the driver

faces forward when he is guiding the car.

When but two passengers are in the car,

the driver guides the machine by means of

the rear controls, and the forward seat is

turned around so that it faces the driver

after the orthodox practice. \\'hen the car

is taxed to its full carrying capacity, how

ever, a key releases the forward controls

and at the same time renders those posi

tioned at the rear seat inoperative. and the

driver drives from the forward seat with

his view of the road unobstructed. Natur

ally the fourth passenger occupies the rear

seat formerly occupied hy/the driver.

designers of
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October 12. Poughkeepsie. N. \I—Track

races under the auspices of E. \\'. Powell.

October 12, Providence. R. I.—Track

races under the auspices of E. O. Hustudt.

October 12. Chicago. Ill.—lnter-club run

of the Chicago Automobile Club and-the

Chicago Athletic Association.

October 12, Salem. N. H.—Road races on

the Rockingham Park course under the

auspices of the Salem Automobile Club.

October 12, Sp.ingfield, Ill—Track races

promoted by the Illinois State Board of

Agriculture.

October 12, Salem, N. H.—Track races

promoted by the Rockingham Park Auto

mobile Cluo.

October 14, Des Moines. Ia.-—Start of the

Iowa State Automobile Association's re

liability run.

October 19, Narbeth. Pa.—Track races

under the management of F. 1). Hall.

October 21, Chicago, Ill—Chicago Mo

tor Club’s reliability tour around Lake

Michigan.

October 21-25, Chicago, Ill.—Chicago Mo

tor Club's reliability run.

November 8-16, London, England—So—

ciety of Motor Manufacturers and Traders'

annual show in Olympia Hall.

December 7-22, Paris, France—Paris

Salon.

January 11-18, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board .of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral PalaCe. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill.—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers’

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only .
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THE USED CAR PROBLEM

Two of the Solutions Offered

lnIlCompetition for Motor World’s Gash Premiums of $50, $25, $15 and $10 for the

Four Best Articles Dealing With the Subject.

By H. H. FRANKLIN, President H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

The solution of the used car or second-hand “prob

lem" gets down to just one thing and that is to handle

it on a sound business basis.

.\nd what is that? Simply this: in purchasing the

used car (or taking it .in trade, which is the same

thing), pay or allow for it only such price as will

permit its re-sale at a profit.

.There is no other plan that will work. It all dealers

would do it that way the whole problem would be

taken care of. Any individual dealer who does it

solves his problem.

Motor \\'orld may give the $50 to the first worthy

charity solicitor who calls on you.

By GLENN H. FOOTE, Automobile Dealer, Ransomville, N. Y.

in treating the subject of used cars and their dis

posal. which every dealer will admit is one which

must be reckoned with. let us grant the fact; and in

stead of trying to suggest a remedy for the situation,

see if we cannot find a method of removing the cause.

For instance: If any dealer supposes that by aiding

a would-be customer in disposing of a car. by taking

it in trade or finding a buyer, he is broadening his

market. he is mistaken; for nearly every used car

disposed of fills somebody’s need of an automobile for

some time to come.

Again: The system of automobile education which

teaches that a man of means must change his car

every year, or at the most every second year, to pre

vent losing caste or to avoid being called the driver

of an “old rattletrap,” regardless of expense—as his

wife changes her hat from season to season—is a fal

lacy which should be exploded.

\\'hen a farmer purchases a harvesting machine

he expects to use it for its natural life. which is from

ten to twenty years. Such machines have to work

under most strenuous conditions and breakagcs are

frequent—in fact, much more so than on an automo

bile—but if they were thrown on the market every

second or third year after manufacture. it would cer—

tainly add a demoralization to the business which does

not now exist.

The principal trouble is that the automobile indus

try has grown so fast, that like a growing boy it is out

--f all sense of shape and proportion.

If after all the good things said about the car by

the salesman. the buyer receives a machine which is

only suitable for him to use a couple of seasons. the

industry will hardly stand the searchlight of reason

for its economic existence. even if treated as a luxury.

\\'ould it not be wiser, by calling his attention to nu

merous examples, to show a prospect that he can get

many seasons’ satisfactory use from his machine if it

is properly taken care of? To call his attention to

adjustments provided and make him feel that regard

less of any loose statements made by some “interest:

ed” repairman, the car can again be made to run

smoothly. giving many miles of satisfaction to its

driver, after it has reached a point where it needs

overhauling?

So many “wooden” men are posing as “expert”

repairmen. that the owner gets his used car from the

shop, pays his bill, and then disgusted with its per

formance, registers a vow that he will sell it if possi

ble. or give it away if necessary—with an even guess

that he puts throught a combination of these two.

“'ith the possible exception of factory rebuilt cars. is

not the above condition the rule rather than the excep

tion? And is it any wonder that it is difficult to mar—

ket this sort of “junk”?

\Vhat we need is more and better repairmen, those

who have the ability and willingness to take an inter—

est in the job in hand, from the owner's standpoint,

and guard its various stages as an architect would

guard the construction of a building for its owner.

Few owners will then feel it necessary to exchange

cars, while their own is runningr in good condition.

and the man who sells such cars can point with pride

to the long and consistent record of cars which have

come under his notice, instead of having to make

excuses for the short duration on earth of some car

which he may have sold. and which if nothing further.

causes the purchaser to enter into his new relation

with fear and trembling for his financial future.
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as having too large a garden.

If a dealer can sell twenty-five or fifty

cars in the immediate vicinity. it is much

better than selling the same number over a

widely scattered area.

them.

It costs less to sell

A compact territory is usually much

easier to work and always is more profit

able.

One Ohio dealer, who is typical of a

great many others, found that when he had

made good in his own comparatively small

territory it was an easy matter to get as

much more as he wanted. This man em

ployed one good salesman. He attends to

the home territory while the salesman

keeps on the road all the time. winter and

summer.

It takes nerve to pay the salary and road

expenses of a man during the winter

months. when cars are not moving out fast.

> but it paid this dealer—paid him big. Like

wise this dealer discovered that the small

dealer who makes good is the man who

takes a little bit of territory and works it

to a finish. Instead of one or two cars in a

county. he sells fifteen to .twenty-five in a

season. And the more he sells. the easier

it is for him to keep on doing a profitable

business and the harder he makes it for

competition.

Often the small dealer needs help—ser

vice help or sales help: hence the large

dealer or wholesale dealer must leave him

self enough margin to provide such help

and service.

A big garden is a glorious prospect. But

a small garden intensively cultivated is not

so hard to keep in order. and. if carefully

planned for successive crops. will outyield

mere acreage. This is a picture of the ter

ritory question. The great thing is not the

amount of territury but what you do with

Place: Toledo, Ohio; Jefferson avenue.

Scene: Window of Automobile Store.

tomers who seek admission,

again.

Question: Could a larger number of dif

please call
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TOLEDO SHOW' \VINDOWS AS “HORRIBLE EXAMPLES"

ber, in the year of our Lord Nineteen Hun

dred and Twelve.

PROPERTIES.

Left \Vindow: Four big tires, overlap—

ping. Screen of fiycloth for background.

Cement, bottle of oil, tire pump, tire iron,

car polish in bottle, and eight other articles

struggling for attention.

Right W'indow:

washed delivery car.

washers,

Background. one un

Five cans of assorted

several cans of lock‘nuts, like

wise several boxes of cotter pins, two big

bottles (apparently oil), speedometer. gas

headlight tip. magneto. piece of wire, and

enough other items to make up 22 different

the office boy do the trimming?

the windows trimmed at all?

Suggestion: Keep all cars on display

clean. Cut down variety of window dis

play about 80 per cent. Change often. Use

neatly lettered window cards 'to advertise

your own business; let the concerts ad

vertise elsewhere and give you a chance.

Keep windows clean.

Or were

at

KEEP OFF FLOOR SALES UNLESS

INVITED IN.

It is bad business for the “boss” or any~

one else to "butt in" on a salesman who is

treating with a prospective purchaser.
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There is such a thing as being too eager

to close a sale. \Vherc anxiety is manifested

the prospective buyer is more than likely

to become chilled. The good salesman will

move calmly and confidently to the end.

Sometimes a fellow-salesman on the

floor grows nervous, and thinking the other

fellow is too slow, he moves up, wedges

abruptly into conversation by asking some

such pointed question as “Did you notice

the Turkish cushions?"

This is not the method of good salesman

ship. The trained man will wait till he is

invited or signaled. Then he gets on the

job with both feet.

I

DON’T BUY PROSPECTS; DIG THEM

UP.

The fellow who sneaks into your office,

tells you that he has a prospect for your

car, and wants to know how much you will

give him for the name, ought to be re

warded with a pointed invitation to make

h2mself scarce. In nine cases that is ex~

actly what he has earned—mot one jot or

one tittle more.

Agreeing to pay commissions for a name,

only to find that it is a prospect you have

been working on for months has happened

a bit too often. It is going to happen less

in the future. Dealers are getting posted

on the methods of business fakers. It is

for the good of every dealer that they be

eliminated for all time.

The commission that is allowed by the

manufacturer belongs to the dealer. Out

of it must come selling expense, store rent.

overhead, salaries and, incidentally, a rea

sonable amount of service. If, in addition.

the dealer has to split with someone for a

name or a boost. there is little real profit

in the sale.

Alert. active dealers find no difficulty

in getting names of prospects. It is sim

ply a case of "digging for information” and

“atching. The best prospects are not those
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that everyone knows about, but the ones

the other fellow never thinks of. Go after

them all, but go hardest and fastest after

the “pure gold" prospects you yourself have
dug up. I

‘9‘

PROVIDE A CHECK ROOM FOR

LOOSE ARTICLES.

Hyslop Brothers, of Toronto, Canada,
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who sell the Cadillac, have one of the most

completely equipped garages in the Domin

ion, and there is one unusual feature of the

establishment which instantly commends it

self to transient customers—that is, their

check-room.

When a tourist drives in for storage

overnight all of his loose extras, such as

spare tires, robes, packages, etc., are re

moved by the attendant and stored in a
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checkroom. There never is any trouble find

ing the articles checked and the count al

ways is right. The tourist sleeps peacefully

and quietly, knowing that his valuables are

safe.

In the morning, he presents his cheeks

and 'receives his goods and chattels and

goes on his way rejoicing over having

found one of the most business-like gar

ages on the continent. No charge is made
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for this convenience despite its obvious

value.

Signs reading “We are not responsible

for anything left in car" are too common in

garages. But most of them fail to previde

either a check room or lockers. Such a

move as that made by the Hyslop brothers

certainly is a step in the right direction; it

is not going too far to say that it is even

worth charging for and worth paying for.
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AUTOMOBILE SALES ASSOCIATION

FORMED AT INDIANA CONVENTION

(Continued from page 5.) '

dealer and is losing money because he had

to give service on old cars out of the profits

which had been enjoyed by a dealer of

other days.

One of the addresses that made a great

hit was made by E. Le Roy Pelletier on

the “point of contact." Pelletier was in his

best style and gave some practical illustra

tions of how the dealers' salesmen often

fail to hitch up with the best laid selling

and advertising campaigns. He emphasized

the fact that the dealer is of utmost impor

tance as he is the final point of contact

with the public, and upon him and his

salesmen depend everything. C. W. Ket

tering, of the Dayton Electrical Laborato—

ries Co., urged that the dealer and his sales

men study more the story of the motor

car and its evolution from crude metal into

a highly sensitive and efficient mechanism,

suggesting also that in a similar way in

terest can be created by an intelligent sales

man in the story of rubber from the Ama

zon to the finished tire.

Charles A. Bookwalter, former mayor of

Indianapolis, spoke on the development of

the- motor car and incidentally gave strong

testimony to} the benefits accruing from

good roads. 'He added that no big progress

would be made in building roads until we

gotlfarmers to recognize that they benefit

ed most.

John Lee Mahin, of Chicago, delivered

a masterly address on service, in which he

painted out many ways in which the,dealer

could weaVe service into his selling argu

ment and then back it up more strongly by

delivering the goods and pleasing the cus

tomer. J. G. Jones, of the Alexander Ham

ilton Institute, New York, gave a clean

cut strong address on salesmanship that

went straight home to his hearers.

During the noon-recess the guests were

driven to the Speedway and partook of

luncheon, at which Harry C. Stutz was the

host; incidentally, an exhibition of the

Stutz speed was given, the little car going

seventy-nine miles an hour. Returning to

the hotel, the convention reconvened at

2:30. W. D. Nesbit, who previously had

acted as chairman, being replaced by J. G.

Monihan, of the Premier company.

The first speaker of the afternoon was

William Boyd, of Curtis Publishing Co.,

Chicago, who said that in addition to the

other points of quality and construction the

dealer should rigidly inquire into the man

' ufacturer's advertising policy and make his

decision on the basis of his reply. Boyd

said advertising was essential to salesman

ship and showed why he said that the

greatest potential buying power was that

created by advertising. John C. \Vetmore,

of New York, urged dealers to cultivate

local newspaper men and to advertise fre

quently as possible, but above all things to

use large space even if they had to' use it

less often.

C. W. Seiberling, of Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co., remarked that he was head of

the “department on visions"; in other

words, it is his business to peer into the

future, and he prophesied that in five years

the automobile and accessory industries

would surpass in volume the annual earn

ings of all railroads put together. He said

that in the dealers' own hands rests the

remedy for any trouble he might be having

and urged them to closer study of prob

lems. He said that the salesmen of the

future will be higher grade and will talk

steels, for example, back to the mines, and

tires back to the forest.

The addresses all emphasized honesty,

sincerity, integrity and belief in and sup

port of manufacturers' policies, elimination

of knocking, and the creation of a boosting

spirit, as necessary for selling success; also

the necessity of dealers co-operating with

one another and maintaining list prices, and

of their being guided by wider experience

of the manufacturer in the way of exploita

tion.

The important thing about the conven

tion was the fact that it was able to draw

about one hundred and fifty- dealers and

that the subjects were all handled in a

broad, thorough manner. without any cars

being mentioned by name. There was, of

course, much to be learned about conduct—

ing such a convention, but as a whole it was

splendidly handled and reflected credit upon

its sponsors.

Advertising Manager Depree, of the

Remy Electric Co., was also one of the’

forceful speakers. He spoke of the sales

manship of service and remarked that a

great many misunderstandings could be

straightened out and business facilitated by

courtesy, kindly interest and diplomatic

conversation. He emphasized the latter

virtue and detailed several instances of how

it had worked to the satisfaction of all

concerned.

Eight Extensions of Overland Factory.

Indicating the prosperity of the Willys

Overland Co., there are in process of con

struction at the present time no less than

eight additions to its plant in Toledo. The

largest of the group is a five-story con

crete building 102 x 127 feet in dimensions,

which will be utilized by the Kinsey Mfg.

Co., one of John N. Willys’s properties.

Other constructions which are now under

way include a two-story concrete building,

50 x 140 feet, to be used as a repair shop;

a three-story concrete building, 60 x 80

feet, for the varnishing and trimming de

partments; a three-story concrete building,

40 x 100 feet, for polishing, plating, pattern

making and pattern storage; a two-story

frame building covered with iron siding,

65 x 216 feet, for wheel painting and trim

ming; a brick addition to the boiler room,

34 x 48 feet, for housing two 300-horsepower

boilers; a one-story frame iron-covered ad

dition to forge shop, 32 x 55 feet, and a one

story building of steel and brick construc

tion, 70 x 200 feet, for blacksmith shop.

Brockway Completes Organization.

The Brockway Motor Truck Co., of

Cortland, N. Y., which is an outgrowth of

the Brockway carriage and wagon business,

in Homer, which is near by, has completed

its organization by the election of the fol

lowing ofiicers: George A. Brockway, pres

iden; C. S. Pomeroy, vice-president; F. R.

Thompson, treasurer and general manager.

The company, which is capitalized at $100,

000, will produce trucks in three models—

l,000-1,500, 2,000-2,500, and 3,000-4,000

pounds capacity, respectively. They will

employ a three-cylinder, two-cycle, air

cooled motor, and, in the language of their

manufacturers, will be “sold at a price that

the average business man can afford to

pay." The production of the Brockway

trucks, as they will be styled, is in the

hands of Rodman S. Reed, who is chief

engineer and superintendent of the com

pany, and who previously filled the same

offices in the Chase Motor Truck Co., of

Syracuse.

Elkhart Stockholders’ Mortgage Valid.

After much involved legal turmoil, the

court has declared valid the $50,000 mort

gage held by stockholders of the Elkhart

Motor Car Co., of Elkhart, Ind., which was

adjudged bankrupt in October, 1911. Pre

vious to the bankruptcy proceedings the

company was sold for $70,000 to George

G. Schofield, who then mortgaged the plant

back to the company. Later, in May, 1911,

the factory was again sold and it was at

that time that certain stockholders filed

the petition in bankruptcy, while other

stockholders instituted a suit to foreclose

the mortgage. A bitter fight resulted in

which charges of conspiracy and threats of

arrest were made, but nothing came of it.

Republic Ratifiea Increase of Capital.

Stockholders of the Republic Rubber

Cd, of Youngstown, 0., ratified the plan

of the directors for an additional issue of

$5.000,000 preferred stock, the receipts from

the sale of which will be employed in the

establishment of a reclaiming plant and

other extensions of the business. The new

issue makes the total teapital of the Re

public company $10,000,900.

l

t

l
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REILLY DISCUSSES THE . “I’M BUSY” SIGNS

 

Drops into the Sales Manager’s Office and, Finding One on the Wall, Delivers

Himself of Some Pointed Opinions—Placards That Cover

Wall Space But Give Offense.

It was far from a busy day with the

Sales Manager; he had'cleancd up a big

week's work by Friday night, and on the

Saturday morning in question was just fin

ishing clearing away the tag ends of the

week’s doings and. as office rules permit

led smoking. he just had lighted his pipe

and leaned hack in his chair for a few mo

 

  

 

The Sales Manuager was on his feet and

out the door in an instant.

“Reilly!” he called.

here.”

“Reilly, come back

Bringing Back the Departing Guest.

But the little dealer never'turned or

seemed to hear but on his way.kept

 

"REILLY!" HF. CALLED, “REILLY, COME BACK HERE"

ments of meditation when the door opened.

The Sales Manager looked up'to see who

had disturbed his mental soliloquy and, as

he had surmised from the snappy footsteps

on the hallway runner without, he beheld

Reilly, his star dealer, filling the doorway.

Reilly Reads the Printing On the Wall.

The Sales Manager had a greeting on

his lips, having removed his pipe for that

purpose. when Reilly, seeming to glance not

at the Sales Manager but over his head and

beyond at the wall, said apologetically, “O,

I beg your pardon, Jim; sorry to intrude,"

and quickly shutting the door behind him

started back toward the street where his

car was standing. -

smoothing his straggling hairs preparatory

to putting on his hat. The Sales Manager

couldn’t account for such behavior. “Reilly,”

he repeated, and when vocal summoning

did no good he increased his speed and at

the door grabbed the dealer by the arm.

"'W'hat's the matter with you this morning?

Aren't you going to stop a while? What's

your hurry?"

“I'm in no hurry,’ 'answered Reilly.

“Well, come. back and get over your

grouch."

"I have no grouch."

Explanations Are in Order.

“\\'ell, come back and get over it, any

way. What made you act like that?"

v

“I thought you were busy," replied

Reilly, feigning an astonished look.

“Busy?” exclaimed the Sales Manager;

“I haven't a thing in the world to do this

morning."

“You said you were busy," retorted

Reilly.

“Me? I said nothing of the sort."

“W'ell, the sign on the wall said so and

you put it there," was the dealer’s follow

up.

“That sign? Aw, forget it!" laughed the

Sales Manager. “You shouldn't believe in

signs."

Placards That Are Meaningless.

Back in the office Reilly pretended inno

cence of signs in general and explained

that whereas the sign had not been there

on the occasion of his last call and was

there when he called this time he naturally

assumed that it was hung up on busy

days only and therefore was a warning

against visitors who called on unimportant

business. The sign read

‘

. . . - . . . . . - . . - . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..‘

This Is My Busy Day

'* 0 o I a l l - a ee‘

and according _to appearances and the

Sales Manager’s own admission the sign

lied.

"That doe5n't mean anything," said the

Sales Manager. “A fellow gave it to me

and I hung it up there. I think it adds a

touch of aggressiveness to the office."

“Maybe it does," was the answer, “but

unless you believe in making yourself ag

gressive by ofiending callers, I'd advise you

to take it down.” -

“What harm does it do?" asked the sign's

owner.

Reilly On the Ethics of Signs.

“Maybe none at all, if you care to see

it that way," answered Reilly, “but you'll

never find one in my place. I may be

busy, but I'm never too busy to talk busi

ness of any kind and I do not intend to

offend any caller by making him think I

want him to cut his call short. If he tries

to drag things along on unimportant mat

ters and I really am busy I tell him so and

ask him to call again some time. But no
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signs in my ofiice! If I have anything to

tell a man I feel that I am capable of tell

ing him without putting up bulletins."

“Don’t you think your ideas are a bit

radical on that point?" asked the Sales

' Manager as he smiled skeptically.

"You may think so; but let me tell you

my experience with signs. To start off

withI putting up a sign like that is like

hanging one on my demonstrator saying

‘This Is an Automobile.’ If it is an auto

mobile people ought to be able to recog

nize it from appearances, and if they can’t

then I am willing to concede there is some

thing the matter with the thing. If you

are busy, do you think you need to tell

people so? Don't you think that a man

who comes in here and sees you up to your

neck in work can tell you are busy with

out you hanging a sign around your neck

saying that you are a busy man. Just be—‘

cause you're a good friend of mine and

don’t dare get mad at me I will say that

those signs make me sick—not ill, but

sickl

Early Experience With the "Motto" Fad.

“When I started in business there were

times when I was as busy as you are this

morning, but I liked to believe I was a

wildly rushing business man, so one day

when I was in a book store and spotted a

sign I paid ten cents for it and put it up

in my ofiice. Mine read

My Time Is Valuable. Is Yours?

* - u e n u u e a n u a s u I s u a u aeslllllsnu-aellon‘

which may or may not have been true.

_“I felt real perky every time I saw that

sign; it made me think my time was valu

able, but, heaven knows, there were times

whenI had a hard job making myself be

lieve I was busy, but since the sign said

so I thought‘it must be true. One day a

businessman whom I knew by sight hurried

into thesofiihce“ I was about twenty-five

years old then; he was twice thatw'He

opened the office door, opened his mouth

to speak and then closed both his mouth
Iand the door—if I remember correctly;

both of them slammed. I couldn't move

for almost a minute, the shock was so sud

den. I wasn’t accustomed to having cus

tomers act that way. However, I grad

ually recovered my composure and decided

that as important a business man as I was

ought not to be flustrated.

Killing Off a Live Prospect.

“True to the mental promise I had made

myself, I forgot all about the incident. But

one day I learned what it was all about.

A friend of mine came to me and told me.

The man who made such a sudden dash

out of my office had told my friend. He

came in intending to buy a car, or at least

look the line over. He was one of these

self-made men and really was a very busy

individual. He always worked at high pres

sure and was a little high strung; so when

he saw the sign on my otiice wall, intimating

that my time might be more valuable than

his he got hot and left on the spur of the

moment. And he never came back, either;

and I might add that he bought a car—

but not of me.

“That was only one of the many things I

learned in my business bringing up. That

sign came down. Its fall was on the prin

ciple that it certainly didn't do any par

ticular good and might do some harm. It's

like an unfriendly dog; he might wander

around for years and do neither good nor

harm, but the chances in favor of damage

are too great. Probably not one man in ten

would have acted as my customer did, but

if even one man in one hundred who comes

into my place buys a car it's a big help to

my business.

Signs That Say What the Owner Wouldn't.

“It is a peculiar thing about business of

fices to-day; they seem to be badly smit

ten with this motto fad. The cards say

everything from ‘Be Brief' and ‘Smile,

Damn You, Smile’ to ‘I'm Married.’ The

first two you wouldn’t dare say to a

stranger if he walked into your office and

the last one is a confession that would make

you feel foolish if you were compelled to

repeat it like a parrot to all your visitors.

It even may be funny, but lots of 'funny’

men don’t need ‘I'm Married’ signs; their

looks are enough.

“You put up that sign because you were

thoughtless; you never considered whether

it did good or harm. You fancied it gave

a ‘punch' to the ofiice. Of course, I was

only kidding when I turned on my heel as

I saw the sign, but it only shows what some

men may do and I am darned sure a lot of

men would like to do. You yourself have

seen those signs in offices where you have

called, and I'll guarantee that if you stop

to think you will admit that they never ap

pealed to you when they were on some

other man's wall and that they made you

feel uncomfortable whenever one stared you

in the face. Am I right or wrong?"

The Wind-Up in the Waste-Basket.

“Well. you are at least half-right, any

way,” responded the Sales Manager. “I

do recall the sensations I experienced when

entering offices and seeing such things

hanging before my face."

“Then the sign’s a liar," said Reilly.

“In the Ananias Club sure!” answered

the Sales Manager, and he made no protest

as Reilly lifted the offending pasteboard

from the pin that held it and gingerly de

posited it in the waste paper basket where

it belonged.

Goodrich Facilitates Tire Repairing.

To assist understanding of the subject,

the B. F. Goodrich Co., of Akron, 0., just

has issued “A Manual of Tire Repairing,"

which is so illuminative that it cannot well

fail to fill its purpose and to prove of real

assistance to every man who has to do

with the repair of tires. It contains de

tailed instructions for performing prac

tically all of the operations that are in

cluded in the category of ordinary tire re

pairs, such as vulcanizing, retreading, splic

ing, repairing blow-outs and punctures, sin

gle tube work, the handling of fabric and

rubber, etc., a profusion of illustrations

making clear the various processes. The

manual is as handsome typographically as

it is full of instructiveness.

Feature of a Texas “Sales Day."

Byers, Tex.—a suggestive name—recently

inaugurated what was termed a “sales day,"

on which local merchants decorated their

stores. paraded their wares and generally

created a hurrah designed to attract buyers.

One of the most striking features of the

turnout was a display by the Wheeler

Davis Co., which handles the Abbott-De

troit car in Byers. In tandem fashion the

Abbott dealers hitched three wagons—a

surrey and two buggies—to a 30 horsepower

car and loaded into them 78 men, women

and children. The automobile then pulled

the heavy load with ease, to the amaze

ment of the Texans who witnessed the feat.

 

Ohio Chauffeurs Organize for Protection.

For the protection of both owners of au

tomobiles and the chauffeurs themselves,

which object is susceptible of wide inter

pretation, Ohio drivers have formed and

duly incorporated the Ohio Chauffeurs'

Protective Association, with headquarters

in Cincinnati. The following officers were

elected: President, Grover Bennett; vice

president, Charles Eckert; secretary, Roy

Engleman; treasurer, George Puls; ser

geant-at-arms, Dick Harms; publicity bu

reau, Grover Jobe.

Teamsters Strike Against Motor Trucks.

Certain of the teamsters in Chicago have

assumed an aggressive attitude in opposing

the introduction of motor trucks in place

of horse-drawn vehicles, the first emphatic

action being taken a week ago to-day. 3rd

inst., when 30 teanisters employed by the

Chicago Consolidated Bottling Co. refused

to take out their teams. The company re

eently pdrchased six motor trucks and the

teamsters demanded that the work of one

'truck be restricted to the work of one team.
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CUTTING CONCENTRATES ON SINGLE CHASSIS

 

Unit Power Plant on Three-Point Suspension a New Feature—Improved

Disc Clutch, Longer Wheelbase and Bigger Tires

on Revised Model.

 

 

  

 

 

CL'TTING FIVE-PASSENGER TOURING CAR OF “'IIICH THE NEW 40~IIORSEPOWER CHASSIS IS THE BASIS

Concentration of energies and expansion

of facilities were the_motivcs that governed

the Cutting Motor Car Co., of Jackson.

.\lich., in deciding upon the scope and char

acter of the line of Cutting cars for the sea

son of 1913, and, accordingly, there has been

an enlargement of factory capacity, while

the line, which in 1912 consisted of six

models on three chassis, has been reduced

to two models on a single chassis.

The chassis has a four-cylinder motor,

rated at 40 horsepower and mounts a two

passenger roadster body of the approved

type, with deep skuttle dash, oval tank be

hind the seat and a large carrying compart

ment in the extreme rear, and a five-passen

ger touring body. The wheelbase is 120

inches. The two models are known as the

A40 roadster and the B-40 touring car.

The chassis includes many of the mechan—

ical features of the 1912 machines. There

is this important difi‘erence, however; the

motor and gearcase now are united in a

unit power plant, and three-point suspen

sion has been adopted. Another change

of some importance consists in the use of

a greater number of plates in the multiple

disk clutch; last year’s clutch had seven

plates, while the number now is 15. The

plates run in a bath of oil circulated through

the clutch from the gearcase.

The motor is of the L-head type, all the

valch being on the same side and ac

tuated by eight cams on a single camshaft.

The cylinders are cast en bloc, and have a

bore of 4 inches and a 5-inch stroke.

Lubrication of the motor always has

been a strong point in the 'Cutting, and no

reason has been discovered for making any

change of moment in the new model in

this respect.

Instead, there is an oil reservoir cast under

the crankcase, communicating with the case

by means of a drain opening covered with

fine gauze. From this reservoir oil is

drawn by a gear pump, located on the out

side of the lower part of the crankcase

and driven by spiral gears from the cam

Splash is tabooed entirely. ,

shaft, and is forced through a duct formed

in the metal of the-crankcase to three

smaller ducts, one leading through each of

the webs in which the main bearings of the

crankshaft are carried. The crankshaft is

drilled out to carry the oil to the crankpins,

and the surplus, forced out of the bear

ings, is thrown on the cylinder walls, the

cams, camshaft hearings and all other in

terior parts.

The gearset provides for three forward

speeds, selectively controlled, and the

gear shafts are mounted on annular

ball bearings throughout.

A feature of the frame construction that

  

  

 

 

EXHAUST SIDE OF NE\V CUTTING UNIT POWER PLANT
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NEW. CUTTINGIMODEL A40—~A 40~HORSEPOWER ROADSTER REVEALING SYMMETRY OF OUTLINE AND CLEAN DESIGN

indicates an intimate knowledge on the part

of the Cutting designers of_the exigencies

of repair work, overhauling and replace

ments, is that the cross frame to which the

torsion tube is anchored is not riveted to

the main frame members, but is bolted, and

can be removed. By removing the pivot

pins, dropping the torsion tube and re

moving the frame bolts, the cross frame

can be moved to the rear four inches, per

mitting the gearset to be removed by taking

out the cap screws by which it is secured

to the crankcase casting, obviously a note

worthy feature.

The rear axle, which is of the semi-float

ing type, is mounted on Hyatt roller bear

ings, and the casing is held in alignment by

rods anchored near the front end of the

torque tube and forming a triangle. The

front springs are semi-elliptics 40 inches

    

l

 

 
  

CUTTING CHASSIS SHOWING BRAKE EQUALIZING ‘SYSTE.3—
  

long and the rear springs scroll three-quar

ter elliptics 48 inches long.

Wood wheels of the orthodox artillery

type are employed, being built of second

growth hickory; all spokes are 1% inches

in diameter. The tires are 36 x 4. The

brakes, of the internal expanding and ex

ternal contracting types, are equalized

through two sets of levers of light but

very strong truss construction, giving

great leverage and easy control of the

car whether the emergency lever or the

service pedal is used. The equalizing sys~

tem for the foot brake is carried just above

the fork of the torque tube, and the emer

gency brake equaliters under the fork.

\Vorm and gear steering mechanism is

fitted; the hand wheel, which is 18 inches

in diameter, is of black walnut, with the

spark and throttle levers on top. The rim

is notched to afford a good grip.

The complete car has the low-hung, com

pact, clean appearance that is so much de

sired by those who are particular in the

matter of appearance. The running-boards

are clear, and neatness in appearance is

enhanced by placing the gear shifting and

brake levers inside the body, on the right

side. Black and nickel finishes are used.

In addition _to being fully abreast of the

times in mechanical construction. the Cut

ting cars are well taken care of in the mat

ter of equipment; in all models the outfits

are well worthy of the well-worn adjective

“full.” Top with side curtains, top boots.

windshield, tire holders, an extra demount

able rim, complete set of oil and acetylene

lamps, acetylene gas tank, robe and foot

rails, tools, jack, pump and tire outfit are

provided. In addition, all models are fitted

with motor starters and with electric lamp

lighters operated from the dash.
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ASSISTING THE DEALER TO MAKE SALES

Far-Reaching System Employed by Big Corporation That Follows Pros

pective Purchasers to the End—Details Carefully Worked Out

and Constitute Comprehensive Course in Salesmanship.

“'hen a certain man whose name now is

well known all over the United States, first

enter'ed the hardware business on a large

scale with an immense central factory sup

 

and anxious to work they did not know how

to go about it intelligently.

So he “got after" his dealers and his

agents-énot in the nagging, pounding way

letters were short but cordial and answered

questions rather than asked them. They

were boosting letters that contained no

“knocks.” The hardwareman's modus

 

Proqeet

 

to you for personal attention.

Turin fiG—luil—i 29'1‘.‘

 

IMPORTANT SALES INFORMATION

The Possible Buyer, whose name and address appear in the upper left

hand corner of this slip, is interested in the purchase of a__________________

We have sent our literature and now refer the Prospect

Within fifteen days from the date stamped on it you will return the red

report slip attached hereto, so that we may eliminate unpromising names from

our files and mark promising ones for further attention.

Whenever you think, after your first interview with the Prospect, that a

special letter (tom the Home Otiice, covering points in which the Prospect is

particularly interested, would help matters, state so on the report. We shall

then write to the customer and send a copy of the reply to you.

UNITED STATES MOTOR COMPANY

Dealer

General Salon Manager

  

® g .....
‘ DEALER'S REPORT

(rum to u. a. mu: Company, s w. tun sum, New Your city)

Prospect appears (not) good.

Prospect's Business ________________________________________..

Car he is interested in_______________________________________ _

Is Iie likely to buy later?_____________________________________ -

“'hnt are his objections, if any?______________________________ __

 

 

NOTIFICATION (A) SENT TO THE DEALER AND BLANK (B) FOR HIS REPORT

plying branch houses in every large city

and agents in every cluster of domiciles

that was large enough to be styled a town,

he learned, among other things, that every

thing does not always come to him who

that breeds discontent and antagonism, but

in the quiet, helpful'way that makes friends

and, incidentally, makes sales. He extend

ed a helping hand to those who were

stranded on the shoals and led them over

operandi was to demonstrate how sales

could be made and not to ask why they

were not made. His business flourished

and grew under the then unique plan until

at present it is a veritable monument to his

 

 

 

  

 

W mu. glamTEHTEEIELITLEIIBE‘EMI -‘~'l at .11 KNEW] uremia
h I Proqoet Dealer

' ' NO.
IMPORTANT REMINDER mom ~ ~ * l

' '7 fair, in —-W;—-+———— LETTERS SENT

Mr. Dealer— ' wrenesrzo m ——-——_--,

You have not yet returned to In the RED SLIP with information eoneem- f — ‘ _- —-w————~TTERS |

in the wowed Med Ibo". 2:“sz n __ w M __ ____ I_____ 2 1

If you hovelodtheRedSIip,givetheresult of your work onthilPos- m I 5 REMARKS 4 “T ' ' _

libte Buyer on the back of this sheet, or in a letter. which should be aoeom- ._ -._ — ;_ _._____,

ponkd by this yellow lIip. __..A-___. . ______fi—_—_ 4

UNITED STATB MOTOR COMPANY aouonr 5

General Sales Manager _— V_ 6

I
I

  

 

 

 

 

YELLOW “MEMORY JOGGER" (C). AND THE CARD (D) FILED AT THE HOME OFFICE

only waits, despite Disraeli's learned words

to that efiect. He found, as so many others

have found since, that it was necessary for

him to work while he waited, and he found

that the best way he could work was to

make his branch managers and his agents

and dealers work. He found, too, that

though many of his dealers were willing

the difficult places by educating them and

by the judicious use of gentle persuasion.

And his greatest help was in the form of a

helpful follow-up system. It was a follow

up system of the right sort. Letters which

contained such gems of thought as “Why

haven't you closed the contract with

Smith?" found no place in it. Instead, the

business acumen. He led his dealers and

his agents; he did not drive them. He

continually helped them to make sales; he

furnished them with "leads" and sales prop

aganda; and he did not drop a prospect

immediately he had turned over the pros

pect's name to a dealer for attention. He

(Continued on page 25.)
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I CARD SYSTEM SUPPLIED TO DEALERS BY U. S. MOTOR CO.

It Is Employed in Connection With the Blank Forms Contained in the Accompanying

Article, the Following Reproductions Constituting What May Be

Termed Daily Lessons in Salesmanship.

 

HOW TO USE THIS CARD SYSTEM.

This card system is designed to serve the con

venience of our dealers and their salesmen. When

you obtain the name of a Possible Buyer—from

the pink slips sent you by the General Sales De'

partment at the Home Office, or through news

paper advertising, or in consequence of the rec

ommendation of friends and customers—always

make out a Daily Sales Record Card.

When an appointment is made for a later inter

view, enter the date of the “next appointment” in

its proper place; then file the card under the date

of the appointment. Do this always, and make it

a rule to go over your daily file the first thing

each morning. In this manner your interviews

will be arranged methodically; you will be on

hand at the appointed time, and the records noted

on the card will have made you familiar with the

details of the customer’s case. This is very im

portaiit.

When a sale is made. the date, the name and

model of car, the motor number and registration

number should be noted on the back of the card.

The remainder of the card serves as a memoran

dum, as shown on the sample card which will be

found in this box. By filing the card under the

alphabetical index you retain a permanent and

complete record of all the details accompanying

the sale of the car, to which you can refer when

occasion arises.

On the close of, say, the first day of the month

date card One should be moved behind car

Thirty-one, and the procedure should be followed

with each day’s card, so that the business of any

particular day will always be found in front of

you.

More cards will be furnished, free of charge, up

on application to the General Sales Department.

UNITED STATES MOTOR COMPANY

3 West 615t Street New York City

 
 

 

(1) HOW TO APPROACH A CUSTOMER

While there is no general rule which may be set

uprer the treatment of the possible buyer, one way

w ich never fails is to see in him a seeker after infor

mation, and to be absolutely at his service in iving

it with the utmost freedom and willingness. f the

customer is a man of your own town and as yet un

familiar with the various competing models which the

market affords, it is generally a good plan not to go

too far in making importunities for an immediate

order; instead, offer him every chance for further in

formation and for a demonstration. When this dem

onstration has been given, however, the prospect must

be assumed to be able to say whether he Will buy or

not. But, whether you speak to the prospect or write

to him, always say something about the car and its

good qualities.

(2) BE CONFIDENT

Without confidence you cannot do business. If

you believe what you say—and you should or you

should not say it—you will have no difiiculty in

making other people believe it. A lain true State

ment of the facts and the merits of t e sub'ect under

consideration is all that is necessary. eep posi

tively in mind the fact that you must not decry, be

little or speak ill of your neighbors. You weaken

your own case by referring to your competitors. Be

stow your politeness and attention equally to all who

come to your showroom and ask for information.

The old-fashioned saying, that clothes make the man

may be all right for the seller, but it does not hold

good in the case of _the customer. The jingle of the

uyer's coin sounds Just as musical in the pockets of

a pair of corduroy trousers as it does in the most

ex ensive broadcloth, and there is no difference in its

v ue once it has been transferred into your own cash

box. So never judge a man by his clothes. You are

apt to make a mistake.

(3) TEN REASONS WHY

The strongest of all sales arguments is the “Rea

son Why" argument. Therefore you should make it

a point to have at the tip of your ton ue at least ten

good reasons why the car you sell is etter than any

other. Familiarity with the company‘s trade litera

ture will furnish the necessary material. While the

salesman occasionally says too much, it is impossible

for him to know too much about his own car. “It‘s

a fine car—nothing better. We have sold forty-nine

so far this season, and have not had a single com

iilaintl" This is a truthful, but negative statement

capable of considerable improvement in the light of

good salesmanship. It would be much better to call

attention to mechanical advantages and to the satis

 

 

faction the car has given to every user. It is the

positive statement and the im ression of the custo

mer that the salesman knows w at he is talking about

that clinch the argument.

(4) LEAVE CARD AND MAIL CATALOG

When you visit a prospect, be sure to leave a card

—-sometimes it is the only thing by which the pros

pect remembers you or the name of the car. Many

salesmen do not leave a catalog, explaining that thev

need it for another call. Instead they mail a catalog

from the office, at the same time writing a letter in

which they drive home the arguments which seemed

to impress the customer most during the conversa

tion.

Never fail to keep an ap iointment, or to see a

pros ect again after a few ays, even if he should

not be quite ready to give his order.

(5) TILLED GROUND THE BEST

Should ou be inclined to hesitate about seeing a

man just because you learn that a representative of

some other make of car has already been to inter

view the prospect, then remember that tilled ground

is the best. An intending buyer who has been ap

proached usually has already convinced himself of

the general utility of the automobile, so that all you

have to do is to convince him that your car is the

logical one for him to buy. The more the_ prospect

knows about automobiles, the better it Will be for

on, besides which there is the greatest fascination

or every good salesman: a contest with'your rival

and an opportunity to let the best man wm.

(6) MAKE YOUR TALK TELL SOMETHING

Some of the older automobile salesmen will have

made the discovery that it is no longer possible to

dismiss the customer’s inquiry with mere trivialities,

such as: “This car has all others beaten to a frazzle.”

"Nothing like it was ever made,” etc. Meaningless

generalities of this sort often render the decision of

t e intendin purchaser needles-1y difficult and slow.

and not in re uently impress the customer with a

suspicion of in eriority of a really meritorious product.

(7) CONSIDER HUMAN INTEREST

A salesman in the countr can often take his cue

from the eneral surroun ings of the prospect's

house. If t e house is architecturally fancy he may

assume that the man wants 5 eed and a fancy demon

stration. On the other hang, if the house is simple

and the surroundings in keeping, the man will want

medium speed and a motor that can be throttled

down. It is well to consider human interest; by do

ing so you will not only win a customer, but a

friend for your car as well.

(8) STUDY UP

It is a good idea for the salesman to polish up his

arguments once in awhile. If he travels in the same

rut all the time, uses the same shopworn ar uments

in a preaching the prospective buyer; if_he oes _not

over aul his selling ammunition from time to time

he will see his business falling 05. Even clever argu

ments will become worn at the ed es, and fresh

magnetism, new enthusiasm, is neede to make the

salesman continuously ef‘ricient.

(9) To GET BUSINESS

To do a good business, you must have initiative,

system, originality. You cannot sit down and wait

for trade to come into your store. You must go after

it. You must make personal calls, write personal

letters, do everything your ingenuity can suggest, to

stir up interest in your business. You must care

fully attend to the wants of your customers: You

must be accommodatin and prompt; onl in that

way can you secure and hold the good wil of your

patrons.

(10) COURTESY AS AN ASSET

So absolutely do some people rely on the first im

pression of strangers, that it behooves us to tr al

ways to appear at our best. Be as natural an un

affected as possible. Study the needs and wants of

your customers. Be prepared to render any little

assistance to those in need of it, and, above all

things, remember that you cannot catch flies with

vinegar.

things along—just smile. Civility costs nothing and

if your liver be in good working order, why should

you not be courteous, civil and pleasant, and make

the buyer think that you have not a care on earth?

If you cannot do anything else to help'

Cultivate your memory. Learn to call people by

name. You have no idea what help it will be.

(11) IMPORTANCE OF THE FOLLOW-UP

Fewer things are of greater importance to the auto

mobile dealer than a proper method of “following

u " his prospective buyers. The card system' is in

dispensable for this purpose.

When the name of an interested party comes to

the office, either from the home ofiice at New York,

through your own newspaper advertising, through the

recommendation of friends and customers, or in any

other way, the date of the inquiry, name, occupation,

business and residence address, telephone number,

_source of inquiry, and model in which the pros ect is

interested, are written on one of these cards. n that

waé forgetting never happens.

eep vmiting, writing. or sending literature, until

the prospect places his order with you or you become

satisfied that he will not, or cannot buy.

(12) KNOW YOUR CAR

.The automobile salesman who wants to succeed

with the present-day buyer should be well fortified

With a thorough knowledge of his car and also be

_well posted on the important features of other cars,

in order to be able to give satisfactory explanations.

A close study of the trade literature issued by the

Company will result in a mom detailed knowledge

of the various constructions.

(13) DANGER OF TECHNICALITIES

Avoid technicalities in your conversation with the

customer, unless you know they are welcome, under

stood and appreciated.

If you think that a special letter from the home

office might help matters, write to the eneral sales

manager for such aid, giving him t e particular

points to be covered.

(14) SPECIALIZE IN YOUR ARGUMENTS

Specialize in presenting your arguments. Show

the phySician that by the use of the car he can visit

all his patients in one-third of the time, or three

times the number of patients in the same time—and

that_thereby he increases his usefulness to the com

munity as well as his income. Illustrate to the busi~

ness man that the car will save him money; to the

contractor that he can more successfully oversee his

operations. In other words, talk to the prospective

buyer about his own case and hand him such litera

ture as_ will best explain what the motor car will do

in serving his particular needs.

(15) YOU MUST ADVERTISE

Oneof the things often overlooked is the value of

advertismg. The business life of the present day is

com lex and the dealer who wants to sell a reat

num er of cars must bring the fact that he is sefiling

them and that his' cars are the best the prospect can

buy, to the attention of the greatest possible number

of buyers. Judicious publicit is as great a help to

the success of the individual ealer as are reasonable

price and excellent value of the car he sells. It will

never prove a_ ood plan to expect good business first

and then deci e u on a campai n of advertising. A

dealer who lets 0t ers know ear in the season that

he is alive and where his 00 s can be found by

those who are likely to nee them, gets the biggest

business, can advertise still more, and do still more

busmess. f you are not already familiar with the

c_or_npan ’s new advertismg plan, write to the Adver

tismg _ epartment for a copy of it. It will be of

much 'interest to you because the new plan makes

you Virtually your own advertising manager. Any

dealer who can sell a car can write an advertisement

that can sell a car—by iust anticipating the questions

and _obiections the average customer advances; by

refuting the false sayings of his rivals; by setting

forth in language such as he uses in his every-day

talk, the points of superiority of the product of the

United States Motor Company.

(16) USE THE MAILS

Have you ever considered the value of a forceful

personal letter to your prospective customer? The

mail will reach your man when it is impossible for

you to gain an interview. You can increase your

usmess manifold through letters and it costs practi

cally,nothing but a two-cent stamp. Plant your lit

erature where it will do the most good; that is in

the hands of the man who needs the automobile.

you are too busy to institute an effective mail circu

larization, let us help you. Through a letter you can

speak to a hundred men in the time it would take you

to see only one personally. Try it.

(Continued on page 26.)
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(Continued from page 23.)

 

followed him up with personal letters—not

form letters that usually are thrown away

or which breed contempt—and what is most

important of all, he kept his dealer in

formed regarding the correspondence by

forwarding to him a copy of every letter he

addressed to the prospect.

It is just such a system as this that the

United States Motor Co. of New York has

these men that the system was installed.

Even among the most successful salesmen

with the best records, cases not infrequently

crop up with which they are unable to cope.

In these cases, a personal letter from the

home office, signed by J. D. Maxwell him

self. or by Alfred Reeves. the sales manager,

often provides the necessary stimulus to

the prospect that results in the sale. This

is part of the system.

Not the least important feature of the

whole system is that it is simple. Red tape,

so-called, has been cut off so short that

O

with its tabs marked according to the let

ters of the alphabet. One of the cards that

is to be filed with the aid of these indexes

is reproduced herewith, the obverse and

reverse sides being marked F and G, re

spectively, for purposes of explanation.

Apparently, nothing that will prove of

benefit to the dealer in the way of helpful

suggestion has been overlooked. The

available space on the yellow cards is used

in a manner that cannot fail to help the

dealer. On every card there is a particu

larly terse suggestion dealing with an in

 

rar W1—5M—3 20-12

a Daily Saln Record—United States Motor Company's Product:
 

 

Assignej to salesman______________________________ Date_______ __

Sales Record

Name____________________ Business__________ __ Town_______s, , ._

Date of Sale_____ -_ Make of Cir _________ _- Model ________ __. _ ._ .

Business Address_______________ Residence_________ __ Phone_____ __ -

I License or Registration Number . , _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ __ Motor Number _ _ _ _ _ . _ _.

Interested in __________________ __ How was name obtained?a _______ _  

DA" \ can no mum-“i "i1 ‘

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Does Prospect Own a Car? What Make’ ________________________ __

Is he likely to buy later? State when? ____________________________ _

lst Interview __________________ -_ Next Appointment _____________ __ i

M Interview __________________-_ Next Appointment_______________

Id Interview__________________ -_ Next Appointment _____________ -_ ~‘

Demonstration. Date____________-_ Result: _____________________ __ _|

(Over)

  

I

l

l

i

I

l

l

 

 

OBVERSE (F) AND REVERSE (G) SIDES OF CARD FURNISHED THE DEALER FOR HIS SYSTEM

installed. It is a cross between an educa

tional campaign and a boost for sales, and

the idea behind it all is helpful suggestion

and not harmful harping. The system was

evolved to help the dealers. Its purpose is

to show them how to make sales, how to ap

proach a prospect, just what to say and just

what not to say in order to make the best

impression and to make the sale. That it

does help the dealers is revealed by the

fact that as the result of an advertising cam

paign one car was sold for every eight in

quiries originating in the State of New

York that reached the home oflice of the

United States Motor Co. in the month of

August. The high average is attributed to

the working of the follow-up system.

Of course, it costs a lot of money to

install and operate such a system; but it

is worth it. Every cent that is spent goes

to help the dealers to make sales. It is a

“show me" system of the first water, and

the least that can be said of it is that it

works. With such a big institution as the

United States Motor Co. and with a line of

cars embracing the Maxwell, the Stoddard

Dayton and the Columbia, requiring repre

sentation in practically every city and ham

let in the United States, it is inevitable that

there should be among the dealers a number

who are enthusiastic salesmen but who

are lacking in tact, or intuition, or training

—call it what you will—and it was to help

scarcely a vestige of the color remains.

In the first place, every dealer, when he

becomes the company's representative, is

supplied gratis with a card index system,

dividual phase of the salesman's art. For

the most part, these suggestions are short

and crisp and their value, which cannot be

doubted, is due to the fact that they pro

 

Form 479 Do Not Soil—Write Plainly, Using lnk

§IIDDDABQQA IIIIQE Mtgel No.

(See name plate on car)

 

Purchased from

Owner's Name

Street & No. City

QED

State

 

 

 

 

 

Notice:_By reporting promptly the model and number of his car the owner

wrll receive a price list of repair parts which will enable him to order parts

by number, thereby insuring Quick Service.

 

 

RETURN CARD, USEFUL IN CHECKING FOLLOW-UP SYSTEM

complete and neatly boxed. That promotes

a tendency toward order and system and

encourages the dealer to keep abreast of

his business and to keep it at his finger

tips, so to speak. In the box there are

two kinds of cards; one is yellow with the

tabs marked from 1 to 31, corresponding

to the days of the month; the other is blue,

pound the doctrine of true salesmanship.

That they do it in a manner that is en

thusing instead of depressing may be judged

by the suggestions themselves, which are

reproduced herewith. There are few dealers

who cannot read each of them with profit.

The whole system is perhaps best made

(Continued on page 27.)
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Dear Sir:

with reference to Stoddard Dayton automobiles.

you to fill in the attached postal.

a favor for which we thank you in advance.

request, we remain

Yours very truly,

 

We received from you recently an inquiry for catalog and information

In order to avoid annoyance to you, in case you have already decided

upon your purchase — or to insure that you receive further information on

Stoddard Dayton cars, should you desire it—wc are taking the liberty of requesting

By giving us this information you will confer

Hoping that we have not presumed too much on your good nature in this

DAYTON MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Perm )jl(——'lt‘|.\|'-4} "4|

Gentlemen -

  

 

DAYTON MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Dnoapwav AT 6isr Sriiccr, New Your City.

Complying with your inquiry l (have not) have bought an automobilev

The make is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I do (not) expect to buy an automobile in the future.

As l recall now I saw your advertisement in . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Very truly yours,

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . .

State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

 

 

REPLY POST-CARD SENT OUT BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND FOLLOW-UP LETTERS

ASSISTING THE DEALER TO MAKE

SALES.

(Continued from page 24.)

 

(17) HAVE IT WRITTEN DOWN

Look out for the employee who carries your busi

ness in his head. f he goes away he takes that head

with him and his successor is at sea, and so are you.

If he dies, ditto. Every clerk, department manager,

or other employee of our establishment should be

required to set things own in black and white. All

data pertaining to customers, territory. stock and

equipment should be on record, properly classified

and filed. Such system makes it possible for you to

dispense with the services of the best employee at any

time, without throwing your whole business out of

Joint. Do not allow any one head to monopolize all

the information about your business. Have it writ

ten down.

(18) KEEP COMPLETE RECORDS

If this card system is properly maintained, every

letter or call will be a progressive step. It does not

take over two minutes to write up a record.

When a sale is made, the license and car number

should be written on a card, which makes it a

complete and useful record. It also helps to avoid

misunderstandings in the many details that usually

accom any an automobile sale. If the prospect finally

says: ‘Not until next Sprin ,” the card is filed away

and the salesman is certain t at the customer will not

be forgotten.

(19) HOW TO DEMONSTRATE

The most essential qualification in the make-up of

an automobile demonstrator is the aptness with

which he seizes his opportunities. He makes his ap

intments with tact and carefully avoids the exhi

ition of undue anxiety. If possible, he chooses

agreeable weather for his demonstration, and in case

0 rain or cold provides wraps and coverings before

starting on the trip. Then no excuses are necessary.

The car should be kept scrupulously clean, and car

and demonstrator should show an atmosphere of com

fort that impresses the customer favorably. Make it

a rule to let the prospect take the wheel of the car,

so he may convince himself of the ease with which it

is managed.

(20) DON‘T RACE

The ideal demonstrator does not speed his car

unless he is re uested .to do so, and when the road

is clear; and t en he handles the vehicle with an

unfailin precision that will indicate to the pros

pective uyer that the handling of an automobile is

really a comparatively simple thing. Do not be

wilder the novice with too many explanations at one

time, for anything likely to confuse him is worse than

no explanation at all. Siecial talkin points should

be enlarged upon and ma e to show t eir value in an

actual demonstration. Altogether it is safe to say

that the demonstrator makes or unmakes the sale.

since the customer to whom the car is demonstrated

has very nearly reached the purchasing point.

(21) SALESROOM, REPAIR SHOP AND

STOCK ROOM

The salesroorn should be kept as clean and attrac

tive as possible. If possible, have a car of each

model on exhibition and see that they are fully

equipped. Women are an important factor in sell

ing cars; they like the fixings, and their tastes are

catered. to.

The repair shop is a difficult roblcm. The custo

mers must be satisfied and the s iop must not show a

loss. The proper solution is this: put a diplomat in

charge; hire good mechanics and teach them to do

the work thoroughly and economically. Avoid pro

fessional automobile repair men who are always ini

pi'oving on factory construction, and, above all,

never under any circumstances allow repairs to go

out until they have been paid for. If you cannot COl

lcct when the work is finished, forget the charge.

not lumber up your books with charges that may be

disputed later. Settle it up at the time and you and

your customers will be better friends and there will

e no uncollectable accounts to worry about.

In the stockroom, have ever thing in its place and

a place for everything. Recor everything coming in

and going out, and keep this system up.

(22) FREE INSPECTION

The Company's Free Inspection and Satisfied Own

ers’ Policy is rimarily intended to be of help to

the dealer. Suc service does not consist in giving

away repair parts, but it should be exercised in an

examination of the owner's car and in the making

of the small and inexpensive adjustments that occa

sionally become necessary on carburetters, magne

tos, etc. You will make friends for yourself and your

business if you do not wait until the owner comes to

your garage with a request for an examination, but

if you offer to look over the car and ask whether

anything might be wrong. Your interest in the wel

fare of your customers Wlll be amp] repaid; they will

speak of it to friends, who, when they are themselves

ready to buy, will flock to you rather than to your

competitors.

 

' If you are not already familiar with it, write for

a copy.

(23) KEEP A STOCK

It is a wise dealer who kee s a stock of cars on

hand for immediate delivery. any a sale has come

to naugh't simply because the dealer did not have a

car to deliver at the time the customer wanted it.

Procrastination is the thief of time as well as of

automobile sales. and the dealer who greets his cus

tomer with: “Here's your car," surely gets away

with a bigger sales record than his neighbor who is

merely willing “to book" his customers' orders for

more or less prompt delivery.

(24) THE FATE OF THE PRICE-CUTTER

Please bear in mind that the automobile business

is not different from any other line when the dealer

attempts to sell at cut-throat prices. When your

competitor chooses to give his profit away, let him

do it, for his price-cutting is absolute proof that he

is up against it good and iard. Slashin prices helps

no automobile dealer; it is merely the orerunner of

a debt and mort age. Do not be blufl'ed into selling

your goods at w at Mr. So-and-So sells his. Price

cutting is possible only to the man who does not

know the worth of his own goods. Sooner or later——

generally sooner—after he has tried in vain to recon

cilc his bank account to his liabilities—the prices

cutter makes his inglorious exit from the business.

(25) SPECIAL EQUIPMENT CAUSES DELAY

Here is another tip. Many dela s could be obvi

ated if all dealers would avoid as ing the factories

for special equi merit. Of course there are circum

stances where t e customer insists upon such equip

ineiit and where he should have it. But in the gen

eral run of business every request for equipment that

difTers from the standard specifications interferes

with factory routine and causes delays which in the

end reflect in the filling of ALL orders.

The e uipment with which the cars of the United

States hotor Company are furnished has 'heen de

cided upon as the best indicated by exhaustive inves

tigations and tests.

(26) LIST OF OWNERS

Keep a complete list of the owners of the cars you

sell in your territory, and wherever possible refer to

it in making sales. YOur statement that Mr. Jones_

and Mr. Smith bought the same car carries a lot of

weight with the prospective bu er. He logically

argues that a car is certain to do or him what it has

done for other owners. Besides, as time goes on,

your owners will provide a good market for the sale

of newer models, for a man who has operated one

make of car is very apt to bu a later model of the

same make with which he has been well satisfied.

(27) MARKING YOUR LITERATURE

Never send a catalog without turning down the

leaves or otherwise marking the page showing the

model desired, and with a blue pencil underscore

certain features that will carry weight with the pros

pect. Also mark in other places of the catalog any

matter or special arguments that may come upv

Write on the envelope or wrapper: “Marked Copy."

Put your card into the catalog. since individuality is

the most valuable factor for the salesman and for the

firm he is serving.

(28) CAUTION IN TRADING SECOND-HANDS

Vthn you sell a car, at the same time taking in

trade an old One, you are confronted with the prob

lem of selling two cars. There are conditions under

which a trading-in of old cars. to facilitate the sale

of new ones, becomes expedient. On the whole,

however, it is well to bear in mind that the task of a

salesman is not merely to sell cars, but to sell them

at a profit. Unless ‘ou establish a limit you may

find yourself overstocked with second-hand cars and

your capital tied up in old material at a time when it

would )C more profitably invested in new goods.

Not unfrequently it is the better part of wisdom to

say "No," and to forego a sales opportunity rather

than make a sale of doubtful profit. Here is where

it is advisable to go slow and to use good judgment.

(29) THE COMPANY BEHIND THE PRODUCT

One of the most forceful ways in which the pur

chaser may be brought to an appreciation of the

cars you sell is in callin his attention to the com

manding position which t e company occupies in the

industry. The financial integrity and commercial

res onsibility of the United States Motor Compan '

ma c it certain that all its products are made wit

highest regard to giving full value, and that the pros

pect is dealing With a concern whose reputation is

world-wide and whose product is in the hands of

many thousands of satisfied users.

(30) THE SPECTRE OF REPAIR BILLS

All cars made by the United States Motor Com

pany are the result of the highest class of engineer

ing skill to be found in the industry. All parts used

in building these cars are of the material best suited

for the particular properties it is desired to secure.

and beyond a reasonable and natural wear of bear

ing surfaces and tires no repairs will become neces

sary that can be attributed to material 0r workman

shi .

'Fhis is an important thing to keep before your

customers, many of whom still labor under the

notion that the owning of an automobile is a matter

of great expense and considerable trouble. You know

it is not.

(31) AUTOMOBILE VS. HORSE

The 0 eration of an automobile is no more beset

with di cultics than the acquirement of expert horse

knowledge, comprising at least a tolerable smattering

of horse-shoeing, harness-making, wagombuilding.

and of veterinary accomplishments.

In computing the usefulness of the automobile and

of the horse separately, a different reckoning will

have to be adopted for each. It is evident that the

cost of the horse is based on the time it is kept—

irrespective of the amount of service rendered, while

the automobile Costs 3 given sum for a given amount

of work done, causing no expense whatever during

periods of non-use.
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ASSISTING THE DEALER TO MAKE

SALES.

(Continued from page 25.) \
 

plain by watching its workings. Let it be

assumed, for instance, that John Doe, of

Texarkana, Tex., reads a Maxwell advertise

ment in one of the trade papers, or in a

daily newspaper, or on a fence, and thereby

is prompted to write to the home office for

a catalog. \Vhen his inquiry is received, it

is assigned to the Texarkana dealer, and

John Doe's name and address and the date

are noted on three slips, illustrated here

with as A, B and C. and a card, designated

D. All four are made out simultaneously

with the aid of carbon paper, by a corps of

young women, each one of whom looks

after a certain section of the country.

Slips A and B, the former being pink and

the latter bright red, then are forwarded to

the dealer, together with the original in

quiry, a copy of which is kept on file in

the home office. The reason for sending the

original inquiry to the dealer is to furnish

him with a card of introduction to the pros

pect. In the mean time, as is made plain

on slip A, the home office has forwarded

to the prospect the particular catalog or

information that he requested. On the

pink slip A the dealer is instructed to see

the prospect and to make report to the

home office on slip B within a period of 15

days if the dealer’s territory lies in the

East or Middle \Vest, or 30 days if the ter

ritory is on the Pacific Coast.

When the dealer reecives slips A and B

from the home office, his first duty is to

copy the particulars as given on to the ob

verse side (F)'0f the card which accom

panies the filing system supplied the dealer.

The card is self-explanatory. It is filed in

the card system under the date of the month

for which an appointment has been made.

Then each day the sales manager, or who

ever has the business in charge, places the

day's cards, after the various appointments

have been assigned to salesmen, at the back

of the pack, behind the card lettered 31.

In this way the day's business always is

before the dealer, who can tell at a glance

just who he has to see and at what hour

he must call. If, after several calls have

been made on the prospect a sale results,

that fact is noted on the reverse side of

the card (G), which then becomes a per

manent record of the sale and is filed alpha

betically in the blue index.

The card D, which, as has been explained,

is made out simultaneously with A, B and

C. is filed at the home office. The figures

at the top (1 to 31) serve to designate when

the dealer's report on the red slip B is

due. If john Doe proves merely a catalog

hunter and has no real intention of pur

chasing a car, the dealer has little difficulty

in ascertaining that fact, which he notes on

the red slip B and transmits to the home

otfice file as a “dead one" and the expense

of again circularizing the prospect is saved.

If the dealer has been so busy, or so

neglectful, that he has failed to send in his

report on slip B within the 15 or'30 days

requested by the company he then receives

slip C, which is printed on bright yellow

paper to make it conspicuous. If that fails

to bring in the red slip B, a personal letter

signed by Sales Manager Reeves is de

spatched calling attention to the delin—

quency and requesting a prompt reply. The

latter expedient seldom fails to bring a

response.

The necessity for the company receiving a

report telling whether the prospect is a

good one or a “dead” one will be appre

ciated when it is pointed out that each pros

pect is systematically followed up' from

the home office, provided the likelihood of

his purchasing a car appearsgood. To

send literature continually to a prospect

who really is a “dead one" represents an

unnecessary expense which it is the pur

pose of the red slip to obviate.

If, in the estimation of the dealer, John

Doe is a good prospe'ct with bona fide in

tentions of becoming the owner of a car

in the near or the far-distant future, he

reports to the home office accordingly and

the machinery of the follow-up system is

set in motion to help the dealer make the

sale. Immediately, the home office re

ceives notification that the prospect really

is a prospect, the card D is filed by State

and County and Dealer. \Vhen the first of

the follow-up letters is sent out by the

home office to the prospect the date of the

letter is entered on the card in the place

reserved for it. Other places are reserved

for the date and filing index number of

letters that are received in reply, and a

copy of every reply invariably is forwarded

to the dealer in order that he may be con

stantly apprised of the situation which ob

tains.

Before the second of the series of Six

follow-up letters is sent to the prospect,

however, a reply postcard, reproduced here

with, is sent him. Then, if he has purchased

a car in the mean time, or if he has decided

not to buy a car, the follow-up letters are

stopped, as is the expense of sending them

out. If he has not purchased a car and

still intends to do so, the second of the

series of letters is sent to him after a

suitable period of time has elapsed.

In the meantime, if the prospect appears

diffident, or the dealer has difficulty in

closing the deal, or the prospect wants

specific information on a particular point,

a personal letter signed by either]. D. Max

well or Alfred Reeves will be sent from

the home office at the dealer's request. This

feature alone constitutes one of the most

valuable of the whole system, for the per

sonal appeal direct to the prospect from

the head of the big company almost invaria

bly so alters the situation as to make it

comparatively easy for the dealer to book

the order.

Another exeellent feature of the system,

and one which was incorporated solely to

help the dealer, lies in the maintenance of

what may be styled a “publicity censorship

board." Suppose, for instance, that the

dealer desires to place some advertising

in a local paper but is an indifferent “copy”

writer. He may either have his “copy”

written for him at the home office, with

out obligation or expense for cuts or elec

trotypes, or he may get out the "copy"

himself and forward it to the home office

to be edited. If, in the estimation of the

advertising experts retained by the home

office, the “copy” is good, the dealer is

apprised accordingly. But if, as so often

happens, the “copy” is calculated to repel

rather than to attract, the dealer has pointed

out to him the error of his ways, and help

ful suggestions, based on the company's al

most unlimited experience, are offered and

in the end the local paper in which the

advertising appears is enhanced in appear

ance by well-placed cuts and intelligent

text matter of such character as to attract

the attention of possible purchasers. All

this service is free to the dealer and is

maintained to help build up his business.

Another angle of the system which assists

in cutting down the expense of the follow

up system and at the same time engenders

a friendly feeling in the purchaser of a

car lies in a little card which is sent out

with every car. The card (E) is reproduced

herewith and is self-explanatory. It is en

closed in an envelope, addressed, and mere

ly requires to be filled out and mailed to

the factory, which thus obtains a full record

of car owners. By reason of the fact that

its dcspatch ensures the receipt by the

owner of “something for nothing," it in

variably is returned and in this way a check

is placed on the sending of literature and

letters to those who already have pur

chased. Incidentally, the sale of cars by

dealers is checked and the returned cards

form a permanent record, filed in the home

office, of the whereabouts of every car that

is sold. By sending out the instruction and

parts book in response to the request on the

card, the company at least partly ensures

that its products will be properly cared for.

and this, in turn, reflects back to the credit

of the dealer, for satisfied purchasers are

the best advertisement, and one word of

mouth from a satisfied owner is worth

pages and pages of perfectly good advertis

ing copy. And it is a great deal less costly

to the company and to the dealer.
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SIMPLE ELECTRIC VALVE

IN NEW EDISON DEVICE

It Is an Alternating Current Rectifier

of Surprising Simplicity—Intend

ed for Battery Charging

Purposes.

Although charging storage batteries from

a source of direct current? is a comparative

ly simple operation, requiring not more

than a couple of electric light bulbs and a

few feet of wire, the same operation where

the source of current is alternating is more

difficult and entails the use of special appa

ratus which may or may not be complicat

ed, according to the theory upon which it is

constructed and on which it operates. In

seeking to eliminate the objections to the

mercury arc type rectifier, apparent in the

fragile bulb, and to the rotary rectifier with

its many moving parts and the necessity

for almost constant attention, Thomas A.

Edison, Inc., of Orange, N. 1., just has

brought out a new type of alternating cur

rent rectifier which is simplicity itself in

both construction and operation. Like all

other Edison devices, the new rectifier has

not been ofiered on the market until its

right to the prestige of Edison’s name had

been proven beyond cavil; it has been un

der experiment for a period of several

years, and at last has been brought to the

state of perfection where some 4,000 hours'

continuous operation at full load has failed

to make necessary adjustments of any

kind.

In its simplest aspect, the new rectifier is

merely a mechanical valv'e which permits

current waves of only one polarity to pass

through it to the battery. It is of the elec

tro-mechanical or vibrator type, and in con

tradistinction to the familiar mertury arc

rectifier, commences operation immediately

the current is turned on and without pre

liminary attention of any kind. As a mat

ter of fact, the device should never require

attention once it has been started, for it is

perfectly automatic in action and its mov

ing parts are so few and so well protected

that it is almost a physical impossibility

for its mechanism to become deranged.

The complete apparatus consists of the

rectifier, which is supplied in several sizes

. to operate on 110-125 volts alternating cur

rent, either 25, 40 or 60 cycles, a double

pole switch, a rheostat and an ammeter;

sufficient wiring to connect the various com

ponents is supplied, and the operation is

rendered simple by means of a wiring dia

gram. The direct current voltage which the

device supplies may be varied from 2 to 10

volts, to suit requirements. Similarly, the

amperage may be adjusted, the 32 type ma

chine being constructed to deliver from 3

to 8 amperes, and the B4 type machine de

livering from 6 to 16 amperes.

In connecting the rectifier for battery

charging it is merely necessary to attach

two wires from the source of electric light

current to the cable furnished with the

device. From two binding posts, plainly

marked positive and negative, two wires

are led to the battery. Where all the bat

teries to be charged are of the same type

and capacity, adjustment of the direct cur

rent is not necessary, of course, in which

case the rectifier can be set at the factory

for the desired voltage and amperage and

-.
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will require no further attention. Where

several types and sizes of batteries are to

be charged, the equipment must of neces

sity include a rheostat. Although the new

device is at present supplied only in sizes

suitable for charging comparatively small

batteries, a complete line in sizes up to 100

amperes capacity is under construction and

shortly will be placed on the market. The

larger sizes, of course, will'be suitable for

charging the batteries of electric vehicles.

Annealing to Facilitate Tube Bending.

A piece of copper or brass tubing that is

to be bent may be annealed, if it is not al

ready as soft as it should be for this pur

pose, by passing it slowly through a blow

torch or other flame and heating it to a

dull red a little at a time until every part

that is to be bent has been so heated and

then allowed to cool. The flame of a com

mon gas stove is excellent for annealing

small tubing in this way. The fact that a

piece of tubing has been annealed, however,

does not preclude the necessity of filling

it with sand or lead to prevent kinking.

ST. LOUIS SHOW STAGED

IN TRANSPLANTED FOREST

Fifty-three Dealers Show Latest Prod

ucts Amid .Rustic Surroundings—

Electric and Commercial Vehi

cles Much in Evidence.

In a forest two acres in extent, which is

described as dense and which sprang up on

the outskirts of the city at the inspiration

of a master decorator, 53 automobile deal

ers, members of the St. Louis Automobile

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association,

opened on Monday last, 7th inst., an early

fall show comprising the products of 73

motor vehicle factories, in Highland For

est Park. Weather permitting—for the bet

ter part of the show, which is the sixth an

nual exhibit of the association, is out of

doors—the show will be open each after

noon and evening until Saturday next, 12th

inst.

The decorations are effective but artistic.

Clumps of growing trees entwined with

shrubbery have been transplanted from

nearby forests, and to the myriad colored

autumn leaves and berries which go a great

way toward making the surroundings eye

pleasing during the daylight hours, have

been added thousands of vari-colored elec

tric lights, which cast their glow for the

benefit of the evening visitors. In perfect

harmony with the surroundings, the parti

tions which separate the various exhibits all

are of rustic formation, and rustic benches

and rustic signs which designate the exhib

its are profuse.

Music in plenty is supplied by two brass

bands housed in bandstands of rustic for

mation at opposite corners of the park.

The cars on exhibition are: Borland

electric, Stutz, Reo, Matheson, Stanley.

Oldsmobile, Flanders, Flanders electric,

Hupp-Yeats electric, Case, Ohio electric,

Premier, Paige, Fiat, Haynes, Marmon,

Alco, Abbott, Detroit electric, Oakland,

Jackson, Michigan, Rambler, Locomobile,

Mitchell, R. C. H., Buick, Firestone-Colum

bus, Studebaker, Henderson, Warren, Stan

dard electric, Stearns, Speedwell, Overland.

Cadillac, Nyeberg, National, Little, Glide,

Peerless, Detroiter, Rayfield, Dorris, Berg

doll, Moon, Hudson, Ford, Regal, Pierce

Arrow, Moline, Empire, Maxwell, Stoddard

Dayton, Columbia, Rauch & Long electric,

Packard, White, Chalmers, Baker electric.

Woods electric, Waverly electric, and Velie.

The commercial vehicles shown are: \IVil

cox, Poss, Universal, Alco, Locomobile.

Buick, Speedwell, Peerless, Dorris, Moon,

Ford, Pierce-Arrow, General Vehicle, Pack

ard, White, Brooks-Latta, Gramm, Modern.

Federal, Mack, and Commerce.
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GENERATING THECURRENTTHATLIGHTS THE CAR

How the Magneto Developed Into an Illuminating Dynamo-Systems That

Employ Permanent Field Magnets Compound Wound, Single Wound

and Unwound'- Caring for Commutators and Brushes.

(This is the third of a series of articles_design_ed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render earner their care and repair by dealer and owner alike.)

The simplest of all the current generat

ing machines that may be used for electric

lighting purposes, as has“ been outlined in

the two previous articles which have ap—

peared in the Motor World, is the perma

nent magnet generator, or, as it is more

familiarly known, the magneto. It is around

an instrument of this type that several of

the successful electric lighting systems are

built. Despite its inherent simplicity, how

ever, which assuredly is one of its greatest

advantages, for there is practically nothing

 

ficult to so design any type of generator

that the output will not vary within the nar

row limits necessary to maintain practically

constant brilliancy in the lamp filaments.

This is one of the reasons a storage battery

is an essential part of a lighting system. It

may be likened to the rubber gas bag that

generally is used between acetylene head

lights and an acetylene generator. Like

the rubber bag, the storage battery absorbs

fluctuations of increased output caused by

increased armature speed. and when the

  

VESTA GENERATOR SHOWING MECHANICAL VOLTAGE REGULATOR

to get out of order or require attention, the

permanent magnet machine is lacking in

one of the most important properties of the

dynamo type of machine in which the fields

are composed of electro-magnets.

Why Current Regulation Ia Necessary.

In the permanent magnet machine the

magnetic field remains constant, regardless

of changes in the speed of the armature;

it is the same whether the machine is run~

ning or idle. From which it follows that

ii the speed of the armature could be main

tained constant the output of the generator

also would remain constant. But as every

one knows, it is impossible to drive an au

tomobile at constant speed, no matter what

that speed may be. Consequently, the speed

of the magneto armature varies in accord

ance with the speed of the vehicle, and

unless some provision is made for govern

ing the armature speed the output of the

generator will vary over such wide limits

as to be practically worthless for lamp

lighting or battery charging purposes.

As a matter of fact, it is extremely dif

armature speed drops to the point where

the lamps normally would dim, the storage

battery gives up a small part of its energy

just as the rubber gas bag collapses slightly

when the pressure from the acetylene gen

erator drops, thereby maintaining the pres

sure in the piping between the bag and the

lamps constant within certain limits.

Battery "Floated on the Line."

To carry the same analogy a little further,

if the acetylene generator failed through

any cause to make gas. the headlamps

would be supplied for a very short time

by the stored up gas in the rubber bag.

But it soon would become exhausted and

the lamps would go out. With the

storage battery and generator, however,

though very nearly exactly the same phe

nomena may be observed, the energy stor

ed in the battery is sufficient to maintain

the lamps lighted for a considerable period,

as for instance while a car is standing with

the engine idle. Eventually it would be

come exhausted, of coursek when it would

be necessary to recharge it with the aid of

the generator. Another reason why a

storage battery is necessary in lighting

systems is that many of the dynamos that

furnish the initial current require a stor

age battery “floated on the line" before

their self-regulating properties become ap

parent.

The Perfection battery charger, manufac

tured by the Economy Mfg. Co., of Econ

omy, Pa., is an instrument of this type. It

is a permanent magnet generator, or'mag

neto, which is operated at constant speed

and which relies for its self-regulating

property upon the Inherent characteristics

of the storage battery to increase its re.

sistance and thus to take less current from

the generator as the battery approaches the

fully charged condition. This is a charac

teristic which applies to all storage batter

ies and is quite easily explained.

“Storage Battery" Really a Milnomer.

During the charging or discharging oper

ation, certain chemical changes take place

in a battery. The battery does not really

“store” the current; instead, it really makes

the current. When it is fully discharged,

the elements are exhausted (or may be

said to be exhausted). When the battery is

being charged, the elements are being re

vitalized, so to speak; they are being put

into the condition that will cause them to

produce an electric current. In other

words, electricity, of this kind. is the result

of chemical action. When the elements are

exhausted there can be no chemical action

and consequently there can be no electricity.

When the battery is charged, fully or only

partly, the plates undergo certain chamical

changes which are the reverse of those that

obtain when the battery is discharging. The

reason for the increase in the resistance of

the battery is that during the process of

charging the plates absorb a certain per

centage of the acid and as the water which

contains the acid is a poor conductor of

electricity—its conductivity is proportion

ate to the amount of acid it contains—the

resistance of the battery rises.

Regulation by Battery Resistance.

In the Perfection battery charger advan

tage is taken of this characteristic to en

sure that at high armature speeds the bat

tery will not receive its charge at too high
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a rate. Otherwise, there is no method of

voltage or current regulation, the capacity

of the generator being 7% amperes at 1,200

revolutions of the armature a minute. ' As

the generator is designed to operate at

twice engine speed it may be expected to

carry the full light load of approximately

8 amperes at about 15 miles an hour on

high gear.

Simplicity That Precludes Trouble.

The most striking feature of this partic

ular instrument, of course, is its extreme

simplicity. Provided it is lubricated, and

even that operation is reduced to the point

where it requires the minimum of exertion

and attention, for the shafts run in ball

bearings, there is absolutely nothing to get

out of order. The likelihood of trouble has

been obviated even in the case where it be

comes necessary to take the instrument to

pieces, for there are no insulated screws

or bushings in its make-up, the insulated

parts being carried on a ring which is sep

arate and easily removable without the

necessity for disturbing the other parts.

Another unusual feature is that the mag

nets are mounted on a composition of

ebony and asbestos wood which protests

them from short circuits and demagnetiza

tion. The cut-out is magnetically oper

ated and is arranged on the dash.

In view of the simplicity of the whole

instrument it is probable that the only

trouble which might manifest itself would

be in the brushes which should be exam

ined from time to time to ensure that they

are pressing against the commutator prop

erly. Sparking at the brushes, which is the

bane of the electrical engineer's life, for it

causes excessive wear and is in itself a

sure indication of loss of efficienscy, may be

eliminated quite easily by simply shifting

the brush holder until the output reaches

the required standard and sparking no

longer occurs.

Color Scheme Facilitates Connecting Up.

The wiring of any electric lighting system

quite naturally may prove a prolific source

of trouble unless care is taken to see that

(1) the proper size wire is used, and (2)

the proper wires are attached to the proper

binding posts. In this respect, it is be

coming a fairly common practice for manu

facturers to supply their systems equipped

with wires insulated in different colors.

Thus it becomes a simple matter for the

amateur to connect the red wire, according

to the diagram which accompanies the ma

chine, to the red binding post, and so on

with the other wires. Generally, a red wire

is used for the positive side of the circuit.

or the side which connects the positive ter

minal of the generator to the positive ter

minal of the battery. A black or a green

covered wire generally is used for the

negative circuit.

Two Methods of Governing Output.

When it is desired to maintain the out

put of a magneto generator practically con

stant, regardless of changes in car speed,

there are two methods available. The first

is to litilize some sort of slipping clutch

or drive that will not permit the mag

neto armature speed to become greater

than a predetermined limit. Generally such

devices rely upon centrifugal force for op

eration, and though there are a number of

machines ofvthis type in successful opera

tion, the system does not appeal, for it pre

supposes wear in the clutching device and

loss of efficiency results.‘

The second method of maintaining the

output constant is to arrange for the in

sertion of resistance in the line automatic

'ally, the resistance to be increased as the

speed of the armature increases and the
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PERFECTION BATTERY CHARGER

output therefore remaining practically con

stant. The Vesta magneto generator, man

ufactured by the Vesta Accumulator Co.

of Chicago, Ill., is a machine of the latter

type and probably is the only one of its

kind which at present is in general use. The

modus operandi of the generator is beau

tifully simple, as an examination of the

accompanying sketch of the regulating

mechanism will show.

Resistance Automatically Cut In. -

Immediately the engine is started the

magneto armature commences to rotate and

when it has reached a speed of 400 revolu

tions a minute the centrifugal fly-ball gov

ernor connects the generator with the bat

tery. As the speed of the armature in

creases the governor moves an arm across

a series of contacts and in this way auto

matically inserts resistance in the line and

thus maintains the output constant. Of

course, if the engine stops, the spring-re

turned balls in the governor will cause the

circuit between the generator and the bat

tery to be broken and thus will prevent the'

battery discharging through the generator.

Although the current regulating appar

atus appears complicated, it is not as com

plicated as it looks and really is quite sim

ple in operation and seldom, if ever, re

quires attention, other than a few drops

of oil about once a week. Only the mov

ing parts should be oiled, though, needless

to add, oil never should be put on the com

mutator or other electrical contact.

Commutators Require Occasional Care. -

In case of failure of the generator to

operate, the brushes, which generally are

the most prolific source of trouble in any

generator, should be examined to see that

they make proper contact and have not

worn down too far. It occasionally hap

pens that the brushes of a generator will

become so worn as to let the brush hold—

ers come in contact with the frame and thus

. prevent the brushes from making proper

contact. If the current output of the ma

chine shows signs of falling 05, the com—
mutator should beiexamined and if it ex

hibits a scratched or pitted appearance, and

is not bright, very fine sandpaper, about No.

00, should be held against it while the ma

chine is running. The sandpaper should

be applied very lightly, however, and should

not be permitted to remain in contact with

the commutator longer than is necessary to

remove the foreign matter. Medium oil

should be used in the bearings, prefer~

ably, as there then will be less tendency

for it to- work out and accumulate on the

commutator. One of the important con

siderations which should not be lost sight

of is that in installing any permanent mag

net machine it should not be fastened down

upon an iron or steel base but should be

supported on brass or aluminum. -

Wrong Connections and Their Results.

Too much stress scarcely can be laid

upon the necessity for making doubly cer

tain that in connecting any generator the

positive side of the battery is connected to

the positive and not to the negative side

ofthe machine. If the positive wire from

the machine is connected to the negative

side of the battery the result will be that

instead of charging the batterthhe machine

will discharge it, and if the condition is not

remedied within a very short space of

time the battery probably will be ruined.

With the Vesta generator it is a simple

matter to determine which side is positive

and which side is negative; by reason of

the factory connections, if the machine is

run clock-wise the right side will be the

positive side; if it is run anti-clock-wise,

the left side will be the positive. From

which it appears that the instrument may

be operated in either direction without a1

tering wiring connections and with equal

efficiency, which fact is true of any per

manent magnet machine. Though dynamos

may be operated in either direction, they

will not generate in the opposite direction
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to which they are supposed to run unless

either the field or armature connections

are reversed.

Meter Indications of Reversed Wires.

If with the Vesta system the wires lead

ing to the battery are reversed, with the

positive generator wire leading to the neg

battery terminal, and provided all

other connections are correct. the ammeter

u-ill indicatea "charge" when the engine

is running as well as when the lamps are

lighted. thus serving as indication of im

proper wiring. Whenever the generator

cuts in the ammeter needle generally will

move rapidly over to 10 instead of build

ing up slowly. as it would if the connections

were properly made. In a case like this,

though the ammeter reads “charge,” the

battery actually is being discharged. Simi

larly, when the wires leading to the am

alive

meter are reversed, with the other connec

tions properly made, the meter will indi

cate, presumably, the rate of charge when

it really should be indicating “discharge.”

When the engine is running the meter will

indicate “discharge” instead of “charge.”

as it should if the connections are correct.

\\'hen the wires leading to the generator

are reversed, the meter will at all times in

dicates “discharge,” which is the true state

of affairs, regardless of whether the engine

is running or not or whether the lamps are

burning or not. There really is little ex

cuse for the wiring to be connected im—

properly, however, for the Vesta company

supplies a comprehensive wiring diagram

in colors to correspond to the colors of

the wires supplied with the system.

Field Windings on Permanent Magnets.

In the Berden system of electric lighting,

manufactured by the Esserline Co. of La

fayette, Ind, the idea behind the perma

nent magnet machine has been carried a lit

tle further by the addition of a supple

mentary compound wound electro—magnetic

field, the purpose of which is to make the

instrument self-regulating without the ne

cessity for slipping clutches or other me

chanical means. The permanent magnet field

serves to induce the initial current and, in

cidentally, positively assures that the out

put will “build up" properly after the ma

chine has been taken down and put together

again. Another important end it serves is

that it absolutely prevents the polarity of

the generator changing as it would in an

ordinary dynamo if the wires from the

battery were connected wrongly. If the

polarity were changed inadvertently it

would cause the meter needles to swring

in the wrong direction, though little other

harm would result, for the polarity of the

generator would immediately change again

when the battery was properly connected.

In the Berdon system, the windings in the

electro-magnetic field are so arranged that

the output of the generator automatically

increases with an increase in load. The

increase is within certain well-defined

limits, of course, the arrangement being

that when the lamps all are lighted and a

full lamp load is on the generator, there

still remains sufficient current from the

generator to charge the battery, provided

that is necessary. If, for instance, the
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battery were completely dig/charged and

the car were driven at night, uiring that

all the lamps be lighted, the generator out

put then would be proportioned automa lC

ally to the full load. If, however, the bat

tery were fully charged and the lamps all

lighted, then the generator‘would light the
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SPLITDORF LIGHTING GENERATOR

lamps but would pass no current to the bat

tery. Similarly, if the battery were ex

hausted and the lamps not lighted, the gen~

erator output would pass to the battery.

Care of Commutator and Brushes.

As is the case with the two simple sys

tems that have been described previously,

there is little in the Berdon system to get

“out of kilter.” The armature is the only

moving part and, as it is mounted in' ball

bearings, lubrication even is reduced to an

operation which requires to be attended t0

at infrequent intervals. The only part

which could cause trouble is the commuta

tor and brushes, but as the latter are so

constructed as to make trouble extremely

improbable the commutator is about the

only element which need be watched. If it

appears dirty, which is the most likely

trouble, the application of a very fine

grade of sandpaper will serve to remedy

the disease. Care should be taken, how

ever, to see that none of the particles of

abrasive matter remain on the commutator.

Compound Winding and Its Effect.

In the Splitdorf lighting system, produced

by the Splitdorf Electrical Co. of Newark,

N. J., the method of output control is simi

lar to that employed in the Berdon gener

ator. That is to say, the main fields are per

manent magnets and these are supplement

ed by a compound wound electro-magnetic

field which permits the generator to pro

duce more current at high speeds than

would be possible with the permanent mag

nets alone Rotation of the Splitdorflite

armature at a slow rate of speed results in

the rapid “building up" of the auxiliary

field produced by the passage of the armas

ture current through the shunt winding of

the compound field. Immediately this

field becomes of sufficient strength, the

electro-magnetic cut-out, contained in the

arch of the permanent magnets, closes the

circuit between'the generator and the bat

tery, with the result that almost all the

current passes through the series winding

of the compound field,thus further strength

ening it. The output of the generator thus

is practically constant, regardless of fluc

tuations in the speed of the armature, for

the greater the current drawn by the battery

the greater the flow through the series

winding of the compound field and the more

current there will be produced.

Sparking; Its Cause and Its Cure.

The- Splitdorflite, like the others, is no

ticeably simple in construction, for which

reason, if for no other, it seldom requires

attention._ _The main bearings should be

oiled occasionally, though care should be

taken to see that the bearing at the com

mutator end is not flooded, or the famil

iar dark streaks will form on the commu

tator as the result of too much oil. Spark

ing at the brushes should. be watched for

as a sure tell-tale of loss of efficiency. When

sparking occurs, the brushes should be

taken out, cleaned and replaced, though no

attempt ever should be made to change

their position. Failure to generate gener

ally can be traced to dirty brushes or com

mutator or loose connections, the correc

tion of either of which faults scarcely re

quires a college education.
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umousmr IS ADDED TO

Mtkclawiws LINE

Vehicle Is Low-Hung and Is Designed

for Town Service or Touring—

Accommodates Four

Passengers.

In adding to its line a limousine, the

Mercer Automobile Co. of Trenton, N. J.,

whose name has been no less spread by

the prowess of its racing cars than by the

reputation for consistency which its stock

models have won for themselves, has borne

in mind the growing demand for a com

paratively small and light closed car that is

suitable alike for town service and for ex—

tended touring during the season when tem

possible. An idea of the actual height of

the roof from the road may be judged from

the fact that the ordinary pedestrian on

the sidewalk can glance over the top of the

car quite easily.

The interior of the body is tastefully

trimmed in dark colored broadcloth and

the equipment includes all of the usual toi

let articles and other devices that assist

in lending an air of luxury. The body is

mounted on the stock model 35AB Mercer

chassis which is rated at 35 horsepower and

carries the usual T-head 4% x 5-inch Mercer

motor. The clutch is of the multiple disk

type, having 48 saw steel plates, and power

is transmitted through the intermediary of

a four-speed selectively operated change

gearset in which the third speed is direct

drive and fourth speed an overstep. The

rear axle is of the full-floating type, car

     

 

COMPACT, WELL-BALANCED LINES

porary retirement behind plate glass be

comes a necessity as much as a luxury.

To this end the limousine which forms

the latest addition to the line and is styled

model 35 E, has been kept within well-de

fined lines, though it is not too small to be

thoroughly serviceable; within its cozy in

terior there are accommodations for four

passengers, two of them occupying the

rear seat facing forward in the orthodox

manner and the other two occupying fold

ing seats which are so arranged that when

they are not in use they become so much

a part of the upholstery scheme as to be

very nearly invisible. Which means, of

course, that they are completely out of the

way and offer no obstruction against which

the other passengers can knock their knees.

In conformity with the comparatively

short overall length of the new car—the

wheelbase is 118 inches—the height has

been kept down as much as possible, the

reason for the unusual design being as much

to obtain a well-balanced effect of the whole

as it is to obtain a low-hung construction

unobtrusive in appearance and as stable as

OF NEWEST MERCER LIMOUSINE

ried on three-quarter elliptic springs, the

front springs being semi-elliptic in con—

formity to standard Mercer construction. As

is the case with all the other cars in the

Mercer line, spare tires are carried in irons

at the back of the body, leaving the running

boards clear of obstructions and incident

ally giving the clean-cut appearance so

much sought for.

The Fable of Ante-Election Dullness.

Whether there really is any reason for it,

it nevertheless seems to be true that busi

ness men always have looked for dull times

during the months preceding a Presidential

election; perhaps their having looked for it

is the reason they found it. Suffice it to say,

however, that the idea is being dispelled and

the origin of the fallacy is aptly hit by a

journal of the shoe and leather trade, which

says:

"Once upon a time the Lion, the Tiger,

thevHippopotamus, the Jackass and the Ele

phant assembled themselves together for

the purpose of selecting a date when they

would call a meeting of the representatives

of all the Fishes of the Sea, Birds of the

Air, and the Beasts of the Woods, so that

they might select a ruler of all of these

who should serve for a term of four years.

At this meeting it was decided not only to

elect a New Ruler every four years, but the

Jackass was also appointed a committee of

one to notify all of the Fishes, Beasts,

Birds and Reptiles that in the years when

the rulers were selected they would not be

expected to hustle quite so hard for their

daily food; in fact, that in these years they

were to voluntarily go on Half Rations,

and spend the time usually devoted to car

ing for themselves and their families in be

moaning the fact that they were what‘they

were; and also predicting direful things that

would happen just as soon as the New

Ruler was elected. All of the animals, big

and little, attentively listened to and were

guided by the bray of the Jackass except

the Bees. The Bees called a meeting,

buzzed the thing over, and then through

their Queen issued the following Proclama

tion:

“ ‘We, the Bees of the universe, have at

tentively listened to and also carefully con

sidered you and your braying, Mr. Jackass,

and we wish to say that there will be noth

ing for yours truly in “Laying OH" or

“Half Rations" line. \Ve are satisfied that

there will be just as much Honey in the

buckwheat in the years when the rulers are

elected as in any other old years and we

propose to get it. If you and the rest of

the bunch want to grow lean and waste one

year in every four, why go to it: you cer

tainly have our permission. Growl and

bray your heads ofi‘, if you choose, but as

for us we will keep right on gathering

honey at the old stand."'

Heat that Removes Stuck Piston Rings.

The application of heat is extremely efli

cacious in removing metal parts that are

rusted or otherwise stuck in place. By the

use of a little ingenuity, considerable

trouble can be saved by temperature—raising

processes. For instance, a stuck piston ring,

which cannot be forced much without dan

ger of breakage, almost invariably can be

loosened by directing the flame of a blow

torch against the piston head until it be

comes a dull red color, and then, after

waiting a moment for the heat to subside

slightly, applying a little kerosene to the

rusted or carbonized joints. The ring that

resists this treatment must be very badly

stuck.

Iron pipe fittings or any other iron or

steel parts that are screwed together will

rust immovably in place if they are molst

ened with a little saturated solution of sal

ammoniac, or even of salt, before being

screwed together.
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CONSISTENCY NETS BRAGG THE GRAND PRIZE

 

Covers the 410-Mile Hay-Protected Course in 359 Minutes— De Palma,

. Always a Dangerous Contender, Again Victim of Misfortune

~Roberts and Endicott Take Minor Events.

  

  

 

 

"BREASTWVORKS" OF BALED HAY ON FOND DU LAC TURN AFTER BEING “ASSAULTED” BY FONTAIN (LOZIER)

lt is a far cry from the baled cotton

“hicli played such an important part at the

battle of New Orleans. nearly 100 years

aeo, to the baled hay which constituted a

not inconspicuous and not invaluable fea

ture of the Grand Prize and other races

which marked the Milwaukee speed carni

val which was brought to a close on Sat

urday last, 5th inst., when the Grand Prize

was gathered in by Caleb Bragg, driving a

Fiat. The baled cotton and the baled hay,

however, were utilized for the same pur

p~~e—t0 save American lives.

Hay as a preserver of life and limb

during automobile races first was employed

during the Elgin speed carnival in August

Int. but it remained for Milwaukee to put

1" to its fullest use. It formed the “breast

w-rks" on all turns of the somewhat

treacherous course and served alike to pre

serve spectators and competitors, forming a

most efficient bumper. It did not avail

to save Ralph De Palma, who won the

Vanderbilt Cup race on the previous

“cdncsday, but it saved Louis Fontain,

“ho twice ran wild when rounding two of

the treacherous turns and charged full tilt

v m the baled hay. He somewhat mussed

'lu- hay, but his life and his limbs were pre

~1-rved and his car escaped with little dam

axe, as did the spectators and the VViscon

sin militiamen who were on duty there.

De Palma sustained his accident on a

comparatively straight stretch of the

bumpy and undulating course. On the

very last lap, when he endeavored to pass

Bragg, the road proved too narrow, and

 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

MILWAUKEE SPEED CARNIVAL.

Wednesday, October 2d

For the Vanderbilt Cup, 299.5 Miles.

1. Ralph De Palma (Mercedes) 4:20:3l.54

2.Hughie Hughes (Mercer).. 4:21:14.34

3. Spencer Wishart (Mercedes) 4:36:37.75

Friday, October 4th

For the Pabst Trophy, 220.6 Miles.

1. M. Roberts (Mason) . . . . . . . . .. 3:45:08

2H. L. Hastings (Fal) . . . . . . . .. 4:15:05

Friday, October 4th

For the Wisconsin Challenge Trophy,

5 173.5 Miles.

1. Harry Endicott (Mason) . . . . .. 3:05:44

2. George Mason (Mason) . . . . . . ..3:42:40

Saturday, October 5th

For the Grand Prize, 409.9 Miles.

1. Caleb Bragg (Fiat) . . . . . . . .. 5159:2749

2. Erwin Bergdoll (Benz) . . . . . 6:14:58.38

3. Gil Anderson (Stutz) . . . . . .. 6:15:22.47

  

 

in consequence he grazed Caleb Bragg's

Fiat and flew the course with disastrous re

His car overturned and both driver

and mechanician were badly injured. De

l’alma suffered a broken leg and a wound

in the abdomen, which latter promised sad

results but Which, at last accounts, it was

sults.

believed happily had been averted. His

mechauieian was less seriously hurt, bruises

and a severe shaking up being his portion.

Caleb Bragg won the Grand Prize handi

ly. He covered the 409.76 miles, which rep

resent 52 circuits of the 7.88-mile course, in

5:59:27.49, or at an of 68.45

miles an hour. Second place went to Erwin

Bergdoll, who brought the Benz car over

the tape 15.31 minutes later; third and

fourth places went to Gil Anderson (Stutz)

and Barney Oldfield (Fiat), respectively.

Anderson finished less than a minute later

than Bergdoll,‘ while an interval of four

minutes separated Oldfield from the Stutz

pilot. George Clark (Mercedes) and Rob

ert Burman, who took Joe Horan's place in

the Benz, were flagged while on their 49th

and 48th laps, respectively.

As for the smaller car races for the

Pabst and Wisconsin trophies, which were

run on Thursday last, 3d inst., and which

went for 220.64 and 173.36 miles, respective

ly, Mortimer Roberts took the longer of the

two, covering the 28 laps in a Mason car in

3:45:08, and Harry Endicott, also in a Ma

son, took the other in 3:06:44. Roberts's

average was 58.8 miles an hour; Endicott

averaged 55.6 miles an hour for the 22

laps. Second place in the contest for the

l’abst trophy went to Hastings (Fal), who

finished in 4:15:04, and third money, al

though darkness preventcd his finishing,

average
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to Chandler, also in a Fal car. Endicott's

victory was in a measure a hollow one, for

he finished over half an hour ahead of the

only other contender, George Mason, his

team mate, who completed the distance.

Entries in the smaller car events were

not numerous. \Nhen, after delays occas

ioned by wet weather, which made the none

too good course even more dangerous, the

races were started at 1:30 p. m., but eight

were lined up to contend for the Pabst

trophy, and three only started in the smal

ler car event, Frank Kulick (Ford) having

dropped out because of ill health, and John

Heber (Studebaker 30) failing to put in an

appearance.

Joe Nikrent (Case), _I. Rooney (Berg

doll), Spencer Wishart (Mercer), H. Hart

ings (Fal), M. Roberts (Mason), Ed. Pullen

drove a consistent but slow race. Chand

ler had about decided to retire when the

announcement of the retirement of Hughes

and Pullen opened the way for him to col

lect the “small change," provided he fin

ished. He limped around the course at a

20 mile an hour pace and still was limping

when darkness intervened, and those in

charge decided to give him third place,

although he had completed but 22 laps.

Endicott had it all his own way through

out the contest for the Wiseonsin trophy.

He took the lead during the first round

of the course and held it to the end. Sny

der (Mason), the only other contender be

sides Endicott and George Mason, quit on

the second lap with a frozen clutch. So

great was Endicott’s lead over Mason after

Synder's retirement that he had time to stop

doll had nosed out De Palma for third

place and Anderson was running fourth.

The others were strung ‘out in the follow

ing order: Fontain (Lozier), Horan (Benz),

Oldfield (Fiat), Clark (Mercedes), Hughes

(Mercer). Spencer Wishart had been

forced to retire while on his fifth round by

a broken crankshaft.

TetzlaFf maintained his pace and in

creased his lead over Bragg. At the end of

the eighth lap, when 63.04 miles had been

reeled off, he was 42 seconds ahead of his

most formidable rival. It was on this lap

that Fontain swerved into the hay bunk

ers which protected the curve at Fond du

Lac. Happily no serious damage was done,

and after passing through the straw wall

the driver piloted the car back onto the

course and proceeded. The delay cost him
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ANDERSON IN HIS WIRE-WHEELED STUTZ AND A VIEW OF THE AD-PLASTERED COURSE

(Mercer), Chandler (Fal), and Hughie

Hughes (Mercer) started in the Pabst event

in the order named. Hughes early assumed

the lead and held it until he was forced to

retire during the 22nd lap with a broken

differential pinion. Pullen, who had held

SCCOl'lCl place as consistently as Hughes had

clung to the leading position, assumed the

lead when Hughes retired. _His triumph

was short lived, however, for he too was

forced to retire during the 24th lap with

transmission trouble. Roberts, who had

trailed along after the two Mercer drivers

throughout the major portion of the race,

fell heir to the premier position and was

not displaced throughout the remaining

four laps. Spencer Wishart (Mercer) had

been retired during the third lap with a

broken crankshaft and a broken connecting

rod had done similar duty for Rooney

(Bergdoll) on his fifth lap. Joe Nikrent

(Case) completed seven circuits, when he

too was forced to quit with motor trouble.

Hastings had had very little trouble and

at the pit and smoke a cigarette before re

suming his course.

Loafing did not characterize the running

of the Grand Prize race. Sharply at 10:30

on Saturday morning the starting bomb

was fired, and Burman led off in the Benz.

He was followed at half-minute intervals

by Fontain (Lozier), Tetzlaff (Fiat),

Hughes (Mercer), De Palma (Mercedes).

Wishart (Mercedes), Clark (Mercedes),

Bergdoll (Benz), Horan (Benz), Anderson

(Stutz), Oldfield (Fiat). Tetzlaff immedi

ately set up a terrific pace, passed Fontaine

on the first lap and completing the circuit

in 6:20, he assumed the lead, which he held

for 80 miles. Burman held second place

throughout the second lap, but was forced

to retire with a broken piston. Bragg then

went up and was running 14 seconds be

hind the leader. The other ten contenders

were strung out, with De Palma running

third and Fontain (Lozier) in fourth place.

The end of the sixth lap saw Tetzlaf’f and

Bragg in the same relative positions. Berg

his position, however, and he fell back to

eighth place.

Forty seconds taken for a tire replace

ment at the end of the tenth lap cost Tetz

laff first place; it was then that Bragg

went to the front and completed the 11th

lap eight seconds ahead of Tetzlaff. Bragg

did not long hold the position. The 12th

lap saw Tetzlaf‘t' again at the head of the

field with a lead over Bragg of 32 seconds.

From this point until Tetzlaff finally was

forced out of the race by a broken piston

on his 30th round of the circuit, it was a

case of see-saw between the two Fiat pi

lots. Bragg showed up in front at the end

of the 14th lap, but was again passed in

the 15th. Again in the 17th lap B‘ragg

took advantage of Tetzlafi's stop for tire

and fuel replacement and forged ahead

and held the lead until half of the distance

had been covered. At the end of the 26th

lap, however, Tetzlaff again was leading

the field.

When half of the 410 miles had been
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completed the contenders were running in

the following order},Tetzlaff (Fiat)

Bragg (Fiat)

De Palma (Mercedes)

Bergdoll (Benz)

Oldfield (Fiat)

Anderson (Stutz)

Horan (Benz)

Clark (Mercedes)

Fontain (Lozier)

Hughes (Mercer)

Fontain broke a steering knuckle during

the 29th circuit, due to the strain which

had been placed upon the member when he

went through the straw barrier for a sec

ond time during the 20th lap, and was

forced out of the contest; Hughes also re

tired with motor trouble.

gather the laurels. At the end of the 51st

lap, when Bragg had received the green

flag denoting the beginning of the last lap,

De Palma had cut down the lead of the

Fiat driver to 2 minutes 20 seconds, and

throwing all caution to the winds, the

plucky Italian “let out" on the last lap and,

overtaking Bragg at a point of the road

which really was too narrow for two ma

chines to pass, misjudged the distance,

touched the Fiat car and spilled all over the

road. Fortunately both De Palma and

his mechanician were thrown clear of the

car as it turned several rapid somersaults

before it finally brought up at the road

side. De Palma, however, was seriously

injured. He received, besides a broken leg

—the same limb which was injured at Dan

bury. Conn., in l910—a wound in the abdo

netos and plugs, as did also De Palma and

Tetzlafi‘. Anderson used a Mea instrument,

and a Rayfield carburetter. Bragg and

Tetzlafi also used Rayfield carburetters,

and Mort Robert's Mason was similarly

equipped. Roberts used a Splitdorf mag~

neto.

Wetmore Stars at Sioux City.

Three of the four events which com

pleted the program of the Sioux City Au

tomobile Club's track meet, which was run

on the one-mile circular dirt track in the

Iowa city on Friday last, 4th inst., were

W'etmore events from beginning to end.

Wetmore, who drove a Chalmers car, suc

ceeded in taking the most interesting num

her, the 30-mile contest for Class C cars,

from the other two contenders, John Rai
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SPENCER \VISHART (MERCEDES) AND A TYPICAL ROADSIDE CROWD GATHERED AT A FAVORABLE VIEWPOINT

Tetzlafi pulled away from Bragg and

was leading by over three minutes at the

end of the 30th lap, but the end of the Slst

saw him pull up at the pits with a cracked

piston, which forced him down and out.

Bragg then assumed the lead and never was

headed. At the end of the 33rd lap he had

increased his lead over De Palma, who, in

turn, had widened the gap between Berg

doll and himself to 7 minutes. Anderson,

Oldfield, Clark and Horan were strung out

in the order named. Burman replaced Ho

ran at the wheel of the Benz at the end

of the 32nd lap.

Anderson ran into third place during the

37th lap and see-sawed for the position

with Bergdoll until the end of the 44th lap,

when he finally nosed out the Benz driver

and took the place “for keeps." Bragg had

in the meantime been increasing his lead

over De Palma until the interval separat

ing them was over 6 minutes. De Palma

increased his speed considerably during

the 48th lap, however, in a. final efiort to

men which aroused grave fears. His

mechanician escaped with a few cuts and

bruises and a very severe shaking up.

Bragg went on and, receiving the check

ered flag, reported the aceident to the of

ficials.

Considering the condition of the course,

which was bumpy and trying and too nar

row on the straight aways, Bragg's time of

5 hours 59 minutes 27.49 seconds, although

by no means record breaking, was fast.

Fortunately balmy weather prevailed, so

that the surface of the course was at its

best, which, as before stated, was far from

perfect.

The fastest lap of the day—and, indeed,

the fastest lap on the newly constructed

course—was made by Tetzlafl’, who com

pleted his 26th lap in 6 minutes and 8.3

seconds, or at a rate of 77.2 miles an hour.

Bragg's Fiat was Michelin equipped, as

were also both Robert’s and Endicott’s

Mason cars. Bergdoll rqde on Fisk tires.

Both Bragg and Bergdoll used Bosch mag

mey (Ohio) and John Overmire (Colby),

in 31:31, the ten-mile free-for-all in 10.41%.

and a two-mile Class C event in 2:35. The

remaining contest, ten miles, Class C, went

to Raimey, who completed the distance in

10:33. Overmire acquired trouble which

forced him out of the two-mile event. The

summary:

30 miles, for cars with displacements of

231-300 inches—Won by H. A. Wetmore

(Chalmers); second, John Raimey (Ohio);

third, John Overmire (Colby). Time, 31:31.

Ten miles, for cars with displacements

of 231-300 inches—Won by John Raimey

(Ohio); second, H. A. Wetmore (Chal

mers); third, John Overmire (Colby).

Time, 10:33.

Ten miles, free-for-all—Won by H. A.

Wetmore (Chalmers); second, John Rai

mey (Ohio). Time, 10:41%.

Two miles, for cars with displacements

of 213-300 inches—Won by H. A. Wetmore

(Chalmers); second, John Raimey (Ohio).

Time. 2:35.
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ENGLAND “STANDS PAT”

0N florist-1mm RATING

Committee Recommends Retainment

of Present Methods Which Take

No Account of Stroke—Elec

trics Reclassified.

After nine months' consideration of the

method of rating and taxing automobiles

in Great Britain, the committee on Horse

power Rating of Motor Cars, which orig

inally was appointed by the Treasury to

investigate with a view to determining

whether or not the present methods are

fair to both the motorist and the govern

ment, at length has rendered its report. In

it is set forth at great length that “the

method or rating is substantially fair as

between one car and another” and despite

repeated requests that the committee con

sider the efiect on horsepower of increas

ing the stroke, and in the face of the Royal

Automobile Club's recent adoption of the

piston displacement method of rating en

gines, which in itself is evidence of the

necessity for eliminating stroke as a con

stant and taking it into consideration, it

is recommended that the system of rating

now in force be retained, with scarcely a

change worthy of note.

lf the recommendations of the commit

tee are adopted, and it is altogether likely

that they will be adopted, “petrol” engines,

a: they are styled, still will be rated ac

cording to their bores without regard to

their strokes, despite the manifest unfair

ness of the system. According to the pres

ent method, which is recommended to be

retained, the rating is obtained by dividing

the square of the internal diameter of the

cylinder by 2.5 as a constant in the case

of a four-cycle motor, and 1.6 in the case of

a two-cycle motor.

In the case of electric cars, the commit

tee recommended that in view of the fact

that electric motors generally average about

8 horsepower under normal conditions,

such vehicles be rated hereafter between

6% and 12 horsepower instead of between

12 and 15 horsepower. Provision also is

made in the recommendations of the com

mittee to provide for the taxation of motor

cycles according to their horsepower; the

present system exacts a tax of $5 irrespec

tive of the size and power.

Opposite Ruling: on Lighting Law.

Indication that there is merit in both

sides of the question is found in two rulings

on the law regarding the illuminating of

cars which are left standing in the street

at night. one decision coming from Con

necticut the other from Iowa. In Connecti

cut several months ago it was decreed that

a car left standing in the street at night

should have its head and tail lights burn

ing; now from Iowa comes the decision of

judge A. B. Thornell, of Harlan, that a car

which stands on the street and the motor

of which is stopped need not be illuminated.

The decision, however, has been appealed.

Grennon and Kyle Share the Spoils.

Joe Grennon, who piloted a Mercer car,

and Harry Kyle, who drove a Pope, shared

honors at the five-event meet which was

run on Saturday last, October 5th, on the

half-mile Imperial track at Springfield,

Mass. Each of the two men accounted for

two races, and Grennon further distin

guished himself by covering an exhibition

mile in 124%. The remaining event on the

program, which went for only half a mile,

went to L. Menenghetti. The summary:

Ten miles, match race—Won by Harry

Kyle (Pope); second, Joe Grennon (Mer

cer). Time, 15:28l/g.

Three miles, match race—Won by Joe

Grennon (Pope); second, George Cook

(Zust). Time, 4:27.

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under 450 inches—Won by Harry Kyle

(Pope); second, Henri Hickman (Mer

cedes). Time, 7:47.

One-half mile, for cars with displacements

of 300-450 inches—Won by Louis Menen

gretti (Zust); second, Joe Grennon (Mer

cer); third, Henri Hickman (Mercedes).

Time, 094945.

Three miles, for cars with displacements

of under 450 inches—Won by Joe Grennon

(Mercer); second, Louis Menenghetti

(Zust); third. H. Kyle (Pope). Time, 4:2236.

Glidden to Lead Tour to New Orleans.

Even though there will not be a National

Reliability Tour this year, there at least will

be a Charles J. Glidden tour, for Glidden

himself has elected to lead a caravan of mo

torists over the identical route that orig

inally was mapped out by the American

Automobile Association; but it will not be

for the Glidden trophy or for any other

trophy. It is to be purely a sociability run

and under the auspices of the 'Maxwell

50,000-Mile Club will start from Detroit on

Monday, 14th inst., wht'ch was the date set

tor the start of the abandoned A. A. A.

contest. The tourists expect to reach New

Orleans, the one time destination of the

A. A. A. tour, now deceased, on the 27th

inst. Though the tour is being conducted

by the Maxwell 50,000-Mile Club, and most

of those who participate likely will drive

Maxwell cars, even to Glidden himself, who

will pilot a Maxwell of the type that last

year helped bring home the trophy, it is

open to all who drive. irrespective of the

make or model of their cars.

msmww WINNER OF FOUR

0m 0F__SE_v_ENAT PEORlA

His Troupe Furnishes Entertainment

for Implement Dealers’ Convention

at Two-Day Meet—Endicott

and Nikrent Also Win.

Throughout the first day, at least, Louis

Disbrow starred at the two-day racemect

which provided excitement for visitors to

the National Implement Dealers' Associa

tion's Convention at Peoria, 111., Friday and

Saturday last, October 4th and 5th. Dis

brow took four of the seven events on the

program, including the feature number, the

lO-mile free-for-all handicap, which he com

pleted in 9:09. A live-mile free-for-all event

also went his way, the distance being c0v

ered in 4:45 in the Simplex car. Endicott

(Schacht) took two of the three events

which remained on the program, and Nik

rent (Case) disposed of the seventh.

Seven events were on the program for

Saturday. and of these Disbrow "showed

up" in three, the trio being time trials. Of

the competitive events Endicott (Schacht)

captured two, both of which went for five

miles, his times being 500% and 4:32 f0r3~é

for the respective numbers. Then ten-mile

contest for light cars went to Wilbur (Fal)

in 11:46-35, and Monkmeier (Staver) dis

posed of the five-mile free-for-all in 4:46.

The summary:

Friday, October 4th.

One mile, time trials—Louis Disbrow

(Case), time 12005.5; Monkmeier (Staver),

time 102%; Nikrent (Case), time 101%;

Daubner (Halliday), time 110%; William

lindicott (Schacht), time 0:58; Madden

(Inter-State), time 110.3%; Disbrow (Fiat),

time 0:54; Kilpatrick (Hotchkiss), time

120.3%.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of 231-300 inches—Won by Nikrent (Case);

second, Disbrow (Case); third, Monkmeier

(Staver); fourth, Daubner (Halliday).

Time, 516%.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of 231-300 inches -— Won by Endicott

(Schacht); second, Madden (Inter-State).

Time, 459%.

One mile, time trial—Disbrow (Fiat).

Time, 052%.

Ten miles, for cars with displacements

of under 450 inches—Won by Endicott

(Schacht); second, Madden (Inter-State);

third, Daubner (Halliday). Time, 9:49.

Five miles. free-for-all handicap—Won by

Disbrow (Simplex), scratch; second, Kil

patrick (Hotehkiss), 30 seconds. Time, 4:45

Ten miles, free-for-all handicap—Won by

Disbrow (Simplex), scratch; second. End;
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cott (Schacht), 5 seconds; third, Madden

(Inter-State), 45 seconds. Time, 9:09.

October 5th.

One mile, time trials—Monkmeier (Sta

ver), time 0:62; Nikrent (Case), time 057%;

Madden (Inter-State), time 057%; Kilpat—

rick '(Hotchkiss), time 0:58%; Disbrow

(Simplex), time 051%; Wilbur (Fal), time

069%; Hastings (Fal), time 0:661/g; Endi

cott (Schacht), time 054%.

Ten miles, for cars with displacements of

231-300 inches—Won by Wilbur (Fa-l); sec

ond, Nikrent (Case); third, Hastings (Fal);

fourth, Monkmeier (Staver). Time, 1124656.

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under 451 inches —- Won by Endicott

(Schacht); second, Madden (Inter-State);

third, Nikrent (Case); fourth, Wilbur (Fal).

Time, 5:00;/5.

Five miles, free—for-all—Won by Endi

cott (Schacht); second, Disbrow (Simplex);

third, Kilpatrick (Hotchkiss); fourth, Mad

den (Inter-State). Time, 423236.

Five miles, free-for-all handicap—Won by

Monkmeier (Staver), 10 seconds; second,

Madden (Inter-State), 20 seconds; third,

Disbrow (Simplex), 40 seconds. Time, 4:46.

Saturday,

Hunter Scores in Non-Stop Contest.

To maintain a speed of 20 miles an hour

for five hours, and only once to deviate

from the scheduled time to the amount of 15

seconds, is not child’s play. It was per

formed, however, by G. F. Hunter, who on

Saturday last drove his Oldsmobile for 100

miles over Long Island roads in competi

tion with sixteen other members of the

Long sland Automobile Club in the century,

non-stop, fixed-time run which had been

carried over from November of last year.

Penalties were charged agoinst the com

petitors for deviation from the scheduled

time at the controls, five of which were

provided between the start and finish point

at Jamaica, and the turning point at Hemp

stead. One point was charged for each 15

seconds the contestant was late or early

at controls. Penalties also were meted out

for road work, except on tires, and for stops

other than those made necessary by traffic.

By acquiring but a single demerit, Hunter

won the Herriman trophy and a new tire.

Second honors went to Herbert G. An

drews in a Buick, who had a total penaliza

tion of 2 points. The other contestants

were: F. Toby (Panhard), W. C. Bolton

(Cadillac), H. H. Hillborn (Herreshoff), R.

J. Perrine (Cole), A. s. Jesup (Oakland),

G. Atwood (Cadillac), William Schimpf

(National), P. Brotherhood (Cadillac),

John Middleton (Cadillac), J. W. Mowrie,

Ir. (Studebaker 30), A. E. Beggs (Panhard),

C. H. Gait (Packard), F. H. Newcomb (El

more), H. L. Koenig (Peerless), F. Belbo_n

(Studebaker 30).

SLEEVE-VALVE MOTOR

0F RADICAL DESIGN

Of Germah Origin, It Suggests Knight

and K-D, But Is Different—

Details Nicely Worked

Out.

As if to refute the claims so often reit

erated, not alone by those who use motor

cars but by those who design them as well,

that the motor car of the present substan

tially is the motor car of the at least not

distant future, and that in minor details

only will it be changed, the Fischer car,

which recently made its appearance on the

German market, embraces many new and

 
  

  

 

FISCHER MOTOR PARTLY SECTIONED

even radical ideas that cannot fail to excite

widespread attention.

Although the four-cylinder block motor

which forms the power plant is of the

sleeve-valve type, it is not a Knight motor

nor is it similar in any manner, save in the

fact that sleeves are employed. The design

is not wholly unlike the design of the

Knight-Davidson crescent valve motor,

which made its appearance at the Boston

show last February, but the constructional

details are altogether different.

Unlike the construction which obtains in

the K-D motor, in which the two valves

entirely surround the piston, overlapping

each other at the ends, and are separated

from the piston by a stationary sleeve, with

the Fischer motor, the two valves, each of

which forms a quadrant arc with regard to

the piston circumference, do not meet and

they contact directly with the piston. The

valves are mounted opposite one another

so that the piston contacts directly with

the cylinder walls at portions not covered

by the valves. The valves truly are cres

cent shaped, and the pockets which serve to

contain them are formed by regrinding the

cylinders, so that an arc of smaller radius

than the radius of the original bore is

ground out of each side. Leakage past the

sleeves at the tapering ends is prevented

only by the most careful workmanship in

fitting the valves.

Motion is imparted to the sleeves

through the intermediary of a cam shaft

on either side of the crankshaft, both of

which are operated by the orthodox gears.

The cams which serve to operate the

sleeves through a small bell crank are of

the grooved type, whereby the action of the

sleeves is made positive, and the timing

exact. Lubrication is efiected by means of

a combination force feed and splash sys

tem embracing the use'of the now familiar

movable dams.

The design of the cylinder gear is unique.

Each cylinder is fitted with a disk shaped

head, not jacketed, and has cast in the cen

ter a hollow cylindrical projection which

serves to house the spark plug. The disk

is bolted in place as in orthodox construc

tion, the use of a gasket being made un

necessary by virtue of the machined sur

faces. When all of the separate cyiinder

heads are in place, a single casting, which

serves to cover all four cylinders, is put in

position and fastened by means of caps,

which attach to the spark plug cylinders.

As shown in the illustration, the latter cas

ing forms a part of the water jacket, so that

the head of each cylinder, though remov

able, is entirely surrounded with water, and

the spark plug likewise is water jacketed,

and moreover is adequately protected from

mechanical injury.

Paper as a Material for Gaskets.

Fragile though paper seems to be, it is

one of the best materials for making gas

kets, shims or liners to be used where

' there is not sufiicient heat to injure it. A

good, hard paper is practically incompres

sible, so far as gasket making is concerned;

it is, of course, very easily shaped and

adapts itself to inequalities of surface. Ev'en

the heaviest pressures seem to have little

or no effect on gaskets made of paper of

good quality.

To Assist a “Starved” Piston Pin.

A piston pin which receives its lubrica—

tion through a hole drilled in the top of the

connecting rod occasionally is "starved"

because the hole does not catch sufficient

oil. This state of affairs can be improved

by countersinking the top of the hole to

form a little basin to catch oil; the larger

the area of the countersunk basin the more

oil will be caught.
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Starter That Aida Cranking.

The next best thing to having a motor

starter that will work 100 per cent. of the

time is to have a motor that will start

every time on the first turn of the crank.

Under such conditions cranking loses at

least half its terrors in the case of a_big

motor, and in the case of a little one, nearly

all of them.

The device shown by the accompanying

illustration is designed to eliminate the

disagreeable part of the cranking—every

turn beyond the first being relegated to the

"disagreeable" class—and its purpose is

clearly indicated by its designation, the

Buckeye sure starter; it is manufactured

by the Central Brass & Fixture Co., of

Springfield, Ohio. In addition to facilitat

ing motor starting by a priming process.

the device enables the air supply to be

varied in accordance with momentary re

quirements, which very often results in

  

MIXER AND SPRAY

IN MANIFOLD

 

ll UCKEYE SURE STARTER

more economical running and a cleaner,

cooler motor.

There is nothing complex about the

Buckeye sure starter. On the dashboard

of the car is mounted a brass fitting carry

ing a small glass reservoir for gasolene;

from the reservoir a pipe leads to the in—

take manifold above the carburetter, the

manifold being drilled and tapped to make

the connection. A lever on the top of the

reservoir permits the gasolenc to be shut

off or turned on at will. Below the reser

voir is a second lever which controls an

air opening on the other side of the dash

board. Thus either gasolene or air can be

admitted to the intake manifold in any de

sired quantities within the capacity of the

device, independent of the regular supply

through the carburetter.

For starting the motor under ordinary

conditions the lever on top of the gasolenc

reservoir is turned to the left until the

gasolenc level has fallen an eighth of an

inch, and then shut OH. This admits suffi

cient gasolenc to the motor to permit easy

starting without having to pump the cylin

ders full of gas from the carburettor. When

the motor is running the air valve is opened

and as much extra air admitted as the mo

tor will take, the amount being regulated,

of course, by the working of the engine.

For high speed, the valve is opened wide

and for low speed it is almost closed. A

stop is provided to adjust the valve open

ing limits for motors of diflerent sizes. By

putting kerosene in the reservoir instead

of gasolene, and allowing it to be taken

into the motor while warm and turning

over with the spark shut off, the cylinders

can be cleaned of carbon, which will be

loosened and blown out with the exhaust.

For starting in very cold weather a little

ether is mixed with the gasolene in the

glass reservoir.

Folding Crank that Saves Wrists.

Newest of the devices designed to pre

vent the “deadly back-kick" of the gaso

lene motor cranked with spark advanced

is the Wink safety folding crank, manufac

tured by the Wink Crank Co., of 2106 Su

perior Viaduct, Cleveland, 0. As the ac

companying illustration shows very clearly.
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WINK SAFETY CRANK

the Wink device is peculiar only in one re

spect—that is, its handle, instead of being

rigidly fixed to the crank arm, as is usual,

is pivoted so that it is free to swing through

an arc of quarter of a circle. A stiff steel

spring, secured to the back of the crank

arm, holds the handle normally in the plane

of rotation of the arm; when the motor is

to be cranked, the handle is swung around

against the pull of the spring and is pre

vented from moving further than its normal

cranking position by a stop. Of course, as

soon as the handle is released it flies back

under the tension of the spring, thus auto

matically folding. As the very great ma

jority of injuries resulting from back-kicks

are caused by the rigid handle striking the

arm of the person cranking the motor, it

is quite clear that with the handle out of

the way, as it would be the instant after

it was jerked out of the hand, most such

accidents would be avoided, and this is the

feature of the device that is most strongly

emphasized by the makers. As the \Nink

crank is made in various sizes, it can be

fitted to practically any car. It sells for $5.

Gasolene Mixer in Simplest Form.

In any auxiliary device designed for at

tachment to a motor simplicity of con

struction, of attachment and of operation

are without doubt matters of no small im

portance, and in these respects the Wolf

mixer, shown in the accompanying illus

tration, seems to have gone about as far

as is possible. The device, which is mar

keted by A. M. Wolf, of 146 East 8lst street,

New York. is designed to be inserted in

the intake manifold, pointing upward, hav

ing a flange to be gripped between the

flange of the manifold and that of the car

 

 

  

WOLF MIXING DEVICE

buretter. It consists of a short length of

brass tube with two sections, at diametric

ally opposite points, bent inward, forming

deflectors which cause the ascending cur

rent of air and gasolenc to be violently agi

tated and spun into a spiral column, the

result being the intimate mixing of the

gasolenc and air and the breaking up of

minute particles of liquid gasolenc. The

mixer being made of a single piece of

brass, there are no adjustments to make,

no moving parts to wear and nothing what

ever to get out of order.

“Pen Steel” for Small, Flat Springs.

For making small, flat springs or any

thing that should be made of thin sheet

steel, an excellent material is "pen steel,"

which is the stock of which common pens

are made. It comes in strips a few inches

wide and in various thicknesses.

An old half-round file, with the teeth

ground off and the edges ground sharp and

smooth, makes an excellent scraper for

scraping in bearings. Difierent sizes of

scrapers can easily be made for different

sizes of bearings.
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1,016,987. Driving Mechanism. Walter O.

Foss, Newington, Conn., assignor to

Charles E. Bunnell and Richard Bradley,

Branford, Conn. Filed Feb. 23, 1910. Serial

No. 545,410.

1. The combination of a driven shaft, :1

driving shaft, a pair of gears surrounding

said driving shaft, a pair of gears in mesh

with the other pair of gears and connected

with said driven shaft, the gears of one pair

being of different diameters, means for al

ternately putting the gears of the first pair

into driving relation with said driving shaft,

a gear surrounding said driving shaft, speed

modifying and reversing means co-opera

tive with said last mentioned gear, means

for alternately putting a member of the

speed modifying and reversing means into

driving relation with said shaft ,and means

for throwing said last mentioned gear into

and out of driving relation with one of said

first mentioned gears.

1,017,073. Internal Combustion Engine.

Edward H. Belden, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed

Nov. 8, 1911. Serial No. 659,204.

1. In an internal combustion engine, a

cylinder in combination with a piston oper

able therein, a head wholly within the end

of the cylinder and having both its inner

end and its outer end circumferentially en—

gaged with and guided by said cylinder,

means securing said head against move

ment in said cylinder and effecting oil and

pressure tight circumferential joints be—

tween the cylinder walls and head at said

ends of the head, said cylinder and head

having admission and exhaust ports inter

mediater situated therein, between said

ends of the head and between the planes of

said joints, and means situated between the

ports in the cylinder and the ports in the

head for elfecting the opening and closing

of said ports in time with the movement of

said piston. ,

1,017,074. Internal-Combustion Engine.

Edward H. Belden, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed

Nov. 9, 1911. Serial No. 659,441.

1. In an internal combustion engine, a

cylinder and a piston therein in combination

with a cylinder head fixed in the end of said

cylinder, the inner and outer ends of said

head being tightly jointed to said cylinder

throughout their respective circumferences,

the intermediate portion of said head being

of less diameter than the adjacent portion

of the cylinder and concentric therewith, an

annular valve cavity being thereby formed

between said ends of the head, one side -of

said head and cylinder containing admission

and exhaust ports which open into said cav

ity, an annular valve of slightly greater

diameter than the head and of slightly less

diameter than said adjacent portion of the

cylinder and occupying said cavity, said

valve containing a port positioned to regis

ter with aforesaid ports, said head con

taining a balancing port approximately 0p

posite the first mentioned ports, means for

supplying oil to said cavity and means for

rotating said valve in said cavity in time

with the movements of said piston.

1,017,075. Internal-Combustion

Edward H. Belden, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Nov. 9, 1911. Serial No. 659,442.

1. In an internal combustion engine, a

cylinder and a piston therein, in combina

tion with a cylinder head fixed in the end of
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Engine.

Filed

said cylinder, the inner and outer ends of

said head being tightly jointed to said cyl

inder, the intermediate portion of said head

being of less diameter than the adjacent

portion of the cylinder and concentric

therewith, an annular valve cavity being

thereby formed between said ends of the

head, one side of said head and cylinder

containing admission and exhaust~ ports

which open into said cavity, an annular

valve of slightly greater diameter than the

head and of slightly less diameter than said

adjacent portion of the cylinder and occu

pying said cavity, said valve containing a

port positioned to register with aforesaid

ports, said cylinder containing a balancing

cavity opening into said valve cavity be

tween the ports in the cylinder and in com

munication with the piston space in the

cylinder and valve operating gearing deriv

ing motion from said piston.

1,017,078. Automobile Glass Screen Clean

er. Henry F. Buth, Chicago, Ill., assignor,

by mesne assignments, to Kimbo Co., Ch'i

cago, 111., a Corporation Filed Apr. 22,

1909. Serial No. 491,522.

1. In a window cleaner, the combination

of a member, one end of which is journaled

in and passes through the frame of the

window, a handle connected with said end

on one side of the window, the ortion of

the member on the other side 0 the win

dow arching toward the window and with

the end of the member standing in close

proximity to the window and substantially

parallel thereto, and a wiper connected in

termediate its ends to the last said end of

the member, and being disposed between

said end and the window, said wiper rest

ing and being held against the window by

the elasticity of the member, said wiper

being adapted to be moved bodily over the

window.

1,017,128. Front Axle Drive. Rollo Robin

Bell, Wichita, Kan. Filed Mar. 13, 1911.

Serial No. 614,095.

1. In a drive mechanism of the class de

scribed, an axle, a collar former interiorly

with a socket and at its diametrically oppo

site point with a boss, the axle having an

arm fitting at its end in the socket and hav

ing an arm disposed at its ends in juxtaposi—

tion to the boss, a screw threaded through

the boss and having a portion projecting

into the end of the last mentioned arm, a

ball race held within the collar, a series of

bearing balls in the race, a hub rotatably

fitted upon the collar, a disk held for rota—

tion with the hub and projecting at its peri

pheral portion between the series of hear—

ing balls, and a drive shaft fixed for rota

tion with the disk.

1,017,171. Automobile \Vheel. Philip J.

Rivers, New Rochelle, N. Y. Filed May 9,

1910. Serial No. 560,200.

A wheel comprising a hub provided with

an inwardly projecting spoke “receiving

ring, said ring being provided on its inner

surface with end shoulders, said hub having

its inner face provided with an annular

shoulder, a non-rotatable bearing ring with

in the spoke ring and spaced therefrom,

said bearing ring being provided with a

flange for engaging one of the shoulders of

the spoke ring, anti-friction bearings inter

posed between the spoke and bearing rings

and engaging the shoulder of the bearing

ring and one of the shoulders of the spoke

ring, a washer seated on the hub shoulder

and engaging the bearing ring, a resilient

ring for holding the washer in contact with

the bearing ring, an axle casing having end

arms, means for pivotally connecting the

arms to the bearing ring, an axle projecting

through the casing and provided with end

arms, a spindle carried by the hub and pro

vided with end arms, and means for univer

sally connecting the axle and spindle arms.

1,017,186. Carburetting Device for Heavy

Fuels. Alfred C. Stewart, Los Angeles, Cal.

Filed Feb. 27, 1911. Serial No. 611,287.

1. In combination with an inlet means

for an internal combustion engine and a

carburetter for supplying air and oil in defi

nite proportions, of a chamber connected

to said carburetter and adapted to receive

the oil therefrom and provided with means

for collecting condensed oil, a connection

from said chamber to the said inlet means

for passage of vapor and air to said air

inlet means, said connection being rovided

with a throttle and a connection 80m the

lower part of. said chamber to said air inlet

means for passage of condensed fuel from

said chamber to the said oil inlet means and

means for supplying heat to said fuel con

nection.

1,017,198. Electric Motor Vehicle. Elmore

W. Bender, Los Angelcs, Cal. Filed July 13,

1910. Serial No. 571,703.

1. In combination with a motor-generator

having field and armature coils, and a stor

age battery, a controller for and connected

to the storage battery, and a motor-genera

tor controller connected to the battery and

battery controller and connected to the

field and armature windings of the motor

generator and adapted to connect said wind—

ings together in series or multiple relation.

1,017,216. Fluid Clutch. Gustave T. John

son, Chicago, Ill. Filed June 6, 1911. Serial

No. 631,580.

1. A fluid clutch comprising a cylinder,

a hollow rotor mounted eccentrically in the

bore of the cylinder and in contact with the

wall thereof at one point, the cylinder hav

ing passages opening at one of their ends

into the bore of the cylinder on opposite

sides of said point of contact, and said pass

ages having their other ends opening

through one end of the cylinder, a head on

the last-mentioned end of the cylinder, said

head having chambers which are in commu

nication, respectively, with the aforesaid

passages, one of said chambers also commu

nicating with the bore of the rotor, and the

other chamber communicating with the

bore of the cylinder, a valve controlling the

flow into the bore of the rotor, a driving

element connected to the cylinder, radially

sliding impeller blades carried by the rotor,

and means for Operating said blades.

1,017,226. Device for Indicating the In

tended Movements of Vehicles. George S.

Matthews, Kansas City,~ Mo. Filed Nov.

29, 1910. Serial No. 594,786.

1. An indicator of the character describ

ed comprising a central block, differently

colored globes attached to the opposite

ends of said block, caps fitted over the outer

ends of said globes, a longitudinally extend

ing rod secured to said caps, a protecting

band passed around said block and project

ing beyond the joints between said globes

and block, said band being also connected

to the longitudinal rod, electric bulbs in

said globes, means to support the indicator

upon a vehicle, and means to illuminate

said bulbs either separately or at the same

time.

1,017,359. Controlling Means for Explo

sive Engines. Louis C. \Volfe, Altoona, Pa.

Filed Apr. 19, 1910. Serial No. 556,400.

1. In an explosive engine, the combina

tion with supply controlling mechanism, of '

a movable motion transmitting device con

nected thereto and having spaced abut

ments, and an actuating member that is

movable between and engages the abut

'ments.
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Delivery Cars!

These Features Sell Start Cars

STEWART delivery cars have more strong sell

ing points than any other delivery cars on

the market. That's one reason why they are so

easy and profitable to sell.

H ere are some of the selling points that appeal

strongly to the careful-buying merchant who

figures closely the upkeep cost of delivery service.

l.—The Stewart costs less for upkeep, not because

it never requires mechanical repairs—any piece of

mechanism does—but because everything is designed

in units and can be gotten at in a fifth or sixth of the

time, thus saving much labor and greatly reducing

expense. The labor cost for the yearly overhauling

should be cut more than one-half on account of this

great accessibility and removability of units.

2.—The simplicity of Stewart design helps keep

down the cost of upkeep. The fewer and simpler the

parts of a machine, the less likely they are to get out

of order, and the more quickly and easily can they be

removed and repaired or replaced.

3.—The small bore, long stroke, efficient motor of the Stewart will

appeal to the merchant’s sense of economy. This motor, while it gives

ample power for every possible use, is very economical of oil and gaso

line, and causes little vibration—thus reducing wear and tear on the rest

of the car. In a fleet of Stewart cars an extra motor or other unit kept

on hand can be put into any car very quickly, thus necessitating no lost

time for repairs.

4.—Stewart cars are made by a strong, amply financed company of

experienced motor car manufacturers, having facilities for a large out

put. They know the commercial car business thoroughly and the cars

they sell are built to meet the merchant’s needs.

Grating Body,

There are manyother reasons why you should sell Stewart cars.

Send for our catalog and our very liberal dealer’s proposition.

T. IL LIPPARD, Pres. and Mgr. R. G. STEWART, Vice-Pres. and Chief Eng.

R. P. LENTZ. Sec. and Trees. ROBT. W. INGERSOLL. Sales Mgr.

  

Open Express Body, Capacity 1500 Pounds

Other body st 'les include Express Body with Top, Stake Body, “'ire

  

nderlaker's Car, etc. A complete line to suit every business.

 

Features Which Help Sell

Stewart Delivery Carl

Continental Motor—30 HP.

Brown & Lipe Transmission—

Timken Axles front and rear—

Multiple Disc Dry-Plate Clutch—

Big Tires—

Demountable Rims—

Wheel Base—126 inches.

Bodies of new design—Larger than

usual, 7-ft. loading space.

Radiator at Dash—Out of harm's

way—the popular construction

abroad.

Complications Eliminated — Bosch

single ignition (magneto). ‘No

spark lever, no batteries, timer,

coil, etc.

 

 

 

STEWART MOTOR CORPORATION,

Buffalo, N. .

Please send catalog and dealer's propov

sition.

N-lfll.‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..State . . . . . . . ..

(MW)
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ABEARING WELL BoRN

BRINGING' UNDER ONE ROOF the several steels which, worked

together, unite to form a perfect Hyatt bearing, is no inexpensive

operation. To appreciate this, one need but examine the rigid speci

fications—~the result of careful study and extensive tests—or view the

laboratories, comple'te in every detail, where all raw material is forced

to undergo the scrutiny of trained chemist and physicist.

THE EXPENSE IS JUSTIFIED, however, in the added responsi

bility it places upon the worker in the shop and in the resultant high

standard maintained in finished bearings. Each man knows abso

lutely there will be no loss through material proving defective. He

therefore strives the harder to eliminate that other loss, “a poor

workmanship.”

GIVEN THE ENVIRONMENT of modern scientific methods and

equipment specially adapted to the work in hand. Place in it material

and workmanship as outlined above. It is then readily realized why

the word “Hyatt” today means to all who know—a quality bearing.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING. Co.

DETROIT. MICHIGAN
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I Warning

To Our Competitors

This is to certify that, if you continue to knock, vilify,

maliciously misrepresent and talk about

 

 

  

Electric Cranking and Lighting Batteries

the Automobile Public will become more thoroughly satisfied

than ever that they are THE ONLY Storage Batteries really

worth talking about.

This Warning is Promulgated

for your own benefit—we don’t care whether you accept it or

not, so long as Battery buyers continue to '

Be Sure It’s an

  

Use the Class “A” cram Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class “B” 61:15» Battery with an Electric Selt Starter

Write us for full information

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

New York Branch: 136 West 52nd Street Chicago Branch: 436 So. Dearboru Street

Detroit Branch: 1191 Woodward Avenue

Depots in all prlncipal cities in the United States, Canada and Mexico
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Magneto and Plugs

Win—Of Course

The Vanderbilt Cup Race

lst—Mercedes . . . . . . . . . .De Palma . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Magneto

2nd—Mercer . . . . . . . . . . . .Hughes . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Magneto '

3rd—Mercedes . . . . . . . . . .Wishart . . . . . . . . . . . ..Bosch Magneto -

Every Vanderbilt Cup Race Since 1908 Has Been a Bosch Victory

The Grand Prize Race

lst—Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Bragg . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Bosch Magneto

2nd—Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bergdoll . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Magneto

4th—Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oldfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Magneto

5th—Mercedes . . . . . . . . . .Clark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Magneto

6th-—Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Burman . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Magneto

Every Grand Prize Race Has Been 0 Bosch Victory
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B O S C H

P l u g s

Also Win— Of Course

The Vanderbilt Cup Race

lst—Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . .De Palma . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Plugs

2nd—Mercer . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Hughes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Plugs

3rd—Mercedes . . . . . . . . . . . .Wishart . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Plugs

4th-—-Stutz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (Anderson . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Plugs

Last Year’s Vanderbilt Cup Race Was a Bosch Plug Victory, Too

The Grand Priz‘e'Race

lst—Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bragg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Bosch Plugs

2nd—Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bergdoll . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Plugs

3rd—Stutz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Anderson . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Plugs

4th—Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Oldfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Plugs

6th—Benz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Burman . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Bosch Plugs

Last Year’s Grand Prize Race Was a Bosch Plug Victory, Too

Thus in the Tests of Tests Bosch Magnetos and Bosch Spark

Plugs reigned supreme. They evidence their supremacy, not

only during such trying performances as these, however, but par

ticularly in the cars of private owners.

For 1913 Season

Specify Bosch Magneto and Bosch Plugs

You Will Be Satisfied

Ask Your Dealer

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223-225 West 46th Street, New York
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'. Caleb Bragg driving a RAYFIELD

= 7 ;' equipped Fiat won. Never lifted the

E hood.

" Fastest lap: Tetzlaf'l drivinga RAYFIELD

f 5 CALEB BRAGG equipped Fiat- 120; time, 6.07. An

r .

' I average of 77.4 miles per hour.

Rayfield Suggests Supremacy

i Whenever a motor car wins a race,

. g 2522:};1:111:15,‘::°;3..:"':§:“.;: The First Time Any Car Equipped

i i 1111i: ‘".22.§;‘;‘.“.?“§f T? if? 132‘? With an American Carburetor

FIELD equipped. E w G d P 0

. 5 So consistent has RAYFIELD per— ver on e ran rlx'

: ' formance been in every branch of

. 1 motor endeavor, that its victories are

2 accepted as a matter of course—as a

F f thing 'to be expected. The RAY

; .1:2..2:.":..‘;°;.‘::; You Can Get a RAYF1EU)
last lap. There is nothing accidental

about RAYFIELD success.The RAYFIELD is supreme on the

' contest field onl because it first

, 221‘;nZ’afJ§.iiEl‘i.i22T‘. *1:*:“.‘::‘.:.§2; P “t 0" e 0" Y0 " 1' Old Ca 1‘
I service. n

FINDEISEN & KROPF MANUFACTURING CO.

21st and Rockwell Streets, Chicago, Illinois

l- 1 EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE: Geo. Sumner, Inc., New York City, N. Y.

{I Distributors in all leading cities.

Li- “W J—
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WINS VANDERBILT CUP

One,‘ Two, Three!

De Palma driving a RAYFIELD equipped

Mercedes won.

Hughes driving a RAYFIELD equipped

Mercer was second. '

Wishart driving a RAYFIELD equipped

Mercedes was third. Purim in Competition

Tetzlafl driving a RAYFIELD equipped Baum”

Practical in Construction

  

RALPH DE PALMA

  

 

Fiat-7O dl'OVfi [hC fastest lap. The RAYFIELD is not a racing car

buretor.

The Second Successive Year for the Eli'ifdfitl'liigcuvliiiaifiii Tidwlfil

, . , sun — n tour and n the b l vard,Rayfield to Wm the Vanderbilt Cup whegre emowrists asil for usiaegging

utility, not speed—in the commercial

field where persistent, dogged truck

service has a money meaning all its

own—the world over wherever con

You Can Ge t a R ELD sistcnt ECONOMICAL carburetion

fills a 365-day-in-the-ycar want.

Therein lies our pride, not alone in

the fact that the RAYFIELD in the

last two years has broken more rec

urds in more different fields of com

petition than any other carburetor

ma'dc.

FINDEISEN & KROPF MANUFACTURING CO.

2131: and Rockwell Streets, Chicago, Illinois

BRANCHES:

1140 Michigan Blvd, Chicago 997 \Voodward Ave, Detroit.
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‘ CARE"; REPAIR

MOTOQVCYCLES

 
 

CARE A" REPAIR

A trouble

saver for the

motorcyclists

  

 

  

 

 

This book contains more practical advice for the rider, more good

hard sense, more suggestions as to how to keep out of trouble. and

how to get out of it, than has ever been printed heretofore in agy

one book. .

(I It fits the coat pocket and it includes free engine clutches, two

speed gears, mechanical lubricators and magnetos, together with

special matter on motors, valves, carbureters, fuel and important

general subjects, all plentifully illustrated.

(1 Dealers and jobbers in allparts of the country are selling “Care

and Repair of Motorcycles" to both new riders and veterans as

the best aid in correcting and avoiding-motorcycle trouble.

  

  

  

  

 

CARD“ REPAIR
OF

Woroacvcuzs ,

z .

CAREA'“ REPAIR

\_ '1'» O F Sent Postpaid on Receipt of 25 Cents

MOTORCYCLES
e

“a
v- "5., V

,~
_,._,4\a__~

u

Special Rates to Jobbers and

Dealers on Quantity Orders.

BICYCLING WORLD COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York
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An announcement of

special interest to all

who own, sell, repair or

manufacture motor cars

An exposition of the results

of years of experience and

experiment by

Ch e

‘5‘Ni)“thWELDING

COMPANY (Cycle; 11 d

PiONEEliS and

l‘i’OiilliS lAiiiiliSl I‘RQE'UthS

(f Anormnnr RIMS

OFFICES IN

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT
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DETACHABLE

RIMS NOS. 50, 51, 52
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Cross section of i ' ""l “ Detachable Cross section of t Detachable Cross section of _ ' Detachable

rim No. 50. For either straight side or rtm No. 51. Por straight side tires only. rim No. 52. For clincher turn only.

clincher tires.

Detachable Rims are made in three

types. The only variation in the three types is in the form

of the rim base.

As shown in the above illustrations, No. 50 is a Univer

Mnhod of u... sal rim that will accept either straight side or clincher tires

1°°klngl“°h' by simply reversing the side rings. No. 51 is made for

straight side tires only and No. 52 for clincher tires only,

although by reversing the detachable side ring and using

a rim filler, type No. 52 can be used for straight side tires.

All three types of detachable rims, as well as the de

mountable rims, have the same detaching feature.

The wonderful simplicity of the detaching mechanism

is apparent to all who are familiar with other makes of

detachable rims.

To remove a casing or tube it only is necessary to re

Mctlmd of 11- move the detachable side ring.

moving detach

able side r'n ' ' ' ‘ '
“m Inch 1 g This ring 15 split transversely and has on either end

""1°°.k°§- "m slotted lugs which protrude through holes made in the rim

p o s t t l o n of .

latch. base. These lugs are locked by means of a cam operating

with a lever. The lever, when in locked position, holds the

wide portions of the cam in the recesses of the lugs and

thereby prevents their release. The latch is held in place

by means of a small projection on the end of the lever,

which fits into a recess made in the rim. A screw driver or

similar tool is the only article required to operate these

rims. First, the screw driver is inserted between the latch

DETAILS OF lever and the rim, and the ball catch pried from its seat in

DETACHING the rim. The latch is then swung outward as shown in the

MECHANISM accompanying illustration and the ring pried from the

Li’s?" d groove. Only a mild effort is required to work this device

ring locked. and the position of the casing need not be altered to remove

um the side ring.

ifiiiiaiid riff. All “ANWHD Rims are made of steel of a SPCCial com“

moved. ote ' ' - - - . .
notch,“ hm o, posmon and according to our own I‘lgld specifications.

its which fur- They are guaranteed to be accurate to standard dimensions

nls el seat for . . . .

screw driver. and perfect in form. They are thrtce inspected before ship

"on; 707/ a . _ ment, given a triple coating of galvanizing, and are mechan

»' ically the easiest and quickest operating detachable rims

made.

Wu.“
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' DEMOU§NTABLE

RIMS NOS. 30, 40, 41. 42 '

No. . . -

100.Felloe Band. 1

101 Detachable .

Side Ring.

102 Endless Side

Ring.

104 adjusting

10$ Bolt.

106 Clamp Nut.

107 Clamp.

' 109.Clamp

7 Washer.

’ 401 Rim Base.

 

 

racism.

s IH ' c

c' J\

.51!
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IIOi |05 L—

N ' li' ollll b J bCross section of . , , Demountable Rim No. 40. eppiiliiur'r'e'giiyciyuheei,“ m WW" km

S\ i\i\ \‘l [in -— Angle e1 beveh ima- ieieiee vii-n site iii-"a i.

neriimhnikrenceolwheel,‘:udr=\n;'emen;:tvianbm

. mi .1 imiioiii‘ preven y elloe nd up.

_. , , , Demountable Rims Nos. 40, 41 and 42 are 1““ “’“W‘P' '°“‘"’°" P""‘“' ‘" ““"'
I ‘ movement of nm'bue and it nun therefore run

\ l , acknowledged by. experts to be the most per- '"I'Mvhumihw'h'd4

fect emountab e 'ms ever constructed. “""“°°"“““""

  

Benin ni-hee a iaiuiiiu; ii... on' felloe seed

They embody a quick detachable feature which operates inde- PM!“ if". h"P“4"P““IM!"°hdi'-fl

pendently of the demounting device. This detaching mechanism is “1,2:

the same as that used on . , , Detachable Rims Nos. 50, 51 “‘m‘gn'wg'k§P#-~=.°"M "him-'

and 52. $1M“ F”) was; sierra;
in directions, thereby Ulill‘lillin. a bending

 

 

. , . Demountable Rims are the only rims that have the ""‘"‘°"°"
, . 2" I , .rim Base p'etfectly supported at all points of its front and rear cir- .i.fiifiu"1'§éiiief'eidiiliep”$"ifii¥ $3

cumference. "Ihgpepm‘d-“my io lulomllitllly adjust ind!

Q .0... . m... .,

They are the only demountable rims that do not require lateral “mag-'1» low his»: Isl ~i=1-~i>- m _' ' ",1
movement of the rim base to tighten same on the wheel and are, hkumiifiénd'iflfifi'gfii'h" 2}

therefore, the only demountable rims which have at all times a per- S , i D M iii

ect lateral and concentric position on the wheel. Tires cannot wobble 9w“ ° ' ' ~‘ "mum." ' P"

on inemountable Rims' Rim No. 40 iJIQp mechanism.

The'Yiirilb'ase is ti htened by universal radial expansion eHected

by the tightening of c mps against the adjusting ring.

Owing to the peculiar construction of these rims no direct strain

ever is placed upon the clamping devices nor does vibration of the

rim base while traveling over rough roads cause friction between the

clamps and the surface on which they bear, and wearing away of these

parts is therefore prevented.

No handling of clamps with fingers is necessary, as the mere

turning of the clam nut with a wrench o_r brace unlocks the clamp

and turns it clear 0 the rim where it remains without tightening.

Operation of , . V ,. , Demountable Rims is at all times certain.
Rust cannot afl'ec't‘ihdleas?’ working of parts. There are no com

plicated pieces to get out of adjustment or that can be damaged by

ordinary service.

A wrench or brace and a screw driver are the only tools required

to operate . . . . , , , Demountable Rims. Freezing of parts is prac

tically im ossible, the rims can easily be operated after having

been on t e wheels for many months.

To demount the rim it is only necessary to give each clamp nut a

couple of turns. This operation automatically unlocks the clamps

and the rim with tire can easily be removed from the wheel.

u WV, )Demountable Rims cannot of themselves work loose.

They h‘oi squeak or rattle while in service. They will not shift;

on the wheels and will long outlive your car, giving good service to

the last day of their use.

q \“H p Demountable Rims are exceedingly light in weight.

Each part 1.4 made from material best suited to the functions of that

part, and there has been no conservation of time or money to bring

them to a point of perfection unattainable by others.

_, . , ,Demountable Rims are without qualification superior

to any demountable rims ever constructed.

They have been chosen as standard equipment on the cars of

many of America's largest and foremost automobile manufacturers. Adjusting ring removed from rim hue.

.“5;”1m“.
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DEMOUNTABLE

RIMS NOS. 30, 40, 41, 42

  

P “Fig? . .

r v. I v \

    

Cross section of ‘5\.\NWE[/) De- Cross section of S‘RNVVELD De

mountable Rim. No. 30. Clincher type. mountable Rim No. 30. Straight aide

  type.

Rim No. 30 is a circumferentially split rim

differing considerably from other types ofSTANWElfi Rims.

It is designed for those who require a demountable rim of

exceedingly light weight. Although it is the lightest practical

demountable rim made, it has sufficient strength to withstand

any strain or pressure that may be imposed upon it.

The demounting mechanism consists of several wedges oper

ating on bolts which extend through the wheel felloe and support

the felloe band at its rear circumference.
  

This construction constitutes the most simple and strongest

demounting mechanism yet devised for the securing of a remov

able rim to the wheel.

S‘kNlVEIJ) DemountaglelRim No. 30, locked on

V1 Be.

The detaching device consists of two flat spring rings of

semi-circular form, one end of each being riveted securely to

the wider portion of the rim base.

Each section of the rim base has inwardly protruding lugs

which correspond with those of the other section. When the

two sections are locked, these lugs are tightly bound together

by the spring rings which have slots made to fit the lugs.

The free ends of the rings are locked by means of a swing

ing latch which in turn is secured by a cam lock. All parts of

the detaching mechanism are permanently fastened to the rim

base, and there are, therefore, no loose parts.

No circumferential movement of either section of the rim

base is necessary to detach tires. No special tools are required

to operate this rim.

  

Rusting of parts will not prevent the easy operation of

STANWEU) Rim No. 30, as there is no friction to overcome when

operating.

For extreme simplicity, minimum weight and great strength,

this rim cannot be duplicated. ‘

$Vv‘iWEU) Rim No. 30 is made in both straight side and

clincher types and in all the popular sizes.

  

STMWELD This rim is being used as Standard equipment on many of

D ta h' m chan‘sm of Demountable - i -lfnchtilg30.e Rinlgs forced in to show construction. Amenca S mOSt luxunous cars
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.w This is the Announcement

ot a Change in the Policy ‘

‘0‘ oi Marketing the

Electric Warm Hand Wheel

When we first decided to place the Electric Warm Hand Wheel on the market our plan

was to sell the heating device together with the necessary wiring and attachments so

that the purchaser might wrap and mount this device upon his own steering wheel. We

find, however, that this plan is absolutely impractical and impossible.

  

  
  

The buying public will not take the pains to perform this work as it should be performed

and as a result, if we were to continue to market this wheel in this manner, the careless

ness on the part of the consuming public would cause us a lot of trouble in many ways.

This being true, in future the Electric \Narm Hand Wheel will be sold as a completely

installed unit upon an extra steering wheel. In other words, instead of selling only the

heating device and the necessary attachments we will sell these, correctly mounted on

the rim of a steering wheel, which is identical with the wheel upon the car for which the

heater is intended. So that the consumer, when he purchases anElectric Warm Hand

\Vheel, needs only to remove the rim of the steering wheel upon his car, substitute the

rim we send him, and connect the wires.

In order to market the Electric Warm Hand Wheel in this way, it will be neces

sary for the retail price of this rim to be $15.00 instead of $10.00 as originally

planned. .

You can readily see that this is necessary for we are put to more expense under

the new condition than we will receive out of it by the raise in price. But we are

convinced that it is absolutely necessary for us to take this step, and in conse

quence from this date the Electric Warm Hand Wheel will be marketed as out

lined herewith.

This does not interfere with the discounts, or dealers’ proposition, in any way, but

rather it makes a better proposition to them than heretofore.

Remember that the \Narm Hand Wheel is a necessity right now and should be on every

car and in use until late next Spring.

We still have a lot of good territory open which we will be glad to give to the right men.

Better get in touch with us at once.

Warm Hand Steering Wheel Company

527 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
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“The Horn that's Made for the Discriminating"

TUTO HORN

THE TWO TONE HORi
 

A Profitable Guarantee.

 
 

1* »=OODS manufactured by reliable concerns do not require a guarantee, as

I" l the entire future of that factory is dependent upon making a reliable

‘ all product and seeing that the operation is satisfactory when in the

0‘ my consumer's hands.

(L The most liberal guarantee will fail to make good breakage and poor operation

if the design is inefficient, and especially if the manufacturer is not sufficiently expert

to make the necessary improvements.

(L Then some guarantees are written to protect the manufacturer rather than the

customer. This is especially true when the product is of a complicated or break

able character and requires constant care and attention to keep in efficient operation.

(L In the latter case if the operating instructions are not carefully followed, this apparently

liberal guarantee becomes null and void and full prices are charged for all repairs and adjust/

ments.

(L The operating portion of the TUTO horn is guaranteed indefinitely and there are no

rules which require that it be overhauled, oiled and otherwise inspected at frequent and stated

periods. In fact, we know that the TUTO horn will last longer than the best car upon

which it can be installed, without these working parts becoming defective.

(L Then there is nothing to require lubrication or constant attention and adjustment, so that

this liberal guarantee merely indicates our faith in our product and our willingness to make

good what few defects that might escape our most rigid shop inspections.

(L Naturally, the electric warning signal, with this kind of gurantee, and capable of produc/

ing a low note for regular service, taking the place of the bulb horn, and a loud note for

emergencies—through the manipulation of one button—is the best equipment for any motor car.

(I There is nothing better for standard equipment as the car manufacturer is not bothered

by a request to make good on a "paper" guarantee.
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‘ The Dean Electric Co.

_ 260 Taylor Avenue, Elyria, Ohio

I. _ a v ' “Look for Dean where Quality’s seen” - »

: TUTO Horn, $25.00 TUTO-E'I'TE $11.50

5
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COMP°IIIID MIXER

PRIMVER

{5?OVES A device that will reduce expense and increase efficiency.

' ‘ Every customer of yours who is looking for the most and

best out of his automobile, will take a buying interest in

this device if you will simply demonstrate it. for we can

' prove that it will

  

; IQJLLs {

' CARBON

TRQUBLES  

Save fromlO to 40 Per Cent on Gasoline Bills '_ I ._ _ ‘ _

Increase Power from 10 to 40 Per Cent .'. .. ‘7 :_ Save 50 Per Cent of Engine TroublePrime the Engine Clean the Engine ' - - .

I We show it here—a small, compact, simple apparatus, .' _.l_ -': attached to the (laShl)t)le'(l—lllSl'lel€(l in 20 minutes~— -' '

never out of order~can be operated in an instant.

    

 

 

The National Compound Mixer breaks up and mixes

in exact proportion every drop of gasolene with the proper

amount of air. In other words, it finishes the work the

carburetor leaves undone and we do not have to tell you

that ordinarily only about one-half of the gasolene is con—

verted into gas.

 

 

The Priming Feature

alone is particularly valuable in that every cylinder can be

instantly primed by simply operating the priming valve,

which sends a proper amount of rich mixture into all cylin

ders, making starting easy under all circumstances.  

It Cleans the Engine

A couple of ounces of alcohol or kerosene dropped

into the primer will, through a simple operation. clean

the engine in a remarkably short time, thoroughly

burning out every trace of foreign matter.

PPIHER MIXER

Your Customers Need It

and you can supply it if territory is open in your

vicinity. It is distinctly up to you to write for our

proposition. There is money in it for you.

  

. Nationat‘Manufa cturing Co.

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
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$100 CASH

For Your Ideas 

   

For the best ideas and suggestions written ll): a Dealer —£21 Dealers

  

—-on how to deal with the “used” or “second-hand” car situation.
  

  

What’s to become of the used cars? \Vho are the best buyers? What’s

the best way of getting in touch with them? Is it liner ads? Do you quote

prices or don’t you? Should they be displayed in the show windows? \Vhat

is the basis of the allowance to make for trade-ins? These and a hundred

other questions are bothering Dealers. Have you the solution or the remedy?

\Vhat is it? How do you handle the situation?

Motor World will award $100, divided into four cash prizes of $50, $25,

$15 and $10, respectively, for the best articles or best ideas on

  

  

HOW TO SOLVE THE

sed Car Problem

What we want is your ideas, your methods. It doesn’t matter how you

write—never mind the style or the dress, we want the IDEAS and the

FACTS. Don’t fear competition—your story, your plan may contain just

the very idea we are looking for. If it does, you will get one of the prizes.

In any event you will have a grand chance to exchange ideas with other

Dealers through the reading columns—and the old saying, “two heads are

better than one,” applies to the used car situation as much as to anything.

  

\Nrite us today. Tell us how you do it or how you think the situation

could or should be handled. Address your letter to “Used Car Competition"

Editor, Motor World, 1600 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
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perfection (if their design underlies the '

  

  

The
  

Economy secured by their use h
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The special features that place flmeu'can M in the foremost place, whether

our Bevel Drive or Worm Gear Axles are considered, is not merely a mat

ter of pride and satisfaction to their users.

Quality—mechanical excellence—in. this case spells economy as well as the

highest degree of efficiency.

The patented features that make flmezican distinctive are precisely those

characteristics that render them marvels of light running.

Eliminate friction and you gain proportionately in available power, whether

that power comes from a gasoline or an electric motor.

In M fix!“ only have you the choice of Bevel Gear or the Lanchester

Daimler Worm Drive, because we hold the exclusive American rights as

axle manufacturers using the last named gear, which was accorded first

place abroad—after years of test—before it was added to the American

line by us.

Hllll
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T 1 AMERICAN ELL-BEARING co.
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If you are one of the

many who has not re

ceived his shipment of

Gilmer Tire Repair Pli

ers, we crave your fur

ther patience.

T h e unprecedented

demand for these pliers

has made it impossible

for us to keep up with

shipment. However,

we are installing new

machinery and shortly

will have our capacity

up to 3,000 sets of pliers

per week.

In the meantime,

shipments will be made

just as rapidly as pos

sible—all orders now

on hand will beshipped

positively before Octo

ber 15th.

 

 

  

    

G. WALKER GILMER, Jr.

52 North Seventh Street
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itWill Cos{YourCusiomer

$1. to DoublellisTireMilea 6

This is a pretty strong argu

ment for you to use in the sale

of Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers,

and the best part of this

claim is that it is absolutely true.

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers, plus a few moments

_ time every once in a while, will absolutely double

the life of Your customers tires.

This.is true because the tires are injured by

small cuts and bruises which, if neglected,

develop into blow outs. As a matter of fact.

tires no longer wear out but blow out long

before their service should end.

It is to enable your customer to protect his tires

against these small injuries that Gilmer Tire Repair

Pliers have been put upon the market. They make

it possible for the tire user to open up the cuts clear

to the fabric, thoroughly cleanse them and then insert

a piece of rubber gum into the cut in such a way as to

make the repair as strong as the original tire.

Nobody who has used rubber gum for repair under

the ordinary conditions that obtained before the ad

vent of Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers will need any urging

to buy a set of these pliers. They will realize without

argument that Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers alone make

possible a perfect repair.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

  

  

  

  

    

 
 

  

  

The illustrations at the right indicate the method of using Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers. First, the pliers are inserted

in the cut. Then, as shown in the center. the c ut is spread apart by puli hiclng the lever “A,” the end of

catches in a ratchet and holds fast wherever it is set until the cut is widelJ' extended_and the fabric ex

posed. The cleaning tool “B,” is then used and the cut thoroughly cleane , then a piece of rubber

gum is placed on the cleanin tool B _ and pressed down against the bric of the tire. The

- pressure of the hand against a spring releases the Jaws of the pliers and the cut closes

over the inserted rubber gum. making the repair as strong as the tire was

when it was new.

.
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6m.e New

Atyvater Kent

Ignition System

 

With Automatic

SPARK

ADVANCE

 

Imtu um 95“ '—

"T-YPE — r<

  

DISTRIBUTORS

New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . . . . . . ..F.. J. Edmond Co.

Chica o . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Muior (jar Supplf' Co.
San Esranrucu. Lhanslur & l yon .\l. S. Co., “'einstock-Nlcho 5 C0.

Milwaukee . . . . . . . . .I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .julius Andrae 8: Sons.

Omaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..()maha Rubber Co.

Chattanooga . . . . . . . . . .". . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sanford Bros.

Dallas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fisk Co. of Texas.

Denver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Autu Equipment Co.

 

0i extreme

interest to

every motorist

THE Automatic Sparlt Advance feature of

the Type "K" Atwater Kent System

is along stride forward in ignition practice.

With this device. the control of the sparh

timing is entirely automatic (although the

hand ICVCI' can he used desired).

means that the sparlt is always properly timed

to get the greatest possihle power irom the

motor at any speed irom three to seventy

miles per hour.

No human mind can follow accurately the

speed variations in an automobile motor and

accordingly regulate the sparl< setting to get

the hest-results.

The automatic sparlc control of the At

water Kent System is more than human in

its performance—it is sensitive to the slightest

variation in speed—immediate in its response

and positive in its action. The operator can

forget his sparlc lever. ltnowing that his sparls

is heing hotter regulated than he can do it

himself.

The increased satety due to the automatic

retarding oi the sparlt for starting is alone

more than sufficient to commend it to the

modern motorist.

The Type “ K“ System is especially

adapted {or use in conjunction with lighting

and starting equipment. or as sole ignition in

place of the high-tension magneto. We re

gard it as being tally up to the high standard

of merit for which Atwater Kent equipment

is lrnown.

Interesting Booklet D and detailed infor

mation sent upon request.

 

Atwater Kent Mfg.Worlts

Stcnton Ave. Philadelphia. Pa.
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i THE BUFFALO ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., 1222 Mon 51., Buffalo, N. Y.

 

  

 

DEALERS

TI-IE clagrlgibove is indicative of the style and design of all Buffalo Electric models

or .

In _the past electric motor cars have made a special appeal to the eye. The

mechanical construction has seemed a secondary consideration to the coach maker’s

art.

Buffalo Electrics mark an advance in their field. Engineers and designers with

an extensive knowledge of electric pleasure car construction have worked hand in

hand to achieve the proper combination of mechanics and beauty.

In fact, our Engineers are equally as important sponsors as our designers in

announcing our models for 1913.

[Model 29 Roadster . . . . 82600 F. O. B. Buffalo

Model 30 4 Passenger Coupe . $3200 I". O. B. Buffalo

fMoclel 30-B 4 Passenger Coupe . $3300 F. 0.5. Buffalo
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Opportunity

‘Nlli‘. are now assigning de

sirable territory to repre

sentative and responsible dealers.

Our selling policy is broad gage,

and embraces in its scope an

exceptional opportunity for

your success.

co-operation of the sales making,

Advertising

kind supplements a national

campaign.

in advance of the times and,

Buffalo Service is

insures the ,co-operation of our

inspectors and experts in

matters of care and mainte

nance of cars, batteries, or your

selling efficiency.

We also manufacture com

mercial wagons and trucks from

1000 pounds to two ton capac

ity, and a line of industrial

baggage or stock trucks for

factory and dock use.‘

Write for particulars about

the Buffalo line and territory.

THE BUFFALO E

1222 Main Street

 

(=5.

 
 

  

LECTRlC VEHICLE CO.

  

Model 30— $3200

Its many uses and conveniences

recommends it to all as the ideal

town car. Speeds from 5 to 25

miles an hour.

Modeli30-B—$3300

Built upon the same chassis.

has more spacious body and all

four passengers ride facing for

ward.

  

Model129—$2600 ,

For business and professional

men. Exceptionally speedy and

flexible. Speeds from 5 to 35

miles an hour.

Equipped with wire wheels

($100 extra), the Buffalo Elec

tric presents the same striking

appearance that characterizes

Continental European motors.

  

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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- Plain Facts of Interest to You, Mr. Dealer

If you are "specializing" on one or two cars. stop it_and make YOUR LINE COMPLETE—

for the “one car" dealer today is missing the most of his market.

He is trying to trim the market to fit his car—to make the people want cars which don’t suit their

needs or purses and buy cars they don't want. A

He is like a haberdasher who would sell only one kind of hat, or a clothier'who would sell only

serge suits of a certain price. He Can’t Satisfy Very Many of His Prospective Customers, or build up
much of a trade. I

i The day of the small, specialized shop is long since past in every kind of business. _ The merchant

1 who grows big carries a FULL LINE. The VVanamakers, Marshall Fields, and Selfridges of today

have goods to satisfy all the needs of all classes of buyers.

Automobile dealers must conform to the new conditions. Competition will soon force the one-car

man out of the field unless he adds other cars—two, three, four, five or even more—till he has a full line

—a car for every class of buyer.

‘

. .

1 assure east The D0 r r18 Llne .. nastiness...
Electrically Starte and Lighted $2100.00 (0' $2500.00

  

l is absolutely essential to every dealer in high-grade ears who wants his line complete. For the Dorris is

l, the greatest middle-priced car built in America—a car of the highest grade selling at a rice which at

, tracts the largest number of those desirable buyers who appreciate REAL MOTOR CA MERIT and

buy for the value they get.

_ The Dorris has the class of design, quality of material and workmanship and elegance of finish found

, in the very highest priced cars. It is luxurious and comfortable under all conditions, with a reserve

1 power equal to the severest emergencies of road and hill.

. This car is equally essential to the dealer with high or low priced machines. It presents a happy

1 combination of the very highest quality and a moderate, logical price, which meets the approval of the

experienced and most exacting motorist.

We have a proposition which will interest you—write us for full information about it and the speci

fications of our car.

DORRlS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 100 S. Sarah St., St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

 

S P r FullyTeoiier'ing aCsacrngc Equipped
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Dealer Permanency

The Quality of Fiat Cars is constant. It never varies. The Fiat

of each succeeding year can be depended upon to possess the

same superiorities over other cars as did the Fiat of years

before. This is to dealers a guarantee of permanency—

satisfied customers—an unusual percentage of repeat orders.

Fiat Cars and Fiat \Service Stations are found in every

civilized country, making Fiat the logical automobile for

town or touring purposes at home or abroad.

Serious consideration of this world-wide Fiat ownership and

service, this universal desire to drive Fiat Cars, this

testimony in every tongue to Fiat superiority, is worthy the

time of any person intending to buy or sell a motor car.

P R I C E S

6 Cyl. so H. P. 4 Cyl. 55 H. P. _ 4 Cyl. 35 H.P.

$5,000 $4,500 $4,000

Fiat Prices are No Higher Than Those of American Cars. Fiat

Values are £9! Greater. The Distribution of Fiat

Cars is an Attractive Proposition for Dealers

When Writing Address Sales Dept. D

F . I . R .T Poughkeepsie, N.Y.Turin, ltaly
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The Right Foundation for a

Motor Truck

Axles~front and rear—form the foundation on which the whole super

structure of the truck depends.

A motor truck is a commercial car and therefore must be dependable.

Dependable axles are fundamentally necessary to the dependable

motor truck.

"i

  

AXLE TEQUPMENT A c

In Timken-Detroit design every factor of

motor-trucking service is considered—by

engineers who have specialized on truck equip

ment since ,the days of the first commercial car.

By engineers whose experience covers every

phase of truck axle equipment in every kind

of a commercial vehicle from light delivery

wagon to ten-ton truck.

By men who know what the engineers of

a large number of truck builders (Timken

Detroit customers) have discovered in the

actual use, first of other equipments, then of

Timken Equipment, under every possible con

dition of truck service.

By engineers who study foreign practice

as well as that of our own country.

Built Right, T00
I

Timken-Detroit Commercial Axle Equip

ment 18 built by an efficient organization of

      

men who are specialists in axle production.

By men who know every kink in axle

manufacture from long experience and study——

experience and study that goes back of the '

automobile age to the horse age.

l\/Ien whose heart is in the work—whose

sole ideal is building the best possible axles.

Are Standing the Test

of Use

Timken ability in designing and integrity

in manufacturing commercial truck axle

equipment are demonstrated by efficient ser

vice under the trucks of an overwhelming

majority of the leading truck builders of the

country.

The list of truck builders using Timken

Detroit equipment is an unanswerable argu

ment for their quality and serviceability.

I! 'r/I: 'lrr 0 (WAY if l/I! li.rfAl>’ul/ari// 49

The Timken-Detroit Axle Company

Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.

771: only axle mrmrl/ildnrer liver/1n! In r/ml'e axle:

[a :i/mfpn/ ruil/z l/Irjimmu: Til/11w: A'U/lz'!‘ Bearing:
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This is a crank shaft advertisement although you may look

at the illustration and wonder

why—iust for a moment.

 

Jencick crank shafts are made from

Krupp Chrome Nickel Steel—identical in

every chemical and physical feature with the

steel used in making the most powerful and

durable guns in the world.

When you are studying methods of pro

longing the life of the. crank shaft—when

you are looking for material that will resist

the torque depreciation and make crystal

lization 'a remote possibility, then study

these figures.

 

KRUPP GUN IN ACTION

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

We use Krupp Chrome Nickel Steel

Tensile Elastic In 2” Reduction

Strength. Limit. Elongation. in Area. Condition.

135,900 lbs. 114,000 16% 62% Oil Tempered

110,000 lbs. 95,000 23% .. . Normal

230,000 lbs. 220,000 6% 40% Case Hardened

Best Machinery Steel Used by Majority Motor Manufacturers

67,700 34,400 7% 23% Oil Tempered

55,000 29,700 5% 21% Normal

74,000 _ 38,900 6% 12% Case Hardened

I We use oil hardened Krupp chrome steel for crank shafts—case hardened for

cam shafts, wrist pins, push rods, etc.

We submit that it does not take an ultra-intelligent man to get another chapter

on “Jencick quality” from this advertisement—and we are just giving a small part

of the story here.

Efficiency and service can never reach the point of satisfying the truck owner if

the engine is bought or built on the "keep-down-the-cost-of-production plan.”

We want to correspond with quality truck makers who are looking for motors

_ that will make good.
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TAKE YOUR CHOICE:

Lower Your Selling Price

or Increase Your Profits

HOW?

Y building with Hayes sheet metal parts, the finest made in this country. \Ve

can make your complete equipment of sheet metal parts and deliver them better

and cheaper than you can make them yourself.

  

We were the pioneers—we are the leaders. Our great plant turns out nothing else.

Hoods, shields, mufflers, tanks, pans, fenders, bodies—everything in sheet metal that

goes onto a car we make and make right. We deliver to you in any shape or stage

of completion you want—fitted to your chassis and enameled, or ready for your own

paint shop with anti-rust baked on.

Two Heads Are Better- Than One

Send us your blueprints; let our engineers go over them. Let us make up for you a

sample set of sheet metal parts complete. Let our skilled force and our years of expe

rience add their weight to yours. The result will pay you and pay you big.

  

Hayes Manufa‘cturing Company

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Electrically

Lighted

Positive Proof of the Growing Popularity of Underslung Construction

Actual sales gain last fiscal year over preceding year—183 per cent.

Actual sales gain first two months this year over same last year—"5 per cent.

v 3%"

AMERICAN

  

,

Electrically

Started

UNDERSLUNG

The “American Traveler” (Type 56A) Fully Equipped $4500

Slx passenlers. M o t o r four

cylinders, s J-B-Inch bore, s m

In. strok e . Wheel base 140

Inches ; tires 4| x 41-2 Inch. front

and rear demountable rims.

ometer:

$4600 Includes regular equip

ment aa follows:

tion electric lighting dynamo and

loll-starter, all live lamps elec

tric ($350 outfit :

clock combination l00 mile speed

flne plate glass wind

shield: line m 0 hair top and

curtains; high fenalon malneto

and storage battery: two extra

rims; shock absorbers: loot

rest; robe rail: horn: lack.

tools and tire repair outllt.

combina

390 Warner

Country Sport in a Big Powered Car

RIVING the big, huge-powered “American Traveler” is

nothing but sport. The responsiveness of this best of all

cross-country cars fills you with exhilaration—makes space

seem the veriest kind of a pigmy. The "Traveler" is peerless

mechanically, but—more than any other of the famous high-grade

cars, it is the one for the great open country. Its wonderful power,

speed and riding comfort make it so. There is none of that just

for-town atmosphere about the "Traveler."

You can sweep over the biggest hills on " high. " Down country

lanes you can rush sixty—seventy miles an hour without discom

fort to your companions in the tonneau. There is no sldesway. If

you like you can loaf along almost noiselessly at four or five miles

an hour without “shifting” gears. The "Traveler" is just filled

with delight—always obedient.

The "Traveler" is built on the famous “American Under

slung" principle, which makes possible additional safety, economy

and comfort.

The low center of gravity means safety and added comfort.

The Straight line drive means less waisted power.

The larger wheels mean easier ridingI tire economy and maxi

mum road clearance.

The “American Underslung " frame permits the direct and prac

tical introduction of all these distinct and exclusive advantages.

The “Traveler ” is priced at $4500, and comes fully equipped.

All of this equipment is listed above. The accessories and the very

finest we can procure.

The “Traveler” production is necessarily limited, due to the

time demanded by each perfected chassis. Individuals or dealers

should wire us at once for fall reservations.

American Motors Company, Dept. E, Indianapolis, Ind.
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PREST-O-LITE
 
 

  

 

V .
T we Light nlvarsal

Remember This, Whenever

You Exchange Your Empty

Prest- O-Lite Gas Tank
_ If you saw someone trying to steal your Prest-O

Lite Tank, you’d interfere, wouldn't you?

Well, any one who takes off your genuine Prest

O-Lite Tank,_and slips on a counterfeit in exchange

for it, lS taking your property while your back is

turned.

Your Prest-O-Lite Tank is in use and demand

everywhere and can be exchanged, when empty,

ANYWHERE and AL\NAYS.

An imitation tank can be exchanged in mighty

few places, and therefore has only a very limited

value.

Any tank that has poor exchange service, some

day may have none at all.

Dozens of imitators of Prest-O-Lite have gone

out of business, leaving a trail of tanks that could

neither be sold nor re-filled.

So it behooves you to watch, when you'turn in

your empty tank, and see that you get a genuine

Prest-O-Lite Tank in return for it. '

And another thing—we cannot assume responsi

bility for short measure or poor gas in tanks not

filled by us. Protect yourself by looking for our label.

The Prest-O-Lite Co.

Branch offices and Service Stations in all rincipal cities. Charging

Plants lll all parts of the country. xtensive foreign service.

EXCHANGE AGENCIES EVERYWHERE

287 East South St.

Indianapoiia, Indiana

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

running.

  

213 High Street

The strength of these links makes breaking almost impossible.

one should break, the replacing with a new link is so simple a matter that anyone can do it.

Distributors: New York, Philadelphia, Chicago

_ Another Feature That Contributes

to the Permanent Accuracy of the

ORBI -BROWN SPEEDOMETER

“the speedometer of permanent accuracy"

It is an unquestioned fact that the construction of the flexible shafting is responsible for

much of the inaccuracy and unreliability of speedometers in general.

Too much friction in the casing results—air friction is minimized at the cost of durability.

The Corbin-Brown flexible shafting overcomes these faults.

It consists of a succession of eye-links and solid links. as shown in the illustration.

The solid link gives a smooth bearing, thus minimizing friction and insuring smooth

However, if perchance

Write today for Catalog

CORBIN SCREW CORPORATION DIVISION
(The American Hardware Corporation)

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
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The largest Automobile Supply House in America

1_5—STORES—1

This is a Turn-Down Burner, i. e., you can reduce the size of the

flame without carbonizing the burner. .

The Greatest Gas Economizer and the Longest Lived Burner

made.

Throw away your old-style burners and send us 80 cents for a

pair of these.

Price 40 cents each, packed in individual boxes.

Ill] Yllll WANT A 00W 0F llllll 1912 Bllllllli N0. 22?

The Most Complete of the Kind. Mailed Free on Requeat.

 
 

CHAS. E. MILLER
Home Office: 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York Olty

MANUFACTURER, JOBBIR, EXPORTER AND IMPORle

Order From Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. BOSTON. MASS.-—202-204 Columbul Ave.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. HARTFORD. CONN.—274 Trumbull Street.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. DETROIT, MICH.—227-229 Jefferson Ave.

BROOKLYN. N. Y.—-l421 Bedford Avenue. ATLANTA, GA.—66 Edgewood Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—824 Main Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—318 North Broad SQ.

ALBANY. N. .—135 Central Avenue. NEW ORLEANS. LA.—-601-603 Baronne St.

CLEVELAND. OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. NEWARK. N. J.—274 Halsey Street.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS—Bridge and Dwight Sta.

 

  

More Air
With Sparks-Withington Fans, the pulling

efliciency of our various sizes is exactly deter

  

mined in our laboratory. This information is

tabulated and gladly furnished to those inter

ested. You know what each fan will do before

  

you buy.

We Make 1,000 Fans Dail

T

[Sp 60. DELIVERIES ASSURED 5;:

Branch Factory

Walkerville, Canada

  

Patented

  

 

  

_ficjaop~ JViqfiigap ~ » ~ ~
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GLIDE "36-42" in 2 and 5-Passenger Bodies

  

in 2, 4, 5 and 7-oassengor styles, D

The auoe Llne also Includes an "45-50" ‘

$1690
Fully Equipped

L  

ellvery

Clrs, Pollcc Patrol and Ambulance.

The Popular QUALITYar
  

Electric Bull's Eye Side Lam s are

sunk in dash, adding to the GL DE'S

appearance, eliminating all rattling

and minimizing chances for breakage.

The GLIDE Self-Starter is sure

of a spark, regardless of whether

the points of the magneto are to

gether or not.

Center Control, Left Side Drive,

I’loating‘I Rear Axle with Pressed

Steel ousing. Baker Bolted-on

Demountsble Rims, Goodyear No

Rim-Cut Tires are all found in the

1913 GLIDE “3642.”

The GLIDE Price

enables 'you to own a highest-class,

top-Quality car Without paying enor

IIE GLIDE "36-42" is strictly

I i QUALITY car—only the

best known quality of materi

als has been used.

The GLIDE is a pleasure car—

no! a worry wagon. The great

men . simplicity and accessibility

of II its working parts enable you

to leave your worries behind.

Latest Equipment

The new Motor-Driven Tire Pump

saves your strength, your time, your

temper. lso saves your tires by

keeping them tully inflated.

The Electric Lighting System is

another of the GLIDES high-class

lenlurcs. Simply touch a button.

 

mous and u n r e a s o n able profits.

No other car gives you the u -to

date, efficient. luxurious GL DE

equipment, together with GLIDE

structural quality and GLIDE serv

ice—at anywhere near the GLIDE

price.

Write NOW for detailed descrip

tive circular.

Dealers

A GLIDE agency will be worth

thousands of dollars to you. 08m

territory can be obtained N W

upon very attractive terms. Don't

let this exceptional opportunity .slip

through your fingers. It on do.

you‘ll regret it. Write us ODAY.

THE BARTHOLOMEW CO., 220 Glide Street, Peoria, Illinois

I_I

GLIDE “36-4 ”

FEATURES

Automatic Dynamo Lighting

System

Motor-Driven Tire Piiiiip

Unit Power Plant

long Stroke Motor with

Enclosed Valves

Center Control

lelt Side Drive

Electric Side Lamps in Dash

Electric Headlights and Tail Liuiip

An Efficient Sell-Starter

Floating Rear Axle with Pressed

Steel loosing

"8-inch Wheel Base

Demountable Rims iBaker

bolted-on)

Goodyear No-ltim-Ciit Tires

 

 

 

  

Kelly - Springfield

Tire Company

20 Veeey SL

New York

Branch Oflices in

New York

Chic: 0

Phi‘l‘fClplllIl

Boston

St. Louis

Detroit

Cincinnati

San Francisco

LO. Angel"

Cleveland

 

'Booo Rubber Co.

Denver, Colo.

. & Burwell

1 b6 It Tire Co.

Dallas, Texas

Todd Rubber Company

New Haven, Conn.

.Bu'ing Tire & Rubber Co.

Houston, Texas

The Barn Tire 8: Rubber Co.

inbus. U.

The ea

ment.

 

Kelly-springfield

Automobile Tires

Kelly-Springfield road mileage is a

few thousand miles higher than the

average.

the tire.

That reduces the cost of

sy resiliency of Kelly-Spring

field Tires is one phase of our argu

But staunchness and durabil

As a matter of fact, dependable tires are

the basis of real automobile usefulness.

ity, born of the best rubber compo

sition, skill and the incentive to

make good tires better, offer a rea

son even more convincing—wear.

\Vhen you buy Kelly-Springfield

Tires you are not experimenting.

We have done that for you.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Company, 20 Vesey Street, New York
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All Tire Manufacturers will only

guarantee their produce when filled

with air at the recommended pres

sure.

GET A 1912

Twitchell

POSITIVE

LOCK STOP

Air Gauge

With it you can get more mileage

out of the Tires, because you can

always keep them at right pressure.

The Twitchell Gauge is Tire In

surance for a dollar—Order one

from your dealer or from us direct.

THE TWITCHELli GAUGE C0.

1256 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.

  

The New _

Argo filcetttv
Roadster

Has Met with Instant" Success

The Ar 0 Roadster is a distinct departure from

the old type 0 awkward, top-heavy electric. It has a long wheel

base— low-hung construction—Interlocking foot control—non

reversible wheel steering apparatus—large artillery wheels—bevel

gear drive and many other new improvements.

It has all the speed and all the mileage that you are

ever likely to needacombined with the safety and convenience _of

an electric. Noiseless—clean—-safe and economical to maintain.

Write For Our Catalog 321°.“.i‘$.°‘fl‘2é’“md“dii'if‘°£.332523"li'éi

Argo Electric Vehicle Co. Factories, Saginaw, Mich.

Metzger-Herrington Co., Distributors

24 l 2- 1 4 Michigan Ave. Chicago. Ill.

We hack 0ur Dealers to the Last Ditch

We know that the Niagara Self Starter will

hold up and make friends for the men who sell it.

That's why we do not hesitate to guarantee

every single starter without any qualification.

The Niagara Self Starter mixes the right pro

portion of gas and air in the cylinders of the

engine.

That's why it always starts the engine—that‘s

why it does not foul the engine.

The compressor in the Niagara Self Starter is

made of seamless drawn steel tubing with a cast

iron piston and two cast iron piston rings—the

Niagara Self Starter will never wear out.

We.still have some good open territory in

which good money can be made.

If you are the right dealer, write us.

NIAGARAISALES COMPANY, Bullnlo, N. Y.

..z_.l,_aura».-E.'wmmr-swmrmw'ulm-m'mnan'rwNumuM'wmwrrra-erarm‘swmca‘rlwa-;~1eir<_1raas;h_,‘fig:..,1

suwmra‘wfixer-Ihefeiiwmrowan!imcam{ital-unvmeemrrurfisnLanaou‘ierszunvh-vnew:‘'‘7‘

Clow/and, Olzio.

Mr. Auto Driver or Owner :

Ever realize now rez'ta/ly inzportant Good

Oil is to your car ?

You may have the out Automoozi/e and eguzio

ment, but not/ring i: J'0 -necessary as perfect

lubrication.

Never use any out t/ze best Oil. You prob

ably now are our

“Euclid ” Auto Cylinder Oil

If not, you hardly know real ram/mu» in

dn'oing your car.

Be .rure to ark for it next time.

Inth of the large den/err. _

If you cannot get it art for sample or letter

rtz'l/ rend u: an order. '

Frag/1t paid on 10 gal/om" and up. Satisfac

tion guaranteed.

Sold by

Yours truly,

The Reliance Oil & Grease Co.

Established 1888

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory

trunn--remrrm"rm-wunmmnm-umueuvan-laII.xtwp»;vaum-muimmune,Q_‘

  

  

asaunaan1'

r
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Warner Quality

Sizeering Gear's

NYBODY can claim

quality—but a record

of eight years use ( n

the better class of cars is

indisputable proof. Th at

proof is back of Warner

Steering Gears.

The prime features of

Warner Gears are:

accessibility; com

plete interchange

. ability; use of ec

centric sleeves;

adjustable angle of

column; large besi

ing and contact sur

faces specially hard

ened and ground, assur

ing ease of motion and

durability.

The Warner line includes a wide range in both pleasure and

mmercial types.

We guarantee dependable deliveries.

Get acquainted with Warner Quality~-rnake it another

sellii g argument.

We modify our desilns to meet your detail requirements,

or build on approved designs on seasons quantity

specifications.

Detroit Office Philadelphia Office

as Ford Building Glenwood Ave. 6% 2nd St.

Warner Gear Co.

Muncie

  

  

  

Indiana

 

 

Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

IT will cost you practically no more than what

you will be forced to pay out for constant repairs

on your present ignition system. A new Remy will

give your car new life. Here is our exchange

proposition:

List Price Allowance NettoYon

Z-Cylinder Remy Magneto

$4600 $920 $3680with Coil. complete. . . .

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . 50 00 10 00 40 00

6-Cylindcr Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. . . . . . 52 00 10 40 41 60

Allowance mods for any make 0! Magneto.

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES—New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

lIlVICB STA l‘lONS—Albuqueriaiaie, Au usts. Baltimore. Charlotte, Cincinnati.

Clflehnd. Drover. Dallas. El as ouston, acksonville Louisville. lem

phis. Minneapolis. New Orleans, Nashville. orfolk ( a.), Omaha. Los

Angles. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Portland Io), Portland (Ore), Roches

zns. San Antonio. Seattle, Spokane, St. Lous. Syracuse. Utics. Washilllton

. C.)

CANADA—Toronto. Winnipeg. Calgary, Hamilton, Vancouver, Montreal.

_
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BENZ
 

 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the ofl'set crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will ofl'er special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ MIIII'IIIPURT BBMPINY 0F AMERICA

250 West 84th Street Now York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cic., Mannheim, Germany.

 
 

 

 
 

 

Lauth-Juorlons

Trucks are Do

Iivory Insurance

QUALITY DURABIIITY

0N5. 'I'W0 AND 'I'IIRI'II'I 'I‘0N CAPACITY

  

4H

. .- 1"“

LAUTHJUERGI-IXS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST I. CONSTRUC

tion, most powerful In operation and the motors are guaranteed snlnll

detective workmanship and material for the life of the truck. The!

are positively the hllhest (‘IIINB trucks made. Twn cylinder. one-ton.

tour cylinder, one, two and Ilil't‘e'IOD, Four speeds forw_ard, lloss-Brllht

ball bearing transmission mode In our own shops or the finest too.

steel three-piece dlse (“lutr-h. covered ti), patents owned by us. Hrn-l

for l912 Catalog and specifications. rompt iii-llvi-rly on all nirdels.

Large publlclty campaign Just begun. Our quality W! I do the rest.

mums Agents: Secure Your Territory [or tilt: a! mat

'l'llc lsiitIi-Jliergeiis Motor Csr Co., Fremoni, litils.

Brnnohen Ind Agenciel

Ofl'l‘ N—stld Abrsms. 131 Portland .t.NEWOYORKHWMQ Side Garage & Motor Co., 160462 101" St.

CHICAGO—Thi- LsiithJuergenii Motor Car (30.. 2830-32 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.—.\I|\rehlnts Motor Car (‘o.. Essex Illiildlng.

DETROIT, MICK—filer! Auto Trui-li Sales Agency. 4--.'i Dix Are.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND VICINITY—Bowies Motor Sales Co.,

Inc., 1608 14th St. N. W.. Washington, D C. 
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Guaranteed 5,000 Miles)

Economy—Eiiiciency—Uniiormiiy

Ajax Tires have many features all their own. Cor

rect in design and accurate in every detail of con

struction—they are scientifically RIGHT.

  

If you are interested in getting the maximum

mileage out of your tires, our 5,000 mile guarantee

should convince you that Ajax Tires are built to

last.

  

DEALERS:-:\jax Tires will help you in estab

lishing a good trade. They have become the fastest

selling tires on the market. Wide awake dealers

from Maine to California have proven Ajax Tires

business producers. You will l)(f interested in our

proposition.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0.

General Oiiices: 1796 Broadway. New York City

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

  

Branches in Prlnclual Cltles

  

 

 

n LEan so MANY 'rnousanps ormsnGATE AN BDINGWER snows nmaxnns. FIL

w'l‘imLocK

 

One weak point of the automobile to-day is that you can't de

pend on its tires. iNTERLOCKS revolutionise this condition by

making your tires so strong that blowouts become practically im

possible. INTERLOCKS save half your tire expense—save repair

bills—double your mileage—prevent punctures and completely free

you from all fear of tire trouble.

Whit INTERLOCKS Are.—The INTERLOCK is a complete inner

tire (not an inner shoe) which is placed between the outer casing

and the inner tube to strengthen the outer casing and protect the

tube. It is the only reinforcement which is locked by air pressure

to the rim and which becomes an integral part of the tires. and,

therefore, cannot heat or chafe. Even if the tire is broken the

NTERLOCK will hold. .I INTERLOCKS insure Sefety.—You know that the sudden blowing

out of a tire may easily ditch any car when going at fair speed—the

safety of INTERLOCKS should appeal to you.

Reduce Your Tire Expensr.——You can have

the tires on your new car equipped with

INTERLOCKS if you specify them. INTER

LOCKS are the only perfect tire reinforce

ment. They cost a little more but are

cheapest in the long run.

For your present car—ask any

dealer or supply house, or write to

us for the name of your nearest sup—

ply source INTERLOCKS will make

any fairly sound tire more than carry 11" PREVENTS
th h the season. They are _5:2:in rillg‘cged and are made in all sizes. ‘' ; mo

“0 “‘ant Dmlers Everywhere.—

erte for Special 30 Day Offer. DEFLECTS

Booklets. Prices. Records of Road {.1

Tests and Testimonials of users. ipUNCTURES

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO. 1,: I,

600 W. 9th St. Au rn. Ind. f; F. r .

  

The Stutz Can Come Back

NO MATTER HOW LONG THE TRIP

The STUTZ is the original “value re

ceived.” no-worry car.

No STUTZ has ever been taxed t0 the

utmost, because its makers put such a

reserved strength in its construction that

road conditions never embarrass it.

\Vrite today for advance Booklet A-lS

Sturdy Stutz Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR (EAR co.

Indianapolis.

Indiana

  

 
 

 

  

  

Wm“ ‘ "
 

  

Price $75

Hamil/[71%

E have three times trebled our factories. More than

100,000 new cars will be equipped with Warner

Auto-Meters this season. Practically all of the prominent

manufacturers make the Warner Auto-Meter “regular

equipment"—regardless of its HIGH PRICE.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by dealers all over

the world and at our own branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin

BRANCHES—Atlanta, Denver, Philadelphia, Boston. Detroit, Buli'alo,

Indianapolis. Portland (Ore.), Chica 0. Kansas Cit , Cincinnati, Los

Angeles, Seattle, Cleveland, New ork. Pittsburg , San Francisco,

St. Louis.

Canadian Branch: 559 Yonge St., Toronto. Ont.
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To Manufacturers of Motor Cars:

Have you considered the important advantages of using the American made New Departure ball bearings

in your new models?

It is a significant fact that most manufacturers of motor cars have done so and after testing them out, have

contracted with us for their requirements.

Take a short cut to a quick discussion of your bearing problems by sending us your blue prints and data.

You will receive by return mail our catalogue-treatise, written by our staff of engineers. This will be followed

quickly by a letter from our chief engineer frankly stating the result of his study of your bearing requirements,

with a view to securing maximum efficiency at minimum installation and maintenance cost.

Write today. It will save your time and expensive experimenting.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Bristol, Conn.

WIQTIRI IRANOH! 1018-11 Ford Building, Detroit

 

 

 

 

 

 

.‘EELWWOODSTOCK

“ You can walk from there to anywhere "

Our new addition is ready for occupancy.

We now have 360 rooms with 265 baths.

Write us for descriptive folder with typical ‘floor plan

and rate card.

Wire for reservation at our expense. I

RATES

Court room with bath,

for one. per day . . . . "$2.50

Court room with bath,

(or two, per day . . . . .. 3.50

Outaide room with bath

(or one, per day . . . . .. 3.00

Outaide room with bath.

for two. per day . . . . .. 4.00

Outaide room

with twin beda.

[or two, per

day .....84.00

HOTEL

WOODSTOCK

127 W. 43d St.

New York

W. H. Valiquetta.

. Manager.

 

 

\i  

 
 

.,i
».14"

'iffrafl;‘ _

Alan

“ TIIE IERIEK "

Rudald.

Var-oat

 

 

Diamond Tires

We could build them cheaper

But' We Won't .

ewould build them better

But' We Can't .

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO. OF N. Y., Akron, 0.

Subsidiary of The B. F. Goodrich Co.

  

Uszom THIS

PUBLICATION 9
ARE MADE

ENGRAVING CO.

PVCK BUILDING
295~309 LArmm SI.‘£'-HOUSION

NEW YORK

TELEPHONESISPRLNG

ESTABLISH ED [87l

  

  
Crank shaft is of large diameter—

aelf-contnined oiling system supplied by

a gear pump through the hollowcrauk shaft

provides perfect oiling. Their extra large bear

ings reduce friction to a minimum—increase

durability and efficiency.

C'iiifé’s60115231.;

The Consistent -1

Motors
ALI. 4 OYOLI—B TYPE.

4 I4 In. Den, 5 ll. m", 4 :11. 4 H II. ten. 5|l. mu. I :11.

51-4“. ten, 7 In. rtth :11.

WIQCOI.II MOTOR IAIU'AQTURINQ 13°",le

J 34 ll. hm. 5 II. shell, 4 tyi.

4 34 ll. Ian, 5 H II. strain, 4 nl.
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The line Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning Device

Ooete Little to lay—

Ooete Nothing to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

THE c. PlEi cnnrnn LONG IOLAND OITY

Philadelphia. l4l6 Vine St.; Boston, 109 Massachusetts AVe.; Minneapolis,

70 So. 10th St.; Buffalo. 852 Main St.;,San Francisco. 544 Van NCSS AWE-i

Los Angeles, 1229 50. Olive St.- Seattle, 917 E. Pike 51.; Portland (Ore).

. 329 Ankeny St.; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sts.

This name stands for efficiency in

SPARK PLUGS
Used as standard equipment

by eighty-eight manufacturers.

  

  

Any litnrl Clincher
0

Every Kind 0. ll.

Stock. or Demonntable

to Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and l'lubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

R. B. ABBO'IT SALES 60., Sales Agents, Detroit

 

 
 

 

 

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and [guitar

Lights, dims sud extinguishes all gas lumps on

the car through s simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem oi acetylene tsnk. Direct

control. Always within easy reach.

Convenient—Sale—Dependeble

Every car owner in your

vicinity, Mr. Dealer, will

be interested—it's up to

you to show them—and

sell them. Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING 60., Pittsiieltl. Mass.

Sole Licensed lsnulscturers tor the United States

  

  

 
 

  

THE ONE-MAN TOP
The only Auto Top which can be handled by one

erson as easily and quickly as an umbrella. No

ront supports in way of your arms when driving.

GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

515 West 56th St., New York City.

 

  

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

"Firestone"

Tires and Rims

are the least likely to re—

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

changing when required.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

and All Principal Cities

  

 

  

ruin casings. They admit mois

. lure to the carcass. cause fire

fabric to rot and weaken, grow larger— end in blowouLs.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUB any

where in 15 minutes. better than a Repair Shop can do

—snd for m can.

Universal

Auto-Vulcanizer
Patented

A practical vulcanizng outfit complete, with enough

repair gutn to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

Can becnrricd in the tool hox Stnlpleslsml mostssttshdwy

devtee tor elltninsttnl tire troubles that has ever been devised.

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer —put in the gasoline light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It can’t burn, scorch or injure tube or casing. It can't

get out of order. It “II’! fail to do its work. So

simple. anyone can operate it. The Universal Auto

Vuiconizer saves its cost a hundred am: over in

trouble and expense.

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for instant Y‘se

Guaranteed Sstlstsctory or Money Reiumied

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY. East Palestine, Oil.

   
  
 

il THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron. Ohio

  

Standard Universal Rims

m (mm fit any style or make of tires. The

mu side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place. Write for catalog

607, which explains fully.

  

  

 
- j
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“it’s 2. Migliy Good

Transmission! ”

That’s what the big

car builders that use

them say. It’s the trans

mission that is specialized—still it is less ex

pensive than if built by yourself. Write us.

COVERT MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

Sales Office: Ford Bldg, Detroit, Mich. Factory: Lockport, N. Y.

  

  

 

HAVERS

"Six-44”

$1850

Touring C a r a n d

Roadster Ty p e s.

M h. p. 6 Cylin

ders. Unit Pomr

Plant, S-Point

Suspension. 122

in. Wheel-Base.

86 x 4 Tires.

  

HAVERS

"Six-55”

$2250 _

Touring Car and

Speedster Types.

Electric Starter.

Electric Lights.

55 h.p. 128 la.

Wheel-lime. “I

4 Tires. Fully

Equipped

erlelorlIII-U’edleallals

HAVERS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Port Huron, Mich.

 

 

  

THE ULTIMATE CAR

(KNIGHT TYPE moron:

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

THE F. B.'STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

lunches and Dealers In 125 Cities

  

  

 
 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-36 4-44 6-66

31,675 02,150 82,750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

 

 
 

 

 

 

Stock Champion International Champion

c/FVamaé4°

  

Flve Passenger Touring Car, Series V, $2,000

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

">07 8. 22nd Street Indianapolis. Ind.

 

 
 

 

fivl'hc Easiest Riding Car in The \Vorld"%
 

The Marmon “32”

32-40 H.P., lZO-inch wheelbase, self

starting, dynamo lighting. with

body types to meet every require!

ment and corresponding equipment

—$2.850 to $4,100

The Marmon “Six”

48‘80 H.P.. l4S-inch wheelbase

(turns in 40-foot street). self start

ing, dynamo lighting, with body

types to meet every requirement

and corresponding equipment —

$5,000 to $6,350.

Detailed information on Request.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

INDIANAPOLIS (Est. 1851) INDIANA

 

Why Years 3" Successful Honufaclurirmm

 
 

Dealers are learning to be careful in the selec

tion of a new line. That is why so many are

fighting for the

lSpeeds {forward Iiills No Terror

glue; s'Cyu-d—cr' Speed to Burn
,SdI-Slariefr i - Economical

J

Price $1,850 to $3.500

Fully Equipped.

Better Get Our Proposition Today.

ILINE HOT0li CAR CORPORA'I'ION, York, Pa. l

factories: Richmond. Va“ York. Pa.

 

 
 

50 Essex Avenue

 

Motor Cars

New Series "F," 4 Cylinders, 4 and 5 Pas

senger Models . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

New Series “G,” 6 Cylinders, 4 and!) Pas

senger Models . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

All models electrically lighted and fully equipped.

I 1

SPEEDWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

$2700

$2850

DAYTON, O.
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You Can’t Beat It

JDNES RECORDER

Tells of every movement of your

truck or delivery wagon. Gives

' daily chart showing how fast, how

far your vehicle traveled. When it

stopped, how often and how long.

  

Write For Particulars.

THE JONES RECOIRDER

Broadway at 76th Street NEW YORK

 

Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NOW

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

616.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder ' ,

Imported U. 8.: H. High Tension Magnetos Less Than

Import Cost.

Circular and Price Lists Free

J. S. BRETZ COMPANY, 250 W. 54th Street, New York

 

 
 

Front Axle Yoke Bolts

You require the best bolts made—bolts

manufactured from suitable analy

sis open hearth or nickel steel

—bolts tough and strong

and properly hard

ened for this

vital duty.

  

Your in

quiry for bolts

ground to size, ready

to slip into place, will

bring surprisingly low prices

—quality of work considered.

The Electric Welding Products Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

Champion Spark Flugs

Special Designs tor Every

Type oi Motor Made

CATALOG MAILEII ON REQUEST

Champion Spark Plug Co.

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

ll

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

——others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

Spark Plug Talk." tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWITT C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, hitch.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

  

 

 
 

  

NEWTONE

Motor Horns

Have established an enviable reputation,

Their superiority is admitteJ

Torpedo Type

Price $20

Automobile Supply

Mtg. Co.

220 'l'ssfle Plsee, BIWKLYN. N. Y.

 

  

 

  

TOLEDO, OHIO J

\ \ \ \ s I :I r1 I I
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Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats

  

 
 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of suxiliary sests? It

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Arnesbury, lass.
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'TI'IE MIXER‘

Fits any intake pipe, spins around at great

speed and mixes (lie gasoline and air. At

tached in five minutes. Send $3.00 ($3.50 for

eign) and we will send it to ou on trial. If

not satisfactory, money refun ed.

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT CO.

436 Honsatonlc Ase.

 

rr MIXES THE MIXTUREI
Does What the Best Carburetors Can’t Do

  

$3.00

We also make Duplex and Raymond Brake! and Raybestos Friction Facing

Bridgeport. Conn.

 

  

REPUBLIC

STAgGARD TREAD TIRES

and BLACK-LINE nrn INNER TUBES

Motorists who

use Republic

Staggard Tread

Tires will tell
i, you that they——

Prevent skid

ing. make

quick starts and

short stops

I easy.

Give d o u b l e

mileage because

of the full-thick

ness tread un

der the studs.

lost Wider lml

laled of All

W e guarantee

the R e p uhl i c

Black-Line Red

Inner Tube to ,

be as nearly

perfect as a

tube can he]

made—and is a

fitting compan

ion for the a

splendid Repub

lic S t a g ga rd

Tread.

The Best Tube

Made

 

  

,,,:;,",‘l"'T'$.,d The Republic Rubber Co.

PaI.Sr/! 1522.278 Youngstown. Ohl u
 

 

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

A. OI SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

  

Better Than Commercially Perfect

Bevel Differential

Transmission(i EARS
$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work; also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

Gear

Brown - Lipe- cm“, Company

1 n. w. CHAPIN, (len'l Mgr. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

  

  
 

 

  

WE MAKE THE BEST

  

 

TRUCK FRAMES
Automobile Frames and Special Stampings

 
 

THE PARISH & BINGIIAM 00.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

 

 
 

 

 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oiiers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Best on Earth—Kantsamore

BTABLISHEDIBSS

Phineas Jones & Company

305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

Branch Factory: 12th Avenue and 55th Street, New York City

Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks
 
 

Repairing and truinl old wheel. a specialty. Experimental wheels a specially.

We furnish and apply any style demountable or detachable rim or firm,

  

5450i»
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The Electric Car of Quality

THE COLONIAL

Ii Big, roomy, S-passenger, open or enclosed car of dis

tinctive design and luxurious appointments. Equipped with

self-starting device. It's the ear with a thousand little

conveniences—

and the price is $2700

DEALERS—Wire now for territory which is choice but

going fast.

COLONIAL ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY

Detroit, Michigan

 
 

  

 
 

—

If You Need Motor Lamps

You Need 'This"Catang
\Ve want you to write for the Solar Catalog before you decide on‘ your motor

lamps, (or this is the most complete line of lamps on the market. bolar Lamps

have been preferred by most motorists for the past fourteen years because of

their brillianc ', their style, their strength and their several excluswe advanta es

—-their special short iocus lead glass lens mirror reflectors—the patented dou le

ray light projection (in the Solarclipsc) giving two distinct fields of light, for

city and country use—the new black finish, the only such finish tliats proof

against heat and moisture—and other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

the very finest lamps in existence. Solars are made for oil, electrimty, as_and in

combination, for pleasure cars, motor trucks, carriages, motor boats an airships.

Write for catalog now—while you think of it. (136)

Kenoshs, Wis. BADGER BRASS MFG' co' New York City

SOLAR LAMPS
 

_- ._. __ .~._ m-_~_> __A_-_.._ _ -

  

B A LL *

EARINGS

USER"

I42 W E$T 4»Z"‘-D ST. NEW YORK

  

  

2, 3 ' 7 $2650

and $3400

5-Ton $4500

Models :

The motor truck of unquestioned superiority

in design, construction and material. Responsible

dealers are desired for open territory. Write for

detailed information and complete catalog.

THE DAYTON AUTO TRUCK CO. - DAYTON; OHIO

  

 

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings. They are

vastly superior and less CXanSIVC in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing '

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 9 1 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED

TIIE CUNSULIIIITEI] Mlllllflllllllllllli BUMPIIIY, Tuleilu, 0hitl.

  

 
 

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since

as
Occupying the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant in America.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dent. T-8 KOItosssoI Ind.

  

 
 

  

No Crankingl No Pumping!

_START YOUR CAR FROM THE SEAT

ALWAYS READY AND POSITIVE

The AMERICAN STARTER is the Only Starter on

the market that measures the amount of gas injected into

the cylinders. You cannot “dope” the engine with the

AMERICAN STARTER.

American Starter and Carburetor Mfg. Co.

2022 S. 40th Avenue CHICAGO, 'ILL.

  

 

 
  

 

SOLD EVERYWHERE

 

SHAWMUT TIRES
SHAWMUT TIRE 00., Boston, Mass.
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\Vritc for interesting literature concern

ing the 1913 fully equipped Marion cars,

To automobile dealers we offer the fairest

sales agreement ever written. Ask about it.
W"

Model

37-A

$1475

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY

  

  

  

Hook up with

.10:LE

Series Eiglif comes in Threg Chassis:

Cole six cylinder Touring Car. five passenger convertible 8)

seven passenger. Bil-inch wheel base, Deioo electric

lighting. starting and ignition. 82485

' four cylinder Touring Car. five passenger convertibh
COIe toseven. 122-ineh wheel base. Delco system. $1968

four cylinder Touring Car five passenger. ill-Inch

COIe Forty wheel base, Delco system. 1685

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer's proposition.   

 

  

 

  

918 Oliver Avenue INDIANAPOLIS

_ h‘v “w ..Z-V'!

"Sultanic"

$2500 1",.

55 H.P._ 6_Cyls. I“:

“Majestic”

$l850 ;

45 HP. 4'Cyls. " ~

"Olympic"

0$150

35 PIP. 4 Cvls

  

  

AUTOMOBILE CO _‘
‘ . tat .EASTAIAI/VSmffT

MENJOY/7641M

.,._._,- _.,
  /

.

./ ,vofi/ll 700 SHED

/ #0wem0 ace/v

 

  

 

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Incl.

Hook up with 1:1,];

  

 

  

 

Write for This

Franklin Dealer Proposition

FRANKLIN dealers make money

and have a permanent, steadily

increasing business. This is a good

opportunity for the right man (need

not be a dealer) to obtain a profitable

business. Please ask for book on

business stationery or give at least three references.

'FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights— Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—JAmesbuiIt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913's most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog. -

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.
 

 

C

R-C-H “$532231:" £2.23.
Five-Passenger Touring Car

THE CAR—The'best materials, the highest

‘rade‘workmanship, and the most up-to-date

Ideas in construction

EQUIPMENT—The most complete, highest

I-rade equipment ever placed on a popular

prICCd Cir. —

1- p-mnger Roadster, 110" wheelbase. $900. f. o. b. Detroit

7,1,1, p.”¢nger Coupe, 110" wheelbase. 31:00, i. o. b. Detroit

104 Lycaste St , Detroit, MICI'I.
 

  

 

 

Mighty Michigan "40”

40-Horsepower Touring Car or Roadster,

absolutely silent in operation. Oversize tires

35 x 4% —cylinders 4%, x 5% in.—118-in.

wheelbase—four-forward-speed transmission

-—demountable rims—nickel mountings—mas

sive, straight-line body—big, roomy-seats—

electric lighting by generator—everything.

Price $1585 includes full equipment. Two

smaller models. Catalog on request. (122)

MICHIGAN M0'I'0R CAR COIIPANY. Kalamazoo, Mich.
  

  

  

Ror T"aE.R

MO I Q R o

Is responsible for the success of a lamina

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial cars. They will bear your investi

gation before the purchased any type of car.

Literature upon request.

RUTINIII MOTOR CO.. Marlon. lad

  

Large photogrnvure d

the above cut for

(timing 14c iu stamps
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s r I” ,JL,,",,,,,_,'4 H The one device most needed by the man

$4 W" ' ‘ 39W who wants to make steering a pleasure I

- instead of a labor. ' ‘

l
l

RE YOU in need of any

  

Removes all nervous strain—takes physical strain from steering opera- g

5 non—holds machine steady—prevents accidents in case steering gear g

' breaks or tire bursts. 2‘

DEALERS, JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS. this is an article which

additional help in any

 

merits your instant investigation—one which will appeal to every car department Of your busi

owner It ought to be. and soon wrll be a part of the equipment of 3

""Y c“- ; ness? Are you out of employ

i __ Let us tell you more about it. The story is worth knowing.

The Modern Auto

Appliance Co.

15 Kinderhoolc Street

CHATHAM, N. Y.

  

ment or looking for a better
  

connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or

 

do you want to buy second

hand material? Have you a

 * e 4 a” — factory site for sale or do you

 
want to buy one? If so, use the 

Want and For Sale column of
g l

SP the Motor World. Seven words

Anpngssiagrigco.

 

 

  
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

  

  

M1.VERNON, s v to the line, fifteen cents a line.

GUARANTEED
Advertisements can be inserted

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS .

. Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man- over 3. number when it IS de'

c a “future 0f lllgh quality springs. All work is ,

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars - d d -d - f h

Famous 'or The“, Durability contain valuable information. \Vrite. Sire an 1 entity 0 t e adver

P E N N S P R I N . . .BARTl-IEL, DALY 6: MILLER BALDWInsVILEE.vg.OY.RKS "5" Will be kept confident!“

42 Broadway NEW YORK

The Acme Automatic Look at our new middle name _

Make: Milled Part. in the PENNSYLVAN[A

Time of One Operation. w a: j '

TheNational-Acrnerg.Co. ACLEVELAND, Sixth City vNc_w\'0rk Boston Detroit PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Chicago Atlanta Montreal Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette. Pa.

  

 

 

 
 

.Watch the Advertising

Keep your eye (in the Tircnew Niagazine

campaign; it is strong—completc—continu

ous—convincing—and it tells whyTirenew

Preserves Tire Life by

Preventing Tire Decay

  

 

  

We supply single universals or drive shafts complete

as shown. Forgings special analysis steel heat treated.

Note extreme simplicity, insuring long life.

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW MFG. CO.

CLEVELAND

An unvulcanized liquid rubber compound with a base of pure gum—

waterproots and protects from ill effects of oil, moisture, sun and air

-makes tires look like new.

Find Out by writing, what we otter the consumer in qualitv and

what we offer dealers in profit and in complete and enthusiastic co

operation.

NATIONAL RUBBER CO._4413 Pipill St., St. Loni. I0.
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“The demand at the day is that an email-alien lhallhe

judged hy its product and not by \vhal it claims iorrtaell"

Keep this in mind when you examine these [913 models

MOBIL! AND PRIC“

n40 Fore~door Roadster. llo»inrh wheel base $1700

3440 S-tqssenger. Forcele Touring Car

unorthwncellnse . .Dt. fir . . $1700

44-50 S-murnger, Fore-Door rn- onneau

Ill-'nch wheellirse . . .l .c . . .l975

“~50 7-pasv-nf2r. Forr‘Door Tour n! at

l_‘l»|nihuheelI-ne . . . . . . :20?"

“$0 Bittleshrp Roadster. IIIvlnrh wheel base 2100

4060 1-Dl\\('nft‘7, Furr-ilool Limousine

IZI-inch wheelbase . . . . . '3050

Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOI I MOTOR CO.

Ilwnntoo nun-r ntraorr. men.

"Bui't Ior "Guaranteed

Permanence" ior Lite“

 
  

 

 

 

 

 
  l 

 

Y .

I

I.

-..

I

II

I IOI3 IMPORTANT FEATURES

I SetIShnw Elcct'ic Lighting

Turkish Cushions loin. 1 Mn. Tires

I
ll-ln. Uphoinevinl IneIGfird Wheel Base

(neat bane 0! Riding Carburetor Dash Adjustment

D-ountflale Rims Nickel Trimmings

  
  

Unit Power Plant—three point suspension.

Cutting "-60. hill in. “heelhane. 40 h p.

Wger touring car. luliy equip;erl. .1475

Cmflng A40. I'm-In whcvllnle. 40 h.

I-pansenler roadntr. fully equipped,

Cu'ling (.11. m."- u-heeliase. to h. p ‘7’

will" touring w. fully equipped..2000 I

Cutting Automobile Co. I

305 Mechanic Street, Jackson, Midi.- I

  

  
p. v:

01-175
  

  

 
 

These Tires for E

Four corps of experts working

in four of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce.

UNITED STATES TIRES >

Nothing of the kind has ever

before been attempted in automo

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

 

 

 

 

§vI I

 

  

V

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension
High Grade Only

Cleveland, Ohio

 
 

“The Inner Tube—Repair Ii Yonrseli

On the road. or at home—anywhere

With

The Imperial

Vulcanizer Repair Kit

"um"
'elnwzrn/rnnwam "mania/uninwu, _

,1

/4/

 

Nickel Plated

rubber gives

 
 

One ounce of gasoline and a little

you practically a

new inner tube m 15 IlllnlliCS.

Price Complete

.\l your dealers, or sent hy express

Guaranteed to Satiaty

Address Dept. E.

McGRAW TIRE & RUBBER CMII’ANY

Baal Palestine. Ohio

Patent Pending

 

 
 

 

 
 

When In the

 

Send Us Your Inquiries

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. Y.

Market for

 

 

’4

  

 

  

  

 

r “A

a nan-anew an I...
r: n Li -'I a n An“. I I'll-“Ulla n. IaIgIflIL In

 

 

Wm
will help you to increase your business while bene

fiting your customers. We will send any respon

sible dealer a pair on 30 days' trial Write now.

Good Azents wanted ior unoccupied territory.

LEATHER TIRE GOODS CO., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

 

The ‘ Ford Water Circulator

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter it

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-MCCUTCHAN CO.

1146 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO. ILL
 

 

 

 
   

- GRANT - LEES

P GEARS

The Grant-Lees Machine Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

@119 illush LRc-liiatot

lllf BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

 

Guevara
This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accessories si _ifles inherent ualities of material

and workmans ip that insure t e maximum of ser

vice at the minimum oi expense. (673)

The Goodyear Tire 1 Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Why We Blow 0ur New

Electric Continental Iiorn
Cumplete information furnished dealers on request.

TIE MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO.

8 Warren Street Dept. W New York

 

Reo the Fifth

Final and crowning achievement oi R. E. Olds,

pioneer designer oi autos. A standard size 30 to 38

horsepower iour cylinder car oi modern refinements

priced at only $1,095.

(35) R. M. OWEN & CO., General Sales Agents

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich.

 

 

 

 
 

$495 00
.—

The most economical car

you can buy at any

price. The Meta will run

[mm 28 to 32 miles on a

gallon of gasoline. over

100 miles on a pint of

METZ 22 H. P.

MOTOR CAR

lubricatin oil, and from

8,000 to 0.000 miles on

a set oi tires. You can

secure exclusive sale 0!

these cars in our terri

tory. Book “ " mailed

tree on request.

METZ COMPANY, Waltham, Haaa,U.S.A.
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“CONTINENTAL”_

Best Known Motor in America

q ’1 Look for the name

"' “Confluent-I" on

. crank ease.

I

;-~') We have looked

J‘ after the quaIiiy

behind it.

4 and 6 cylinders,

20 to 60 H. P.

Write for Booklets.

  

Continental Model “C"_

CONTINENTAL MOTORMFG. COMPANY

Detroit, Mich.

FACTORY REPREENTATIVE:

 

K. F. Peterson, . 150 S. Michigan BIvd., Chicago

 

 

 

  

l #4
» 1

~ Send I" Booklet 5s

"\ m .4"
:/'\.rk;_ _ D Executive Office: Akron, 0

Imflux

A—Sbo's bulb, notched truds

B—Sboln undercut sides.

C—Shows slsnrvise bridgn

lml-ualnay.Nr"an

Ins-elm

D—Shcln shsorhin; means '55 * “hum("T a. “u “

passing oversn ' n. Maine-m film's-- “

MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Carl and light Delivery Cars

A THE MOTZ TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

hie

mumps-enig- IUIIsIIlles-Jdri

aliases-i111

HSXMAILDI'.

 

Auto-T0p Fabrics

L41] OF EVERY osscmvnon

SAMPLES AND PRICES ON REQUEST

;- L. J. MUTTY CO., Boston

 

 
 

  

 

. r - Cut 0‘ he eurlsstlns repek‘iIa‘I—dho agony

' n! punehns, blowout, “d delays Inlq II—

C always—wt.

I ' ‘ ‘

restriehd plessnrs— niws

  

WeedChains
  

DE
  

  

  
or slipping.

  

  

  

The Name

“Weed”

on Every Hook

The Great Anti-Skid

v} o

Nine-tenths

Of all accidents to auto

mobiles are caused by skidding

Either you skid into the “other fellow" or

the "other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ippe

ments unless you equip your car Wit

Cannot Injure Tires

' Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want to know what real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

For your own ssfety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it your business to geta set.

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

‘ Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

28 Moore St.

iii?

  

New York

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Standard Bearings

ll’C

Enemies of Friction.

Why Don't You “Standardize”?

Sta n d a r d Roller Bearing C o mpany

PHILADELPHI

  

 

We Specialize on

Finishing Crank Shafts

Only.

MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT CO.

Lansing
 

 
  

“The Speedometer

0! Quality ”

Special leatures that eliminate

speedometer troubles. Send

lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Eliot St. Boston, Mass.

 

 

75% Increase in Tire Ellicieney

That's what the INNERSHU accom

plishes. It's s tough, durable, rubberized

fabric formed permanently to tire shape.

Ask for circular.

INNER SHOE TIRE COMPANY

"(Ill 8m Gs'nnd “DIM, Mia.

 
 

 
  

 
  

  

Tones down headlights lor

ty driving and lolly

nlzhts- an auto necessity.

Price 75¢. per pair. Sell

like hot cakes. Dealers,

secure the anency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

1931 Broadway, New York

 

 

  

‘FOP " _

Self Startm

Ll k‘t'll r3

Iss1 mutton.

Ignellln

0th"otor(b.,60§isir$tlo s.

 

Locomobile Cars lor 1912—

Complete information furnished on request.

The facial/10517:, Company

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

 

INVADER OIL

“ The Best the World Affords"

CHAS. F. KELLOM & CO.

Philadelphia Boot“

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

REGISTERED U$.PAT. OFFICE

 

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

Ell]. GROSSMAN COMPANY. ltlr" New York and Detroit
  

  
  

i

 

  

 

Aluminum Bodies

THE SPRI(NGBI:S)IELD TOP

PnLl

SPRINGFIELD METAL BODY CO.

see Birnie Avenue. Srlnlfield, Mess.

 
 

 

 

STOP PAYING GARAGE RENT

Why Not Own Your Own Garage?

We are Manufacturers and Builders of Fire

proof Steel Garages of all sizes. Write for

Catalogue and prices.

THE HREPIOOF GARAGE COMPANY

1226 Ridge Avenue Philadelphia, I“,
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“Thirty”

“Forty”

n F l l t y"

6011.P."Slx"

KisselKar pricea

include lull equip

meni—sell-starter,

top. Windshield,

demountable riina,

a p e e dome

KISSELKAR
Every part _built in_ the KisselKar plant.

'thh ia equipped with ever lacility for

economical manufacture. All KiaaelKara

have extra liberal wheelbase and roomy

tonneaus unsurpassed by any car at any

rice for cornlnvt and capabilities. “'rite

or catalog.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

159 lflaoel Avenue Hnrtlord, Wis.

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

e q u ipment.

a h o c k ab

sorbers, etc.

  

 

   
- I

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII\\IlII!IlOIIIIllaIllIIVIIIIlllullIlllIllullllllluaaaallllllaaioinn a
-iii

  

DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck

that sell: for about 8700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.

  

  

MADE TO

IAKE GOOD

AND IT DOES

  

Illlllllllll.miuIII-llaaalanlllilniillalanaiaiiliiullllillli

  
 

Six Modela

40 and 50 H. P.

FullyEquipped

Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Model 51—4 Passenger Demi 'l‘onneau.

It“ OZ—Roadater tire—all with the lode] SZ—Roadster ty -—all withplendid new en oc motor, 4% the new "1‘" head, geinch bore.

l bore, 5% Inch stroke. 6 inch stroke motor. 50

$3.?................ $2400 H.P. ......... ..... .. $3400

Fuly equipped with top, windshield, speedometerI gasoline gauge, 36" wheell.

demountable rims, and automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co., M Muncie, Ind.

lemon Branch: 153 Iaaoachuaetta Ave. Omaha Branch: 810 8. 18th St.

Electrically

Self-Started

and Lighted

I.“ 40-! Paaoenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Io“ 41—4 Paaaenger Demi Tonneau.

 

  

 

Empire Twenty- Five
“The Little Aristocrat"

This is the Big Brother of the Famous Empire Roadster

and is a small edition of $5,000 cars.

H_ence_the price of $850 puts this car in a class by itsell’.

Specifications prove thenEmpire 25 to be the most “aristo

cratic” little touring car in America. Write for details today

II “III! AMI“! 00., 224 Massachusetts 5L. Indianapilll, U. S. A.

 

'Tiii-z TOURABOUT

LINE /

  

Complete

specifications

 

Automobile Wor

_ Dept. w

Northern Factory. Anderson. lad.

Chicago Iraneh, 207-39 Ilchloaa Ave.

Southern Factory, Chattanooga, Tenn.

  

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Long-Stroke “32"

Touring Car

. v . ' .4 _ ._ _ .e $900 F. O. B. Detroit

Motor 3% x 5% inches; four cylinders; Bosch magneto; three

5 eed sliding gears; tires 32 x 3% inches;_106 inch wheelbase.

quipment includes windshield, gas headlights, generator, oil

lamps, tools and tire repair klta ‘ _

Roadster body on same chassxs and With same equipment, $90.

F. O. B. Detroit. . coup In”

20 H' P' M°d°ls F 0 a Dawn. 5""

Runabout—$150 Roadster—$850 q_(’,we;. p'hm a worm,

F_ O. B, Detroit, Same F. O. 13. Detroit. Same ourin Car. Wheel

chassis and power plant base, 6 inchea. Elec
power plant a World

Wheel- ‘5 electricWorld-Touring Car. tric headlighta,
Touring Car. . .

~ - WheelbaseI 110 inches. and oil aide and tall
b"" 86 "wheat Equip Same equipment as Run~ lamps. folding daah seat

me“! °‘ “’9' "nd'h'dd' about, also highly fin- for third person.‘ Bear

I" limp. ""3 gener'm'i ished steel box on rear tirea, 31 x 3% inches.

Oil llmpl, ho"! Ind deck for tools and accea- With 110 inch wheel

toola. aoriea. baae, $ll$0.

HUPP MOTOR CAR 00., 1254 Milwaukee Ave., Detroit, Mich.

  

Climba a 50% Fathrictlon Trananiiaaion—

any number 0 speeds. Five models—write.

CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan

“(Zebu/269F850
Fully Equipped

 

  

Five 25 I. I'.

Passenger long

Touring Stroke

Car Motor

Enclosed Valvea, Three Point Suapenaion. Unit Power Plant. Platform

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle, Lelt Hand Drive. Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires, Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for apecifieationa.

BRIGGS-DETRMTER C0., 449 llolbrook Ave., Delroll. Mich.
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NEW YORK Automobile Registrations.

mailed daily, $1.25 per month. List.

April to October, inc.. $2.50. OWNERS

AUTO LIST COMPANY. Albany, N. Y.

 

DO you wish to better your position? If

your _character- and ability will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu—

pation, anywhere. Enclose 50c. for regis—

tration with references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCI-I.. 250 West

87th St., New York City.

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes to either a high gloss finish, egg

shell gloss or dull finish, on lamps, radia

tors and fenders. \Vill not crack, chip or

peel.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

OR RENT—Factory Building. Syracuse,

N. Y.; 18,000 square feet floor space, on

best street in the city; engine. borler and

shafting complete. Two elevators, city

water, gas and electric service. and equipped

with sprinklers. Use of railroad siding.

Electric cars pass office door. App y

GEORGE N. COMLY, 1816 West Genesee

St., Syracuse, N. Y.

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials. and full details on

request. WATERBURY \VELDING CO.,

\Vaterbury, Conn.

 

 

Always read Dunk's advertisement.

“It Pays to Pay Dunk."

$35.00—Sterling Wind Shield—$7.40.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

as
i; in capiials.25cenis perline -

A market place where Dealerl. Jobber! and

Manufacturer: may buy, lell or trade need care,

parta and appliancea and where help or litua

tion: may be secured at a nominal coat.

IRE VALVES THAT CANNOT

LEAK. The heavier the air pressure,

the more air-tight they become. Stevens

Non-Leaking Tire Valves make hand-pump

ing mere child's play. No back pressure.

Get set and try them. Price per set of four,

$1. STEVENS MANUFACTURING AND

SUPPLY COMPANY. Dept. D, 1225 “la

hash Ave. ,Chicago, Ill.

 

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery u to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

\VELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. J.

lscenls per line of‘six wordscash wlihor‘den Ii

Imunw‘liu m
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UTOMOBILE AGENTS—I want local

agents in every county in the United

States to handle a popular-priced line of

automobiles; a good name and reputation

for integrity counts more with us than

money or experience; if you have $300 and

can furnish bond you can procure the agen

cy for our high-grade car and we will fur

nish you with demonstrator. For full par

ticulars address R. C. LEWIS, Sales Man

ager, Box 55, Milwaukee, Wis.

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN.

Enamels lamps. radiators and fenders to a

fine gloss finish. ill not crack, chip or

peel. Not afi‘ected by heat, retains its

lustre.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

UTOMOBILE AT SACRIFICE—1

model 17, 1911, S-passenger Buick, $725;

A-l condition. F. MARION SHEEN, 521

Clouet St., New Orleans, La.

 

 

“A New One."

A $2.500 Auto for $150.00.

Build your own car. We will sell

you complete set of Axles, Frame, S rings.

\Vheels, Steering Gear and Radiator, 150.00.

With plan for putting together.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

 

No Branches. Beware.

UTOMOBILES—A. C. C. A. Prices

Talk! Every make. Every model.

Hundreds runabouts, racy roadsters, five

seven passenger touring cars. $50 up.

Guaranteed five years. Shipped Freight

Prepaid! \Nrite today for the largest Illus

trated Catalog published! THE AUTO

MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF

AMERICA, Dept. I-N, 1769-1787 Broadway,

New York City.

 

GENTS \VANTED—To handle the

$1000 G. J. G. "Junior," racy. classy

and specially designed chaseabout with 104

inch wheelbase, with a real 26 HP. motor,

Bosch magneto, Dorian remountable rims

with 32 x 3% tires, at a price of $1,000,

which is a money maker for the sales

agent. \Vrite for literature and discounts

to G. J. G. MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

White Plains, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR TRADE—4 pass. Mors.

Autocar runabout. 35 H.P. Beaver ma

rine motor, 4 H.P. stationary motor, 2 HP.

electric motor. 125 cycles. 6 foot show case.

\Vant power hack saw and press. C. H.

MINCHIN, Greenwich. Conn.

Moneros

AN UNUSUAL OFFER.

Bosch Magnetos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$25.00

Splitdorf Magnetos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20.00

 

 

These are standard goods and we only

have 300. Send your check before they are

gone. '

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.

Detroit. Mich.

l\\'e have no Branches.)

 

PEERLESS LINING DYE

makes a new lining out of a dirty, faded

and stained inside. Will not fade or wash

off. Leaves the cloth soft and pliable.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, O.

UTOMOBILE FOR SALE—Model 17

Buick, newly painted. Good running

condition. Owner has two-passenger car

and don't need this one. BYCK ELEC

ERIC SUPPLY COMPANY. VVaycross.

a.

 

 

AILING LISTS—Automobile owners.

dealers, garages, repair shops. com~

mercial car owners, or any make of car.

OWNERS AUTO LIST CO., Albany. N. Y.

ANTED—Man to take charge of

enameling department of large auto

mobile plant. One who thoroughly under

stands dipping and baking of fenders. hoods.

etc. Box No. 220. care Motor World.

WE ARE OPEN to take up any suitable

line for the cycle, motor, or general

hardware trade on a commission basis of

5%. Established eight years. Best refer

ences. A. HERMANN & CO., 26 Hamilton

Road. Highbury Barn, London,

 

 

 

Another Offer by Dunk—

$15.00 New Auto Trunk—$6.50.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

‘K? E have a very large wholesale clientele

and are open to take up European

agency for a new motor accessory. Write

before sending sample. K., B & CO., LTD..

5 Rue Auber, Paris, France.

TTENTION—Have a few manufactur

ers’ samples, gentlemen's black broad

cloth fur lined overcoats, lined throughout

with Australian mink, large genuine Per

sian lamb collars, sizes 36 to 48. Value $75.

will sacrifice for $35 each. Also several

ladies’ handsome long fur coats, satin lined.

worth $90, while they last, $35; and few

large size fur robes, plush lined, $15 each.

All guaranteed new. Examine before bay

ing. Send express charges, will send on

approval. \Vrite or call. E. ROBERTS,

Room 8, 160 West 119th St., New York.

 

 

 

ALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Dunk Way Pays.

 

Ford Model T Radiators . . . . . . . . . . ..ii18.00

Ford Model R, N or S Radiators . . . . $23.00

Hupp Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$25.00

Buick 10 Radiators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$26.50

Buick 16 and 17 Radiators . . . . . . . . . ..!‘>32.50

Buick 19 Radiators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$Z7.50

 

\Ve make them for other cars too.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

SCHEBLER CARBURETOR.

J. C. NICHOLS.

DIRECT FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS.

1673 B'way at 52d St., New York City.

Tel, 6161 Col.

Our new model L Carburetor with three

speed adjustments. at half price by return

ing your old model Carburetor.

_‘ ‘ ___.__<
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ANTED—MANAGEMENT OF PA

CIFIC COAST BRANCH OF AU

TOMOBILE FACTORY. CAN SHOW

SPLENDID SALES RECORD FOR

EIGHT YEARS. HAVE BEEN IN

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TWENTY

FOUR YEARS AND AM \VELL AC

QUAINTED. AM PRACTICAL ME

CHANIC AS \NELL AS SALESMAN.

HAVE HAD EXPERIENCE IN THE

MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS.

WOULD INTRODUCE GOODS INTO

NEW TERRITORY. CAN GIVE BOND.

ADDRESS, BOX 223. MOTOR WORLD.

 

NGINEER AND SUPERINTEND

ENT \VANTED BY A COMPANY

MANUFACTURING ABOL'T 150 ELEC

TRIC TRL'CKS PER YEAR. A MAN

CAPABLE OF TAKING ENTIRE

CHARGE OF DESIGN AND PRODUC

TION. A GOOD POSITION IS OPEN

TO ONE PROVING HIS ABILITY.

STATE AGE. EXPERIENCE AND

SALARY. BOX 224. CARE MOTOR

WORLD.

 

BARGAINS IN

NEW AND REBL'ILT ELECTRICS.

The Babcock Electric Carriage Company,

having been absorbed by the Buffalo Elec

tric Vehicle Company. I have been able to

buy at a low figure, all the new and rebuilt

Babcock Electrics the Babcock company

had in stock at that time.

I am otferin for sale at prices never be‘

fore quoted this stock of Coupes. Victorias

and Roadsters. _They are equipped with

new tires, new batteries and are repainted.

I will sell these singly, in lots or the entire

stock. ‘

As a part of the selling contract I will

guarantee that the Buffalo Electric Vehicle

Co. will carry repair parts in stock for all

of these models. '

\\'rite for full particulars.

A. L'. I‘AL'L.

497 E. L'tica St.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Address:

 

A NTED—A first—class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market. a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Stet-rease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E. GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND l‘.\(‘.KlNG

CO., ZZl Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

I I
w Mi vim-a. rlamlImllllvmnwlllr‘lmnll' I1 v~ I Ia l '- 1 w
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HAL'FFEUR'S COMPLETE OUTFIT ;

SACRlFICED—Consisting of elegant

mink fur lined coat. Persian lamb collar. I

$35; pair of elegant bear robes, $l5 each:

raccoon cap, $5; pair of fur gloves. S4; pair l

or goggles. 500; 1 pair leather leggiiis.l

$3.50 \\"ill sell ~m-parately or the lot. all

new. never worn. original price. $225. C.

CHASE. llB East 29th St.. New York.

i. ._

._ I

 

lficenis per line of‘six wordscash wilhordec

-— ln CflDlIOlS.25C9nIS perhne ~

A market place where Dealera. Jobber: and

Manufacturers may buy. sell or trade uled can,

parts and appliances and where help or aitua

tiona may be secured at a nominal coat.

  

YOUNG MAN with executive ability who

has had five years experience as Garage

Manager and Salesman. wants to make

change from present position with firm

handling 200 cars per year. and connect

with reliable firm. No boozcr or joy rider.

Not afraid of work. Location no object.

Box 219, care Motor \Vorld“

‘N; ANTED—A high-grade engineer, 'pre—

ferably one thoroughly versed in

automobile requirements. Only men with

experience and a make good record need

apply. THE TlMKEN-DETROIT AXLE

CO., Detroit. Mich.

OR SALE—l’almer-Singer 6-60 motor

and transmission complete, in good

condition. DR. FRYER, Riverside. \Vash.

ITUATION \\“'ANTED—Expert trouble

man. long experience including electric

self»cranking and lighting systems. Best of

references. Only first-class position con

sidered. Box 222. care Motor World.

 

 

 

   

ARAGET—M sizes, pretty designs, well

built and sold at honest prices. \Vrite

before buying. CATHERMAN. Beaver

Springs. I'a.

“Hwy Dunk Way Pays.

\Ve sell direct.

We have no branches.

We own our factories.

We buy in car loads.

We sell at small profits.

We supply everything.

We have repair parts.

We save you 50%.

We have Radiators. etc.

We have accessories.

We have 29,973 Customers.

We want you.

\Ve want your address.

. \Ne are in Detroit.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO-.

Detroit. Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

ARAGE—Estahlished four years. for

sale. Entrance on avenue and street

front and rear. 200 x 41 ft. Has sixty cars

on live storage. doing business of twelve

hundred dollars monthly renting cars. Rea

son for selling. illness. STEVENS. 1337

Clinton Ave.. New York.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

Makes leather, rubber and pantasotc tops

and curtains look like new. A safe. durable

rcnovator that leaves the cloth soft and

pliable.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0.

L'TOMOBILE BODIES, pleasure and

commercial. Foredoors for open-front

cars. \Vrite for prices. AUTO SPEClAl.

TY MFG. CO.. 326 E. Market St.. Indian

apolis. Ind.

...

.QEOWNFI‘P‘PE-"NZ"
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ANTED—Packard 18; state price.

year built and number of miles run.

P. 0. BOX 161. Niantic, Conn.

 

UTOMOBILE Cylinders reground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

 

 

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING

Waterproofs mohair and duck automobile

tops and curtainst Makes faded and stained

tops look like new. Leaves the cloth soft

and pliable. Dries over night.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

The Dunk Way Pays.

Make your car up to date.

Our new fore door} five passenger bodies

completer finished. $52.50. New Mohair

Tops .at $13.50.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

 

OR SALE—Caldwell Gasolene Lawn

Mower; specification—4 cyl. vertical

motor, dry batteries and Bosch magneto,

Schcbler carburetor, width of cut 40 in..

weight 2,000 lbs. For complete description

and price address INDIANAPOLIS MO

TOR SPEEDWAY. Indianapolis, Ind.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

A renovator for leather seats and cushions.

Brightens the finish. softens the leather and

does not crack or peel. Dries in 20 minutes.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

KENNEY NUT LOCK. Won't jar off.

Holds tight wherever vibration exists.

Patent and all rights for sale. DR. W. F.

KENNEY. 122 Hope St.. Providence. R. I.

 

 

 

Dunk Says It's Best.
I‘D Itlli

Detroit Self-Starter. Throw your.

Crank away. Sold direct. No agents. $10.00.

Every Sale Makes a Friend.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit. Mich.

No Branches. Beware.
 

WILL sell or trade 60 foot .mahogany

motor yacht for automobile or real

estate. 212 Niagara St.. Buffalo. N. Y.
 

REST-O-LITE tanks wanted for cash.

O'NEILL. 186 Putnam Ave. Brooklyn,

Y.
 

R l". YOL' in need of any additional help

in any department of your business:

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material? Have you a

factory site for sulc or do you want to buy

one? If so. u~c the \\'ant and For Sale

CUlllHlH of the Motor \\ orld. Seven word~

to the line. tiiteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

“ill bt- lil‘lfl confidentlal.
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‘ 5512mm"

BrakeEquipment E- ll

Unusual Stee1

Highest Braking Efficiency

  

 
 

 

 

on the foot pedal will bring the truck to rest in the shortest possible braking dis—

 
 

Drivers of Trucks That Carry This Equipment

Have a Satisfactory Feeling of Safety That

Comes Only With Knowledge of

' Absolute control.

flWe claim

for the 13-11 Brake Equip—

ment, 'out-of-ordinary features of strength,
quick response, power and durability, with various ' H ‘ > ‘ '

sections figured for a load of 3000 pounds—50% overload— ‘ - "d

  

80% on the rear and skidding the rear wheels. 11Fifty pounds pressure

tance. Material factor of safety 4 to 1. flBlue prints and specifications on')request.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

 

 

 

  

DETROIT BRANCH: 121$ WOODWARD AVE. CHICAGO BRANCH: 68 E. 12th St.“
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“Al to the Mercer, it an be said that considering in size '1I

made the monk wonderfu a owing ever displaye in a

Venderbilt Cup Rnce."—- 0 Automobile, Oct. 3, 2.

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

“WW
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‘ A 301 cubic inch Mercer car finished was m'aintained, over one of the rough

% second in Vanderbilt Cup Race—299.5 est courses ever used for racing.

% miles—at Milwaukee, Wis, October 2,

% 1912, only 40 secomls behmd wmnmg The quotation from The Automobile is

Mercedes—3 600 CUblc "16h, Speed “63' but one of the many tributes to the re—

m)", conceded to be Europe 5 beSt- markable power, speed and consistency

An average speed of 69 miles an hour shown by the Mercer.

OTHER IMPORTANT 1912 MERCER WINNINGS INCLUDE

Mil; J—First in 151.5 mile Jcpscn Trophy Race, Santa July S—First in 150 mile medium car race. at Tacoma.

% Monica, (11L Wash.

% August ——\\'on 200 mile track race Columbus. 0.

% May SO—Third in 500 mile I nnnnnntionn t eeeeetakes, ' '0 e a" mile "Mk "co'ds from 75 m 200 mil“?

% Indianapolis, Ind. Avqam- speed, . miles per August 30——Firs! and second in lSZ‘mile Aurora Trophy

% iiiii r. Comes! at Elgin, Ill.

%% Write To-Day for Catalogue

%/
.

 

 

700 Whitehead Road, Trenton, N. J.

%

MERCER AUTOMOBILE COMPANY //
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Automobilist:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon

you the importance of

Tires Inflated to

“ the Right Pressure

i He insists that this is tire economy and

.Saves You Money

How do you know what pressure you have In

your tires? A

SCHRADER _

U N I V E R S A L

Tire PressureGauge

(Trade Mark Registered in U. S. Patent Ofice)

, ,\"li'; muesli/rm»; ‘ _i . . A ~

(Ye/<5
Hugh utilitmlnla omen» .th

‘ ‘I an . mi. -. r ‘ ' ‘

v .. ' i 1 c. 7- mku (Jl  

(Patented March, 1898—Otber Patents Pending)

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time.

day or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your

Valve for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in

place, showing the exact pressure in the tire so that

the Gauge can be taken anywhere and read, at night

to the front of the car into the light of the lamps.

Afier the pressure has been ascertained the Indicating

Sleeve can be pushed back into the Gauge with your

finger. No catches or snaps to operate or get out of

order. This Gauge is 2% inches long over all, short

enough to apply easily to the smallest diameter of

wheel and can easily be carried in the vest pocket or

the change pocket of your trousers.

Price $1.00 Each

'Read! §or Delivery Now

Guarantbed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate

Can be obtained from all tire man

ufacturers and the dealers, or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc.

28-32 Rose Street New York City

N
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Brown-Lipe-Chapin Gear Co. . .. 79

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co. . .. 85

Bush Mfg. Co. ..... . . . . . . . . .. 83

C a

Cartercar Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 85

Champion Ignition Co . . . . . . . .. 76

Champion Spark Plug Co . . . . .. 78

Classified Advertising . . . . . . . .86-87

Cole Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 81

Colonial Electric Car Co . . . . . .. 80

Consolidated Mfg. Co..' . . . . . .. 80

Continental Motor Mfg. C0,... 84

Covert Motor Vehicle Co . . . . .. 77

Croxton Motor Car Co . . . . . . .. 72

Cutting Automobile Co . . . . . . . .. 83

D

Dayton Auto Truck Co . . . . . . .. 80

Dayton 'Rubber Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 84

Dean Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. '55

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co.... 78

Diamond Rubber Co . . . . . . . . .. 7S

Dorris Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 81

Double-Fabric Tire Co. . . . .... . 78
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Abbott Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 83 Electric Welding Products Co.. 71

Adamson Mfg. Co.. . . . . . . . . . .. 76 Empire Automobile Co......... 85

AjaX~Grieb Rubber Co . . . . . . .. 82

American Ball Bearing Co. . . .. 78 I

Amcrlcan Motors co - ' - - - ~ ~ ' '- 79 Federal Rubber Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 70

America" Stan“ & Carl'm'fl‘” F. I. A. T. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . 82

Mfg. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 Firestone Tire & Rubber Co___ 54

Am” Mom" C“ CO' ‘ ‘ ' ‘ ' ~ ' 81 Franklin Automobile C0, . . . . . . . 47

Apple Electric CO ----------- ~- 78 Fulton-McCutchan c0. ..... as

Argo Electric Vehicle Co . . . . .. 82

Atwatcr Kent Mfg. Works..... 59 G ‘

Auwinomlc supply Mig' 0" ' ' S6 Gasosava Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61

c. c. A Mfg. Co ............ .. 76

B Gilmer, In, G. Walker. . . . . A. . 52

Badger Brass Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 80 Guide-Patent Mfg. Co......... 76

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co..... 75 Goodyear Tire & Rubber CO.,

Bantam Anti-Friction Co . . . . .. 79 The . . . . . . . . . . . ............. 83

Barthel, Daly 8: Miller . . . . . . . .. 82 Grant-Lees Machine Co . . . . . . . . 83

Bartholomew Co. . . . . . . . . . . .. 77 Grossman Co., Emil . . . . . . . . ... 84

Benz Auto Import Co . . . . . . . .. 72

Iiosch Magneto Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 73 H

Bossert Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 83 Harman_youm C°_ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ _ ___ 7o

Bren Co-v J- S ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - -- 78 Hartford Auto Parts Co . . . . . .. 60

Briggs-Detroiter Co. . . . . . . . . .. 85 Hartford Suspension Co.,

Inside front cove:

Ilavers Motor Car 03.. . . . . . .. 77

Haynes Automobile Co . . . . . .. 80

IIodge 8: Graves . . . . .... . . . . .. 78

Hupp Motor Car Co..... . . . . . . 85

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co . . . . . .. 79

Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co. 76

I

Ideal Motor Car Co........... 82

Inner Shoe Tire Co.,... . . . . .. 84

International Harvester Co. . . . . 68

Inter-State Automobile C0 . . . . . . 85

I

Jeffery-Dewitt Co. . . . . . . . . . . .. 78

Jencick Motor Corp . . . . . . . . . .. Bl

Jones Speedometer.....Front cover

K

Kellom & Co., Chas. F . . . . . . .. B4

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co . . . . .. 83

Kinsey Mfg. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 79

Kissel Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .64-65

Kline Motor Car Corp . . . . . . . .. 3
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Knox Automobile Co . . . . . . . . .. 62

Konigslow Mfg. Co., Otto..... 75

1.

LauthJuergens Motor Car C0.. 72

Leather Tire Goods Co . . . . . . .. 83

. .comobile Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84

Lovell-McConnell Mia~ C0..

inside back cover

Marion Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .. 66

McCue Co. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46

)chraw Tire & Rubber Co.... 82

.\i S: 1’ Electric Vehicle Co. 63

Mercer Automobile Co . . . . . . . .. 1

Met: Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 83

Michigan Motor Car (0 . . . . . .SO-Sl

M5iler, Chas. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 71

Moline Automobile Co . . . . . . . .. 74

Mosler 5: Co., A. R . . . . . . . . . .. 82

Moss Photo Engraving Con... 75

Motor Car Equipment Co . . . . .. 83

Mott Wheel Works . . . . . . . . . . .. 76

Mot: Tire & Rubber Co . . . . . .. B4

Matty C0.. 1.. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84

N

National Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82

National-Acme Mfg. Co . . . . . . .. 82

Nations] Motor Supply Co.... 82

National Motor Vehicle Co. . .. . 77

New Departure Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 75

New Process Rawhide Co . . . . .. 79

Sugars Sales Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84

Nordyhe Gr Marmon Co . . . . . .. 77

.‘i'yberg Automobile Works.... 85

o

Olkknd Motor Car 00 ...... .. 'ss

Otho Motor . . . . . .. 84

Owen a Co., R. as

P

Penn Spring Works . . . . . . . . . .. 82

Pennsylvania Rubber Co . . . . . .. 82

Perfection Spring Co . . . . . . . . .. 83

Pic] C0.. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 76

Poison lig. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82

Prest-O-Lite C0. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84

Pullman Motor Car C0 . . . . . . .. 77

R

Rajah Auto Supply Con..." .. 79

Rapp Mfg. Co . . . . . . at. . . . . . . .. 48

R. C. H. Corp . . . . . . . . ..49 and 81

Reliance Oil and Grease Co. .. . 73

Reliance Speedometer Co . . . . . . . 84

Remy Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

Republic Rubber Co . . . . . . 82

Rhineland Machine “'orks . . . . .. 80

Royal Equipment Co . . . . . . . . . . . 57

Rutenber Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 81

S

Sanford Motor Truck Co . . . . . . . 74

Schrader's Sons, A.. Inc . . . . . .. 2

Shawmut Tire Co. . . q. . . . . . . . . . 80

Sheldon Axle Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 88

Sparks-Withington Co. . ..... . . . 82

Speedwell Motor Car .. . . . 77

Splitdorf Electrical Co . . . . . . . .. 79

Springfield Metal Body C0..... 84

Standard Roller Bearing Co.... 84

Standard Welding Co. . .; . . . . . . 55

Standard Wheel Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 81

Stearns 00., F. B . . . . . . . . . . . .. 77

Stewart Motor Corporation.... 81

Studebaker Corporation. Back cover

T

Timken Roller Bearing C0..... 67

Tobias, 1?. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84

Twitchell Gauge Co . . . . _ . . 74

U

United Rim Co . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. 76

United States Tire Co . . . . . . . .. 83

W

“'arm Hand Steering Wheel C0. 58

Warner Gear Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73

Warner Instrument Co . . . . . . .. 74

Weed Clisin Tire Grip Co . . . . .. 84

\Vhitney Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

Willard Storage Battery Co.... 43

Willys-Overland Co., The. . . . . . 4
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The vCar oi
_U

The Kline Kar roadster for Series A, 1913, is

the classiest and best small car proposition made

this season. '

This car, mounted on 4-30, 4-40. 6-50 and 6-60

chassis, is the ideal automobile for all kinds of

service. It is especially adapted to the needs of

a physician.

The Honeymoon Car

Thus it is known in the factory, for the machine

—a two-passenger type—fills all requirements for

the wedding trip.

. The big, roomy luggage compartment, shown

in the photograph, will carry three large suit

cases, hat box and other touring necessities.

The machine is THE easiest riding runabout or

roadster sold. The upholstering and spring sus

pension are perfect. ‘

  

SELLS FOR

4-30, $1,850 6-50, $2,850

4-40, $2,250 6~60, $3,250

DYNAMO ELECTRIC LIGHT

AUTOMATIC MECHANICAL STARTER

DETACHABLE DEMOUNTABLE RIMS

FIVE SPEED TRANSMISSION

LUXURIOUS UPHOLSTERING

LOW CENTER OF GRAVITY

Send for Catalogue

Kline Motor Car Corporation

YORK, PA. RICHMOND, VA.
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Completely Equipped : 2"

Compare This Car With OthersSelf Starter Remy Magneto 531%

30 Horsepower Warner Speedometer k9)

5-Passenger Touring Car Mohair Top and Boot “fl

"0-inch Wheel Base Clear Vision Wind ‘ Q7

Timken Bearings Shield , ‘ 0

Center Control Prestolite Tank Q}!
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’5'? “Comparisons are odious,” we have been taught to believe, but ‘ ‘2‘

41‘, the automobile industry has upset this and other traditions here- égptl'd

tofore accepted as gospel. “Comparisons furnish excellent proof of1 worth” might well be substituted, for everyone wants the most his ‘Qg

i 6% money will buy and comparisons or actual demonstrations are the igil?
‘gg best known methods for finding what is best. I ‘Leg, Write for our 1913 catalogue, today. Please address Dept. 50.. . . (is:

' ‘The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio 1, 3‘
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PURCHASER FINALLY FOUND

FOR ATLAS ENGINE WORKS

The Lyonses of Chicago Form $500,000

Company and Make Acceptable

Bid for Property—Awaits

Approval of Court.

After remaining in suspense for more

than three months, the Atlas Engine \Vorks

of Indianapolis have been saved, and so

soon as released by the receiver they will

return to the manufacturer of gas engines,

including the Knight and Diesel type. The

"saviors" are James \V.,.\Villian1 P. and

Geo. \V. Lyons. all of whom are Chicagoans

and the first two of whom were identified

with the Atlas Engine Works .some 15 or

30 years ago. It is understood that several

wealthy men whose names will not appear

are associated with the Lyonses in the ven

ture.

\\'hen the property apparently was going

begging they submitted a bid, and on Tues

day last Judge Weir in the Federal Court

in Indianarolis ordered the plant sold, and

thch is small doubt that he will approve

the tender made by the Lyons people. As

evidence of the understanding that exists.

the Lyonses already have incorporated the

Lyons-Atlas Engine Works, which, capital

ized at $500,000, has been incorporated

under the laws of Indiana. James W.‘

Lyons is its president, \Villiam P. Lyons

its vice-president and George W. Lyons its

secretary and treasurer.

Under the provisions of the bid, the new

company will pay $441,000, the interest on

the $1,050,000 worth of bonds, secured by

a mortgage deed of trust held by the In

'liana Trust Co.; also the sum of $105,000,

a certain indebtedness secured by $150,000

worth of bonds; also $48,187.04, a debt

which is secured by $63,000 worth of bills

and accounts receivable. and $80,000 in cash.

Two judgments against the Atlas Engine

Works, aggregating $6,700, also will be paid.

The company will take over the real

estate and buildings of the Atlas Engine

Wlorks subject to the mortgage deed of

trust, but the personal property of the com

pany must be sold free of any incumbrancc.

Willys-Gramm Suit Arnicably Settled.

- The action instituted in August last by

John N. \iVillys, president of the \Villys

Overland Co., against A. L. White and W.

T. Agerter, former president and treasurer,

respectively, of the Gramm Motor Truck

Co., of Lima, 0., has been settled amicably.

In his complaint, which proved something

of a sensation, W'illys charged that pre

vious to his purchase of the Gramm coni

pany, in April last, White and Agerter had

authorized the issue of 1,000 shares of

stock to cover a fiictitious iridebtedness,

and declared a stock dividend of $225,000

when the Gramm company really had no

surplus capital, and otherwise practised

fraud and misrepresentation, in view of

which \Villys asked the court to annul his

contract of purchase. The amicable adjust

ment, it is understood, was brought about

by a readjustment of values so satisfactory

to Willys that the suit will be withdrawn.

  

Continental Cuts Luscious “Melon.”

It required even less than half an eye to

discern that the Continental Motor Mfg.

Co., of Detroit and Muskegon, Mich., had

enjoyed unbounded prosperity, but, despite

the fact, trade-wise persons were unpre

pared for the declaration of the 200 per cent.

stock dividend which was voted by the di

rectors at the annual meeting of the com

pany last week. At the same time, the cap

ital of the company was increased from

$500,000 to $2,400,000, of which $900,000 will

be retained in the treasury to meet future

necessities.

MAXI CARBURETTER BOUGHT

BY WALL STREET BANKERS

Nevins and Dunn Purchase Control

ling Interest from the McCoys—

Factory Acquired in Newark

and Already is Operating.

_ Because the manufacture of carburetters

does not readily dovetail with the produc

tion of gas lighting fixtures and artistic

bronze work, Edward A. McCoy and his in

timates, who organized the Maxi Co. to

manufacture the carburettor of that name,

have disposed of a 75 per cent. interest in

the company to Thomas A. Nevins and

John \V. Dunn, of New York City. The

new owners already have acquired a factory

in Newark. N. 1., and are prosecuting the

manufacture of the Maxi carburettor with

such energy that it is probable that it will

be ready for the market within 30 days.

The Maxi Co., capitalized at $200,000,

was incorporated under New York laws in

July last, the reputation of the McCoys in

their original field of manufacture—that

of gas lighting fixtures and bronze work-—

giving to the new enterprise immediate

standing quite apart from that contributed

by the originality of the carburettor itself.

Edward A. McCoy is president and treas

urer of the company, but with the other

officers will retire so soon as Messrs. Nevins

and Dunn are ready to take office. It is

probable that Nevins will assume the pres

idency and Dunn become secretary and

treasurer. Both of these gentlemen are

bankers, located at 41 Wall street, New

York, and are men of means and large ex

pcrience. Nevins is the head of the Hydro

carbon Convertor Co., which had to do

with a kerosene carburetter, while Dunn is

the former president of the International

Steam Pump Co., an enterprise the magni
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tude of which is aptly suggested by its title.

The carburetter will be produced under

patent No. 1,038,040, issued September 10,

1912, to Arthur J. Weiss, West Orange,

N. J., and assigned to the Maxi company.

It is distinguished by an entire absence of

springs and by the fact that, although there

are no less than 14 fuel outlet passages, it

requires absolutely no adjustment. The

single butterfly throttle valve which is em

ployed is so mounted that, as it opens, it

successively opens 13 of the fuel jets; the

14th protrudes through the butterfly valve

and is of peculiar design, so that through

it both the air and the gasolene necessary

for starting the motor or for operation at

low speed are supplied.

To Produce New Type of Rim.

To exploit a new type of quick detach

able, demountable rim patented by Robert

W. Ashley, a New York patent attorney,

the General Rim Co., capitalized at $150,

000, has been incorporated under the laws

of New York and will at once proceed to

place the new product upon the market. The

company will not equip factories and build

its own products, but will have them manu

factured in the plants of the Mott Wheel

Works in Utica, N. Y.', and Jackson, Mich.

Ofiices of the company have been opened

at Broadway and 64th street, New York.

In the company Ashley, who is not new

in the field of invention, is vice-president

and secretary. The president is Frank

Oberkirch, of 47 West 34th street, New

York City, who also is president of the St.

Mary’s Sewer Pipe Co., of St. Mary's, Elk

county, Pa. The treasurer is William Kaul

of St. Mary's, a manufacturer and broker

who is identified with various enterprises.

Ashley’s invention consists essentially of

a floating split ring which lies within the

rim of the wheel and which is attached at

the ends to a simple locking device that

works with a nut and bolt. The expansion

of the ring forces it outward and into a slot

in the rim bed, locking it tightly in place.

Ashley states that removing a rim with this

device is a matter of seconds only.

Yonkers Repairman Sued for Tire Bill.

Because of the alleged failure of Herman

Flador, trading as the Yonkers (N. Y.)

Auto Repair Co., to pay all of a bill of $1.

645.02, the Shawmut Tire Co. of New York

is prosecuting an action in the Supreme

Court for New York county. The complaint

is that between May 11 and August 7, 1911,

Flador bought goods to the amount of

$1,645.02 and paid but $1,046.46, leaving a

balance of $598.56. The goods were sold by

the Shawmut Tire Co., of Boston, but the

account has been assigned to the'Shawmut

Tire Co. of New York, in which name the

proceedings are brought.

REORGANIZE KELLY TRUCK

AND TRIPLE PRODUCTION

Capital Increased $2,500,000 But Con

trol Remains With Kellys—Air

Cooled Motor Is Dropped—

Shanks Is Sales Manager.

In order to permit of enlargement, and

to carry out more aggressive plans which

have been mapped out,_the Kelly Motor

Truck Co., of Springfield, 0., capitalized at

$450,000, has been reorganized, under the

laws of that state, under the style Kelly

Springfield Motor Truck Co. The new com

pany is capitalized at $2,500,000, of which

$1,000,000 is preferred stock and the re

mainder common.

In the reorganization and refinancing of

the company, Emerson McMillin & Co.,

who are bankers and brokers in New York,

have played a leading part and, who, as re

quired by the laws of Ohio, have subscribed

for at least 10 per_cent. of the stock. The

control of the company, however, will re

main with E. S. Kelly, who is general man

ager, and 1.. S. Crowell, who is vice-presi

dent and secretary, and who will receive

new stock in exchange for their holdings

in the old company. Oflficers of the new

company have not yet been elected, but the

Kellys will remain in full charge.

It is the intention immediately so to en

large the factory as to permit of tripled

output and to abandon the air-cooled mo

tor, which long has been a feature of the

Kelly vehicles, and use instead a water

cooled engine.

Among other outgrowths of reorganiza

tion will be the appointment of Charles B.

Shanks as sales manager of the Kelly

Springfield company, who is at present its

western manager with headquarters in San

Francisco. Early in November he will re

move to the factory in Springfield to as

sume his new and larger duties.

Shanks was the original sales manager

,of the Winton Motor Carriage Co., of

Cleveland, which implies that he is one of

the veterans of the industry. After remo

val to the Pacific Coast he became interest

ed in commercial vehicles, to which he

since has devotedphimself.

New Yorkers to Market the Gasosava.

The Gasosava Co., organized under New

York laws with $50,000 capital stock, has

taken over the "Gasometer" introduced sev

eral months since by the Lattig 8: Town

send Co. of Philadelphia. John J. Smart is

president of the Gasosava Co., Eugene

Cable treasurer and George T. Keen sec

retary; all of them are New York hotel

men. The device is being manufactured in

Torrington, Conn., but the Gasosava offices

are in New York, at 1270 Broadway. In

its simplest aspect, it is merely a fine brass

screen the edges of which are bound in a

copper gasket. The outer part of the cir

cular area of the device is covered by a

porous fabric wick calculated to operate on

the principle of the wick in a carburetter.

The contrivance is designed to be inserted

between the carburetter and the intake

manifold and its purpose is to ensure the

homogeneity of the mixture and to save

"gas," as the name suggests.

Atlas and “35%” Settle Their Suit.

Despite the fact that some of those who

made contracts to exchange goods for ad

vertising in a so-called monthly bulletin

issued by the 35% Automobile Supply Co. of

New York, and who later failed to carry out

the terms of the contract, believing they

had been duped, propose to fight to a finish

in the courts, settlement was this week

made in the action brought by the 35%

concern against the Atlas Rubber Co. of

Bufl‘alo, in the Supreme Court for New

York county. The complaint was that, in

exchange for the advertising the Atlas com

pany was to credit the “35 percenters" with

$3,360 worth of goods but defaulted ~when

$1,900 was still due. The Atlas company

claimed it had transferred the contract to

the J. Elwood Lee Co. and had no further

interest in the matter. It is stated by the

35% representatives that the Lee company

made the settlement.

'Virginians Follow Sultan to New York.

Having obtained a judgment in Rich

mond, Va., against the Sultan Motor Co..

of New York City, the Virginia Taxi Ser

vice Co. this week concluded an action in

the Supreme Court for New York county

and had the judgment with added interest

and costs recorded in New York, thus ob

taining jurisdiction over the motor com

pany. The amount now is $21,163.39 and

comprises a claim made by the Richmond

concern that cabs furnished by the Sultan

company were not according to contract

and therefore caused considerable damage

to the plaintiff's business. The judgment in

Richmond was taken in July last.

N.A.A.M. to Hold Session in Detroit.

For the first time, the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers is to hold

a meeting in the “automobile capital"—De

troit, Mich—a general meeting of the or

ganization having been'fixed to occur in

that city on the 13th, 14th and 15th of No

vember. The session, however, will in no

way interfere with the regular meeting of

the executive committee, which will occur

in New York, as usual, on the first Wednes

day in the month.
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INVENTDR SALVlNl’S HORN

CAUSES STORM 0E TROUBLE

Tries To Manufacture It, But Incorpo

ration Mix-up Leads to Court—

First Move Results in a

Salvini Victory.

  

An electric horn, which is not yet pat

ented, a proposed corporation which never

incorporated and a corporation which did

incorporate all figure prominently in an

action which Mrs. Minnie Cohen of New

York City, wife of a clothing manufacturer,

has brought against the Salvini Electrical

Horn Manufacturing Co., also of New

York, in the Supreme Court for New York

county. Mrs. Cohen, for various and divers

reasons, asked that pending the litigation

an injunction be issued restraining Salva

tore Salvini and his company from manu

facturing and selling the horn. Judge

Greenbaum, however, made decision on a

novel legal point and refused the injunction

on the grounds‘that a three party contract,

which has been signed by two only, is not

binding between the two who have signed.

Further action, however, is probable.

Salvini, who in the legal papers also is

named as Salvatore Scognamillo, previous

to conceiving the idea of the horn, had in

vented one or two things but claims to have

lost out when it came to getting anything

substantial through the promotion of the

devices. When he invented the horn he

sought friends upon whom he thought he

could depend and asked capital wherewith

to manufacture the born, he having made

application for a patent April 16 of the pres

ent year. Mrs. Cohen agreed to subscribe

funds for floating the project and, accord

ing to her complaint, the articles of incor

poration were drawn up the first week in

September. Mrs. Cohen, Salvini, and Ed

win Solomon, one of Cohen's salesmen,

were to compose the company, but after

she and Salvini had signed, she refused to

go further or to put up any money until the

proposed patent had been subjected to a

search to give some idea of its validity and

also to ascertain if infringement suits would

he likely.

Mrs. Cohen claimed that instead of wait;

ing for the conclusion of the search Salvini

and Solomon, with Solomon's brother God

frey, incorporated the Salvini Electrical

Horn Manufacturing Co., began to fit up

a factory on East 136th street, New York

City, and prepared to manufacture. She

laid claim to an interest in the invention be

cause of the fact that she and Salvini had

signed the original articles for the first

proposed incorporation. On this basis she

sought an injunction restraining Salvini and

the company from manufacturing, which,

as stated, Judge Greenbaum refused.

The horn is said to operate on the famil

iar plan of a cam device causing a suc

cession of blows on a metal diaphragm, the

moving parts being electrically operated. In

appearance it strongly suggests one of the

well known horns now on the market.

General Vehicle Rearranges its Staff.

To succeed R. McA. Lloyd, who recently

resigned to join the International Motor

Co., -G. W. Wésley has been elected vice

president of the General Vehicle Co., of

Long Island City, N. Y., whose plans for

the manufacture oi gasolene commercial

vehicles, under the Daimler patents, in ad

dition to the familiar G. V. electrics, now

are well advanced. H. G. McComb has

been appointed engineer of the gasoiene

division and J. R. C. Armstrong engineer

of the electric division, of which L. E. Lentz

will be superintendent. C. W. Squires, Jr.,

who formerly was assistant to President

Wagoner, has been promoted to the sales

management of the big company. Irwin

\V. Howell succeeds Squires as assistant tov

the president.

Sturdy Purchases Sta-rite Spark Plugs.

The Sturdy Mfg. Co., of Chicago, makers

of the spark plug of that name, has pur

chased the assets of the R. E. Hardy Co.,

of Chicago, which was thrown into bank

ruptcy in August last, and will continue the

line of Sta-Rite plugs previously manufac

tured by the Hardy people. They comprise

the Sta-Rite Vulcan plug, which is of the

double porcelain type; the Venus, a mica

plug, and the Gotham, a single porcelain

plug. The Sturdy company also will go

very largely into the manufacture of special

brand spark plugs for the 1913 season.

Elmore Plant Purchased by Krebs.

The manufacture of the Elmore two-cycle

car having been discontinued by the Gen

eral Motors Co., the Elmore Plant in Clyde.

0., has been purchased by the Krebs Mo

tor Car Co. of that city, which is largely

in the nature of the property reverting to

its original owners. B. A. Becker, president

of the Krebs company, Krebs himself and

nearly all others_identified with that truck

producing enterprise previously were iden

tified with the Elmore company.

McGraw Declares 60 per cent. Dividend.

Having prospered during the past year.

the directors of the McGraw Tire 8: Rub

ber Co., of East Palestine, 0., at their an

nual meeting last week, declared a stock

dividend of 50 per cent. in addition to a

cash dividend of 10 per cent. This action

followed the increase of the capitalization

of the-company from $100.000 to $250,000.

0Tll0 ELECTRIC SYSTEM TO

BE MANUFACTURED BY DEAN

Maker of Tuto Horn Secures Exclusive

Rights to New Lighter and Starter

—Device is of Self-Regulat

ing Flywheel Type.

it is not often that a brand new device

quickly is taken up by a reputable and old

t-s'tablished manufacturer, but that distinc

tion has fallen to the Otho electric lighting

and starting system, which but a few weeks

since was introduced to the trade by the

Utho Mote-r Co., of Boston, Mass. Appar

ently it immediately attracted the favor

able attention of the Dean Electric Co., of

lilyria, 0., makers of the Tuto horn and

other electrical devices, and as a result of

negotiations which were entered into the

Dean company has acquired the exclusive

manufacturing rights to the Otho system

and at once will produce the device in large

quantities.

The system is of the type in which a sin

gle motor-generator unit serves both to fur

nish current for the complete equipment of

lights and to start the engine, the unit being

alternately generator or motor. according to

whether the engine is running or the device

is being used to start the engine. It dif

fers from the majority of other such sys

tems, however, in that the motor-generator

unit is designed to take the place of the

flywheel, which, of course, eliminates all

gearing. A further difierence between the

()tho and other systems is that in the Otho

there are no rotating wires or brushes; the

field pieces and the commutator are the only

parts which rotate, all of the winding and

the brushes being stationary.

Willard Acquires a Third Factory.

Although the two plants which it now is

operating fulfill its immediate requirements,

the Willard Storage Battery Co., of Cleve

land, has taken time by the forelock and

has purchased the site and three-story brick

and stone building on Lakeside avenue in

that city previously occupied by the Frost

\Vire Fence Co. It will be styled plant No.

3. It'will afford an additional 50,000 square

feet of floor space and is admirably adapted

to the Willard use, both on account of its

' arrangement and its close proximity to the

\Villard No. 1 plant. Like the other two

plants, it will be equipped to duplicate in

every separate detail the LBA storage bat

tery, thus assuring not only ample room

for the increased output which is in sight

but guaranteeing that there will be abso

lutely no interruption of production should

fire or other disaster affect the Willard op

erations.
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FIVE YEAR VOTING TRUST

FOR UNITED STATES MOTOR

' Official Plan of Reorganization Pro

vides for It—Capital Reduced to

$31,000,000—How Plans Will

Be Carried Out.

Official announcement of the formal plan

of the reorganization of the United States

Motor Co. was made public late last even

ing, but save for the fact that it provides

for the issue of voting trust certificates, rep

resenting both first and second preferred

stock and the common stock, all of which

are to be deposited for a period of five years

with a voting trust consisting of three men,

the plan does not differ substantially from

that which was foreshadowed by the report

of the creditors’ committee, the salient

points of which were printed in last week’s

Motor \Vorld.

The reorganized company will be capi

talized at $31,000,000, instead of $42,500,000,

as in the case of the company which went

into the hands of receivers on September

11th last, the capitalization being divided_

as follows: $11,000,000 7 per cent. first pre

ferred cumulative stock, $9,000,000 second

preferred and $11,000,000 common stoek. It

is understood that the reorganization will

carry with it considerable change in the

official make-up of the company, but at last

accounts the man who will become its head

and direct its affairs has not yet been

chosen.

- As was stated by Motor World last week,

an assessment of $24 per share will be lev

ied on all the outstanding stock of both the

United States Motor and Columbia Motor

Car Co., which is one of its subsidiaries but

whose stock is separately held, which as

sessment will provide $5,720,996 in cash,

which, with $1,009,091, the amount in the

treasury of the big corporation when it

failed last month, will afford quick capital

of $6,730,087, out of which the merchandise

and banking creditors will be paid 25 per

cent. in cash. The remainder, which is

about $3,000,000. will be available for work

ing capital.

In addition to their 25 per cent. ~these

creditors will receive 25 per cent. first pre

ferred, 25 per cent. in second preferred and

15 per cent. common, a total of 90 per cent.

The holders of preferred stock will receive

24 per cent. in first preferred shares, 25 _per

cent. second preferred and 30 per cent. com

mon, a total of 77 per cent. Holders of

common stock will receive 24 per cent. in

first preferred, 17% per cent. second pre

ferred and 30 per cent. common, a total of

71% per cent. The holders of the $6,161,

000 debentures will receive 50 per cent in

first preferred, 50 per cent. in second pre

ferred and 40 per cent. in common, a total

of 140 per cent.

Voting trust-certificates representing first

preferred stock are intended to be distrib

uted to creditors and stockholders partici

pating in the plan substantially as follows:

To depositing holders of debenture bonds

and bond scri (50%). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,080,755

To deficsitin€ olders of claims against

otor othe _ mpany only (25%) . . . . . .. 475,906

To depositing stockholders of the Motor

Company and_of the Columbia Com

pany duly paying the assessments here

inafter provided or:

Preferred stockholders (24%; . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,763,152

Common stockholders (24% . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,957,844

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $9,277,657

The second preferred stock shall be sub

ject to the rights and privileges of the hold

ers of the-first preferred stock. No divi

dends shall be paid upon or set apart for

the second preferred stock in any fiscal year

unless and until full dividends at the rate of

7 per cent. per annum upon the first pre

ferred stock for all previous years subse

quent to January 1, 1913, shall have been

declared and paid, nor unless and until full

dividends at the rate of 7 per cent. per an

num upon the first preferred stock for the

current fiscal year shall have been declared

and paid or provided for by a fund set apart

for the payment thereof.

Voting trust certificates representing sec

ond preferred stock are intended to be dis

tributed to creditors and stockholders par

ticipating in the plan substantially as fol

lows:

To depositing holders of debenture bonds

and bond scrip (50%) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3,080,755

To depositing holders of claims against

Motor Company only (25%) . . . . . . . . . .. 475,906

To depositing stockholders of the Motor

Company' and of the Columbia Com

panyv y payin the assessments here

inafter‘. rovided or:

Preferred stor. older: (25%) . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,878,283

CommOn Stock olders (17%%) . . . . . . . . .. 2,l56,761

Total . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $8,591,705

Voting trust certificates representing

common stock are intended to be dis—

tributed to creditors and stockholders par

ticipating in the plan substantially as fol—

lows:

To depositing holders of debenture bonds

and bond scri (40%). .. . . ._. . . . . . . ._.. . $2,464,604

To depositing olders of claims against

Motor Company only (15%) . . . . . . . . . . . 285,543

To depositing stockholders of the Motor

Company and of the Columbia Company

duly (paying the assessments hereinafter

provi e for:

Preferred stockholders (30%) . . . . . ....... 3,453,940

Common stockholders (30%) . . . . . . . . . . .. 3,697,305

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $9,901,392

To the extent necessary to make distribu

tion of voting trust certificates to holders of

such of the notes of the United States Mo

tor ~Co. endorsed by one or more of the

subsidiary companies as shall not be paid in

full under the plan, the capitalization of the

new company may be increased. In case

none of these notes shall be established or

admitted as claims against one or more of

the subsidiary companies, it is intended that

there shall be distributed to the holders, of

such notes participating in the plan 25 per

cent. thereof in cash and voting trust certi

ficates representing first preferred stock 25

per cent. of the par value of $169,995, repre

senting second preferred stock 25 per cent.

of the par value of $169,995, and represent

ing common stock 15 per cent of the par

value of $101,997, and that the authorized

capital stock of the new company shall be

increased by said amounts; in such event

there will be added to the cash provided by

the reorganization 75 per cent. of the

.amount of such claims, namely, $509,985.

All first and second preferred stock of the

new company and all common stock other

than shares reserved to qualify directors

shall be vested for a term of five years in

Charles H. Sabin, Harry Bronner and James

C. Brady, and their successors as voting

trustees, and voting trust certificates in such

form as may be determined by the commit

tee will be distributed in lieu of stock.

Chicago Contributes Triplex Gas Saver.

Fred G. Bremer, former manager of the

Twitchell Gauge Co., of Chicago, and I. N.

Wilson, president of the Fowler-Carnes Co.,

of Aurora, 111., have formed the Bremer

\Vilson Mfg. Co., with offices at 1256 Michi

gan avenue, Chicago, to manufacture and

market the Triplex gas saver and, later, sev

eral other automobile accessories.

Bremer is an automobile engineer of Wide

e>.oerience. His first connection was with

the Bremer Machine & Tool Co., of Kala

mazoo, Mich. He later served with the

Pope, American Mercedes, Midland and

United States Motor companies. As the

name of the Triplex gas saver implies, it

is a device designed to break up such glo

bules of liquid fuel as may have passed

through the carburetter without perfect ad

mixture with the air content, or, in other

words, to make the mixture homogeneous.

1n form, it is a heavy copper gasket enclos

ing a fine screen, and is intended for inser

tion in the intake passage, preferably close

to the carburetter.

Slight Falling off of Car Imports.

Although 66 cars, valued at $155,227, were

imported into the United States during the

month of August, the total for the first

eight months of the year shows a falling off

of 10 per cent. in number and 6 per cent.

in value. Up to the end of August, 1912,

the imports were 532 cars, valued at $1,

237,528, as against 608 cars, valued at $1,

312,969, during the corresponding period of

the previous year. The record in detail is

as follows:

Au ust. lst 8 Months.

Val

  

o. alue. No. ue.

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 $82,639 285 $699381

Germany . . . . . 3 5.705 3° 92.854

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . 5 10.899 51 85.864

United Kingdom. . . . 13 31,684 101 240,870

Other Countries . . . . . . 12 24,300 57 118,059

Total . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66 $155,227 533 $1,237,528
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Los Angclcs, Cal—F. 8: K. Auto Co.,

under California laws, with $25,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—T. F.

Felt, \V. B. Kcrrick, Mary Felt.

Rochester, N. Y.—Fordham Co., under

New York laws. with $3.000 capital; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators—Gerald F. Fox,

Eugene A. Reinkc, Richard Stanton.

Detroit. Mich—Detroit Standard Gear

Co., under Michigan laws, with $50,000 cap

ital; in manufacture gears. Corporators—

D. M. Ireland. M. E. Smith. L. Straw.

Waterbury. Conn—Taxi Service Co.,
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under New York laws, with $50,000 capital;

to manufacture motor car devices. Corpo—

rators—Daniel E. \Ving, George L. Lewis,

Charles H, Staunton, all of 42 Broadway.

Indianapolis, Ind—Glover Equipment

Co., under Indiana laws, with $20,000 cap

ital; to manufacture motor car accessories.

Corporators—Frank L. Glover, Leonard

Geiger, \Villiam A. Umphrey, Louis A. Lib

kings.

Salt Lake City. Utah—Utah Automobile

Livery & Taxicab Co., under Utah laws,

with $50,000 capital; to operate a motor

(

“Fm

New York, N. Y.—Zilio Sales Co., under

New York laws, with $5,000 capital; to deal

in tire filler. Corporators—Edward Mayse,

300 Central Park West; Felix H. Mayse,

Broadway and 98th street; Isaac J. Phelps,

305 Fifth avenue.

New York, N. Y.—-Commercial Delivery

Co., under New York laws, with $500 capi

tal; to deal in commercial vehicles. Cor

porators—Abraham Miller, 1359 Third ave

nue; Nathan Tarakan, Louis Tarakan, both

of 80 East 115th street.

Brooklyn, N..Y.—Mears Motor Vehicle
 

  

FISK TIRE OFFICERS AND SALESMEN ASSEMBLED AT CHICOPEE FALLS
 

under Connecticut laws, with $10,000 capi

tal; to operate a taxicab service. Corpora

tors—Charles B. Schocnnahl, Michael W.

Norton, Arthur A. Page.

Los Angclcs, Cal.-—Angelus Motor Truck

8: Transfer Co., under California laws, with

350.000 capital; to operate a motor dc

livcry. Corporators—J.‘ F. Clarke, L. W.

Van Horne, and others.

Hopkinsvillc, Ky.—Hopkinsville-Cadillac

Automobile Co., under Kentucky laws, with

SiOIDO capital; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—R. E. Cooper, T. \V. Blakey, Odie

Davis, Richard Level], E. G. Peterson.

New York, N. Y.—Nevcr Skid Mfg. Co.,

livery and taxicab service. Corporators—

Abe Mocking, Jr., Charles A. Gillette, Frank

J. Gustin.

Kingston, N. Y.—Taxicab Transportation

Co. under New York laws, with $5,000 cap

ital; to operate a taxicab service. Corpora

tors—W'illiam Hilterbrant, Elizabeth K.

Hiltcrbrant, Elsie Hilterbrant, all of Presi

dents’ place.

Los Angelcs, Cal.—Amcrican Tractor

Co., under California laws, with $50,000 cap

ital; to manufacture tractors. Corporators

—Henry T. Boynton, Donci E. Newcomb,

Co., under New lersev laws. with 350.000

Russell Scars.

Co., under New York laws. with $600 capi

tal. Corporators—J. W. Mcars, 139 Ocean

parkway, Brooklyn; E. A. Kellam, Fort

Hamilton avenue, Brooklyn; C. Mears, 136

East Fourth street, Brooklyn.

New York, N. Y.—United Tire Sales Co.,

under New York laws, with $500 capital;

to deal in motor car tires. Corporators—

A. G. Thaanum, 13-21 Park Row; Joseph

T. Weed, 150 Hicks street, Brooklyn; Max

Greenbcrg, 32 “last 112th street.

New York, N. Y.—Uscd Car Company of

New York, Inc., under New York laws,

with $5,000 capital; to deal in motor cars.

Corporators—Andrew F. McNamara, 220
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Broadway; Gustavo Galiani, 57 Chambers

street; Jacob J. Kramer, 220 Broadway.

White Plains, N. Y.—General Rim Co.,

under New York laws, with $150,000 capital;

to manufacture rims and parts. Corpora

tors—William Kaul, Robert W. Ashley,

Frank Oberkirsch, 47 \Vest 34th street,

New York City.

New York, N. Y.—Ames Automatic

Shock Absorber Co., under New York laws,

with $25,000 capital; to manufacture shock

absorbers. Corporators—Louis Bomeisler,

135 Broadway; George H. Edwards, 250

Broadway; George Isakscn, 133 Broadway.

New York, N. Y.—Industrial and Trad

ing Co., under New York laws, with $5,000

capital; to conduct a commission busmess

in motor vehicles and parts. Corporators—

A. M. Becker, John A. Lemlinc, E. H. Fer

guson, all of 27 William street, New York
City. v

New York, N. Y.-Knickerbocker Havers

Co., Inc., under New York laws, with $50,

000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Corpo

rators—Erastus M. Cravath, Locust Valley,

N. Y.; Albert C. Hubbel, 92 Fifth avenue;

Burwell M. Crossthwait, Pelham Manor,

N. Y.

Grand Rapids, Mich—Hand Corporation,

under Michigan laws, with $30,000 capital;

to manufacture and deal in motor car ac

cessories. Corporators—George G. Whit

worth, Louis A. Cornelius, Harold C. Cor

nelius, George H. Hand, J. Arthur Whit

worth.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—-Monarch Auto Truck

ing Co., under New York laws, with $5,000

capital. Corporators—Daniel R. Rice,

Eighth avenue, New York City; Helen Per

son, 367 Sterling place, Brooklyn, N. Y.;

Walter H. Babcock. 234 Powers street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.—Englebert Tire Co.,

under New York laws, with $100,000 capi

tal; to manufacture motor car tires. Cor

porators—Samuel K. Kellock, 135 Kenmore

place, Brooklyn; Clarence B. Campbell, 16

Sidney place, Brooklyn; Edward W. Elver

son, 82 Beaver street.

New York, N. Y.—Detroit Cadillac Motor

Car Realty Co., Inc., under New York laws,

with $100,000 capital; to act as a property

holding company. Corporators—Henry

Amerman, 2 Rector street; Charles T.

Green, 30 Pinehurst avenue; Edwin B. Grif

fin, 337 West 14th street.

Buffalo, N; Y.—-Bufi'alo Resilio Co., under

New York laws. with $25,000 capital; to

manufacture tire filler. Corporators—Staff

ford D. Noble, Alexander D. Falack, Philip

F. Lonergan, Henry B. Collin, Samuel

\Velsch, Daniel L. Tharp. Raymond F.

Nicholas, all of Elmira. N. Y.

MARMON TO BE NEXT HEAD

OF SOClEl'Y 0F ENGINEERS

Nominating Committee Selects Indian

apolis Manufacturer for S. A. E.

Presidency—Others Slated

for Office.

Howard Marmon, of the Nordyke & Mar—

mon Co., Indianapolis, will be the next pres

ident of the Society of Automobile En

gineers. He has been selected for the ofiice

by the nominating committee, which just

has presented its report, the nomination be

ing equivalent to election.

The nominees for the other offices are as

follows: Vice-presidents, Russell Hul’f,

Packard Motor Car Co., and John G. Perrin,

Lozier Motor Co.; treasurer, Herman F.

Cuntz, Automobile Board of Trade; mem
bers of council, Eugene F. Russell, Loco-i

mobile Co.; Harold L. Pope, Pope Mfg.

Co., and Joseph A. Anglada. Cokcr F.

Clarkson, of course, will remain secretary

and general manager of the society. Mar

mon will succeed H. W. Alden, of the Tim

ken-Detroit Axle Co., who, as vice-presi

dent, succeeded to the higher office on the

death of H. W. Donaldson in August last.

The constitution of the society does not

permit of re-election to the presidency.

In addition to President Alden, the of

ficers who will retire are Harold L. Pope,

vice-president; Hermann F. Cuntz, treas

urer; Henry May, Howard .Marmon and

Charles Ethan Davis, members of the coun

cil. The members of the council who hold

over are Charles B. Whittelsey, Hartford,

Conn.; Arthur B. Cumner, Philadelphia,

Pa.; Andrew L. Riker, Bridgeport, Conn.;

Hermann F. Cuntz, New York, N. Y.; How

ard E. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.; Henry

Souther, Hartford, Conn.

The officers are elected by mail vote, the

result of which will be promulgated at the

annual meeting of the society, which will

occur in New York City in January.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

A. L. Talbott has been appointed manager

of the Atlanta (Ga.) branch of the Swine

hart Tire & Rubber Co. He succeeds C. E.

Holmes, resigned.

Frank Blaney has been appointed sales

manager of the Columbus Buggy Co., of

Columbus, 0. Previously he was identified

with the Havers Motor Car Co., of Port

Huron, Mich.

E. L. Rettig has been selected for the

post of manager of the Pacific Coast branch

which the Federal Rubber Mfg. Co. is about

to establish in San Francisco. As he has

been connected with the Diamond branch

in that city for nine years, it goes without

saying that he is well acquainted with the

territory.

George S. \Vaite has been appointed sales

manager of the W. A. Patterson Co., of

Flint, Mich., maker of the Patterson car.

Previously Waite was assistant sales man

ager for the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., of

Bufialo:

J. W. Cully has been appointed manager

of the Detroit branch of the Swinehart Tire

& Rubber Co., succeeding S. G. Andrews,

who recently went into the retail trade in

Saginaw, Mich. Previously Cully was con

nected with the New York Swinehart store.

\Naltcr C. Lineaweaver has been pro

moted to the management of the Newark

(N. J.) branch of the Goodyear Tire 8:

Rubber Co. He succeeds George Hancock.

who hereafter will devote himself wholly to

the Goodyear wholesale interests in the

State of New Jersey.

W. A. Somerville has been appointed as

sistant sales manager of the Stromberg

Motor Devices Co., of Chicago, to fill the

vacancy caused by the death of Ray Bal

linger. Somerville will combine his new

work with his duties as advertising mana

gcr of the Stromberg company, which lat

ter office he has filled for some time

M. D. MacNab has resigned the general

management of the United Motor Chicago

Co. to become vice-president and sales di

rector of the Marion Motor_Car Co., of

Indianapolis. For three-years MacNab has

had charge of the Maxwell and Columbia

interests in a wide expanse of Western ter

ritory and, therefore, “knows his book."

He will make his headquarters at the Mar

ion plant in Indianapolis.

.Owen and Reo Remove from Broadway.

High rental, which has cut so deeply into

the profits of all who do business on the

famous thoroughfare, has been instrumen

tal in deciding R. M. Owen 8: Co., eastern

' distributers of Reo cars. to leave Broad

way. Accordingly, they have removed

from 1759 Broadway to 19-21 West 62d

street, New York. R. E. Ingersoll, man

ager of the Rec eastern branches. frankly

admits that the rental had reached such a

figure that choice was left of either raising

the price of the Rec car or finding a loca

tion elsewhere, and they chose the latter

alternative.

Cook Heads New Body Company.

Robert H. Cook, former general manager

of the Auto Body 8: Specialty Co., of Flint.

Mich., which became enmeshed in litigation.

has organized the Cook Body- Co. and

taken over the plant and property of the

old concern. The factory is located on

West Kearsley street in Flint and will em

ploy 50 men.
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CHAIN PATENT LITIGATION

Dealer Buys Grips Which Court Said

Did Not Infringe—When Court

Reverses Itself He Refuses to

Pay. and Is Sued.

Had not the United States Circuit Court

of Appeals in Chicago said one thing and

then changed its mmd and ruled oppositely,

Max Ziesler, who is the proprietor of the

Imperial Auto Supply Co., of New York

City, might not now be the defendant in a

suit in the Supreme Court for New York

county, brought by the Whittaker Chain

Tread Co., of Boston, Mass., which is suing

him for $125, the price of a quantity of tire

chains bought by Ziesler early last year.

The matter has been decided adversely to

the Whitnker pe0ple in the City Court,

but they have carried it to the Appellate

Term of the Supreme Court, where they

hope to be able to secure a ruling more

favorable to their interests. The matter

had its beginning as early as two years

ago.

Early in 1910, when the Weed Chain Tire

Grip Co. brought an action in the United

States District Court in Illinois, charging

infringement on the Parsons patent by the

Zigzag grip, that tribunal sustained the

patent. On appeal the higher court re

versed the ruling and declared the grip did

not infringe, thereby apparently wrecking

the patent and making tire chains "open"

to the world. It was at that time that the

Whittaker company sold a quantity of its

chains to Zeisler. But before Zeisler could

dispose of them the Court of Appeals, on

reargument, reversed itself and on July 27,

1910, declared the patent valid. Zeisler then

shipped back the chains to the Boston con

cern and refused to pay for them. The

present action, while disclosing a somewhat

remarkable outgrowth of patent litigation.

is merely to cause payment for shipment

of the chains.

Koamak Takes Over Cubit $3 Horn.

The Cubit Electric Horn Co., of New

York City, which two months since present

ed to the trade an electric horn at the sen

sationally low price of $3, has been taken

over by the Kosmak Electrical Co., a New

Jersey corporation, which was formed for

the purpose, and which will not only con

tinue the production of the Cubit horn but

also will produce a spark plug, a dry cell,

an induction coil and an electric whistle,

all bearing the style Kosmak. The Kosmak

cell. it is stated, will depart radically from

present practices.

All of the men interested in the Cubit

company are identified with the Kosmak

.corporation, which is located at 17 Stevens

avenue, Jersey City, N. J. Its officers are

as follows: Walter Kosinski, of Jersey

City, president; Charles T. Cubit, Eaton

town, N. J., secretary; Mungo J. Currie.

Jersey City, treasurer; John R. Mack, New

York City, general manager. Kosinski was

for many years with the old Phoenix Tele

phone Co. and later with the Bell Telephone

Co. It is claimed for him that he originated

the present dry cell battery. Cubit is sec

retary and treasurer of the firm of Reid,

Yeomans & Cubit, of 140 Nassau street,

one of the largest drug houses in New York

City; Currie is a well known corporation

lawyer of Jersey City, and Mack_is an en

gineer of repute.

Ohio Supply Project in Completed.

The Federal Motor Supply Co., of Cin

cinnati, which was incorporated under Ohio

laws with $250,000 capital stock, has com- '

pleted its organization by electing the fol

lowing officers: G. W. Platt, president;

Fred H. Berold, vice-president; Jesse W.

Wozencraft, secretary; Emil G. Schmitt,

treasurer; Edward H. Mafiey, William C.

Straehley, C. T. Woodrow, J. William

Theobald and F. W. Stukenborg, directors.

Offices have been opened in the Fourth Na

tional Bank building in Cincinnati, and it

is the intention to maintain not only a large

supply house in that city but to establish

branches elsewhere.

Cleveland Dealers Admit Bankruptcy.

On the application of Edward L. Graves,

one of the partners in the Alco Cleveland

Motor Co., of Cleveland, 0., F. H. Pelton

was appointed receiver on Saturday last,

12th inst. The company, which is a copart

nership, consisting of Graves and Otto R.

Michels, has liabilities of $9,507.84 and as

sets of $6,895.35. Graves places his personal

liabilities at $153.25 and lists as his assets

two suits of clothes and one watch, valued

at $20.

Tudhope to Move Nearer to Detroit.

The Tudhope Motor Car Co., which re

produces the Everitt car in Canada and in

which B. F. Everitt and W. E. Metzger are

interested, is making ready to remove its

plant from Orilla, Ont., to Windsor, Ont.,

which is directly opposite Detroit. The

removal, bringing the Canadian corporation

in close proximity to the Everitt factory in

Detroit, naturally will greatly facilitate its

operations.

Top Company Financially Involved.

The French Auto Top & Supply Co., of

Chicago, 111., has filed schedules, showing

assets of $3,157.08 and liabilities amounting

to $4,188.84.

MANUFACTURE OF TIRFS TO

BE UNDERTAKEN IN ST. LOUIS

J. A. Swinehart, Not Swinehart Com

pany, the Prime Mover—Expects

to Produce Tires Within

Six Weeks.

Reports that the Swinehart Tire & Rub

ber Co., of Akron, 0., was making ready to

locate a plant in St. Louis, Mo., and'which

emphatically and authoritatively have been

denied, have been followed by the incor

poration of the St. Louis Tire & Rubber

Co., in which J. A. Swinehart, formerly of

Akron, is the chief stockholder. He, how

ever, absolutely has no connection with

the Swinehart company and the Missouri

project is in no way identified or asso

ciated with the latter.

The St. Louis Tire & Rubber Co., which

was incorporated early this week, is capi

talized at $150,000, of which $59,100 is rep—

resented by Swinehart's patents and a con

tract executed with him. The remainder

of the shares represent cash subscriptions.

Swinehart is the principal stockholder, hold

ing 900 shares. The other six, with Swine

hart, constitute the board of directors, each

of whom holds 100 shares. They are Harry

C. Barker, C. M. Skinner, Webster Groves,

Alfred C. Einstein, William H. Glasgow.

Roy F. Britton and C. C. Collins, all of St.

Louis.

The new company has acquired a build

ing in University City. which is a suburb

of St. Louis. in which the necessary ma

chinery will be installed so quickly that, it is

stated, automobile tires will be produced

within six weeks. It also is the intention

almost immediately to erect an addition, 30

x 100 feet, to the building in University

City.

Ohio’s Oflicera Appeal to Creditors.

Although differences between C. F. Pratt.

president, and A. E. Schafcr, vice-president

of the Ohio Motor Car Co., of Cincinnati,

were said to be in part responsible for the

appointment of a receiver, both of those of

ficers have joined in an appeal to the cred

itors, urging the rejection of what is de

scribed as “the proposition recommended

by a wrecking attorney" and which aims

to put the company through bankruptcy

proceedings.

They declare that the company is not in

solvent and will not confess insolvency.

adding that it is their understanding that

the receiver has under consideration “two

offers for the plant .as a going concern.

either of ,which will realize more than twice

as much for the creditors as the wrecking

propOsition."
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AMERICAN MOTOR CARS STILL GAINING ABROAD
 

No Indication of Let-Up in Exports —August of Present Year 28 Per Cent.

Better Than a Year Ago—Canada and'Oceania Are Largest

' Buyers but Other Markets Develop.

Exports of automobiles from the United

States continue to maintain their strength,

the statistics for August—the latest period

for which the figures are available—marking

a gain of 28 per cent. in the total valuation

of cars, parts tires and engines as com

pared with the same month in 1911. The in

crease in value of the exports was $507,700

and the figures for the Augusts of 1911 and

1912 were, respectively, $1,806,462 and $2,

314,162.

Of a total of 1,321 automobiles exported,

57 were commercial cars and their value

$107,245; The largest taker was Canada,

which received 320 cars valued at $486,285.

Next in rank are British Oceania, South

America, Other Europe, Asia and Other

Oceania and the United Kingdom. The

greatest monetary gain over the exports of

August, 1911, was made by Canada, which

surpassed the previous figure by $171,848,

an increase of 54 per cent. The geographical

sub-division Other Europe gained by 55

per cent., or $62,011. The United Kingdom,

which ordinarily is a heavy taker of Amer

ican cars, fell away 53 per cent., or $113,238.

Others who reduced their purchases were

France, British Oceania and Asia and

Other Oceania.

Of the South American countries, Argen

tina took 26 cars valued at $26,090 and 4

trucks valued at $7,053. Brazil purchased

107 cars valued at $102,132, and Chile, 2,

Ecuador, 7, and Uruguay, 14 cars, $14,939.

Other countries and their takings were:

Australia and Tasmania, 143 cars, $60,842,

and 1 truck, $2,163; Spain, 17 cars, $10,622;

Sweden, 12 cars, $8,554; British South

Africa, 32 cars, $27,218, and 1 truck, $570;

japan, 34 cars, $36,472; British India, 19

cars, $13,127; Panama, 6 cars, $4,931; Cuba,

9 cars, $11,126.

The American possessions—Hawaii, the

Philippines, Porto Rico and Alaska—took

cars in proportion to the order named, the

135 were trucks, valued at $263,703. The

record in detail is shown by the appended

table:

August Tire Exports Show Big Gain.

During the month of August there was

no indication of a let-up in the steady

growth of the exportation of American

tires, the gain for the month amounting to

57 per cent. The exports were valued at

$405,781, as against $251,262 during August,~

1911, an increase of $154,519. The chief

takers of tires during the month were as

follows:

England . . .$l33,126 Brazil .. . . $3,615

total being $121,876 for August. The re- Canada 105,226 Trinidad 2,507

spective shipments to these four were $60,

_ {32:33:5191 $31,562, $231595 and $1,200. A1351“! tak- Japan . . . . .. 7,782 Philippines . 1,333

ing but one car. Hawaii took 42, the Phil- France -- - '- 41140 AUStl'alia 11226

ippines 29 and the island 'of Porto Rico 24

cars.

The valuation of cars, parts, engines and

tires exported for the eight months ending

with August was $23,103,855, a monetary

gain of $8,737,062, or 60 per cent., over

$14,366,793. the figure for the eight months

ending with August, 1911. The gain in

cars alone during the eight-month period

was 61 per cent. Of the 16,807 vehicles

shipped outward during the eight months,

 

For the eight months ending with Aug

ust, 1912, the valuation of the tires exported

was $2,240,826, while for the first eight

months of 1911 the figure was $1,977,899,

.1 gain of $262,927, or 13 per cent.

Oakland Locates Branch in Louisiana.

The Oakland Motor Car Co., of Pontiac,

Mich., has established a branch in New

Orleans, La. It is located at 745 Baronne

street and is in charge of W. C. Gray.

 

  

 

 

 

 

r———-August—— 1 r——Eight Months Ending August—\

1911 1912 1910 1911 _ _ 1912 .

Automobiles—Exported tO— ' Values. Quantities. Values Values. 'Values. Quantities. Values.

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $45,024 51 $35,892 $613,737 $371,824 481 $368,955

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,049 53 45,021 234,772 98,332 310 244,747

It y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,597 32 21,880 347,629 175,511 208 191,132

United Kingdom - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - . - -- 213,328 113 100,090 2,286,984 1,867,323 3,789 2,840,038

Other Europe --------------------- -. 49,581 141 111,592 593,450 541,803 1,164 971,038

Canada ........................... . - 314,437 320 486,285 3,889,539 4,239,702 5,517 6,740,174

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111669 25 35,239 431,594 276,733 150 218,309

West Indies and Bermuda . . . . . . . . . . .. 20,179 19 226.45 270,638 230,611 215 230,948

South America - - - - - - - - - - - . --'- - - - - - -- 122,080 174 172,916 286,651 726,309 1,245 1,461,459

British Oceania ------------------- -- 295,548 226 212,544 262,495 1,153,744 2,345 - 2,161,049

Asia and Other Oceania - - - - - - - . - i - - i - 138,867 112 108,897 280,961 566,986 955 987,575

Other Countries , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,567 50 42,548 126,353 194,612 428 393,347

Total—

Cars - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - ~ - - - - - . . . . . . . .. 1,264 $1,288,354 .. _ ........ .. 16,672 2,834,533

Trucks - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . 57 107,245 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 135 63,703

Total Automobiles - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- $1,248,926 1,321 $1,395,599 $8,266,808 $10,443,490 16,807 $16.813,771

Parts - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - r 306,274 . . . . 431.370 1,408,495 2,207,981 . . . . . . 3,325,123

Tires ----------------------------- -- 251,262 . . . . 405,781 ....... . . 1,715,322 . . . . . . 2,240,826

Engines - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . 613 81,412 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,316 724,135

Total Cars. Parts and Engines ------- -- $1,806,462 $2,314,162 $9,675,303 $14,366,793 $23,103,855

To American Possessions—

ars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 121,876 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,002 1,507,903

Parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,886 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 177,636

Tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 43,306 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 361,016

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 $189,068 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,002 $2,046,555

Grand Total All Countries .... . . . . . . .. $1,806,462 1,417 $2,503,230 $9,675,303 $14,366,793 17,818 $25,150,410
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EXPECTING TOO MUCH OF SALESMEN.

"Intensified salesmanship” has an awe inspiring sound

but it well may be doubted that in seeking to improve the

breed of order-takers their “intensification” may not be
carried too far and to impracticable lengths. I

It affords picturesque play for the imagination to main

tain that the true salesman of automobiles, for instance.

shall possess that knowledge which carries so very deeply

as to reach into the mines from which the metal itself is

extracted, or that the tire salesman shall be able to con

verse freely and entertainingly of the means employed to

extract the priceless gum that grows on the banks of the

Amazon; but it is greatly to be feared that if any salesman,

or many salesmen, brought such knowledge to hear in

prosecuting sales the prospective purchaser would be

amazed and wearied to the disappearing point.

Carried to logical lengths, it requires that automobile

salesmen incorporate the knowledge and virtues of the

metallurgist, the botanist, the chemist, the electrician and

heaven knows what else. It sounds superbly in theory,

and such information undoubtedly makes interesting read

ing matter and is the sort of material of which attractive

catalogs and other publications are made, but it has small

place on the salesroom floor. People who seek to purchase

motor cars or motor tires are not inclined to listen to lec

tures on metallurgy or rubber gathering.

In educating the salesman, it is of first importance that

the educator keep his feet on the ground. The history or

the romance of a particular industry cuts small figure in

practical salesmanship, even of the “intensified” sort.

Generally speaking, knowledge of things in being is the

chief essential, which implies that the salesman should

know his car, or his tire, and that he should not be unfa

miliar with the cars and tires of rival manufacturers. Such

knowledge combined with tactfulness and a cordial man—

ner will come near to carrying any salesman to the point

of success. The blue skies, the mines and the rubber fields,

the romance and the history, and the visions which they

‘ inspire. should be left to the writers of “fine frenzies."

WHEREIN TRUCK IS AKIN TO TROLLEY.

It is an indication of the progress that has been made in

the construction of commercial motor vehicles that owners

now are inclined to place them in charge of former drivers

of horses rather than qualified chauffeurs. Were the motor

truck a machine of many moods and whims, so to speak,

requiring the constant attention of a highly skilled me

chanic, the horse driver would have no place behind the

wheel; and, as a matter of fact, it is only of comparatively

recent times that it has been practicable to dispense with

the high-priced specialist.

In this respect the motor truck is getting into the same

class with the trolley car, which is intended to be driven

by the motorman, but given what extra care it needs by

specialists in the shops. Only in this way can the motor

vehicle be made to operate with maximum economy, for it

is obviously extravagant to pay a skilled mechanic to do

drivers’ work.

Apart from his inability to cope with mechanical trou

bles, the better sort of horse driver is a more suitable man

for motor truck work than a regular chauffeur, not only

because he is well satisfied with smaller pay, but because

he is thoroughly familiar with trucking conditions and.

moreover, knows many details of the handling of the mate

rial he hauls, all of which usually cannot be said of the

“graduate” chauffeur. So it comes that the truck builder

is solving more problems than the purely mechanical one of

the truck itself, by making possible the economic division

of labor.

 

FUEL TANKS THAT REQUIRE PROTECTION.

The increasing number of manufacturers who are adopt

ing pressure feed fuel systems‘with the gasolene tank hung,r

beneath the rear of the tonneau in the region of the rear

axle, serves to emphasize the necessity for adequate tank

protection. Not only does lack of protection lay the motor

ist open to the inconvenience of a shortage of fuel at a

critical moment but there is the fire risk as well—made a

visible hazard by the ever present tail lamp—with which

to reckon. Already several dangerous fires haVe resulted

from accidentally punctured tanks. at least two of which,

both occurring the same night in New York City, during

the crush incident to the recent naval demonstration, were

occasioned by rear end collisions in which both the tank and

the tail lamp were smashed. and other accidents of a similar

nature are probable whenever and wherever traffic is con

gested. not to mention other occasions.
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NEW COMPANY PROPOSFS

CHAIN 0F COAST GARAGES

Already Has Purchased Three Garages

in Los Angeles—Primary Object

To. Relieve Peculiar Local

Situation.

To operate a chain of garages on the

Pacific Coast, and particularly in Los An

geles, the Consolidated Garage Co., capi

talized at $1,000,000, has been organized in

that city. It has already acquired the

“P. E." garage in the Pacific Electric

building, the Wall street garage and the

three-story C. C. & C. building on Los

Angeles street. An option also is held on

the White Garage on South Olive street.

It is probable that other garages will be ac

quired or will be erected before the first of

the year.

While its ultimate plans include the

maintenance of a chain of garages reaching

from Mexico to Canada, the immediate pur

pose of the Consolidated Garage Co. is to

relieve a peculiar situation which exists in

Los Angeles. According to a local ordi

nance, no car may stand in any one place

for a period greater than,20 minutes, and

as some 4,000 cars are used daily in the

business district, the embarrassment which

results is acute and much mixed. The gar

ages which the company has acquired, and

which it plans to erect in Los Angeles, are

or will be located in the business district

and will be so laid out as to permit of ready

ingress and egress. In fact, by the system

in view, it is figured that it will be possible

to deliver cars to patrons at the rate of one

every 30 seconds.

The officers of the company, nearly all

of whom have been identified with the Los

Angeles trade, are as follows: F. C. Fenner,

president; Elton Isbell, vice-president; H.

A. Eckert, secretary; S. S. McKinney, treas

urer; A. C. Guild, general manager; John

C. Stick, counsel.

Nashville has a “Clearing House."

Nashville, Tenn., has decided to try the

clearing house plan in coping with its used

car problem, and the dealers of the city ap

parently are welcoming the new enterprise,

although it has failed ignominiously in other

cities. The style‘will be Nashville Automo—

bile Clearing House, Inc., which will do

business at First street and Broadway in

a three-story garage and salesrooms.

Officers have been elected, with F. L.

Richard, formerly with the Sutherland Au

tomobile Co., of Louisville, Ky., as presi

dent and general manager; E. A. Burrows,

formerly with the Packard factory at De

trnit, vice-president; J. M. Redditt of

Nashville, secretary and treasurer. The

other directors are R. M. Miller, attorney,

of Nashville, and A. J. Casey, of Lebanon,
Tenn. I '

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

Where to carry tools and spare parts al

ways has constituted more or less of a

problem with motor car designers, a prob

lem which was merely side tracked but not

solved by the box located on the running

board. The necessity, oraat any rate the de

sirability, of having the tools and materials

where they were “handy” naturally was ac

countable for the location; the call for cars

of clean design, however, has set body de
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CADILLAC TOOL DRAWERS

signers to seeking out new locations, or, in

cases where the running-board location is

adhered to, to designing boxes which fit

into the curves and lines of the body.

One of the solutions—the one which is

offered by the designers of the Cadillac car

—comprises the usage of space not other

wise utilizable, and yet leaves nothing to

be desired as to the facility with which the

tools can be reached or so far as concerns

the appearance of the car. As shown in

the sketch, the instruments and spares are

carried in two drawers of ample capacity

for the accommodation of even more tools

than generally are carried, which are lo

cated underneath the front seat, one on

either side of the gasolene tank The draw

ers open into the tonneau, and can be

reached very handily by a person outside

the car, simply by opening the tonneau

door. A“‘catch" with which the drawers

are provided prevents their jarring open
when the car is in motion. I

“Gasolene Engineers” as Reformers.

Just what will come of it is as yet a mat-_

ter of speculation, but the radical reforma
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October 19, Narbeth, Pa.—Track races

under the management of F. D.- Hall.

October 19, Hartford, Conn—Track races

promoted by E. W. Powell.

October 19, ‘Fort Smith, Aria—Track

races under the auspices of the Inter-State

Fair Commission.

October 21, Chicago, Ill.—Chicago Mo

tor Club’s reliability tour around Lake

Michigan.

October 24-27, San Antonio, Tex.;Track

races promoted by the San Antonio Auto

mobile Club.

October 26, \Vhite Plains, N. Y.—-Track

races under the auspices of the White Plains

Agriculture and Fair Association.

October 26-28, San Diego, Cal.—-San

Dieg0~Phoenix road race, under the aus

pices of the San Diego Automobile Dealers'

Association.

November 8-16, London, England—$0

ciety of Motor Manufacturers and Traders'

annual show in Olympia Hall.

December 7-22,
Salon. I

January 11-18, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.——Aut0

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill.—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only .

Paris, France—Paris

 
 

tion of the chaufieur is at hand, if any

substantial results are achieved by the Gaso~

lene Engineers' Protective Association,

Inc., which on Tuesday last,'lSth inst., filed

its “papers” with the secretary of state in

Albany. N. Y. The object of the organiza

tion, which may become national if it grows '

at all, is to put a stop to joy-riding, drunk

enness and vice of every kind among chauf

fcurs and to help the police enforce the

“rules of the road." Inasmuch as it has been

charged that some 200 of New York city’s

chauffeurs are ex-criminals, it is needless

to state that the “gasolene engineers" will

begin work in the metropolis. Among the

fifteen directors are William Hurst, Chaun

cey E. Drummond and Henry J. Ritzel. all

of New York city.
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SOLUTIONS OF

THE USED CAR. PROBLEM

In Competition for Motor World’s Cash Premiums of $50, $25, $15 and $10 for the Four Best Articles Dealing

With the Subject.

By DR. H. M. FRYER, Riverside, Wash.

Revision or amplification of the guarantees that now pre

vail, doubtless will impress most of those engaged in the

automobile industry as a radical means of solving or lessen

ing the used car difiiculty, but radical though it may appear,

I am firm in the belief such revision or amplification will

serve the purpose. For instance, let the guarantee be made

to read about as follows:

\Vc, the undersigned . . . . . . . ..' . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ..

warrant this car No.... . . . . . . .. 1912 series . . . . . . . . . .. to be

made of good materials, and will replace free of charge, any

part that proves defective within one year, provided such

parts are returned charges prepaid to any dealer handling

this car at the time.

At any time in the future, we agree to receive the above

numbered car at our nearest agency equipped to make neces

sary repairs, repair the car at a reasonable charge to be paid

for by the owner at the time of the repair.

We further agree to use reasbnable diligence in reselling

this car and to deduct from such sum received for the car an

amount equal to the same per cent. of agents' profit as the

original sale.

' Signed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Analysis of the workings of this guarantee will disclose its

far-reaching nature. Undoubtedly the older established mak

ers would fare best, but as long as the advantages would be

shared by the user, that feature would be without objection.

Mr. A may represent a class of users who purchase new

cars every year. After a season’s use, under ordinarily favor

able conditions, cared for by a competent chauffeur, a car of

the sort is worth two cheap cars.

This car Mr. A returns to his nearest dealer, who puts it

in order and receives a fair remuneration, which 'the dealer

ordinarily can figure clean profit as such work can be done

by help regularly employed, and when not otherwise engaged.

The garageman has been benefitted and the car goes on

the floor for sale.

Mr. B represents the buyers 0f the second class who be

lieve such a car is better than a new cheap car, and presents

himself as a prospective customer.

The dealer presents to Mr. B the guarantee originally

given to Mr. A and makes the statement that if there is any

doubt as to the guarantee being authentic, Mr, B may write

the factory to have it verified. Mr. B buys the car at a price

agreed upon by Mr. A and receives the same guarantee from

the makers as was given when sold‘to Mr. A. The dealer

receives his commission according to the guarantee.

This makes a fair return to Mr. A, the repair fees go to

the mechanical department of the garage and the dealer has

earned two commissions and received them.

Mr. B finds the car exactly as represented and has received

a satisfactory amount of service out of it, and after a year or

two the question again arises as to the disposition of the

used car.

dealer representing the makers will take it back and repair

it, provided Mr. B pays the charges, and the car will be re

sold in the same manner as long as the car has any value.

It is believed that Mr. A and Mr. B and the repair de

partment and the dealer have gotten out of this car the great

est amount of profit and service, which has been equitably

distributed.

Failure of the maker to stay in the business soon must

become known to the users and a tendency follows to buy

from the older manufacturers.

Makers would be stimulated to maintain a high standard

of workmanship and materials, to the-end that the advertising

feature of a frequently resold car would be available.

The buyer would have access to a reliable history of any

used car in which the maker would be equally interested with

the buyer.

Every used car at the present time advertised for sale by

parties not agents for the maker, is a menace to the reputa

tion of that car, for the specific reason that the seller is not

interested further than getting the greatest amount possible

out of it.

The buyer of such a car is as likely to get little satisfac

tory service out of it, and the maker comes in for a share of

the blame.

The makers of cars can well afford to stand back of their

product as long as there is any usefulness in it.

By W. F.'S., Cambridge, Mass.

ln M1I~$3Cllll§0ll§, as, I believe, in most other States,

there are a large number of people who change their cars

regularly each year. They will ride in nothing but the “lat

est model." Thcy do not change because of any defect in

their old car or any particular advantage in the new one; it

is merely a matter of pride.

Now if all the manufacturers will adopt what is the only

logical method of building cars; namely, producing them by

“series,” merging one into the other without distinction or

loss of time, this class of yearly buyers will keep their old

cars for a longer period than 12 months. Instead of yearly

flooding the market with cars—perfectly good, but almost

impossible to sell—the dealer could devote his energies to

selling a new car to the man who otherwise would have been

a more or less difficult prospect for a used car.

Mr. B looking over his guarantee finds that any'
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SYSTEMATIC ADVERTISING.

Why It Is Absolutely Necessary in Order

To Bring Results to Dealers—Plan

Worked Out by One Dealer That

Proved Efficient.

The word "advertising" is used by many

men to cover almost every phase of mer

chandising. If display windows are dirty

or even poorly lighted, it is said to be bad

advertising; very likely it misinforms the

public as to the kind of dealer operating the

store and the kind of cars he sells; there

fore it is bad. If, on the contrary, windows

are kept clean and neatly dressed it is called

good advertising. All this is in the sense

that anything that represents either the

dealer or his methods to the public at large

is some kind of advertising. .

But, in this article, the word “advertising”

is intended to cover the use of the printed

message in the form of newspaper adver

tising—circulars, folders, booklets or let

ters. There is no doubt but that all these

forms of advertising may be and can be

used profitably by any dealer. There is like

wise no doubt but that many of these forms

of advertising are being neglected.

Manufacturer’s Service a Big Opportunity.

These remarks are prompted by the re

membrance of two barrels full of booklets,

catalogs and other handsome literature

standing beside the junk pile of a Pontiac

(Mich.) dealer, whose garage and salesroom

had been visited for the purpose of replen

ishing gasolenc and oil supplies. Familiar

ity with printed matter made it easy to es

timate that at least a hundred dollars of

the. manufacturer's good money was tied

up in the barrels which were destined for

the scrap heap.

It was obvious that, in spite of all that

had been written and said about advertis

ing, this dealer failed to appreciate the op

portunities that came his way. All of

which makes it pertinent to remark that
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advertising is one of the most important

links in the chain of plans and activities

that mean good salesmanship and good

sales. This is true in any business. but

especially true in the automobile businrss.

Merchandising plans that fail to take into

account the varied dollar-making opportu

nities afiorded by a systematic. carefully

pl'inned advertising campaign, may succeed,

but they are quite likely to fall short of the

mark. Therefore, the automobile merchant

who is not only selling cars but building a

business from which he hopes and expects

to obtain a reasonable income for many

vears. finds it advisable and necessary to

make a certain definite advertising appro

priation for the season, based upon the

number of cars he expects to sell.

Careful Planning Essential to Success.

How much the appropriation should be

depends‘upon many factors—the price of

the car, competition, local conditions, etc.

No fixed rule applies equally everywhere,

but in advertising, as in selling, the same

general principles fit any loeality or condi

tion.

One of the first principles of good ad

vertismg is to haw.- a plan. You do not

vet far in personal salesmanship unless vou

have a definite plan and work to it; you

cannot get far in advertising unless you

have a definite pan and work to it. just

as soon as one recognizes this fact he be—

gins to emerge from haphazard methods to

the era of good business and higher effi

ciency. Ln a word, he begins to eliminate

waste or lost motion. .

The Pontiac dealer had no plaii' he was

depending upon the sales that floated in; he

worked solely upon the prospects with

wham he c.-.me into personal contact. He

net-lectcd ctitirely the seed-sowing process

that might have been working upon a thoue

sand prospects at a cost of $10 a week for

postage. The two barrels full of attractive.

business-promoting literature might have
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been turned into a sales-building cam

paign.

Study Your Car and Your Prospects.

The successful fisherman is the one who

not only knows what the fish looks like, but

where it is found, what it feeds on at dif

ference seasons of the year—the kind of

bait that appeals to it—the best time to go

after it, etc. In a word, he knows all about

what he is angling for, and, using the proper

bait, he generally lands it. The successful

advertising plan works in just the same way.

Usually there is no mystery about success

when you study it backwards; the mystery

is why so many men miss doing the plain,

simple, direct, common sense things that

would bring success frontwards.
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122- - ch Comfort!

The beauty of the $4,000 or $5,000 car is its com

lort. Passengers are not packed in like sardinesand

huddled up close to the motor. There is room to

spare and the occupants are out of the mm: of

motor vibratibn.

That is because the high-priCCd car has a long

wheelbase. Long wheelbase also makes the car

ride eerily, nmnoihly, lltldlly- It reduces road bump! ‘lflJ ~molbrn

vibration.

Like the high-priced en the Cole ha: a long wheelbase. l :1 inch“

-every inch for comlorr. And the Col: price is not ihooo or

15.000. It i] MISS.

lfihe Cole had no other diitinriive future, it could drier" the

conlideniion cl every motor “I owner or pmprctivt ovner.

But the Cole alm he. a reliable Self-Siattet—no trunking. It hn

the Ward Leonard Dynamo Electric Lighting System-Limp and

hradlighu lighted from lhl am. It has drmoumablc pun-no

imiibl: ID flung: time

From "try \undpoint the Cole ii the ear [or en: of riding and

rnc ul mind. Made in Coupe, Limousine, imidc drive Limousine.

5~Plu Touring Car, Toy Tonneau, Tovpedo Riuduu, and Special

Speeduer.

All on men- rut hi @- nktb‘tion II in Cu-d cum: PM A .v-M s...

Colt-Stratton Company

an: Droid-n7." on]: St- a- .“ cit-i.

ONE OF THE COLT-STRATTON ADS \\'HICH

EMPHASIZED COMFORT
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The Colt-Stratton Co., 2000 Broadway.

New York, eastern distributors of Cole

cars, are typical of the modern automobile

dealers who study their prospective cus

tomers and see in each piece of literature

forwarded by the factory a selling oppor

tunity. \‘Vhen anything new comes from

the factory, time and thought are given to

determine how best it can be used in busi

ness-building. They advertise in the news

papers and advertise well; they follow it

up by letters to their prospects. By these

common-sense, tried-out methods they have

built up a big business.

Sought Out a Convincing Point.

After carefully canvassing the situation

at the beginning of the 1912 season. the

Colt-Stratton Co. decided that inasmuch as

all cars in their price class were uniformly
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MAKES THE MOST OF VVllEI-ILHASE

reliable the great feature the buyers of

cars of this class were particularly inter

ested in and keen on getting was—comfort.

A series of advertisements was prepared,

all emphasizing tomfort—comfort thrnigl‘

the long wheelbase; comfort through the

luxurious upholstery; comfort through

the long springs; comfort through the

lighting dynamo and the electric starter,

etc., but always and everywhere the long

lZZ-inch wheelbase was featured.

They admitted that all cars in their class

were reliable—but they got the prospect to

admit that here was one that was also su

perbly comfortable. And this was the one

feature that everyone else was overlooking

and yet the one feature that was of prime

importance Advertisements were of vari

ous sizes, .anging from the ZOO-line ads re

produced to full page copy. No one had a

chance to forget Cole comfort.

Hammered Hard On One Point.

Now, here is where the cleverness of the

planners is seen: They placed their ad-'

vertisements in the newspapers, but their

campaign did not end there. As each ad

vertisement appeared it was' clipped front

the paper or a newspaper proof of it sent

to a list of prospects, with a letter.

The first letter was just fourteen lines

long. It told the receiver that the Colt

Stratton Co. would like to write him (or

her) a letter occasionally, or perhaps send

a folder once In a. while-telling about (ole

cars. A postcard was-enclosed, and if the

recipient did not wish to hear more about

Cole cats the p-'-stcard could be used t

hcad.off further letters. At the same time

Mr. Stratton, vice-president, who signed the

letters, closed the letter by saying, “I hope

I. won’t get ,the postcard."

Needless to say, he got very few post

cards. The second letter was; accompanied

by the folder referred! to in letter No. 1

and further stated that a catalog was wait

ing for the prospect and that signing the

enclosed postal would bring it. This time,

Mr. Stratton said, he “hoped he would get

the postal." Those who did not return the

postal received another letter enclosing an

other postal and another folder. The fourth

letter told how successful the Cole com

pany had been; the fifth asked criticism of

the advertisement that had run in the

papers and enclosed a copy. The opening

paragraph stated that in the course of a

discussion some people had argued that the

feature most buyers were interested in was

reliability, but that the writer thought all

cars of equal price were reliable and that

buyers were chiefly concerned in comfort.

The series consisted of twelve letters, the

crowning piece of literature being an ad

vertisemen: quoting the experiences of a

large number of local Cole owners.

The characteristic feature of all letters

was a friendly yet dignified tone—and a

conspicuous lack of any intention of

"‘hounding" sales. There was just the right

measure of enterprise mixed with a cor

dial invitation to have the prospect come

to the salesroom and sec and judge for

himself. It was an ideal series; it was

carefully and thoroughly planned and sys

tematically carried out. And in these two

points, careful planning and systematic (“(

ecution. are found the salient principles of

any successful campaign of advertising or

salesmanship.

"Annealing" Glass with Salt Water.

Strange as it may seem, merely to boil

glass articles in a weak solution of salt

and water and then to allow them to cool

slowly has a very marked eflect in reducing

their brittleness. Incidentally, the treat

ment makes the glass less susceptible to

fractures due to quick cooling after it has

been heated, as, for instance, under the in

fluence of the acetylene flame in head lamps

or the oil flame in side lamps. The treat

ment is styled annealing.
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mounts INVOLVED IN

GAS TURBBleTRUCTION

How Overcoming First Difficulties

Has Raised Others and What

They Are—Heat the Greatest

Problem of All.

Despite the strong attraction of the gas

turbine and the advances which have been

made toward its perfection within a com

paratively‘ few years, there still remain

many problems which must be solved in a.

practical way before such prime movers

may become practical. The steam turbine

no longer is an object of curiosity. But

the word gas as applied to turbines is in

tended to convey that the actuating me

dium is composed of the products of com

bustion. Nominally, to burn coal, for in

stance, in order to obtain gas which may

be utilized in a turbine, appears on the sur

face and actually is a simpler matter than

to burn the coal to produce steam, which

in turn is used in the turbine. And briefly

this explains one of the principal reasons

for the appeal of the gas turbine, for by its

use at least one function is eliminated.

Gases Difficult To Explode.

\\'ith the elimination of that function,

however, another is added. Coal gas, or

illuminating gas, or producer gas. or gaso

lene gas is difficult to explode unless it is

compressed and mixed with the proper pro

portion of air. The mixture of the gas with

air, of course, is a simple matter, though

the compression of the mixture introduces

problems which are difficult of solution.

Without going deeply into the matter, the

effort required to compress the mixture

generally is only slightly less than the

effort put forth by the machine when it is

running, the concrete result being that the

efficiency is considerably lower than can be

entertained. Gradually, however, such dif

ficulties have been overcome, and there are

at present several excellent examples of the

gas turbine in operation abroad. In Amer

ica, Nikola Tesla has been actively engaged

in perfecting a gas turbine of his own which

operates on an entirely different principle

from any of those which are in existence.

The machine, however, still is in an experi

mental state.

Intense Heat of Burning Gas.

With the practical elimination of the dif

ficulties attending compression of the mix

ture to an explosible degree, still another

problem crops up, and it is with this one

that 'designers chiefly are concerned at the

present time. \\'ith the steam turbine, ex

treme temperatures of l040 degrees Fahr.

with super-heated steam are handled quite

readily, but with the gas turbine the burn

ing gas often reaches t0‘four or five times '

that temperature and therein lies the diffi

culty. The solution of the problem requires

first that proper materials to withstand the

terrific temperatures be used, and, secondly,

that some means he provided for cooling

the rotor blades and the combustion cham- '

hers. The cooling of the combustion cham

bers presents no particular difficulty, for

they may be water jacketed after the man

ner of the ordinary gasolene or gas engine.

but in cooling the rapidly rotating blades

other means must of necessity be employed.

Holzwarth's Scavenging System. '

In the Holzwarth system, which is of

German origin, the stream of hot gases in

troduced into the revolving parts is fol

lowed by a scavenging current of cold air

to ensure a moderate temperature, the

walls of the explosion chambers being thus

exposed to the high temperature gas only

for the fraction of a second. The inventor

of the system considers that the influence

of differences of temperature does not con

stitute an obstacle to the construction of

an explosion turbine on this plan, and ex

periments carried out on machines made

under his system would seem to indicate

that the materials in common use—cast

iron and steel—can be employed safely for.

all the constructive details and parts, in

cluding the turbine blades and nozzles.

Has Several Combustion Chambers.

One of- the peculiarities of the machine

constructed under the Holzwarth-Junghans

patents is the employment of several com

bustion chambers, each with the requisite

adjuncts which are arranged in a “circle

around the motor and come into action one

after the other, by which means the turbine

rotor receives equalized power impulses.

In running the machine“ the combustion

chambers are filled with the mixture of air

and gas at a comparatively moderate pres

sure, and the gases resulting from the ex

plosion are discharged against the rotor

and there exert their useful effect. After

expansion is complete and the pressure of

the injected gas‘ has subsided, atmospheric

air is blown or sucked in at low pressure

and sweeps out the residual products of

combustion. The chamber is then filled

freshly with atmospheric air, the fuel mix

_ ture is blown in, and the charge is exploded

by a spark. According to Holzwarth the

extra work entailed by the operations of

conveying the air needed for scavenging

and for admixture with the fuel gas can

be effected by the agency of the heat ex

tracted from the waste gases.

A gas turbine on this principle, running at

3.000 revolutions a minute, has given up to

l,000 brake horsepower on suction gas of

1,100 to 1,200 calories per cubic meter. Ex

periments also have shown that liquid fuel

of all kinds can be utilized, but_if petro

leum, gas-oil, or coal-tar-oil is employed it

is necessary to [aise the initial heat of the

combustion chamber to approximately 1,000

degrees Fahr. if complete combustion is to

he obtained.

Mixing Steam With the Gas.

Another method by which the high tern

perature of the ignited gas may be reduced

has been patented by the Deutz Gas-Mo

toren- Fabrik. According to this system,

high pressure steam is mixed with the

charge of fuel gas and air before ignition,

and it is claimed to lend itself to gas tur

bines driven by separate explosions, charges

of compressed air, and a charge of super

heated steam being passed alternately into

the combustion chamber. The advantage

of this arrangement is that there is not

only a decrease in the temperature but also

that the work done at each explosion is

augmented.

The characteristic feature of the system

patented by Aug. Reuff, of Strassburg, Ger

many, is the periodic admission of air and

of the fuel in such a way that the gas is in

troduced into the combustion chamber

when it is filled ‘with air. The unmixed

charge of air is then allowed to pass out

through a valve and the fuel gas is free to

spread itself throughout the entire space

available for combustion.

Big Screwdrivers and Broken Screw Heads.

A big screwdriver should be used very

gingerly on a small screw that turns hard,

for under the circumstances it is quite an

easy niatter to break off half the head

Should this happen, the screw often can

be removed by sawing or filing a new slot

through the remaining half of the head and

partly into the shank at right angles to the

old slot, or by filing small flats on the half

head and using a heavy pair of pliers.

Filing by the Reverse Process.

A small piece of metal can be filed to a

true surface by moving it over a file which

is held stationary much more easily than

by the more usual reverse process. It is

extremely difficult to run a file perfectly

straight, but it is not difficult to hold the

work flat on the file.

Blows that Cause Invisible Tire Damage.

A violent blow on a tire. such as may

result from striking a good sized stone

while running at considerable speed. is

capable of rupturing the fabric inside suf

ficiently to cause a blow-out at some future

("119.
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“TOO MUCH UNNECESSARY LYING” SAYS REILLY

Lets Fall the Opinion in the Course of a Discussion on Repair Work with

Sales Manager-Truthfulness, Telephone and Human Nature Factors

that Make Friends and Relieve Even Emergency Situations.

Reilly interrupted the conversation with

the factory Sales Manager as a dust covered

tourist tooted his horn in front of the doors,

and before the stranger had time even to

wonder if anyone was coming to see what

he wanted the little dealer was on his way

* to the street; in his haste to leave the. of

fice he neglected to put on his hat, and the

Sales Manager, remaining within the ofl‘ice,

 

quarters. Reilly called the repair-shop

foreman.

"How long will it take to fix this?

you do it at once?" asdked Reilly.

“It won’t take long to put in a new

spring," answered the foreman, as he in

spected the damage, “but,” and he looked

at his watch, “it’s three o'clock now and

we’ve got the Clarendon car which is prom

Can

  

“I'LL TRY TO FIX YOU UP," REMARKED REILLY

smiled as he saw the autumn sun transform

the dealers’ almost thachless scalp into a

near-imitation of the dome of that famous

State House in Boston. Then, moved by

curiosity, the Sales Manager strolled to the

doon

Transient With a Broken Spring.

The tourist was explaining that he had

broken a spring and wanted a new one put

in immediately so he could reach before

supper the big city where was located the

factory in which the car had been built and

where the Sales Manager made his head

ised- for four o'clock. It's almost finished,

but all the men are pretty busy on hurry

jobs, and if we get the Clarendon car out

I don't see how we can do this before

five."

"Just a minute, Mr.

to the stranger.

"Foote's my name."

“Well, wait just a minute, Mr. Foote,"

and to the Sales Manager who still was at

the door the dealer said, “Jim, ask the girl

to get John C. Clarendon on the ’phone.

Tell him I want to speak to

 
?" said Reilly

will you?

him."

“I’ll try to fix you up," remarked Reilly

to the tourist, and straightaway hurried into

the office, where the telephone was wait

ing. '

“Mr. Clarendon?" said Reilly. “Yes,

about your car. \Ve promised it for four

o'clock and it is nearly done now, but a

tourist in one of our cars has just pulled

in with a broken spring and wants it fixed.

I don't want to disappoint you, and if you

say so we will go ahead with your car, but

you certainly will be doing him a favor if

you could take your car an hour later. How

about it? \Vill it be any inconvenience to

you?"

Gets Permission to Delay Job.

The reply evidently was satisfactory, for

Reilly, with a “Thank you," hung up the

receiver. “Go ahead with the job," he di

rected the foreman; “Mr. Clarendon says

five o'clock will suit him as well as four. He

isn't going to use the car until late in the

evening, anyway."

“We can have your car ready in an hour

or less, Mr. Foote; won't you come in and

wait? Our waiting room and, in fact,_ the

whole establishment. is at your disposal."

“Oh, no; it will do us good to stretch

our legs; we’ll walk around town a while."

As Reilly and the Sales Manager went

back into the office the whole Foote party

was well on its way down the "row."

“Kind of fussy about an hour or so,

aren’t you?" ventured the Sales Manager in

a tone which sounded as if he really

meant it.

“Why not?"

The Sales Manager's answer was a shrug

of the shoulders as he again settled into the

chair he had vacated when-the Foote party

interrupted.

"Jim," said Reilly, “do you remember

that order of five cars I sold to the several

members of the Brownell family?"

A Five-Car Sale and the Reason.

“I certainly do. That was one good piece

of work," was the enthusiastic answer.

“Why?”

"Nothing," said Reilly, “except that just

such a thing as I did to-day, bothering

about ‘an hour or so,’ made those sales."

"How?"

“Well, to begin with, old man Brownell—
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the one who owns the stores—generally

leads the family in buying cars. \Vhac he

gets the rest get. He used to drive a car

that is about as high priced as any that is

turned out. One day he pulled up in front

here in tow of a taxicab. His clutch was

broken. He wanted to know if I could fix

it. I told him I could. He wanted to know

when I could have it done. I called the

repair-shop foreman and he said we could

have it out the next night at six o’clock. I

thought that was about the time'we'd need,

but I always like to get the foreman's word

to make sure. Old Brownell didn't say

anything except that he would send the

chauffeur after the car at six o’clock the

next night. Then he got into the taxicab

and made off.

Ready Right on the Minute.

“The next night at six sharp the chauffeur

walked in and asked if the car was ready.

And it was ready, and inside of ten min

utes the car must have been at Brownell’s

house. He used to send down here after

that for all of his repairs, although the ser

vice station for his own make of car is near

er to him. I began to suspect that he was

coming here because we turned things out

as we said we would do, for he always took

pains to ask the exact hour the car would be

done and the chauffeur was always here on

the minute.

“One day the old man himself dropped

in to leave the car for repairs, and he came

right out in his blunt way and said he was

pleased with the way we turned out our

work. He said it was not so much that we

were better workmen than any other shop,

but we always had things done when we

said we would have them."

“But, Reilly," interrupted the Sales Man

ager, “How can you always tell just how

long a job is going to take? That's some

thing our engineers and expert repairmen

at the factory can’t tell."

Adds Margin to Estimated Time.

“I can’t tell," said Reilly. "I can, how

ever, tell just about how long it ought to

take, and to make sure I add a little extra

margin of time.‘ The bigger the job, the

more the margin. This spring job ought not

to take long with the men hard at it, and

unless something unforeseen turns up it

will be out safe enough inside of an hour.

And if we can notify a man his car is done

ahead of time, don't you think he's

pleased?

“But to getback to old Brownell. Even

if I was somewhat surprised when the old

man kept sending his car here instead of to

his 'own service station, I was due for

the biggest surprise of all when he drove

up one day and began to talk car. He

wanted to know if I thought we could make

our car give as good service as the car he

had been using. I told him we sure would,

and then he wanted to trade in his car and

get one of my new ones. He wanted too

much, but when I showed him why I

couldn't give so much he bought a car right

then and there.

“Then the rest of the family began to

come in, and inside of two months I sold

the five cars. The rest of them were so

anxious to follow the old man's lead that

they were willing to take good prices on

their old cars. I wouldn't wonder but that

those sales also had paved the way to

others, and the whole thing hinged on giv

ing old man Brownell his car that first time

just when I said I would.

“I always make it a practice to do that“

The surest way of finding the right thing

to do at any time is to put yourself in the

other man's place. If one of my customers.

or anyone else, for that matter, comes in

here and wants to know when I will have

a car done, I first find out when we can

expect to get it out and then make the

promise—and once the promise is made I'll

move heaven to keep it. Take Clarendon,

for instance. I told him I’d have his car out

by four o’clock. Some men would have

taken a chance on his not calling for it be

fore five and would have gone ahead with

the transient job, for transients certainly

are entitled to consideration. I could have

gotten away with it all right, but Clarendon

is a much satisfied man since I called him

up and asked him if he would wait another

hour. He knows I’ll have the car ready

when I promised, and it will be ready, too.

Getting Permission to Break Promise.

“Very often I have to break a promise

like this, but I seldom have had any trouble

in getting permission to break it. Generally

it doesn’t make such a great difference to a

man if his car is delayed for a time, and

even if it 15 going to inconvenience him a

bit, unless he is an out-and-out crank he

will gladly do a favor for a transient who

wants to get out on the road again.

“Down where Brownell used to get re

paired, he told me, they used to promise

anything. Their idea of making a satisfied

customer was to promise anything he

wanted, regardless of whether they could

keep the promiseor not.. One day he went

in with a worn brake band. It was so bad

he disliked driving any further with it. They

said they would have the car ready by the

next day at 2 o’clock. At 2 o’clock his

chauffeur telephoned him that the car was

still in the shop. Brownell telephoned the

shop, and this time he got a promise for

three hours later. Three hours later they

put him off again, until the next forenoon.

and it was the following afternoon before

he got the car. Then he went down and got

it himself. He asked the manager why

they hadn't got the car out on time. The

excuse was. that ‘emergency jobs? had inter

rupted. He then asked them why they

hadn’t notified him. There was no answer

to this. ‘I suppose,’ said Brownell, 'if

emergency jobs keep coming in I would

have to wait until Christmas fcr my car; is

that the idea?’ The manager began to trot

out excuses, but the old man said, 'Don't

say any more. There may be enough ex

cuses, but there is no reason.’ That was

about the end of his business in that shop.

His last experience there made it necessary

for him to postpone a long tour to the

mountains, and by the time he got the car

it was raining and the roads were mud.

Keeping Promises as an Asset.

“Reliability in the promising line, Jim, is

one of the most valuable assets a business

man can have. It has taken me some years

to build up the business I now have, but,

without blowing my horn too hard, I be

lieve I have a reputation for being truth

ful. I detest a liar; he's worse than a

thief—and he steals more from himself than

he does from anyone else. If I tell a man

in this town anything he believes it, and

there certainly are times that it comes in

handy to be believed. There's an awful lot

of lying in this business than can be

avoided simply by remembering that hu

man nature is pretty much alike the world

over and that when it is necessary to delay

a job or break a promise, if the truth is

told, in: ‘other fellow' will be found ready

to meet one more than half way. And with

telephones so handy, it—"

“Mr. Foote on the ’phone, Mr. Reilly. He

wants to know if his car is done," an

nounced the office girl.

By the office clock it was ten minutes to

four. “Tell him it‘ll be done in ten min

utes,” answered Reilly.

“How do you know it will?" impatiently

exclaimed the Sales Manager. “You never

even went to look. That’s fine reliability!”

The Employe Truthful, Too.

"The foreman said it would be done at

four o'clock, didn’t he?"

“Yes,” answered the

“but "

“But nothing!" said Reilly; “if he said so

it is so. I make him be just as truthful

with me as I am with the public."

As Reilly spoke, the casting of a shadow

across the salesroom floor caused both men

to look across and out into the alley which

led to the repair shop.

"See?" said the dealer with a gesture of

triumph. Rolled out in readiness to be

cranked up was the Foote car—and there

were seven minutes to spare on the prom

tse.

Sales Manager,
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AUTOMOBILES CONSPICUOUS AT ELECTRICAL SHOW

 

Two New Trucks and Two Rectifiers Constitute Chief Elements of Newness

— Pleasure Cars Illustrate Advances in Body Design and All

Vehicles Exemplify Simplified Mechanism.

  

  

  

 

TWO NE\\' DETROIT E1.ECTRICS;A “CLEAR VISION" BROUGHAM AND A 7-PASSENGl-IR LIMOUSINE

There can be no doubt that the sixth an

nual electrical show—it is styled in full,

New York Electrical Exposition and Auto

mobile Show—which is housed in Grand

Central Palace, where it will remain until

Saturday night, 19th inst., is a pleasing

spectacle to look upon, what with its myriad

of twinkling lights and its weird and won

derful apparatus.

Vehicle Makers to the Fore.

As becomes an expositior of electrical

light, heat and power, the lights form prac

tically the only decoration that has been

attempted, although no shortcoming in this

respect is apparent. Also, there is an abun

dant exhibition of heat, if it may be styled

an CXl‘lil)lll~)ll—CICC11'1C heaters in full blow,

toasters and a hundred and one

other heat producing electrical devices of

which the average individual scarcely ever

dreams. But the power element of the show

electric

is mo~t eloquently suggested by the capable

appearing trucks and the neat and silent

electric pleasure cars that dot the main

floor. Altogether there are just 11 brands

of trucks and pleasure cars on view, which

lends color to the forecast that .he show

would be the "greatest ever" as an ex

position of electric vehicles exclusively, the

word exclusively implying that no gasolene

propelled vehicles share the limelight wit]

the electrics. though, as has been told.

there are many other things besides electric

vehicles to catch the eye of_the visitor. For

instance, there are exhibits of four of ti

foremost storag' battery manufacturers,

any one of which individual "shows" is an

exhibition in itself, admirably staged, well

managed and educational to a degree sel

dom exceeded.

Of the twelve manufacturers of electric

vehicles who were scheduled to exhibit their

wares, only one, the S. R. Bailey Co.., failed

to put in an appearance. The others are as

follows: General Vehicle Co., General Mo

tors Truck Co., Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co.,

Anderson Electric Car Co., Lansden Co.,

Studebaker Automobile Co, Atlantic Vehi

cle Co., Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleve—

land-Galion Co., Champion Electric Vehicle

Co.. and \Vard Motor Vehicle Co. The bat

tery manufacturers represented are: lidi

sou Battery Co., Electric Storage Battery

Co., Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., and

Gould Storage Battery Co.

Baker Alters Design of Coupe.

Among those manufacturers whose ex

hibits embrace both pleasure and commer—

cial vehicles. the Baker exhibit is conspic

1.1()U> by reason of the inclusion of a new

type of coupe in which the seats are so ar‘

ranged that the occupants of the forward

seats may face in practically any direction

without obstructing the view of the oper

ator. The design provides for the option

of two methods of control, one being by

means of the regulation steering lever oper

ated from the rear seat and the other by

means of a steering wheel on which is

mounted the controller handle, operated

“"- "'\e forward seat, in which case all

the pas-engers face forward. The front

glass is in the form of a rain-vision wind

sheld and is especially low at the lower

edge in order to permit the driver an unob

structed view of the road. Fenders are of

leather, and throughout the construction un

usual attention has been paid to details

with a view to producing an exceptionally

handsome and serviceable vehicle of the

must luxurious type.

Improved Battery Suspension.

In the Baker two-ton commercial chassis

which is displayed, several important al

tt'r:\tions in construction are apparent.

The battery tray, for instance, now is heav

ily braced to the side frame members in

order to minimize the chance of injury to

the batteries in backing up to loading plat

forms; the single set of service brakes has

now been supplemented by an emergency

set applied by means of a side lever and

operating on drums on the countershaft;

the frame has been strengthened by liberal

reinforcements; a dust-tight casing has been

placed over the controller mechanism; the

trigger preventing the controller from be

ing inadvertently to the reverse

position has been taken oFf the controller

handle and placed on the segment, thus

necessitating two separate movements ‘to

obtain reverse. Also, the Baker line‘ of

commercials has been increased by the ‘ad

dition of a new model which is rated at 3%

tons capacity and which is quite similar to

its, heavier and lighter predecessors extept

as regards the size of parts which are com

mensurate with the truck's capacity.

thrown
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Detroit Adds a New Model.

The Anderson Electric Car Co. of Detroit,

Mich.. also exhibits both pleasure and com—

mercial vehicles, though the single delivery

car which is displayed is not shown with

the pleasure cars on the main floor but to

gether with three or four other pleasure

cars, is in demonstration service on the

improvised "track." Of the two vehicles

that are displayed on the main floor one is

a brand new creation which displays a num

ber of unusual features. It is styled a clear

-vision brougham, the designation serving

as an indication that, regardless of the posi

tion of the occupants of its seats, the

driver’s view is unobstructed. The forward

seats are of the individual type and are ar

ranged so that the occupants face forward.

The control mechanism is placed in front

LANSDEN

of the left forward seat. The other front

seat is of the swivel type and is arranged to

fold up out of the way when not in use.

The clear vision idea is carried even to the

construction 0‘. the back of the car. in which

the older pattern corner panels are replaced

by curved glass panels which permit an

unobstructed view to the rear and sides.

Weight Reduced Where Possible.

Another quite unusual feature of construc

tion is the use of aluminum for the roof

instead of wood, the concrete result being

that the weight of the vehicle is materially

reduced. \Veight reduction has been car

ried out systematically in other parts of the

vehicle as well, castings and machined

parts in a great number of instances having

given way to drop forgings. By way of

rendering control easy alike to the tall and

to the short, a new type of pedal has been

adopted, the new construction, which is

pictured herewith permitting easy and quick

INTERCONNECTED CONTROLLER MECHANISM

adjustment of pedal height by the simple

expedient of removing a couple of bolts and

replacing them.

Bufi‘alo Changes Hood Design.

Appearing for the first time under its new

name, the Buffalo electric, as is natural, ex

hibits many of the earmarks of the former

Babcock, though in the refinement which

has been made a new type of slanting hood,

which is the most apparent visible change

from previous construction, has been adopt

cd, to say nothing of several constructional

alterations. which include a new type of

rear axle calculated to raise still higher the

high standard of efficiency of the cars.

First Electric With Wire Wheels.

Conspicuous among the four cars in the

exhibit is a coupe mounted on McCue wire

wheels—it is said to be the first electric

pleasure car ever to be so equipped. " In

fact, wire wheels are optional equipment on

any of the models. though on some of them

their choice entails a slight increase in price.

In all of the models except one a wheel is

employed for steering. the different model

being the first of its kind in the line to em

In the roadster

models a decidedly “gasolenish” effect has

been obtained with the aid of the new slop

ing hood. low hung bodies and carefully

shaped fenders. And the effect is in no wise

belied by their speed. They are capable of

a maximum speed of 35 miles an hour, and

under favorable conditions can cover as

much as 75 miles on one charge of the bat

tery. The standard battery equipment con

sists of 42 cells of 15 plate Philadelphia:

Hycap-Exide Ironclad or Edison battery is

optional. though at a slight increase in

price, however.

ploy a lever steering gear.

Champion and Atlantic Make Debut.

Of the 11 makes of vehicles displayed.

but one, strictly speaking, is new, though

another is comparatively new in that it

is making its first appearance at any show.

The newcomer is the Champion, manufac

tured by the Champion Wagon \Vorks of

Owegu. N. Y., for which the Champion

Electric Vehicle Co., of 100 William street.

New York City. is the sole sales agent. The

other—the Atlantic—has, within the few

months it has been on the market, created

considerable of a reputation for itself.

though it has not previously been publicly

exhibited. It is manufactured by the At

lantic Vehicle Co. of Newark, N. J.

In evolving the Champion truck, the

manufacturers have adhered closely to the

use of standard ma'erials. the idea behind

  

LANSDEN UNIT POWER PLANT, SHOW'ING SUSPENSION

the production being to market a vehicle

for which repair or replacement parts can

be obtained quite easily and with the least

possible loss of time.

Replacement Question Studied.

\Vith this desirable end in view all the

component parts are of standard construc—

tion. produced by recognized parts special

ists. and are readily obtainable from stock.

The vehicle is made in two sizes, the larger

rated at 2.000 pounds capacity and the

smaller at 750-1000 pounds capacity. In

both vehicles accessibility has been made

a fetish as much as it has in any other car.

and as in an electric the battery is the part

which generally requires the greatest atten

tion and care, it has beer. placed up under

the driver's seat, which may be tilted bod

ily. 'thus exposing the whole battery tray.

Either Edison or lead batteries are sup

plied. Edison equipment consisting ot 60

cells of either A4 or .A6 capacity. and lead
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equipment consisting of 44 cells of 13 plates

for the larger vehicle. For the smaller one,

the equipment consists of 26 cells of 11

lead plates or 40 'cells of Edison A4.

Simple Motor Suspension.

In the smaller vehicle, the manufacturers

have adopted what is probably the simplest

p05>ibl€ method of drive. The motor. which

is a Diehl. rated at 36 volts and 35 amperes.

is flexibly hung from a cross frame member

and drives through a short shaft and two

universal joints directly to the rear axle.

The shaft is encased in a tight housing and

the reduction gear is a combination bevel

and spur. The whole arrangement is sim

ple in the extreme, and there are few parts

that are likely to get out of order or to

require attention beyond occasional lubri

cation. In the larger vehicle, the motor.

.nflll"! fl"

MOTOR SUSPENSION AND DRIVE

which is a General Electric mounted in

Hess-Bright bearings, is similarly hung, but

the first redttctirm is through the interme

diary of a Morse silent chain with the final

drive by side chains in one model and the

same shaft drive in the other. The wheel

bases of the two models are 80 inches and

100 inches. respectively, the available load

in:.; space being 122 inches by 60 inches in

the smaller and 142 inches by 60 inches in

the larger. Both are mounted on solid rub

ber tires. wheel sizes being 32 and 36 inches

  

WAGNER A. C. RECTIFIER

for the two llll)(lt‘l.\£ tire diameters are pro

portionate.

The Atlantic, which is the other truc'lt

new to show-goers. is distinguished princi

pally for its clean-cut, business-like appear

_ance. To be brief, there is nothing radical

or out of the ordinary in its make-up. The

effort which has been made in its produc

'tion to reduce parts to the minimum and to

bring accessibility and simplicity to the

forefront are easy 0f discernment in the

single two-ton chassis which is displayed. '

The battery. which in the ease of the vehicle

on view consists of 44 cells of 17 MV Hy

cap-Exide, is_carried beneath the loading

platform, which is unusually long by rea

son of the location of the driver’s seat

nearly over the front.wheeis. The motor

is an 85-volt, 28-ampere General Electric

machine and drives through a “silent” chain

“it?
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OF CHAMPION ELECTRIC TRUCK

to a countershaft and the regulation side

The wheelbase of this particular

'model is 9 feet 6 inches, and on a standard

tread of 62 inches the available loading

space measures approximately 10 feet 6

inches by 5 feet. Altogether. there are four

sizes of trucks in the Atlantic line, includ

ing 1, 2, 3% and 5 ton capacities, the speci

fications varying only as regards the size

of parts.

chains.

Lansden Adopts Unit Construction.

The Lansden exhibit is conspicuous by

reason of the fact that it contains, in ad

dition to a brand new type of tank wagon

which incorporates not a few new and in

teresting features, and a standard two-ton

chassis, one of the new one-ton capacity

chassis built around a new unit-construc

tion motor and transmission system. In

the new construction 'the motor, counter

shaft and differential mechanism form a

rigid unit, which by reason of the method

of attachment to the chassis frame pro

videsthree-point support. The motor drives

' forward to the countershaft by means of

a very short shaft, final drive being by

  

DETROIT AlUl'S'l‘ABIJE PEDALS

means of the orthodox side chains. The

controlling mechanism also has been al

tered slightly in order to provide means for

interconnecting the emergency brake pedal

and the controller. Under the new ar

rangement, which is illustrated herewith,

depression of the emergency brake pedal

first returns the controller handle to the

neutral position, regardless of its position

at the time the pedal is pressed. and then

applies the brakes.

Five-Ton Electric Tank Wagon.

'l‘hc Lanslien tank wagon which forms a

very effective background for the exhibit

was constructed for the street cleaning de

partment of the Borough of Richmond and

is mounted in a standard five-ton chassis.

The particular feature of the wagon lies

in the incorporation of an automatic pres

sure maintaining apparatus by means of

which the fluid in the tank is forced out

over the road in two flaring sprays. Pres

sure is maintained on the water or oil, as

the case may be, by means of a small elec

tric motor driving a two-cylinder air com

pr'essor, the whole mechanism, together

with the automatic switch, being carried in

a small house just forward of the end of the

tank. The usefulness of the pressure spray

ing apparatus, it is pointed out, lies. in the

fact that the water or oil may be thorough

ly distributed over the road surface and

does not tend to collect in puddles. lnei

dentally. the air pressure is useful in cleans

ing the tank of oil when it is desired to

utilize it for water sprinkling.

General Motors Makes Few Changes.

A single tire-ton chassis occupies the

space alloted to the General Motors Truck

Co., and except for a few minor alterations,

which are strictly in the nature of refine

ments, it is the same chassis that made its

initial appearance at the automobile show

in Madisol. Qquare Garden last Januay.
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Nl-f\\'I-T.<'l‘ BAKER COUPE, RATED A MODEL OF LUXURIOUSNESS

Carries Batteries Above Chassis.

One of the refinements which has been

made lies in the adoption of a new compo

sition material for the mounting of the con

troller and switches, which, as heretofore,

are carried in an accessible position beneath

a foreshortencd hood in front of the dash.

The vehicle is one of the few in which the

batttery tny is carried above the chassis

frame, which position, it is pointed out, is

advantageous for the reason that any load

ing platform may be used in removing the

battery from its tray; special battery plat

forms are unnecessary. The distinctive in

itial drive from a single heavy-duty motor

through a flexible ribbon of steel to the

countershaft ahead of the rear axle is re

tained without material alteration, and the

final drive is by means of side chains.

G. V. Demonstrates Baggage Truck.

The General Vehicle Co.’s exhibit is an—

other which is graced by a really big vehi

cle, a Syrton stake body truck, which, like

the exhibits at the Studebaker and Lansden

spaces, already has been sold and shortly

will be delivered to its new owners. The

remainder of the exhibit is made up of a

LOGO-pound delivery wagon of the same

type as several which recently were deliv

ered to a prominent New York firm of

jewelers, and a light station baggage trans

porting truck. For the edification of those

who care to see the baggage truck in opera

tion, and the remarkably easy way in which

it can be manipulated in small spaces, one

of these vehicles is demonstrated almost

continually on the third floor, where an

improvised “track” has been laid out for

demonstration purposes.

Battery Tray Supported on Springs.

Among the few other manufacturers who

stage really big electric trucks is the Stude

baker Automobile Co. of South Bend. Ind.

whose space is directly opposite the main

entrance to the hall. In all, three vehicles are

exhibited—a five-ton brewerytruck. a two

ton truck and a LOGO-pound delivery wagon.

In the smaller models few. if any. altera—

tions have been made, though in the five

ton vehicle a number of important changes

are apparent. The frame, for instance. now

is of channel instead of angle section: the

battery equipment has been changed to con

sist of thin plate cells and the mileage of

tlie truck considerably increased; both the

and the motors now are

mounted in heavy-duty ball bearings; corre

spending to the change in battery equip

ment. the motors now are slightly larger

and are rated to consume 45 amperes. As

heretofore, the two motors drive through

self-contained spur gear reduction to the

countershaft and thence to the rear wheels

by means of side roller chains. One of the

distinctive features of the line is that the

battery is mounted on auxiliary leaf springs

within the battery tray, thus effectually

cushioning it from shock and preventing

deterioration consequent to the plates.

countershaft

Baggage Truck With Four-Wheel Drive.

One drive unit, consisting of an axle and

a pair of wheels mounted on horses. is ex

hibited at the space of the Cleveland-Gallon

Truck Co. The \‘L'lllClL‘ of which the unit

forms part is somewhat similar to the Gen

eral Vehicle baggage truck in that it is in

tended for the same purposes. though it

dificrs from it in very nearly everything

else. For instance, whereas the General

Vehicle truck drives and steers from only

one end. the Cleveland-Galion truck drives

and steers from both ends, the motive

power in each case being supplied by a

storage battery. The Cleveland—Gabon truck

was .illustrated and described in detail in

Motor World under date of September 5,

and since then it has undergone no material

alterations in design.

Ward Shows Only Trucks. -

Other than those that have been men

tioned, the \\'ard Motor Vehicle Co.’s space

is the‘only one which is given over entirely

to an expOsitiQn of commercial vehicles.

But one truck. rater at 2,000 pounds capac

ity, is exhibited and is in the popular stake
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body form. As is the case with so many

other manufacturers of commercial vehi

cles, little room for improvement m design

or construction has been found. and such

slight alterations as have been made have

been by way of further standardizing parts

so as to minimize time and labor lost in

making necessary repairs or replacements.

\Vheels are fitted with S. A. E. standard

rims as a means of facilitating tire replace

ments, and throughout the construction of

all the vehicles in the line a visible attempt

has been made to preserve a uniform ap

pearance.

In the realm of the battery producer, four

prominent manufacturers are represented——

Gould, Philadelphia, Electric, and Edison.

At the exhibit of the Electric Storage Bat

tery Co. there is shown a complete power

house unit set up and connected, in addition

to vehicle, ignition and central station bat

teries in every condition of manufacture.

Similarly, at all of the other three exhibits.

batteries are exhibited with all their secrets

laid bare, the Edison exhibit including the

familiar and ingenious “jarring” device by

means of which a half a dozen cells con

tinually are lifted and dropped several inch

es the while they continue to light with un

dirninished brightness a row of incandescent

lamps. At the space of the Philadelphia

Storage Battery Co. considerable display of

the thin plate type of battery which of late

has‘ come into such general use is made and

the exhibit is rounded out with battery

cases and plates and materials.

In the way of accessories, there is little

to interest the average car owner, unless he

happens to be one of the few who rely upon

outside sources of current for charging their

ignition or lighting batteries. Both the

Edison alternating rectifier, which was illus—

trated and described in Motor World last

week, and the new Wagner A. C. rectifier

are displayed in operation. The \Vagner

rectifier. like the Edison device, is of the

vibrating type, though it differs from the

latter in that the vibrator coils are excited

from the battery current instead of from the

A. C. current. The device is simple in the

extreme, is very small and compact, and

is automatic in action. Its operation merely

requires that it be attached to a convenient

electric light socket and to the battery to

be charged. It may then be forgotten until

the battery has absorbed all the current

necessary to bring it to a fully charged con

dition. '

A very convenient form of material for

sum: kinds of work is cold-rolled steel in

rectangular bars. This is of the same qual

ity as steel shafting, is soft and easily

worked and is accurately finished and pol

ished, as is shafting. It is made in quite a

large variety of cross-sections.

KEROSENE CARBURETI'ER

OF NEW DESIGN APPEARS

British Product of American Lineage

Shows High Efficiency—Heat

and Gasolene Necessary,

However.

Kerosene carburetters have been no less

striven for abroad than they have in Amer

ica, and though an almost unlimited num

ber of British and Continental devices of

the nature have been brought out within a

comparatively short space of time, none

appears to hold more real promise than

does the Stewart-Morris. which only recent

ly has made its appearance. The device is

the product of the Stewart Precision Car

buretter Co.—which is the outgrowth of

  

STEWART-MORRIS CARBURETTER

the California carburetter of that name—

of 199 Picadilly, W., London, England, and

according to tests which were made under

the supervision of the Royal Automobile

Club, its economy in the matter of kerosene

consumption was nothing short of remark

able. Despite its noteworthy performance,

however, it still retains the inherent disad

vantage of many other kerosene carburet

ters apparent in its inability to furnish gas

upon which a motor can be started “from

the cold." In other words. to make it an

effectual device necessitatesothe carrying

of a supply of gasnlene for use in starting.

Incidentally, heat is essential to its opera

tion.

In structure, the carburetter differs con

siderably from anything else of its kind,

though, as might be expected, it bears

a striking resemblance to the Stewart gaso

lene carburetter produced by the same com

pany. Its principal characteristic is that

the suction of the engine is not relied upon

to atomize the fuel. Instead, the fuel is

forced through a small orifice under pres

sure and thus is effectually sprayed into

the intake pipes. Before entering these

pipes, however, the mixture of kerosene

vapor and airt first is passed through a

“heater” formed of a copper coil inserted

in the exhaust manifold. Having passed

through the "heater" and thereby having

become gasified, the mixture is returned to

the carburetter for a further admixture of

cold air and then is passed into the engine

cylinders in the orthodox manner. For

starting purposes, a small supply of gaso

lene is carried in an auxiliary tank con

nected to the carburetter, with the kerosene,

by means of a three-way cock which serves

to allow either fuel to be used. No ad

justments for kerosene consumption are

necessary.

According to the tests which were made

by the R. A. the. Pathfinder car to which

the carburetter was attached was driven.

some 2,000 miles at an average consump

tion of 21.24 miles to the gallon of fuel.

During the test, 1,000 miles were driven

over ordinary roads, in which case the con

sumption figures out at 20.90 miles to the

gallon, and 1,000 miles .were driven on

Brooklands track, when 21.59 miles were

covered to the gallon of fuel. The best

performance of the carburetter, gained at

25.2 miles an hour, showed a consumption

of 27.19 miles to the gallon. In the course

of the test the engine was started directly

on kerosene 23 times, the longest interval

between stopping and starting being 17

minutes. On nine occasions the engine was

started on kerosene after gasolene had been

injected into the induction pipe, the long

est interval between stopping and starting

being 45 minutes. The shortest period be

tween starting on'gasolene and switching

over to kerosene was 10 seconds and the

longest was 4 minutes 20 seconds.

To Determine "Squareness" of Pistons.

Though it is absolutely essential to the

proper operation of an engine that its pis-.

tons be lined up "square" with the crank

case, in order to minimize wear. at

factories there are a number of methods in

use for determining their squareness, such

methods scarcely are suitable elsewhere. It

is a simple matter, however. to make sure

that pistons are square byplacing a straight

edge between the lower edge of the piston

and the crankcase, first making sure, of

course. that the surface of the crankcase is

perfectly eican. If the piston is not square.

the discrepancy ~.\ill show it a light is held.

behind the straightedge. Each piston will

require to be treated separately and the

amount of error in each should be deter

mined before any corrections are made.
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INCREASING SPACE WITHOUT ENLARGING GARAGE

 

How One Dealer Met the Requirement for Greater Storage Facilities by

Erecting a Hanging Gallery Within His Premises—Inclined

Runway That Serves a Dual Purpose.
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SIMPLE METHOD OF GAIXING STORAGE SPACE ON SAME GARAGE AREA. SIIOVVING RI'NVVAY LEADING TO GALLERY

Though the problems of-the automoch

dealer located in the West, on the Pacific

Coast, for instance, are in many respects

similar to those which have to be solved by

_ the Eastern dealer. there are several phases

of the situation which are peculiar to each

With but few exceptions the really big auto

mobile manufacturing centers are located

on the Eastern side of the United States,

and the dealer thus is in close touch with

the factory which he represents but there

must of necessity be longer breaks between

correspondence, and particularly between

car shipments, in the case of the Western

dealer.

This unalterable situation requires that

the western dealer carry a large stock and

perforce provide considerably more storage

space for cars to meet his demands. In

order to be prepared for just such a de

mt (I, the arrival of whichunn marl can fore—

tell, the Western dealer must provide more

ample storage space—and generally he must

do so on the same capitalization as the

Eastern dealer. -

In this respect, the truth of the time-worn

old saying to the effect that where there is

a will there is a way has on more than one

occasion been proven in the \Vestern

agency business. It is possible, for in

stance, where additional fioor space cannot

be obtainied, either because it is unavailable

or because its cost is prohibitive. to erect

a gallery around an existing store-room and

in this way practically double the floor area

at a comparatively small expense. \Vhich.

briefly, is exactly the plan that has been

adopted by McCabe & Brentnor. distribu

tors of Ford cars in San Diego, Cal. The

arrangement of the reconstructed garage is

clearly shown by the accompanying pic

ture.

The gallery is supported by means of

steel rods from the ceiling. supplemented by

heavy timbers resting on the floor. and the

improvised structure affords a considerable

increase in storage space. The cars are

placed in their temporary resting places

with the aid of an inclined runway, and,

despite its steepness—the grade measures

out at 43.52 per cent.—they are driven up it

under their own power. Incidentally, the

runway serves as a convenient test hill to

demonstrate to purchasers the hill-climbing

ability of Forducars.

Penetrative Properties of Kerosene.

The power of kerosene to penetrate be

tween metal surfaces that are in contact is

surprising. but it requires time. and if suffi

cient time is not allowed no good results

can be expected. Soaking for several hours

generally is necessary.
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GARAGEMAN WHO ADMITS HE’S MAKING MONEY

Says the Garage Business is Not Necessarily a Losing Venture—Recom

mends Watchfulness in Credits as One Essential—“Gasolene

Discount” and Other Methods He Employs.

if asked, probably a large majority of the

garagemcn in New York. City would sec

ond the sentiments expressed at a recent

dinner of the New York Garage Associa

tion, when several speakers declared in

open meeting that they were not making

money; but Earl D. Wright. proprietor of

Wright’s Garage at W'est 158th street,

Riverside Drive and Audubon place, admits

that he is making a living and also putting

aside something for a rainy day. In fact,

\\'right at the meeting in question arose

and in substance said: "What’s the use of

saying we are not making money when we

I am making a little money,' but I

want to make a little more. That's one

rt-ast-n why I'm here to-night."

are?

Business Man First of All.

Wright. when a Motor \Vorld man called

at his garage this week. said he meant what

he said at the meeting but did not think it

was particularly wonderful that a garage

should make money. This latter part of his

assertion may be the cause of some raising

of eyebrows among those garage owners

who declare life a financially profitless ex

istence, but before anything is said about

Wright's methods the whole story may be

explanatorin prefaced with the statement

that “'right is a business man in every

sense of the word who before opening his

garage. a year ago. had spent a dozen years

in mercantile pursuits in the metropolis.

Many Cars Pass the Door.

His establishment is a two-story brick

building which occupies the point of a tri

angle formed by W'est 158th street, Audu

bon place and Broadway, while a few feet

distant is Riverside Drive. Last week a

multitude of sailors from the fleet of battle

ships anchored in the Hudson River passed

his door every day, but they were not more

numerous than the cars which daily make

use of the drive. This passing trade, how

ever. is not the source of the garage's in

come; the profits come from the regular

run of city garage business. storing. sup

plies, repairs, etc .

Capacity for Eighty Cars.

Although it has but the two floors, the

garage can store 80 cars. One reason for

the advantageous storing of such a num

 

ber is the fan-like arrangement possible,

the elevator being near the center of the

base of a nearly isosceles triangle, the base

being the longer of the three sides. Of

course, this makes it necessary to place

some cars in difiicult corners or in front of

others, but those which are left in the

more difficult locations are those which are

the least used; when they are to be used

notice generally is given in advance, which

permits their being ready by the time the

owner is ready.

Space Economy Imperative.

An instance of the business training which

helps make the garage pay is illustrated in

a recent instance. \\'right formerly had a

storeroom for tires and supplies on the

second floor at one end of the base of the

triangle. He figured that room the

supplies could be found in a more con

venient location downstairs, so he tore out

the stockroom and made room for two

small cars. This means $40 a month more

without any increase in equipment. labor

or rent. Also, instead of hiring a man to

tear out the stockroom partitions \Vright

put on a pair of overalls and did it him

self. The job performed. be cleaned up and

for

went b*k to the office. the same business-_

like appearing manager he was before.

Bad Debts May Ruin Business.

lie was asked what he regarded as most

important in making his business pay.

“Following up credits." he promptly re

sponded. “Bad debts," he added. “are the

ruination of any business. You can go into

some garages and look over the books and

they look like ancient history. I have

had but four accounts that I have failed to

collect. and I expect to collect them. I

apply a rule that used to appear on little

blotters gotten out by a wholesale lace

house with which I was connected for

twelve years. It said. ‘\\'e predict fail

ures; not notify you of them.‘ The inter

pretation is that the time to jog a man

about his account is when he. begins to

grow lax. not to wait until he is so far

in the hole that failure is almost inevitable."

Novel Gasolene Selling Plan.

\\'right, like most other garagemen who

attain to any success in the metropolis. in

sists that gawlene be purchased in the

garage by the men who store with him. His

price is 25 cents a gallon, a figure which

may appear high to many owners, but it is

subject to an arrangement whereby prompt

payment of the monthly bill secures a price

of 22 .cents. Thus, a man who stores with

Wright. provided he pays the storage and

supplies bill by the 5th of the following

month, is charged but 22 cents for “gas.”

If a man uses only 40 gallons :1 month.

prompt payment saves him $1.20.

If he does not pay he is billed by the

10th, and if the account is not adjusted by

the 15th the garage-man begins to inves

tigate. If necessary the car is held in the

garage until the bill is paid. Several cars

have been so tied up to secure an adjust

ment of accounts. but Wright states that

never has he lost a customer because of

this policy. They seem to appreciate being

made to keep up.

Rates Not So High As Downtown.

Prices in \‘Vright's garage are somewhat

lower than they are further downtown. He

is in what is known as the Washington

Heights section and states that the class of

owners in his locality are not so wealthy as

those further downtown. His lowest rate is

$20. this being for the smaller ears. From

this figure the storage rate runs upward to

$35 and $40. which is asked for the large

limousines. The ordinary five- and Seven

passenger touring cars are admitted at $25

and $27.50. These rates prevail in the eight

or ten garages which are in the washing

ton Heights district.

Has Co-operative Scheme.

Supplementing his gasolene discount ar

rangement. \\ right already has under way

a scheme for Ctr—()pt'l'ailon among the gar

ages in his section. He himself is a mem

ber of the recently formed New York Gar

age Association. but he believes small

groups within the parent body can accom

plish much good. He therefore is forming

what may be called the \Nashington Heights

Garage Association to protect credits and

ensure against loss from bad debts. Al

though Ncw York City is vastly different

in many respects from almost any other city

in the country. \\"right's credit scheme is

easily adaptable in any city or village which
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has five or six garages or from that num

ber up. _

His idea is to form what is commonly

termed a “blacklist,” although a less harsh

sounding name might be more desirable.

If a man stores with \Vright and leaves

under circumstances which caused him to

be termed undesirable, his name will be

written on a sheet of paper and this sheet

will be passed on to the next man in

the local association. The second man

will copy the undesirable's name on a

private memorandum and, having added any

undesirable he may have, he will pass the

paper on to No. 3. No. 3 will copy what

No. l and No. 2 have written and will pass

it to No. 4. \Nhen the paper again reaches

No. l he will tear off the names he had

entered, everyone having seen them, and

the next week will start the sheet againf

adding at the bottom his new undesirables.

Each week the paper will follow the same

course, and when it reaches a man he will

add his new undesirables and tear from the

top of the list the names he wrote upon it

the previous week.

Neither is there any chance of a man’s

account being lost in the shuffle in \Vright's

ofiicc. There is no shufiie. The accounts are

kept in original and carbon in a loose

leaf book, and when billing time comes one

copy is sent to the owner. \Vhen the bill

is paid the other copy, which is of a differ

ent color than the first, is removed from

the loose-leafbook. A mere rapid turning

of the leaves serves to show if any bills re

main unpaid.

The "blacklist" scheme has been in use

for some time in an unorganized way on

Washington Heights. Only a few days ago

a man. whose name may be the traditional

and well-worn Smith, left the \Vright gar

age declaring that he would not pay 25

cents for gasolene when he could buy it

elsewhere more cheaply. To this arrange

ment \\'right agreeably acquiesced, but told

Smith he doubtless would have difficulty

finding a garage where he, could secure

storage apart from the purchase of fuel.

Smith, however. declared he would take

his chances. \\'right knew, from his as

sociation with other local garagemen, that

Smith had stored in several \Vashington

Heights garages and had left because of

this same trouble. He therefore was sure

Smith would go further downtown. in the

direction of Harlem.

\\"right number of good

friends in the Harlem district, and accord

ingly telephoned to one that Smith had just

left and might be down that way looking

for storage and probably would fail to

make any extensive purchases of gasolene

at the garage. \\'hen last heard of Smith

had been turned down at one or two gar

ages. and by this time probably has located

with a garageman who is not within the

circle of co-operation. \Vith such a system

in rigid Working order the garagemen would
be fully protected from takingieustomers

who are likely to cause regret on the pro

prietor's part.

Firm handling of business matters and

strict attention to

has quite a

business has made

W'right’s establishment as popular as any

of those in his section. Figuring things

down to a business basis and then seeing

that the garage gets every cent it is en

titled to are secrets to his success. Just

how much money Wright is making he de

clined to say. He was asked if his invest

ment was paying 6 per cent., and he smil

ingly said, “Yes, I think I can safely say

it is paying 6 per cent." ‘

The expenses include Wright's salary.

Figuring an investment was a bit difficult,

for when Wright started in business the

'-location was new for a garage and he had

little to invest outside of his lease. His

true investment. however, now may be

said to consist of the value of his busi—

ness. the reasonable price at which he

would sell it were he to dispose of it to

day.

Accessories is an item which adds to the

profits, although there is a wide field for

improvement. At present such goods are

displayed in a showcase in the office, where

as were they exhibited in a spot where they

were visible to and had to be seen by every

owner who entered the garage or by the

thousands of motorists who pass the door,

there would be greater knowledge of the

fullness of the line carried. It is complete

in that it consists of the articles which are

in daily call among owners of cars, but

as compared with those garages where the

display is more pronounced the appearance

of the stock indicates that its prominence is

not sufficient, not even just to the stock

itself.

 

Knob that Indicates Position of Wheels.

Indicative of careful attention to detail

and unusual forethought regarding the op

eration of their vehicles, the manufacturers

of Sidueley-Deasy cars, which are l3r|tish

productions, haVe adopted a novel method

of making plain to the driverthc position of

the steering wheels, and it is so simple that

the method'may be modified to ne appli»

cable to any car. The method consists of

inserting in the steering wheel a small

“ivorme" knob the position of whicl" indi

cates the angulaiity 0f the steering wheels.

For instance, it the wheels are straight, the

knob will .be at the lowest point in the

periphery 0‘ the wheel; turning the steer

ing vrneel so that the white knob is either

to the right or the left, indicates in which

direction the wheels are pointed and ap

proximately their angularity. The useful

ness of the device is apparent_in garage

maneuvers when the fenders obscure th':

wheels. A piece of string tied around the

steering wheel, or even a small nick filed in

it, would serve the same purpose and prob

ably would save much confusion and pre

vent the car being damaged.

Car that Aids Sale of Cash Re isters.

The enterprise which has characterized

the National Cash Register Co., of Dayton,

0., and which has given the sales force of

     

 

that company an enviable reputation, has

found further field for operation in the

designing of a motor car which is espe

cially equipped for use by the cash reg

ister salesmen. The car is a Republic road

ster of standard chassis, but upon the rum

ble deck is bolted a trunk capable of con

taining the largest size of register made

by the company, as shown by the accom—

Beneath the trunk is

a drawer four inches deep in which adver

tising matter may be carried. Under the

front seat is a drawer for the automobile

and cash register tools. With this equip

ment the merchant to whom access is dif

ficult is no longer immune from the in

vasions of the N. C. R. salesmen.

Safety Spark Gap May be Abused.

Although the safety spark gap in a mag—

neto is put there for a definite purpose.

which purpose is to protect the compara

tively delicate wmdings of the instrument in

the event of short circuits or broken high

tension the spark. ' nevertheless.

should no; be permtited to cross this gap

for any length of time if it is avoidable.

The high tension spark is a hot spark and

it tends to burn away the terminals. If the

terminals are burned away ever so slightly.

the safety spark gap will be too wide prop

erly to fulfill its mission in 'life.

panying illustration.

wires,
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N0 RADICAL FEATURES

lN SELDEN TRUCK DESIGN

New Vehicle for Which Easy Pay

ments Will Be Accepted Is Stand

ard—Long Stroke Block

Motor Employed.

Unusual interest attaches to the new Sel

den truck. manufactured by the Selden Mo—

tor Vehicle Co., of Rochester, N. Y., and

sold by a separate organization, the Sel—

den Truck Sales Co., if for no other reason

than that it is the first commercial vehicle

to be built by the Selden company and the

first that has been offered by a well known

concern on the easy payment plan; more

body above the level of the driving chains

the maximum width can be increased to

52% inches, while a lOVrinch' bolster will

raise the body high enough to clear the

wheels under all conditions, so that it can

be made of any width desired. The length

of the loading space normally is 8 feet 6

inches.

In the construction of the motor the unit

power plant plan has been adopted, the

gearcase being bolted to the rear end of the

crankcase. The cylinders, which ,are block

cast, have a bore of 3% inches and the pis

ton stroke is 5% inches; this long stroke is

considered especially advantageous in com

mercial motor vehicles because of its effi

cacy in making hard pulls at low speeds.

Under the control of a sealed governor the

motor has a maximum speed of 1.150 revo

bility in case of the distortion of the frame

due to abnormally rough roads. Spherical

boxes are mounted in spherical sockets 0n

the frame, and the boxes carry the Hyatt

roller hearings in which the jackshaft runs.

Frame twisting can have only the effect of

turning the spherical boxes slightly in their

sockets, permitting the roller bearings to

adjust themselves accurately and automat

ically to the changes in the relative posi

tions of the frame members. The differ

ential on the jackshaft is of the approved

bevel gear type; drive shafts, of heat treat—

ed alloy steel. are 1% inches in diameter.

Both front and rear axles are steel forg

ings, heat treated. The front axle is of the

familiar I-beam cross section, 3 inches deep

and 1% inches across the flanges, with a

web thickness of % inch. The rear axle is
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NEW SELDEN ()NE-TON TRUCK EQUIPPED WITlI PLATFORM STAKE BODY

over, the vehicles are sold direct from the

factory without the intervention of the

usual agents, which is another innovation

of more than passing interest.

Following well established precedent, but

one model will be turned out. the policy of

the makers being the concentration of en

ergies on a single type. The new Selden

truck has a carrying capacity of one ton

and is propelled by a four-cylinder motor

rated at 23 horsepower. Left-hand steer,

center control and a governor which limits

the road speed to a maximum of 16 miles

an hour are among the features of the car.

The frame is low hung, and when the

truck is carrying its normal load is only

29% inches from the ground. As the

wheel~ are 36 inches in diameter, the frame

is below the tops of the wheels; if the body

is carried directly on the frame its maxi

mum width outside is 46% inches. By using

a 3—inch bolster or sub-sill to raise the

lutions per minute, which corresponds to

a road speed of 16 miles an hour on'the

high gear. A dual ignition system is em

ployed, a peculiarity of which is that the

magneto is driven at the same speed as the

crankshaft. A positively driven gear pump

circulates the cooling water through a ver

tical tube radiator.

Transmission of power is through a mul

tiple disk clutch, three-speed gearset and

jackshaft, with side chains for final drive.

The gearset provides for three speeds for

ward and the usual single reverse, select

ively controlled; gears and shafts are of

heat treated nickel steel and the shafts run

in Timken roller bearings. The clutch is

of the dry disk type. There is a single uni

versal joint in the short shaft between the

tail-shaft of the gearset and the jackshaft.

Special construction has been employed to

make the binding or straining of the jack

shaft in its bearings a practical impossi

a solid rectangular forging 2y, inches deep

and 2 inches thick. There are 12 2-inch

hickory spokes in each of the 36-inch ar

tillery wheels; solid rubber tires are used

all round, 3% inches wide in front and 4

inches wide on the rear wheels. All rims

are S. A. E. demountable. The tread is

56 inches for the front wheels and 60

inches for the rear wheels. and the'wheel

base is 125 inches.

A good, substantial depth of 5% inches

is a characteristic of the pressed channel

steel main frame, which is designed to carry

real loads. The front cross member is de

tachable, so that the unit power plant can

be removed bodily in awe of emergency,

to the great facilitation of repair work. The

rear end is protected by a stout steel hump

er. Ample length. as well as ample weight,

is given to the springs, and the car should

be an easy riding one for its kind. Front

and rear, the springs are semi-elliptical; in
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from they are 42 inches long and 2% inches

wide and in the rear 48 inches long and

2% inches wide, No driving stresses are

transmitted through the springs, heavy

radius members being provided to take the.

thrust.

Worm-and-nut steering gear is employed,

with a hand wheel 18 inches in diameter;

this gear is, of course, irreversible. Gaso

lenc is carried in a drawn seamless steel

tank, tinned inside and out, located under

the driver's seat, having a capacity of 23

gallons. \Vithout load the car weighs 2,900

pounds. The price is $2,000. The equipment

consists of a horn, three oil lamps. jackv

and set of tools.

Blocking out Clutch to Avoid “Freezing.”

If a car is to be allowed to stand idle for

more than a month it is a wise plan to block

out the clutch by inserting a piece of wood

between the pedal and the heelboard, and

thus prevent it becoming frozen." The

pressure of clutch springs varies, and what

may appear to be a "soft" spring in reality

may be the very reverse, as the question of

leverage of the withdrawal gear may de

ceive the operator.

First slack 05 the spring and then insert

a piece of wood of suitable size. If

this is not done, the clutch may "freeze

up" during the period of idleness. This

is particularly true of dry plate clutches

and plate clutches in general. Leather cone

clutches have been found to suffer through

having a rib formed on the outside edges

preventing the total engagement. If leather

clutches are, blocked out a good soaking

with pure castor oil will tend to restore life

to the fibers of the material, care having

been taken first of all to wash away any

foreign matter with gasolene

Long Plugs for Hard-Starting Engines.

A motor that is difficult to start some

times can be made an easy starter by using

long spark plugs which will cause the spark

to occur deep in the mixture in the com

bustion chamber. Care should be taken

that the plug does not interfere with the

piston head, if the clearance is small.

Simple Lock Washer for Temporary Use.

A loek washer that will work fairly well

for a short time can be made of a common

iron washer by making a number of radial

cuts in it with a coldchisel and also nick

ing the bottom of the nut. This is merely

a temporary eXpedient, however.

Effect of Quenching Heated Metals.

Steel and brass are affected Oppositely

by heating and sudden cooling in water.

Steel is hardened in this way, but brass is

made softer, as is also copper and German

silver.

COMBINED AXLE GEARSET

WITHOUT SLIDING GEARS

Dog' Clutches That Make for Quietness

Feature of Bennett’s Device—Case

Hardening Obviated by Posi

tion of Pinion's.

 

The trite old saying to the efl‘ect that

in the making of books there is no end

might almost and with equal aptness be ap

plied to the construction of change gear

mechanisms; there are few who are

entirely satisfied With the present types of

sliding gearsets. despite their satisfactory

operation in most hands.

for

The Bennett rear axle gearset which is

illustrated herewith. and which is the in

vention .of Stephen Sv Bennett of 216 Fair
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BENNETT’S AXLE GEARSET

view avenue, Chicago, IIl., represents the

latest development and, unlike many others,

it would seem to hold real promise, for it

not only works, and works well, but is com

paratively cheap to manufacture and pre

sents few engineering diflicultics. The de

vice, incorporated in a Packard car, was

demonstrated to a Motor World man, and

during the course of the demonstration it

was made very plain that it not only is

feasible and quite easy to change from any

gear to any other gear while the car is run

ning, but' that the operation is noiseless.

\Vhich, briefly, is the principal claim made

for the device by its inventor, this and other

claims being covered by letters patent num

bered 1,014,036.

The general design of the device may be

seen from the accompanying illustration,

which shows that the whole gearset is in

corporated in the rear axle housing with

the differential mechanism, and is not, as

is the case with so many other axle gear

sets, contained in a separate housing bolted

to the differential case. Its comparatively

small size, which, of course, also means

light weight, accounts for its construc

tion. The driving gears, which are four in

number, are mounted loosely on a trans

verse shaft and are constantly in mesh with

the driven gear~. which are solidly keyed

to the driving axles through the inter

mediary of the differential mechanism. By

reason of the fact that the gears always are

enmeshed, there can be no clashing and

wear when speeds are changed, all the wear

coming on individual dog clutches. These

clutches are shifted by means of the ortho

dox side hand lever and serve to key their

individual 'pinions to the transverse shaft,

which is driven by means of the usual bevel

gears.

It is pointed out by the inventor that as

all the drum or driven gears are consid

erably larger than the driving gears, the

strain and wear between them is equalized

to a greater extent than it is in the usual

gearset and that the resultant drive is much

akin in effect to the drive by side chains.

Incidentally, as the driven gears are behind

the driving gears they quite naturally rotate

at speeds one-third to one-fourth less, de

pending on the gears in use, than the per

ipherial speeds of ordinary gear wheels in

the usual gearset. One of the features that

would seem to bear out the inventor's con

tention that wear is' much less with his

gearset than it is with any other of the _

ordinary pattern, is the fact that they are

not case-hardened, he points out, reduces

considerably the cost of manufacture. Sum

marized, in the words of the inventor, the

advantages of the gearset are: Increased

durability, increased simplicity, greater

ease of operation and low cost of manufac

ture.

Why Radiator’s Water Should be Changed.

Everybody knows that water pours more

freely than molasses, but few motorists

from one year's end to the other think of

drawing the water from the cooling system.

Unless cleaned periodically locomotive

boilers “furr up," and the cylinder jackets

of lthe gas engine, as well as the radiator

and water pipes, are aflected in a similar

manner. The rubber hose conneetion be

comes rotted inside, and cases are not hard

to find where these burst, simply due to

rot. Radiator bases readily adapt them

selves as receptacles for mud, and instead

of a free passage for the water to flow, the

chambers become constricted, throwing an

unnecessary amount of work on the pump,

if such is used; or, in the case of thermo

syphon cooling, minimizing the efliciency

by 30 to 50 per cent. Before using anti

freezing solution a thorough cleaning of the

circulation system is necessary. '
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS—THEIR WORKINGS

Use of Combined High Tension Magneto and Generator Explained—Mag

netic Regulator and Its Function— Locating Possible Causes

of Trouble — Excessive Current Obviated by Fuses.

tTltis is the fourth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by dealer and owner Hillith

ll lS altogether probable that if the old

methods of ignition of automobile engines

by means of hot tubes and other equally

crude and objectionable systems still ob

tained, electric lighting systems still would

be a dream of the future. But with the de

velopment of ignition systems to their pres

ent state of high efficiency, it has been

demonstrated that electricity can be put to

many other uses as well, and it scarcely is

less the necessity for electricity for ignition

than it is the convenience and dependabil

ity of electric lights that has within the past

few years so stimulated the development of

lighting systems.

Idea of Complexity Exploded.

The continued success of the high tension

ignition system, in the face of one-time

criticisms to the effect that its complexity

would serve as an efl'ectual bar to its gen

eral adoption, has served also to demon

strate that, after all, electricity is not such

a terribly mysterious and subtle fluid and

that, with the help of even average intel

ligence, its way can be made the will of

whosoever wishes. All of which has been

made very plain in the three preceding arti

cles which have appeared in Motor World,

and in which have been laid bare the secrets

and "mystery" which is no mystery at all,

of a number of modern electric lighting

systems.

Double Purposes That Are Served.

As has been explained. high tension cur

rent and low tension current are .quite dif

ferent in their characteristics. High ten

sion current is used for ignition purposes

only—low tension ignition of automobile

engines being practically obsolete—and is

low tension current “stepped up" by means

of a transformer until its voltage is very

high. though its amperage is so low as to be

scarcely measurable with ordinary instru

ments. Low tension current is the base

which invariably is used in producing high

tension ignition current. In many of the

modern magnetos the transformer coil is

incorporated directly in the instrument,

which thereby becomes to all intents and

purposes a high tension instrument. In

others, the transformer coils are located in

a box on the dash with the contact breaker

and the distributing mechanism on the

magneto. and these also are styled high ten-nets supplemented by an electro-magnetic

sion instruments, though in any or all of

them low tension current must first be

generated.

Of course, where an electric lighting dy

namo forms part of the equipment of a car

it is a simple matter to utilize some of the

current generated for ignition purposes by

the simple expedient of passing it through

an individual induction coil and a distributer.

So far as is known, however, there are only

two manufacturers who attempt to com

bine the high tension magneto and the

lighting generator in the one instrument,

which is complete in itself, together with
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a suitable dash coil, for either purpose. Of

these two, only one, the Remy Electric Co.

of Anderson, Ind., is an American manu

facturer regularly engaged in the produc

tion of instruments for the market. The

other, which is the British Simms com

pany, is a foreign firm that has developed a

combination instrument utilizing two sepa

arate and distinct armatures rotating within

the same field, one armature for the ignition

circuit and the other for the lighting cir

cuit.

Regulation Elfected by Combined Fields.

The Remy instrument truthfully may be

styled a combined high tension magneto

and low tension lighting dynamo. The low

tension current is generated in a drum

wound laminated iron core armature rotat

ing in a field composed of permanent mag—

field formed by a shunt field winding

around the permanent magnets. The mag

neto portion of the instrument is orthodox

in every particular and consists of the usual

contact breaker and distributer gear at—

tached directly to the magneto and actuated

by the armature shaft. The transformer

coil is located in a coil box on the dash.

In the lighting portion of the instrument

the initial current is generated by the arma

ture rotating in the field of the parmanent

magnets. As the current strength increases,

part of it is passed through the shunt wind

ing, thereby strengthening the field and

thus increasing the current output. The

a method of regulating the output is inge

nious and consists of varying the strength

of the shunt field through the action of a

magnetic regulator formed of an armature.

a coil in which the armature operates, and

a pile of carbon disks one upon the other.

\Vhen the engine is idle, the pressure upon

the carbon disks is such that they become

virtually a solidyconductor, permitting all

the current to pass through the shunt field.

Carbon Disks Control Field Strength.

As the speedy of the dynamo armature in

creases, however, the clectro-magnetic regu

lator, which is connected in series with the

shunt field, decreases the pressure on the

carbon disks, and as they loosen, under the

action of a spring, their resistance becomes

greater and the strength of the shunt field

is decreased. In action, the regulator is

automatic and compensates for engine speed

fluctuations by maintaining the magnetic

field of the dynamo constant so that the

current output of the machine never exceeds

eight amperes. The same device—it is

mounted in the coil box on the dash, where

it is instantly accessible—also serves to

disconnect the generator from the battery

immediatealy the engine is stopped, in

which Case the lighting load automatically

is taken up by the storage battery, which

in the lingo of electrical engineers is “float

ed on the line."

Simplicity a Characteristic.

Despite the manifold functions of the

Remy instrument, it is little, if any, more

complicated in structure than any other

lighting dynamo, and its installation and
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care require no special knowledge of elec

tricity. The instrument is designed to be

run in either direction—clockwise or anti

clockwise—though when it is run clockwise

the green-red "jumper" wire should be con

nected to the brush holder marked No. 1

and the red “jumper” wire to brush holder

No. 2. If it is to be run in anti-clockwise

direction the connections should be re

versed. It is difficult to conceive that

trouble with the wiring connections could

manifest itself, for with each instrument is

supplied a complete wiring diagram on

which the various wires are marked in color

to correspond to the color of the wires

themselves. It is merely necessary to con

nect the colored wires to the terminals in

dicated on the wiring diagram.

Attention That Nets Perfect Results.

Failure to generate could only result from

improper wiring connections or a poor con

dition of the brushes or commutator caused

by wear or lack of proper lubrication. Oc

casionally the commutator should be

cleaned by pressing very fine sandpaper

lightly against it, and it will do no harm to _

apply a minute quantity of good quality

vaseline to it while the instrument is run

ning. No oil should be used on the com

mutator nor should the usual lubricating

greases be used upon it. As a last final

injunction, it is absolutely essential that a

storage battery be used with the instru

ment. The instrument cannot be used with

out one, and only the battery specified by
the Remy company shouldibe used, for re—

peated tests have shown that only one style

of 6-volt lZO—ampere hour capacity lead

plate battery can be expected to give good

results.

In the Remy system the current output

is controlled by means of a mechanical reg—

ulator. and a somewhat similar mechan

ical device is employed in the Adlake sys

tem, which is manufactured by the Adams

& \Nestlake Co., of Chicago, 111., though

the dynamo and, in fact, the whole system,

is entirely different in theory. The Adlake

machine is a straight shunt-wound dynamo

in which permanent magnets find no place.

The field pieces are electro-magnets.

How the Adlake System Diflers.

The complete system includes the dyna

mo, the Adlake-Newbold regulator, 'which

governs the dynamo'output, and a storage

battery. In general construction, the Adlake

dynamo differs somewhat from other dy

namos, though its component parts are the

same and in general the same instructions

regarding upkeep apply to it as apply to

others. By simply removing a small wing

nut the aluminum cover may be removed,

disclosing the interior mechanism and the

brushes. holders and commutator. Thq

brushes, it may be noted, bear on the com

mutator at a slight angle favoring rota

tion, and in removing and replacing them

care should be taken to see that they are

put back properly, or damage to the com

mutator will result.

In caring for the dynamo. it is well 0c

casionally to wipe out the inside of the case

with a clean cloth moistened with gasolene.

The brushes also may be removed and

cleaned, though if they have been run for

some time their adjustment should not be

altered for the reason that they are self

hardening with wear. and after a short use

the springs seldom, if ever, require adjust

ment. The same cloth will serve to remove

such dirt as may have collected on the com

mutator. The commutator should present

a smooth, hard surface of a dark brown

color when in the best of condition, and if

it should show signs of scratching or pit

ting, such marks should be removed by

holding fine sandpaper against it until they

disappear.

Brush Adjustment an Important Point.

Naturally the brushes will wear out in

time, and when they so they should be re

newed. When the tension levers commence

to touch the lmx in which the brushes slide,

it is time to put in new brushes. The ma

chine should not be run as long as it will

run and generate current without attention

to the brushes, for the greatest damage is

done to commutators when the brushes are

just too short to make perfect contact and

still are not short enough to prevent the

generation of current. \Vhen they are in

this condition they cause undue sparking,

and as a result the commutator wears rap

idly.

The current and voltage regulator is an

ingenious device, which, nevertheless, is

quite easily understandable in construction

and operation. Mounted on the same panel

with it is the automatic circuit breaker, and

this also is ingenious in conception as well

as positive in action. Briefly, the circuit

breaker consists of two pairs of coils, one

pair shunt and the other pair series. As

the speed of the dynamo armature in—

creases‘and the current strength becomes

greater, the shunt coils are energized suf

ficiently to lift an arm, thereby connecting

the dynamo to the battery. As the current

flows from the dynamo to the battery it

passes through the series coils, causing a

greater pull upon the arm and making the

contact still more effectual. At the instant

the battery current becomes stronger than

the dynamo current—when the dynamo ar

mature speed is reduced as the engine is

slowed down—the current backs up in the

series coils of the circuit breaker and causes

the arm to drop, breaking the circuit.

The regulator consists of a solenoid act

uating an arm carrying a contact bearing

on a series of other contacts, and operating

through the resistance of a variable dash

pot. The solenoid coil is placed in series

with the field of the dynamo and, as the

armature speed increases, more current is

passed through the solenoid, which re

sponds by pulling the contact bearing arm

across the permanent contacts'and thereby

inserting steps of resistance in the dynamo

field. In this way, the output of the dynamo

is maintained constant regardless of the

speed of the armature. By varying the

weight of the piston in the dashpot against

which the solenoid works, the current out

put of the generator can be varied within

certain limits. There is a small cover over

the dashpot, which, if removed, reveals a

small cavity in the piston, which is partly

filled with bird shot. Increasing the weight

of shot increases the current output of the

dynamo. for the reason that more magnet

ism then is required for the solenoid to lift

the weight, and before the magnetism can

be increased the dynamo output must be

increased. In practice, however. just the

reverse obtains. That is to say. altering

the adjustment of the regulator automatic

ally alters the output of the generator.

Care of Component Parts.

In caring for the regulator, the segments

against which the sliding contact bears

should be kept clean and bright and the

spaces between them should not be permit

spaces between them should not pe per

mitted to fill up with dust and dirt.

The movable brush should press firmly

against the segments, and not more than

one. drop of oil may be placed on the

pivoted bearings of the wheel about once in

six months. One of the sure signs that the

apparatus is working properly is that the

arm will move up and down with variations

in engine speed.

Functions of Fuses Made Plain.

Throughout the system. protection

against short circuits is provided by means

of fuses, and in case of failure to generate

these always should be examined first to

make certain that they have not “blown

out." Of course, if they have “gone,” cur

rent will not pass until they have been re

placed with new ones. The reason for the

fuse “blowing out" should invariably be dis

covered before a new fuse is inserted, for

the fuse is a safety valve and serves as an

indication that something is wrong. If the

regulator arm should stick and the device

become inoperative, permitting a very heavy

current to pass to the battery when the en

gine runs at high speed, the main fuse will

“blow.” It is put there for that purpose.

Or, if the automatic circuit breaker should

fail to break the circuit between the dynamo
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ted the battery when the engine Stops. then

the field fuse will "blow." The dynamo may

fail to generate sufficient current because

of the failure of the brush on the regulator

arm to press properly on the segments. This

“ould permit the resistance to remain in the

felt] circuit all the time. Naturally, loose

.- nnections or a broken wire also will mani

fest themselves in a failure to generate or

failure properly to light the lamps.

Protection That Fuses Alford.

by reason of the design of the system it

Is \irtually self»protecting through the

It is very unlikely that trouble of

any kind will develop which will do other

man cause the system to fail to generate

current and thus allow the battery grad

ually to discharge itself. If, for instance.

~ne of the wires to the battery should be

mine loosened or broken, the regulator

Wald become inoperative and this, in turn,

\wuld result in a heavy current being

-.-~sed through the field fuse, which, of

-~urse, would “blow,” thus protecting the

If the lights were connected they

a uld flicker badly, due to the changes in

.rmature speed, the output of the dynamo

'I'n being uncontrolled. Thus it may be

~ in that one kind of trouble almost in

5u~es.

1') namo.

brings on another and that all

:rge upon the original one. It should be

.1 simple matter to trace out the original

malt and. once remedied, its location will

~t.'\e as a guide in making subsequent

One of the principal points to

.\ rt.h in the Adlake system is the regulator

If this is kept in an operable condi

':-»n through occasional inspection and at‘

"21110" the system will work properly and

“ere is little reason to expect any great

a'n-tunt of trouble.

To those who have the courage to look

"we situation squarely in the face, without

periug through a purely hypothetical fog

rai~ed by themselves alone, trouble must

r'-;-czr to be spelled “i'g-n-o-r-a-n-c-e.“

\nd though it has been said that a cobbler’s

hildren are always the ones whose shoes

r'r: down at heel, despite their father's in

' 'Y..AlC knowledge of the repair of shoes, at

"ht the cobbler knows the parts that are

“I likely to wear and he can provide

i_4;n~t it. Anyway, he can repair such

'uks as occur. It is very much the same

any with the modern lighting system. It

‘~ "0. K." when it comes from the manu»

Hammer and it will stay “0. K." if it is

-'--;ierly installed and intelligently cared

' r But—it can no more be properly in

-' Iled than it can be intelligently cared

' unless its construction is known.

arrably

starches.

.t'm

Similarity That Should Assist Learning.

Fundamentally. all systems are all very

"uch alike. To know one almost is to

know them all, though each has its peculiar

ities and each requires separate treatment

to make plain its distinctive features. Still,

 

 

 

  

ADLAKE DYNAMO CONSTRUCTION

there are so many systems, and there is

such very great variety in the method of

establishing the proper relationship be

tween the various component parts that it

 

 
  

  

ADLAKE-NEWBOLD REGULATOR

is beyond the scope of a single article to

treat of them all.

Seeks to Assist the Breather Pipe.

Regardless of the popular assumption

that the pressure in the crankcase of a four

cylinder four-cycle engine is no pressure at

all, but is equalized through the “balanc

ing” of the pistons, such is not the case. as

a superficial examination of the conditions

obtaining will make plain. Owing to the

obliquity of the connecting rods during cer

tain portions of the cycle, the pistons do

not move up and down at equal speeds, and

as a result the pressure in the crankcase is

alternately slightly higher and slightly

lower than atmospheric pressure, which

fact is demonstrated by the alternate puff

and suction at the breather pipe.

The breather pipe is put in an engine in

order to permit this pressure to be equal

ized in so far as is possible, but that it

serves its end with but mediocre results at

best is the contention of a British expert

who has developed what he styles a

"vacuum suction valve" for insertion in the

breather pipe. According to the theory of

the device. which theory, it appears, will

stand investigation, the “vacuum suction

operates to permit the increased

pressure to escape but does not permit air

to be drawn in through the breather pipe.

As a resul' a partial vacuum is formed in

the crankcase, and instead of the lubricat

ing oil being forced out through bearings

and valve tappets, the vacuum tends to draw

it in and in this way to keep the engine

clean and free from accumulations of road

dust and dirt.

valve"

 

Measuring the Diameters of Tires.

Despite the widespread use of tires, there

still exists confusion regarding manufac

turers' methods of designating tire sizes.

Briefly, a 36 x 4 inch tire, when fully in

flated, measures 36 inches in diameter out

side the casing between the point of road

contact and the uppermost side of the tread.

The sectional measurement—4 inches—also

is taken to mean the actual distance between

the outermost points in a section. Such

measurements vary considerably, however,

in the products of difierent manufacturers.

which may perhaps account for the con

fusion that obtains. Thus. for instance,

though tires seldom, if ever, are undersize,

not a few makes are slightly oversize, and

consequently their measurement cannot be

expected to correspond exactly to the di

mensions stamped on the tire. Diameter

measurements never are taken at the felly

band of the wheel, as sometimes is sup

posed to be the case.

Extemporizing a Pressure Feed System.

In the event of the exhaust pressure de

vice in a pressure feed system becoming in

operative, and provided that the hand pumi

also is out of order, it still is a compara<

tively simple matter to raise sufl‘icient pres

sure in the tank to start the engine. If

the exhaust pipe is carefully plugged and

the engine "spun" for about a dozen revolu

tions with the throttle wide open it the!‘

becomes an air compressor and compresses

the air drawn through the carburetter in

the exhaus: pipe, the air first having passed

through the intake and exhaust valves. The

pressure in the exhaust pipe will be raised

sufficiently to operate the exhaust pressure

device and the air will pass through into the

tank.
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Saunders Auxiliary Air Valve.

\Vhile simplicity is desirable in any

mechanical device, it is especially important

in auxiliary attachments, which are not

part of the ordinary equipment of a car

but are intended to be applied as extras.

The fact that there are but two main parts

to the Saunders gasolenc saver is, there

fore, a point very much in its favor. The

attachment. which is the product of the Les

lie R. Saunders Co., of 927 West Seventh

street. Los Angeles. Cal., is of that type

in which the mixture of gasolene vapor and

air can be controlled as to its proportions

by means of the auxiliary air valve, opening

into the intake pipe, controlled from the

driver’s seat.

The valve itself is a simple brass cylin

der in which are four air holes, and in it

a conical plug which can be moved by

means of a Bowden wire attached to the

valve stem with an operating lever on the

  

SAUNDERS GASOLENE SAVER

steering wheel column. By opening the

valve the proportion of air in the mixture

is, of course, increased and at the same time

the mixture is made more intimate by the

mechanical agitation resulting front the im

pact of the two currents coming together at

right angles. The mixture can be made ex

actly right for the momentarily existing

conditions, even if the carburetter does not

give just the right mixture. With the

throttle closed and the air valve open the

cylinders will draw in pure air when the

car is coasting, and by allowing air to be

drawn in when stopping the motor the

operation of a motor starter of the gas

type is made more positive than if the cyl

inders contained an uncertain mixture of

gas. The method of attaching the valve is

as simple as the valve itself.

Spring Shackle That Absorbs Shocks.

To make one part or mechanism perform

the functions of two and thus do away with

superfluous parts has been the object of

not a few motor car designers and not a few

interesting devices have been the fruit of

their labors. Recently the Cleveland Car

Co.. Ltd., Darlington, Eng, has placed on

the market a new form of spring shackle

which not only performs all of the duties

of the older forms of such devices, but acts

as a shock absorber as well. The device, as

shown in the accompanying drawing, con

sists of the usual bolts which protrude

through the eye in the end of the spring

and the frame bracket. respectively. How

ever. these bolts bear at either end short

  

CLEVELAND SHOCK ABSORBER

double cones. The links, which are split

and "V-grooved" to fit over the cones, are

bolted together by means of a trio of bolts

provided with short but “stocky” helical

springs, which squeeze the two halves of

the links together with cones between them.

Obviously, the friction between the cones

and the links can be increased or decreased

by altering the tension of the springs and

the damping effects of the shock absorbing

shackle altered to suit requirements.

“Creeper” That Facilitates Under-Car Work.

[here is nothing that is much less invit

ing than the prospect of having to lie un

der a car when the garage floor is in the

usual state of ooziness and dirt, to say

nothing of its chilling temperature and

dampness in cold weather. Too often the

cushions of the car are used for the pro

tection of the unfortunate worker. with dis

  

KEYSTONE SHOP CREEPER

astrous effect on the cushions. All such

troubles are overcome and the comfort of

the worker and his ability to do his work

satisfactorily greatly increased by the use

of the so-called "creeper," which consists

of a very low castor truck upon which a

man can lie. The one shown in the ac

companying illustration, which just has

been placed on the market by the Key

stone Wire Matting Co., of Beaver Falls,

Pa., is made of neatly finished hard wood.

and is mounted on 1% inch steel wheels or

castors running on ball bearings, so that

shifting positions is an easy matter. The

whole creeper is substantially built for hard

service, being designed with every-day

garage work in view.

Combining Shackle and Shock Absorber.

To permit free spring action at the time

that the wheels are passing over rough

places in the road, and to limit the spring

action, or, in other words, to "choke" the

rebound of the springs after obstruction llil>

been passed over, is the object of a com

bined spring shackle and shock absorber of

which A. P. Vincent, of Paris. France, is

the inventor. As shown by the accompany

ing illustration, the device is charmingly

free from complication. The links which

connect the ends of the springs are slotted.

and through the slots passes the bolt which

fastens the links to the end of one of the

springs. On the end of the lower spring.

which is fastened to the shackle in this

manner, is mounted a looped piece of

  

VINCENT SPRING SHACKLE

spring steel which is provided with an eye

in the upper end, through which passes a

bolt which engages with the upper holes

in the links. Between the turned-over ends

of the looped spring is mounted a short

helical spring made of square wire. The

upper spring is fastened to the links in the

usual manner. with a bolt which passes

through the holes provided in the links

and through the eye in the end of the

spring. The combined action of the looped

spring and the short but strong helical

, spring supports the weight of the car when

things are normal, and the bolt which pass

es through the slots in the links takes a

central position. When, however, the wheels

meet an obstruction, the bolt approaches

the top of the slot and, if the shock im

parted to the wheels by virtue of the specr’.

of the car and the height of the obstruction

is great enough, the main springs come

into action when the bolt reaches the upper

most position. The recoil of the main

springs is hindered by the bending aCllnll of

the looped spring, which latter is hehl in

position by means of a bridge clamp in the

manner shown.
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UNUSUAL CONSTRUCTION IN

“ HIGHEST PRICED” MOTOR

Simplicity and Accessibility Para

mount Features of Julian Engine

—Has Six Cylinders and

Long Stroke.

Although the design of the poppet-valve

automobile engine has become almost thor

oughly standardized through years of con

~tant application, its construction and the

methods of manufacture and the materials

of which it is constructed are by no means

standard. In these respects, the Julian Mo

[01' Co. of Syracuse. N. Y., though not at

tempting standardization in any form.

would seem to have made a long step for

ward in both design and construction, for

has been spared, either in design or con

struction, to make the motor as nearly per

fect as human ingenuity and labor can be

expected to make it, and as a result it is

freely admitted by the manufacturers that

the engine will bear the distinction of be

ing the highest priced stock automobile

motor either in the United States or abroad.

In conformity with the general tendency

toward long strokes, and also to obtain the

degree of flexibility and smoothness in op

eration which that type of motor permits,

the stroke and bore ratio has been made

fairly high. The bore is 4% inches and the

stroke is 7 inches, the ratio therefore be

ing 1.55 to l. The nominal horsepower rat

ing is 48, though by reason of the valve de

sign and the shape and construction of the

intake and exhaust manifolds which have

been designed to obviate the slightest possi

bility of “loading up" or choking, well over

The push rods also are hollow, in order to

obtain lightness, and instead of being round,

as is the usual practice, they are made

square. By way of ensuring perfectly ac

curate fit the push rods are subjected to

no less than four processes before final as

sembly. They are first rough broached, then

machine broached, then hand broached and

then lapped in by hand. Quietness in the

valve action has been obtained by prevent

ive rather than by remedial methods. On

the top of each push rod there is a tiny

dash pot formed of a tight fitting metal

cap which is ventilated at the sides. The

effect of the dash pot is to prevent the valve

stems from jumping and also to ensure

positive lubrication of the lower ends of

the stems.

As an indication of the length to which

accessibility has been carried, the cam

shafts, which are exceptionally heavy and

  
  

 

 

INTAKE AND EXHAI'ST SIDES OF JULIAN MOTOR, SHOWING MANIFOLD CONSTRUCTION AND COMPACT DESIGN

in the six-cylinder Julian motor, which

shortly will be placed on the open market,

the manufacturers have adhered very little

to even such set practices as have become

fairly common and instead have been active

in seeking out brand new designs, new ma—

terials and new methods of construction.

The concrete result is an engine which em

bodies the best points of the best designs.

though at the same time it differs very

greatly in many respects from the ordi

nary automobile engine.

As a matter of fact, the Julian engine is

not an ordinary engine in any sense of the

word; it really is extraordinary in both

its design and its construction, though the

plans that have been laid down are not such

as to engender the slightest feeling of un

rest regarding the operation of the com

pleted machine. In developing the motor.

accessibility has been the keynote of the

.1¢~igfl_ and it is noteworthy that the theory

behind the design has been adhered to even

to the extent that the draughting room has

been permitted to dominate the production

department. In other words, no expense

100 horsepower is given 05 at 2,200 revo

lutions a minute, this figure having been

obtained through an actual block test. At

present the motor is constructed in only one

style—six cylinder—though production

plans anticipate the early addition of a four

cylinder model which will be practically a

duplicate of the "six." The cylinder dimen

sions will be 3% x 6 inches.

In the six-cylinder model the cylinders

are cast in a single block which is very

nearly rectangular and is singularly free

from projections. Both the intake and the

exhaust manifolds have been made as short

as is consistent and set close to the cast

ing. The valves and the valve arrangement

are peculiar and the design of the mechan

ism is distinctive. The valves themselves

are exceptionally large, the heads measur

ing 31-16 inches in diameter, and the stems,

which are no less than 1/1 inch in diameter.

are hollow. The valve seat angle is 30 de

grees, thereby providing, with »}§ inch lift, a

slightly larger opening than ordinarily

would be possible. The valve heads are

nickel steel welded to carbon steel stems.

are carried in bearings that are unusually

liberal, may be removed from the front end

without the necessity for disturbing the

hearings or any of the other mechanism

of the motor. The camshaft bearings are

lubricated by means of small wells which

are cast in the crankcase immediately above

each bearing. They are kept full by splash,

and the bearings thus are ensured of contin

ual lubrication. Additional cams on the

shaft. much smaller thanthc valve actuating

cams, serve to raise the valves slightly

and thus reduce the compression when the

camshaft is moved forward bodily by means

of a lever provided for the purpose. The

whole valve mechanism is completely

housed by means of two tight aluminum

plates which extend the whole length

of the crankcase and are held in place

by means of thumb screws. The screened

holes in the plates, visible in the

accompanying illustration, serve to admit

the air to the carburetter. As the air must

pass nearly the length of the motor before

it enters the carburetter it is effectually

warmed and the homogeneity of the mix
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ture is ensured without the necessity for

water jacketing the carburetter.

Despite the size of the motor and the

length of the stroke, the connecting rods

are exceptionally light. They are of I

beam cross section and weigh, complete.

just three pounds. The pistons, which are

6% inches in length, also are very light, one

piston with its wrist pin, complete, tipping

the beam at 4% pounds. Each piston is

fitted with three concentric piston rings and

provided with several oil grooves which

facilitate lubrication and reduce the ten

dency to smoke. Lubrication is entirely

by splash, the connecting rod big end bear

ings dipping into small troughs which are

fed from a reservoir in the crankcase.

Small holes in the center of each trough

maintain the oil at the proper level for

normal motor speeds. As the speed is in

creased, however, the amount of oil fed

into the troughs is too great to pass

through the holes in the interval of time

between the piston strokes. and consequent

ly the supply of oil is increased. Bafile

plates in the bottom of the crankcase pre

vent the front or the rear cylinders get

ting too much oil when the car is ascend

ing or descending a grade, as the case may

be. The several troughs are constructed

in a unique manner that makes cleaning

an easy Operation. By simply removing two

plugs, one at either side of each trough, a

brush may be inserted and the whole in

terior swept out.

Cooling is effected by pump circulated

water, the pump being located at the for

ward end of the casting on a vertical shaft.

the lower end of which serves to actuate

the oil pump. By reason of the proximity

    
 

 

JULIAN MOTOR IN PERSPECTIVE

of the pump to the casting, intake water

pipes are unnecessary, the pump being con

nected directly to the jacket. The return

water pipe is enclosed in an aluminum

housing on top of the cylinders. A six

blade cast aluminum fan serves to induce

a draft through the radiator.

The flywheel is housed in an integral ex

tension of the crankcase and the clutch

housing. enclosing a multiple disk clutch

composed of 13 Raybestos faced and I4

saw steel plates, is bolted directly to the

flywheel. The motor is supplied either with

a change gear mechanism and control levers

or without these parts. When a gearset is

supplied it maybe either three or four speed.

Similarly, in the equipment of the engine

the option is given of either an electric or a

compressed air starter. The engine which

is illustrated is equipped with the air starter.

The three—cylinder

combination air motor and compressor and

a tank. \Vlien the motor is to be started

the compressor an air motor,

geared 17 to 1, and operates through the

gearset, pressure being supplied from the

air tank.

By way of emphasizing the extreme sim—

plicity and accessibility of the motor, it is

pointed out that through the whole con

struction but two sizes of nuts and bolts

are used, thus reducing the requirements

of the tool kit to but two wrenches. An

other detail which is indicative of unusual

attention to detail is the construction of the

starting crank. The crank is mounted on

a tapered shaft and its position may be

shifted to any position relative to the com

pression stroke for easy starting.

system consists of a

becomes

AMERICAN CARS PROMINENT AT MELBOURNE’S FIRST AUTOMOBILE SHOW

Diversified Display of Products of Eight Difierent Nations, England and the United States Leading—Few Exhibits of

Commercial Vehicles—Thirty-two Exhibitors Show Eighty-four Different Makes.

For a new institution, the Victorian Au

tomobile Show, staged in the Exhibition

Building, Melbourne, Australia, during the

week of August 31 to September 7. under

the auspices of the Automobile Club of Vic

toria, Ltd., loomed large. In all there were

84 different makes of pleasure cars exhib

ited by 32 exhibitors; also 10 commercial

vehicles were displayed. Of the pleasure

cars, 18 were of American manufacture;

most of the others came from Great Bri

tain. But one'American commercial car

was shown—a Sampson truck.

While in general the show had a British

flavor, the decoration of the individual

stands being left to the tastes of th05e who

occupied them according to English prac

tice, evidence of the American plan of pre

serving uniformity throughout the various

booths was exhibited in the color scheme,

which was limited to blue, gold and white.

the colors of the Automobile Club. The

usual complement of lattis work booths and

myriad incandescent lamps added to the

effectiveness of the show.

The American exhibits were confined to

low and medium priced cars, and in each

case save one—the Studebaker Corporation,

which staged its own exhibit—the displays

were made by Australian agents. Two dozen

accessory dealers were on hand with a full

line of products.

The American cars shown were: Stearns—

Knight, Stoddard-Dayton, \Varren. Lam

bert, Kelsey, Maxwell. Buick, Studebaker,

Hupmobile, Chalmers. Overland. Ford.

Marathon, Abbott—Detroit, Krit, Pullman,

Cadillac, and Metz. The foreign cars on

view were: Mors, Loreley, Sperber, Briton,

Turner, Salmon, Mathis, Metallurgique.

Belsize, Russell, Arrol Johnston, Lorraine

Dietrich. Nazzaro. Opel. Hispano-Suiza,

Hotchkiss, Daimler, Austin, Delaunay-Bellc

ville. Napier, Albion, Renault, Rolls-Royce,

Minerva, Talbot, \Volseley, Vinot, Adler,

Lanchester. Siddeley-Deasy, Gregoire. Le

Gui. Fafnir, Dennis. Lancia. A. C., Clement

Bayard, S. C. A. T., Imperia, Vulcan, Sun—

shine, Argyll, Standard, Sunbeam, F. N..

B. S. A., Mercedes. Berliet. Armstrong

\Vhitworth, La Buire, Singer. Martini,

Adams, Thames, Excelsior, Delahaye, Bren

na, Straker-Squire, Swift, Calthorpe, Dar

racq, Rapid, Roland, Bianchi, Hortu. En~

field.

The commercial vehicles exhibited were:

Sampson, Lorraine-Deitrich, Lacre, Auto

Carrier, Karricr, Clement-Bayard. Commer,

Thornycroft, Berliet, Hallford.

Dates Selected for Importers’ Show.

January 2nd to 11th have been selected

as the dates for the Importers' Salon which.

as usual, will be held in the grand ballroom

of the Hotel Astor, New York City. Of

necessity, the show will not be a large one

but. as heretofore, it will comprise the pro

ductions of at least five nations—England.

France. Germany, Italy and Belgium.

Another American Car Enters Japan.

C. A. Pereira. of Yokahama, Japan, has

secured the selling rights of the Halladay

car for all of the Japanese empire and con

siderable contiguous territory. Pereira

closed the contract with the Halladay peo

ple during a recent visit to this country.
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Quick Thinking and a Varied Collection at the Bottom of the Tool Kit

Work Wonders—Roadside Repair of a Broken Valve Lifter an Excel

lent Illustration of What can be Accomplished by a Handy Man.

Some repair shops are so situated that

they get a large number of calls for help

from more or less distant points, while

others rarely hear from travelers in trouble;

there are few, however, that are unfamiliar

with telephone conversations that end with

some such assurance as “All right; I'll

send you a man. How soon? Oh. right

away—just as quick as he can get his tools

together." Which is a sure sign that some

unc is stranded on the road and can't get

going again without assistance.

When Telephone Reports “Dead” Car.

The repairman who goes out on such a

road job sometimes knows what sort of

Work lies ahead of him and can to some ex

tent figure out his work as he goes to the

~cene of action; at other times he has not

the slightest idea what he will have to do

because the man who telephoned could give

no more definite information than that the

car was "dead."

A little ingenuity on the part of the re

pairman and an appreciation of the utility

of various odds and ends that form a

heteroneneous jumble in the bottom of his

tool bag are valuable assets in helping cars

out of roadside troubles. There are dozens

of things that can be used for purposes for

which they never were intended.

Motor That Jerked and Died.

A concrete example will serve to eluci

date the principle. The owner of a well

known and popular car, a man who enjoyed

driving his own machine but had a decided

aversion to doing any more adjusting and

“fixing things" than absolutely was neces

sary, telephoned to his garage, which in

cluded a well equipped repair shop, and

complained that he was several miles out

in the country with two cylinders on strike.

In reply to questions, he said that one cyl

inder commenced miSsing early in the day

and gradually went out of business. Run

ning home on three cylinders was not such

a terrible prospect; but when another cyl

lfldCr suddenly "died" and the motor start

ed jerking along on only two, the agony

became t00 great to be borne with equanim

ity. either by the man or the motor. Hence

'he call. He was pretty sure the first cyl

inder to go wrong was suffering front ig

nition trouble; but the plug was apparently

all right and the owner's engineering abil

ity did not permit him to go deeper. The

other cylinder, however, had something the

matter with one of the valves, which would

not open. The owner didn’t know just

what the trouble was, and anyway it was

pretty dark and he didn't want to mess

around.

Trouble Readily Is Located.

Out went the repairman into the night.

Arrived at the scene of the trouble, the
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BROKEN VALVE LIFTER REPAIR

causes for the failure of the two cylinders

to function soon were discovered. In one

the high-tension lead had chafed against the

sharp edge of a flange nut until the insula

tion had become just thin enough to per

mit the spark to short-circuit. A few

turns of tape and the tying up of the wire

to avoid further chafing put that cylinder

in working shape again. The other cylinder,

in which there was “something wrong with

a valve," was not quite so easily put right.

but the job was quite a simple one for the

experienced trouble man.

Valve Lifters Were Jarred Loose.

The inlet

heads. operated by rocker arms. the lower

ends of which rested in sockets in the valve

lifter adjusters. The arrangement of the

adjuster is shown at A in the accompanying

illustration. The adjuster consisted of a

screw. with a long hexagon head, threaded

into the lifter; a recess in the hexagon

head received the lower end of the push-rod

and a lock-nut held the adjuster in place

in the lifter. By loosening the lock-nut and

valves were in the cylinder

screwing the adjuster up or down the ad

justment could be changed. Probably

through some hidden defect in the hard

ened steel, the recessed head had broken

off, letting the push-rod drop and, of course,

rendering the valve inoperative.

Tool Kit Scrap to the Rescue.

The stub of the adjuster remained in

place, and the trouble man made use of it

in his quick and simple repair, which is

shown, completed, at B in the illustration.

Rummaging round in his tool-bag, two nuts

were found that would fit the thread of

tlze adjuster screw. These were put on the

screw; tht upper one was screwed down

only a few threds, leaving the top of the

nut higher than the top of the broken screw

and so forming a recess for the foot of the

push-rod. The second nut was brought up

and screwed hard against the top one, act

ing as a lock and holding it securely in

place. The difference in the length of the

adjuster, due to the breakage, was com

pensateri fcr by bringing the screw up in

its thread and locking it in its new posi

:ion with tn“ original lock-nut.

Suppositions Easily Answered.

Twenty minutes was the time for the

whole job, including the temporary repair

of the worn high-tension lead, and when

the motor was started it ran as though

there was no way to run except the right

way. The adjuster had broken off straight

across, and the foot of the push-rod had a

pretty good seat. There did not happen to

be an adjuster in stock in the shop, so the

car ran for several days before a perma

nent replacement was made, and was none

the worse for it, beyond a little roughening

of the lower end of the push-rod, which

was quickly remedied by grinding.

"But what would you have done,” in

quired the owner, “if the screw had broken

off down near the lock-nut?"

“Ask me something harder. Put in an

other screw, that's all, and fix it up the

same way."

“What i" the screw broke off so short

you couldn’t get it out?"

‘Well," retorted the trouble-man, prac

tically, "she ran twenty miles on three cyl

me'ers. Guess she ought to be goed for

three more.”
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H. L. Garton has opened a garage in

Centerville, Ia.

Fred C. Schmidt is about to build a gar

age in Holland, Ia.

Edward Hayford & Sons are erecting a

garage in Newton, N. H.

\N. L. Kloppenburg is about to build a

garage, 44 x 60 feet, in Everly, Ia.

Pieper & Krause of Norwood, Minn., are

about to erect a garage, 36 x 40 feet.

A. C. Pollard of Nashua, N. H., has let

contracts for a garage, 65 x 52 feet.

Herman Lundby of Ostrander, Minn.,

plans to establish a garage in that town.

S. P. Cleek, of Sebastopol, Cal., is having

plans prepared for a garage, 50 x 100 feet.

The Boone (Ia) Auto Co. has awarded

the contract for a new garage, 75 x 100 feet.

Frederick W. Davis of Fall River, Mass.,

plans to build a garage at 279 North Main

street.

Paul Scott of Moundridge, Kan., has sold

his interest in the Auto Garage to C. C.

Kaegi.

Barney Gilinsky is building a garage in

Council Bluffs, la. The cost will approxi

mate $8,000.

John Page, formerly of Anderson, Ind.,

is about to establish a garage in Marion,

in the same state.

The Superior Motor Car Co. has opened

a new garage in Middletown, Ohio. Eu

gene Urtz is in charge.

G. C. Reames has purchased the Jackson

Garage in Ellendale, Minn. He also will

handle the Overland line.

Charles M. Wells of Scranton, Pa., has

been granted authority to build a garage,

22 x 36 feet; it will cost $2,600.

The Montana Auto and Garage Co. of

Butte, Mont., is building a new garage at

Broadway and Arizona streets.

H. D. Easton of Oneonta, N. Y., is to re

construct a barn for use as a garage and

repair shop; it will be 30 x 100 feet.

Owen Letter’s Sons are about to build a

garage, 50 x 90 feet, at Trenton avenue and

Westmoreland street, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Empire Garage, in Portchester, N.

Y., which was recently destroyed by fire, is

being reconstructed; the repairs will cost

$7,000.

Rekenthaler & Heilman, garage operators

in Cushing, 1a., have dissolved partnership;

Rekenthaler will continue the business.

Construction is now under way on the

Pavilion Garage, a new enterprise in Mont

pelier, Vt. It is located on Court street.

Charles C. Chase has had plans drawn

for a garage which he will build in Brad

ford, Mass.; the estimated cost is $25,000.

Frank Leflem of Philadelphia, Pa., is se

curing estimates on a garage, 56 x 176 feet,

to be built at Broad and Rockland streets.

Boyd 8: Michaels of Cedar Rapids, 1a.,

have sold their garage business; they will

open another in \Naterloo, in the same state.

The Bering Tire & Rubber Co. of Hous- ~

ton, Tex., has opened a branch store at 1114

Preston avenue; the main store is on Main

street.

Canutesson & Godagen of Clifton, Tex.,

are making ready to build a garage, 30 x

80 feet; at present they operate a black

smith shop.

John‘ Scully is having plans prepared for

a garage to be erected in Newark, N. J., at

235 Central avenue; the plans call for an

expenditure of $5,000.

Oscar Harris and Martin White haVe laid

the foundations for a garage at 725-727

Madison avenue, Paterson, N. J. The cost

is estimated at $2,500.

E. H. Mahoney and Paul Clement of

Cedar Falls, 1a., are about to open a garage

in La Porte City, in the same state; it will

accommodate 20 cars.

M. Bennett, manager of the Ridgeville

(0.) Garage, is planning the establishment

of a garage in Elyria, O. The location is

on East Broad street.

John Torrent is building a garage in Mus

kegon, Mich. It will cost $10,000 and when

completed will be occupied by O. C. Schultz

of the Ford Motor Co.

Stillman & Devalon, proprietors of the

City Garage in Portersville, Cal., have be

come automobile dealers; they have taken

on the Detroiter agency.

Ralph C. Hamlin, the Franklin dealer in

Los Angeles, Cal., has let the contract for

a garage to be erected at 1040 South Flower

street; it will cost $16,000.

The Missouri Taxicab Co., of St. Louis.

is to build a $25,000 garage on Euclid ave

.IllIlllllllllltllllllllllfi

nue, south of Washington boulevard; the

front section of the building, which will

be leased for other business, will be 50 x

60 feet and two stories.

L. H. Roosa of Dimondale, Mich., has

purchased the interest of Clifiord Rhodus

in the garage firm of Losee & Rhodus. in

Charlotte, in the same state; the new style

will be Losee & Roosa. The business in

cludes the selling of Ford and Rambler

cars.

The Barlow Garage Co., recently organ

ized in Newark, N. J., has leased quarters

in a. building now being constructed at 133

35 High street. The new building will have

facilities for charging 60 electric cars a

day and will contain a b-ton electric ele

vator.

C. \V. Halderman and \Villiam Milroy

have leased the Coliseum, at Adams and

6th streets, Marion, Ind., for five years and

will make of it a garage and salesrooms:

Small Bros, Buick dealers, will be associ

ated with the two men in the remodeled

building.

The North Star Auto Co., of 913 North

Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kan., has been

sold by \V. T. \Villiams to P. Rutty, who

formerly was interested in the North To»

peka Cycle 8: Supply Co. The automobile

company's style has been changed to North

Topeka Auto Co.

New salesrooms are being built in To

ledo, O.. for L. E. Barger, Charles T. Lauer

and Eli W'. K'Burg, automobile dealers, at

Madison avenue and 15th street; Barger is

dealer in Abbott-Detroit and Pope-Hart

fords, Lauer in American and Marion cars.

and K’Burg in the Hupp-Yeats. The build

ing will be one-story, 100 x 160 feet.

Affairs of the Flanders Manufacturing

Co. of Pontiac, Mich., in New York City.

heretofore conducted on the branch plan

with William R. Chandler as manager. \vere

taken over Tuesday of this week, lst inst..

by the Holt-Chandler Co., as an agency;

associated with Chandler in the new com'

pany is H. Emil Holt. for a number of

years metropolitan dealer in Pope cars.

The salesrooms 0f the agency will be at

1808 Broadway, with a service station at

146 West 63d street; the. former Flanders

quarters at 1932 Broadway will be given

up. '
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ATHLETES AGAIN TRIUMPH

DTSPITE NEW SCORING PLAN

"Extra Credits” Fail to Help Chicago

Automobile Club’s Team—Fifteen

Finish 170-Mile Contest With

Clean Scores.

Although rules were altered so that those

contenders who were sufficiently fortunate

to finish the l7l-mile run “in good order,"

:0 to speak, received credit points to bal

ance against the demerits of their less for

tunate team mates, the results of the sixth

interclub reliability contest of the Chicago

Automobile Club and the Chicago Athletic

Association, which was contested on Sat

urday last, 12th inst., was the same as the

results of all save one of the previous con

tests—a victory for the “athletes.” The

rinal reckoning gave the C. A. A. team 32

points on the credit side of the book and the

ream of the C. A. C. 233 points on the debit

~zde. '

L'nder the new rules, each of the contest

ants—there were ten on each team—re

\l'ivcd rive credit points provided he finished

without incurring penalty. Demerits were

meted out under Grade 3 rules of the A.

A. A., and the algebraic sum of the points

of merit or demerit charged to the individ

ual contestants gave the team scores. Only

\V. C. Thorne, on the "athletic" team, who

drove an American car, was penalized. He

had 13 points marked against him for

vmrlt on his motor. On the Automobile

lflub team, A. M. Robbins was penalized

'he most heavily of the four contenders who

helped to pile up the demerits. He rc

rehed 250 black marks for time consumed

in adjusting shock absorbers and lateness

at the noon control at Brook, Ind. H. P.

Bran~tetter (Kissel) and F. A. Yard (Inter

State). who received 3 points each for stall

ing their motors, and \V. R. Roberts (Cadil

lac), who received 7 points for road work

on his motor, were the others who helped

to swell the wrong score of the Automobile

Club team.

Both the Ray trophy, which is awarded

f~r the team with the least penalization, and

'he \\'hite trophy, which goes to the team

with the greater number of perfect scores.

were captured by the victorious team, as

well as a banquet served at the South Shore

Country Club at the conclusion of the run

at the expense of the losers.

The final scores were:

Chicago Athletic Association.

Driver and Car. Plus.Minus

C T. Knisely (capt.), Diamond T. 5 ..

“I. F. Grower. Diamon S ..

S. E. Hibben, Packard . . . . . . . . . .. 5

H. C. Knisely, Premier . . . . . . . . .. 5 ..

A- Ortmeyer, National . . . . . . . . .. S ..

5. W. Hamm, Cole . . . . . . . . . . . . .. S ..

W. Thorne, Americart . . . . . . . . . . l3

J. \N. Hayden, Nyberg . . . . . . . . . .. S ..

A. J. Banta, Locomobile . . . . . . . . .. S

L. J. Jacques, Peerless . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . jg B

Total, 32 plus.

Chicago Automobile Club.

M. H. Luce (capt.), Velie . . . . . . . .. 5

H. A. Ford, Premier . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 ..

G. F. Ballou, Apperson . . . . . . . . .. 5 ..

A. M. Robbins, Abbott-Detroit.. .. . 250

T. E. Mann, Locomobile . . . . . . . .. 5 ..

F. X. Mudd, Lozier . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 ..

H. P. Branstetter, Kissel . . . . . .. . 3

\V. R. Roberts, Cadillac . . . . . . . .. . 7

F. A. Yard, Inter-State . . . . . . . . .. . 3

C. G. Sinsabaugh, Premier . . . . .. 5 ..

Total ........................ .36 263

Total, 233 minus.

Grennon Stars at New England Meet.

Things went J0e Grennon’s way at the

race meet on the Imperial Park track,

Springfield, Mass., promoted by E. W. Pow

ell, on Saturday last, 12th inst. Driving a

Mercer car, he won three of the seven

events on the program, including what

proved to be the most interesting contest

of the day, the five-mile free-for-all handis

cap, which he finished in 755454 from

scratch. His other victories comprised a

half-mile free-for-all and a three-mile Class

E event, which he accounted for in 49%

Seconds and 4:28, respectively, in each case

driving against two contenders, H. Hick

man (Mercedes) and J. Berriman (Stod

dard). Harry Kyle (Pope) took two of

the remaining events, and Louis Menen

ghetti (Fiat) and Henri Hickman (Mer

cedes) accounted for the remainder. The

summary:

Three miles, free-for-all—W'on by Henri

Hickman (Mercedes); second, Joe Gren

non (Mercer). Time, 4:49%.

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under (101 inches—Won by Harry Kyle

(I'ope); second, George Cook (Zust).

Time, 7:39.

One mile, time trial—Louis Menenghetti

(Fiat). Time, 1:28.

One-half mile, iree-for-all—W'on by Joe

Grennon (Mercer); second, Henri Hickman

(Mercedes); third, J. Berriman (Stoddard

I)ayton). Time, 0:49%.

Three miles, for cars with displacements

of under 601 inches—Won by Joe Grennon

(Mercer); second. J. Berriman (Stoddard

Dayton). Time, 4:28.

Ten miles, match race—Won by Harry

Kyle (Pope); second, Henri Hickman (Mer

cedes); third. George Cook (Zust). Time,

15:06.

Five miles, free-for-all. handicap—Won

by Joe Grennon (Mercer), scratch; second,

Harry Kyle (Pope), 10 seconds; third,

_Henri Hickman (Mercedes), 30 seconds.

Time, 734%.

TROPHY GIVER STARTS HIS

OWN GLIDDEN TOUR ALONE

Several Cars Accompany Him from

Detroit to Indianapolis But There

Stop—Stimulating Interest

Avowed Object.

Accompanied by an escort of eight cars,

among which were the Flanders electric

coupe which blazed the trail, and one of

the three Maxwell cars which finished the

National Reliability Tour of 1911 with

clean slates, Charles J. Glidden left Detroit

Monday morning last, October 14th, to

cover the 1,600 mile course which had been

laid out for the abandoned A. A. A. Na

tional tour of this year. Mr. Glidden's pro

fessed purpose in piloting his Maxwell be

tween the Automobile Capital and the Cres

cent City, over roads which are none too

good, to put it mildly. is to stimulate in

terest in the run which will be made next

year, and with this in view invitation has

been extended to motorists along the line

to accompany the trophy donor for dis

tances as long or as short as they will. As

for the eight cars which accompanied Glid

den out of Detroit, they proceeded only as

far as Indianapolis, which was reached on

Tuesday evening last. October 15th.

Before the first night stop—Ft Wayne.

Ind., 170 miles from Detroit—had been

reached, one of the eight consorts, a Max

well car driven by Dr. F. E. McClure of

Cleveland, was overturned in a ditch. The

accident was caused by the blowing out of

a rear tire when the car was traveling at a

high rate of speed, and fortunately none of

the occupants was seriously injured. Fine

roads were encountered for the entire dis

tance which separates Indianapolis from the

Automobile City, which accounts for the

30-mile-an-hour average running time which

was maintained.

In the car with Glidden are M. R. New

ton, advertising manager of the United

States Motor Co.; Charles \Valls, who drove

one of the winning Maxwell entries in the

tour of last year, and a photographer. all of

whom will complete the tour. If things

go as well as the tourists expect, New Or

leans will be reached Saturday evening next,

19th inst.

Duet Accounts for Race Postponement.

Because of the condition of the track.

which was soft and dusty, the races which

were to have been run at Rockingham Park.

Salem, N. H., Saturday last, 12th inst., did

not materialize. According to present indi

cations, the races will be staged on Satur

day next, l9th inst.. by the Salem Automo

bile Club.
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EVEN HONORS IN ILLINOIS

FOR DISBROW AND NIKRENT

Former Lowers Track Record and

Latter Wins Ten-Mile Event at

Springfield—Ulbrecht and En

dicott Get One Each.

Although both Louis Disbrow, who pilot

ed a Simplex car throughout the day, and

Joe Nikrent, who drove a Case, each won

two of the competitive events on the pro

gram ofl‘ered Saturday last, 12th inst., at

Springfield, III., by the Illinois State Fair

Association, by virtue of a single time trial

which he completed in 051%, lowering the

local track record for the distance by two

seconds, the Simplex pilot became the

“matinee idol." On the other hand, Nikrent

was roundly acclaimed when he crossed the

tape a winner in the feature event of the

day, a ten mile free-for-all, which he com

pleted in 10:28%. He also won a five-mile

Class C event. Disbrow won a three- and

a five-mile event, his times being 2563/5

and 4:35% for the respective contests. The

two numbers which remained on the seven

event program, a five-mile Class C event for

cars with displacements of 231-300 inches,

and a five-mile free-for-all handicap, went to

William Endicott (Schacht) and H. Ul

brecht (Case). The summary:

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of 161-230 inches—W'on by Joe Nikrent

(Case); second, Luttrell (Stutz). Time, 5:35.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of 231-300 inches—Won by William Endi

cott (Schacht); second, Madden (Inter

State); third, Luttrell (Stutz); fourth, Mc

onald (National). Time. 5:10.

One mile, time trial—Louis

(Simplex). Time, 051%. _

Five miles, free—for-all handicap—“'on by

H. Ulbrecht (Case); second, Parker (Fal).

Time, 550%.

Three miles, for cars with displacements

of under 601 inches—Won by Louis Dis

brow (Simplex); second, William Endicott

(Schacht); third, Kilpatrick (Hotchkiss).

Time, 256%.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of 301-450 inches—Won by Louis Disbrow

(Simplex), second, H. Ulbrecht (Case);

third, \Villiam Endicott (Schacht). Time,

4:35%.

Ten miles, free-for-all—Won by Joe Nik

rent (Case); second, Luttrell (Stutz); third,

Parker (Fal); fourth, McDonald (National).

Time, 10:28%.

Disbrow

Indianans Talk Cross-Continent Tour.

If a suggestion which was made at the

last meeting of the Indiana Automobile

Manufacturers' Association in Indianapolis

bears fruit, the next tour promoted by that

body will be a very much more pretentious

afiair than the Four States expeditions

which hitherto it has undertaken. It is

proposed to kill two birds with the same

tour, so to speak, by selecting a route from

Indianapolis across the continent to San

Francisco and thereby not only extensively

advertising the Indiana products in which

the tourists will ride, but blazing a trail

for the Fisher-Allison coast to coast stone

highway, if that project becomes a reality.

The matter is at present in the hands of

the tours committee, though in view of the

fact that those in attendance at the meet

ing were unanimously in favor of it, it is

not altogether unlikely that it will come to

pass.

SEEKING TO REDUCE THE

SMALLEolgREET Plith

“Conservers of Human Life” Under

take to Teach Children to Avoid

Traffic Dangers—Blackboard

Lectures a Feature.

Of all the perils that beset motorists,

particularly in large cities, none equals the

small boy and none is so numerous. How

to subdue his habit of playing in the public

street long has been constituted a problem.

the solution of which is diflicult, if not im

possible. In an effort to save the young

sters from themselves, however, the Amer

ican Museum of Safety, which exists to

“conserve human life" and which at present

is located at 29 \Vest 39th street, New

York City, has undertaken a course of lec

tures with a view not only of keeping the

young ones oil the streets but of teaching

them how to avoid accidents in crossing

streets.

The first lectures were given in the rooms

of the museum by Mrs. Dr. Tolman, wife

of the director of the institution, but per—

mission of the educational authorities hav

ing been obtained, a dozen New York

schools were visited during the last month.

The lectures are free and are open alike

to adults and children. They are illustrated

by diagrams, chalk drawings and lantern

slides and have been attended by upwards

of 4,000 children. During the summer the

schools of New Jersey were covered, and it

is believed that as a result of the lectures

the proportion of accidents to pedestrians

decreased 40 per cent. during the last three

months.
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1,017,236. Vehicle Wheel. Ivar L. Tvinde,

\\'atertown, S. D. Filed Mar. 9, 1911. Serial

No. 613,419.

In a vehicle wheel. the combination with

a rim and a hub, of flat spring steel spokes,

arranged around the hub, each spoke hav

ing a LT-shaped bend intermediate its ends

and curved end portions that run to the rim

and hub respectively, the outer end of each

spoke having a hook formation arranged

for pivotal connection with the rim, clips

secured to the rim, one for each spoke, each

clip having a round shank between which

and the rim the hook of the spoke is con

fined in pivotal condition, and clips for

securing the inner ends of the spokes upon

the hub.

1,017,300. Single Spark Ignition System.

Edwin S. Lincoln, Brookline, Mass, assign

or to Electric Goods Manufacturing Com

pany, a Corporation of Maine. Filed Dec.

6. 1909. Serial No. 531,645.

1. In an electric discharge producing sys

tem. in combination; a source of electric

energy; an induction coil; an energizing cir

cuit adapted to connect the source of energy

with the coil; a circuit interrupter having

separable contacts intercalated in said ener

gizing circuit, said interrupter including an

actuating winding for causing the separa

tion of said contacts; an actuating circuit

adapted to connect the source of energy

with the actuating winding; and means for

contemporaneously closing said energizing

and actuating circuits independently.

1,017,330. Spring W'heel. Frank Smith,

Rossville, Ga. Filed Apr. 11, 1911. Serial

.\'0. 620,349.

1. A wheel comprising a hub, spaced in

ner and outer rims, the inner rim being car

ried by the hub, and the outer rim having

annular flanges on its inner periphery,

cushioning elements interposed between the

rims, and an annular band encircling and

secured to the outer periphery of the inner

rim. said band having a channel on one

side of the inner rim, annular plates encir

cling the hand and closing up the space be

tween the rims, the aforesaid flanges having

a sliding engagement with the plates, a

loose connection between the plates and

the flanges. a split ring seating in the fore

said channel and engageable with one of

the plates, means for contracting said ring

in the channel, integral lugs on the band,

said lugs being located between the plates,

and fastening means passing through the

lugs and the plates.

1,017,335. Lock for Steering Wheels.

Theodore D. Stanley, Detroit, Mich. Filed

June 5. 1911. Serial No. 631,447.

1. In a steering mechanism for vehicles,

a steering post. a sleeve adapted to recipro

cate on the post. a steering wheel adapted

to rotate 0n the post. a clutch, the co-act

ing parts of which are respectively carried

by the sleeve and steering wheel. means for

forcing the clutch member carried by said

reciprocating sleeve into co-acting relation

With the clutch member carried by the

wheel, and means adapted to secure the re

ciprocating portion of the clutch in a lock

ed and an unlocked relation to said steer

ing wheel clutch portion.

1.017.363. Wheel. James J. Adamsen,

   

 

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed May 15, 1911. Serial

No. 627,182.

1. A wheel having a rim, an outer tread

shoe, a device including a plurality of links

arranged in a continuous zig-zag course

around the entire rim, bearing pieces hav

ing elongated slots, pivot pins at the vortex

of each angle formed by the links engaging

in said slots, and radially adjustable plugs

upon which rest the bearing pieces on the

inner side of said device, whereby the pres

sure at any point upon the shoe may be

distributed to all parts of the shoe around

the entire rim.

' 1,017,396. Radiator. John M. Fedders.

Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to Theodore C.

Fedders, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Dec. 8, 1911.

Serial No. 664,603.

1. A radiator comprising inlet and outlet

headers, and a core arranged between said

headers and consisting of a plurality of

units, each unit comprising two sections.

one of which is constructed of a strip of

sheet metal to form a plurality of flat webs

and a plurality of transverse 10cking beads

arranged at intervals on said strip and the

other section being constructed of a strip

of sheet metal to form a plurality of trans

verse plaits, each of which engages at its

crown with the concave side of one of the

beads in the other section and a plurality of

curved webs each of which connects the

opposing plies of two adjacent plaits and is

arranged with its convex side opposite a flat

web of the other section.

1,017,435. Shock Absorber.

embourgcr, Jr., Los Angelcs, Cal.

Apr. 18, 1910. Serial No. 556,029.

1. In combination, a vehicle having a

body, an axle. a carriage spring supporting

said body on said axle, a resilient cross

licad attached to said axle, stems co-opcrat

ing with said cross-head, springs disposed

around said stems seating against said

cross-head, and tneans for guiding said

stems on said body.

1,017,453. Gas Engine Starter. John J.

O'Leary, Healdsburg, Cal. Filed Feb. 25,

1911. Serial No. 610,839.

1. The combination of a driven shaft, a

clutch hub keyed upon said shaft, a flanged

disk adapted to drive said hub in one direc

tion, friction rollers interposed between the

periphery of said hub and the inner sur

face of the flange of the disk, a casing re

movably attached to the flanged side of the

disk, a housing secured to the other side of

said disk, a spring inclosed in said housing,

Henry Lux

Filed

a pin supported adjacent the periphery of

the housmg and to which one en of said

spring is connected, a collar having radial

teeth upon one of its faces slidably mounted

upon said shaft and projecting inwardly in_

to the aforesaid housing and having at

tached the other end of the spring, a com

plementary clutch member secured upon the

shaft, having teeth adapted to engage with

the teeth of said collar, a lever adapted to

engage and restrain the collar, and a spring

bearing against one side of the flanged disk

and normally effective to thrust the toothed

collar into engagement with the clutch

member, and means for restraining the

housing during the winding of the main

spring.

1,017,456. Tire. William Pavlik, Bayport,

N. Y. Filed Sept. 22. 1911. Serial No. 650,

718.

A tire comprising a concave rim, an annu

lar yieldable block mounted upon said rim.

a convechoncave tire mounted upon said

block, socket members carried by the inner

side of said tire and abutting against said

block, bolts extending through said rim and

said block into said socket members, said

block snugly engaging said bolts heads car

ried by said bolts and movably arranged in

said socket members, nuts screwed upon

the inner ends of said bolts for retaining

said bolts in engagement with said rim. and

coiled compression spring embedded in

said bylock and encircling said bolts be

tween said socket members and said rim.

1,017,459. Electric Spark Plug for Com

bustion Engines. Leopold Podszus, Char

lottenburg, Germany. Filed Nov. 23, 1910.

Serial No. 593,951.

1. In a spark plug, an electrode having an

opening therein, non-radial holes in com

munication with said opening, and means

for admitting air through said opening and

said holes for causing a rotary circulation

of air around the electrode.

1,017,466. Vehicle Wheel Rim. George T.

Reichenbach and Hartwig O. Peck, Port

land, Ore., assignors to H. O. Peck Auto

mobile \Vheel Company, Incorporated,

Portland, Ore. Filed May 9, 1911. Serial

No. 626,018.

1. _In a vehicle wheel, a rim composed of

a pair of side plates having tire receiving

channels at their outer peri heries, spoke

heads pivoted between said p ates and spac

ed apart, an inner annular band for closing

the space between said side plates adjacent

to the inner edges thereof, said band hav

ing portions bent to form spoke head re

ceiving pockets and means for securing said

side plates and said band in position.

1,017,474. High Tension Magneto Elec

tric Apparatus. Frederick Richard Simms,

Kilburn, London, England, assignor to The

Simms Magneto Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed June 27, 1910. Serial No.

569,200.

_1. _In a high tension magneto, the com

bination With the high tension terminal

thereof, of a conductor connected With the

high tension terminal, a detachable ring

surrounding a portion of the conductor, out

of contact thereWith and separated from

the conductor only by an _air ga , to form

a‘ spark gap between the inner ace of the

ring, and the portion of the conductor

passing therethrougli, said ring having a

ground connection. and means for detach

ably supporting said ring, whereby the

ring may be removed and a ring of different

internal diameter substituted therefor, to

adjust the spark gap.

1,017,485. Broken Spring Repairer. John

H. Warner, Mount Pocono, Pa. Filed June

29, 1911. Serial No. 635,939.

1. The herein described emergency re

pairer for vehicle springs consisting of a

flat spring of less length than the one to be

repaired and having eyes in its extremities.

a rod passing transversely through each of

said eyes and having itself an eye in one

end and a hook in the other, a section ot

chain having one end link engaging said

eye in the rod and of a length sufficient to

permit it to pass around the broken spring

and engage the hook, and means for tem

porarily holding the emergency spring upon

the center of the other spring.

1,017,512. Vehicle Spring. George Con<

dcrman, Hornell, N. Y. Filed Jan. 15, 1909.

Serial No. 472,408.

1. A vehicle frame comprising strip metal

in rectangular form for a supporting plat

form. strip metal in the form of an arch

attached to said platform at each side. leaf

springs on said arch. and a vehicle lmd_\'

supported by said leaf spr'tgs.
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Spend a quarter for this book—

save many dollars in repair bills

It is the motorcyclist’s best friend because it is always on

the job to help in time of trouble and you don’t need a

mechanical engineer to understand it.

It is brimful of practical ad

vice and suggestions relating

to every type of motorcycle.cAni» REPAIR
The present edition includes

':3' - .2" ,-_._ o F r; J" free engine clutches, two-speed
' it! ’4” i is". " gears, mechanical lubricators

L and magnetos, together with
i‘ y 5: .AD, Jr, a special matter on - motors,

~ “ f; .13.“ -_,., v,» . _ valves, carbureters, tuel and

important general subjects, all

plentifully illustrated.

Dealers and jobbers in all

parts of the country are selling

“Care and Repair of Motor

cycles” to both new riders and

veterans as the best aid in cor

recting and avoiding motor'

cycle trouble.

Ask your dealer about it, or

send a quarter to us for a copy

to he sent you postage prepaid.

Special rates to Jobbers and

Dealers in quantity orders.

gig

Bicycling World Co.

1600 Broadway

NEW YOR K
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$3229.35? :33: 22:3 WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY
I lunch, 1!" Woodward Avenue

READ

WHAT THE FLANDERS C0. HAS TO SAY ABOUT THE

  

ELECTRIC VEHILE BATTERY

which propelled the 1912 Glidden 'l‘our Path-Finder Car irom Detroit to New Orleans, 1721.7 miles,

 

thus establishing a record never attempted or thought possible tor an electric vehicle

_—

thnaus )Lwume'rnmxo 60MPAXY

OFFICERS DIRECTORS

WALTEFR'IESY'ZIEAgOIRS, WALTlJi-NEI.GFJ:=DZR$

Y.?E’.'.'.E;’1‘.°.%"..%.. Pour-rue,Mnoulom "113",? "-o“ °°“
BR WN

":a::,k,,§zf:z,g"' \ wuwm'r snuoun

JAHIS second-mt. U' s“\" DON C MCCORD

W.S.J HOPMCIER

September 16th, 1912.

ASQIMAIY it: a TRIAL

The Willard Storage Battery Company,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

ttentiog - Mr, Willardi

Gentlemen:

The batteries which you furnished us for use on the Flanders

Electric on its Glidden Tour Path-finding trip, we are returning to you

after having made a slight examination of their condition before shipping.

The conditions which we encountered were at times extremely

severe. The load on the battery very frequently ranged from one hundred

to three hundred amperes continuously. This was followed by an immediate

charge, generally starting at about ninety amperes and finishing at thirty.

I do not see how any battery could have stood what was imposed upon this,

without showing very decidedly the effects of its treatment.

Outside of the breaking of one connector, absolutely no trouble

was experienced with the battery at any time. It was frequently found that,

after standing all night, the temperature of the battery was 110 degrees

Fahrenheit; attempting to charge the battery at this temperature naturally

boosting to the neighborhood of 120 to 125; repeated charging under these

conditions would naturally cause more or less deposit from the plates.

We note that in battery which was driven about fifteen hundred

miles this deposit is hardly noticeable, showing the remarkable wearing

qualities of the battery which you are making. It is undoubtedly the hard

est test to which an electric car was ever subjected, and the success which

we had on the trip was very largely due to the most excellent performance

of your product.

we wish to say at this time that your battery is not surpassed

or equalled by any commercial battery that we know of. Wishing you con

tinued success, we beg to remain,

Yours very truly,

FLANDERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

._.—“m

Wltl'l'i US FOR FULL INFOIIATION

Depots In all the rtnclpel title! In

CLEVELAND, OHIO the United States, made lad liexlco
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What to Do with

If XE Have AH Good ldeas

Cash o_n Them by Putting

   

   

The Cash Prize Used Car Contest is in no sense a literary

contest and no article will be judged by the amount of correct

English or pure rhetoric with which it is constructed.

The articles may be long or short and “literary style” will

not figure in the award. Practical ideas, and preferably plans

which have been put into practice and proved true, are what

are desired. The policy pursued by the small dealer is likely

to prove quite as valuable as that brought to bear by the

large one.

_ How Do You Overcome the Used Car Evil?

How do you keep it from standing between you and the

profit you ought to earn through the sale of a new car? That’s

what we want to know, so

Just Give Us the Facts. We Will Write the Article

if you say so, and put it in shape for publication. Of course, we will print

your letter just as you write it unless otherwise ordered, but we are willing to

help you put it in good shape if you think we ought to do it.

We want to co-operate with dealers by giving full publicity to the ways

and means adopted by them in overcoming the profit-killing influence of the

car that is being sold and re-sold to the detriment of new car sales.
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2 This Subject m 23—11

ihem Writing f_or_'

 

  

  

The Cash Prizes Are Worth Trying For

But the greatest good will come to you through the exchange of ideas of

dealers all over the United States, many of whom doubtless have partially or wholly

mastered the situation. It’s up to you to help, and your plans may win you one

of the following sums of money:

$50 for the best article on

$25 for the second best article on i HOW to the

$15 for the third best article on

$10 for the fourth best article on i used Preblem

This Offer ls Open to All

and communications from Motor World non-subscribers will receive the same

consideration as those from subscribers. There are no strings to the proposition.

We will spend this money for the remedy and we don't care who the doctors are.

Contest Closes January 2nd, 1913

and on this date the following judges—Carl H. Page, of the Carl H. Page & Co.,

metropolitan distributors of Chalmers cars; William Colt, of Colt-Stratton Co.,

Eastern agents Cole cars; and Harry Houpt, general manager American Locomo

tive Co., manufacturers of Alco Cars and Trucks—will take all contributions into

consideration, announcing the winners in Motor World, issue of February 6th, 1913.

We want your co-operation for our mutual benefit and for the

betterment of the trade in general. Send us your letter—today.

Address Communications to Contest Editor, MOTOR WORLD

1600 Broadway, New York
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The Stutz, the Only American

Car to Finish the Grand

Prix, Was Equipped with
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.— 'il l In over 700 miles of racing,

oft TORCARS pi} i this same wire wheel equipped

T -‘ I ' l car changed only two tires—

mg “@533uwwmwrw ‘ neither 01 which needed to be

chan d.
InlEAFl'nAYMADEOOODINAOAV "o'uuiunwuui ind'anapm's'lnd A simple perusal of the letter reproduced

gag" herewith is the best selling story of wire

1912 wheels we know. just read it over—it’s simply

immense. In both the Vanderbilt Race of over

300 miles and the Grand Prix Race of over 400

lcCue Cumpw, miles. the Stutz car changed only the two rear

Buffalo, ii. Y. ‘ tires. one in each race, and then changed them

“Hum”: ' only because the tread was worn and not be

I‘ cause they had blown out.

We wish to inme you am your wire wheels No need to emphasize the fact that no pos

;::::::.::?1~z:::t some.“ Wm“ “M °""° i We “$313113 1;; greats" 3111;; :3“ of drif

mg, as I 1 n erson, m 0 ese even 5

r a 1 a n1 1 . .fire in mf‘vgfirbiitnggg'fi oflfnflfgififflflfihf" and yet upon examination these wheels were

Grand Prize rue, the front tires going through both found to be perfect in every respect.

races, the Vanderbilt and Grand Prize, without a .

change “a the no rear tires that we charged in both Remember that the performance of wtre

32%;??? ZfiiuvfiEn“§§$§a§§ 3%:33“ wheels on racing cars is merely an indication

wheeia, attezkgoing thgoughtgotii Tusfll,‘\lefdtd not. find of their wonderful ment on cars in ordinary

"1° °°" “P ° °' “ " " ° °“' °“ ° m" use. Dont’ fail to insist on having wire wheels

this performance has not. only converted the upon the cars you intend to sell. It's dollars

'J‘i‘fih‘h'liii ZE'RZQZ‘QSL‘ZL'? m w “m m option and cents in your pocket—because you will

' sell more cars when wire wheels are in eneral

"°“° °’ Q“ “"1 l°°k’1°°“"‘d " "mm" 1“ use and because the cars on sell will iie bet
aithni'nrufie, :nuitnro Just. as secure at the finish as they ter satigfaction y g

were ‘ e B - _ .

We wish to congratulate you on your wheels from Let us ask you again to be sure and read this

32::221‘1“ "andp'm" and '1'!“ Y°“ ""1 "WN" Y” letter we show herewith. Then write for our

' booklet, “Mileage Plus," which tells you all

With best personal regarda,beg to remain, about wire wheels‘

Very truly yours,

1m cm:23% f- l The McCue Co.
HCS/RO

I Presidents Generll EM" N. Y. i

\‘l ‘r‘l‘ \ i

‘\l \..il“‘\iilji “wwwi‘mw “H‘iil‘li‘lri .‘H‘hriiiww‘i, n“ 1 WWW [My IMF ‘v‘uvr‘v‘nwmww H ‘ I V “L?
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PROPOSITION

  

Send the Application Below
    

No matter what cars you now handle—get the Franklin Dealer Proposition. Franklin dealers make

money—and have a permanent, steadily increasing business.

Franklin is now the third largest selling high priced car, and gaining rapidly on second. Satisfied

owners and successful dealers are a winning combination.

Franklin cars are easy to sell because (1) use less gasoline. averaging 20 per cent to 35 per cent

more mileage per gallon; (2) use less oil, averaging 400 miles per gallon, without smoke; (3) use fewer

tires, averaging 8000 to 10,000 miles per set, the 1911 record; (4) travel faster in the long run, owners

thinking little of making 200, 300 or even 350 miles and more per day, without fatigue; (5) ride easier,

bowling along so smoothly and comfortably, with0ut jolt or jar, that driver and occupants do not

realize that they are steadily traveling at such speed; (6) and wear longer than other cars, many

Franklin cars giving satisfactory service to the same

owner for five, six, eight and ten years. SEND THIS APPLICATION

We will send full particulars of the Franklin Dealer Proposi- '— '_ - '- - -' - - - -_-_--- ' - - -

tion to any tautomobile dealer, garage owner or automobile I FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO" Syraw“, 51 \1

owner financially capable and with the busmess experience to I Without Obligation m me. Please Send your “Dealer

become a successful dealer, provxded he w111 fill out this coupon propmmun" as advertiacd in October 17 issue Muwr

and mail to us immediately. : \Vorld.

The sending of this coupon does not obligate the sender or I Y

us. It is merely a convenient way to get all the facts. I lName . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FRANKLIN MODELS AND PRICES I

Franklin cars are built in four models on five chassns sizes: I Rdcrcnccs _ _ _ _ _ _ h ' _ ‘ _ _ _ ' _ I . _ ' _ _ _ ' I _ _ _ ' _ _ _ _ H‘ _ I _ . ' _ __

1st List I

D T"“rl"g- 6 cylinder-c" 38 H Limousmc' 6 Cylinders' 38 1 . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

H-I’-. 5 passcngel's - - - - ‘ -- $3.500 H.l’., 5 passengers inside. $4,750 I

_ ' - - l
Diggpcggo gtgwg’ gacslgél M Touring, 6 cylinders, 30 I 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

gm' ........ ......... .. 3.500 l He, 5 Passengers ----- -. 2.800 |
G Touring, 4 cylinders, 25 i M T d _ h t _6 1‘ _ 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . v r . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l . . l . . . . . . . . ..

H.P.. 5 passengers . . . . . .. 2,000 | 0pc 0 p ac on m_ I _

. . ders. 30 HIT. 4 paSsen | 7 v u
(, Runabout. 4 cylinders_ l3 “in ‘ 7800 l Innulli- Ilu- folk-“mg L¢\T\

II.P., 2 passengers . . , . . .. 1.050 l’ ‘ ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " " |

H Touring. 0 Cylinders. 38 T M R‘>=l‘l\‘°'- " °>'l‘"<1"r-*» 30 | . . . . l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , . ..

H.l'.. 7 passengers . . . . . .. 3,750 | H.l'., .2 passengch . . . . . .. 2,800 ,
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PAT. PEND'   

If you. Mr. Dealer, \vonld handle this plug only for the radical improve

ment we have made upon it in the installation of the “open window,” then

you have a big selling argument, but we do not want you to lose sight of the

fact that this plug, without the “see at a glance" feature, would still be the

most sturdy, dependable spark plug on the market at any price.

\Ve are featuring, first of all, the quality of materials used—the construction that guarantees against

breakage and injury from oil, dust and dampness. In fact. every good point that goes to make a good

plug, all are embodied in the Viso. l

The “open window” or “port,” as shown in this illustration, is a time, trouble and money saver, for

with your eye on the window and your hand on the carburetor adjustment. you can regulate ignition

in an instant—not by guess work, but by sight, remembering al

ways that imperfect combustion or carbon troubles will be indicated “The Feamres 0' me “so Plug:

 

by a yellow light—perfect combustion by a pale blue electric spark 1_ Indicates in which direction your

—a dead cylinder by a dark window. A Ittrgliilializg the timing of the

In the lower right hand corner of this advertisement, we have engine; '

enumerated the good selling points of \'iso plugs—read them, and 3' Itirlllzlteer'r‘fies the Spark "1 all CYI'

then order a set for your own car. Use them to demonstrate to 4. Consumes only minimum current,

5. Adjustable gap permits regulatingyour trade and see how quickly and surely your spark plug business

. . the spark for any cylinder.

Wlll increase.
. The gap intensifies the spark and

_ _ . . . . . . is absolute] non-injurious to

\Vrite for our literature describing this deVice in more detail— battery' coilf), magneto

that is, if this advertisement does not completely satisfy you. . Causes instantaneous combustion.

_ A _ . Is a correct check on the current

Remember the price, $1.00 on all three sizes, allows you a liberal as delivered to the spark plug.

- - . Y 9. It cleans itself should it become
commissmn. Get the story from us. fouled. by merely increasing the

izap.

10. It is fully guaranteed and offered

THE RAPP MANUFACTURING (30- 3:22.‘:§.;‘;::i:;tz.".:“sl.§ 32.:
611 Jefferson Avenue TOLEDO omo “rumm

O\

“\I
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THE CAR

The best materials, the highest-grade work

manship, and the most up-to-date ideas in

construction.

Wheelbase—110 inches.

Motor—Long stroke; 4 cylinders cast en bloc; 3%

inch bore. 5-inch stroke. Two-bearing crankshaft.

Timing gears and valves enclosed. Three-pomt sus

PCUSIOIL

Steering_—Leit Side. Irreversible worm gear, _16

inch steering wheel. Throttle control on steering

column.

Control—Center Lever_operated through H-plate

integral with universal Joint housin Just below.

Hand lever emergency brake at driver 5 right. Foot

accelerator in connection with hand throttle.

Sprin a—Front, semi-elliptic; rear, full elliptic and

mounte on swtvel seats.

Frame—Pressed steel channel.

Axles—Front, I-beam. dropd'orged; rear, semi

floating type.

Transmission—Three speeds forward and reverse;

sliding gear, selective type.

Conatruction—Drop-Iorgings wherever practicable'

chrome nickel steel used throughout all shafts an

gears in the transmission and rear axle;_ high car

lion manganese steel in all parts requiring special

stiflness.

Body—Full 5-passenger English type; extra wide

seatsv

EQUIPMENT

The most complete, highest-grade equip

ment ever placed on a popular-priced car.

Non-skid tires—~32 x 32%.

l2-inch Hall Bullet electric head lights with double

parabolic lens.

I 6-inch Hall Bullet electric side lights with parabolic

CHI.

Exide 100 Ampere Hour Battery.

Bosch Magneto.

Warner Auto-Meter.

Demountable rims.

Extra rim and holders.

Tally-ho horn.

{_ifl’y curtains—up or down instantaneously.

op and Top Cover.

Windshield.

Rear view mirror.

Tool-kit, flack, Tire Repair Kit. Pump.

Robe Rai .

I’. O. B. DETROIT

R-C-H Comes Out With Flying

Colors Under Severest Test

The absolute dependability of the R-C-H under any and all road conditions was thor

oughly demonstrated once more during the BOO-mile Non-Stop Reliability Run held

under the auspices of the Buffalo Automobile Club September 11 to September 14.

It was essentially a hill climbing test as, except during a portion of the last day, the

route was up and down the steepest and sharpest grades to be found. In fact, the com

mittee announced that some of the roads embodied in the Run had never before been

covered by automobiles.

The R-C-H was the heaviest four-cylinder stock model car in the run and had at all

times four passengers and enough extra equipment in the way of tires and accessories

to make up a full five-passenger load.

Some idea of the grades encountered may be obtained from the fact that one six-cylin

der car had to be towed up one of the hills; and another entry—one of the highest

priced cars in America—stripped its gears on this same hillv

The R-C-H went through the entire Run without a single brake adjustment and with

out any kind of mechanical defect or breakage. The light wear on the tires, too, is

demonstrated by the fact that not a single tire was changed during the entire Run, nor

was there the slightest bit of trouble.

The only penalty sufiered by the R-C-H was nine points for taking water outside the

controls, which was due to the radiator leaking slightly.

The record made by the R-C-H in this Run proves—that over any kind of roads and

in any kind of going the R-C-H is thoroughly reliable and dependable. and that it is at _

the same time the most economical car both in tire wear and fuel consumption.

Two Passenger Roadster, 110 inch wheelbase, 8900, |.o.b. Detroit

Three Passenger Coupe, 110 inch wheelbase, $1300,l.o.b. Detroit

DEALERS IN VACANT TERRITORY “fill. FIND OUR PROPOSITION ATTRACTIVE

-R-C-H CORPORATION, 104 Lycaste Street, Detroit, Michigan

ATLANTA, 548 Peachtree St.

LAND, 2122 Euclid Ave. DENVER, 1520 Broadway. DETROIT, Jefferson Ave. and L calte St.

BOSTON, 563 Boylston St. BUFFALO, 1225 Main St. CHICAGO, 2021 Michigan Ave. CLEVE

KANSAS CITY, 3501 Main St.

B r a n c h e s __ LOS ANGELES, 1242 South Flower St. MINNEAPOLIS, 1206 Hennepin Ave. NEW ORK. 1989 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA,

330 North Broad St. SAN FRANCISCO, 819-835 Ellis Ave. WALKERVILLE, ONT., CANADA.
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To win the fiercest war ever known to motordom,

the MICHIGAN “40” enters the field with every big

selling feature—electric lights, four forward speeds,

extra size tires, complete equipment—at a price no

other maker will meet—

$1,585
The Fight of the Forties

There are 72 makers in a fight for supremacy,

with cars around 40 horsepower.

Most of the ablest engineers now give their

whole thought to “40’s.” And some of the finest,

most luxurious cars ever built are now in this

class.

Yet the prices on Forties, since this war be

gan, have practically been cut in two.

Into this fight comes the Michigan after four

years’ preparation.

And the offer we make outbids every rival,

and every man who knows will concede it.

300 New Features

We have built 5,000 cars and have carefully

watched their performance.

We have worked out in the past four years,

more than 300 improvements.

We have brought to bear on this car some of

the best brains in the industry.

Every engineering advancement has been

noted and adopted. All the comforts and luxu

ries have been sought out and included.

Now, in this day of luxurious Forties, we

believe that the Michigan outrivals them all.

A Wonderful Price

The Michigan factory now has enormous

capacity. Every detail of the car is built by

modern machinery.

Through wondrous efficiency the cost of this

car has been cut 30 per cent in four years.

Part of this saving has gone into extras. Part

has been taken from the price. Now we offer

this car with complete equipment at $1,585.

And no other maker will meet it.

With this car at this price, the Michigan is

bound to take first place among Forties.

can prove that in an hour’s comparison.

You

  

 
:il
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Michigan “40”

Cameron’s Greatest Car

To W. H. Cameron, our designer-in-chief, is

due the main credit for the Michigan “40.”

Cameron has built 100,000 successful cars, and

all he has learned makes possible this wonderful

machine.

To John A. Campbell this car owes its match

less body, its graceful lines, its finish, its up

holstering. Campbell has designed equipages

for kings, but this is his greatest achieve—

ment.

To an army of experts, selected by Cam

eron, we owe the strength, the simplicity, the

over-capacity of every important part.

These men have combined to produce a

wonderful car. And you’ll find no car that

excels it.

Remember these men when some maker tells

you that his higher price buys something bet

ter. This is Cameron’s best, and Camp

bell’s best. No designers have ever excelled

them.

Get All You Can

It is up to you this year, if you are buying

a “40,” to get all that you can, and pay the least

that you need to.

Make careful comparisons.

that count.

Watch the points

Require big tires—as wide as the Michigan’s

—for that is the secret of small upkeep. Get

four forward speeds, for the world’s best cars

now have them.

’Get electric lights with dynamo. To add

them afterward would cost $125.

Get a roomy car. Compare width of seats,

size of tonneau, length of wheel base. Get a

comfortable car. Note that Michigan cushions

are 14 inches deep. Michigan springs are wide

and long.

Compare the brakes, the axles, and every

vital part. Here you should have big margins

of safety—ample for 60 horsepower.

Compare all these things which mean care

and cost, and you’ll find no car in the Michigan

class that comes anywhere near the Michigan

price.

Send for our catalog, giving all the details,

and showing the various bodies. Then we’ll tell

you where to see the car.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Owned by the owners of the Michigan Buggy Company

 
 

Some

Four-forward-speed transmission

Oversize tires—35x47; inches

Electric lights and dynamo

Center control—left-side drive

Motor, 4% x 5%

Extra effective brakes—16 x 2% inches

Big, comfortable springs

Adjustable steering post

Adjustable pedals

Firestone demountable rims —-extra

rim

14-inch cushions

Rear cushion 50 inches long

Hand-buffed leather upholstcring

Best curled-hair filling

of the Michigan Features

Wheel base 118 inches

Nickel mountings

Large over-capacity, giving big fac

tors of safety .

Pressed steel, full floating rear axle

Axles sufficient for an 80-horsepower

car

Genuine cellular-type radiator

Best mohair top, side curtains and

envelope

\Vindshicld built in as part of body

Electric horn

$50 speedometer, 4-inch dial

Special foot rail

Swing robe rail

Rear tire irons

Complete tool equipment

Tool chests under running boards

There is such a difference of o inion

about the various types 0 self

starters that we have not adopted

any one type as regular equipment.

\Ve prefer to leave this selection to

the buyer. We equip with either

the gas or a positively efficient

electric starter at a moderate extra

price.
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Now, Honestly, Mr. Car Dealer, Do

You Believe in Looking into the Merits

ot an Article, Which Just Possibly

May Be 0! Value to Your Customers?

When you want to sell a Car the biggest snag

you run against is Tire Expense. You can’t help

that. If the man is a little doubtful about buying

his car he is going to hesitate longer before giving

you his order.

The automobile using public know what tire

expense is. They know that it pays to repair tires

and take care of them.

Why not get a little inside information on this

subject so that you can talk to them advantage

ously about something in which they have already

shown their interest—incidentally this information

will help you overcome their objections.

Influence your customers to use Gilmer Tire

Repair Pliers, and tire blow-outs will be practi

cally eliminated on their cars.

It is no stretch of imagination to say that the

use of Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers, in many cases,

will double the life of your customers' tires, for

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers prevent the small cuts

and abrasions from growing and developing into

blow~outs that ruin the tire. Gilmer Tire Repair

Pliers enable the operator of the car to thoroughly

cleanse the numerous small cuts and abrasions to

which his tires are constantly subjected, clear to

the fabric—and then to insert pure, clean rubber

gum, so that the cuts in the tire automatically

close over this rubber, force it firmly against the

fabric, and make the repair as strong as the original

uncut tire.

Send to us today for our Dealers’ proposition.

\Ne have some open territory that will enable you

to make money.

G WALKER GILMER, Jr.
Tfizig'qu'f—pii 52 N. Seventh Street ‘

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Horn that's Made For the Discriminating"

TUTO HORN

THE TWO TONE HORQIJ

  

{V'
l“

  

 

  

Loud Signals Do Not Promote SaFety.

HE great success oF the dual service oF the TUTO horn has demon,

. strated that it is not necessary to provide an extremely loud signal noise

fl in order to promote saFety in signalling.

' ' ‘1 The low note 0F the TUTO horn is eFFective Fully 90% 0F the time and

completely displaces the bulb horn, while the louder signal is only necessary

in cases 0F emergency. It requests the right oF way in a low but firm tone and without

undue disturbance, leaving the loud tone Free For the one purp0se—the emergency signal.

I!!!“'._,'_5

II:IXIKXXIXKXv

 

 

(L The eFFectiveness of" this loud note is enhanced by the Fact that it is used less than l0% oF

the time and thereFore commands attention.

  

  

(1 Other horns, having only one loud note, must be reserved For emergencies, otherwise the

Familiarizing oF the sound by constant use in regular serVice Will deFeat the very purpose 0F

the emergency signal.

  

'IQXIC

.00x"
  

(I When these other inflexible, one'note horns are used For emergencies only, a duplicate horn

0F low tone is necessary For regular service. Decency on the part oF the car driver as well

as laws and ordinances in various parts 0F the country, demand that the loud horn be

reserved For extreme emergencies.

  

‘1 Thus, when the one loud note electric horn is employed, it is necessary to supplement it

with one 0F less power For regular service, requiring that two separate horns be mounted on

the car and that separate points 0F control. such as two buttons or a button and a bulb, be

mounted within reach 0F the driver. The goin From one button to another or From a bulb

to a button, is absolutely impossible in the case 0? an extreme emergency. ThereFore, such a

duplication oF warning signals is conFusing and 0F little utility For short range service.

  

(L For saFety in signalling, ease 0F operation, positiveness in action and neatness 0F installation,

the TUTO horn offers the maximum oF value. There is no one'halF value or [0% service

with the TUTO. It does all 0F the signalling oF the car, and is l00% in service eFficiency.

Q The TUTQ is the only twoetone horn—patented—so that no mistake can be made in

speciFying it For regular equipment on a Factory output or For individual equipment on your

personal car.

  

ixxx

260 Taylor Avenue, Elyria, Ohio

“Look for Dean where Quality’s seen”

~‘QIIXIXX

  

TUl'O Horn, $25.00 TUTO-ETTE $17. 50
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§ N§§ § To ElectricCar Owners

12% 12%

More More

Miles ()n , ’ r __ I Resilience

Battery , ‘ —-The Ride

Charge " Supreme

.l>M

  

Firestone
Clincher Cushion Tires

Fit Pneumatic Rims, Standard Clincher or Quick Detachable Clincher

JIH "rm-i WELVE per cent more miles for every charge of your battery; the

' ' if i current economy of the ordinary electric pneumatic tire without the

‘ bother and expense of tire troubles.

And Resiliency, Comfort, Riding Pleasure never before ap

proached in solid tires. We have the proofs, substantiated by test

in America’s leading electric car factories.

These proofs are obtained, before tire leaves our factory, by

scientific tests. The tire on the wheel must measure to the standard

established by exact road and load conditions. Get these procfsl

No matter how your electric is now equipped; you can quickly,

easily and economically change to these Firestone Clincher Cushion

tires without changing wheel or rim.

These tires are the ultimate accomplishment in solids.

The make-shifts of holes and blocked-out sections which substi

tute jerky spring and jolt for uniform resiliency are abandoned stages in Firestone evolution.

The over-hang design, the scientific proportioning of the Firestone Clincher Cushion, supported by

the continuous body of Firestone supreme resiliency, make level ground of car-track or other obstacles.

Dual tread, in addition to increased cushion, gives secure protection against skid or slip. Cne

section of tire prepares dry gripping surface for second section. Get our electric tire catalog and be

convinced by the facts and figures based on scientific and practical proof.

Direct Service Stations In All Cities

Call at the Firestone branch or agency in your city or town and have them equip your electric

now and keep it equipped at a minimum cost for maximum service.

The Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., AkronQOhio, pantfih‘c'ia”

“America’s Largest Exclusive Tire and Rim Makers”
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For Every Car For Any Tire

$TkNWELD rims are not the product of a sell conceit.

Mechanically they fulfill every requirement of the car

owner, car manufacturer and tire maker.

Structurally they are the culmination of rim making as

evolved by the pioneers and masters of the craft.

  

- 7 Method of pryin Detachable Side Ring from Groove
Method of releulnl Spring Latch from Lock #0" “union oi anh

Not a part—not a piece of material—not a function but

that is a proved betterment over all former types of rims.

Priced for the multitude and used as standard equip

ment on America's superlative cars, their destiny as

universal equipment is assured.

The Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, Ohio
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NEWTONE SUPERIOR

The Most Efficient Motor Driven Horn

to Sell at a Popular Price

 
  

  

Newtone Superior has created a tremendous sensation in the automobile

trade for its Efficiency, for Price and for Economy.

it l_s_ the Cheapest Strictly High Grade Motor Horn oil th__e_ Market
 

It‘uses only 2% amperes; a battery can last five months without recharging.

to the manufacturer, jobber, dealer or agent in the automobile trade

$ 1 0 0 0 R EwA R D who can produce or show us a motor driven horn now on the market

of equal efiiciency and quality to the Newtone Superior selling at our price [listed at ten dollars].

 

We claim to have the best motor warning device on the market at this price.

Eight years in the exclusive manufacture of auto signals—during which time we have made and sold

over one million auto horns, and incidentally spent thousands of dollars in experimental work in per

fecting our product—has made it possible for us to produce Newtone Superior, “The King of Them All.”

AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY MFG. CO., 220 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

America’s Largest Auto Horn Manufacturers—Established 1903
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The Brake Lining That

Made the Automobile Sate

  

 

  

The original and pioneer of all asbestos

Brake Linings.

  

Every worth - while improvement in Brake

Lining has originated with the makers of

RAYBESTOS.

Our watchword is quality and Constant

improvement of RAYBESTOS.

Get the best—no other as good.

  

it costs the car owner no more.

The name RAYBESTQS is

stamped in every foot of the

lining.

The Royal Equipment Co.

436 Housatonic Ave. Bridgeport, Conn.

We allo make Duplex and Raymond Brakes and Cyrex, the Mixer.
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lV. OpportuinilyKnocks oi.

Everyfien’s DoorOnce
o,er$611Lisle/2mg _j‘br fie

l6zoo€MrDEALER . orare

youwing LburDalb/Nop?

We don’t quite agree with the artisthwho drew this illustration—

at least so far as Opportunity’s work for us is concerned. We have

been sending her out with this Warm Hand Wheel proposition for a

number of weeks—and she has been finding plenty of investigative dealers with the

door wide open. '

It is the live, aggressive, investigative dealer who achieves the greatest measure of

success. There are two other types. First, the ultra optimistic who loads up with unsale

able stock; second, the ultra pessimistic dealer who considers every improvement in his line

unsaleable. The ultra optimistic has his shelves filled with dead stock—the pessimist has
empty shelves—both lose.v

The Warm Hand Wheel is a success—wherever it has been introduced it is selling.

Wise dealers recognize its value even before they see it. It is good for the investigative

dealer—for the fellow who buys everything—for the fellow who refuses to handle anything.

Opportunity is knocking at your door, Mr. Dealer, and she bears a practical, common

sense device that will rob winter driving of half its terror. _ .

I Think this over—here is a heated steering wheel that can be put on any car in twenty

minutes’ time. Once installed it is always ready to give comfort and satisfaction during

the coldest kind of weather, as well as in those seasons of the year when the frost nips the

fingers.

Your opportunity is here to go on record as selling a proposition that will appeal to

every driver of pleasure car or truck in your vicinity. If you refuse to investigate then be

sure there is somewhere near you the “dealer from Missouri”—he is going to be shown

and we are going to show him. You had better get in line now.

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL CO., 527 Fifth Ave» New York
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Atwater Kent interest to

18m every motorist

THE Automatic Sparl: Advance icature of

the Type “K‘. Atwatcr Kent System

is a long stride forward in ignition practice.

  

 

 

 

- . ' With this device. the control of the sparl:

Antomatlc timing is entirely automatic (although the

hand lever can be used if desired). This

| S PARK means that the spar-l: is always properly timed

to get the greatest possible power irom the.

E motor at any speed from three to seventy

miles per hour.

 No human mind can follow accurately the

speed variations in an automobile motor and

accordingly regulate the sparlt setting to get

the best results.

The automatic sparls control of the At—

water Kent System is more than human in

its performance—it is sensitive to the slightest

variation in speed—immediate in its response

and positive in its action. The operator can

forget his sparlc lever. linowing that his sparlt

is heing hotter regulated than he can do it

himsoli.

The increased safety due to the automatic

retarding. of the sparlc {or starting is alone

more than sufficient to commend it to the

modern motorist.

The Type “ K “ System is especially

adapted for use in conjunction with lighting

and starting equipment. or as sole ignition inplace of the high-tension magneto. We re

gard it as being fully up to the high standard

of merit for which Atwater Kent equipment

is ltnown.

  

 

  

  

\‘n Interesting Booklet D and detailed infor

mation sent upon request.

 

i

i DISTRIBUTORS

flew Yolk . . . . . . . . . . . . t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..E. Edmondi éfl‘?£nt;;c...'< Us. ii:s.'¢;.:.‘%-'3§s%oi'k.§?335Sto: Atwater Kent Mfg_W01-ks

MIlWBUkLt . . . . . . . t . . . . . . A . . . . . . . . . . . . . .julius :\ndlizae Sr 508..

I Omaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..()maha ubher o. - -

l Chattanooga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sanford Bros. Stenton AVC. Philadelphia. Pa.

‘ Dallas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fisk (‘0. of Texas. .

Denver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\um Equipment Co.  
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New Light Car Universal

We are presenting here another member of our growing family

of Universal Joints, Type F-300 Drive Capacity 25 horsepower.

_This installation is particularly suited to light cars and like all Hartford

products, it embodies the highest degree of efficiency.

Note that high carbon steel drop forgings are used throughout with working

parts hardened and ground to gauges with very close limits consistent with the

Work they are to perform.

Type F-300 drive is absolutely Interchangeable and will give a greater factor

of safety than usual with ordinary drive and it will successfully meet and with

stand an unusual amount of overload and abuse.

Are you in the market for such a drive at this time, or will you be in the

near future? If so, communicate with us and we will, if you desire, have our rep

resentative call to go into consultation with you.

Forthcoming advertising will give details concerning other types of universal

joints.
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SPECIFICATIONS:

A—Total overall length of complete drive. ti—\\"idth' across COl'nnei'S, Standard l%"~

B—Center of T-Head to end of square. 17/16 v 1% ' 19/16 '

Made to any length specificd- H—Length of Transmission Hm). Stand

C-—Length of Rear Hub, Standard 1%”. ard 1%”. Maximum length 1%”.

M?X1mum length l%_' . , I—Diameter of Straight Round Hole Or

D~Diameter of Transmissmn Hub, Stand- Maximum Diameter Taper Hum

ard 2%”. - . ,,

J—Taper per foot: Standard 1%". VI”. % .
E—Diameter of Propeller Shaft 1%". I "
F—W'idth across flats, Standard 1", 1%”, K—KeyW3Y- Standard %"Xl€"- 5/louxs/32 '

.}§"x3/16".13/16", 1%”.

J. S. BRETZ CO., New York, Detroit, Sole Selling Agents.
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{MANIFOLD  

-2 FLANGE

'\ . GASOSAVA

as! -
CARBURETOR

‘ FLANGE

 

 

Saves From

30% to 50%

-.G-asol'ine

so

Increases

Power up to

r 40%

Eliminates

~‘ Carbon

.gflfroubles

‘gKeep Soot

From Spark

.> -1Plugs

D ealers—It

Retails for $3

_ meWakfiog'aefll'cQ

  

  
   

 

 

 

This is a Live Seller for

Live Sellers

and you know, Mr. Dealer, how responsive your trade is to

the little things on the car that accomplish big things.

Gasoline Comes High

It is one of the biggest expense items in the running of the:

car and if you can locate a car owner in your territory who

will not pay $3 for a device that we guarantee to save as high

as 40 per cent. on his fuel bills—give us his name.

Your Trade Needs the Gasosava

because it means economy of fuel, conservation of speed,

power and flexibility and freedom from carbon trouble. Install

it on any car and the owner will be your firm friend—and that

means more and bigger sales for you.

Easy to Install

Simply insert Gasosava between carburetor and manifold

(just as you would a gasket) and screw up tight.

Write today for our general agents’ proposition and territory.

GASOSAVA COMPANY, Inc.

1270 Broadway NEW YORK
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What

It I s

A motor unit that may be attached to any heavy vehicle designed to be drawn by horses; the

combination making a five-wheeled motor-drawn vehicle.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE COST OF

RUBBER TIRES. Wagons have been doing good work for many years on steel tires and

there is no reason why they will not continue to do so when drawn by the tractor; the heaviest

part of the load is always carried on steel tires.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE~ TO EXCESSIVE VIBRA

TION ON STIFF SPRINGS. All working parts of the tractor are carried on springs as resilient

as those of a pleasure car. -

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO SUDDEN STARTING

OR STOPPING OF I-IEAVY LOADS. The cushioning of the shock between the engine and

the load is one of the most important advantages gained, (fully explained in catalog).

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO NEGLECT ON AC

COUNT OF INACCESSIBILITY OF PARTS—all parts of the tractor being more accessible

than on a touring car.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES due to frame twist. The tractor ac

commodates itself to all road unevenness.

The single front wheel can be turned at 80 degrees angle, enabling the driver to back to

Maximum Carrying Capacity

Minimum First Coat

Minimum Maintenance

Minimum Turning Radius

Not a Theory lit a Proven Success in a

Year‘s Gruelling Work. Many in Successful

Operation. 5 to l0'l‘on Capacity. Full Details

Explained in Tractor Catalog. Send Today.

 

  

 

_any position or turn completely around in the narrowest street.

A Knox Martin Tractor costs less than a two-ton truck; has a capacity of 5 to 10 tons.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COM_PAN Y (Tractor Department) Springfield, Mass.

5 tin N c u E s - New York, Chicago

AGENTS—The Knox Martin Tractor Is the Greatest Propositionin the Commercial Field Today. Fully Protected by Patents.
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Present orders from our dealers prove our first advertised'contention, in effect that

there is a fast growing demand for an electric light delivery truck, sold at a price within

reason.

The M & P One Thousand Pound Electric is filling this demand just as fast as we can turn out the

orders. and up until this time we are keeping pace.

You Ought to'Sell the M & P Truck

and you can sell it. for in your territory there are wagons who can be shown the business-building

many concerns now using horse-drawn delivery economy of the M 8! P Electric Truck.

Here Are the Facts

  

  

A‘4\Y

Q

  

Eh This truck carries a normal load of one thousand lars more—make us prove this. a

I pounds with a safe margin for excess weight. It is Its operation is devoid of complication—any boy j

“l the last word in electric. truck design embodying can run it after a very brief period of instruction.;\' every feature that conduces power, economy, flexi- All parts are standard and interchangeable, al- '

p bility and simplicity. though on account of sturdy construction and the

It will render mo're and better service at less large margin allowed for safety on all parts, the /‘

cost for operation and upkeep than will any gasoline necessity for replacing parts is reduced to a mini

delivery wagon costing seven or eight hundred dol- mum. -

A Big Opportunity

Now, Mr. Dealer, this truck sells stripped for advisability of replacing the horse-drawn wagon

$1450—with Express Body for $1500. with Enclosed with an M & P Electric.

Body for $1600. And you will find after the first Write and let us tell you of the exceptional prop

sale has been consummated that there will be other osition we have to offer. It is one you can ill afford

merchants in your vicinity who will at once see the to ignore.

M & P ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY Franklin and Dnbols Sls.,l)ctr0il. Michigan /
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Electric Started and Lighted—Extra Liberal Wheel

base—Extra Roomy Tonneaus—Low, Deep Seats—

A New, Distinct Achievement in Car Comfort.

The 1913 KisselKar surpasses every previous

idea of car comfort. Every factor of comfort is

incorporated in the 1913 KisselKar to a liberal

degree not before equalled in any other auto

mobile.

Every model has an extra generous wheelbase.

which, besides emphasizing the low, rangy de—

sign, bridges the irregularities of the road in a

way that gives the KisselKar a steadier, milder

and conspicuously rare riding comfort.

Big wheels, big tires, shock absorbers, springs

designed according to weight of each model,

and eleven inches of seat upholstering absorb

the road vibration. The liberal wheelbase

“Thirty” $1700 ,

" Forty” $2000

“Filly” $2500

60 H. P. “Six” $3150

Fully Equipped

Every

Inch

a Car

  

KisselKar “Thirty”

Semi-Touring, $1700

(Fully Equipped)

permits the unusually roomy tonneaus and the

extra depth of the low new design seats. These

exceedingly deep seats give the occupants a quar—

ter-reclining position, encouraging full restful

relaxation, and eliminating every need or ten

dency to brace against sidesway.

The new construction of the 1913 bodies, the

_ graceful outbending panels, the swelling curves

which replace edges and corners—the general

modeled effects of the new bodies give the 1913

KisselKar the distinction sought after since the

automobile has been considered less as a mere

machine and more as the artistocratic pleasure

vehicle of modern life.

  

Write ior

1 9 1 3 C at a l o g

The 1913 KisselKar catalog completely illustrates and

describes the entire KisselKar line—all models—two pas

senger Semi-Racer

Coupe, Limousine, and five passenger Coupe.

Runabout, Semi-Touring, Touring,

Kissel Motor Car Co.

150] Klsael Avenue

Hartlord, Wis.

"Iwumuumn
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Flexible Power

The flexibility of the motor gives the Kissel

Rar a wide range of throttle control, which

makes all ordinary driving a mere matter of

shifting the throttle lever or pressing the foot

accelerator. You can throttle down on "high"

to a creeping pace in traffic and take hills at

easy, normal speed without rushing, or shift

ing gears. Gear shifting with a Kissel

Kar is occasioned only by extremely diffi

cult road condition. For all average driv~

ing, the flexible KisselKar motor drives

smoothly and silently on “high” gear as

fast or as slow as you want to go.

        

i|"'"'""l|
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The KisselKar electric

starting and lighting system

is periected and refined.

The slightest touch to the foot lever in

the driver's compartment starts the Kissel—

Kar. No chance of a starting failure. A

full year’s exhaustive testing has proved the

KisselKar electric self-starter to be depend

able under all conditions of weather. It re

quires no attention—brings no extra strain

on the engine. It is powerful enough even

to run the big 60 HP. "Six" considerable

distance. r

A touch of the foot lever causes the elec

tric motor to turn over the engine vigor

ously. Then when the engine is running

under its own power, the electric motor

cuts out and the electric dynamo cuts in,

charging storage batteries for ignition,

lighting and future starting.

Electric lights more than twice as power

ful as ordinarily used on automobiles are a

feature of the system.

The KisselKar electric system is me

chanically refined in' every detail—the per

fected electric starting and lighting system.

  

  

  

  

    

KisselKar 60 H.P. “Six”

Semi-Racer, $3150

(Fully Equipped)

KisselKar Service

KisselKar service is supplied and directed

by the manufacturers. Specially construct

ed and equipped buildings at principal

points of the United States are maintained

as service-centers, co-operating with selling

representatives in giving a complete de

tailed service to every KisselKar owner.

This national organization of service-cen

ters brings the owner in close touch with

the manufacturers. 'The result is unusually

low running cost, low maintenance and slow

depreciation, and the fullest realization of

motoring pleasure. Following is a partial

list of KisselKar branches and agencies:

  

Big Line oi

Commercial Vehicles

The KisselKar commercial line includes lSOO-lb., l, 2, 3, 4, 5 ton trucks,

delivery wagonl, fire department apparatus, omnibuses, etc. All type bodies—

:pecial bodies designed and built to meet the needs of any service. KisselKar

Trucks hue capacity and reserve power to meet extremest demands. Come

petitive road tests have demonstrated KisselKar Trucks to be from l5% 10

20% more economical 0! fuel than average trucks. Look on differential equal

llel power between rear wheels, so that a clipping wheel can not absorb

  

Boston New York Chicago Milwaukee

1" lht POI“ Ind "I" the imck- Kansas City Loo Angela Minneapolil

St. Paul St. Louis Dallas
  

    
  

Ktssel Motor Car Co.

159 Kissel Avenue

llrtlnthle.

Philadelphia. Cleveland, Detroit, El Paso, San

Antonio, New Orleans. Baltimore. Omaha. Butte.

Denver, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Duluth,

Bufialo, Pittsburgh, Hartford, Conn., New Ha

ven, Albany, Troy, Montreal. Quebec, Toronto.

Winnipeg. and 200 other principal point! through

out America.
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‘1913 $1475

The Men Behind the Marion

Are Men Who

HEY have contributed largely—yes, very largely—to the

successful building of eleven big strong automobile

companies. Today the earmarks of their energy and

ability are conspicuous in many of America’s most noted

cars.

They have now pinned their' faith to the Marion, have

banded together in the greatly expanded Marion Company,

determined to make the Marion 37-A the greatest motor car

value of the year. The Marion organization is genuinely c0

operative. Every executive is a partner, drawing only a liv

ing salary. In other words, every one of them is staking his

name, time, experience, brains and reputation upon the defi

nite success of this car.

Moreover, they are winning. In fact. they have won.

Their car is here! You can see for yourself what wonderful

results have come from the united efiorts of such a body of

real workers.

This car shows for itself. Look at it. Measure it. Feel

of it. Ride in it. You will find that its every line, its tone

and refinement, reflect the genius of an able engineer. Its

workmanship and finish prove the builders' wonderful atten

tion to detail.

The high quality of materials, the generous proportions

of the car as a whole—and the price—indicate the policy of

a company building for the future as well as for today, and

Have Done Big Things

determined to give its patrons the fullest measure of real

value.

You can boast of owning a Marion. Park it beside cars

of the highest price and you will be proud of it. Quality is

apparent in every line. In completeness of equipment, grace

and dignity, beauty of finish, and strength and durability, it is

a car which justifies our every promise to you.

It is a large five- assenger car with luxurious upholster

ing. Lots of width, ots of breadth. You have the option of

rich brewster green or deep wine color—either is exclusive.

Its metal trimmings are nickel plated. its wood trimmings

mahogany. Long wheel base, and springs of flexible import

ed steel make it a car with exceptional riding qualities.

Of its mechanical construction you need have no concern.

It has been simplified and refined through ten years of manu

facturing. Its standardization is self-evident. Its superiority

is proven by the fact that Marion owners are always touring.

For those who want a larger and more powerful car we

build the Marion 48-A—$1850—-fully equi ped. For the

“speedy boys" we have the famous Marion “ obcat," a mile—

a-minute roadster—$142$——fully equipped.

\Ve can not begin to enumerate here all the points you

will note and instantly like about the 1913 Marion line.

Let us send you illustrated literature in regard to these

cars, giving their full detailed specifications. \Vrite to us

today. '

  

bhrinn 17. A l;- -~.r\~- "-mn-w '»-~-~_.- r<' Infin- "nub-wit 5‘ 47,:

Important Features, Marion 37-A

UNUSUALLY COMPLETE EQUIPMENT: Disco self

starter; Prest-O-Lite tank; \Varner speedometer; dynamo

electric lighting system; Q. D. demountable rims, one extra;

ventilating plate glass windshield; mohair top, boot, storm

curtains; tire irons, tools; concealed tool boxes; nickel-plated

trimmings. ,

MOTOR: Four cylinders, cast in airs, long stroke, 30-40horsepower; bore and stroke, 4 x gainches; dual ignition;

automatic carburetor steering column adjustment; constant

level oiling system (circulating); 3-point suspension.

CHASSIS: Wheelbase. 112 inches; cone clutch; 3-forward

speed selective transmission; shaft drive; four double-acting

brakes; artillery wheels, 34x4-inch tires; I-beam drop forged

front axle; double trussed rear axle; front springs semi

elliptic, rear % elliptic; strong steering gear.

To bona fide automobile dealers we offer the fairest sales agreement ever written. Ask us about territory. All Cars

Guaranteed. All Fully Equipped. Prices f. o. b. Indianapolis.

The Marion Motor Car Co., 918 Oliver Ave., Indianapolis
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Getting Maximum Power from Engine to Wheels

It isn't only the size or rated horse-power of your engine—

lt's how muc/z of that power gets to the iti/zee/s.

Right here is where good gears count—and count mighty strong.

  

(leafs that are good enough to meet Timlten ideals of efficiency can't be completely made

by any gear-cutting machineeeven the finest. _

They have to be graund to perfect accuracy. This increases expense, but Timken

does it because it makes for quietness and efficiency.

\Vhat’s more—we couldn't find a gear-grinding machine or method in

(Aistence that would remove all the little inaccuracies left by even the finest

  

cutters.

So we invented a process—designed and built a special machine.

Two other important facts—

Timken Gears are combined into a unit drivnng-plant assembled

and tested before it Is bolted to the axle-housing.

And they are kept always in perfect mesh by Timken

Tapered Roller Bearings, which are adjustable

  

These things are all necessary—not one could be

left out of the top value car. They mean

'getting the full mileage from every last

drop of gasoline.

  

(m the Ibule umy at ale and balm. lfllpflllu't um

(UIIIIIIM'KHNI by 'ntinl lu either mm htlu'l luv

the Tin-ken Primem l‘-7 "0n the Cm m-l

Channel 01 M'lllllt" and T-I "(In the

Anatomy 0! Automobile Axles."

  

  

The Timlten-Delroit Axle Co

DETROIT. MIC".

The Timken Roller

Bearing Co.

CANTON, OHIO
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Every Business Man Is A Prospect tor the

International Commercial Car

Every man who wants to make quick deliveries, who nas to transport tools or material for his work. or who has any kind

of light hauling to do, is a prospect for an International Commercial Car.

The selling field of this handy, dependable auto wagon is unlimited because of its general usefulness, and because it gives

such universal satisfaction. Wherever a

sale is made it helps to close others. The

endless chain thus formed makes the

selling of this car the best opportunity of

the present time for automobile dealers

who see the trend of the times toward

motor cars as business wagons.

The International Commercial Car has

been justly called the car of wide appeal.

Grocers, bakers, laundryrnen, florists,

painters, decorators, carpenters, contrac

tors, plumbers, and men in a hundred

other lines of business buy this car be

cause of its fair price, low upkeep cost,

efficiency-and economy.

Any dealer who will distribute our sell

ing literature among the business men

of his town, or the farmers of his neigh

borhood, and will follow up that litera

ture with practical demonstrations of

what an International Commercial Car

will do, can make a gratifying success of

an agency for this car.

“'0 invite correspondence from live dealers who want to be shown. Address a post card to

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA

(Incorporated)

155 Harvester Building Chicago. U. S. A.

   

 

 

 

 

  

A TROUBLE SAVER cashew?

Moroqcvctzs

—————FOR TH E———

MOTORCYCLIST

Price Cents

Bicycling World} Company

1600 Broadway NEW YORK
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REMY ELECTRIC STARTER

The Remy Electric Company of Anderson, Indiana, invites correspon

dence with automobile engineers who are interested in a perfected electric

starting device. It will be offered in various combinations with either electric

lighting or ignition or both. ‘

We have added the world's greatest electric-starting-apparatus engineer to

our staff. As the real "Father of electric starting," he brings the most intelli

gent experience to be found, to our own board of experts.

Our experience coupled with unlimited facilities makes it logical for us to

offer the first perfected, the first commercially successful apparatus for starting

the gasoline motor—the REMY STARTER.

Address the

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

Factories — ANDERSON, INDIANA— General Ofllces

“ The World's Largest Manufacturers of Ignition, Lighllng, and Starting Equipment. '9

     

 

 

“WHITNEY” Chains

Are‘Used by the Leaders

Every “Whitney” Chain has a reputation back

of it, a reputation of having been tested in the most

trying service and never failing to make good.

The “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chain has

made for itself a record, which no other detachable

type has approached. ' The shortening, lengthening

or repairing is a simple matter, as the chain can

be easily separated at each link and parts removed

or inserted without the use of any special tool. It

is therefore the Most Practical Chain for Motor

Vehicles.

When making replacements insist on a “Whit

ney” Detachable. ‘

T-I‘IE WHITNEY MFG. CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.
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Talks

on

Selling

Automobiles

By the

Harman-Yount Co.

.No. 1

Kenton Harman, President

.1788 Broadway, New York

The credit system hurts your business.

Ties up a lot of money as active capital.

People you could sell cars to say—“I haven’t the

ready cash. I am carrying so much money on my

books. Perfectly good, you know, but slow. Now,

if you could—” .

But you can’t—that is to say, you cannot extend

credit to more than a few. You have enough capi

tal to “carry” hundreds—in some other business.

But not in the automobile business, where every.

sale means $500 or more.

Right herewe step in and turn the credit system around

upon itself, paradoxically, and make it help you. Our

business is financing sales of automobiles to responsible

people, who can afi‘ord them, but lack ready money.

The manufacturer gets cash on delivery of the car.

You get your commission at once, and the customer

gets his car under the “easy payment” plan, paying

us legal interest— not “installment house ” rates. '

You assume no risk. And we only extend Credit

Where Credit Is Due.

Write today for details of how we can help you

double your sales.

 
 

 
 

EDERAL TIRES

  

  

Federal Tires will demonstrate in every instance

Are Entitled to a Trial

EDERAL Tires are now permanently used by

many automobilists, because they have tried these

tires on the strength of our claims of their superiority.

  
that they are worthy of their reputation as the tires

of “Extra Service.” They are more satisfactory

and last longer than other tires. ' Try these unusual

tires and note the economy.
 

Made in all types for all standard rims.

Federal Tires are supplied through leading dealers every~

where. An interesting tire book mailed to all who write.

Federal Rubber Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee

 

  

 

 

‘ Branches and Agencies—New York, Buslnn, Chiragn, Kansas City, Minneapulis, Denver,

ludiampalis, Columbia, 5!. Lam's, Louisville, Omaha, llnustan, Sun A nhmio, Little Rnrk,

Illnwln I" A_..,!.- Sun Din”, Pun/“nu. Vm Orleans, Pnrlland.

FEDERAL RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TEXAS—Dallas, Houston, 'San Antonio.

  

V, _ _\.__J
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The largest Automobile Supply House in America

15—STORES—1-i

This is a Turn-Down Burner, i. e.. you can reduce the size of the

flame without carbonizing the burner.

The Greatest Gas Economizer and the Longest Lived Burner

made. I

Throw away your old-style burners and send us 80 cents for a

pair of these.

Price 40 cents each, packed in individual boxes.

llll Yllll WANT ll lillPY 0F llllll 1912 fiAlAlllli N0. 22?

The Most Complete of the Kind. Mailed Free on Request.

CHAS. E. MlLLER‘
Home Office: 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York Olty

MANUFACTURER, JOBBIR, :xrom'en AND IMPORTER

Order From Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. BOSTON. MASS—202404 Columbue Ave.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN.—274 Trumbull Street.

NEW YORK CITY—Z782 Broadway. DETROIT, MICH.—227-229 jefi‘enon Ave.

BROOKLYN. N. Y.—l421 Bediord Avenue. ATLANTA. GA.-—-66 Edgewood Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.-—824 Main Street. . PHILADELPHIA, PA.—318 North Broad St.

ALBANY. N. Y.—13$ Central Avenue. NEW ORLEANS. LA.—601-603 Baronne St.

CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. NEWARK. N. J.—274 Halsey Street.HILQ DETiUXE 'BURNER SPRINGFIELD, MASS—Bridge and Dwight s“.

 
 

 

  

 

1

' very carefully and read

it twice, if necessary.

1 Is there any part of an automobile engine, or any other gas engine,

that is more important to its efficiency than a Valve?

Your engine leaves the factory running smoothly and sweetly— tuned

up to its highest power. Perhaps the valves pit—warp — go out of shape —

fail to hold compression. Then the power diminishes, and what can he

more aggravating to the driver, who has known the fullness of the pulling

power of his motor, than to have it grow less and less?

You cannot slight this part by putting in an inferior product—valves

that will give trouble, or even break from inexperience in their manufac

in ture—valves of unsuitable material, not suitably heat treated.

Too much is at stake, and a slight extra cost at the outset, which is the

exception, may save you many times over a probable later expense.

This Company, with the experience of many years as‘a guarantee, will

h furnish you with properly made valves, of the materials best adapted to

vour requirements.

W Not only QUALITY, but efficient SERVICE is a factor—surely there

is a satisfaction in getting the kind of work you want—when you want it.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS COMPANY

CLEVELAND. OHIO
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The Features the Buyer Wants in

Distinctive and Distinguished Cars

CROXTON
Croxton cars incorporate all

of the features for which

the buyer looks in the new

season models. ‘

Moreover, many of these

have been in use on our

cars for five years; so, with

us at least, they are not

experimental.

Others—which some day we

predict will be Widely

adopted —- are yet exclu

sive to the CROXTON.

These are even more valuable

to you in a sales way than

those which have now be

come more or less common

in other cars.

A glance at what follows will

show you that no car is

more complete, of more ad

vanced design or more

completely equipped.

Short Turning Radius.

Extremely long and flexible

Springs.

Quick Detachable Demount

able Rims.

Electric Starting and Light

ing System.

An extremely long‘ stroke

motor; improved ignition

system with automatic

spark advance, dispensing.

with spark lever on steer

ing wheel.

Improved Thermo - syphon

cooling system.

R a d i a t o r protected from

damage and from mud and

water splashing by being

placed at rear of motor; no

hot air from radiator passes

over motor. Improved oil

ing system. left hand drive

with steering gear of new

design. Center control.

Cltuch 'and transmission

enclosed as a unit. Gaso

line tank incorporated with

cowl dash. Motor protect

ed by hood from dust, dirt

and water.

Particularly attractive and

distinct body lines.

\\'e are now located in our

new factory, with the best

and latest machinery, and

must complete facilities

Our Sales Force is yet to be

completed by the addition

of a few good dealers.

Full details and specifications

will be mailed for the ask

ing.

The Croxton Motor Car Co.

Washington, Pa.

J. P. STOLTZ, President

  

 

BENZ
 

 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motOring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the oflset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears. ,

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ AllIll IMPURI BUMPINY 0F AMERICA

280 Wilt 84th Street NOW York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Ben: & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 

 

 

  

  

  

Lauth-Jueraov‘s

Trucks are De

livery Insurance

QUALITY DURABILI'IY

0“. TWO AND ~'l'lllll-III 'I'0N CAPACITY

LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST lN CONSTRUG

tion. most powerful in operation and the motors aro :ulranteed against

detective workmanship and material for thr- life of the truck. The:

IT? positively the highest class trucks made. 'i‘vru oyllnder. one-ton.

four cylinder, one, two and three~ton. Four speeds forward, Hess-Bright

ball bearing transmission made in our own shops of the finest tool

steel. three-piece lIIsr- clutch. con-rod h patents owned by us. firm!

for 1912 Catalog and specifications. l'ilfllpI dellve on all m"rk~ls.

Large publicity campaign Just begun. Our quality wil do the rest.

Reliable Ayenta: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The Lsuih-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont. illiio.

Branches and Azenclen

BOSTON—David Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Side Garage 8i Motor Co., 160‘162 101st St.

CHICAGO—The Lanth-Jner ens Motor Car 00.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK. N. J.—Merohan a Motor Car Co.. Essex Building. 5

DETROIT. MICH.—Blerl Auto 'l‘rm-k Sales Agency. 453 Dix Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND \'lf‘I.\‘lT\'—anles Motor sales Co..

in» man 14"- 520 \i w W~-"-~~'»-~ '\ "
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Dependable

Deliverl es

ELIVERY dates

are of utmost impor

tance. Delay in shipments

means loss of money.

We guarantee prompt deliveries.

Warner Quality and Warner eight

ear old reputation for making

  

  

  

  

  

highest class gears is back of the

‘ product.

Car makers interested

in the Quality and

_- Meritthatmeana

' absolute safety

and satisfaction

will do well to

write.

We modily our de

signs to meet detail

requirements, or

build to approved

designs on sea

. sons quantity specifications.

Philadelphia, Glenwood Av. and2nd St.

Detroit. 628 Ford Building

  

  

 

   

Warner Gear C0.

Hunci e " Indiana».

Cleve/and, O/zio.

Mr. Auto Driver or Owner .

Ever realize bow vitally important Good

Oil i: to your car ?

You may have the but Automobile and comp

ment, but nothing i: ro necessary as perfect

lubrication.

Never are any but the best 01/.

ably now use our

“Euclid” Auto Cylinder Oil

If not, you hardly know real Jan's/action in

dn'tn'ng your car.

Be .rure to ark for it next time.

inth of the large den/err.

I/ you cannot get it ark jor ramp/e or better

:ti/l rend u: an order.

Frag/it paid on [(7 gal/on: and up. Satisfac—

tion guaranteed.

You prob

Sold by

Your: truly,

' The Reliance Oil & Crease Co.

Established l888

Agents Wanted for Exclusive Territory

  

 

 

  

Bosch Magneto

Wins— Of Course:

THE VANDERBILT CUP RACE

lst Mercedes De Palma Bosch Magneto

2nd Mercer Hughes Bosch Magneto

3rd Mercedes Wishart Bosch Magneto

Every Vanderbilt Cup Race Since

1908 Has Been a Bosch Victory

THE GRAND PRIZE RACE

lst Fiat Bragg Bosch Magneto

2nd Benz Bergdoll Bosch Magneto

4th Fiat Oldfield Bosch Magneto

5th Mercedes Clark Bosch Magneto

6th Benz Burman Bosch Magneto

Every Grand Prize Race

Has Been a Bosch Victory

BOSCH PLUGS

Also Win— Of Course

THE VANDERBILT CUP RACE

lst Mercedes De Palma Bosch Plugs

2nd Mercer Hughes Bosch Plugs

3rd Mercedes \Vishart Bosch Plugs

4th Stutz Anderson Bosch Plugs

Last Year’s Vanderbilt Cup Race

Was a Bosch Plug Victory Too

THE GRAND PRIZE RACE

lst Fiat Bragg Bosch Plugs

2nd Benz Bergdoll Bosch Plugs

3rd Stutz Anderson Bosch Plugs

4th Fiat Oldfield Bosch Plugs

6th Benz Burman Bosch Plugs

Last Year's Grand Prize Race

Was a Bosch Victory Too

Thus in the Test of Tests Bosch Magnetos and

Bosch Spark Plugs reigned supreme. They evidence

their supremacy not only during such trying per

formances as these, however, but particularly in the

cars of private owners.

For 1913 Season

Specify Bosch Magneto and Bosch Plugs

You Will Be Satisfied

ASK YOUR DEALER

Bosch Magneto Company

223-225 West 46th Street, New York

Detroit Chicago San Francisco Toronto
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All Tire Manufacturers will only

guarantee their produce when filled

with air at the recommended pres

sure.

GET A 1912

Twitchell

PO S I TI VE

LOCK STOP

Air Gauge

With it you can get more mileage

out of the Tires, because you can

always keep them at right pressure.

The Twitchell Gauge is Tire In

surance for a dollar—Order one

from your dealer or from us direct.

  

rvvircHELL1
AIRsauce:

 
 

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE CO.

1256 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.

Eli—E

#1 L

> No manutacturer has ever ollered to dealers

a more remarkable proposition than we otter

.'

Chassis

with Stake

i Driver's _ “"

Sea: and “m”

Dash My

"660 $1150

 

  

A one ton truck built by specialists in one ton

trucks—4 cylinder, 30 h.p., water cooled unit power

plant, 3 point suspension, with clutch and fly wheel

enclosed in oil tight aluminum housing, 4 speed se

lective type transmission, heavy axle and spring

suspension.

Sanford Trucks are remarkably accessible in every

part, in every assembly and in the entire assembly.

A motor truck to be permanently popular must be

lastingly good. Sanford Trucks are built lastingly

good, and are therefore permanently popular.

Reliable agents write us for territory.

The Sanford Motor Truck Company

svnncusn, N. Y.

3D:

 
  

U
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In All the World No Car Like This

Ten successful seasons—the wonderful long stroke

motor—added improvements and refinements give

this wonderful car the greatest value ever offered for

$1800. Read the list below of the most notable fea

tures of the

New“MoYme“A0

10 inch more wheel bale (now 124)

Electric Li hrs—Dynamo System

live more one Power (now 40)

Improved Steering Gear

Gasoline Tank under Cowl—

Indicator and filler on duh

Improved Spring:

Inside Control

Ten inch U holstery

Flu|h Side odies

Nickel Trimmings

Long Stroke Motor 40-H. P.

Ehlarged Brakes

Prest-O Sell Starter

Turkish Spring Cushions

Large Wheels and Tires

Exceptionally Roomy Bod‘y

Demountable Rims (let 0 _five)

Double Independent I‘DIUOI Syl

tem

Carburetor Duh Adjustment

Rain Vision Windshield

DEALERS—We have a square deal proposition

for you. Unique in many ways. Well worth writing

for.

OWNERS AND DEALERS—Write for the most

interesting catalog ever written.

MOLINE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

107_l(¢olnlk Shire! EAST MOLINE, ILL.
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Price $75 '

140757715711

E have three times trebled our factories. More than ii

100,000 new cars will be equipped with Warner

Auto-Meters this season. Practically all of the prominent

manufacturers make the Warner Auto-Meter “regular

equipment"—regardless of its HIGH PRICE.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by dealers all over

the world and at our own branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin

BRANCHES—Atlanta, Denver, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit. Bufialo.

Indianapolis. Portland (Ore.). Chicago, Kansas Cit , Cincinnati. Lou

Angeles. Seattle, Cleveland, New ork, Pittsburg San Francisco.

St. Louis.

Canadian Branch: 559 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.
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To Manufacturers of Motor Cars:

Have you considered the important advantages of using the American made New Departure ball bearings

in your new models?

It is a significant fact that most manufacturers of motor cars have done so and after testing them out, have

contracted with us for their requirements. '

Take a short cut to a quick discussion of your bearing problems by sending us your blue prints and data.

You will receive by return mail our catalogue-treatise, written by our stafi‘ of engineers. This will be followed

quickly by a letter from our chief engineer frankly stating the result of his study of your bearing requirements,

with a view to securing maximum efficiency at minimum installation and maintenance cost. .

Write today. It will save your time and expensive experimenting.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Bristol, Conn.

WIITIRI IRANOH: 1016-17 Ford Buildln‘, Datrolt

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

  

USEDIN THIS

Baldwin DriveChains ‘5 PUBLICATION I:BOTH DETACHABLE AND RIVETED {\ ARE MADE .‘ A

are used by the largest, most exacting users

of chains for automobiles in the world.

They need no further recommendation.

5PROCKET $1,113

:ztzzfznggpletzia In large quantities at G CO,

. . P K BI! DING
Baldwin Chill" 51 Mfg- 60- 295soil/EArAYniii'i:2'-nousion

WORCESTER, MASS.

AGENTS NEW YORK

H V GREENWOOD 122 S M'eh' Bl d Ch' Ill TELEPHONIaI SPRLNG

. . , . l igan v ., leago, .
C. J. IVEN, Rochester, N. Y. ESTABL‘SHED [87'

M. A. BRYTE, 788 Mission St., San Francisco, CaL

  

 

 

 
 

 
 

Diamond Tires
 

We Could build them cheaper

But' We Won't .

ewould build them better

But, We canZ, ' iiots:132.5223;fi‘iiZLSSZ‘iZ‘J.“iii? hm mm

mm: DIAMOND RUBBER co. or N. Y., Akron, 0. THE OTTQ KONIGSLOW MFG. CO.

Subsidiary of The B. F. Goodrich Co. OLIVELAND

  

We supply single universals or drive shafts complete
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The line Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning Device

Oosts Little to lay—

Gosts Nothing to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

unstmtuieumm

LONG IILAND OITY

Philadelphia. 1416 Vine St.; Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave.; Minneapolis,

70 So. 10th St.; Buffalo. 852 Main St.; San Francisco, 544 Van Ness ve.;

Los Angeles, 1229 50. Olive St.' Seattle, 917 E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore).

~ 329 Ankeny St.; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sts.

This name stands for efficiency in

SPARK PLUGS
Used as :standar1d equipment

Iby eighty-eight ,manufacturors.

  

 

  

THE ONE-MAN TOP
The only Auto Top which can be handled by one

person as easily and quickly as an umbrella. No

front supports in way of your arms when driving.

GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

515 West 56th St., New York City.

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 

 

TRUCK SPRUBKETS
ALL SIZES ANY PITCH
  

HYDRAULIC PRESS-Ell STEEL fill.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

 

A n y If in it Q Clincher

RllilS °' "'
Stock, or Demountable

to Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.
 

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utlca, N. Y.

R. s. ABBOTT SALES co., so“ Agents, Detroit
 

I

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controllerm Igniter

Lights, dims snd extinguishes :11 Ill lsmps on

the car throth s simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene tsnk. Direct

control. Always within easy reach.

Convenient—Sale — Dependable

Every car owner in your

vicinity, Mr. Dealer, will

be interested—it's up to

you to show than—end

sell them. Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO” Pittsiidtl. Mass.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States

 
 

  

Price

  
 

 

 

  

ruin casings. They admit mois

ture to the carcass, cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger— end in biowouts.

You can repair CASINGS and m. TUIB any

where in 15 minutes, better than a Repair Shop can do

—snd for one nut.

Universal

AutoNulcmanizer
Patent

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. it weighs 3 pounds and

can becnrried in the tool box Simplestsnd msstss

device lor eliminating tire roubles that hssever been

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

VulcnuiLer-put in the gasoline—light it. No further

attention required. in 15 minutes the job is done.

It can’t burl. “ml: or ifljwrr tube or casing. It can't

get out of order. it can't fail to do its work. So

simple. anyone can operate it. The Universal Auto

Vuicanizer saves its cost a bundrrd Kim! over in

trouble and expense.

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for instant T'se

Guaranteed Sstlslsctory or Money leinnded

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, East Palestine. Ollie

 
 

Standard Universal Rims

fit any style or make of tires. The

side rings are reversiblé, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place. Write for catalog

607, which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, .Ohlo

  

I’OR CLINCNIR

TIRIS

roams»! 61;

' nuts '
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“It’s a Mighty Good

Transmission! ”

That’s what the big

car builders that use

them say. It’s the trans

mission that is specialized—still it is less ex

pensive than if built by yourself. Write us.

COVERT MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

I Sales Office: Ford Bldg” Detroit, Mich. Factory: Loclrport, N.Y.

  

  

  

    

HAVERS HAVERS

“Six-44” "Six-55”

$1850 $2250

Touring Car and _i‘ Touring Car and

Roadster Types. Speedster Types.

44 h.p. 6Cylin- Electric Starter.

ders. Unit Power Electric Lights.

Plant, S-Point 55 h.p. 128 in.

Suspension. 122 Wheel-Base. 86:

in. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires. Fully

86x4 Tira. Equipped.

Hvilt lor lniiIspedfleatlons

HAVERS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Port Huron, Mich.
 

 

 

   

THE ULTIMATE CAR

(KNIGHT TYPE morow.)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

THE F. B.'STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Mosandboalerslnlfldltlas

  

 

  

 
 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-86 ' H4 6-60

$1.875 $2,150 $2,750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

ELECTRIC LIGHTED. Motor-Driven Tire Pump.

Self-Starter. Left Side Drive. Center Control.

Enclosed Valves. Demountahle Rims.

The ONLY "Class A" Car at the GLIDE price

TH! EARTHOLOMEW (0.. ZZU Glide st.,Peoril. m

_"-n., '

S-Passan'ar "36-42" T

ally equipped $1690

Lela 1'09an Glass Front 81640

 
 

 
 

 

Stock Champion International Champion

WM40
 
 

Five Passenger Touring Car. Series V. $2.000

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

 

1007 E. 22nd Street Indianapolis. Ind.
 

 

    

 

 

sari

'MARMONi
'The Ensues! Ridan Car In The World'

The Marmon “32” The Marmon “Six”

 

32-40 H.P., lZO-inch wheelbase, sell 28-30 _H-fb-f 1:5;iIIC1-I‘)

- - ‘ ~ turns m - 00 s ree , se -starting, dynamo lighting, "lll’i ing, dynamo lighting, will? bod,

bOdy up" 1° me" Fv“, 'Fqu‘re' types to meet every requirement

ment and corresponding equipment and corruponding equipment—

—$2,850 to $4,100 $5,000 to $6,350.

Detailed Information on Request.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

INDIANAPOLIS (m 1m) INDIANA

mitty Years J'Successful Manufacturingm

 

 
  

Motor Cars

New Series “F,” 4 Cylinders, 4 and 5 Pas

senger Models . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2700

New Series "G," 6 Cylinders, 4 and 5 Pas

senger Models . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

All models electrically lighted and fully equipped.

SPEEDWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

50 Essex Avenue DAYTON,
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Electric \

ighting System
The equipment that robs night driving

of all its annoyances and dangers and

gives you the confidence in your car that

insures perfect enjoyment.

No car is complete without

an Apico System. Specify it on your new

cat or write us about our outfits to

hing your old car up-to-date.

The first electrically lighted automobile

was Aplco lighted. It has been recog‘

nized as the leading system ever since.

THE APPLE ELECTRIC COMPANY

I‘ N Canal Street Dayton, 0hlo, U. S. A.

    

..r _
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Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NOW

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

$16.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

Imported U. 8: H. High Tension Magnetos Less Than

Import Cost.

Circular and Price Lists Free

J. S. BRETZ COMPMY, 250 W. Stilt Street, New York

 

 
L 

  
  

The Reliance book. “ignition and

Spark Plug Talk," tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWIT'I' C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, lticll.

Largest Exclulive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

  

 

Some automobile owners are e .

always cleaning their spark plugs k—others who use Reliance Plugs , -

don’t have to. Special Designs tor Every

 

Type oi Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST .

Champion Spark Plug Co.

 

 

 

   

‘

 

TOLEDO, OHIO

Al 
h—->
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The one weak point of the automobile in that you cannot: depend on the

fires. Thousands of motorists have solved their tiredprohlem by discarding

inner nhoee, reliners, filler! and other makeshift: an equipping their tires

with lntorloelr Inner ‘l'lnn.

Interlock! are complete inner tires (not inner shoes) placed between the

outer casing and inner tube to ntren then the casing and protect the tube

from punctures. They double the rni cage of new tires and add 1,000 to 5,000

miles to old ones—nova half your tire expense—and make tires trouble pron!

Dealern and Motorists-Investigate Interlockn

Don't delay—quite rump for booklets, data, prices, testimonial; of mm,

and tau, etc. Mention Btu and kind qftiru you. rue.

i DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE (10., 600 w. 9th Street, Auburn, Indiana

“W .~:.~s“ \\>\\\\§QC\ \ ‘ “ "M *i‘“ \ ‘

  

  
  

  

  

  

  
  

2%”
i

%,%

DIMOND CHAINS
are and have been the recognized quality standard for 20 years.

Strong, accurate and durable. Let us cut your sprockets.

DIAMOND CHAIN 8i. MFG. CO.

  

  

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary lento? It

so, have the best. Our lento

are made in five ltylea. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES 00.,

Amelbury, Ian.

 
 

 
  

 

  

Write today for our booklet

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

 
 

 
 

180 W. Georgia St. lndlnnnpollo, Ind.

O Onpnclty I,000,000 hot por your.

. a...” a. MW“, __.___._r-i
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Better Than Commercially Perfect

GEARS
$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work ; also hardening and treating

of the finished product.

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

Brown - Lipe - cm... Company

" n. w. CHAPIN. Oen'l Mgr.

 
 

Bevel Differential

Transmission

Steering

Most thorough inspection

Gear

  

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

 
;

"\

. ‘3: .

.“ilibn Absolute]

  

 

 

  
 

 

THE NEW PRUBESS RAW HIDE 00.

Cut Gears of Quallty

Complete Differentials

THE NEW PROCESS RAW HIDE CO.

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

THE NEW PRUBESS RAW HIDE fill.

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS
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FLEXIBILITY IS IMPOSSIBLE in

solid

though, in reducing the noise in bear

ings.

vibrations and cushion shocks.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company

DETROIT

PERFECT LUBRICATION and the elim

ination of noise are two features exclusive

in HYATT ROLLER BEARINGS. The

hollow, tubular roller becomes a reservoir

for the lubricant.

rollers or balls. It’s essential

Hyatt Flexible Rollers absorb

  

MICHIGAN

 

 
 

 
  

AuuoznsnuuoN

E have published a very interesting book on the advan

tages of Underslung construction. It is of value to

dealer or individual. It tells of our full line which ranges in

price from $1475 to $4500. Write for a copy today.

 

 

 
 

 
 

American Motors Company

ndianapolls, Ind.
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‘YNS'URANCE FOR BUILDEPA/VD '

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO
I42 W EST 4ZNP ST. NEW YORK

  

 
 

The Electric Car of Quality

THE COLONIAL

Big, ro'oniy, 5-passengcr, open or enclosed car of dis

tinctive design and luxurious appointments. Equipped with

self-starting device. It’s the ear with a thousand Iittlo

yd conveniences—

and the price is $2700

DEALERS-Wire now for territory which is choice but

going fast.

COLONIAL ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY

Detroit, Michigan

   

 

 

L

Thc'Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamps on the market with the advantages of

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in style and in quality. They are

the strongest lamps as well as the most effective.

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass

Lens Mirror Reflector—the atented system of double ray light projection which

gives two distinct fields of ight for town and country 11er the new and ex

clusive black finish with a metallic lustre which is unaffected by heat or moisture.

All of these features are exclusively "Solar."

Do not equi your car or specify equipment to the malter until you have

seen all of the Shiar advantages. Sec Solar: at any live dealer's or write for

the catalog.

Solar! are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations.

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Konosha, Wis. (137) New York City

 

  

The motor truck of unquestioned superiority

in design, construction and material. Responsible

dealers are desired for open territory. Write for

detailed information and complete catalog.

THE DAYTON AUTO TRUCK DO. - DAYTON, OHIO

 

 

Drop Hammer Forglngs

cost very little more than castings. They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

‘l 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED

IIIE llllIISllllllIlEil MINUFICTIIRIN§ MINI", Toledo, llllill.

 

 
 

Motor Car Manufacturers

' Ii Since
  

Occupylng the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant in America.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. T-B Kokomo, Ind.

 
  

 
 

  

No Crankingl No Pumping!

START YOUR CAR FROM THE SEAT

ALWAYS READY AND POSITIVE

The AMERICAN STARTER is the Only Starter on

the market that measures the amount of gas injected into

the cylinders. You cannot “dope” the engine with the

AMERICAN STARTER.

 

W American Starter and Carburetor Mfg. Co.

2022 S. 40th Avenue

 

 

CHICAGO, ILL.
  

 
 
 

 

SOLD EVERYWHERE

 

 

SHAWMUT TIR_ES
SHAWMUT TIRE 00., Booton, Moos.
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Delivery Care

A complete line of high grade delivery cars, built experienced

makers, embod mg all the most up-to~date engineering teas, but still

selling at a m crate price. No other car combines such striking features,

every one oi well proven merit:

so I. p. Continental motor _

Tinsken axle, front and rear Demountable rims

Brown & Lipe selective transmis- Bosch magneto

aioll Roomy bodies‘ of new design

Multiple disc clutch 7-foot loading space

Left-band steering Complications eliminated

Sand for an catalog and dzalln‘ profou'n'an

T. l Lippard. Pres. and Gen'l Mgr. R. P. Lentz, Sec. and Treas

R. G. Stewart, Vice-Pres. and Chief Eng. R. W. Ingersoll, Sales Mgr.

Center control

   
 

We are now arranging agencies for 1913.

Write for full particulars

DORRI8 MOTOR OAR COMPANY

8t. Loulo, U. 8. A.

 

 

 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights—Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.
 

 

 

C

“ Twenty-Five” $ 9 0 0

R-C-H The Car Complete F0 Detroit

Five-Passenger Touring Car

THE CAR—The best materials, the highest

grade workmanship. and the most up-todate

ideas in construction

EQUIPMENT—The most complete, highest~

grade equipment ever placed on a popular

priced car. _

Two Passenger Roadster, 110' wheelbase, 8900, t. o. b. Detroit

Three Passenger Coupe. 110" wheelbase. 81300, i. o. b. Detroit

R-C-H CORPORATION, 104 Lyeaate St , Detroit, Mich.

Hook up with (:11;

10:LE

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

' six cylinder Touring Car, tive passenger oonvurilrle to
COIe SIXty seven passenger. l32-lnch wheel base, Delm electric

lighting, starting and ltultion. $2485

' four cylinder Touring Car. flvn passenger oonvtrtible
COle toseven, 122-inch wheel base, Deloo system. $1.88

four cylinder Tourinz Car. five passenger, lI-inoh
COIe Forty wheel base, Deloo system. $1685

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer’s proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up with (:14;

  

  

 
 

  

 
 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
  

 

Ready

for

1913

“STANDARD” WHEELS

FOR PIIASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

One Passenger to 16 Tons Capacity

Send for Cat-Iol No. 15

STANDARD WHEELCOMPANY,Terre Haute, Ind.

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

RUT “BE
MO O R, o

Is_responsibie for the success of lln‘emn

jonty of the most prominent pleasure and

- > commercial cars. They will hear your inventi

gntion before the purchased any type of at.

Literature upon request.

IUTINBII IOTOI CO., Isl-ion. Iol

Large photomvure O!

the shortcut for

. framing 144: in stamps.
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it’s Easy to Repair the Inner Tube

if you have the

Imperial Vulcanizer

Repair Kit

7 GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. Write.

    

 

 

  

  
  

 
 

. i __ ’ 31;“ 9:1er PENN SPRING WORKS

Nickel Plated I 1mMic-h.- BALDWINSVILLR, N. Y.

One ounce of gasoline and a little Q"....;.L.....Yl"§l.;l(§pVILLE' EMA} .

 

specially prepared rubber—with these

and The Imperial you can have prac- ‘

tically a f NATIONAL Compound

New lnner Tube in 15 Minutes \ ’ Mixer and Primer

Price $3.50 Complete a"'""‘“" 5w” M” T358232, i3';ét’§.‘§§3"£i.§3$ 3.1112235;

M your dealer’s, or sent by express.

' ' installed, uaranteed eiiective on an motor. Get

AJax- Gneb Rubber Company details mi price. '

Guaranteed to Salny General Olfices: 1796 Broadway, New York City NATIONAL MANUFACTURING C0.,laflaio.I.Y.

Adddress Depi. E
Factories: Trenton, N. J. Branches Principal Cities

THE iieGliAW TIRE & RUBBER C0.

t... Pauli... on. pg) Finis

 

 

  

 
 

  

  
 

The Car That Stands Up

The STUTZ car has probably made the most

consistent showing ever made by a motor car. It

is a high ricedxar in every respect but the price.

Write to ay for advance Booklet A-ii Sturdy

STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR CAR (10., Inllhlapolis, Ind.

 
 

 

  -Argo?5lectric1 ARE THE BEST ‘

For the Gentleman and Geniieumman
_ ,R MOSLER & CO.

Beautiiallyliinisbed Perieciiyliquipped Basilyoperaied F, o Box “M

Send for the new Argo Electric Catalog. M1 VERNON. N.Yv

A260 ELECTRIC VEHICLE 60., Factories. Saflnamlicii. \

Metzger-Herrington Co., Distributors,

24lZ-14 "it

 

 

   

 

 

  

igsn Ave" Chicago. [  
 

( Look at our new middle name
A I I RE YOU in need of any 

my) additional help in any

Q department of your business?

{\re you out of employ

, PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY .

' Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa. ment or looking for a better

I

l

  

  

connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or

 

 

 
“National” Steam Vulcanizers do you want to buy second

. GARAGE MODEL repairs three tubes and two hand material? Have you a

casings at a time. Cheapest and best on the market. _

‘ ctr girlapeclal "1:15": plan. I Portable model (or factory site for sale or do you

IFamous for Their Durability Lui'iu‘iie, Oglgfl-‘Mzniilact'iiredpiir. your among“ want to buy one? If so, use the

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO. Want and For Sale column of
BARTHEL' DALY 6‘ MILLER 1904 Euclid Ave. cstaLann. o.

42 Broadway NEW YORK the Motor \IVOi'lCl. Six words

*_ii Hi”M‘ * * * ' 'r' ‘— to the line, fifteen cents a line.

_ _ Advertisements can be inserted

spec'al M'lled Part“ POLSON over a number when it is de

C‘P “d 5" S°'°“" \ Q 11 a l l ty W ind 8 l1 ield 8 _ sired and identity of the adver

Plain and Casiellated Nuts . . .

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers tiser Will be kept confidential.

The National-Acme Mfg. Co' and Gas Staflers

CLEVELAND, Sixth City I

New York Boston Detroit Chicmzo Atlanta Montreal I POLSON MANUFACTURING co" Bundo' N' Ya

 

 

  

  

 

  

  

 

_,“THE MASTER OAR" FIFTEIN'I'H YIAR

6 Oyl. 50 H. P" 85,000 4 Oyl. 55 H- P" $4,500

4 Oyl. as H. P., $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

POUOHKEEPSIE

  

F.I.A.'I'.
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Automobile

Tires

The more miles from

a tire the better your

investment.

  
 

  

'“l'hed-ando‘tiedayisthatanorganiaationshallbo .

thihmdcdeh'Tiuumd‘i-i'sii'mliii The‘e Tues for You The seventeen years
I- . Yolelmlfli ___I >

"M" "W "'c" Four corps of experts working of x cricncc behind
’535i1°§$°iiiifitié$¥3l£§$1?“ "700 in four of the best equipped tire c P _

"WK" '“élFl'ei‘rioo-De- H; ‘m; "7"" plants in the world are operating the making of Kelly

- K‘ - \- 0n n“9 iziifiiiflémlie . '. n ." . sum v as a unit to produce. Springfield Tires em

u-Sl tony—turn Fore<l)oor Touiing‘Car ’2000

“so iZi-inch'wlieei'inse $2150 J

“as runssenger. Fore-Door Limousine

ables us to put more

miles into them.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

ul'mnn'éiiilcszé'iniog'on Reuben ' “050 Nothing of the kind has ever

aaaorr moron co. before been attempted in automo- KELLY_S P R I N G F I E U) 1. I RE c o

.Iilmr-uoo "III" DtTIOlT,'IllOH. tire manufactunng_ 20 v..., at...” N." York

"llui‘t ior "Guaranteed ‘ _ .
"It " MIX-ill" ' ' Branch offices in New York, Chica 0 Philadelphia.

L Fem“ e 62% 4 united State. Tue company Boston, St. Louis, Detroit, Cincinnati8 San Francisco,

39( - New York Los An eles. Seattle, Bufi'alo, Cleveland. Baltimore,

ashmgton, Atlanta. and Akron. Ohio. 
Boss Rubber Co., Denver, Colo.

Appel & Burwell Rubber 81 Tire Co., Dallas, Texas.

Bering Tire & Rubber Co., Houston Texas.

Todd Rubber Co., New Haven. onn.

The Hearn Tire & Rubber Co., Columbus, 0.

V 5
Send Us Your lnquii-ies

PerfectiOIl When in the Market tor

Spring‘wmpany Sheet Metal
SPECIALISTS IN

Spring Suspension SiamPings

High Grade Only Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

  

l.‘ 3 lMPORTANT FEATURES

' Sdetin-v Elect lc Lighting

. Turkish Cushions Min. ~ i-in Tires

lib. U|fiol5ievlng lncvased Wheel Base

(-re--l l-sue of killing! ( arimret r B sh Adiustment

Whirl! Rln' Nickel Trimmings

Unli For" Plant—three pols! suspension.

Cutting B-w. I'm in. “heellus'e. 00h p.

W touring car. fully equip|ed,.14?5 'I'

, Cu'ting A40. "ll-in whe'lbale, 40 h. p. '

2 pump: rmdsier. iiiin equipped. .1475

  

  

Cu'tlnz (~56. 1394:: wheelbase. 55 h. p

. LPa-elger touring car. fully equipped. '2000 -

" H Cutting Automobile Co.. I.- c I e v e l a n d v 0 h i o The Bossert company

  

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

7

a“ Mechanic Street. Jackson, Itch. ‘l .I!

I g UTICA, N. Y.

77%"Q, The Ford Water Clrculaior

iorces the water from radiator through cylinder

vulth you when... yourbu'lne" whue bene- water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

1m"; your cunomerb we Wm um, my rum". A car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if

slblo d‘ealer a pair on 30 ‘1'," "m wfl“ now_ you handle Ford cars.

Good gents wanted lor unoccupied territory.

mm mm Goons m Nil ms nu: FULTON-McCUTClIAN co.
' 9a" ’ N‘ Y' mo Michigan Ave. cnrcaoo. ILL

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

AR
AKRON, OHIO.

5" GRAGNETA'RZEES @hv fliufihfliélllifllflf GOOD

Till Quilt-14“ ""551" c° Accessories si ifies inherent unlities oi material

Cleveland, Ohio and workmans i that insur t oxi uni i -D o N o vice at the minir‘iium oi "rinse? m m '07:)

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

  

  

 

  

 

 

()0 METZ 22 H. P.
Why We Blow 0ur New R“ "1° Fm" $495.— MOTOR CAR

 

Final and crowning achievement oi R. E. Olds, h ~ - - ~
pioneer designer of autos. A standard size 30 to .48 :0: "3:: egzzomx‘l at; L'fg&°',§“fof)‘(l)b “or:

hors_nower tour cylinderearot modernreiinements rice‘ The Men will run a set oi tires. You can

Complete information furnished dealers on request. one“, u “my "‘095' Prom 28 to 32 miles on a :fififerecfrfic'i'u"'fm:‘lf"§i

THE "010‘ CAR EQUIPMENT co. 38! R. M. OWEN & CO..(]enerai Sales Alents "tion of gasoline, over wry_ Book “g” m‘ned

100 miles on a pint of free on request.

METZ COMPANY, Waltham, Mass.,U.S.A.

 

  

:5 Warren Street Dept. w New York REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich.
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:seuelogule; WeedChains
 

 

.. - 521121.?35'12 The Great Anti-Skid
, crank case. 0 E

  

D E I
We have looked ,‘ -.~4'

after the qualiiy _ ' i 'behind it. I

4 and 6 cylinders.

20 to GO I'LP.

Write for Booklets.

  

  

Nine-tenths

Of all accidents to auto

' mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping.

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the "other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ipperg greasy ave

ments unless you equip your car wit Weed hains.

Cannot Injure Tires

  

Continental Model "C"   

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG.COMPANY

Detroit, Mich.

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE:

K. F. Paterson, . 150 S. Michigan Blvd.. Chicago

  

 
 

 

 

MOTZ Cushion Tires

'FotPlaamCarsand UghthivnryCar-s

Send Ior Booklet Si!

‘ 'rur: morz TIRE AND RUBBER co.

  

  

  l/ITI.‘

..

('4 v , . 9 am..." om... mm... i Because They Creep

A—Sh'l “motherland; “Mimwlfiim.‘n An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

2:9'” ",M'FM“? {mam 3:3:— ‘-°' want to know what real steering steadiness means

D—gmlhwrbinfm-qh H unl- n. nun T put them on the front wheels too.

man he Imum,“ mfiéflzwL-M For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it your business to get a set

today.

 

“0.,-Hop Fabrics
; ._ “evens! DESCRIPTION.
SA w PRICES ON REQUEST

.11.. ;.r co., Boston The Name
‘. _ 1e» - “Weed”

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

~ Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

‘ l 28 Moore St. New York

  

  

 

 
 

 

 

 
  

fl Standard Bearings

are rully described In our Pl‘ 0 a
'1‘ 7'

New Catalog 24A The ONLY gas tank that when empty,

‘7' Send ‘0', It can be immediately exchanged for a

STANDARD norm! ammo 00.. Philadelphia .- f"" °"°' ANYWHERE ""1 ALWAYS

  

 
 

 
 

 

  

 

 

 
 

RELIANCE 75%|! lllTll‘ Hill cy

"The Speedometer awe c c en

smflTLdem," That's what the musnsrw aee_om- l N VA D E 0 l L

speedomelsr mm, Sum plishes. It’s s tough, durable, rubberized “The Best the World Aflords"

» [or the booklet. flbfitf! formedlpermanentl'y to tire shape.

Reliance S domerer Co. A“ or an“ "
lMEl|°ISLWBMI0n-Mm- more: snol: null couramr SSIAS' F' KELLOM & C0.

mo Street Grand Inplsll. sum. d°|Phh Boseoa  

    

  

Tones down headlights for

3 c ty drlvl ng and foggy be] i l

. _ -, nights— an auto necesslty. ‘‘ micehntc- nlfr DalBeuSell l e Si' 0 ca es. ers, , _ _

‘ seceure the agency quick. mph“ “‘hmmm will“ 00 MM 6 5

F. H. The Company ngolsrznsb

1931 Broadway, New York

BRIDGIPORT, CONI.

 

  

 

  

Magneto Plugs coaxinmxitnum power out of engine.

nm GROSSIIAN COMPANY. MIL. New York and Detroit
 

 
   

  

-F ' ' The NIAGARA Sell StarterSel%P$'tartia Aluminum Bedle‘ D'AoDependahleaoNla'ara'

L|.&|R1-i!t|\_o'\ THE SPRIg'FlggELD TOP Simple as It Is Elllclent

I G“.s'i'gnallia - ., SPRINGFIELD METAL BODY co. 1mm" °"'

ohrGMShhStBo s. ‘
'I'IIE NIAGARA SALES COMPANY3“ 3h" *"m". 5M."- Illm- 104 um Street Bull-lo, n. v.
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O
“The Car With A Conscience"

Write for the advance announcement de

scribing 1913 models.

FOUR AND srx CYLINDER MODELS

$1000 to $3000

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.

250 Oakland Boulevard PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

 
 

  

"rm; TOURABOUT

/

  

specifications

will be sent on request.

 

  

Nyber

Automobile Wot

, Dept. W

Northern Factory, Anderson. Ind.

Chican Iranch, “37.39 Iichllm lvc. '

Southern Factog, Chattanooga, Tenn. *2 ' »

  

 
  

 

 
  

 

    

Direcl Drive—Single Reduction

Fool Control , 4” "

Irreveriifiie Worm Steer I

[Ang'lliiileage Batteries

Bujaio Service

  

Model 29 Radar". . $2,600

Model 30 Coupe, . 8,200

Model 30-8 Coupe, . 3,300

Electric Vehicle Company

Buffalo, 'New York

  

  

 

Six Models

40 and 50 H. P.

Fully Equipped

Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Model 5i—4 Passenger Demi Tonneau.

Electrically

Self-Started

and Lighted

Model 40—! Pllsenler.

Touring C8.

Model 4l—4 Pusengcr Demi Tonneau.

  

Fore Door

Model OZ—Rosdster l with the Model 52—Roadster ty e—sll wit-h

195'” each oe l:notoi', 4% Elie n‘ew "Th" head, g sisal: bore,

i re, stro e. inc stro e motor.

40 HJ’ .... $2400 H.P. .................. .. $3400

Fully equipped with top, windshield, speedometer, gasoline gauge, 36' wheels.

demountabie rims, and automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co., m Muncie, Ind.

lesson Branch: 153 Massachusetts Ave. Omaha Branch: 810 8. 18th St.

 

  

Empire Twenty- Five

“ The Little Aristocrat "

This is the Big Brother of the Famous Empire Roadster

and Is a small edition of $5,000 cars.

H_ence_the price of $850 puts this car in a class by itself.

Specifications prove the_Empire 25 to be the most “aristo

cratic” little touring car in America. Write for detaiis today

TI! AUI‘OMOBIII. 00-. 224 Massachusetts St. Indianapolis, U. S. A.

 
 

 

 

Long-Stroke “32”

Touring Car

' , s we , , ' $900 F. O. B. Detroit

Motor 3% x 5% inches; four cylinders; Bosch magneto; three

speed sliding gears; tires 32 x 3% inches;_106 inch wheelbase.

Equipment includes windshield, gas headlights, generator, or]

lamps, tools and tire repair kit. _ _

Roadster body on same chassis and With same equipment, $900

F. O. B. Detroit.
20 H' 1" MOdels F O cgupge-t-ifdii.“ Same

Roadster—$850 ' ' '
ower plant as World

F. O. B. Detroit. Same ourin: Car. Wheel

chassis and power plant base, 6 inches. Elec

as World/Touring Car. tric headlights, electric

Wheelbase, 110 inches. ands R I oi} Iaide duntill tail

ame uipment as un- amps 0 ing as seatabout,eqslso high fin- for third person.‘ Rear

_ ished steel box on rear tires, ii 1.3% inches.

Oll limpi- ho"! Ind deck (or tools and acces- With "0 inch wheel

tools. sories. base, $1150.

HUPP MOTOR CAR CO., 1254 Milwaukee Ave” Detroit, Mich.

  

Runabout—$750

F. O. B. Detroit. Ssine

power plant as World

Touring Car. Wheel

base, 86 inches. Equip

ment of top, windshield,

gas lamps and generator,

 

  

ads—Friction Transmission—

speeds. Five models—write.

Climbs a 50%

any number 0

CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan

 

"@0én1227-‘850
Fully Equipped

  

Five

Passenger Long

Touring Stroke

Car Motor

Enclosed Valves, Three Point Suspension. Unit Power Plant, Platform

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle, Left Hand Drive, Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires, Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for specifications.

BRIGGS-DETRMI'ER (10., 449 liolbl'ooli Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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UTOMOBILE AGENTS—l want local

_ agents in every county in the United

States to handle a popular-priced line of

automobiles; a good name and reputation

for integrity counts more with us than

money or experience; if you have $300 and

can furnish bond you can procure the agen

cy for our high—grade car and we will fur

nish you with demonstrator. For full par

ticulars address R.“ C. LEWIS, Sales Man

ager, Box 55, Milwaukee, Wis

  

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN.

Enamels lamps. radiators and fenders to a

fine gloss finish. Will not crack, chip or

peel. Not affected by heat, retains its

lustre.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

UTOMOBILE AT SACRIFICE—1

model 17, 1911, S-passenger Buick, $725;

A-l condition. F. MARION SHEEN, 521

Clouet St., New Orleans, La.

 

I I
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A market place where Dealers, Jobbers and '

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

 

IRE VALVES THAT CANNOT

LEAK. The heavier the air pressure,

the more air-tight they become. Stevens

Non-Leaking Tire Valves make hand-pump

ing mere child's play. No back pressure.

Get set and try them. Price per set of four,

$1. STEVENS MANUFACTURING AND

SUPPLY COMPANY, Dept. D, 1225 Wa

bash Ave. .Chicago, Ill.

ROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

 

\VELDING WORKS, 74-76'78 Irving St., ‘

1 FOR RENT—Factory Building, Syracuse,Rahway, N. J.

 

Another Offer by Dunk—

$15.00 New Auto Trunk—$6.50.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

‘N? E have a very large wholesale clientele

and are open to take up European

agency for a new motor accessory. Write

before sending sample. K., B & CO., LTD.,

5 Rue Auber, Paris, France.

TTENTION—Have a few manufactur

ers’ samples, gentlemen's black broad

cloth fur lined overcoats, lined throughout

with Australian mink, large genuine Per

sian lamb collars, sizes 36 to 48. Value $75.

will sacrifice for $35 each. Also several

ladies’ handsome long fur coats, satin lined,

Worth $90, while they last, $35; and few

large size fur robes. plush lined, $15 each.

All guaranteed new. Examine before buy

ing. Send express charges, will send on

approval. Write or call. E. ROBERTS,

Room 8, 160 West 119th St., New York.

 

 

 

SALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi—

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave, Chicago, Ill.

Dunk Way Pays.

 

Ford Model T Radiators . . . . . . . . . . ..$18.00

Ford Model R, N or S Radiators. . . . $23.00

Hu_p Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$25.00

Buic 10' Radiators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $26.50

Buick 16 and 17 Radiators . . . . . . . . . . £32.50

Buick 19 Radiators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$27.50

 

We make them for other cars too.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

SCHEBLER CARBURETOR.

J. C. NICHOLS.

DIRECT FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS.

1673 B'way at 52d St.,cNiew York City.

0 .

 

Our new model’L Carburetor with three

speed adjustments, at half price by return

ing your old model Carburetor.

 

“A New One."

A $2,500 Auto for $150.00.

Build your own car. \Ne will sell

you com lete set of Axles, Frame, S rings.

Wheels, Steering Gear and Radiator, 150.00.

With plan for putting together.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

 

UTOMOBILES—A. C. C. A. Prices

Talk! Every make. Every model.

Hundreds runabouts, racy roadsters, five

seven passenger touring cars. $50 u .

Guaranteed five years. Shipped Freig t

Prepaid! Write today for the largest Illus

trated Catalog published! THE AUTO

MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF

AMERICA, Dept. I-N, 1769-1787 Broadway,

New York City. ‘

 

PEERLESS LINING DYE

makes a new lining out of a dirty, faded

and stained inside. Will not fade or wash

ofi. Leaves the cloth soft and liable.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Co umbus, O.

 

MAILING LISTS—Automobile owners,

dealers, garages, repair shops, com—

mercial car owners, or an make of car.

OWNERS AUTO LIST COL, Albany, N. Y.

 

WE ARE OPEN to take up any suitable

line for the cycle, motor, or general

hardware trade on a commission basis of

5%. Established eight years. Best refer

ences. A. HERMANN & CO., 26 Hamilton

Road. Highbury Barn, London.

lawn-mun. "In. will|rmmlilwlllllalsmlllluvmrnm Ii‘IIHI’JA lumhmv vi
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, YORK Automobile Registrations,

mailed daily, $1.25 per month. List,

April to October. inc., $2.50. OWNERS

AUTO LIST COMPANY, Albany, N. Y.

 

DO you wish to better your position? If

your character and ability will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu

pation, anywhere. Enclose 50c. for regis

tration with references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address ' DEPT. F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 West

87th St., New York City.

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes to either a high gloss finish, egg

, shell gloss or dull finish, on lamps, radia

tors and fenders. Will not crack, chip or

peel.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

N. Y.; 18,000 square feet floor space, on

3 best street in the city; engine, borler and

shafting complete. Two elevators, city

water, gas and electric service, and equipped

with sprinklers. Use of railroad siding.

Electric cars pass office door. Apply

GEORGE N. COMLY, 1816 West Genesee

St., Syracuse, N. Y.

 

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials, and full details on

request. WATERBURY WELDING CO"

Waterbury, Conn.
 

Always read Dunk’s advertisement.

“It Pays to Pay Dunk.”

$35.00—Sterling Wind Shield—$7.40.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO-,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

GENTS WANTED—To handle the

$1000 G. J. G. "Junior," racy, classy

and specially designed chaseabout with 104

inch wheelbase, with a real 26 H.P. motor,

Bosch magneto, Dorian remountable rims

with 32 x 3% tires, at a price of $1,011),

which is a money maker for the sales

agent. Write for literature and discounts

to G. J. G. MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

‘ White Plains, N. Y.

i PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

\ Makes leather, rubber and pantasote tops

‘ and curtains look like new. A safe, durable

renovator that leaves the cloth soft and

l pliable.

 

 

i The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

fl
 

1

An ad. like this

will cost you $1.50

for each insertion.

 
 

Mr. Dealer— 8000 interested men are your audience

when you use these pages. Some of them must have

what you want or need what you have.
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ANTED-MANAGEMENT OF PA- 1

CIFIC COAST BRANCH. OF AU

TOMOBILE FACTORY. CAN SHOW

SPLENDID SALES RECORD FOR

EIGHT YEARS. HAVE BEEN IN.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TWENTY

FOUR YEARS AND AM WELL AC

QUAINTED. AM PRACTICAL ME-,

CHANIC AS \VELL AS SALESMAN.

HAVE HAD EXPERIENCE IN THE

MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS.

WOULD INTRODUCE GOODS INTO

NEW TERRITORY. CAN GIVE BOND.

ADDRESS, BOX 223, MOTOR WORLD.
 

E SHIP SUDDEN." Prices lower and

goods of best quality. We want your

business on this basis. Plate glass wind—

~hield, $7.50; Mohair tops (give size), $10.00;

4-door bodies. complete. $5.00; side lamps,

Castle make, $2.00; head lights, $10.00 kind, ,

$3.10; auto trunks, $12.00 kind, $5.10; 32 x 1

3% Goodyear tires, $14.00; 32 x 3 Morgan &

Wright, $5.00. All kinds of goods at prices

you can afford. State your needs. PURI- .

TiAl: MACHINE CO., 57 10th St., Detroit,

.\ ic .

NEW CHEESE CLOTH REMNANTS, ,

best polishing material, sold by the;

pound. Saves 40% of store prices. Price

58c. per pound in 50-lb. and 100-lb. bales. ‘

Agents wanted everywhere. AMERICAN ]

MILL ENDS CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

 

FOR SALE—Four cylinder, 55 H.P. For

eign F. I. A. T., double chain drive,

raeytype roadster, nearly new, price $2.500.

C. L. WHITING, 591 E. Main St., Roches

ter, N. Y.

ANTED—Auto truck. one ton less

motor. G. R. DAVIS, Hagerstown,

 

Ind.

APPERSON, 1907, 40 H. P., four seats;

makes 60 miles per hour; everfithing

new; bargain for ready buyer. A. C. EW

 

v'I'SON. 101 w t 66th S ., R , i

1 cs t 00m 4 New 1 WILL sell or trade 60 foot mahogany

York City.
 

magneto and synchronous coil, to be

used on a 191] 50 H. P. American Traveler.

Address SOMACO, care Motor \Vorld.

OR SALE—Runabout in good running

_ condition; 4-cyl., 28-H.P., good tires;

\fill make a good delivery car; price $160.

Can be seen at 432 Chicopee St., Williman

sett, Mass.

FOR SALE—Palmer-Singer 6-60 motor ‘

and transmission complete, in good,

condition. DR. FRYER, Riverside, Wash.

 

I

WANTED—A second-hand D-4 Bosch J

J

l

I I I
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A market place where Dealers, Jobbera and

Manufacture" may buy, sell or trade used can,

parts and appliances and where help or aitua

tiona may be secured at a nominal coat.

  

ANTED—A high-grade engineer, pre

ferably one thoroughly versed in

automobile requirements. Only men with

experience and a make good record need

apply. THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE

CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

\Vhy Dunk Way Pays.

We sell direct.

We have no branches.

\Ve own our factories.

\Ve buy in car loads.

We sell at small profits.

We supply everything.

We have repair parts.

\Ve save you 50%.

We have Radiators, etc.

We have accessories.

- We have 29,973 Customers.

We want you.

We want your address.

. We are in Detroit.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

...

PEOWNP‘P‘seP‘NI"

H.-.-._

“9N.”

ARAGE—Established four years, for

sale. Entrance on avenue and street

front and rear, 200 x 41 ft. Has sixty cars

on live storage, doing business of twelve

hundred dollars monthly renting cars. Rea

son for selling, illness.

Clinton Ave., New York.

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market. a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO.. 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

motor aeht for automobile or real

estate. 212 iagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

A renovator for leather seats and cushions.

Brightens the finish, softens the leather and

does not crack or peel. Dries in 20 minutes.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

UTOMOBILE BODIES, pleasure and

commercial. Foredoors for open-front

cars. Write for prices. AUTO SPECIAL

TY MFG. CO., 326 E. Market St., Indian

apolis, Ind.

   

   

 

T
 

Can you find a more profitable or inexpensive

method than that indicated by the hand in the

margin i

__

An ad. like this

will cost you $1.35

for each insertion.

 
 

 

1
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STEVENS. 1337.

 

  

  

 

ANTED—Packard 18; state price,

year built and number of miles run.

P. O. BOX 161, Niantic, Conn.

 

AUTOMOBILE Cylinders reground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

 

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING

Waterproofs mohair and duck automobile

tops and curtains. Makes faded and stained

tops look like new. Leaves the cloth soft

and pliable. Dries over night.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

The Dunk Way Pays.

Make your car up to date.

Our new fore door five passenger bodies

completely finished, $52.50. New Mohair

Tops at $13.50.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware.

 

FOR SALE—Caldwell Gasolene Lawn

Mower; specification—4 cyl. vertical

motor, dry batteries and Bosch magneto,

Schebler carburetor, width of cut 40 in.,

weight 2,000 lbs. For complete description

and price address INDIANAPOLIS MO

TOR SPEEDWAY, Indianapolis, Ind.

PREST‘O-LITE tanks wanted for cash.

N.

 

YO’NEILL, 186 Putnam Ave., Brooklyn,

Dunk Says It's Best.

“Do It."

Detroit Self-Starter. Throw your

Crank away. Sold direct. No agents. $10.00.

Every Sale Makes a Friend.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

No Branches. Beware. -

ARE YOU in need of any additional hel

in any department of your business.

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material? Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so. use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

 

 

ITUATLON WANTED—Expert trouble

man, long experience including electric

self-cranking and lighting systems. Best of

references. Only first-class position con

sidered. Box 222, care Motor World.

 

HAUFFEUR'S COMPLETE OUTFIT

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

mink fur lined coat, Persian lamb collar,

$35; pair of elegant bear robes, $15 each;

raccoon cap, $5; pair of fur gloves, ; pair

or goggles, 50c.; 1 pair leather eggins,

$3.50. Will sell separately or the lot, all

new. never worn, original rice, $225. C.

CHASE. 118 East 28th St., ew York.
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BrakeEquipment E- ll

Highest Braking Efficiency
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Unusual Steel

  

 

Material

BRAKE SPIDER AND PARTS . _Best Steel Castings

RADIUS ROD SHANK . . . Chrome Nickel Steel

FORK . . . Drop Forged Steel

SHELDUN manufacturing policy is based on a fixed formula—“Ninety per cent brains-—

ten per cent. material."

The material specifications shown above, represent ten per cent—it doesn’t take much

figuring then to get at the big percentage of quality of design and excellence of workman

ship back of this out-of-ordinary truck brake equipment.

Design

Both brakes on rear axles—eliminating strain through chain and bending moment on

jack-shaft. Inside and outside brakes of the “wrap up” or self intensifying type—giving

uniform wear. Brake levers, pin and shaft designed to keep deflection at a minimum. No

lost motion between pedal and brake band.

Performance

The various sections have been figured for a load of 3,000 pounds or 50 per cent. over

load, 80 per cent being on the rear, and skidding the rear wheels.

A pressure of 50 pounds on the foot pedal will bring the truck to rest in the shortest

possible braking distance, and under these exceptionally heavy strains we have a factor of

safety of at least 4 to l in the material, which spells dependability to the last degree.

The E-ll Brake is the strongest, most dependable and lasting in the whole field of.

Motor truck brake equipment.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes Barre, Pa.

CHICAGO BRANCH: 68 E. l2th St. DETROIT BRANCH: 1215 Woodward Ave. 
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Safeguard Your Invest

ment in Your Gas Tank

If you own a Pnest-O-Lite Tank, .you are entitled

to Prest-O—Lite Service. and it behooves you to see

that you get it.

If you allow anyone to force an imitation tank on

you in exchange for your genuine Prest-O-Lite you

lose just as much as you would'if your genuine tank

was actually stolen.

But you can easily protect yourself against loss by

remembering these points about '

' Prest-O-Lite

and Prest-O-Lite Service

Your genuine Prest-O-Lite Tank is in universal

use and demand—therefore it can be exchanged when

empty for a full one. ANYWHERE and ALWAYS.

Imitations cannot.

Any tank that has a poor exchange service now—

soon may have none at all.

Dozens of imitators of Prest-O-Lite have gone out

of business, leaving users and dealers with tanks that

could neither be sold nor refilled. The moral is

obvious.

Protect yourself by looking for our label on ex

change tanks. NVe can not be responsible for poor

quality and short measure of gas in tanks not filled

by us. '

A TIP TO DEALERS

The majority of wise dealers handle Prest-O-I.ite.

They know it's the only safe proposition. Some few

have yielded to the tempting claim, “more profit.”

The majority of these have been left with tanks that

could neither be sold nor refilled. The few dealers

who still trifle with imitations are finding it harder

each day tn sell them.

Remember that Prest-O-Lite has always been, and

is now more than ever before, a source of good steady

profit to you.

Th P t O L't C 287 E. South Street

e - - l e 0' lndionapolilJndinna

Branch ofl’ices and Service Stations in all principal cities. Charging

Plants in all parts of the country. Extensive foreign service.

Exchanle Agencies Everywhere
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A

Abbott Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .. 56

Adams-Lancia Co. . . . . . . . . . . .. $2

Adamson Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co . . . . . . .. 69

American Ball Bearing Co..... 58

American Motors Co.. . . . . . . .. 71

American Starter 8r Carburetor

Mfg. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76

Ames Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 77

Argo Electric Vehicle Co . . . . .. 69

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works . . . . .. 55

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.... 74

B

Badger Brass Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 76

Bantam Anti-Friction Co. . . . . .. 75

Barthel, Daly 8: Miller . . . . . . . .. 78

Bartholomew Co. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

lien: Auto Import Co . . . . . . . .. 68

Bosch Magneto Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 49

Bossert Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 79

Hretz Co.I J. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 74

Briggs-Detroiter Co. . . . . . . . . .. 71

Brown-Lipe-Chapin Gear Co. . . . 75

Ilufialo Electric Vehicle Co.... 7l

Bush Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 78

C

Cartercar Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71

Chalmers Motor Co . . . . . . . . . ..52d

Champion Ignition Co . . . . . . . .. 72

Champion Spark Plug Co . . . . .. 74

Classified Advertising . . . . . . . .80-81

Cole Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 77

Colonial Electric Car Co . . . . . .. 76

Consolidated Mfg. Co . . . . . 76

Continental Motor Mfg. Co.... 82

Corbin Screw Corporation . . . . .. 70

Covert Motor Vehicle Co . . . . . . . 53

.Cobb, Jr" Geo. W . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

I Croxton Motor Car Co . . . . . . .. 68

Cutting Automobile Co . . . . . . . .. 79

D

Dayton Auto Truck Co . . . . . . .. 76

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co-. . . . . .. 8.’

Dean Electric Co.. . . . . . . . . . .. 45

Diamond Rubber Co . . . . . . . . . .. 63

  

Dorris Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 48

Double-Fabric Tire Co . . . . .._.. 67

E

Elecrric Welding Products Co. 75

Empire Automobile Co . . . . . . . .. 57

F

Feddera Mfg. Works . . . . . . . . ... 75

F. I. A. T.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 83

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co... 75

Franklin Automobile Co . . . . . .. 77

Fulton-McCutchan Co. . . . . . . .. 82

‘ G

Gasosava Co. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 68 '

G. C. A. Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Gilmer, In, G. Walker . . . . . . .. 3

Goodyear Tire 81 Rubber Co... 79

Grant-Lees Machine Co . . . . . . .. 79

Grossman Co., Emil . . . . . . . . . .. 82

H

Hartford Suspension Co.,

Inside front cover

Ilavers Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .. 73

Haynes Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 76

Hodge & Graves Co. . .. . . . . . . . 74

Hotel “’oodstock . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7O

Houck Co., Geo. W. . . . . . . . . ..SZa

Hupp Motor Car Co........... 71

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co . . . . .. 74

I

Ideal Motor Car Co . . . . . .. .. . . 78

Ignition Starter Co. . . .Front cover

Inner Shoe Tire Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 82

Inter-State Automobile C0..... 71

J

J. M. Shock Absorber Co . . . . .. 66

Jackson Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 73

Jel'feryDewitt Co. . . . . . . . . . . .. 75

Jencick Motor Corp . . . . . . . . . .. 54

Jones 81 Co., Phineas . . . . . . . . .. 75

Jones Speedometer . . . . . . . . . . .. 78

K

Kellom Co.. Chas. F . . . . . . . . . .. 82

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co . . . . . .. 64
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Ever Have a Blow Out?

Of course you have. Then you know just

what a blow out means to your customers

—especially a blow out which comes when

your tire has gone probably less than half

the distance it should go. What is it worth

to you to protect your customers against

these blow outs?

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers

PREVENT BLOW OUTS

They do this by enabling the car operator

to repair properly the small cut and prevent

them from becoming big cuts and blow outs.

It requires but little time and scarcely any

effort for your customer to double his tire

mileage by using GILMER TIRE REPAIR

PLIERS.

The need of Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers

is so urgent that a simple showing of them

tov your customers means many sales.

Get your order in early so that you won’t

be disappointed later.

G. WALKER GILMER, Jr.

50 North Seventh Street Philadelphia, Pa.

GILMER
TIRE' mm
PLS
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The Representative Car

ig‘x Self Starter Remy Magneto

30 Horsepower ' Warner Speedometer

icy”, 5-Passenger Touring Car Mohair Top and Boot

u. ‘ ilO-inch Wheel Base Clear Vision Wind

g] Timken Bearings Shield

Center Control Prestoiite Tank

“1"?
% In the Overland Model 69T we oHer the representative car; the

*1", product typical of the times. It has been and is the constant aim

of each individual automobile manufacturer to give the very greatest

(6%? value for the very least money. The Willys-Overland Company, in

3} its 1913 product, has done just that. This car is the most this or

any other concern can offer at anything like the price. A comparison

with other cars, costing $1200 drives this fact home. It is only our

factory organization and equipment, systematized and complete to the

‘last detail, and capable of an annual production of 40,000 cars, which

makes this possible.

Our catalogue will tell you all about it; write today. Please ad

dress Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio
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WILLYS ADDS $10,000,000 ‘

BUT REPUDIATES MERGER

Capital Increased to $25,000,000 and

Stock to be Offered to Public—

Willys. However, Will Remain

in Full Control.

It became known late last week that the

Willys-Overland Co. was about to increase

its capital from $15,000,000 to $25,000,000.

which fact promptly caused the circulation

of highly colored reports that John N.

Willys was on the point of effecting a

merger of more or less far-reaching scope.

As on several previous occasions his re

markable growth during the last three years

had given rise to stories that he had a

gigantic merger in view, the reports found

more or less credence, particularly as in

Chicago financial circles it was openly

stated that unnamed Detroit interests were

involved in the combination.

When he was reached, however, Willys

himself promptly punctured the bubble

which had been blown for him. Others

near to him had been non-committal or eva

sive, but he\ was in New York yesterday

and, when interviewed by a Motor World

man, he did not attempt to deny that the

capital of the Willy's-Overland Co. would

be increased to $25,000,000, as stated. He

did deny. however. that he had the remotest

idea of effecting a combination with any

one. or that any changes of material mo

ment in the several properties which he

owns are in view.

The increased capital, $10,000,000. is rep

resented wholly by common stock, of which

55.000000 has been sold to the New York

banking house of \Nilliam Salomon & Co..

who also have acquired $2,900,000 of pre

ferred shares and $5,000,000 of the common.

\Villys himself retains $10,250,000 of com

mon stock and a large block of the pre

ferred, and he will remain in full control.

Arrangements practically have been com

pleted for the listing of the Willys-Overland

stock on the New York Stock Exchange.

which means that a block of it shortly will

be offered for public_ subscription.

The refinancing plan applies to the Over

land, Garford, Gramm and Kinsey com

panies, in Ohio; the Federal Motor Co., in

Indianapolis, and Morrow Mfg. Co., in El

mira, N. Y., all of whose stock is held by

the \\/i]lys—Uverland Co.

In August last the Willys-Overiand capi

tal was increased from $6,000,000 to $15.—

000,000, of which $5,000,000 was preferred

stock, the new capital being employed fur

ther to expand the already remarkably large

properties which W'illys has amassed and

built up in a manner and in such a short

space of time as to make the world take

notice of him.

Ward Adds Strength to King Company.

Artemus Ward, the New Yorker who

purchased the assets of the King Motor

Car Co., of Detroit, in which he previously

was interested. has reorganized its internal

affairs to such good advantage that the

company is now on a sound financial basis

and its 1913 models ready for delivery.

Two of-the new men whom Ward has

brought into the organization are I. G.

Bayerline, who has been appointed manager,

and T. A. Bollinger, who has been made

factory manager. Both formerly were iden

tified with the Warren Motor Car Co., of

which Bayerline was general manager for

three years. He also had experience with

the Pope, Oldsmobile and Hudson com

panies. The car will continue to bear the

name King and the reorganized company

will protect King owners on the guaran

tees issucd by the old concern.

To Make Rutenbers Across the Border.

The Rutenber Motor Co., of Marion and

Logansport, Ind., has acquired a plant in

Chatham, Ont., where Rutenber engines

will be manufactured for the Canadian

trade. G. W. Bowen, the new president of

the Rutenber company, will be its head.

OPPOSITION TO U. S. MOTOR

REORGANIZATION DEVELOPS

Minority Stockholders Object to $24

Assessment—But Plan Progresses

and Flanders Enters Into the

Transactions.

Opposition has developed to the pro

posed plan of reorganization of the United

States Motor Co., but when the Federal

court on Monday next, 28th inst., is asked to

approve the plan the opposition is unlikely

to prevail before the ponderous bulk of

the stockholders and creditors who are

prepared to acquiesce in the proceedings

and help the big'but embarrassed corpora

".ion to regain a sound financial footing.

On the day in court, which is the time

the receivers are due to .render a report,

the minority stockholders are expected to

enter a protest against the proposal that

shares be assessed $24 each, their position

being that such funds should be made avail

able through a bond issue instead of an as

sessment. Several courses are open to them

in an attempt to delay proceedings, the

most probable being that they will ask an

adjournment for the purpose of examining

the receivers' report.

Meanwhile the reins of the United States

Motor Co. have been taken from the hands

of Benjamin Briscoc, as- president, and the

reorganizcrs for several weeks have been

seeking far and wide for a man to manage

the reorganized corporation. The office of

general manager had been tendered to

George W. Bennett. of the Willys-Overland

Co., and several other well-known men in

the trade, all of whom refused it. In due

course. Walter E. Flanders. president of

the Flanders Motor Co., and the best press

agented man in the industry, came to the

notice of the reorganizers and at last ac

counts he was not only due to become gen

eral manager of the United States Motor

Co. but was to take with him into the
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organization his own Flanders Motor Co.

This turn of affairs will provoke smiles

on the part of all those who are familiar

with inside conditions and if the negotia

tions are consummated, as appears likely,

it will cause some of those concerned to

release long pent up sighs of relief.

Under the reorganization plan the Central

Trust Co. of New York, 54 Wall street, has

been made the depositary for all debenture

bonds, bond scrip certificates, notes and

creditors' claims of'those who wish to enter

into the reorganization plan. At the time of

deposit'10 per cent—$2.40—of the $24 as

sessment must be paid.

A syndicate headed by Hallgarten & Co.,

bankers at S Nassau street, has agreed to

underwrite the new stock and will purchase

for $5,720,996 the voting trust certificates

representing the stock allotted to assenting

stockholders in both the Motor andColum

bia companies. The syndicate’s commis

missions, it is said, will be in the neighbor

hood of $1,500,000.

The new stock, although yet unissued, is

figuring on the New York curb in Broad

street, where the traders of “blue sky" ten

dencies have been trading in the new paper

“when, as and if issued." Saturday last the

prices were lst preferred 75, 2nd 40 and

common 10, but when the rumors of a mi

nority protest began to permeate the

"street" these prices fell, and on Tuesday

of this week were first preferred 68 to 72,

2nd 35 to 38 and common 9% to 10.

 

Denies Alco Sale is Contemplated.

During the past week rumor has been

free with the affairs of the American Loco

motive Co., the general trend of the rumors

being to the efiect that the big corporation

was about to divorce its locomotive and

automobile interests and that the latter

would be disposed of to unnamed parties

represented by J. \V. DuB. Gould and S. G.

Averill. The latter is said to be related to

the Harriman family and Gould to the Har

vey Fisk family, which made it appear that

enormously wealthy interests were involved

in the alleged transaction.

It transpires, however, that Gould and

. Averill are efficiency engineers and that

they have been engaged in fine-combing the

Alco establishmentI with a view of placing

it on a, better basis, and for that purpose

several times have visited the factory in

Providence and the offices in New York

City, which visits apparently gave rise to

the report.

\V. H. Marshall, president of the Locomo

tive company, declared to a Motor World

man that there is absolutely no basis for

the rumors, and that the company had no

intention of disposing of its automobile

interests or any of its stock holdings;

nor are official changes contemplated.

(BARLOW’S CHARGES nu.

BUT RECEIVERSHIP FOLLOWS

Court Dismisses His Suit But Chi

cago Creditor Then Acts Against

Streator Company—Result of

Internal Turmoil.

Efforts of John C. Barlow practically to

tie up the Streator Motor Car Co., of

Streator, 111., of which he is president, and

to force a change of management have

failed. The several suits which he brought

against the company, and all of those who

had to do with its reorganization, were

dismissed on Monday last by Judge Eld

redge in the Circuit Court of La Salle

County (111.), after a trial which lasted

some three weeks. The court ruled that

the Barlow action lacked equity and dis

solved a temporary injunction which had

been issued without notice to the Streator

company and its co-defendants.

The Streator company‘s victory, however,

proved to be of small avail, as yesterday it

was thrown into the hands of a receiver on

the petition of the Tuthill Spring Co., of

Chicago.

At the time 'of its embarrassment last

year, the reorganization of the company

was efi’ected by the pledging by Barlow and

Paul L. Chubbuck, vice-president of the

company, of most of their possessions, a

bondholders’ committee being formed to

observe the conditions. Barlow and Chub

buck then were firm friends, but for some

reason or other Barlow took offense and

instituted proceedings in which he charged

mismanagement of the business and a con

spiracy to defraud him. He named as de

fendants the Streator Motor Car Co., the

People's Trust 8: Savings Co., Western

Motor Co. of Indiana, A. O. Smith Co. of

Milwaukee. Frank B. Wilkinson and \V. J.

Zimmers.

The burden of Barlow's complaint was

that the management of the company was

being shaped for the benefit of Chubbuck

and the bondholders’ committee. To carry

out his program, he also sought the ap

pointment of a temporary receiver for the

company until his complaint could be

heard by the court. All of the defendants

apparently were sure of their ground, for

they immediately waived service of process,

entered“ their appearance and asked for an

immediate hearing.

When the case came to trial Barlow took

about three weeks to put in his testimony.

Much to his surprise, the defendants, feel

ing that Barlow had not made out a case.

refused to offer evidence of any sort. ‘The

case, therefore, was decided by the court

on the testimony of the plaintiff alone,

which, as stated was sufiicient to convince

the court that it was without merit.

Daimler Import Finally Goes Under.

Pressure on the Daimler Import Co., of

New York, which during recent weeks had

become acute, resulted in its failure on

Monday last, 21st inst., when H. Content 8:

C0. threw it into the bankruptcy court. The

'Content claim, which covers rental of the

Daimler premises at 751 Fifth avenue,

amounts to $1,826.18. Previously three

other judgments had been entered against

the Daimler company, two of them rep

resenting notes for $23,270, held by the

New Netherlands Bank of New York, the

others representing unpaid insurance pre

miums and money paid by J. A. G. Pen

nington, of Norfolk, Va., for a truck which

was not delivered.- It is also understood

that the Import company owes the parent
Daimler company somei$15,000 in license

fees.

The company was incorporated in 1910

with capital stock of $300,000 and, under

license, held the selling rights for Mercedes

cars. J. M. Carples, its secretary and man

ager, tendered his resignation some three

weeks since, and it is generally understood

that he will become interested in the Mer—

cedes-Daimler Selling Corporation, which

recently was incorporated under New York

laws and which probably will fall heir to

the Mercedes selling rights.

Lacair Seeks $15,000 for Broken Contract.

Alleging that he had been damaged $15.

000 worth by the cancellation of his con

tract, Robert J. Lacair on Thursday last

.instituted an action in the Supreme Court

in New York County and secured a writ

of attachment for that amount against the

Jackson Motor Co., of New York City, by

whom he had been engaged as sales man

ager on July lst last.

In support of his allegations, Lacair sub

mits the letter written by L. P. Hutche

son, the vice-president, in which it is set

forth that Lacair was to receive a salary of

$3,600 per year and was to dispose of 25

cars by October lst last. failing which the

Jackson company reserved the right to ter

minate the contract. In addition to his

salary, Lacair was to receive a commis—

sion of $10 on every car sold and delivered.

and if he disposed of 400 cars by February

1st, 1913, his salary was to be increased to

$5.000 a year, plus the $10 commission.

Lacair claims that be contracted not only

for 25 cars by October lst but for a total of

190 cars, and assumed that everything was

satisfactory until October 2nd. when he

received a letter informing him that his

contract had been terminated. He then lost

no time in consulting an attorney and filing

surt.
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AJAX-GRlEB’S NEW POLICY

NETS INCREASED EARNINGS

End of First Year‘s Appeal to Dealers

Shows Profits of $408,000—More

Than 3,000 New Accounts

Opened.

Prosperity smiled broadly on the Ajax

Grieb Rubber Co. during the past season—_

how broadly is witnessed by the fact that

on a net business amounting to $2,936,

923.19, during the fiscal year ending August

31st last, there were net earnings of $408,

434.53. which is practically a two-fold] in

crease as compared with the net earnings of

the previous year. The financial statement

of the company for its fiscal year, which

just has been made public, is as follows:

A s s e t s .

Cash in banks and offices . . . . . . . $110,307.48

Bills receivable . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 137,389.42

Accounts receivable . . . . . . . . . .. 291,313.65

Merchandise and materials. . . .. 432,672.81

Mortgages, etc. (owned) . . . . . .. 12,912.61

Real estate, build

ings, in a c hinery

and equipments. . .$322,296.72

Le s s depreciation

charges . . . . . . . . . .. 57,844.01

—— 264,452.71

Patents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000.00

Total assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l,259,048.68

Net earnings for year, $408,434.53.

Fire insurance carried, $890,000.00.

Liabilities.

Notes payable . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Accounts payable (not due) . . .

Ca ital stock:

referred 7 per

None

. $155,161.77

cent. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 85,000.00

Common . . . . . . . . .. 450,000.00 ~

—— 735,000.00

Surplus August 3151. 1912 . . . . .. 368,886.91

Total liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l,259,048.68

In his report submitting this '1inancial

statement, William G. Grieb, president of

the Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., remarks that,

although the factory in Trenton has been

working 24 hours a day since February,

1911, and still is working at full pressure,

it has not yet been able to meet the demand

for either Ajax tires or the druggist sun

dries which are produced. and has in hand

orders sufi‘icient to keep .the plant at top

speed for two months.

Accounting for the handsome increase in

earnings, President Grieb points out that it

was considerably influenced by the fact that

"price units obtained were about 25 per

cent. less than the preceding period," due to

the policy of the company in reducing the

\olume of business done with automobile

manufacturers and increasing the business

with dealers and car owners which, of

course, correspondingly increased the mar

gin of profit, and at the same time reduced

the possibility of loss. This policy also re

sulted in increasing the number of Ajax cus

tomers by more than 3,000, giving to the

Ajax productions a much wider distribu

tion. ‘

Cannon Secures Support in Iowa.

J. F. Cannon, who, it is stated, has been

connected “with nearly all of the leading

automobile factories in Detroit and else~

where,” has organized the Cannon Motor

Car Co., in Des Moines, 1a., and opened

temporary offices in the Utica building in

that city. Two factory sites are in view, but

no selection will be made until the com

pany, which will be backed partly by Des

Moines capital, is incorporated. It is Can—

non's purpose to produce a \light roadster

and a light truck. each of which will list

at about $500. It is stated that success al_

ready is assured, as the entire output of

the projected factory for the first year has

been contracted for by a dealer in Des

Moines.

Stewart Carburetter Going into Germany.

Indicating that the foreign sponsors for

the Stewart carburetter, the California in

vention which already has obtained a foot

hold in Great Britain, are reaching out for

business on the Continent, the Stewart Pre

cision Carburctter Co. (Germany), Ltd.,

has been registered under English laws with

an authorized capital of £10,000. G. B.

Ellis, 70-72 Chancery lane, London, figures

as the corporator. ‘

Buys Three Years' Output of Rayfields.

'The Rayfield Motor Sales Agency, of

St. Louis, Mo., has contracted for the en

tire output of the Rayfield Motor Co. of

Chrisman, Ill., for a period of three years,

the production being six-cylinder cars ex

clusively. The Rayfield Motor Sales Agency

is an outgrowth of the Brown Automobile

Co., of St. Louis, and is controlled entirely

by J. R. Brown and his associates.

Clevelanders Purchase Elmore Part.

The M. & M. Co.. of Cleveland, 0., which

is one of the prominent supply houses in

that part of the country, has purchased the

entire stock of parts of the Elmore two

cycle car, the manufacture of which re

cently was discontinued by the General Mo

tors Co. The stock purchased includes not

only parts but bodies.

Federal Rubber Doubles Its Capital.

The Federal Rubber Mfg. Co., of Mil

waukee, which is one of the John N. Willys

properties, has increased its capitalization

from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000. The increase

is represented by 7 per cent. preferred stock

redeemable at 120, and is designed to take

care of the expansion of the plant which

already is in progress.

BRISCOE TO REllNQUISH

u. s. MURESIDENCY

“Crucified,” Say Friends, Despite An

nouncement Couched in Graceful

Terms—How Ticker Tape
I Cost Him Dear.

After a year of that sort of experience

that turns hair gray. Benjamin Briscoe has

resigned the presidency of the United

States Motor Co., which now is in process

of reorganization. He will remain in office.

however, until about November 15th, when,

with his family, he will leave for several

months' stay in Europe for the recuperation

which he so greatly requires.

Announcement of Briscoe’s resignation

was made late last week. It was couched in

graceful, flowing language, which, however,

did not deceive those who are familiar with

existing conditions. It was well known that

he would retire and that everything was

working to-that end. In fact, as long ago

as July last, and two months before a re

ceiver was appointed, financial prints had

stated that he would relinquish his high of

fice in the big corporation. It was an open

secret that since the banking interests pro

jected themselves actively into the affairs

of the United States Motor Co., Briscoe's

way had not been strewn with roses. They

gradually assumed entire control and latter

ly even took possession of Btiscoe's private

oflice, shunting him to small quarters in

an out-of-the-way corner in the building at

\Vest olst street occupied by the com

pany.

However Briscoe may feel, there is no

doubting the sentiments of his intimates.

“Ben has been crucified," is the way one of

them expressed it after his resignation had

been announced, the man who voiced this

opinion declaring that Briscoe himself is

one of God’s noblemen to whom he willing

ly would give anything save his wife.

It is generally understood that Briscoe

will be succeeded by W. E. Strong, who be

came chairman of the company's board of

lirectors when its financial stringency be

came acute and who was appointed one of

its receivers when the failure occurred on

September 11th last. Strong represents the

banking interests and will have general

oversight and direction of the company's

financial affairs, the general management of

which will fall on other shoulders. It has

been ofiered to several well known men'in

the trade but, so far as known, only Walter

E. Flanders consented to consider it.

Briscoe's experience in the United States

Motor Co. cost him a pretty penny. He

first entered the automobile trade through

the medium of the Briscoe Mfg. Co., of
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Detroit, which began the manufacture of

automobile parts in 1899. Later, in 1904,

he joined with _I. D. Maxwell in organizing

the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor~ Co., which.

founded on the ruins of the Mobile Co. of

America, attained remarkable success. It

was on the top wave of prosperity when

the Selden patent, which Maxwell-Briscoe

had refused to recognize, was declared valid

in 19—. a decision which later was re

versed but which caused a semi-panic and

a rush for cover on the part of unlicensed

manufacturers.

den license, Briscoe and his associates ac

quired the Columbia Motor Car Co., of

Hartford, which not only held a license but

which was a participant in the royalties ac

cruing from the patent.

The United States Motor Co. grew out of

this combination, which, during the first year

earned a profit of $2,600,000. It was through

the acquirement of the Columbia company

that several men of millions and ticker tape

entered into the affairs of the big corpora

tion. In due course, they attracted others

of their kind and the business was enlarged

by the acquirement of the Dayton Motor

Car Co., 'of Dayton, O.—against BriScoe’s

judgment, it is stated—for which the sum

of $4,000,000 was paid, and also by the pur

chase of the Alden Sampson Mfg. Co., of

Pittsfield, Mass, for which a comparatively

nominal sum—less than $200,000—was

given.

During the last year the E. R. Thomas

Motor Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., which had

been purchased by one of the bankers who

had become one of the. largest holders of

United States Motor debentures. was quiet

ly unloaded on the United States Motor

Co., although its condition at all times dur

ing recent years was questionable. Mean

while, factory enlargements had been the

rule, and although the big company was

doing a good business, it lacked working

funds, and with burdens which had been

imposed, it gradually bent and finally

reached the breaking point on September

11th last.

Some of those who are familiar with the

conditions which existed do not hesitate to

employ strong language in describing the

means and motives which brought about

this end. It is certain, at any rate, that the

big corporation became enmeshed in ticker

tape. with which Briscoe, at least, was not

very familiar, and that things were done

which men who had no interest in tickers

or ticker tape would not have done if left

to themselves.

The assessment of $24 per share which

has been levied on the United States Motor

Co.'s stock will, it is said, assist in serving

the ends of men who watch the tickers.

Some of them are reported to have bought

large blocks of the stock since the failure

In order to obtain a Sel-i

at less than $1 per share, and as an under

writing syndicate stands ready to provide

the necessary capital for the reorganization,

their gains will be large. All of those un

able to meet the assessment. of course, will

be wiped out. In the case of Messrs. Max

well and Briscoe, for instance, it is under

stood that their holdings are so large that

to meet the assessment would require cash

otulays of approximately $400,000 each, a

sum sufiicient to cripple the resources of

even men who occupy high places but who

have put most of their fortunes into brick

and machinery.

 

Williams Heads Electric Association.

At the annual meeting of the Electric

Vehicle Association of America, Arthur

\Villiams. of the New York Edison Co.,

was chosen president, to succeed W'illiam

H. Blood, jr., of Boston. The other of

ficers elected are as follows: F. \V. Smith,

United Light & Power Co., New York, vice

president; Harvey Robinson, New York,

secretary, and Day Baker, Boston, treas

urer. The following named were elected

members of the executive board: \Villiam

H. Blood, Jr. (Stone & Webster, Boston),

P. D. Wagoner (General Vehicle Co., New

York), G. N. Kelly. New York, and E. S.

Mansfield (Boston Edison Co.) for three

years; William G. Bee, Edison Storage

Battery Co., Orange, N. 1., to fill an unex

pired term of one year.

Wishart-Dayton Files its Schedule.

The \Vishart-Dayton Auto Truck Co.,

which was petitioned into bankruptcy about

two months ago. this week filed its schedule

in bankruptcy in the Federal court in New

York City. They disclose liabilities of $33.

899 and nominal assets of $13,569, consisting

of one motor truck, $2,493; accounts of

$1,076. and a claim for $10.000 damages

against the Dayton Auto Truck Co., of Day

ton, 0.. for which the alleged bankrupt was

New York dealer. Among the creditors are

the Dayton Auto Truck Co.. $4.729; Knauth.

Nachod & Kuhne, $17,532, secured; Peo

ple's Bank and Trust Co. of New Haven,

Conn, $3,530. and E. \V. Clave & Son, Inc.,

$2,280.

Hayes Note Indorscr Claims Immunity.

Just who should pay two notes of $572.41

given July 18, 1910. to George M. Port, a

rubber middleman, of 155 Sixth avenue,

New York City, by the Hayes Rubber Co.,

of New York City, which several months

since became. financially involved, is the

problem contained in a suit now in the

Supreme Court for New York county,

wherein the Ross Rubber Mfg. Co., a \Vis

consin incorporation, is the complainant in

the case.

According to the pleadings, the notes were

given to Port by the Haye's company and

Port endorsed them and passed them on to

the Ross concern. The notes were due

April 1 and )une 1, 1911, and on the latter

note $500 was paid at divers times between

June 28 and October 14. The complainant

asks the face of the notes and interest less

the $500. Port, however, claims that fol

lowing thc maturity of the April 1st note he

asked' for a statement of his account with

'the Ross company and paid it, the amount

being $26.77, and the note not being in

cluded. He, therefore, claims immunity

from prosecution.

Canada Chief Purchaser of Engines.

()f the 613 automobile engines which con

stituted the American exports for the month

of August, more than two-thirds, or, to be

exact, 493, were shipped into Canada from

Detroit, the record in detail being as fol

lows:

 

Number. Value.

Canada .. . . .-. . . . . .493 $45,197

England . . . . . . . . . .116 35,514

Cuba . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 471

Venezuela . . . . . . .. l 230

613 $81,412

For the eight months ending with Aug

ust, the total exportation of engines reached

a valuation of $724,135, which represents

6,316 separate motors. As the records were

not separately kept at that time, compari

son with the corresponding period of pre

vious years is impossible.

Green Wins in Broken Contract Suit.

The claim of A. Hazen Green, an acces

sory dealer at 1686 Broadway, New York

City} that his selling contract of some four

years ago with the Niagara Lead 8: Battery

Co., of Niagara Falls, N. Y., was broken

and that he was damaged, resulted last week

in a verdict in the Supreme Court for New

York County of $5,118.55 for Green. His

claim was for damages to the amount of

$10000.

U. S. Motor Sells Another Branch.

The United Motor San Francisco Co.,

which is substantially the Pacific Coast

branch of the United States Motor Co., has

been taken over by Fred J. Lin: and L. W.

Sanborn, both of whom have been identified

with Maxwell cars since 1905. Their terri

tory includes Northern California, Nevada

and Hawaii.

Farr Opens His Office in Detroit.

Henry W. Farr. at one time connected

with the General Motors Co., has set up as

manufacturers’ representative in the Wayne

County Bank building, Detroit. Among

his several accounts are those of the Brown

\Vindsheld Co., Instantaneous Lighter Co

and the Duplex Electric Mfg. Co.
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KNOX ELECTlON DOES NOT

SlGNlFY REORGANIZATION

Merely a Legal Formality and Officers

Chosen Not Permanent—One Re

organization Plan Formulated

But Lacks Approval.

‘ Because the Knox Automobile Co., of

Springfield, Mass, elected officers last week,

there were those who assumed that it

marked a step in the reorganization of the

company, if, indeed, it did not mark its prac

tical completion. As a matter of fact, how

ever, the election of officers had no bear

ing on the reorganization plans which are

in hand; it was merely a formality made

necessary to keep the Knox organization

alive, the election occurring on the date

fixed for its annual meeting.

So far as the stockholders of the com

pany are concerned, they own none of the

assets, all of which, of whatever nature,

were transferred to Harry G. Fisk and Ed

ward 0. Sutton, to whom the company as

signed on September 28th. Messrs. Fisk

and Sutton are sons-in-law of the late A.

N. Mayo, who was by far the largest cred

itor of the Knox company; and, accord

ing to reports, the action of the Mayo ad

ministrators will have an important bear

ing on any reorganization plan which may

be submitted. Certain stockholders are par

ticularly active in that direction and have

gone so far as to form a creditors' com

mittee to outline a plan of organization.

The committee of three which is drafting

the plan comprises Thomas Z. Lee, of Prov

idence. R. 1., chairman; John J. Shangh

nessy, of the First National Bank of Marl

boro. Mass, and C. C. Lewis, of Springfield,

Mass. Judge Lee will not disclose the full

extent of the plans which will be submitted.

but states that his committee has entered

into negotiations with the Old Colony

Trust Co. of Boston to act as depository

of all the claims of the creditors, both se

cured and unsecured, and also the common

and preferred stock of the company. \Vhen

these deposits have been made, the com

plete plan for the readjustment will be for

warded to all the creditors for acceptance.

Although Judge Lee has stated that entire

harmony prevails on all sides, he neverthe

less has let fall some caustic criticisms of

the former management of the company.

adding that economics effected since the

assignment have served to put the property

on a paying basis. Despite Judge Lee’s as

sertion that harmony exists, it is stated that

the Mayo interests may not be found agree

able to the plan of reorganization which his

committee proposes to submit.

A condensed statement of the Knox com

pany's condition, which was presented at

the annual meeting on October 1th, is. as

follows:

Fixed Assets.

Real estate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $307,212.62

Machinery and equipment .. . .. 241(62222

Agency equipment . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,975.44

$551,810.28

Floating Assets.

Inventories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$1,264,l 16.06

Prepaid insurance and interest.- 8,647.52

Notes receivable . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,892.77

Accounts receivable . . . . . . . . . .. 300,163.02

Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,272.44

$2,145,902.09

Less reserve for doubtful ac

counts receivable 30,000.00

Total assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$2.115,902.09

Fixed Liabilities.

Mortgages payable . . . . . . . . . . .. $36,900.00

Floating Liabilities.

Notes payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $978,500.00

Accounts payable . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199,832.68

Advanced on orders . . . . . . . . . .. 8,562.53

Accrued interest, payroll and

taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28,566.19

Total liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l,252.361.40

Capital stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l,000,000.00

Less deficit of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 136,459.31

Net capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $803,540.69

The officers who were elected at the an

nual meeting, which action, as stated, is

merely in the nature of observing a legal

formality, are as follows: President, W. E

\Vright; \icc-president, H. G. Fisk; treas

urer, A. E. Smith; clerk, Charles H. Beck

with. The directors are H. G. Fisk, E. O.

Sutton, W'. H. Chase of Leominster, M. J.

Greenwood of Gardner, Elijah C. Johnson

of Hartford, Conn., Peter Murray, W. H.

Cutler of North Wilbraham, \V. E. Wright

and C. H. Beckwith. The executive com

mittee of the board of directors will be com

posed of Peter Murray, W. E. \Vright and

E. O. Sutton.

Souther Sails on Wire Wheel Mission.

Henry Souther, former president of the

Society of Automobile Engineers, sailed to

England, on Saturday last, in the interests

of the George \V. Honk Co., of Philadel

phia, which recently acquired the American

rights for the manufacture of the Rudge

\Vhitworth factory in Coventry, with a view

of familiarizing himself with the processes

in vogue there, having particularly in mind

the quick detachable rim which has been

developed for application to wire wheels.

Packard Secures Foothold in Germany.

R. Dreyman, of Dusseldorf, has secured

the Packard agency for the German empire.

It is his purpose to push the American car

aggressively, and to that end he will estab

lish several branches for the distribution

and care of Packard cars.

PREST-O-LlTE lNSTlTUTES

FIVE SUITS 0N NEW LINES

All Who Refill Its Trademarked Tanks

To Be Prosecuted in Broad Cam

paign—New York Business

Law Invoked.

Suits which in their scope may be far

reaching enough to hit every automobile

dealer and garageman in New York State

who fails to respect the I’rest-O-Lite pat

ents in their entirety have been instituted by

the Prest-O-Lite Co., through its New York

attorneys, the first actions having been

filed in several districts of the New York

Municipal Court. The proceedings are

brought under section 367 of article 24 of

the general business law of New York

State. and if convictions result each de

fendant will be compelled to pay $100 for

every time he has refilled any of the gas

tanks manufactured by the Prest-O-Lite

company.

The first suits are leveled at the Weaver

Ebling Auto Co., 35% Automobile Supply

Co., American Auto Supply Co. and J. H.

Parsons, of New York City, and Banzer

& Schluchtner, Brooklyn. These are apart

from actions carried on in the Federal

courts for patent infringement and are

brought under that section of the State law

which forbids a corporation or individual

to refill any receptacle which originally con

tained a patented article and which re

ceptacle is trade-marked. _

There also is pending in the Supreme

Court for Erie County, in Buffalo, a similar

action against the Searchlight Gas Tank

Co., wherein the Prest-O-Lite Co. asks ap

proximately $50,000 as penalties for the re

filling of tanks. The Searchlight company

was sued for infringement in the Federal

court and won out before Judge Kohl

saat in Chicago, and that case is now in the

Circuit Court of Appeals.

  

Ohio’s Assets Appraised at $239,000.

Appraisers appointed by the receivers of

the Ohio Motor Car Co., of Cincinnati, 0.,

have rendered their report, placing the

value of the company as a going concern

and as an entirety at $239,000. The total

was made up of these several items: Real

estate. buildings and sprinklers, $80,000;

electric light and wiring, heat and power

system, $3,000; machine tools, patterns,

dies, machinery (not machine tools), $22,

145; fixtures, shafting, beltings, vises, an

vils, $3.343; office fixtures, safes, filing cab

inets, $1,700; power plants, motors, $5,000;

stock and material, finished and unfinished.

$81,640; bills receivable and bank accounts,

$10,631.44; cash on hand, $15,053.30.
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GENERAL M010RS’ SALES

IN EXCESS 01‘ $64,000,000

Net Profits Nearly $700,000 More Than

Last Year—Annual Statement Dis

closes Condition of Big

Corporation.

According to its financial statement for

the fiscal year ending on July (list last,

which just has been issued, the 24 com—

panies constituting the General Motors or

ganization did a business of $64,744,496,

which compares with $42,733,303 during 10

months of the previous year, the loss of two

months being explained by a change in the

date of the company's fiscal period.

The total profit from the operation of the

subsidiary companies amounted to $5,770,

177, from which has been deducted $1,023.

421 for losses in certain of the subsidiaries,

leaving a net profit to the General Motors

Co., after deductions for depreciation, of

$4,746,756, as against $4,066,251 for the 10—

months period of 1911. The surplus has

been increased from $1,240,175 to $1,262,

594, and the reserves from $3,202,076 to

$4,299,471. The profit and loss account for

the 12 months is as follows:

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

Profitand LOss sur lus July 31, 1911 $1,240,175.26

Add undivided pro ts for 12 months

ending July 31, l912, per income

account above . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,856,082.76

$4,096,258.02

Reduction of inventory and assets as

carried on books Octoberl, 1910, and

li uidation losses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,833,663.14

(Harofit and Loss surplus July 31,

1912 . . . . . . . . . . . .‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,262,594.88

The total assets of the company are $54,

388,072. The liabilities are $53,695,563.72;

they include Weston-Mott notes amounting

to $600,000, of which $300,000 was paid on

September 15th last. The remaining $300,

000 does not mature until one year later.

The General Motors Co. previously owned

all save 50.2 per cent. of the Weston-Mott

capital stock, entire control, it transpires,

being secured on payment of $1,040,000,

'equally divided in preferred and common

stock. The increase in the company’s good

will is explained by the Weston-Mott pur

chase.

The current assets have been reduced

from $26,186,816 to $25,311,135, but by the

same token the liabilities have even more

greatly diminished, from $23,401,201 to $20,

928,259, the net working capital being $20,

666,865 as against $23,065,353. During the

year there was charged to capital account

the sum of $1,648,206, representing additions

to real estate, plants and equipment,

amounting to $2,124,184, from which were

deducted sundry adjustments, which are

charged off to profit and loss, amounting to

$475,978. About half of this expenditure

represents additions to the Cadillac plant

and equipment, which will permit increasing

the output from 12,000 to 15,000 a year.

During the fiscal year the exports

amounted to approximately $1,700,000 ex

clusive of the Canadian trade. the figure be

ing about double that for_1911.

In rendering his report, Thomas Neal,

president of the General Motors Co., states

that manufacturing operations are more ad

vanced than during either of the two pre

cedingyears, and that the cash receipts for

the first two months of the new fiscal year

were more than $1,000,000 ahead of ihe

corresponding period of last year.

The statement in detail and how it com

pares with the preceding year is shown in

the following table:

Cleveland-Galion to Increase Capital.

Stockholders in the Cleveland-Galion Mo

tor Truck Co. have been called to meet in

the oFfices of the company in Cleveland, 0.,

November 4, to vote upon a proposition to

increase the company's capital stock from

$300,000 to $1,000,000. The new stock is to

be $500,000 7 per cent. cumulative preferred

and $200,000 common.

Star Carburetter Enlar'ges its Scope.

Its productions having become consid

erably diversified, the Star Carburctter Co.,

of Detroit, Mich., has changed its name to

the Star Foundry & Machine Co. It will

continue to operate, however, at 685 East

Atwater street.
 

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

  

  

  

  

  

A s s e t s -

. _ 1912 1911

Fixed Assets: real estate, plants, and equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19,280,888.99 $17,632,682

Patents, agreements, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,871,436.20 2,049,831

Miscellaneous investments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 560,499.50 854,803

Currant hand bwoLk-ing assets: d

as in an s and on han . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 3,080,920.98 4,054,844

Notes ($262,273.33) and accounts ieccivabl 4,229,112.51 4,637,076

Inventories .. 17,578,366.15 -17.303,715

Prepaid expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 422,736.13 191,179

Good Will, representing excess of appraised value over book value f ca tal '

stocks of subsuiiary companies owned, less reserve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,934.198-14 7,653,933

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $54,958,158.60 “4.388.072

L i a b i l i t i e 5

Capital Stock:

Preferred stock (authorized $20,000,000 issued . . . . . . . . . . $18.038.400.00 $14,393,500

Less: In treasury of General Motors

Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,322,000.00

In treasury of subsidiary coni

ranies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,779,600.00

-‘_~— 3,101,600.00

_ _ —————-——- $14,936,800.00

stock (authorized $40,000,000) issued. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19,874,030.00 15,822,330

Less 7 In treasury of General Motors

Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,173,146.95

In treasury of subsidiary com- .

- panics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 329,700.00

—— 3,502,846.95

. —_ 16,371,183.05

Total in hands of public . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31307,983.05Funded Debt: . s

6% First Lien Five-year Sinking Fund Gold Notes . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 12,452,000.00 14,002,000

Outstandingl Capital Stock (par value) and sur lus of subsidiary companies,

being: t _e ortion not owned by General otors Co. :

apita Stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 578,000.00 1,436,000

Sur lus_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 413,838.50 1,169,527

Current Lia ilities :

Accounts Pa able . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,853,021.77 2,143,847

Notes Pa ab e (Weston-Mott Co.) . . . . . . . . . . . . 600,000.00

Interest, axes and Pay Rolls Accrued, not due. . . . - . . 929,854.84 641,767

Reserve for three months' proportion of Preferred Stock .

payable November 1, 1912 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 261,394.00 335,848

Reserves for special purposes . . . . . . . . . 4,299,471.56 3,202.076

Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . ..... - - . . . ...-.... 1,262,594.88 1,240,175

Total . . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “4,958,158.60 $54,388,072

INCOME ACCOUNT .

1912 1911 ,

Net Profits for year after deducting expenses of manufacture

(including maintenance and depreciation), selling and admin

istration as well as taxes, insurance and interest on tempo

rary loans -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,838,448.55 $4,447,146

General Motors Coinpan proportion thereof. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,746,756.50 4,066,251

Accrued interest 12 ment 5 on General Motors Company 6% First Lien Notes. . 850,463.23 750,000

Balance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ $3,896,293.27 $3,316,251

Preferred dividends for 12 months at rate of 7% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . 1,040,210.51 842,074

Undivided profits for 12 months. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘.. . . - . .. . . . . . .. . . $2,856,082.76 $2,474,176

WORKING CAPITAL

1912 1911

Current” Assets:

Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,080,920.98 $4,054,844.21

Notes ($262,273.33) and accounts receivable. . . . . . . . . . . . 4,229,112.51 4,637,876.73

Inventories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,578,366.15 17,303,715.86

Prepaid expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 422,736.13 191,179.74

Total Current Assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25,311,135." $26,186,816“

Less Current and Accrued Liabilities:

Current accounts ayable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,853,021.77 $2,143,847.03

Notes payable ( eston-Mott Company). 600,000.00 . . . . . . . . . . .

Interest, taxes, and pay-rolls accrued, not

due . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 929,854.84 641,767.98
-——- 4,382,876.61 -—-—- 2,785,615.01

$20,928,259.16 $23,401,201.”

From which deduct amount reserved for three months' pro

portion of Preferred Dividend No. 8 payable Nov. 1, 1912 261,394.00 335,848.33

Net Working Capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20,666,865.16 $23,065,353.20
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Des Moines, Ia.—Guarantee Motors Co.,

under Iowa laws, with $3,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—John A.

Garver, C. T. Gildd, and others. '

Jersey City, N. J.——Delt0n Tire Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $500,000 capital; to

manufacture tires. Corporators—H. O.

Coughlan, T. K. Mallaby, H. T. Letts.

Kansas City. Mo.—Shackelford Garage

NEWLY COMPLETED PLANT OF LONG MFG

The mm~ building. which is 270 x120 feet. is constructed of reinforced concrete _with cement floors and eVery facility to obviate the danger of tire.

on East Grand Boulevard, between Cameron and Richmond streets, and Will permit the production of automobile and tractor radiators to be treblcd.

Co., under Missouri laws, with $2,000 capi

tal: to Operate a garage. Corporators—Ad

dison Shackelford, L. E. Shock, Paul Gee.

Clarkedale, Tenn—Essenkay Sales C0..

under Tennchce laws, with $4,000 capital;

to deal in tire filler. Corporators—J. L.

Hartshorn, J. \\'. Primrose, L. L. chdetter.

(tak Park, Ill.——Radway Garage Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $6,000 capital: to

operate a garage. Corporators—James F.

Bambas. Henry P. Sindcn. Charles J. Rad

way.

Rock Hill. S. C.-—McFadden Automobile

Co., under South Carolina laws, with $3,500

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

-—J. Leonard Yates, B. S. Dearing, N. B.

Yost.

Wabash, Ind—Sterling Absorber Co.,

under Indiana laws, with $3,000 capital; to

manufacture motor car parts. Corporators

———Marshall Tillman, Charles Huff, Josepn

Kaiser.

Louisville, Ky.——Macpherson Automobile

Co., under Kentucky laws, with $1,000 capi

tal; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

F. Macpherson. O. Macpherson, C. Mac

phcrson.

Louisville. Kym—Dixie Rubber Co., under

Kentucky laws, with $5,000 capital; to deal

in tires, etc. Corporators—Albert H. Drake,

Jack F. Marx, Ray C. Ellis, Arthur M.

Breckler.

Newark, N. J.—Libcrty Oil & Supply Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $25,000 capi

tal; to deal in lubricants. Corporators—
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Fred L. Foster, Rose C. Higgins, Irving

Kunsman.

Belleville, l\Io.—St. Louis Motor Trans

portation Co., under Missouri laws, with

$25,000 capital; to operate a motor delivery.

Corporators—\Yilliaiii Bush, Frank Bush,

and others.

Detroit, Mich.—.\Ierralls Starter Co.,

under Michigan laws. with $15,000 capital;

. C0.. 1N DETROIT, MICH.

  

It fronts

to manufacture cngnie starters. Corporators

—\Vm. A. Merralls, Robert S. Neely, Har—

low B. Cowland.

Nashville, Tenn—Jackson Motor Car Co.,

under Tennessee laws, with $5,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—H. C.

Gillespie, D. D. Canfield, \N. H. Weakley,

\V. D. Sandefcur.

St. Louis. Mo.—Auto Products Co. of

America, under Missouri laws, with $25,000

capital; to deal in motor car parts. Cor

porators—\Varren W. Smoot. Eugene B.

Stindc, A. E. Smoot.
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Newark, N. J.—Tri-Unit Electrical Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $100,000 capi

tal; to manufacture electrical devices. Cor

porators—J. B. Stobaeus, Jr., B. \V. Mat

thews, W. C. Stobaeus.

Dayton, Ohio.—McVey Manufacturing

Co., under Ohio laws, with $60,000 capital;

to manufacture car appliances. Corporators

—James L. McVey, Walter C. Fraine, Amos

H. Burkhart, Millie Galloway, RichardMcCarty.

Detroit, Mich.—Universal Auto Supply

and Repair Co., under Michigan laws, with

$2.000 capital; to deal in motor car supplies

and operate a repair shop. Corporators—

Adolph Sloman, Robert St. John, Edmund

L. Sloman.

New York, N. Y.—VVright’s Garage, Inc.,

under New York laws, with $2,000 capital;

to operate a garage. Corporators—William

R. Dickie, 368 60th street, Brooklyn; Earl D.

\Vright, Elizabeth D. \Vright, 511 \Vest

160th street.

New York, N. Y.—Central Park Garage

Co., Inc., under New York laws, with $500

capital; to operate a garage. Corporators

-—\Villiam E. Young, 59 West 65th street;

George J. Johnstone, Charles A. Frueaut‘f.

60 \Vall street.

New York, N. Y.—Grant Six Co., under

New York laws, with $15,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—Clarence

P. Hulst, 120 East 3lst street; William G.

Miller, Bridgeport, Conn.; James B. Speyer,

57 East 926 street.

New York, N. Y.—Kammer Automobile

Co., Inc., under New York laws, with $10,

' 000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—Max A. Kammer, Frances Kammer.

108 East 137th street; William Magsamen,

124 East 127th street.

Springfield, Ohio.—Kelly-Springfield Mo

tor Truck Co., under Ohio laws, with $2,

500,000 capital; to manufacture and deal

in motor vehicles. Corporators—James W.

Carroll, G. W. Patterson, Herbert B. Brad

shaw, Walter E. L. Hook, L. W. Frost.

New York, N. Y.—Faissole Auto Co.,

under New York laws, with $25,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—Alex

ander Karlin, 508 \Vest 112th street; Lewis

Lapides, 437 Decatur street, Brooklyn;

Charles A. Faissole, 411 West 44th street.

New York, N. Y.—Automobile Informa

tion Publishing Co., under New York laws,

with $10,000 capital; torpublish automobile

trade lists. Corporators—Albert F. Brit

ton, Robert B. Johnston, 1974 Broadway;

Freeman C. Britton, 7 West 103rd street.

Buffalo, N. Y.-—Up-To-Date Auto Body

and Specialty Co., under New York laws,

with $2,500 capital; to manufacture motor

car bodies. Corporators—Ludwig Dreyer,

Emma H. Dreyer, both of 17 Huntington

Place; George P. Askin, 256 \Nest Tupper

street.

New York, N. Y.—Auto Bankers, Inc.,

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—Clyde

E. Black, 601 \Vest 162nd street; J. Lester

Fierman, 1948 Prospect avenue; Samuel W'.

Schwartz, 882 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

John A. Bell has been appointed manager

of the White Co.'s branch in Chicago. He

succeeds James E. Plew, resigned.

J. M. Evans has resigned his post as ad

vertising manager of the Lozier Motor Co.,

of Detroit.

an advertising agency which will handle

the Lozier account.

N. S. Gotshall has been appointed man

ager of the recently organized St. Louis

Lozier Co., in the Missouri city of that'

name Previously Gotschall was a member

of the Lozier factory traveling staff.

\Nalter H. Van Deusen, assistant sales

manager of the Abbott Motor Co., has re

signed that position. It is stated that he

is likely to become head of a new company

which is now in process of organization.

David M. Averill has been appointed inan

ager of the Chevrolet Motor Co. of De

troit. Previously he was superintendent of

the Durant Dort Carriage Co., of Flint,

Mich., the officers of both companies being

closely related. F. Goodwin succeeds to the

vacancy in the'Durant Dort organization.

H. E. Doty, who'for the past six years

has been identified with the \Vhite Co., has

been appointed manager of the Haynes Au

tomobile Co.'s Chicago branch. The terri

tory controlled by the branch has been en

larged until it now includes Illinois, Iowa,

and parts of \Visconsin, Indiana and Michi

gan.

A. \V. Jones has been promoted to the

management of the Ford Motor Co.’s

branch in Houston. Tex. Previously he was

connected with the Ford branch in Seattle.

He succeeds M. Skinner, who has been

transferred to Portland, Ore., where he will

have charge of the Ford assembling plant

which is now in course of erection.

Stanley \Vhitworth, factory superintend

ent of the American Motors Co., of Indian

apolis, has resigned that post to join the

McCue Co., of Buffalo, N. Y. Before he de

parted to assume his new duties he was

presented with a diamond ring by the work

men and his other associates in the Amer

ican company. His successor, B. J. Cline,

made the presentation speech.

George S. Salzman has resigned as fac

tory manager of the Amplex Motor Car Co.,

Ht- has become identified with .

of Mishawaska, Ind. He has let it be known

that he probably will become the head of a

new company which is being organized to

produce a popular priced car. That all is

not happy in the Amplex company, despite

.its recent reorganization, is indicated by

the report that W. J. Mead is contemplat

ing relinquishing the presidency.

A. J. Sarjeant has been appointed man

ager of the branch which the Ford Motor

Co. is making ready to establish in St.

Paul, Minn. Sarjeant formerly was man

ager of the Northwestern Automobile Co.

in that city, which handled the Ford car,

and, therefore, will be familiar with his

new duties. Pending the erection of the

assembling plant which the Ford company

will erect in Minneapolis, a temporary

branch has been established in the Great

Northern Implement building in that city,

of which C. C. Hildebrand, who was suc

cessively sales manager of the Stevens

Duryea and Chalmers companies, will be is

charge.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Bluestone, Minn.—Goembel Garage, dam

aged. Loss, $4,000.

Kent, O—Miller 8: Schlarb, garage de

stroyed. Loss, unknown.

Forest Hills. N. Y.—-Louis Nagle, gar

age damaged. Loss, $2,100.

Kent, O.—Miller and Lonnie Schlarht

garage damaged. Loss, $20,000.

Greenwood, S. C.—J. I. Chipley and T.

B. Meacham, garage destroyed. Loss, $3,500.

New York, N. Y.—New York Mail Co.,

525-31 West 15th street, garage and 20 cars

damaged. Loss, $5,000.

Pittsburgh, Pa.—219-221-223 Beatty street,

garage and six cars destroyed. Loss, $20,

000, as follows: Abbott-Detroit agency, six

cars, $11,000; Essenkay Co., $2,000; Beatty

Auto Repair Co., $500; building, $6,500.

Business Troubles.

The Overland Auto Garage, of Cuero,

Tex., is in the hands of a receiver; W. R.

Garrett is liquidating its affairs.

Frederic Tudor of Boston, president of

the National Automobile Association, has

filed a petition in bankruptcy; his liabilities

are $110,071; assets are nothing.

Application has been made for a re~

ceiver for the Southwestern Motor Car

Distributing Corporation of Memphis,Tenn.

P. A. Dougles is the petitioner.

Edwin D. Bechtel has been appointed re

ceiver for Claud A. Perkinson, who was

engaged in the automobile tire buisness at

2330 Broadway. The court authorized the

receiver to continue the business for a

period of 15 days.
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ACCESSORIES AS HARDWARE “HERITAGES.”

One of the hardware journals which is banging cym—

bals and beating tomtoms in an effort to induce hardware

men to lay hands on the automobile accessory business

declares that such accessories are the “heritage of the

hardware man,” further asserting that he is “best equipped
to handle the business.” 4 I

So far as made clear, automobile accessories constitute

the hardware man’s “heritage” because they will “replace

the carriage hardware killed by motor vehicles.” To bol

ster up its campaign, the journel in question quotes a

hardware man who maintains that garages do not carry a

complete line of accessories, that they lack capital and that

garage men, anyway, are mere mechanics, or unknown

business men, “not accustomed to figuring profits on a

business basis." As a result, he adds, the garageman “buys

without judgment and sells at exorbitant prices, thereby

driving business out of town.” On the other hand, the

hardware man, according to his spokesman, merely lacks a

halo to make him appear a commercial saint. .

It is plain to all who have eyes, however, that hard

ware men already have laid strong hands on automobile

accessories and. in many places, are making the most of

them; and there is every evidence that their belief that they

constitute their "heritage" is growing. Such belief may

appear more or less amusing. but whatever may induce

hardware dealers to recognize the opportunities afiorded by

automobile accessories is wholly to their credit and is likely

to prove to their profit.

All progress they may have made, or any progress they

may make, is at the expense of the automobile dealer and

the garage man, for it requires no argument to demonstrate

that the sale of automobile accessories is a natural adjunct

to the sale of automobiles. The automobile dealer or gar

age man who does not recognize the fact, and turn it to

advantage, will have only himself to blame if ultimately it

proves that a most desirable business has passed into the

control of the hardware merchants. It is to be hoped they

will awaken to the situation before it is too late.

REPAIRING PARTS VS. REPLACING THEM.

The efifect of American motor car manufacturing meth

ods, which permit the production of parts in quantities

with the utmcist accuracy and excellence of finish and at

exceedingly low cost, is most conspicuous in the rapidity

and cheapness with which really good cars are built. The

accuracy of the parts and their low cost, however, have

had a marked efiect on the repair end of the business,

though the results are not so prominently displayed.

Time was when every effort was made to save a broken

or damaged part, and no small amount of time and money
went into the executiouiof elaborate and clever repair

work. It is being found increasingly expedient, however,

to throw out such parts and replace them with new ones,

not only because it is quicker, but because the car is as

good as new at the repaired part; because there is no doubt

as to the integrity of the component, as there frequently

must be when a repair is made; because the work can be

done with cheaper labor and less expense for machinery,

tools and material—because, in short, it is more satisfac

tory to both owner and repairer.

The custom of keeping spare parts in stock and using

them to make replacements where such a proceeding is

clearly of advantage to both parties concerned is spread

ing among repairinen; but there still are many who adhere,

with what may be called stubbornness, to ancient ways of

doing things. It is time that the practice of making repairs

where renewals would be better was abandoned, and there

are very many cases in which it can be abandoned with

profit not only to the repairman but to the owner—espe

cially if the charges made for new parts are as reasonable

as owners are diScovering they should be.

POSSIBILITIES FOR GASOLENE METERS.

\\'ith the price of gasolene high and a natural tendency

toward more careful surveillance of the amount of fuel

consumed per mile, or rather, to put it in more common

terms. the number of miles per gallon obtained. it would

seem that there is plenty of room for a simple gasolene

meter operating somewhat on the principle of the water

or gas meter. If such a device could be made cheaply, and

there is reason to believe that it could. a glance at its dial

would serve to show the driver exactly how much fuel had

been used up between indicated points on route. Not the

least of the advantages of such a device would be that it

would form a record of the amount of fuel used in a month

or a season without the necessity for computations.

I
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“OPEN 000R” POLICY THAT

PREVAIIS IN Mm GARAGFS

Astonishing Freedom That Chills Pat

rons and Invites the Light-Fin

gered Gentry—Remedy

Available.

I In one respect, garage men, particularly

owners of large establishments, are un

usually fortunate in that they are not made

' the subjects of innumerable claims for petty

thefts. For it is a peculiar condition of

the garage business that utter strangers are

permitted to enter and roam about the

- premises almost at will. It is rare, indeed,

that anyone halts them or makes inquiries

as to the purpose of their calls.

50 general is this laxness in the larger

garages that anyone possessed of light fin

gers, and the inclination. may easily detach

lamps, spare tires or anything which may

be unsecured, and the wonder is that there

have not been more of such thefts. Indeed,

it seems almost possible ‘that any crook

possessed of sufficient nerve easily might

make away with a car.

How long such conditions will be suf

fered is. of course, problematical, but it does

seem that, as a matter of self-interest, gar

age men should do something to remedy

the situation. As it is no unusual complaint

on the part of patrons of garages that an

swers to telephone calls frequently are de

layed to the point of exasperation, it would

seem that the garage men easily might

employ a boy or a girl whose business it

would be not merely to attend to the tele

phone but to receive strangers when they

visit such places in person. The loss of a

single prospective patron who may be un

favorably impressed by the ease with which

he is permitted to roam at will and without

question or attention would be more than

su'iicient to offset the minimum salary that

“the employment of such a boy or girl would

entail. '

Klaxon Cash for Bulb Horn Letters.

Convinced that the bulb horn is an “in

stitution,” used as a matter of custom and

not by reason of merit, the Lovell-McCon

nell Mfg. Co., of Newark, N. 1., manufac

turer of Klaxon horns, is offering $250 in

12 prizes for the 12 letters received up- [0

December 15th in which are given the best

reasons why that type of signal should be

replaced by a more modern device. For the'

best letter the award will be $100; $50 is

offered for the next best, and $10 each for

,the 10 next best. Conditions of the contest

are few and entail principally that letters

shall he not more than 350 words in length;

I) ".t they shall be written on only one side

of the paper; and thatthey be addressed

to the Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co., Desk

No. 28, Newark, N. J.

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

 
  

 

 

 

Although not all cars are sold fully

equipped, it is rare indeed that the equip

ment, however scarce, does not em

brace a speedometer. Yet, general as is

the practice of supplying the instrument,

in nine cases out of ten absolutely no pro

vision is made by the designer of the car

for speedometer attachment, and the ad

justable swivel drives designed for attach

ment to cars of all makes and supplied by

the speedometer maker, are universally

used.

With the Lozier car, however, cogni

zance is taken of the fact that since the

speedometer is regularly supplied with each

machine sold it has become really a part of
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LOZIER STEERING PIVOT

the car and not an item of equipment, with

the result that in place of the more or less

vulnerable adjustable drive which usually

is employed, a drive which is made integ

ral with the stub end of the steering axle

is supplied.

As shown in the accompanying sketch,

the drive consists of a shaft protruding

through the axle stub and caused to rotate

with the wheel hub by virtue of a spring

contact. The interior end of the shaft car

ries a small helical pinion which engages

with a second pinion carried on a short

shaft to which is attached the orthodox

flexible shaft which reaches to the indicator

positioned on the dash. Both of the gear

wheels are completely enclosed to prevent

the ingress of dust and the egress of the

lubricant which is supplied from a com

pression greasevcup mounted on the upper

portion of the housing. The arrangement

as much in its favor in the way of sup

pressing noise and lengthening the life of

the driving apparatus, and protecting it

from knocks which cause disarrangement.

   

 

October 24-27, San Antonio, Tera—Track

races under the auspices of the San Antonio

Automobile Club. _

October 26, York, Pa.—Track races pro

moted by the York Motor Club.

October 26, White Plains, N. Y.—Track

races under the auspices of the \Vhite Plains

Agriculture and Fair Association..

October 26-28, Los Angeles, Cal.—Los

Angeles to Phoenix road race, under the

auspices of the Maricopa Automobile Club.

October 26-28, San Diego, Cal—San

Diego-Phoenix road race, under the aus

pices of the San Diego Automobile Dealers'

Association.

October 31, Phoenix, Ariz.—Track races

under the auspices of the Maricopa Auto

mobile Club.

November 8-16, London, England—So

ciety of Motor Manufacturers and Traders’

annual show in Olympia Hall.

7-22,December Paris, France—Paris

Salon.

January 6-11, Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.’s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.‘

January 11-18, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.-—-Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association's

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers' Association’s

show in Wayne Gardens.

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill.—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers!

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure care only .

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill.-—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February lO-lS, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Co.'s show in

the National Guard Armory.

February 17-22, Kansas City, Mo.—-Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in the Convention Hall.
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THE USED CAR PROBLEM

In Competition for Motor World’s Cash Premiums of $50, $25,

$15 and $10 for the Four Best Articles Dealing With the Subject.

 
 
 

By JOHN A. THOMPSON, East Lynn, Mass.

In order to put the used car business on a sound basis,

it is _necessary to evolve a fair and honest method of handling

it, and as a first consideration, I suggest that dealers refuse

to take in trade any used cars, and instead that they sell

them for their owners on a five per cent. commission basis,

only good cars of not more than three years’ life to be con

There are many used cars sold that are veritable

old junks that are not safe to be on the highways, and these

really ought to be condemned by the registration boards of

sidered.

the various States.

Secondly, I suggestthat the prices of used cars be fixed

according to a standard of depreciation, so that no car more

than one year of age shall be sold for more than half its list

price. and that its selling price be reduced by 25 per cent.

for every year up to three years and after the first year that

This scale of prices, I think, is about what

should prevail, and would result in many quick sales. The

cars would be turned into cash, the purchaser would be

satisfied and the dealer would keep his floor clean.

it is in use.

If each dealer would agree to handle cars of no other

make than that for which he is the agent or representative,

Each dealer then

would have only his own particular brand of cars to deal

it probably would help solve the problem.

with and his establishment would not be cluttered up with

a miscellaneous assortment. It seems to me that any dealer

would rather stick to the line he knows best than to sell all

kinds of used cars. Of_ course it is a rather complex question

as to what we are to do with these used cars, but we have

them in our territory and so we must make the best of them.

After all is said and done, there is a market for all good

used cars, but the price is too high in most cases and people

will not give two-thirds to three-quarters list price for auto

mobiles that have seen service.

In order to make plain my schedule of prices let me cite

a common instance: An owner desires to dispose of a used

car; he “has had it only 18 months; driven it 3,000 miles;

given it the best of care." Nine times out of ten he has

really driven it.about 13,000 miles and scarcely has given

more than a tinker's dam' how he used it or abused it. I

think that any owner gets the best half out of his car the

first year he uses it and it is on that basis that I have reached

my scale of figures.

In my opinion it is much better to have some one do all

the second hand business than it is to have floor space occu

pied by a number of different makes of cars. some of which

are obsolete. Many times their presence is the cause of los

ing sales of new cars. '

The curtailment of manufacture is impossible, of course,

by reason of the close competition and the necessity for

turning out a great number of cars in order to reduce “over

head" to the point where success may be obtained. But if

it could be arranged so that the manufacturers themselves

would buy in all used cars and rebuild them so that they

might be sold at about two-thirds their list price, this might

prove the solution of the used car problem. As it is, it is a

feature which we must try to regulate, though I do not think

we can eliminate it.

By IRA G. SMITH, Chicago, 111.

In seeking solutions of the used car problem. it seems to

me that it will be of value at least to attempt answering that

time-worn question, “’hat becomes of all the old cars? If

the question is squarely faced. and an answer obtained, it

will point out the ultimate destination of the used cars, which

light in itself considerably will illuminate the situation.

.\s I see it, the destination of the increasing number of

used cars is the farmyard. I believe that they will become

so cheap that almost any farmer will be able to buy one,

and that they will be put to uses of which the average auto

mobile manufacturer does not dream. Some of them will be

purchased for pleasure use, more of them will be bought for

business purposes, others will be converted into light trucks

with which butter, eggs, etc., may be brought to town, while

as many more of them will be sold to industrious young men

on the farms, who will remove the motors from the cars and

use them for running machinery on the form; and when I

say machinery I mean separators, washing machines, water

pumps, feed grinders, etc.

Converting old cars into light delivery trucks is being

done to a considerable extent at the present moment in

Chicago, also in many small towns. When the old cars have

served these purposes, they will be about ready for the

junkman.
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TWO PROBLEMS SOLVED.

BY FREE SERVICE.

the word “service”

brought a lot of unnecessary trouble on the

shoulders of the automobile dealer. It goes

without saying that the purchaser of a

motor car has a right to expect a certain

amount of attention. But what this amount

should be in dollars and cents requires

careful figuring and the customer should

not be allowed to exceed the limit.

One New York dealer who is making

money follows the plan of charging off $53

for service for every car he sells. This is

credited to the account of the purchaser of

tne car without the purchaser knowing

anything about it. The value of the car

sold is close to $2,000. Within a week after

the car has been delivered a note is written

to the customer requesting him to bring in

the car so that it can be looked over, and

the garage foreman is given a card for this

customer.

Overworking

Details Thoroughly Gone Over.

When the car is brought in it may be a

matter of, say, six hours' time to inspect

it carefully, adjust loose bolts, see that

carburetter and ignition systems are work

ing perfectly and that every bearing and

moving part is properly lubricated. A note

is made of any point that has been neglected

by the purchaser and it is reported to him.

He is requested to bring in the car again at

the end of the second week, and the same

process is followed. Each time a careful.

accurate record of the labor is kept and a

charge made against the fifty dollar credit

for service originally made. Incidentally, 'a

bill is sent to the customer each time with

the record of labor, hours, etc., and the

whole bill stamped “No charge," though it

is actually charged against the service ac

count of his car. '

These requests to bring in the car and

have it looked over are followed up at

periods of one month and sixaveeks. the

has.

period of time extending as the customer

gets more accustomed to the car. Always,

however, it is the dealer who is continually

on the track of the customer to see that he

is getting satisfactory use from the ma

chine.

Set a Limit and Abide by It.

The dealers who were clever enough t7)

work out this knotty detail solved two

problems at one time. They solved the

problem of knowing exactly what service

was going to cost them on any new car

they sold and they solved the problem of

impressing on their customers in a tactful

way the fact that they were actually giving

them a very real sort of service. The re

sult of this plan has been a marked in

crease in sales to old customers and a repu

tation for service second to none in New

York. The customer is taken care of up to

me full amount within a year. But be

yond that amount the dealer does not go.

and when he shows the customer in detail

what he has done for him it requires no

further argument that they have been

mighty liberal with free service. '

Incidentally, these dealers do not cut

prices nor take trade‘ins at inflated values.

And the best of it is that purchasers do

not expect it, because each customer is a

booster. Other dealers to'whom the idea

appeals will do well to note that this free

service is given as carefully and accurately

as if it were charged for—and as far as the

men in the garage know, it is charged for.

Give a service free and let the repairmen

know it is free, and it has a tendency to

make them careless. And there is no cus

tomer who would not rather pay for good

service than have indifierent service thrust

upon him gratuitously.

0‘

TO ENSURE PROPER WINDOW DIS

PLAYS.

Inquiry among many dealers in many

different places discloses the fact that one

reason for so many poor window displays

on the part of automobile dealers is that

the "boss" desires to attend to it himself

but usually is too busy. 'The result is that

nobody attends to it.

The only way to ensure proper attention

and display is to place the responsibility

for it definitely upon the shoulders of some

one individual, and let him make a study of

it. This will develop originality and in

dividuality, and the man who has the re—

spensible will take pride in securing at

tractive effects. Should it be the proprietor?

If he has no competent interested salesman,

yes. If he has good, live, wideawake, busi

ness-getting salesmen, let him turn it over

to one of them. Naturally such a salesman

will watch the displays of competitors and

beat them if he can. Such a man soon will

love the work for,its opportunities. and

looking after the displays will develop a

kcenness and power of observation that will

help him personallyas well as the concern

for whom he works.

.‘g

SELLING A CAR vs. DISPOSING OF

IT.

“No man who cuts prices can hope or ex

pect to build up a real business organiza

tion." declared E. W'. Steinhart, president of

the Cadillac Motor Co., of Indiana. "One

trouble, is that onlythe proprietor (and

sometimes not evenhe) can tell when the

bottom has been reached, and thus all stim

ulus to individual eFfort and intensive sales

manship is lost. _

“You haven't sold a car when you havev

cut.a price—you have simply ‘disposed’ of

it," adds Mr. Seinhart. “\Vhen you ‘sell' a

car you have worked up the prospect by

giving straight from the shoulder facts

about the construction and merits of the

car you are offering so that he is convinced

that it is the best that can be had for the

money. You must feel this yourself, or you

cannot make the prospect feel it. \Vhen
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you have made him feel it he will realize

that price is an incident and quality the im

portant thing." -

Know All Points About the Car.

This kind of salesmanship means that

you must study your car and know its every

point from tail lamp to tip of front spring,

from tires to top, inside and out. The

salesman who follows this plan will never

be in the position of the salesman who told

the boss that “he could have made the sale

if the car had only been equipped with

spiral timing gears like the Star'car. “\Vhy,

you darn fool," retorted the l)O>S, “we had

spiral gears sixteen months before the Star

had them!" Unfortunately, the salesman

did not know it and he didn't make the sale.

Appearances May Be Deceptive.

As an example of the other sort. there

can be recalled a salesman who spent about

a month in a factory learning about the car

and then spent two weeks on the floor. cata

log in hand, checking up the various fea

tures, This salesman stood there, book in

hand, seemingly in meditation. He was a

little fellow. But his eyes were bright and

he had wonderful power of concentration.

In six weeks he knew more about the line

of cars he was selling than some men knew

after six years. He got right down to the

bottom of things, and. plain, ordinary,

common looking chap that he appeared to

the office men, he developed the biggest

business that the factory ever enjoyed from

the territory he covered. Incidentally, the

prices were always maintained and the cus

tomers held fast. He "sold" the cars to

them and they stayed "sold."

,4

LACK OF THOROUGHNESS IN RE

PAIR SHOPS.

\\'hcn it is remembered that the price of

an automobile runs up into hundreds or

thousands of dollars, it is not unreasonable

In believe that the dealer or repairman
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should exert as much care to prevent soil

ing the car as a barber exerts when per

forming a lS-cent shave or a 25-cent hair

cut. The barber protects the clothes of his

customer; the repairman seldom, if ever.

thinks of protecting the car.

As an instance, a new automobile was

brought back to the dealer who sold it to

have some work done exactly one week

after the car had been sold. It was a matter

that came strictly under the head of ser

vice. The motor starter did not work and

some wiring of a minor sort was discon

nected. 4

Dirty Workmen Are Bad Workmen.

The car was left with the dealer for two

days. \thn the owner delivered it the top

was up. \\"hen it was returned to him the

top was down and the clean gray lining of

the top that was perfectly new when tln

car went in for repairs. was smeared with

grease from the mechanics’ dirty hands

and the~linoleum-covcred runningr board

showed similar evidence of the

workmanship. There was grease on tln

leather cushions and grease on the HO!!!

boards, where dirty tools had lain.

When he found what had been done. tln

motorist who had invested considerably

over fifteen hundred dollars in the car ex

pressed himself so forcibly that the argu'

ment that ensued caused him to take hi~

patronage elsewhere and to speak no kind

words of the dealer whenever his name

chanced to be mentior-‘cd.

One shop which learned its lesson early

covers all cushions with a cloth and run

ning boards with canvas, and after the jo

is completed the shop foreman inspects the

car and makes sure there is not a mark or

curelc»

spul that should not be there.

gt

ITEMS THAT ENTER INTO PROFITS

Generally speaking. but five elements

enter into the cost of every article sold, and

I‘ll
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nvc items fit the automo.»ile dealer's

..l()I'l as clearly and comprehensively

ey do the situation of the manufac

Five Items Constitute Cost.

.e five items to be considered in fixing

.us are: (1) Material, (2) Labor, (3)

..rhcad, (4) Selling Cost, (5) Profit.

In -the dealer's case, except on a repair

oh, the charge would represent the cost

of the finished product, plus the freight.

lit-fore the dealer can know whether or not

||~ selling price is yielding a profit he must

dd to the "material" cost the price of

lihor"—that is, the cost of fixing up a car

for it is unloaded, or everything he has

spend between the freight ear and the

-w room, and to this evc'ry responsible

n-r will add the cost of protecting his

rantee, "service" Then

n~ "overhead," which store

it. or interest on anCSIHLIl' in building,

; phone, of

other

or a L‘l' .rge.

in 'iudes

iipment. etc., light, heat.

t-Xpense, salaries, etc. w-i all

ed charges.

To these items be mu~l .ld “selling

~~t." which, generally speak. includes

ilvcrtising in all its phases. co in missions to

lcsmen. travelling expenses. vie—every

iing that can legitimately lll' charged to

selling.

Calculate Profits in Time.

Then comes the item of profit; and unless

Hie selling price will stand il~ share of all

the rest and permit the addition of a profit,

the dealer cannot expect to realize much of

a profit.

Some dealers do not reckon selling cost

except in a very general way. But they

must know exactly what it amounts ,to be

fore they can build on a “sure foundation,"

and if they cannot find out what it is, they

will be wise to quit the business before the

sheriff forecloses on them and forces them

to do so.
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OLD LINE MANUFACTURER

DEVELOPS LIGHTING SYSTEM

Fisher Generator Is of the Self-Con

tained Electrically Regulated Type

—Constant Voltage and In

creasing Amperage.

limphasizing appreciation of the unmis

takably growing popularity of electric light

ing systems and the natural tendency tow

ard their adoption as the solution of illn

mination problems, the Fisher Electrical

Works of Detroit, Mich, after several

years years' experimentation, just has

brought out a dynamo electric lighting sys

tem embodying a number of features char

acteristic of its producer's 35 years' experi

ence in the construction of electrical equip

ment of practically every description.

In developing the Fisher generator, cog

nizance has been taken of the,desirability of

simplicity and the reduction of necessary

attention at, the hands of the owner to the

minimum. To this end, the dynamo has

been made entirely self-regulating within

itself and without the addition of resist

ance coils, manual or mechanical regulat

ing devices. Incidentally, it operates at

crankshaft speed, generating full voltage at

300 {evolutions a minute, thus eliminating

many of the difficulties inherent to high

speed machines and reducing wear and

tear on the armature bearings. Its prin

cipal characteristic is that the current out

put never exceeds a maximum of eight am

peres throughout a range of armature

speeds bet-ween 300 and 2,000 revolutions a

minute. The weight of the machine is 24%

pounds

In appearance, the Fisher generator sug

gests not a little the well~known Edison

type dynamo, which for a long term of

years has been the recognized standard in

construction. The fields are of the inverted

U type, which design was chosen as much

for its applicability under practically all

conditions existing under the present re—

gime as it was for its electrical efficiency.

This construction permits the minimum dis

tance between the center of the armature

shaft and the base of the generator; in the

generator illustrated the distance is 1%

inches, including a non-magnetic baseplate

3/16 of an inch in thickness. Owing to the

the base, any shape or

thickness of mounting plate may be used,

the minimum distance between the center

of the armature and the base plate being

realized when the machine is mounted

directly on the aluminum crankcase of the

motor.

Reflecting modern practice, the fields and

pole pieces of the dynamo are drop forged

constructin" of

of material >lllllll)l€- for the

generation of a magnetic field of maximum

intensity. ‘Thcse field and pole pieces are

accurately machined and are interchange

able. They carry the field coils which are

wound directly on the drop forgillgs in the

usual manner. The armature is of the drum~

particularly

wound type, with straiuht sluts only semi

closed by the winding. which consists of

enameled and after

ward baked and treated with an oil and

cotton covered w ire,

 

  

  

 

FISHER U-TYPE GENERATOR

waterproof varnish, making it to all intents

and purposes impregnable and practically

indestructible. The armature shaft is steel

and is mounted in high grade ball bearings

of liberal capacity.

Unusual care in construction is revealed
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FISIIER MAGNETIC CUT-OCT

in the commutator, which is formed of hard

drawn copper,‘ thoroughly insulated, with

mica band rings and segments. It is as

sembled without the use of screws of any

kind, though its rigidity is no indication of

their absence. The brushes, which are held

in place by cover springs and thus are eas

ily removable for replacement in the event

of wear, are formed of copper mesh carbon

and are equipped with pig-tails by way of

ensuring positive collection of the curi

rent. End plates are aluminum, accurately

machined and Interchangeable.

The automatic cut-out, indispensable to

all such systems, is an electro-magnetic de

vice mounted in a tight housing directly

over the commutator, where it is instantly

accessible. In its simplest aspect, it is

merely an electro magnet connected in such

a way that when the dynamo current ex

ceeds the battery current, the cut-out coils

'become energized and drawing a movable

armature mounting a contact against an

other contact which is held stationary,

establishing a connection between the dy

namo and the battery. Of course, imme

diately the engine is stopped, the cut-out

armature returns to its normal position

under the action of a spring and thus breaks

the connection between the dynamo and

the battery, preventing the latter from dis

charging itself.

As indicated by a capacity curve, the

generator delivers its full voltage at 300

revolutions per minute,' and at 380 revolu~

tions current of one ampere is passed to the

battery. At 950 revolutions the current

curve rises to six amperes, and from tha:

speed up to 2,000 revolutions a further

gradual rise to eight amperes is made. The

theory behind the design is, briefly, that it

is the better proceeding to charge a bat

tery continually at a low rate than it is to

charge periodically at a high rate, which

may or may not be deleterious to the bat

tery.

 

Tire Wear and “Squareness” of Wheels.

Although it is fairly well known that tires

will not last and give service for the length

of time stipulated in their guarantees, if

wheels are not properly lined up "square"

with the chassis frame it is not generally

known that to measure for “squareness”

merely by making certain that the distance

between the fronts and rears of the same set

of wheels is the same is not sufficient. After

a car has been driven for a couple of sea

sons, or even less, its springs “settle” to a

certain degree, and unless they all “settle”

the same amount the axles may be thrown

slightly out of alignment. Front springs.

where no radius rods are provided, are the

most frequent offenders in this respect. The

fact that cars are driven considerably with

but a single passenger, and he the driver,

thus placing more weight over the right

front spring, serves to augment the trouble.

Periodically, the front wheels in particular

should be tested to make certain that they

are parallel with the chassis, the easiest

method of making the test being to stretch

a string parallel to each of the front wheels

and to the chassis; in this way discrepan

cies may be checked. In some cases it may

be possible to correct slight disalignment

by shifting the spring pad. although in

others nothing remains but to fit a new

spring or springs.
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NEW REGAL OVERHUNG lN

UNDERShUNG LINE OF CARS

Has Low Center of Gravity, However,

and Prepossessing Appearance Due

to Its Spring Suspension—Un

derslung Models Refined.

  

Conspicuous as being among the compar

atively few embodying the untlerslung

principle of contsruction. the Regal line of

cars. which is produced by the Regal M0

o

The power plant of the new car is a

four-cylinder block-cast motor of the long

stroke type in which the bore and stroke

measure 4 inches and 5 inches, respective- -

ly. The motor, which is shown by the ac

companying illustration. presents an un

usually clean and. compact appearance, due

in part to the judicious disposal of its ac

cessories, such as the magneto and water

pump, and in part to the integral coring of

the intake and exhaust passages. One of the

distinctive features of the engine is that the

crankcase is divided along the line of the

crankshaft in such manner that the upper

  

REGAL MODEL T UNDERSLUNG TOURING CAR. WHICH SELLS FOR $950

tor Car Co. of Detroit, Mich., has been

rendered a bit more conspicuous by reason

of the addition of a brand new model de

signed after the pattern of the older model

L 30-horsepower car, which for several sea

sons has been the sole remaining Regal ex

ponent of the more conventional method of

mounting the frame above the axles instead

of below them. With but few alterations to

change either their appearance or their con

struction. the two underslung chassis. mod—

els T and l_{. arelcontinued.

New Model Largest in Line.

The new car is styled model C. and

though nominally its frame is of the over

hung type advantages of greater stability

inherent to the older model L car have been

retained in the new model by mounting the

front springs beneath the axles instead of

over them and thus materially lowering the

center of gravity of the car. The rear

springs are mounted in the orthodox man

ner above the axles, though they are of the

three—quarter elliptic type and thus differ

from the full-elliptic springs used _in the

older model. It is but natural that the

new model should reveal many of the Regal

earmarks, though the component parts

themselves are larger throughout and

5t rongcr and exhibit a well-defined tendency

(Oward a general refinement of design.

main bearings, which are three in number,

are supported in the upper half of the case,

while the lower bearings are supported by

dual high tension. system is employed; lu

brication is by the conventional constant

feed pump over splash system.

Standard Regal Construction.

In the design of such units as clutch, pro

peller shaft, change gear mechanism and

axles, the standards set by the earlier Re

gals have been followed fairly closely, dif

ferences in the sizes of parts conuuensurate

with the greater power of the engine having

The

clutch, therefore. is of the cone variety.

engaging and

the change gear mechanism is of the select

been made as a matter of course.

providing liberal surfaces,

iver controlled three-speed type; the same

gearset is used in all the Regal cars, its de.

sign and construction having been proved

over years of service.

Electric Lights in Equipment.

116

inches and provides liberal base for the use

The wheelbase of the new car is

of a roomy body in which the comfort of

passengers has been the main consideration

in design. From a purely esthctic point of

view, the body presents an appearance in

herent to well-blended lines and the substi

tution of curves for angles wherever pos—

sible. Lending an air of distinction to the

idea embodied in the design. a 24-inch

band encircles the top line of the body and

is finished in light blue, in contrast to the

darker shades of the body and runhing

gear. Metal parts are finished in nickel

plate. Demountable rims are a feature of

regular equipment and the wheels, both

  

REGAL

caps held in place by heavy studs. increas

ing the accessibility of the bearings and

permitting unusual rigidity of construction.

The motor is mounted on the main chassis

frame by means of extending arms cast

integral with the crankcase. Cooling is

effected by pump circulated water. air draft

being induced through the radiator by

means of a ball bearing mounted fan carried

in an adjustable mounting. For ignition. a

Fl\'E<l"ASSENGF.R MODEL C OVERHL'NG TOURING CAR

\

front and rear, arc shod with Morgan &

\Vright 34 x 4 inch tires.

In the matter of equipment, which is in

cluded in the selling price of $1,250, little

is left to be desired. It includes an electric

lighting system consisting of a storage bat

tery of liberal capacity and the usual com

plement of head, side and tail lamps (gas

head lamps and l’rest-O-Lite tank are op

tional equipment), mohair top with boot
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and side curtains, windshield, speedometer,

electric horn, tools and tire repair outfit.

As has been stated, the revision of the

two underslung chassis in the line has al

tered but little their familiar construction.

The larger of the two models still employs

its 4% x 4% inch motor, in which the cyl—

folds attached in the orthodox manner. Both

are equipped with high tension dual ignition

systems and are cooled by the thermo

ln both models, clutch and

gearset are the same, the former being of

the well-known Regal cone variety and the

latter of the three-speed-selectively oper

siphon system.

shield and speedometer also are included.

By way of rounding the line out and

making it as complete as possible, it also

includes a clever underslung three-passen

ger coupe mounted on the model T chassis

and listing with complete'equipment at

$1,250, and an underslung roadster, styled

 

  

  
 

  

  

 

REGAL MODEL T MOTOR

inders are cast in pairs. Similarly, model T

retains its 3% x 4% inch long stroke motor

with but few alterations, and those that

have been made affecting efficiency rather

than appearance. These two motors differ

in that the latter is block cast with its in

take and exhaust passages cored integral

whereas the former has its cylinders cast

in pairs with the intake and exhaust mani

Tool _Steel That Saves Much Labor.

One of the curious phases of the modern

development of steel for cutting tools used

in manufacturing metal articles is the fact

that some of the steels can be made to cut

so fast that they attain a dull red heat, and

still do not lose their hardness or cutting

qualities. Such steels do their best work

when so hot that ordinary tool steel would

be as soft'as machinery steel and, of course,

quite useless for cutting purposes. This

remarkable tool steel is the basis ‘of the

amazing-rapidity with which motor car

parts are turned-out, not only permitting

fast cutting, but also minimizing the time

required for grinding and re-setting tools.

The material of which such tools are made

is styled “high speed" tool steel and may

be obtained in wide variety.

Utilizing a Motor to Start a Motor.

In the motors of gasolei-i: tractors it is

impracticable to obtain high power by run

ning at high speed, and ~»- the other alter

native is taken; the cylinder dimensions

are made sufficiently .unr'ie to enable the

motors to develop the required power at a

medium or slow rate of speed. l‘bese big.

heavy motors are flaL\"'jllV hard to start.

because of the very considerable amount of

power required to turn them oven. in the

case of a motor such an fbn.’ which drives

the 105 horsepower trail-1' shown in the

 

REGAL MODEL 11 MOTOR

ated kind. The wheelbase of the larger

model (model H, which rates at 36 horse

power) is 118 inches and, with the same

equipment as listed for model C, it sells at

$1,400. Model T, which really is the leader

in the line, and lists at $950, mounts a

modish five-passenger body and the equip

ment is the same, with the exception that

$75 is added to the list price if top, wind

accompanying illustratnm. the produc: of

the Daimler Co., Limile4, of Coventry,

England, the starting would be almost t'-o

big. a task to be accomplished by hand, so

a small air-cooled motor is installed for the

   

  

 

DAIMLER IOS-HORSEPOVVER TRACTOR

purpose, taking gasolene from its own sep—

arate tank and driving the crankshaft of

the main motor through :1 chain anl sun'-~

able gearing. The arrangement of the

starting motor/tank an! chain drive are

clearly shown in the illustration.
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model N and mounted also on the same

chassis, carrying the long-stroke 35/; x 4%

engine. The roadster lists'at $900, including

the following 'equiptrientr/ option of either

electric lights and storage battery or gas

head lamps and Prest-OlLite tank, electric

horn, tools, tire repair kit and jack. The

addition of top, windshield and speedometer

increases the price by $75.

To Test Shock Absorbers in Belgium.

In Belgium, where a series of tests were

made which threw more or less light on the

problem of mudguard efficiency, another

series of tests, this time to determine the.

jar and jolt lessening proclivities of various

types of shock absorbers, soon is to be held.

The Automobile Association of Belgium

has arranged to carry on the tests, and,

they will be made on a “specially rough

ened" piece of roadway one kilometer in

length. A speed of 25 miles an hour will be

required, and the nature and intensity of the

vibrations produced on the chassis will be

recorded by means of a special instrument

the records of which will form the basis for

the judges‘ awards. After tires have been

inflated to a predetermined pressure, each

car will be required to make two trips over

the course. one with the shock absorbers

in place and one with them disconnected.

More specific conditions of the contest have

not yet been made public.

 

Care in Choice of Hacksaw Blades.

A hack-saw for cutting brass, copper or

other soft metal should have coarser teeth

than a saw employed for cutting iron or

steel. For cutting thin metal. whether sheet

or tubing, fine teeth are best. By observing

such precautions, it is possible to make saw

blades last much longer than if inappropri

ate grades are used.
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REILLY ARRAIGNS “ONE MAN” ESTABLISHMENTS

He Boils Over After Seeking to Do Blisiness in Two Places That Lacked

Lieutenants—Shows the Need of Delegating Authority When

“Boss Is Out”-The Reilly Way Explained.

Whether a tightly fitting hat is conducive

to self-control during moments of mental

disturbance or at times when the owner of

the hat is provoked to anger, is a problem

for psychologists; whatever the answer, as

Reilly emerged from a big store dealing in

accessories he jerked down his knockabout

hat over his forehead and, looking neither

to right nor left, moved rapidly down the

street. Two blocks further he went into a

second accessory house and, endeavoring

to appear more pleasant than he felt, ap

proached a salesman.

“Do you carry a

horns?" he asked.

“Yes, sir."

line of mechanical

Attempting Business with a Subordinate.

“What's the price to automobile deal

ers?" said Reilly, naming a horn and hands

ing the salesman his card.

The salesman named a price which Reilly.

knew was the retail price.

"Isn't there a lower price for dealers?"

"I believe there is one," responded the

salesman, “but the manager doesn’t, put

many of those things down on paper and I

wouldn't dare make a price. I'm sure. how

ever, that he will make a price for you if

you see him."

“\Vhere is he?"

"He's out just now, but if you will come

back———-"

Meets with no Success, so Leaves.

"I haven't time to come, back," inter

rupted Reilly; “I'm in a hurry. Does busi

ness stop when the boss is out?"

“Not exactly," explained the salesman,

and he would have done his best to smooth

things. but Reilly was almost at the door,

and as he made his exit the yank he gave

his knockabout hat brought a protest from

the strained and almost ruptured cloth.

The four blocks between this store and

Reilly's own establishment were not suffi

cient to permit his brain to cool, and the

factory Sales Manager, who had dropped

in during Reilly’s absence, saw, as Reilly

slapped the hat on a hook in the coat room,

that trouble was written voluminously on

the lofty forehead which began in the

proper place but extended almost to the

back of Reilly’s neck.

“I just dropped in on my way through

 

town," \entured the Sales Manager. “I

also had a little business and didn’t know

but I would have to leave before you came
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"DOES BUSINESS STOP HERE WHEN THE

BOSS IS our?"

back, so your right hand man helped me

out."

“Did he? That’s fine!"

"Yes. You know, you have two cars

scheduled for the first of the month. \Nell,

ill/tr; “(lulu/W
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REILLY GAVE HIS HAT A YANK

   

  

we would like to have you take one now

and the other the middle of next month, if

you don't mind. Your assistant said it

would be all right."

“All right it is," said Reilly, by this time

quite amiable. “What he says goes. When

I'm out he comes pretty near being Reilly."

"But why the frowns?" asked the Sales

Manager.

The Capable Assistant Acts.

“The same thing that makes you look so

pleasant," retorted Reilly. "You came here

to do business and did it. I have been try

ing for a half hour to do business and

didn't do it, and all because some .estab

lishmcnts stop doing business when. the

boss leaves the ofiice."

“What's the reason?" .

“There is no real, sensible reason.,. It's

foolishness! To start with, I fsaw-a chance

to use a few mechanical horns, electric or

otherwise. I haven't bought an-y in.a long

time—that is, to amount to anything—so I

wasn't up on dealers’ prices. I wentto one

shop a couple of blocks down -t.he ‘row'

and tried to do business, but the boss was

out. The clerkwho is supposed to be ii.

charge at such times knew as much as the

boss expects him to know, but he didn't

dare make any promises about anything;

and there you are! I probably wouldn’t

have been such a valuable acquisition in

the customer line, but I would have been

a new one, and every new one a man adds

to his list means that much more business.

Too many men make the mistake of milling

the whole business center around them

selves. They don't want anyone else in

the place to know as much about the busi

ness as they do, because they think they

would be losing in dignity or something

else.

Wrong System May Do Great Injury.

“You can see what a difference it is capa‘

ble of making. You came in here to ask

about something that meant considerable

to you; if you couldn't have found out it

would have tied things up for you in several

places and the delay all around would have

been injurious. But—although you couldn't

find me you found someone else with whom

you could do business. You got what you

wanted and my assistant was able to talk

as if he knew what he was talking about.

Once he made the arrangement there was

little likelihood of its being changed.

"It's a lesson I learned in the school of
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experience. When I began business I was

all alone; I didn’t need a salesman, and I

managed to get along without even a

stenographer. But when things began to

grow I got the office girl and some time

ago I'got my assistant, the salesman. At

first I had that mistaken idea that he ought

to be a sort of underling and not know too

much about the business. But I gradually

began to realize that the arrangement was

‘a mistake. Personally, it kept me tied

down. I‘had to be here every minute or

stand a chance of losing business. The

salesman kept running to me for every lit

tle thing and I got tired of it, too.

Developing an Assistant Manager.

"One day I had a talk with him. and told

him I was going to make him my assist

ant. not only in title but in reality. I be

gan to let him into the business secrets, if

they may be called secrets; of course, he

had demonstrated that he was a fit and re—

liable man. I gave him access to the offitr.

records and the correspondence and gave

him every opportunity to make good on the

new and broader job. The result was that

whenever I was out and anything came up

he handled the matter, and although I am

often inclined to disagree with him in some

minor detail, I seldom say anything about

it. He has gained confidence, and the more

he does of this work the better he gets at

it. Only once have I changed any decision

he made.

Knows Much of Employer’s Affairs.

“To-day, for instance, he knows about the

two cars scheduled for the first of the

month and he knows that we have one

customer who will take one anytime be

tween now and the first of the month. That

disposes of the car you wanted me to take

now. As for the car you want to hold off

until the middle of the next month. he

knows that, so far as we know now, there

is no rush for it. \Ve are willing to be ac

commodating. and he knows just as well

as I do what can be done. I have no hesi

tation in going away for a week, for I'm

sure the business will go on all right.

The salesman gets a good salary and 'com

mission and is the kind of man who takes

an interest in what he does. He is just as

anxious as I am to see the house make

money, and he isn't afraid of responsibility.

which is what's the matter with a whole lot

of men. If I should be taken sick and be

kept out of the shop for six months the

business would go on as usual, without a

hitch; I am confident of it.

Few Secrets Between the Two.

"One thing we are agreed upon. If I do

anything or - contemplate doing anything

in a business way I let him know about it

and, of course, it is his duty to let me know

about everything he does. If it is the mat

ter of a prospect about whom he does not

happen to know all he should know, the

ofiice records will show him very nearly all

he needs to know. Similarly, the corre

spondence will reveal considerable informa

tion of great value. One who has not at

tempted gathering facts from this source

will be surprised at the informationvhe can

gain from rummaging through the letter

files.

Diagnosing the Real Trouble.

“The trouble in the two accessory houses

I visited to-day is that they are run by

The head offices are inmanagers. New

  

“I MADE HIM MY ASSISTANT—IN REALITY"

York or some other far away town, and the

manager of the local house likes to have it

known that he is manager, or else fails to

realize the injury he is doing the business,

and therefore himself, by not having some

one in authority under him. It certainly is

provoking to go into a place and be told

that you will have to postpone your busi

ness because the boss is out and no one

else can take care of you. I would rather

have a good assistant and have him make a

few mistakes than have one who couldn't do

anything at all. Even the office girl—"

Even Office Girl is an'Assistant.

Reilly stopped abruptly as he saw the

young woman mentioned returning from

lunch. _ -

"0, Mr. Reilly," she said as she entered,

“I met Mr. Cowan uptown just now—the

man who's going to get a car the first of

the month—and he wanted to know if he

couldn't possibly get it a few days sooner;

the weather is so fine. I heard what was

said this morning about our getting that

car earlier, so I told him I thought he

could have it in a day or two. He said he

would expect it in three days unless he

heard otherwise."

"All right," said Reilly; “he won’t ‘hear

otherwise.’ "

"How many capable assistants have you.

anyway?” asked the Sales Manager.

"That’s two that I know of," said Reilly.

as the girl began to click the keys in thc'

adjoining ofiice.

 

Noises that May Arise in Clutches.

So various are the designs of plate clutch

es both of the “dry” and “wet' 'varieties

that the wise repairman will carefully study

the peculiarities of each individual type be

fore desiding what is_the actual trouble.

“Noise in the clutch" is the comnionest

symptom, and beyond the fact that there

is a noise, the layman cannot for the life

of him tell what is the matter. In many in—

stances the noise is a peculiar idiosyncrasy

of the make of car and cannot be overcome.

A certain make of car was fitted with a

dry plate clutch with male

plates and six rayhestos covered female

plates, and while the clutch was "in" it ran

as sweetly as could be desired. But dis

engaging it caused a grating noise which

puzzled not a few. It was found, however.

that after the car had run about a thousand

mile the noise diminished almost to the

inaudible point. The reason for this was

that when the plates were new there was

very little space between them, but after

running for a while the surface of the ray

bestos became smoothed down, and the

steel discs polished. the space between the

plates automatically increased. The constant

pressure on the raybestos has compressed

it slightly, and this also had a tendency to

overcome the "trouble."

“hen the clutch was originally designed

sufficient clearance was allowed to prevent

the rubbing on disengagement, but it was

found that after the wear had taken place

it was necessary to take down the clutch

and add one or two additional plates to

counteract the effect.

seven steel

 

Mirror on Roof of Closed Cars.

By way of ensuring an unobstructed view

of following traffic. the owner of a rather

bulk'y limousine has displayed no little in

genuity in the location of a mirror for that

purpose. Because it was not always pos

sible to see clearly with the aid of a mirror

placed beside him in the orthodox position.

he adopted the novel method of placing it

above him. on the roof of the car. As he

could see the mirror, he cut a small rec—

tangular hole in the roof. and to prevent the

ingress of rain- he closed it with a sheet of

heavy plate glass. Under the new ar

rangement he can obtain an unobstructed

view of the trafiic behind him, regardless

of the closeness of vehicles, which ordi

narily obstructed his view through the mir

ror at the side.
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MAKING STORAGE BATTERIES DO DOUBLE DUTY

How a Dealer’s Sharp Eyes Saw Opportunities for Getting Extra Work Out of

Accumulators—Paying for New Batteries With Work Done by Old

Plates — “Wireless Transmission” of Current for Illumination.

"After a rather long and very varied ex—

perience in the electric vehicle business,

more particularly at the storage battery

end of it." remarked a dealer in the weighty

combinations of lead, water, acid and rub

ber that serve to store up electrical energy,

and to propel electric vehicles, “I have

made up my mind that the dealer who

wants to make sure of the butter on his

bread in the future must lay himself out

tu show lns customers that electricity is

the best motive power for motor vehicles,

under proper conditions, and that it is capa

Mc of doing better work than most people

get out of it.

Assisting the Novice Pays.

“A very large proportion of the rapidly

disappearing troubles that occur in electric

vehicle installations is due to causes that

can be overcome all the more readily be

cause they do not originate in the electri

cal apparatus itself—that is to say, they are

caused by misuse, misunderstanding or ig

norance in some shape. A purchaser of a

battery who has had no experiEnce in that

line needs a good deal of help in little

things. and it pays, and pays handsomely,

to take a good deal of extra trouble to help

him out.

Enthusiasm Begets Enthusiasm.

“For one'thing, the battery ‘stays sold,’

and the user is contented and is a booster

for the use of electric power; and, for an

other thing, there is no doubt as to where

he will go when he wants renewals or an

other battery. Besides, he is much more

likely to widen the scope of his electrical

activities if he is thoroughly pleased and

a little more than satisfied with his first

installation than if he is only half-hearted

in his belief in the practicability of the

electric. In other words, what I want to do

is to make every customer I have just as

enthusiastic as I am. I have seen both

sides of the business, and I tell you I am

getting more enthusiastic every day."

Remuneration May be Tardy.

One of the fixed ideas of this particular

battery dealer is that there are a good

many ways in which storage batteries can

be made to save money for their owners. if

only such openings are sharply watched for.

it may take a good deal of planning and in

volve a good deal of work—mainly mental

labor—on the part of the dealer, for which

But, to

quote the dealer in question, it pays hand

he is not remunerated directly.

somely in the long run.

Putting Theory into Practice.

A case in point will serve to elucidate the

theory and its practical working. A cer

tain nianufactnrgtynctmore than a thousand

miles from New York City runs his ma~

chinery with a steam plant, and he has a

dynamo which furnishes current for what

evtr electric lighting is required during the

day and the early winter evenings, and for

a few electric motors, including an elevator

motor. In this way his current expense was

so small that it was difficult to separate it

from the general running expense, and when

the time came when motor vehicles were

needed for the transportation of merchan

dise two electric trucks were decided upon.

Two batteries were purchased for each.

one of which was charged during the day

while the other was at work in the truck.

The installation is a success, from a truck

ing point of view, and the owner is satis

fied with it.

Some battery dealers would have been

quite content with such a showing, and

with reason. The dealer in question, how

ever, was not—that is to say, he was “satis

fied, but not contented," to use his own ex

pression. He wanted to arouse something

akin to enthusiasm for electric power, and

he watched with the proverbial “eagle eye"

for an opportunity. One came.

Storage Battery Runs Elevator.

It seems that the manufacturer found it

necessary to use a considerable amount of

electricity at night when the steam plant

was shut down, and for this purpose an

electric company's service was installed and

current used through a meter at an ex

pense that was very considerable. It was

the only alternative. apparently, to run

ning the big steam engine. which of course

was out of the question owing to the size

and expense of such a proceeding. Here

the battery man came to the rescue.

After the first batteries had been in use

for a gratifyingly long period and were

ready to be sold to the junk dealer and re

placed with new elements, they were not

Instead, the plates

were transferred to a set of glass battery

sold to the junk dealer.

jars conveniently placed in the factory, and

were properly “burned up"—that is, the

connections were made by fusing together

the lead straps of the elements in the usual

way. The two batteries were connected as

one with the factory main wires, and suit~

able connections Were made so that they

could be charged .while the plant was run

ning during the day. The current so stored

was utilized for electric lighting and run

ning the elevator motor at night, in place

of the supply company’s current,

Inherent Qualities of Apparent Junk}

The plan is a complete success. \Vhile

the‘ batteries are of no use for vehicle

work, they have sufficient capacity for the

far less exacting service required of them

as stationary batteries, and it is a rather

curious fact that the old plates in their new

positions are-good for some 18 months’

service. And after this—when the last

possible week of service has been extracted

from them—they are sold to the junk dealer

at a price just as good as if they had been

sold immediately on being removed from

the truck, for the material the junk man is

looking for—the lead—is undiminished in

weight.

The expense of the stationary battery in

stallation was by no means heavy, and the

expense of maintenance is practically noth

ing, for the charging current, a: already

stated, costs so little as to be negligible,

the used-up plates from the trucks are suffi

cient to keep the stationary battery in

working order and the jars of course do

not require renewing, except in the rare

case of accidental breakage. Factory em

ployes assemble and “burn up" the elee

ments.

Old Plates in New Cells Save Expense.

The result, so far as the owner's pocket

is concerned, is that the money saved in

electric light bills is very nearly sufficient

to pay for the periodical renewals of the

plates in the truck batteries—a truly grat

ifying state of affairs. The plan is very far

beyond the experimental stage, as it has

been working for several years. It hardly

is necessary to add that the proprietor of
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that factory has the highest possible opin

ion of the advantages of electricity as a

motive power.

Light Companies’ Supply Prohibitive.

The same battery dealer told-of a case

that is somewhat analogous to the one de

scribed, in that it involves the use of cur

rent charged into a storage battery from a

factory plant of such capacity that the

amount -of "juice" absorbed by the bat

tery hardly can be traced on the books.

The affair hinges on the fact that the pro

prietor of the establishment in question_

built himself a very fine residence at some

distance from his place of business. and

found that, owing to its somewhat is alated

location, the electric light company refused

to supply current unless the owner paid the

expense of running the wires from the

nearest available tapping point to his

house. The expense involved was prohib

itive, so the house was finished and wired,

but the company’s current was not carried

to it.

Vehicle Battery Lights County House.

As in the other "story," the battery man

., came to, the rescue. The owner of the

house possessed two electric broughams,

and one of these he used every day, rain or

shine, in traveling to and from his factory.

Arrived at the works, he would put the

Bouncing as Test of Steel Balls.

Ingenious and instructive as are some of

the methods of testing materials and prod

ucts, it is doubtful if there is any more in

genious method than that "employed by the

manufacturers of several brands of balls

'used in ball bearings. The finished steel

balls are permitted to 'drop from a predeter

mined height onto a polished and hardened

steel plates. The height to which they

' bounce serves as an indication of their

hardness and the amount of deflection of

their path from the straight line indicates

their sphericity.

Worn Brake Pins Source of Noise.

Wear on brakes is by no means confined

to the friction surfaces of the bands and

the drums. The pins and eyes also wear,

and not infrequently exposure to dust is re

sponsible for rapid cutting away of the

bearing surfaces so that there is consider

able play not only crosswise but endwise.

A very considerable proportion of the noise

and rattling of a car that has been in ser

vice for some time can be traced to loose

' brake mechanism, and in taking up such

wear, or removing the worn parts, care

should be taken to eliminate the endwise

play of the eyes on the pins, as well as the

play in other directions. Another source of

-noisc lies in brake rods that touch the

chassis.

battery on charge, and by the time he was

ready to go home it was “full up." And

now comes the interesting part. Arrived

at his garage, he would connect a plug from

his vehicle battery to a receptacle in the

garage wall; this receptacle is connected

with the electric light wiring of the house,

and, with SO-volt tungsten lamps in all the

fixtures, there is plenty of current available

for all the illumination that possibly can

be required, with a wide margin for special

occasions, such as Sundays and holidays,

when no charging is done.

Some Figures About Consumption.

As a matter of fact, a little figuring shows

that under ordinary domestic conditions

the battery hardly would know that it was

being drawn upon for overtime service.

The popular size of tungsten lamp con

sumes 20 watts per hour. Twenty such

lamps, burning simultaneously, consume,

of course, 400 watts. Suppose, to go a

little to extremes, there were fifty such

lamps burning all at once—a total demand

upon the battery of 1,000 watts. A vehicle

battery having 11 plates per cell has a nor

mal. easy discharge capacity of 30 am

peres at about 80 volts, assuming that

there are 40 cells, which amounts to 2,400

watts. This answers the question of the

capacity of the battery for the work in an

entirely satisfactory way. Shorn of all

Gauge to Suit all Shapes of Tanks.

Despite the large number of dash appli

ances which now are on the market intend

ed to show the contents of the fuel tank at

a glance, with any number of people the old

idea of using a rule or even a

of gasolene in a tank is still ad

hered to. Taking advantage of

this conservatism, the Goodnow

Mfg. Co., Boston Mass., has re

cent placed on the market the

measuring "stick" shown in the

illustration, and which has the

advantage over the ordinary

rule in that, after first adjust

ment, the device is direct read

ing, no matter what shape or

form of tank obtains. The de

vice is handsomely finished in

black stained hard wood, is

made in two lengths, 15 inches

for cars with tanks which have

a capacity up to 20 gallons, and

24 inches for cars with tanks

with capacities up to 30 gallons.

On the face of the rule are pro

vided adjustable brass sliders

numbered consecutively from 1

to 20 or 30, as the case may be,

and a larger brass pointer, which also is

adjustable. The device 'is adjusted by fill

  

stick to determine the quantity

technicalities, the case presented is that of

a man manufacturing electricity at his fac—

tory, carrying home a load of it by its own

energy, and using it_ when he gets home to

illuminate his house. This surely is wire

less transmission of poWer, for there are

no wires from the factory to the house, yet

it is factory power that lights the house

lamps.

Battery Solves Complex Conditions.

It is. true that such plans as those de

scribed would not work in many instances;

the conditions were somewhat out of the

ordinary, and the plans had to be worked

out to conform with the conditions. But

this is exactly the point made by the live

wire battery dealer. He maintains that the

storage battery is capable of rendering ser

vice that will fit conditions that are un

usual, and, if the various phases of the mat

ter are worked out properly, that it will

‘ render service with which no other source

of energy can compete. It is up to the

' battery man to keep his weather eye open

for conditions and combinations of condi

tions of which advantage can be taken to

benefit the battery owner, which means,

indirectly, that the entire electric vehicle

industry is enriched by the addition of an

' other enthusiast—and that tne battery man

has added a little more prospective butter

to his future bread.

ing the tank a gallon at a time and adjust

ing the pointers to correspond with the

'level of the liquid for each gallon intro

duced. Where rectangular sided tanks ob

' tain, the sliders, obviously, will be evenly

spaced, but where round or oval tanks are

used or tanks of irregular form, such will

not be the case. The pointer is used to

mark the level of the fuel at any specific

time.

 

Simple Method of Protecting Tires.

If a car is kept in a garage which has its

floors always covered with oil and grease,

it pays, especially if the car is in the gar

age a considerable part of the time, to let

the tires rest on pieces of wood to protect

them from the effects of the ungucnt stufi.

The car can be stopped a foot or more back

of its place, the boards put down in front

of the wheels, the tires wiped clean and

the car run up, all of which takes but a

few minutes and is well worth while.

Handy Test for Viscosity of Oil.

A very rough-and-ready test of lubricat

ing oils may be made by rubbing samples

between the thumb and finger. The more

“body” an oil possesses the longer it will

withstand friction without allowing the

thumb and finger to come into compara

tively dry contact. “ i
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GARAGEMAN WHO KNOWS WHY PROFITS VANISH

Leader in New York Garage Trade Discloses Figures That Strikingly Illus

trate Existing Conditions - Expenses High and Leaks Numerous -

Some Which Have Been Stopped-Livery Stable Days Compared.

That the garage business is not a money

making venture at the present time and

that when money is made in such an estab

lishment it generally is not as much as it

should be in proportion to the investment, is

the plaint of the garage trade in general.

Just where the money goes—or fails to

come from—is more or less known, al

though there are garagemen, and their name

is legion, who know so little about the

science of their business that the knowl

edge they do possess is not of the helpful

sort.

Known Costs and Profits Valuable.

\Vhen, therefore, a man is found within

the trade who can put his finger on every

item of income and expense and show how

much he gains or loses, his brothers in the

business should be quick to study his fig

ures. And such a man is William Burrows,

secretary and general manager of the Ni

agara Livery & Motor. Car Co., of 69-75,

East 89th street. New York City, and Bur

rows, it may be added, also is vice-president

of the New York Garage Association and

president of the East Side Garage Associa

tion. He is a leader, not only in his district

but in the city at large. _

Burrows has his books gone over regu

larly by an auditor, who shows him how

much he gains or loses and, figuring on a

full capacity of 125 cars, the auditor tells

him he can make $316 a month on his stor

age, yet because of the varying seasons of

the year, the books for the combined

months of July and August last show that

Burrows lost exactly $1,171.41. This con

dition prevails in varying degree for the

five months of the summer season. Dur

ing the other seven months the books show

a profit. but for the twelve months the

profits and losses, Burrows states, about

equalize each other, leaving the only profits

of the business to be taken from the sale

of gasolene and other supplies.

Stablemen Welcomed Automobile.

Burrows knows the garage business from

the ground up; he and a partner used to

run a livery stable, but four years ago

turned it into a garage.

“\Ve welcomed the automobile." said

Burrows in i'elating his experience to a

Motor World man. “We thought we could

make $10,000 a year where we were making

but $6,000 or $7,000 from the stable. The

first year 'of the garage my partner was

discouraged, the second year he was dis

gusted, and the third year he quit. Until the

first of the present year the business had

been making some money through the fact

that we bought gasolene at nine cents and

sold it at 20. But when it began to go up

the profits on the business as a whole

dwindled and disappeared entirely."

Garagemen Combined to Raise Rates.

By the month of March, when the price

of gasolene had continued to rise, the 17

garagemen in the district bounded by 110th

Fifth avenue, 8th street and the

eastern edge of Manhattan Island deter

mined to make an effort to save themselves.

They formed the East Side Garage Asso

ciation. with Burrows as its head Prices

were increased about $5 a car for storage

and gasolene was raised from 20 to .25

:ents a gallon. A few owners protested.

but when the matter was explained to them

they submitted; in fact, there was nothing

else they could do. One man who left

when the rates were raised came back this

week to arrange for storage again in the

Burrows establishment.

street.

Why Car Costs More Than Horse.

“That's one thing the owner doesn't

understand.” said Burrows. He doesn't see

why we don’t make money. Many of my

customers used to keep their horses and

carriages here. They said, 'Why is it, Bur

rows, that we used to store a horse for

$35 and yet'a car costs so much more?’

They readily see it, however, once it is ex

plained. Here's the reason: We used to

charge $35 a month for one horse, $70 for

a team, and every team was entitled to two

wagons. Then we employed

1 washer at $15 a week. which is_ . . . . . .. $15

8 rooms at $12 a week. which Is . . . . .. 96

1 ficorman at $12 a week, which is.. 12

l foreman at $25 a week. which ts..... 25

Making a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$148

Also. our lights cost but $50. where they

now cost $120; coal was but $65 a year then.

and we now pay $125 a month; sponges and

supplies cost but $100 a year, where we now

pay $250 a month. And. more than that.

the chauffeur of to-day does no work at all

about the garage. In the stable days the

stableman washed the carriage and the

chamois rubbing and cleaning all was done

by the coachman. Just to show you the

difference, here is a table showing the help

we now require. This is made up on the

basis of full capacity—12S cars; the figures

for the horses were based on 100 horses."

  

 

Mr. Burrows produced the followmg

statement to substantiate what he said:

LABOR

Night Gang—

6 washers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $450

12 polishers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '. . . . 624

4 interior men. . . 240

l elevator man. 65

1 foreman . . . . . .. 110

2 chamoisers . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . .. 130

Day Gang—

1 elevator man . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65

6 tloormen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300

1 stock clerk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45

$2,029

GENERAL EXPENSE

Garage supplies . . . . . . .l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250

Light and power . . . . . . . . . . .
  

  

 

 

 

 

Coal . . . . . . . . . . . 125

Water taxes . . . . 50

Telephone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75

Repairs and alterations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50

ostage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Office supplies ..

Petty expense

Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

1.750

ADMINISTRATIVE

Management (oflice, insurance, legal).. 380 380

Interest on investment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 150

150

Total _operating expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0,309

Total receipts, 125 cars at $.17 per car . . . . . . . 4.625

Less operating expenses as above . . . . . . . . . .. 4.309

Surplus, or profit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $316

"This table, compiled by our auditor,

shows a profit of $316 a month with the

garage full, and I believe it applies to any

garage of this size, for the rent is bound

to be about the same and the same number

of men must be employed. Our monthly

payroll is $2,029. Our rent is $10,000, but.

of course, outside of New York City this

item might be less.

Cutting the Telephone Expense.

“I am pleased with one big cut I made in

expenses, and that was in telephone service.

The owners knew nothing about conditions

until the laast Side Garage Association sent

out letters stating that in the future two

telephone calls a day would be allowed to

each chauffeur, one call to be paid for by

the owner and the other by the garage. Be

fore that the chaufleurs had been making

an average of four or five calls a day. all of

which were charged up to us at five cents

a call. Last year my telephone bill was
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$1,500. The chauffeurs used to call the

owner's residence two or three times; they

would call his office once or twice, and they

spent some time calling up their friends.

When the letters went out some of the own

ers told the chauffeurs they would call

them up when they needed the car and

that the chauffeur was not to use the ’phone

at all. Also I put in a telephone pay station

in the garage, and my bill has been about

cut in half. That means a saving of $750

a year.

Explaining the Storage Raises.

"\‘\/'e have the business where it is making

a little money now, because of our raise in

storage prices, and in the future we hope

to get things on a more businesslike basis.

Our past and present rates are:

Before After

Extra large, fore-door limousine.

Limousine or landaulet . . . . . . . . .. 35

Small town car, closed . . . . . . . . .. 30 35

Seven-passenger touring car. . . .. 30 35

Five-passenger touring car . . . . .. 25 30

Large runabouts . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 30

Smallrunabouts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 25

At the same time ‘gas’ went up from 20 to

25 cents a gallon. ~

“Under the old rate it was costing us an

average of $32.50 a car\and we were getting

an average of $30. That was a direct loss

of $2.50 a car which, before the raise in

‘gas,' we could make up on that item. \Ve

are making more On the storage, but we are

making less on ‘gas' than we used to. When

it was nine cents and we sold at 20 we

made 11 cents a gallon. Now that it costs

us 16 cents and our price is 25, we are mak

ing but nine cents a gallon profit. This is

a loss of two cents under the gasolene

profit 'of a year ago. It sounds small, but

using 450 gallons a day, as we do, it means

a daily loss of $9, which amounts to $270

a month.

Plans for a Better Future.

“We have plans for the future but cannot

put them into effect for some time. What

we will do is to get everything on the basis

it should be on. Instead of'skimping along

with a little profit or none at all on storage

and drawing the life of the business out of

gasolene, we will sell gasolene for a profit

of five cents a gallon. At 16 cents it will be

retailed‘for 21 cents, but storage will be

raised to where it will pay, and then we can

conduct a real business. ' .

“One of the greatest contentions I find is

inDconstantly trying to convince the public

that I am not a crook. The owners have an

idea that the garagemen, as a whole, are a

bad lot, that they are hand in glove with

the chauffeurs in grafting and are out to

trim the public. That is disagreeable to

me. So far I have enjoyed the name without

the game, and I believe I can continue .to

raise. raise.‘

45

do so. The owners must be educated to the

cost of garage running. The more they

see of the inside of it the less they are in

clined to criticise. Take the several .itcms

that go into upkeep, for instance. For

sponges, we pay $4.50 a pound. and our'

sponge bill is about $000 a season. These,

with soap, polish, cloths and such things as

are needed in keeping cars in shape, bring

us a monthly bill of from $250 to $300. On

this matter of figures I am not guessing. I

have watched things and I know where the

money goes. I have $30,000 invested here

and am not making a profit that is large

enough to be noticed. I think the old

horse storage rates have something to do

with the rates which have grown up with

the garage business. \\‘hen we started our

garage we were glad to get cars at any

reasonable price, and we did not know until

the prices were pretty well established

what a disastrous thing we had done for

ourselves.

Municipal Legislation Expensive.

“Another thing that makes it hard is the

municipal legislation. Last year I had to

spend $300 for fire escapes; my electric

equipment, which was approved two years

ago, now has to be changed at a cost of

$250; we had to put in a gasolene separator

that cost from $500 to $700 and is absolutely

worthless; we have to have a portable ‘gas’

tank on every floor—they cost $350—and

then keep them outside the building, where—

as cars, with thin fuel tanks, can stand in

the building. I fail to see the sensein a

lot of these regulations. The legislators

seem never to think what their laws are

going to cost us.

“Higher rates is all that will save the

business. Rent keeps going up. and dur

ing the slack summer months, when little

is coming in, the rent goes on just the

same. Also, we have to provide for our

employes in some way, working them alter

nate weeks or some other arrangement, and

what profit we make now in the winter dis~

appears in the summer. I make a living.

but no profit.”

Motor Cars Form Part of Texas Fair.

Housed in the machinery building. alongr

with many other things calculated to render

the farmer’s daily chores less burdensome.

some 19 different makes of motor cars were

exhibited by fifteen dealers at the Texas

State Fair at Dallas during the week of Sat

urday, October 12th, to Saturday. October

10th. \Vhile attractiveness was added to the

display by virtue of the efforts of the vari

ous exhibitors, no definite decorative

scheme was carried out, each booth being

erected and made eye-pleasing by the occu

pant.

Among the exhibitors were: Moon Motor

Car Co., Moon; Studebaker Corporation,

Studebaker; Ford Motor Co.. Ford; United

States Motor Co., Maxwell; Abbott-Detroit

Sales Co., Abbott-Detroit; Buick Automo

bile Co., Buick; Mitchell Motor Sales Co.,

Mitchell; Halff Motor Car Co., Pierce

Arrow, Chalmers, and Flanders electric;

Manger Automobile Co., Cadillac; Hudson

Motor car Co., Hudson and Reo; Davis

Turney Automobile Co., Stevens Duryea;

Harold Abrams, Stearns; Sacksteder-Potter

Co., American; Packard Motor Car Co.,

Packard: R. A. Cameron Auto Co., Oak

land and Hupmobile.

Vulcanization That Roasts Tires.

Despite the comparative ease with which

vulcanized repairs may be made on tires

and tubes. there still remains a tendency to

overdo the work, or, in other words, to

roast rather than to repair the rubber.. If

too much heat is applied, the resiliency of

the rubber will be impaired, if not destroyed

entirely. It is a mistaken idea to assume

that much heat applied for a short time will

do the work of less heat applied for a much

longer time. It should be remembered that

vulcanization is a curing process that re

quires a certain amount of time in addition

to the proper degree of heat and pressure.

Caution Needed with Fine Threads.

In view of the comparatively fine threads

that frequently are used in screws, bolts

and so forth, in motor car construction,

it is well to bear in mind that less force is

required to bring a fine-threaded nut or

screw to a given pressure than if the thread

is coarse, the diameters being equal. A

fine thread is less easily jarred off. It is

advisable to use considerable caution in

tightening small bolts and screws with

fine threads, because the leverage, so to

speak. is so great that the threads may

strip under too hard a pull on the wrench.

Handy Tool for Cleaning Contacts.

A very convenient little too] for keeping

the platinum points of a vibrator, or other

electrical contacts, in good shape consists

of two strips 'of very fine emery cloth or

paper glued to opposite sides of a piece of

thin Bristol board. The glue should dry

under pressure, so that the strips will be

quite fiat. This tool will dress both points

at the same time and, with a little care. the

surfaces will be left flat and parallel.

Lighting Cigar from Pet-Cock.

One of the “freak” methods of lighting a

cigar when no matches are available is to

open a pet-cock on a running motor and

take a light from the burning gases as they

shoot out of the cylinder. This will light

the cigar—if it does not blow it to pieces

first.
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SPECIAL JOBS AND TOOLS FOR DOING THEM

 

Record System for Shop Puzzles That is Better than Memory—Appliances

Intended for One Job Found.Convenient for Many Others—

Use of Hacksaws in Restricted

There are certain jobs the repairman has

to do that may be called more or less rou—

tine work. because they are of compara

tively frequent occurrence, and little or no

question arises as to how they are to be

done; no special planning is necessary and

there is no "problem" to solve. On the

other hand, there are little jobs that are

positive theybecause. though

seem insignificant and are insignificant in

nuisances

a way—especially from the point of view

of the owner of the car—they are not read

ily handled with ordinary tools and meth

ods, and so much time is lost in evolving

special methods and special appliances that

the cost of doing the work is all out of

proportion to what might be expected.

Even the repairman himself cannot be sure

that what looks like a simple little matter

is not going to develop into something of a

puzzle, even though long practice helps con

siderably in detecting the little signs that

presage difficulties.

That Which Is Written Lives.

There are many little special tools and

ways of doing things that are

worked out on the spur of the moment and

practically forgotten as soon as the work

which necessitated their devising is fin

ished. If a similar job comes in before

the first job has been forgotten and the

special tools lost. all is more or less plain

sailing; but if, as is too often the case,

no one remembers how the thing was done,

or if there has been a change in the per

sonnel of the shop, as is by no means in

frequent. someone has to solve the prob

lem all over again, and there is a loss of

time and trouble and money—to someone——

that might very easily have been avoided.

special

Keep Tools Methodically.

Even in the smallest shop there should

be some systematic way of keeping track

of special tools and the way in which they

were used and the jobs that called them

into existence. The amount of time and

trouble devoted to this way of laying up

something for a rainy day is absolutely

nothing in comparison to the saving it can

effect even on a single job.

The old-time machinists and fitters were

--and still are. where they are to be found—

keen on pn~se§>ln$1 fine tool kits, and many

of the tools are sure to he of special dc‘

sign. and possibly of no use except for

some particular sort of a job. Neverthe
less, their posscssion islwell worth while.

for when the demand comes the mechanic

is lu'eparctl for it. and there is a certain

sense of satisfaction in being all ready for

an unusual piece of work without any pre—

liminary fussing. But this is a one-man

plan; it rarely is of benefit to the shop, as

a whole. for most mechanics are decidedly

jealous of their ideas and the fruits thereof.

and the recording of special jobs.

Places.

resulted in a fortman

ship that “as well deserved.

Slllll'lllttlillk “ork.

Stealing Employer's Time.

One of the fir~t acts of the new foreman.

somewhat comfort

ably settled in his new seat, was to lay out

a system for the making of special tools

As every

mechanic knows. it is usual for a man who

wishes to make himself a tool to do the

work a little at a time in stolen moments,

after he had become
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and keep their tools locked in their chests

and their ideas in their heads, so to speak.

From Apprentice to Foreman.

There is at least one man, however.

whose narrow-gauge pride in his special

tools broadened out when the scope of his

work was broadened by his elevation to

the foremanship of a motor car repair shop.

lie began as an apprentice in a railroad

shop, worked into the "millwright gang."

which had charge of all the machine tool

setting and repairing, shafting work, power

plant maintenance, and so forth—a posi

tion which brings with it an enormous vari

ety of work of the unusual kind and makes

a fine training for an all-round mechanic.

For a first class millwright it was but a

short step to the specialized work of the

automobile repair shop, and in time the

thorough mechanical ground work. added

to experience and intelligent interest in
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HOLDERS FOR USE I.\' RES'l'th'Tl-Il) I‘LAFES

so that. strictly speaking, the tool so made

'is the property of the man's employer—

more especially as the material usually is

acquired in the same way as the time. The

new foreman gave instructions that when a

special tool was required. it was to made

as part of the job on which it was to be

used and. after the job was finished. put

away. tagged with a number of its own.

Haystack: No Place for Needles.

.\ record book was kept, and in it were

entered details of solutions of mechan

ical puzzles. and where special tools had

been made, their numbers were given; thus

the po~~ibility of a much-needed tool being

buried in someone's tool chest, possibly

the chest of a man no longer in the shop.

eliminated. Furthermore, the

were within reach of any man who might

need them. instead of being available only

to 'a single man.

was tools
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In a small shop this system would work

just as well as in a large. one, for three or

fOur men can "lose" tools and forget things

just as well, in proportion, as four times as

many. Of course, there are not many of

these problem jobs in a small establishment,

and the task of keeping track of them and

of the tools would be a very small matter;

but the saving of time on a repair job

would be more important, perhaps, than in

a big shop, where the item would be so

much smaller in proportion to the output

of the place.

Occasion Arises for Ingenuity.

A special tool that was devised by the

foreman in question—and, incidentally, may

have been devised by many others—was a

hack-saw frame which made it possible to

use a hack-saw in places so restricted that

the ordinary form could not be used at all.

A decidedly unusual job was the father of

the tool. An old motor, which had been

out of service for several years, was sent

in to be overhauled. The spark plug ports

had been bored out, for some unknown rea

son, and bushed, the bushing having been

purposely rusted in, apparently, with' a.

solution of sal ammoniac or salt, for it re

sisted all efforts to unscrew it. The metal

around the ports was much thinned by the

re-boring for the bushings, and it was nec~

essary to proceed wiih considerable caution;

the motor was a light one, too.

Judicious Planning Labor Saver.

The usual method of procedure would be

to ml a slot through each bushing, cutting

into '_ the threads until the metal was so

weakened that a light application of a'

hammer and ‘cape chisel would break the

remaining shreds and permit the bushing

to be bent inward. toward the center of the

hole, and so_ removed. A file is apt to make

a pretty wide groove, however, and as there

were none too many threads at best, it was

desirable to damage them as little as pos

sible. So the bushings were sawed with

the tool shown in the accompanying illus

tration, which was made in a very short

time, and proved to be thoroughly prac

tical.

Home Made Hacksaw Frame.

The body of the tool was made- of heavy

steel tubing. Iron pipe could be used in

the absence of the steel stock. The tube

was of such diameter that the measurement

from the inside wall to a diametrically op

posite point on the outside wall was less

than the width of the hack-saw blade by

the depth of the thread in 'the outside of

the bushing—the reason for which shortly

will be made clear. As a matter of fact,

the particular piece of tube used was a lit

tle too big in the diameter, so a trifle was

filed off evenly along the whole length. The

tube was split from end to end with a hack

saw, the cut being made carefully to keep

it as straight as possible.

How the Tool Was Made.

Two holes were drilled, one at each end

of the tube, passing through both walls;

each hole—0r perhaps it is better to say

each pair of holes, as the drill passed

through both walls—was tapped in one wall

for a 3-16 machine screw and countersunk

in the opposite wall for a flat head.

The distance between the holes was ex

actly the same as the distance between the

holes in a hack-haw blade. The holes in a

blade were enlarged to permit the fairly

easy passage of a 3-16 machine screw. The

tube was tapped lightly with a hammer in

order to almost close up the saw slit. A

fine-toothed hack-saw blade was inserted

in the slit, with its back against the inside

 

  

SH/[PLE WATER JACKET PATCH

wall. the two screws inserted, passing

through the holes in the blades, and tight

ened down. nipping the blade firmly be

tween the tube edges. The toothed edge

of the blade projected a distance equal to

the depth of the thread in the plug ports.

Emergency Idea Developed.

The tool thus constructed was used to

cut slots down the sides of the bushings.

It was impossible, of course, to cut too

deeply. as the depth was fixed by the pro

jecting blade teeth, and a thin cut could

be made. So firmly were the bushings

rusted in that it was necessary to make

two cuts in each before they could be dis

lodged. Had the cuts been of any con

siderable width there would have been con

siderable opportunity for leakage past the

new bushings that were inserted to take the

new size of plug that was used. So nicely

did the queer little saw work that several

were made: in some. designed for use in

small holes and other very restricted places.

small tuhts were used and the saw-blades

were ground on the backs to make them

sufficiently narrow. In all cases thick tub

ing was used to give sufficient depth for the

threads of the machine screws. A set of

holders was made up of .flat strips, this

method also being illustrated. Each holder

consisted of two strips, drilled for machine

screws, the blades being pinched between

the strips. By making the holes in the

different holders different distances from

the edges different depths of cut were per

mitted; each holder provided for two

depths, as the-blade could be reversed, ex

cept where the holes were drilled directly

in the middle.

The particular job in question was fin

ished, after the old bushings were removed,

by running a tap through the holes to clean

out the threads and screwing in the new

bushings with a good coating of smooth

on. The cement-like substance effectually

prevented leakage through the thin saw

cuts made, and the bushings were firmly ce

mented in place.

Cylinder Patching Explained.

The same foreman once made a water

jacket repair on a very light motor that

was a beautiful piece of work of its kind.

There was a jagged hole broken in the

jacket, with a few short cracks radiating

from the corners. The ends of the cracks

were drilled with a small drill to prevent

the spreading of the fissures, and a patch

was put on with screws, which was an ordi

nary enough proceeding, except for the

way in which the patch was bedded down.

The curve of the patch was made to con

form as closely as possible to the curve of

the jacket. Then the patch was lightly

smeared with red lead mixed with oil for

“marking,” and moved slightly

pressed hard on its seat.

while

Patch Made Good Fit.

The high spots, shown by the rubbing

OR of the marking on the patch and its

transference to the jacket, were removed

first with a second cut file, half-round, the

flat side being used for the jacket and the

round back for the patch. Continuing the

process of alternatealy rubbing on marking

and filing the high spots, the patch and the

jacket began to show so many spots that it

was difficult to get at them with the sec

ond cut file, so a smaller file, smooth cut,

was used to still further bring the surfaces

together. When the fine file reached its

limit recourse was had to a scraper, and

the surfaces were finally worked down to

such a finish that there was no leakage

when the patch was put on dry. A little

red lead was applied before the patch was

permanently screwed down.

Fine Work Costs Big Money.

As a matter of fact. this kind of workman
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ship is entirely unnecessary, and no owner

would care to pay for it. In the case

cited the work was done merely to show

what was possible in the way of hand sur

facing. But the principle involved is one

that is applicable to all such patching,.for

the surfacing is the foundation of the job.

There is no use trying to make a joint that

will not leak when dry. A patch that is

fitted closely enough so that there is no

tendency to rock on two points, and which

leaves no crevices .for water to

pass through, can be made perfectly tight

by the application of some good cement, or

of red lead, put on quite thickly and

squeezed out when the patch is screwed

down finally. Incidentally, it is more than

likely that some of the cement will fall into

the jacket through the hole, when the patch

is screwed down; it should be removed by

washing or, if the cylinder is small enough,

it may be shaken out, before the motor is

used. Otherwise there is danger of ob

structing the pump or circulating system.

serious

Cutting Thread Without a Tap.

In an emergency a thread can be cut in

soft metal, such as aluminum. with a screw

similar to the one that is to be used. The

screw should be tapered at the end so that

it can be entered in the hole to be tapped.

and grooved like a tap so that there will be

some sort of a cutting edge. Such an im

prmiwd tap will not cut much of a thread.

but often will make it possible to put in a

screw that will hold for a time, especially

if there is not much strain upon it.

Folding Rule as Drawing Tool.

A three-jointed folding rule can be used

as a fairly accurate square of it is set in

the form of a figure 4, a >(IUZH'C applied to

the two joints that are at right angles and

the point of intersection carefully marked

with a knife-point. By using the mark as a

guide the rule can be set accurately enough

for many purposes; if desired. other angles

can be marked of? in the same way.

Making Over Worn Out Wrenches.

A solid wrench that has been worn or

battered out of shape may be put into good

condition by any blacksmith by re-forging

the jaws, bringing them closer together

and afterwards finishing them with a file.

If the wrench was hardened this will, of

course, soften it and re-tempering or re

case-hardening will be necessary.

Handy Reamer for Enlarging Holes.

An extremely convenient tool for rapidly

enlarging small holes where accuracy is not

required is a taper reamer, either square or

pentagonal in cross-section, tempered to a

dark straw color. It can be used either in

a brace or with a T-handle of its own.

REPAIR OF SPRING CLIPS

AS AN EMERGENCY JOB

Usually a Difficult Undertaking—Re

pairman's Ingenuity Makes It Pos

sible—One Way of Solving

the Problem.

\Nhen called out on a breakdown, re

pairmen have much greater opportunity of

showing their skill than in the seclusion of

their shops. \Vhen the automobile is taken

to the shop. the job to be performed is

either a known quantity or such tools and
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materials are available as to make it com

paratively simple to effect repairs. In the

case of roadside repairs the conditions are

different. The work is done under the

vigilant eye of the car owner and perhaps

some of his friends, and if they can be got

ten out of a temporary embarrassment with

dispatch, the story will be spread far and

wide in their circle of friends, redounding

greatly to the credit of the repairman and

O
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probably being the means of bringing him

future business.

The repair of spring clips serves 3>

a good example. It is almost a hopeless

task for even the largest shop to carry in

stock such clips for every type of car.

as the forms and sizes of these are so

therefore ingenuity frequently

must be brought into play. The spring

numerous;

clips that attach the springs to the front

axle are not primarily intended to be in the

nature of safety valves, but they act in

this capacity at times. Suppose, owing to

a collision, any part of the front axle is

struck; if the impact is great enough some

thing must bend or break. If the axle is

weak it probably will be the axle that will

sufier; on the other hand, if the axle. is

robust and the clips are not, one of them

may break and simply allow the axle to

slide back without damaging it. Again,

supposing that the axle is bent and the

clip broken as well; by repairing the

clip it often is possible to drive a few

miles without danger, although at a slow

pace.

It is an axiom for repairmen when they

go out on repair jobs not to emulate the

plumber who invariably arrives without.

tools, looks the ground over and goes back

to the shop for whatever he needs and as

often as he needs it. A breast drill'does not

occupy much room and always should be

taken along, but it is of no use without a

few of the more common sizes of twist

drills. A small and a large rat-tail file can

be used to increase the sire of the hole after

it has been drilled, in case the bolt has to fit

the hole fairly snugly.

The accompanying illustrations show how

a spring clip easily can be made on the

road within an hour, the necessary ma

terial consisting of a piece of plate and four

bolts and nuts. The spring perch on the

axle will serve to mark off the plate and

bolts can be made longer or shorter, as the

case demands, by interposing washers or

cutting with a hacksaw. This is another

tool that the workman should always carry;

as its multifarious uses make it invaluable

in quick repairs.

Knock Due to Crack in Cylinder.

Although cracked cylinders usually mani

fest themselves in an unmistakable manner,

attended oy absolute failure to fire, a crack

near the lower end close to the crankcase

may be more diflicult to l0cate, though its

presence generally can be detected by an

annoying knock which develops after the

engine has been run for a short time. The

knock may not be perceptible when the en

gine is cold, due to the fact that the crack

then is closed tightly. But when the engine

becomes heated the metal expands and

opens the- crack. The knock generally is

caused by one of the piston rings catching

in the crack.

Turning Broken Battery his to Account.

The hard rubber in storage battery jars

is of excellent qualityI and pieces from

broken jars therefore are frequently of use

in making repairs or doing work in which

good. strong insulating material is needed.
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G. T. Bradford of Rock Island, Ia., has

become a dealer: he has the Rambler ac

count.

A one-story garage, 40 x 100 feet, is to

be built in East Orange, N. J., by Samuel

Katz; the plans call for an expenditure of

$6,000.

Harry Lipp is having plans drawn for a

brick garage which he will erect on Bed

ford Park boulevard, New York City; he

estimates the cost at $15,000.

George Crawford of Hagerstown, Md.,

and D. J. Forney of Gettysburg, Pa., have

had plans drawn for a garage which they

will erect in the latter town.

Permission has been granted to R. J.

Dougherty, of Pittsburgh, Pa., to build a

one-story garage and showroom on Grant

boulevard; it will cost $6,000.

D. S. Parker and S. J. Culver have en

tered the selling field in Pomeroy, Ia., under

the style Parker 8: Culver; they will sell

Buick, Oakland and Krit cars.

Asire 8r Palmer, real estate agents in

Marquette, Mich., have “gone into" automo

biles; they have the Cadillac agency for

Marquette and Alger counties.

The Public Garage, operated in \Nood

burn, Ore., by L. M. Remington, has been

purchased by S. E. Brune & Son. The lat

ter has the Michigan car agency.

Frank Kostlan of Marshalltown, Ia., has

purchased the interests of his partner, J. C.

Karkosh, in the Kostlan Auto Co. Kostlan

will continue the business alone.

\V. M. Chellis, Maine representative of

the Franklin Automobile Co., has purchased

:1 garage at 684 Congress street, Portland;

a Franklin service station will be opened.

Mohr Bros., of Milwaukee, Wis., have had

plans drawn for a garage, 60 x 102 feet,

which will be erected at 32d street and

North avenue; the estimated cost is $20,000.

Henry Alsopp, of Newark, N. J., is pre

paring to erect new brick showrooms and

a garage, 116 x 84 feet, at Hudson street

and Central avenue; he will expend $25,000.

A. B. Longacre has secured a site at

Grant Boulevard and North Craig street,

Pittsburgh, Pa., and will erect a garage,

salesrooms and repair shop; the estimated

cost is $10,000.

A six-story garage is to be erected on

West End avenue, New York City. between
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63d and 64th streets, by A. D. Russell of

Princeton, N. J. It will represent an expen

diture of $250,000.

'J. C. Lewis, formerly in the automobile

business with T. A. Bryson in Savannah,

Ga., has branched out for himself; he has

secured the Ford and Cole agencies and

will handle accessories also.

Seccombe 8; \Villiams is the style of a

new firm in Houghton, Mich., which is lo

cated at Shelden and Franklin streets. It

will operate a garage and handle the

Haynes, Locomobile and I. H. C. lines.

\V. P. Kastner, accessory and tire dealer

in Chicago, has leased for ten years a site

at 2112 South Michigan avenue and will

erect a building for his business; the site

rental and new building involve $60,000.

The Ottawa (Ill.) Garage Co. has bought

out the Clifton Garage. Ray \Vhittaker and

Kirk Wyatt, who went to Ottawa from

La Salle, Ill., last spring to open the garage,

will locate a similar business in Chicago.

Permission has been granted to Thomas

J. Northway, the Ford dealer in Rochester,

N. Y., to build a three-story brick garage.

and salesrr‘eoms on Exchange street, north

of his present location; it will cost $12,000.

\Valter H. Kocbel, formerly of Decatur,

Ind., has entered the selling field in In

dianapolis; he has the agency in that city

for Cutting and Detroiter cars. Temporarily

he will be located at 30 North Illinois street.

Automobile 8: Garage Co. is the style of

a new entvrprise formed in Yoakum, Tex.,

with $20,000 capital; the officers are: Presi

dent, A. J. Ross; vice-president, F. S. Ma

son; trtasurer, J. Lyons- secretary, D. J.

Shall.

Co-operative Auto Co. is the style of a

business just established by S. W. Wicks

at 199 West 5th street, St. Paul, Minn. Gar

age, storage and repair work will constitute

the present business; later an agency will

be secured.

Harry Scott, formerly a chaufieur. has

purchased the repair department of the

Reid Auto Co. of Kalamazoo, Mich. Daniel

Reid, the proprietor of the automobile com

pany, will continue to sell Buicks and,

Oldsmobiles.

The Kentucky Automobile Co., of Louis

ville, state distributer of Cadillac cars, has

contracted for a new service station and

salesrooms in Lexington, in the same state.

The new building, which will be completed

about January 1, will be at Spring and

Main streets.

Seward G. Andrews, for the past three

years manager of the Detroit branch of the

Swinehart Tire 8; Rubber Co., has resigned

and will open a garage in Saginaw, Mich.,

under the style Andrews Auto C0. He will

handle the Studebaker line.

S. R. Ide and Fred A. \Vatson, under the

style Ide & \Vatson, have taken over the

garage end of the Robert \Villey Auto Co.'s

business, at Charles avenue and \Vealthy

street, Grand Rapids, Mich. The Willey

company will continue to handle Winton,

R. C. H., Crow and Hupp-Yeats cars.

Thornton Chesleyn, an insurance man,

and Fred L. Harvetcutter, for the past year

manager of the Meeley tire store -in \Vash

ington, D. C., have purchased the \Vash

ington branch of the Kelly-Springfield Tire

Co., at 1730 14th street, northwest. They

will continue the business in that location.

The Eller Motor Car Co. and the Halfi

Co., of Dallas, Tex., have combined; the

former handled Pierce-Arrow cars, the lat

ter Chalmers, Paige—Detroit and Flanders

electrics. R. C. Eller, proprietor of the com

pany which bore his name, will manage

Pierce-Arrow sales for the Halt’f Co., which

name the new business will bear.

The Northwestern Cole Motor Co., with

H. P. Wood as president, has been or

ganized in Minneapolis, Minn., as north

western distributer of Cole cars; it suc

ceeds the Haynes—Knutson Auto Co., which

has given up business because of the ill

health of John Knutson. The Haynes

Knutson location, 216 South 6th street, is

retained.

The St. Louis Lozier Co., which, as its

name indicates, will handle the Lozier line

in St. Louis, Mo., has been formed with a

capital of $25,000; its head is Henry B.

Graham, who is president of the Graham

Paper Co. and who was president of the

now inactive Bagnell Automobile C0. Gra

ham has associated with him as vice-presi~

dent and general manager Nelson S. Got

shall, a Lozier factory man. The location

is that formerly utilized by the Bagnell

company, Graham, when Bagnel died re

cently, having bought up all outstanding

interests in this concern.
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ILLUMINATING THE ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM

In Which Two More Installations Are Dissected, Their Characteristics Made

Plain and Their Operation Explained—Wherein the Dealer Can

Benefit Both the Owner and Manufacturer.

 

tThis is the iifllilfif .1 series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render caster their care and repair by dealer and owner alike.)

It is a fact peculiar to most businesses

that the purchaser of an article almost in

\ariably “looks up" to the dealer through

which he purchased it to be set in the

right path in the event that trouble of any

kind develops. It may be that the manu

facturer of the device. or apparatus, or

whatever it may be, is more convenient to

the purchaser than is the dealer, but even

in that case it is. a psychological fact that

the purchaser prefers to do business with

the dealer—provided he has been fairly

treated in previous transactions, of course.

As a rule, the dealer can get closer 30 his

customers than can the manufacturer; he

.acts as a sort of butter between the two

and often can, by the exercise of his concil

iatory powers, adjust slight. difficulties or

strained situations in a manner that makes

friends for himself and also for the manu

facturer.

How Knowledge Helps the Dealer.

So it is that the purchaser “looks up" to

the dealer; the dealer has made a friend of

him. And when the purchaser of a particu

lar manufacturer's goods experiences some

slight trouble, that may be the fault of any

one of the three parties, his first recourse

ought to be, and generally is, to the dealer

who acted as the intermediary. But it is

only when the dealer is well posted and

knows his line from A to Z, that he can

render the service which will make him

friends and prove of mutual advantage. If

he can tell his customer quickly and con

cisely just what is the trouble and can rem

edy it for him with the least loss of time

and at the least expense, how much more

friendly will be the feelings engendered in

the breast of the customer! If, on the

other hand, the dealer cannot make the re

quired adjustment or repair for the simple

reason that he is not completely familiar

with the apparatus, or makes but a poor

attempt which later develops to be seen

in its true light, the situation which may

have been strained before is in a fair way

to deteriorate into a complete rupture.

Necessity for Proper Education.

All of which makes very plain the neces

sity for dealers to educate themselves into

a thorough knowledge of their wares. And

in this tespect there are few subjects that

are susceptible of greater study on the part

of the dealer and which will return greater

rewards in preportion to the amount of

study given them, than the study of electric

lighting and engine starting systems. Al

ready several of them have been explained

and their care and repair treated of in the

four preceding articles that have appeared

in Motor \Vorld. Several are treated in this

article, and others will be treated in suc

ceeding articles, and in each of them an

elIort has been made, or will be made, to

place in the hands of the dealer and the

owner such information regarding the dif
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ferent systems as will enable either to view

them intelligently and such a way as will

emphasize their real simplicity and the gen

erally unknown ease with which adjust

ments and such minor repairs as become

necessary can be made.

Compact Low Tension Generator.

Supplementing the ingenious and thor

oughly practical Remy combination mag

neto-lighting generator that was described

and illustrated in the last issue of Motor

\Norld, the Remy Electric Co. of Anderson,

Ind., has just brought out a new lighting

dynamo of the straight low tension type

designed to be used for lighting alone,

though, as has been explained in previous

articles, it is perfectly feasible to employ

any low tension generator for ignition pur

poses in conjunction with suitable induction

coils and a distributor.

Laudable Reduction of Complexity.

In the new generator, a palpable etfort

has been made to reduce to the minimum all

complexity, and to this end the mechan

ical output regulator which forms part of

the Remy magneto-dynamo equipment has

been eliminated; its place is taken by purely

electrical regulation, the principle of which

long has been known and applied in various

current generating machines with a great

degree of success. The Remy system is

designed to operate at 12 volts and the

dynamo is differentially compound wound;

it is positively driven, without the interposi

tion of any clutching devices, at crankshaft

speed. The armature, which is illustrated

herewith, is of the slotted drum type and is

wound with cotton covered enamel wire

and afterward impregnated with Bakelite,

which is an insulating compound which sol

idities when cold—it is applied hot—and

_renders the winding practically solid and

almost impossible of destruction under or

dinary, or even extraordinary, conditions.

By way of ensuring smoothness in opera

tion and quietness, the armature slots are

skewed or given a slight twist; the arma

ture shaft turns in large ball bearings.

Little to Get Out of Order.

In'the field, as in the commutator proper,

there is little, if anything, that can pos

sibly get out of order or adjustment and

cause trouble, for there are no moving

parts and everything is thoroughly pro

tected. The field is of the two-pole type and

is a steel casting to which the end plates

and base are rigidly attached. The com

pound winding is located in a protective

covering on the upper part of the field. By

reason of the fact that the commutator is

the portion which nominally requires the

greatest attention, which at best amounts

merely to casual inspection and occasional

cleaning, the generator has been so de

signed that, regardless of its position, access

to this part always is easy, and though it is

thoroughly protected, no tools are neces

sary in getting at it.

There is no opening in the end plate at

the commutator end; or, rather, there is an
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opening, but it is closed in an ingenious

manner by locating the automatic cut-out—

or, as it is styled in Remy parlance, the re

verse current relay—over it. This reverse

current relay is held in place by means of

two wing nuts, the removal of which re

leases the device, uncovering the commu

tator inspection hole, and making possible

cleaning or adjustment. Theoretically, com

mutators never should require to be

touched; they should run indefinitely with—

out attention until they become so worn

that their replacement is necessary. In

practice, however, attention is necessary,

principally because of improper lubrication.

Over-lubrication results in a gummy, sticky

substance accumulating on the segments

and poor commutation results. Under-lu

brication, on the other hand, results in

cutting of the segments, in which case ex

cessive sparking occurs and cauess rapid

deterioration of the brushes and the com—

mutator.

Brownish Glaze is Necessary.

To be in the best of condition, a commu

tator should exhibit a glazed. brownish ap

pearance and run without sparking. In

order to obtain this condition, it is well oc

casionally to apply a minute quantity of

the best quality vaseline of a small piece

of felt, pressing the felt on the commu

tator while the armature is rotating. Only

a very small quantity should be applied,

however, and then only when the commu

tator appears very dry and exhibits symp

toms of scratching or sparking. Oil should

never be used, and great care should be

taken to see that the bearing at the com

mutator end is neither flooded nor starved.

1f deep scratches develop. they may be re

moved by applying fine sandpaper while

the commutator is running. or, in drastic

cases. the armature may be removed, placed

in a lathe and the commutator turned down

an infinitesimal part of an inch.

Caring for thq Brushes.

The brushes. of course. also will require

occasional attention, and at periodic inter

vals should be removed and thoroughly

cleaned of dust and oil deposits. Naturally,

the brushes wear away slightly. and unless

the dust which results is cleaned away it

will get into the vitals of the machine and

may cause trouble with the insulation. In

not a few factories there_is a growing ten

dency toward the use of graphite compound

brushes, which are chosen by reason of

their self-lubricating qualities. But while

they are excellent devices when used ad

visedly and after provision has been made

for their use by the manufacturer of the

machine, they should not be substituted for

carbon or copper mesh brushes except upon

authority from the dynamo manufacturer.

There are conditions under which they will

not operate to the best advantage, and there

is no one more able to dictate the particular

kind of brushes than the manufacturer of

the dynamo. In the Remy instrument the

brushes are held in place by means of a

couple of screws, though the construc

tion is unusual in that the brushes may be

removed merely by loosening the screws,

which need not be taken out entirely, a fea

ture which is advantageous where room is
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cramped. The brushes are made of carbon

and should be replaced from time to time

as they wear down through use.

Parts that Require Attention.

The only other portion of the Remy in

strumcnt which will require attention is the

reverse current relay, which, as has been

pointed out, is located in a casing over the

commutator inspection hole. The function

of this device is to connect the dynamo to

the battery when the dynamo current is the

stronger and to disconnect it when the bat

tery current is the stronger. In form, it

consists of an electro-magnet with two sep

arate windings and a relay blade for mak

» _ t
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ing the contact. In operation. the relay

blade is pulled down and connection made

between the dynamo and the battery when

the current from the dynamo becomes

greater than the current from the battery.

The dynamo then charges the battery as

long' as the dynamo armature speed is

greater than 250 revolutions a minute. Im

mediately the speed drops below this point

the current from the battery "backs up”

through the relay, and in doing so causes

the two windings to oppose each other, the

result being that'the contact blades drop.

under the action of a spring, and the con

nection is broken.

Although this relay operates on an old

and tried principle, and seldom, if ever, re;

quires adjustment, it is well occasionally

to inspect it and make sure that it is oper

ating properly. The contacts in the relay

blade should be kept clean and bright and

about once in every six or eight months

a single drop of very fine oil (preferably

watch or typewriter oil) may be placed on

the moving parts other than the contacts.

Needless-to say, no oil ever should be

placed on the contacts. In the evenb of

trouble the worst that could happen would

be the sticking of the contact surfaces, due

to dirty surfaces. Or the spring might

through some unaccountable fault become

broken, in which case connection between

the battery and the dynamo would not be

broken when the speed of the latter dropped

below 250 revolutions per minute. In such

an event, no harm could come to the sys

tem, owing to the fact that it is thoroughly

protected by means of fuses.

How to Hunt for Trouble.

In the event of failure to generate. the

fuses invariably should be examined first,

for they are incorporated in the system for

the specific purpose of indicating trouble

and protecting the mechanism. Spare fuses

are part of the equipment, and “blown out"

ones should be replaced, though not until

a thorough examination has been made to

discover the cause of the failure. Generally,

the location of the fuse that “blows” can be

taken as an indication of the location and

kind of trouble. If, after the fuse has been

replaced, the dynamo still refuses to gen

erate, all connections should be gone over

carefully in search for broken wires or

loosened binding screws, and as a last resort

the brushes and commutator should be ex

amined to make sure that the brushes make

gOOd contact and that their respective wires

have not jarred loose. If all these things

are right and proper and the dynamo still

refuses to generate, that fact may be taken

as an indication that the repair job is not

one for the amateur, in which case a special

ist, preferably a representative of the

manufacturer should be called in.

.Value of Clear Illustrations.

For a proper understanding of almost

any piece of mechanism, it is advisable that,

where possible. its component parts be ex

amined in detail, for which reason the dy

namo, which forms the heart of the Holt

zer-Cabot electitic lighting system, manu

factured by the ‘Idoltzer-Cabot Electric Co.

of Boston, Mass, is shown herewith, both

completely disassembled and fully assem

bled. Incidentally, such illustrations. par

ticularly in the case of electric lighting sys

tems, make doubly plain the real simplicity

of such mechanism and thus are valuable

in dissipating the popular though erroneous

idea that all, or nearly all, such systems are

the incarnation of complexity and are not

readily understandable.
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When Compactness is Misleading.

In the illustrations of the Holtzer-Cabot

dynamo are shown a simple, shunt-wound

self-regulating generator, in which the

compactness of the parts and their incor

poration within a comparatively small and

tight case might perhaps lead to the suppo

sition of considerably greater complication

than actually exists. That the machine is in

reality simple, as are practically all other

such machines, however, is revealed by the

detail sketches of the parts. The field is

composed of laminated iron and the wind

ings are disposed in such a manner as to

make them practically indestructible under

ordinary conditions. The armature is com—

paratively heavy and is mountetd on a lib

eral sized shaft carried in ball bearings. At
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Brushes
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commutator

in which regulation of output is a function

of the generator itself, there are very few

parts that are at all likely to get out of

order or even to require attention. The com

mutator will require inspection from time

to time, for which purpose the hinged cover

on the top may be lifted, disclosing the

brushes and brush holders, the centrifugal

switch and the fan and the mechanism hold

ing the brushes.

Dissassembly Made Easy.

the rigging can

be easily removed, permitting the with

drawal of the armature without the neces

sity for disturbing the connections. Need

less to add, the armature should not be

taken out except in the case of dire neces

Pole Shoe _

Hou 510?

If necessary, brush

 

1A1“ mature Shaft

Automatic Switch

HULTZER-CAHOT DYNAMO DISASSEMBLED SHOWING COMPONENT PARTS

the commutator end of the shaft is mounted

a simple and positive centrifugal cut-out

switch for disconnecting the dynamo .and

the battery when the speed of the former

drops below a predetermined limit, and a

small fan, the purpose of which is to ensure

that the temperature of the dynamo does

not rise to dangerous limits.

Absence of Complicated Winding.

Indicative of the simplicity of the whin

mechanism, there are no special windings or

complicated regulating devices of any kind,

current and voltage regulation being depen

dent entirely upon a fundamental electrical

principle. Excessive current generation at

high speed is obviated by extending the pole

shoe tips in a distinctive manner, the result

being that current is controlled by self

induction. Incidentally, this form of pole

shoe also ensures high efliciency at low

armature speeds.

With this dynamo, as with so many others

sity, for though it is a simple matter to

replace it and obtain proper adjustment, it is

the wiser plan to "let well enough alone,"

secure in the knowledge that proper as

sembly has been made by the manufacturer

and that it will stay proper under normal

conditions as long as it is undisturbed.

The brushes are unusually liberal in size

and should not require replacement for

long periods. \Vhen they do require renew

ing their adjustment is simple, as is indi

cated by the accompanying sketch. Com

mutator care as made plain by the instruc:

tion given for other machines applies also

in the case of the Holtzer-Cabot, though it

can serve a good end rather than a bad one

to reiterate the necessity for proper lubri—

cation—not too much and not too little.

Duties of the Screen.

Another point which should be examined

is the screen which

Its purpose is to

from time to time

partly closes the ends.

provide a means whereby air may be per

mitted to circulate through the machine

without carrying dust and dirt with it. But

if no air can get in, owing to the screen

being clogged, it may be expected that the

temperature of the dynamo will rise higher

than was supposed by the manufacturer.

From which it appears that the screen

should be cleaned from time to time with

the aid of a small brush with comparatively

stiff bristles. Care should be taken, how

ever. to see that accumulation of carbon

dust from the brushes. and ordinary road

dust, are brushed out of the machine and

not into it.

Care of Automatic Switch.

The only other point which should re

ceive periodic inspection is the automatic

centrifugal switch located at the commuta

tor end of the armature shaft. The duty of

the switch, as already outlined, is to con

nect and disconnect the dynamo and the

battery at a predetermined low arma

ture speed in order to prevent the bat

tcry discharging itself through the dynamo

when the engine is idle or running at very

low speed; the Holtzer-Cabot dynamo is

designed to operate at 1% times crankshaft

speed. As the switch is completely en—

closed and cannot be gotten at short of dis

assembling the dynamo, which fact may be

taken as an indication of its efficacy and

the little attention it requires, it will be

sufficient to make sure occasionally that it

is performing its functions properly.

Tracing Generator Failure.

This may be determined easily by light

ing several of the lamps and then stopping

the engine. If the switch is operating prop

erly there will be no dimming of the lamps,

for they will be automatically thrown onto

the storage battery. If, however, the switch

should fail to operate, stoppage of the en

gine would occasion a dimming of the

lamps, for part of the current then would

pass back through the generator unless an

interposed fuse burned out. In the latter

case the dynamo then would fail to deliver

current to the battery, which fact would be

made plain by failure of the meter to reg

ister, if one were provided. If no meter

were provided and other means had to be

relied upon as an indication of trouble, the

battery gradually would become exhausted

and in this way make known the broken cir

cuit.

Importance of Driving Gear.

Throughout the present series of articles

dealing with the care and repair of electric

lighting and engine starting systems, noth

ing has as yet been said regarding the

method of driving the generator. though

the subject manifestly is one to which great
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importance attaches.

are driven through the intermediary of

some form of gearing, either a belt or a

chain or a train of gear wheels. The ten

denscy, however, is toward direct drives and

the elimination of all belts, chains, etc.

Where a belt is employed, the V section

undoubtedly is the bestand is the one that

is most generally used; flat belts, with the

inevitable slippage that follows slight loose—

ncss, rarely are found in service of this

character. -

Silent Chains Should Not -Run Dry.

W'here chains are used, they are almost

invariably'of the ‘

takes often are made in assuming that this

particular type of chain requires less lubri

cation than does the type long since made

popular as a means to the propulsion of

bicycles. But such is not the case, and the

“silent” chain requires just as thorough

lubrication as any other kind of chain used

for transmission purposes. Lubrication of

any kind never should be applied to belts,

of course, though an occasional application

of belt dressing, prepared for the purpose

and obtainable of any belting house, will

assist in preserving the leather and reducing

the tendency to slippage.

‘silent" variety, and mis

Graphite Grease for Chains and Gears.

In applying lubricant to chains, care

should be taken that sufiicient is used.

though an over supply will be thrown off

by centrifugal force and will collect or

cause accumulations of dust and dirt. The

better way is to mix fairly thin grease and

flake graphite to the consistency of a

mediumly heavy paste and apply it sparing

ly to the inside of the chain teeth. Such

lubricant will retain its lubricating quali

ties for long periods and will not be thrown

off by chain whipping or centrifugal force.

Where a train of gear wheels is employed to

drive the dynamo the same lubricant ad

vantageously may be used unless, as gen

erally is the case, the gear wheels are en

closed in the crankcase, when the usual

timing gear grease or the lubrication sys

tem of the engine will care for their needs.

Stitch In Time That Saves Repairs.

In nearly every case, the amount of ad

justment or repairing required by themod

ern electrical lighting system is propor

tional to the amount of care given it, bar

ring, of course, the unavoidable deteriora

tion due to natural wear. But in those sys

tems that already have been made plain,

and in those that still are to be made plain,

for it scarcely is possible to treat of all in

the same article, the situation automatically

resolves itself into a practical vindication

of the old saw anent the efficacy of a single

stitch taken in time. '

Generally, dynamos

SHELDON DEVELOPS STEEL

WHEEIS FOR CQMMERCIALS

They Are of One-Piece Design and

Can Be Bent and Straightened

Without Harm—Stronger and

Lighter Than Wood.

“‘ith the increased efficiency and relia

bility of power plants and transmission

mechanism it is possible to keep motor

trucks on the road a much greater propor

tion of the time than was the case some

years ago; and at the same time load

carrying ability has gone up very consid

erably. These conditions have, of course,

imposed correspondingly severe stresses on

the road wheels, and only by the exercise

of great care in the selection of material

and the employment of improved manu

facturing methods have wood wheels been

kept abreast of the requirements of heavy

haulage.

 

  

  

 

SHELDON STEEL REAR WHEEL

Steel wheels, which have been more or

less extensively used for several years by

truck manufacturers, are considered by

some engineers as the solution of the heavy

wheel problem, and among the concerns

that have given the subject close attention

is the Sheldon Axle Co., of \Vilkes-Barre.

Pa., widely known for its motor car axles,

springs and other productions, which just

has brought out a line of steel wheels, the

general appearance of which is well shown

in the accompanying illustrations. The ab

sence of bolts and other fastenings is a

prominent feature. ‘

The wheel proper is of a single piece of

steel, with the hub bored to receive the

bearings and the rim turned to receive the

tire band. By virtue of the annealing pro

cess which forms an important step in the

manufacturing system. these wheels, after

being so badly bent as to render them use

less, can be straightened and put into good

condition; the pressure required for such

bending, however, is said to be much greater

than a wood wheel of similar rated capac

ity is capable of withstanding without total

collapse.

The great strength of the steel wheel

is due, in large measure, to the fact that

the metal can be distributed to the best

advantage for the resistance of stresses,

without the use of surplus material. Light

ribs are formed along the spokes to with

stand lateral stresses, and, as in practically

all modern structures, there is considerable

thickness of metal only in the directions of

stresses. This, tOgether with the absence

of joints and fastenings, results in unex

pectedly light construction. For instance.

a set of steel wheels, 34 inches front and '

38 inches rear diameter, with 4 inch solid

tires, weighs 28 pounds less than a set of

36-inch wood wheels with tires of similar

size.

Notwithstanding its great resistance to

deformity, great resiliency is claimed for

the properly made steel wheel, and as a

result thereof, tire life is said to be aug

mented to an extent that expresses itself in

dollars and cents.

How to Prevent Gas Tank Slipping.

Of the very many “little things" on a car

that can become vdisarranged, with consc~

quent annoyance to the driver, none is more

aggravating than an acetylene gas tank

which has worked loose in the holder and

turned around, with a consequent presence

of moisture in the gas line. While the

liquid does no more serious harm than to

prevent the lighting of the lamps until the

pipes have been drained, the annoyance

could be spared if lock nuts or lock washers

were applied beneath the wing nuts on the

retaining straps.

Split Nut for Protecting Threads.

bolt or other threaded part that re

quires to be gripped in a vise, but cannot be

held without danger of marring the threads,

can be clamped as firmly as may be desired

by sawing through one side of a nut of the

proper size, screwing the nut on the bolt

and clamping the nut in the vise, with the

split either on top or underneath. The split

will allow the nut to close on the threads

and hold firmly without doing any harm.

Even the use of soft metal clamps is inferior

to this method.

Empty Cans as Hub Cap Substitutes.

A small empty tin can, wired on, is a

curious sort of substitute that has been

used for a lost hub-cap; but it is a substi

tute that has been used and certainly is

better than nothing, to protect the bearings

from dust and mud.
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FRAMES AS A FERTILE FIELD FOR IMPROVEMENT

Wherein the “Designing Engineer” Suggests Some Not Wholly New Though

Undeveloped Ideas That Might be Put in Practice—Motors Sus

pended on Springs and Foreshortened Chassis Discussed.

It was getting along toward six o’clock_

on Monday afternoon, and things were very

quiet in the designing engineer 5 office. The

last of the draughtsmen to cover up his

board was washing the owned grime off his

hands, and the des-zu'n; engineer was try

ing 'to make up his mind whether to put on

his hat and go home or stay and do a little

extra work in the quiet of the evening.

Somehow the D. L believer! that electric.

light and silence were conducive to clear

thought, and he had a habit of putting his

beliefs into pract.ce.

Draftsman Does Some Thinking.

He was still undecidedly twiddling with

his papers when kiefer, the draughts'nan,

presented himself before the desk with an

expression on his face that, to quote the

D. B, was "the shape of a quesrion mark."

Carrying out the dum» show, the D. E.

tooked up with an expression that said as

plainly as words, “Well, go ahead with

your question," \vlti-z'i Kiefcr proceeded to

do without delay.

“I‘ve just been doing a little wonder

ing,” he said, “and r- m I wonde: if you

ever Wondered the same thing."

“Give it up," fett-rtc-l the D. E.

have the harrowmg details."

“Let’s

D0 Cars Possess Too Much Framework.

“Well, it may sound foolish, but I have

just been wondering wit: a car needs so

much framework. It seems to me there's

a good deal more than is really necessary,

and there ought to be some way of getting

rid of some of it."

"That's not so foolim," replied the D. E.

“Other people have wondered the same

thing."

“I was just sort of looking over that car

out there with the bodv raised half off the

chassis," pursued Kiefer. “and it seemed

to me that the whole machine is a collec

tion of frames of one ~".ort and another.

First. there’s the main frame of the chassis.

Then there's a sub-frame for the engine,

and the rear axle is in a sort of frame of

its own, and it's connected to the main

frame by rods that com: pretty near foim

ing another frame. On top of it all the

body has a separate frame too Now I

may be talking impractical)“: rot. but 1

can't help thinking that there ough: to he

 

some way of combining some of this bunch

of trestle-work which W-Jdll make the car

lighter and cheaper, and maybe strongci,

too."

Bigotry Often Stifles Ingenuity.

“Not a bad idea at all," said the 1). li.

“You’re not the h“. man to think of it,

though. I never delved into it very deeply,

but I have run across odd bits of informa

tion and suggestions and designs in the

trade papers at difierent times. and I have

an idea of my own that a good deal could

be done to improve the convent-opal type

of car by changing the frame arrange

ments."

“As long as we're both interested in the

same idea, go ahead 1nd open your heart.

I won't tell the board of directors."

The D. E. laughed, for it was a standing

joke that the "powers" of the company

were intensely jealous of the design of

their car, and were inclined to resent sug

gestions from anyone who could not add a

string of initials to the end of his signa

ture. More than one well-meant criticism

had gone down the wrong way. and every

one who was “in the kn my” thought at

least twice before intimating that such a

thing as an improvement in the car was

possible.

Radical Ideas Might Be T:ied.

“You're sworn to secrecv" he said.

“Well, in the first place, if I were free :0

experiment with radical designs I would

see if I couldn't work out a machine with

the body frame made of steel, strong

enough so that a chassis frame would not

be required at all. This might be done by

making the sills of channel steel. perhaps.

and they would not need to be so very

heavy, because the rest of the body could

be stiffened and .--;.rcngv.heued to add to .he

strength of the whole.‘

“That's about the way it occurred to me.

though in a hazy sor: of way," put in

Kiefer. “But when I listen to you i can

think of things that didn't occur when l

was listening to myself."

“What, for instance?‘

Would Mount the Motor On Springs.

"What'll you do with your engine and

gearcase? Hang them on 'he body direct?"

“No, sir. I would make use of quite an

ancient scheme. Make the torsion tube that

encases the pr0peller shaft very big and

strong, and run it up to meet the gearcase,

which would be the rear end of the unit

power plant. This Would give you the

whole power plant and the driving mech

anism in a single rigid unit front one end

to the other, and there wouldn't be any

universal joints or telescopingr joints or

anything of the sort. Then I would sus—

pend the engine in the usual place, under

the hood, putting it 0.1 a 50'. or springs of

its own, so that motor vibrations would not

be transmitted direct, but would have to

pass through the. springs first. (ioodness

knows, a decent eng-n: these days doesn't

shake up a car very much, and With those

extra springs the thing ought to run like

velvet."

Solution Lies in Driving Connection.

“How would you make the driving con

nection between your big power unit and

your body? I'here’s no frame—l don’t see

just how you'd do it."

“You're a nice fellow! Here I'm work»

ing overtime enlarging on your foggy no

tions, and you’re sitting there picking holes

in my work. Well, I haven't exactly de

cided. There are several ways it could be

done. I might make the connection at the

front end of the engine. through auxiliary

springs, or I might dflv‘! through radius

rods from the rear axle to the body or.

again, I might drive through the rear

springs. I'm inclined to think. though, that

the radius rod arrangement wouldv be the

best; it seems to me it w.|ul:l hold things

in line better than any other method I

haven't really gone in'c the details in my

own mind, and, so far as that goes, I would

rather do a little experiit'entina,t first and

make suggestions afterwards. It's the

safest way. But I think there's a whole lot

that really is sound and practical in the

general idea."

“It's a wonder someone has not done it

already,” remarked Kiefer.

Ideas Appear New But Are Ancient.

"Someone has done at least part of u.

A good many years ago there was a car

that embodied the unit p.-wer and drivmg

mechanism just about as l have described

it, and the machine certainly seemed to be
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all right. But for some reason the car did

not make a mark on the market. and simply

dropped out of sight. But have you ever

noticed that every once in a while some

concern brings out an idet that was aban

doned years ago, and makes a success of it

despite that fact?_ I suppose it's because

engineering ability at first was not equal

to the task of bringing out the best, so that

it was not a commercial success. despite

the fact that the principle may have been
entirely correct. I

“As our old professor of chemistry used

to say when he didn't get the results he

expected after a lot of preparation for a

demonstration, ‘The experiment fails—yes,

yes; but the principle remains tl'c same.‘

Someone may have failed to make the idea

work years ago, but that’s no reason why

it shouldn’t work—and by that I mean in

a manner that will be satisfactory from a

commercial point of view—~r'ow that it is

possible to do such magnificent mechani

cal work and that the problems of motor

Brass Drifts for Ball Bearings.

Brass being softer than steel, its use as a

drift cannot be overestimated. Despite the

fact, it is not an uncommon occurrence to

see a man "paying" a ball bearing with a

steel punch the tip of which has been tem

pered. Of necessity, ball bearings must be

a tight fit, and it is often imperative to

drive them off the shaft or out of their

housing. In doing so, however, great care

must be exercised to deliver the blows al

ternately first at one point and next at the

diametrically opposite spot, in order to dis

lodge the bearing equally and prevent

cramping. The outer and inner races of ball

bearings are very hard and rather brittle;

therefore, unless a soft metal is used as a

drift, cracked raceways may result. The

tip of the drift should be cleaned from time

to time, as the peining effect causes a

spreading of the metal and will result in

small particles of brass flying off, and these

may find their way into the b'earing with

attendant damage.

Facilitates the Cleaning of Motors.

Cleaning the exterior of a motor is a

job that no repairman particularly fancies;

it is troublesome and time-taking, if done

in the ordinary way, and at best it is diffi

cult to get all nooks and crannies thor

oughly cleared of the oil and dirt they are so

capable of accumulating. It is to overcome

-;his trouble that the Turner Brass Works.

of Sycamore, 111., has brought out the Tur

ner motor washer, a device that bears a

strong resemblance to the familiar gasolene

blow-torch and works on the same princi

ple, though no flame or fire is used as a

matter of course.

The accompanying illustration shows the

car construction are so much better com

prehended than they used to be.

Narrower Motor’s Effect on Body Design.

“There’s another thing that I have ‘won

dered about,’ as you are pleased to put it,"

pursued the D. E. “A motor isn't a very

wide piece of machinery, and if necessary

it could be made still narrower. It seems

to me that if the engine were made nar

rower on top and brought back into a nar

row little hood, extending through

dashboard, the whole body could be moved

forward on the WhCriS s') that the ton

neau, which is the most uncomfortable part

of the car, so far as riding qualities are

concerned, would be well ahead of the rear

wheels and would be somewhere near as

comfortable as the front seat. The total

length of the car woqu not be increased,

and the space taken up by the motor would

be between the feet of the occupants of the

front seats; I don't mean that the hood

should reach clear basic to the front seat.

form of the "washer." The tank, which

contains a quart of gasolene, is of solid

drawn brass with the bottom brazed in; a

small but effective air pump forms a han

dle, and on the opposite side is a nozzle,

which can be adjusted to throw either a

spray or a very fine, penetrating stream.

In use the cleaner is partly filled with gaso

lene and air pressure pumped up; the spray

or jet from the nozzle is directed against

  

TURNER MOTOR CLEANER

the motor to be washed, and, of course, can

be projected into the smallest crannies. The

combination of the oil-cutting action of

the liquid with its forcible projection does

the work quickly and effectively, and a

quart of gasolene is said to be sufficient to

clean an ordinary motor.

It should be borne in mind that in using

an apparatus of this character the proper

place to work is outdoors, so that the in

flammable vapor will dissipate harmlessly.

and also to avoid the inquisitiveness of the

ubiquitous insurance inspector.

Rope and Jack to Remove Wheels.

In case a wheel has to be removed on

the road or when a puller of suitable size

the

With a low, narrow topped m nor and a

fairly wide body, I don’t see why that

shouldn’t work out pretty well. For an

other thing, the driver could easily cast his

eye on his motor while running by lifting

the cover over it."

Plagiarism Sometimes Has Its Merits.

"How much of all this is new“ asked

Kiefer. ,

“None of it. That is, the ideas all have

been either put into practical shape or else

have been suggested and talkel over so all

I can claim is that I never heard of a car

that combined them—though for all 1

know there may be such a machine. And

I'd like to bet you ab.‘~.t; thirteen cents

that it’s a good car, if it exists."

“I won't take you up on that. but,"

reaching for his hat, “I have very often ob

served "

“Have you?" interrupted the D. F.., doing

likewise. “Well, let’s go on: now and take

an observation. I feel the need of it.”

 

is not handy, an ordinary screw jack and

a piece of rope or a length of chain will

answer the purpose. The force that can be

exerted by a screw jack is not often consid

ered, but as the force is applied very grad

ually the tightest wheel may be removed if

the hitching is correctly done and the final

resistance overcome by a well directed blow

with a hammer after a piece of wood has

been interposed between the jack and the

hammer head. This will dampen the blow

and prevent any damage being done to the

jack. If possible, a piece of hard wood

should be used, so as not to minimize the

blow too greatly.

Cleaning Terminals to Help Voltage.

W'hile the subject of clean terminals for

electrical connections is a very old one,

it is of interest to know that tests made on

a large electric truck showed that the thor

ough cleaning of connections which had

been neglected for several months made a

difference of about 6 volts at the meter with

the battery half discharged. This is quite

sufficient to make it well worth while to

keep the contacts of an electric vehicle per

fectly clean, and indicates that there is

something more than mere theory behind

the advice to do so.

Using a File on Sheet Metal.

There is only way sheet metal can be filed

with comfort and effectiveness, and that is

by moving the file along the edge instead of

across it. In filing across a sheet, most of

the energy applied goes to make a horrible

noise. This does not apply to small pieces

that can be. held in a vise with the edge

close to the jaws, so that the metal has no

chance to vibrate.
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FlFl'EEN mums sun '

m CHICAGO RELIABILITY

Around Lake Michigan Tour Launch

ed Despite Heavy Rains—But Six

Clean Scores at End of

Second Day.

Even had the annual fall reliability tour

of the Chicago Motor Club, which left the

Illinois city Monday morning last, let inst.,

led through instead of around Lake Michi

gan, the route could not have been much

“wetter.” For a heavy downpour which

commenced on the eve of the start of the

tour and continued unabated throughout

the first day’s run of 170 miles to Oshkosh,

Wis, made the none-too-good roads appear

as if the lake had overrun its boundaries

and encroached on the surrounding coun

try.

Despite the weather, and despite also the

numerous reports which came from the

towns along the northern border of the lake

to the eflect that cold weather even unto

the freezing point prevailed, 15 ccnte=tants

left the Windy City on the lake-circling

tour. Mud and water, however, did not

serve to deter the tourists, and all save one

of the 15 checked in at the night control

without having incurred penalty. The soli

tary suflerer was R. B. Gray, who drove a

National equipped with spring wheels am

who was delayed for hours at Milwaukee

with a broken hub cap.

The second day's run carried the tourists

as far as Escanaba, 176 miles from Osh

kosh. Continued rain made the road con

ditions even worse, if such could be the

case, than on the previous day. But six con

tenders reachcd the night control with clean

slates, J. Hanson (Case), A. M. Robbins

(Abbott-Detroit), J. Monckmeier (Staver),

and B. Park (R. C. H.) in the touring car

class, and J. A. Wicke (Moline) and F. G.

Salisbury (Moline) in the roadster division.

R. B. Gray (National) dropped out, as did -

M. Barry (R. C. H.) who was detained for

hours with motor trouble. A. Monson re

ceived 161 black marks for road work and

tardiness at the control, and John Brolley

(Velie) and E. T. Knudsen (Staver) re

ceived 2 and 8 demerits respectively for

adjusting carburetters. R. E. Maypole and

Claude Anderson, who piloted Stutz cars,

did not check in at the night control.

Before the contenders return to Chicago

on Sunday evening next, they will have

completed a soul-trying circuit 1,069 miles

in extent, embracing, besides Oshkosh and

Escanaba as night controls, Newberry,

Mackinaw City, Traverse City. and Grand

Rapids.

The contenders who left Chicago were:

In the touring car class, John Brolley (Ve

lie), J. Hanson (Case), E. D. Knudson (Sat

ver), G. Monckmeier (Staver), Adolph Mon

son (Bergdoll), A. M. Robbins (Abbott

Detroit), B. Park (R. C. H.), R. B. Gray

(National); in the roadster class, H. M.

Luce (Velie), R. E. Maypole (Stutz), Tom

Roney (Bergdoll), J. A. Wicke (Moline),

F. G. Salisbury (Moline), Claude Anderson

(Stutz), M. Barney (R. C. H.).

Drizzle Shortens Rockingham Meet.

A drizzling rain which commenced ere

half of the program had been run off and

rendered the track so slippery as to be

dangerous, necessitated a cancellation of

the remaining events which were to have

been run on the Rockingham Park track,

Salem, Mass., on Saturday last, 19th inst.

As it was, but two or the automobile events

which were sandwiched in between motor

cycle contests were reached. They were a

five mile amateur contest for cars with dis

placements of under 300 inches and a ten

mile contest for cars of the same size, and

were won by C. Oliver Iselin, Jr. (Mercer),

in 5:50, and Daniel Higgins (Studebaker

30) in 13:15, respectively. The summary:

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under 300 inches, amateur drivers—\Von by

C. Oliver Irelin, Jr. (Mercer); second, H.

Cutting (Mercer); third, S. S. Bigelow

(Buick). Time, 5:50.

Ten miles, for cars with displacements of

under 300 inches—\Von by Daniel Higgins

(Studebaker 30); second, J. Pew (Penn);

third, Compton Smith (Hudson). Time,

13:15.

Narbeth Meet Ends With Darkness.

Darkness, which so interfered with his

driving that Harry Ringler (Mercer) went

through the fence after completing 48miles

in a 50-mile event, cut short the racemeet

which was run on Saturday last, 19th inst.,

on the Belmont track at Narbeth, Pa. The

three numbers on the program which were

completed went to G. Bergdoll (Bergdoll),

who completed five miles in 5:49; Freitag

(Mercer), who went a like distance in

504%, and Menker (Kline), who went 10

miles in 10:02%. The 50-mile event was

called off after Ringler's mishap, through

which, happily, he passed unscathed, with

Blocksom (Stutz) in the leading position.

The summary:

Five miles, match race—Won by G. Berg

doll (Bergdoll); second, 5. C. Briscoe (Re

gal). Time, 5:49.

Five miles, match race—\Von by Frei

tag (Mercer); second, H. Ringler (Kline).

Time, 51.14%.

Ten miles, for cars with displacements of

301-450 inches—Won by J. Menker (Kline);

second, Freitag (Mercer); third, Blocksum

(Stutz). Time, 120.2%.

“LITTLE GLIDDEN” TOUR

LllTLE lN REALITY, T00

Only Five Cars in Line and Only One

Clean Slate—And This Despite

Good Weather and Good Roads

Over Entire 570 Miles.

If a name really counts for anything, the

title “Little Glidden," which attached to the

reliability tour of the Iowa State Automo

bile Association, which started from Des

Moines on Tuesday, October 15th, and fin

ished at the same place on Saturday last,

19th inst., certainly was befitting. The "lit

tleness" of the tour was evidenced by the

fewncss of the entrants, there being just

five contenders, including the pilot, in line.

Of the five, R. O. Gresham, who piloted

the Warren entry, made the best showing

and was the only participant to finish with

a clean slate, by virtue of which perform

ance he took the cup for the best score in

the touring car class. Vere Reynolds, in a

Chalmers, who finished with two points

against him for tardiness at a night control,

and A. E. Gounan (Chalmers), who was

delayed by a broken spring, which cost him

10 demerits, also were entered in the tour—

ing car class. But two were entered in the

roadster class—Dr. R. W. Soper (Ford)

and Bruce Malcolm (Paige-Detroit)—and

as both finished with penalties amounting to

two points. the prize winner has not as yet

been announced.

The route, 570 miles in extent, led from

Des Moines to Council Bluffs, 120 miles;

from Council Bluffs to Sioux City, 100

miles; from Sioux City to Ft. Dodge, 120

miles; from Ft. Dodge to Cedar Rapids,

130 miles, and back to Des Moines—an

other century. Good weather, and roads

which, although not at all times 100 per

cent. smooth, were in very fair condition,

are accountable for the few penalties which

were incurred.

Rain Causes Postponement at Hartford.

A steady downpour, which rendered the

track too slippery for the contenders to

negotiate at high speed with safety, caused

the postponement of the E. W. Powell

meet, which was to have been run OK on

the Charter Oak Park track, Hartford,

Conn., Saturday last, October 19. Weather

permitting ,the race will be run on 26th inst.

The Automobile Club of Middletown has

been formed in the Ohio town of that name.

The otlicers are: President, J. M. Iseinger;

vice‘presidcnt, \V. C. Crane; secretary, C. E.

Scabald; treasurer, Gay Biers. The board

of directors comprises D. E. Haunan, G. D.
Lemmis, Howard Wilson. I
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WISHART THE HONOR MAN

AT BRIGHTON BEACH MEET

Mercer Pilot Takes Three Out of

Eight Events on Well Managed

Program—Not Even Dust

Mars Sport.

Although disqualification, which resulted

from the piston displacement of his Mer

cer being slightly greater than the limit of

the class in which he was entered, robbed

Spencer Wishart of one of his easily earned

victories on the Brighton Beach track, Sat

urday last, 19th inst., his fast driving, which

netted him two victories, was one of the

features of the day.

Although the weather was threatening

throughout the day and, indeed, several

slight sprinklings did occur in the morn

ing, the exceptionally interesting program

which was advertised was sufficient to draw

a good assemblage. And so well managed

was the meet, and such good condition the

track, that enthusiasm ran high among the

more than 6,000 spectators, and the last

announcement of the day carried the news

of a similar meet to be run on Election

Day, Tuesday, November 5th, under the

same management—that of the Motor

Dealers' Exhibit Co.

\Vishart's victories included a five-mile

event for cars with displacements of under

601 inches, the prize for which was the 20

Mule Team Borax trophy. Four started in

the event—Mulford (Mason), Howard

(Buick), Whalen (National) and Wishart

(Mercer). Howard led ofi at a terrific

pace, closely followed by Whalen. When

coming around the bend into the home

stretch, Howard attempted to round the

curve at too high speed and his mount

skidded clear around and started in the op

posite direction toward \Vhalen in the Na

tional. Whalen’s adroitness saved the situa

tion, however, and the National left the

track and brought up in the field minus a

rear shoe. Wishart took the lead, with Mul

ford in second place, and finished in 4:46.26.

Both Whalen and Howard started again

when the cars were put in condition. al

though the race practically was over.

Wishart's second victory brought him the

\Varner trophy. The contest was a free-for

all handicap, which went for ten miles With

ten starters, and was one of the feature’

numbers on the eight-event program. The

Mercer pilot had a 25-second handicap, but

managed to lead home Ferguson (Mercer),

who had 45 seconds, and Lewis (Stutz),

who started from scratch. The time was

9:44.85.

Wishart also managed to beat the field

in a Class C event for cars with displace

ments of 231-300 inches, but was disquali

fied, Ferguson being declared the winner.

Ferguson's time was 9:41.87.

Dave Lewis (Stutz) likewise accounted

for two events, a Class C ten-mile contest,

for cars with displacements of 301-450

inches, which he completed in 9:32.50, tak

iny the Poertner trophy, and a five-mile

free-for-all handicap, in which he started

from scratch and won in 4:27.50 from a

field of 12. Ferguson took, besides the Class

C event which Wishart lost by disqualifica

tion, a five-mile invitation race, which he

completed in 4:56.85.

The longest contest on the program went

to Neil Whalen, who completed 25 miles

in 24:52.85 and won the George Robertson

trophy. Ferguson took second position in

the contest and Lewis third. Six lined up

for the start. Mort Roberts (Mason) won

the Class C event for cars with displace

ments of 231-300 inches, completing the

five miles in 5:18.55. An exhibition mile

driven by Mulford in the National in 53.30

seconds and another by Bragg in a Fiat,

but which was not timed, marked the close

of the program. The summary:

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under 231 inches—Won by Mort Roberts

(Mason); second, William Chandler (Stude

baker 30); third, Ernest Meyer (Hupmo—

bile). Time, 5:18.55.

Ten miles, for cars' with displacements

of 231-300 inches—\Von by Armour Fergu

son (Mercer); second, Gene Homan (Berg

doll); third, Mort Roberts (Mason). Time,

9:41.87.

Ten miles, for cars with displacements of

301-450 inches—\Von by Dave Lewis

(Stutz); second, P. G. Thebaud, Jr. (G. J.

G.). Time, 9:32.50.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 601 inches—Won by Spencer

“'ishart (Mercer); second, Mort Roberts

(Mas'on): third, Neil Whalen (National).

Time, 4:46.25.

One mile, time trial—Ralph Mulford (Na

tional). Time, 53:30. '

Twenty-five miles, free-for-all—NVon by

Neil \Vhalen (National); second, Armour

Ferguson (Mercer); third. Dave Lewis

(Stutz). Time, 24:52.85.

Fi've miles, special invitation—Won by

Armour Ferguson (Mercer); second, Spen

cer Wishart (Mercer); third, L. Mitchell

(Mercer). Time, 4:56.85.

Five miles, free—for-all handicap—“Ion

by Dave Lewis (Stutz), scratch; second.

Gene Homan (Bergdoll), 20 seconds; third,

Neil \Vhalen (National), 2 seconds. Time,

4:27.50.

Ten miles, free-for-all handicap—~\Non by

Spencer \Nishart (Mercer), 25 seconds; sec

ond. Armour Ferguson (Mercer), 45 sec

onds; third. Dave Lewis (Stutz), scratch.

Time, 9:44.85.

BAD WEATHER AND ROADS

HANDICAP GLIDDEN’S TOIIR

Trophy Donor Finds Not All Plain

Sailing on Route of Abandoned

A. A. A. Tour—One Outsider

' Fails to Share Glory.

For the first time since he left Detroit, on

October 14th, Charles J. Glidden, who is

endeavoring to follow the itinerary of the

abandoned A. A. A. National Reliability

tour, was forced to cut short his day's run

and lay over at Clarksdale, Miss, on Tues

day, ZZd inst., when he had hoped to reach

Greenwood, 75 miles beyond. A combina

tion of miserable roads and inclement

weather was responsible for the delay.

When he arrived at Clarksdale, Glidden,

who is piloting a Maxwell car, had cov

ered 1,095 miles since he left Detroit, hav

ing made night stops at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

Indianapolis, Louisville, Ky., Cave City.

Ky., Nashville, Tenn, Sheffield. Ala.. and

Rogers Springs, Tenn.

Motorists along the route still are re

sponding to the general invitation extended

to “Come out" and accompany the trophy

donor from place to place, but Howard L.

Waltrous, who left Cleveland in a Hupmo

bile two days after Glidden had started on

his tour, and who overtook Glidden at

Nashville on Saturday last, was not re

ceived with open arms. Waltrous did not

conceal his purpose of gaining publicity for

the Hupmobile. but was denied even the

privilege of having his car “snapped” by

the “official” photographer along with the

other escorting cars, and was given to

understand that there only glory

enough for one.

was

Three Share Honors at Evansville.

Three shared in the honors which at

tached to the combined automobile and

motorcycle racemeet staged on the half

-mile track at Evansville, Ind., on Wednes

day, October 16th, under the auspices of

the Evansville Automobile Club. Kilpatrick

(Hotchkiss), who took the five-mile free

for-all handicap in 656%, and Disbrow, who

drove the Simplex to victory in an Austra

lian pursuit which went for 3% miles, won

the two feature events. The other competi

tive number, a three-mile Class C event.

went to Endicott in a Case, who completed

' the distance in 4:42, leading home two other

contenders, Nikrent (Case) and Ulbrecht

(Case). Disbrow also drove two exhibition

miles, one in the reconstructed Fiat and the

other in the Simplex, his times for the dou

ble circuits in the respective mounts being

1:18% and 1:12 fiat, which completed the

program.
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1,017,407. Transmission Mechanism for

Automobiles. Max H. Grabowsky, Detroit,

Mich. Filed June 21, 1911. Serial No. 634,

333.

1. In a transmission mechanism two por

tions of a shaft, an equalizing gearing hav

ing a ring uniting the portions of said

5113“, said ring being rovided with teeth,

the inner end of one 0 said shaft portions

being provided with teeth and means for

lll‘fl'lng said portion of said shaft longitudi

nally to engage and disengage said teeth

for the purpose described.

1,017,498. Piston for Explosive Engines.

John Bittner, Newcastle, Ind. Filed Feb.

7, 1911. Serial No. 607,101.

1. A piston comprising a hollow body, a

head detachably fitted to and closing the

hollow body and having a portion project

ing therein, a rod, the projecting portion

oi the head and the red having transversely

registering openings, and a pin passing

through the openin s of the head and rod

and connecting the atter to the former and

ada ted to be retained in place by the inner

wal s of the hollow body.

l.017,536. Silencer for Internal Combus

tion Engines. Mark Frank Graydon, Tren~

ton. Ontario, Canada. Filed Oct. 9, 1911.

Serial No. 653,730.

1. In a silencing device for internal com

bustion engines having an exhaust pipe, a '

valve seat secured to the exhaust pipe, a

spider secured to the valve seat, a valve, a

stem on said valve slidably mounted in the

spider, and means for holdin the valve in

a normal closed position against the valve

seat and an expansion casing having a dome

shaped top and an exhaust aperture below

said top, as and for the purpose specified.

1.017,538. Engine Starting Apparatus.

Edward A. Halbleib, Rochester, N. Y., as

signor to Northeast

Rochester, N. Y., a Corporation.

12. 1911. Serial No. 620,683

1. An automatic selector for engine-start

ing apparatus having, in combination, valves

ror controllin the admission of air to the

respective cy inders of an engine, said

valves being movable into open position by

pressure from the respective cylinders, and

connections between the valves whereby

movement of either valve to open position

causes the movement of a plurality of the

other valves to closed position.

1.017,572. Attachment for Ca'rburetters.

James B. Lund, Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 18,

1911. Serial No. 666,314.

1. The combination of a carburetter, a

pipe adapted to connect said carburetter

With an engine manifold, and means adapted

to be actuated by temperature and pressure

for automatically regulating the tempera

ture of the mixture delivered from said car

buretter through said pipe.

2. The combination of a carburetter. an

air intake pipe connected therewith, a shut

ter disposed in said'pipe for controlling the

relative proportions of hot and cold air de

livered to said carburetter, and means actu

ated by variations in temperature and pres

sure for automatically controlling the oper

ation of said shutter.

1,017,591. Method of Governing Internal

Filed Apr.

Electric Company, .

I Combustion Engines. Thomas Rigby, Dum

fries, Scotland. Filed Oct. 16, 1911. Serial

No. 654,941.

1. A method of governing internal com

bustion engines in which the main charge is

drawn in on the suction stroke, which con

sists in admitting to the working cylinder

at or near the end of the suction stroke, a

supplementary charge cooled to a tempera—

ture below the temperature of the charge,

and in varying the amount of the supple

mentary charge in accordance with the load.

1,017,592. Method of \Vorking and Gov

erning Internal Combustion Engines.

Thomas Rigby, Dumfries, Scotland. Filed

Oct. 16, 1911. Serial No. 654,942.

1. A method of working internal com

bustion engines in which the main charge is

drawn in on the suction stroke, which con

sists in admitting to the working cylinder

a supplementary charge cooled to a temper

ature of the usual charge at or near the end

of the suction stroke when the load of the

engine eXceeds a predetermined amount.

1,017,597. Magneto. James E. Seeley, Los

Angeles, Cal., assignor to High Frequency

Ignition Coil Company, Los Angeles, Cal..

a Corporation of California. Filed Jan. 31,

1911. Serial No. 605,775.

In a magneto, the combination with the

field pole pieces of_an armature, mounted to

rotate between said pole pieces, and com

prising heads having oppostte notches, a

core consisting of H formed laminations,

having arms extending into said notches to

secure the laminations in place, and seg

mental pole_ pieces secured to said flanges,

and extending over and in contact with

said core.

1,017,598. Tire. Arthur Seelig, Wilmers

dorf, Berlin, Germany. Filed Sept. 6, 1911.

Serial No. 647,802.

_1. A tire, comprising a rim, and split re

silient rings located transversely thereof,

the lower part of the legs of each ring be

ing completely inclosed b _

means for preventing .rotation of the rings

within the rim, consisting of a projection on

the one part engaging in a recess in the

other part, and a compression-spring locat

ed in the gap between the two ends of the

ring.

2. A tire includinga rim having passages

formed therein, split rings having their

ends sliding in said passages, and coil

springs interposed between ,the ring ends.

1,017,643. Automobile Curtain Support.

Merle B. Barton, Peoria, Ill. Filed Dec. 27,

1910. Serial No.599,442. (Cl.21—62.)

In combination with a vehicle door, a col

lapsible curtain holding frame consisting of

two uprights, a separate member pivoted at

one end to the upper end of each of said

uprights. said members being pivotally con

nected at their free ends, means for detach

ably securing the frame to the door, and a

curtain secured at one of its edges to one

of the uprights, and means at its opposite

edge to detachably secure that edge to the

opposite upright.

1,017,660. Shock Absorbing Device. Claud

H. Foster, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Apr. 9,

1908. Serial No. 426,144. (Cl. 21—105.)

1. The combination, with a pair of rela

tively movable members, of a shock absorb

ing device comprising a spiral spring hav

ing an open central portion operativer con

nected to one of such members and having

its outer portion flexibly connected with the

other member, and friction material inter

p0st between some of the outer convolu

tions of said spring.

the rim, and -

1,017,661. Cleaning Device. Claud H. Fos

ter, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Feb. 14, 1910.

Serial No. 543,733. (CI. 15—59.)

1. The combination, with a frame for a

pane, of a coiled spring supported by said

frame, said spring being provided with an

extension, and a cleaning member carried

by said extension and arranged to be moved

in an arc across a portion of the surface of

said pane.

1,017,681. Starter for Internal-Combus

tion Engines. Frank G. McKlveen and Les

lie YV. Naylor, Denver, Colo.; said Naylor

assignor to said McKlveen. Filed Jan. 30,

1911. Serial No. 605,642. (Cl. 123—185.)

1. The combination with an engine shaft,

of a wheel mounted thereon and connected

in operative relation therewith, a device for

operating the same, a spring connected with

one extremity of the device, the said device

having a section normally held in engage

ment with the wheel by the spring, said

section having a centrally located space and

the wheel being equipped with teeth ada ted

to move in said space, whereby the w eel

may rotate without moving the device, the

portion of the latter, beyond the said sec

tion, being adapted to engage the teeth to

operate the wheel, and means for actuating

the device to operate the wheel for engine

starting purposes, substantially as de

scribed.

1,017,689. Electro-Whistle Alarm. Charles

H. Rettmann, Chicago, 111. Filed May 6.

1911. Serial No. 625,510. (Cl. 177—311.)

1. Id a device of the character described.

the combination with a casing, an electro

magnet therein, of a cover therefor, means

on the cover operable by impulses of air to

produce sound, a diaphragm, and diaphragm

moving means associated with said dia

phragm and magnet to produce impulses

of air for the sound producing means.

1,017,732. Tire. Frederick E. Blaisdell,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Ian. 31, 1911. Serial

No. 605,694. (Cl. 152—2.)

1. An_anti-skidding stud for tires having

an elastic cover wound thereon under ten

Sl()1'1.i

1,017,750. Mixer for Gaseous Fuel. George

T. Hanchett, Hackensack. N. 1. Filed July

16, 1908. Serial No. 443,748. (Cl. 48—180.)

1. In a device of the character described,

the combination of a carburetter casing hav~

ing a chamber therein, a heating coil within

said chamber against which mixed air and

fuel may impinge, said coil having a pin

~rality of turns in each of several substanti

ally parallel plancs and surrounding a com

mon axis, and entrance and exit ports. said

coil lying in the path between said entrance

and exit ports.

1,017,762. Clutch. Frank H. Jones, Mun

cie, Ind., assignor to Warner Gear Com

pany. Muncie, Ind., a Corporation of Indi

ana. Filed Feb. 10. 1910. Serial No. 543,

150. (Cl. 192—10.)

1. A multiple disk clutch comprising a

rotary head formed integral with the sup

porting shaft and having a pluralitp of cir

cumferentially arranged axial] parallel

arms, a wearing plate secured in position

along one edge of each of said arms, a plu

rality of friction rings nested within said

arms and having outwardly extending fin

gers projecting betwcen said arms and en

gaging a wearing plate, a shaft arranged

axially relative to the rotory head and pro~

jected into the space between its arms, a

head secured to the inner end of said shaft
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and lying within the space between said

arms, said head having a plurality of axially

extending grooves in its circumference, a

wearing plate detachably mounted in one

side _of each of said grooves, a plurality of

friction rings interdigitated with the first

mentioned friction rings and having in-'

wardly projecting fingers lying within the

grooves of the last-mentioned head and en—

gaging said last-mentioned wearing plates,

and a clamping member rotatively connect

ed to the first mentioned head and arranged

to force the interdigitated friction rings in

to engagement with each other.

1,017,764. Wheel Tire. Paul M. Kemter

and Arthur W. Hentschel, West New York,

N_. J. Filed Dec. 14, 1910. Serial No. 597,

293. (C1. 152—8.)

A tire of the class described comprising

an outer sheathing of rawhide having

clencher enlargements, a core formed from

a single coil of wire, a sheet metal wear

member curved transversely to conform to

the curvature of the core and bearing

around the outer portion of the same, an

intermediate fabric member between the

outer member and the core and detachably

united at its edges, a fabric enlarging mem

ber between the outer portion of the outer

member and the intermediate member, a

fabric enlarging member between th outer

portion of the intermediate member and

the metal wear member, and fastening de

vices extending through the outer sheath

ing the intermediate member and the en—

larging member, said fastening devices bear

ing at their inner ends upon the wear mem

er.

1,017,794. Circuit Breaker for Magneto

Electric Machines. Carl A. Pfanstiehl, High

land Park, Ill. Filed Apr. 18, 1910. Serial

No. 556,245. (Cl. 123—166.)

1. In, a circuit breaker of the type herein

described, the combination of an armature

housing, a casmg formed with a lateral ,

pocket and adapted to having a turning

adjustment on said housing, a cam disk

arran ed in said casing and receiving mo

tion rorn the armature shaft, a movable

contact lever pivoted in said casing and

operatively engaging said cam disk, a plug

of insulating material formed with mar

ginal grooves engaging the margins of an

orifice in a wall of the lateral pocket afore

said, and a fixed contact member mounted

on said plug and arranged in the path of

the movable contact lever aforesaid, sub

stantially as set forth.

1,017,809. Puncture Closure for Pneumatic

Tires and the Like. Robert Sampson, Mon

treal, Quebec, Canada. Filed Apr. 21, 1910.

Serial No. 556,896. (Cl. 152—26.)

A puncture closure for pneumatic tires

and the like embodying, in combination

with an interior sealing member, an exte

rior clamping member comprising a thin,

eoncavo-convex, skeletonized metal disk

provided with a centrally-disposed, interi

orl -tlireaded neck, a shield of elastic mate

ria surrounding said disk and extending

through the skeletonizing openings therein,

and a shank secured to said interior mem

ber and engaging the threaded neck of the

exterior member.

1,017,814. Resilient Tire. Semple S. Scott,

Chicago, Ill. Filed Apr. 27, 1911. Serial No.

623,728. (Cl. 152—8.)

1. A tire consisting of a plurality of cir

cumferential rows of radially extending

blocks, means for supporting said blocks so

that each may yield independently in a

radial direction toward the tire center, said

blocks having outer ends which together

constitute the tread of the tire, each block

having the edges of its outer end located

c105ely adjacent \to the edges of the outer

ends of the adjacent sides of adjacent blocks

being inclined away from each other toward

the tire center.

1,017,877. Change Speed Gearing. Abra

ham B. Landis, Waynesboro, Pa. Filed Oct.

26, 1907. Serial No. 399,252. (Cl. 74—26.)

1. A change speed gearing comprising a

driving and a driven shaft, a series of disks

slidably mounted upon each shaft and ar

ranged with those on one shaft engaging

between the adjacent faces of those on the

other shaft, means for clamping said disks

y a force automatically adjusted to the

load, one of said shafts being mounted in

adjustable bearings, said bearings and

means for adjusting said bearings to carry

the shaft therein toward and from said

other shaft, substantially as set forth.

1,017,900. Apparatus for Deodorizing the

Exhaust Gases of Motors. Charles H. Phil

lips, Paughkeepsie, N. Y. Filed July 27,

1911. Serial No. 640,941. (Cl. 110—183.)

1. The herein described gas deodorizing

apparatus consisting of an _upright cylin

dircal receptacle adapted to contain deodor

izing liquid, an inclined baffle plate secured

across its interior and having a passage

through it near its lower edge and below

the liquid level, a gas inlet pipe opening

through one side of said receptacle below

the lower edge of the plate, a discharge pipe

opening through the top of the receptacle

above the upper edge of the late, and a

transverse row of tubes seated in and open

ing through said plate with their bodies

standing at right angles to it and their

bores directing the gases obliquely across

the interior of said receptacle from a point

beneath the upper portion of the plate to

a point above it remote from said dis

charge pipe.

1,017,909. Traction arid Non-Skid Device.

James W. Reid, New York, N. Y. Filed

Mar. 16, 1911. Serial No. 614,772. (C1.

152—2.)

1. A traction and anti-skid device com

prising a plurality of traction members, each

being substantially of J—shape and having its

ends extending radially of the wheel, the

short end of each traction member termi

nating in an offset portion adapted to ex

tend within the felly of the wheel, the lon

ger ends extending to points adjacent the

hub of the wheel, and connecting members

adapted to connect the longer ends of said

traction members.

1,017,919. Spring Wheel.’ Samuel P. San

ders, Aurora, Neb.. assignor of one-half to

Christian C. Grosshans, Aurora, Neb. Filed

Aug. 18, 1910. Serial No. 577,744. (Cl. 152—

52.)

In a spring wheel, the combination, with

a tread rim, an inner rim, and spokes rigidly

connecting the rims of a hub having an an

nular groove, a bumper secured in the

groove, a bumper ring carried by the inner

rim within the said groove with a space be

tween the ring and the hub-bumper, and a

series of spiral springs on each side of the

spokes and forming the only connection be

tween the hub and the tread rim.

1,017,923. Driving Mechanism. George

Washington Slater, Oakland, Cal. Original

application filed Nov. 17, 1910, Serial No.

592,899. Divided and this application filed

Oct. 5, 1911. Serial No. 653,037. (Cl. 74—7.)

1. A shield housing to be used in connec

tion with _a motor vehicle, comprising a

pair of sections, each section being provided

with a pair of legs adapted to straddle the

axle of a vehicle for supporting said sec

tions being provided with a socket portion,

a drive shaft passing through one of said

sections of said housing and a gear thereon,

said gear fitting in said socket formed in

one of said sections, an auxiliary shaft pass

ing through the other of said sections of

said housing and a gear thereon fitting in

said _socket and meshing with said first

mentioned gear, and means for securing

said sections together.

1,017,938. Sounding Horns. Alva VVill

iamson, Atlantic, Iowa. Filed Mar. 29, 1910.

Serial No. 552,188. (Cl. 116—1.)

1. In a device of the class described, the

combination of an engine exhaust pipe, an

inelastic gas storage receptacle in communi

cation with the exhaust pipe, said exhaust

pipe being provided with an outlet other

than the one leading to the storage recep

tacle, a manually operated valve device

whereby the exhaust gases may be directed

either into the storage receptacle or through

the said outlet, a check valve interposed

between the exhaust pipe and the storage

receptacle to prevent the flow of gas from

the storage receptacle to the exhaust pipe,

a pressure equalizing receptacle, there be

ing a restricted passageway provided be

tween said receptacle and the storage re

ceptacle and with a wind instrument opera

tively connected with the equalizing recep—

tacle, the passageway from the equalizing

receptacel to the wind instrument being

unobstructed, whereby gas under fluctuat

ing pressure in the exhaust pipe may either

be discharged or directed into the storage

receptacle, and the said gas under unequal

pressure in the storage receptacle may be

delivered to the wind instrument at a sub

stantially uniform pressure, for the pur

poses stated.

1,017,988. Vehicle Wheel with Elastic

Spokes. Heinrich Munk, Berlin, Germany.

Filed July 30, 1907. Serial No. 386,248. (Cl.

152—51.)

An elastic wheel comprising in combina

tion a hub and a felly, and a number of

spokes between the same consisting each

of one endless pear-shaped blade or band

spring having curved or arc-shaped inner

and outer portions and attached to said

hub and felly respectively, the adjacent

spokes being further connected at their

outer and inner arc-shaped portions, sub

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

Reissues.

13,368. Explosive Engine. Cyrus E.

Mead, Dayton, Ohio, assignor, by direct

and mesne assignments, to The Mead En

gine Company, Dayton, Ohio, a Corpora

tion of Ohio. Filed May 8, 1911. Serial No.

625,903. Original No. 921,264, dated May 11,

1909, Serial No. 423,094.

1. In an explosive engine, the combina

tion with a cylinder having pockets and

ports therein, a piston, a main shaft, and a

connection between said piston and said

main shaft, of a rotary inlet valve, a rotary

exhaust valve, said valves being independ

ent of each other and provided with ports

adapted to register with the ports in the

cylinder, caps having ports adapted to reg

ister with the valve ports, an independent

shaft for each of said valves, a driving shaft

common to said valve shafts, gears inter

posed between the valve shafts and said

common shaft, and means for actuating the

common shaft from the main shaft of the

engine.
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Every

Business

Dealers—Sell Delivery Cars ThatIAll Merchants Need

Stewart delivery cars can be used more generally by merchants than any other type or size of

car. Their capacity (1500 pounds) is just right to make them suitable for an unlimited number

of users.

  

Special Express Body with Wire Grating,

Capacity 1500 Pounds

They are as good for heavy articles—up to their capacity—as for light package delivery; as

efficient for long distance deliveries as for frequent stops and short routes.

Customers in Every Line of Business

The dealer who sells the Stewart

has an enormous field in which to

work—and a business that is not

only steady the whole year ’round,

but is permanently lasting and

profitable. Every merchant who has

goods to deliver or to receive, every

business using one or more horses

for carrying purposes will'find the

Stewart the ideal car for economy,

dispatch, and reliability.

The Stewart. delivery car is a bet

ter paying proposition than the

handling of pleasure cars or com

mercial cars of any other type. The

touring car business involves the

keenest of competition, is good only

in seasons and is affected unprofit

ably by the necessity of expensive

showrooms and entertainment, trad

ing in old cars and constant costly

service.

Stewart cars are very easily han

dled, have lots of loading space, ride

easily, and are great time savers.

Their cost of operation is very low,

considering their efiiciency, and the

design of the Stewart car aids par

ticularly in eliminating repair ex

pense. All vital parts are easily

reached and quickly removable or

interchangeable.

These high class features make

the Stewart delivery car the best

selling commercial car on the mar

yet and the best buy for the cus

tomer:

30 h.p. Continental motor

Timken axles, front and rear

Brown & Lipe selective transmission

Multiple disc clutch

Left-hand steering, center control

Demountable rims

Bosch magneto

Roomy bodies of new design

7-foot loading space

Complications eliminated

Chassis price $1650

Send for Our Catalog and Liberal Proposition to Dealers

1‘. R. Lippard, Pres. and Gen’l Mgr.

R. G. Stewart, Vice-Pres. and Chief Eng.

 

Stewart Cars

Can Bo Used in

Automobile Liveries

Baggage and Parcel Deliveries

Bakers, Wholesale and Retail

Breweries

Builders' Supply Companies

Commission Merchants

Contractors

Department Stores

Delivery Contractors

Dry Cleaners

Dry Goods Stores

Express Companies

Fire Departments

Flour, Feed and Grain Dealers

Furniture Stores

Grocers, Wholesale and Retail

Hardware Dealers

Hospitals

Ice Cream Companies

Laundries

Livery Stables

Manufacturers

Meat Packers and Dealers

Merchandise Jobbers

Moving and Storage Companies

Municipal Service Department:

Oil Distribution

Piano Companies

Plumbers’ Supply Companies

Private Automobile Owners

Public Service Corporations

Railroad Companies (Locomotives)

Teaming Contractors

Etc., Etc., Etc., Etc.

 

 

STEWART MOTOR CORPORATION.

R. P. Lentz, See. and Treas.

R. W. Ingersoll, Sales Mgr.

 

Bufi'alo, N. Y.;

Please send catalog and dealer's proposition.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , _ ,

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (II V! )
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CARE'W REPAIR

 
  

 

  

'A‘B; OF I , o

MoroRcYcLEs , M ToRcYcLEs
Fr“; ' a" 7' " "'*' 113.9" ' "3'"

- A trouble

saver for the

motorcyclists

  

 

 

 

CAR-Elli» REPAIR

  

 

 

This book contains more practical advice for the rider, more good

hard sense, more suggestions as to how to keep out of trouble, and

how to get out of it, than has ever been printed heretofore in any

one book.

(I It fits the coat pocket and it includes free engine clutches, two

speed gears, mechanical lubricators and magnetos, together with

special matter on motors, valves, carbureters, fuel and important

general subjects, all plentifully illustrated.

(1 Dealers andEbbers in all parts of the country are selling “Care

and Repair of Motorgycles” to both new riders and veterans as

the best aid in correcting and avoiding motorcycle trouble.

  

  

  

  

 

CAREM REPAIR

FOl i Sent Postpaid on Receipt of 25 Cents

‘ MoroRcYcLEs

Special Rates to Jobbers and >

Dealers on Quantity Orders.

BlCYCLlNG WORLD COMPANY

1600 Broadway New York

 
 

 

 

 

  

CAREM REPAIR
> OF

l'ioroRcYcLES

'!
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To the Ladies,

God Bless ’Em

They’d like to

drive Gasoline Cars

and would, too, but

for the cranking

bugaboo.

Show them that by pushing a but

ton they can start or light a car any

time, anywhere, winter or summer,

and you’ve got a sure sale.

But if you want to keep them

pleased assure them continued,

unfailing service—THAT depends

‘on the Battery.

BE SURE IT’S AN

 

 

Use Class Am Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use Class B em: Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write Us For Full Information

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY CO., Cleveland, Ohio

N York Branch, Chica Branch, Detroit Branch,

136 est 52nd Street 436 So. D born Street 1191 Woodward Avenue

Depots in all Principal Cities in the United States, Canada and Mexico
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The Car You Can Sell to Men

ofMeans and F

  

 

 

J

  
  

 

  
ine Discriminesti01\

  

 

  

  

Are you in a position to locate and interest men of means, social standing and

ability to recognize a car of‘impressive individuality, tremendous prestige and

sterling performance.

If so, we will use our sales organization to assist you in selling the Metallurgique,

Europe’s most talked of car and the one most sought after.

This automobile is the product of fifty years steel making near Brussels, the Pitts

burgh of Europe. In materials, it stands alone in quality. Its chassis is a revela

tion in construction that has given it a proven title, “The unbreakable car." In body

design it is a model of sensational European originality that causes even the blase New

Yorker to turn to admire.

Metallurgique dealers have as sales ammunition a list of owners that reads like the

International Social Register. Write for our beautiful brochure—it will introduce us.

METALLURGIQUE MOTOR CO., 1934 Broadway, New York

W. C. 8: H. N. ALLEN, Proprietors
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“The Horn that's Made For the Discriminating"

TUTO HGRN

THE TWO TONE
 

Forces Attention.

TT‘N the case of an emergency, the TUTO horn forces attention in a

most natural manner, which is exclusive with the TUTQ method

of operation.

  

(L The low note of the TUTO is used For all regular service, and

being more distinctive than the bulb horn gets the right of way 90% of the time.

(L When this low note Fails to attract attention, or in case of: emergency, it is

possible to go from the low to the loud signal instantly, by the mere increasing

on the pressure of the same button used to make the milder signal.

(L The quickly going from the low note to the one of more power, Forces

attention the same as the shouting of a command supplementary to a request

which has been made in the ordinary tone of lvoice. ‘

\

(L There is no paralyzing action, as the low note serves as an introduction and

the way is positively cleared without Fuss or confusion.

(L On the other hand, the inflexible, one/loud'note electric horn has a tendency

to startle and paralyze the person to inaction. With such a signal, there is

always the possibility of promoting accidents rather than averting them.

(L The TUTO horn is a true safety signal as it acts naturally and requests or

demands the right of way in a tone corresponding in loudness to the require/

ments of the situation.

(L Such a warning device is best For standard equipment.

 

. The Dean Electric Co.

260 Taylor Avenue, Elyria, Ohio

   

'~ TUTO Horn, $25.00

 

 

“Look for Dean where Quality’s seen”

TUTO-ETTE $17.50
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That’s what you can say to your customer when

you sell him

PEN181)sYLVANIA

VACUUM-CUP IRES,
And this is the biggest thing that ever was said about tires or ever will be —

Because Oil disease has always been the real big tire bugaboo—has cost the motorist more than all

other tire ailments combined. Every pore, every little cut and hole too small to see, is an open

ing for Oil to creep in and begin its work of disintegrating the rubber. ‘

  

Oil disease is the right word. Tires catch it from the oiled road, from the greasy pave- ,_.J

ment where motors stop, from the oily garage floor. It spreads through the rub

ber. The tread goes to pieces. “Rotten tire,” says the disgusted motorist. Rot

ten indeed, not manufactured so, but become so from the action of oil.

We reasoned this way: There isn’t any substitute for oil, there isn’t any

substitute for rubber. There is no practical way of taking the rubber

destroying element out of the oil. But there ought to be a way of

NON making rubber Oil Proof. And we finally perfected

the Oil Proof rubber compound that now goes

into Vacuum Cup Tires.

Q A grand achievement on top of the Vacuum Cup

"Am m- Success—the one entirely non-skid device.
ll! M- “I 0'
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When we say oil proof we mean OIL PROOF. Absolutely unaffected by oil. We have had samples

from our Oil Proof Vacuum Cup Tires in oil for months. The rubber has remained absolutely un

changed without loss of life, strength or toughness.

Now Let’s Get Down to the Business End

OF COURSE we are going to drive this greatest of all tire improvements home to the consumer. We

are hitching “Oil Proof” up to “Vacuum Cup” in round style in our advertising in The Saturday Even

ing Post, Collier’s, Life, other weeklies and the monthly magazines.

The VACUUM CUP Non-skid has scored a tremendous success. Combined with the OIL PROOF

Will it make a ten strike with the tire expense ridden

For every one who has demanded Vacuum Cup Tires for its Non-skid safety and

long mileage guarantees will there be three who will demand them for the added

Oil Proof protection? Or will there be five—or a dozen?

quality—well. weigh the question yourself.

Motorist?

  

The same 4000 mile guarantee, the same guarantee against skidding on wet

or greasy pavements, the same extra heavy sizes. the same prices—and

OIL PROOF.

If you are already a Vacuum Cup dealer, revise your orders upward.

Ifyou are not handling Vacuum Cups—well, don't be left behind, that'e a”.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO., Jeannette, Pa.

(Reorganized February I. 1910)

BRANCHES

Minneapolis. 34 S. 8th St.

Kansas City. Mo.. 514 East 15th St.

Cleveland. 0.. 1837 Euclid Ave.

Seattle. Wash.

Pittsburgh, 505 Liberty Ave.

Detroit. 254 Jefl'erson Ave.

Chicago, 1004 Michigan Ave.
NON

  

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. OF NEW YORK

New York City. 1700 Broadway Boston. I49 Berkeley St.

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO. OF CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles. 930 South Main St. San Francisco. 512:5“ Mission St.

An Independent Company with an Independent Selling Policy

We also manufacture the Pennsylvania Inner Tube. the highest

grade tube on the market. as Well as the famous "503‘" Inner Tube. the "nun

standard medium priced tube. hall a million of which were sold last a“ "in". 0,

season.
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\

Mr. Dealer: Some automobile dealers make only a scant living out of their business. Are you one of

these? Are you doing business as did your forefathers who are under the ground? Or have you fallen in

line with modern methods that have revolutionized selling in all lines? You are in business for profit—

llave you adopted the modern, high profit methods which are the outgrowth of the experience and mistakes

of the past?

  

'1 F"; l?!”- t-“il H?
r" ‘ .. i t I,

'6“— .I-In—s—L-n-Jlr. vafl-l- -

V

a
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Today or tomorrow you will have a call for a high grade MEDIUM PRICED car. There is a staple

and steadily growing demand for machines of this sort. If you handle only a high priced or a low priced

car, the prospect, for a high grade MEDIUM PRICED CAR will certainly buy elsewhere. Your cars do

not appeal to him.

The secret of maximum profit is to supply every demand—to handle a car for every class of trade—to

get a good chance at all of your market.

 

You may not want the Dorris Car now, but .

You Will Want the Dorris Car When You Know It l
I

It is one of the sturdiest, most comfortable, smoothest running, longest lived cars built regardless ofprice. 'i

 

One big reason why the average agent don’t make money today is because service to his customers

costs him too much. The Dorris minimizes this trouble because it probably requires less service to keep ‘

it keyed up to its best, and gives this service longer than any other car on the market. The first car built

3 years ago, is still in regular daily use. The reasons are many.

I

\

“I

5

We have some mighty interesting information for you—write for the details of our proposition.

DORRIS MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Sarah and Laclede Avenues ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

I  

an.

 

a-w‘a.~-..

5-Passenger Touring Car, Electrically Started and Lighted Fully Equipped, $2500.00.
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Specify Bosch

For 1913 Season

Used By All

Famous Drivers

  

"'iHH'llmi

cg

Bosch In 8
AS GOOD AS BOSCH MAGNETOS

THE winning car of the Vanderbilt Cup Race and the place cars too, used Bosch Spark Plugs.

Seven of the eight cars to start in this race depended upon Bosch Plugs with excellent results.

The winning car of the Grand Prize Race and eleven of the twelve cars to start used Bosch

Plugs—Bosch Magnetos were equally as popular, 0/ course.

No ignition system has ever provcn as efficient, as perfect nor as reliable as that completed

by the use of the Bosch Spark Plug. Use them on your fall tour.

A BETTER PLUG ATTHE RIGHT PRICE $1.— Each

Ask your Dealer—send for literature

223-225 W 1: 46th St tBosch Magneto Company, NEWQ'YoRK m

DETROIT CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO
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Every car

owner can be interested

in the National Compound Mixer and

Primer—a device .which is positively invaluable to car |

owners who want to get the most and best out of

their cars.

 

 

Increases Power from 10 to 40 Per Cent.

Saves 10 to 40 Per Cent. Gasoline

Can be Installed in 20 Minutes

 

Performs a triple Function : Making a Poor Mixture Perfect

Priming the Engine

Cleaning the Engine

  

It is a notorious fact that a large proportion of gasoline enters the cylinder in an unmixed state

and is simply burned out. With our device this is impossible.

You will note that the pipe running from the mixer enters the manifold intact right at the “Y,”

and under all conditions of speed, temperature, etc., it furnishes exactly the right amount of air for

every drop of gasoline, absolutely eliminating all waste of fuel.

We call particular attention to the primer in its dual capacity. A turn of the primer valve will

instantly furnish all cylinders with the propet amountpf gasoline and air properly mixed for starting.

This primer will also clean the cylinders by Simply usmg several ounces of alcohol or kerosene, run

ning the engine on retarded spark.

The whole story is before you in word and picture, and if you want to get a real live seller—one

that will produce rapid and profitable sales, then write today for our dealer

proposition.

 

o -tl\e_ '

National Manufacturing Co. amfol Cl

Kalamazoo, Mich.
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BrakeEquipment E- 11

New Features Unusual Steel

Highest Braking Efficiency

 
 

 
  

  

  

This equipment is an unusual combination with design embodying radical

improvements and materials that are quality clear: through.

We claim for it out-of-ordinary features of strength, quick response, power

and durability. Both brakes are on the axle, taking all strain from chain and

is; doing away with the jack shaft bending period.

Inside and outside brake arrangement keeps down the extreme bending

moment on the axles and allows bearings to be placed almost under the line

of the sprocket. They are of the “wrap up” or self intensifying type, giving

prompt action, more uniform wear and pressure on drum—reducing the unit

pressure on drum and prolonging the life of the lining. A factor of safety

of 4 to 1 is standard under the heaviest emergency strain.

  

Spider and parts are built of best steel castings. Radius rod shank of

chrome nickel steel—drop forged fork—perfected lubrication.

a These are bare facts that outline in part the story of Brake Equipment

E-11. Blue prints and specifications are at your disposal.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY

WILKES-BARRE, PA.

1: Branch Office Branch Office

68 East 12th Street 1215 Woodward Avenue

CHICAGO DETROIT
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“They copied all thy could follow,

- \\Bul they could/n! copy my mind, ‘

And I [ell 'em sweating and dealing V

A yeat'and a lull behind." “
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A, You Can Sell 425%

This Car 1' 1%

“The Best of Europe l ‘

At American Prices”

The Lancia propaganda has taken root and is growing in America—

: and the reason is mighty obvious.

‘ , {If There is a class, Mr. Dealer, and a restricted one at that, who under

/' stands, appreciates and buys this peer of light European cars—(we

will send you the names on request).

And there are those in your territory to whom its combination of

strength, efliciency, simplicity and design will appeal.

The Lancia is the best of Europe at American prices—meaning that

the purchaser of a Lancia car does not have an extravagantly priced

European novelty of freak design—

But a real service car from Europe—a masterpiece of European de

. - sign, steel and finish—made and tested in the Alps under the personal

supervision of Vincenzo Lancia himself—with a guaranteed vahE,

pound for pound, dollar for dollar greater than that offered by any

American or European manufacturer.

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Do you want to sell a car of class, service and beautiful design to the

fastidious and critical? If you do, then come to New York if possible

—see and know the Lancia—or write and let us give you details of

the “20” and “30” mounted with coach work in keeping with the

chassis.

.AfDAMS LANCIA COMPANY

235 West 38111 Street NEW YORK, N. Y.
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_ Rudge-Whitworth

Detachable

Wire Wheels
FITTED WITH

HOU Siifi'éhable RIMS

 

 

 

 

Now made in the U. S. A;

BY THE

Standard Roller Bearing

Company of Philadelphia

  
  

 

 

Sole Selling Agent

Geo. W. Houk Co.

803 South Penn Square Building

Philadelphia - Pennsylvania
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The Music Master of

Timkenville

  

FF in a quiet comer. in a

sound proof cabinet.

sits the man with an

ear for music.

Listening all day to the

hum of the bearings

as they whirl on the

spindle before him.

He‘s giving the last—the “musical test"

to each

TIMKEN
Roller Bearing

  

Like a grand piano his instrument has.

a long. thin sounding board.

As rollers revolve. and cups and cones

spin. they give forth a musical tone.

That is—if the bearing is perfect.

But let there be present the slightest

thing wrong and the sound becomes

discord—not music.

Before bearings come to the musical

choir each part is inspected and tested.

The rollers are sorted by guaging

machines. the bearings assembled and

run under load at high speed.

The Music Masters test is a final test

for quietness and “sweet running."

It was rightness of principles that first brought success and fame to

the Timken Bearing.

Added to right design comes a value unseen. in right steel. right

heat-treatment. right inspections and testing.

And topping off all comes this delicate test—the test that the

Music Man gives them.

The Timken Roller Bearing Company

Canton, Ohio, U. J'. .0

116
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For Every Car For Any Tire

SYANWELD rims are not the product of a self conceit.

Mechanically they fulfill every requirement of the car

owner, car manufacturer and tire maker.

Structurally they are the culmination of rim making as

evolved by the pioneers and masters of the craft.

\

 

 

m-/ l ;;J L Is- 7,

- - Method of pryin Detachable Side Ring from Groov:
Method of releasing Spring Latch from Lock #0" posiron or anh

Not a part—not a piece of material—not a function but

that is a proved betterment over all former types of rims.

Priced for the multitude and used as standard equip

ment on America’s superlative cars, their destiny as

universal equipment is assured.

The Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, Ohio
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“ Thirty-Six ”

    

Fully

Equipped $1950

Let’s I Reason Together—about Price

O you who are considering buy

ing a motor car, we want to

offer a few suggestions on the

subject of price. Please do not think

these are wholly selfish. Of course, we

want to sell you a Chalmers car if pos

sible. But whether you buy a Chalmers

or not, we believe we can help you.

For the suggestions we make are based

on the experience of thousands of

buyers.

And so -we say to you, first of all:

Buy a real car. Don’t economize too

closely on the purchase price. Econ—

omy is not merely spending the least

money; it is getting the most for your

money. And buying an automobile at

too low a price is the worst economy in

the world.

 

If a man is going to pay $1000 for a mo

tor car, he surely is not so pressed for funds

that he could not afford to add enough more

to that $1000 to get him a really high grade

motor car—a car of genuine quality. The

additional cost, distributed over the years

he will use the quality car. is‘nothing com

pared to the satisfaction of owning it.

If a buyer doesn't get a car of real quality

to start on, he will surely want one later.

Many who purchase low priced cars gradu

ate from what they buy to what they

should have had to begin with. But in do

ing this they pay from $300 to $600 for so

called “automobile experience."

You don't need this costly experience.

For nowadays anyone can learn to handle

the most expensive car as easily as the

cheapest. So buy a quality car to start with.

 

If you investigate, you will find that there

is a great difference between a $1000 car and

a $1950 Chalmers—even greater than the

price indicates. Of course, there is some

resemblance in these cars. They all have

four wheels. They all have a motor. They

have transmissions—arid other things nec

essary to make the car go. In these re

spects. all motor cars are alike. Just as all

horses are alike, because all horses have

four legs, two eyes, a nose and a mouth.

But what makes one horse carry 05 all

the blue ribbons while another is only a

common hack? It is a difference in the

quality of the two horses. And there is the

same sort of difference intthe quality of

motor cars.

You can't buy more quality than we have

put into the 1913 Chalmers “Thirty-Six”—

no matter what price you pay. You would

realize this if you could go through the

Chalmers factory, if you could see these

cars being made practically complete in our

own shops—from front axle to rear license

bracket.

We are building for the future. We be

lieve firmly that those concerns that will be

doing a big business five or ten years from

now will be the ones that laid the founda

tion by putting honesty of construction and

honesty of purpose back of the cars they

are building now.

So we say to all those who are going to

pay $1000 or more for a_ motor car:_It is to

your interest to examine the desrgn. the

features and the construction of the 1913

Chalmers “Thirty-Six" at $1950. fully equip

ped, and see if_y0u really are not money in

pocket by laying out_the extra few hun

dred dollars in the original purchase price

rather than buying a car at a lesser price.

only to trade_it in later at a_big discount

from the original purchase price. .

Think over this price question and give us an op

portunity of talking it overlwith you. so that you may

at least be sure of having all the facts before signing

your check for the car.

SO see the 1913 models at our dealers. And send

for our new book. “Story of the Chalmers Car." This

is not the usual automobile story. \Ve have been told

by friends, even in the business, that it is the best

automobile book written. Write for it.

Chalmers Motor Company. Detroit. Mich.

r :5 ~
‘ . 1 ' s ;“Thirty-Sixuslgw -

"Six" " ‘ 13 - $2400

  

These cars have all the Comfort, Luxury,

Good Looks and Convenience of

any cars at any price.

On these points we believe you positively cannot

buy more in any automobile than you get in the

1013 Chalmers cars.

“Thirty-Six" (four cylinders) . . . . ..S1950

"Thirty" (four cylinders) . . . . . . . . ..S1600

"Six." S-passenger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "$2400

“Six,” 7-passenger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2600

“Thirty-Six" Limousine. . . . . . . . . . . 53250

uSix" Limousine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “$3700

(Prices include full equipment and are f. o. b.

Detroit.)

Note these splendid features and judge for your

self the superiority of the 1913 Chalmers cars.

Electric Lights. Gray & Davis electric lighting

system, acknowledged the best on the market.

Turkish Cushions. Most comfortable and highest

grade automobile cushions made.

Eleven-Inch Upholstery. Featured on some of the

highest priced cars.

Chalmers Self-Starter. A year‘s use has proved

its simplicity. economy and reliability.

Long Stroke Motor. 4%" bore; 5%" stroke. A

motor of unusual power. Built complete in the

Chalmers shops. Four-forward speed transmis

sion gives maximum of flexibility.

Continental Demountable Rims. Make it possible

to change tires in a few minutes and without

hard work.

Large Wheels and Tires. Insure easy riding and

low tire upkeep. 36"x4" tires on "Thirty-Six";

36”x4%" tires on "Six."

Beautiful Bodies. The new-design. flush-sided

metal bodies are very roomy. Twenty-one coats

of paint and varnish give unsurpassed finish.

Nickel Trimmings.

clean.

Dual Ignition. Most reliable system built.

Improved Carburetor. Readily adjustable from

dash to suit all driving conditions.

Speedometer. A jeweled magnetic speedometer.

specially designed for Chalmers cars. is regular

equipment.

Silk Mohair Top. A splendid. perfectly fitting

top. tailor-made in Chalmers shops.

Rain-Vision Windshield. Easily adjustable, made

especially to fit the Chalmers built-in dash.

Handsome: easy to keep
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Every Manufacturer—

KNOVVS that the greater the output the less the cost per car.

THEY knoun too, that stock parts, when made by specialists, are

more dependable than when made by themselves.

AGAIN—they know that to use the reliable stock parts increases

the output capacity of the plant and reduces the “overhead”

per car. -

Covert Transmissions,—

WILL enable you to increase the output of your plant without

increasing your “overhead.”

COVERT has specialized in transmissions for over fourteen years.

so you can depend on their being better than you could make

yourself.

WHY not let us tell you more about COVERT TRANSMIS

SION?

Covert Motor Vehicle Company

- ' Factory: Lockport, N. Y. '

Sales Office: 1422 Ford Building, Detroit, Mich.
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Why we built the first suecesslul United States

torpedo boat engine and what this ought to

mean to builders ol quality commercial trucks.

 

 

Ordinarily the United States Government is a close buyer—but never at the expense

of quality. In experimenting, however, price is a minor object—efficiency counts 100

per cent.

  

The motor shown here in a partially completed state was built on terms of not less

than $15,000—nor more than $25,000—a wide latitude in which to operate—but we were

1.;3 bonded to make good.

The specifications called for not less than 200 H. P. sustained on a maximum run of

-§ 12 hours and a half speed run of 12 hours—pretty hard gruelling for a high speed marine

engine.

To make a long story short, we turned this engine over to the Government and in tests

made by Government officials, it sustained 245 H. P. on the 12 hour high speed test with

but 10 H. P. drop during the run.

This engine was accepted and is now in active service.

Now, Mr. Truck Manufacturer—granting that Jencick engines are standard in hun

dreds of power craft, great and small—that they are not built on a price cutting competi

tion plan but on merit (for which we charge)

l‘hen is it not reasonable to suppose that we can build engines for you that will hold

and build a reputation that must be back of the hard worked, much abused truck?

  

  

. ‘ENCIK MOTOR CORPORATlON,CTLEST,'_N'..X§;

£212.... ‘ar.’1".il“21 - am]... an
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‘Ihe New

Atyvater Kent

Igmtlon System

 

With Automatic

SPARK

ADVANCE

 

  

DISTRIBUTORS

New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..E. I. Edmond Co.

Chica o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Motor (at Suppl Cu.
San Pgrantisco, Chanslor 8; Lyon M. S. Co.. “'einstock-Nicho 5 Co.

Milwaukee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Julius Andrae & SonL

  Omaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .()maha Rubber Co.

Chattanooga. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sanford Bros.

Dallas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Fisk Co. of Texas.

Denver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Auto Equipment Co

  

Oi extreme

interest to

every motorist

THE Automatic Sparlz Advance feature of

the Type "K" Atwater Kent System

is a long stride forward in ignition practice.

With this device. the control of the sparlc

timing is entirely automatic (although the

hand lever can be used it desired).

means that the sparlc is always properly timed

to get the greatest possible power from the

motor at any speed from three to seventy

miles per hour.

No human mind can follow accurately the

speed variations in an automobile motor and

accordingly regulate the sparl: setting to get

the best results.

The automatic sparlc control oi the At

water Kent System is more than human in

its performance—it is sensitive to the slightest _

variation 1n speed —immediate in its response

and positive in its action. The operator can

forget his sparlt lever. knowing that his sparl:

is being better regulated than he can do it

himself.

The increased saiety due to the automatic

retarding oi the sparlc for starting is alone

more than sufficient to commend it to the

modern motorist.

The Type “ K“ System is especially

adapted for use in conjunction with lighting

and startipg equipment. or as sole ignition in

place of the high-tension magneto. We re

gard it as being fully up to the high standard

of merit for which Atwater I<ent equipment

is known.

Interesting Booltlet D and detailed infor

mation sent upon request.

 

Atwater Kent Mig.Worlrs

Stenton Ave. Philadelphia. Pa.
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1. Clock; 2, Spaedomctcr; 3. Carburetor Ad

justment; 4, Ammater; 5, Ignition Switch; 6,

Li Ming Switch; 7. Dash Li hr; 8. Carburetor

" loader"; 9, Self-Starter utlon; 10, Clutch

Pedal; 11, Brake Pedal,- 12, Accelerator 1 .

Muffler Cutout; 14, Control Le'rer' 15, Brakf‘

Lever, 16, Steering Column; 17, bash Venn

lator; 18. Horn. .

0 motor cars have more attractive

and utilitarian dash boards than

the new Abbott-Detroit models.

Every. convenience necessary for the

complete control of the car is at hand.

Nothing is left out.

There is even an electric light for il

luminating the dash board at night.

THE ELECTRIC SELF-STARTER

The Abbott-Detroit electric self-starter consists

of an electric motor built in the side of the crank

case and connected with the crank shaft through

an independent train of gears enclosed in timing

gear compartment of crank case, this construction

insuring perfect lubrication.

It is controlled by means of a button on the toe

board.

In operation it is simple, positive and reliable

—a lady or child can operate it.

As soon as the gasoline motor starts, an over

running roller clutch releases these gears and they

remain idle while the gasoline motor is running.

This self-starter is not an experiment, not an

attempted combination of ignition, light

ing and starting, but a real, dependable

self-starter, built as a part of the en

gine and included in the regular equip

ment.

Call at one of our salesrooms and ask

to have its Operation explained.

"um:All

"The demand of the day is that an

organization shall be judged by its product

and not by what it claims for ihel ."

Abbott-Detroit advertising for 1913 will be

printed in aerial form.

This in the fifth of tho lerici. The sixth will

appear in the Saturday Evening Post, Dec. 21“;

Collicr'l, Dec. I‘lh,‘ Life, Dec. Rslh; Literary

Digs-t. Dec. 7th.

Copies of previous uducrtilemcnh Ian! on re

queat. ,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM

The electric lighting system is equally complete.

The current is generated by means of a dynamo

operated from the engine, and a large capacity

lighting battery is provided which takes care of

the lights when the motor is standing still.

Thus a sufficient amount of current is always

available for lighting all the lamps brilliantly.

A switch on the dash board makes it possible

to light all the lamps except the tail lamp from

the driver’s seat.

The tail light is electrically lighted and is con

trolled by independent switch integral with it.

An ammeter shows at all times the amount of

electric current produced and used. An automatic

switch prevents the discharge of the battery

through the dynamo when the engine is idle.

Two large black enameled, nickel trimmed elec

tric head lights, two electric side and tail lamps,

JIDQBE .
Built for Permanence and Guaranteed for Life

I
ia, numllllllllll ml

7 ll

  

The Control System

' throttle pedal.

lip.

l' 5'

I

I
I'll

Electric Lighting

Electric Self-Starter

Standard Equipment

  

fitted with Tungsten globes, an Extension auxili

ary light which can be used for examining the

motor or interior of the car, a dash light for light

ing the speedometer, clock, ammeter and other

fittings on the dash and foot board, complete the

electrical equipment.

CLOCK AND SPEEDOMETER SET

Mounted securely on the extreme left hand side

of the dash is a clock and speedometer set which

accurately indicates time, speed and total mileage

covered.

To the right of this, on the other side of the

ammeter, is a carburetor adjustment device.

In addition to the starting button; the foot

board carries the muffler cut-out and accelerator

Two large pedals, one operating

the clutch and the other the service brakes, are

located on either side of the steering column.

Let our dealers show you these cars. or write

for advance catalog.

MODELS AND PRICES

34-40 Fore-Door Roadster, 116-inch wheel

base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .81100

34-40 5-Passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car,

ll6-inch wheel base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .81700

44-50 S-Passenger, Fore-Door Demi-Tonneau,

121-inch wheel base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .81975

44-50 7-Passenger, Fore-Door Touring Car.

121-inch wheel base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “$2000

44-50 Battleship Roadster, 12l-inch wheel

base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-. . . . . . . . . .82150

44-50 7-Passenger, Fore-Door Limousine,

121-inch wheel base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “$3050

ABBOTT MOTOR

COMPANY

607 Waterloo Street

Detroit, Michigan
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COMPLETELY EQUIPPED EMPIRE

—and Now You Get Class for $950

Thousands are in the market for a five' passenger touring car of moderate size and price. They

have avoided buying the average small car-because of its usual unsightly appearance and its

entire lack of dignity and style. But here is a car that is winning them all—a car not too

large yet magnificent in appearance, a car low in price yet with character and dignity here

tofore only found in cars of the five thousand dollar class.

Empire—“The Little Aristocrat”

HE $950.00, fully equipped Empire 5-passenger

Touring Car is daily winning hundreds of this

intelligent cultured class. “The Little Aristo

crat" has commended itself to these purchasers be

cause of its efficiency, its quality construction, its low

maintenance cost, and the refined elegance of its ap

pearance. It will appeal mightily to you if you want

a car of moderate price and size; particularly if you

demand a real car instead of an imitation, and the

beautiful instead of the unattractive.

A year ago there were two thousand Empires in

use. Six months ago we planned for our usual healthy

increase. But even we underestimated the merit and

popular appeal of the five-passenger Empire Touring

Car. So. early in September we were forced to estab

lish a second factory and to triple our output.

Examine “The Little Aristocrat” fiveipassenger

Empire Touring Car and you will understand this

amazing growth and success. judge it from every

angle. Compare the Empire with cars at any price

for beauty of design. The body lines are clean-cut,

with flush sides and straight rail. The dash and cowl

 

EFFICIENCY DETAILS

Unit Power Plant—Long stroke motor. Cylin

ders cast in pairs. Valves )ndividually enclosed.

Clutch—9-inch multiple disc (raybestos lined)

type.

Tranlminion—Selective type. Three speeds for

ward and reverse. Mounted on annular bearings

throughout.

Cooling Syntem—Thermo-syphon. Big radiator

in conjunction with belt driven fan.

Valves—High carbon valves, fully

noiseless.

Lubrication—Constant level, force feed.

Ignition—High tension magneto. Set spark.

Steering Gear— Full worm gear type. Irreversrblc.

Control~Single lever, center control.

, Brakes—Service internal expanding;

gency, external contracting.

inclosed,

make.

Emer

  

 

Dealers

No need to tell you about the

demand for a quality five passenger

touring car designed on artistic

Empire lines and selling at $950.00.

You know the unlimited opportuni

ties in that direction.

Perhaps you do not know how

broad a dealer’s proposition we

You ought to.

Write or wire us for information.

There is still some open territory.

are of one solid piece of alutninoid steel. The free

running board, graceful fenders and big artillery

wheels with big hubs and hub caps lend it distinction.

Large commodious doors, wide seats with luxurious

deep cushions assure thorough comfort for five pas—

sengers. '

Thoroughbred speed, surplus power for any hill,

and unusual strength is apparent in every detail of

the chassis. Consider the 17—inch steering wheel as

against the average small car type of 15-inch. Ponder

the safety margin and insurance against accidents in

steering knuckles, axles and brakes. as big and strong

as those used in cars with double its weight. Think

of the Empire’s 9-inch disc type clutch in place of the

customary S-inch type.

The Empire is sold completely equipped with

Mohair Top and envelope, Windshield, Prest-O-Lite

tank and Speedometer.

Look up the Empire. Ride in it. Complete in

formation in our Empire “Little Aristocrat” folder.

\Vrite for it.

 

EFFICIENCY DETAILS

Rear Axle—High~grade construction, with Hyatt

roller bearings throughout. Three-quarter floating.

Front Axle—I-beam section drop forged.

Springs—Oil tempered. Threequarter elliptic

rear, semi-elliptic from.

Wheels—Artillery type, 32” Q. D. rims.

Frame—Pressed steel, channel section, dropped.

giving low center of gravity.

Body—Aluminoid steel, wood trimmed, four

doors, full vestibule, seats with luxuriously buffed

leather cushions.

Gasoline Tank—Capacity 12 gallons.

Full Equipped. Equipment includes Mohair To .

Top Envelope, Windshield Speedometer, Prest- -

,I,ite Gas Tank. Horn, and Complete Tool Equip

  

"III".

 

  

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolis, U. S. A.

2113112???" u I i H ‘Elfi"lt‘5t“"’“$" wit Nev eh “sill-ltmumfilflflfiiwfif.
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option of bevel or worm drive
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Axle efficiency is the basis by which you must measure your car’s mainte- I

nance expense.

This is especially true of electric vehicles which leave the garage with a fixed

quantity of stored energy.

Every unnecessary ounce of friction that must be overcome must be paid for

in current.

flmeiican fbdeé, because of their distinctive, patented features—which make

for easiest running—assure the maximum of mileage from your batteries.

It is false economy for you to disregard this most important and practical

feature.

flmerican flxlea now include the Lanchester-Daimler Worm Gear, to which

we hold the exclusive rights as axle manufacturers in this country, through

the Warner Gear Co., of Muncie, Ind.

They are made with the same superb degree of refinement that characterizes

our Bevel Drive axles, well known as the first to be used in electric cars.

 

L

  

-.1 i ~

THE MERICAN BALL- BEARING CO.

Edgewater Park and L. S. 82: M. S. Ry. CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Don’t Kid Yourselves,

Dealers and Makers

Wire wheels are here to stay just

i as certainly as you are making and

n . I ~__ H selling cars. You can talk against -,

°‘ ' _t, ,f'»; :f; them all you want or argue any

_ m ‘ way you want but the cold, bare

lift/"H ' 1 , facts remain that wire wheels are

i " here to stay. The only question

you have to consider regarding the

use of wire wheels is whether you

will be a leader and equip the prod

uct you handle now or whether you

will come trailing along after the.

other fellows have set the pace.

That’s the only point there is for

you, gentlemen, either or both of

you, to consider.

‘I

.
\  

We Can Make

Immediate Deliveries

Our plant is now equipped to en

able immediate deliveries on wire

wheels. No manufacturer will be

held up one minute who wants to

change over to wire wheels to

morrow. And not only can .we

make immediate deliveries but we

can take care of quantity contracts

of any size and of whatever deliv

ery dates the manufacturer may

elect. This applies not only to

those cars which use McCue axles

but to cars using any type or_ style

of axle manufactured.

.L J,

. -.._

._ _ a
wtféi‘sv

xii’ ‘ ‘f..‘
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. HERE IS SOME WEIGHTY EVIDENCE

The recent performance of the Stutz and Mercer cars in going through the Vanderbilt a d

Grand Prix races with great honor and without one single blow out, of course, is helping to ma e

more converts to wire wheels. In this same connection the performance of the Kline Kar stock ,p _.

racer, “Jimmie,” illustrated below, is doing its share to win the people over to wire wheels. This »._V_

Kline Kar, in Pittsburgh, in classy style “cleaned up" a bunch of professional talent who expectedto win everything. -

. _ nest-'1"

A WINNING! COMBlNA'IION

The combination of McCue wire wheels and McCue axles means to the car manufacturer the most up-to

date equipment that money and brains can produce. McCue detachable wire wheels are more easily mounted

and demounted than demountable rims and besides they dispense with the tire killing properties which all

demountable rims possess—extreme weight at the periphery. _

For more information about wire wheels, send for our booklet, "Mileage Plus."

THE McCUE COMPANY, Buffalo, New York
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Old JackFrost
[afar-king 11p 121's assorfmenl

9/“(bid Mal/791? am]isjusf

aboull ready lojogy us tin/1191')l
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While, the C01

One Warm Hand Wheel will sell another. Two will sell four—and so this endless chain

of sales will keep up until practically every driver in your territory who' handles a car for

pleasure or business in the winter months, will equip with this sensible steering equipment.

Maybe it will not look as good to him during the days of October as it will around

November first, but the fact'remains that you should have a demonstrating device on your

car—NOW.

The Warm Hand Wheel is of service for six or seven months of the year—there is nothing

to wear out about it and so it will last for years—it is a logical, comfort-giving necessity that

will keep the hands warm while steering, no matter what conditions of temperature may exist.

The Warm Hand Wheel is easily installed, retails for $15 and offers you a

liberal commission on every sale. Every driver who suffers from cold, stifi

fingers and so runs grave risks, will get the “Warm Hand” idea and adopt it.

Every moment counts now. The opening of the season is right at hand and you owe it

to yourself as a business man to at least investigate this proposition and see what there is in

it for you. Don’t delay but write today while this matter is fresh in your mind.

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL COMPANY

Pt tdA '123, 1907
527 Fun! Avenue Pgtgngd F . 11, 1908

Patented April 2, 1912

' NEW YORK
lOther patents pending.
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The largest Automobile Supply House In America

15—8TORES—1

This is a Turn-Down Burner, i. e., you can reduce the size of the

flame without carbonizing the burner.

The Greatest Gas Economizer and the Longest Lived Burner

made.

Throw away your old-style burners and send us 80 cents for a

pair of these.

Price 40 cents each, packed in individual boxes.

llll Yllll WANT A BUPY 0F llllll 1912 UATAlllE N0. 22?

The Most Complete of the Kind. Mailed Free on Request.

CHAS. E. MILLER
Home Office: 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

Order From Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. BOSTON. MASS—202104 Columbus Ave.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN.—274 Trumbull Street.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. DETROIT, MICH.—227-229 Jefferson Ave.

BROOKLYN. N. Y.—HZl Bedford Avenue. ATLANTA. GA.—66 Edgewood Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—824 Main Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—3IB North Broad St.

ALBANY, N. Y.—l35 Central Avenue. , NEW ORLEANS. LA.—601-603 Baronne St.

CLEVELAND. OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. NEWARK. N. ].—-274 Halsey Street.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS—Bridge and Dwight Sts.

 

 

  

I 1917—Five Years Hence

the 1913 GLIDE will still be a modern, serviceable car. \Nhy? decause the present

GLIDE leaves but very little that can possibly be improved upon.

It is far_ahead of many 1913 cars—and no car is leading the GLIDE in high-class

materials, construction and all of the newest equipment.

The 1913 GLIDE is electric lighted—simply turn a button and all lamps are on!

The GLIDE Motor-Driven Tire Pump eliminates drudgery. Also saves your

tires by keeping them fully inflated at all times to any desired pressure.

Electric Bull’s Eye Side Lamps are sunk in dash, eliminating rattling,

minimizing breakage and adding to the classy appearance.

  

 

 

 

“ 36 - 42 ” Features
 

Automatic Dynamo Lighting System
Y o u . . . .

car" get M°g°r.|)nven Tire pump The GLIDE Self-Starter is sure of a spark—investigate and learn

GL1 DE Unit Power Plant why the GLIDE starter IS efficient.

u a 1 it Long Stroke Motor with enclosed valve, Simple center control, left side drive, demountable rims, irreversible steer

q y ! mg g r—and in fact all the newest features of known worth—establish

the class" of the 1913 GLIDE.

Make a memo—ri ht now—to write us for detailed description of

the entire GLl E line.

Fully Equipped

Center control

Left Side Drive

Bull'sEyeElectricSideLampsSunklnDlIlI

Electric Headlights and Tail Lamp

An Efficient Self-Starter

Floating Rear Axle with Pressed Steel

Housing

Demountable Rims (Baker Bolted-on)

equipment and

servrce in any

other car at the

GLIDE price. Make

us prove it! You can

pay more and get less.

Our price includes com

plete equipment, as follows:

Dynamo, Mechanical Tire Pump,

Self-Starter, Mohair Top. Top Boot.

Glass Front. Electric Headlights. Side

Lamps and Tail Lamp, Demountable Rims

and One Spare Rim, Model B Stewart

Speedometer with Grade Indicator, Spare Tire

Carrier. Full quota of tools and jack, all nickel

trimmings.

5 - Passenger

 

 

Dealers

The extraordinary quality and uiprnent of the GLIDE is

apparent to the most experienced. t not only sells itself, but

every car sells others.

“'rite for our attractive Dealer's proposition today. Get the

GLIDE agency now. while there is still open territory.

THE BARTHOLOMEW COMPANY

220 Glide Street I Peoria, Illinois

  

Other Styles: Z-Passenger “36-42,”

2. 4. 5 and 7-Passenger "45-50."

Delivery Cars. Police Patrol and Ambulance

  

  

._,.
._._‘o.‘.._. ,. ,L
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Kelly - Springfield

Tire Company

 

20 Vere! St.

New York

Branch Offices in

New York . .

stars... A t m b l I25.? u O O l e 11°68
. 5

Detroi

Ci i n a 'Efifimw As a matter of fact, dependable tires are

gleveland - .

gears... _ the baSlS of real automobile usefulness.
ea C

flufo Kelly-Springfield road mileage best rubber composition, skill

B" ° is a few thousand miles higher and the incentive to make good

Boss Rubber Co. than_ the average. That re- tires better, offer a reason even

AWEEVELSSF- duces the cost of the tire. more convincing—wear.

Rubber &Tire Co. The easy resiliency of Kelly-. When you buy Kelly-Spring

T dd 381:)?- Tcexa' .‘ ‘ ~ _a, Springfield Tires is one phase field Tires you are not expen

° New: Hirven? 0:3: _, I of our argument. But staunch— menting. \Ve have done that

ness and durability,-born of the for you.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Company, 20 Vesey Street, New York

Bering Tire 8: Rubber 00.

Houston, Texas

The Hearn Tire 8: Rubber Co.

Columbus,_ 0.

 

 

 

Care ass Repair of Motorcycles

    

swam“ A T R0 U B L E s AV E R cesiezzREPA'R \

MorogcYcu-zs' Morogcvctss §

7. "

MOTORCYCLIST

Price Cents

Bicycling World Company

1600 Broadway NEW‘YORK
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TURN THIS

HANDLE TO

OPERATE

GAS VALVE

L/élF:l'tarter
CYLlNDE'RS

 

is guaranteed for two years and will start your car every time

you get a spark in your cylinder.

The Niagara Self Starter maintains its popularity and in

creased demand solely on its merits as an efficient self starter.

It is as simple as it is efiicient. It does not use the Gas alone.

which will soot your spark plugs, but mixes the gas with Pure

Air which is forced into the cylinders

The NIAGARA SELF STARTER has a compressor made

of seamless drawn steel tubing' with a cast iron piston and two

cast iron piston rings—a distinct improvement on the old leather

plungers which wear out under the influence of the acetylene

gas. Durable. efiicient and reliable. It never wears out, has no

maintenance expense. and is always on the job.

FACTORIES and AGENTS should write us for our propo

sition.

NIAGARA SALES CO., Buffalo, New York

  

  

Better Fans
We positively will give you a

superior Radiator Fan. The Sparks

Withington Co. are the largest and

most experienced Fan manufacturers.

Recently added facilities now brings

Our capacity to

1,000 Fans Per Day
  

Standard sizes for all classes of

cars.

THE SPARKS-WITHINGTON C0.

Jackson, Michigan and Walkerville, Canada

  

Patented .
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Mr. Automobilist:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon you

the importance of

Tires Inflated to

the Right Pressure

He insists that this is tire economy and

Saves You Money

How do you know what pressure you have in your

SCHRADER
U N I V E R S A L .

Tire PressureGauge

(Trade Mark Registered in U. S. Patent Office)

1;) 'r W “a _

. HRAQE

nuns {an

;|,s*<ase a ,
 

(Patented March, lSOS—Other Patents Pending)

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time, day

or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your Valve

for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in place,

showing the exact pressure in the tire so that the Gauge

can be taken anywhere and read, at night to the front

of the car into the light of the lamps. After the pres

sure has been ascertained the Indicating Sleeve can be

pushed back into the Gauge 'with your finger. No Catches

or snaps to operate or get out of order. This Gauge is

21/, inches long over all, short enough to apply easily

to the smallest diameter of wheel and can easily be

carried in the vest pocket or the change pocket of your

trousers.

Price $1.00 Each

Ready for Delivery Now

Guaranteed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate

Can be obtained from all tire man

ufacturers and the dealers, or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc.

28-32 Rose Street New York City

 

 

 

 

  

makes it possible for the Ford Car owner to enjoy the same luxuri

ous ease and comfort that the highest-priced car gives.

By serving as a perfect auxiliary to the springs, by avoiding all

tendency to lock or arrest their action. the Ford “J. M_." Shock

Absorbers give an added riding comfort never before possible. _

By holding the rear wheels to the ground. they insure continu

ous traction and cut down wear and tear on tires and car.

Booklet "W" tells why thirty-five dollars invested in Ford _“J.

M.” Shock Absorbers makes your Ford Car the equal in riding

qualities of a five-thousand-dollar one. \Vrite for it to-day.

THE "J. M.” SHOCK ABSORBER C0.

Main Office and Factory

210 South 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

New York, N. Y., 218 W. 84th St. Detroit. Mich., 1001 Woodward Ave.

Chicago, Ill.. 1509 Michigan Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa., 5919 Baum St.

Boston, Mass., 222 Eliot St. Atlantic City, N. 1., 12 S. Vir inia Ave.

Buffalo. N. Y., Teck Building Baltimore, Md., H) \N. Ea er ‘t.

Rochester, N. Y., lll Monroe Ave. Washington, D. C., 1803 St., N. \V.

Pawtucket. R. I., 41 Dexter Stv

Branches in France. England, Germany. Russia. Belgium, Austria, Italy, Spain,

Argentine Republic, South Africa and Australia.

ALMOST UNIVERSALLY USED IN FRANCE

THE RAGE IN ENGLAND

Efficient-Reliable

 

  

EPENDABILITY and Re

liability are inseparable

from Quality. In steering gears,

Reliability is ofvital importance. It

is not a matter of money—it's a

matter of safety.

Warner Steering Gears, Mr. Manu

facturer, are your best pledge of

Safety, which means a Big

Asset in your business.

You are justified in

using them by

our eight year old

reputation for

building the high

est grade steering

gears produced.

Besides, we give you

prompt and dependable

deliveries, service and

satisfaction. Write.

We modify our designs to _ _

meet your detnil requirements, or build to approved designs on

seasons quantity specifications.

Detroit Office

628 Ford Building

Philadelphia Office

Glenwood Av. and 2nd St.

IndianaI’Iuncie
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All Tire Manufacturers will only guarantee their product when filled with air at the rec

ommended pressure.

$512 TWITCHELL Positive Lock Stop AIR GAUGE

With it you can get more mileage out of the Tires, because you can always keep them at

right pressure.

The Twitchell Gauge is Tire Insurance for a dollar—Order one from your dealer or from

us direct.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE CO.

12.0 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO, ILL.

 
s "r " u— '

*':’-'~:-":_2 TWITCHELL.

AIR GAUGE"

  

     

 

Stop Tire Troubles

INVI‘NTIGATE AND LEARN “‘IIY SO MANY THOUSANDS OF

MO'I‘URISTS ARE DISCARDING INNER SHOES. RELINEBS. FIL

LENS AND OTHER MAKESIIll-‘TS FOR INTERLOCK INNER

TlRE§—AND “‘IIY INTERIDCKS ARE HANDLE!) AND RECO‘I

MENDED BY THE BEST SUPPLY DEALERS AND TIRE HOUSES

ALL OVER THE COUNTRY.

One weak point of the automobile to-day Is that you can't de

pend on its tires. INTERLOCKS revolutionize this condition by

making your tires so strong that blowouts become practically im

possible. INTERLOCKS save half your tire expense—save repair

bills—double your mileage—prevent punctures and completely free

you from all roar of tire trouble.

What INTERLOCKR Arm—The INTERLOCK is a complete inner

tire (not on inner shoe) which is pinced between the outer casing

and the inner tube to strengthen the outer casing and protect the

tube. It is the only reinforcement which is locked by air pressure

to the rim and which becomes an integral part at the tires. and,

therefore, cannot heat or chute. Even if the tire is broken the

lN'i‘ERLOCK will hold.

INTERI,O(‘KS Insure Betcha—You know that the sudden blowing

out o! a tire may easily ditch any car when going at. (air speed—tho

safety of XNTERLOFKS should appeal to you.

Reduce Your 'l‘iro Expenses—You crin have

the tires on your new car equipped with

iNTERLOCKS it you specify them. iNTER

LOCKS are the only perfect tire relntorce

ment. They cost a little more but are.

cheapest in the long run.

For your present car—ask any

dealer or supply house, or write to

us tor the name of your nearest sup‘

ply source INTERLOCKS will make

 

 

 

  

Sanitary Desks

 

  

 

 

  

A COMPLETE LINE

OFFICE, BANK
AND

COMMERCIAL

FURNITURE

  
 
   

   

  

    

PREVENTS  

    

  
  

    

  

 
  

 

 
 

 

 

any tarirly sauna tire more "+12 corner ..é

G O b r 13%|; 5215a ..‘JJSZZ'A‘G in 813.1202. BLOW-OUTS0 . ’ O “'0 Wont Dealers Everywhere.— AND .5; _ _ ,

Klimt"Prié’ff‘“‘m22m.l”£¢ ‘A'Lt'a DEFLECTS 5 -
47-49 Liberty Street New York City Te-gown-ge-SXQRQ-an???“ -. PtillCTURES .'

Telephone 8724,73 John 000 w. om St. Auburn. Ind. “ W“ 5.:

Advanced Manuiactnring Processes

Guaranteed Materials and Accuracy oi Finish

Greatly Increased Production Capacity

are three of the four reasons why New Departure ball bearings will

be used more than any other in American made cars sold in 1913.

IPLl]_S THE FOURTH REASON:

Shipments when you want them—eight acres of machinery busy

twenty-two hours a day.

If you are interested in superior quality of home product, write for

engineering catalog.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MFG. (10., Bristol, Conn.

wrsrum BRANCH: town rot-a Building. nrrnorr
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BENZ
 

 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the ofl'set crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of tinting gears. . .

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ Alllil IMPilliI BUMPINY 0F AMERICA

260 West 54th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 
  

 

Croxton cars incorporate all of the features

for which the buyer looks in the new season

models. Write for catalog and agency

details.

Tflf CROX701V

M0709 614/? ('0.

Q4WASH/NG7'0/v

 

SA-ifi/A
In I. I. ur. on.

GASOSAVA

Great Dealer Proposition for those who want to handle a

device that will increase engine efficiency, save fuel and keep

the engine clean. Retails for $3. Big commission. Write

today.

THE GASOSAVA COMPANY

1270 Broadway NEW YORK

 

 

  

 

 

 

Lsuth-Juerlonn

Trucks are Do

livery Insurance

DURABILI'I'Y

  

  

QUALITY

  

LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE THE LATES

tion, most powerful in operation and the motors are guaranteed against

detective workmanship and material for the life of the truck. The!

are positively the highest class trucks made. Two cylinder. one-ton.

tour cylinder, one, two and three-ton. Four speeds forward. Hess-Bright

ball bearing transmission made in our own shops oi’ the finest tool

steel three-piece disc clutch. covered h patents owned by us. Sand

for I912 Catalog and specifications. rnrnpt delivery on all nwiels.

‘ Ina-Ia publicity campaign just begun. Our quality will do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory for 1912 at Once.

The lsuih-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont, 0hlo.

Branches and Artenclen

BOSTON—David Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Slilr- Garage & Motor Co., 160-102 ‘10th St.

CHICAGO—The Lanth-Juergeus Motor Car 00.. 263042 Wabash Ave.

NEWAR . N. J.—Mcrchantn Motor Car (‘0.. Essex Building. y

DETROIT. MICK—Bier] Auto Truck Rules Agency. 433 Dix Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND VICIXI'I‘Y'RMVIP! Motor Sales 00..

1mm. IROH 14th St N. W.. Wunhlnrvtnn n r

  

 

 

  

  

Superior Features

Large Bearings

l‘eriect Lubrication

Ilouble Ignition

Heavy Crank Shaft

Large \‘nlves

Ample Water Jacket

Perfect Workrnnnship

Long Stroke

lit 4 BIBLE — 5 ""8

J 34 In. hm, 5 ll. stroke, 4 :11.

4 l4 In. Mrs, S In. struts, 4 qt.

4 H in. In". 5 in. Slilll. t ql.

4 1-4 in. to", 5 H II. Sinks. 4 cyi.

5 Mil. hon, lls. time 4 qt.

WISCONSIN lillilll llfi‘r Oil.

ilspt. 32 liilwutu

  

  

  

  

Wsconsz

TheConsistent

Mot0rs

  

  

Diamond Tires

e could build them cheaper

But We Won't .

ewould build them better

But' WeCAm't'.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO. OF N. Y., Akron, 0.

' Subsidiary of The B. F. Goodrich Co. '
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vGuaranteed 5,000 Miles)

Get These Tires

Tried and proven, AJAX Tires represent a value

heretofore considered impossible in tires. Theyshow what can be done by modern facilities, long i ' I l i ‘

experience, honesty of purpose and the genius for " ‘

taking pains. .

While AJAX Tires are not indestructible. being

made of fabric and rubber. they give greater unin

 
 

terrupted service than any other tires on the mar
ket and are designed and built for those who want Have Newm“ “’9' be“ “"5 “‘3‘ can be mad“ This IS the greatest Single improvement in

If You wam ‘0 finish =1 ‘0‘" “'ilhm't ti" "onl’lc- electric motor car construction that has been made
' ' ' . ‘ — . . i' 2 r ) ( -
gags) latitLhEgJAX TIRES GUARA'YI‘TLL F )R durlng the past ten years

A touch of the foot on the pedal shuts off
DEALERS — I! you are rolling tires to _

1"" "I'm-Y "1 "I" "wk"- " "a" " the power and applies the brakes.
propoahlon that will prove Irresistible.

OuCtI 51' th' t fft tl—lAJAx - GR1EB RUBBER (3 0, mahy &€.?€x.75.?$2'n..$s§fg‘l ili.§i.'l‘.§i...§§. cv‘i'lifé’ to: {’8

General Offices: 1796 Broadway, New York Clly We Want Dealer; Everywhere

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

Branches In Principal Clllel
Argo Electric Vehicle Co. Factories, Saginaw, Mich.

Metzger-Herrington Co., Distributors

24 1 2- 1 4 Michigan Ave. Chicago. lll.

—

, Clowland, O/zio.

Mr. Auto Driver or Owner :

Ever realize lzow "vital/y inlportant Good

Oil fr to your car .?

p __ You may have the bert Automobile and equip

USEDIN THIS ~ ment, but not/ling i: :0 necessary as perfect
t if l b ' t' .

'1 > a £152“ any but tlie best 01/. You pro/)

ARE MADE 1 only now we our

“Euclid i” Auto Cylinder Oil

If not, you lmrdly l'now real ratirfootlon in

driving your car.

Be J'ZU‘E to ark for it next time. Solol oy

mort o/ the large .dealrrr. '

I/ you cannot get it all for ramp/e or better

  

 

ENGRAVING co. _
Iii/l rend u: an walen

295.309 LAFAYETTE SI.(gnH0US'[0N _ Freiglit paid on [0 gal/om and up. Sam/ac

tmn guaranteed Your: truly,

TELEPHONE 8' SPRLNC' The Reliance Oil & Grease Co.

ESTABLISHED [87] .

Establillled 1888

Agent; Wanted for Exclusive Territory
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Illustrating the Superiority of the

Flexible Shaft of the

(ORBIE-iBROWN SPEEDOMETER

“The Speedometer of Permanent Accuracy"

       

  

Plain iii-.1. Shaft

Consists of a

links.

Corbin-Brown Shaft

Solid link between the eye-links.

Solid link gives smooth bearing.

Friction minimized. Almost impos

sihle to break. Any one can replace

new links.

for Catalog

Corbin Screw Corporation Division

(American Hardware Corporation)

' 213 High Street, New Britain, Connecticut

DISTRIBUTORS: New York Philadelphia Chicago

succession of plain

No solid, smooth bearing to

run on. Rims on the eyes the

links. Runs unsteadin and there

fore affects accuracy of speedometer.

\Nrite today

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

IT will cost you practically no more than what

you will be forced to pay out for constant repairs

on your present ignition system. A new Remy will

give your car new life. Here is our exchange

proposition :

List Price Allowance Net to You

2-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . $46 00 $ 9 20 $36 80

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. . . . 50 00 10 00 40 00

6-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . 52 00 10 40 41 60

Allowance made for any make of Magneto.

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES—New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

SERVICE STATIONS—Albuquer ue, Au usta. Baltimore, Charlotte, Cincinnati,

Cleveland. Denver, Dallas, El aso, ouston, ncksonville Louisville. lem

phis, Minneapolis, New Orleans, Nashville. orlolk (Hm). Omaha, Los

Angeles, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland (Me), Portland (Ore.). Roches

teDr. gan Antonio. Seattle, Spokane, St. Louis. Syracuse. Utica, Washington

( )

CANADALJI‘or-snto. Winnipeg. Calgary, Hamilton, Vancouver. Montreal.

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

Model K2

Price $75

fifléiVfiZQ

E have three times trebled our factories. More than

100,000 new cars will be equipped with Warner

Auto-Meters this season. Practically all of the prominent

manufacturers make the Warner Auto-Meter “regular

equipment”—regardless of its HIGH PRICE.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by dealers all over

the world and at our own branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin

BRANCHES—Atlanta. Denver, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit. Buil'alo,

Indianapolis, Portland (Ore.). Chicago, Kansas City, Cincinnati. Lon

Angeles. Seattle. Cleveland, New York. Pittsburgh, San Francisco,

St. Louis.

Canadian Branch: 559 Yonge St., Toronto. Ont.

 

 

 
  

 

 

The

Hotel
The

of

Comfort WOODSTOCK.
“ You can walk from there to anyWhere ”

Our new addition is ready for occupancy.

We now have 360 rooms with 265 baths.

Write us for descriptive folder With typical floor plan

and rate card.

Wire for reservation at our expense.

RATES

Court room with bath,

for one, per day . . . . “$1.50

Court room with bath.

for two, per day . . . . .. 3.."

Outside room with bath

for one, per-day . . . . ..

Outside room with bath,

for two, per day . . . . .. 4.00

O u t at d e room

with twin beds.

for two. per

day 00

HOTEL

WOODSTOCK

127 W. 43d St.

New York

W. H. Valiquefll.

Manager.

 

 

;._.. -I

 
 

Also

" lllE BERIEK "

Rutland,

Var-ant
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Bupmoblle “32" Touring Car, Fully Equipped, 8975 F.0.B. Den-oil

Lon stroke motor, 3% x59; inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

crank siait. L'nit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three speeds for

ward. Sliding gears. Full floating axle. Center control. Zenith carbure

tor. Bosch magneto. 106-inch wheelbase. 32x3% inch tires. %lllck

detachable rims. Mohair to with envelo e. Jifi' curtains. Winds Ield.

Rear shock absorber. Prest- -Lite tank. as hea lights. Oil side and tail

lamps. Tools—horn. Trimmings, black and enamel. Standard color, black.

Magneto and camshaft driven by silent Coventry chain.

Bupmobile " 32 " Roadster, Fully Equipped, 8975 F.0.B. Dell-oil

(‘hassis and specifications same as Touring Car. Large turtle back

dust prooi compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

Bupmobile "32 " Delivery, Fully Equipped, 8950 F.0.B. Detroit

Chassis same as Touring Car. Enclosed panel body. Two cushioned

lazy-back seats. Carrying capacity, 800 lbs. Chassis and body painted

black. high-class tinish. Two-pieCe windshield. Prest-t)-Lite tank. Gas

headlights. Uil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims. Tools—horn.

Trimmings. black and nickel.

'IIUI’P M > " we” Dem". Mich.

Complele

specific-lions

 

  

Northern Factory, Anderson, lnd. i

Chicago Iranch, 2687-39 Ilchlqan Ave. \ .

Southern Facloq, Chattanooga, Tenn. 9 - ' . .‘ 

 

 

 

 
   

  

DireclpDriIre -—Single Reduclio

Foo! Control '

Irreversible Worm Sleer

Long‘Mil'eage Batteries

  

  

AMERICAN

  

  

 

  

 
 

Buflalo Service . w ‘ UNDERSLUNO

' E have published a very interesting book on the advan

Model Z9 Roadster. . . $2.600 W tages of Underslung construction. It is of value to

Model 30 Coupe, . . . 8,200 dealer or individual. It tells of our full line which ranges in

. ‘ i; Model 30_B Coupe" _ _ 3300 price from $1475 to $4500. Write for a copy today.

‘ . . American Motors Company
The Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company Dept E_ Indianapou,, In,

Buffalo, New York  
 

  

 

U I ' '1

Distinctly Complete

Electrically Six Models

Self-Started 40 and 50 H. P.

and Lighted FullyEquipped

Iodel 40—5 Phaenger, Fore Door Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car. Touring Car.

lode] 41—4 Passenger Demi Tonneau. Model 51—4 Passenger Demi Tonnelu.

Iodel 4_Z—Roadster t pe—all with the Model 52— Roadster type—all with

  

’plilldbld nesvi;6 e‘n h lo‘e l:‘notor, 4% t6he_ nfiw “Tl: head, 5 5igcl'i bore.

me ore. no r . t t .

40 H.P ' ° ’ $2400 nil"...’.T‘T.?..Tif’f..... $3400--...-.-.---.---.

Fully equipped with top, windshield. speedometer, gasoline gauge. 36" wheels,

demountable rims. and automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

  

 

    

  

Inter-State Automobile Co., M Muncie, Ind. flimril-ugbseorsofrygmnicgg: Easing“?!
Iolton Branch: 153 Munchulettc Ave. Omaha Branch: 310 S. llth St. CARTERCAR COMPPANI'Y ‘ Pogti:c auichigin

" Th 1 riy " s 3

KISSELKAR "FM-w" m adv/@4515”
"lgcvgryi Dart bu"; ia_ the KisselKar plant, N F l i i y ” I

economiZaleq‘rlriggfiiac‘iviii'e. son'p°"Slx”

  

have extra liberal wheelbase and roomy   

tonneaps unsufrpassed by any car m an, KillfilKi" Pile" “‘73

rice or com on and capabilities. W 't inculde (“11 EqulP'
i’or catalog. n e meni—sell-starter, {ifsutger

KISSEL moron can COMPANY éifiounlifiii’ll'fil‘l' “m9

159 no”! Aven ' 0"ue Bartlord, Wig, e p e e dome.
  

ter, e l e c -

tric lighting

e q u ipment,

I h o c k ab

lorbera, etc.

  

Enclosed Valves, Three Point Suspension, Unit Power Plant. Platform

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle, Left Hand Drive, Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires, Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for specifications

BRIGGS-DETRMTER (10., 449 Ilolbrook Ave.,-l)etroll, Mich.
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The line Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning llevice

Coot. Little to lay—

Ooata Nothing to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

till Strut and Boulevard

THE E. PIEI. GUMPIN ..........ww
Philadelphia, 1416 Vine SL; Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave; Minneapolis,

70 So. 10th St; Buffalo. 852 Main St.; San Francisco, 544 Van Ness Ave;

Los Angeles, 1229 So. Olive St.“ Seattle, 917 E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore.),

_ 329 Ankeny St.; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sts.

This name stands for efficiency in

SPARK PLUGS
“Used as standard equipment

by eighty-eight manufacturers.

   

Any Iilnd Clincher
O

livery Kind 0. ll.

Stock, or Demonntable

to Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

we Also Make Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 00., Sales Agents, Detroit

 

 
  

 

Price.THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and [guitar

Lights, dim! and eatinguiahea all In lamps on

the car throth a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stern of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach._

Couveuleut—Sale — Dependable

Every car owner in your

vicinity, Mr. Dealer, will

be interested—it's up‘to

you to show them—and

sell them. Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Plttsfield, Muss.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States

  

  

 

 

REPUBLIC

STAgGARD TREAD TIRES

and BLACK-LINE RED INNER TUBES

Motorists who \Ve guarantee

use Re ubhc the Republic

staggard rfafil Black-Line Red

eTires will

you that they—- Inner Tube to “

Prevent skid- be as “early "

ding, make perfect asa

quick starts and t u b e c a n b e _'

5h°r‘5t°ps made—andisa

eisy' fitting compan~

Gl‘l'e dg'Jb‘e ion for the

ml cage ecause ‘ I

of the full-thick- iplmd'd R=P“b

ness tread un- 11° 5 l a 8 83rd

der the studs. Tread.

lost Widely lml- The Best Tube

taied oi Ail Made

  

sufffi'fimiim The Republic Rubber Co.

Pal.Sept.15~22,‘t)8 Youngstown. Ohio

 
  

 

  

 

ruin casings. They admit moia

v lure lo the carcass, cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger— end in blowouts.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUBES any

where in 15 minutes. better than a Repair Shop can do

—und for on: rear.

Universal

Auto-\gul'cwanizer

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete, with encugh

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can be carried in the tool box. Simplest and most satlalaet

device ior eliminating tire troubles that has ever been devtafl

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer—put in the gasoline—light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It can’! burn, .rcnrli or injure tube or casing. It can’t

get out of order. It can't fail to do its work. So

simple. anyone can operate it. The Universal Auto-~

Vulcanizer saves its cost a hundrm' rim“ Over in

trouble and expense.

Price Complete. 84.00 Ready for instant I'se

Guaranteed Sallllactory or Money Iielunded

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, East Palesllne, 0h].

 
 

Demand and insist

Upon Getting
  

'"lllE omcnw. and 5:51 ASBESTOS BRAKE LllllllG"

THE RGYM. EQUIPMENT CGMPANY

436 llousutonic Ave. Bridgeport. Conn.

\Ve also make Duplex and Raymond Brakes

and Gyrex, the Mixer.

 
   

  
Standard Universal Rims

fit any style or make of tires. The

side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place. Write for catalog

607, which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron. Ohio

for: culture I '
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HAVERS HAVERS

"Six-44” "Six-55”

$1850 $2250

 
 

Touring Car and Touring Car andTHE ULTIMATE CAR

 
 

(KNIGHT TYPE morons) - ""48"?" “ENS- Speedster Types

. . , 44 h.p. 6 ylin- Electric Starter.
The first American car to adopt the Silent dew Uni. pm“,- Electric ugh“;

nght Motor—the engine used by Daimler, Plsnt, 8-Point 55 h. p. 128 in.

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva. Suspension- "2 Wheel-Base. 36x

, in. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires. Fully

Fe B. 36x4 Tires. Equipped.

T CLEVELAND, OHIO “rite tor tulL'specttlatlons

M““9'1"” '1' '25 cm" HAVERS moron can COMPANY. Port Huron. Mich

 

    

 

 

  

 
 

\ “ “Sultanic” '

- $2500

>55 HP. 6_Cyls.

“Majestic”

 
 

Stock Champion International Champion

W40

  

 
 

ill—JACKSON ‘

- AUTOMOBILE (0.;
I I nu flSfM/NSIDIZT

  

I /

/' #0ma roo srm

N0W0m0DEEP

 
 

Flve Passenger Touring Car. Series V. $2,900

; NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

_ 1001 E. 22nd sum Indianapolis. Ind.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   

"The Easiest Ridan Car In The World' 'PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped The Marmon “32” The Marmon “Six”

4‘“ H4 6'“ 32-40 11.9., 1mm wheelbase, “is 48-80 _H.P.. munch wheelbase

‘1,675 $2,150 “,1” "Hang. dynamo “811mmI with (turns in 40~loot street), sell start

body types to meet every require- m" dynmo h'lmn" "uh my

are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913— mm and corruponding equipment at?! :gnggggdienv'fly cantilggzmcs—t

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000 _$2,350 m $4,100 “000 to “I,”

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

theagent—letustellyouhow. & CO.

PULLMAN MOT0ll CAR CO., York, Pa. INDIANAPOLIS (M "m INDIANA

mm)! Years ySuccessful Manufacturingm

Detailed Information on Request.

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

DEALERS—Here is the first'electric truck

that sells for about $700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.

Motor Cars

N S ' "F," 4 C lind rs, 4 and 5 Passeh:er eIrrieosdels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

N S' “G,”6Clid ,4 d5?seh‘g’er eIll-llltasdels . . . . . . . .

All models electrically lighted and fully equipped.

SPEEDWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

50 Essex Avenue DAYTON, 0.

MADE TO

MAKE GOOD :,

, AND IT DOES

InsslssmllllllIlIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllnlllllllllllllllllsws
I-

§

5
5

i
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solid

though,

ings.

vibratio

DETROIT

 

Hyatt Flexible Rollers absorb

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company

PERFECT LUBRICATION and the elim

ination of noise are two features exclusive

in HYATT ROLLER BEARINGS. The

hollow, tubular roller becomes a reservoir

for the lubricant.

' FLEXIBILITY IS IMPOSSIBLE in

rollers or balls. It’s essential

in reducing the noise in bear

ns and cushion shocks.

MICHIGAN

  

 

Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NOW

$30.00 for a' $105.00 6

$20.00 for a $93.00 4

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

$16.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

Imported U. 8: H. High Tension Magnetos Less Than

Import Cost.

Circular and Price Lisle Free

J. S. BRETZ COMPANY, 250 W. 54lh Street, New York

cylinder

cylinder

 

’%“Runli'f/Z/if/%

NEW

I

\iniifiltiiiiiliii); \-"l

N“

BOSTON '. .

PHILADELPHIA DETRt il'l‘
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f:

we" ' w: V 1:5" 2*:

i=5 E1 it?55:5 1':
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Ways There" :23:

SPLITDORF 'ELECTPICAL co. its

98 Warren St., Newark, N. J. fl _ \\

YORK (“.IIICAGU SAN FR \\Ll‘.\_CO

* 1.\\'si\s Cl'l‘\ lOS'f‘iNuliLLS \

\L \I’ll 1. \\\

\

WV/Wiilllllllllll‘\\i\>§&\\\\\\
BL'ENOS i-umas
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A. O.

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

 

  

NEWTONE

Motor Horns

  

Represent Max/mum Value at a

Minlmum Cost

Torpedo Type

Price $20

Automobile Supply

Mtg. Co.

220 Tsalle‘l’lace, BlflOKLYN, N.Y.

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

Champion Spark Plugs

Special Designs tor Every

Type oi Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

Champion Spark Plug Co.

TOLEDO, OHIO J

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats

 

 

   
  

 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Semi

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

 
 

 
 

TRCKFRAMES
Automobile Frames and Special Stampings

 
 

THE PARISH & BlNlill-AM Bill.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Better Than Commercially Perfect

Bevel Differential

Transmission

(i EARS
$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work ; also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

Company
(iear

Brown - Lipe - cm,“

' H. w. CHAPIN, (Ien'l Mgr.

 
  

 

  

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

iJ-‘j

Front Axle Yoke Bolts

You require the best bolts made—bolts

manufactured from suitable analy

sis open hearth or nickel steel

—bolts tough and strong

and properly hard

ened for this

vital duty.

  

Your in

quiry for bolts

ground to size, ready

to slip into place, will

bring surprisingly low prices

—quality of work considered.

The Electric Welding Products Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

  
  

 

If you are interested in

F E D D E R S

RADIATORS
we would like to send our latest catalogue.

Fedders Manufacturing Works

57-67 Tonawanda St. BUFFALO, N. Y. °

 

 

  

 
  

 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators. Fendera,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets, v

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

Soot and Carbon CAN’T collect on

Reliance Spark Plugs, and impair

their efficiency. The patented elec

trical action of the Reliance prevents

it. Soot and carbon are destroyed

before being deposited.

It you drive an automobile you want Reliance Plugs.

If you build automobiles equip them with Reliance plugs

and please the purchasers. You can't furnish better

plugs.

JEFFERY - DEWITT CO.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Mich.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World.

  

  

 

  

' "Firestone"

Tires and Rims

are the least likely to re

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

  

changing when required.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Aluon, Ohio

and All Principal Cities

Best on Earth—Kantsamore

ESTABUSHED [855

Phineas Jones & Company

305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

Branch Factory: 12th Avenue and 55th Street, New Yorh City

Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks
 
 

Repairing and truing old wheels a lpecialty. Experimental wheels a special!!

We furpiah and apply any atyle demountable or detachable rim or fire.
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RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO I42 WEST 4Z"-° ST. NE

  

 
 

The Electric Car of Quality

THE COLONIAL

Big, roomy, S-passenger, open or enclosed car of dis

tinctive design and luxurious appointments. Equipped with

self-starting device. It‘s the car with a thousand little

1 conveniences—

and the price is $2700

  

DEALERS—Wire now for territory which is choice but The meter mICk 0f unqueStioned superiority

loing fast. ' in design, construction and material. Responsible

d al d ' d f t 't . 't fCOLONIAL ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY e ers are esnre or open erri ory Wri e or

detailed information and complete catalog.

Detm‘t' Mmh‘gm THE nnvrmv nuro TRUCK co. - nnvronl, omo

 
  

 

 

   

 

-. If You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog Drop Hammer Fm'glngs
cost very little more than castings. They are

We want 'ou to write for the Solar Catalog before on decide on your motor ' . ~ , -
lamps, for this) is the most complete line of lamps on the market. Solar Lamps vastly superlor and less expenslu" m the end'

have been preferred by mOSt motorists for the past fourteen ears because of w E A R E s P E c I A L Itheir brillianc -, their styleI their strength and their several exc uswe advanta es _ .

-—their specia} short focus lead glass lens mirror reflectors—the patented dou le in producmg

ray light prmection (in the Solarclipse)é giving two distinct fields of li ht. (or

ncity and country use—the new black ish, the only such finish that s proof D P H A M M E R R a I N G 8

against heat and moisture—~and other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars before )‘OUSbIP' is to faildto finclutilc iln you': consideraltjion from special analysis steel.

n t l ' ‘ tence. o ars are ma e or oi , e ectricity, as an in - . .ghhegnoxsiora$12251?ngr5, motor trucks, carriages. motor boats an airships. Send prints of parts you Will need m

Write for catalog now-while you think of it. (136) 1 9 1 3

I

Kenosha,Wis. BADGER BRASS MFG- ‘30- New York City QUALITY AND ammo: ouamuvrruo

 

TIIE CUNSUUMTEI] MANUFACTURING MIMI", Tlltdl, this

 

   
  

  

  
 

 

 

 
  

M t c M f t _0 0!“ ar anu ac urers - .

S . No Crankmg! No Pumping!

I START YOUR CAR FROM THE SEAT

1893 ALWAYS READY AND POSITIVE

C I The AMERICAN STARTER is the Only Starter on

A the market that measures the amount of gas injected into

the cylinders. You cannot "dope" the engine with the

‘ AMERICAN STARTER.

1912 I

Owspying the n'ewafilnand Imo:tl onderrl: automobile manu- American Starter and Carburetor Mfg. CO.

ac g pan it me ca. _

numes AUTOMOBILE commuw, Dept. T-s Kokomo, Ind. 2022 S' 40th Avenue CHICAGO' IL!“

if ’

 
  

 

 

 

HAWMUT TIRES
COLD lVERYWl-IERE SHAWMUT TIRE 00., Bolton, Mans.
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The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights— Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—"Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years -it will win you from the first inspec

tion. \‘Ve have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.

 
  

 

 

R

C

“ Twenty-Five” $ 9 0 O

R-C-H The Car Complete F.O.B.Dotroit

Five-Passenger Tounng Car

THE CAR—The best materials, the highest

grade workmanship, and the most up-to-date

ideas in construction

EQUIPMENT—The most complete, highest

grade equipment ever placed on a popular

priced car. _—

Two Passenger Roadster, 110” wheelbase. $900, I. o. b. Detroit

Three Passenger Coupe. 110" wheelbase. $1300, I. o. b. Detroit

R-C-I'I CORPORATION, 104 Lycasto St , Detroit, Mich.
 

 

 
 

Mighty Michigan “40”

40-Horsepower Touring Car or Roadster, absolute—

ly silent in operation. Oversize tires 35 x4V2—cylin

ders 4% x 5%, in.—118-in. wheelbase

—-four-forward-speed transmission

—demountable rims—nickel mount—

. ings—massive, straight—line body—

big. roomy seats—electric lighting by generator

everything. Price $1585, includes full equipment. Two

smaller models. Catalog on request.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY

[130] Kalamazoo, Mich. \

Q 6i"

 

Hook up with (:11;

.10:LE

Series Eight comes in Three; Chassis:

Cole Sixt six cylinder Tour-inn Car. five passenger convertible to

y seven passenger. 132-inch wheel base. Doloo electric

lighting, starting and ignition. $2485

' four cylinder Touring Car, tlvo passenger convertible
COIe toseven, 122-inch wheelbase, Deioo system. $1885

four cylinder Touring Car, five passenger, Ito-inch

(:OIe Forty wheelbase. Deloosystem. $1685

WRITE TODA Y for Colo Blue Book' and dealer's propouition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up with 1: LE_

  

  

 
 

 

“ KLINE M0'I‘0R CAR CORPORA'I'ION.

Fociorles: _llelunonl, Vs., York, Po.

Dealers are learning to be careful in the selec

tion of a new line. That is why so many are

fighting for the

Iiils No Terror

Speed to Burn

Economical

4 'Speeds forward

4 M16 Cvl'miler

3 summer

  

Price 81,850 to $8,500

Fully Equipped.

Better Get Our Proposition Today.

York, Pa.

 

 

 
1L

jJFranklin Dealer Proposition

 

 

 

Write for interesting literature concern

ing the 1913 fully equipped Marion cars.

To automobile dealers we offer the fairest

sales agreement ever written.

he“

Model

37-A

$1475

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY

918 Oliver Avonuo INDIANAPOLIS

Ask about it.

  

 

 

Write for This
ham!

FRANKLIN dealers make money

and have a permanent, steadily

increasing business. This is a good

opportunity for the right man to ob

tain a profitable business. Please ask

for book on business stationery or give

at least three references. Please ad

dress Dept. 5.

FRANKLIN

  

AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

 

  

  

  

Syracuse, N. Y

uré"aE
MO O R_ o

Is responsible for the success of slow:ma

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial cars. They will bear your Investi

gation before the purchase of any type of car.

Literature upon request.

~ "‘ICNRIR IOTOI C0.. Morio- ‘v‘

Large photograv-ure of

the nbove_cut for

[ruining 14c in stamps,
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Time 35 s 2, 7 5 0

Series Fully

A and B E , d

Newport ' qmppe

  

THE CHAMPION

LIGH'I‘CAR

The Mercer’s great victory in the Vanderbilt Cup

Race demonstrated conclusively that weight and bulk

are no longer essential. '

Semi for Catalogue

MERCER AUTOMOBILE co. 33:23:35“?

 
 

Discriminating people buy the best—the

UNDERWOOD.

A mechanical masterpiece and universal

favorite.

The sales of UNDERWOOD TYPE

WRITERS exceed those of_ any other

make of machine.

“The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"

UNDERWQOD TYPEWRITER CO., Inc.

Underwood Building New York

Branches in all Principal Cities

UNDERWOODTYPEWRITER

  

  

  

 

 

GIVES ACCURATE MILEAGE

JONES HUB ODOMETER

The HUB ODOMETER is attached to hub. .Con—

cealed so that it can't be tampered With or discon

nected without 0 w n e r’ 5

knowledge.

Mileage always visible and in

stantly ascertained. Withstands

most severe usage.

  

I, ma J

trauma w‘Till-I JONES SPEEDOMETER

Broadway and 76th Street

NEW YORK

  

_.1
;.

 

 
 

 

  

We supply single universals or drive shafts complete

as shown. Forgings special analysis steel heat treated.

Note extreme simplicity, insuring long life.

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW MFG. CO.

CLEVELAND

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Perfection ;
1 42 Broadway

~_._, / Schater Ball Bearings

l Famous for Their Durability is a high priced car in every respect but the price.

BARTHEL, DALY 6: MILLER

The Car That Stands Up

The STUTZ car has probably made the most

consistent showing ever made by a motor car. It

Write today for advance Booklet A~l5 Sturdy

STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOT0ll CAR 00., Indianapolis, Ind.NEW YORK

 Spring Company ,  

  

SPECIALISTS IN  
 

Spring Suspension =
High Grade Only ,

Cleveland, Ohio

  

| request.

The circulation of the Motor

World is a guaranteed one, sworn

to by an affidavit, which will be

! sent in detail to any one upon

fl Standard Bearings

are fully described in our

New Catalog 24A

Send ior It.

  

 

 

 

 
 

  
STANDARD ROLLER BEARING C0-, Philltlelphil'

 

S l ARE THE BEST

AR‘SMpsaiagitgnco- l

MvaERnoLfly;

 
 

@lie flinshiRt-il‘iiator

llllv BUSH MANUIACIURING C0.

H A RI N . ? POLSON MANUFACTURING co.. Buihlo. N. v.

 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

 
 

 
 

 

a straight line to something you want now.

 

. Look over our “For Sale—Want and Exchange” columns. You will

Mr' ' surely find some where among those annoucements a buying opportunity—

Remember that 8,000 other readers are doing the

same thing —5,000 of them dealers. All of them intensely interested in the automobile industry.

This means a live selling opportunity that costs mighty little.

 

 



October )4. "12

'“00°

  

  

The one device most needed by the man

who wants to make steering a pleasure

instead of a labor.

Removes all nervous strain—takes physical strain from steering opera

tion—holds machine steady—prevents accidents in case steering gear

breaks or tire bursts.

DEALERS, JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS. this 15 an article which

merits your instant investigation—one which will a peal to every car

owner It ought to be. and soon will be a part 0 the equipment of

every car.

Let us tell you more about it. The story is worth knowing.

The Modern Auto

Appliance Co.

15 Kinderhook Street

CHATHAM. N. Y.

  

 

i . -

l e

a These Tires for Xo_u

ii Four corps of experts working

i" in four of the best equipped tire

; plants in the world are operating

1‘ as a unit to produce. .

I vi UNITED STATES TIR l

Nothing of the kind has ever

before been attempted in automo

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company ‘

New York
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.
 

 

  
 

‘ Repairs the Inner Tube

; in 15 Minutes

1 'i 1 SIMPLE—EASY— sum:
5...;233 “milil'l'tfiflum A _ GUARANTEED

Turkish (’uah'ens Sit-in. \ Hn Tire! I .

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

0|l tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. Write.

PENN SPRING WORKS

“warm”. \_w BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y. J]

1241:. Mourning lnueued Wheel Base

(.rent l'aaeof Riding Carivurrt-w D. sh Adjustment

Denountable kin! Nickel Trimmings

“ Unit Power Plant—three point suspension.

Cutting B-OO. IN in. “heelbase. ‘0 h p.

Huger touring car. fully equipped. 01475 '

. Cutting A40. lil-in wheelbase. IO h. p

  

i-paoeller roadster, fully equipped. ‘ .1475

emu-lg GM. IM-In. wheelbase. as h. p i

Lpnenger touring car, fully equipped. #2000 -

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

0

Nickel Plated Palenl Pending \

AR

 

Price Complete

At your dealers. or sent by express.

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  
  

 

Guaranteed to Satioly AKRON, OHIO.

ima nqu on Automobile lii¢l and lumber

Addrcu Dept E \cceaaoriea ai ifiea inherent ualitiea of material

' ' and workman! ip that insure t e maximum of oer

vice at the minimum of expenae. (671)

& The Goodyear Tire Q Rubber Co.. Akron. Ohio

ml Palestine. Ohlo _i W i _ i 7 if

GR ()0 METZ 22 H. P.
AN -LEES —' " A '— MOTOR CAR

The most economical car l8uliricnting oil, andl from

,0“ can buy M my .000 to 19.000 mi ea on

1 l- 5”“ U” Y°“' “Wm” The M will :.:::.°'.;;:::-...Y:’."..".::

When in the Market for imm 21> w 32 mil" 0" I the“ cars in our terri

The Grant-Lee! Machine Co. gallon of gasoline, over ml-y_ Book “ " m‘iled

Cleveland. Ohio 100 miles on a pint of free on request.

Sheet Meta l METZ COMPANY, Waltham, Mass.,U.S.A.

 

  

Why We Blow 0ur New; Stampings Reo the Fifth
. Final and crowning achievement of R. E. Olda,

‘ BStlmates Cheerhllly Fumlsncd pioneer designer oi autos. A standard llze 30 to JR

horsepower four cylinder car of modern refinements

Complete information furnished dealers on request. B o s s e Com pan y llflCQd I! only “.095

THE MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT co. UTICA’ N. Y. (M) R. M. OWEN 6t C0..0eneral Soles Alf"!!!

55 Warren Street Dept. W New York 7 REO MOTOR CAR (30., Lansing, Mich.
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DO YOU \VANT strictly up-to-date

machine shop, completer equipped,

now manufacturing automobile parts and

having established business? New building.

single story, concrete, 10.000 square feet.

Splendid power plant. Fronts two paved

streets. Factory district. Large plot

ground. Will sell at invoice value or rent

whole outfit, machinery belted up and run

ning included. for term of years. Business

invoices about $50,000. FRANCES, New

ark, N. J.

TIRE VALVES

THAT CANNOT LEAK.

The heavier the air pressure, the

more air-tight they become.

Stevens Non-Leaking Tire Valves

make hand-pumping mere child's

play. No back pressure. Get

set and try them. Price per

set of four, $1.

STEVENS MANUFACTURING AND

SUPPLY COMPANY,

Dept. D,

1225 Wabash Avenue,

Chicago, Ill.

 

ANTED—To exchange my 160 acre

improved farm, with crop. in north

western Oklahoma, for five-passenger tour

ing car. CARL GRAU, Taylor, Tex.

 

FOR SALE—One 2-ton Garford truck,

with body and top, nearly new, in first

class condition. Change of business rea

son for selling. SPRINGFIELD CREAM

ERY, Springfield, Mass.

GENTS WANTED —-To handle the

$1000 G. J. G. “Junior,” racy, classy

and specially designed chaseabout with 104

inch wheelbase. with a real 26 H.P. motor.

Bosch magneto, Dorian remountable rims

with 32x37; tires, at a price of $1,000,

which is a money maker for the sales

agent. Write for literature and discounts

to G. J. G. MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

White Plains, N. Y.

FOR SALE—1912 Winton Six automobile,

fully equipped; have bought 1913; will

sell cheap; deliver at once. A. A. \VHEAT,

\Vheeling, W. Va.

HITE STEAMER. seven-passenger,

model M, straight line body, 40 H.P.;

absolutely perfect; complete equipment;

$700. H. SNYDER, 112 \Vest 38th St.,

New York. Telephone 4060 Greeley.

OR SALE—One 16—passenger Sight See—

ing Car. Address I. C. BRICK, Put

In-Bay, Ohio.

UTOMOBILE AGENTS—I want local

agents in every county in the United

States to handle a popular-priced line of

automobiles; a good name and reputation

for integrity counts more with us than

money or experience; if you have $300 and

can furnish bond you can procure the agen

cy for our high-grade car and we will fur

nish you with demonstrator. For full ar

ticularS address R. C. LEWIS, Sales an

ager, Box 55, Milwaukee, Wis.

 

 

 

 

 

. Guaranteed five years.

 

 

{in capilalsZScents perline ~

. Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used CII’I,

part! and appliance: and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels. gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76.78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. J.

 

UTOMOBILES—A. C. C. A. Prices

Talk! Every make. Every model.

Hundreds runabouts, racy roadsters, five

seven passenger touring cars. $50 up.

Prepaid! Write today for the largest Illus

trated Catalog published! THE AUTO

MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF

AMERICA, Dept. I-N, 1769-1787 Broadway,

New York City.

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

APAN

Enamels lamps. radiators and fenders to a

fine gloss finish. Will not crack, chip or

peel. Not affected by heat, retains its

lustre.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

ARAGE—Established four years, for

sale. Entrance on avenue and street

front and rear, 200 x 41 ft. Has sixty cars

on live storage, doing business of twelve

hundred dollars monthly renting cars. Rea

son for selling, illness. STEVENS, 1337

Clinton Ave., New York.

 

I I
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A market place where Dealeru, Jobber! and i

Shipped Freight ‘

 

BXQllflfillIll i.
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NEW_ YORK Automobile Registrations,

mailed daily, $1.25 per month. List,

|April to October, inc., $2.50. OWNERS

AUTO LIST COMPANY, Albany, N. Y.
 

DO you wish to better your position? If

_ your_character and ability will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu—

pation, anywhere. Enclose 50c. for regis

tration with references, Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 West

‘ 87th St., New York City.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes to either a high gloss finish, egg

shell gloss or dull finish, on lamps, radia

tors and fenders. Will not crack, chip or

peeL

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

SALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

1 money made on a very attractive proposi

tion. STURDY-MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave.. Chicago, Ill.

SCHEBLER CARBURETOR.

l J. C. NICHOLS.

DIRECT FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS.

1673 B'way at 52d St.,CNi:w York City.

, o .

Our new model L Carburetor with three

speed adjustments, at half price by return

ing your old model Carburetor.

‘ WE have a very large wholesale clientele

i and are open to take up European

\ agency for a new motor accessory. Write

i before sending sample. K., B 8: CO., LTD..

1 5 Rue Auber. Paris, France.
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An ad. like this

will cost you 75:.

for each insertion.

primarily

 
 

. Dealer:

8,000 readers means people

in te rested, otherwise

they would not be subscribers.

Make them

eager to secure your patronage by

YOUI' CUStOTIlCI'S OI'

 ll

__ __ ..fl-fi @_-—r~l"
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PPERSON, 1907, 40 H. P., four seats;

makes 60 miles per hour; everything

new; bargain for ready buyer. A. C. HEW

ITSON, 101 West 66th St., Room 4, New

York City.

 

 

OR SALE—Runabout in good running ‘

condition; 4-cyl., 28-H.P., good tires;

will make a good delivery car; price $160. ,

Can be seen at 432 Chicopee St., \Villiman~

sett. Mass.

 

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

Makes leather, rubber and pantasote tops

aud curtains look like new. A safe, durable

renovator that leaves the cloth soft and ,

pliable.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No_ enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials. and full details on

request. WATERBURY WELDING CO.,

\Vaterbury, Conn.

TTENTION—Have a few manufactur

ers' samples, gentlemen's black broad

cloth fur lined overcoats, lined throughout

with Australian mink. large genuine Per

sian lamb collars, sizes 36 to 48. Value $75.

wrll sacrifice for $35 each.

 

worth _$90, while they last, $35; and few

large srze fur robes, plush lined, $15 each.

All guaranteed new. Examine before buy

ing. Send express charges. will send on

approval. Write or call. E. ROBERTS,

Room 8. 160 West 119th St., New York.

  

w" YIIJHIVIYIIIIIMlni I i .- i. m M" I. mum“ mum-um"- M mm» MNIIIIIII-Il-lliflmllill n L..

' ’ Also several ‘

ladies handsome long fur coats. satin lined. ,

 

 

 

lScenis per line of‘six wordscash wilh .or‘den

-— ln caplials25cenis perline ~

A market place where Dealera. Jobber: and

Manufacture" may buy, sell or trade uaed cara,

parts and appliancea and where help or aitua

tiona may be secured at a nominal coat.

  

  

  

UTOMOBILE AT SACRIFICE—1

model 17, 1911, 5-passenger Buick, $725;

A-1 condition. F. MARION SHEEN, 521

Clouet St., New Orleans, La.

E\N CHEESE CLOTH REMNANTS.

best polishing material, sold by the

pound. Saves 40% of store prices. Price

38¢. per pound in SO-Ib. and lOO-lb. bales.

Agents wanted everywhere. AMERICAN

MILL ENDS CO., Detroit, Mich.

OR SALE—Four cylinder, 55 H.P. For

eign F. I. A. T., double chain drive,

racytype roadster, nearly new, price $2,500.

 

, C. L. WHITING, 591 E. Main St., Roches

ter, N. Y.

PEERLESS -LlNlNG DYE

makes a new lining out of a dirty, faded

and stained inside. Will not fade or wash

off. Leaves the cloth soft and liable.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Co umbus, O.

AILING LISTS—Automobile owners.

dealers. garages, repair shops. com

mercial car owners, or any make of car.

OWNERS AUTO LIST CO.. Albany. N. Y.

WE ARE OPEN to take up any suitable

line for the cycle. motor. or general

hardware trade on a commission basis of

5%. Established eight years. Best refer

ences. A. HERMANN 8: CO., 26 Hamilton

Road. Highbury Barn. London.

 

 

 

 
 

telling them what you have to sell

We guarantee

a circulation of 8,000, so the

or want to buy.

actual cost of having your an

nouncement appear before this

audience is less than one-fourth of

I‘

An ad. like this

will cost you $1.05

for each insertion.

 

a cent per reader (see the hands in

Think this over.

 

the margin).
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ANTED—Packard 18; state price.

year built and number of miles run.

P. O. BOX 161, Niantic, Conn.

 

AUTOMOBILE Cylinders reground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

 

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING

\Vaterproofs mohair and duck automobile

tops and curtains. Makes faded and stained

tops look like new. Leaves the cloth soft

and pliable. Dries over night.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

OR SALE—Caldwell Gasolene Lawn

‘ Mower; specification—4 cyl. vertical

motor, dry batteries and Bosch magneto,

Schebler carburetor, width of cut 40 in.,

weight 2,000 lbs. For complete description

and price address INDIANAPOLIS MO~

TOR SPEEDWAY, Indianapolis. Ind.

REST-O-LITE tanks wanted for cash.

O'NEILL, 186 Putnam Ave., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

RE YOU in need of any additional help

in any department of your business?

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second—

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material? Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so. use the \Vant and For Sale

column of the Motor \Vorld. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

HAUFFEUR‘S COMPLETE OUTFIT

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

mink fur lined coat, Persian lamb collar,

$35; pair of elegant bear robes, $15 each;

raccoon cap, $5; pair of fur gloves, $4; pair

or goggles, 50c.; 1 pair leather leggins,

$3.50. \Vill sell separately or the lot, all

new, never worn, original price, $225. C

CHASE, 118 East 28th St., New York.

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market. a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Addres DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUB ER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

WILL sell or trade 60 foot mahogany

motor yacht for automobile or real

212 Niagara St., Buffalo. N. Y.

cusniou '

 

 

 

 

 

estate.

PEERLESS BACK AND

DRESSING.

A renovator for leather seats and cushions.

Brightens the finish, softens the leather and

does not crack or peel. Dries in 20 minutes.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, O.

AUTOMOBILE BODIES, pleasure and

commercial. Foredoors for open-front

cars. \Vrite for prices. AUTO SPECIAL

TY MFG. CO., 320 E. Market St., Indian

apolis, Ind.
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:seyxliam; WeedChains

“,1 Look for the name . o

“con........~ .. The Greatllgt1-Sk1d

 

 

  

ll, "'

crank case.

 

 

‘Wo have loolsed

after the qualiiy

behind it.

4 and 6 cylinders,

20 to 69 H. P.

Write for Booklets.

  

Nine-tenths

of all accidents to auto:

mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping.

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the "other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ipper greasy ave

merits unless you equip your car wit Weed hnins.

Cannot lnjure Tires

Continental Model "C"

  

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. COMPANY

Detroit, Mich.

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE:

K. E. Peterson, . 150 S. Michigan Blvd.. Chiculo

  

  

   

\f, y; d» MOTZ Cushion Tires

' f For Pleasure Cars and Lillst Delivery Csrs

nu“ I '1 l 5...; r... Booklet sn

‘ - _ ' THE MOTZ TIREt-xfif”) /,,_ 5......" o‘riQNmfggfa co‘ Because They Creep

BRANCHES:A—Shaws 4...». notched fltbdl numb-hum". “I...” "M... An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you "'
8—51.". “dam: m“ "'1 I'M-Irwin m I- m 5L. m- ‘ o I
c_5h°'_ “MIMIC! “him—d.“ m, m w want. to know what real steerm, steadiness means

b_>1,.... “gm-mm”,,m In uni. a. run-r1 put them on the front wheels too.

pmmwermmmu wrhimswhlwmraumm

For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it your business to geta set

  

 

 
  

Auto-Top Fabrics

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

SAMPLES AND PRICES ON REQUEST .- ~.

L. J.'.'MU1TY co., Boston) The Name 1" Wm! Chain Ti" Grip ¢°

.. _ ' on Every Hook

:Ii:'Q‘E w..

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

  

  

 

 

 

Stop Fussing with Tires *

' fill out“. I'llllsflnl n l—the "on,

e! punchm,hlowouts,uddolsys lujqnn

eslurs—nl -'l.

 

  

MILLED PARTb We Specialize on

  
 

4 e. ‘ _ ' ‘ r-MM pl slwsys _ _
' " DAYTONAIRLI-BS Msde to Specifications. - . .

;-; ‘\i ' ’ btnndu‘cl Screws until \ FInIShlng crank Shafts

_. .l hater-"1% v >_ . Nuts Carried in Stock. only

:10 m The National-Acme Mfg. Co. .

I in wq‘mh! E M""',,....,""" CLEVELAND, Sixth City MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT CO.

New York Boston Detroll

Chicago Atlmiln Montreal Llllfllllz
  

 
 

 
 

R“1E'heI-.S:eelo§e2rE 75% Increase In Time Elllclency

M Q"‘“"'” That’s what the INNERSHU secorn- l N D E R O I L

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

sud" ""“m‘hm'uml'm‘ ' lishes. It’s s tough, durable, rubberized “
i5“,‘}f,“;§f,[k§_'°“”"" send iaabric formed permsnently to tire shspe. 111° 8°“ fl", world AM"

Reliance Speedometer Co. A“ for and": l

134 m... 5., 505..., um, mun snol: run: 0010qu AS. F. KELLOM 8: CO. .

if msam crud Rapids Midl- Phlladelphll m In

 
 

  
 

192€l gown. fisillghgn for . ,

l y r v n n only .Elié‘é'151?;t§°.'li§f’g':i-. Locomobile Cars for 1912 .v 1 _ .

greeurzo‘aiec'llézzcyogstfi‘ Complete information furnished on request. m V . I _W

F- H- TOBIAS Tbé Company REGISTERED - d

1031 Rrosdwuy. New York

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

  

 

 

 

  

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

EH11. GROSSMAN COMPANY. Mir" New York and Detroll
  

  
 

   
 

  

 

  

 
 

 

_ < A] . ' B d . The Ford Water Clrculalor

u m l n um o l e 8 forces _the water'frorn‘ radiator through cylinlder

I. a3 ma h 3 THE srnmcruzu) TOP :21“; é“.°‘§§§:..$3‘“£€"£i2“..ial‘fsci§;?li“.‘;2.33

I 8 I'\ i o I\ ‘ (Pn- 1895) you handle Ford cars.

3 iQmuli n§qu SPRING-_FlEl-D META}. BODY co. nu; FULToN-McCUTCIlAN co.

Moiorco.,60 Shh 5tBosion, 3“ an" A""“°' sm'fidd' M"- ‘ 1140 Michigan Ave. cmmoo. ru
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Lessons

Fiat has won more great racing victories than any other '

automobile—yet it is in no sense an exclusive racing car.

The lessons learned from these clean-cut victories in speed

and endurance on track and road have been two-fold;

1st. They have proven, as no other medium could prove.

the correctness of Fiat Design, the strength of Fiat

Materials, and the thoroughness of Fiat Construction.

2nd. They have demonstrated to the world that the

famous Italian Fiat engineers are unequaled in the

solution of any motor car problem.

The stresses and strains of a hard road race or endurance

contest are many times greater than would be met in yea'rs

of average touring over roughest roads. The cars produced

by F-I-A-T at Turin and Poughkeepsie are the final expression

of these racing tests as applied to every-day uses.

Fiat, With its Marked Superiorities, is Now Sold

at American Prices. Investigation Will Reveal

to Dealers a Most Attractive Business Proposition

PRICES

6 Cyl. 50 H. P. - 4 Cyl. 55 H. P. 4 Cyl. as H.P.

' $5,000 $4,500 $4,000

When Writing Address Sales Dept. D

F . I . A .T ‘Poughkeepsie, N. Y.Turin, Italy
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A Snow-and-lce Tire Tread

You have wanted a better traction device to give your tires a grip

in snow and on ice. -

 

 

You have formerly used chains—under protest. They are unhandy,

noisy, short-lived, expensive.

You would like to get the results without the added cost of chains.

If you found something that saved more than, its cost by REDUCING

tire wear (instead of increasing it), you would think mighty hard

before turning it down.

' Here It ls H

the tried and proven WOODWORTH TREAD, with an added

series of high rivets to give a grip on ice and in deep snow.

These rivets, like the regular ones, are glass-hard. They are

deeply cupped, to give sharp edges even when worn. They are

set staggered about 2 inches apart, all around the tread.

The rest of the tread is the same as before. Same waterproof,

always pliable chrome leather base; same side springs to prevent

loosening and chafing; same rows of hardened rivets between

the special high rivets.

Just put the Double Grip Treads on your tires and leave

them on all winter! They give traction anywhere, and you are

saved the nuisance of putting on and taking off chains.

Save your tires, your purse, and your car by using the new

‘ Double Grip ‘

Wm
Our nearest distributor will be glad to quote prices and

answer your questions. Or white to us direct, mentioning this

magazine.

LEATHER TIRE GOODS COMPANY

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

New York Store, 1 608 Broadway

Good agents wanted for unoccupied territory
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‘ Il‘llal
Finishes the Work the

Carburetor Leaves Halt Done

   

 

Economizes K _ _ \

rue; A Dirty Motor Is a Short Lived Motor

Nothing tends to lower the efficiency, flexibility and sweet running qualities of a

motor quicker than an improper mixture. .Faulty carburetion is the prime cause of car

bonization. Carbon clogged cylinders, sooty spark plugs, sap the ambition out of a

motor, shorten its service. I

Loss of COMPRESSION is caused from DIRT taken into cylinders through CAR

BURETOR. The TRIPLEX MAKES IT AN IMPOSSIBILITY for ROAD DIRT to

get into the cylinders. DIRT OR DUST acts as a grinding material and causes loss

  

  

of compression by grinding down PISTON, RINGS, AND PITTING OF VALVES.

Me] The Triplex Makes Imperlect Car

! 9398 buretion a Mechanical Impossibility

  

The TRIPLEX is a device placed between the MANIFOLD AND CARBURETOR

0 TO BREAK UP the mixture—the fuel.

The TRIPLEX will EQUALIZE the most UNEVEN mixture that leaves the car~

. .' ' buretor—make it uniform throughout.

Operating as it does on a tried and proven scientific principle, the TRIPLEX insures

a mixture which will burn CLEAN to the last atom. It is a physical impossibility for a

  

P I bit of live gas to remain unignited. BLACK SMOKE is emphatically done away with—

romoles CARBONIZATION forestalled.

. - 1; A TRIPLEX WILL PAY FOR ITSELF IN TWO MONTHS. By utilizing every

(drop of gasoline to its full capacity, the TRIPLEX makes a saving of over 251'; per gal

_, , lon.. It gives you 5 gallons of FUEL at a cost of FOUR. It makes high-proof gasoline  

out of low.

Furthermore, it increases power proportionately. The full cylinder charge is ignited

every time—the maximum power delivered at the point of highest efficiency. Because

there is no fuel waste, there is no power waste. A TRIPLEX is a double economy—it

INCREASES power at the same time it DECREASES fuel consumption.

INSURE YOURSELF AGAINST BACK-FIRING WITH A TRIPLEX. Another

advantage it possesses is that it prevents FIRING a car due to the fact that any

FLAME is cut of? in trying to go through the TRIPLEX. The principle is the same as

the non-explosive feature of a miner's gauze lamp. ~

Further advantages are that a TRIPLEX makes starting easier regardless of tempera

ture or atmospheric conditions, and stops suction of live gasoline when the motor is cold.

The TRIPLEX can be readily attached by anyone in one-half hour‘s time.

THE TRIPLEX IS GUARANTEED. The TRIPLEX is guaranteed to do all we

claim for it, or your money back. Therein lies YOUR protection. For further informa

tion write us.

 

1"..............$3.50 11/4".......,....$4.oo

13/4"..........,.$5.oo 2" . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$s.so

11/2" $4.50

3" ............$6.00

To Be llatl at All Dealers. or Direct on Iiereipi oi Price

DEALERS: Here is one of the fastest selling little

dewces on the market. Every motorist has got to have one.

Big sales spell big profit. Get our sales proposition TODAY.

H rile or wire us

Bremer -Wilson Manuiacturing Co.

1256 Michigan Blvd. CHICAGO, ILL
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Talks on Selling

Automobiles

No.2

-Analyze your good-will.

You will find a certain percentage has

automobile-buying surplus capital behind

it, more has not.

The first makes the wheels of your busi—'

ness go round. But the surplus-capitaless

kind, like an empty gasoline tank, gets you

nowhere.

If you could extend credit—-if only to

business and professional men who need

cars as practical working assets, can af

ford them and would meet their obliga

tions—you could capitalize almost 100 per

cent. of your good-will and do double the

business. But you can not do a credit

business. Not in the automobile trade

where every transaction means $500 or

more. '

Right here we step in. Our business is financ

ing sales of automobiles of all kinds to responsi

ble people who can afford them but lack ready

money. People who are in pretty much the same

position you are in, having their funds tied up

as active capital. -

Your commission, and the cash for the manu

facturer, are paid on delivery of the car. And the

customer rcmits to us under the easy payment

plan. with legal interest—not “installment house"

rates.

You assume no risk. And we only extend

Credit Where Credit is Due.

Write today for detailsof how we can help

you capitalize the rest of your good—will and

double your sales.

Harman-Yount Co.
Kenton Harman, vPresident

1788 Broadway, New York

"Ru: "
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$985

Completely Equipped

Self-Starter Remy Magneto

30 Horse-Power Warner Speedometer

5-Passenger Touring Car Mohair Top and Boot

llO-lnch Wheel Base Clear Vision Wind

Timken Bearings Shield

Center Control Preatolite Tank

High-priced feature No. l

Popular-priced makers consider semi-floating rear axles well

enough. We do not. Overland Model 69T axles must be better—

THREE-QUAR'I'ER FLOATING. '

_ The Overland three-quarter floating axle causes the weight of

the car and its load to rest 0n the axle housing—reinforced by an

inner steel tube, riveted and keyed to the housing. '

Advantage P

In the ordinary semi-floating axle the weight of the car and its

load is carried half and half on the axle shafts and housing. Hence,

the axle not only does the wheel driving. but must carry, also, part

of the great weight. Result—excessive strain and friction, most

surely causing disalignment of bearings. More repair expense.

High-priced features in a low-priced car. This is one of the

features that make the Overland the greatest value in the world. Let

us send you a catalog Which explains in detail the many other high

priced features. Please address Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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FIRESTONE STRENGTHENS

DEFENSE IN RIM SUITS

Granted Permission to File Supple—

mentary Answer—Split Ring Among

Inventions Involved—Charges

United With Bad Faith.

  

In an effort to strengthen its defense in

thrcc actions brought against it for alleged

patent infringement which have been pend

ing for two years in the United States Dis'

trict Court for the Southern District of

New York. the Firestone Tire 8: Rubber

C0. of New York on Tuesday last, 29th

inst., secured permission to file a supple

mentary answer to the complainants, the

United Rim Co., of Akron, 0., which an

swer will include a list of foreign patents

alleged to aid in establishing cases of the

prior art. The cases originally were filed

June 8, 1910, and meanwhile considerable

evidence has been gathered abroad which

will enter into the suits when they come to

trial.

The patents involved are Nos. 816,884.

granted April 3, 1906. to Charles S. Scott;

832.170. granted October 2. 1906, to Ed

win C. Shaw. and 910.869, granted January

6. 100‘). also to Shaw. The first covers the

split retaining rings fcr quick detachable

tires, the second c0vers a tool‘used in draw

ing the rings together. and the third applies

to the slotted "keepers" employed to keep

the rims' in position. They passed through

various hands from the time of their con

ception. and after being granted by the

Patent Office were transferred at various

date; to the present holder, the United

Rim Co. At the time they were issued they

were assigned to the Goodyear Tire 8: Rub

ber Cr». which later transferred them to the

United Rim Co.. which acquired rights held

by the Goodyear and several other tire com

panics.

The United company claims the usual

thins‘ asked in patent litigation and re

quests injunctions, an accounting and dam

ages. The Firestone company sets up an

ticipation as one of its defenses, in proof

citing patents that range from Renard's

whch of October 22,'l901. to a wheel by

Midglcy, patented July 5, 1904. as evidence

that the split ring lacked novelty. and in

the case of the tire tool cites Frost's bclt

stretchcr, patented November 14, 1882, and

Knep's watchmakcrs' plicrs. patcntcd Octo—

bcr 3, 1893. among others.

In addition to these defenses the Fire

stone company charges lack of good faith

in three suits. It allcg'cs and charges that

the L'nitcd Rim Co. “was organized and

created for the unlawful purpose of 0b

taining the control of the production and

marketing of certain automobile parts and

accessories and to control and restrict such

production in defiance of the public's needs

and requirements . . . and for the fur

ther purpose of harassing and annoying the

defendant, frightening its customers in an

attempt to compel them to purchase such

articles from the complainant."

Fisk Becomes $10,000,000 Corporation.

Heretoforc a $4.000.000 Delaware corpo

ration, thc Fisk Rubber Co., of Chicopee

Falls, Mass. wcck reincorporatcd,

under the laws of Massachusetts, with an

last

_authorizcd capital of $10,000.000. \\'hile the

increase of capitalization implies a consid

erable expansion of thc Fisk business. the

exact meaning of the change is not yet

public property. The Fisk people them

selves state that at this time they are not

prepared to say anything whatsoever rc

garding it.

111 Health Parts Wheeler and Schebler.

Because of ill health. George A. Schebler,

the inventor of the carburetter which bears

his name, has retired from the \Vhecler &

Schebler Co., of Indianapolis. Schcblcr’s

withdrawal leaves F. H. \Vheclcr in sole

control of the company, which, as a matter

of fact. he has dominated at all times since

its organization.

CANFIQELD PATENT

DECLARED llOT BASIC

Federal Court Decides It Does Not

Control Modern Spark Plugs—

Lapses Also Constitute

“Fatal Bar.”

 

 

Admitting that Frank P. Canticld. who '

died more than 10 years ago, contributed to

the development of the spark plug, Judge

Mayer, in the United States District Court

for the Southern District of New York, on

Monday last. 28th inst., denied to him credit

for the invention of spark plugs of to-day.

and specifically the spark plugs character

izcd by a deep recess around th electrodes,

which is the type which is in practically

general use.

As the Canfield patent, No. 612.701. dated

October 18, 1898, was believed by’those to

whom it was assigned, to control such

plugs, Judge Mayer's decision upsets this

belief and frccs from the suspicion or

charge of infringement all manufacturers

who are engaged in the manufacture of

deeply recessed and all other modern plugs.

Judge Mayer’s ruling was rendered in the

case of A. R. Mosler & Co., of New York.

against John Lurie. of New York. trading

as the Auto Supply Co. As a matter of fact.

however. Lurie was merely a nominal de

fendant, as it is generally understood that

the burden of his defense was borne by C.

A. Mczgcr and thc Rajah Auto Supply Co.,

whose plugs had been handled by Luric.

The patent was acquired about l906 by

thc now defunct Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers at the time it

was engaged in the acquirement of rights

which were supposed to be of a basic or far

It was duly conveyed to

which was

reaching nature.

the Association Patents Co.,

an outgrowth of 'the A. L. A. M., which

company, in 1909. disposed of it to Mosler
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& Co., the terms of the sale protecting

A. L. A. M. members from prosecution. In

due course, Mosler & C0. instituted suit

against Lurie and the outcome of the litiga

tion has been awaited with no little interest,

the Canfield claim to the deeply recessed
plugi affecting practically every spark plug

manufacturer in the country.

In deciding the suit, Judge Mayer held

that “the patent is sustained within the

limits here indicated and it is held that there

is no infringement,” which, according to

these most concerned, is interpreted as

.»meaning that the Canfield rights are limited

strictly to the plug described and illustrated

by the letters patent, which plug—a large,

cumbersome one as compared with present

types—was formed integral with the head of

(Continued on page 37.)

Flanders_Dea1 Far from Consummation.

While the negotiations are well advanced,

it is by no means certain, as has been made

appear, that Walter E. Flanders will be

come either president of general manager of

the reorganized United States Motor Co.,

or that the latter corporation will absorb

the Flanders Motor Co., even if it takes over

Flanders himself. The negotiations depend

largely upon the result of the examina

tion of the Flanders company which is now

in progress, and which is being conducted

by the New York accounting firm, Price,

_Waterhouse & Co., who we acting, of

course, in the interests of those who have

the reorganization of the United States Mo

tor 'Co. in hand. At best, it will be more

than a month before the United States Mo

tor receivers are discharged and, until that

time at least, it will not be possible for the\

reorganized company legally to enter into

a contract with Flanders or anyone else.

Quarrelling Partners Near Settlement.

Judgment for an accounting was ren

dered late last week in the Supreme Court

for New York County in favor of Cornelius

F. Jackson, who brought suit against Clar

ence A. Glentworth, following a five and

one-half months' partnership of the two in

Glenworth's business as importer of Napier

cars at 103 \Nest 57th street. The dispute

between the two men, as was related in

Motor \Vorld at the time the action was in

stituted, was due to Jackson’s claim that

he put money into the business, but later

received it back, and then practically‘was

“frozen out" when there was coming to

him $3,300 in profits. Glentworth opposed

the claims, and when Jackson asked for a

receiver Glentworth himself was appointed.

Glentworth denied that Jackson was en

titled to the profits claimed. He claimed

instead that Jackson never sold a car while

with the company and had received all he

was entitled to.

BENZ WANTS MONEY BACK;

SETS UP CHARGE OF FRAUD

Claims ,Misrepresentation Induced

Purchase of American Agency—

Files Seven Suits Against Froe

lich and the Weingartens.

 

Claiming that fraud perpetrated

when the Benz Auto Import C0. of Amer

ica was sold last spring by Jesse Froelich

and David and Oscar \Veingarten to the

parent company, Benz & Cie, of Mannheim,

Germany, the latter and its New York im

porting house are suing Froelich and the

\Veingartens in the Supreme Court for New

York county. Seven different actions, filed

late last week, are required to cover all

phases of the proceedings. in which the sum

of $160,000 is involved. The German com

pany itself is the complainant in two suits;

the other five are brought in the name of

the New York corporation.

As gathered from the complaints and

other sources, the plaintiffs allege high

financing of an exceedingly lofty nature on

the part of the defendants. In 1909 it ap

pears that Froelich, who was a part of the

Times Square Automobile Co., and the

\Veingartens, who are wealthy corset man

ufacturers, formed the Benz Auto Import

Co. of America in New York City with an

authorized capitalization of $100,000, the

three taking up 55 per cent. of the stock.

For some not clearly stated reason, this

company was dissolved in 1911 and its as

sets and liabilities taken over by another

corporation of the same name, which was

formed with the same men, same capital

and same division of stock, the three ex

changing their old stock for shares in the

new company. _

During 1911, according to the plaintiffs,

whose complaints are voluminous, and im

mediately following the formation of the

second Benz importing house, Froelich vis

ited Mannheim and showed to Benz 8: Cie.

a statement of the condition of the New

York house, representing, it is claimed, that

the American agency was in fine condition,

was well thought of, had a good credit, and

a surplus of $30,000, and was on the road to

prosperity. The representations so pleased

the Benz principals that when Froelich of

fered to sell they agreed to buy. They con

tracted to purchase the outstanding 55 per

cent. of stock for about half price and to

pay a loan of $84,000 made to the New

York company by the Weingartens, it being

represented that this money existed in tan

gible assets. Full of hope and faith, the

Germans paid over close to $107,000.

At the time of the deal there appears to

have been 45 per cent. of the stock in the

was

treasury, and Benz & Co. claim that Froe

lich and .the VVeingartens, having sold their

55 per cent. to the Germans, issued the re-_

inaining 45 per cent. to themselves and,

through some oversight, forgot to pay for

it. However, the Benz interests sent over

representatives to take charge of the pros

perous agency, and there immediately went

up a cry of protest that culminated in the

present actions.

The Germans claim that, instead of find

ing a surplus of $30,000, they found a defi‘

ciency of some $35,000, making a difference

from the representation of about $65,000

They also allege that the business was not

in the condition pictured to them and. in

stead, was on the way to become a wreck

They moreover assert that when Froelich

saw fit to retire he took with him $7.500 in

cash and $7,250 in the form 'of two chassis.

The $7,500 he is said to claim as commis—

sion from the parent company on the stock

sale, but Benz & Co. declare that if such

was the case the $7,500 was taken from the

wrong treasury.

The seven actions instituted are as fol—

lows:

' Benz, of New York, vs. Froelich—T0 re

cover the $7,500 alleged to have been taken

from it under the so-called commission deal.

Benz, of New York, vs. Froelich—To

recover $7.250, the price of two chassis.

Benz, of Germany, vs. Froelich—T0 re

scind the purchase of Froelich's share of the

55 per cent. of stock and to compel the re

turn of $7,500 paid therefor.

Benz, of New York, vs. Froelich—To re

cover $22,500 worth of stock issued to

himself and not paid for.

Benz, of New York, vs. Oscar \Neingar

ten—T0 recover $11,250 worth of stock is

sued to himself and not paid for.

Same case against David W'eingarten.

Benz, of Germany, vs. David and Oscar

\Veingarten—To recover the price paid for

the \Veingartens' share of the 55 per cent.

of stock and also the $84,000 loan. a total of

$99000.

Lee Tires for the Pacific Coast.

The Chanslor & Lyon Co. has been ap—

pointed Pacific Coast representative of the

Lee Tire & Rubber Co., of Conshohocken,

Pa. Lee tires will be distributed from the

Chanslor-Lyon branches in San Francisco.

Los Angeles, Fresno, Portland. Seattle and

Spokane.

Blagden Receiver for Daimler Import.

Arthur W. Blagden has been appointed

receiver for the Daimler Auto Import Co.,

of New York, which was petitioned'into

bankruptcy last week. The company's lia

bilities are estimated at $30,000, of which

only ahou't $500 is due merchandise credit

ors.
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R. C. H. ENLARGES BOARD

AND ACQUIRES SUPPORT

Having too Much Business for its

Capital, Detroit Company Confers

with Creditors—They Afford

Quick Relief.

\\‘ith orders in hand for some 16,000 cars

and with its business growing too rapidly

for the amount of capital invested, the

R. C. H. Corporation, of Detroit, frankly

called its creditors and stockholders into

conference in that city on Friday last, 25th

inst., when the required support was se—

cured. .

The company's exact financial condition

was made known by its principals in the

form of a report compiled by McPherson,

\Yeiss & Co., expert auditors andlaccount

ants, which showed an excess of assets over

liabilities of $576,000. Two hundred mer

chandise and banking creditors, whose in

terests aggregated $61,600,000, were repre

sented at the meeting, all of whom as

sented to a plan that will permit the busi—

ness not only to he carried on but further

expanded.

To better permit of the execution of the

plan, the R. C. H. board of directors will be

increased from three to nine. One of them

will be R. C. Hupp; the others will repre

sent the creditors. Sixty per cent. of the

voting stock will be placed in the hands of

a committee of three, with power to vote

the stock at its discretion, which require

ment is designed to protect the creditors

and to insure the continuance of the busi

ness should anything happen to R. C. Hupp

or his brother, L. G. Hupp, while the ar

rangement is in force.

The enlarged board of directors will

he made up as follows: John Kelsey,

Kelsey \Vheel Co.; J. F. Hartz, C. M. Hall

Co.; H. S. Firestone, Firestone Tire &

Rubber Co.; Charles P. Sieder, Sieder Mfg.

Co.; Joseph H. Clark, attorney; Fred M.

Randall, Chas. H. Fuller Co.; G. A. Mc

Cutcheon, American Gear Co.; J. H. Sieber

ling, Goodyear Tire 8; Rubber Co., and R.

C. Hupp.

According to the plan adopted at Friday's

meeting. factory operations will be con

tinued without interruption and the credit

ors will receive payment on account, prc

rata, at stated periods. which represents an

extension of practically 12 months. All

current bills are to be paid in cash.

According to the by-laws of the R. C..

H. Corporation, the plan can not become

operative until Friday, November 8th, but

such a large proportion of the creditors

already ha\ing assented. there is no doubt

of its consummation, and as there is on

hand sufficient material to make up some

1,500 cars, factory operations will not? be

interrupted or delayed in any way.

Bankruptcy Petition Stops Ohio’s Sale.

_ On Monday last, 28th inst., the date when

the receiver intended to apply to the court

for an order to sell the property of the

Ohio Motor Car Co., of Cincinnati, three

creditors filed a petition in bankruptcy

against the company, charging, among other

things, that the receivership was designed to

permit the Diamond Rubber Co. to protect

its claim of $0,000 and thus to give to it

preference over other creditors. It is also

alleged that on May lst last, while in

solvent, the Ohio company gave the Miami

Valley National Bank of Commerce a bill

of sale and mortgage on 11 automobiles to

secure a debt to the bank of $11,552, and

still later turned over two mOre cars to the

same bank. The creditors who filed the

petition in bankruptcy are the Eisemann

Magneto Co., with a claim of $1,980, the

Bosch Magneto Co., $495, and W. D. Byron

& Sons, $825. .

The receiver has in hand a bidet $05,000

for the entire assets of the Ohio company,

which will be paid one-third in cash and the

remainder in notes running up to 18 months.

As the real estate is encumbered by a $25,

000 mortgage, the offer, if accepted, would

net $40,000 cash. \

“Nobby Tread"IGoes To Supreme Court.

_\Vhat amounts to a request that the Unit

ed States Supreme Court review the Repub

lic Rubber C0.-\Iorgan & Wright fight over

the validity of the Tod J.'Mell patent, No.

898,907, covering the Republic “Staggard”

tread, was made this week when the Repub

lic company submitted a petition for' a writ

of certiorari. Inasmuch as such petitions

rarely are granted in patent cases the suc

cess of the appeal is doubtful.

The decision of which reversal is sought

was made by the Court of Appeals in May

and was to the efiect that the “Nobby”

tread of Morgan & Wright did not infringe

the “Staggard” patent, after the lower court

the "Staggard" patent, which decision was

rendered after the lower court had ruled

that the patent was valid.

LaCroix-Daimler Suit is Adjusted.

The suit of the Paul LaCroix Automo

bile Co., of New York, against the Daimler

Auto Import Co. for $50,000 for breach of

contract has been amicably settled. The

action grew out of a contract executed in

January last whereby the LaCroix com

pany was given the Mercedes agency for

the Metropolitan district. Only a very lim

ited number of the cars called for were de

livcred, however, and as a result the La

Croix people resorted to law.

U. S. MOTORS’ RECEIVERS

RENDER FIRST STATEMENT

After Viewing Figures, Court Orders

Certain Payments and Authorizes

Receivers’ Certificates—Minor

ity Stock Objects.

It probably will be December 15th be

fore the L'nited States Motor Co. is relieved

of its receivership. This was indicated on

Monday last, when the receivers, W. E. S.

Strong and Roberts Walker, rendered their

first report to Judge Hough in the United

States District Court in New York City, al

though it is possible that the several prop

erties may be disposed of before that date

and progress correspondingly be advanced.

At any rate, Judge Hough directed that a

sale be arranged as soon as possible, and

designated November 11th as the time for

appearance to discuss any plans of sale

which may be submitted to the court, which

denied the receiver’s request for permission

to liquidate the several selling companies

located in various parts (fl-the country

which they have found were operating at a.

loss. Instead, Judge Hough ordered that

special application be made in each case.

-The receivers were authorized to continue

the business and to issue. as needed, receiv

ers' certificates to the amount of $1,500,000.

These are to become a first lien against all

of the property except the Maxwell-Briscoe

plant, and only against that factory, if

necessary as a last resort. The hearing

in court brought out, what was already

quite generally known to the trade. that

the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co. is the most

profitable unit of the l'nited States Motor

Co., and it is, therefore, particularly desir

able that its business be conducted without

interruption. It also developed that the

Westchester Appliance Co., which has to do

with parts and accessories, likewise has

been run at a profit.

Among other things, Judge Hough or

dered that deposits owed to dealers,

amounting to $32,513, be paid from the

trust fund created for that purpose, and

that merchandise creditors who delivered

goods to the United States Motor Co. be

tween the timc of the creditors' extension

agreement in June and the appointment of

receivers on September 12th be paid, where

their claims are proven, the amounts to be

apportioned against the various plants

which received the goods. This means

that the creditors immediately will receive

the 25 per cent. in cash, as planned by the

creditors' committee.

At Monday's hearing. attorneys repre

senting Frederick Drew Bond, who, in turn,

represents minority stockholders ho‘ding
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about 2,000 shares, tiled a petition demur—

ring against the action of the court, whose

rulings were attacked on the ground of lack

of jurisdiction. The United States Motor

Co. being a New Jersey corporation, the

petitioners that the proceed—

ings should be brought in the Federal juris—

diction in that state.

maintained

These minority creditors object to the

assessment of $24 per share, as outlined by

the reorganization committee, and if Judge

Hough should overrule their demurrer, it

is their purpose to carry the case. to the

United States Supreme Court, if necessary.

which may or may not be done, and which

may or may not serve to delay the reor

ganization of the big company. It is stated

that the objecting stockholders will de

mand also an explanation of the decrease

in assets reported since the receivership

was instituted.

Accordingr to the consolidated statement

of assets and liabilities as of September

11th, which was presented to the court on

Monday, the United States Motor Co., as

a going concern. has total assets of the es

timated value of 321272810500 and total lia

bilities of $1,817,856.27, an excess of assets

over liabilities. of $910,309.33. The liabilities.

AGGREGATE LIABILITIES.

Real Estate Mortgages . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $

Debenture Bonds, Bond Scrip and In

terest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Notes of One or More of the Subsidi

ary Companies:—

Endorsed by the United States Mo

tor Company, and Notes of one or

more of the Branch Selling Com

panies endorsed by the United

States Motor Company. with inter

 

164.540.90

6.161.509.87

est . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '2,l94,258.12

Notes of United States Motor Company :——

Endorsed by one or more of the Sub

sidiary Companies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Claims Against United States Motor

Company Only :—

Of this sum, approximately $100,000

is due for goods delivered immedi

ately prior to Receivership . . . .

Claim Against Columbia Motor Car

Company, or United States Motor

Company, or Both. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

650,820.99

1,961 ,875.99
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however, do not include the outstanding

capital stock, amounting to $5,837,483.35, or

a disputed claim of the Providence Engi

neering \\'orl<s amounting to $38,532.26, or

the Briscoe Mfg. Co’s inter-company ac

count. amounting to $313,970.91. The state—

tnent in full is shown by the accompanying

ment in full is as follows:
  

AGGREGATE ASSETS OF COMPANIES IN RECEIVERSIIIP.

Real Estate, Buildings and Equipmentflas per the Books . . . . . ..

Deduction -Depreciation as per the Books...'...

Value as a going concern—Appraiseil by G

a n l - - . - s e - o

$7,858,266.23

1,473,493.24

$6,384,773.99

 

 

unn, Richards & Company $4,999,836.31

' (Auction \‘Yélltlt—‘Allllfillsed by Gunn. Richards 8: Co., $2.602.000.00).

Real Estate I11\'C:1!11t‘111>1—
Columbus Circle Realty Company—Capital Stock at par—as

$112,000.00

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes Secured by Sight Draft on Car

Shipments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wages of Employes and Accrued Ex

penses
Dealers’ Deposits (Partly Offset by Ac

counts Receivable) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Contingent Liability on Endorsement

of Notes of E. R. Thomas Motor Car

Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Providence En ineering \Vorksz—

Claim made or work per

formed—Disputed .. .. $138,532.26

' 91,789.60

63,691.26

74,256.30

55,113.24

l400,000.00

_0_

Total Liabilities Other than Inter

Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11,817,856.27

Inter-Company Accounts:—
Briscoe Manufacturing Co. $313,970.915hrd1 cmfw

Briscoe Mfg. Co.. . . . . .. $313,970.91

The Capital Stock of this Company

is owned entirely by the United

States Motor Company, and, as

the Briscoe Mfg. Co. is regarded

as a solvent Company, this lia

bility is taken at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -—0—-—

Excess Assets—Estimated Value as

shown—Over Liabilities as Shown. . 901,309.33

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12.728,165.60

Capital Stock (not included in this Statement) Out'

standing—Outside Ownership :—~

United States Motor Company, Pref. $11,499,733.33

United States Motor Company, Com. 12,206,35000

Columbia Motor Car Company. Pref. 13,400.00

Columbia Motor Car Company, Com. 118,000.00

$3,837,483.33

’ It is estimated that the Branch Selling IIouses

can pay $756.226.18 on their Notes, after providing

for their local indebtedness.
‘l’The Receivers of the E. R. Thomas Motor Car

Company estimate that that Company will pay frotn

25% to 40% to its Creditors.

per the Books
Improvements made on premises owned by Columbus Circle

Realty Company-——per Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Building and Improvements apgraised by Gunn,

ards 8; Co. at $587,737.00;

0 I I I I I I I I 5‘.

110,311,117

Rich

~ _ ‘stimated Value in the

equity based on appraisal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
$83,520.00

New ('astle Construction Company—Brmds at par—as per

the Books; and Estimated \‘alue, based on appraisal of

property by Gunn, Richards &' Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Total Real Estate, Buildings, Machinery and Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Furniture and Fixtures:—

30,000.00

119,520.00

$5,119,356.31

Estimated Values, as per Otiice Employees; Appraiser’s Figures not

yet received.

New York Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Factories

Inventomes—Estimated :~-—

a n I n n q a o e I a o q c a a - - u n ¢ o o

I u Q u n u a n o u u u a n a n a u o a n u n a o n I o n u o n n u a a u u u a I n v a n - I I u n - 1

$36,000.00

40,000.00

_____--___ 76,000.00

At Factories, and on Consignment from Factories, as per ac

tual Inventory July 31, 1912, brought to September 11.

1912, by adding purchases, and labor and deducting Sales

—-as per Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,772,870.52
Deduction—Reserve for Obsolete Material, etc., estimated by

the Comptroller of the Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.024,831.72

,

.___

$4,748,038.80

(Of this sum less than $275,000.00 is represented by completed new cars.)

Estimated Value: b ' Messrs. Anthony, Maxwell. and Jameson (for the Company)

on the basis 0 a going concern

"Brush"

$4,100,000.00.

a I n 0 I o e u a Q n n u o o o a o o o o u c n u I n u a

On the basis of closing down the Brush and Alden-Sampson Factories.

o u o o I o I I o u o a n u o u u a u I a u u o o n a o a I I a I o c c

for :10 Factories, all operating. except the

4 . 500.000.00

On the basis of closing down the Brush, Alden-Sampson, Columbia and

Dayton Factories, $3,000,000.00
Accounts Receivable—Not including Inter-Company Accounts—as per Books. . $661,257.22

Deduction—Reserve for Doubt ul Accounts——-as per Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73,010.70

$588,246.52

Estimated Value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 550,000.00
Notes Receivable—In hands of Treasurer—~as per the Books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $55,406.44

Estimated Value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34,830.20

Cash in Hand and on Deposit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 412,027.80Cash—Specral _to provide for Dealers' De osits (This fund stands to Credit of U. S. Motor

Company in Banks as “Special Fun ”) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62,513.24
Prepaid Expenses; Insurance Premiums—Unexpired Proportion—Estimated Value . . . . . . .. 45,440.21

Total Assets other than Inter-Company Accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $10,800.167.7o

Inter-Company Accounts:——- _Accounts Receivable—Due from Factories to U. S. Motor Co. and other

Inter-Company; Accounts—all in_ Receivership . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,789,713.56

Offset by Lia ilities to Companies in Receivership—of Equal Amount 4,789,713.56 ~0—

Accounts Receivable——Due by Branch Selling Companies on Notes assign

ed to Banks with Endorsement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.303,838.’25

Unassigned Notes and open account. . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,066,844.03

$3,370,682.28

Estimated Value of the Entire Debt, Assigned and Unass'fnecl, $1,954,995.72.

Estimated Value of the Entire Debt so far as Unassigne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .. 1,198,769.54

Notes Receivable—E. R. Thomas Motor Car Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,000.00

Estimated Value, problematical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,000.00
Accounts Receivable—National Motors Co‘mpan —Est1mated Value Par . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,0412}.

Accounts ReceivableflProvidence Engineering “orks—as per the BOoks-

Disputed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $180,923.53

Estimated Value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --0-_

Total Assets, other than Securities Owned: Going Concern Value . . . . . . . . . . .. $12,004,97°.S3

Securities Owned in Other Controlled Companies:

Briscoe Manufacturing Company—Par Value of Capital Stock Owned....

Estimated Value, over and above amounts

(Appraisal of Real Estate, Buildings.

due from U. S. Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

B-Iacliinery, etc.. by Gunn,

$310,000.00

367995.60

Richards & Co., as a going concern $166,995.00, and Auction

Value- $12l,000.00.)
Providence Engineering \Vorks—Par Value of Capital Stock Owned. . .. .

Estimated Value, problematical . . . . . . . . . .

(Appraisal of Real Estate and Buildings by S.

I v n a a o u u s o n - o Q Q a u o o n u o a n n u s u a c n o u u o -

$500.000.1'm

I .00

A. Nightingale &

Company, not including Machinery, to the amount of $01,021,000

‘
.

E. R. Thotnas Motor Car Company—Par Value of Capital Stock Owned. $2,400.000.00

Estimated Value
Courier Car Company—Par Value of Capital Stock Owned . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

This Company has no AssetsflIistintated Value._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

National Motors Company—Par Value of (apttal Stock Owned . . . . . . . ..

0 a a e I u - u . . n I - a Q I a ~ n u Q a a u u

$849,600.00

Estimated Value—Based on Equity in Real Estate at Boston, (Mass); New Castle.

(Ind); Equity in certain Branch Selling Companies; Cash; Receivables, etc..

Total Assets, Estimated Value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2,728,165.60

355,190.07
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Xaugatuek, (tour—Richardson Auto Co.,

under Connecticut laws, with $4,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars.

St. Louis, Mix—Cadillac Automobile Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $50,000 capital;

to deal in Illntul' cars.

Wilmington. [hi—Dayton Motor Truck

Co.. under with $100,000

capital; to manufacture motor trucks.

Delaware laws,

Louisville, Ky.—Highland Motor Trans

fer Co., under Kentucky laws, with $5,000

capital; to operate a motor delivery.

[Hm—United States Motor

Sales Co., under Pennsylvania laws, with

$40,000 capital; to deal in motor cars.

Jacksonville, Fla—Jacksonville Tire &

Supply Co., under Florida laws, with $250,

000 capital; to deal in motor car supplies.

Trenton, .\'. J.—Hendricks Mfg. Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $50,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—F. S. Ger

_] ohnstown.

man and others.

Augusta, Me.—Star Motor Car Co., under

Maine laws, with $500,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators—X. L. Good

all, \\'. N. Sanborn.

New Orleans, La.—lixeride Filler Co.,

under Kentucky laws. with $15,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—John

Rommel and others. ~

\\'ilmington, l)el.—Muston Multiple C0,

under Delaware laws, with $125000 capital;

to deal in motor car supplies. Corporators

—C. Spring and others.

Chicago, Ill.—Barry Taxicab Co., under

Illinois laws. with $15,000 capital; to operate

Corporators—A. A. Rolf. F. A.

'rtlfinfll. Mathew Mears.

taxicabs.

Louisville. K_\'.—General Motors Co.,

under Kentucky laws, with $l00.000 capital;

to deal in motor vehicles.

R. A. \\'hitehead and others.

Corporators—

Chicago, Ill.-—-Tcrminal Garage. under Il

linois laws, with $10000 capital; to operate

a garage. Corporaton—Andrmv \\'. Little,

A. Cohen. Joseph 1.. McCarthy.

Dayton, Ohio—Independent Motor In

spection Co.. under Ohio laws. with $l0.000

capital; to appraise motor cars.

tor~-\'. A. Troxell and others.

Corpora

Boston, Mass—Newbury Auto Co., under

Niassachusctts laws, with $5.000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—Ernest

L. Rowe, George \\'. Mullett, Paul J. Scane

lun.

Trenton, N. _|.—'I‘ibbett & Co., under New

Jersey laws, with $10,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators—George Tunni

clifl'e, E. Knapp, Joseph Tibbetts.

Everett, Wash—Ferrel Auto Co., under

\\'ashing'ton laws, with $15,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—A. M.

Ferrell, Elbert Ferrell and others.

Salem, Ore—Beaver State Motor Co.,

under Oregon laws, with $300,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—1’. A. Combes and others.

Des Moines, Ia.—\'an Vliet-Bradt Motor

Co., under Iowa laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corpo_rators——-\\'. E.

Meyer, \\'. J. Bradt, C. G. Van Vliet.

Chicago, lll.—Olesen-Juergens Co., under

Illinois laws, with $3,000 capital; to deal in

motor cars. Corporaotrs—Lauritz Olesen,

\\'illiam A. Juergens, Julius Rubinstein.

Louisville, Ky.—Southern Motors Co.,

under Kentucky laws, with $100,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—Alvin

T. Hart, Richard V. Cook, G. G. Botts.

\\'aterlo0. la.—Central Auto & Supply

Co., unde'r Iowa laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars and supplies. Cor

porators—A. L. Alexander and others.

Bridgeport. Conn.—Locomobile Co. of

Missouri, under Connecticut laws, with $10,

000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Arthur M. Marsh and others.

Buffalo, N. Y.——Lafayctt Motor Sales Co.,

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—Joseph

A. Groh, Frank J. Batt, Annie E. Groh.

St. Matthew, S. C.—Calhoun Garage,

under South Carolina laws, with $5.000 cap

ital; to operate a garage. Corporators—

C. R. Fuller, N. E. Salley, J. \V. Sallcy.

Boston. Mass—Eldridge Mfg. Co., under

MaSsachusctts laws, with $25000 capital: to

manufacture motor car parts. Corporators

\Yilliam l5. l'lltlritlgc, Harold Ii. Church.

St. Louis, Mo.—St. Louis Co..

under Missouri laws, with $25,000 capital;

Lozier

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—H. B.

Graham, Nelson B. Getahall, and others.

Seattle, \\'ash.—McKenna 8: Harmon.

under \Yashington laws, with $2.000 capital:

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—C.McKenna. F. E. Harmon. George B. Kile.

Chicago. lll.—S. Breztkstone, Inc., under

Illinois laws, with $50,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators — Rudolph

Storch, \\‘illiam H. Deveuish, Jay \Yarner.

Tacoma. \\'ash.—-Auto Equipment Co..

under \\'ashington laws, with $3.000 capital;

to deal in motor car supplies. Corporators

—-R. F. Linquist, Hugo Mctzler and others.

Chicago, Ill.—Dean Auto Devices Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $40,000 capital; to

manufacture motor car devices. Corpora

torsE. R. King, Robert L. Ames, George F.

Ort.

Chicopcc, Mass—Fisk Rubber Co., under

Massachusetts laws, with $10,000,000 capital;

to manufacture rubber goods. Corporators

—Harry T. Dunn. Harry G. Fisk, John C.

Cole.

Pierre, S. l).——Twin City Motor Car Co..

under South Dakota laws, with $00000 cap

ital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

Paul J. Kalman, John Rapliam, \V. F.

Iiddy.

Elmliurst.Ill.—Elmhurst Motor Sales Co..

under Illinois laws. with $10,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—VValter

B. Kidder, Hosmcr H. Allyn, Frederick H.

Bates.

' \Nayncsville, N. C.—Bluc Ridge Motor

Co., under North Carolina laws, with $25,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—G. H. I’addock, James Atkins, Jr., H.

Rotha.

Morgantown, \V. \'a.—City Automobile

Co., under West Virginia laws, with $4,800

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

-J. L. Smith, B. S. Dering, N. B. Yost and

others.

Chicago. Ill—Motor Supplies Co., under

Illinois laws, with $5.000 capital; to deal in

motor car supplies. Corporators—H. C.

Maibohm, P. \V. Gillette, M. Beau

champ.

St. Louis, Mo.—Brashear Truck Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $5,000 capital; to

deal in motor vehicles. C()f|)('lf2\1()l\'—-J.

Roy Brashear, Boyle O. Rodes. Louis C.

Haslam.

Dover, l)cl.—J. M. Shock Absorber Co.,

under Delaware laws, with $300,000 capital;

to manufacture motor car accessories. Cor

poratorS—H. \'. Carr, L. C. Micha' lson, M.

G. Ryan.

D. C.—I‘nucar Co.\\'ashington, under
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Delaware latvs, with $500,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—Louis A.

Hill, Louis E. Bradford, Benjamin R.

Shockley.

Connersville, Ind—Lexington Sales Co.,

under Indiana laws, with $100,000 capital;

to deal in motor car parts. Corporators—

Milton W. Tichenor, Edwin B. Lilly, W’m.

M. Place.

Farmvillc, N. C.—Davis Motor Co., under

North Carolina laws. with $50,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—Jesse

Speight,~J. R. Davis, F. R. Townsend, W.

L:Joyner. -

Chicago, Ill.—Joliet Auto Supply Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital; to

deal in 'motor car supplies. Corporators—

Ben S. Moore, Thomas J. Bracker, John

H. Garnsey.

Newark, J.—Cliarles E. Ball, Inc.,

under New Jersey laws, with $10,000 capi

tal; to deal in motor cars Corporators—

Charles E. Ball, J. Robert VVhitlock, Schuy

ler M. Cady.

\Vestfield, N. J.—VV. C. D. Motor Car Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $50,000 capital;

to manufacture motor cars. Corporators—

Peter C. W'all, Walter E. Camping, \V. J.

Druppleman.

Chicago, Ill.—M. R. L. Resilient Tire Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $25,000 capital; to

manufacture tire filler. Corporators—Mitch

ell R. Labbee, Martin O. Lundholm, R.

Wilson More.

Newark, N. J.--Continental Garage Co.,

under New Jeresy laws, with $10,000 capi

tal; to operate a garage. Corporators—Lit

tleton Kirkpatrick, Robert C. German, Stu

art A. Young.

Camden, N. J.—Hendricks Mfg. Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $250000 capi

tal; to manufacture motor car devices. Cor

porators—F. R. Hansell, John A. MacPeak,

F. S. German.

Boston, Mass—United States Puncture

Proof Tire Filler Co., under Massachusetts

laws, with $50000 capital; to manufacture

tire filler. Corporators—Robert E. Magee,

Austin Wilson.

Madison,_ N. J.-—Michigan Motor Sales

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

-—Elmer L. Reynolds, Alvah L. Reynolds,

Clara Reynolds. ‘ ‘

Akron, Ohio—Akron Welding Co., under

Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to manu

facture welded metal parts. Corporators—

Milton M. Smith, George I. Stuver, Edward

H. Doylan, David H. Morgan, Lucille S.

Smith.

New York, N. Y.—Perfection Automo—

bile Body Co., under New York laws, with

$15000 capital; to manufacture motor car

bodies. Corporators—\Villiam H. Mendel,

145 Summit avenue, Mount Vernon; Wil

liam H. Mendel, Jr., 2650 Broadway; James

V. Simpson, 239 Summit avenue, Mount

Vernon.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

A. E. Schwartz, treasurer and general

manager of the Bergdoll Motor Car Co.

of New York, has resigned thOse offices

and will relinquish the duties on November

7th. His future plans have not yet become

known.

C. \V. Jacoby, former Eastern sales man

ager of the Standard Electric Co., has been

appointed director of sales for the Pullman

Motor Car Co., of York, Pa.

H. R. Averill, who resigned at the end of

six years' service.

H. E. Bradford has been appointed shop

superintendent of the Stewart Motor Cor

poration, of Buffalo, N. Y., manufacturer

of the light delivery truck of that name.

Previously he was identified with the Mar

mon and National companies in Indianap

olis.

O. F. Conklin, for 16 years chief engineer

of the Robbins & Myers Co., of Spring

field, 'O., has been appointed consulting en

gineer to the Remy Electric Co., of An

derson, Ind. He will have special charge of

the development and production of the

Remy electric engine starter which shortly

is to be placed on the market.

A. J. Rogers, manager of the Remy Elec

tric Co.’s branch in San Francisco, has

‘been transferred to the management of the

New York house to succeed F. M. Henkel,

resigned. P. E. Kempton, who has repre

sented other magneto manufacturers on

the Coast, has been appointed to fill the va

cancy in the Remy establishment in San

Francisco.

T. F. Johnston, who in August last re

signed the management of the Buick Motor

Co.'s \Vashington branch to become dis

trict manager in Philadelphia of \V. C.

Durant’s Republic Motor Co.,

promoted to the post of general sales man

ager of the entire Republic establishment.

He will make his headquarters in Detroit

and will have entire charge of the sales of

the Chevrolet, Little and all other Republic

subsidiaries.

W. C. Sills, whose previous connection

with the retail automobile business in Bos

ton has served to make his name familiar

to the trade, has been appointed general

manager of the Republic Motors Co. of

Massachusetts, which is one of the ten

companies subsidiary to W. C. Durant’s

$65,000,000 parent Republic Motors C0. of

Delaware. Headquarters of the Republic

Motors Co. of Massachusetts have been

He succeeds '

has been'

established in Boston, where, for the time

being, it will serve as a New England

branch for the distribution of Little and

Chevrolet cars.

Business Troubles.

Fred W. Herbst, receiver for the Barnt 8:

Johnson Automobile Supply Co., of 2030

South High street, Columbus, 0., is to sell

the business as a going concern.

Edwin D. Berlitel has been appointed re

ceiver for Claud A. I‘erkinson, automobile

tire repairer and rubber worker on North

Broadway, New York City; the receiver has

authority to continue the business for 15

days.

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed

against the Windermere Garage Co., 13560

Euclid avenue, East, Cleveland, 0. The

petitioning creditors are the Standard Oil

Co., the Empire Tire Co. of New Jersey,

and F. W. Schmidt, trading as the Euclid

Printing Co.

Jesse J. Beitler, 561 West 14lst street,

New York City, formerly a dealer in auto

mobile supplies, has been placed in the

hands of a receiver; the Federal court

named Leo J. Kersburg for the position,

with a $500 bond. Beitler's liabilities are

$3,536, his assets $2,236.

To foreclose a lien of $18,304 held by the

Dayton Auto Truck Co., of Dayton, 0..

against the Motor Renting Co., of New

York City, a writ of seizure for nine trucks

was issued to the sheriff of New York

county last week; the officer found the

trucks at 103-7 West 108th street, where he

left them in storage after levying upon

them.

Changes in Capitalization.

Detroit, Mich—Chalmers Motor Co. from

$3.000,000 to $5.000,000.

Detroit, Mich—M. 8; P. Electric Vehicle

Co. from $50000 to $100,000.

Muskegon, Mich. — Continental

Co. from $500,000 to $2,400,000.

Louisville, Ky.—Louisville Auto & Wagon

Co. from $6,000 to $10,000.

Canton, Ohio—Knight Tire & Rubber

Co. from $331,500 to $1,500,000.

Ohio—-Cleveland-Galion Motor

Motor

(jalion,

Truck Co. from $500,000 to $300,000.

Detroit, Mich—Warren Motor Car C0.

from $500,000 to $600,000.

Detroit, Mich—Michigan Steel Casting

Co. from $60000 to $90,000.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Cedarhurst, L. I.—-Michael Keller, garage

and two motor vans destroyed. Loss, $9,000.

Detroit, Mich. —- Hayes Manufacturing

Co., enameling room damaged. Loss, $1,000.
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FLASH BEATS 35% YET IS

LOSER m CONTRACT sun

Court Awards Verdict in Favor of

Decarbonizer Manufacturer—But

Upholding of Contract Spoils

the Victory.

A victory that has much the appearance

of a defeat was won this week in the Sn

preme Court for New York county when

the Flash Manufacturing Co., of Zanesville,

O., was given a verdict of $533.77 against

the 35% Automobile Supply Co., the action

being the outgrowth of one of the "35%"

contracts which provide a manufacturer

with an easy way of parting with his mer

chandise in exchange for advertising in a

trade circular which the “35 per centers"

claimed had a “60,000 circulation.” The ver

dict was directed by the judge, the jury not

being given the case for consideration.

The Flash company contracted to supply

decarbonizer to the 35% company to the

amount of $3,360, in exchange for which

it was to receive advertising in the "35%"

circular. After a part of the goods had

been supplied, the Flash company made an

other shipment and claimed this was ex

traneous to the contract and demanded cash

payment therefor. In the first trial the

judge directed a verdict for the full amount

asked, $1,094.40, and interest, whereupon

the 35% company asked permission to in

sert a supplementary answer and counter

claim. The judge denied this request, but

the order was reversed by the Appellate

Division.

This necessitated a new trial. On the

first trial certain letters purporting to show

that the last shipment was not included in

the contract were admitted, but on the last

trial they were excluded. Instead of allow

ing a verdict for the amount of this ship

ment, the judge allowed the counterclaim.

which was for goods not delivered as yet

under the contract, and the decision vir

tually was a financial reckoning ~oiiie\\'lia'.

favorable to the defendants.

Company Drops Calmon Name and Line.

Having secured a factory of its own a

year ago and discontinued the importation

of the products of the Calmon Asbestos &

Rubber WOfk~ of Hamburg, Germany, the

Calmon Asbestos 8: Rubber \N'orks of

America, formerly at 103 John street, New

York City. but now in the United States

Rubber Building. Broadway and \Vest 57th

street. has changed its name, dropping the

word Calmon from the style; this is to re

move any impression that the company

still is an importer of the Calmon products.

At the ~ame time. the capitalization was

increased front $25,000 to $100,000, of which

the president and general manager, Edward

H. Garcin, remains as before the largest

stockholder. There are no other company

changes.

The company a year ago bought the fac

tory of the New Jersey Asbestos Co. in

Camden, N. J., and there, among its other

asbestos products, manufactures asbestos

gaskets and “Ajax” and “Motobestos” brake

linings. Before manufacturing its own

goods the company had the exclusive Ca1

mon agency for America.

Winton Settles London Rental Suit.

-Satisfactory settlement having been made

by the Winton Motor Carriage Co., of

Cleveland, 0., the action for rental of show

rooms in London, Eng, brought Septem

ber 15, 1911, in the L'nitcd States District

Court for the Southern District of New

York by Hertnan Adolf Schatz was this

'week discontinued. Schatz was assignee

of the Argus Properties, Ltd., which was

landlord of 149-51 Brompton road, Ken

sington, London, and which rented these

premises on November 30, 1906, to the

Winton company for a period of 21 years,

at an annual rental of £2,000 for all ex

cept the first seven years, the rent for that

period to be £1,950.

The \Vinton people wished to transfer the

lease in March, 1910, to the Picture Thea

ters, Ltd., but the Argus Properties op

posed this. The VVinton company then

moved out and suit for a total of close to

$12,000 was brought. A similar action was

instituted in the High Court of Justice,

King‘s Bench Division, in England. The

settlement arrived at terminates both ac

tions.

Haynes, of Missouri, to Dissolve.

Declaring that it has ceased to do busi—

ness, the Haynes Automobile Co. of Mis

souri capitalized at $11,000, the headquar

it!“ of which are in St. Louis, has filed a

petition for dissolution. The petitioning

stockholders certify that all Of the com

pany's assets have been sold and its liabili

ties paid. These stockholders are as fol

lows; T. H. Shifi. St. Louis, $7,200; J. J.

Braznel], St. Louis, $1.000; H. \V. Payne.

St. I,‘tlll\_ $100; F. \\'. Niedcrmeyer, Colum

bia, Mn, $2.700.

Canadian Electric Gets Knox Trucks.

The Canadian General Electric Co., whose

main office is in Toronto, is “going into"

To that end, it has se

cure the Canadian agency for the entire line

of Knox trucks and fire apparatus. As

the company maintains branches in all of

the principal Canadian centers, it is well

prepared to distribute the Knox productions

gasolene vehicles.

.throughout the Dominion.

T0 PRODUCE NEW ELECTRIC

TRANSMISSION MECHANISM

Company Now Forming With W. C.

Baker, Who Controls Patents, At

Its Head—Combines Magnetic

Clutch and Dynamo.

For the purpose of manufacturing and

marketing a new type of electric transmis

sion which bears slight resemblance to sev

eral‘similar mechanisms which during the

past year or so have made considerable

reputation for themselves in foreign auto

mobile circles, a company is in process of

formation in Cleveland, 0., and that the

'dcvicc is no experiment nor mere hazy

vaporings is borne out by the fact that no

less a person than Walter C. Baker, presi

dent of the American Ball Bearing Co., of

Cleveland, and formerly intimately con

nected with the Baker Electric Co., is at

the head of the venture. Baker himself

controls the patents under which the mech

anism will be produced, though they orig

inally were issued to Justus B. Entz of

11439 Mayfield road, Cleveland.

The device has been in an experimental

state for the past three years, and only

within the past week has been brought to

the state of final developtnent where its

incorporation and actual operation in an

automobile were possible. Although nego

tiations pending the erection of a factory

already are in progress, it has not yet bet-n

definitely decided whether complete auto

mobiles incorporating the mechanism will

be produced or whether the electric trans

mission alone will be produccd as a unit

and disposed of to automobile manufac

turers.

According to available information con

cerning the device, it is applicable to any

gasolene propelled car and eliminates the

necessity for the usual mechanical clutch

and the change gear mechanism. incidental

ly permitting materially increased trans

mission etficiency and the degree of fiest

bility in control inherent in the electric car.

In its simplest aspect. the mechanism con

sists of a combination generator and mag

netic clutch and a small electric motor

mounted on the propeller shaft. The arma

ture of the generator is direct connected

to the propeller shaft and serves as the

female member of the clutch. The field of

the generator is connected directly to the

crankshaft of the engine and acts as the

male member of the clutch. In operation.

slippage of the clutch. which permits the

field and armature to rotate at different

speeds results in the generation of current

which is passed to the electric motor and

thus assists in driving the car at other
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than high speeds. At high speeds, the

armature and field of the generator rotate

together as a. magnetic clutch, and as no

current then is generated, the electric motor

temporarily is out of service. Control of

the apparatus is effected through the use

of a single foot lever which takes the place

of the usual clutch pedal, the throttle and

the spark advance lever.

Kelly Truck Offers Stock to Public.

I The Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck Co..

_ which recently took over the Kelly Motor

Truck Co., is offering to the public. at 105,

its 8 per cent. cumulative preferred shares,

par value $100. Subscribers to this pre

ferred stock also are given the option of

purchasing, at $50 per share, common stock,

par value $100. in amounts not exceeding

25 per cent. of the preferred subscriptions.

The capital of the new company, $2,500,

000, is made up of 10,000 shares of com

mon and 15,000 preferred, of which there is

“to be issued presently 5,100 shares of

common and 8,000 preferred of the total

value of $1,310,000; of this number 2,1035%

shares each of common and preferred, to

the value of $439,750, will be used in the

acquisition of the Kelly property. ()f the

remainder, 2,901 shares of common at 331/3

per cent. of par, and 5,801% of preferred at

par,.tota1 value $676.833.33, all of which

was purchased by the New York banking

house Emerson McMillan Co., will go into

the treasury of the new company. Of the

money put into the treasury, about $400,000

will be used to discharge obligations of the

Kelly Motor Truck Co., which were as

sumed by the new corporation, the remain

ing $276,000, together with the liquid as

sets acquired, will provide an availablet'

working capital of something more than

$500,000.

In the organization of the new company,

and in acquiring the Kelly property, no

stock was or will be issued for promotion

purposes. It is stated that the old com

pany at this time is making net earnings at

the rate of more than double the amount

of the dividend of the new preferred stock

that is to be issued.

International Motor Sues a Tenant.

Because A. F. Fox & Co., who until a

short time ago ran a shop in a loft build

ing in West 55th street, New York City,

failed to pay their rent to the International

Motor Co., the latter brought an action

late last week in the Supreme Court for

New York County. The Motor company

asks a sum close to $1,000. The Fox com

pany now is said to be located in the Benz

building in Brooklyn. In addition to the

Fox company, Arthur F. Fox is named as a

defendant.

0R80N COMBINATION ls

FINALLY @SUMMATED

After Long Delay, Merger of Car Com

pany and Springfield Metal Body

Goes Through—Plans in

View.

After hanging fire for some six months,

tllc amalgamation of the Springfield Metal

Body Co. and the Brightwood Mfg. Co.,

both of Springfield. Mass. has been con

sulllmatcd, although several minor details

still remain to be settled.

The merger first was undertaken in May

last, when Jason \Vaters, who is connected

with the New York banking firm of Strong.

Sturgis 81 Co., figured as the moving spirit.

Since that time, however, the negotiations

passed to Tucker, Anthony & Co., Boston

bankers, who also have a New York of

fice and who will underwrite the present

undertaking.

Originally it was intended that the new

company should be styled the Nayasett Mo

tor Co., but in the process of evolution

that name has been discarded and a title

woven around the name Orson probably

will be employed, and the capital stock of

the company will be about $1,500,000 in

stead of $2,000.000, as at first outlined.

The Springfield Metal Body Co., of

course, is well and favorably known to the

trade, but the Brightwood Mfg. Co. has

figured but inconspicuously, having been

devoted almost wholly to the production

of a limited number of Orson cars, which

were built on a subscription plan originated

by a number of New York bankers, several

of whom will be identified with the new en

terprise.

The Smith brothers will remain as man—

agers of the body plant, and the Brightwood

company will continue to produce cars. but

on a much more extensive plan. The car

probably will be styled the Orson, but will

be of a different type. It is the intention

of the new company to produce trucks also,

to which end negotiations are in progress

for the American rights of a foreign vehi

cle, which, however, is not the Italian S.

P. A. truck, which was included in the orig

inal outline.

Michelin Withdraws from the Sport.

After having given its support to auto

mobile racing for and

maintained its interest long after practically

all other tire manufacturers had abandoned

the sport, the Michelin Tire Co. formally

has withdrawn from further participation in

Public announcement of

seventeen years,

such competition.

the fact was made early this week by J.

Hauvette-Michelin, head of the Michelin

works in Milltown, N. J.

Explaining the Michelin action, and while

acknowledging that the knowledge gained

in racing has sent-d to improve tires, he

states that the decline of interest and the

glory earned by Michelin makes the mo

ment fitting for the Michelin withdrawal.

Michelin also adds that the number of seri

ous accidents which have occurred during

the season has influenced the action. ‘

Oakland Lengthens Chain of Branches.

Lengthening the chain of branches it is

establishing throughout the country, the

Oakland Motor Car Co. has opened a branch

in Houston, Tex., at Caroline and San _la

cililo streets. It will be in charge of A. J.

Challillor, who previously was connected

wilh the Oakland factory in Pontiac, Mich.

The Houston branch will be operated in

connection with the larger establishment in

San Antonio. The Oakland company also

has leased, for ten years, a two-story build

ing which is to be erected and completed

about February 1st at 1521-23 McGee street,

which building its branch will occupy.

Little Judgment Against “Big” Name.

Even though the Automobile and Cycle

Co. of America, of 1777 Broadway, New

York City, has a rather high sounding

name, the name was not sufficiently impos

ing to prevent judgment being taken against

the concern by \V. R. Smith & Co., of 306

\Vest 52d street, for repair work. The

judgment. $37.67, was filed last week in the

New York county clerk's office, and this

week was satisfied. The defendant deals in

used cars and employed the Smith com

pany to do repair work.

Favary Seeks Site for Tire Factory.

lithelhert Favary, of the Favary Tire 8:

Cushion Co., of New York, which recently

evolved an airless substitute for the pneu

lnatic tire, is seeking a factory site. Last

week he addressed the Business Men’s As

sociation of Middletown, N. Y., and offered

to locate his factory in that thriving town

if the citizens will subscribe $25,000.

Ajax Again Adding to its Plant.

The Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co. is enlarging

its plant in Trenton, N. J., by the addition

of a three-story brick building, 200 x 60

feet. It will be completed not later than

December Slst of this year.

Federal Tire Opens Branch in St. Louis.

The Federal Rubber Mfg. Co., of Milwau—

kee, has established a branch in St. Louis

at 4638 Olive street. It is in charge of F.

S. Cropley, who at one time was identified

with the G & J‘Tire Co.
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SYSTEM IN SMALL REPAIR SHOPS.

An idea that is none the less-erroneous because it is

rather widely accepted is that system is synonymous with

red tape. Nothing could be further from the truth, for

while red tape. according to the common acceptance of the

term. is a hedge of unnecessary procedure that stands iii the

way of accomt'dishment, system is just the opposite. its

purpose being the improvement of results by the improve—

ment of methods.

\\'ltetlter it is through misunderstanding of the real

meaning of the term “system.” or through skepticism as

to the utility of systematic methods when applied on a small

scale. it is certain that the average small repair shop

-is run about as loosely as an establishment can he rttn. It

is not exaggerating to say that the typical repair man has

no idea whatever of his financial standing beyond a knowl~

edge of the amount of cash-in his pocket. He does not know

what profit he makes on labor and material. If a job

happens to cost a great deal more than it ought to, he

may know, vaguely. that such is the case; but he will not

know exactly why. because hc.lacks an analysis of the work.

lle cannot stop leaks, because he does not know where

they exist, unless they are so big as to swamp him.

The fact of the matter is that system. in its real mean

ing, is just as necessary in a'small shop as in the exten

sive plants where such industrial wonders have been

wrought by the application of proper methods. There is

no reason why everything in a small shop should not be

done. according to the best ascertainahle methods. By

means of systematic methods, and in Ilt)‘ other way. can

loss be turned into profit in many little shops. and the

sooner this is realized and pttt into practice by shop owners

the better it will be for their bank accounts.

 
 

CARBURETTERS AND FUEL CONSUMPTION.

It is to be hoped that those who are inclined to look

askance at carburetter performances will at least take the

trouble to do a little figuring for their own good before

pooh-poohing the idea that real savings in dollars and cents

are made and can be made by others. in many instances by

the mere turning of a couple of screws.

lfot‘ instance. if a car is driven 5,000 miles iii a year,

which is conservative. at an average of 12 miles to the

gallon of fuel at 22 cents a gallon. the total cost for fuel will

be $91.74. If. by more careful carburetter adjustment. or by

the use of an auxiliary air valve, the average mileage can

be increased to 15 miles to the gallon, the cost for fuel will

drop to $73.33. representing a net saving of $13.20.

()f course, the saving in this case is ttot very large. but

that very much larger savings really can be effected is

made very plain by one carburetter manufacturer who has

gone to the' trouble to find out and to publish figures which

are nothing short of remarkable. In one case, where the

average miles per gallon of fuel was only 7. this was in

creased to no less than 16% saving some 58 per cent. iii the

cost of fuel; in dollars attd cents it amounted to $154.25. In

another case. the mileage was-doubled and the actual saving

effected was $94. In each case the amount of fuel was the

same and represented one year's consumption.

It is true that manufacturers fit to their cars carburet

tcrs that may be expected to realize very nearly maximum

efficiency. hit the fact remains that commercial gasoleue

is getting heavier. and the heavier it gets the tnore air will

be required to effect complete combustion. Cars which a

few years ago could and did average better than 15 miles

to the gallon of fuel scarcely can be expected to maintain

so high an average under present conditions.

The remedy is not wholly out'of reach. If it is possible

to so alter the adjustment of the carburetter as to permit a

greater proportion of air iii the mixture without seriously

impairing the efficiency of the device over the whole range

of engine speeds. the solution of the problem will be forth

coming in the majority of cases. llut no carburetter is ab

solutely automatic in action over the complete range of en

gine speeds; there are critical speeds at which its efficiency

will be high. just as there are critical speeds at which its

efficiency will be low. In such cases. it often is possible to

increase all-around efficiency by the addition of one of the.

various auxiliary air valves which within a comparatively

short time almost have become epidemic. .\s a final resort.

it may be necessary to fit a new carburetter in the place of

the old one. and in the case of old cars this generally is a

wise proceeding. for the reason that carburetter develop

ment has made great strides within the past few years. and

the best performance of many of the old types scarcer is

as good as the worst performance of modern devices.
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TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED

AT N. A. A. M. CONVENTION

Speakers Selected for Detroit Meeting

and Subjects Assigned—Short

Sessions to be the Rule

During Three Days.

It will be no ordinary meeting that the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers will hold, in Detroit on Novem

ber 13, I4 and 15. Rather it will be more

in the nature of a convention in which the

usual routine will be so far departed from

that several papers dealing with subjects of

_1noment to the trade will be presented by

men competent to handle the topics as

signed to them.

The arrangements for the convention are

in the hands of a committee made up of

the following Detroiters: R. D. Chapin, S.

D. \Naldon, W. C. Leland, Hugh Chalmers

and \V. E. Metzger, and H. \V. Ford as

secretary.

The headquarters of the convention will

be at the Hotel Pontchartrain. The pro

ceedings will open with a meeting of the

executive committee on the afternoon of

the 13th. The first session of the general

meeting will be held at 10 A. M. on the

14th. There will be another session in the

afternoon, and in the evening the members

will be the guests of the Detroit manu

facturers at a banquet at the Pontchartrain.

There will be two business sessions on the

15th, the next day_ being left open for visits

to factories and other points of interest.

Each of the business sessions will last about

two hours.

The papers which will be read are as fol

lows: “Yearly Models," by C. C. Hauch.

Nordyke & Marmon Co.; “Some Selling

Problems," Hugh Chalmers, Chalmers M0

tor Co.; “Multiplicity of Models." G. \V.

Bennett, \Villys-Ovcrland Co.; “The N.

A. A. M., \Vhat it has Accomplished and

What Can be Accomplished," S. A. Miles.

general manager; “The Commercial Car,"

S. D. \Valdon, Packard Motor Car Co.;

“Relation of the Volume of Motor Carriage

Business to the Volume of Commercial Cur
iBusiness," David Bcccroft, editor Motor

Age; “Injudicious Methods of Selling

Commercial Vehicles." M. L. Pulcher. Fed

eral Motor Truck Co.; "Traffic," J. S. Mar

vin, traffic manager N. A. A. M.; “\Vhy

all Manufacturers Should Use the Standard

\\':irranty," \Valter C. \Vhite, The \\'hite

Cox; “Territory and Discounts." IE. R.

Benson, Studebaker Corporation; “Good

Roads,” R. D. Chapin. Hudson Motor Car

Co.; “Labor Conditions," H. M. Leland.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.

It is estimated that the attendance at the

convention will represent 80 per cent. of the

country's automobile production, which im

plies that the gathering will be uncommonly

representativc of the industry.

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

 
  

 

 
 

There's no chance to “clutter up" the

running board of an Oakland car, for the

very simple reason that there is no running

board. In place of that time-honored ad

ju'nct, two large steps are provided, one in

front of the entrance to the driver's seat

and the other positioned where it is most

convenient for the use of those who ride in

 

  

  

 

OAKLAND SEPARATE STEPS

the tonneau. By way of preventing mud and

water from splashing over the rear step, a

leather apron is hung under the front step,

which intercepts the dirt which is thrown

from the front wheel.

As for the accessories in the shape of

spare tires, gas tank and tool box, which

usually are positioned on the running

board, other locations have been found by

the designers of the Oakland which are

more advantageous, in that they are not

so prominent and consequently do not mar

the appearance of the car to so great an

extent as when they are positioned on the

running l)oard. The tires are carried on the

rear. as has been usual with the Oakland

for some time, and the gas tank also is

placed in the rear next to the fuel tank. The

tool box i~ positioned where it is readily

accessahle by the man who has to use its

contents, under the driver's seat.

“National Association” in Asbury Park.

Without having learned what the wild

waves are saying, A. L. Bowers and Sted

man Applegate. of Asbury 'Park, N. 1.,

have organized the National Automobile
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November 8-16, London, England—So

ciety of Motor Manufacturers and Traders’

annual show in Olympia Hall.

December 722,

Salon.

Paris, France—Paris

January 6-11, Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.'s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.

January 11-18, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association's

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.

Dctroit Automobile Dealers’ Association's

show in \Vayne Gardens.

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only .

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 10-15, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Co.’s show in

the National Guard Armory.

February 17-22, Kansas City, Mo.—Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in the Convention Hall.

March 3-8, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers’ Association's show in

Duquesne Garden.

March 17-22, Bufialo, N. Y.—But¥alo Au

tomobile Dealers' Assoeiation's Show in

the State Armory.

March 24-29, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Trade ASSociation's

show.

 

Owners' Association. Like practically all

of its many similarly named predecessors.

Asbury Park's "national association" pro

poses to sell accessories to car owners at

cost prices and otherwise to point the way

to the millennium.
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THE USED CAR PROBLEM

In Competition for Motor World’s Cash Premiums of $50, $25,

$15 and $10 for the Four Best Articles Dealing With the Subject.

 
 
 

By MILTON SANDMAN, Brooklyn, N. Y.

In my experience of six years with used cars. I do not

see why there should be alarm over the problem of their

disposal. (The demand for such cars always has been good,

and this year has been brisker than that for new models.

The whole trouble lies with the new car dealers, any of

whom will allow at least $100 more than a used car is worth

to sell a new one over a competitor- or to prevent their cus

tomer from buying a car of a different make. The used car

is then turned over to a second-hand dealer or to the “used

car department," where it is held at an exorbitant price and

lies on their hands a long time.

There is ready sale for any used car that will run, if it is

sold at its real value; but it is a recognized fact that a

popular priced car depreciates 50 per cent. the first year and

.25 per cent. for each succeeding year, and at this rate almost

any car, except it is a mechanical failure, is easily saleable.

But, on the other hand, the United States Motor Co. sold a

Mr. S——— a Maxwell car for $1,150 and offered to allow the

full amount a year from date on the purchase of a new

Columbia. Another company selling a car for around $1,400

ofl’ered to allow a friend of mine $750 on a Hupmobile

runabout which was two years old and which cost originally

only a few dollars over that figure.

As soon as this method of doing business stops the used

car problem will be solved. A high grade used car is easily

sold; it is fairly well known that if it has been properly

handled and taken care of it will outwear a new cheap one.

The buyer of a used car is usually an engineer or a sound

business man who knows that there has been no real advance

in automobile construction in the last four years, with the

exception of the self-starter, and any engineer will admit that

there is better material and better workmanship in the “old

boats" than in many of the new cars.

One solution of the used car problem is to have a cen

tral exchange, maintained by the new car dealers, who will

appraise the cars which are to be taken into trade and a uni

form rate will be allowed by any concern taking used cars

in trade. Then a buyer will not have to shop around so much'

and fall into the clutches of a “second-hand shark" who doc

tors old cars up instead of overhauling them and represents

'08’s as 'll's, which is putting the automobile business in a

class with highway robbery.

The population of the United States is large enough to

absorb all the used cars until they finally reach the junk

heap, not to mention the number which are turned into

delivery wagons for merchants.

By MARK H. HARIG, Cincinnati, 0.

The rapid increase in the number of automobiles used as

taxicabs and delivery wagons suggests a method which should

be of considerable assistance to the dealer in getting rid

of used cars. Most of the used cars that are given in part

payment for new cars are disposed of not because they are

worn out, but because their owners believe they must have

the latest, up-to-date models. Such traded-in cars usually

run fairly well and are capable of giving good service for a

considerable time. Few of the prospective purchasers who

come to the dealers want second-hand cars, however; they

want new ones. '

My idea of the solution of the problem of what to do

with these cars that nobody seems to want is to turn them

into taxicabs and delivery cars. For such purposes used cars

will serve very well, because the matter of appearance is of

no particular importance. The machines are used for busi

ness, and there is no demand for style or showiness.

I believe that the number of second hand cars thrown

upon the hands of the dealers could be considerably reduced

by the abandonment of the yearly model plan; it is a tlui~

sauce, and no material good ever can come of it. There is

no reason why manufacturers cannot add improvements in

design, construction or equipment at any time they may see

fit, without waiting to get out the next year's models.

There are many people who purchase a new car every

year merely because they feel that they must have the very

latest model. If, however, there were no yearly models, there

would be no such hurry to abandon a good car, and the

lure of advertisements in large letters, reading, for instance,

“1913 models just arrived; come in and see them," would

not be working to keep our car owners jumping from one

machine to another, to the embarrassment of the overloaded

dealer. '

Another possibility in the disposition of used cars would

be to ship them out West, where the farmers and ranchmen

are rapidly taking up the motor car. These people want

good, serviceable machines; but they have not yet been at

tacked by the craze, as it might be called, for owning the

very latest. up-to-the-minute models.
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TASK SYSTEM OF ORGANIZA

TION AND ITS BENEFITS.

There is a heap of difference between the

results achieved'by a number of units work

ing independently and the “systematic union

of individuals working together for a com

mon end.” There is absolutely no choice as

to which is the best method Organization

methods are so far superior and bring so

much greater results that every dealer who

understands them will hasten to employ the

organization or “family” idea.

Some. dealers have a large number of em

ployes, but absolutely no organization—

that is, no systematic union working to

gether. Such dealers

methods of the big factories—the supremely

should study the

successful ones—and they will find the se

cret of efficiency in every case due to the

working out of the organization idea.

Possible Even with Small Staff.

Supposing there are only four or five

employes; can the idea he worked? Yes,

it can be worked where there are only two.

The basic idea of an organization is to have

every man in the right place—each individ

ual fitting into the scheme of things and

doing his part. It means definite plans in

which all have a share; it means a weekly

conference in which all take part—in which

each one has a chance to express his views

and give the house the benefit of the past

week’s experiences. It means a discussion

of the knotty points in salesmanship. a bet

ter understanding of the store policy and

A friendly but none the less sin

interest in

methods.

cere. earnest and enthusiastic.

the welfare of the institution“ as a whole. It

means the employment of the “task system"

—that is. the getting together of the sales

force and laying out what must be accom

plished for the month and the placing of

individual responsibility in the carrying out

of the “task.”

,This "task"

\\'here it is- employed everybody knows

system works wonders.

  

  

what the plans are—everyone is working

toward the accomplishment. liach day’s re

ports show daily progress—each weekly

conference shows what remains to be done

—and with this sort of planning no one

shirks because each one knows what the

other has set himself to do and there is a

spirit of competition that soon leaves the

drones so far behind that they are automat

ically sifted out. ()n the other hand, by im~

parting correct ideas of vigorous. systematic

work. it will open new chances to the ener

getic and resourceful.

3

MODERN METHOD OF CONDUCT

ING DEMONSTRATIONS.

\\'alter Bemb, of the Bemb-Robinson Co.,

-of Detroit. and who sell Hudson cars. has

clean-cut. positive, modern ideas in refer

ence to store management.

Demonstrations run on schedule time are

part of the Bemb-Robinson plan, but the

salesmen do not drive the demonstrating

cars; they are regarded as salesmen. not

chauffeurs. They dress neatly and sit in the

back seat with the prospective purchaser.

Uniformed Driver Demonstrates.

“\Yhile I am a fairly good driver." said

Bemb in discussing the subject. “and have

driven a car for years. I found that I could

not keep my eyes open for the traffic offi

cers and for the approaching and crossing

vehicles and at the same time deliver a

selling talk to the prospect. Therefore we

inaugurated the plan of having a special

“chauffeur” or driver properly uniformed.

He does all the driving and has complete

charge of the demonstrating cars. These

are washed and polished every night. The

chauffeur is responsible for keeping them

tuned up, and. as he alone does 'the driving.

and the cars are never driven at night, it is

possible to keep them in the “pink of con

dition” that insures successful demonstra

tion.
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“True, this plan costs a trifle more. but

it is much easier on the cars and results in

an ideal demonstration. It also permits the

salesman to call at the office or home of a

prospect well dressed. clean. and looking

. like a gentleman, instead of wearing a pair

of gauntlets and a set of goggles, like a

cross between a maniac and a chauffeur.

Concentrates Mind On Customer.

“Another decided advantage of our plan

is that it places the salesman on a proper

\\*'e found that

treated the

salesman who drove as a sort of superior

footing with a customer.

many people unconsciously

chauffeur. Our plan places him on an en

tirely different footing, and enables him to

devote his mind‘and his time to the possible

buyer, and when a salesman steps up to the

ofiice of a prospect and says. “My man is

waiting outside with the car." it makes a

pleasing impression that has a permanent

selling value.

Each Demonstration Is Scheduled.

“All demonstrations are mapped out and

listed on the board in the garage. The car

is ready to go on duty at eight o'clock and.

for example. one salesman may have a

demonstration arranged for between eight

and another one between nineand nine.

and ten. In each case the demonstration is

planned so that it ends on time to make

You

see at once that this cuts down the

the next one according to schedule.

can

number of cars required for demonstrator.4

and at the same time makes salesmen plan

carefully for the best use of their time.

Porter Uniformed in Khaki Suit.

“Another little point that makes a hit i~

the uniforming of our porter. \Ve provide

him with two Khaki suits with the Hudson

Triangle en the arm. and each Monday

morning he puts on a clean suit. Instead L'l

a dirty looking attendant. we have at slight

outlay. a clean. smartly-dressed man who

takes pride in his appearance.”
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PATRONS ATTRACTED BY MAK

ING STORES ATTRACTIVE.

An up-to-date salesman stepped into the

store of a Baltimore automobile dealer and,

after securing an order, he turned to the

dealer and said: “Mr , you have

known me for a long while, but this is the

first time you have given me an order, and

at the risk of losing it I am going to tell

you something. I hope you will take it in

the spirit in which it is ofiered. Your store

does not look like the store of a merchant.

It is dirty. It is unattractive in every way.

It has no conveniences for ladies. It looks

just as it did four years ago. You have

made no improvements. and you are suf

fering because of it.

 

Few Dollars Well Spent.

“Now, I am going to make a suggestion.

Spend from three to five hundred dollars

fixing up the place. Get the walls and ceil

ings tinted neatly with some soft color;

get some paneled effects in mission wood

work—a few mision chaits of good quality

——a good looking table for these papers and

some new lighting fixtures for the show

rooms and a new desk for yourself. You

will be surprised to see how much energy

and enthusiasm you will obtain from having

new, up-to-date appointments, and you’ll

get a class of trade that now passes your

doors but does not enter."

At first the dealer did not relish the sug

gestion. But he knew that the salesman

was right, and he did not cancel the order

but actually thanked him for taking an in

terest in his business.

Salesman Receives Dealer's Thanks.

Some sixty days later the salesman got a

letter from this dealer saying: “Next time

you are in Baltimore be sure to come and 1

see me. After thinking the matter over. I

followed your suggestions to the letter and

already can see the results. People who

never came near me before are now drop—
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ping in. \‘Ve are getting a class of buyers

who used to pass us by. Thank you for

the suggestions—and next time you are'in

Baltimore you are my guest."

Neat, Clean Stores Attract Buyers.

“He that would catch fish must venture

his bait," says Poor Richard—and, like most

-of his sayings, there is a world of truth in it
for the business man. I

There are automobile dealers who are

so close-fisted that they never get any bait

on their hook at all; some have been known

to be even too close or too careless to

remove from their windows the worn let

tering, advertising a line of cars long since

passed out of existence. Is it any wonder

things don’t come their way?

One kind of bait that costs little is the

neat, clean store.

Hardware dealers who ten or twelve years

ago Were the laughing stock of merchants

in other lines to—day have uniformly the

best window displays and the best window

fronts of any class of merchants in the

countrty. Instead of being mere sellers of

nails. they have put in varied lines of goods

that once were never seen in a hardware

store, and they keep their windows clean.

Even the smallest town one enters has its

prosperous, attractive hardware store.

Study Windows of Hardware Trades.

Automobile dealers can study the hard

ware dealers' progress with profit. Clean

windows, clean floors, dustless woodwork,

attractively planned show rooms are tempt

ing bait for the prospect, but they mean an

outlay of money both for the original in

vestment and for the upkeep. Does it pay?

Did you ever hear of a merchant who lost

money by increasing the attractiveness of

his store?

Now is the time to- make your plans and

have the work done. Look over your store

and see what improvements can be made.

Then have them done as quickly as possi

ble. The clean. well lighted, well appointed
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Store attracts patrons as naturally as the

dirty or dingy store repels them.

at

YOU PAY FOR SHOW WINDOWS;

WHY NOT USE THEM?

When automobile dealers—and dealers in

accessories, too—awaken to the fact that

store rents are based upon the opportunities

afiordcd by proper use of window display

space, they will realize the full meaning of

“wide awake merchandizing” and make the

most of the very opportunities for which

they pay a high price. At present it is so

utterly neglected that the dealer who is

putting brains, time, and study into window

displays stands out “like a skyscraper in a

village of wooden shanties."

“Automobile Row" in Toledo, Ohio, cer

tainly is no better, and perhaps no worse.

than the “rows” of other cities in this re

spect. Dealers pay large rents to get on

Madison avenue. It is a main thorough

fare and probably more automobiles and

more people able to buy automobiles go up

and down that avenue than any other street

in Toledo. Yet, for every store that is

utilizing the opportunities that accrue from

this steady traflic there are five who are per

mitting them to go to waste.

Money Lost Through Neglect.

One instance will suffice to carry the

In the very heart of this Toledo

automobile center is a store with two gen

erous windows. \Vhat do the thousands

who pass by each day see? If they drive

by they see nothing. If they walk past their

attention is challenged by the emptiness of

the windows. Looking carefully, however,

they discover that the windows are not real

ly empty. The window on the right displays

two photographs of trucks. so fly-specked

as to be disgusting; an old picture of Kube

lik, a battery box (dusty) and a railroad

timetable. The opposite window, frosted

with fiyspecks, housed a list of ancient bar
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gains in second-hand automobiles, a coil

box, a tire iron and a card advertising the

local industrial exposition. This card had

a veritable border of fly ornamentation; it

looked as if it had been in the business all

summer. Inside was one used car being

polished. This detailed description is not

exaggerated in the slightest rlegree. The

window probably looks the same now. It

was that way three weeks ago.

Inside, the floor was clean—except where

oil had dripped from cars. Evidently no

floor pans had been used. None were in

evidence. The'oflice was small and dark.

“'hen this dealer bec‘omes a real mer—

chant the windows will be cleaned regu

larly and kept so. Cards will be clean and

renewed occasionally or put under glass in

a frame. It is said_ this man is wonderfully

particular about having his demonstrators

spotless. But he should not stop there,

for people will look at his store as well as

at the demonstrators, and both weigh up in

the judgment made.

He may have done a good business, but

how many sales has he failed to make be

cause of this negative influence? It may

make the difference between real cream and

skimmed milk. He may have had to cut a

price when with attractive surroundings

and the correct background and atmosphere

for his work it could-have been maintained.

PeOple may have given his car second

choice when it.might have been their first

one.
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ONE FORM OF GARAGE EFFICIENCY

Incfliciencies, according to Harrington

Emerson, the efliciency expert, include all

forms of lost motion or waste of any kind,

whether it be in labor or materials. in the

garage or in the salesroom or anywhere in

between. _

An example of inefliciency in the garage

is vtypified by the following: “Say, ‘Bill,

where is that jack?” “I don't know; you

had it last.” Then both commence to look

for it. Two men each took seven minutes.

or one quarter of an hour, at 60 cents an

hour, to discover the jack necessary to make

a tire chance for which a charge of 25 cents

was made.

“A place for everything and everything in

its place" is a simple form of garage effi

ciency that brings results.

\Naste space is an inefficiency. Every

foot of space costs money. It should be

made to yield a profit. The placing and ar

rangement of cars, so that the greatest num

ber can be accommodated—so that cars can

be easily moved out or in and the arrange

ment that sets the limit of space for every

car >0 that a regular customer knows his

place by number and gets into it—no crowd

ing and no waste space.

WIRE WHEEL MAKER ADDS

NEW RIM FOR 0. D. TIRES
 

McCue Device Facilitates Tire Re

placement and Also Increases

Strength of Wheels—Felly Is

Perfectly .Flat.

 

Although it is one of the plain advan

tages of the detachable wire wheel that the

wheel can be removed and another, mount~

ing a fully inflated tire, put on in its place

in short order, it is logical that even that

advantage should be carried furthei', which

means, briefly, that it should be easy also

to replace the tire on the wheel. And in

order to effect the conclusion, the McCue

Co. of Buffalo, N. Y., which is so ably

MeCL'E \VIRIi WHEEL f). I). Rl_\l

SHOWING TIIF. RIMS REVERSED

both fathering and mothering the wire

wheel in this country, has developed for its

wire wheels a new type of quick detachable,

rim which is calculated to increase mate

rially the efliciency of the wheels in addi

tion to rendering,r easier the changing of

tires. '

The principal characteristic of the new

method of construction, as may be seen by

the accompanying illustration, is that the

portion of the wheel presented to the tire

is perfectly smooth and flat, the theory of

the design being plain in that the possibil

ity of either tire or tube being cut or

abrased by reason of more or less sharp

projections is obviated. Incidentally, the

intimate contact of the tire upon the

smooth, flat surface tends to increase the

coefficient of adhesion and thereby mini

mizes the danger of the loss of the tire

under unusual conditions, such as might

obtain 0n exceptionally rough roads.

In order to obtain the flat surface upon

which the tire is fitted, the grooves to which

the outer ends of the spokes are attached

‘are rolled in the rim, which construction

has the further advantage that it adds a con

siderable degree of stiffness to the finished

product. The rolled grooves also increase

the surface of the rim exposed to the air.

which serves to aSsist in the heat radiation

upon no little of the reputation of the wire

wheel as a savior of tires is based. At the

saute time, the stiflening which results as

an effect of the rolled grooves permits the

construction of an exceptionally light wheel

in which the factor of safety nevertheless

is high. Naturally, provision for quickly

and easily changing tires without the neces

sity for employing demountable rims.

which, in a sense, defeat one of the oh

jects of the wire wheel, also reduces the

weight of the wheel at the periphery, there

by minimizing the effect of gyroscopic

action and lessening the punishment to

which the tires are subjected. In common

with other types of Q.D. rims, the new

McCue rim is reversible. to accommodate

either straigllt‘sided or clincher type tires.

Saleamen's Courtesy that is Unreal.

Many salesmen in the automobile trade

acquire reputations for courtesy which,
however, are not toithe manner born but

which are due to disinclination of car own

ers who are seeking new purchases to make

known their identity. Very many such pros—

pects are 10th to give their names and

addresses for fear of being thereafter pes

tered by the polite but importunate sales

man. The latter, however, generally is

equal to the occasion and attains his end.

and at the same time impresses himself

favorably on the prospective buyer.

L'sually he escorts the man or woman to

his or her car, which may be waiting out

side the salesroom, and as often as not

opens the door for him or her to enter,

which act of courtesy frequently is more

apparent than real, although it rarely fails

to make a good impression. The real ob

ject of the salesman in doing such escort

duty is to obtain a record of the license

number displayed on the old car, which

renders it easy to identify the prospect.

\\’hen the salesman does not thus obtain

the identifying number, some one else con

nected with the establishment performs that

duty.

Decomposition Causes Combustion.

Spontaneous combustion is by no mean.;

an imaginary or even a particularly unusual

phenomenon and is liable to occur wherever

inflammable substances are subject to dc

composition, which generates heat, under

conditions which do not permit the ready

dissipation of the heat.
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REILLY’S ATTEMPT AT “DICTATED BUT NOT READ”

 

Evolves a Conspiracy Against the Sales Manager and Tells What He Thinks

of Transacting Business with Stenographers—Also Criticizes

the Man Who Hasn’t Time to Sign His Letters.

 
"\\'hat the

ager.

He had read the letter twice, but he

started to peruse it for the third time. Each

time everything read smoothly and was

intelligible until these concluding lines

were reached: “I don’t think the car is any

good, but l'll see you after the blowout.

Equip with electric horn. Will you be

alone?" I

The letter was followed by the signature

!" puzzled the Sales Man

 

for me," he concluded, as he 'gave up the

puzzle. “I'll ask him what it means when

I go down to-morrow."

Reilly just had finished dictating a sheaf

of letters the following morning when the

Sales Manager appeared at the salesroom

door. The two exchanged their usual friend

ly greetings and then, as the Sales Manager

continued to stare critically at Reilly. as

if he expected the latter to break into vio

lence or something similar, the dealer ex

 

"WHAT THE

of Reilly, and the major portion of it

clearly concerned an order for a car, but

the rest was mystifying; also, contrary to

custom, at the lower left corner were the

words. “dictated but not read."

Reilly's Inexplicable Letter.

“Car isn't any good—blowout—electric

horn—be alone," mused the Sales Manager.

“\Vhat's got into Reilly, anyway? ‘Dictated

but not read."’ he continued slowly.

“Something must have upset the old bald—

head’s mind when he sent this; it's too deep

  

-_-," PUZZLED THE SALES MANAGER

claimed: “What are you looking at?

\Vhat's the matter with you this morning?"

“Gee! but I'm glad to see you’re all

right!" exclaimed the Sales Manager.

“Really, I’m glad."

“Better be glad you yourself are all

right," was the response, “for you don't

act as if you were. \Vhat’s theAtrouble

now?"

For answer the Sales Manager laid upon

Reilly's desk the mysterious epistle of the'

day before. Reilly scanned it. “Well, what of

it?" he asked as he read it. He then spent

several minutes in silence as he tried to

stagger through the vague paragraph near

the end, but all the time there was a twin

kle in his eye which, could the Sales Man

ager have seen it, would have led him to be

lieve the mystery, at least in Really’s mind,

was very easy of solution. But the Sales

Manager didn't see it.

Sales Manager Demands Explanation.

"H-m!" said Reilly. “\Nell," he finally

exclaimed emphatically as he straightened

up and pushed the letter back to the Sales

Manager, “that's what comes of trying to

be too up-to-date. More of the old—time

stuff for me. I'm afraid I can't follow the

pace."

“\Vhat's the answer?" asked the Sales

Manager. “What do you mean by sending

an order for a car that reads like that?

\Yere you trying to 'kid' me, make a date

with me, or what?" -

“Neither. Straight business," said Reilly.

“You see, it's like this," and as he continued

the Sales Manager did begin to suspect that

he was being “kidded,” or, as the jovial

Briton says, "spoofed." “It is all because

I thought that stunt of yours about dictat

ing letters but not reading them was fine

‘up-to-date business, so I tried it the other

day when I was busy, just to see if it would

help me or work out to advantage. But

never again! You see what happened."

Reilly Attempts to Explain.

He pressed the button which summoned

the office girl and showed her the letter.

“How did you come to write this?" he

asked. The girl, just as if the affair had

been rehearsed beforehand, gave her ex

planation. \Vhen he dictated the letter,

Reilly, she said, had been telephoning to a

friend about a combined business and

pleasure engagement and she evidently had

taken down words that Reilly never in

tended to go into the letter. Also, she

added, she must have been absent—minded

when she permitted them to get into the

letter. But at the end she tittered a little

and the Sales Manager blurted out:

“0, come off! \Vhat's the idea? I'll bite.

You did that on purpose, the two of you." ‘

As he said it he grabbed a handful of fresh

ly written letters from Reilly's desk and

not one was marked “Dictated but not
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read.” One, however—and it was addressed

to the Sales Manager—was marked “Signed

in the absence of Mr. Reilly." Also it con

tained a clause just as mystifying as the

letter which had caused the trouble.

The Sales Manager looked incriminating

ly at Reilly and waited for an answer.

“Yes, Jim, I'll admit it. It’s a put-up job.

I did it as a gentle and covert way of ex

pressing what I think of the way you

write letters."

Criticizes the "Boss’s" Letters.

As he spoke Reilly lifted from the cor

respondence files a bulky bundle—it was

correspondence from the factory—and at

the bottom of almost every letter appeared

the rubber stamp “Dictated but not read."

Another bundle—letters from a tire fac

tory—were much the same.

“Did you ever stop to think, Jim, how

a man might regard this style of doing

business?" asked Reilly. “You come down

here and I go up to the factory, and we

meet on a more or less common level and

chat like a couple of churns. But when

you write me letters you haven't even con

sideration enough to give them your at

tention. You dictate them and half of

vthem are signed by your stenographer and

ornamented with this rubber stamp. Sup

pose I came to see you and, instead of see

ing me, you sent the stenographer to talk

to me and to convey messages which you

had entrusted to her, while you never even

troubled yourself to ascertain whether she

handed me the correct information.

“Suppose you came down. here and I did

the same thing. You stroll in, for instance.

and I walk into the repair shop and leave

you here to talk over your business with

the office girl. She probably could do it all

right; but how would you like it?"

“She's a nice girl," commented the Sales

Manager.

About Shifting Responsibility.

“Yes; but all joking aside, you wouldn’t

like it. And I don't like this way a lot

of business men carry on correspondence.

To my way of thinking it’s absolutely ofi’en

sive. And as I feel in the humor and as

you invited it, I mean to give you a curtain

lecture and, in advance, I forbid you to get

warm under the collar. The company pays

you a salary and expects you to do your

duty by the company. You are supposed to

he one of the principal mediums between

the company and the general public. You

are supposed to preserve a good front and

to so handle your dealers and other men

that the concern will be well thought of.

You are supposed to do the right things

and to be sure you are right in the things

you say and do; yet here you are shifting

a lot of work onto a girl who probably

might be pleasant enough

greeting your clientele, but do you sup

pose the company would want a slip of :1

in personally

-girl for a Sales Manager?

“Every time I get a letter like this one

I'm inclined to think the man who sent it

is lax in his affairs or doesn’t care about the

little details of business. In your case I

know it is not so. You have seen other

people do it, you probably have a stack of

such letters in your files, and you have

fallen into the habit. Instead of sticking

around a half hour later at night you sign

the letters without reading them or else

the girl signs them.

Overworking Stenographer Unfair.

“Suppose something went wrong. \Vho's

“STOP !" CRIED THE SALES MANAGER,

to blame? The girl, of course. She’s get

ting, maybe, ten dollars a week and needs

the money. If it was a serious mistake

she’d lose her job. Then who'd be to blame?

You, of course. She needs the money. and

it isn’t fair to make her carry so much re—

sponsibility when you are drawing a good

salary for assuming it. Neither is it fair

to the company for you to be slipping out

from under part of the work you are sup

posed to be doing so well.

“To get from the factory viewpoint to

mine—it makes me ‘sore’ to be treated

with so little consideration. In' a final

analysis it comes down to a point where

I am correct in assuming that your mental

attitude is, ‘Huh! it's only Reilly; I won't

waste much time on him. I'll dictate what

I have to say and trust to the girl to do the

rest. If she gets it right, it's all right. If

she doesn’t—O, well. we'll fix it up some

way.’ You probably never have stopped to

think that I might see it that way, but that's

the way it looks to me.

Other Things Which It Suggests.

“These ‘dictated but not read' letters al

ways remind me of the ‘E. & O. E.’ excuse

which accountants place on statements they

are paid well to compile beyond suggestion

of error or omission. ‘Dictated but not read'

on letters is as silly, Jim, as if the factory

bearing the nameplateturned out cars

‘built but not inspected' or ‘inspected but

not guaranteed.’

“Also, these guys who can’t stick around

long enough to sign their mail—they must

.
  

“I'LL REFORM"

be awfully busy men. ‘Signed in the ab

sence of Mr. So-and-So.’ Huh! Sounds to

me as if they made a wild dash into their

offices, grabbed up a bunch of letters and

telegrams, ripped them open, scattered

things all over the desk, dictated answers

to three girls at once and then made an

other wild rush across the country, leaving

the letters to be ‘signed in the absence of

Mr. Busy Guy.’ That guy needs an assist

ant—a very capable assistant, maybe two—

or three. He ought to have enough. that’s

sure.

Sales Manager Capitulates.

"I wouldn’t feel so badly about getting

a letter from an Assistant Sales Manager.

but when I'm turned over to a stenographer

I quit. If you want to appear really im
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portant, Jim,why don’t you get your stenog

rapher a ‘secretary' or ‘private secretary'

stamp and let her sign the letters with her

Thatown name. will make people be

lit-re"  

Sales Manager Promises To Reform.

"Stop!" cried the Sales Manager, as he

held up both hands with an assumed air of

subjugation; “I'll reform. I’ll read ’em all.

I'll sign 'em all. I'll"—

“0, don’t get ‘sore'l I had to get it out

of my system, and also I thought it would

be doing you a good turn to give you a

straight tip. There really are a lot of men,

jim, who feel like I do about it."

“But where, Reilly, did you get the grand

idea about sending me that ‘bunk' letter

there?”

"That?" and Reilly laughed. “Where

does a man always go when he wants a

scheme that is clever and can express more

concealed sarcasm and get-even-ness than

he can produce himself? A woman, of

course! The office girl is the mother of

that. She's a regular diplomat. Isn’t that

so?" he asked her, as she passed through

the office. V

"Certainly it is," she answered, never

stopping to find out what it was she was

called upon to verify.

One of the Disadvantages of Kerosene.

Despite the manifold advantages of com

mercial kerosene as a fuel, the fluid still has

one marked disadvantage with which all

users of kerosene lamps at one time or an

other have become familiar. Kerosene has

a predilection to “creep"-to ooze out of

almost infinitesimal openings and spread

over everything it touches. Undoubtedly

capillary 'tttraction and the slow rate or

evaporation has much to do with this un

desirable property. But just as frequent and

scrupulous cleaning has served to main

tain kerosene lamps free from this kero

sene "dew" which collects and encourages

accumulations of dust and dirt, so may the

same methods be expected to be eflicacious

in the case of the automobile—whether the

application of the kerosene is to the lamps

or to the carburetter.

 

Paper Bags as Fire Extinguishers.

In the testing room of the Franklin fac

tory in Syracuse, N. Y., there is utilized a

fire extinguisher which is so simple and in

expensive that it well may be adopted by

every garageman or repairman in the coun

try. Instead of the sandbox which usually is

required by law, the Franklin people sus—

pend large paper bags filled with sand at

various convenient points on the premises.

In the event of fire, the application of the

sand is very effective.

OSCILLATING FLOAT THAT

CONTROLS MULTIPLE JETS

Radical Feature of A. B. C. Carburet

ter—Is Also Devoid of Air Valve

and Proof Against Back

Firing.

To produce a carburetter capable of thor—

oughly incorporating gasolene‘and air in

unvarying proportions without regard to

the engine speed and climatic changes, has

been the object sought through channels

many and diverse by those who have to do

with the design and production of such de

 

  

  

 

A. B. C. DETACHABLE FLOAT CHAMBER

vices, but rarely does an article of the kind

come to light wherein the object is claimed

to be attained with an entire absence of ad—

justments other than the orthodox and ob

viously necessary throttle. Such, however,

is the claim made for the A. B. C. carburet

ter which just has been placed on the mar- _

 

  

  

 

A. B. C. CARBURETTER, SHOWING SCREEN

ket by the International Accessories Mfg.

Co.. of 115 Broadway, New York City.

In principle, the carburetter is a mul—

tiple jet device. but to use a simile more

eXpressive than apt, it is as unlike other

carburetters of the type as chalk is unlike

cheese. The float chamber, which is shown

in one of the accompanying photographs, in

stead of being placed around the mixing

chamber is trunnioned inside the chamber.

and linked to the throttle so that it moves

with the latter. Urdinarily,whcn the motor

is operating on low speed, the float cham

ber is level, and the level of the fuel con

tained in it just reaches above the stem of

one of the five jets which are positioned

on one side of the chamber, so that at low

speeds only the single jet is in action. As

the float chamber is tipped, due to its

being linked to the throttle, the stems of

the other four jets are immersed in suc

cession, for not only does the liquid creep

up along the side of the chamber as it is

tipped, but the level of the gasolene is

raised by a cam mechanism which has to

do with the float and the check valve. A

sixth jet which is positioned opposite the

five others come into play only when the

suction of the motor creates sufficient vac

uum in the mixing chamber to draw the

liquid through it. All of the air which

passes through the device comes into con

tact with the jets, passing the orifices at

right angles so that an atomizing action,

which it is claimed results in a thoroughly

homogeneous mixture, takes place. The

air which passes the jets meets absolutely

no obstruction other than that offered by

the position of the throttle.

Among the other claims which are made

for the carburetter it is stated that flame

which is propagated through the device in

case of a backfire cannot possibly pass

through the double copper gauze which, in

the shape of an inverted dome, covers the

single air inlet and which prevents the pass

age of the flame in exactly the same manner

as the gauze in a miner's safety lamp, and

at the same time prevents the ingress of

dust and dirt. The entire apparatus can

be disassembled for cleaning without the

use of a single tool simply by unscrewing

the two thumb nuts which hold the two

halves of the mixing chamber together.

This permits of the removal of the float

chamber, which operation automatically

cuts off the supply of gasolene. The fuel

pipe itself need not be disconnected when

the carburetter is taken apart.

The carburetter is the invention of one

Elmer Smith of Bound Brook, N. J., but

the device has been developed and brought

to its present state during the course of

the last two years by the engineer of the

company, T. F. McGuire.

The officers of the International Acces

sories Mfg. Co., which is a $100,000 Maine

corporation, are: President, \Nilliam H..

Fleisch, an insurance broker; vice-presi

dent, Francis G. Moore, a lawyer; treas

urer, Bert K. Bloch, president of the Em

pire Distillery; secretary, William W.

Moore, a real estate broker, all of New

York City, and none of whom previously

were identified with the motor industry.
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LATEST EDITION KISSEL FOUR-CYLINDER SO-HORSEPOVVER MODEL, “"lIICH IS ELECTRICALL'Y LIGHTED AND STARTED

KISSEL ADOPTS ELECTRIC ENGINE STARTERS,

Which Also Means a Complete Dynamo Electric Lighting System-Longer

Stroke Motors for Two Models and Larger Bodies Among the

RefinementS—Timing Gears Replaced by “Silent” Chain.

In common with so many other well

known manufacturers who have seen the

light of the times, the Kissel Motor Car

Co., of Hartford and ‘Milwaukee, Wis, has

increased the value and the serviceability

of its products by the addition of a com

plete dynamo electric lighting and engine

starting system, to say nothing of a sub

stantial increase in the dimensions of two

of the motors in the line and a general re

finement of design, including longer wheel

bases and a well-defined endeavor to in

crease the comfort of the occupants of both

front and rear seats.

Increased Comfort 21 Feature.

While there may be no hesitation on the

part of intending purchasers regarding the
I quality of Kissel cars, it is conceivable that

there might be hesitation by reason of

their variety. As heretofore, there are four

distinct chassis in the line, three of them

being of the tour-cylinder variety and

mounting motors rated at 30, 40 and 50

horsepower, respectively, and the fourth

being a “six,” rated, conservatively, at 60

horsepower. On these four chassis there

are mounted bodies in such variety as to

leave little to be desired either from an

esthetic point of view or from the more

matter-ofefact point of view of those who

desire a particular style of body for a

particular purpose. The line is complete

from roadster to closed-front limousine, and

 

any of the bodies may be had on any of the

chassis.

In seeking to better the line, no little at

tention has been centered on the bodies and

on the chassis in a laudable attempt to in

crease their easy riding qualities. To this

end, the tonneau of each of the four mod

els have been enlarged and the cushions

have been increased in thickness to 11

inches in an adaption of the French “com

modite" idea. The upholstery is mounted

on long, carefully-proportioned springs and

the lowncss of the seats serves to minimize

the efi'ect of side-sway. Naturally, the ease

with which a car rides is dependent to a

certain extent upon its wheelbase, and for

this reason the wheelbase of the three larger

models, the 40, the 50 and the 60, has been

increased from 118, 124 and 132 inches to

121, 132 and 140 inches, respectively. At the

same time, the spring suspension has been

refined and supplemented by the addition of

shock absorbers both front and rear. .An

other of the features which tends toward

the realization of perfectly comfortable rid

ing and a reduction of running expense lies

in the adoption of large size tires, the tires

on the four models measuring 34 x 4, 35 x
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SIDE \'lEV\" OF SEX*(‘YLINDER 60'IIORSEI’OWER KISSEI. IN SEVEN-PASSENGER TOURING (‘AR FORM

4'}. 30 x 4% and 37 x 5, respectively; de

muntable rims are standard.

Body Lines Devoid of Angles.

Coincident with the increase in the ton

neau sizes, the dimensions of the driver's

compartment in all the models also have

been increased, and by way of minimizing

the operator's discomfort in warm weather,

dash ventilators of liberal size have been

added. The control pedals have been al

tered slightly, so as to permit of adjustment

to suit the requirements of the tall and the

short. In all the body styles, the lines have

been given careful supervision to ensure

an harmonious exterior unmarred by angles

and projecting ends, the effect being par

ticularly noticeable' in _the coupe and the

limousine bodies, in which the hood and

short skuttle suggests not a little foreign

practice.

'Engine Characteristica Retained.

Except for a difference in the cylinder

dimensions and the size of parts, all four

motors are substantially the same, the dis—

tinctive L-head casting with the cylinders

in pairs having been retained. The dimen

sions of the 30 and 50 horsepower motors

remain the same—namely, 4% x 41/4 and

4% x 5. respectively,although in the case

of the other two an

been made which places

in size has

them beyond

shadow of a doubt in the long-stroke class.

The bore in both of them remains the same

at 4% inches, though the stroke has been

increased from 4% inches to 5% inches.

increase

“Silent” Chain for Camshaft.

Alterations in the design or construction

of the motors are few and far between, and

only one of them is of a radical nature. As

a means of further reducing the production

of unwelcome noises and to increase effi

ciency the gears which ordinarily drive the

camshaft and the magneto shaft have been

replaced by a chain of the ‘silent” variety.

The other alteration of note concerns the

  

TlllRTY-lIORSEPOWER KISSEL INSIDE DRIVEN COUPE

lubrication system and is embraced in a

rclincment in the method of feeding the oil

which is calculated effectually to eliminate

the possibility of smoking while at the same

time reducing the quantity of oil required.

The electric lighting and engine starting

which forms an item of regular equipment

on all of the cars, though it may be omitted

at the option of the purchaser, in which case

the list price of the car is reduced by $150,

is complete and consists of a \Vard-Leonard

dynamo, an engine starting motor and a

storage battery of liberal capacity. The

operation of the starting motor is automatic

in the full sense of the word and requires

merely that a small pedal be depressed.

The capacity of the motor is great enough

to permit is to “spin” the engine at the rate

of 75 revolutions a minute.

Clutches and Gearsets Unchanged.

In the transmission elements and the run

ning gear little room for improvement has

been found. In the 30-horsepower model

the three-speed selectively operated change

gear mechanism is retained without change.

Similarly, the four-speed gearsets used in

the three larger models have suffered no

change from previous practice. third speed

being direct drive and fourth speed being

an overstep which permits high speed with—

out the necessity of racing the motor at

excessive speeds. Control is selective in

the larger models. as it is in the small one.

an orthodox side hand lever being. used in

all cases. All clutches are of the cone va

riety and are provided with cork inserts to

ensure smooth action and positive grip.

Center of Gravity Kept Low.

In order to eliminate the possibility of

frame weaving, the side members, which

are formed of pressed steel, are heavy in

section and-are substantially braced; the
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motors are supported in sub-frames in the

main frames, and thus are thoroughly in

sulated from the effects of such slight

frame distortion as may result by reason of

unusually rough roads. Power is transmit

ted to the full-floating rear axle through

the intermediary of the orthodox shaft and

this, too, is protected from the effects of

frame weaving by the incorporation of two

universal joints, one between the motor

and the gearset and the other between the

gearset and the rear axle. By reason of a

double drop in the frame, which serves

also to lower the center of gravity of the

car and thus to increase stability, the drive

is in a practically straight line and the loss

of power is minimized. The chassis is sup

ported in front on semi-elliptic springs and

the rear on three-quarter elliptic members.

Liberal Equipment Supplied.

As was the case with the previous models,

the prices of the cars in the present series

include full equipment as a matter of course

and represent an increase of just $150 each

over the prices which have prevailed in the

past. The increase, of course, is accounted

for by the addition of the electric lighting

and engine starting system, which may be

omitted if desired, in which case its place

will be taken by a Prest-O-Lite tank with

the usual complement of gas head lamps.

The remainder of the equipment is the

same for each of the models and includes

mohair or Pantasote top with slip cover and

side curtains, glass front, demountable

rims with one extra rim, Stewart & Clark

speedometer, double tire irons, Solar lamps,

robe and foot rails, and the usual jack,

tools and tire repair kit. In five-passenger

form, the 30-horsepower model lists at

$1,700; the coupe lists at $2,750. The 40

horsepower touring car and coupe list at

$2,000 and $3,000, respectively. The 50

horsepower model sells for $2,500, with

' touring body and $4,000 with both touring

and limousine bodies, the prices of limou

sines including interchangeable touring

bodies in every case. The six-cylinder 60

‘horsepower model sells for $4,650 with both

touring and limousine bodies, or for $3,150

without the limousine body. \Vith a closed

from limousine body, as well as the touring

body, the price is $4,900.

When Drills Are Better Than Braces.

An ordinary brace, though by no means a

suitable tool for the purpose, can be used

to turn twist drills. Is is far better, how

ever, to use a geared hand drill; a brace

cannot be moved fast enough to make a

small drill cut pr0perly, and besides, there

is every chance in the world for breakage;

and in the case of a large drill, it is not

possible to apply sufficient pressure to make

the cutting edge bite into the metal.

MAGNETD AT LOWER PRICE

ADDED TO ElSEMANN LINE

Low Tension Generator with Separate

Transformer Coil Mounted on the

Dash—Simplicity and Accessibil

ity Paramount Features.

Supplementing an already extensive line

of ignition apparatus, prominent among

which is its well-known automatic spark

control magneto. the Eisemann Magneto'

Co. of 225 West 57th street, New York

   

 

DASH TRANSFORMER COIL

City, has addedra brand new type which has

been designed-t0 fill the steadily increasing

demand for a reliable and efficient magneto

at "low cost.

     

 

EISEMANN'S NEW MAGNETO

The new apparatus is styled Type EB.

high tension system, with separate trans

former coil, and as its designation serves

to imply, it consists of a compact low-ten-‘

sion generator of familiar magneto form

and a separate transformer coil for "step

ping up" the low tension current. The coil

itself is enclosed in a tight housing attached

to a plate screwed to the dash, through

which the coil housing extends after the ‘

manner employed in other Eisemann sys

tems.

Included in the housing with the coil is

the ignition switch which serves to connect

either the magneto direct to the trans

former coil and thence to the spark plugs,

or a set of dry cells to the coil. In order

to ensure positive starting “on the spark,"

the coil housing also encloses a ratchet de

vice, operated by a small handle on the dash

plate, for the manual generation of the in

itial spark. Immediately the engine takes

up its cycle of operation, it is sparked-from

the battery. a kick switch serving to dis

connect the battery and connect the mag

neto direct.

Throughout the system cognizance has

been taken of the desirability of maximum

simplicity and accessibility, and 'to this end

all extraneous parts have been carefully

eliminated from the design. One of the

noteworthy features of the apparatus is that

the make and break mechanism can be re

moved entire without the necessity for the

use of any tools whatsoever. The new E.B.

system, as already mentioned, is an addi

tion to the other Eisemann products, the

making and marketing of which just has

been materially facilitated by occupancy of

a new factory which will permit the output

to be increased considerably.

Snaps That Reveal Broken Washers.

Lock washers or “spring” washers not in

frequently snap either because they are a

little too hard or because of some defect in

the metal, when a nut is forced down to a

bed. Sometimes the snap is audible, some

times it can be felt as the wrench moves.

and sometimes the break can be discovered

only by looking for it. A broken lock

washer has some holding power, but not

nearly as much as an unbroken one, and

therefore should be replaced without un

necessary delay.

Increasing Usefulness of Reamers.

An old shop trick that frequently is useful

when it is desired to ream a hole slightly

larger than a given sized reamer, is to‘in<

sert the reamer and with it a strip of sheet

metal—tin, iron or brass—about half the

diameter of the reamer in width and as

long as the cutting part of the tool. This

will force the reamer to cut the hole larger

than its own diameter by the thickness of

the sheet metal strip, though the cutting

will be done more slowly than without the

strip. The same scheme sometimes is

worked with a tap when a very slight in

crease in thread diameter is required; but

it is not a particularly good thing to do

exeept in an emergency, as the effect on the

threads is not good.
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Yonkers Man Who Is Ever Alert to Please Owners of Cars—No Charge for

Small Jobs Is Money Gained in the End—Couples Modern

Methods with “ Don’t Get Rich too Quick” Policy.

Selling automobiles as a livelihood brings

success to some men and failure to others;

operating a garage does likewise. Com

bining the two would seem a way to assure

success, yet the trade furnishes innumerable

instances of those who have utterly failed

in this line of endeavor. One man, how

ever, who has won out in a striking manner

is William Lowa, who, with his son, Charles

\V. Lowa, conducts business at 197 South

Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y., which directly

adjoins New York City on the north. The

Lowas have made and are making money.

They operate a garage that is not losing

money and separately, but within a stone’s

throw of the garage, they maintain a sales

room from which a substantial revenue is

derived through the sale of cars.

The Lowas and their methods constitute

one of those good examples from which

any man who seeks to do so can obtain

helpful instruction.

Example of Single Order.

Aggressiveness, a quality which has

pulled many sinking firms to solid ground,

characterizes the Lowa methods through

out; slipshod processes, instead of having

been eliminated, never prevailed.' The

Lowas handle the Overland, White, Mitch

ell and Haynes lines, and an instance of

their efiectiveness is furnished by a single

order they are now filling for the city of

three fire chiefs' runabouts, a police patrol,

an ambulance and a three-ton truck—all

\Vhites. This small fleet when in service

will be no insignificant advertisement for

the Lowa business. '

Attractive Salesroom Draws Trade.

That careful planning enters- into the

sales scheme of the firm is illustrated by

the manner in which they have transformed

an otherwise mediocre salesroom into an

attractive establishment; the front, 35 feet

in length, has capacious windows which,

however, reach only to within some 15

inches of the floor. A car standing upon

the floor would be on the street level and

therefore partly lost to view; to render

it conspicuous a platform about 15 inches

high has been constructed, and on this the

display car stands on a level with the bot

tom of the big panes of glass. While the

idea is not new, its effectiveness is ably

demonstrated and may “suggest things" to

other dealers.

Having brought the car into a position of

prominence on the platform, it is made

more attractive by the use of palms, ferns

and other potted plants. Through the edg

ing of plants, other cars are discernible on

' the store floor and, once inside, a prospect

ive buyer feels secure from the gaze of

passers-by and almost experiences a sense

of coziness.

Solving Demonstrator Problem.

Lowa meets the demonstration problem

 
  

On the used car question the Lowas pur

sue what many regard as the only sensible

method. They will not allow for a used car

a price that they know they themselves

cannot get for it. Once taken, however,

they are resold as they stand, either to a

local purchaser or to the “scrap heap."

“Scrap heap? \Vhat's that?" inquired the

Motor \Norld man who was talking with the

elder Lowa. .

“It’s that bunch of ‘used car' houses in

New York," he replied. “Those houses buy

the old cars and ship them out West or

somewhere else and sell them. But we

  

RAISED PLATFORM AS A SALESROOM IMPROVEMENT

in a unique way. He does not merely sell

his demonstrators as used cars at poor

house prices. When he places a demon

strator in service it actually goes into ser

vice, which is to say that, in addition to

being used to demonstrate the line, it forms

a part of a small fleet of livery cars oper

ated by Lowa, and at the same time that

it is depreciating in value it is earning the

amount it is depreciating. When it has

done service until it no longer is present

able as a demonstrator, it either is kept in

the livery service a while longer or is sold

at a reduced price and a new demonstrator

is secured. In any event, the car has been

made to give nearly a full return for its

value.

generally get our money. We make a price

that we know we can get from somebody

and sometimes we make a little more;

sometimes it is a little less, but never very

much."

Regular Mailing System Adopted.

But the selling plan of this dealer-garage

man goes further back than salesroom dec

orations and theories; it finds root in a

fundamental principle of true dealership—

and that is service and appreciation of the

value of good will. The great majority of

the firm's sales are directly traceable to

the recommendations of satisfied owners.

The Lowas have a regular system of select

ing men of means who are able to own a
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car and mailing them catalogs and other

printed matter. Also, they follow up names

received of the factories to which inquiries

have been addressed for catalogs. But the

service link is the big factor in piling up the

Lowa profits. '

Free Service That Earns Good Will.

To illustrate: One Sunday not long ago

a man driving a new White touring car

pulled up at the Lowa garage. He said he

was a novice and was sure there was some

thing wrong, because all the way out from

New York he had been unable to obtain

speed or power from the car. Lowa direct

ed one of the three capable mechanics he

employs to ascertain the trouble. The me

chanic drove the car, returned to the gar—

age, adjusted the carburetter, having found

the air supply was deficient, and inside half

‘ an hour the White owner was in good

humor. “How much?" hc‘asked. "Nothing,"

replied Lowa, but the owner insisted on

paying a dollar. The garageman flatly re

fused, and the owner went on his way a

much pleased man. This'treatment is ac

corded to all of Lowa’s customers, and he

is a good Samaritan to every owner of a

car of the lines he represents—often to

others.

“Get Rich Quick" Wrong Policy.

"The trouble with many dealers and gar

agemen," said Lowa, “is that they want to

get rich too quick. When one does a little

job for an owner that costs something like

15 cents, what is the use of charging him

50 cents? Let it go. 'Some time he will

come in with a real job of work, and then

he is only too glad to pay your price. If

one of our customers says he has trouble

we have him bring in his car and we go over

it from end to end. If there is any repair

work of consequence we charge for it,

otherwise we return the car to the owner

with our best compliments. It is one way

of earning good will. It keeps our owners

satisfied and brings us more sales. Often

an owner will come to us and inform us of

someone who is thinking of buying a car

and to whom the owner has recommended

one of our cars, and a sale results. It is

merely a way in which intangible good will

is turned into real money."

Local Papers Used for Publicity.

Other prospective buyers are secured

through the firm’s advertising in Yonkers

papers. Ordinarily two papers are used,

on alternate days. The regular space is

one-column, six inches, and-the cost totals

$600 or $700 a year, all on contract. Lately

three papers have been utilized. The Lowas

are firm believers in advertising, and they

employ it in every reasonable way.

And while prosecuting their sales busi

ness their garage is not neglected. The

Lowas began business several years ago

with a garage on Riverdale avenue, which

is not the main street, but later acquired the

present place, which is on the main thor

oughfare of the town and on which the

trafiic is heavy. During evening and on

Sundays there is an unending procession

of cars going in both directions to and from

the great metropolis which is Yonkers's

next door neighbor.

Nearby Restaurant Aids Garage.

Across the street from Lowa's garage is

a restaurant which is famed among motor

ists who drive through Yonkers, and on

Sundays and on other afternoons it is not

infrequent to see a line of 25 or 30 cars

lined up around the triangle on which the

restaurant stands. This eating place brings

trade to the garage. Motorists who stop

there often fill up their gasolene tanks be

fore starting, put in an extra inner tube or

renew some of their supplies.

The price of gasolene is 20 cents a gallon,

although it is bought for 16 cents. This is

a profit of 25 per cent., and in the first

eight months of the year the Lowas paid

$11,000 for gasolene, thereby netting $2,750.

Their bill for tires and tubes between

March 1 and September 1, this year, was

$35,000, while they bought $2,000 worth of

oil, using a good grade only.

Storage Poor Revenue Producer.

Storage is a part of the business, al

though it is not a big revenue producer.

Rates range from $15 and $20 for small run

abouts and touring cars to $25 for large

touring cars and $30 for limousines. The

garage will hold 25 cars, and generally it is

full. Three men are employed at night

and three during the day to care for this

business, and in the daytime, also, there are

three mechanics, drawing $4.50 a day, and

four or five chauffeurs for the livery service.

The entire payroll from March 1 to Sep

tember l was $11,000. Of the Lowa fam

ily, the father and son are at the head of the

business, one daughter cares for the gar

age ofiicc. another is in the salesroom of

fice, while a nephew of the elder Lowa is

the bookkeeper.

Tire Inflation Service Brings Custom.

A drawing card of the garage is its “air

service." It is the only place in Yon

kers possessing an automatic pump, which

is much more to the liking of a motorist

than using a hand pump by a dusty road

side. The charge for filling is 10 cents per

tire.

The advantage of a location on the main

street and the following up of these natural

leads to business are productive of results.

There now are something like eight garages

in Yonkers, which city has a population of

about 80,000. Of these about half change

hands every few years, which is construed

as evidence of lack of profit to the owner.

The Lowas, however, have been there seven

years. May 1 they rented, in a new build

ing, the salesroom—that in which they in

stalled the raised platform. This is but a

few doors from their garage and is con

veniently located. Before that time they

had been obliged to display their cars as

best they could in a part of the garage.

Now they expect increased sales because

of the change. The first year they were on

Broadway they sold 246 new and used cars.

Sales now are about 250 cars a year, includ~

ing the used models taken in trade.

Genialty in meeting the trade also is an

asset. Both father and son are agreeable

and well liked and conduct their entire

business with the idea in mind that it is

better to please and stand well with the

public than to grab a cent every time a cus

tomer is found in possession of it.

Remedying Inaccessible Greaaers.

It is worse than useless to provide a hole

for oil if it is unprotected and nearly as

bad to place oil cups in inaccessible places.

or grease cups that from their very position

are more often than not covered with caked

mud. \thnever a repairman is called upon

to loosen a “frozen” brake rod or any

similar part that has suffered for want of

lubricant, he should not consider his job

complete unless he has made provision that

the trouble will not recur.

Flexible metal tubing can be had in al

most any diameter and grease cups that

otherwise are entirely out of reach after

the body has been mounted can be so con

veniently placed as to ensure attention ‘if a

small length of tubing is interposed be

tween the point to be lubricated and the

altered position of the cup. First take a

short length of brass or copper tube and

thread it at one end the same as the grease

cup. Insert same in the hole from which

the grease cup has been taken, after having

sweated the unthreaded end into the flex

’ ible tube. Then the grease cup shank can

be sweated into the other and. and either

the cup or the tube can then be attached

by means of a clamp to some convenient

point.

Flexible tubing alone is not the only thing

than can be used, as ordinary brass or cop

per tube will in many cases answer the pur

pose just as well. If these latter are used

and any length of pipe over—say, four

inches—is found necessary. a stay or sup

port should be provided to prevent them

shaking loose or breaking ofi owing to ex—

cessive vibration.
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SMALLER MODEL ADDED TO POPE-HARTFORD LINE

Follows Design of Larger Models, Including Four-Speed Gearset—All Models

Electrically Started and Lighted—Roller Gearshaft Bearings

and Other Detail Improvements.

  
   

 

NEW FIVE-PASSENGER POPE-HARTFORD MODEL THAT SELLS FOR $2,250 W'ITI-I ELECTRH‘ LIGHTING AND STARTING SYSTEM

Already well heralded, the medium priced

Pope-Hartford car, which has been added

to the line of the Pope Mfg. Co., of Hart

ford, Conn., now formally is being intro

duced, and proves to be a worthy compeer

of the two older models which constitute

the Pope-Hartford line.

The new machine is a four-cylinder car

   

  

 

POPE ENGINE SHOWING DYNAMO

of smaller size, lower horsepower and low

er price than either of the others. being

rated at 40 horsepower, while the larger

machines, a four and a six, are of 50 and 60

horsepower, respectively. Model 31 is the

designation of the latest product of this

famous concern, and the price is $2,250.

The larger four and the six are designated

 
  

  

 

CHASSIS IN

as models 33 and 29, respectively, and are

priced at $3.250 and $4,250. Either roadster

or touring bodies are mounted, in all three

cases, without change of price.

The addition of the new model has not

been accompanied by the making of ex

   
  

 

POPE-HARTFORD GEARSET

tensive changes in Pope-Hartford design or

construction; on the contrary, the mechan

ical features that have been so successful

in the past have been very closely adhered

to, not only in the two larger cars, which

are continued almost without change. but

also in the new chassis, which is practically

a duplicate of the SO-horsepower car in
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everything,except dimensions. Even the

“six,” which now is in its third year, em

bodies the same mechanical features as the

two fours. All three have valves in the

cylinder heads with overhead actuating

mechanism, four-speed gearsets, selectively

controlled, and shaft drive, and rear axles

of the full floating type.

A Replica of Larger Model.

During the general critical looking over

that the cars received with a view to bring

ing them absolutely up to date and to

make very sure that the new model was not

invested with features that would prove

unworthy of its name, little fault was

found. As a matter of fact, the only im

portant thing that seemed lacking was a

substitute for the crank. While various

ually. but of considerable importance in

the aggregate.

As already indicated, all three cars are

much alike in general principles, and one

general description fits all three. The mo

tors, which are of the long stroke type, are

built with pair-cast cylinders with integral

water-jackets, and overhead gear operating

valves in the cylinder heads through long

push-rods and rockers;

chrome-nickel steel.

the valves are of

All the valves are on

one side, and a single camshaft carries all

the cams, which are integrally formed with

the shaft. Particular attention has been

given to the cutting of the timing gears,

which run with extreme quietness. A me

chanical oiler forces lubricant to each cyl

Gas is supplied to the engine by a

Pope

inder.

carburetter manufactured at the

the full-floating type; roller bearings carry

the pinion shaft.

Frame Reinforced by Ash Inserts.

Re-enforcements of tough ash are added

to the heat-treated chrome nickel steel

channel members of the main frames, which

are double dropped and narrowed consider

ably at the front to provide room for the

front wheels in making short turns; the

various frame members are thoroughly

braced and hot-riveted together. Three

quarter elliptic springs support the rear

of the chassis, while the front end is car

ried on semi-elliptics, all long and flexible.

Positively irreversible steering gear is em

ployed, the principle being that of the worm

and sector; the mechanism is enclosed in

a dust-proof casing. The wheel, no less

     

 

SIDE VIEW OF STANDARD SIX-CYLINDER SEVEN-PASSENGER POPE-HARTFORD TOURING CAR

types of motor starters have been more or

less widely used and with more or less suc—

cess for some little time, the Pope com

pany has maintained an attitude of conserv

atism—not of the idle sort, however, for

extensive experiments have been carried 'on

with a view to the abolishment of human

muscle as a starting agent. The result is

seen in the equipment of all the latest Pope

Hartfords with Gray & Davis electric start

ing and lighting systems as standard outfit.

Adopt Electric Starter as Standard.

That here and there details have been

slightly changed with a view to rendering

more effective features that already have

proved worthy of incorporation in Pope

Hartfords goes without saying. Such a

change is found in the substitution of large

roller bearings for plain bearings for the

support of the shafts in the gearbox, and

in the narrowing of the front of the im

proved double-drop frame, in order to facili

tate turning short, as well as other things

of comparatively little importance individ

works; it has but a single adjustment. Ig

nition is by Bosch dual system, with high

tcnsion magneto for ordinary running and

a storage battery as a source of current for

starting and for emergency service.

Modification in Gearset and Frame.

The leather-faced cone clutch, which is

of liberal diameter, is equipped with cork

inserts, and it is connected with the primary

shaft of the transmission by a coupling of

special design, with large wearing surfaces.

An efficient clutch brake aids very greatly

in the changing of gears by preventing the

rattling and grating that ensues if the shift

is made before the primary shaft, which

the momentum of the clutch tends to keep

turning, has slowed down.

Direct drive is on the fourth speed of the

gearset. All gears and the gear-shafts are

of chrome-nickel steel and run in a bath

of oil. The propeller shaft through which

power is transmitted from the tail-shaft of

the gearsct to the rear axle is fitted with

two universal joints. The rear axle is of

than 19 inches in diameter, has a rim of

mahogany and is mounted on a column 1%

inches in diameter. Spark and throttle lev

ers are mounted on top of the wheel, work

ing on a single sector. The usual pedal

accelerator is fitted. All control levers are

inside the body, on the right side.

Large Tires and Metal Bodies.

Both of the four-cylinder models are

equipped with 36-inch wheels with 4%-ineh

tires all round, while the six has 37-inch

wheels and 5—inch tires. The wheelbase of

the new car is 118 inches; of the other

four 124 inches—the same as its predeces

sor—while the wheelbase of the six-has

been shortened by an inch, now being 133

inches. In all cases the tread is 56 inches.

The bodies in all models are of metal con

struction, with moderately deep skuttles

and mahogany dashboards. Running

boards and mudguards are of ample width

and fitted with suitable wings to keep down

flying mud when the roads are in bad con

dition.
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LIFTING THE FOG FROM THE LIGHTING SYSTEM

Wherein Different Apparatus Differs with Particular Reference to Current

and Voltage Regulating Devices—Necessity for System in Searching

for Trouble—The Dealer in the Light of a Doctor.

 

(This is the sixth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by dealer and owner alike.)

In the curriculum of every school of med

icine there is a class devoted to dissection.

It is an analytical class in which the struc

tures of inanimate, and sometimes animate,

creatures are taken apart and torn down

in order that their characteristics and their

functioning may be examined and learned

by a body of young medicos whose future

work will be the curing of human ailments.

But before they can cure such ailments, it

is absolutely essential that they learn thor

oughly the construction and work of every

organ, for in the learning comes knowledge

of those organs that, under normal or ab

normal conditions, are most likely to' cause

that condition of physical ill-being that re

sults in the necessity for their healing ad

ministrations. In other words, they learn

through constant association and intimate

contact with ligaments and tissues, “liver

and lights," the parts which seldom give

trouble and normally should be let severely

alone, and the parts which are most pro

lific of dcrangcments.

Analytical Learning Is Helpful.

To make a long jump from one subject

to another, though the linkage should be

quite apparent, knowledge of the modern

electric lighting system rightfully should be

gained in much the same manner. The stu

dent of the system, or the owner, or the

dealer—and the dealer in particular, for in

the majority of cases he is looked upon as

being the real “doctor” when minor or

major troubles evidence themselves—ought

to learn of the system through methods

much akin to those which obtain in the

case of the embryo M. D. He ought to be

taught, first of all, its theory and afterward

its practice; then, with a course of dissec

tion and consequent reconstruction, he

ought to be fairly well equipped to cope

with very nearly any trouble that might

arise.

Dynamos and Hearts Contrasted.

Fortunately, however. such thorough

courses in training are unnecessary, though

they nevertheless are desirable and will do

a great deal more good than harm. The

builder of the modern electric lighting sys

tem has buildcd his product well; unlike

the human frame, it is not subject to un

it has no digestive

lungs, and is

accountable ailments;

organs, no intestines, no

endowed with endurance that is remark

able. But it has a heart. In electrical en

gineer'§ parlance it is styled a dynamo. The -

heart 'of the electric lighting system is like

the human heart in at least one respect: If

it is not abused, it will continue to perform

its alloted work until it wears out. To ob

viate the possibility of inadvertent abuse, a

knowledge of the construction and working

of the “heart” is necessary. In the last five

issues of the Motor world there have been

outlined many methods whereby thought
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DEACO GENERATOR IN PERSPECTIVE

less abuse of a number of electric lighting

systems can be obviated and such troubles

as may arise by reason of wear may be

remedied. In the present article, a number

of other systems are similarly treated—

for the edification and education of the

dealer and the owner—and the series will

be continued until all of them have been

covered.

Compactness Means Simplicity.

If there is any one thing which tends to

prove more than another the real simplicity

of very nearly all electric lighting systems,

it is their compactness. While it is per

fectly true that a watch is a more than or

dinarily compact piece of mechanism. that

is very far from being simple, its complex—

ity is due to its great number of very small

and intricate pieces. With the lighting gen

erator, on the other hand, the parts are

few—in many of them there is but a sin

gle moving part—and they are fairly large

and of rugged construction. The only parts

that might, perhaps, be styled complex are

the field and armature windings, but the

complexity of these parts need never con

cern the dealer or the user, for the- simple

reason that they are so constructed that

they never require attention except under

most extraordinary conditions. Otherwise

they can be forgotten completely. The rest

of the machine is simple, or becomes simple

after superficial examination. The great

difiiculty is to get dealers and owners to

make the examination, however. despite the

fact that it manifestly is to their own ad

vantage more than to any one else’s to do

so. Even in the few cases where the.func

tions of an electric lighting generator are

combined in a single instrument with those

of a high tension magneto, construction—-,

and operation—still remains simple, vide

the accompanying cross-sectional view of

the Dcaeo combined generator and magneto.

Combined Magneto and Dynamo.

The Detroit Electric Appliance Co., of

Detroit, Mich., is among the very few

manufacturers that attempt the production

of a combined instrument of this type. The

magneto portion of the generator is ortho- ‘

dox and differs but little from generally

accepted magneto design, though the low

tension generating part of the machine is

quite different from anything else of its

kind, particularly in the method of current

regulation. Two styles of instruments are

manufactured, the one being the combina

tion magneto-generator shown in cross

section and the other being a plain lighting

generator which is exactly similar to the

first, except that the ignition apparatus is

left off. Consequently. the cross-sectional

view of the former will serve to assist in

describing'thc operation and care and re

pair of the latter.

Operation of Compound Field.

The field of the lighting generator is a

compound one formed in part by three pairs

of permanent magnets supplemented by

windings which serve to increase the ,cur

rent strength at low speeds and also to per

mit of current regulation in a manner that

leaves little to be desired. The armature

is of the drum wound tvpe. wound with

cotton covered enamel wire and afterward

impregnated with an insulating compound

and baked; it therefore is practically indes
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structible and never requires attention. Sim

ilarly, the field winding is practically solid

and is encased in a tight housing which pre

cludes the possibility of it being damaged.

The current regulator is an electro-mag

netic device, and this also is thoroughly pro

tected. It is enclosed in a housing mounted

within the arch of the permanent magnets.

The whole device consists of a pair of

electro-magnets, connected in series with

the line, operating a pair of spring-returned

armatures mounting the contacts necessary

to obtain the various degrees of current

strength. -

How the Regulator Regulates.

In operation, as soon as the engine is

started and the armature commences to re

tate, current is generated. The field of the

dynamo then consists of the permanent

magnets assisted by the field winding which

operates to increase the field strength and

therefore to increase the current output at

low speeds. As the speed of the armature

is increased, one of the electro-magnet ar

matures is attracted to its core and thus

alters the connections so that the field

winding is cut out entirely, leaving the field

composed of the permanent magnets alone.

As the armature speed is further increased

connections automatically are made which

permit a small part of the current generated

to flow through the field windings in the

reverse direction. thus weakening the field

and maintaining the current constant. At

still higher speeds, the full strength of the

current is passed through the field windings

in the reverse direction, still further reduc

ing the strength of the field and permitting

the generation of only a predetermined

amount of current. The exact amount gen

erated may be adjusted to a nicety by in

creasing or decreasing the strength of the

springs which return the electro-magnet

armatures to their normal position. The ar

rangement of the parts is shown by the ac

companying cross-sectional drawing.

Care That Is Needed in Use.

In caring for the mechanism, it will be

necessary, of course, in order to ensure its

automatic operation to make sure that the

electro-magnetic regulator is performing its

functions. The contacts should be'exam—

ined from time to time, and if they show

signs of burning or pitting, or if they are

dirty, they should be cleaned with the aid

of a couple of strips of very fine emery

cloth glued to the opposite sides of a piece

of very thin Bristol board. Care should be

taken, however, not to remove too much

metal or the adjustment will be altered.

Provision for taking up for wear is made,

and the only tools required are a couple of

screwdrivers. Needless to add, the interior

of the regulator housing should be cleaned

out and all accumulations of dust and dirt

removed carefully with the aid of a fine

camel’s hair brush. About once in six

months it will do no harm to place a tiny

drop of typewriter oil on the bearings that

support the moving parts. Under no con

sideration should oil be placed on the con

tacts, and care should be taken to see that

not enough oil is employed on the bear

ings to allow any to get on the contacts.

Oil is a non-conductor of electricity, and

its presence on contacts spells trouble with

a capital T.

Inasmuch as the armature shaft runs in

ball bearings of liberal size and friction is

reduced to the minimum, lubrication should

also be reduced to the minimum,.whicli

means a fcw' drops of typewriter oil or

cumulated. Care should be taken to see that

the brushes press firmly on the commu

tator. and when they have become worn

so that the tension of the spring is less than

it should be they should be replaced with

new ones. The cost of such replacement

is but a few cents and often may be the

saving of the commutator, for it is a well

known fact that brushes which touch the

commutator too lightly to effect proper

commutation but not lightly enough to pre

vent the machine generating are the most

prolific causes of commutator trouble.

Sparking burns the brushes and the com

mutator, and generally can be traced to

insufficient tension on the brush springs, a

dirty commutator or dirty brushes. If the

commutator shows signs of scratching the
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fine machine oil about every couple of

thousand miles. Typewriter oil is recom

mended in this connection for the reason

that typewriter manufacturers have been

at great pains to develop a lubricant which

will serve its purpose without causing ex~

cessive accumulations of dirt and without

"gumming." Fatty oils derived from ani

mal matter are inclined to “gum” up the

bearings and also are likely to contain acids

which will cause corrosion of the bearings.

For this reason only the very best oil should

be used, and it should be used only in lim

ited quantities to obviate danger of its

reaching the commutator, in which case

poor commutation will result and the out

put of the generator be reduced.

Need for Proper Commutation.

Due to the rugged construction of the

commutator and the brushes. little trouble

is likely to develop, provided these parts

are properly cared for. The brushes should

be examined from time to time and cleaned

with a cloth moistened with gasolene to

remove oil and grease which may have ac
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brushes first should be examined to make

sure that no hard particles of carbon are

present. If the brushes are smooth, very

fine No. 00—may be

pressed lightly on the commutator while

the machine is running. Emery cloth never

should be used for this purpose, for mi

nute grains of emery are likely to imbed

themselves in the comparatively soft copper

and play havoc with the brushes.

sandpaper—about

Magnetic Cut-Out Characteristics.

The automatic cut-out in the Deaco sys

tem is an electro-magnetic device consist

ing of two windings and a spring-returned

armature. The armature carries one of the

contacts with which connection between the

dynamo and the battery is established or

broken. The other contact is stationary

In operation, the cut-out makes connection

between between the dynamo and the bat

tery when the current generated by the

former exceeds that of the latter. Imme

diately the current of the battery exceeds

the generated current, as when the engine

is stopped or when the armature speed is
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nor suflicient to cause the generation of

sufficient current, connection automatically

is broken. There is nothing in the device

to get out of order and, provided care is

taken to see that the contacts are kept clean

and the armature bearing does not become

stuck, preventing the operation of the de

vice, it should never give trouble. Approx

imately once in six months a single drop

of typewriter oil on the bearing of the mov

able arm will be sufficient lubrication.

Where Wires May Be Shifted.

One of the noteworthy and characteristic

features of the Dynalux system, manufac—

tured by Dean Electric Co., of Elyria, 0.,

is that the dynamo may be connected to the

 

 

and is very nearly dust and dirt proof, it is

impossible efiectually to close all interstices,

and it is the better part of wisdom oc

casionally to remove the cover and care

fully clean out all accumulations of dirt

'and carbon dust from between the wind

ings with the aid of a soft brush. The

brushes, of course, will wear in time, and

unless the carbon dust from them

moved periodically it is likely to accumu

late in such quantity in time as to hinder

the proper operation of the machine.

In addition to the electrical self—regulat

ing feature, which is entirely automatic and

is dependent upon no outside agency what

ever, another regulating device is incor

porated in the driving pulley, which is so

is re

Shurtl: Winding
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DYNALL'X GENERATOR DISASSEMBLED, SHOWING CLUTCH AND CUT-OUT '

battery without regard to the polarity of

either. Thus, it is not necessary to con

nect the positive wire from the dynamo to

the positive terminal of the battery, and

vice versa; either wire may be connected

to either terminal without discrimination.

As a result, the likelihood of confusion is

eliminated, as is the danger of damage re

sulting to the battery by reason of incor

rect connections being made through ig

norance or mistake.

Diferential Regulation Obtained;

The component parts of the Dynalux dy

nado are shown herewith in partly disas

sembled form in order the better to make

plain their features. The field is compound

wound, the series winding being outside the

shunt winding in order to obtain a differ

ential effect in regulation. The whole

mechanism, including the driving pulley and

the automatic cut-out, is completely en

¢10=cd by means of a light removable cover.

and though it thus is thoroughly protected

arranged as to permit practically constant

speed driving without continual slippage of

the parts and the attendant wear which

takes place under such conditions. The

pulley, illustrated in section herewith, is

made in two pieces (R and S). The grooved

pulley (S), or driving sprocket where chain

drive is employed, is mounted in a bronze

bushing (BS) which runs freely on the.

portion of the drive shaft keyed to the ar

mature. The driving pulley imparts motion

to the armature shaft through the inter

mediary of a star-shaped spring having four

arms (MM and NN), which bear heavily

against a loose friction disc (W), the latter

making contact through a friction material

(P) with the pulley (R) which is keyed to

the armature shaft. '

Care of the Driving Pulley.

For low and medium speeds, the drive is

positive and without slipping from the pul

ley to the armtaure shaft, but above a pre

determined speed the weights (MM) at

’ the armature shaft.

the ends of two of the arms of the star

shaped spring tend to straighten out under

centrifugal force and thus relieve the pres

sure between the pulley and the driving

disc. This allows a certain amount of Slip

page to take place, and at higher speeds the

other weights (NN), which are lighter, also

straighten out and release the pulley en

tirely. Of course, as the speed is decreased

the operation is reversed and the drive is

taken up gradually and without shock.

As there are no moving parts in the de

clutching apparatus—no joints or hinges,

etc—it should require very little attention;

occasional inspection to make sure that

the device is operating properly, however,

is a wise precaution. Should it be found

necessary to increase the charging rate of

the dynamo, or to obtain positive drive up

to greater speeds, this can be accomplished

in a simple manner by adjusting the re

leasing mechanism of the pulley. For ad—

justment, it is necessary first to remove the

combined cap screw and oiler (T) at the

end of the shaft. This will permit the key

washer (KW') to be removed, exposing a

castellated (U), which should be

screwed up one or two notches, as the case

may be, to increase the tension on the gov

ernor springs and permit the drive to remain

positive at higher speeds. As the device is

set at the factory, the driving ratio which

obtains is approximately 3 to 1 over the'

whole range of engine speeds. The only

lubrication which is required in the de

clutching mechanism may be applied

through the combined cap screw and oiler

(T) at the end of the shaft. a few drops of

fine oil about once a week, according to the

amount of use the device is given, generally

being sufficient.

nut

Centrifugal Circuit Breaker

The circuit breaking device in the Dyna

lux generator is mounted at the commuta

tor end of the shaft arid is completely cov

ered by the outer casing of the machine.

The removal of the casing renders the

brushes, the commutator and the cut-out in

stantly accessible. The cut-out operates

on the centrifugal principle, its weights

having been proportioned to close the cir

cuit between the dynamo and the battery

when the voltage of the two is approxi

mately the same. As a result, Sparking and

arcing at the contacts is practically elim

inated.

The construction of the device is simple.

a weight (G) being mounted at the end of

a spring member (B), which rotates with

\Vhen a predetermined

armature speed is reached, the weight tends

to assume a position in line with the fas

tening at the other end of the spring, and

in doing so it moves a second spring (H)

through a hardened steel button (C) bring
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ing contacts on the second spring against

two fixed contacts (FF), which are station

ary; the hardened steel button (C) acts as

a bearing.

Cut-Out Adjustments Easy.

Although the cut-out has been found by

experience to operate effectively for long

periods without inspection or adjustment,

it should be examined from time to time,

for upon its proper operation much de

pends. Adjustment of the contacts should

not be attempted. except after long service,

for they are set at the factory to close the

line at the proper time and will not require

to be touched for at least a season. Occa

sionally, however, the contacts may be

cleaned with the aid of two pieces of very

fine emery cloth glued to opposite sides of

a piece of thin Bristol board. If adjust—

ment appears necessary, it may be made by

setting up the screws (FF) which i'iount

the contacts. Care should be taken to see

that proper contact is made when the arma

ture shaft speed is increased and that the

circuit is brolcen when the engine is stopped.

In no case should the contacts be set closer

than will permit a thin business card to be

passed between them.

Where Lubrication Is Needed.

Owing to the fact that the armature is

carried in ball] bearings, very little lubri

cation will be required. a few drops of fine

machine oil placed in the oilers about once

every 1,000 miles being sufficient. The

only other part which should be oiled fre

quently, say about once a-week, if the car

is driven a great deal, is the free portion of

the declutching pulley, which is fed through

the combined cap screw and oiler (T) at

the end of the armature shaft.

Instructions for the care of commutator

and brushes such as have been given in pre

vious articles apply also in this case and

consist, briefly, in maintaining a brownish

glaze on the commutator through infrequent

and minute applications of fine vaseline ap

plied with a small piece of felt while the

. instrument is running. Accumulations of

foreign matter which cause poor commuta

tion may be removed by very light applica

tions of No. 00 sandpaper. The brushes

should be examined from time to time to

make certain that they touch the commu

tator properly. After continued service, they

will require to be replaced. though the op

eration is neither difficult nor does it entail

great expense.

The Location of Troubles.

Failure to generate in the Dynalux sys

tem, as in very nearly all other systems,

generally can be traced to broken wires,

short circuits or poor commutation, 'the

remedies for each'of these troubles being

made plain by the trouble itself. System

atic search for the cause of t_rouble is the

only satisfactory means to employ, and as

quickly as one part has been examined and

found correct that part should be put into

its original condition before the next is at

tacked. Only in this way can confusion be

obviated and ultimate satisfaction be ob

tained.

 

Lengthening Short Valve Stems.

If the repairman had to repair new cars

only, he would have a comparatively easy

time, but the time when he must show his

skill and ingenuity is when an “old crock"

is overhauled. One of the unmistakable

signs of old age can be found in their

teeth, so to speak—that is, the valve push

rods. A worn push-rod without any means

of adjustment prevents proper digestion of

the carburetted gases, as the valves open
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METHOD OF LENG'IHENING STEMS

late and close early. One of the most gen

eral methods of taking up the play between

the valve and the push-rod'is to interpose

a cap or thimble over the latter, when the

tension of the valve spring is sufficient to

hold it in position.

Sometimes this method is not possible,

especially if the push-rod head is flush with

the guide. In such cases there are two

alternatives—either fit new valves with

longer stems or lengthen the stems' of

either the push—rod or the valve. Reference

to the accompanying sketch will make clear

the method of performing such a job. First

drill and tap the stem for a standard ma

chine screw and screw same in position.

The two parts should then be brazed to

gether and thoroughly cleaned of any brass

and the sides of the hexagon head rounded

oFf. If it is desired to harden the new

ends of the valves this easily can be done

with a little cyanide of potassium, in the

usual way. '

 

England Straining for “Home-made” Fuel.

Having become properly incensed at the _

laxity of British inventors and chemists in

failing to concoct or otherwise produce

some form of “home-made" fuel that will

make Great Britain independent of the

necessity of importing "petrol," which

necessity, it is pointed out, lays the nation

open to the possibility of dire catastrophe

in the event that the seaports should be

blockaded by a hostile fleet, the Royal Au

tomobile Club at length has set on foot a

movement calculated to assist in the pro

duction of a “petrol” alternative other than

kerosene or parat’rin or a derivative of

petroleum. Incidentally, one of the British

automobile journals has lent its support to

the movement by offering a prize of $500

for the best performance under R. A. C.

supervision, of a car on a “home-produced

fuel suitable for internal combustion en

gines (other than a product of petroleum),

whether liquid, solid or gaseous, provided,

of course, that such fuel is something rea

sonably practicable and that it is possible

to become a marketable product within a

reasonable time."

 

Philadelphia Club Establishes Garage.

To accomomdate its members, the Auto

mobile Club of Philadelphia has established

a garage on 23d street, below Market street,

where there has been made provision for

the handling of cars in an up-to-date man

ner; the building. when fully completed.

will be of three stories and will afford a

capacity for 350 cars. At present the Airst

floor only is in use. Separate quarters are

provided for white and colored chaufieurs.

The garage management is vested in Pow

ell Evans, chairman, Robert P. Hooper.

Winfred ]. Foss, S. Boyer Davis and \\'

O. Griffiths.

 

To Save “Cops” from Cold Feet.

Indianapolis, which scarcely requires the

abbreviation "Ind." behind it to make its

identity known, is nothing if not progres

sive. The city has taken pity on its much

abused traffic policemen and hereafter some

of them, at least, will go to their homes

dry shod and with feet less like the pro

verbial lump of ice. So that 12 traffic reg

ulators, stationed at as many downtown

intersecting streets, may not get cold feet

in the literal sense of the words. the city

has appropriated $700 for the purpose of

installing small steam-heated platforms.

upon which the policemen may stand during

the hours of their vigils when the thermom

eter registers something less than 100 in the

shade.
 

Holding Round Shaft In Vise.

A round shaft having a machined surfaif

can be held solidly in a vise if a piece of

emery paper is wrapped around the shall

before being. held in position; at the saint

time prevent the shaft from damage,
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\V. L. McQuerry has opened a garage in

U 0 mo Fo D—1P1

\V. P. Harman is about to open a garage

in Mena, Ark.

John C. Stolt plans to establish a garage

in Nicollet, Minn. '

Claude Andrews is building a garage in

Union City, Tenn.

I‘eddycort & Lahr have opened a garage

in Cheyenne, Wyo.

.Ransom J. Pearce has opened a garagc

in Houghton, Mich.

Ben Spahnoli of Richmond, Cal., has let

the contract for a garage.

Ralph Hopkins is about to build a garage,

5l x 60 feet, in Colfax, la.

Frank Schlecter plans to build a garage,

80 x 150 feet, in Galva,‘ Ia. '

\V. E. Baumer of Big Arm, Mont., is

about to open a repair shop.

Peter Garnier is to built a garage in

Palms, Cal. It will cost $6,650.

J. K. McLain is preparing to build a

garage in Excelsior Springs, MO.

The Jones Cycle and Automobile Co., of

Portland, Ind.. has been dissolved.

The Star Auto Co., of Pella, 1a., plans to

build a new garage and salesrooms.

Frank 1.. Seaker and Elmer Curtis have

opencd a garage in Gouverneur, N. Y.

The Weiler Auto Co. has opened up in

Bay City, Mich., at 905 Saginaw street.

Otto Bauman intends to erect a brick gar

age, 50 x 100 feet, in LakeIWilson, Minn.

Aldcge Chaussce has taken over the Geo.

A. Schott garage in New Bedford, Mass.

0. E. Olson has purchased the garage and

repair shop of John Odegard in Pekin, N. D.

Fred and \Valter Taylor plan to start

an automobile livery in Junction City, Kan.

G. R. Spencer of Odebolt, 1a., has com

mcnced the construction of a garage, 40 x

80 feet.

J. \V. Mooman has sold his interest in the

Urbana (Ill.) Auto Co. to his partner, John

F. Miller.

Timothy Lynch of Glens Falls, N. Y., is

fitting up a garage in WVarrensburg, in the

same State.

Herman llerr has sold his interest in the

Abilene (Kan) Garage to L. S. Turner of

Kansas City.

H. A. Saunders of Bryan, Tex., has sold

the Imperial Garage to O. S. Johnson and

Henry Ronde.

The Creamer & Davidson Co., of Roches

ter, Ind., is about to build a garage; it

will cost $10,000.

Lon Gephart has opened a repair shop

in New Castle, Ind. It is located at 131

North llth street.

M. H. Taylor has opened up in Elmira,

N. Y., at Gray and State streets; the style

is Taylor's Garage.

W. H. Davis of Houston, Tex., is about

to open a garage; several Cuero men are

associated with him.

The Frank Tuschen Garage in Water

town, Wis., has been taken over by Felix

and August Knospe. ‘

The Jackson Motor Car Co., of Boston,

Mints, has established a service station on

Haywood street, Cambridge; J. L. Judd is

manager.

The Detroit (Mich.) Hupmobilc Sales

Co.,, now at 730 Woodward avenue, is about

to remove to newer and more up-to-date

quarters at Willis and \Voodward avenues.

L. M. Barr, who has been a publishers'

representative in Detroit, and F. C. Mac

Leod have formed a Ford agency in Lima,

0. The style of the concern is McLeod

Barr Sales Co.

The Transcontinental Motor Co., of

Phoenix, Ariz., has taken over the Arizona

Motor Co. F. A. Carr, the Arizona man

ager, remains with the new organization;

the company has taken the Krit agency.

Howard D. Graves, formerly a salesman

in Hartford, Conn., for Brown, Thomson

8: Co., has entered the trade for himself;

he has the Henderson agency in that city.

Temporarily he will be located at 19 May

street, but later will occupy a building on

Allyn street.

The Turnbull Automobile Co., of Willi

mantic, Conn" has purchased for garage

purposes the Beckwith factory on Chest—

nut street, Norwich, in the same State; ac

commodations will be provided for 150 cars.

F. J. \Vood, of \Villimantic, will have charge

of the repair work.

Under the style A. D. Bothne Co., a new

company has entered the selling field in Des

Moincs, Ia. A location has been secured

in the Capital City Commercial College

building at 10th and \Valnut streets; Great

Western cars will be stocked. A. D. Bothne

is head of the business.

W. R. Dean, who recently went to Spo—

kane, \Vash., from the East, has arranged

to handle the Stevens-Duryea line in that

city; December lst, he will take possession

of the building at First avenue and Maple

street, now occupied by the Pacific Motor

Car Co. Plans of the latter concern are

indefinite.

The Van Vliet-Bradt Co. has been or

ganized in Des Moines, 1a., with several

prominent business and automobile men as

hackers, and will deal in Moon cars at 918

\Vcst Locust street; the capitalization is

$10,000. The officers are: President, W. E.

Moyer; vice-president, W. J. Bradt; secre

tary and treasurer, C. G. Van Vliet.

Hunter-Hammond Auto Co. is the style

of a new business in Indianapolis, Ind. It

will have the Rec agency for the State of

Indiana. The company is composed of‘F.

Ellis Hunter, formerly with the Gibson

Auto Co., and Harry L. Hammond, former

ly sales manager for the Archey-Atkins Co.

I’ending the vacation of salesrooms at 517

North Capitol avenue, the business is lo

cated at Capitol avenue and Michigan'

street.

J. K. Gewinuer, as president and general

manager, and Marshall C. Johnson, as sec

retary and treasurer, have combined their

names in the Johnson-Gewinner Co., which

just has opened for business in Atlanta,

Ga., at 124 Peachtrec street and 83-85 North

Forsyth street. They will deal in acces

sories and supplies, the completeness of

their lines being indicated by the fact that

an automobile millinery and clothing de—

partment will be maintained. Also, it in

cludes 21 Bosch 'magneto agency.

The Wallace Automobile Co., 332 North

Broad street, is a new entry in the selling

field in Philadelphia, Pa. It has taken the

agency for Pope-Hartford cars and Modern

delivery trucks. The officers are: Presi

dent, William M. Brownback; vice-presi

dent, H. B. Pearson; secretary and treas

urer, Robert \Vallace; the latter will con

duct a garage and service department at

206-10 North let street. Robert M. Mc

Cormick, formerly a Regal salesman, is com

nected with the selling end of the new

business.
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HAMLIN WINNER 0F RACE .

ACROSS ARIZONA DFSERT

Covers the 511 Miles from Los Angeles

to Phoenix in Eighteen Hours—

Campbell Leads San Diego

Phoenix Chase.

Desert sands and mountain heights never

were conducive to the production of speed,

but when all is said and done, when the dif

' ficulties and the length of the route, and

the fact that much of the travelling was

done in the hours of darkness are consid

ered, the speed of Ralph C. Hamlin, who

drove a Franklin car over the 511-mile Los

Angeles-Phoenix course at an average rate

of 27.8 miles an hour, certainly is “going

some" and entitles him to the honors which

he won. The next best time made in the

fifth annual desert road race, which started

in Los Angeles on Saturday evening last.

26th inst., and finished in Phoenix (Ariz.)

on the afternoon of the Monday following,

was that of Charles Soules, who piloted a

Cadillac and finished 45 minutes later than

Hamlin. His elapsed time was just 18

hours.

The race, as has been the case in pre

vious years, was run under the auspices of

the Maricopa Automobile Club. The con

test was run in two stages, the first to

Yuma, where the contenders arrived on

Sunday morning, and the second from Yu

ma, which the contenders left early Mon

day morning, to Phoenix. Twelve lined up

for the start on Saturday evening—S. A.

McKee (Cadillac), W. F. Pipher (Amer

ican), Charles Soules (Cadillac), \V. T. Bru

nell (American), A. G. Faulkner (Simplex),

Leonard Jones (Hupmobile), \Vm. Bram

lette (Cadillac), Louis Nikrent (Buick),

Ralph Hamlin (Franklin), Fred Fuller (Na

tional), Charles Bigelow (Mercedes), and

C. M. Floersheim (Schacht). William Carl

son (Winton), who was entered, did not

start. '

McKee, in the Cadillac, led off and the

7 others followed at five-minute intervals.

Soules was the first to arrive at Yuma, but

the best time was made by Hamlin, who

covered the distance of 304 miles in 10:47

against 11:02 made by the Cadillac driver.

Faulkner in the Simplex was third, his time

being 11:37. Louis Nikrent went into the

ditch at Bloomington and wrecked the

Buick, which naturally put him out of the

running. Brunnell, in one of the Amer

icans, smashed a wheel, just outside of Los

Angeles, which delayed him for several
hours. I

At Yuma, the contenders met 2.2 drivers

who were competing in the San Diego to

Phoenix road race, which was promoted by

the San Diego Automobile Dealers’ Asso

ciation, after it had been definitely decided

that the Los Angeles affair would not pass

through San Diego, as has been the case

with the four previous contests. The San

Diego faction, which had left the starting'

point at the same time as the Los Angeles

racers, arrived at Yuma earlier, as was nat—

ural, since the distance traveled is not so

great. A battle royal ensued between the

two factions for the remainder of the long

race.

Of the Los Angeles drivers, Hamlin made

the best showing, and checked into Phoenix

Monday afternoon, after having covered the

distance in 18 hours and 45 minutes. As

was before stated, Soules took second place,

while third position went to Fred Fuller in

a National, who finished in 20 hours and 10

minutes. Their performances net both the

leaders trophies, and a goodly share in the

$6,000 prize,m0ney, the remainder of which

goes to Fuller.

The race from San Diego was won by D.

C. Campbell in a Stevens-Duryea. Second

place went to \V. E. Ferguson in an Apper

son, and third to R. L. Greer, who drove a

Mitchell. A similar cash prize was divided

between the first three men.

 

Grant Stars at Rockingham Park.

By capturing twn of the five numbers of

the twice-postponed racemeet of the Salem

(N. H.) Motor Club, Harry Grant (Stutz)

played the star part when the program fin

ally was carried out on Tuesday last. Octo

ber 29th. Grant won the one-mile time

trials, covering the distance and setting a

ned local track record at 57% seconds. He

also won a three-cornered match race which

went for 25 miles, completing the distance

in 21:031/g and leading home LeCain (Stutz)

and_ Basle (Jackson). The other honors

were shared by Harry Cobe (Jackson), who

completed a ten-mile free-for-all in 10:54%.

Jack Le Cain (Stutz), who accounted for a

25-mile free-for-all in 26:13, and George \N.

Downes' (National), who made the best

showing in the one—mile time trials for

amateur drivers by completing the circuit

in 1:05.

Two Dealers Suspended by A. A. A.

For violation of that rule of the A. A. A.

contest board which prohibits advertising

as the performances of stock cars the show

ing made by cars entered '.n non-stock car

contests, the Pittsburgh Mercer Auto Co.

has been suspended until January lst, 1913.

The George C. Brinknlan Motor Car Co.,

which handleS'Nyberg cars in St. Louis,

also has been suspended for a like period

for failure to have a Nyherg which they

had entered in the Universal Exhibition

Co.’s races, September 29th and 30th, at

the track to compete.

WET TRACK MAKES SLOW

SPORT AT HARTFORD MEET

Grennon Takes Three of Six Events

and Ties With Kyle in a Fourth—

Menenghetti a Lesser

Light.

Probany if the Charter Oak Park track,

at Hartford; Conn., had not been soaked

and slippery from the rains of the days pre

ceding, Joe Grennon, who drove the Mercer

in the meet that was staged there by E. A.

Powell on Saturday last, 26th inst., would

not have been able to bag three of the six

competitive events which graced the pro

gram, and to tie a fourth. As it was, how

ever, the drivers of the heavier cars “played

safe" to avoid skidding, and as a conse

quence Grennon took a three-mile free-for

all, a single mile free-for-all and a ten

lnile Class E event and finished neck and

neck with Harry Kyle (Pope) in a ten-mile

free-for-all. _The five-mile free-for-all handi

cap went to Louis Menenghetti, who fur

ther distinguished himself by completing a

‘single mile time trial in 57% seconds, driv

ing a Fiat. Harry Kyle (Pope) took a five

mile contest for cars with displacements of

under. 451 inches, completing the distance in

6:20, and leading home Henri Hickman in

a Mercedes, who had trailed him for the

whole distance. The summary:

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under 450. inches—Won by Harry Kyle

(Pope); second, Henri Hickman (Mer

cedes). Time, 6:20.

Three miles, 'free-for-all—Won by Joe

Grennon (Mercer); second, Harry Kyle

(Pope); third, Henri Hickman (Mercedes).

Time, 3:16%.

One mile, time trial—Louis Menenghetti

(Fiat). Time, 0:57%.

Ten miles, free-for-all—Dead heat be

tween Harry Kyle (Pope) and Joe Gren

non (Mercer); seeond, Henri Hickman

(Mercedes). Time, 10:02.

One mile, free-for-all—Won by Joe Gren

non (Mercer); second, Harry Kyle (Pope);

third, Henri Hickman (Mercedes). Time.

1:08.

Five miles, free-for-all, handicap—Won

by Louis Menenghetti (Fiat); second, Joe

Grennon (Mercer); third, Harry Kyle

(Pope); fourth, Henri Hickman (Mer—

cedes). Time, 5:12.

Ten miles, for cars with displacements of

under 601 inches—Won by Joe Grennon

(Mercer); second, Harry Kyle (Pope);

third, Henri Hickman (Mercedes); fourth.

Louis Menenghetti (Mercedes). Time.

10:22.

One mile, time trial—Crawford (Fiat).

Time, 1:15.
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“AROUND LAKE MICHIGAN”

PROVES GRUELING CONTEST

But Few Survive and Only Three Re

tain Clean Scores—Roads and

Rain Try Men’s Souls and

Cars’ Metal.

“Never again!" with both hands up, is the

substance of the opinions of the ten con

tenders who finished the l,070-niile course

so-called roads, hub deep in either sand

or mud, so that the use of high gear was

impossible for the greater part of the time

and on occasion it was absolutely impera

tive to run for prolonged periods in low

gear, and in the face of a chilly and al

most incessant downpour, which made the

bad roads even more soul trying, but three

were able to pull through without incurring

penalty. They were Gustave Moncmeier,

who drove a Staver in the touring car class,

and Joseph \Vicke and F. Salisbury, both

of whom drove Moline cars in the roadster

reached on Tuesday. R. E. Maypole

tStutz) dropped out during the trip from

Escanaba to Newberry, having broken a

wheel. A. Monson (Bergdoll) received an

other 9 demerits for taking on water outside

of controls, which brought his score up to

170 points, and K. Taylor in the R. C. H.

received two black marks for like cause. T.

R. Rooney (Bergdoll) and Claude Anderson

(Stutz) brought their penalizations up to

30 and 189 points, respectively, for road

work and for lateness at the controls. H.

Branstetter (Kissel) burned his cultch and
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ALLEGED PUBLIC HIGHWAY NEAR LAPEER, MICII.

of the Around Lake Michigan reliability

tour of the Chicago Motor Club, which was

brought to a close Sunday evening last, 27th

inst. when the weary drivers piloted their

class. Monemeier's performance nets him

the Stalnaeker trophy, and the lots will de

cide which of the two winning Moline driv

ers is to receive the Lucetrophy, the award

KAVANAI'GH (MIDLAND) IN THE WILDS OF MICHIGAN

dropped out before the 170 miles to New

berry were covered.

The 60-mile run to Mackinaw City, which

was made on the fourth day, occasioned the

  
   

 

 

"ROAD"

machines into the \Yindy City. Doubtless.

were either of the five starters who were

unable to finish the course asked for an

opinion, a statement equally as strong, if

not stronger. would be forthcoming: Of

the tell who survived the grind, for grind it

was'from start to finish, over roads, or

BETWEEN NEWBERRY AND ST. IGNAFE, MICH.

in the roadster division. The Moline drivers

naturally carried off the C. M. C. trophy for

the best team work.

Of the 15 who left Chicago on Monday

morning, October 21st. R. B. Gray (Na

tional) and M. M. Luce (Velie) dropped out

before Escanaba, the night control, was

TAYLOR (R. C. H.) "DRAWING" WATER NEAR ST. IGNACE

downfall from the perfect-score class 0t

J. Hanson (Case), who received 2 points

for stalling his motor, and A. M. Robbins

(Abbott-Detroit), who received 3 for tak

ing on water.

Traverse City, 109 miles from Mackinaw

City, was reached on Friday evening. Not
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withstanding the fact that during the run

better roads were encountered than on the

days previous, penalties were meted out to

Hanson (Case), who received 38 points for

road work when he lost a wheel; Monson

(Bergdoll), who had 52 black marks added

to his score when a pushrod broke, and

Claude Anderson (Stutz), who received 57

points for time lost in repairing springs.

B. Park in the R. C. H. failed to make the

control in time and was eliminated.

During the run from Traverse.City to

Grand Rapids, Brolley was assessed 3 points

for adjusting the clutch on his Velie; J.

Hanson (Case) received 9 points for work

on a broken spring; Monson (Bergdoll)

annexed 64 points for a variety of trouble,

and A. M. Robbins did not arrive for hours

after the other cars had checked in.

The best roads of the trip were encoun

tered on the last day's run, from Grand

Rapids to Chicago, 217 miles. when the

tour became a veritable joy ride. “(hen

the cars entered Chicago the scores were

as follows:

Touring Car Class.

G. Moncmeier (Staver) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0

J. Brolley (Velie) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

G. Knudson (Staver) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

J. Hanson (Case) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50

M. Monsen (Bergdoll) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 298

A. M. Robbins (Abbott-Detroit) . . . . ..1,400

B. Park (R. C. H.) . . . . . . . . . . ..WithdraWn

R. B. Gray (National) . . . . . . . . ..\Vithdrawn

Roadster Class.

J. \Nicke (Moline) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. O

F. Salisbury (Moline) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0

T. Rooney (Bergdoll) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 325

Claude Anderson (Stutz) . . . . . . . . . . . ..2,435

K. Taylor (R. C. H.) . . . . . . . . . ..VVithdrawn

M. Luce (Velie) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Withdrawn

'R. Maypole (Stutz) . . . . . . . . . . ..Withdrawn

Glidden Finishes His Own Tour.

Escorted by a caravan of motorists, Chas.

J. Glidden rode into New Orleans on Sat

urday afternoon last, 26th inst., and there

by completed his 1,600-mile tour from De

tro'it to the Gulf of Merico. Glidden, who

occupied a Maxwell car, left the “Automo

bile Capital" on Monday, October 14th, ac

companied by a second Maxwell car, piloted

by A. V. Davis.

All went well throughout the first half

of the journey—in fact, until after the tour

ists left Memphis, Tenn. Bad weather then

set in and so hampered progress that on

Tuesday, 22nd inst., the party was forced

by roads that were almost impassable to

cut short the day’s journey and lay over at

Clarksdale, Miss. The following day, how

ever, the 75 miles to Lexington were com

pleted, and on Thursday another 100 miles

to Jackson were reeled off. The 200 miles

between Jackson and Baton Rouge, La.,

were covered on Friday, and the remaining

75 miles to the Crescent City on Saturday

morning. It took Glidden 12 days to com

plete the run.

TWO ACCIDENTS CAUSE CUT

IN EVENTFUI. YORK PROGRAM

Both the Result of Bursting Tires-—

Minker and Freitag Gather Glory

Before the Meet is

Called.

Two accidents, both the result of bursting

tires, and one of which was sufficiently

serious to warrant calling off the remainder

of the program, marred the race meet

which was staged on the half-mile track on

the York Fair grounds on Saturday last,

26th inst., by the York (Pa.) Motor Club.

The first accident occurred when Schneider

(Pratt) lost a tire in the five-mile free-for

all, which resulted in his going through the

fence. Happily no real damage was done.

The second accident occurred in precisely

the same manner during the running of the

ten-mile free-for-all, when Gilliard’s Pull

man burst a tire and overturned, injuring

both the driver and his mechanician, George

Ickes, so seriously that their removal to

the hospital was necessary. Two of the

four numbers that were run off before the

accident occurred went to Minker in a

Kline; the others were won by Freitag

(Mercer) and Richley (Buick), respectively.

The summary:

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 301 inches—\Von by Freitag (Mer

cer); second, Lambright (Ford); third, An

derson (Pullman). Time, 629%. V

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 451 inches—Won by Minker

(Kline); second, Anderson (Pullman);

third, Richley (Buick); fourth, Freitag

(Mercer). Time, 620.3%.

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under 601 inches—\Von by Minker (Kline);

second, Gillard (Pullman); third, Oden

(Simplex); fourth, Anderson (Pullman).

Time, 6:08%.

Five miles, free-for-all handicap-—Won

by Richley (Buick); second, Lambright

(Ford); third, Minker (Kline); fourth,

Freitag (Mercer); fifth, Oden (Simplex).

Time,7:09%.

Wishart Cleans Up at White Plains.

All save one of the five events which were

run on the half~mile track at the West

chester County Fair Grounds, \Vhite Plains,

N. Y., on Saturday last, 26th inst.. were

easily accounted for by Spencer \Vishart.

who, as usual, piloted a Mercer. The event

which escaped him fell to F. E. \Vood

(Mason). who covered five miles in 6:37%.

It escaped Wishart because he was not a

contender. Wishart's victories comprised a

five-mile event for cars with displacements

I

of under 451 inches, which he completed in

523%; a single mile trial, covered in 1:11;

a ten-mile free-for-all, in which his time

was 12:45. and what proved to be the most

interesting contest of the day, a five-mile

free-for-all handicap, which he won in

6:21 from scratch. The summary:

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 300 inches—\Von by F. E. Wood

(Mason); second, Thomas Costello (Max

well). Time, 657%,

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 451 inches—Won by Spencer

Wishart (Mercer); second, Paul G. The

baud, Jr. (G. J. G.); third, F. E. Wood

(Mason). Time, 523%.

Ten miles, free-for-all—Won by Spencer

Wishart (Mercer); second, Paul G. The

baud, Jr. (G. ‘J. G.). Time, 12:45.

Five miles, free-for-all, handicap—Won

by Spen'cer Wishart (Mercer), scratch;

second, Paul G. Thebaud, Jr. (G. J. G.), 15

third, F. E. Wood (Mason), 45

seconds. Time, 6:21.

seconds;

Sloan's Troupe Entertains Tennessee.

By accounting for two of the four com

petitive events which were included in the

program offered by A. J. Sloan at Nash

ville. Tenn., Saturday last, 26th inst., Joe

Nikrent earned the better part of the honors

of the meet. Nikrent's victories, achieved

in a Case car ,included the feature event of

the day, a five-mile free-for-all handicap.

and a match race in which he beat out Ul

brecht, also in a Case. Disbrow drove the

Simplex to victory in a five-mile free-for-all

and also covered a single mile in the recon

structed Fiat in 54 seconds. The Austra

lian pursuit, which went for ten miles, went

to William Endicott (Case). Summary:

Five miles, match race—\Von by Joe Nik

rent (Case); second, Ulbrecht (Case). Time.

5:12. .

Ten miles, Australian pursuit—Won by

William Endicott (Case); second, Ulbrecht

(Case). Time, 91.38%.

Five miles, free-for-all—\\'on by LOU1>

Disbrow (Simplex); second, William Endi- '

cott (Case). Time, 458%.

Five miles, free-for-all, handicap—Wen

by Joe Nikrent (Case); second. Ulbrecht

(Case); third, Disbrow (Simplex). Time.

4:30.

Disqualify Two for Unsanctioned Racing.

Charles W. Canner, a registered racin:

driver who promoted and participated in

various and sundry nnsanctioned meet~

throughout the Middle \Vest during the

past few months, has been suspended b\'

the contest board until January 1, 1915. F

\'. Rickenbacher, who also participated in

the meets which Canner promoted, was sus

pended until January 1, 19,14.
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CANFIELD PATENT

DECLARED NOT BASIC

(Continued from page 6.)

 

the engine and in which fiber or soapstone

soaked in lard formed the insulating mate

rial.

]udge Mayer considered that the evidence ‘

established that the “modern operative

spark plug with porcelain insulation" was

due not to Canfield but “was only made

practicable through the joint efforts of the

porcelain makers and the spark plug man

ufacturers." He found, however, another

"fatal bar" to a judgment in favor of the

Canfield interests, the "bar" consisting sub

stantially of lack of prosecution by those

who owned the patent. He pointed out

that even the complainant in the present

case, Mosler himself, had marketed a spark

plug which infringed the Canfield patent

as early as 1902 or 1903, and neither‘Mos

lcr nor any other of those to whom.the

patent had been assigned took any action to

establish its validity during a period of 11

years. He, therefore, believed that the de

fendant and manufacturers of such spark

plugs as those in question were justified in

considering the Canfield patent of doubtful

validity “by the inertia of the assignees of

this patent, which non-action is strongly

suggestive of lack of confidence in the valid

ity of the patent." The court's decision in

full is as follows:

The invention claimed relates to the means for

igniting the explosive charge of gas or hydro~

carbon vapor in internal combustion engines, such

as are commonly used for the propulsion of automo

biles and small boats and various Other purposes.

This is now almost universally accomplished, in

engines of the character referred to, by an elec

tric spark which is formed at the proper instant be

tween two electrodes which are situated within the

explosion space of the engine and are connected

with a suitable source of electric energy. It is

contended that the invention covered by the patent

in suit relates to ignition devices of this kind as

applied to compression engines. in which the charge

of gas or vapor is compressed before ignition. As

is well known, there are two systems of electric

ignition—the “make and break" and the "jump

spark." The invention here claimed belongs to the

“jump spark" system.

To understand the problem of ignition which Can

field endeavored to solve, it is necessary, of course.

to ascertain, if possible, the state of the prior art.

Canficld began his experiment in 1895 at Manistee,

Mich., applied for letters patent in August, 1897,

and obtained them in October, 1898

I)ugald Clerk is regarded by many as the leading

nqiert in the world on internal combustion engines.

llis work, “The Gas and Oil Engine," was accepted

m this Cil'Cuit as authority in the noted Selden

iatent litigation, and he is spoken of as one who has

esgifled "with admirable clearness" as an expert.

The eighth edition (1896) of the work referred to

s in evidence.

From 511'. Clerk’s observations, it abundantly ap

.ears that the problem of ignition in the com

ression engine was far from solution, that the

lectric methods were “at best uncertain" and that

remained “to be accomplished before flame

, a, completely and efiectively under control as

[Canbe- (Clerk's "The Gas and Oil Engine," p. 202.

US. 225-)

canfield manifestly understood the difficulties re

such

contention of defendant,

lured to by Clerk and set about to overcome them.

1n March, 1895, Manistee Iron Works Company, ap

parently a reputable concern, began to build an

engine at the instance of Canfield. This engine

was finished in the summer of 1895 and had at

first a plain head with fiber plugs. In this original

head, experiments were made with mica, fiber and

soapstone insulators.

Later—in February, lS96-—other heads (Complain

ant’s Exhibits: Engine Heads, Feb., 1896, R. 8: L.)

were made by the Manistee Works, the engine then

having, in the heads, soapstone plugs with re—

cesses around the electrodes, and this engine with

these beads was operated in the shops of the Manistee

“forks for about thirty days in the spring of 1896.

The evidence satisfactorily establishes that the

engine shown in complainant's exhibits (photo

graphs Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4) was used in March,

1896, with the heads referred to (Engine Heads.

Feb., 1896, R. & L.) and that Canfield suggested

and directed the making of the insulators in these

heads around the electrodes as shown in the ex

liibits.

These dates are important because of the de

fense of prior use of a plug,v called in this suit the

Raabe plug. The evidence as to this prior use is, to

say the least, not convincing but, in any event,

the Canfield structure was a month ahead of the

Raabe plug.

We must now examine the claims of the patent,

which are as follows:

1. In a gas, oil or vapor engine igniter or sparker

a recess or counterbore around the electrode or

electrodes and above its or their sparking-points

when said electrodes are used vertically, for the pur

p0se of preventing an injurious accumulation of the

products of combustion or other foul matter on the

insulation of said electrodes,

for the purpose set forth.

2. In a gas, oil or vapor engine igniter or sparker

a recess or counterbore of such size and depth as to

prevent the explosive mixture used in the cylinder

trom circulating into said counterbore or recess

far enough to come in contact with its deepest part

around the electrode or electrodes at or near the

point where said electrode or electrodes leave the

insulator to enter the cylinder or firing-chamber,

for the purpose of preventing an injurious accumula

tion of the products of combustion or other foul

matter on the insulation of said electrodes, sub

slullllully as and for the purpose set forth.

Complainant differentiates these claims, urging that

Claim 1 applies to all of the figures of the patent

drawings, not only to those in which that part of

the electrode within the recess is bare but also to

those in which that part of the electrode within the

recess is itself covered with insulation, while Claim

2 is applicable only to those forms in which that part

of the electrode within the recess is bare. It is al

leged that six spark plugs (Complts. 1-6) infringe

and under this interpretation all would infringe

Claim 1 and four (Complts. 1-4) would infringe

Claim 2.

This construction of the claims seems to me to be

strained and antagonistic to the Clear import of the

language employed; and if there be any doubt as

to the meaning of that language, resort to the file

wrapper will resolve that doubt in favor of the

that there is nothing to

limit Claim 2 to a tubular wall of insulation spaced

from the electrode.

Briefly slated then, Canfield believed that he had

found a method of insulating the electrodes of gas,

oil or vapor engines that would not foul injuriously,

but be at all times in reliable working order, and he

claimed as his invention the recess or counterbore

around the electrodes, deeper than it was made, and

upon that claim his patent must stand or fall.

Defendant insists that this claim was fully an

ticipated in the prior art, and he has introduced in

evidence a considerable number of prior patents

and publications. The only one which is debatably

close is the structure shown in “Schotteler's 'Die

Gasniaschine.’ "

Fortunately I am aided in this case by the tan

gible existence of what Judge l'Iough has called that

wholly ideal and fictitious person, "the man skilled

in the art." (172 Fed. Rep., 923.)

If the solution of the problem was not revealed to

Diigald Clerk by “Die Gasmaschine." I am sure 1

cannot discover it. “Dis Gasmaschine" was pub

lished in 1890. Clerk wrote of the problems of ig

nition in 1896. He was undoubtedly thoroughly

familiar with Schlottler's work, for in his preface to

his first edition (1896) he expresses his indebtedness

substantially as and.

to Professor Schottler, among others. In his 1896

book, Clerk shows that he has continued to study

and analyze Schottler‘s contributions to this art and

science (pp. 180, 253, 256). and, surely, if "Die

Gasmaschine" had made disclosure, Clerk would

never have indulged in the observations herein

before referred to.

We thus find Canfield in 1895 having an idea which

had not been anticipated. Did that idea take prac

tical form so as to enable the man “skilled in the

art" to make an operative structure, and did that

idea, as stated in the patent, disclose the information

necessary to the manufacture of the modern a1

leged infringing spark plug (Exhibits 1-6)?

There is no disclosure in the patent of what ma

terial the insulation should be nor how to keep it

tight nor how to pit-\ent the destruction of the plug

hy the heat.

As defendant's expert says:

It is very evident from the specification that the

patentee's_ conceptions were theoretical merely and

that he Viewed the matter from the meehamca |_ide

only, and had no idea whatever of the electncal

nature of the problem. Thus _the matter which is.

most of all, fundamental, and Without which no struc

ture could succeed—namely, the nature of.the ma

terial—is not referred to at all, and there is no_in

\lllaflllg material known to me which could possibly

be used successfully in the patentee's construction.

Again, the fundamental matter_ of mechanical con

struction, such as the prevention of leakage, and

the allowance for expansion, is neither referred to in

the specification, nor Erovided for in the drawings.

I refer here to the lea age of gases under the work

ing pressures. Again, the patentee gives no infor

mation whatever as to how oil is to be prevented

from working into and around the ‘insulation, and,

by carbonizing, destroying its insulating value.

Complainant's expert (distinguished in this art),

in his prima facie testimony and prior to the testi

mony as to the use of soapstone, suggested porcelain

and mica as the insulating material. It is clearly

shown that mica was impracticable. So was fiber.

50 was soapstone until soaked with lard, baked and

then shrunk in.

I am satisfied that the theory of defendant‘s expert

as to porcelain, is right. He testified that if porce

lain is to be exposed to high temperature it cannot

be practically made in large masses (such as Can

field's patent may be deemed to have suggested),

without certain destruction by the heat. (D. R.

132.)

Defendant's expert explains the success of the

modern spark plug as follows:

The use of porcelain as an insulator in the mod

ern spark~plug is_ successful at the present time,

only becouse the ioint efforts of the porcelain mak

ers and the s ark-plug manufacturers have resulted

in qualities 0 porcelains and modes of mounting

which enable the porcelain to expand and contract

freely and hold it in such a manner that the part

clamped has a small mass to give rise to disruptive

internal strains. . .

Complainant’s expert attempted to explain away

these defects by saying (p. 392, C. R.):

I am of the opinion that porcelain could have been

employed successfully in large masses Without pack

ing, if the method of construction had been used

as that emplo ed with the spa stone insulation.

even in spite 0 its hard and britte nature.

In other words, if the porcelain was soaked in

oil, baked and then ground 05 and shrunk into the

heads, as was done with the soapstone, the porce

lain might have been made to work, but nothing of

this nature is mentioned in the patent.

Defendant could not be expected to know any

thing about soapstone or shrinking it in or treat

ing it with lard oil and baking it, all of which

were necessary in the Canfield device, as none of

this information was contained in the patent, but

came out for the first time on the rebuttal proofs.

Following merely the patent and what was known

in the art at the time, defendant made an engine

head (Defendant’s Exhibit “Canfield‘s Cylinder

Head"), also three porcelains such as shown in the

drawings. which have been introduced as Defend

ant‘s Exhibits “Canfield Insulators" Nos. ‘1, 2 and

3. and tried them out exactly as described in the

patent. As they were not shrunk into the head, but

followed the patent exactly, they broke.

Further experiments were made by complainant,

but these only served to confirm the contention of

defendant.

Further reference might be made to the testimony

in support of defendant's position on this branch,

but enough has been pointed out to indicate that the

spark-plugs in suit (Exhibits 16) do not infringe
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and that the patent must be limited to the par

ticular forms which Canfield illustrated.

I am not unmindful of the argument that Can

field did his work in the early stages of the art

to which his invention belongs, but spark-plugs,

though called by other names, were known to the

art, and had Canfield found the secret of an opera

tive structure, he could have expressed it in simple

terms. I think the evidence establishes that the

modern operative spark plug with porcelain insula

tion was only made practicable through the joint

efforts of the porcelain makers and the spark-plug

manufacturers as hereinbefore described.

There is, however, another and, it seems to me,

fatal bar to a decree in favor of complainant.

After Canfield’s death (sometime prior to 1901).

the patent was aSsigned a number of times until

it was acquired by complainant in March, 1909.

As far back as 1901, the Torbensen Gear, Incor

porated, was putting on the market, in a compara

tively large way, the plug described in evidence as

the “T. G. I. plug."

In February or March, 1904, the Rajah Auto

Supply Company (which had bought the spark-plug

business of the Torbensen Co.), began putting on

the market the Rajah plug (Complainant’s Ex

hibit 5).

In August, 1904, the Olds Motor Works of De

troit, per a Mr. \Vhittemore, notified the Torben

sen concern that they controlled Letters Patent 612,

701, and that the Torbensen Co. was infringing the

Canfield patent. Neither the Torbensen nor Rajah

companies ceased manufacture (D. R. 62 and 63), nor

was suit begun.

It will be observed that this notice did not come

from a poor inventor or his executor, but from auto

mobile manufacturers.

Mezger's plug (Complaint's Exhibit 1) has been

on the market since about 1902. (Mezger obtained

a patent in 1902, D. R. 78, 305.)

The plug, Complainant's Exhibit 6, has been on

the market since about 1902.

Other alleged infringing plugs have been on the

market since about 1906, 1907 or 1908.

Warner Quality
Ste ring Gears <

NYBODY can claim

quality—but a record

of eight years use (n

the better class of cars is

indisputable proof.

proof is back of warn er

Steering Gears.

The prime features of

Warner Gears are:

accessibility; com

plete interchange

ability; use of ec

centric sleeves;

adjustable angle of

column; large bear

ing and contact sur

faces specially hard

ened and ground, assur

ing ease of motion and

  

  

durability.

commercial types.

selling argument.

specifications.

Detroit Office

628 Ford Building
  

The Warner line includes a wide range in both pleasure and

We guarantee dependable deliveries.

Get acquainted with Warner Quality—-make it another

We modify our designs to meet your detail requirements,

or build on approved designs on seasons quantity

Philadelphia Office

Glenwood Ave. & 2nd St.

This very complainant has had a plug (Mosler

Spitfire) on the market since 1902 or 1903, and that

plug (if he is right now) infringed the Canfield

patent.

Many other plugs have been on the market which

possibly have infringed this patent, if complainant

is right.

Nowhere does it appear that _the slightest effort

has been made to stop the alleged infringing, unless

it be the sending of the letter on behalf of the Olds

Works, and that went no further.

The Association Patents Company owned this pat

ent from 1906 until it was assigned to complainant

in 1909. There is nothing to show that Associated

Patents Company manufactured or marketed spark

plugs made under the Canfield patent.

I.gather from the record (C. R. 496) that Asso

ciation Patents Company is some sort of acorpora

tion that deals in patents and licenses, and I find

that complainant company was desirous, among

other things, “of acquiring all damages and profits

recoverable by said Association Patents Company

from any and every party for any and every in

fringement of said ‘letters patent’ and each of them

and all claims and demands for damages and profits."

(C. R. 500-501.)

It is stated in complainant’s brief (page 1):

Although it does not appear on the record, in

so many words, that ohn Lurie is a nominal de

fendant and that the clerics of this suit is carried

on by manufacturers of the infringing spark plugs,

that such is the fact is a natural inference and one

that will not be disputed, for among the spark plugs,

the sale of which by John Lurie is complained of in

the Bill of Complaint, are the spark plugs of certain

well known manufacturers in the United States, and

the defendant has been represented throu bout the

roceedings in this case, prior to the fin: hearing.

by no less than three able counsel who are not as

sociated in business and who happen to represent

re ularly two of these manufacturers of the alleged

in ringing spark plugs.

I presume this statement is correct and that de

fendant's counsel will not contravert it.

The suit, thus, is really against the manufacturers,

but whether against them or not, defendant and

others have been notoriously selling these goods to

a large extent for a number of years. (D. R. 79).

Here then we have a situation where nothing was

done by the patentee or has assigns for eleven years.

while others risked their money in putting on the

market an improved and very important device in an

industry which has developed by leaps and bounds

and which has revolutionized travel for utility and

pleasure. \‘Vhile the public has been getting the

benefit of the use of the devices and of competition

between manufacturers, the assignees of this patent

have sat supinely by, not even bringing one Suit

against any one of many open alleged infringers.

Then comes along an ex-infringer (on its own

theory) who has bought the rights under this and

another patent, and asks a court of equity to fill its

treasury with license fees and damage money.

It is no excuse that complainant obtained its title

only in 190'). Its claim is affected by the lachcs and

the want of equity of its assignors.

The defense of lachcs is not tested by time alone.

Lapse of time may be well explained, but, on the

other hand, even a comparatively short time may

constitute laches when the conduct of the slothlul

is such as to induce others, in good faith, to ex‘

pend money and take the risks of enterprise.

I think this defendant and the manufacturers of

the goods in question, have acted in good faith, in

the belief that the patent was of no. or, in any

event, doubtful validity, and they were justified in

that' belief by the inertia of the assignees of this

patent, which non-action was strongly suggestive of

lack of confidence in the validity of the patent. The

court would ~go a long distance to protect the in

ventor who is ahead of his times and who, unable to

interest capital, finds that some one has stolen the

fruits of his genius.

lint that is not this case.

This case calls rather within the principles stated

by Judge Coxe in Richardson v. Osborne, 82 Fed.

Rep., 95 (affirmed 93 Fed. Rep., 828).

The patent is sustained within the limits here in

dicated. and it is held that there is no infringement.

The bill is dismissed with costs.
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HEAVY CAR TYPE

TOWN CAR TREAD

NEW FISK TIRE

With This Tire and the Accompanying Design We Are Appealing, Through

Cur National Advertising, to the Car Owner.

The instant acceptance ol the Town Car Tread Tire, wherever shown, indicates a

big demand, especially now that its merits have been called to the general attention

of automobile users.

The Fisk Town Car Tread Tire is strong and substantial in appearance, is made

in our famous Heavy Car Type Construction and DOES NOT SKlD.

DEALERS Should Order Early

To Insure Prompt Delivery

Til-IE FISK RUBBER COMPANY

Department J OF N' Y' CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.
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" Have You Closed Up in

' Your Territory Yet for the

  

Not only will the Warm Hand Wheel make money for the

dealer who sells it as a purely sales proposition, but every man who

sells an automobile owes it to himself to boost hard for the Warm

Hand Wheel—for the reason that every Warm Hand Wheel sold

enables the car owner to get more months of service out of his car

with comfort than he has ever been able‘to obtain before.

The Warm Hand Wheel, which may be attached to any car,

and which operates either by storage battery or lighting or charg

ing outfit, retails for $15.00 with a good liberal dealers’ discount.

The Warm Hand Wheel enables the driver of the car to drive in

the cold days and nights with light gloves or without gloves with

out discomfiture. It keeps his hands warm, and makes him com

fortable. Not only is the Warm Hand Wheel a necessity in Win

ter, but during the cold, chilly nights in the Fall and Spring it

should be on every car. '

Do not wait until after all the choice territory is taken. Get

into the game today, and tell us what you can do for us in return

for the agency.

The Warm Hand Steering Wheel Co.

527 F1]!!! Avenue NEW YORK CITY
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DON’T SMEAR YOUR HANDS
  

v

Use an Electric Seli C'ranker with an

 

 

  

STARTING BATTERY

Use Class A Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use Class B SIIBAS Battery with an Electric Sell-Starter

Write us for full information.

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY CO., Cleveland, Ohio

New York Branch, 136 W. 52nd St. ' Chicago Branch, 436 So. Dearborn St.

Detroit Branch, 1191 “’oodward Ave.

Depot: in All Principal Citiel in the United States, Canada and Mexico.
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("Springfield Metal Bodies in

combination with Springfield

Convertible Tops, shown here,

embody every item of beauty in

design, convenience, quality and

finish, that mark them distinctly

different and better.

The Convertible Tops, made

over our own exclusive de

signs can be raised in short order,

byopening the doors, unbutton

ing the pads and raising the

hinged glass in the rear panel.

No bows across the doorways—

no view obstruction by frames

and rods. Through their beauty

and simplicity they emphasize the

awkward, inconvenient qualities

of ordinary types.

Springfield Convertible Tops

are built for Springfield Metal

Bodies only. They can not be

attached to any other body.
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Dealers who anticipate the

wants.of the supercritical car

buyer will appreciate this combi

nation and specify it. for it stands

that these tops and bodies make

' a good car still better—and that

they increase the quality argu

ment for the cheaper car. As spe

cifications they offer a strong sell

ing argument for both manufac

turer and dealer.

Study these illustrations. They

are faithful pictures of Spring

field products, made in a factory"

equipped to turn out bodies and

tops in every size and style. Then

send for complete details of con

struction.

 
 

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY co.

Springfield, Massachusetts
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"The Horn that's Made For the Discriminating"

TUTO HORN

THE Two TONE HORN
 
 

More Than An Emergency Horn.

'EFORE the advent of the TUTO horn there was actual need For

i a separate one/tone/loudemergency/signal as a supplement to the

bulb horn.

  

(L- The Fact that these electric horns have but one loud note, makes it

out of the question to use the same constantly For regular service.

(L Thus, this single’note loud electric horn does not displace the bulb horn, merely supple,

ments it, and requires that two methods of operation be employed, that of working the bulb

and the pressing of the button.

(L ln the case of a close range emergency, there is not sufficient time to go From the bulb to

the button, so that this combination of two horns promotes confusion.

(L On the other hand, the TUTO horn, does all of the signalling of the car in the most sim/

ple manner and with one horn mechanism and one operating button—a slight pressure of the

latter gives the low service signal which is effective 90'? of the time and which completely

displaces the bulb horn; a Full pressure on the same button instantly causes the loud emer/

gency signal to sound, and no thought or movement of the hand is necessary.

(L ln Fact, the going From the'service to the emergency note of the TUTO horn is automatic,

as the spasmodic gripping of the steering wheel (upon which the button is mounted) will

Force the finger, which is already on the button for the low note, clear down.

(L This is quicker than thought and has cleared many a TUTO'equipped car From tight

places where serious or Fatal accidents were imminent.

(L There is no time to play with two signal controls in the case of an emergency, such as the

going From a bulb to a button. This requires concentration of: thought and subsequent action.

(L It is better to do your thinking now and get the TUTO horn on your car. It is a com,

plete signalling system, not merely an emergency signal.

The Dean Electric Co..

260 Taylor Avenue, Elyria, Ohio

“Look for Dean where Quality’s seen” "

 

TUTO-ETTE $17. 50

t: ire-ta
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When You Sell Your Full Allotment

-—You Are Happy

N our advertising to the TRADE we have purposely omitted detail specifica

tions, equipment, material, comparisons, etc. We do not believe that GOOD

DEALERS are closed that way.

Some manufacturers building from 10.000 cars u have from one to three

thousand DEALERS whereas the PULLMAN C MI-‘ANY will build but

1,500 cars for 1913, and we cannot possibly consider over 100 DEALERS. Our

present DEALERS will take 1,000 PULLMANS—lcaving but 500 for new

territory. ,

As a Possible Pullman Dealer You Should

Be Interested

\Ve recently closed with an AGENT in a new territory—new for PULLMAN

CARS—although we have been forced to refuse “applications” from this particu

lar territory three straight years. The dealer was sure he could sell fifteen cars—

we allotted him that amount, and the fifteen were sold almost in advance—Pull~

man buyers waiting—and in a new territory.

Pretty good evidence of the PULLMAN SALES MAKING MACHINERY.

It means more to the DEALER than double the ordinary DEALERS' DIS

COUNT.

Some dealers sell as high as fifty cars a year and show little or no profit, and

it isn’t because of his discounts or the demand. Briefly, it's lost energy, hap

hazard selling methods, individual ef'fort. etc.

WE REDUCE THE PULLMAN AGENTS' selling “overhead” to a point

where competition ceases to exist. We select your possible purchaser in advance.

get you in touch. and practically "cinch" the sale.

lF YOUR TERRITORY IS OPEN, WE CAN INTEREST YOU, BUT

ACT QUICKLY. Wherever introduced PULLMAN cars dominate the territory.

4-36 ' 4-44 ‘ 6-66

$2150 $2750
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We paved the way
  

. Two decades of unqualified

success

Twenty years ago we were leaders in

electric lighting appliances. \Ne were

pioneers then, but today the Ward

Leonard Automatic Dynamo Lighting

System stands forth as the most finished

product of its kind.

A brief resume of some of the Ward

Leonard achievements will serve to

show why “Ward Leonard” is but an~

other word for superiority in electric

lighting systems.

\Vard Leonard was the first to install

an electric lighting system on railroads.

Ward Leonard evolved an electric ele—

vator control system licensed to the Otis

Elevator Company.

A \Nard Leonard System of control

is used to operate the turrets and heavy

ordnance in the U. S. Navy.

Nearly all the modern steel rolling

mills in the world are operated by Ward

Leonard Systems of control. '

The Ward Leonard railway system

for trunk line electrification was adopt—

ed by the State Railways of Switzerland

and is known as the W'ard Leonard

Ocrlikon System.

A matter o_f electrical control
 

The problem of dynamo lighting sys

tems is nothing more than the automatic

control of a dynamo and storage bat

teries'.

For twenty years the \Nard Leonard

Company have manufactured dynamo

controlling rheostats and storage bat

tery controlling rheostats. The Ward

Leonard Company have always been
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and'are still the largest manufacturers

of this apparatus.

More than one hundred patents have

been issued under the Ward Leonard

name.

What the Ward Leonard System
_—

  

accomplishes

The Ward Leonard Automatic Dy

namo System keeps the storage bat

teries fully charged at all times, supplies

the starting current, lights all the lamps,

and supplies the energy for operating

the electric horn. This system gives

faultless service at a minimum price, is

absolutely reliable and entirely fool

proof. '

Automatic control i_s necessary
 

But the distinctive feature of the

\/Vard Leonard System lies in the per

fection of its automatic control. -No

matter what speed the engine may at

tain, the charging amperes from the dy

namo will remain between fixed limits

because of the automatic action of an

electrically operated switch. This auto

matic electric control is perfect. It is

not based on mechanical control as are

other systems. This is just the reason

for Ward Leonard supremacy—it can

not go wrong.

The marvelous and substantial

growth of the automobile industry has

guaranteed the permanence of Ward

Leonard supremacy because automobile

manufacturers realize the need of a per

fect lighting and starting system.

The system of the future must have
_—___—___

tk: approval (A: th___e_ elec
 

trical engineer

The popular demand for lighting and

starting devices has forced many engi

neers to adopt half-heartedly systems

that would bridge them over; but the

public demands efficient and reliable

service, and the systems selected in the

future will have to stand the test of

true engineering design.

_—

The Ward Leonard Automatic Dy

namo System has won the endorsement

of leading automobile engineers be—

cause—

First, 2 fool proof system
 

1. It has every essential feature of a

real electric lighting plant without a

single extra device or a single compli

cated part. In short it supplies electric

energy for any electric requirement on

a car.

Second, 2 switch does LIE trick
 

2. The l/Vard Leonard System is auto

matically perfect. An electrically oper

ated switch automatically controls the

number of charging amperes regardless
vof the motor’s speed. Nothing mechani

cal about it. It’s purely automatic, and

it never fails.

Third, it needs no attention
___._n

3. The Ward Leonard System has no

centrifugal governor, no friction drive,

no compression rheostats or dash-pots

and no ventilating fan. Just an electric

switch that opens and closes. Simplicity

itself.

The simplicity of the Ward Leonard

System is the fundamental reason for

its durability. There is nothing about

it to get out of order, nothing to worry

the motorist. You simply operate from

your seat the switches necessary to light

and start the car.

The Ward Leonard Lighting and Start

ing System will be the ultimate equipment

0/ the car t/mt 1': built for lasting Jervice.
 

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.

Bronxville, N. Y.

  

MR1)LEONARD -

  

Faultless Service

 

m
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STEELWHEE]. ~
“Guaranteed to Outlast a Score of Cars”
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SHELDON Axle Co.; after months of close study of the perplexing wheel prob

lem, presents here for the consideration of manufacturers and dealers—the

QHEl-UUN Steel Wheel. ~

We have analyzed every possibility—what a wheel ought to be and what

llllllJIJJ

1!]|.1

it frequently is not. In the final analysis we now come to the trade with the

announcement in effect that we have perfected a wheel which has absolutely

overcome every weak point extant in wooden and wire wheels.

This wheel is of much lighter construction than the wooden wheel, owing

to more economic disposition of material. It is unbreakableunder the most

extraordinary shocks, even withstanding most terrific side wipe tests underi

which a wire wheel would crumple up or a wooden wheel break. It is un

affected by time, moisture and every condition of heat and cold. In brief, the

SHE-“UN Steel Wheel is indestructible.

This steel wheel increases the life of tires on a very high percentage basis, ==

due to the superior resiliency, light weight at the periphery of the wheel. and

the rapid radiation of frictional heat which keeps the tire cool under all con

ditions.

In the concrete analysis the SHELUDN Steel Wheel lasts as long as the 3:

frame of the car, weighs less than the wooden wheel and saves tires—and

while prices range somewhat higher than on wooden wheels, it remains that

the quality added to the car so equipped will give an amount of prestige not

possible with cars with wooden wheels.

  

These basic facts are plain and unconvertible, and engineers, purchasing

agents and dealers should get the detailed information covering this most re

markable car refinement. 131m; '

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Chicago Branch:

68 East 12th Street

 
  

 

 
 

Detroit Branch:

1215 Woodward Avenue
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UROPEAN car manufacturers have universally

adopted WIRE WHEELS—the Rudge-Whitworth

American Cur Manulactnrtrs are tth advistd that the Rodge

Whitworth Detachable Wire Whetls are made in the United States

for all American Cars by the Standard Roller Bearingr Company,

of Philadelphia, under the RtltlflL'-Wltit\vnrtlt patents and methods

Wire lV/zee/ fld-Udllhlqel— Demountable, lighter. more resilient and twice as strong

as wood wheels, site the tires, adapted to anv axle and elegant in appearance

George W. Houk Co.

5001 Lancaster Avenue PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Maximum Carrying Capacity Not a Theory But a Prom: Success in a

Minimum First Cost ' Year's Grnelling Work. MuylnSneeesstnl

Minimum Maintenance Operation. StoIO'l‘ont‘lpactty. Full Details

Minimum Turning Radius I t I S Explained ln Tractor Catalog. Send Tod|y_

 

   

 

A motor unit that may be attached to any heavy vehicle designed to be drawn by horses; the

combination making a five-wheeled motor-drawn vehicle.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE COST OF

RUBBER TIRES. Wagons have been doing good work for many years on steel tires and

there is no reason why they will not continue to do so when drawn by the tractor; the heaviest

part of the load is always carried on steel tires. ‘

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES .DUE TO ’EXCESSIVE VIBRA

TION ON STIFF SPRINGS. All working parts of the tracto_r,are carried on springs as resilient

as those of a pleasure car.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO SUDDEN STARTING

OR STOPPING OF HEAVY LOADS. The cushioning of the shock between the engine and

the load is one of the most important advantages gained, (fully explained in.catalog)._

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO NEGLECT ON AC

COUNT OF INACCESSIBILITY OF PARTS—all parts of the tractor being more accessible

than on a touring car. ' '

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES due to frame twist. The tractor ac

commodates itself to all road unevenness.

The single front wheel can be turned at 80 degrees angle, enabling the driver to back to

any position or turn completely around in a narrow street. '

Semi for further Informallon and prices

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY (Tractor Department) Springfield, Mass.

B R ANCHES — New York, Chicago

AGENTS—The Knox Martin Tractor Is tl‘e Greatest Proposition in the Commeran Field Today. Fully Protected by Patents.
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cmfl New

Atyvater Kent

Igmtlon System

 

' With Automatic

SPARK

ADVANCE

 

  

DISTRIBUTORS

New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..E. J. Edmond Co.

Chica o . . > . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . .Mmor Lar supp] C0.
San Fgrancisco, (hanslof 8: Lyon M. 5. Co.. \Veiustock-Nlcho 5 Co.

Milwaukee . . . . . . r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Julius Andrae & Soul.

Omaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Omaha Rubber Co.

Chattanooga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sanford Br“.

Dallas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fisk Co. of Texas.

Denver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Auto Equipment Co.

wow. “in. Ms»: L. _ W‘voifhl Lg" “I... am (.7 M 0' “

 

 

Of extreme

interest to

every motorist

THE Automatic Spar]: Advance feature of

the Type "K" Atwater Kent System

is along stride forward in ignition practice.

With this device. the control of the spar]:

timing is entirely automatic (although the

hand lever can he used it desired). This

means that the spark is always properly timed

to get the greatest possihle power from the

motor at any speed from three to seventy

miles per hour.

No human mind can follow accurately the

speed variations in an automohile motor and

accordingly regulate the spar]: setting' to get

the hest results. '

The automatic spark control of the At

water Kent System is more than human in

its performance—it is sensitive to the slightest

variation in speed—immediate in its response

and positive in its action. The operator can

forget his spar]: lever. knowing that his sparh

is heing hatter regulated than he can do it

himself. ’

The increased safety‘due to the automatic

retardmg of the spark"for starting is alone

more than sufficient to commend it to the

\\'modern motorist.

The Type I“ K “ System is especially

adapted for use in conjunction with lighting

and starting equipment. or as sole ignition in

place of the high-tension magneto. We re

gard it as heing fully up to the high standard

of merit for which Atwater I<ent equipment

is known.

Interesting Booklet D and detailed infor

mation sent upon request. _

_;$\

Atwater Kent Mfg.Worhs

4940 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia. Pa.
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guano Pounb 351mmka
We Are Pioneers in the Production of a High

Grade Electric Truck at a Popular Price.

We built the “M 8: P" before we decided its selling price. We built it over designs which eliminated every

point of weakness characterizing the average electric truck.

  

In the matter of materials no expense was spared; our specifications called for grades of steel and other

metals higher than those ever contemplated by the average manufacturer.

We knew that in order to create popular demand we would have to place the prices within range of the

masses we desired to serve. But we sought quality and efficiency first.

The result is before you in the M & P One Thousand Pound Electric Truck, which from tires to top

embodies every point of excellence found in, much higher pnced trucks—also other improvements in design

and construction never appearing in competitive vehicles. '

  

  

Meets the Popular Demand

Now, the best thing about the M 8: P, Mr. Dealer, is that you can sell it to the rank and file of retail

Dealers who, at this time, are using the semi-obsolete, expensive horse-drawn vehicle for transportation

purposes.

You can tell your prospective customers (with our assurance back of every word) that the "M & P_" will

reduce his transportation expenses hundreds of dollars yearly—that it will give more service, more efficiency,

more mileage at lowest cost.

Don’t Overlook This

Your share of the transaction is liberal and our proposition is bound to get your attention if you are a red

blooded, hve-wire Dealer.

PRICES: Stripped $1450. Express Body $1500. Enclosed Body $1600.. ,Write for our proposition.

M & P ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Franklin and Dubois Sts., Detroit, Mich.
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PROPOSITIONF

 

Send This Dealer Application

No matter what cars you now handle—get the Franklin Dealer Proposition. Franklin is now the

thirdlargest selling high priced car, and gaining rapidly on second.

   

Franklin cars are easy to sell because they (1) use less gasoline, averaging 20% to 35% more mileage

per gallon; (2) use less oil, averaging 400 to 600 miles per gallon, without smoke; (3) use fewer tires,

averaging 8,967 miles per set, the 1911 record; (4) travel faster in the long run, owners thinking little

of making 200, 250 and 300 miles and more per day, without fatigue; (5) ride easier, bowling along so

smoothly and comfortably, without jolt or jar, that driver and occupants do not realize that they are steadily

traveling 30, 35, and 40 miles per hour; (6) and wear longer than other cars, many Franklin cars giving

their owners continuous satisfactory service for 5, 6, 7 and 8 years.

We will send full particulars of the Franklin Dealer DEALER APPLICATION

Proposition to any automobile dealer, garage owner or

automobile owners financially capable and with the busi—

ness experience to become a successful dealer, provided

he will mail us this “ dealer application" immediately.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

\Vithout obligating me plea~e send your “Dealer

Proposition" as advertised in October 31 lSSllC Motor

. . . . \Vorld.

The sending of this application does not obligate

the sender or us. It is merely a convenient way to get

at the facts.
THE FRANKLIN Ll E Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

N Available

D Touring, 6 cylinder, 38 H- R. 5 M Little Six, Thirty, Touring, 5 pas~ '

passengers . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . .. $3500 ‘ sengers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2800

D Torpedorhacwn. 6 cylinder, 38 ‘ M 'Lilfle SiX. Thirty. Victoria-phae- g l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

H. P.. 4 passengers . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3500 \ ton, 2 passengers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2800 2

H 6 Maw-18 H- w E 6 Towing. 4 25 H- P» 2 z ............................................... ..
paws-HRH! - - - - t - . . - - - - . . . . . . . .. $3750 ‘ passengers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2000 J:

H Limousine, 6 cylinder, 38 H. P., , G Runabout, 4 cylinder, 18 II. P., 2 i 3 _
7 passengers, 5 passengers inside. . $4750 1 passengers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1650 ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' l ' ' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

I handle the following cars:

FRANKLIN _ AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Syracuse, New York l-—-_-_----___

PN ’U 2" i.
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A LOAD WELL BORNE

FLOATING ON ONE BEARING the rear wheel of many a car

carries the modern motorist swiftly, smoothly and surely to his desti

nation. Semi and full :floating axles, each in turn, have enjoyed popu

larity. These types have been described in print so much of late that

finally the one word—floating—has seemed the “open sesame” to all

advantages. . -

GREAT IS THE GAIN when linked to this same floating principle

is employed the more modern construction embodying but a single

bearing. Efficiency, durability, economy and quietness of operation

are points that may be mentioned in its favor; and axle shafts can

readily be withdrawn for taking out the differential gears when that is

necessary.

USE THIS WITH HYATT bearing and no better axle can be built

today. The load is carried on a line not a point as in ball bearings.

Close to one hundred thousand cars will this year, in floating axles,

profit by Hyatt flexibility, Strength, and ease of lubrication. efficiency

and silence.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING. Co.

DETROIT. MICHIGAN
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Marion

Model 37-A

$ 1475

Complete

Here ls‘A Built to

ARION motor cars are built with the

definite idea of their giving satisfactory

service to everyiclass of motorists. They are

luxurious and refined as well' as sturdy, staunch

and strong. '

'More Marion'cars'are in the hands of ex

perienced motorists, who know the value of

good cars, than of any other people because

they meet every road condition.

Backed by ten years of success this newest

“,"and best Marion is a car on which you can not

J ' go wrong. It is the most improved car of the

season—the talk of automobilists this fall. It

is the largest, most completely equipped, luxu

rious and powerful car anywhere near $1500.

  

MeeLYour Conditions

T HE “piioof of the pudding is in the eating.”

This bar shows for itself. Look at it.

Measure it. Feel of it.“ Ride in it.

You can boast of owning a Marion car.

Its style and beauty give it distinction. Its

3’ strength and stability make it absolutely

dependable.~ Marion owners are always tour

mg. i- ~

It is a large five-passenger car with deep

upholstering. Lots‘ of width, lots of breadth.

It'is finished either.in a rich Brewster green

or deep wine color. Long wheel base and

springs of flexible imported steel make it ride

with exceptional ease. It has a quiet, flexible,

economcial motor, 30-40 horsepower.

Everything You Need in a Motor Car

Disco Self-Starter Center Control

Prest-O-Lite Tank

Warner Speedometer

Nickel-Plated Trimmings

Concealed Tool Boxes

Brewster

Deep Upholstering

Q. D. Demountable Rims, One Extra

Mohair ToGp, Boot, Storm Curtains

reen or Deep Wine Color

Dynamo Electric Lighting System

80-Hour Storage Battery

Foot Rest, Robe Rail

Ventilating Plate-Glass Windshields

Tools, Tire Irons, Kit

Taken from any standpoint there is no other moderate priced car which offers you so much For

your money. We urge you to see the Marion 37-A or send to us immediately for illustrated literature.

To bona fide automobile dealers we offer the fairest sales agreement ever written. Ask about it without delay.

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 918 Oliver Avenue, lndianapolis
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' Coincidentally, with our occupancy of

a factory three times as large as

that just vacated, we beg to

announce to the trade and to

~ the automobile public, the

_ making and marketing of

i, la new Eisemann product.

Tension

System, '

With, Separate

This new Eisemann dual system

is brought out to meet the constant

ly increasing demand for an ignition

system that is low in cost, yet high in efficiency

-and"at the same time fully up to the standard of excellence

inherent in all Eisemann products.

This system consists of a magneto in which only the primary current

stepped up to its high tension.

  

The Type E. B.

Transformer Coil

is“ generated and a separate transformer coil, in which the current is ‘
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it, This type E. B. high tension system is remarkably com

pact, simple and durable as well as high in efficiency.

The coil, in which is included a switch and a mechanical

device for starting “on the spark,” is placed through the

dash as is the case with the coils of all of our other

._j systems. 'The make and break mechanism can be en-'

lift-34 tirely removed without the use of any tool whatsoever

—a point of remarkable advantage and merit.

  

  

  

'i‘This new system is simply an addition to our other successful

_"-models and systems and with greatly increased facilities both in

filthe making and marketing of our products we shall continue our

lipast successes laying special stress on the type E. M. direct high

tension magneto and all of the various models equipped with our

as automatic spark control.

  

The Eisemann

eMagneto Company

I SALES AND GENERAL OFFICES:

225-227 West 57th Street,

New York City

‘ 9.; . INDIANAPOLIS

514 North Capitol Avenue

@713; DETROIT
_. no;

' -' 1'32.“ 6 Goldberg Building
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Model 42 Oakland * $1600

  

The Squarest Automobile “Ad” Ever Printed

This is, without question, the squarest automobile advertisement

ever printed.

“ it marks an epoch in the advertising of automobiles.

It’s the new way. It's the right way.

It‘s going to be the way of those who dare—oi those who know

they are in the right—of those who know they are supreme—of

those whose position is safe—whose claims will stand the most

searching examination.

It’s going to be the Oakland way—because we dare—because

our position is safe. '

Listen to this new way of convincing you of the merits of Oak

land cars:

' The Oakland is the first of the new era in motor car construc

tion.

It re resents the best and certain of the old and the safe and

beautifu of the new. To appreciate the full significance of this

statement you must see 1913 Oaklands.

There are hundreds and more of five-passenger, four-cylinder

cars—all similar in appearance—and there is the Oakland model

of the same description but a car so different, so beautiful, so indi

vidual, that if you sa every five-passenger, four-cylinder car made

you would pick the akland as the car of the group.

A bold assertion but a; true one.

There are a score or more of six-cylinder models but none of

them have the fine characteristics of the Oakland Greyhound—~6-60

-a car of such striking lines that you gaze at it in sheer admiration

and marvel at its wonderful symmetry and graceful appearance._

But we do not stop there. We are not satisfied in producing

the most beautiful car in the world.

We give you beauty you cannot see—beauty you cannot feel—

we give you beauty of construction for the Oakland is as true in

side mechanically as it is true outside artistzcally. .

We give you a car that is mechanically right, for Oakland con

struction stands for maximum mechanical efficiency.

We give you unit power construction—the motor. clutch and

transmission on one line, because this method gives you increased

power, the minimum of friction and straight line drive.

We give you maximum accessibility, which you must have in

.order to give the car proper attention after you own it and drive it.

We give you a double drop frame because this construction

gives the car a low center of gravity, keeping the machine on the

road better. It makes the car safer to handle at high rates of

speed and improves the riding qualities generally. The side sway

ing of the body is reduced to the minimum because the car "hugs

the ground," and the danger of skidding is almost done away with.

We give you aluminum steps instead of wooden running boards.

because this construction eliminates the use of a number of thin

metal parts subject to noise. Have Oakland salesmen enumerate

the many advantages incorporated.

In the matter of detail, comfort and convenience, the Oakland

is modern, for there has been incorporated the best of the scientific

progress made to date in automobile construction.

The Oakland is equipped with an' efficient electric lighting sys

tem and a positive self starter. Gasoline tank is carried at the rear.

making it very convenient for filling. There is :t gasoline gauge on

the tank. -

There is an oil sight feed on the dash. The starter valve is on

the dash. Everything is in a convenient position for use.

And now comes the squarest sentence ever printed in an automobile advertisement: Make all the comparisons you want, and if you

do not think the Oakland the most beautiful car in the world, and the equal, mechanically, of any car made, you need not buy it.

THE GREYHOUND 6-60—tl1e new Oakland Six

Cylinder Chassis has a wheelbase of 130 1nches._dpu

ble drop frame, unit power plant, cone clutch, sliding

gear transmission, full floating rear axle, demountable

rims, German silver radiator "V" shaped, lO-inch

u bolstering, full nickel trimmings and equip ed wnth

e ectric li hting and ignition system and a sel starter.

There wifi be mounted on this chassis, four, five and

seven passenger bodies. and a raceabout for two.

Price of all models $2400.00. Model 45 seven passen

gcr Limousine; wheelbase l20 inches, unit power

lant selective sliding gear transmission, cone clutch,

(is magneto. $3000.00.

gear transmission,

electric

starter.

ighting and

$1600.00. There wil

MODEL 42 CHASSIS, llG-inch wheelbase, double

drop frame, unit power plant, cone clutch, sliding

' ' ull floating rear axle. demountable

rims, German silver radiator ‘

holstcrin I full nickel trimmings, an

ignition system, an

There will be mounted on this chassis a five

passenger body and the famous Sociable Roadster

(three-passenger single seat).

also be built a smart four-pu

senger coupe on this chassis to sell at $2500.00.

MODEL 40 CHASSIS, five-passenger touring car:

114-mch wheelbase, single drop frame, unit ‘50!!!

plant, selective shdmfi gear transmission, cone ut

demountable rims, fu nickel trimmings, and equi

with a self starter, at $1450.00.

MODEL 35_CHASSIS, five-passenger touring car.

wheelbase 112 inches, motor 31/ x 5 unit power plant.

“V"_ shaped, vertical tube radiator, 32 x 31/, tires

demountable rims, gasoline capacity 15 gallons, Rem

ignition, electnc lights, with storage battery, nic

V" shaped, lO-inch up~

equip ed with

a self

Price of all models

trimmings, $1075.00. We are also buildin on this

chassis a three-passenger Sociable Ron ter. at

$1000.00.

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan
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aRl'llNELAND
German

InsrncefirBuilderéUser‘

' Universl' se {4 Reptatlpn:   

r

.7 fSlriltes, lire, flood or War Cannot Siop Deliveries ‘

i Strikes, Fire, Flood or War Cannot Stop Deliveries ‘

A Few Users if These Bearings
 

Peugeot Cadillac Alden-Sampson

Panhard & Levassor Mercer American

Delahaye Peerless Daimler Co., Coventry

Delaunay-Belleville KisselKar Usines Pipe

Renault Lauth-Juergens Gebriider Stoewer

Etablis Hotchkiss Seagrave Adlerwerke

Auto-Metallurgique Michigan Buggy Co. Cie. d’Auto Fiacres

Schneider Pullman Nagant Freres

Isotta Fraschini National Calthorpe
  

Clement-Bayard Minerva Motors -

Y? f RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS C0
! j r. i 42ndDStreet; New York. ‘ l ‘

_"‘\. i 1pc_’l‘i'v.‘l__ ‘- . U ‘ 'ixh ‘\.V-;"'r'_.:. ‘ “I

o ‘lngir. Iii/lfl-‘Efimn'dt Valllaki 5', ‘ I, ' J."

  

'4' 017i, 7“
v i" twv

‘ v\\
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The Right Foundationfor 21

Motor Truck

Axles—front and rear—form the foundation on which the whole super

structure of the truck depends.

A motor truck is a commercial car and therefore must be dependable.

Dependable axles are fundamentally necessary to the dependable

motor truck.

  

sci
\ H». s.

LE E

In Timken-Detrpit design every factor of

motor-trucking service is considered—by

engineers who have specialized on truck equip

ment since the days of the first commercial car.

By engineers whose experience covers every

phase of truck axle equipment in every kind

of a commercial vehicle from light delivery

wagon to ten-ton truck.

By men who know what the engineers of

a large number of truck builders (Timken

Detroit customers) have discovered in the

actual use, first of other equipments, then of

Timken Equipment, under every possible con

dition of truck service.

By engineers who study foreign practice

as well as that of our own country.

Built Right, T00

Timken-Detroit Commercial Axle Equip

ment is built by an efi'icient organization of

    
6 \\_\g-‘-\ _ {week

is ‘

men who are specialists in axle production.

By men who know every kink in axle

manufacture from long experience and study—

experience and study that goes back of the

automobile age to the horse age.

Men whose heart is in the work—whose

sole ideal is building the best possible axles.

fig“

_ a. \

HS

  

(0"

Are Standing the Test ‘,

of Use '

Timken ability in designing and integrity

in manufacturing commercial truck axle

equipment are demOnstrated by efficient ser

vice under the trucks of an overwhelming

majority. of the leading truck builders of the

country.

The list of truck builders using Timken

Detroit equipment is an unanswerable argu~

ment for their quality and scrviceability.

ll'rz'f: 'hr 11 ("u/{v (fl/1: [isl—li’ullalin 49 P

The Timken-Detroit Axle Company

Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.

Tbe only axle mnnufizc/urz'r lirmmr' to "lab: axle: I

13 - equip/inf rail/1 I/u’_/immu.v Till/11w li’nl/er Bearing: _

A

w“ .: ‘ *
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ALL FOUR IN THE SAME CAR

YOU MANUFACTURERS \VHO \VANT TO TRAVEL THE

ROAD OF SALES \VISELY CLIMB INTO THE SAME CAR

WITH THE ALERT DEALER.

YOU DEALERS WHO \VISH TO REACH THE PLACE CALLED

PROFITS AL\VAYS INVITE YOURSELF INTO THE SAME

CAR WITH THE OWNER.

YOU OWNERS \VHO \VANT ECONOMICAL AND ENJOYABLE

MOTORING CHOOSE THE CAR \VHICH HAS SERVICE AT

g/I‘VHE WHEEL—AND SERVICE IS AL\VAYS AT THE \VHEEL

HEN __ _ _ —_
  

\ J v.#2 4 w 7;

IS BEVEATH THE HOOD -' r- .' I r . ,
.I E, '5‘"!".“'le§-\w ’ is" 5“! : Id.'> """F 8' ,JD‘ 4.; 7 .. I 7 *

    

P—m

  

'/ "' ' __-i; " " - ‘
i %‘ 1‘ _ V_,__._.

z. r = ‘3 f .. ~'

* T - ."'

- _ 4_

Emil g _

,_;-/ R ‘ "-' z

The reason a number of the MOST PROMINENT. MOST SUCCESSFUL AND Mosr ALERT

A UTOMOBILE MANUFAcTt/RERs are SPECIFYING THE BUDA MOTOR for their cars

—is simply because the dealers have begun to specify the BUDA in their orders.

—which is simply because the public is gradually beginning to insist on the BUDA.

—which is simply because the Public finds Service in the BUDA—with

—its demonstrated efficiency in thousands of cars now in daily use

—its Special Oiling device

—its superior "get-at-ableness”

—and the satisfaction in knowing that in case of accidents, interchangeable Parts can

ALWA Y5 be secured from a company which is so well financed and which has been

conducting a successful business for 25 years.

t/ze Pioneer in the “Cart-in-B/ock” met/lad in t/ze U. S.

Send in coupon stating whether you are interested in a pleasure

or a commercial car and we will send you a sPecml bulletin

describing the suitable motor.

1913 Specifications

Model "T" Motor. 4'4/x5lé Model "Q" Motor, 3,34x5l/2’ _

~ ‘ Model “0“ Motor, 4%x5}4 Model “M” Motor, sway, '

Lo ' stroke. Enclosed valves. Noiseless timing ears. '

Self-co ined positive oiling s_\ stem. Extra large va ves

and bearings.

a“

& Co.

‘ Bl'DA tur

I'lilllll'q'l'i‘llI or

Budd Model ' ' T' '

BRANDENBURG & COMPANY

5713 AND BROADWAY Form BLDG.

New Yoax, N. Y. DETROIT, MICH.

I In lnlerectul bee-un- I am a

(.urcxco, ILL. ’ MVC¢,,_____.__._Humour"

  

49

.g" COUPON

57v Brandenburg

Pr

i, Gentlemen: —

{9* 1!: interested InI u

_\\ h-nrulnn mom con n

IIIK lln

m (For.

 
 

“ 1108 So. MICHIGAN Ave.
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Mr. Automobilist’:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon you

the importance of

Tires Inflated to

the Right Pressure

He insists that this is'tire economy and

Saves You Money

How do you know what pressure you havevin your

tires? A

SCHRADER -

'U N l V E R S A L

Tire PressureGauge

(Trade Mark Registered in U. 5‘ Patent Olhce)

  

(Patented March, 1898—Other Patents Pending)

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time, day

or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your Valve

for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in place,

showing the exact pressure in the tire so that the Gauge

can be taken anywhere and read, at night to the front

of the car into the light of the lamps. After the pres

sure has been ascertained the Indicating Sleeve can be

pushed back into the Gauge with your finger. No catches

or snaps to operate or get out of order. This Gauge is

2% inches long over all, short enough to apply easily

to the smallest diameter of wheel and tan easily be

carried in the vest pocket or the change pocket of your

trousers.

Price $1.00 Each

Ready for Delivery Now

Guaranteed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate

Cm be obtained from all tire man

ufacturers and the dealers, or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc.

New York City28-32 Rose Street
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Extra service

means more

mileage to the

tire user—

It pays to investigate

the tire question—espe

cially when there is such

a vast advantage in learn

ing the extra mileage W

the added service ~' that

Federal Tires deliver on any car.

The guaranlee on

Federal Tires is villa

drawn when lire: are

fill”! with any sub

:Iilule for air.

Federal Tires are the most durable tires

on the market — t_ry them and note

how they prove up.

Made in All Type. for All Standard Rims

Federal Tires are supplied through ,

leading dealers everywhere. An inter- '

esting tire book mailed to all who write

Federal Rubber Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee

Branchcsand Agencies—Now York, BOJlan, Chicago, Kansas Cily,

Minneapolis. Denver, Indianapolis . Columbus, SI. Louis, Lnuisrt'llc.

Omaha, Lin/e Rork. Allan/a, Los Ann/cs. Son Diqo, Pasadena.

New Orleans. Portland, (Federal Rubber Mfg. Cav of Texas—Dallas,

Houston, San Antonio.)
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MAGNETOS

HE Bosch Magneto is the only complete ignition BOSCH Spark Plugs have been used by the win

. I source that has the reputation of satislying over a ning cars in the greatest American races of the

million motorists. The reason—no other method of year; their practically exclusive use by the greatest

Ignition has ever been as efficient, as reliable or built racing drivers is the most positive guarantee of their

Ql such excellent material as the Bosch Magneto. true worth, for racing surely does test a spark plug.

 

 

I'Vo matter what car you buy Specify the Bosch Plug

rt needs a Bosch Magneto $1.00 everywhere

We shallv be glad to send you Bosch literature

BOSCH MAGNETO CO., 223 W. 46th St.,'New York

 
 

 

  

i The largest Automobile Supply House In America

E—STORES—E

  

This is a Turn-Down Burner, i. e., you can reduce the size of the

flame without carbonizing the burner.

_The Greatest Gas Economizer and the Longest Lived Burner

made.

Throw away your old-style burners and send us 80 cents for a

pair of these. -

Price 40 cents each, packed in individual boxes.

llll Yllll WANT ll BllPY llF llllll 1912 Blllllllli N0. 22?

The Most Complete of the Kind. Mailed Free on Request.

CHAS. E. MILLER
Home Office: 97-99-101-103 Reade St, New York City

MANUFAO‘I’URER, JOIBIR, :xron'ren AND IMPORle

Order From Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

 

NEW YORK CITY-97403 Reade Street. BOSTON, MASS.—202-204 Columbus Ave.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN—274 Trumbull Street.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. DETROIT, MICH.—227-229 Jefferson Ave.

BIRIOOKLSVN, N. Y.—1421 Bedford Avenue. ATLANTA, GA.—66 Edgewood Avenue.

B FFAL , N. Y.-—824 Main Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—318 North Broad St.

ALBANY. N. Y.—l35 Central Avenue. NEW ORLEANS. LA.—601-603 Baronne St.

CLEVELAND. OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. NEWARK. N. ].—274 Halse S t.SPRINGFIELD, MASS—Bridge and Dwight Sti- 'y E"

\“b
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The Most Practical Chain

for Motor Trucks

Because the “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chain can be easily sepa

rated at any link and lengthened, shortened, or repaired without the use

of any special tool. This is of great advantage to truck builders, owners

and drivers.

“Whitney” Chains are used by the leaders because they are strong, accu

rate, dependable and above all long lived. They are made right and

they’re made from the right kind of material, thus giving highest effi

ciency. When making replacements insist on a “Whitney” and get
acquainted I with its merits.

“ Whitney” Chains Are Built for Strains

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford. Conn.

  

  

 
 

 
 

  

that is more important to its efficiency than a Valve?

power of his motor, than to have it grow less and less?

ture—valves of unsuitable material, not suitably heat treated.

your requirements. -

CLEVELAND. OHIO

 

3 1 very carefully and read h

it twice, if necessary.

Is there any part of an automobile engine, or any other gas engine. fl

Your engine leaves the factory running smoothly and s\\'eetly— tuned

up to its highest power. Perhapsthe valves pit—warp — go out of shape

fail to hold compression. Then the power diminishes, and what can be

more aggravating to the driver, who has known the fullness of the pulling

You cannot slight this part by putting in an inferior product—valves

that will give trouble, or even break from inexperience in their manufac

Too much is at stake, and a slight extra cost at the outset, which is the

exception, may save you many times over a probable later expense.

This Company, with the experience of many years as a guarantee, will

furnish you with properly made valves, of the materials best adapted to

Not only QUALITY, but efficient SERVICE is a factor—surely there

is a satisfaction in getting the kind of work you want—when you want it.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS COMPANY
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All Tire Manufacturers will only guarantee their product when filled with air at the rec

ommended pressure. '

iii: TWITCHELL Positive Lock Stop AIR GAUGE
With it you can get more mileage out of the Tires, because you can always keep them at

right pressure.

The Twitchell Gauge is Tire Insurance for a dollar—Order one from your dealer or from

us direct.
WITCHELQ V

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE co. L If“ m GAuc‘

1200 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO. ILL.

  

 

 
 

 

  

Lauth-Jucvions

Trucks are Dr

livery Insurance

QUALITY DURABILITY

our, rwo AND THREE TON CAPACITY
Sanitary Desks - I > .1

A COMPLETE LINE

OFFICE, BANK
AND

COMMERCIAL LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCIKS ARE THE LATEST 1N CONSTRUO'

tion. moat powerful in operation and the motors are guaranteed against

detective workmanship and material for the lift- of the truck. The!

are positiwa the highest class trucks made. Two cylinder. one-ton.

tour cylinder. one. two and three-ton. Four apt-eds forward, [less-Britt!!!

ball bearing transmission made in our own shops of the finest tool

steel. three-piece disc clutch covered b patents owned by us. Sand

for 1912 Catalog and npecldcations. rompt dcllve on all mode-la.

large publicity campaign just begun. Our quality It i do the rest.

Reliable Apcnll: Secure Your Territory [or 1812 at Once.

‘x, The Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont. 0hlo.

O O ’ Jr. Branches and Agencies

BOSTON—David Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Bide Garage & Motor Co., 180-182 101" St.

  

  

   

s

  

 
 

  

 

' ' CHICAGO—The Lanth-Juer ns Motor Car 00.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave.

New York NEWARK, N. J.—1liorrbanI: Motor Car (‘11.. Essex Building. I

DETROIT. MlCH.—Blcrl Auto Trm-lz Sales Annoy. 45!; Dix Are. '

Telephone 872-873 John ms'rmc'r or COLUMBIA mm \‘iClNlTY—Bowlos mm: Sales 0....
Inn. 160814th Qt N w w'l'hlnn'nn n n

 
 

 
 

  

Advanced Manulacturing Processes

' Guaranteed Materials and Accuracy 01 Finish

Greatly Increased Production Capacity

are three of the four reasons why New Departure ball hearings will

be used more than any other in American made cars sold in 1913.

Eli—[IS THE FOURTH REASON :

Shipments when you want them—eight acres of machinery busy

twenty-two hours a day.

If you are interested in superior quality of home product, write for

engineering catalog.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MFG. CO., Bristol, Conn.

wrsrm unucn: 1016-17 rot-o Bulldinl. omorr
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Model K2

Price $75

HJEMEQ

E have three times trebled our factories. More than

100,000 new cars will be equipped with Warner

Auto-Meters this season. Practically all of the prominent

manufacturers make the Warner Auto-Meter “regular

equipment"—regardless of its HIGH PRICE.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by dealers all over

the world and at our own branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin

BRANCHES—Atlanta, Denver, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit. BnEsIo,

Indianapolis, Portland 5011.), Chicago. Kansas City, Cincinnati, Loo

gazilss, Seattle, Cleve and, New York, Pittsburg . San Francisco.

t. on.

 

Canadian Branch: 559 Yonge Sn, Toronto, Ont.

 
 

 

Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

IT will cost you practically no .more than what

you will be forced to pay out for constant repairs

on your present ignition system. A new Remy will

give your car new life. Here is our exchange

proposition:
List Price Allows-es Netb'on

Z-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . $46 00 S 920 $3680

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . 5000 1000 4000

6-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . 52 00 1040 '4160

Allowance made for any make 0! Magneto.

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES—New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

SERVICE STATIONS—Albuquerque, Au usta. Baltimore, Charlotte, Cincinnati.

Cleveland, Denver, Dallas, El Psso, ouston, scksonvill Louisville. Ism

phls, Minneapolis. New Orleans, Nashville, oriolk ( s.) Omaha. Los

Angeles, Philadelphia. Pittsburgh. Portland gle), Portland (Ore). Roches

ter, San Antonio. Seattle. Spokane, St. Louis, Syracuse, Utica, Washington

( . C.

CANADA—Toronto, Winnipel. Calgary, Hamilton, Vancouver, Montreal

 

 

 

In All the World No Car Like This

Ten successful seasons—the wonderful long stroke

motor—added improvements and refinements give

this wonderful car the greatest value ever offered for

$1800. Read the list below of the most notable fea

tures of the

Stem“ B‘Lc‘ime “AS

10 inch more wheel base (now 124)

Electric Lifihts—Dynamo System

Five more one Power (now 40)

Improved Steering Gear

Gasoline Tank under Cowl—

Indicstor and filler on dash

Improved Springs

Inside Control

Long Stroke Motor 40-H. P.

Enlarged Brakes

Prest-O Self Starter

Turkish Spring Cushions

Large Wheels and Tires

Exceptionally Roomy Bodfv

Demountable Rims (set 0 five)

Double Independent Ignition Sys.

Ten inch U holstery tern

Flush Side odies Carburetor Dash Adjustment

Nickel Trimmings Rain Vision Windshield

DEALERS—We have a square deal proposition

for you. Unique in many ways. Well worth writing

for.

OWNERS AND DEALERS—Write for the most

interesting catalog ever written.

MOLINE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

107 Keoklsk Slreel EAST MOLINE, Ill.

  

 
 

 

 

Ussom THIS

PUBLICATION
ARE MADE

ENGRAVING C0.

PVCK BUILDING
295-309urmmstar-Houston

NEW YORK

TELEPHONESISPRLNG

ESTABLISH ED 1871
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or QwiBENZ
No manufacturer has ever oller'ed to dealers

a more remarkable proposition than we oller I

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the ofl'set crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

 
 

  

 

 
 

 

  

“J CHAINS instead of tinting gears. .,

A °ne t°“_tr“°k built by specialism in PM to“ n The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

trucks—4 cylinder, 30 h.p., water cooled unit power lines and thorough comfort

plant, 3 point suspension, with clutch and fly wheel

enclosed in oil tight aluminum housing, 4 speed se

first:

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

   

 

lective type transmission, heavy axle and spring pany will ofier'special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

suspension. ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

Sanford Trucks are remarkably accessible in every Pleasure cars and. BENZ-GAGGENAU 31161“, "hid! t0

part, in every assembly and in the entire assembly. day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

A motor truck to be permanently popular must be 6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

lastingly good. Sanford Trucks are built lastingly our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

good. and are therefore permanently popular. makes

Reliable agents write us for territory.

The Saniord Motor 'n-uck Company BENZ Alllll IMPllllT BUMPINY 0F AMERICA

SYRACUSE- "- Y- also West 54th Street New York, n. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany. '. 
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Diamond Tires NEWTONE

We Could build them cheaper M o t o r H 0 1‘ 1'1 S

Are the right Warning Signals for every occasion.

5111' We W o ‘ “Newton: ” makers guarantee satisfaction

e would build them better.5111' We Can2' .

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO. OF N. Y., Akron, 0.

Subsidiary of The B. F. Goodrich Co.

Torpedo Type

Price $20

Automobile Supply

Mtg. Co.

220 Tulle Place. BIMKLYN. N. Y.

  

 

  

 

 

, Look over our “For Sale, Want and Exchange” columns. You‘will

Mr‘ ' surely find some where among those annoucements a buying opportunity—

a straight line to something you want now. Remember that 8,000 other readers are doing the

same thing—5,000 of them dealers. All of them intensely interested in the automobile industry.

This means a live selling opportunity that costs mighty little.

Hi I“; 1 1 '0‘ 'l ‘llllll l.

1 I I ‘
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The line Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning Device

Ooete Little to Iuy—

Ooete Nothing to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

G. 13th Street and Butleunl

LONG IOLAN D CITY

Philadelphia, 1416 Vine St.; Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave; Minneapolis=

70 So. lOth St.; Bufl'alo, 852 Main St.; San Francisco, 544 Van Ness Ave;

Los Angeles, 1229 So. Olive St.‘ Seattle. 917 E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore),

329 Ankeny St.; benver, 15th and Curtis Sts.

  
 
 

A n y K i n d . Clincher '

RIIIIS °' "'
Stock , o r - Demountable

to Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hubl.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 00., Sales Agents. Detroit

 

 

 
 

 
 

THE GRINNELL Price

Gas Controller and Igniter

Lights, dime and extinguish“ all In lamps on

the car throth a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stern oi acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach.

Convenient —Sale —- Dependable

Every car owner in your

vicinity, Mr. DealerI will

be interested—it’s up to

you to chow them—and

nell them. Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING 60., Pitisficld, Mass.

  

(..

 
 

Sole Liccnled llanuhcturerl for the United Staten L
 

 

Croxton cars incorporate all of the features

for which the buyer looks in the new season

models. Write for catalog and agency

details.

77/5 (FOX701V

M07019 64/? C0.

WASHINGTON DA

  

SA-sVA
Ill. 1!. I. "r. e".

GASOSAVA

Great Dealer Proposition for those who want to handle a

device that will increase engine efficiency, save fuel and keep

the engine clean. Retails for $3. Big commission. WriteI

today.

.THE GASOSAVA COMPANY

1270 Broadway NEW YORK

  

  

  

  

This name stands for efficiency in

SPARK PLUGS
Used as standafid equipment

by eighty-eight manufacturere.

CHAMPION IGNITION COMPANY. flintliljgh‘.

ture to the carcass, cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger— end in blowouta.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER mmany

where in 15 minutes. better than a Repair Shop can do

—1nd for an: ant.

Universal _

Auto-\gulgdanlzer

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete, with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can becarried in the tool box SIntplestantl madman-y

device tor eliminating tire troubles that has ever been devised.

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

\‘ulcauizer —put in the gasoline light it. No further»

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It can'! burn, store/t or r'njwr tube or casing. It can’t

get out of order. it can“! fail to do its work. So

nimple. anyone can operate it. The Universal Auto

Vulcanizer saves its cost a hundred rim-r over in

trouble and expense.

Price Complete. “.00 Ready for instant i'se

Guaranteed Satlllactory or Money llelnnrled

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, East Palestine. Ohio

  

   
 

 
 

 
 

Standard Universal, Rims ll

fit any style or make of tires. The

side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Twoturns of a nut un- ', .

I locks the rim for w ;

demounting, two more turns locks ' 12;,- " t

the rim in place. Write for catalog ,

607, which explains fully. "

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

;

  

 
 

fi
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HAVERS HAVERS

"Six-44” "Six-55”

$1850 $2250

THE ULTIMATE CAR Tonnring Car and Touring Car and

(KNIGHT TYPE MOTOR!) oadster Types. Speedster Types.

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the'engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

THE F. B.'STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branch“ and Dealers In 125 Cities
  

 

44 h. p. 6 Cylin

ders. Unit Power

Plant, 8-Point

Suspension. 122

in. Wheel-Base.

86 x 4 Tires.

Electric Starter.

Electric Lights.

55 h.p. I28 in.

Wheel-Base. 36x

4 Tires. Fully

Equimmh

it rite lor lullIspedtleations

HAVERS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Port Huron, Mich.

 

 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-36 4-44 6-66

81,675 82,150 82,750
i

n We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territdry—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

  

 

 

 

 

Stock Champion

1007 E. 22nd Street

 

International Champion

' W40  

Flve Passenger Touring Car, Series V. $2,900

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

Indianapolis. Ind. 

 

 

Ty” 35 8 2, 7 s 0

Series

A and B ‘ Ff"!

Newpng =‘v _ Eqnipped

THE CHAMPION

MECE mm.
The Mercer’s great victory in tthanderbilt Cup

Race demonstrated conclusively that weight and bulk

are no longer essential.

Send for Catalogue

AUTOMOBILE co. $33,232,113“?

 

MERCER

  

Is responsible for the success of nlnrge ma

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial cars. They will bear your investi

gation before the purchase of any type of our.

Literature upon request.

  

  

'0 _.

w- rsmns u MOTOR CO., Isrios. Isl

Lame photomwre of

the above cut for

framing 14c in stamps.

 

 

MARMON ‘
"The Easiest Ridan Car In The World'

The Marmon “32”

32-40 H.P., lZO-inch wheelbase, sell

starting, dynamo lighting, with

body types to meet every require

ment and corresponding equipment

—$2,850 to $4,100

w

The Marmon “Six”

48-80 H.P., 145-ineh wheelbase

(turns in 40-foot street), sell start

ing, dynamo lighting, with body

types to meet every requirement

and corresponding equipment —

$5,000 to $6,350.

Detailed Inlormation on Request.

NORDYKE & MARMON co.~

INDIANAPOLIS (Est. 1861) INDIANA

 

mitt)! Years .sf'Successl'ul Manufacturingm

 
 

 
 

All models electrically lighted and fully equipped.

SPEEDWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

50 Essex Avenue

Motor Cars

New Series “F,” 4 Cylinders, 4 and 5 Pas

senger Models . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

New Series "G," 6 Cylinders, 4 and 5 Pas

senger Models . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

- - - - - s - ~ - - s s . $2700

$2850

DAYTON, O.
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_ kelspmeAJAI'I TERLMINALS' the Best Made J‘

 
 

 
 

  

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Champion Spark Plugs

Special Designs ior Every ,

Type oi Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

Champion Spark Plug Co.

. TOLEDO, OHIO
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SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.

98 Warren St., Newark, N. J.
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Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats

 
 

 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary lean? Ii

l0,_ have the best. Our neat:

are made in five ltylel. Send

“ for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Amelbury, Man.

 

 

7,67.

Ss
\

.

Gum: Farm Tu?

  

\

 

 

CAN BE HANOELEIJ BY ONE PERSON AS EASILY &. OUIEKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

IN $TANTLNEOU$ PROTFU'ION

‘ GOLDE PATENT MANUFACTURING 00.516 w-SS'vSTtLNEW YORK

  

  

 

  

 
 

THE NEW PRUBESS RAW HIDE 00.
 

Out Gears of Quality

Complete Differentials

THE NEW PROCESS RAW HIDE c0.

svmouee, u.v. ,

 

  

 

  

THE NEW PRUUESS RAW HIIJE 00.
 

  

 

Unquestionably The Best

EEEHE
BRAKES

Large braking surface, excellence in ma

terial, backward and forward operation, ,

place DUPLEX Brakes in a class bythemselves. ,

TIIE ROYAI. EQUIPMENT C0.

436 Houutonic Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Raymond Brakes, Raybestos Brake

Lining and Gyrex, the Mixer.
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llupmoblle “82” Tour-tn Cor, Fully Equipped. 8975 l-‘.O.B. Detroit

Lon stroke motor, 3% x5% inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

crank s ait. Unit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three'speeds for

ward. Sliding gears. Full floating axle. Center control. Zenith carbure

tor. Bosch magneto. 106-inch wheelbase. 32x34 inch tires. Quick

detachable rims. Mohair to with envclo e. Jitfdy curtains. windshield.

Rear shock absorber. Prest- -Lite tank. as hea lights. Oil side and tail

lamps. Tools—horn. Trimmings, black and enamel. _Standard color, black.

Magneto and camshaft driven by silent Coventry chain.

lluplnoblle “82" Roadster, Fully Equipped. 8915 F.0.B. Detroit

Chassis and specifications same as Touring Car. _Large turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

Inplnolstle “32" Delivery, Fully Equipped, 8950 F.0.B. Detroit

Chassis same as Touring Car. Enclosed panel body. Two cushioned

lazy-back seals. Carrzing capacity, 800 lbs. Chassis and_ body painted

black. lllgll~Clab> finis . Two>piece windshield. Prest-O-Lite tank. Gas

headlights. Oil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims. Tools——horn.

Trimmings, black and nickel.

811?? MOTOR CAI (20., 184 Mthnnulrae Ave. Detroit, Mich.

 
 

 

 

  

Direcl,-Drive—Slngle Reduction

Fool Control ’3' - .,

Irreversible Worm Sleer

Long‘Mileagc Ballerles

Bufl'alo Service

Model Z9 Roadster,
,‘T\L-QT»P

’ ~ . $2,600

Modcl30 Coupe, . 9.200

1' Model 30-5 coupe, 3.300

Electric Vehicle Company

Buffalo, New York

  

  

 

“Distinctly Complete"

‘ _ q“ -"'— SixModels

40 and 50 H. P.

Fully Equipped

Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Model 51—4 Passenger Demi Tonnesu.

Model Sal—Roadster ty e—sll with

t6he_ nle‘w "T; head, bore.

me stro e motor.

H.P. ................. $3400

E lectricslly

Self-Started

1nd Lighted

lodel 40—5 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Model 41—4 Passenger Demi Tonnesu.

Iodel 42—Roadster t fie—Ill with the

splint}: nesv;4 eln hb oc ‘znotor, 4%

inc re, nc stro e.

40 l—l.P ..... .. $2400

  

Fully equipped with top. windshield, speedometer, gasoline gauge, 36' wheels.

demountable rims, and automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co., 9L“); Muncie, Ind.

Boston Branch: 153 Massachusetts Ave. Omshs Branch: 310 S. 18th St.

 
   

Northern Factory. Anderson, Ind.

Chicago Branch, 2487-39 Ilchlgsn Ave.

Southern Fsctory, C‘ , Tenn.

THE ToURABoU?

LINE

Complete

speclllclllons

 

llhlnv_ 2

\i

  

Dept. W

  

 
 

 

_-——:
;

 
 

  

  

MERICAN
UNDERSLUNO

E have published a very interesting book on the advan

tages of Underslung construction. It is of value to

dealer or individual. It tells of our full line which ranges in

price from $1475 to $4500. Write for a copy today.

American Motors Corn any

ndisnspolis, Ind.

 

 

Dept. E.

 

 

CARTERCAR COMPANY,
 

 

 

 

—

KISSELKARTRUCKS

Complete line of commercial vehicles—all type

bodies—special bodies designed. KisselKar Trucks

have excess capacity, reserve power. Low fuel cost

—sizes to give economical service under any con

ditions.

1500 Lbs, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Ton Trucks

KissclKar Service keeps down operating costs.

\Vrite for special truck catalog.

Kissel Motor Car Co., 159 Kissel Ave, llarllord, Wis.

 
 

 
 

 

  

  

Climbs s 501. sde—I‘rieuon Trsnsinission—

sny number 0 speeds. Five models—write.

Pontiac, Michigan

 
 

H®oliv1firfc950

Five 25 l. l'.

Passenger bong

Touring Stroke

Car Motor

  

Enclosed Valves, Three Point Suspension. Unit Power Plant, Platform

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle, Leit Hand Drive. Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires. Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for specifications.

BRIGGS-DETRM'I‘ER C0., 449 llolbrook Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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The‘Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamps on the market with the advantages oi

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in style and in quality. They are

the strongest lamps as Well as the most efl'ective.

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass

Lens Mirror Reflector—the atented system of double ray light projection which

gives two distinct fields of light for town and country use—or the new and ex

clusive black finish with a metallic lustre which is unaffected by heat or moisture.

All of these features are exclusively "Solar."

Do not equi your car or specify equipment to the maker until you have

seen all ol the olar advantages. See Solars at any live dealer’s or write for

the catalog.

Solars are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations.

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Kenosha, Wis. (137) New York City

\ N

\~\\\A \ \

e N \\\\ ~\ . \
“A. um Q: \

The one weak point of the automobile Is that you cannot depend on the

tires. Thousands of motorists have solved their tire roblem_ by discarding

inner shoes, reliners, fillers and other makeshifts on equipping their tires

with lntoriocls Inner Tlros.

interlocks are complete inner tires (not inner shoes) placed between the

outer casing and inner tube to siren then the caslng and protect the tube

from punctures. They double the rm euge of new tires and add 1.000 to 5.000

miles to old ones—save halt your tire expense—and make tires trouble prool.

Dealers and Motoriata-lnveotigate interlocks

Don't delay—write now for booklets, data, prices, testimonials qf um,

road tests, etc. Mention size and kind ofhrea you use.

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO., 600 W. 9th Street, Auburn. Indiana

\\\\\\\\\\\\\at\\\ wt. ~ ~~ \ \ i~
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THE

  

The motor truck of unquestioned superiority

in design, construction and material. Responsible

dealers are desired for open territory. Write for

detailed information and complete catalog.

THE DAYTON AUTO TRUCK CO. - DAYTON, OHIO

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings. They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND ssnvm: GUARANTIID

INE BUNSIIIIIIAIEII MANUFACTURING BUNPANI, Toledo, 0hill

_-_‘
E

 

 

 
 

 

  

"STANDARD" WHEELS
FOR PI£ASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

One Passenger to 16 Tons Capacity

Send for Catalog No. 15

STANDARD WHEELCOMPANY,TerreHaute, Ind.
 

 

No Cranking! No Pumping!

START YOUR CAR FROM THE SEAT

ALWAYS READY AND POSITIVE

The AMERICAN STARTER is the Only Starter on

the market that measures the amount of gas injected into

the cylinders. You cannot "dope" the engine with the

AMERICAN STARTER.

 
 

 

American Starter and Carburetor Mfg. Co.

2022 S. 40th Avenue CHICAGO. ILL.

 

 

  

   

 
 

  

Write today for our booklet

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

 

F - .

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since '
  

Occupying the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant in America.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. T-8 Kokomo, Ind.
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The Kentucky Thoroughbred

~ “AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights— Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMPS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.

 

 

 

 

R

C

“Twenty-Five” $ 9 0 0
- -

R C H The Car Complete F. 0. B. Detroit

Five-Passenger Touring Car

THE CAR—The best mnterials, the highest

grsde workmanship, and the most up-to-dnte

ideas in construction

EQUIPMENT—The most complete, highest

grade eqifipment ever placed on a popular

priced car. —

Two Passenger Rondster, HO" wheelbase. $900. I. o. 1). Detroit

Three Passenger Coupe. 110' wheelbase. $1300. i. o. b. Detroit

R-C-l-l CORPORATION, 104 Lyceste St , Detroit, Mich.
 

 

  

We are now arranging agencies for 1913.

Write for full particulars

DORRIS MOTOR CAR COMPANY

3t. Loule, U. 8. A.

 

 
 

Delivery Care

A complete line of high grade delivery cars. built b experienced

malrers, embod ing all the most up-to-date engineering i eas, but still

selling at a mo crate price. No other car combines such striking features,

every one of well proven merit:

30 L 9. Continental motor

Timlten axle. front and rear Demountable rims

Brown & Lipe selective transmis- Bosch magneto

sion Roomy bodies of new design

Multiple disc clutch 7-ioot loading space ,

Left-hand steering Complications eliminated

Semi for our mman and (Int/"'1' fropnrr'lian

T R. Lipperd, Pres. and Gen'l Mgr. R. P. Lentz, See. and Treas.

R. G. Stewart. Vice-Pres. and Chief Eng. R. W. Ingersoll. Sales Mgr.

Center control

P

fillflb “in; a Mighty Good
  

 
 

— l

O O O

Mighty Michigan 40

4O-Horsep0wer Touring Car or Roadster, absolute

ly silent in operation. Oversize tires 35 x4y2—cylin

ders 4% x 5% in.—118-in. wheelbase

W —four-forward-speed transmission

QQ —~demountable rims—nickel mount

H' ings—massive, straight-line body-—

big, roomy seats—electric lighting by generator—

everything. Price $1585, includes full equipment. Two

smaller models. Catalog on request.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY

' [1301

 

Hook up with (:11;

01.15

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

° six cylinder Touring Car. five passenger oonvertibleto
C°le SIXty seven passenger. i32-inch wheel base. Deioo electric

lighting, starting and ignition. $2485

' i’our cylinder Touring Car, tive passenger convertible

C016 Flfty tosevoii,122-lnchwheelhase,Deloosyatem. sisas

four cylinder Touring Car. five passenger. llfl-ineh

C013 Forty wheel base, Deloosystein. sisas

WR!TE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer's proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up with (:11;

  

  
  

 

Electric Lighting System

Motor-driven Tire Pump

Unit Power Plant

Long Stroke Motor wit}- on

closed valves

Center Control

Left Side Drive

Bull's Eye Electricside Lamps

Sunk in Dash

The Car El'fii;pHe-dlinhu end T.“

that gives you Clan A gun/ll)! at the An Efficient Self-Starter _

GLlDE price. Sa-uemaney by investiga- Floating Rent Axle with

ting fully before you buy. Write for Pro-ted Steel Housing

19l3 GLIDE Bulletin. Demountnble Rims

Dealers—write for the but agency propo- llB-ineh Wheel Bose

sitlun obtainable today.

“36-42” $1690THE BARTHOLOMEW COMPANY

220 Glide Street PEORIAI ILL.

  

  

 

Transmission!”

That’s what the big

car builders that use

. them say. It’s the trans

mission that is specialized—still it is less ex

pensive than if built by yourself. Write us.

COVERT MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

Sales Office: Ford Bldg., Detroit, Mich. Factory: Locltport, N. Y.
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Electric

ighting System
The equipment that robs night driving

of all its annoyances and dangers and

gives you the confidence in your car that

insures perfect enjoyment.

No car is complete without

an Aplco System. Specify it on your new

cat or write us about our outfits to

hing your old car up-to-date.

The first electrichy lighted automobile

was Aplco lighted. It has been recog

nized as the leading system ever since.

THE APPLE ELECTRIC COMPANY

18 h Canal Sirert Dayton. Ohio. U. S. A.

////////”111/11/1/1/1/1/1///1//////
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Better Than Commercially Perfect

Bevel Differential

Transmission

' (I EARS
$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work ; also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system.. Our own laboratory.

Company

SYRACUSE, N. Y .

Gear

Brown - Lipe - Chapln

H. W. CHAPIN. Oen’l Mgr.

 
 

 

 
 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 
  

 

 

  

“\‘_
-‘

IANTAI ANTI-FRIOIION 00., Bantam, Oonn

  

  

 

For Quality

and Service

The Jones SPEBDOMETER

Factory: New Rochelle, N. Y.

Chicago: 1430 Michigan Ave.

Boston: 109 Massachusetts Ave.

Philadelphia: 1416 Vine St.

Qan Francisco: 530 Golden Gate Ave.

Buffalo: 20 Goodrich St. Portland: 329 Ankeny St.

Los Angeles: 1229 S. Olive St. Seattle: 917 E. Pike St.

  

 

 

Detroit: 253-255 Jeflerson Ave.

 

"Firestone"

Tires and Rims

are the least likely to re

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

  

changing when required.
.x ‘L

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

and All Principal Cities .

 

 

 

  

We supply single universals or drive shafts complete

as shown. Forgings special analysis steel heat treated.

Note extreme simplicity, insuring long life.

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW MFG-’GO.

CLEVELAND

  

  

 

Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING Now

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

$16.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

Imported U. 8: H. High Tension Magnetos Less Than

Import Cost.

Circular and Price Lists Free

J. S. BRETZ COMPA‘NY, 250 W. 5401 Street, New York
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dealer’s counter.

GIILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across the

Get the details and you will surely order.

50 W. Seventh Street

G. WALTER GILMER

W !!

PHILADELPHIA

 

 

 

 
 

l The Inner Tube-Repair ii Yourseii

On the road, or at home—anywhere

_ with

The Imperial

Vulcanizer

 

Repair Kit

  

 

Ln,“

Patent Pending Nickel Plated

One ounce of gasoline and a little

rubber gives you practically a

new inner tube in 15 minutes.

Price $3.50 Complete

At your dealers, or sent by express.

Guaranteed to Salist

Address Dept. E.

McGIAW TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

Bast Palestine, Ohio

IIPAII IVIIII

 

 

 

 
 

 

Perfection

Spring Company

SPECIALISTS IN

Spring Suspension
Hi h Grade Oni

Cleveland,

 

Ohio

 

 

  

Kelly- Springfield

Automobile Tires

are adapted to the requirements of every motor car—high priced or low

priced. Their quality and construction will make any car wear longer.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO., 20 Veaey Street, New York

Branch oflices in New York, Chicago. Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis, Detroit,

Cincinnati, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Buffalo, Baltimore, Washington,

Seattle, Cleveland, Atlanta, and Akron, 0

Boss Rubber Co., Denver, Colo. The Hearn Tire & Rubber Co., Columbus. O.

Bering Tire 8: Rubber Co., Houston, Texas Todd Rubber Co., New Haven. Conn.

Appel & Burwell Rubber 8: Tire Company, Dallas. Texas.

 

 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING C0.. Bull-lo. N. Y.

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL, DALY 6: MILLER

42 Broadway NEW YORK

 

 

  

 
  

 

fl Standard Bearings

are fully described in our

New Catalog 24A
Send for It. I A

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING (10.. Philadelphia

ARE THE BEST ‘

Reassessme
MT.VERNON. N Y”

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

The Plug with

the Open Window

A ready seller to every car

owner who wants to see his igni

tion. Get our terms to dealers.

THE RAPP MANUFACTURING CO.

Gil jefl'ereon Avenue TOLEDO, OHIO I

Here is a car that is practical, sturdy and

roadworthy—a sensible car at a sensible price.

\Vrite today for advance Booklet A-lS Sturdy

STIITZ Announcement, Series li.

IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Indianapolis. Indiana

I

No car has anylhing on the STUTZ I

I

 

 

  

 

“National”

Lil price, $12. Manufactured by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

CLEVELAND. O.1904 Euclid Ave.

Steam Vulcanizers

GARAGE MODEL repair: three tube! and two

onion at a time. Cheapeot and but on the market.

Get our Ipecini ceiling plan. Portable model Ior

i 'vidual owners which will plem your customers.

 

  

MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Plenum Can and Light Delivery Can

Send for Booklet 55

A THE MOTZ TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

D Elocuh'vo Offico: Ahug Oio

"Axum:

malln—tn.“ -wll_m

lmln-l-q,nnv~\ “lulu-mm

'l-l~k.w on bill haw-1

l-nmimllno- ,q_0:-||q Help...“

  

i, .

., j,
).'\-¢§

17“

(le19 Lilush ilRahiatnr

IIIE BUSH MANUFACTURING co.O HARTFORD.CONN.

"" Mm"!mumwhen

‘ "‘8 over In ohmcrion.

 

,“THE MASTER OAR"_

POUOHKEEPSIE

FlFTEINTH YIAR

6 Oyl. 50 H- P., $5,000 4 Oyl. 85 H. P-, $4,500

4 Oyl. 85 H. P" $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.T.
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ANTED—Position as branch manager

or high class salesman. For three and

one-half years successfully held present po

sition as branch manager of the largest

branch of a western manufacturing com

pany._ Have more than made good. Am

technically trained and have a valuable ac

quaintance among automobile manufactur

ers and engineers. Will leave my present

position in December, and now invite cor

respondence with manufacturers who can

use a high grade man, particularly well

posted in the ignition, starting and lighting

geld. ENERGY, care Motor World, New

'ork.
 

BODIES.

. Five passenger, fore door touring car

bodies, new, painted blue or black, finest up

holstering and cushions . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$52 50

Mohair tops with dust cover and side cur

tains to fit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$18.50

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

 

OR SALE—One 40 H. P. Pope-Toledo

automobile in good running order;

three years old; price $250. DAVID

BLAIR, Broadalbin, N. Y

XCLUSIVE AGENCIES are to be es

tablished throughout the United States

for our well-known Motor Truck Grips.

\Vide awake representatives desired. Fill

applications at once, FEDERAL CHAIN

& MFG. CO., 376 Birnie Ave, Springfield,

Mass.

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and sup ly dealer for it.

The C0 umbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

AUTOMOBILE and Motorcycle Tours—

350 trips over the best roads in every

State.

directions. 25c. postpaid. MOT

51 Chambers St., New York.

ANTED—Salesmcn, live, reliable hust~

lers, to handle two well established

auto accessories as a side line, U. 5., Can

ada. Mexico. Address BOX 233, Burlington,

Vis.

STOCK in growing manufacturing

business for 5 or 7 passenger auto

LOCK BOX 71, Hud

 

 

56 large pages of ma 5 and road

R TOURS.

 

 

in good condition.

son. Oth.

 

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

new. Ask your garage and supply dealer

for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

WANTED—Large house boat in ex

change for high grade auto or 43 ft.

50 H. P. cabin launch. Give full particulars.

S\_HIIJZLDON, 405 Summer Ave., Newark,

1. .

 

  

 

 

tIn capiials.25 cents perline ..

A market place where Dealers, Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

OR SALE-LModel T 1910 Ford 5_ pas

car, fully equipped

$350. FRANK

senger touring

and in good condition.

O'HEARN, Melrose, Wis.
 

GARAGE—Established four years, for 1

sale. Entrance on avenue and street,

front and rear. .200 x 41 feet. Has 60 cars

on live storage, doing business of $1,200

monthly renting cars. Reason for selling,

illness. STEVENS, 1337 Clinton Ave., New

York City.

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

flles called Steerease; write for full particu

ars.

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

  

WHEELS.

Set 34 x 31/} with Q. D. C. rims . . . . .. $10.00

Set 34 x 4 Demountable \Nheels with

extra rim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.00

Set. 36 x 4 Demountable Wheels with

extra rims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.00

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

 

NEW YORK Automobile Registrations,

mailed daily, $1.25 per month. List.

April to October, 1nc., $2.50. OWNERS

AUTO LIST COMPANY, Albany, N. Y.

PEERLESS ElfTRA FINE BLACK

 

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.
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‘ FUR SALE—Palmer-Singer 6-60 mot0r

and transmission complete, in good

condition. DR. FRYER, Riverside, Wash.
 

 

DO you wish to better your position? If

_ your_character and ability will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu

pation, anywhere. Enclose 50c.- for regis

tration wrth references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 West

' 87th St., New York City.
 

MAGNETOS

Bosch DU-4 Magnetos, Type S or

Duplex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $25.00

1 Splitdorf Magnetos, with coils...... 20.00

These are standard goods and only have

100 left. Send your check before they are

gone.

Y AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

' Detroit, Mich.

TTENTION—Have a few manufactur

ers' samples, gentlemen’s black broad

cloth fur lined overcoats, lined throughout

with Australian mink, large genuine Per

sian lamb collars, sizes 36 to 48. Value $75,

. will sacrifice for $35 each. Also several

‘ ladies’ handsome long fur coats, satin lined.

worth $90, while they last, $35; and few

large size fur robes, plush lined, $15 each.

, All guaranteed new. Examine before buy

ing. Send express charges. will send on

approval. Write or call. E. ROBERTS.

‘ Room 8, 160 West 119th St., New York.

PEERLESS LINING DYE

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash ofl. Ask your garage and supply

dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

SALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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An ad. like this

will cost you 60c.

for each insertion.

primarily

 
 

Mr.

8,000 readers means. people

Dealer:

interested, otherwise

they would not be subscribers.

Make them

eager to secure your patronage by

YOUI' CUStOITlCl'S 01'
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GENTS WANTED — To handle the

$1000 G. J. G. "Junior," racy, classy

and specially designed chaseabout with 104

inch wheelbase, with a real 26 H.P. motor,

Bosch magneto. Dorian remountable rims

with 32x34 tires, at a price of $1,000,

which is a money maker for the sales

agent. Write for literature and discounts

to G. J. G. MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

White Plains, N. Y.

APPERSON, 1907, 40 H. P., four seats; -

makes 60 miles per hour; everything

new; bargain for ready buyer. A. C. HE\N

ITSON, 101 West 66th St., Room 4, New

York City.

 

 

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref- ‘

erences, testimonials, and full details on

request. WATERBURY WELDING CO..

Waterbury, Conn.

AUTOMOBILE BODIES. pleasure and

commercial. Foredoors for open-front

cars. \Vrite for prices. AUTO SPECIAL

TY MFG. CO., 326 E. Market St., Indian

apolis, Ind.

BROKEN CRANKSI-IAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78v Irving St..

Rahway, N. J.

UTOMOBILES—A. C. C. A. Prices

Talk! Every make. Every model.

Hundreds runabouts, racy roadsters. five- '

seven passenger touring cars. $50 up.i

l
l

 

 

Guaranteed five years. Shipped Freight

Prepaid! Write today for the largest Illus- .

trated Catalog published! THE AUTO“

MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF ‘

AMERICA. Dept. I-N, 1769-1787 Broadway, r

New York City. '
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- In capiialsZScenis perhne -

A market place where Dealers. Jobbera and

Manufacture" may buy, aell or trade uaed cara.

parta and appliances and where help or aitua

tiona may be aecured at a nominal coat.

ANTED—Foreman large repair shop.

Applicant must have had wide experi

ence in handling men and able to get out

work properly' and on time promised.

Should be familiar with E-M-F cars. Good

salary and permanent employment to able

man. Address, stating experience, number

of men handled and salary expected. BOX

226, care Motor World.

 

UTOMOBILE AT SACRIFICE—1

model 17, I911, 5-passenger Buick, $725;

A-l condition. F. MARION SHEEN, 521

Clouet St., New Orleans, La.

 

FOR SALE—Four cylinder, 55 H.P. For

eign F. I. A. T., double chain drive,

racytype roadster, nearly new, price $2,500.

C. Lwal-IITING, 591 E. Main St., Roches

ter, . .

 

MAILING LISTS—Automobile owners,

_dealers, garages, repair shops, com

mercial car owners, or any make of car.

OWNERS AUTO LIST CO., Albany, N. Y.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN

Bakes either to a high gl0ss finish. egg—

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. \Vill not crack, chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

OR SALE—One I6-passenger Sight See

ing Car. Address J. C. BRICK, Put

In-Bay. Ohio. '

HITE STEAMER. seven-passenger,

model M. straight line body, 40 H.P.;

absolutely perfect; complete equipment;

$700. H. SNYDER, 112 \I’Vest 38th St.,

New York. Telephone 4060 Greeley.

 

 

 

 
 

telling them what you have to sell

We guarantee

a circulation of 8,000,, so the

actual cost of having your an

nouncement appear before this

audience is less than one-fourth of

or want to buy.

I

An ad. like this

will cost you $1.35

for each insertion.

 

a cent per reader (see the hands in

the margin). Think this over.
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ANTED—Packard 18; state price,

ear built and number of miles run.

P. 0. BOX 161, Niantic, Conn.

UTOMOBILE Cylinders reground,

new pistons and rin s fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST RON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

 

 

RADIATORS.

Ford T Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$18.50

Ford N-R-S Radiator (with pump).. 23.00

Buick 10 Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26.50

Buick 16-17 Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.50

Buick 19 Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27.50

Hupp Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25.00

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

 

NEW CHEESE CLOTH REMNANTS,

best polishing material, sold by the

pound. Saves 40% of store prices. Price

38c. per pound in 50-lb. and 100-lb. bales.

Agents wanted everywhere. AMERICAN

MILL ENDS CO., Detroit, Mich.

OR SALE—Caldwell Gasolene Lawn

Mower; specification—4 cil. vertical

motor, dry batteries and Bose magneto.

Schebler carburetor, width of cut 40 in.,

weight 2,000 lbs. For complete description

and price address INDIANAPOLIS MO—

TOR SPEEDWAY, Indianapolis, Ind.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look

like new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask

your garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish C0,, Columbus, 0.

 

 

  

RE YOU in need of any additional help

in any department of your business?

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material? Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the “1am and For Sale

column of the Motor \Vorld. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

CHAUFFEUR’S COMPLETE OUTFIT

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

mink fur lined coat, Persian lamb collar,

$35; pair of elegant bear robes, $15 each;

raccoon cap, $5; pair of fur gloves, 4; pair

or goggles, 50c.; 1 pair leather eggins,

$3.50. \Vill sell separately or the lot, all

new, never worn, original price, $225. C

CHASE. 118 East 28th St., New York.

 

 

ANTED—To exchange my 160 acre

- improved farm. with crop, in north

western Oklahoma, for five-passenger tour

ing car. CARL GRAU. Taylor, Tex.

FOR SALE—One 2-t0n Garford truck.

with body and top, nearly new, in first

class condition. Change of business rea

son for selling. SPRINGFIELD CREAM

ERY, Springfield, Mass.
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VISIBLE GAP SPARK PLUG

TELLS ITS OWN STORY

Through the window in the porcelain of the plug—outside the motor—you can instantly tell if the plug

is firing correctly. You can see the spark jump the gap in the central electrode at any time—the darkest

night shows it up clearest.

It Simplifies the Trouble Hunt by Half

If there is a spark in the window, but proper ignition fails,

you know the points are fouled. In that case. just turn the

knurled micrometer nut at the top of the plug'with the fin

gers and separate the visible points still more. This increases

the intensity of the spark, breaks down all oil or carbon

deposits between the points and automatically cleans them

in a jifiy.

And if there is no spark in the window, you know you must

look to coil, batteries or magneto for your trouble.

You Don’t Have to Take the J. D. Plug

Out of the Motor

By this micrometer nut you can adjust each plug so as to

give maximum sparking efficiency.

One Glance Through the Window Tells All

You need a set of these plugs in your motor. Send for a

set now, enclosing price and size wanted (or tell make of car),

and we will forward them at once. prepaid. Our rigid guar

'antee of positive satisfaction or your money back goes with

every plug.

You Are the Judge- in This Trial

\Vc make millions of spark plugs a year—that's our only

business. \Ve import the clays for our heat-defying porcelain.

and use the best material on the market.

Yet the Price of the J. D. Visible Gap Spark Plug

Is Only $1.00

Perhaps you would like our free book on Ignition. It con

tains a mine of useful information. A card brings it.

JEFFERY-DEWITT CO.

565 Butler Avenue Largest Manufacturers of Spark Plugs in the World DETROIT MICHIGAN
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Recognized

Worth are

Ear Marks of

Car Quality

  

 

 

  

Ball Bearings, in general, must measure up to certain fixed standards of strength and

accuracy. That's admitted, but there is wide range of difference between the ultra

  

  

Are the Cars

' “ You

Represent

R.l.V. .. ‘

Equipped ?'

;‘ good bearings and the one in which Quality is sacrificed for unwarranted profit.

R. I.V. Ball Bearings incorporate out-of-ordinary refinements of design and especially

“compounded” steel-both uniting to give frictionless, noiseless wear, no matter how

trying the strain or how long the service.

  

R. I. V. Bearings.  

Car manufacturers who aim to supply the greatest degree of service and efficiency use
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II In the type E-M Eisemann high

tension dual ignition system, par

ticular attention has been paid to

accessibility and to making it as

nearly fool-proof as possible.

(I A separate contact breaker is

used for the battery as well as for

the magneto. The breaker box is

of the most advanced type. All

vulnerable parts are applied indi

vidually for each circuit. In other

words. only such parts are used in

common with the battery and mag

neto as are not subject to accident

and wear.

(I The type E-M Eisemann mag

neto may be entirely looked over

1'1. a minute’s time and both break

ers may be inspected while the mag

neto is in operation.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETll C0.
~ Sales and General Ollice:

225-227 West 57th Street, New York City

INDIANAPOLIS DETROIT

514 North Capitol Avenue 6 Goldberg Building
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Abbott Motor Car Ca.“ . . . . .. 85

Adnms-Lancia Count.“ . . . . .. 59

Adamson Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 81

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co . . . . . . . .. 76

American Ball Bearing C0..... 62

American Motors C0 . . . . . . . . .. 79

American Starter 8: Carburetor‘

Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 83

Ames Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 48

Argo Electric Vehicle Co . . . . .. 74

Atwater‘Kent Mfg. Works . . . . .. 55

Automobile Supply Mfg. C0.... 77

  

B .

Badger Brass Mfg. Co.... . 78

Bantam Anti-Friction C0“ .. 82

Barthel, Daly 8: Miller . . . . . . .. 84

Bartholomew C0...“ . . . . . . . . . 76

Benz Auto Import Co.,"... . . . . 74

Bosch Magneto Co. .....' . . . . .. 69

Bossert Co..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 85

Brandenburg & Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 38

Brett Co., I. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82

Briggs-Detroiter Co . . . . . . . . . .. 79

Brown-Lipe-Chapin Gear Co. ... 82

Buffalo Electric Vehicle-Co...“ 47

Bush Mtg. Co ...... ..'. ...... .. as

C

(‘artercar Co. . . . .'. . . . . . . . . - . . . . 79

_ Champion Spark Plug 00...... 78

Classified Advertising. . . .. . . .ss-s7 '

Cobb, Jr., Geo. W. . . . . 75

Cole Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . . . 80

Consolidated Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 83

Continental Motor Mfg. Co. .. . . 84

Corbin Screw Corporation . . . . .. 68

Covert Motor Vehicle Co . . . . .. 82

Croxton Motor Car Co . . . . . .. 80

Cutting Automobile Co. . . . . . 85

D

Dayton Auto Truck Co . . . . . . .. 83

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 84

Dean Electric Co . _ . . . . . . . . . .. 56

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co. . 70

Diamond Rubber Co . . . . . . . . . .. 81

Dorris Motor Car C0 . . . . . . . . .. '46

Double-Fabric Tire Co . . . . . . . .. 77

um?

E

Eisemann Magneto Co . . . . . . . .. 2

Electric Vt’elding Products Co.. 72

Empire Automobile C0 . . . . . . . .. 58

F

Fedders Mfg. Works. . . . . n. ... 3

Firestone Tire 81 Rubber Co... . 82

Ford Motor 75

Franklin Automobile Co. . ,=... . . . 79

Fulton-MCCutchan 60.. ,. . . . . .. 84

G

Gasesava Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. XI

G. C. A. Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8|

Gilmer, Jr., (i. Vt’alker . . . . . . . .. 73

Golde-I-‘atcnt Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . .. 78

Goodyear Tire & Rubber (‘0... 85

Grant-Lees Machine Co . . . . . . .. 85

Grossman ('o., Emil . . . . . . . . . .. 84

H

Hartford Auto Parts Co . . . . . . . . 44

Hartford Suspension Co.,

Inside front cover

Ilavers Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .. 80

Haynes Automobile Co. . . .-. . . . 83

Hayes MfgnCo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51

Hodge & Graves Co . . . . . . . . . .. 78

Hotel Woodstock . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76

lIouck Co., Geo. W . . . . . . . . 52

Hupp Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 79

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co . . _ . . .. 78

I

Ideal Motor Car Co. . . . . .. . . . . . 85

Inner Shoe Tire Co. . . . .H ... .. 84

Inter-State Automobile C0. . . . . 79

J

Jeffery-Dewitt Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3

Jencick Motor Corp . . . . . . . . . . .. 78

Jones & Co., Phineas . . . . . . . . .. 83

Jones Recorder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82

p K

Kellom Co., Chas F . . . . . . . . . .. 84

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co . _ . . . .. 69
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Kinsey Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 82

Kissel Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 42

Kline Motor Car Corp . . . . . . . .. 74

Knox Aptomobile Co . . . . . . . . .. 57

Kunigslow Mfg. Co., Otto . . . . .. 82

L

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.. 77

Leather Tire Goods 'Co . . . . . . . . 84

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co.,

88 and inside back cover

M

Marion Motor Car Cove...“ . . . 61

Mayo Radiator Co. . . . .~,i.. . .y. . . . 70

.\l 8; P Electric Vehicle Co...“ . 80

McCue C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . on“ .64-65

McGraw Tire & Rubber (10.5.. 38

Mercer Automobile Co. .M ... . . 80

Metallurgique C0. . . t . .. H. . . . . 40

Metz (f0 . . . . . . . . . . . ..,..u.... 85

Michigan Motor Car Co, We. . . 50

Michigan Crank Shaft Cm,“ .. 84

Miller, Chas. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 71

Modern Auto Appliance Co.... 38

.‘Iniine Automobile Co . . . . . . . .. 66

Moslcr & Co., A. R.....a...... 38

Mon Photo Engraving Co.,... 72

Mott Wheel Works . . . . ........ 8|

.\lotz Tire & Rubber Co . . . . . . . . 38

MuttyCo.,L.] . . . . . . . ........84

N

XutiouaiAACl'ne Mfg. Co . . . . . . .. 84

Natiunal Mfg. CO . . . . May's". 60

National Motor Vehicle 60..." 37

New ‘Departure Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 75

Niagara Sales Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

Nordyke & Marmon Co . . . . . . . . 67

Nyberg Automobile \Vorks. . . .. 79

O

Utho Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 84

"wen & Co., R M . . . . . . . . . . .. 85

P
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Perfection Spring Co . . . . . . . . . 85

Pic! CO., I . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . t . 31

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.,

Front cover

Poison Mfg. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85

l'rest-O-Lite C0. . . . ..@ aw“ . . . . 68

Pullman Motor Car ‘00! . .1" . . . 49

R

R. C. H. Corporation . . . . . . . . .. 79
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Reliance Speedometer .. . . . . . 84

Remy Electric Co... . . “at.” . . . . 73

Republic Rubber (‘0. . .,_.;‘. 1. . . 85

Rhineland Machine “'oi'kam, .1. . 38

Royal Equipment (‘0. . .1). . . . . 78

Rutenber Motor (‘0 . . . . . a....... . . 80

S

Schrader's Sons, A.. inc . . . . . . . . 43

Sheldon Axle Co . . . . . . . . . . . . r . . 53

Simms Magneto (Gong! . . . H m

Smith Co., A. O. . "a"... aw- . .

Sparks-\Vithington Co.“ in .,,. . . . 71

Speedwell Motor Car fir. d . r . . . RU

Splitdorf Electrical Co. "H... .. 78

Standard Roller Bearing Co.,“. 35

Stearns Co., F. B . . . . . . ..--..'... . 80

Stewart Motor Corporation. . . . . 4|

  

Studebaker Corporation . Back cover

T

Timken-Detroit Axle Cuts“... 54

Tobias, F. H . . . . . . . . Hi. .1“ . . . . 84

Twitchell Gauge Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 75

U

l'uitud Rim C0,...trrpaqns...“

l'nited States Tire Ctr-.0111...
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FEDDERS
Automobile Radiator

 

FEDDERS Square Tube Radia

tors mean that the manufacturers

'IHHHillIiiiiliiiiiil

using them are giving the greatest

radiator efiiciency to their customers.

I

1]] Viewed from any angle Fedders

Square Tube Radiators with all

four sides surrounded by water

H

represent the greatest value to the

car owner.

.iiiliiii

Won! you let us tell

you why, in detail?

Fedders

Manufacturing Works

t BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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Completely Equipped _

Self-Starter Remy Magneto _

30 Horse-Power Warner Speedometer

5-Passenger Touring Car Mohair Top and Boot

llO-lnch Wheel Base Clear Vision Wind

Timken Bearings Shield

Center Control Prestolite Tank

High-priced feature No. 2

When an auto wheel hits a rut the frame must bend. Most

popular priced makers try to hold the motor and transmission rigid

by a number of arms. Overland motors are suspended at but three

points. This method absolutely prevents disalignment. Otherwise,

crank or gear cases bend and throw the engine bearings out. Dis

alignment prevents proper lubrication. It works general havoc with

motor and transmission.

Experiment for yourself with three and four legged stools.

This is just one of the high priced features in the Overland at

$985. A catalogue for the asking tells you of the many others. Please

address Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company

' Toledo, Ohio
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WILL RENT CARBURETTERS

INSTEAD OF SELLING THEM

Triple Action Company’s Unusual Ar

rangement Built Around Gasolene

Saving Efiected—Fees Up to

I $100 a Month.

Renting carburetters, not selling them

outright, is the rather remarkable business

of the Triple Action Carburetter Co., of

New York City, which recently was incor

porated under New York laws with author

ized capital of $200,000, which, according

to the letterhead of the company, is “fully

paid in.” Mathias W'eiwoda is president and

general manager of the company “for the

American Continent, England, Germany

and France," and Frederick Hodschar is

secretary-treasurer.

The company is located on the-third floor

of an unpretentious loft building at 718

7& East llth street, but for some reason

or other it will give no information concern

ing the internal construction of its car

buretter. It is willing, though, that it be

known that the device has “no needle valve

or easy obstructed spray hole" and that it

uses only a dry gas. It is not backward,

however, in stating that the T. A. C. car

buretter uses'from 50 to 100 per cent. less

gasolenc than “any other earburetter in the

world."

The quarters of the company are 'not

large. which is not true of the rental fees

which it exacts. Originally, it fixed a

monthly rental fee equal to 50 per cent. of

the quantity of gasolene saved by the use

of its carburetter, the minimum fees being

$25 per month for carburetters with 1%

inch outlets, $50 for carburetters with 1%

inch to 2-inch outlets and $100 per‘month

for 21/1-inch to 3-inch'outlets. On second

thought. however, these figures were made

arbitrary.

The rental fees are sufl‘iciently large to

make the manufacturers of carburetters who

New York, U. S. A., Thursday,

sell their productions outright wrinkle their

brows. For its purpose, the Triple Action

Carburetter Co. employs a rental contract

which is very similar to those used by

manufacturers of taximeters. It gives them

the right to enter the lessee's premises at

7 any time to make tests or for the purpose of

removing the carburetter, and to do other

similar things.

Cincinnatians Enter Toledo Company.

Dr. C. L. Bonifield, of Cincinnati, vice

president of the American Automobile As

sociation, and president of the Ohio State

Automobile Association, finally has entered

the trade. He has been elected president of

the National Cement & Rubber Co., of Tol

edo, 0., which just has undergone reorgani

zation. Gustave W. Drach, a Cincinnati

architect, also has acquired an interest in

the company, of which he has become sec

retary and treasurer. L. D. Finn, who has

been identified with the enterprise for sev

eral years, will remain in the capacity of

general manager.

05ers Discounts to Share Buyers.

The Federal Motor Supply Co., of Cin

cinnati, which recently was incorporated

under the laws of Ohio, with an authorized

capital of $250,000, is offering for public

subscription its 8 per cent. cumulative pre

ferred shares, par value $50 each. As a

bonus purchasers are given one share of

common stock With each three shares of

preferred. They also are promised “special

discounts" on all goods which they may

purchase from the company.

Morgan Truck Files its Schedules.

Schedules filed by' the Morgan Motor

Truck Co., of Worcester, Mass., which was

petitioned into bankruptcy on October 3.

discloses liabilities of $76,020, of which $75,

488 is unsecured. The assets are placed at

$14,477, of which $203 is represented by cash

on hand, $494 in bank, $1,000 in machinery

and tools, $1,250 in vehicles and $4,500 in

open accounts.
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KENNY EVOLVES A soumoN

OF THE usrn CAR PROBLEM

He Rebuilt Cars in a Fanciful Factory,

Collected Deposits and Then Dis—

appeared—Short Campaign

That Paid Handsomely.

Solving the used car problem may appear

difficult, but at least one man has solved it

to his satisfaction and in a manner that

netted him a clean profit of $8.000 or $10,

000 in seven weeks. He is, or pretended to

be. Edward 5. Kenny, and Until October

25 last he did business as the Automobile

Sales Agency in the Astor Theater Build

ing, 1531 Broadway, New York City.

Kenny's own story of how he solved the

problem is not narrated, because Moth

\Vorld has not been able to find him The

SAHIC may be said for the Post Olficn au

thorities and a host of people who unknow

ingly helped Kenny's “solution.”

Six feet in height, bland and persuasive,

he claimed to have been a baseball player

a score of years ago and to have hailed

originally from the \Vest; rumor also has it

that this same commodious section of the

United States is his present abiding place.

However that may be, he rented an office

in the Astor Theater Building about two

months ago and prepared to do business as

a used car trader. Two stenographers were

employed at first, but the flood of mail

from the rural \Vest soon necessitated the

addition of a third girl. Kenny printed let

ter heads using the telephone number of the

firm next door, despite protests against this

course of procedure.

' 'He claimed to have a car-rebuilding plant

in Pontiac, Mich., and is said to have ad

vertised extensively in newspapers through

out the West that he had rebuilt cars to

sell, that these cars were in first-class con

dition and, although not the most up-to

date models, they would give excellent ser

vice; also he offered choice of colors and
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trimmings, but one condition is said to have

been that the purchaser make a deposit of

one-third the total price. Deposits and let

ters began to pour in, according to those

who were in position to see, but no one has

been found who ever knew of the trader

selling a car or having one in his posses

sion.

Business boomed for seven weeks. One

day after this lapse of time a man who had

not dealt with Kenny but who knew of his

suddenly acquired big business accused the

trader of being a “crook.” Kenny did not

deny it very emphatically, and on a Fri

day two weeks ago left the office. saying he

was going to Rochester. He did not re

turn, and a telegram was sent to him, but he

is not known to have received it.

A week ago 3. Motor World man went to

the office of the Automobile Sales Agency

and found two of the office girls ensconced

behind a big desk, not very busily engaged.

To inquiries as to Kenny's whereabouts

they were ignorant, and as to the personnel

of the company they said he was vice

president, which, 'in fact, Vwasthe title that

appeared on his business, card.

> “Who's the president?"'was asked.

“That’s what We'd like to know," both

cxelaimed at once. ’ ' _

They advised the Motor World man. to

“come back ina week," but inside the Week

the girls decided that sitting at home was

more comfortable than si’ttingyon hard office

chairs, or sought wo'rk elsewhere. The of

fice now is empty, exeept for a few pieces

of furniture.v '

That the business had every appearance

of legality and' trustworthiness was indi

cated by Kenny’s answer to a man who

wired from the \Vest for the “best cash

discount." Instead of inducing a cash pay

ment by the offer of a substantial discount,

Kenny wired, “Best cash discount two per

cent."

In addition to representing that he had

a rebuilding factory in Pontiac, Mich.,

Kenny told one inquirer that the head of

Montgomery Ward & Co., the Chicago mail

order house, was interested in his business

and stated that the unnamed president of

his "company" owneu a building on Michi

gan avenue. Outside of his oflice. Kenny

is said to have used the alias “Connors” or

“O’Connor.”

 

Death Claims One of Cramp Family.

Samuel A. Cramp, son of William Cramp,

founder of the William Cramp & Sons Ship

and Engine Building Co., of Philadelphia,

died at his home in that city on Sunday

last. 3rd inst. He was 79 years of age. At

one time president of the company, Mr.

Cramp retired from active business about

15 years ago and since has been engaged

largely in philanthropic work.

AMERICAN TIRE EXCELLENCE

REASON FOR EXPORT GROWTH

Small Promise for an American Tire

Factory Abroad, However, Says De

Lisser—Influence of “Polite

Graft” Far Reaching.

Horace De Lisser, chairman of the board

of directors of the Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.,

is one man who is not surprised at the sub

stantial growth of American tire exports.

“Do I think that American tires are bet

ter than those made abroad?" he said, re

peating a question that had been asked him

when the subject was being discussed. “1

don't think so; I know it!” he added posi

tively. _

As De Lisser only recently returned from

a close range investigation of foreign con

ditions, his opinion is worth something.

When he went abroad, De Lisser had in _

mind the establishment of one or more

Ajax tire factories in Europe, and, although

his'visit was due largely to inducements

which had been held out by several of the

more prominent automobile manufacturers,

he found the prevailing conditions such as

to discourage endeavors along the manu

facturing line. '

. “They sell tires very much as they sell

butter and eggs," he stated, “and the sys

tem of polite graft is .so extensive as to

have become almost a recognized feature of

thebusiness. It is not merely the chauf

feur who seeks his ‘bit' but friends and

relatives often must be taken care of, while

in the sale of cars, even knights, dukes and

barons are not above offering their influ

ence for hire and collecting graft when a

sale is made. They know practically noth

ing of tire guarantees on the other side.

and if a car owner obtains 2,000 miles from

a tire he considers, or is told to consider,

himself fortunate. Prices also are at sixes

and sevens and, although their actual pro

portions differ little, the prices of tires in

inch sizes are so much higher than figures

that prevail for millimeter sizes as to be

almost un-understandable."

Sues Garageman for Repaired C'ar.

Because of differences which arose be

tween them, and because the garage owner

would not deliver the car when it was de

manded, Brown's Garage, in Fairfield,

Conn., has been made the defendant in a

suit brought by F. H. Wells, not merely to

recover the Buick car which he had left in

Brown’s establishment, but for $300 which

he claims he would have made had he been

able to obtain possession of this piece of

property.

Three months ago the car was badly dam

aged through an accident. It was taken to

Brown’s Garage for repair. When the

owner called for it, trouble arose and de

livery was refused. Meanwhile, Wells al

leges that he had an opportunity to dispose

of the car, but as Brown refused to re

linquish it the sale fell through, which, ac

cording to Wells, lost to him the sum of

$300. '

Channon’s Tire Grip Appeal Argued.

The appeal of the H. Channon Co., al

leged to infringe the Parsons patent. No.

723,299, owned by the Weed Chain Tire Grip

Co., was argued Friday last, lst inst., in the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals in

Chicago; the District Court on April 25

of this year granted the Weed company a

preliminary injunction against the Channon

company and a reversal of this ruling is

sought on the grounds that the lower court

erred in so deciding, a plea commonly made

in seeking relief of this nature.

The Channon company manufactured the

Gripwell and Roughshod grips, which are

of the anchored type,- and in the court hear

ings the‘anchored feature of the product is

made an important point, the contention of

the defense being that the fastening of the

chains so that they cannot creep as does the

Weed chain removes their infringing fea

ture.

Judgments Pile up Against Courtney.

Although several judgments in which the

name of Courtney appears and in some of

which the Courtney Tire & Rubber Co., of

New York City, is named as debtor, have

been filed recently in the New York county

clerk's ofiiee, most of them are directed at

“’illiam J. Courtney himself. One against

the tire company, for paper of about $200

value which was not met on time. was satis

fied, but there are at least several unsatis

fied against Courtney. One for $3,000 is

held by Thomas A. Desmond, a crude rub

ber importer, who accepted a note as pay

ment for goods. Others, for some $300, are

for rent of an apartment at 542 West-112th

street, New York City, the agents, Albert

E. Gibbs and Charles W. Kirby, being the
creditors. I

Garagemen to Manufacture Trucks.

The Empire Automobile Co., which op—

crates a large and well equipped garage in

Glens Falls, N. Y., has leased the remainder

of the building at‘45-47 Warren street, in

that' city, a portion of which it heretofore

has occupied, and m which the manufacture

of trucks will be carried on in a limited

'way. The owners of the company, Frank

M. Starbuck and Daniel H. Cowles, already

have built several trucks which are in use

in Glens Falls, and therefore do not lack

experience. '
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KUNE HEADQUARTERS T0

BE REMOVED T0 RICHMOND

Removal from Pennsylvania Already

Well Under Way—Imposing Fac

tory Erected in Virginia Capi—

tal by Virginia Capitalists.

\'irginia capital, which last year was in

vested in the Kline Motor Car Corporation

finally has brought about the removal of

that company front York, Pa, to Richmond,

\'a. At the time the Virginians acquired an

interest in the Kline corporation, it was

stated that plants probably would be main

tained in both York and Richmond, but it

now transpires that so far as manufacturing

uma ny'iuu‘fl

white stone trimmings and cement floors.

Each of the wings is 600 x 60 feet, the

building connecting the two main wings

being 30x60 feet. \IVithin the court, be

tween the two main factory structures, are

the tracks of the Seaboard Air Line, which

itnplies that the Kline corporation will be

well situated both to receive and dcspatch

goods. The new plant will afford a capacity

of 2,000 Kline cars a year.

Schebler Not Wholly Lost to Wheeler.

Although he has retired from active par

ticipation in the affairs of the \Vheeler 8:

Schebler Co., as stated in Motor \Vorld last

week, George M. Schebler still will serve

as its consulting engineer and will. after

his return from an extended vacation. be

within call of his former partner, F. H.

COURT DECLINES T0 DRAW

C01.th LINE FDR TAXICABS

Ends Fight of New York’s Biggest

Operator for Distinctive Color,

- Even Though ’Tis Yellow—

Victory for Independents. '

“It is too Well settled to require extended

discussion that anyone may monopolize a

particular color," is the language in which

Judge Greenbaum, in the Supreme Court

for New York County, on Monday, 4th inst.,

made decision in the fight of the Yellow

Taxicab Co. to pre-empt yellow for its own

purposes. Previously the Yellow Taxicab

Co., which is the largest operator of those

  

FACTORY IN RICHMOND, VA., ERECTED FOR OCCUPANCY OF KLINE MOTOR CAR CORPORATION

operations and the conduct of its business

affairs are concerned Richmond, Va., will

be the Kline headquarters. The plant in

York will not be wholly abandoned, but in

stead of being a factory it will be continued

merely as 1 service station and salesroom.

The removal of the Kline machinery and

other factory equipment has been in prog

ress for some time, and so soon as the

transfer is completed James A. Kline, gen

eral manager, and other officials of the

company, as well as a large number of em—

ployes, will follow the machinery and take

up their abode in the Virginia capital.

The factory in the latter city has been

completed at a cost of more than $100.000

and, as the accompanying illustration serves

to show, it is an imposing structure. It is

formed of two parallel wings, connected at

one end by a larger wing, in front of which

and connected with it being a two and

one-half story ofiice building of the Colonial

type. The main structure is of brick with

“'heeler. The company’s name will remain

unchanged and .\Vheeler‘s name will con

tinue on his ofiice door, as it is expected

that he will be around the factory more or

less when in Indianapolis.

Start-Lite to Remove to Michigan.

The Start-Lite Co., maker of the lamp

lighting device of that name. is preparing

to remove from Chicago to Muskegon,

Mich., where it will establish itself in the

former Henry motor car factory. It is ex

pected that the removal will be completed

about December lst.

Stevens Succumbs to an Operation:

Following an operation, Frank M. Ste

vens, head of Stevens & Co., New ‘York,

who handle several important automobile

accounts. died at his home in Rutherford.

N. 1., on Monday, October 28th. He was 53

years of age and is survived by his widow

and two children.

vehicles in New York City, and whose

cabs are distinguished by a bright yellow

color. styled Bristol orange, had obtained

preliminary injunctions against a large

number of independent operators and

seemed in a fair way of monopolizing the

color at stake. In his opinion, however,

Judge Greenbaum 'states that the company

was not entitled to a preliminary injunction,

and in refusing to make the injunction per

manent during the continuation of the

case, he of course disposes of the tem

porary restraining order. His decision was

rendered in the case of the Yellow Taxicab

Co. vs. the City Taxicab Co., but six other

similar cases were disposed of at the same

time, his opinion applying to all. It is as

follows:

“Plaintiff seeks to enjoin pendente lite

the defendant as well as six other defend

ants in separate suits ‘from maintaining and

operating for hire taxicabs on the streets

of New York so long as said taxicahs shall
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be painted or decorated a bright yellow

color. which is more technically described

as “Bristol orange,” or in imitation thereof,

which said color is applied on cabs, and the
lwheels painted the same yellow hereinbe

fore mentioned, and the spokes thereof

striped with black and the bolt heads in the

wheels painted black.I The complaint in

each case is a printed form identical in

language, saving only in the insertion in

typewriting of a given number which the

particular defendant displays upon his car.

“The plaintiff claims to have built up at

great expense a successful business and ac

quired a large patronage by a carefully su

pervised system of operating its cabs, and

that the distinctive yellow coloring of taxi

cabs as above described with spokes ‘striped

with black and bolt heads in the wheels

painted black' was ‘a well defined depart

ure from the coloring of other taxicabs' in

use prior to April. 1909, the time when the

plaintiff's predecessor in title organized a

corporation for the operation of taxicabs,

\vhich were and are known and advertised

as ‘Yellow Taxi' or ‘The Yellow Taxicab.’

“A temporary injunction was obtained

in each case upon the complaint and print

ed affidavits. identical in every respect ex

cepting only that in the_ supporting af’fi

davit of one Brazier there is a difference in

the number of the cab of the given defend

ant, typewritten in a blank space reserved

for, that purpose. Brazier’s affidavit is the

only'v one which attempts to connect the

defendant in each case with the alleged acts

of Btmfair competition or infringement of

plaintiff‘s alleged rights in_the exclusive

use of the yellow taxicab above described.

He alleges in his uniform printed affidavit

respecting each defendant as follows: ‘That

I am familiar with the cab operated by the

defendant. That I have seen this

taxicab operated in and about the streets of

New York. and I have followed it and

watched it for the purpose of seeing the

methods employed by the driver to get

passengers. I have frequently seen the

driver of the defendant's cab standing near

the curb, as near as he could get to the line

of yellow taxicabs operated by the plaintiff

company. with his door open, calling “First

car out," and I have seen passengers go to

his car remarking, “This is a yellow taxi,"

or words to that efiect, and the defendant

has refrained from telling them their mis

take and has by his language in substance

led them to believe that he was operating

a “yellow taxicab.” The car oper

ated by the defendant so closely resembles

the cars of the plaintiff company that it is

not easily distinguishable from the cars 0p

erated by the plaintiff company and so

closely resembles the cars of the plaintiff

company that the public is deceived and

_misled.‘

“Each defendant positively denies that he

represented by act or word his cab as a yel

low taxicab ot the plaintiff, or did or said

anything to mislead anyone using his cab

in believing that it was the cab of the plain

tiff. The acts complained of are twofold:

First, that the defendant's cab so closely re

sembles the cabs of the plaintiff in its color

ing as not to be easily distinguishable

therefrom, whereby the public is deceived

and misled, and, secondly, that the de

fendants are guilty of unfair competition in

deceiving the public by the manner in

which they solicit patronage. There is not

a scintilla of evidence from which the court

may draw its conclusions of fact as to the

way the defendants’ cabs are painted, the

concluding paragraph of Brazier's affidavit

being the only allegation bearing thereon.

“It is thus apparent that the moving

papers are totally deficient in a most essen

tial particular. But as the counsel for the

defendants conceded upon the argument

that the cabs of their clients were painted

in a yellow color and in that respect were

similar to the cabs of the plaintifi, I will

briefly touch upon this feature of the case.

The defendants deny that plaintiff and its

predecessors were the first to adopt the

_use of yellow colored taxicabs as described

> by plaintiff, and allege that such yellow col- ‘

ored cabs have been in operation to a con

siderable extent before the plaintiffr or its

predecessors engaged in the business of

operating taxicabs. But aside from the is

sue of prior use, it is clear from the plain

tiff's presentation of the case that the broad

claim is made to the exclusive right to use

taxicabs for hire having a yellow covered

body and chassis.

“It is too well settled to require extended

discussion that no one may monopolize a

particular color. The only cases in which

the courts have recognized the exclusive

right to a color are those in which the par

ticular color was employed in combination

with other characteristics, which taken to—

gether presented a new and distinctive fea—

ture from that used by others engaged in a

like business (Ohio Baking Co. v. Nat.

Biscuit Co., 127 Fed. Rep., 116, 121: Dia

mond Match Co. v. Saginaw Match Co., 142

Fed. Rep., 727, 728). As was aptly said in

the Diamond Match Cd. case (supra): ‘The

primary colors. even adding black and

white, are but few. If two of these colors

can be appropriated for one brand of tipped

matches. it will not take long to appropriate

the rest.’ It follows that plaintiff was not

entitled to the temporary injunction, which

must be vacated, and that the motion for

an injunction pendente lite must be denied."

Hayes Ofie'ring of Preferred Stock.

In order to retire a large part of its float

ing indebtedness, and to furnish additional

capital to handle its increased business, the

Hayes Mfg. Co., of Detroit, is offering for

public subscription $100,000 of its 7 per cent.

cumulative preferred stock, which repre

sents the unsold portion of a total issue of

$250,000. The offer brings out that during

the past four years the company's net‘

profits have averaged $75,000 and that the

business in sight for l913 amounts to $1.

500,000, on which it is estimated a profit of

$150,000 will be earned. The total assets of

the company, which is one of the largest

manufacturers of sheet metal automobile

parts, are four times in excess of the

amount of the preferred stock.

 

Weidley Heads Indiana Engineers.

George A. Weidley, chief engineer of the

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., was elected presi

dent of the Indiana Division of the Society

'of Automobile Engineers at the annual

meeting in Indianapolis on Friday last, lst

inst. Chester S. Ricker, chief engineer of

the Henderson Motor Car Co., was chosen

treasurer, and H. W. Deupree, of the Remy

Electric Co., secretary.

During the evening the subjects of igni

tion and engine starters was generally dis

cussed. point beingvgiven to the discus

sion by the presence of E. V. Hartford, of

the Hartford Suspension Co., who explained

in detail the operation and the idea behind

the electric starter of which he is the in

ventor. M. Raginel, of the Ignition Starter

Co, also dealt with the subject, reading a

paper which treated starters of the various

types. '

To Girdle Globe for General Motors.

L. W. Place, who has had experience with

both the Buick and Olds companies. has

been appointed foreign representative of the

General Motors Co. He already has his

plans well in hand, having sailed from Van

couver, B. C.. on October 30, for Sydney,

Australia, which will be his first stopping

place. He will be absent about 18 months.

during which time he will visit every coun

try of promise on the eastern hemisphere.

Canadians Take on Buffalo Electrics.

The Universal Electrical Economy C0..

Ltd., of, Montreal, Cam, has secured the

agency for Buffalo electrics for all that

portion of the Dominion lying east of

\Vindsor, Ont. At the present time. the

Universal company maintains salesrooms

and service stations in both Montreal and

Toronto.

To Enlarge Federal Motor Works.

The Federal Motor Works, of Indianap

olis. which is owned by John N. \Villys, is

making ready to- enlarge its plant. The

addition will be a one-story structure, of

sawtooth construction, 50x450 feet.
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\Vashington, I‘a.~Croton Motor Car Co.,

under Pennsylvania laws, with $300,000 cap

ital; to manufacture motor cars.

Cleveland, Ohio—Perrine Mfg. Co.. un

der Ohio laws. with $10,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators—R. A. l/Vilbur

and others.

Akron. Ohio—Akron \Velding Co.. under

deal in lubricants. Corporators—John M.

Madole, Lewis Madole, Leo B. Davis.

Roanoke, \‘a.—Southern Motor News

Corp., under \"irginia laws, with $15,000

capital; to publish motor car statistics.

Corporators—j. M. Stevens and others.

Moline, Ill.—\Villiams McLean Garage

Co.. under Illinois laws, with $3,000 capital;

ital; to operate a garage. Corporators—

Henry E. Paige, Louis E. Smith, Charles H.

Buell.

Ahstabula, Ohio—Owen Rubber Co., un

der Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to man

ufacture rubber goods. Corporators—

Thomas J. Owen, F. M. Henry, Frank A.

Owen.

NEW' HOME OF THE AT\\"ATER KENT MFG. WORKS IN PHILADELPHIA.

 

  

 

 

The building. which is a single~story concrete and steel structure, measures 200x125 feet and afiords 25.000 square feet of floor space; seventy-five per cent.

of the wall area is given over to windows. The Plant is located on' the main line of the P. & R. R. R.. near Wayne Junction.

.__..., L. L

Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to manu

facture automobile parts.

Milton N. Smith and others.

Cleveland, Ohio—Owners Oil & Grease

Co., under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital;

to manufacture lubricants. Corporators—

James V. O'Donnell and others.

Ludlow, Mass.-—-Stens Mfg. Co., under

Massachustts laws, with $200,000 capital; to

manufacture motor car tires. Corporators

—Ashley R. Reucher and others. _

Seattle. Wash—University Garage Co.,

under \Vashington laws, with $25,000 capi

tal; to operate a garage. Corporators—

Charles M. Betterton, C. M. Shannon.

Evanston. Ill.—Pennsylvania Oil Co.,

under Illinois laws. with $2,500 capital: to

Corporators—

to operate a garage. Corporators—C. H.

Williams. \V. R. McLean, A. G. Abraham.

Boston, Mass—A. W. Cox 8: Co., under

Massachusetts laws. with $10,000 capital; to

operate a garage. Corporators—Arthur “1.

Cox, Charles B. Baldwin, Nelson B. Todd.

Chicago, Ill.—-Electric Motor Chair Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $50,000 capital; to

manufacture motor vehicles. Corporators

—C. B. Cryslcr, J. G. Bennett, C. B. Traver.

Dover, Del. — Perfect Tire Sales Co.,

under Delaware laws, with $45,000 capital;

to deal in motor car tires. Corporators—

F. R. Hansell, G. H. B. Martin, S. C. Sey

mour.

Amherst, Massf—Amherst Garage Co..

under Massachusetts laws, with $15,000 cap

Troy, N. Y.-—Auto Salvage Corporation.

under New York laws, with $2,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. .Corporators—

Michael Kennedy, Theodore P. Lowe, Mark

F. Nichols.

‘ Munice, Ind.—Props-Brooker Motor Co.,

under Indiana laws, with $4,000 capital; to

deal in motor ears. Corporators—J. Cooper

Props, George J. Brooker, Oliver P. Dunn,

Jennie Brooker.

Chicago, Ill.—National Oil and Gas Gen

erators Co., under Illinois laws, with $5.000

capital; to manufacture carburetters. Cor

porators—Walter D. Hawk, Sam S. Helmes,

George E. Diersen.

Cleveland, Ohio—Lozier Sales Co., under

Ohio laws, with $30,000 capital; to deal
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in motor cars. Corporators—W. H. Miller,

A. G. Weaver, W. D. Anderson, V. C. Er

man, J. M. Brown.

Boston, Mass—Eliot Motor Car Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $250,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

——Moses H. Libbey, Roscoe G. Houston,

William D. \Nallace.

East Orange, N. J.—Funger Motor

Trucking Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$100,000 capital; to operate a motor deliv

ery. Corporators—M. G. Funger, A. J.

Grosso, D. L. Horton.

Ft. Wayne, IndL—Eureka Garage Co.,

under Indiana laws, with $10,000 capital; to

operate a garage. Corporators—E. C.

Smith, C. J. Buhr, T. B. Adams, A. C. Ho

brock, H. D. Alderman.

Clearmont. Mo.——Clearmont Motor Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $5,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—Guy C.’

Cleary, Willard G. Carpenter, Bert R. Rey

nolds, Fred C. Newton.

Augusta, Me.—Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co. of South America, under Maine laws,

with $3,000,000 capital; to manufacture and

deal in motor car tires, etc. Corporator—

E. M. Leafitt, Winthrop.

Lima, Ohio—Glenmore Lubricant Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $17,500 capital; to

deal in lubricants. Corporators-LJohn \V.

Glenn, Don C. Henderson. B. A. Crites, \V.

M. Scott, W. 1.. Nepille.

Cleveland, Ohio.—-Perrine Mfg. Co., under

Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to deal in

motor cars. Corporators—H. A. \rVilbur,

Charles D. \Vichner, H. A, Burton, Benja

min A. Gage, A. D. Dole. '

Albany, N. Y.-—Albany .Motor Racing

Association, Inc., under New York laws,

lwith $1,000 capital; to promote motor car

races. Corporators—John D. Keeler, Rufus

P. Keeler, Samuel H. Shaw.

New York, N. Y.-—Cathedral Park Gar

age, Inc., under New York laws, with $1,000

capital; to operate a garage. Corporators

-—-Morris Klein, Katie Klein, Samuel Klein,

all of 101 West 114th street.

Albany, N. Y.—Carbone Co., under New

York laws, with $200,000 capital; to manu

facture tires. Corporators—W. E. Greene,

100 Reade street, New York City; G. C.

Leonard and W. G. Van Loon, Albany.

Pittsfield, Mass—J. & B. Mfg. Co., under

Massachusetts laws, with $25,000 capital;

to manufacture ignition and other automo

bile appliance-s. Corporators—Edward S.

Jacobson, Floyd A. Knight, John J. \Vhit

tlescy.

Asbury Park, N. J.-National Automo

bile Owners' Assoeiation, under New Jer

sey’lawspwith $25,000 capital; to deal in

motor cars and accessories. Corporators—

Arnold M. Huslsart, William F. Pattison,

David‘ w. Edwards.

PROMINEN'I MEN lN TRADE

W110 ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

J. G. Budd has resigned as manager of

the Victor Motor Truck Co., of Buffalo, to

become sales manager of the Sanford Mo—

tor Truck Co., of Syracuse, N. Y.

After seven years' service, Thomas J. Hay

has resigned the management of the Ford

Motor Co.'s Chicago branch. He has been

succeeded by D. E. Keith, previously the

Ford manager in Indianapolis.

Macolm B. Richardson has been appoint

ed district manager for the Franklin Auto—

mobile Co., with headquarters in Atlanta,

Ga. He is an old Franklin man, but latterly

has been connected with the Remy Magneto

Co.

Albert Engclhardt, and

secretary of the Universal Truck Co. of

New York, has resigned those ofiices. He,

howev'er, will remain in the trade, having

secured the Metropolitan agency for Stegc

man trucks.

C. L. Morgan, former manager of the

electric division of the General Motors

Truck Co., has resigned that office to be

come identified with the St. Louis Billing

Machine Co. He will establish headquarters

in New York.

L. A. Austin has been appointed sales

manager for the Mais Motor Truck Co., of

Indianapolis. Previously he was sales and

advertising manager of the Rutenber Mo

tor Co., which ofiices he resigned to engage

in the truck business.

Morton H. Luce has resigned the man

agement of the Velie branch in Chicago to

join the sales staff of the Marion Motor

Car Co., of Indianapolis. He will become

its eastern sales manager, with headquar~

ters in New York City.

Stanley H. Keller, formerly New York

State salesman for the United States Tire

Co. out of the Buffalo branch. has been

appointed manager of the new United

States Tire branch which recently was

opened in Rochester, N. Y.

Charles D. Smith has_ been promoted to

the post of production manager of the W'in

ton Motor Carriage Co., of Cleveland. Wal

ter H. Doddridge succeeds to the manage

ment of the Winton service department,

which for some time past was filled by

Smith.

The General Motors Truck Co. having

discontinued its advertising department, F.

vice-president

W. Kurtz, of course, has relinquished his

post as director of advertising. Hereafter

each of the General Motors subsidiaries will

maintain its own advertising and publicity

department.

J. W. Hobbs, manager of the Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co.’s Buffalo branch, has

been promoted to the management of the

more important branch in New York City.

to which the Buffalo establishment here

after will be subsidiary. Hobbs succeeds

]. B. Maus, resigned.

To succeed Robert E. Fulton, who has

been promoted to the post of assistant sales

manager, David C. Fenner has been ap

pointed manager of the International Motor

C0.'s New York branch. C. \V. Stratford.

consulting engineer of the company, also

has been promoted to the post of chief en

gineer.

Because of ill health, H. E. Schonacker

has resigned the general management of

the Marvel Carbureter Co., of Flint Mich..

and will remove to the western part of the

country. When he is definitely located, it is

probable that he will set up in the automo

bile business as an agent or manufacturers’

representative.

Fred A. Harris, former middle west su

pervisor of the United States Motor Co..

has been appointed assistant general man

ager of the Hupp Motor Car Co., of De

troit. Temporarily that ofiice has been

filled by Harry F0sdick, who remains with

the Hupp company but who will assume the

title of director of sales, which is more

in keeping with the class of work he has in

hand.

Furthering its policy of having “men on

the ground,” R. E. Dennison has been ap

pointed district manager of the Stewart

Motor Corporation, of Bufialo; he will

establish headquarters in Chicago and will

have charge of Illinois, Missouri and east

ern Iowa. W. T. Butler also has been ap

pointed a Stewart district manager but with

headquarters in Bufialo. _He will control

New York State and northern Pennsyl

vania.

Bosch Engineer to Visit Europe.

Victor \V. Kliesrath, chief engineer of

the Bosch Magneto Co., of New York. is

hooked to sail to Europe to-day. He will

make the rounds of most of the European

automobile factories and, incidentally, visit

both the London and Paris shows.

  

 

Regal Export Chief Again Goes Abroad.

R. M. Lockwood, head of the Regal Mo

tor Car Co.’s foreign department, sailed on

Saturday last. 2nd inst., for a business tour

of Great Britain and the Continent. He, of

course, will be in attendance at both the

London and Paris shows.
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“'arde L. Mack, of South Bend, Ind., has

become a dealer; he has the Franklin line.

The Eckberg & Place Garage Co., of Fall

River, Mass, has entered the selling field; it

will stock Franklins.

\V. J. Johnson, in Martinez, Cal., is

building a new garage on property adjoin

ing his present location.

A four-story garage and office building

is being erected on 10th street, Des Moines,

1a., by The Herring Co.

V. L. Prazak and A. C. Fajman have se

cured a site upon which they will build a

garage in Howells, S. D.

\‘V. F. Gullick, of Onawa, 1a., has pur

chased a garage' in Sloan, in the same state;

he will deal in Overlands.

Spencer \Vright has leased a new garage

which is being erected in Oneonta, N. Y.

Elvin Easton is the owner.

Thomas \ireeland has purchased the Peo

ple's Garage in South Bend, Ind. He al

ready has taken possession.

Clyde Waters has purchased a garage in

Jefferson, Tex. He also conducts an agency

in Perry, in the same state.

Fred Damp and Fred Tillisch have let the

contract for a garage in \Valnut Grove,

Minn. It will be 44 x 60 feet.

Edgar S. Harrington, proprietor of the

Milford (Del) Garage, is about to erect a

new building for his business.

J. H. Hileman of Waterloo, 1a.. is open

ing salesrooms at 310 West Park' avenue;

he will represent the Haynes.

The Elyria (0.) Auto Sales Co., which

rerently was organized, has let the contract

for its garage and 'salesrooms.

The Highland (Cal.) Garage has been

purchased by A. A. True and N. Levering;

they will add a machine shop.

E. L. Clauss 8: Son have opened a gar

age in Hollywood, Cal., at 6450 Selma ave

nue; it is styled Baker Garage.

Bruno Seibel, a well-known racing driver

on the Pacific Coast, has opened a garage at

773-9 3rd street, San Diego. Cal.

F. A. Hoyt and H. M. Garretson will

soon establish a garage in Lansing, Ia.

They have the Overland agency.

John Bertelson of Litchfield, Minn., plans

to enter the selling field in Valley City, N.

D.' He will form a copartnership.

J. L. Bell and Ralph Wilson have entered

the garage trade in Salt Lake City;

place of business is on State street.

their

E. H. Knoop of Chicago has let the con

tract for a garage to be erected at 066

Sheridan road; the approximate cost is

$5.000.

Permission has been granted to Frank L.

Roberts to build a garage at 1595 Massa

chusetts avenue, Bainhridge, Mass.

J. B. Thompson of Louisville, Ky., has

secured authority to build a brick garage at

3d and A streets; it will cost $3.000.

John Christensen & Co., of Galveston,

Tex.. are about to build new salesrooms on

Tremont street; they will cost $20,000.

Marshall \Miller

taken over the garage and selling business

formerly conducted by John Rosenstiel.

Dr. H. G. Gross and G. F. Pcase have

entered the supply field in Eureka, Cal.

The firm style is Humbol Auto Supply Co.

\\"aterland & Andrews are building a gar

age at 0th street and Broadway, Chico, Cal.

. lt'will represent an expenditure of $10000.

The Heill)ron Rubber Co. has opened up

on East Union street, in Pasadena, Cal.

Miller and Gibraltar tires will be stocked.

\V. L. Hicks, trading as Hicks Auto Sup

ply Co., has engaged in business in Nash

ville. Tenn. He is located at 804 Broadway.

The Pioneer Commercial Co., dealer in

trucks and sight-seeing cars in Los Angeles,

Cal., is to build new quarters on Alameda

' street.

S. E. Raub has secured permission to

erect a garage at 3024 North Meridian

street, Indianapolis. The cost is estimated

at $3,000.

A. M. Belina of Owatonna, Minn.. has

sold his garage business to George Klem

mer;

his town.

The Sperl Garage. in New Ulm, Minn..

has been purchased by Edward Larson and

John Nagel; the firm name will be Larson

Auto C0.

Glenn A. Calkins has taken over the Ford

agency in Riverside, Cal. He also

opened a garage and salesrooms at 446-48

8th street. 7

The Green Motor Car Co., of Newark,

N. J., plans to erect a one-story garage.

has
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of Freeport, Illi, has,

Belina was the first garageman in'

  

00 x 50 feet, at 9-13 Bleecker street;

cost $6,000.

\V. Matthal has had plans prepared for a

garage which lie-will have built at 2533

Prospect street, Kansas City, Mo. It will

cost $4,000.

The Pullman Taxicab Co., of Philadel

phia, Pa, will build a three-story garage,

74 x 86 feet, at 1542 \Vood street; it is to

cost $45,000. I

Frank Fosha and L. l’. Larson have

opened a garage in Green Bay, \Vis., at

206-7 \Vashington street; the style is Wash

ington Garage.

it will

I. C. Golden of Nevada, 1a., has purchased

from J. R. Davidson the Hudson and Krit

agencies; he will display his lines at Post

Bros.’ Garage.

O. R. Fuller of Los Angeles, Cal., is to

build a two-story garage at 719 North Ala

meda street; the specifications name $20,000

as the cost.

A. VL- Rothwell has bought the Koch

Garage, at South Ashley and Madison

streets, Ann Arbor, Mich. He is the Buick

dealer in that city.

Charles McKenzie and Frank Cockburn

have purchased the Milton (Ore.) Garage

from George and Bert Miller; the consid

eration was $2,000.

The Greenleaf Automobile Co., of \Vater

ville, Kan., has purchased the Thomas

agency in that town; A. C. Gefl‘ert is the

Greenleaf manager.

A garage is being built at 13th street and

Grand avenue, Milwaukee, VVis.. for the

\V. E. Allen Co. It will represent an ex

penditure of $15,000. '

The Star Garage, in Mishawaka. Ind., has

been sold by \V. M. Stark of Elkhart to

Robert Harvey. Harvey also operates the

Harvey Auto Livery.

H. Penner and \V. D. Angel, of Milwau—

kee. Wis., plan to build a garage on Oak

land avenue, between Folsom place\and

Newberry boulevard. .

R. S. Keeves of Oregon, Mo., has sold

his interest in the J. H. Keeves Automobile

CQ. to his son, John H. Keeves', the con

sideration was $6,200. ‘ '

' Albert E. \Vhitney, of Elmira, N. Y., has

bought the building formerly occupied~ by

the Empire Mobile Cali Sign Co., and will

open a garage therein. "
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Webster City, 1a., is to become pos

sessed of a new garage. It will be erected

by Hanson & Tyler, who will‘expend $30,—

000 in its construction.

Central Garage Co., Inc., is a new entry

into the garage field in Nashville, Tenn. It

has opened up at 124-32 Third avenue. H.

A. \Villiams is president.

P. B. Christian, Elmer Farmer and Er

nest Loci are to open a garage in W'avcrly,

O. The same location previously was occu

pied by Ehrman & Gordon.

The Omaha (Neb.) Taxi Co. has bought

out the business and equipment of the Pax

ton Taxi Co. The deal carries rights to the

stand in front of the Paxton Hotel.

Jay Livingston and \Villiam L. Crosson

have purchased the Hiatt & Reader Garage

in Hastings, Neb. The firm style will be

Livingston & Crosson; they have the Krit

agency.

James Morris, for some time manager of

the Chalmers repair shop for the Union

Supply Co., of Toledo, 0., has entered busi

ness for himself; he has opened up a repair

business at 10911 11th street.

Warren L. Seeley, for three and one-half

years secretary of the St. Paul (Minn)

Commercial Club, has resigned to enter the

automobile business; he is associated with

M. J. Osborn, St. Paul distributor of \Vhite

and Detroit electrics.

The recently organized Owl Garage, at

2313 Hennepin avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.,

has taken the Agency for “foods electric

cars; a service station has been opened at

Hennepin avenue and 24th street. Fred H.

Day and Harry J. Murphy constitute the

organization.

The Albany (N. Y.) branch of the Frank

lin Automobile Co. has been sold to Clar

ence G. Heck, who will continue it as a

dealer; Heck was manager of the branch for

several months past and has been connected

with the company in other capacities for

several years.

The Central Garage 8: Supply Co., of To

ronto, Ont., is erecting a seven-story con

crete'building at Shepherd and Temperance

streets, wherein it will handle the sale of

Abbott-Detroit cars; the structure will cost

$150,000 and will have 255 linear feet of dis

play windows on the ground floor. T. S.

Blues is president and Thomas Enright, sec

retary and treasurer.

Reversing the usual order of things, the

Dodge Motor Vehicle Co., of Cambridge,

Mass, which heretofore has handled gaso

lene cars, has relinquished them wholly in

order to devote itself to the sale of Buffalo

electrics, for which it has secured the

agency for six counties in Massachusetts.

The Dodge company already has two im

mense garages—one in Cambridge, the

o

other in Boston—and shortly will open a

salesroom near the corner of Boylston and

Gloucester streets, in the latter city.

Abbott Motor Car Co. of Cleveland is

the style under which a new Abbott-Detroit

agency has been- established in that Ohio

city; it has a territory of several miles ra

dius and has temporary quarters at 2027

Euclid avenue. The officers of the company

are: President, W. F. Schmitt; vice-presi

dent and general manager, C. H. Davies;

secretary and treasurer, J. J. Schmitt.

More Branches on Makers’ Trees.

The United States Tire Co. has opened

a branch in \Vashington, D. C. It is 10

rated at 1303 H street.

The Dayton Airless Tire Co., of Dayton,

0., has opened a branch in Cincinnati, at 803

Race street. It will be in charge of D. H

Phister.

The Strombcrg Motor Devices Co., of

Chicago, has opened a branch in Detroit at

465 \Voodward avenue. It is in charge of

N. H. Minniter. '

The Haynes Automobile Co., of Kokomo,

Ind., his established a branch in Fresno,

Cal., of which \V. G. Dandy is manager. It

will be subsidiary to the Haynes branch in

San Francisco.

The Kline Motor Car Corporation has

opened a branch in San Francisco which

will be under the direction of Frank C.

Renstrom & Co. It will control practically

all the Kline business on the Pacific Coast.

The Cutting Motor Car Co., of Jackson,

Mich., is about to establish a factory in

Kansas City, which will be in charge of H.

Beach. The branch will control parts of

Missouri, Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas and

New Mexico.

Minor Business Troubles.

Following the filing of a bill of complaint

by the Fisk Rubber Co., a receiver was ap

pointed last week in the Federal court in

Baltimore, Md., for the Southern Auto and

Marine Supply Co. The rubber company

claims an indebtedness of $275.31.

Creditors this week filed a petition

against the Central Tire Supply Co., of

2540 Broadway, New York City; the peti

tioners and their claims are: Diamond Rub

ber Co. of New York, $1,024; B. F. Good

rich Co., $453; Lowe Motor Supplies Co.,

$127.

On the petition of creditors, United

States Judge Day, in Cleveland, 0., last

week, appointed a receiver for the Ohio

Auto Carriage Co., of which Ralph Golds

worthy is proprietor. The petitioners are

Dr. H. D. Champlin, the Horning Electric

Co. and the Allenized Water Co., all of

Cleveland.

0

The George F. Wallin Co., Inc., of 266

West 58th street, New York City, dealer

in accessories, on Friday last, lst inst., made

an assignment to Louis Frankel for the

benefit of its creditors. The company was

incorporated March 27, 1911, with a capital

stock of $10,000; George F. Wallin was

president and Charles A. Christman secre

tary and treasurer.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy

was filed in the Federal court on Monday

last, 4th inst., against the Auto and Aero—

nautic Supply Co., of 2100 Broadway, New

York City, by the H. Philips Rubber

Works, the Century Tire Co. and the Stein

Laplock Tire Co. The liabilities are $3,400

and the assets $2,500. Henry Philips was

appointed receiver with authority to con

tinue business 20 days.

New Process Completes Plant Enlargement.

The New Process Rawhide Co. has en

larged its already extensive plant in Syra

cuse, N. Y., by the addition of a four-story

wing extension, 65 x 185 feet, at right angles

to the old building, and by a heating plant.

60 x 50 feet. in the rear. The new buildings

are fireproof throughout, having steel frame

work, reinforced concrete floors, concrete

roofs, brick curtain walls and steel window

sashes. New equipment, to the value of

$100,000, has been installed in the build

ings, making what is believed to be the

largest and most complete single building

plant in the world devoted exclusively to

gear making and gear fitting.

England’s Exports and Imports Go Higher.

During the nine months ending with Sep

tember, Great Britain's exports of cars,

chassis and parts attained a value of £2.

532,537 as against £2,126,602 during the

corresponding period of the previous year.

During the month of September itself, the

exports increased from £273,301 to £340,

125. For the nine-month period, the imports

totalled £5,452,685 as against £4,565,193.

For the month, the record was £531,059 as

against £485,118 during September, 1911.

Deposit Dealer Disputes Tire Bill.

Difference of opinion over a bill of $66 is

responsible for an action now being prose

cuted in the SupremeCourt for New York

County by the Fisk Rubber Co. against

William G. Dailey, a garage operator at

Deposit, N. Y. It is in the nature of a dis

puted acconnt.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Elgin, Ill.--Manley’s Garage and fourteen

cars destroyed. Loss, $17,000.

Rochester, N. Y.-C. D. Brown,'-garagc

and livery equipment destroyed. Loss.

$50,000.
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NEW' YORK. NOVEMBER 7, 1912

OVERCHARGING THAT CAN BE AVOIDED.

Not a little of the distrust with which car owners some

times regard proprietors of repair shops is due to causes

which, while not directly the fault of the repairmen, can be

and should be remedied'by them, for the consequences are

injurious, from a business point of view. An example from

real life will best bring out the point.

A new motor had to be installed in a car, and it was

decided to put in one that differed considerably from the

original engine. The repairman who was entrusted with

the work made an estimate that was satisfactory, but he

was not tied down to the figure he named. As the shop

was crowded, the work was done in a neighboring shop,

there being a working arrangement between the two estab

lishments. A couple of trusted men were detailed for the

job and were evidently implicitly relied upon. To make a

long story short, the time required to install the engine was

about double the estimated time and the bill presented ex

ceeded the estimate by a large amount. Moreover, as it

turned out, the work was most unsatisfactory and had to be

done over again. The men “loafed on the job,” doing prac—

tically nothing for days at a time. and yet convinced their

employer that their time was honestly employed. The re

pairman made his bill accordingly, fought the objections

to its amount and in due time received his check.

The discovery of the poor workmanship. coming after

the payment of the exorbitant bill, cost the careless repair

man many profitable jobs. for the story was somewhat

widely circulated by the owner of the car. The case is by

no means unique. There are not a few repairmen who take

the word of their men for what is not so, and render what

they believe to be honest bills; but they rarely escape being

classed with the “sharks” and their reputations suffer

accordingly.

The remedy is a systematic method of checking which

will compel the men to account for their time in detail, so

that any waste of time can be detected and stopped at once.

\Vith a good checking system, “soldiering” to any great

extent is rendered very difficult, and leakage in many un

suspected directions can be effectually stopped.

SOLVING THE “SHOW ISSUE ” PROBLEM.

Solving the used car problem is not the only difficulty

that has confronted the trade. The solution of the so-called

“Show Issue” in itself has constituted no small problem.

While the used car problem always faces the trade, the

“Show Issue” problem confronts the industry with greatest

force at about this season of each year.

Every publisher who by any hokus-pocus can give his

publication even a temporary automobile complexion feels

justified in formulating and presenting to the trade a “Show

Issue”, Practically all of them are issued for advertising

purposes only; the purposes they may serve and the good

they may do are secondary considerations.

Of right, the automobile publications which work year

in and year out for the interests of the industry are most‘

~ entitled to consideration, but in many instances their Show

Issues have left much to be desired and have not. served

the best purposes of those whom they are designed to serve.

Always they have made their appearance at about the time

the shows are nearing their completion; never at a time or

in a form to permit intelligent planning on the part of

dealers who attend the shows, or who would attend them

were truly adequate information available.

In seeking to render this service, and to evolve a solu

tion of the problem, Motor World has decided to issue its

big Show Number three weeks in advance of the opening

of the New York show. In other words, it will be a Show

Information Number and .will bear date December 28th.

The information it will present, and the way it will be

presented will be of real help to those who exhibit and to

all who contemplate viewing the exhibitions ;_it will permit

intelligent planning and promote and facilitate intelligent

purchases. It means a breaking away from long estab

lished custom, but we believe it will be a departure that

will be welcomed by exhibitors as sincerely as it will be

welcomed by dealers.

Thanks to the unremitting efforts of their manufactur

ers, it no longer is possible rightly to place much blame on

spark plugs for irregular running of the gas engine. Soot

ing and short-circuiting and cracking is the exception and

not the rule nowadays. It has not been easy to bring these

necessary adjuncts to the internal combustion engine to

their present state of perfection, for theirs is a hard life;

and they have a hard past to live down. But where there’s

a will there’s a way, and the way to permanent improvement

has been found and well established.
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KEEPING JACK FROST OUT

OF THE COOLING SYSTEM

Pros and Cons of the Best Three Meth

ods Discussed—Why Alcohol Is

Least Harmful—Proper Pro

portions to Use.

No\ ember is a seasonablc time to recall

the fact that the radiator of a car radiates

just as effectively when the air becomes

colder than the water as it does when the

water grows warmer than the air. The re

sult is that the radiator becomes a highly

efficient freezer in winter—the more so for

the reason that water that has been heated

freezes more rapidly than water from which

the air ltas not been expelled by heating.

Therefore, something should be done to

prevent freezing even when the air hardly

seems cold enough to make any trouble in

the circulating system.

Of course, there is the good old makeshift

of throwing a robe or blanket over the

radiator; but this has disadvantages other

than the purely csthetic one of unsightli

In the first place, the robe may be

removed by some conscienceless miscreant.

In the second place. the robe gives most

protection where the least is needed and

the least protection where the most is want—

ed. The warm air and warm water natur

ally rise and the colder elements settle to

-the bottom and are still further cooled by

contact with the outer air; the pump. re

turn piping and the bottom the radiator are

liable to freeze in_cold weather while the

top of the radiator still may be comfortably

warm. It helps somewhat to make a pro

tector for the bottom of the radiator to

retain heat at that point. for once the water

freezes there it is decidedly difficult to

thaw it without getting the car into a warm

place. The safest procedure, however, is

to fill the circulating system with an anti

freezing solution and submit to the neces

sity for giving it a little attention.

The three substances that are most famil

iar as reducers of the freezing point of

cooling water are alcohol, glycerine and

calcium chloride. Each has its advantages

and each has objectionable features. Alco

hol is rather expensive, evaporates out of

the water. leaving a weak mixture that has

114355.

at problematic freezing temperature, is apt

to be' deceptive because the rate of evap

oration is unknown, and has a deteriorating

effect on rubber. Glycerine also ltas a dis

integrating efl'ect on rubber hose connec

tions, and it decomposes_at higlt tempera

tures with an accompanying evil odor. Cal

cium chloride sets up an electrolytic action

on the metal that contains it. and. if impure.

as it not infrequently is. also has a corrod

'ing effect. Alcohol is the least harmful of

the three. .

One part of alcohol to three of water will

not freeze until the mercury drops to zero;

3% parts of alcohol to 6% parts water will

stay liquid until the thermometer regis—

ters 15 below zero. A mixture of 25 per

cent. glycerine and 75 per cent. water

freezes a few degrees below zero, and by

increasing the proportion of glycerine to

35 per cent. the freezing point goes down to

15 below zero. Calcium chloride 20 per

cent. and water 80 per cent., by weight, will

freeze slightly below zero, and 25 per cent.

of the substance will bring the freezing

p_0iltt down to 20 below.

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

   
 

 
 

That lteatcd air rises, and that high tem

changes ofperatures and temperature
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through wide limits can in no way be con

strued as being beneficial to paint and var

nish are little points which are doubtless

known to all those who have to do with the

production of motor cars, but it is rare that

use is made of the knowledge to insure lon

gevity to the paint work on the hood which

covers the motor. On Pierce-Arrow cars.

however, cognizance is taken of both facts,

and to the ample space around the flywheel

which is afforded for the ventilation of the

motor compartment has been added that

afforded by two small ventilators on the

top of the hood, by way of preventing chip

ping of the paint on the hood. '

As shown in the accompanying photo
graph, the ventilatorsi are provided with

[tinged doors, the hinges positioned on the

forward ends, so that when the car is in

motion the warm air which otherwise would

be pocketed up against the metal hood to

the detriment of the paint work, is drawn
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November 8-16, London, England—So

ciety of Motor Manufacturers and Traders'

annual show in Olympia Hall.

7-22,December Paris, France—Paris

Salon.

January 6-11, Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.'s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.

January 11-18, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phi1a

delphia Automobile Trade Association's

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers’ Association's

show in \Vayne Gardens.

January 27-Fcbruary 1, Buffalo, N. Y.—

Butfalo Automobile Dealers’ Association’s

Show in the State Armory.

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure car= only .

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill.—-National

Association of Automobile Manufacturer's'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 10-15, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Co.'s show in

the National Guard Armory;

February 17-22, Kansas City, Mo.--Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in the Convention Hall.

March 3-8. Pittsburgh, Pa.—-Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers" Association's show in

Duquesne Garden. ‘

March 24-29, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Trade Association's

show.

 

off. In cold weather. when no added venti

lating space is needed or during rainstorms.

the ventilators can be closed, spring clips

being provided to prevent rattling. Natur

ally, when the car is stopped, either the

action of the fan, if the motor is running.

or convection currents if otherwise. insure

ventilation.
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By MARSHALL L. COOPER, Denver, Colo.

As the best solution of the second hand problem confront

ing the trade, I suggest that the automobile manufacturers

and dealers throughout the United States form an association

and call in all the old wrecks, throw them into the scrap and

pro rate the expense by assessment on all those who con

stitutc the organization.

  

By JOHN WETAH, Racine, Wis.

There seems to be but one practical solution for the dis

posal of the old car, and it is within the ability of practically

all legitimate dealers. It is a method that some dealers in

large cities have pursued to some extent, but it does not

seem to have been considered to any extent by the dealers

in small towns. It is the reconstruction of the old models

so that they can be used for commercial purposes, which

usually can be done at very little expense, especially if the

dealer is careful to place the car where it is best suited for

the purpose.

There are hundreds of purposes for which old cars can

be used and where they will give good service. Almost any

retail merchant, contractor, real estate man, truck farmer,

or expressman can use these old cars when properly equipped

—and in most cases it could be equipped or converted at a

very low c0st. In most cases it simply would mean the fit

ting of a body-box back of the front seats, such as can be

purchased from wagon makers at a reasonable figure or such

'as can be made by a local carpenter under the direction of

the agent.

One thing the dealer must be careful of is not to misrepre

sent the capacity or ability of the car, or he will kill 05 many

future prospects. He must from the start he prepared to

stand back of any promises he may make, as he must not

forget that he is now dealing with a class of people who are

buying with a view of making money. Every successful

purchaser will increase the dealer's business in this direction,

and, per contra, a dissatisfied customer will kill many pros

pects.

I do not mean that the agent can take in trade all the old

cars that are brought to him regardless of their age and

worth and sell them for commercial purposes, because many

old one~ and two-cylinder cars are not worth the price of a

new set of tires, and should be consigned to the scrap heapu

excepting such parts as the dealer may. be able to use in

repair work. However, most of the four-cylinder models

which have been made within the last three or four years are

still good for commercial purposes and could be taken in

trade at reasonable figures, and in some instances, after con

version, could be sold at a profit. If the small dealer pre

' pares himself to handle the old cars in this way, he will find

that many sales he now loses to the city dealers he will be

able to make himself, and at the same time build up a profit

able repair and supply business by the increased sales he will

make during the season.

It looks as though many of the good low-priced car build

ers will build six-cylinder models, and while many of these

will be new sales, there will also be many trades where the

dealer must take the old four-cylinder cars as part payment;

and as most dealers have only a limited capital to do business

with they must prepare themselves for a market to dispose

of the old models taken in trade, and there cannot be any

better way of disposing of the old models than as outlined.

It is much better than unloading these old models and

selling them to irresponsible people who should not be en

couraged to buy automobiles, as they usually become a bur

den on the dealer, for it is frequently necessary for the

dealer to keep such cars in repair for a considerable ength

of time, especially where such cars are sold upon time pay

ments. This would not generally be the case where such a

car was sold to a merchant, as it is easier to bank paper given '

by a merchant than paper given by a man dependent upon a

salary for a living.

There is no better time than the fall of the year for the

dealer to commence making his trades and getting in the

old models, overhauling and equipping them with suitable

bodies and finding customersv for them—he can better afford

to do this now than later, when he should be working on new

prospects.

There are many arguments the dealer can use to enthuse

the prospective purchaser with when offering an old model

in this way—one in particular is that the car can be sold at a

reasonable price—that it is a standard product; that repairs

and replacements can be made with less delays than would

be the case with most of the new light delivery cars now

being offered. as most of them are assembled products. and

while they are guaranteed by the manufacturers. some of

them are not financially able to stand back of their experi

ments.

These arguments are sound, and if they are properly

placed before the prospect they will bring results, as the

price that can be made is a great temptation. Every agent

should equip One of the old models himself and offer it for

demonstration, but by all means keep it clean and do not

have it nicknamed “Betsy” or “Maud,” as is usually the case

where there are hangers-on around the garage. Otherwise

the dealer should go after this business as he would to sell

a new car from the factory—but the chances of sales will be

much better if the demonstrating car is kept clean and ready

for business.
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LEARNING FROM OTHER BUSIi

NESS SUCCESSES.

Selling automobiles is a real business,

after all. The “game” idea is being pushed

so far back that it is almost out of sight

and, figuratively speaking, the vast majority

of dealers have taken in their belts a notch

or two. rolled up their sleeves and pitched

into real work.

Such dealers are learning to appreciate

the meaning of merchandising and begin—

ning to apply it to their business. They are

studying the successes of the grocer. the

hardware man and the department store.

They realize that from these established

businesses they may learn much that is of

permanent value. They are looking for

"germ" ideas from which they may evolve

plans or methods of merchandising suitable

particularly for the automobile business.

Department Store as a Model.

Naturally, the department store looms

large on the horizon because of general

success of such stores and because they

display the merchandising instinct to an

unusual degree. Of course, exactly the same

methods cannot be employed in the sale

of automobiles, but the same principles that

make the department store a success will

help any dealer in the more profitable con~

duct of his business.

The fundamental idea back of the de

partment store is expressed in this thought:

"It pays to do all of the things you can

for the head of the family." The more

things you can do for the family the more

opportunities you have of doing them—at

a profit.

Opportunities Within Easy Reach.

At once someone asks, “How on earth

does that apply to the automobile dealer?"

Nevertheless, it fits in with the modern idea

of the automobile merchant in many ways.

And once he gets the idea well fixed in his

mind and begin-s to-use- his imagination and I
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his vision the automobile merchant sees a

wealth of opportunities at his door—nay,

within his very reach—that he never saw

before. He changes the department store

man’s slogan to read, "It pays to do as

many things as possible'for the automobile

owner.

him the more opportunities you have of

doing them—at a profit."

Doing Customers a Good Turn.

The moment an automobile dealer gets

this idea—and acts on it—he becomes a

merchant. He commences to look for op

portunities for his customers. For instance,

someone from a factory drops in and otters

him a certain l0t_of tires “at a price." He

can sell them under the market if he buys

them and still make a profit. He knows

what size is most in demand, so he ’phones

half a dozen customers and tells them of

the bargain he has for them—or. posts a

sign in the garage, quoting the special

prices. He has done a good turn'for every

customer who takes advantage of his sug

gestion and has made a profit besides.

Big Things Have Small Beginnings.

Again, he hears of a special offer on spark

plugs, on robes, on metal polish, on wrench

es, tools, or whatever it may be. He handles

lot after lot and cleans them out.

facturers’ salesmen learn what he is doing

and they come to him with special stuff.

He sells not only to his own customers, but

there soon comes in the man who bought a

car elsewhere. He gives this man a splen

did dcal on what he wants, gives him every

other attention, and the man comes again

-—gets into the habit of dropping in for‘sup

plies. He feels at home in the dealer-mer

chant’s garage—begins to' talk car—and

pretty soon, instead of a spark plug cus

tomer the dealer has a car customer.

“The merchandising idea isn't so vbad or

so impracticable,' after all,” he ruminates.

“It's helping to bring in new customers

and it's-helping me to keep the old ones.“
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yThis type of dealer sees still further op

portunities. He sees at once how every man

in his employ can be made a salesman. He

interests them all in his plan. Next time

a transient tourist drives in for gasolene

and oil he gets it quickly—and while he is

pulling out his change the garageman says,

“How’s the water in your radiator? Had I

better put in a little?" “How about oil?"

“Here's some great cylinder oil in one-_

gallon cans—most people like to carry an

extra gallon—they feel safer with it," and

so on. -

People like to have things suggested to

them. Often they forget or overlook the

very thing they intended buying. With a

force of employes working along these mer

chandising lines a profitable business can

be built with very little, if any, increase in

overhead expense.

. .3

I DISCOURTESY THiAT DRIVES AWAY

TRADE.

Two men of more or less prominence in

the Chicago accessory trade, and two of

their friends were onthcir way to a funeral

a few ‘ Sundays ago—all- four were pall

bearers and dressed _accordingly._ Discover

ing the need of more air in thetires, they

drove into an 'Oak'Park (111.) garage. The

proprietor, was there—but, alas! he was

properly attired in “Sunday clothes," ten

nis shoes, etc. -

“Can wc'gct some air here?" politely

asked one of the gentlemen.

“Yes; you'll find a pump over there in

the corner," said_thc dapper proprietor, re—

suming the perusal of his Sunday paper.

They found the pump, of course, and in

flated their tires, but—_and here’s where the

moral lies—in the car were two "prospects."

both of'whom were going to buy a car very

shortly, and one of them was rather keen

on the car sold by this particular dealer.

As they went out the latter remarked: “if

that’s the ‘obliging' agent I would have to
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do business with, excuse me from buying

car!"

Just as you never know where lightning

will strike, so you can never tell when you

a
 

are driving away a prospect.

The spirit of courtesy is always good

business. The man who runs a garage has

to do a lot of things for which he receives

no thanks, but it's much better salesman

ship to have the thanks coming than-t0

have it the other way.

at

CLOSING SALES AND DEVELOPING -

PROSPECTS.

A Cleveland dealer, who handles five

counties in addition to the city of Cleveland,

keeps one salesman and a mechanic con

tinuously on the road. They travel together,

and as soon as they enter a town they get

into touch with the live prospects. Where

a sub-dealer is established, they help him

and have been the means of closing many

sales. In towns where there is no sub

dealer they learn through‘the merchants

and town gossips who in the vicinity are in

terested in cars, and they go after them in

earnest fashion. The plan has worked won

ders in developing business where a cata

log or photograph would not arouse more

than passing interest.

,3!

KEEP REPAIR JOBS WELL OUT OF

SIGHT.

The sight of automobiles in every possi

ble stage of repair—some with engines dis

mantled, others with transmissions out, and

again another with differential being fixed,

is not calculated to inspire confidence in the

product. Nevertheless. this is precisely the

exhibit that greets the man at probably 50

per cent. of the garages at which he may

call.

That repairs are necessary and that most

of them are due to careless driving or neg

lect, may be true, bue it is no reason why
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repair jobs should occupy the center of the

stage, so to speak.

The business of the automobile dealer pri

marily is to sell cars. Anything that will

help him sell them should be featured. Any

thing that in the least hinders his sales

should he retired to the background or

take place behind the scenes. .

This means that the separate repair shop,

whether it is in the sales building, shut off

by partitions, or in another building, is a

vital element in modern automobile mer

chandising.

A Boston dealer who removed his repair

shop from immediately below his sales

rooms to a location two blocks away found

that it paid, and paid well. Thereafter the

angry wail of the disagreeable customer

was never heard in the vicinity of the sales

room. Incidentally, he found that the effi

ciency of the separate repair department

was immeasurably increased as a result of

the separation.

It is well to remember the value of first

impressions and to appreciate that it is

good business to put one's “best foot' fore

most." Repair jobs out of sight are out of

mind of- the purchaser. I

8

MAKING ADVERTISEMENTS SERVE

DOUBLE PURPOSES.

One way to cash in on the manufacturer’s

advertising and link it up with your store

is to cut out the advertisements as they

appear and attach them neatly to the win

dows. of the store or to bulletin boards

placed in the windows.

In the last analysis the manufacturer's

advertising is done for the benefit of the

dealer and places him directly in touch with

the consumer.

The weak part of a proposition always is

when the dealer fails to recognize the op

portunity and let it pass altogether.

A good plan is for the dealer to run his

own advertisement in his local paper imme
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diater following the appearance of the

manufacturer’s announcement in the big

general magazines and weeklies and follow

it up by the clipping and pasting procedure

referred to. This costs little and focuses the

big advertising campaign of the manufac

turer down to each particular store, thus

unmistakably identifying the latter as the

place where the cars so advertised are sold.

A page advertisement from the Motor

\Vorld, for instance, neatly clipped and

trimmed and mounted on a clean, stiff piece

of cardboard, with a heavy red or black line

around to set it off, makes an interesting

and valuable display that is sure to attract.

.99

PAYS TO BE GENEROUS WITH

FENCE SIGNS.

Garagemen seeking the tourist trade—

and there’s no end of them—~find that one of

the most profitable investments they can

make is to sign~post the roads several miles

in all directions. It helps the tourist and

usually he goes straight to the garage so

advertised. The inevitable, conclusion is

that the garage with enough enterprise and

public spirit to do such good work deserves

the most generous support. Of course,

there is nothing new about the idea. The

point is that there are thousands of oppor

tunities for doing this work, which is a

very inexpensive and fruitful form of ad

vertising.

3

FREE AIR—WITH NO PRESSURE.

Of all the maddening things that can hap

pen to a motorist, none is more irritating

than to find that the pressure behind the

supposed free air pump is taking a short

vacation. Dealers who have this air pres

sure equipment in their garages will find

that it pays to have it continuously on the

job. Otherwise a piece'of equipment that

is supposed to draw trade is likely to drive

it away.
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ANOTHER SIX CYLINDER

ADDED TO RUTENBER FAMILY

It Is of the Long Stroke Type With

Cylinders Cast in Pairs—Provis

ion Made for a Lighting

Generator.

Supplementing an already comprehensive

line of both motors and complete un'it

power plants, the Rutenber Co. of Marion,

Ind., the $1,350,000 company which recently

took the Western Motor Co. of

Marion and Logansport, Ind., former pro

over

ducers of Rutenber engines, has added still,

another motor, Model 28, the design of

which differsin several respects from all of

its predecessors. Its principal point of vari

ance lies in the fact that its cylinders are

features, the bore and stroke are 3% inches

and 5% inches, respectively. Similarly,

many of the other construction details of

the new motor reflect well-known Rutenber

practice.

Silence Studied in Timing Gears.

The distinctive method of arranging the

water pump and magneto shaft drive from

a vertical shaft, for instance, is retained, as

is the centrally split barrel crankcase and

the lubrication system. By reason of the

arrangement of the water pump shaft and

magneto shaft drive only three gears are

required, and as these are helically cut and

are of wide face, wear and noise are re

duced to the minimum. The crankcase is

split on the center line with a large oil

reservoir of eight quarts' capacity in the

lower half. The lubrication system is of the

combination splash and force feed type, in

is supplied machined for~ either cone or

multiple disc clutch. All water pipes and

intake manifolds are brazed brass tubing

and the valve mechanism is completely en

closed by means of light, removable metal

plates, thus rendering easy valve adjust

ments. The motor base also is supplied

equipped with a bracket for the mounting

of any one of a number of standard electric

lighting generators.

Cylinders Difficult to Replace.

\Vhile it is a simple enough task for one

man‘to put on a single cylinder and get the

piston rings into the bore, it is very differ

ent when it comes to handling four cyl

inders cast en bloc. A very good method

is to block up the cylinder casting on the

crankcase just above the point where all

the pistons, when the cranks are horizontal,

are on the same level. Then by turning

 

 

  

INTAKE AND EXHAUST SIDES OF THE NEW RUTENBER "SIX," SHOWING LIGHTING DYNAMO BRACKET

cast in pairs instead of being cast singly,

the latter construction having been one of

the distinguishing features of all Rutenber

motors until a short time ago, when a

smaller model long stroke block motor was

added to the line.

The new motor is a “six,” and conse

quently the pair method of casting the cyl

inders permits. of the increase in rigidity

which this construction affords. Incident

ally, by casting the cylinders in pairs, bet

ter facility for providing more liberal bear

ing space between the three pairs is ob

tained. The crankshaft is large in section

and is mounted in four die-cast bearings

formed of Hoyt’s nickel Babbitt metal.

In dimensioning the cylinders, the com

pany has relied upon its own experience in

the production of successful long-stroke

motors, and hence has adopted a conserva

tive ratio or stroke to bore. Like the pre

vious four and six-cylinder motors from

which the new model gains most of its

which the cylinders‘and pistons are lubri

cated by splash and the main bearings by

pressure, two cam-operated pumps being

provided. one forcing oil through suitable

ducts to the bearings and the other pumping

oil over the timing gear train in the front

of the crankcase. The overflow serves_ to

maintain a constant level in the crankcase

compartment.

Motor Has Three-Point Support.

In common with several of the other

types of Rutenber motors, the new engine is

supplied with two different crankcase ar

rangements, the one being standard with

the' flywheel open and the other having

the flywheel enclosed in a bell housing

which is machined at its after end for the

reception of any one of several standard

gearsets prodUced by several manufacturers

of such mechanisms. In any case, the mo—

tor is arranged to be supported at three

points in the chassis frame and the flywheel

the crank two of the pistons can be worked

into their cylinders and the cylinders let

down until the other two can be eased in

without withdrawing the first two. \Vhile

this sometimes can be done by two men, it

can be done much more satisfactorily by

three.

Iron Pipe for Truing Grindstones.

A rough and ready tool for truing up a

grindstone consists of a piece of iron pipe,

the end of which is held against the stone

at a slight angle and rolled across the face

of the stone on a rest. A little experiment

ing will quickly show the best cutting

angle.

Slot Facilitates Turning of Cap-Screws.

A small cap-screw that is difficult to reach

with a wrench often can be turned by a

screwdriver, a slot being cut in.the'head

with a hacksaw. Such a slot should not

be cut so deep as to weaken the head.
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FRANKLIN HOLDS FAST TO

THE “STAND PAT ” POLICY

Little Room for Improvement Found

in “Series Two” Cars—Phaeton

Body Constitutes Chief Ele

ment of Novelty.

Except for a few comparatively unimpor

tant changes in the details of bodies and the

addition to the line of a single new body

type, the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., of Syra

cuse, N. Y., launches its cars upon the

awkward and “humpy” appearance that is

apt to characterize a machine in which less

designing ability is evident.

There are some slight alterations in the

designs of the bodies of the model D and

G touring cars—six-cylinder 38-horsep0wer

and four-cylinder 25-horsep0wer, respective

ly, both for five passengers—which are no

ticeable more as general efiects than as

detail changes. Here there is a little round

ing out and there a smoothing down of

lines, the logical developments of body de

signs that are basically correct and need no

more than gentle touches. It may be said

that the result is a heightening of the efi‘ect

 

  

NE“! FRANKLIN “LITTLE SIX" 30-HORSEPOWER VICTORIA Pl-IAETON

second season of series production, as

opposed to the yearly model idea, without

alteration. So far as the chassis of the

two six-cylinder and the two four-cylinder

types are concerned, there is an entire ab

sence of anything different from previous

practice; there is not so much as a bolt

turned over. The details of the air-cooling

system, the valves and valve-operating me

chanism, the lubricating apparatus—every

thing has been deemed so satisfactory as to

be worthy of continuation under the Frank

lin nameplate.

The new body, styled the victoria phae

ton, is mounted on the “little six" 30-horse

power chassis, which made its initial public

apeparance in January last, and which, ac

cording to the Franklin people, has proved

so popular that 40 per cent. of the cars sold

since that time have been built on the “little

The new body is of the two—

passenger variety, with a folding seat, drop

ping into the rear ,deck when not in use,

upon which two extra passengers can be

carried. The hood is of the sloping form

that is characteristic of all Franklin models,

and over the dashboard there is a deep, flar

ing cowl which swings easily into the lines

of the forward part of the body; the sides

and the doors are high, but there is suffi

cient length to the car as a whole, in con

junction with the skilful way in which the

lines are‘ worked out to avoid any of the

six" chassis.

of harmonious continuity that characterizes

the bodies of all the Franklin models—a

lack of any suggestion of cutting up the

car into sections.

lar “little six" is fitted with two bodies, the

new victoria phaeton for two passengers

and a five-passenger touring body. Both

are known as M models and both list at the

same price, $2,800. The biggest of the

Franklins, the 38-horsepower “six,” carries

no less than four bodies. Model H limou—

sine, at $4,750, and Model H seven-passen

ger touring car, at $3,750, each are listed at

$250 less than their former prices in series

one; model D five-passenger touring car

and model D torpedo phaeton each are

priced at $3,500. The two last named cars

differ from the first only in that there is a

slight shortening of the wheelbase.

A detail which comes under the head of

added equipment and which tends to en

hance the comfort of the occupants of the

car in hot weather, when comforts most are

appreciated, is the dust screen which is

found in the model H The

screen is placed back of the driver's seat, so

that when the window is dropped dust is

excluded, while the admission of air is prac

tically unimpeded.

The well-known and successful Franklin

air-cooling system, with its flywheel fan,

air-jackets for the cylinders, partitioned

hood and tight joints, of course remains the

distinguishing feature of the car. The cyl

inders. separately cast in all cases, have in

tegrally cast valve cages, avoiding possible

leakage through joints. Valves are of spe

cial steel and specially heat treated in order

to secure the highest possible resistance to

the effects of the high temperatures to

limousine.

  

“LITTLE SIX" MODEL IN FIVE-PASSENIGER TOURING CAR FORM

Series two consists of four chassis, the

same as series one. Two of these carry

four-cylinder motors of 18 and 25 horse

power. and two six-cylinder motors of 30

and 38 horsepower, respectively. The

smallest chassis mounts only a two-passen

ger runabout body, is priced at $1,650, and

its designation is model G runabout. .The

larger “four,” like the smaller, mounts but

one body, which, however, is a five-passen

ger touring type and is known as model G

touring. ear; the price' is $2,000. The popu

which they necessarily are subjected. _ All

valves are in the cylinder heads and are

operated by overhead gear and long push

rods. The exhaust valves, which have to

withstand by far the greatest heat, are

peculiar in that the steel heads are faced,

on the seating surfaces, with cast. iron

fused on by oxy-acetylene welding; the ob

ject is to take advantage of the remark

able resistance of cast iron to corrosion and

pitting and its natural lubricating qualities,

due to the graphite content.
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The bearings all are of the die-cast babbit

type that, originated in the Franklin fac

tory years ago, has been in use ever since.

Theseare made in a special department of

the H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., which also

makes bearings for automobiles of other

makes. I

Other Franklin features are the re-circu

lating_ oiling system, with separate leads to

each of the main' bearings of the motor and

a sight-glass on the dashboard which shows

the amount of oil delivered to the motor;

usual outfit of tools and tire repair equip

ment.

Facilitating Production of Steel Pistons.

Steel as a material.er the manufacture of

gasolene motor pistons offers several im

portant advantages, chief among which are

lightness and strength. A drawback, how—

ever, is found in the very considerable ex

pense of such pistons in the ordinary way,

and it is with the object of combining the

good qualities of steel pistons with cheap

  

FRANKLIN FOUR-CYLINDER ZS-HORSEPOWER STANDARD TOURING MODEL

Franklin carburetter with four jets and a

hot-air supply which can be regulated by a

butterfly valve; dual ignition system with

high-tension magneto and a centrifugal gov

ernor that automatically controls spark ad

vance; drive through multiple disk clutch

with bronze and steel plates; three-speed

gearset and propeller shaft which is pur

posely made flexible so that when power is

applied it will twist slightly and so cushion

the application of the driving energy; trans

mission of power to the body ‘tlirough'the

springs of the car, with the object of fur

ther cushioning the drive;- tubular steel

axles, laminated'ash frames instead of the

usual channel steel. The ash is of second

growth, this selection being made because.

of the greater freedom from imperfections.

The construction of the Franklin car is

such that the weight is comparatively low,

and. the tires are large in proportion to the

loads they carry. To these facts, together

with the resiliency of the wood frames and

the excellence of the full-elliptic springs are

ascribed the easy riding qualities that these

machines possess.

In the matter of equipment, Franklin cars

are sufficiently taken care of so that they.

are ready to go on the road without extra

expenditure for things that usually are

needed. The headlights are acetylene, sup

plied by a gas tank, while the other lamps

are combination oil and electric, there be

ing a storage battery to supply the current.

There is a top, with side curtains and top

cover, glass windshield, trunk rack, and the

'

ness of production that the Oxygen Weld

ing Co., Ltd., of Birmingham, England, has

developed an ingenious system in which a

welding process takes a prominent part.

ness left by the vveiding'an'd £11 accurately

finish the working surfaces. The thickness

of the tubing employed is no greater than

is necessary to permit this work.

Tests of welded steel pistons, made under

the hammer, are said to indicate that there

is no weakness in the welded joints. The

efficiency of the welding system and the

low cost of the material used, notwith

standing its high quality, together with the

small amount of machining required and the

fact that very little material is wasted, all

combine to keep the cost of production

down to a low figure. .

The regular stock pistons turned out by

the Birmingham concern are fitted with

pins which are prevented from workingout

by a rather ingenious device, which, how

ever, is old in principle. A hole drilled in

the pin contains a steel ball pressed out

ward by a fairly stiff spring. When the

pin is inserted in the bosses the'ball drops

into a hole and the spring exerts sufficient

pressure to keep the pin in place until it is

sharply rapped with a hammer, which will

force the ball down and free the pin.- A

key on the pin. engaging in a keyway in

one of the bosses. eliminates the possibility

of turning. '

Connections as a Source of Trouble.

‘If an electric motor or a generator re

fuses to function, or runs with excessive

sparking that cannot be traced to faulty

  

MODEL H 38-HORSEPOWER "SIX" LIMOUSINE, WHICH SELLS FOR $4,750

Short lengths of steel tubing are used

for the bodies of the pistons. Through

holes cut in the walls the piston pin bosses

are inserted and welded from the outside.

Steel disks are welded in to form headsI

each disk having in its center a small pro

jection by which the rough part is held in

machining. After the welding has been

completed the pistons are machined up in

the usual way; but it is obvious that all

that is necessary is to take off the rough

brushes. incorrect brush position or other

easily detected and easily remedied causes,

the ends of the armature coils should be ex

amined where they are soldered to the

commutator bars, especially if the machine

has been working very hard and has been

unusually hot. Sometimes the solder melts

and the ends of the wires are thrown out by

centrifugal force, breaking the connection;

and sometimes the wire itself is broken by

centrifugal force and vibration.
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REILLY’S STANDARD FOR MEASURING SALESMEN

 

Making the Size of the. Obstacle Designate the Size of the Man, He Advises

the Sales Manager Not to Renew Contracts with Complaining Dealers

—Declares No Car is Hard to Sell if Salesman is Competent.

“Rough and rocky" was sadly lacking as

a term descriptive of the session into which

the Sales Manager had been plunged. Three

against one is not fair odds in any fight, and

when the battle is one of arguments and

the trio has as support for its contention

certain facts which seem unanswerable, the

lone man is likely to perspire mentally and

wish that some good fairy would wave her

wand and end the struggle. In the solitary

fighter's estimation, Joshua lost much of

his greatness, even though that Biblical

  

THE TRIO OF BELLIGERENTS DEPARTED

hero had made the sun stand still for an

hour so he could have more time to fight.

Three dealers, each one of them believ

ing himself aggrieved and the victim of

adverse circumstances, were hammering

hard at the Sales Manager—in fact, they

had been hammering persistently for

months through correspondence, and now

they were gathered at the factory to find

out “why the company didn’t build a good

car." Resolved into its real form, the de

mand was not for a "good" car but a “per

fect" car.

Dealers Demand Better Proposition.

They said there were many objections to

the line—the cars were hard to sell be

cause people kept bringing up the bad

points, their business had not been all they

had expected it would be when they signed

up, they knew other lines of cars that of

fered the same commission and that had

no weak points, and if the Sales Manager

didn't come across with a better discount

or agree to eliminate all weak spots they did

not purpose signing up for the coming year

—and each of the three thumped his fist

on the desk when he delivered his ulti

matum. _ 'I

Sales Manager Acts Cautiously.

After two hours of harrying, the Sales

Manager was tempted to tell the three to

hurry for a warmer clime and consider

themselves “fired” as dealers, but. he dis

liked acting rashly. The trio of belligerents

were picking up their hats preparatory to

departing when the telephone tinkled.

“Mr. Reilly is here," said the telephone

girl from the front hall. “He wants to know

how busy you are."

As the Sales Manager responded, “Let

him come in," the three said they would

expect a definite decision within a very

few days, and the Sales Manager’s sigh of

relief as they left could hardly have escaped

their hearing.

Reilly a More Welcome Caller.

Storm clouds on the Sales Manager's face

were not exceedingly uncommon, and Reilly

had long since failed to let these frowns

worry him to any extent. “More trouble,

sure enough!” was his cheery greeting as he

dropped his hat on the desk and settled into

a chair.

“Don't sit in that chair," requested the

Sales Manager; "the man who just sat there

is one of the most disagreeable specimens

I ever met. Sit over here," and Reilly, al

ways willing to oblige, did as he was re
quested. I

“What's the matter with him?"

Reilly.

asked

The Situation is Explained.

“Matter? Everything’s the matter—and

the other two are just like him, only not

quite so bad."

“What are they up to now?" queried the

dealer.

“The same old st0ry, Reilly; they know

more wicked things about our cars than I

ever dreamed existed. They threaten not

to sign up for another year. They say the

cars are hard to sell, because they have so

many weak points. They want better cars

or more money. I'd like to cancel their

contracts right now, but we've had them

only one season and I don’t like to have it

look as if I had picked out three poor

dealers. I don't see what ails them. Most

of the other dealers sell enough cars, and

you sell more than enough, but these three

claim the cars are poor sellers. I cited you

as an instance, and what do you suppose

the biggest and ugliest one said?"

“\Vhat?"

“He said, ‘Aw, don’t tell us about Reilly;

  

“LITTLE, LIKE THAT," SAID REILLY

I’ve heard of Reilly until I’m sick! He gets

along because you play him for a favorite.’ "

“Oh, he did, did he?" snorted Reilly.

“well, let me give you that guy’s pedigree.

He couldn’t sell gold dollars for fifty cents

apiece. He shows himself up for a little

man by his own confession. He used to be

a druggist, and he got along after a fashion,

but as ‘drugs were so hard to sell,’ he quit.

Now he expects to be a howling success as

an automobile dealer and salesman, and

blames you and the car because he isn‘t."

“Just what do you mean by a'little man’?"

queried the Sales Manager.

Defining the "Little Man.”

“Little—like that," and Reilly held out

his hand about a foot from the floor. “Don't

you know,” he continued, “that a salesman

is measured by the number of obstacles he

sees and the size they appear in his eyes.
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The big men in the sales field recognize no

such things as weak points in their lines;

they may know they are there, but you

never could discover it from talking with

them. The little man can‘t see anything

else. The weak spots look so big he forgets

that good ones exist.

“That's one of the things I casually asked

that salesman of mine when I hired him. I

told him before I engaged him that there

were certain weak points about the cars

and that they might be hard to sell, and he

was willing to take a chance if I was. I

never was so glad of anything as that I took

that chance; he's a bird!

Avoiding Weak Points in Sales Talk.

“Weak points are something he never

talks about if he can change the subject.

Big,\strong points are right on the end of

his tongue. I've watched him sell cars;

I've been where I could hear him talk, and

it’s a pleasure to listen to him after the

weak-hearted defense some salesmen put

up, instead of leading the discussion them

selves and not being put on the defensive.

“I'll wager that your dealer friend who

just left here hates to'see a prospect come

in, because he knows he is going to have

the time of his life avoiding being made a

monkey of. He knows there are certain

weak points in our cars, and you know it

and I know it. When a buyer calls, your

dealer friend, instead of starting a live, red

hot argument in the proper way about why

the ear is a good buy, lets the buyer bring

up the weak points and break up the story.

Customers don't realize that it is rude to

break up a salesman’s argument; all they

seem to think about is getting their money's

worth—and generally a little more.

Psychology of the Poor Salesman.

“When a_customer says our tonneau is

small this dealer probably stops talking

about the rest of the car and allows him

self to be drawn into a discussion of this

particular defect, and the more he discusSes

it the more pronounced it becomes in the

customer’s mind. One thing leads to an

other until what should have been a story

of reasons why the man should buy the car

has developed into' a line of reasons why

the car is a poor purchase—he doesn't tell.

why the car is a good one, but tries to ex

plain why it isn't a poor one. The result—

no sale. And one such experience makes

the next one worse.

Obstacles Get no Recognition.

“But -my salesman! Ho, you ought to

see him work. He never recognizes an ob

stacle to selling. If the prospect brings

one up, my boy makes the best answer he

knows how in the fewest possible words

and never gives the customer the chance

to get too deeply into the argument on

that point. Instead, he leads him to some

feature of the car that is a ripping good

proposition and hammers hard on it, and he

follows it up with some more just like it.

As for reasons why the cars are hard to sell,

his only use for them is to find an argu

ment that is good enough to beat them.

He's what I mean by a big man—he never

recognizes _an obstacle as of any importance

and doesn't look for reasons why the cars

are hard to sell.

Physical and Mental “Six-Footers.”

“It’s just like men, taken physically. A

brick wall six feet high is a hard thing to

get over for a man who is only five feet

tall, while a six-foot man would make much

easieu work of it. But when the little man

says he doesn’t give a damn if the wall is a

foot higher than he is and that he's going

to get over it anyway, he immediately puts

himself inv the big man class; see?”

  

"THAT DECIDES ME," HE SNAPPED

"But how," asked the Sales Manager,

“aniI going to get these dealers in the big

man class? I can’t remove the obstacles

all at once. and that is what they demand,

or else they want more money for sur

mounting them."

Small Men IWho Never Grew.

“You can't get them out of their class.

They've been in it too long. They grew

small in the first place and never got'over

it."

“But they want to know at once what I

am going to do." said the Sales Manager.

“For all the good they are, you might as

well oust ’em," answered Reilly. “New

ones couldn't be any worse, that's sure!"

“That decides me," snapped the Sales

Manager. “It's what I’ve wanted to do,

but wanted to get someone else's opinion."

When the stenographer came in answer

to her bell the three letters that the Sales

Manager dictated, about not renewing three

certain contracts, were the red-hot, sizzling

kind.

Where Electrical Instruction is Free.

Although it is not generally known to

exist, for the simple reason that no effort

ever has been made to exploit it, there is

in Detroit a well-equipped free school and

laboratory for instruction in elementary

electricity and allied mechanics. It has

been there for the past two years—at 1221

Woodward avenue—and is maintained by

the Dayton Engineering Laboratories Co.

of Dayton, 0., manufacturer of the Delco

combined electric lighting, engine starting

and ignition system. H. E. Phillips, who is

at the head of the educational department

of the company, is in charge.

The purpose of the school is to instruct

those who are progressive enough to seek

instruction in elementary electricity as ap

plied to automobile construction and, inci

dentally, to make plain the construction and

operation of the Delco apparatus in a man‘

ner that will assist in its proper'care and

the repair of such slight troubles as from

time to time manifest themselves. In ad

dition to teaching the principles of elec

tricity, wiring. the terms used, insulation.

etc., the principles of the gasolene engine

and of automobile construction also are

taught, tuition in every case being free.

Combined with the school there are club

rooms and reading rooms, and no pains

have been spared to make the school at

tractive. That a large measure of success

has been attained in this respect is evi

denced by the fact that at one time this

season some 1,200 pupils were enrolled.

Minute Damage That Causes Sparking.

An electric motor or generator commu

tator that has been burned or abraded or

has been accidentally bruised should be

carefully examined to see if there are any

places where the copper bridges over the

spaces that are filled with insulating mate

rial. Such minute connections may be diffi

cult to detect, but nevertheless they are

capable of short-circuiting two coils and

considerable sparking, and so

should be removed.

causing

To Reduce the Clashing of Gears.

By constant use the bearings of the

clutch collar and the primary gear shaft of

a car are apt to become slightly loose and

so permit the clutch and gearshaft to spin

a good deal when changing gears; the re

sult is a disagreeable clashing unless the

parts are given time to slow down. The

simplest remedy is to tighten up the clutch

collar bearing andv so provide a slight brak

ing effect. which will prevent' spinning.
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NEWER SERIES ALCO CARS

REVEAL IMPORTANT CHANGES

Alterations Include New Clutch, New

Springs and New Brakes—Electric

Lighting System Added—

“Fours” Abandoned.

Reflecting the experience of a number of

years of successful production and market

ing, the American Locomotive Co., of Prov

idence, R. 1., at length has come to the cen

but only to the superficial examiner. Com

parison with the older series of cars rc

veals that the rear seat has been widened by

several inches, the upholstery has been

deepened to lessen the shocks incident to

rough roads and the doors have been

widened, and in the open cars the door

handles have been relegated to a place of

comparative obscurity within the body.

Running boards are cleaner than ever be

fore, the usual tool-box having been placed

beneath the front of the running board with

an entrance through the apron.

‘Supplementing ‘the usual complement of

  

‘ALCO "SIX," UPON WHICH PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES \NILL BE CENTERED

tering of its attention on the construction

of its six-cylinder model, a car which nom

inally rates at 53.4 horsepower, but which

actually develops well over 75 horsepower

or: test. As is but natural, the company's

experence has been productive of certain

standards of manufacture which are adhered

to, but in the newer series of Alcos there

have been incorporated a number of de

partures practice, chief

among which' are the adoption of a new

form of dry multiple disc clutch supported

in a new manner, so that it forms with the

engine a single rigid unit; the adoption of

three~quarter elliptic rear springs and a gen

eral revision of the transmission system to

include a new method of hanging the tor

from previous

sion member and several other changes of

lesser import. Also, a Gray & Davis elec

tric lighting system has been added as an

item of standard equipment. The prices of

the several models remain the same.

As heretofore, Alco bodies will be distinc

tive by reason of the broadv white band

which girdles them, which idea was original

with Alco engineers. though it has been

widely copied of late. Another mark, newly

added, which williserve to distinguish Alco

cars in the' future is the adoption of a

radiator emblem—a, replica of the hub-cap

design. Otherwise, the exterior appearance

of'tYrF'ears remains very nearly the same,

electric lights, a large electric swiveling

searchlight has been added by way of in

creasing the comfort and safety of touring

at night. It is mounted on the cowl at the

dome light in the top to facilitate the read

ing of road directions at night. In the

Berline body. the interior lighting scheme

includes Pullman berth lights set in the

rear corners in addition to the dome light.

In keeping with the policy of the com

pany in delivering its products ready for

the road, the equipment is complete in the

full sense of the word and includes: \Vind

shield, top with side curtains and slip

cover, illuminated 100-mile Sears-Cross

speedometer, upholstery slip covers, electric

lighting system, including a swiveling

searchlight, trunk rack, foot rest, robe rail,

tire brackets and concealed tool-box con—

taining an assortment of tools, spare parts,

etc. The closed cars have, in addition,

speaking tubes and toilet cases, and the

Berline is fitted with Pullman berth lights.

The prices are $6,000 for the open touring

car. which accommodates seven passengers;

$6,750 for the Colonial limousine, and $7,200

for the Berline limousine.

Except for a few more or less unimport

ant alterations which best may be styled

refinements of a well tried design, the Alco

motor is substantially the same creation as

has given such excellent service for the

past several years. Cylinders, as heretofore,

measure l20 x 140 mm. (4.72 x 5.51 inches)

and are cast in pairs with the valves on op

posite sides. The valves are interchange

able and measure 59 mm. in diameter (2 5/16

inches); the valve port shape has been

altered slightly to permit of uniform valve

caps being used over both intake and ex

hause valves. the object being to allow the

  

THREE-QUARTER SlDE VIEW OF THE LATEST ALCO CHASSIS

driver's side and is carried in universal

joints. permitting it to be turned in any

direction to reveal hidden bumps in the

roadway, rOute signs or the landscape. The

face of the searchlight is seven inches in

diam,eter. ‘The step light, also original in

A159 construction, is retained; it lights au

toniia‘tically when the door is opened. In the

o'p'en'ca’rshas. the closed cars. there is a

easy use of double ignition. The centri

fugal water pump has been moved'2yz

inches nearer the front of the crankcase to

make space for the Gray & Davis lighting

generator, which is dr'iveri'by 'a straight

through shaft from the timing gears.

Ignition is efiected‘with the aid' of a

Bosch high tension magneto operating a
dual system'throughiia single set' of' spark

,
~ , .
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ALCO DIVIDED BRAKES

plugs. An oil gauge on the exhaust side of

the motor serves to indicate the depth of oil

in the crankcase and a manometer on the

dash gives visible evidence of the operation

of the oil pump. ,

In the transmission elements there have

been made a number of important changes,

chief among which is the adoption of a new

dry multiple disc clutch mounted in an un

usual manner that makes it a rigid unit with

the motor without impairing its accessibil

ity. By way of attaining this valuable end,

the clutch bearings are mounted in an ex

tension of the upper portion of the crank

case, which is extended still further to en

close the clutch. The lower half of the

crankcase, however, has not been extended

to cover the clutch, so that the mechanism

is left fairly free and is readily accessible.

To exclude road dust and dirt, the lower

part of the clutch is protected by means

of a light, removable cover.

The clutch itself is of the regulation mul

tiple disc type, employing seven driving

discs faced with a friction material and

eight bronze driven discs. Although the

discs separate themselves readily without

aid from separating springs, etc'., and drag

ging and spinning practically is eliminated,

a clutch brake nevertheless is added as a

measure of precaution to ensure smooth

action. Throughout the design, accessibility

has been made a fetish, and to this end

adjusting nuts and bolts have been so

placed that they may be easily reached

without the necessity for special tools. By

reason of the employment of compound

leverage in the clutch pedal the pressure re

quired to release the drive has been reduced

from 75 to 35 pounds. Another excellent

feature is that all end thrust is taken by

a large ball bearing on the crankcase.

Although the general design of the chas

sis frame remains the same as heretofore,

it has been strengthened by the elimination

of some 35 rivets and it is hung lower, thus

increasing the stability of the ear and en

suring a practically straight line drive. The

rear springs. as previously mentioned, now

are of the three-quarter elliptic variety and

have been designed with particularly flat

upper members in order to maintain the

center of gravity of the car as low as pos

sible. The spring suspension both front

and rear has been supplemented and ren

dered more efficient by the addition of

Truffault-Hartford shock absorbers. Coin

cident with the alteration in the spring

suspension, the size of the tires has been

increased to 37 x 5 rear and 36 x 4% front;

demountable rims are standard equipment.

The change gear mechanism is unaltered

and provides four forward speeds and re

verse; selectively obtained, with the follow

ing final gear ratios: First, 10.34 to 1; sec

leakage. In order to permit of steadier run

ning on highly crowned roads and to make

for easier steering, the front wheels have

been slightly dished. '

As a last, final improvement, calculated

to render the operation of the car immeas

urably safer under all conditions, the brakes

have been redesigned, the brake bands, in

stead of being continuous, now being bro

ken in the center to permit of a clamping

action. Two complete sets of brakes are

provided, both mounted on the rear wheels,

the one being internal expanding and the

other external contracting. Rattling has

been eliminated by fastening the bands by

means of a number of iron clips arranged

around their peripheries. Non-burn fric

  

NEW ALCO REAR SUSPENSION, .SHOWING SPRINGS AND SHOCK ABSORBERS

ond, 6.25 to 1; third, 4.18 to 1; fourth, 3 to

1; reverse, 10.34 to 1. Complete universal

joints have been incorporated between the

clutch and the gearset, providing for slight

disalignment without deleterious results,

and as they are completely housed, as is the

clutch, the under pan has been eliminated.

Also, a new type of universal joint has been

placed between the gearset and the rear

axle, which is of the full-floating type, and

the radial action now is taken by this block

joint instead of by the propeller shaft on a

spleined surface as heretofore.

By way of eliminating the shocks incident

to starting and stopping, the torque mem

ber has been swiveled at both ends, per

mitting an unusually free movement of the

rear wheels over rough roads. The front

end of the torque member is supported in a

spring mounting and encased in a leather,

grease packed housing. The driving shafts

have been fitted with additional stuffing

boxes to eliminate the possibility of grease

tion material ensures smooth and efficient

action and reduces the tendency to squeak

as the result of quick stops. ‘

  

ALCO CLUTCH COMPONENTS
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RENTAL SERVICE MAINSTA-Y OF GARAGE BUSINESS
 

Peculiar Conditions That Confront Dealer-Garagemen in Town of 5,000

Inhabitants—Revenue from Repair Shop Second to Livery Department

Receipts—Car Sales Declared “Not Worth Bothering With.” '_

Conducting a salesroom, or maintaining

a garage, in a town of 5,000 inhabitants is

a vastly different proposition from doing

business of the same sort in a_ city of 500,

000. Both suggest problems which are not

free of knots, but in the larger community

the dealer, or garageman, has at least more

rope; frequently it serves only to hang him,

but when this occurs it usually is the fault

of the man himself. \Vhen a salesroom or

garage is located in a town of 5,000 inhabi

tants, distant one hour from New York

City itself and surrounded by the suburban

homes or estates of millionaire New York

ers, practically all of whom maintain pri

vate garages, the problem is, if anything,

more complex than usually is the case, and

the manner of its solution does not lack in

structiveness.

Profits Which Accrue from Transients.

That it is possible successfully to main

tain a combined salesroom and garage in

such a place is evidenced by_ Koenig Bros.,

who, for the past ten years, have engaged

in the automobile business in Tarrytown,

N. Y., a short 25 miles from the metropolis _

itself. For five years of the ten they have

operated the Old Post Road Garage, which

is a structure that would do credit to al

most any community. It is a thoroughly

modern, fireproof, two-story, concrete. brick

faced building, having also a well-lighted

concrete basement. _

As its name indicates, it is located di

rectly on the main line of travel between

New York and Albany and Buffalo. Hun

dreds of automobiles pass its doors in the

course of a week, which implies that the

revenue derived from such transients is not

inconsiderable, but such patronage is by no

means the main support of the establish

ment. According to Frederick Koenig, but

one-third of the firm’s receipts is derived

from these transients. '

Rental Service the Best Rent Payer.

Strange to say, and supplying a straw

which shows the wind's direction, the chief

source of the Koenigs' revenue is their liv

ery service, their repair shop being the next

best paying department of the business.

Four cars, including the demonstration car,

which this season covered 17,000 miles, con

stitute the Koenig rental "stable." The rates

 

that apply vary from $3.50 to $4.50 an hour,

according to the car and the time of day.

Although the best business, naturally, is

done in the evening, little difficulty has been

experienced in keeping at least two of the

cars operating throughout the day.

Good Will Which Nets a Profit.

The returns from this source are consid

erably increased by a road map and guide of
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RENTING SERVICE

Old Post Road Garage

KOENIG BROTHERS
TEL. 557—558. BROADWAY, rmmwn.

 

Car Ordered by...“ ..._.._....._._.... _. ..__.._...._,

Charged to _ _ . . . . t s . . . . . s . . _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _.... ............................................. __

  

 

 

Left Garage -------------------------------------------"I

Returned to Osage....................................".8.

No. Hours ................................. ._-_____________ _.

IOU" ....................................................

Amount .................................................-.

 

Please sign [or all.

 

  

 

KOENIG BROS. RENTAL TAG

Westchester County which Koenig Bros.

have issued as a means of advertising their

establishment and through which the good

will of the different taverns and hotels has

been earned because of mention made of

them. The bonifaces usually reciprocate by

recommending the Koenig service when

ever opportunity offers.

“Rescue Service" that Works Both Ways.

In addition, the Koenigs advertise, in a

limited way, in the local prints, and also

have most of the roads leading to Tarry

town fairly well posted with their signs.

Their “rescue service" likewise turns

more than a pretty penny into their coffers

in the course of a twelvemonth. The service

comprises a “rescue wagon," which is an

old chassis fitted with an open commercial

body in which are stored jacks, block and

tackle and the necessary tool equipment for

rendering first aid to a disabled machine.

It is at all times kept ready for instant re—

sponse to telephone calls.

Sales End not Over-Profitable.

The Koenig brothers—there are two of

them—are agreeable men and, save in one

respect, the lay-out of their building and the

conduct of their business is in keeping with

the attractive appearance of the structure

itself. The sale of cars is extremely lim

ited—the Koenigs have disposed of but four

Abbott-Detroits, for which they are agents,

during the past year—and they frankly state

that the profits from sales of cars makes

their sale “hardly worth bothering with."

The size of their town does not justify car

rying a stock of new cars, and as a result

they employ merely a demonstrator which,

as stated, also does duty in livery service.

Even the “Dead” Cars Presentable.

The first floor of the garage is devoted to

storage of cars, and even a casual visitor

cannot but be impressed by the fact that all

of them present a well-kept appearance. Re

markable to say, a number of the cars have

been kept on dead storage during the en

tire summer, and why this should be the

case, Nicholas, the younger of the brothers,

admitted he did not know, unless it‘was due

to the fact that this is “a Presidential

year." But even the dead cars are kept pre

sentable at all times. They are washed and

polished whenever the employes have little

'or nothing to do, “just to keep their hands

in,’ remarked the younger Koenig.

Fire Apparatus a Drawing Card.

Occupying a prominent place immediately

inside the entryway is a most unusual fea

ture of a garage—a large, modern. automo

bile fire engine. It belongs to the Tarry

town Volunteer Fire Department and its

appearance behind one of the two large

show windows rarely fails to attract atten

tion to it. The Koenigs themselves are

members of the fire department and most

of the other enthusiastic “vamps” who are

competent to operate the machine make it

their business to remain in the vicinity

whenever possible/ Incidentally, thb Koe

nig Bros. are paid $15 a month for storing

the formidable piece of fire apparatus.
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Perhaps because- of their interest in such

matters the Koenig garage is otherwise un

usually equipped for fire prevention, or fire

extinguishment. There are ten approved

hand fire extinguishers attached to as many

pillars throughout the place.

Shop Equipment Not Lacking.

All repair work is kept absolutely free

of the garage—that is, the main floor of the

garage—a runway in a rear alley affording

a ready means by which a car may be taken

into the machine shop, which is located in

the basement. The latter is well equipped,

considering the size of Tarrytown. It in

cludes a large lathe, a drilling machine, a

forge, a power hacksaw and a more than

ordinarily complete assortment of tools.

The machine equipment is operated by elec

tric power and utilizes the services of three

men. In addition, there are two vulcanizers

of size sufficient to retread tires of even

 
 

REPAIR JOB STOCK REQUISITION

Old : Post : Road : Garage

job No. _. H_

TO srocx KEEPER =

Name__ ~._. .

number above.

Douripfion Price
01: Quon

  

Delivered by

Issue to Bearer the following and charge to job

Received by

7__ngate No.

 

RETURN THIS ORDER TO OFFICE AS SOON AS STOCK IS ISSUED

 

 

KEEPING TRACK OF PARTS REQUIRED FOR REPAIR JOB

 

Car Name

License No.

Car No.

REPAIR INSTRUCTION ORDER

Old : Post : Road : Garage

Date Name

"tizze‘

 

City  

TeI. ,  
 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

 

 

 

 

 

REPAIRS ORDERED BY APPROVED BY

 

This Order must be returned with

of work or at close of day. _

 

Time Card to office on completion

 

 

CARD THAT ACCOMPANIES CAR INTO REPAIR SHOP

the largest diameter, as well as several

smaller vulcanizers for the» repair of inner

tubes and small abrasions on casings. Two

men are employed for the vulcanizing work,

which is one of the profitable ends of the

business.

Card Systems in Repair Department.

And in the rental and repair departments,

as well as in the selling and renting end of

the business, systematic methods are fol

lowed. There is a rental tag, and to the tires

or tubes received for repair are attached

tags which bear all necessary details, as

shown by the accompanying illustration.

Each tag is separable, the first section being

given to the owner as a receipt upon de

livery of the tire to the garage; the second

one goes to the bookkeeping department.

and the third, which remains on the goods,

is returned )to the OWner when he surrenders

the original receipt. Naturally, the head of

the tire repair department fills out the work

which was done. A similar system is fol

lowed in the machine shop, save that three

cards are used—an instruction card to the

workman telling him just what is to be done

on the car in question, a stock requisition

card which is presented to the stock clerk

when the workman has ascertained the ma

terials which will be required, and a time

card which accounts for the time consumed

by the work in hand—all of which are filed

in the bookkeeping department.

Accessories Out of Public's Sight.

The stock of accessories which is car

ried is unusually complete. It is valued

‘at between $3,000 and $4,000 and embraces

everything from the smallest cotter pin up

to tires, magnetos and storage batteries.

The tires carried in stock include all sizes,

from 28 x 2% up to 38 x 5. Remarkable to

relate. however, the accessories are dis

 

 
 

 

 

STOCK O O M TIME CARD IN STRUCT ION'

ORDER No. Old : Post : Road : Garage ORDER No.

on OWNER l MECHANIC nns RATEI AMOUNT womc sewn

CAR NAME | HELPER l I

 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF WORK.

  

WORK FINISHED

 

 

 

 

This Card must be Returned with Instruction Order - ,

to Office on Completion of Work or at Clou'of Day. - _ ,1“:

Approved by_

 

 

 

 

CARD TI-IAT KEEPS ACCOUNT OF LABOR EXPENDED"
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played where callers or passers-by cannot

see them, which appears to be the one blem

ish on an otherwise well-conducted estab

lishment. They are kept on the second

floor, where the Koenig office also is lo

cated. In explaining the failure to display

them on the ground floor, or in the show

windows, where they must be seen by

everyone who enters the garage and by

most of the hundreds who pass the place,‘

Frederick Koenig smiled and gave a reason

for the upstairs location that likewise is un

usual.

“We used to keep a showcase of acces

sories downstairs," he said, “but so many

young fellows dropped in and occupied the

time of the girl who was in charge of it that

we simply took the bull by the horns and

placed the showcase upstairs, where the

whole stock is kept.” '

The sale of gasolene is considerable, but

vfor some reason or other, and despite the

favorable location of the garage, the sale

this year decreased from 45,000 gallons to

approximately 25,000.

"Baths" that Facilitate Repair Work.

\Vhen an automobile is taken to pieces

for repair, much time and unnecessary labor

can be saved by a methodical examination

of such parts as are disassembled. The first

requirement is to thoroughly clean every

part, no matter how minute. There are

several ways of performing even such a

simple task.

The average repair man can make use of

a wide, open metal vessel and use kerosene

and gasolene mixed, to cut away the heavy

grease and dirt, after which a small quan—

tity of gasolene should be used to make the

"bath" thorough. If hot water or a steam

jet are available, many parts can be washed

without injury—such, for instance, as

crankcases, cylinders, gearboxes and gears.

But for large shops and service stations a

salt bath capable of being heated to high

temperature will quickly dissolve all grease

and dirt when the parts are immersed there

in. The grease will rise to the surface and

can easily be skimmed.

Unless certain parts, especially aluminum

parts, are well rinsed afterwards, the

alkali will have an injurious efiect on the

metal; to counteract such efiects a second

bath containing a weak solution of nitric

acid is advisable, as it will remove the salt

and promptly nullify its injurious action on

the aluminum.

Threads for Brass and Steel Differ.

Should it become necessary to put brass

screws, nuts or bolts in place of iron or

steel ones, the threads should be examined

to see if they are of the same pitch; usually

brass threads are finer than those cut in

iron or steel.

SlMPLlCll'Y [N DESIGN OF

li-C REMOVABLE WIRE WHEEL

Only One Removable Part and Un

usual Arrangement of Spokes Its

Chief Characteristics—Dimin

utive Hub Employed.

Emphasizing the already well defined

trend toward wire wheels,_ the E-C Sales

Co., of 332 La Salle street, Chicago, 111.,

which some little time ago brought out a

demountable artillery wheel, which was il

 

r *1

  

  

 

E-C DEMOUNTABLE WIRE WHEEL

lustratcd and described in the April 4th is—

sue of Motor World, has added a demount

able wire wheel which partakes of several

of the features of its wood predecessor.

 
  

  

 

CONSTRUCTION OF HUB

The wheel is distinctive both by reason of

the treatment of thespokes and the con

struction of the hub portion, neither of

which is exactly like anything else of the

kind. Asvmay be seen by the accompanying

illustration, the spokes are so arranged that

they cross over from the inside of the hub

to the outside of the wheel rim and vice

versa, which construction, it is pointed out,

materially strengthens the wheel and mini

mizes the possibility of end play and the

danger of collapse due to unusual strains

imposed in rounding corners at high speed.

The rim is of the clincher type and is de

signed to accommodate but one style of

tire.

As is the case with the wooden wheel

marketed by the same company, the wheel

itself is the only part which is demountable

and there are no loose parts to be lost on

the road or mislaid when shifting wheels.

Mounted in the hub of the wheel and visible

in the picture showing the complete wheel

there is a movable ring with a small hole

at its upper and lower extremities. \Vith

the aid of a spanner which fits into these

holes, the ring may be unscrewed, which

action loosens a sleeve within the hub and

permits the removal of the wheel. The mov

able ring and the sleeve both are attached to

the wheel portion of the hub and come away

with it.

The axle portion of the hub is hexagonal

in shape, with rounded corners, and is

tapered to permit of adjustment for wear

and to ensure positive keying and rigidity.

By reason of the construction, the hub_ is

unusually solid, and, it is claimed, will with

stand without impaired efiiciency an amount

of abuse that is truly extraordinary. An

other feature to which attention is directed

is that the comparative narrowness of

wheel and hub render easier its mounting

on running boards or at the back of the

tonncau, where space,is restricted; there

are no projecting parts to be knocked and

injured or to catch on other projections.

Bent Valve Stems Beyond Repair.

Occasionally the suggestion is made that

a valve which is bent should be

straightened before being used again. \Vhile

it may be within the bounds of possibility

to do such a thing and do it satisfactorily,

it is far outside the bounds of probability.

A bent valve stem, even if the deflection

is so slight as to be imperceptible, is sure

to cause abnormal wear of both itself and

its guide, and it is almost impossible to

grind such a valve to a seating that will

remain tight.

stem

Dust that Gathers in “Dust-Proof" Cases.

Because an electric motor or dynamo is

completely enclosed, so that it is impossible

for dust and dirt to work in from the out

side, it does not follow that the interior will

be free from dust. On the contrary, the

gradual wear of the brushe's‘and'the slower

wear of the commutator, prtiduce a dust that

is more or less abrasive andf'al‘so is a good

“JUL -. .

conductor'of electricity." i.
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STANDARD TRUCK STANDARD

IN CONS_TR_UCTl)N AS WELL

Power, Transmission and Other Units

the Products of Recognized Parts

Specialists—One Capacity But

Many Sizes.

Taking several leaves out of other books

in which the word standard is defined to

mean the use of parts the manufacture of

which in large quantities by recognized

specialistshas made them to all intents and

purposes s:andard constiuction, the Stan—

dard Motor Tru k Co. of Detroit, Micln

which is a newcomer in the commercial

vehicle field and is headed by Howard VVil

 
 

anteeing is done by the Standard company,

of course, and, needless‘to add, each sepa

rate part bears also the guarantee of the

lindividual manufacturer.

Preferring to center attention on the pro—

duction of a single model, the Standard is

made in but one capacity—6,000 pounds—

though by reason of wide variety for choice

in the length of the wheelba'se, which may

be either 10, 12, 14 or 16 feet, the avail

able loading space may be made suitable

for a large number of trucking require

ments. The standard length of the frame

back of the driver’s seat is 12 feet 3 inches.

The weight of the standard chassis is about

6,100 pounds, and it lists at $2,750. Other

frame lengths, suitable for the transporta

tion of furniture, lumber and poles, e‘tc.,

add $50 to the list price. ‘

buretter 'furnishes “mixture.”

As is the case with the majority of mod

ern vehicles, accessibility has been vmade

one of the keynotes in design. The jack

shaft is simple and rugged in construction,

with the differential and bevel gear drive

contained in a pressed steel housing to

which access is gained through a remov—

able cover plate. Power is transmitted

through the intermediary of a multiple disc

clutch and a three-speed, selectively oper

ated change gear mechanism. The clutch

is of the dry plate type and is completely

enclosed. Final drive is by means of side

chains.

In the tire equipment, liberal provision

for the inevitable overloading has been

made. The tread-of the front wheels is 65

inches, with 36 x 5 solid rubber tires, and

 

  

THREBQUARTER VIEW OF STANDARD THREE-TON TRUCK, \VHICH LISTS AT $2,750 WITHOUT THE BODY

cox, whose name and fame as a racing

driver are known far and wide, has brought

out its initial product—the Standard truck.

As the name of the vehicle serves to in

dicate, there is absolutely nothing radical

or experimental in its make-up; smaller

parts and transmission and power units are

of well-tried design and construction, and

particular pride is taken in the fact that the

names of the manufacturers of these parts

stand for all that is good and proper in

automobile construction and are well known

almost wherever self-propelled vehicles are

used. The motor, for instance, is a Con

tinental, manufactured by the Continental

Motor Mfg. Co.; the axles and jackshaft

bear the mark of the Timken-Detroit Axle

Co.; the gearset is the product of the

Brown-Lipe Gear Co.; the steering gear is

by the Gemmer Mfg. Co.; the springs are

made by the Perfection Spring Co.; and so

forth throughout the whole of the vehicle.

The assembling and final testing and guar

The motor is the well»known Continental

vertical L-head type with the gearset and

clutch contained in an extension of the

crankcase, making of the whole power plant

a single rigid unit. Cylinders are cast in

pairs and measure 4% x 5% inches, bore

and stroke, respectively. By way of in

creasing efficiency and reducing the depre

ciation due to excessive speed, the motor is

fitted with a positive throttling governor

which may be adjusted to permit a maxi

mum motor speed of from 600 to 1,000

revolutions a minute, the speed varying ac

cording to the class of work for which the

vehicle is intended and the contour of the

roads over which it will be run. Final gear

ratios also may be adjusted to suit re

quirements. no less than eight different

ratios being available; they may be altered

quickly and easily after the truck has been

placed in service. A high tension Eise

man magneto with automatic advance

serves for ignition and a Stromberg car

is so proportioned that the front wheels

track with the inner dual rear tires, which

also measure 36 x 5 inches. The tread of the

rear wheels at the outside is 71% inches.

Another excellent feature is that the wheels

are made according to S. A. E. standard

dimensions and may be fitted with any stan

dard demountable rims. The front wheels

have 12 2%-inch spokes and the rear wheels

have 14 3%-inch spokes the length of which

between the hub and the felly is but 6%

inches. The services brakes are operated

by a pedal and are of the external contract

ing type mounted on the outer ends of the

jackshaft. The emergency brakes are in

ternal expanding, acting on 18-inch pressed

steel drums mounted on the rear wheels,

and are operated by means of the orthodox

hand lever.

Following the tendency toward left-hand

drive, and to obtain the advantages which

accrue under that system of construction,

the steering wheel is placed at the left side.
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LAYING OUT AND EOUIPPING A REPAIR SHOP

ner

 

Careful-:7 l’lanning That Brings Cash Returns—Facilitating Work by Dividing

‘ - Cars Into Classes—Quality, Quantity and Cost of Machine Tool Outfits

' ' for Various Requirements; Second-Hand Machinery.

In the days when all tools were more or

less crude and a great deal more depended

upon the laboriously acquired skill of the

mechanic than upon the implements of his

trade, someone invented the saying which

infers that man who turns out an indifferent

piece of work and then blames the tools for

 

All of which

applies directly to the automobile repair

shop which is called on to do a great deal

of work that is useless if not accurate, and

which depends for its excellence more upon

the tools than upon the men who wield

almost worn-out proverb.

them. There are many classes of work
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the shortcomings of the job is a bad work—

man.

Good Tools that Produce Good Work.

The relative status of men and equipment

has changed greatly since that proverb was

created, for no matter how skilled may be

a mechanic, he cannot do work that will

come up to the standards of the present

time with poor tools and, per contra, good

tools enable many men who are compara

tively unskilled as mechanics to turn out

work that would be considered miraculous

by the venerable sage who first uttered the
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REPAIR SHOP

which cannot be properly done even by the

highly trained mechanics without

first-class tools.

In the laying out and equipment of an

automobile repair shop it is of the greatest

importance that cognizance should be

taken of the fact that good tools are essen

tial to good work; further, that the quality

of the work frequently is limited by the

quality of the tools, be the mechanics never

so skilful. This, of course, applies partic

ularly to machine tools, which primarily

are tools of precision. And all conditions

that affect the operation of the machines

most

are liable to afiect the quality of the work

done. Therefore, the machines should be

placed where they will be well lighted; they

should be driven by power that is ample to

maintain proper speed even if all the ma

chines are in use at the same time; they

should be accurately lined up and leveled

and mounted on good foundations; and

they should be properly used, properly

cared for and properly repaired and ad

justed when repairs and adjustments are

required. _

Time that is Saved by Saving Steps.

Once the machine tools are placed, they

are, of course, fixtures; any work that is to

be done on them must be brought to them.

As some of the parts that may require ma

chining are heavy, time and trouble can be

saved by so laying out the shop that a car

having in it heavy parts requiring work

done on them can be brought close to the

place where the work is to be done. One

man’s time walking across a shop from a car'

to a machine and back again does not

amount to a great deal; but if several men

do this every day for a month or a year

the aggregate will be far from inconsider—

able. A heavy part often can be swung

across a narrow space by a couple of men

in a few seconds, whereas the transportation

of the same part across the shop would

necessitate loading it on a hand truck,

wheeling it‘ over, dodging whatever obstruc

tions might be in the way, unloading it

from-the truck and repeating the operation

upon the completion of the work. -For this

reason it is economical to place machine

tools in such positions that cars can be

brought fairly close to them; the traverse

from the car to the machines most likely

to be used should be as short as possible.

Making the Most of Floor Space.

Not the least important part of the pro

cess of establishing a repair shop is the

working out of the floor plan in order to

make the most of the available space and to

economize in the time of the men, 'Thc ac

companying illustrations shows a floor plan

that is suitable for a shop of moderate

size. fitted up with a good equipment of

tools and arranged to permit'the proper

distribution of cars without. confusion. This

ship is approximately 50 feet square, one
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story only, with plenty of windows and a

large, light skylight in the roof. The build

ing is divided into four sections; on the

left of the entrance is the office, and adjoin

ing it the stock and tool room; on the

right is the washing stand. The rear half

is occupied by the machine shop on the left

and the running repair shop on the right,

the latter being open to the space at the

front of the building, so that cars can be

driven into the building. Wide doors give

access to the machine shop from the space

at the front.

Classifying Repair Work.

The object of having a running repair

shop separate from the machine shop is to

provide a place for cars that require only

light work done on them, such as the over—

hauling of the ignition apparatus, grinding

in a set of valves and other work requiring

no machine tools. This leaves the machine

shop free to deal exclusively with ma

chines that need more or less extensive re

pairs involving a good deal of machine

work. Such cars are taken into the machine

shop and stand close to the machines, so

that all long “carries” are avoided. By ref

erence to the illustration it will be observed

that there is space for a car on each side

of the drill press. If a motor is to be re

moved from a car it can be placed on a

bench by a very short lift, or any part can

be taken to a bench orydirect t0 the ma—

chines most likely to be used—the lathe or

drill press—with very little expenditure of

time and trouble. The machines most fre

quently used are placed in the most con

venient positions, and all are abundantly

lighted from the windows; the forge and

anvil, which need the least light and are

used comparatively infrequently, are fur

thest from the windows. The running re

pair shOp is equipped with benches, vises

and ordinary bench tools; all the benches

are lighted by windows.

Equipping the Machine Shop.

The ofiice location is such that incoming

and outgoing cars can be observed through

the window in the partition. Between the

office and the machine shop is the stock and

tool room; a 'small window affords com

munication between the two rooms and a

window at the opposite side of the stock

room opens into the machine shop. Natur

ally the machine shop will make the most

frequent demands upon the stock room;

therefore the two are placed in convenient

proximity.

From the entrance a car may be driven

direcly into the machine shop, the running

repair shop or the washing stand, as may

be required. There is no possibility of the

inconvenience and bother that is caused by

the necessity for washing a car in the re

pair shop proper; the water and mud are

confined to one corner of the place.

Coming to the very important matter of

the items of equipment of the machine shop,

it may be said that the outfit shown in the

accompanying plan is sufiicient to cope with

practically anything that is likely to turn

‘up in the repair line; a shop so equipped

would be suitable for a town of consider

able size, and would by no means be out of

place in any of the larger cities. The tool

equipment suggested includes a large

lathe with a gap bed, with sufficient clear

ance to permit the handling of a flywheel;

a small speed-lathe, an emery grinder, a

power hacksaw, a fairly large drill press,

a small milling machine, a forge, and an

anvil. The usual quota of vises, pipe vises,

tool racks and so on are taken for granted.

A single line of shafting will serve the

countershafts for all machines requiring

them. The big lathe and the drill press

will be used more frequently and for heavier

work than the other tools, and so are most

conveniently placed.

Electricity as the Motive Power.

The ideal method of driving the various

machines undoubtedly is by individual elec-'

tric motors, each machine having its own

small motor with separate starting switch.

From an operative point of view this is the

best arrangement, and it also is the most

advantageous from the point of view of

economy in the use of electricity. The ex

pense of installation is very considerable,

however,- and it is more likely that the

average shop will drive from one large

motor with the usual shafting arrangement

and belts. Under all ordinary circumstances

electric drive is most likely to be employed.

In order to economize floor space the ino

tor will be mounted overhead—a very com

mon and very satisfactory arrangement.

In a locality where the charges for elec

tricity are high, it is a good idea to run the

shafting in roller or ball bearings. The ex

pense of this is not excessive, and the

amount of power saved often is surprising,

especially if the shafting is not hung with

perfect accuracy or if the building is in

clined to sag and throw the shafting out of

line.

Machine Tools and Their Cost.

The cost of the chief items of equipment

for a repair shop of the character and capac

ity of the one outlined is capable of consid

erable variation, according to the owner's

ideas as to what is needed in his particular

locality or what machinery will handle the

class of work he may have his eye on.

Assuming, however. that the shop is to be

equipped as indicated in the illustration,

and that the machine tools are to be of

good, substantial construction, not exces

sively high-priced on the one hand, and not

of the kind in which essential features are

sacrificed for the sake of reducing the cost

on the other hand, the expense will be

about as follows: Gap bed lathe to swing a

flywheel in the gap and take a crankshaft

between centers, $375. Back-geared drill

press, $125. Plain speed lathe, 9~inch

swing, with hand rest and countershaft, $50.

Emery grinder, to take two lZ-inch wheels,

$30. Milling machine, $250 Power hack

saw, $22. Forge and anvil, $25. Total.

$877.

When Cost Must be Kept Down.

If closer estimates are necessary the fig

ures_may be lowered considerably by sub

stituting for the gap lathe a straight bed

machine of say 14-inch swing costing about

$250, and for the 9-inch speed lathe an 8

inch lathe at $30. A smaller emery grinder

can be had for $22, drill-press for $75 and

forge and anvil for $20. A shaper as a sub

stitute for the milling machine will cost

$125. This totale $522, or $355 less than the

first list, and the total may be still further

reduced by the omission of the shaper.

It is for the owner of the shop to decide

for himself whether he can afford the cost

of the complete equipment, or. looking at

the matter from another angle, whether the

jobs that could he handled with the more

complete equipment but not with the other

would justify the investment. It may be

said' that in any good-sized town where

there is a rather wide range of work, it is

highly probable that the better equipment

would prove to be a profitable investment.

It is rather discouraging to would-be pat

rons to be told, “I‘m sorry, but our lathe

isn't big enough to swing that wheel," or,

“‘That’s a job for a milling machine or a

shaper, and we haven’t either in the shop,"

and so on.

How a Complete Equipment Pays.

Nine times out of ten a man who takes

such a job to another shop takes the next

one there, too, so that the mere possession

of a good equipment of tools may bring in

considerable business of a general charac

ter. It does not take very long for a shop

to get a reputation for being able to per

form any job, even if it is of an unusual

character. Everyone who is at all familiar

with repair work has heard some such re

mark as, “Oh, I know what you can do:

take it around to Jones’s shop. They do

lots of things like that," when a question

arises as to who shall do a difficult piece of

work.

A smaller shop can be maintained with

considerably less machinery, though it goes

without saying that cutting down' the equip

ment means that the variety of work that

can be performed is reduced and that cer
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tain jobs must be refused or part of the

work must be farmed out to other and

better equipped establishments. A decided

objection to this plan is that the man who

pays the bills is called upon to pay two

profits on the work that has been fanned

out, unless the “farmer" cares to remit his

share of the profit, which is not very likely.

The usual equipment of a small shop is a

lathe, drill press, emery grinder. and per

haps a power hacksaw; of course, there

are plenty of places that make shift to get

along with only a lathe, using it for every

thing from milling to tool grinding, includ—

ing drilling. Such “shops,” however, can

not be said to count very heavily in any

way. But with a good lathe of not less than

lZ-inch swing, a drill press that will drive a

%-inch drill, an emery grinder and a power

hacksaw a great deal can be done. The cost

of this outfit will be in the neighborhood

of $350.

It often is possible to obtain

hand machine tools of really good quality

and in good condition, and by so doing the

cost of equipment can be very considerably

reduced. It is absolutely necessary, how

ever, to have second-hand machine tools

second

carefully examined by a machine tool ex

pert, for there are many possible defects

that would not be detected by an inexperi

enced person. In the larger cities a little

"browsing" very' often will disclose bar

gains, if time is taken to seek out the right

tools and the seeker is not content to accept

something that is not suitable merely be

cause it is cheap. A first class machine,

properly taken care of, is not easily vvorn

out and often is practically as good as a

new one. But the chief trouble with second

hand tools is inaccuracy, and this should

be watched for with care.

 

Renovating Old Vise Jaws.

After an indifferent vise has been in use

for some time the inside faces of the jaws

become so highly polished that if any round

piece of metal is inserted it invariably slips

unless the jaws are tightened unduly, which

failing may be overcome by interposing a

file between the work and the faces of the

jaws. The accompanying illustration shows

how a file can be attached to the jaws of the

vise permanently, or until such time as it

is no longer useful for the purpose in

tended.

The jaws of most vises are hardened and

some difficulty may be experienced in drill

  

FILE PACED VISE JAW

ing them, but if the drill point is sufficiently

hardened and turpentine is used as a lubri

cant, the operation can be performed with

the exercise of a little patience. There is no

necessity to use new files, as those that

have passed the stage of ordinary utility

answer the purpose just as well. Before the

file can be drilled it must be softened. and

as there are always a sufficiency of old files

available in most shops there is no neces

sity to reharden them.

Rubber Sleeves that Prevent Chafing.

Insulated wire and rubber gas tubing fre

quently are passed through holes in sheet

metal and so are in more or less danger of

chafing. This can easily be prevented by

slipping over the wire or the tubing, as the

case may be, short pieces of heavy rubber

and-fabric tubing held in place by a little

rubber cement. In extreme cases fiber tub

ing should be used to take the wear. It

goes without saying that it always is best

to remove the cause of the trouble, but if

this cannot be done the next best thing is

to guard against the effects. It is cheap

insurance against trouble.

Making Visible Inaccessible Parts.

Despite the fact that accessibility rightly

has become a fetish and there are few parts

in the modern automobile that cannot be

  

WIRE HANDLED MIRROR

reached quickly and easily, it is not always

easy to see the work in hand or to make

quick inspections without removing part of

the body-work or the pan beneath the. en

gine. In such cases, a small mirror forms

a valuable adjunct to the repair man’s kit,

and it is comparatively simple to equip one

for such uses with the aid of a piece of

soft copper wire and some solder. The

wire should be fairly heavy, about eight or

10 inches in length, and should be soldered

to the back of the mirror. The flexibility

of the wire permits it to be bent in almost

any shape, in order to reach out-of-the-way

places and obscure corners, while at the

same time it is stiff enough to hold the

mirror firmly. \Vith a mirror wired in this

way, it is a simple matter to explore the

whole of the inside of a crankcase. for in

stance, provided the crankcase is fitted with

inspection platcs, of course. It is not diffi

cult to increase the practicability of the de

vice still further by attaching to it asmall

electric light operated either by a dry bat

tery or by current from the electric sys—

tem on the car.

Getting Pressure on the Gasolene.

No matter where the air pressure hand

pump is situated, so far as the driver is con

cerned, it always is an unpleasant under

taking to have to apply pressure while the

automobile is in motion. There are, how

ever, several ways of obtaining initial pres

sure with little trouble, but this cannot be

said to be true while the car is in motion.

The running of the car is dependent upon a

minimum pressure being maintained and in

many cases this is effected by passing part

of the exhaust gases through a compensat

ing valve. This valve needs constant at—

tention, and should foreign matter find its

  

TO OBTAIN EXHAUST PRESSURE

way under one of the valve seats a leakage

will result, perhaps sufi‘icient to starve the

carburetter of gasolene and seriously afiect

the running of the motor. '

By closing the outlet of the exhaust pipe

with a small clappet valve, such as is here

with illustrated, and actuating it by a cord

from the driver's seat, no matter how much

the valve may leak it is possible to main

tain several pounds pressure with a mini

mum efi‘ort.

Two bent wire books can be provided,

one allowing the valve to be held open by

the spring and the other so that the orifice

of the exhaust pipe is partly closed. This

point must be found so that some pressure

is delivered for maintaining a head of gaso

lene, but not so much as to cause back pres

sure on the motor sufficient to result in loss

of power. 1

Completely closing the orifice for a few

seconds suffices to rush the pressure up if it
shows signs of giving out. i
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ELECTRICITY AS AN ILLUMINANT'MADE PLAIN
 

Limitations of the Old Proverb Concerning Letting Well Enough Alone

Pointed Out in Their Application to Electric Lighting Systems-When

Attention is Needed and Where—Battery Location Discussed.

 

(This is the seventh of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

startmg systems In use and to render easier their care and repair by dealer and owner alike.)

Like many another old saying that has

done duty almost since time immemorial,

“Let well enough alone" has its limitations

and is susceptible of wide interpretation.

It is to be assumed, of course, that in the

majority of cases where the quotation is

put to use, the "well enough” part of it

signifies that the object to which it applied

really is “wellvenough” in the true sense of

the words—that a device or a mechanism

is functioning properly, for instance, and

giving no indication of derangement. In

this case it is good policy to let it alone.

The difliculty, however, particularly to the

layman, is to determine just when “well

enough" fits the case, and in this connection

the operation of the electric lighting system

forms an excellent example in point.

Where Astuteness is Required.

When an electrical apparatus of the kind

comes from the manufacturer it may be ex

pected to be in perfect condition, and

though the latter part of the saying anent

letting it alone would seem to be particu

larly applicable, it is not well always to let

it severely alone. Which does not neces

sarily mean that it should be taken down

part by part and boiled in oil just to make

sure that it will keep on working well.

But it should be examined from time to

time no matter how well it is working, for

no such system will operate indefinitely

without any attention whatsoever. In a

great many cases it is possible to prevent

serious troubles by remedying slight

troubles as they manifest themselves.

Slight troubles, often so slight as to make

little apparent change in the operation of

a system, may be checked only upon peri

odical inspections, and even then they may

not be apparent to the unskilled worker

unless he knows exactly where to look for

the most likely sources of trouble or de

rangement.

Prevalent Fear of Lack of Ability.

It is a mistake commonly made by count

less numbers of persons to imagine that

they are unable to care for a given piece of

mechanism whether it be an electric light

ing system, a sewing machine or a phono

graph. They get into a sort of panic when

some little thing goes wrong and imme

diately call in a repair man to.do work

which is so simple as almost to be ludicrous

—to the repair man. But the repair man

needs bread and butter, and he does not

laugh. Sometimes he makes a big job out

of a very little one and doubtless much of

the timidity of the average individual to

tackle work out of his line can be traced

to this very cause. Actually, if electric

lighting systems are given attention and at

least a part of the care that has been out

Dynamo
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Ballast Coil.

output of the generator. In central station

work, it is a comparatively simple matter

to regulate the output of dynamos by

varying their speed, but for automobile

work such methods are impracticable.

Hence, it becomes necessary to provide

some other means of accomplishing the

end. Either a mechanical or an electrical

device of some sort must be used. Both

are used with a great deal'of success,

though due to the greater simplicity of

000.00....
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RUSl-IMORE DYNAth DISSECTED, SHOWING COMPONENT PARTS

lined as necessary in the past six issues of

Motor \Vorld, there need be very little

cause for anxiety on the part of the owner;

there is so very little that can get out of

order and such slight troubles as develop

are so easily remedied that there should

be no necessity for the services of an ex

pert—provided the owner is conversant

with the characteristics of the system with

which his car is equipped. Knowledge,

however, is essential, but it is quite easily

acquired.

The Problem of Output Regulation.

From these articles it may be‘gathered

that one of the greatest problems with

which the manufacturer of such devices has

had to work has been the provision of some

simple means of positively regulating the

electrical devices they are generally more

in favor. ' '

In several systems combination electro

mechanical devices are used, and these too

have given good service wherever used.

Unusual Electrical Governing.

In the dynamo manufactured by the

Rushmore Dynamo Works of Plainfield,

N. 1., positive regulation is obtained elec

trically in a manner different from that em

ployed in any other system. The method

employed is unique and is based upon a

little-known though well-prover: peculiarity

of iron. The dynamo itself is of the shunt

wound type and in addition is equipped

with what is known in electrical engineers'

parlance as a "bucking coil.” The current

that is passed through this huc-king coil is
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regulated with the aid of a simple_ coil

composed of a few turns of iron wire

mounted on a heat resisting mand'rel and

carried in a ventilated housing on top of

the dynamo.

Hot Wire that Chokes off Current.

The peculiarity of the iron wire referred

to is the fact that its resistance to the pas

sage of current remains practically con

stant, or increases only very slightly up to

a certain critical temperature. After the

critical temperature is reached, however,—

the iron wire heats because of the resist;

ance offered to the flow of the current—its

resistance rises very rapidly. \Vhen its

resistance is low, as when the dynamo ar

mature is rotating slowly and little cur

rent is being generated, very little current

fiows through the bucking coil and the

strength of the field and consequently the

output of the dynamo increases in pro

reason that the coil is made in the form of

a cartridge fuse and may be lifted out of

its holder quite easily, the dynamo becomes

a simple differential machine and will de

liver a practically constant current of 4%

amperes regardless of speed variations. Ob

viously, it is not permissable to replace the

ballast coil with a coil other than that sup

plied by the manufacturer. However, the

coils are inexpensive, and, as it is such a

simple matter to alter the dynamo output

by changing them, as, for instance, when

the car is driven chiefly at night and a

heavy current is needed, that it is a wise

plan to have several cartridges on hand.

Caring for the “Ballast Coil."

By reason of the inherent self-regulating

feature of the Rushmore dynamo, there is

absolutely nothing in the regulating ap

paratus to get out of order or even to re

quire attention. It will operate for in
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portion to the increase in the speed of the

armature. \Vhen the speed reaches a cer

tain limit, however, the heating of the coil

of iron wire, which is styled a “ballast

coil," increases its resistance and forces a

part of the generated current through the

bucking coil, the result being that the

field strength is reduced and the current

output held practically constant. The crit

ical temperature in the ballast coil is

reached at about 15 miles an hour car

speed when the current output is about 12

amperes. At higher speeds the current re

mains practically constant, and never ex—

ceeds 13 or 14 amperes maximum, under

any conditions.

Inherent Simplicity of Regulation

From the foregoing it may be judged that

_ the output of the generator is governed di

rectly by the iron ballast coil in conjunc

tion with the bucking coil, which depends

upon the ballast coil for operation. Con

sequently it is a simple matter to adjust the

dynamo to deliver almost any current be

tween about 472 and 15 amperes by insert

ing a different size'ballast coil in place of

the one in use. If the ballast coil is re

moved, which operation is simple, for the

definite periods with uniformally good re

sults, though it is the better part of wis

dom occasionally to examine the ballast

coil and remove from it any accumulations

of dust and dirt which may have collected.

Characteristics of the Cut-Out.

The automatic cut-out is located in a small

tight housing on top of the dynamo at the

front and is an electro-magnetic device of

the usual pattern. \Vhen the battery cur

rent exceeds the generated current, the cir

cuit between the dynamo and the battery

automatically is broken, thus preventing the

battery from discharging itself through the

generator. Owing to the fact that the lati

tude of movement of the moving parts is

exceedingly small, they never will require

lubrication, and the only attention the de

vice will require concerns itself with the

contacts. These may be cleaned occasion

ally with a very fine flat file or two pieces

of fine emery cloth glued to opposite sides

of a piece of thin Bristol board. Care

should be taken to remove all filings or dirt

from the mechanism before the cover is re

placed. Although adjustment should not

be necessary for prolonged periods, it may

be made by turning the small screw at the

bearing end of the electro-magnet arma

ture. \Nhenever such mechanisms are ex

amined, the wiring and the binding screws

should be carefully scrutinized to make

sure that no worn places or breaks are

present and that the screws are tight.

Solid Construction of Dynamo.

The dynamo itself is unusually rugged

and substantial, and there is nothing in its

make-up, barring the brushes and the com

mutator, which might require even occa

sional inspection. As an indication of its

inherent simplicity, the entire field magnet

circuit, which mounts the pole pieces, is

merely a length of cold drawn steel tubing

cut to the proper size and finished. To it

are fastened the pole shoes, which also are

sliced off a bar of steel tubing drawn

to the proper size and shape. So accurate

is the drawing that further machining is

unnecessary. Barring the armature, which

is standard in construction, the whole ma

chine is virtually a solid mass of iron and

copper wire, which is practically inde

structible except under conditions extraor

dinary.

Management of the Commutator.

in ball

bearings of liberal size and requires no

more lubrication than does the ordinary

magneto; a couple of drops of fine machine

oil about once or twice a season is sufi‘i

cient. The care required to maintain the

commutator and brushes in proper condi

tion to render their best service already

has been outlined. The brushes should be

removed and thoroughly cleaned from time

to time to remove accumulations of grease

and carbon dust, and the wire connections

made tight, for continued vibration is likely

to loosen them. The commutator should

not show signs of wear for long periods,

provided it is not abused by permitting the

brushes to spark or to cut it due to the

presence of hard particles of carbon or

other foreign matter. Occasionally, a

minute quantity of fine vascline, applied

with the aid of a piece of felt while the

armature is rotating, will assist in pre

serving the surface smooth.

The armature shaft is mounted

‘Why Wiring May Cause Trouble.

In the Rushmore system, as in every

other system, great care should be taken

to see that the wiring is properly connected.

Probably nine-tenths of all the troubles

originating in such systems can be traced

to faulty wiring—wires either improperly

connected, or loose connections. or the use

of wire that is too small in cross section.

\‘Vhere doubt exists regarding the proper

size of wire to use, a larger size rather than

a smaller size always should be used. Wire

that is too small causes resistance to the
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passage of the current and a consequent de

crease in the output of the generator in ad

dition to which there is danger that it may

become broken or that it will heat up and

cause fire. The latter is unlikely, however,

in view of the fact that the current em

ployed is compartively low and is merely

cited as a possibility that should not be

overlooked.

The Hartman generator, manufactured

by the Hartman Electrical Mfg. Co., of

Mansfield, 0., differs from many of those

that have been described, essentially in that

it is of the constant voltage instead of the

constant current type, the theory being

that the constant voltage machine permits

the lighting load to be carried direct by

the dynamo without danger to the lamps,

and also delivers a “taper charge” to the

storage battery during charging opera

tions. The method of obtaining regulation

also is different, and is vested in an electro

mechanical device which varies the field

resistance through the current according

to the speed of the armature.

Operation of Voltage Regulator.

The regulating device is contained in a

tight housing, which with the switches,

etc., occupies a place on the dash of the

car or in any other convenient location.

The housing also contains the automatic

cut-out which is an electro-magnetic de

vice. Owing to the fact that the movement

of the armature in the regulating device is

very small—it is less than l/32 of an inch—

and that the steps of resistance that are

inserted in the field circuit are so small as

to eliminate the possibility of arcing at the

contacts, there is practically nothing in the

mechanism to get out of order or to require

attention. It will be sufficient to make sure

that it really is performing its functions

properly, and this may be ascertained by

turning on the lights and noting whether

they brighten perceptibly when the engine

is speeded up. If they do brighten, it may

be taken for granted that the regulator has

suffered some derangement, for under nor

mal conditions the brightness of the lamps

should remain practically constant regard

less of speed changes between about 500

and 2,000 revolutions a minute.

Indices of Impending Trouble.

If the lights brighten perceptibly when

the engine is speeded up, the regulator

should be examined to make certain that

accumulations of dust or dirt have not

short-circuited some of the contacts or that

the armatures have not become stuck, pre

venting their operation. Accumulations of

dirt should be removed with a soft brush,

and if the contacts give evidence of corro

sion, they may be cleaned with very fine

emery cloth or a fine flat file. Owing to

the fact that terminal blocks for the con

nection of the various wires from the bat—

tery, the load and the generator are sup

plied, little difficulty should be experienced

in making the proper connections.

The Function of the Fuses.

The Hartman system, like many others,

is thoroughly protected by fuses, the pur

pose of which is to prevent the lamps from

burning out in the event that a surplus of

current accidentally passes to them, and

also to protect the wiring of the dynamo

and the car. Obviously, in the event of

failure to generate, or in case the lamps

cannot be lighted, the first place to look

for trouble is in the fuse block. Gener

ally, the burncd out fuse will serve to in

dicate the location of the troube which al

ways should be corrected before a new fuse

is inserted. Individual fuses are .used in

the individual lighting circuits so that the.

blowing of a single fuse does not cripple

the whole lighting system.

are carried in the cover of the fuse box,

and their insertion is but the work of a

minute.

The Hartman generator is completely

enclosed, as shown by the accompanying

sketches, and therefore practically is proof

against the insidious action of dirt and

water. Access to the commutator and

brushes is through a removable plate on

top of the field housing. The brushes are

formed of a special composition calculated

to resist sufiicient wear to necessitate their

replacement during the life of the car. In

case adjustment becomes necessary, how

ever, or they require to be cleaned, they

may be removed simply by lifting the

spring returned arm which serves to hold

them in contact with the commutator.

Their position will require to be shifted, of

course, according to the direction of rota

tion of the armature, and in order to per

mit this adjustment the brush holder is

fastened in place by means of a couple of

brass screws shown in the end view of the

commutator end plate. Loosening the

screws permits the position of the brushes

to be shifted. To change the direction of

rotation of the armature it is merely neces

sary to reverse the wires leading to the

brushes.

Need for Adequate Insulation.

As is the casc with the majority of other

lighting systems, failure to generate gen

erally can be traced to broken wires or

faulty connections. Great care should be

taken in installing any system to make

sure that the wiring is adequately insulated.

It is poor policy to use cheap wire just be

cause it is cheap; it is certain to give

trouble in the end. No automobile can be

expected to run without any vibration what

Spare fuses ,

soever. and any slackness- in the wiring

which permits incipient chafing is sure to

result in trouble of some kind. For this

reason the wires should be carefully hung

to the woodwork wherever possible and

two wires never should be placed under

the same staple. \Vhere the wiring leads

from the body to the chassis a liberal loop

should be allowed to permit of slight move

ment between the parts for tightly stretched

wires are extremely likely to break at un

expected moments and from unsuspected

causes.

Disposal of the Storage Battery.

Another more or less frequent source of

trouble lies in the disposition made of the

storage battery which forms an integral

part of all such systems. The battery

should be placed in an accessible position

and should be securely braced to prevent

movement under violent bouncing of the

car due to bad roads. No battery ever

should be placed in the same box with

tools, for in the first place the tools are

likely to become loosened and do damage

to the battery, and in the second place the

acid fumes are likely to result in the cor

rosion of the tools.
l

Rubber Balls as Damage Preventers.

Despite dissertations to the contrary, a

storage battery is a comparatively delicate

structure‘that' must be protected to the

greatest possible degree from jolts and jars

and mishandling generally. Often it is

possible to secure a battery in place in a

box normally slightly too large by squeez

ing small rubber balls such as commonly

are sold by stationary and toy stores be

tween the battery and the box. The balls

prevent movement of the battery and at the

same time prevent violent shocks being

transmitted to it. It is not wise, however,

to place rubber balls beneath the battery;

a rubber mat formed of a few thicknesses

of an old inner tube will serve the purpose

better.

Simple Improvement for Battery Terminals.

The terminals of storage battery leads

and of the jumpers which connect the differ

ent trays of cells together, made of heavy

brass or copper, sometimes are of the ring

type, so that their removal necessitates the

taking off of the nuts which secure them.

These ring terminals can easily be con

verted into the more usual and far more

convenient hook form by the mere sawing

out of the side of each a section large

enough to permit the ring to slip off the

stud when the nut is loosened. The cut-out

should be made as close as possible to the

shank of the terminal so that‘the wire can

not slip ol’f of its own weight if the nut ac

cidentally becomes loosened.
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MULTITUDE AND MULFORD

[N EVIDENCE AT BRIGHTON

Large and Enthusiastic Assemblage

Looks On While Mulford Takes

Major and Minor Events—

Two Spills Occur.

1f the crowd which turned out to witness

the second speed offering of the Motor

Dealers’ Exhibit Co., which was run on the

Brighton Beach track, in Brooklyn, N. Y.,

on Election Day, November 5th, can be

taken as a criterion, the oft-reiterated state

ment that interest in automobile speed con

tests is waning certainly is far from true.

Of course, the balmy weather which pre

vailed was in a measure responsible for the

vast multitude which more than filled the

grandstand and overflowed into the field,

but that a goodly proportion of the very

enthusiastic 10,000 was attracted as a re

sult of the fine program which was offered

and the perfect management which was in

evidence at the previous meet on Saturday,

October 19th. was equally obvious.

And the program, and the manner in

which it was carried out, left nothing to be

desired. Ralph Mulford, who drove the

surprising little Mason car, was the hero

of the day. He accounted for both the

feature events—a 100-mile free-for-all and

a ten-mile event for cars with displacements

under 600 inches; also he finished second'

to Len Ogmsby (Kline) in a five-mile handi

cap event in which he started from scratch

and gave the winner a 20-second handicap.

The other event which was decided, a ten

mile free-for-all handicap, went to Mitchell

(Mason); '

The field for the free-for-all "hundred"

numbered 13, all those who were scheduled

to start lining up save Chandler (Stude

baker), who had broken a crankcase before

the start of the program. Pullen (Mercer)

assumed the lead in the first lap, with Mul

ford close behind. The others were strung

out within a distance of half a mile. Lewis

in the Stutz gradually crept up, and at the

end of the third lap took the lead from

Pullen.

The first to stop at the pits was Len

()rmsby (Kline), who experienced slight

motor trouble; Mulford stopped during his,

fourth round for a tire replacement. Lewis

held his position until the end of the tenth

lap, when he put into the pits for a tire re

placement and LeCain (Stutz) went to the

fore, with Thebaud (G. J. G.) and Ferguson

(Mercer), who had had tire trouble, and

Mulford were trailing along behind, grad

ually making up for lost time. As Neil

,Whalen (National) was rounding the 'turn

into the homestretch on his 19th lap his

mount skidded and very nearly crashed into

the fence, but the driver righted it in time.

LeCain still held the lead at the end of the

23rd lap, but Dave Lewis was driving like

a demon and before the 30th circuit was

completed he had wrested the premier po

sition from his team mate.

The one accident of the day which had

even the semblance of being serious oc

curred when Whalen slewed sideways

through the fence on the club house turn

on the 29th lap, chopped down a few sap

lings. bringing up against an embank

ment 50 feet from the track,_with both

driver and the mechanician, Joe Becker, in

jured and the machine badly smashed. Both

men were rushed to the hospital, but their

injuries happily are not of a very serious

nature. Just before \Vhalen‘s mishap Le—

Cain had come to grief at the same spot,

when a tire burst and the car turned twice

around and ran backward into the field.

Tire trouble again cost Lewis his posi

tion, and the distance half completed saw

Pullen (Mercer) leading, with Ferguson

(Mercer) in second place and Lewis third.

Lewis's fast driving soon closed the gap

between himself and the leader, and the

60th circuit saw him again in the lead with

Mulford running a very close second and

Mitchell (Mason) in third place. Lewis

came to grief on the next lap, when his car

skidded and turned completely over, with

out injuring either of the occupants.

After ten minutes of the hardest kind of

work, the car was again started in the con

test, but after making two circuits of the

track, was ruled 05 by the referee because

of a bent front axle.

The last 25 miles were run “in the

shadows," for darkness came before the

race was completed. Mulford and Mitchell

“see-sawed” for the lead, while third place

was hotly contested between Pullen and

Wishart, the Mercer drivers. Mulford

gradually pulled away from his team mate

and finished the distance in 1:42:11. Mitch

ell finished less than a minute later, and

Wishart followed after an interval of 45

seconds. Pullen (Mercer), Thebaud (G. J.

G.), Ormsby (Kline), Le Cain (Stutz) and

'Minker (Kline) still were running in the

order named when the race was called.

The ten-mile event for the Rector trophy

resulted in a dual contest between Lewis

(Stutz) and Wishart (Mercedes). The lat

ter led up to the ninth mile, when Lewis as

sumed the lead and finished in 9:17.50.

Ormsby's was an easy victory in the five

mile handicap event, and he easily com

pleted the distance in 5:01.20. leading home

Mulford, the scratch man, and Limberg

(Mercer). The ten-mile free-for-all handi

cap went to Mitchell (Stutz), who had a

50-second handicap and finished in 9:47.55,

with Lewis (Stutz). who had a 10-second

handicap, in second place. The summary:

Ten miles, for cars with displacements of

under 600 inches—Won by Ralph Mulford

(Mason); second, Spencer Wishart (Mer

cedes); third, Neil Whalen (National).

Time, 9:17.50.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 301 inches, handicap—Won by Len

()rmsby (Kline), 20 seconds; second, Ralph

Mulford (Mason), scratch; third, Limberg

(Merce‘r). Time, 5:01.20.

Ten miles, free-for-all handicap—Won by

Mitchell (Mason), 50 seconds; second, Dave

Lewis (Stutz), 10 seconds; third, Spencer

Wishart (Mercedes), scratch. Time, 9:47.55.

100 miles, free-for-all—Won by Ralph

Mulford (Mason); second, Mitchell (Ma

son); third, Spencer Wishart (Mercer);

fourth, Ed Pullen (Mercer). Time,

1 :42:1 1.00.

Thompson Retires from Speedway Project.

Because he realizes that it will take more

capital than can readily be raised to build

the motor speedway on the New Jersey

"meadows," which feat is being undertaken

by the Metropolitan Motor Speedway Asso

ciation, and because he further realizes that

his time is too much taken up with other

business ventures to devote the needed at

tention to the project, Jefferson DeMont

Thompson has resigned the presidency of

the association. Who will fill the vacancy

is not as yet known At the office of the

association, however, it is stated that new

capital to the amount of $150,000 has been

raised and that, with the engineering work

which has to do with the filling in of the

swamp land completed, it is expected that

the filling in will be started within the next

few days. Where the new capital came

from was not stated.

Sedwick Sails for Foreign Entries.

Charles W. Sedwick, manager of the In

dianapolis Motor Speedway, is booked to

sail to Europe tomorrow. \Nhile abroad

he hopes to enlist the support of several of

the more prominent continental manufac

turers with a view of securing entries for

the May meeting of the speedway. Inci

dentally, several radical changes are to be

made in the speedway plant itself. The

present press stand, judges' stand and ex

ecutive buildings, which are grouped near

the starting line behind the pits. are to be

torn down and will be replaced by one large,

modern, five-story 'pagoda building.

Speare Again Heads Massachusetts Body.

Lewis R. Speare was again re-elected

president of the Massachusetts State Auto

mobile Association at its annual meeting in

Boston last week. I. B. Coghlin, vice-pres

ident, and James Fortescue, secretary-treas

urer, also were re-elected.
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MAY BUILD CENTRAL GARAGE

T0 END PARKING IN STREET

Birmingham Proposes Semi-Municipal

Shelter to Relieve Congestion—

How Other Cities Have Met

the Problem.

The parking problem—that is, how best

can be alleviated the congestion resulting

from the leaving of cars in front of ofiice

and other buildings in the downtown sec—

tion—has struck Birmingham, Ala., as it has

other municipalities, and this “Pittsburgh

of the South" has made tentative plans for

a solution; it is none other than the making

of an appropriation for the construction of

a semi-municipal garage for the accommo

dation of private owners.

The city engineer and the mayor recently

inade thorough investigation of conditions

and found that the proprietors of business

in or near office buildings complained that

the closely placed line of cars at their curb

stones interfered serioust with their trade

and that a hardship was being worked upon

them by this wayside parking. Much trade

is said to have been diverted to streets

where the practice of parking automobiles

does-not exist.

Should the suggestion be carried out the

garage will be built in as central a location

as possible, so that owners who drive to

their offices in the morning will be able to

walk from the garage to their offices after

taking the cars to this shelter. However,

if the car is not to be left for a great length

of time it wil lbe permitted to stand at the

curb. It is planned to make exceptions of

certain stores which do not object to Mrs

standing at their doors while the occupants

are shopping. Pittsburgh, Pa., after which

the Southern city likes to call itself. has

had a more or less similar scheme in opera

tion for some time. The Pittsburgh garage,

a private institution, however, was origin

ally erected to care for trucks operated by

business houses, but considerable trade has

come to it from pleasure car owners who

formerly felt the inadequacy of downtown

parking facilities.

In certain other cities, among them De

troit, Mich., parking is permitted at the

curb, because of lack of a better method of

disposing of the cars, but they are obliged

to stand obliquely to the street line, thus

making it easy to remove any car from the

line or for another to add itself thereto. In

Syracuse, N. Y., a few months ago the con

gestion of cars caused the public safety of

ficials to paint parking spaces in certain

of the public squares and regulations as to

placing were enforced. In Los Angeles and

other cities the “move on" ordinance is

quite strictly enforced; cars are permitted

to remain standing in the same place not

longer than 20 minutes.

Legal Status of Road and Ditch.

Fixing the dividing line between a road

and the ditch beside it might be a difiicult

problem, but aside from this~feature of the

case the law has declared that the road and

the ditch‘ are two separate pieces of con-~

struction; in other words, the ditch is not

a part of the road.

This decision was made this week in the

New York .City Court by Justice Green,

who was asked to set aside a verdict of $767

awarded by a jury to William P. Harden

bergh, former president of the New Jer

sey Zinc Co., in an action against the Em

ployers' Liability Assurance Co. of Lon

don. Hardenbcrg's car ran into a ditch and

was damaged. and when he took his disput

ed damage claim to court the jury gave him

the full amount asked.

The insurance company moved that the

verdict be set aside, claiming that the policy

did not cover damage to the car through

collision with any part of the road and al

leging that the ditch was a part of the road.

The judge, however, ruled otherwise, denied

the motion and, in giving his opinion, cited

three dictionaries as authority for his de

cision that a ditch, although it runs along

side of a road, is not part thereof.

What Makes Petrol Peter Out.

If the sale of “petrol” in sealed tins to

British motorists has advantages, it also

has disadvantages, and not the least of

them is the comparative ease with which the

purchaser can be given short measure, de

spite elaborate precautions against the

practice evident in careful “sealing” of the

tins. Of late, complaints of short measure

which had been particularly numerous led

one motorist to make investigation, and

»the excuses he'received in explanation of

palpable were numerous and

ludicrous.

One dealer explained that the fuel was

expansible to a readily distinguishable de

gree and that certain climatic conditions

resulted in considerable shrinkage in vol

ume. Another advanced the theory of evap~

oration, though the tins supposedly are

hermetically sealed by the producers. After

considerable investigation he discovered at

least one method by which the unscrupulous

dealer “milks” the tins. The‘screw-caps

with which the tins are fitted were turned

sufficiently to permit the fuel to ooze out

drop by drop with the tin inverted over a

receiving vessel, but the cap was not loos

ened enough to break the seal. Thus a con

siderable quantity of fuel could be abstract

ed from the tins before they were vended

to the unsuspecting motorist.

shortages

DISBROW AND IIIS TROUPE

PLAY T0 LOUISIANA CROWD

Make a Two-Day Stand at Shreveport,

Where Endicott, Nikrent and Dis

brow Share the Honors—Time

Trials Are Abundant.

Louis Disbrow and his troupe favored

Shreveport, La., with their presence on

Sunday and Tuesday last, when, under the

auspices of the Shreveport Automobile

Club, they performed. The program pro

vided was not of a hair-raising nature, five

of the ten events being time trials. There

also was a match race on each day, leaving

but three open events, all of which were

free-for-all handicaps. William Endicott,

Louis Disbrow and Joe Nikrent each

placed one of them to their credit. The

summary:

Sunday, November 3rd.

One mile, time trials—Ulbrecht (Case),

time, 103%; Joe Nikrent (Case), time,

1:04%; Kilpatrick (Hotchkiss), time, 057%;

Endicott (Case), time, 0:57l/é.

Five miles, match race—Won by Joe Ni

krent (Case); second, Ulbrecht (Case).

Time, 5:32.

Two miles, time trial—Louis Disbrow

(Fiat), time, 1:57.

Ten miles, free-for-all handicap—Won by

William Endicott (Case); second, Joe Ni

krent (Case); third, Kilpatrick (Hotchkiss),

Time, 7:44.

One mile, time trial—T. C. Jones (Cadil

lac), time, l:09}§.

One mile, time trial—Louis

(Simplex), time, 057%.

Five miles, free-for-all handicap—VVon by

Louis Disbrow (Simplex); second, Joe Ni

krent (Case); third, William Endicott

(Case). ‘Time, 5:02%.

Tuesday, November 5th.

One mile, time trials—T. C. Jones (Cadil

lac), time, l:05%; Joe Nikrent (Case), time,

056%; William Endicott (Case), time,

055%; Kilpatrick (Hotchkiss), time, 056%;

Ulbrecht (Case), time, 0:61.

Five miles, match race—Won by \Nilliam

Endicott (Case); second, Ulbrecht (Case).

Time, 5:12%. ‘

Ten miles, free-for-all handicap—Won by

Joe Nikrent (Case); second. William Endi

cott (Case); third, Kilpatrick (Hotchkiss).

Time, 11:02'yg.

Disbrow

New Texas Automobile Club.

At a meeting held at Cuero, Tex., and

which resulted in the formation of the

DeNVitt County Automobile Club, W. M.

Ratclifi was elected president. The other

officers are: Vice-president, Walter Ruf

fert; secretary-treasurer, Alfred Frobese.
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Five Passenger Touring Car, One of Five Models, Improved Series V

 

Compare these features with the very

highest priced 1913 cars and you

realize why we claim to offer you the

greatelt value on the market today

National Improved series V “125.1232?£3hxilao'lié‘3‘avi'l.“
left Side drive.

Center control.

Gray &l Davis Electric Starter.

Do not compare the NATIONAL with any car except Gigsgmvms Dynamo Elm“ Lighting

those costing $5000 or more. You have studied the 1913announcements of other high-grade cars, and now without Ellitlffviio‘llikd lfimmmg“

- - . - - Adequate baggage carrying _Compartment

wasting words on superlatives we 1nV1te your candid p°¢;;;,;=,1;1;nnggge*g;a;;;flv mm“

reasoning_we can prove the NATIONAL offers you in panorama...
. . . - - - .‘lnc w ‘9 ml". . . .

Quality, Utility, Luxury, Reputation and Intrinsic Worth “Wiggb'ghk‘fifmm” "das much or more than an $5000 car for iii‘iil‘é‘iiii.srpf§d$2fi‘°“

y Silk mohair Top, Cover and Curtains.

Full floating Rear Axle.

Resilient springs; 1% elliptic in rear; nomi

clliptic in front.

Large gasoline pressure-feed Tank with

0 Gauge in rear.

Robe rail, foot rest, and foot mat in run

ning board.

FIVE MODELS Plain, continuous. enclosed Metal Guards.

Easy riding qualities, unexcelled.

Oiling System, demonstrated to be perfect.

Write us at once for our dealers’ proposition and advance catalog  

 

National Motor Vehicle Co..

. Pledllilirdiiqumrlrii‘ advance catalog.

CO. > Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , .

  

Indianapolis, Indiana ...................................... ..
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Best - Because Surest and Easiest

The inner tube can be perfectly re

paired in 15 minutes by

  

—
_

. m,,,,,,,,,n531,,4.mw ll, _ l v, _O The one device most needed by the man aw

i“;"“”‘“““ i ' "“"m" ‘ who wants to make steering a pleasure

* instead of a labor.

Removes all nervous strain—takes physical strain from steering opera

girnergghglrdsirpigghisn; steady—prevents accidents in case steering gearmerits your instant investigation—one which will appeal to every car

DEALERS, JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS, this IS an article which

owner. It ought to be. and soon will be a part of the equipment of

every car.

  

Patent Pending Nlekel Plated

  

mill

  
=§
z»
s

  
%

i

 

I I with only one ounce of gasoline and

Let us tell you more about it. The story lS worth knowing. _- a little prepared “when

The Modern Auto

Appliance Co.

15 Kinderhook Street i ‘

CHATHAM, N. Y. i !

lllllflllm...

 

 

Price Complete

.\l _\uui' dealer‘s, or sent by express.

Guaranteed to Satisly

Address Dept. E.

TllE McGRAW TIRE & RUBBER C0.

889! Palestine, Dhio

   

 

  

0000'

 

 
 

lVlOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Cars and Light Delivery Cars

Send for Booklet $3

The circulation of the Motor

 
  

 

 
 

)/ “A 1 THE Mon-"RE AND RUBBER co. \Vorld is a guaranteed one, sworn

. 221.3“... 5mm" Ohio to by an alhdavxt, which Wlll be

sigmazunahdnnd, 33mins:- zimmiIL-a: sent in detail to any one upon

A.RF.,M°O%l-6ERHI§HCO.. C—Sho:: :23“ “manager-Mmum Amflndlll TBqthSt.

t"; YEBF£NLEL s c ‘ LSEZZLXTRTSR$$ZP M mimiii'hT-"M'Ll" “' ""‘

  

1 B A “LL. 0

~ B E R l N GS

, ‘f/IVSé/RANCE FOR BUILDER ND 035R"
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO I42 WEST 42"}? ST. NEWYO'RK

-y.‘ . .

,m
  

RE YOU in need of any additional help in any department of your business? Are you out of employment or look

ing for a better connection? Have you second-hand apparatus of any kind or do you want to buy second-hand

material? Have you a factory site for sale or do you want to buy one? If so, use the Want and For Sale column of

the Motor World. Seven words to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertisements can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser will be kept confidential.

 
 

 

To “The ORDER OF THE CAP 8: GOGGLES":

MANUFACTURERS—DEALERS—OWNERS: IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

SHAKE HAND M O‘T O R C Y C L E S

‘ THEBICYCLING WORLD

“Get-at-ablenessH“'hichothers WILL INTEREST YOU

  

25 years in business

and not thinking

0 f q u i t t i n g.  

  

 
 

 
 

haven't got.

You can always get r Special oiling - ._

. t _ PUBLISHED hVERY IUESDAY AT

interchangeable parts. Bud“ Modervl-n dewce. Best yeL

ware/Mammbwam 1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

BRANDENBURG & CO. I - - -
1108 S. MICHIGAN Avis. 57m AND liaoanwav FoRn BUILDING 52' per Year Speszen caple‘r Grat”

Cmcaoo. ILL. New Your. N. Y. DETROIT. Mien.
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When Loss oi Seconds Means Loss of Lives

You have read of many instances where the loss of a second resulted in an accident and

loss of life.

Eliminate this danger by equipping your car with an Electric Self Cranker.

It is instantaneous, absolutely sure, economical, convenient and clean.

If your car stalls, just push a button and go ahead, leaving danger behind.

“Dead centers" cut no figure with good Electric Cranking systems; they start your car

always—in summer or in zero weather.

But the heart, the brains and the initial energy of every one is a reliable Storage Battery.

That’s why 90 per cent. of all the manufacturers equip Electric Cranking and Lighting

Systems with
  

Storage alteries

Use the Class A cm: with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class B cm, with an Electric Sell-Starter

Write as for full information.

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY CO., Cleveland, Ohio

New York Branch, 136 W. 52ml St. Chlcago Branch, 436 So. Dearborn St.

Detroit Branch, 1191 Woodward Ave.

Depot: in All Principal Cities in'lthe United States, Canada and Mexico.
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The EuIQPean 2 rdea is v

Growing inAmerlca — is your?“ .

’ LIE. a; to the Ground ' " e»
"-__.17_7;_; ‘I W; ‘ _~$._—- ,

  

  

    
  

  

Dealers who read this announcement will do well to consider the advisability of

forming an agency connection with us for handling the Metallurgique—a car for the

classes—a distinct and exclusive product. sensational in body design. equipment and

appointment These cars are limited in quantity—unlimited in quality.

From the radiator of unique design to the end of the rear springs—from tire to top,

this powerful, unbreakable car offers value in service away beyond that of any other

European or any American product. There is a selling argument in every item from

\ steering knuckle to engine. .

Luxury of appointments are regal—beauty of design and finish supreme on both ,

‘ sides of the water. Service unlimited. ‘ 4!

The Metallurgique is the only logical car for men of wealth and position who desire

an equipment that will make all others appear commonplace.

Let us help you find and please and sell to those in this class. As a preliminary,

write and get the literature and terms. We can throw more light on the Metallur

gique, Europe’s choicest product. " '

THE METALLURGIQUE MOTOR CO., 1934 Broadway, New York f

E. w. c. and H. N. ALLEN, Proprietors

.a-wf'i‘o.

 
.11,
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Sell Stewart Trucks

In “Iinter Months

Now is the time when touring car sales begin to drop off.

Cold weather slows down the business of everydealer who

sells only pleasure cars.

But for the dealer handling Stewart Delivery Trucks, there

is no let up. These cars sell just as well in winter as in the

summer months In fact, there is more need for motor deliv

ery during the cold, snowy days and the rush of holiday trade

than at any other time. Merchants are already worrying over

their holiday deliveries. They know that‘ their horse equip

ment will be inadequate.

_ We are in a position to guarantee prompt deliveries of

Stewart Delivery Trucks in time for the holiday rush. We

can furnish dealers their demonstrators almost immediately.

Now is the time to go out and secure this desirable business.

Merchants are looking for the right car; one that is scientific

ally designed for delivery service. See these five reasons why

Stewart Delivery Trucks are money-makers for dealers:

1. NO SEASONS:

The dealer can sell Stewart Delivery Trucks every month in the year.

There are no seasons—n0 hold-ups for new models to appear while your

rent and expense pile up. Every month's sales should be an advance

over the previous month. Your sales force can be kept busy every day.

2. NO TRADING:

Merchants buy delivery trucks to use, not to look at. They are never

out of style. So long as the car runs, the merchant will use it, and the

longer it runs the better he is pleased. Instead of having to take old

cars in trade. every one you sell is a help toward selling additional ones

to the same buyer.

3. SMALL EXPENSES:

Selling commercial trucks. your 'operating expenses are only about half

what they are in selling pleasure cars. Fancy salesrooms unnecessary;

no )0)! riding; no expensive entertainment; no second-hand cars in stor

age running up your investment. Selling commercial trucks is a straight

business proposition, handled in a business way.

4. EASY SALES : I

It is easy to find prospects for Stewart Delivery Trucks. Every mer

chant using two or more horse-drawn vehicles is a prospect. Merchants

are coming to realize the convenience and saving of motor delivery. It

isn't a question of getting them to ado t motor delivery, but of showing

them the right car. We have it. Ii) their competitor‘ buys delivery

trucks, they must buy to keep up with the race.

5. REPEAT ORDERS INSURE A S'l‘lCADY AND GROWING

BUSINESS.

The sale of one car to any merchant with several delivery vehicles is

sure to lead to other sales.

The dealer who gets started now is going to get the cream

of the business, besides laying the foundation for a permanent

future business that will increase year after year.

MIlleibt: Buffalo ILH

T. R. UPPARD. Pr". & General Mgr. R. G. STEWART. Vice-Pram & Chief Eng.

R. P. LENTZ. Sac. & Trcal. ROBT. W. lNGERSOLLJSal" Mgr.

- Undertaker's Car. Loading Space 7% Feet Long.

  

   

  

Special Ezzpress Body with WireiGrating.

apacity 1500 Pounds.

  

(“

  

Stewart Delivery Trucks are made

by a live and amply financed company,

having facilities for turning out a large

output. Every department head is a

thoroughly experienced automobile man

with years of experience in this busi

ness. They know what dealers want

and how to assist them in securing busi

ness.

Write for our literature and liberal

proposition to live dealers.

 

Stewart Motor Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.

Please send catalog and dealers' proposition to

Name

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .M. W.

. . - - - I - - . - - - . t - o --|.--l.-s---|-.....--...--o|oo~-u
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The Comfort Car -

‘ fir1913 ‘ “

  

  

Every KisselKar representative is

ready to give you every opportunity to

convince yourself that the KisselKar is

the greatest comfort ear in the history

of the industry.

No car can equal the KisselKar com

fort without equalling the liberal wheel

base—and few cars do.

Few cars have such commodious ton

neatis—vvhichi give greater distinction

and riding comfbrt.

No other car has equally deep seats

which allow the occupants to lounge

back and fully relax without need to

brace against lurches or sidesway on

rough roads.

The highest priced car built will not

  

  

3AR SE “0
SELK S A

KiscEggggc‘ES

Bni‘wfluwflk'g

"'°’ W at.
Ci“. “,' _ “a

equal the rare riding comfort of the

KisselKar.

No car can surpass the road capabili

ties of the KisselKar—the ‘quick get

away—the reserve power to master the

extremest road conditions—the ability

to slow down “on high" to a creeping

pace, and to climb hills at easy speeds

without rushing down one hill to get up

the next. In the two great factors of

car quality—easy riding and easy driv

ing, the KisselKar is the unmatched car

of America.

KISSELKAR SERVICE is supplied

by a national service organization

maintained by the manufacturers with

specially constructed buildings at prin

cipal points of America, as service-cen

ters, to co-operate with sales agencies

in giving owners the service that lowers

running cost, retards depreciation, and

insures uninterrupted pleasure.

. KISSELKAR
“ Thirty,”

“ Fifty,”

$1700

$2500

“ Forty,”

60 H.P. " Six,” $3150

$2000

Electric Lighted and Started

Full equipment including top, windshield, speedometer, shock absorbers, demountable rims, and

everything belonging to a perfectly appointed car. I

KisselKar Trucks, 1500 lbs., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Ton

Write for 1913 kisselKar Catalog. It is a great aid in judging automobile values. If interested in

any type of power commercial vehicle, write for truck catalog.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR C0.

159 Kissel Avenue Hartford, Wisconsin
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TIRE PRESSURE GAUGES
.a-A-n

An , Important Announcement
 

A SCHRADER’S SON, INC., manufac

turers of the well-known Schrader Universal

Tire Pressure Gauge, beg leave to announce

to the trade that they have acquired the entire

right, title and interest in and to the Twitchell

Tire Gauge Patent No. 927,298 dated July 6,

1909.

In view of the acquisition of this patent, purchasers

of the Schrader gauges are relieved from any possi

bility of suits for infringement under the Twitchell

patent. The Schrader Gauge will continue to be the

highestv type of pencil gauge both with regard to accu

racy and durability.

Realizing that there is a wide demand for the

Twitchell gauges. we have empowered the Twitchell

Manufacturing Company of Chicago to continue to

supply the market with Twitchell gauges under the

Twitchell patent, so that no question of infringement

can arise with regard to the product of this concern.

The Allen Auto Specialty Company, manufacturing

the Allen Tyrometer, has taken a license under the

Twitchell patent, and the suit pending against this

company has hence been withdrawn.

\Ve believe that the acquisition of this patent by A.

Schrader’s Son, Inc., will clear up the gauge situation

and relieve our friends of any feeling of uncertainty

which they may possibly have had in the past. VVC

also believe that with the Schrader Universal Tire

Pressure Gauge, the Twitchell Gauge and the Allen

Tyrometer the field for gauges is fully covered, and a

variety is offered which allows an ample chance for

selection from the different types.

No other gauge is licensed under the Twitchell

patent, and hence to avoid any possibility of infringe

ment our friends are asked to restrict their dealings to

the three gauges above mentioned.

The Twitchell patent has been sustained in several

suits, and the following gauges have been held to be

‘ infringements thereof:

The Northam _Gauge—held to be an infringement

by the United States Circuit Court for the Southern

District of California in the suit of Charles R. Twitch

ell vs. Northam Auto Pressure Gauge Company.

The Prest-O-Lite Gauge—held to be an infringe

ment in the suit of Charles R. Twitchell vs. Prest-O

Lite Company in the Southern District of New York.

The Safety Tire Gauge—held to be an infringe

ment by the Supreme Court'of the District of Columbia

in the suit of Charles R. Twitchell vs. Rudolph & West

Company.

Furthermore, in the suit against the New York

Sporting Goods Company the sale of the Edelmann

“Economy” gauge was enjoined. This decree was

obtained by default, E. Edelmann 8: Company of Chi

cago failing to defend its customer, as is usual. Fol

lowing this, suit has been brought directly against E.

Edelmann & Company, which suit is now pending.

All other dealers in infringing gauges will be promptly

prosecuted.

In closing, we wish to assure the trade and con

sumer that in the future, as in the past, it will always

be our endeavor to supply them a reliable gauge at a

reasonable price and under satisfactory business condi

tions. Our gauges may be obtained from all tire man

ufacturers. jobbers, supply dealers and garages, or

direct from us.

Retail price, $1.00 each.

A. SCHRADER’S SON, lnc.

28-30-32-34 Rose Street NEW YORK CITY
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Type F, 40.0 Drive

Manufacturers contemplating bringing out a “40” will be interested

in the detailed description of our new Type F-400 Drive, 40 horse

power capacity, pin and ring type.

.5!‘Jv'.

:3,“

7as'55"

s

Details of this universal joint are shown here for your initial information and

guidance, and this Universal, like every other Hartford product, embodies quality

throughout. Material, high carbon steel, drop forgings all through, with all work

ing parts hardened and ground to gauges with very close limits. All parts are

interchangeable and the factor of safety is greater than that usually found in the

general run of universals.

\

We are equipped to turn out this, or any other universal, promptly and every

designer of a “40” can get a goodly amount of information by sending for our

representative or by writing.

Hartford Universal joints and Cone Clutches are built to meet individual re

quirements and we are al\vays ready to co-operate' with the engineers of car

factories.

.4

£33"

9'.10' ."

éifi.

'w
4t _ ‘I - SPECIFICATIONS:

A—Total overall length of complete drive. G—Width across corners, Standard 1 7/16",

B—Center of T-Head to end of square. 1%”, 1%” or 19/16", 1%”. -

Made to any length specified. H_L th f R H b_ St d d 2"_C—Length of Transmission Hub, Standard Mgigz'fl 0 car u an ar

2”. Max. 2". . - s

- - - I—Diameter of Straight Round Hole or
D—Diametsr of Transmtsston Hub, Stand— Maximum Diameter Taper Hole_

ard ’ n I! n

E—Diameter of Propeller Shaft, 1%". J—Taiwr P" foot: Standard 1% . V1 . % -

F—VVidth across flats, Standard 1%”, K—Keyway. Standard %"x'/§", S/l6”x

13/16", 1%”, 1%". 5/32”, %" x3/16”.

 

J. S. BRETZ CO., New York, Detroit, Sole Selling Agents.

.

.. . > /F~"_'"-_'"-"-J'J,Y\.'.YL.'.“!JP1‘ 1 .11. -~.-.~.~~.w..:¢.-:.-:: wee-imam ester» 1 ,- 15

HARTFORDAUTQPARTSCo.

HARTFORD, CoNN.

Gina?- l'vlrii'ifl‘fla’E-JTJQ’.:1§;<$-'WL-sFE? 533511321155 ’ WVE‘ERR-“l‘jyt
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Here is an Accessory the Sale of

Which is Most Active in Winter Time

It does not require much effort to convince the wise dealer of the value

of an accessory which is a live seller during the dull winter months.

Perhaps that is one of the reasons that the Warm Hand Wheel is getting

on to such a marked degree with the automobile dealers and supplymen

throughout the country.

Not only in the Warm Hand Wheel a commodity which is an absolute

necessity during six months of the year on every car and every truck

in the country, but it is an accessory which gives the dealer a good mar»

gin of profit at the same time that it is selling fast.

The Warm Hand Wheel is operated either through storage batteries or

electric lighting outfit and it may be easily installed upon any car in a

few moments’ time. On Ford cars the Warm Hand Wheel operates by

means of the current generated by the magneto, which is built in the fly

wheel of the Ford car. It operates without affecting whatsoever the efficiency

of the magneto, for the purpose for which it is intended.

The Electric Warm Hand Wheel is so much of a necessity that it is to

the advantage of every salesman in the automobile industry to insist upon

having cars equipped with the Warm Hand Wheel. With it the individual

will drive his car a great deal more in winter than without it, because the

Warm Hand Wheel actually keeps the driver of the car as comfortable in

winter as he is in summer.

And just incidentally, right now the Warm Hand Wheel is as much a

necessity as it will be in the very severest portions of winter weather. As

_ stated above, it is required over six- months of the year, and its installation on

cars will mean more car usage in winter than ever before.

The retail price of the Warm Hand Wheel is $15.00 with a liberal deal

ers’ discount. You had better get in' touch with us because we want rep

resentation in your territory. '

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL CO.

527 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK CITY
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ELECTRIC L in

SELF STARTING

Through eight years of unbroken success the sales of

Dorris Motor. Cars

have grown steadily of their own momentum—like a snow ball rolling

down hill.

The Dorris is a seller and a repeater—a car of unlimited satisfaction. of Maximum

service at _a Minimum cost—eletcrically self—started and lighted, with all modern refine

ments of hmsh and appointments. and the perfection of detail which marks a car of the

highest quality.

_ It shows its exceptional value and ability most under the hardest use in comparison

with other machines. It always receives a boost trom the owners and wherever it is

fairly introduced it takes possession of the territory and dominates the market. In
I

short, it’s a car on, which to build permanent,'unlimited success.

 

With a new factory more than doubling our capacity we are this year

ready to materially extend our field.

And for a limited number of progressive dealers in some of the richest motor car

territory of the country, we have a proposition of such unusual attractiveness that no

live dealer can afiord not to know about it. I

If you are an established dealer, we can show you the way to a bigger, more stable

and more profitable business. If you are not yet in this greatest business of the age.

but like motor cars and have energy, ambition, perseverence and a clean record, we will

show you the way to bigger and ‘surer rewards for your time and labor than in any

other stable business in America 'today.

We manufacture a complete line of Pleasure and Commercial Cars and

can make you a wonderfully interesting proposition. Write for details

today. '

DORRIS MOTOR CAR CO.

Sarah and Laclede Streets St. Louis, U. S. A.
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Buffalo Electrics for l9l 3 embody

the best in American design and

construction. in many respects

they show a decided influence of

advanced European practice. The

originality and skill of our engi

neers are not evidenced by any

thing of a freakish nature—rather

by the degree of refinement they

have accomplished in those stand

ards accepted as best in both

Europe and America.

sa t'l :

  
 

20—) G
 

THE BEST OF AMERICA

Wood. wheels are regular equip

ment on Buffalo Electrics for l 9| 3.

While the use of wire wheels is

prevalent in Continental Europe,

and while they add a certain dis

tinctive style to Buffalo Electrics,

their adoption as special equipment

on our cars comes as the result of

their strength, economy on Tires,

ease _ol repair in case of accident,

and many other sterling qualities.

DEALERS

A series of announcements will appear in this paper describing the features of Buffalo Electric

Construction.

any other.

We want you to judge for yourselves whether or not the l9l3 line is superior to

There remains some very desirable territory to be assigned to high-grade dealers.

Write today for full particulars regarding our selling plan.

' BUFFALO ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO.

1222 MAIN STREET

if.5

4%! r'

BUFFALO. N. Y.

-q—>C
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Why Ames Agents Make Money

The Ames “45” is built to satisfy the most critical.buyer. And it does! The Ames “45" represents more

real automobile value for $1,635 than any car built. Comparison proves it! The Ames “45” is built by men who

stand for quality, integrity and square dealing. And the earned reputation of the car substantiates it.

A Real “Kentucky Thoroughbred”

The Ames “45” is a real “Kentucky Thoroughbred.” It shows the perfection of the carriage—builder’s art in

the beautiful lines of the body in the luxurious, hand-upholstered leatherwork—in ,the honest, careful work

manship, attained by two generations of expert carriage builders. This, coupled with the sturdy Continental

engines, used by over sixty of America’s foremost automobile builders, together with other high-priced equip

ment, puts the Ames Car in a high-quality class alone. .

   

 

 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred—Ames f‘ 45 ”

  

 

Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—the only motor

NOte These Sales Pomts that has won the unqualified approval of automobile engi

neers the country over—Electric (Dynamo) Lights—Real Self-starter—Left-hand Drive—Full equip

ment—“Amesbilt” Bodies and Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and graceful lines.

  

 

GET THE FACTS

Our 1913 Agency Proposition is the most liberal and profit

able agency connection ofiered today. _ You need the informa- _

tion we can send you along this line—it means mone to you. coupon—it brings all the facts. We think you'll find the in

If you would represent a car that is in “Class A"; that is backed formation we send interesting and profitable to you.

Bore 4

Motor—Powerful four-cylinder '

res-bearing cran -

unit power plant, en bloc c linders.

I I inches, stroke 5% inches. Th

shaft. Valves enclosed. Ask any _en neer if it isn't_the best motor built. Cooling System—Cen

trifugal force-feed gump. _(We the the “theme” and it didn’t satisfy.) Csrburetor—Schebler

model 0, lM-inch, ot-air scketed. You can't “load” it. Horsepower—Forty—actual, not estimated

—.more at higher speed. gnition—New Remy dual system high-tension magneto, not connected

With starting and lighting 5 _stem. Lubrication—Force-feed plunger pump system with constant

leveL Oil driven b pum s irect to main bearings. Sight Feedr—Oil indicators on dash. Clutch

and Trsnsmlssion nit— arner make. Multiple-disc clutch. Discs, Raybestos lined, running either

dry or in oil. Transmission, selective type, 3 speeds forward and reverse. Shaft mounted on annular

ings. Electric Lights—Motor-driven dynamo with storage battery auxiliary. Lamps—IZ-inch

headlights, 7-inch side lamps, 6-inch tail lamp—all electric ighted and all controlled from dash.

Seli-Stnrter—Gas starter furnished as regular equipment. Positive acting, 100 per cent. efl'icient.

Combination electric starting and ii hting motor-generator furnished at extra cost. 8 eedometer—

The widely-advertised Stewart Mode B. Top—Best mohair. Side curtains and boot 0 same mate

rial. Color—Black body with gray striping and_gray wheels. Axles—Hess, large size. Front, I

besm, drop-forged; rear, pressed-steel, full-floating type. Both axles on annular bearings. No

"sxleitis" in Kentucky Thoroughbreds. Body—“Ampsbflt,” aluminized sheet metal. Five-passenger

touring on and two-passenger roadster. Gear Ratio—3% to l. Tint—34 x 4 inches, Goodyear

oversize “No-Rim-Cut." Springs—Special analysis steel. Front, half elli tic, 36 x 2; rear, three

qusrter ellipti ‘48 1‘2. Steering Gear—Worm and ear type. Steering w eel, genuine walnut, cor

rugated, 18 in es diameter. \‘Vneel on left side. Up cistern—Black Iflo. 1 leather, long-grained, dull

finish, hand-upholstered. Filling, best curled horsehair. W eels—34 inches diameter, wood, artillery

ty%e, large hub flanges, heavy spokes. Rear wheel spokes bossed and bolted to brake drums. Rims

-— alter "Bolted-on," demountable. Extra rim and‘tire' holder furnished as regular equipment.

Wheelbase—118 inches. 'Drive—Bevel gear two Spioer '
universal joints, pressed steel torque arm. ’ Prove Ames Quality

(6)

by millions of dollars; that is coupled with powerful sales-aids

for agents; thatsells for a reasonable price—then.mail in the

Continental

Owensboro, Kentucky

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Owensboro, Kentucky

Name Number

--.-..-. uses...

 

 

 

 

Ames Motor Car Company

“'ithout any obligation on my part, send me your

Exclusive Agency Proposition in the following terri

w:

 

MAIL THE COUPON NOW!

‘I-----I---II-
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Are You a 1.00/0 Dealer

NY dealer depending on his own effort will not average better than 10 per

cent. of the possible sales in his territory.

A broad statement, but easy to rove. The 90 per cent. minus is the

difference between INDIVIDUAL FFORT and TEAM WORK.

The sale of AUTOMOBILES, that is, intelligent sales, require the same sys

tematic and modern selling methods as applied' to any other great industry. The

individual must first be located before he can be sold, and how many DEALERS

are in touch with the next purchaser? "

In nine cases out of ten the PROSPECT starts “shopping” through the auto

mobile district and YOUR LIVE PROSPECT is no secret; the other_dealers

know he is in the market and proceed accordingly.

Pullman Dealers Work Differently—They

Know of the Prospect in Advance

Back of every PULLMAN DEALER is the PULLMAN SALES MAKING

MACHINERY (blue print on request), a wonderfully modern selling organiza

tion that spends many thousands of dollars to locate your prospect, to get you in

touch. This plan is original with the Pullman Com any. It’s the final answer to

successful distribution. In future years all AUT MOBILE MANUFACTUR

ERS will be forced to extend DEALER CO-OPERATION, just the same as the

manufacturers of typewriters and sewing machines. The Pullman Company does

it NO\N. May we submit the selling plan? Three big leaders for 1913—all fully

equipped and up to PULLMAN STANDARD.

4-36 ' 4-44 6-66

$1675 $2150 $2750

~ ~"
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Cameron’s Great Car

Find a “40” Like It.

There are 72 makers this year building

Forties. For legions of motorists are

demanding cars of reasonable size and

power. - >

Each of these makers strives in some

way to outdo the others. As a result.

some of the most luxurious cars ev’er

built are now in the Forty class.

And prices on “40’s,” since this war

began, have been fairly cut in two. So

some of the greatest values in Motordom

now are in 40-horsépower cars.

Find if you can. among our 72 rivals.

any value that compares with this.

300 Improvements

\\’e have spent four years on the

Michigan “40.” \Ve have sent out and

watched 5,000 cars. We have worked

out some 300 improvements.

' Our engineer-in-chief is W, H. Cam

eron, who has built 100,000 cars.

For body designer we have John A.

Campbell, whose body designs are used

by kings. -

Each part and detail is built by an ex

pert, picked out by Cameron. After four

years, the result is one of the greatest

cars that ever went out from a factory.

Electric Lights-Four Speeds

Big Tires—All for $1,585

In the Michigan “40,” W'. H. Cameron

reveals his splendid genius.

He has given you safety, by making all

a driving parts sufficient for a 60 h. p. car.

He has given you economy by using

extra wide tires. He has given you com—

fort by his l4-inch cushions, by wide, long

springs. and by unusual room. .

~ He gives you the luxury of hand—buffed

leather, and a ZZ-coat body finish.

He gives you four forward speeds, ex

tremely rare in cars under $3.000. He

gives you electric lights.

A_nd. by enormous output and model

equipment, we have made it possible to

give you all this for $1,585.

What Other Car Compares?

What other car in the whole Forty

class gives you this much value?

Make your comparisons. \Vatch all the

costly features in which makers skimp.

See if any car, built by able men, makes

an offer this year which compares with

this. That is the way to get the utmost

from this war of Forties. _

\\'rite for our l913 catalog, and we

will tell you where to see this car.

- Michigan Motor Car Company, Kalamazoo, Mith.
Owned by the Owners of the Michigan Buggy Company '

(118)

 Michigan “40”

$1 ,585

With All These

Special Features :

Four forward speeds, like all lead

ing foreign cars.

Electric lights with dynamo.

Oversize tires—35 x 4% in.

40 to 46 horsepower.

Cylinders—4% x 5%.

Wheel base, 118 inches.

Rear seat, 50 in. inside.

Cushions, 14 inches deep.

Centre control.

Left side drive.

Brakes extra efficient—drums 16x

2% inches.

Springs 2% in. wide, 37 and 50 in.

long. ‘

Firestone demountable rims with

extra rims.

Steering post, clutch and brake

pedals all adjustable to fit any

driver.

Body finish 22 coats.

Nickel mountings.

Electric headlights, very powerful.

12% in. diameter.

Sidelights flush with dash.

Windshield built in,

Mohair top, side curtains and en

velope.

Electric horn.

$50 4-inch Speedometer.

Foot rail—robe rail.

Rear tire irons.'

Tool chests under running boards.

An average of 50 per cent ‘over:

capacity, to allow big margins of

safety.

Sell:v Starter

Either gas or electric, furnished

at moderate extra price. \Ve do

not include it because men differ

about the type they want.
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The Beauty of

Depends Upon

\ Its Sheet Metal Parts

Q

an Automobile

  

HE curve of the body, the dip of a fender, the shroud or even a running board

not in harmony with the general design may spoil the good appearance

of a costly, product. And unless these sheet metal parts are strongly braced

and correctly made they will rattle with the road vibrations.

Largest Users of Sheet Metal in the World

Ask the Hayes organization about y0ur

sheet metal problems. We make everything

in that line for the automobile: hoods; fen

ders; pans; shields; shrouds; gasoline tanks;

tool, battery and Prest-O-Lite boxes; muf

flers, etc., and all-metal and wood-metal

automobile bodies.

Not only are we the largest users 'of sheet

metal in the world but our two enormous

.plants are devoted to sheet metal products

exclusively. v

The Hayes engineering staff will gladly

give you expert advice, go over your blue

prints with you, smooth out the wrinkles

and, if you desire, take the entire problem

off your hands.' By this means you can

save valuable factory space, increase produc

tion and be sure of deliveries 0N TIME. The

highly specialized Hayes factories can un

derbid the motor car manufacturer for his

own sheet metal parts and Hayes “quality”

‘ and standardized workmanship have never

been questioned.

We deliver to you in any shape or stage

of completion you want—fitted to your

chassis and enameled or ready for your own

paint shop with anti-rust baked on.

Pass on your sheet metal problems to the

Hayes organization and both save money

and increase your production.

Hayes Manufacturing Company '

. Detroit, Michigan
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STANDARD ROLLERBEARING c9 _,- Pl'IILADELPHlA'PA.

  

In destruction tests, actual practice and speed con

tests Rudge - Whitworth Detachable Wire Wheels

haye demonstrated their superiority over the wooden artillery wheel—

belng stronger, lighter, more economical on tires, more flexible,

adapted to any axle and elegant in appearance.

Under Rudge-Whitworth patents and methods the Standard Roller Bearing

Company, of Philadelphia, will manufacture Rudge-Whitworth Detachable Wire ,

Wheels, fitted with Houk Q D Rims, for the American trade. "

George W. Houk Co.

5003 Lancaster Avenue PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Hill][1"STEELWHEE].

“Guaranteed to Outlast'a Score of Cars”
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The wooden wheel is passing and will shortly be relegated to the horse

drawn vehicle only—and it takes but a glimpse into the immediate future to

arrive at this conclusion.

Extreme dynamic conditions, coupled with exposure to water and the burn

ing sun, alternately, has called for something better than the best second

growth hickory obtainable.

As a final evolution, designed to overcome the degenerative wooden wheel

and the only partially satisfactory wire wheel, comes the 5HEL°UN Steel Wheel,

a light, solidly constructed, imperishable device that offers advantages plain to

engineer, dealer and layman.

The engineering features of the SHELDUN Steel Wheel afford an economic

disposition of material to counteract tremendous side pressure, providing

against side strains in taking a corner under load or striking a curb “side

on.” There are no .fiange bolts to come loose, causing quick destruction.

Time, temperature and shock cannot affect the solid steel construction in the

slightest degree.

The SHELDUN Steel Wheel ofiers a pronounced saving in tires through its

superior resiliency, its lightness and ability to radiate frictional heat—and

frictional heat is a constant and ever-growing menace to the life of the tire.

The SHELDUN Steel Wheel makes starting easier and the truck 'i'nore accel

erative. .

- Under strains in which the wood wheel Would collapse beyond ,repair', the

SHELDON Steel Wheel can be doubled up and straightened out again.

These are bare facts in the case. The subject is long and ought to be of

intense interest to truck manufacturers. We are now in a position to equip

commercial cars right now. Our facilities for prompt deliveries are as great

as a tremendous organization can make them. Write for the details.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Detroit Branch: Chicago Branch:

68 East 12th Street . -‘
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Getting Maximum Power from Engine to Wheels

It isn't only the size or rated horse-power of your engine—

lt's how much of that power gets to the w/zee/r.

Gears that are good enOugh to meet Timken Ideals of efficiency can't be completely made

by any gear-cutting machine—even the finest.

They have to be ground to perfect accuracy. This increases expense, but Timken

does it because it makes for quietness and efficiency.

\Vhat's more—we couldn't find a gear-grinding machine or method in

.~Aistence that would remove all the little inaccuracies left by even the finest

cutters.

So we invented a process—designed and built a special machine.

Two other important facts—

Timken Gears are combined into a unit driving-plant assembled

and tested before it is bolted to the axle-housing.

And they are kept always in perfect mesh by Timkcn

Tapered Roller Bearings, which are adjustable.

These things are all necessary—not one could be

left out of the top value car. They mean

getting the full mileage from every last

drop of gasoline.

(m the whole nory of Ill! and Drum: Impofllnce and

rnmirumon by vmmu in either mem- belms luv

the Twin Pfllntfl. T-7 "0n the Cur and

Character of Beuinn.“ and T-I “0n thr

Anatomy 0! Automobile Alltl."

The Timken-Detroi! Axle Co

DETROIT, MICH.

The Timken Roller

Bearing Co.

CANTON. OHIO
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. (The New '

Atwater Kent

Ignition System

 

With Automatic

SPARK

ADVANCE

 

  

.' I I

DISTRIBUTORS

New York . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..E. J. Edmund Co.

Chittang . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Motor (,ar Suppl Co.

San rancisco, Chanslor & Lyon M. S. Co., Weinstock-Nicho 5 C0.

Milwaukee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Julius Andrae & Sons.

Omaha . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Omaha Rubber C0.  

Chattanooga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sanf0rd Bros.

Dallas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fisk Co. of Texas.

Denver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Auto Equipment Co.

 

Of extreme

interest to

every motorist

THE Automatic Spark Advance feature oi

the Type “I(“ Atwater Kent System

is along stride forward in ignition practice.

With this device. the control of the spark

timing is entirely automatic (although the

hand lever can be used if desired). This

means that the spark is always properly timed

to get the greatest possible power from the

motor at any speed from three to seventy

miles per hour.

No human mind can follow accurately the

speed variations in an automobile motor and

accordingly regulate the spark setting to get

the best results. ‘

The automatic spark control of the At

Water Kent System is more than human in

its performance—it is sensitive to the slightest

variation in speed—immediate in its response

and positive in its action. The operator can

forget his spark lever. knowing that his spark

is being better regulated than he can do it

himself.

The increased saiety due to the automatic

retarding of the spark {or starting is alone

more than sufficient to commend it to the

modern motorist.

The Type “ K“ System is especially

adapted for use in conjunction with lighting

and starting equipment. or as sole ignition in

place of the high-tension magneto. We re

gard it as being fully up to the high standard

of merit for which Atwater l<cnt equipment

is known.

Interesting Booklet D and detailed .infor

matron sent upon request.

 

Atwater Kent Mfgworks

Stenton Ave. Philadelphia. Pa.
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“The Horn that's Made for the Discriminating"

T TUTO HORN
THE TWO TONE HORN }.

 
 

Fit For the Finest Cars. i

~ HE clean'cut, elegant design of the TUTO Horn harmonizes well with l

the simple lines of I913 cars and this together with high grade workman,

ship and finish makes the TUTO the ideal horn for any car, high

priced or otherwise. ‘

 
     

U72; i

I (L The TUTO horn is the only electrical warning device complete in every

little detail, with its mountings in keeping with the permanent portions of a fine car.

column to the buttonfescutcheons i0 cover the bushings which go through the foot!

board or dash, and also for the openings where the cord goes to the horn, and every

screw and clasp is provided so that a finished and permanent job can be produced.

(L All of these fixtures have been specially designed for the TUTO horn and can

be procured only with TUTO equipment, yet in spite of this fact, we receive

orders for these TUTO fittings from car manufacturers, dealers and individuals

all over the country for use in connection with electric warning signals of other

makes which were purchased before the customers were acquainted with the come

pleteness and excellence of the TUTO horn.

(L There are protected coverings for the cord where it extends up the steering ‘

.01"th.4

(L There can be no better recommendation for the TUTO horn, for these same

people express their preference for the TUTO, its superior operating qualities as

well as the completeness of its fittings.

(L To avoid disappointment, specify the complete TUTO horn and'have a warn,

ing signal which is adequate for every service and which comes complete, so that

it can be installed on the highest finished car, without detracting from its appearance.

 

'7'12“
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The Dean Elecftric Co. .....'
260 Taylor Avenue, Elyria, Ohio N i ' i

- .,- “Look for Dean where Quality’s seen”

TUTO Horn, $25.00 ' TUTO-ETTE $17.50

‘~
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“ The Little Aristocrat ”

Style, Distinction and Character in every line. Thoroughbred

Speed, Power and Strength in keeping with the unusual

quality of' its design. Completely Equipped $950.00 with

Windshield,

Robe and Foot Rail,

Pump and Jack

Mohair Top,

Top Envelope,

Storm Curtains

Prest-O-Lite Tani, Speedometer,

Head, Side and Tire and Tool Kit,

Tail Lamps Eiaemann Magneto

HE $950.00 completely equipped

l Empire Fiv,e Passenger Touring

Car is] indeed a “LITTLE ARISTO

CRAT.” Everywhere it is Winning its way

with the intelligent, cultured class, who de

mand a car of moderate size and price, and

w/m I'mirt 011 having (I rm/ 1211', built of qual

ity materials, and honestly constructed.

Its rugged construction and sound materials

account for its rare endurance and stablhty,

even under cases of excessive misuse.

Even we underestimated the high merit and

popular appeal of the EMPIRE Five Pas

senger Touring Car. We knew that in time

“THE LITTLE ARISTOCRAT” would

come into its own kingdom. We foresaw

increased demand. But we were amazed,

when lawn/(v, tivo months ago, (“O/Ilfir'//(’III

t/w (’rtaé/llr/zmmt 0f (I .m‘om/ farm/3v. Our

increased facilities now make it possible to

supply the big demand.

Aside from its alluring beauty and style,

which impell admiration, THE' EMPIRE

has proved its durability and efficiency for

continued service under the most exacting

conditions. .

Steep hills, deep mud or sand never

impede the ‘f LITTLE ARISTOCRAT.”

Its surplus power converts road obstacles

into opp/111111117111 fi/r (I’vmomfmfi/lg i/J'

ijjfi'riwn'y. -

If you are in the market for a car of mod

erate size and price, send for our new illus

trated ‘ ‘LITTLE ARISTOCRAT” Folder,

which describes THE EMPIRE complete—

ly and in detail.

DEALERS PROPOSITION ON REQUEST

THERE IS SOME DESIRABLE TERRITORY OPEN

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolis, U. S. A.
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In handling the Lancia. the dealer automatically

creates an exclusive and most desirable selling con

nection-and the fact that he may be surrounded by

many American agencies lends still more prestige to

his own proposition.

You, Mr. Dealer, can sell Europe’s most exclusive

product at American prices and you can, on this

basis. offer Lancia cars and equipment to those who

are fastidious not only in regard to rakish. unusual

European design. but who also understand the actual

service value of a car made in Europe, where steel

making is an exact science and where engineering

genius of the world has reached the high water mark.

Canvass your list of prospects—you can interest

plenty of them in a very unusual and distinctive type

of motor car, with racing and endura'nce records

back of it that are beyond cavil. -

We await your inquiry and we promise our selling

co-operation.

ADAMS-LANCIA CO.

235 West 58th St.. New York
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The National Compound Mixer and

Primer is one of the most valuable

and necessary adjuncts to any car—

one that-not only saves from 10 to 40

per cent of gasoline but which actu

ally increases the engine horsepower

from 10 to 40 per cent.

The National Compound

Mixer and Primer

'is not an experiment—it is a well-tried

and proven piece of apparatus now in

use on thousands of cars—and it is

one that you can well afford to inves

tigate with a view of selling it to your

trade.

This device, shown here, furnishes

air to the imperfect mixture before

it enters the cylinders in exactly the]

right proportion to utilize the power

in every molecule of gasoline.

Here is where speed, power and

economy are conserved, for it is a

proven fact that ordinarily a large

proportion of gasoline is

simply burned up inside

the engine and not ex

ploded. With the National

Compound Mixer installed,

combustion is complete,

with more miles per

gasoline to the engine’s

credit.

 

 

You Can

Instantly Prime

the Engine

by simply turning the primer valve

located in conjunction with the mixer

on the dash, for as the gasoline is

drawn from the primer into the cylin

ders, a quantity of air is taken from

the mixer, insuring an explosive mix

ture—this primer can also be utilized

in cleaning the engine when desired.

A Liberal

Dealer Proposition

awaits live wire members of the trade

_who can appreciate why the National

Compound Mixer and Primer will ap

peal to car owners. '

You don’t have to worry about the

installation. This can be accom

plished in 20 minutes. You don’t

have to worry about your

commission, because it is

liberal. Write today.

NATIONAL

Manufacturing Co.

Kalamazoo Michigan
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Model 37-A

30-40 H. P.

Complete

 

I Good Roads, Clay Roads, Hilly Roads

This Car ls Built for Them

pressed steel frame is strongly reinforced. The four double

acting brakes are large and efiective. The rear system, with

its expensive bearings, is unusually rugged and is double

trussed.

OR ten years Marion cars have been making enviable

records in every kind of service. Now comes the best

and finest Marion of them all. It is a big, handSome,

faithful 30-40 horsepower five passenger touring car, built for

cross country enjoyment. It will be hard for you to find

roads which will, thoroughly test its pulling strength. It is

built for the very tasks to which you will put it. Solid to

the core, it is just the car for the up-to-date motorist.

These few items indicate the staunchness of the Marion

car as a whole. It presents to you a splendid opportunity

to own, for a moderate price, an automobile with the appear

ance and features of the most expensive cars. Moreover,

Bill“ for WW" first Of all‘ and the" “Flipped With every ownership of 9. Marion is an inexpensive pleasure.

comfort and convenience. this new model of the famous

hfarion line is matchless. Electrically lighted, self-starting,

constructed with lots of room, with style and beauty apparent

in every line, it makes Marion Ownership an appreciated

pleasure.

For those who want a larger and more powerful car we

have the electrically starting 48-A, the Marion de luxe, at

$1850. The Marion “Bobcat,” $1425, is the snappiest speed

car of the year. -

We offer to automobile dealers, or to business men enter

ing the trade upon a substantial basis, the fairest sales agree

ment ever written. Ask us about territory.

The motor, cast in pairs, with

It

The

It is sturdy throughout.

all valves enclosed, is powerful, efficient, and economical.

will give you no trouble. It has three-point suspension.

Big Features Establish Big Value

Ample Power

Long, Easy Springs

Comfort, Dependability

Quietness, Simplicity

Deep Upholstering

Plenty of Room

Dynamo Electric Lighting System
i Q. D. Demountable Rims, One Extra

Mohair Top, Boot, Storm Curtains

Brewster Green or Deep Wine Color

Plate Glass Windshield

Concealed Tool Boxes

Disco Self Starter

Prest-O-Lite Tank

Warner Speedometer

Nickeled Trimmings

Tools, Tire Irons

Center Control

A new illustrated folder in colors has just gone to press. The edition is limited—for immediate distribution,

to fill early requests. Send for one now.

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 918 Oliver Avenue, Indianapolis
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In every field of mechanical endeavor there is an endless fight to secure

maximum power by a constant warfare upon friction.

In automobile construction the greatest advance along this line has been shown

In Jshnezican flxlas - '

They make rated horsepower real horsepower by eliminating the chief fric

tional load between the motor and the drive wheels, which, in a car, is

always to be found at its axle.

flmea'can .fibdets lead all others by reason of: (a) perfection of their design;

(b) highest quality of all materials employed; (c) extreme accuracy of

their workmanship. -

flmedcan flxlas are triumphs of refinement, achieved without loss of strength

or reliability, largely through the use of exclusive, patented features.

It is to your interest to make sure that the car you buy shall give you all

the advantages inherent in flmelican flxleo.

And in this line only have you the option of Bevel Drive gear or Lanchester

Daimler Worm gear.
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THE AMERICAN BALL- BEARING co.
Edgewater Park and L. S. & M. S. Ry. CLEVELAND, OHIO
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WARNER
AUTO‘METER

These Cars Now Are All Equipped

With the Famous Warner

Ahrens-Fox Grand Rapids Truck National R-C-H

American Grant (in combination) Republic

Armleder Haynes Ohio Electric S. G. V.

Austin Hupp-Yeats Oldsmobile Simplex

Cadillac Jenkins Overland Stafford

Church Field Electric Knickerbocker Packard Staver

Cino Lozier (in combination) Stearns

Cunningham Marion Patterson Stevens-Duryea

Columbia Marmon Pierce-Arrow Stoddard-Dayton

De Launy Belleville Matheson Pilot Vera Six

Flanders McFarlan

The men behind these well known cars choose the Warner Auto

Meter in preference to all others. Their selection is your

guarantee of reliability. This only further establishes the fact that the

Warner Auto-Meter is the most highly developed speed and mileage

indicator in the world. _ -

' The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit,v Wisconsin
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WARNIR INSTRUMINT COMPANY

BLLOH‘ WIS. U51.

M611in

  

Price $75
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Stutz right rear McCue Wire Wheel goes

through Vanderbilt and Grand Prix races

(700 miles) with original tire and original air.

WW“,,ii
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Herewith is shown a reproduction of the right rear

McCue wire wheel taken from the Stutz car which

made such a remarkable showing in the Vanderbilt and

which was the only American car to finish the Grand

Prix, in which race it won third place. This actual

phOtograph, which has not been retouched, shows the

condition of the tire after practically 700 miles of racing

use. The tire is scarcely worn and unquestionably

would stand up for a great many more races if mounted
on wire wheels. ' i '

As a matter of fact in both races the Stutz car only changed two

tires, the opposite rear to this one, in each race. And as we told in

previous advertising copy neither one of these tires really needed to be

changed. The car stopped for supplies and as a precautionary measure

one rear tire was changed in each race. Contrast this with the wooden

wheel equipped cars, many of which changed from 15 to 20 tires in

each race and you can realize readily that there has been no exaggera

tion in the claims of tire saving

ability for wire wheels.

{5"} ‘1‘ McCue Wire Wheels May Be

Had Equipped With D. Rims

  

As may be seen by the illustration herewith, the McCue

Company is now supplying Q. D. rims on their wire wheels.

The general all around advantage of the McCue Q. D. Rim

is that that portion of the wheel which is presented to the tire

is perfectly smooth and flat. The spoke nipples are inserted

in grooves which are rolled into the rim. Just incidentally

these grooves add a considerable degree of stiffness to the rim

as well as providing means of preventing the nipple head from

  

assembled

to use

straight

side tire.

  

  

  

  
coming in contact with the tire. These Q. D. rims, of course, oi'iii‘eiie

are furnished on the detachable wheel. Another point very much in favor of Sgsgbfi‘é‘  

  
to use

clincher
McCue Q. D. Rims is that by simply reversing the position of the rings the

same set of rims may be used either for straight side tires or for the clincher type.
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1 Firestone-Columbus cars are also equipping with

wire wheels, as shown by the illustration of the

five- passenger Model 82E touring car, below.
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Another prominent American concern that is taking up wire '

wheels is the Columbus Buggy Co., makers of the Firestone

Columbus car, which, as stated above, is equipping certain

models optionally with McCue Wire Wheels.

There is now a long list of American manufacturers who 6 0 e

are using wire wheels for 1913 and this list is increasing daily.

Every dealer in the United States is interested in having wire

wheels adopted because wire wheels in use mean more cars in

use. If your manufacturer does not grasp the tremendous op

portunity before him, help yourself by insisting upon having

wire wheels upon the cars you sell. The chances are your

manufacturer has simply neglected the matter and will be glad

to comply with your request for him to do so. Wire wheels are

here to stay and it is simply a question of whether you will reap

the reward by being early in the game or whether you will be

forced into it by your competitors.

Write that letter today.

_ THE McCUE COMPANY, Buffalo, New York
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Important Announcement

The Dreadnought Moline M-40 now equipped

with Electric Self-Starter and Lighting System—

each operating independently of the other.

With the installation of the Ward-Leonard Electric Self-Starter and Lighting'System, and our new

standard equipment, the famous Dreadnought Moline M-40 at Once takes rank with the most efficient

of foreign and domestic motor cars.

We cannot place too much emphasis upon the efficiency of the Electric Starter and Lighting Sys

tem, nor upon their installation as independent units.

Operates the same as our Double Independent

Ignition System.

The advantage of which lies in the fact that each system is

absolutely independent of the other. If anything should happen to

the magneto the car can be operated on the time distributor sys

tem. Or upon the magneto if the distributor should get out of

orders» -

Iiach system operates on a separate set of plugs. \Vith the dual

system, commonly used, the distributor of the magneto is used to

distribute the battery current for starting. As only one set of plugs

are used. if anything should go wrong with the magneto the car is

laid up until the repair is~made. We avoid this trouble with our

Double Independent Ignition System by furnishing a set of dry
cellsv for operating the distributor system—so that we are entirely

independent of the lighting system for ignition. '

The independent system is also used on our

Electric Starting and Lighting Mechanism.

The dynamo for producing the current is entirely independent

of the motor that cranks the engine. So if anything happens to

the starting motor. the engine can still be started by hand crank

ing and the electric system is not disrupted. \Vhere the dynamo

and engine are one and the same an accident renders useless not

only the starting but the lighting mechanism—a serious matter if

that should happen at night.

Makes both Dynamo. and Motor most efficient

mechanically and electrically.

It is a well-known fact that it is impossible to convert a low

output dynamo mto a luglroutput motor and get proper efiiciency

out of the motor. By buildng them as separate machines it 15

' possible to make both motor and dynamo as efficient mechanically

as it is possible to build these small units.

The weight of this system is much lighter than

the Combination outfit.

A further advantage is—\\'ith our system, if anything should

happen to the dynamo we can start a number of times and light

for a considerable length of time on the charged battery. \Vith

the combination system it would be impossible to start at all with

the electric starter, under similar conditions.

We have started the Dreadnought Moline M-4O

hundreds of consecutive times with this starter..

This is a proof of unexcelled efficiency. Its mechanical perfec

tion results in high eliiciency because the device is fundamentally

right. Mechanical perfection would be an idle boast if the idea

was not theoretically sound. \Ve unhesitatingly affirm that you

will find our system as described here to be theoretically sound,

mechanically perfect and of the highest attainable efficiency.

Dreadnought .Moline M - 40— $1950

Now Completely Equipped

Standard Equipment: W'ard-Leonard Electric Self-Starter and

Lighting System, Six Lights, Black Enamel with Nickel Trim

mings, including Dash llluminator, Dynamo and Storage Battery.

Double Independent Ignition System. One Piece Glass \Vind

shield. Firestone Q. D. Demountable Ritns with extra Rim. Mo

We have a particularly interesting proposition for dealers—and in certain

sections—open territory where a good demand is now being created. We will be

glad to send you our catalog and to write you personally any further information

Our printed matter will interest you and our letters will be personal.you desire.

MOLINE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

East Moline, Illinois107 Keokuk Street

line Silk Mohair Top and Top Cover. Speedometer. Tire Irons

on Rear. Foot Rail. Robe Rail. Gasoline Gauge on Dash. Com

plete Tool Equipment, including Pump and Jack, Tire and Repair

Price, Fully Equipped, $1950

Kit.
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is "The Easiest Meling Car In The World" .=

  

HE PERMANENCE ot the manutac

turer guarantees the service ot the car.

The wondertnl reputation'the Marmon has

attained by comparison with the best and

highest priced cars the world over is the r_e- \ '

sult ot over sixty years ot experience in the

manutacture ot high class machinery. The A

distinction ot Marmon manutacture extends j. v

through every step trom the engineer’s " "

drawing to the completed car all in one

tactory. The permanence ot this institu- :1,

tion is a guarantee that Marmon cars shallcontinue year atter year to give the maxi

mum ot luxurious and ecomomical service.
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The mafmtlll " 32 ” Detailed Information on Request The Marmon SlX

  

30-40 h.p., lZO-in. wheelbase, k & M C 48-80 hp, l4S-in. wheelbase,

self Starting. dynamo light e 0. self starting, dynamo light

ing, with body types t0 (ESTABLISHED 1851) ing, with body types to

  

{nect every requirement and . meet every requirement and

corresponding equipment. Indianapolis’ Indiana corresponding equipment,

$2850 to $4100 Sixty Years ol Successlul Manulacturlng $5000 to $6350
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“In Exchange for your empty tank,

accept only a genuine Prest-O-Lite Tank,

filled with genuine Presth-Lite Gas.”

This is the message that is going to Prest-O-Lite users everywhere.

In it there is a hint for the wise dealer, as well.

You know that no imitator of the Prest-O-Lite Tank has ever successfully imitated Prest

O-Lite Service.

You also know that no imitator ever made good the large claim “more gas and better gas

than Prest-O-Lite.”

So does your customer. _

Imitations are getting harder and harder to sell.

There are now mighty few dealers trying it.

Most of those who yielded to the old but ever

tempting claim, “More Profits,” have come back home.

To the dealer who is still trying to force imitations

- on people who won’t have them, perhaps because he

has money tied up in them. we can only say:

“The sooner you resume earning your good old

Prest-O-Lite profit, the sooner you will make your

income what it used to be.”

287 E. South St.

The Prest-O-Lite Co. .nm,,,.i,,..,d,

Branch Offices and Service Stations in all principal cities. Charging Plants

in all parts of the country. Extensive foreign service.

Exchange Agencies Everywhere
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Constructed along proven-correct scientific lines—on the

centrifugal principle—the

ORBIN-BROWN

SPEEDOMETER
The Speedometer of Permanent Accuracy

uummmI},

‘1nunmnnunmimuiuliiiiumumuuuumm

MCan r
-. ~ . Mr,

is proof against temperature changes. It is absolutely accu

rate at all times—during the torridity of mid-summer as

well as during the zero weather of winter.

Sold by leading garages and

accessory dealers everywhere.

  

Write today for Catalog and price list.

CORBIN SCREW CORPORATION DIVISION
(AMERICAN HARDWARE CORPORATION)

NEW BRITAIN, , CONN.

PHILADELPHIA

“I.”u"lIllllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIll|l\ll\\\\\‘“n\“

213 High Street

BRANCHES : NEW YORK CHICAGO

.._.......i~
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MAGNETOS AND SPARK PLUGS
 

luter reliable ignition.

No Matter What Car You Buy

lT Needs a Bosch Magneto

 

VERY car. the specifications of which include the

Bosch Magneto, is equipped with long life and

permanent accuracy at its most vital point. The expe

rience that is back of nearly a million and a half and excessive oiling.

magnetos assures you perfectly ettective and abso

Speeify Boach Spark Plugs. As

Esaential as the Boach Magneto

Write for Literature Today

BOSCH MAGNETO' 00., 223 w. 46th Street, New York

-IF your engine persists in niisliring. possibly it needs

better spark plugs. Let us tell you about a better

plug; a. plug that withstands hard knocks, overheating

Bosch Spark Plug literature

and “Locating the 'Spark Plug" will interest you.

Send for it today.

 

 

 

 

Kelly - Springfield

Tire Company

20 Veaey St.

New York

Branch Oflicea in

New York

Chica 0

Phil: elphia

Boston

St. Louis

Detroit

Cincinnati

San Francisco

Los Angelea

Cleveland

Baltimore

Washington

Seattle

Atlanta

Akron. 0.

Buffalo

 

Boss Rubber Co.

Denver, Colo.

Appel 8: Burwell

Rubber & Tire Co.

Dallas, Texas

Todd Rubber Company

New Haven. Conn.

Bering Tire & Rubber, Co.

Heuaton. Texan

The Hearn Tire & Rubber Co. .

olumbus. O.

 

 

  

 

I Kelly- Sringfild

 
 

Automobile Tires

As a matter of fact, dependable tires are

the basis of real automobile usefulness.

Kelly-Springfield road mileage

is a few thousand miles higher

than the average. That re—

duces the cost of the tire.

The easy resiliency of Kelly

Springfield Tires is one phase

of our argument. But staunch

ness and durability, born of the

best rubber composition, skill

and the incentive to make good

tires better, offer a reason even

more convincing—wear.

\Vhen you buy Kelly-Spring

field Tires you are not experi

menting. \Ve have done that

for you.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Company, 20 Vesey Street, New York
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Mayo Radiators

are standard on a number of well

known makes of cars—in all in

stances, cars in which quality pre

dominates.

(LMayo Radiators offer a maxi

mum of radiating service and are

immune to leakage except in case

of accident.

(We have been building these ra

diators for years and we offer

them as models of'correct design

and construction.

(lEvery .radiator is guaranteed to

live up to the requirements set for

it and we stand back of this guar

antee.

(Let us give you' some facts con

cerning the system and its applica

tion.

 

Mayo Radiator Co.

  

 

NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT.
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Diamond Chain

Satisfaction

For many years the

' Reo Motor Car Co. have

been constant 1 a r g e

users of Diamond

Chains, and now Dia

mond Chains are used as

standard equipment on

all their commercial ve

hicles.

In manufacturing Dia

mond Chains the closest

attentionis givento

combining in material

and construction those

essential qualities which

have made our chains so

satisfactory on Reo cars

— g r e a t strength and

durability.

Our treatise “Power

Chains and Sprockets”

contains interesting and

valuable information on

the subject 10f c h a in

drive for Trucks.

Write for Free Copy.

Look for the

‘ TRADE‘O MARK

lllAMllNl] CHAIN AND MANUFACTURING Cl].

155 W. Georgia. Street lndlanapollo, Ind.

eanerrv a,ooo,ooo rear PER vzan

SAMPLES SUBMITTED
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The largest Automobile Supply House Ill America

E—STORES—1
_

This is a Turn-Down Burner, i. e., you can reduce the size of the

flame without carbonizing the burner.

The Greatest Gas Economizer and the Longest Lived Burner

made.

Throw away your old-style burners and send us 80 cents for a

pair of these.

Price 40 cents each, packed in individual boxes.

llll Yllll WANT A GUN 0F 'llllll 1912 BATlllllli N0. 22?

The Most Complete of the Kind. Mailed Free on Request.

CHAS. E. MILLER
Home Office: 97-99-101-103_ Reade St., New York Olty

MANUFACTURER, JOBBIR, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

Order From Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. BOSTON. MASS—202404 Columbus Ave.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. HARTFORD. CONN—274 Trumbull Street.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. DETROIT, MICH.-—227-229 Jefferson Ave.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—l421 Bedford Avenue. ATLANTA. GA.—66 Edgewood Avenue.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—824 Main Street. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—-318 North Broad St.

ALBANY. N. Y.—l35 Central Avenue. NEW ORLEANS, LA.-—601-603 Baronne St.

CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. NEWARK, N. J.—-274 Halsey Street.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS—Bridge and Dwight Sts.

 
 

1000 Daily
One-Piece Blade

Radiator Fans

.Protect yourself where deliv

eries are assured, quality right

and a saving made because of an

assortment of standard parts

from which you may draw.

We Are Fan Specialists
 

The Sparks-Wilhinglon (:0.
JACKSON, MICII. and WALKERVILLE, CAN.
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q, _ ' very carefully and read

I HINK I HIS OVER it twice). if necessary

Is there any part of an automobile engine, or any other gas engine.

that is more important to its efficiency than :1 Valve?

Your engine leaves the factory running smoothly and sweetly tuned

up to its highest power. Perhaps the valves pit—warp ~ go out ofshape

fail to hold compression. Then the power diminishes, and what can he

more aggravating to the driver, who has known the fullness of the pulling

power of his motor, than to have it grow less and less?

You cannot slight this part by putting in an inferior product—valves

that will give trouble, or even break from inexperience in their manufac

ture—valves of unsuitable material, not suitably heat treated.

Too much‘is at stake, and a slight extra cost at the outset, which is the

exception, may save you many times over a probable later expense.

This Company, with the experience of many years as a guarantee, will

furnish you'with properly made valves, of the materials best adapted to

your requirements.

Not only QUALITY, but efficient SERVICE is a factor—surely there

is a satisfaction in getting the kind of work you want—When you want it.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS COMPANY

CLEVELAND. OHIO

 
 

 

' OUR

REPUTATION

is based on the fact that

we have been handling

the engraving of several

prominent trade and

general publications for

years to the utmost sat

isfaction of both pub—

lishers and advertisers

 

  

 

SERVICE

The quality of work

turned out by this plant

is re-inforced by our fa

cilities for deliveries as

promised. 51215 work

will be put through with

the same mic and dis

patch given to publish

ers whose work must be

right—and “right on

the dot.”

USEDIN THIS

' PUBLICATION
ARE MADE

ENGRAVING CO.

PVCK BUILDING

295-309 urmm SI.‘£"-HOUSTON

0 NEW YORK

TELEPHONMI SPRLNG

ESTKB LISH ED 167 r

  

  

 

._‘LV_L._,V_.
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Remy ,

magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

IT will cost you practically no more than what

you will be forced to pay out for constant repairs

on your present ignition system. A new Remy will

give your car new life.‘ Here is our exchange

proposition :

7 List Priea Allowance Net to You

2-Cy1inder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . .. $46 00 S 920 $36 80

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. . . . . . 50 00 10 00 40 00

6-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . .. 52 00 10 40 41 60

Allowance made {or any make 0! Magneto.

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, lndiana

BRANCHES—New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

IIRVICE STATIONS—Albuquer ue, Au usta, Baltimore. Charlotte. Cincinnati.

Cleveland, Denver, Dallas, El aao. ouston, achsonville Louisville, Hern

phia, Minneapolis. New Orleans, Nashville, oriolk (\la.) Onsa

Angeles, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland Elm). Portland (Ore). Roche:

ter, San Antonio, Seattle, Spokane, St. Lou s, Syracuse, Utiea, Washington

( . )

CANADA—Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Hamilton, Vancouver, Montreal.

 

We Back 0ur Dealers to the Last Ditch -

We know that the Niagara Self Starter will

hold up and make friends for the men who sell it.

That's why we do not hesitate to guarantee

every single starter without any qualification.

The Niagara Self Starter mixes the right pro

portion of gas and air in the cylinders of the

engine.

“isms:4“u.“awn-s-ll.l-=')“‘7A"\‘~'.“Ill7:}

That‘s why it always starts the engine—that’s

why it does not foul the engine.

The compressor in the Niagara Self Starter is

made of seamless drawn steel tubing with a cast

iron piston and two cast iron piston rings—the

Niagara Self Starter will never wear out.

We still have some good open territory in

which good money can be made.

If you are the right dealer, write us.

NIAGARA SALES COMPANY, Bullalo, N. Y. E
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A Necessity for Every Tool Kit

No tool kit is_ complete unless it contains a set of

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers—the means whereby tire

life can almost be doubled. And just incidentally

the owners of tool kits are beginning to realize

this very strongly, all of which makes it imperative

that every live, wide-awake dealer should carry a

sufficient stock of

. GILMER TIRE

REPAIR 'PLIERS
Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers prevent blow outs.

They do this by enabling the car operator to repair

properly the small cuts to which every tire is sub

ject and stop them from becoming big cuts and

blow-outs.

Hundreds of thousands of car owners have used

and are using rubber gum. Every one of these

persons will appreciate instantly, upon seeing them,

that Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers are the only tools

which make possible the proper use of rubber gum

for tire repair.

\Ve are shipping all orders according to date of

receipt. Get your order in so that you won’t be

disappointed.

G. WALKER GILMER, Jr.

50 North Seventh Street -Phllndelphla, Pn

CILMER

TIRE'IZEPAIR

PLS
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"The Car 0l Quality”
 

 

 

Kline Kar Model 6-60, Touring. $3500

DEALERS

YOUR experience with other

cars should tell you that

it‘does not pay to handle a

line that constantly worries

the life out of you with com

plaints from the user, who has

trouble with the machine.

This userknows now that he

is better oil when he buys a

car of quality in the first place,

even though he must pay a

little more for it, and he will

soon begin to demand such a

car of his dealer.

It is up to you to have the

car in your line when he calls.

The Kline Kar will answer all

the requirements this prospect

may impose and more.

Prices $1850 to $3500

(Fully Equipped)

  

Get Our Proposition

Kline Motor Car Corporation

YORK, PA. RICHMOND, VA.
  

  
 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

'public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears. g

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

7 Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ AUTU IMPURT BUMPANY 0F AMERICA

250 West 54th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

ArgoElectric;
Roadster

Has Met with Instant Success

The Ar 0 Roadster is a distinct departure from

the old type 0 awkward, top-heavy electric. It has a long wheel

base — low-hung construction—Interlocking foot control—non

reversible wheel steering apparatus—large artillery wheels—bevel

gear drive and many other new improvements.

It has all the speed and all the mileage that you are

ever likely to needrecombined with the safety and convenience _of

an electric. Noiseless—clean~-safe and economical to maintain.

write F0! 0‘" Catalog llgilihfiivfiiewifl'ii‘izgiifiiil‘lfhii'rfifigiiffiirm:

Argo Electric Vehicle Co. Factories, Saginaw,Mich.

Metzger-Herrington Co., Distributors

24 1 2- 1 4 Michigan Ave. Chicago. Ill.
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All Tire Manufacturers will'only guarantee their product when filled with air at the rec

ommended pressure. ' . '

infill? TWITCHELL Positive Lock Stop AIR GAUGE

_ With it you can get more mileage out of the Tires, because you can always keep them at

right pressure.

(The Twitchell Gauge is Tire Insurance for a dollar—Order one from your dealer or from

us irect.
 

I. k~~.tn?'.,t.a.f:gt...\e~3 ,‘ , '_'THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0. ;, ' sn" - a. ngngluiiqiyh ,

L) {1'3 ~; : r'\ e5

1200 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO, IL]...

 

 
  

 

 

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

  

  

Sanitary Desks Bread at a dollar a loaf is not

m ore ridiculously extrava

A gant than big-car traveéra:

twenty cents a mile.

 

 

 
 

 

hundred and nine miles ata

OFFICE; ' total cost of eighty-one cents

AND is a recent but not unusual

COMMERCIAL ' accomplishment of the Ford.

I i I ' R N I I l I R E livery third car a Ford—and every Ford

user a Ford “booster.” New prices—run

about $525——touring car $600—delivery ear

$025—town car $800~with all equipment,

< r f.o.b. Detroit. Get particulars from Ford'

. . ’ . Motor Company. Detroit, Mich.

47-49 Liberty Street New York City

Telephone 872-873 John

 

 
 

  

 

 
 

  

 

New Departure ball bearings are a guaranteed American product, the

  

' merit of which has been thoroughly established in the American market,

Amerlcan to the advantage of American manufacturers.

J '—

Made f NEW DEPARTURE
o r G u a r a n t e e d

B'ALL BEARINGS

Send for catalog describing the three types:

Double row, taking loads from all directions.

Single row, standard, strong and superior.

“Radax,” one row of balls taking radial and one-direction thrust.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MFG. COMPANY, Brlslol, Conn.

Western Branch, 1016-17 Ford Building. Detrelt

4—  

American

Trade
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7 V_ ' 4. cs _ ’9'I 1“"‘4-rii: " ' Fully Equipped GLIDE 3—642

. FEATURES

Automatic Dynamo Lighting

System

Motor-Driven Tire Pump

Unit Power Plant

Long Stroke Motor with

Enclosed Valves

The GLIDE Llne also includes the "45-50" cuter Conn-0|

in 2, 4. 5 and 7-nassenzor styles, Delivery

Cars, Police Patrol and Ambulance. It" Side Drive

The Popular QUALITY CE Hmiiiiidém-iii-iii»

GLIDE "36-42" in 2 and 5-Passenger Bodies

  

 

I

  

An Efficient Sell-Starter
   

. . Floatin Rear Axle with Pr dHE GLIDE “36-42” is strictly Electric Bull‘s Eye Side Lam s are nlOuS and u n r e a s on a b l e profits. 9 5‘ l I . cssc

I ' g QIkJALITY lcar—(inly the sunk in dash, alidding to thenGL DlE’S No my," car gives you the u .10. v CC MISIIIQ

155'» now" qua“? ° maml'i' appeafafic'l; J? lmimmng 3 "In in! date, eflicient, luxurious GL DE _'
als has been used. and minimizmg chances for breakage. equipment, together with GLIDE “8 “eh Wheel B.“

The GLIDE is a pleasure car— The GLIDE Self-Starter is sure structural quality and GLIDE serv- Demoumlbk Rims (Biker

not a worry _wagon. The great of a spark, regardless of whether ice—at anywhere near the GLIDE M“ d

grenngth, simplicity and acceglsi ility thel points of the magneto are to- price. e '0“)

l 115 WOT "1813373 Fna Q You gen" 0" "Oi- Write NOW for detailed descrip- ' Tim
'0 1"" Your WOTTIBS behmd- Center Control Left Side Drive tive circular. “Mycar N’nmhcui

Floatin Rear Axle with Pressed

La‘es‘ Steel ousing. Baker Bolted-on Dealers

_ , Demountable Rims, Goodyear No- .

Tht "CW MOWY'DYWHI Tire Pump Rim~Cut Tires~ are all found in the A GLIDE agency will be worth

""5 Your firefigth- your Um}!- your 1913 GLIDE “36-42.” thousands of dollars to you. 06m

temper. thAlsof ililaves flyplar “"5 by i territory can be obtained 1;!) W

"91718 ¢m_ 1' Y_ In _I e - _ upon very attractive terms. on't
The Electric Lighting System is 8 pr cc let this exceptional opportunity slip

another of the GLIDES high~class enables you to own a highest~class, through your fin ers. If on do.

features. Simply touch a button. top-quality car without paying enor- you'll regret it. rite us ODAY.

THE BARTHOLOMEW CO., 220 Glide Street, Peoria, Illinois
 

 

' The
Demand Them on Your Car Hotel TthOODS l. - - . of ‘

A ' d f ' ? B 'tthatriirzoguiiirjntegd if; tiiipii'iiers till 5333 Comb" _

MILES—tires that will take you from New , .York to San Francisco and half way back I you “n “mm from mgr, to "WWII."

again. Our new addition is ready for occupancy.

We now have 360 rooms with 265 baths.
I Write us for descriptive folder with typical floor plan

and rate card. F

Wire for reservation at our expense.

RATES

Court room with bath.

' for one, per day......fl.l|

‘ W Court room with bath.

(or two, per day. 8.50

Guaranteed Guaranteed

5000 Miles 5000 Miles

  

Outside room with bath

for one, per day . . . . .. 8.”

Outside room with bath,

for two. per 4.0.

O u t at d 0 room

wltli twin

  

  

beds.

The time to get the right tires is when you 3:;are buying 21Ach Give yourself ahsquare deal, ‘ .;

insist upon J , and minimize t e inconven- I ‘ "

ience_attending blow-outs, rim-cuts, punctures - 3and tire troubles. iWHY BE SATISFIED WITH 3,500 g llgm . 127 w. 43d st

MILES TIRE SERVICE \VHEN YOU CAN 5 r N York
GET 5.000 MILES FOR THE SAME :vglilal ‘- cw

MONEY. If _'~' .t w. H. Vallan

a i lid _ Manager.

DEALERS—erte us Wllll a view in hllldllng , i. |

the most attractive proposition In the tire field. ' ' =

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0. mi 8mm,

General Otflees: 1796 Broadway, New York City hunt

Factories: Trenton, N. J. Branches In Principal Cities _ _ ~ ’ vu-uo
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Dependable

Deliveri es

ELIVERY dates

are of utmost impor

tance. Delay in shipments

means loss of money.

We guarantee prompt deliveries.

Warner Quality and Warner eight

-\ year old reputation for making

highest class gears is back of the

product.

Car makers interested

" in the Quality and

Merit that means

absolute safety

and satisfaction

will do well to

write.

We modiiy our de~

signs to meet detail

‘ requirements,or

'q- build to approved

designs on sea

sons quantity specifications.

Philadelphia, Glenwood Av. nnd2nd St.

Detroit. 628 Ford Building

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Warner Gear Co.

Hunxfi e " Indiana

  

NEWTONE

Motor Horns

Prices on the lowest for whlcb horns of Dependable

qualificatth can be bought

 

‘ Torpedo Type

Price $20
 

Automobile Supply

Mtg. Co. ‘

220 Tulle Piles, BIMKLYN..'_N.Y.

  

 

 

Lauth-Juor'ons

Truck. are Do

livory Insurance

QUALITY DURABILITY

ONE. TWO AND Tlllll-II'I TON CAPACITY

  

J».

LAUTH-JUERGENS_TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST lN CONSTRUC

tlon, most powerful in operation and the motors are guaranteed against

defective workmanship and material for the life of the truck. The,

are positively the highest class trucks made. Two cylinder. one-ton.

I four cylinder, one, two and thrce~ton. Four speeds forward, Hess-Bright

ball bearing transmission made in our own Shops of the finest tool

steel, threwpiece disc clutch covered b patents owned by' ms. Send

for 1912 Catalog and specifications. rompt delivery on all mnrlt'ls.

Large publicity campaign Just begun. Our quality will do the rent.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The Lsuih-Jueruens Motor Car Co., Fremont. 0hlo.

Branches and Agencies

BOSTON—David Abrams, 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Side Garage & Motor Co., 160-162 1012!! St.

CHICAGO—The Lsuth-Juergens Motor Car 00.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK. N. J.—Merchsnts Motor Car Co., Essex Building.

DETROIT, MICK—Bier] Auto Truck Sales Agency. 453 Dix Ave. 5

DISTRICT 01" COLUMBIA AND VICINI'I‘Y—Bowlea Motor Sales Co.,

Inc., 1608 14th St. N. W.. Washlnlton. D C. '

 

 

  

  

 

 

FAULTLESS

s E mm c E
Go»

(9' our.

EXPERIENCE

IS YOUR.

GUARANTEE

Q

Ward Laonard Electric CQ

ammo/11.1.15. NY.

_

    

  

  

g, TireTi-o
 

INVESTIGATE AND LEARN WHY SO MANY TKOU AND! OI'

MOTOBISTS ABE DISCARDING INNER SHOES REL r 9 FIL

LERS AND OTHER MAKESHII'TS FOR INTEBLOCK INNER

TIRED—AND WHY [NTEBLOCKB ABE HANDLE!) AND BECOM

MENDED BY THE BEST SUPPLY DEALERS AND TIRE HOUSES

ALL OVER THE COUNTRY.

One weak point of the automobile to-dny is that you can't de

pend on its tires. INTERLOCKS revolutionise this condition by

making your tires so strong that blowouts become practically im

ossibla. INTERLOCKS save half your tire expense—save re air

ills—double your mileage—prevent punctures and completely res

you from all fear of tire trouble.

What INTERIDCKS Arm—The INTERLOCK is a complete inner

tire (not. an inner shoe) which is laced between the outer casing

and the inner tube to strengthen t e outer‘ casing and protect the

tube. It is the only reinforcement which is locked by air pressure

to the rim and which becomes an integral part of the tires. and,

therefore, cannot beat or chnfe. Even if the tire is broken the

INTERLOCK will hold.

INTERLOCKS Insure Safety—You know that the sudden blowing

out of a tire may easily ditch any car when going at fair speed—tho

-sufoty of INTERLOCKS should appeal to you.

Reduce Your Tire Expenso.-You can have

the tires on your new car equipped with

INTERLOCKS if you specify them. INTER

LOCKS are the only perfect tire reinforce

ment. They cost a little more but are

cheapest in the long run.

For your present car—ask any

dealer or supply house, or write to I, .

us for the numeéiétyglérkgearfiilwt su‘p _

ly source INT i . w ma 0guy fairly sgung tire more than carry 'ou throuz t a season. ey are ;;

iiasilyplaced and are made in all sizes. ,

“'0 Want Deniers Everywhere.— .I ‘No

Write for Special 30 Day Offer. rip“ Din-[CT > _

Booklets, Prices, Records of Road S i .

Tests and Testimonials of users. '

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE (‘0. '. M l

000 W. 9th St. Auburn,- lnd. "I mm
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If You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog

We want you to write for the Solar Catalog before you decide on your motor

Iamps, for this is the most complete line of lamps on the market. Solar Lamps

have been preferred by most motorists for the past fourteen fears because of

their brillianc , their style, their strength and their several exc usive advanta es

—their speci short focus lead glass lens mirror reflectors—the patented dou le

ray light projection (in the Solarclipse), giving two distinct fields of light. for

city and country use—the new black finish, the only such finiSl'l thats proof

against heat and moisture—~and other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

the very finest lamps in existence. Solars are made for oil, electricity, as'and in

combination, for pleasure cars, motor trucks, carriages, motor boats an airshlns.

Write for catalog now—while you think of it. (136)

Kenosha, Wis. BADGER BRASS MFO° co‘ New York City

SOLAR LAMPS
 

 
 

Champion Spark Plugs

Special Designs tor Every

Type of Motor Made

CATALOG MAILEI) ON REQUEST

Champion Spark Plug Co.

TOLEDO, OHIO

 
 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.” L

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

I
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?

Patent “Luxury’

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary nests? If

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Amesbury, Hue.

  

 

 

   

tart-MA

Gum: PArrm an

CAN BE HANDELED BY ONE PERSON AS EASILY L OUIIIKLY AS AN UNBREI-LA

IN STANTANEOUS PAOTFL‘I'I ON

GOLDE PATENT MANUFACTURING (10.515 w-ss'vsrR.Ntw YORK

  

 

 
 

Demand and Insist

Upon Getting

 

  

U8. PAT OFF

"THE ORIGINAL AND BEST ASBESTOS BRAKE LIIIING"

Tllli Rilth EQUIPMENT COMPANY

486 llousstonic Ave. Bridgeport. Conn.

We also make Duplex and Raymond Brakes

and Gyrex. the Mixer.

 

 
 

 

(

“Hyatt

Quiet

Bearings ”

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

 

  

\
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THE TOURABOUT

LINE /

  

—l

F.0-B. Delft!"

Lon -stroke motor, 3% x5% inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

crank siaft. Unit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three speeds for

ward. Sliding gears. Full floating axle. Center control. Zenith carbure

tor. Bosch magneto. 106-inch wheelbase. 32x37; inch tires. Quick

detachable rims. Mohair to with envelo e. Jifi curtains. \Vindshield.

Rear shock absorber. Prest- -Lite tank. as hea lights. Oil side and tail

lamps. Tools—horn. Trimmings, black and enamel. Standard color, black.

Magneto and camshaft driven y silent Coventry chain.

Ilplllohllc "82" Roadster, Fully Equipped. $915 F.0-B. Detroit

Chassis and specifications same as Touring Car. Large turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

lluplnohllc “82" Delivery, Fully Equipped, 8950 F.0.B. Dch'oh

Chassis same as Touring Car. Enclosed panel body. Two cushioned

islealts. (garrging'rcapacity, tithdlkiis.ld Chassis (and body xpamé‘ed

c ug -c ass ms . wo-piece wm 5 ie . rest- - .ite tan . as »
headlights. Oil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims. Tools—horn. :rlgcnandflyfizlmhd-A

Trimmings, black and nickel. Magnifim c" _ . _ ,

IIUPP MOT“ CAR CO., 184 Mlh‘ukee Ave” Detroit, Mich. ' ' ' t ' l“

 
 

 

  

Dept. W
  

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

R

c .

“Twent -Five” 9 0 0 i' i i

R-C-H The Car CZmplete §o.a. Detroit

Five-Paaaenger Touring Car
run CAR-The best materials, the highest- U N D E R 5 LU NO

  

  
  

 

5:2: in'gtg‘ttgzlgga “‘1 ‘hc “1°” “MMM‘ E have published a very interesting book_on the advan

EQUIPMENT—The most complete. highest- tages of_ Underalung construction._ It 1a_ of value to

grpde equipment ever placed on a popular- dealer or lrldtwdllll. It tells Of our full line which rangea in

Pflced w- ——— . price from $1475 to 84500. Write for a copy today.

Two Pauenger Roadster, 110' wheelbaae. 8900. t. o. b. Detroit . _

Three Pauenger Coupe. 110' wheelbaae, 81300. L o. b. Detroit Amerlcan Motors Company

R-C-H CORPORATION, 104 Lycaate St , Detroit, Mich. Dept- E- Indianapolis, Ind. 
 

 

  

 

 
 

“Distinctly Complete"

2:321: "mm is“; ‘1; 2:.
and Lighted FullyEqnipped

lode! 40—5 Paaaenger, Fore Door Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car. Touring Car. _

lode] 41—4 Paaaeoger Demi Tonneau. Model 51—4 Pmenger Demi Tonneau.

lode) 42—Roadater tm—all with the Model SZ—Roldater type—all with

pleni’id nest;4 gal t kmotor, 4% zhe air! :1“: head, e,

inch ore. a re e. we a re e motor.

40 $2400 in. . $340..s........uua---.

  

Fully equipped with top, w' " "' u r ’ ‘-:-, I " _ _ 36" wheels.

demountable rims, and automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

 
 

Inter-State Automobile Co., M Muncie, Ind. C), b. so , w T _ 1
Doctor: Branch: 153 Iamehuletta Ave. Omaha Branch: “0 8. llth 8t. "1? "figure mg; n 1752

CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac,Michigan

 

 
 

Write for This .

Franklin Dealer Proposition fl”. efivfli'f-“D’J”

Fully Equipped

  

‘1 NO matter what cars you now han

    

dle~get the Franklin Dealer n
D \ Proposition. Franklin is now the third P W 25 l' r'

PROPOS'T'ON largest selling high priced car. and "sen?" “"9

. . . Touring Stroke
rapidly gaming on second. Reasons— Car Mow

less gasoline, less oil, no smoke, fewer

tires, travels faster, rides easier, wears

longer, silent, powerful, fleXible, beau- ,

tifu'l Encloaed Valves, Three Point Suspension, Unit Power Plant, Platform

' Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle, Left Hand Drive, Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tirea, Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for apecificationa.

28 Franklin Square SYRACUSE. N. Y. BRIGGS-DETIWITER 00., 449 llolbrook AWL, Detroit, Mich.
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HAVE R S HAVER S

“SIX-44” @ “SIX-55”

3 1 8 5 0 3 2 2 5 0

Touring Car and Touring Car and

weaknesses W" “a
The first American Car to adopt the Silent iirgfpijniffi: 5132.2?3‘3'

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler, rum, 8-Point 55 up. 128 h:

Mercedes, thard and Minerva, Suspension. 122 Wheel-Base. 36 x

. in. Wheel-Base. 4 1“ F ll

THE F. B. STEARNS co. as“ m. W23... " ’

'7 CLEVELAND, OHIO Write lor tnllZspeculenuem

M""dM'" M '25 91"“ mavens moron CAR COMPANY. Port Huron. Mich

  
- I

inun-nuIuummnnun-nuuuu-mne|||||“mun-“nunnnnnnnnnnnnnnu!---------n.

DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck

that sells for about $700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.

IIutmlllllnlllul-mum"!lnululumlmlInllnllnltlllllllllllllIlu'I
I

  

  

  

  

  
  

; MADE TO

MAKE coon

AND IT DOES

u a P Electric/.

5 Vehicle Co. ’

' . Innkth

IINII St;

ecu-non. mcn.

  

S 2, 75 0

Fully

Equipped

  

THE CHAMPION

LIGHT CAR

The Mercer’s great victory in the Vanderbilt Cup

Race demonstrated conclusively that weight and bulk

are no longer essential.

Send for Catalogue

MERCER AUTOMOBILE CO.
700 Whitehead Road

TRENTON, N. J.

 

 

  

 

  

  

Is responsible for the success of alargema

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial cars. They will bear your inventi

gntion before the purchase of any type of our.

Literature upon request.

s vent u lluTOI CO., Inflo- VII

., _

we photomvured

the above cut for

Inning m in "811198.
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for which the buyer \

looks in the new “will

.tli, ‘ i»

 

   
 

 

l

l Him"ll models. _ “WW

I write for catalog with;

' and Agency details.
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Motor Cars

NwS ' “F,”4Clid ,4 d5? -seiiger e:deo'deln . . . . . . . . . in. . . . .w i “G,” Clid ,4 d5?

:hgefelfleo'delau .. in. . .. .All models electrically lighted and fully equipped.

SPEEDWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

50 Essex Avenue DAYTON, O.

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

  

10:LE

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

' six cylinder 'l‘ourinn.r Car, five passenger convertible to

Cele SlXty seven passenger. l32-iuch wheel base. Delco electric

lighting, starting and ignition. $2485

' tour cylinder Touring Car. five passenger convertible

COIe Fifty toseven, 122-1nch wheel base, Delco system. $1985

four cylinder Touring Car five passenger llG-inch

COIe Forty wheel base. Delco system. #1685 '

WRlT£ TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer’s proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.
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Every Iiind 0. D.

S to c k , o r Demonntable

to Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, ‘N. Y.

R. B. ABBO'IT SALES CO., Sales Agents, Detroit

 

 

 

Diamond Tires

We Could build them cheaper

But We Won't .

ewouid build them better

But' We Can't.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER CO. OF N. Y., Akron, 0.

Subsidiary of The B. F. Goodrich Co.

  

—and for w cut.

Universal

Auto-\éulganizer

devlce tor eliminatin| tire n-onblea that has ever been de

Absolutely automatic.

  

get out of order.

trouble and expense.

Price Complete. “.00 Ready for Instant I‘se

Guaranteed Satisiactory or Money Relnniied

  

ruin casings. They admit moie

_ lure to the carcass, cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger end in blowoutn.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUBE any

where in 15 minutes, better than a Repair Shop can do

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can becarried in the tool box Slniplestarui most llfllllvtitg

Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer —put in the gasoline light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It can‘t burn, n'ch or injure tube or caning. It can't

It can't fail to do its work. So

aimple.nnyone can operate it, The Universal Anto

Vulcnnizer saves its Colt a hundrrd than over in

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, East Palestine. 0M0

  

Standard Universal Rims

m cum" fit any style or make of tires. The

mu 4 side rings are reversible, they curve

outward qn one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place. Write for catalog

607. which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron. Ohio

  

  

 

  

  

‘8]

The line Mechanical,

Nevcr Failing “.

Waming Device '

Coot. thtln to lay—

Coot. Nothing to Operate

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

till: Strut at Buulmrl

THE ii. PIEI. BUMPAN Woman...“
Philadelphia, l4l6 Vine St.; Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave.; Minneapolis,

70 So. 10th St.; Buflalo. 852 Main St.; San Francisco. 544 Van Ness Ave.;

Los Angeles, 1229 50. Olive St.; Seattle, 917 E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore.),

329 Ankeny St.; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sis.

 
 

 
 

  

Price

Complete

$24

' THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and Igniter

Lights. dims and extinguishes all gas lamps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach.

Convenient

Sale

Dependable

Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING 00., Pittsiield, Mass.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States.

 

 
 

  

  

TheConsistent

zscansz Motors

The crank shaft is of large diameter—a self-contained oilin

system supplied by a glear pump through the hollow crank aha t

rovides perfect oiling. T e extra

arge bearings reduce friction to a

minimum and increase durability.

All 4 (hole—tn 5 Types

35/4 in. bore, 5 in. stroke, 4 cyl.

4V in. bore. 5 in. stroke, 4 cyl.

45) in. bore, 5 in. stroke, 6 cyl.

4;; in. bore, 5% in. stroke. 4 cyl.

552 in. bore, 7 in. stroke, 4 cyl.

WISCONSIN

MOTOR MFG. CO.

Dept. 32

Milwaukee

Wis.

  

are. I. n. I". on.

GASOSAVA

Great Dealer Proposition for those who want to handle a

device that will increase engine efficiency, save fuel and keep

the engine clean. Retails for $3. Big commission Write

today.

THE GASOSAVA COMPANY

1210 Broadway NEW YORK
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“ It’s a Mighty Good

Transmission!”

That’s what the big

car builders that use

. them say. It’s the trans

ission that is specialized—still it is less ex

ensive than if built by yourself. Write us.

COVERT MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

Sales Office: Ford Bldg” Detroit, Mich. Factory: Lockport, N. Y

 
   

Better Than Commercially Perfect

Bevel Differential

A S Transmission

Steering

$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work: also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

  

(lear

Brown - Lipe - Cm“, Company

H. W. CHAPIN, Gen’l Mgr. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

  

  

  
 

 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

  

  
 

 
 

 

 
  

 

You Can’t Beat It

JONES RECORDER

Tells of every movement of your

truck or delivery wagon. Gives

daily. chart showing how fast, how

far your Vehicle traveled. When it

stopped, how often and how long.

"Firestone"

" Tires and Rims

are the least likely to re

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

Write For Particulars. changing when required.

THE JONES RECORDER - - .
Broadway at 7011. Street Y NEW YORK The F‘restone EzeAfpglgzezi53" Akron, Ohm

  

 
 

 

 

Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NOW

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

 

  

We supply single universals or drive shafts complete for a 1 Cylinder

as shown. Forgings special analysis steel heat treated. _ _ A
Note extreme simplicity, insuring long life. Imported U- 85 H- Hllt-Zh Icncsclg? Magnet“ Lcss Than

mp0 .

OO- Circular and Price Lists Free

 

(“EVE-AND J. S. BRETZ COMPANY, 250 W. 54th Street, New York
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The motor tmck of unquestioned superiority

in design, construction and material. Responsible

dealers are desired for open territory. Write for

detailed information and complete catalog.

THE DAYTON AUTO TRUCK 00.

 

DII YTON, OHIO

 

Soot and Carbon CAN’T collect on

Reliance Spark Plugs, and impair

their efficiency. The patented elec

trical action of the Reliance prevents

it. Soot and carbon are destroyed

before being deposited.

If you drive an automobile you want Reliance Plugs.

If you build automobiles equip them with Reliance plugs

and please the purchasers. You can‘t furnish better

plugs.

JEFFERY - DEWITT CO.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Mich.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World.

  

 

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings._ They are

vastly superior and less expenstve in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAM MER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVIOE OUARANTIID

IIIE BilNSllllllAIEll NANIIFABIIIIIING CUNPANY, Toledo, Ohio

 

 

 

Best on Earth—Kantsamore

—ESTABLISHED I855 —__———

Phineas Jones & Company

305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

Branch Factory: 12th Avenue and 55th Street, New Yorh City

Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks
 
 

Repairing and truing olcl wheel: a upoeinlty. Experimental wheels 1 specialty.

  

_
 
 

We furnish and apply my style demountable or detachable rim or (in,

  

 
  

No Crankingl No Pumping!

START YOUR CAR FROM THE SEAT

ALWAYS READY AND POSITIVE

The AMERICAN STARTER is the Only Starter on

the market that measures the amount of gas injected into

the cylinders. You cannot "dope" the engine with the

TRUCK FRAMES
Automobile Frames and Special Stampings

 

 

  

AMERICAN STARTER.

American Starter and Carburetor Mfg. Co.

2022 S. 40th Avenue CHICAGO, ILL.

 

 

 

THE PARISH & BlNliliAM Bil.

CLEVELAND, omo

 

 
  

Since
 

  

Occupying the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant in America.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. T-8 Kokomo, Ind.

 

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE
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“CONTINENTAL”

Best Known Motor in America

| Look for the name

"Continental" on

f crank case.

“We in" Ioolred

after the qualiiy

behind it.

4 and 6 cylinders,

20 to 60 H. P.

' ' Write for Booklets.

Continental Model “C”

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG.COMPANY

Detroit, Mich.

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE:

K. F. Peterson, . 150 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago

  

 

 

 

IMMS “American

MAGNETO Made ”

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

Highest Efficiency—~Good Service Guaranteed.

  

TheSlMMS memoto.ii°.i.i;fii‘.‘;:.¥.itii:i‘. .

, Fabrics

_ . ESCRIFI‘ION ' -'

JP CESON RE UEST

 

   

aatb'ériip

  

f"?

  

 

  

 

 

WeedChains
  

 

 

.gev

  

  
or slipping.

  

  

  

  

  

\,
  

“Weed”

Nine-tenths

Of all accidents to auto

mobiles 81’8 caused by skidding

" Either you skid into the “other fellow" or i

g the "other feilow”' skids into you.

- ‘9 No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ippe

ments unless you equip your car wit

Cannot Injure Tires

Because They Creep

\% An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want to know what real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

public, fully equip your car with Weed

55, For your own safety—for the safety of the

, Chains. Make it your business to getaset

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

_ ~ Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

The. Great Anti-Skid

D Ev I

._ ',
filmmmia

CE
  

  

greasy

Weed

ave- ‘

hains. '

  

  

New York

 

 

 

  

 

 

RELIANCE

“The Speedometer

0! Quality”

Special iestnres that eliminate

speedometer troubles. Semi

lor the booklet.

- Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Eliot St. Boston, Mass.

  

 

 
 

75% increase to Tire Eiiicleney

That’s what the INNERSHU sccprn

plishes. It's a tough, durable, rubberized

fabric formed permanently to tire shape.

Ask for circular. '

INNER SHOE Till COMPANY

I'roar street ‘ Grand Rapids. slsea.
 

  
—'

Tones down headlllhts tor

city drivinn and ioggy

nlllhta an auto necessity.

Price 75¢. per pair. Sell

like hot cakes. Dealers,

secure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

193i Broadway, New York

 

 

 

Wm
will help you to increase your business while bena

titing your customers. We will send any respon

sible dealer a pair on 30 days' trial Write now.

Good AIQnts wanted for unoccupied territory.

 

LEATHER TIRE GOODS 60., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

“BARTHEL, DALY 6t MILLER

42 Broadway NEW YORK

 

, l

The Acme Automatic i We Specialize on

' Makes Milled Parts in the l '

Tim of one opemiom : Finishing Crank Shafts

ThaNaiional-Aemerg.Co. only'

Negggyggggagugggn MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT co.

Chicago Atlanta Montreal ‘ Lminz

 

 

 

 

 

INVADER OIL

“11:0 Best the World Aflords"

CHAS. F. ,KELLOM & (30..

Philadelphia '

 

 

 

  

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

Elli. GROSSMAN COMPANY. lin. New York and Detrol
 

_. __________ 1

The Ford Water Circulator

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter it

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-McCU‘l‘CHAN C0.

1140 Michigan Ave. cnrcAGo. ILL.
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“rho d-nldofthe dayisthntuorganintion shailho

ildlod byih product and not by whltitdnilu for itself"

leepthi in mind when you examine these 1913 models

MOBIL. AND rnlcll

30-40 Fore-door Roadster. ll6-inch wheelbase $1700

3440 S-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

llo-inch wheelbase . . . . . . '1700

“‘50 S-passenger, Fore-Door Demi-Tonneau

ill-inch wheelbase . . . . v . #1075

44-50 7-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

ill-inch wheelbase . . . . . . $2000

u-so Battleship Roadster. lZl-inch wheel base $2150

“‘50 7-pnssenger, Fore-Door Limousine

ill-inch wheelbase . . . . . ‘3050

Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOI l MOTOR CO.

mVlrrlnLoo iran'r DITIIOI‘I’, IIOH. ‘

"Built ior “Guaranteed

Permanence" 65$ Ior Life"

 
  

 

 

 

STA o CARD

TREAD

llu- T.” 'I- ,

i'l‘l‘ivkti " :f/

I

/

fl,’ ’1/

/.l¢‘ PrJuhlir Rubin rl

v mm."uni-Au». ..

 

  

Look at our new middle name

PENgSYLVANIA.

VACUUM CU IRES
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa.

 

 

 

Goon EAR
AKRON, OHIO.

This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Amos signifies inherent nnhtiea of material

and workman! ii: that insure e maximum of ser

vice at the mlnnnnm oi expense. (678)

The Goodyear Tire l Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio

 
 

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, u. v.
 

 

 

 
 

 

GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. \Vrite.

PENN SPRING WORKS

BALDWINSVILLE, N. v.

 
 

These Tires for You
 

Four corps of experts working

in four of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce.

l UNITED STATES TIRES

Nothing of the kind has ever i

before been attempted in automo

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

 

   

 
 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

V

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension
High Grade Only

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

 

  

 

 

GRANT - LEES

GEARS

The Grant-Lees Incline Co.

Cleveland. Ohio
 

 
 

 
 

I 9| 3 IMPORTANT FEATURES

Self Starter Elm! ic Lighting

Turkish Cushions Bil-in. \ Lin. Tirol

I'I-in. Upholslering Increased “'heel Base

Great Ease of Riding t‘arburct or Dash Adjustment

Demountable Rims Nickel Trimmings

Unit Power Plant—three point suspension.

Cutting 8-00. lmin. “heellnse, 40 h p.

b-pnssenger touring car, fully equip] ed,.l475 '

Cutting A40. t'an wheelbase. “1h. p.

1 passenger roadster. fully equipped, .1476

Cutting (~55. lM-in wheelbase, 55 h. p ~

B-paslenger touring car, fully equipped. $2000 -

Cutting Automobile Co. .

..- .“ Iecblnlc Street. Jackson, lick.

I . .

  

  

  

  
, - 1'”

I n In! I nerd-.

Iflmlalululnlmlflfibjj“? It.

  

METZ 22 H. P.

MOTOR CAR
POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING C0.. Builllo. N. Y.

The most economical on:

you can buy at any

All Standard Bearings
_——

are fully described In our

New Catalog 24A

Send for It.

STANDARD MILLER BEARING CO., Philadelphia

lubricating oil, and iron

8,000 H; _0.000 miles on

- a let 0 tires. on can
[’"u‘ The "mi"! “m secure exclusive sale oi

rom 2b to 32 miles on a the“ c", in our uni,

gallon of gasoline, over tory. Book “ " mailed

100 miles on a pint of free on request.

METZ COMPANY, Waltham. Mass-,U.S.A. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Reo the Fifth

{he flush flit-minim

lili BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

 
 

  

A CAR THAT IS ALL CAR

No finicky frills—no false valuations—merely

a compact, eflicient, mechanical success—and

incidentally one of the most beautiful cars ever

built. \Nnte today for advance Booklet A-lS

Sturdy STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

lDI-IAL moron on 00.. Indianapolis. Ind.

 

Final and crowning achievement of R. E. Olds,

pioneer designer ot autos. A standard size 30 to 38

horsepower four cylinder car of modern refinements

priced at only $1.095.

Us) R. M. OWEN 6: CO.. General Sales Agents

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich.
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STEVENS AUTO TIRE VALVE.

Adopted by RALPH DePALMA, Winner

of the Vanderbilt Cup at Milwaukee, 1912.

(an be attached instantly without expense

to any inner tube stem on any car. Saves

one-half the time and labor necessary to

inflate tires by any other method. Easily

adjii~ted. \\'arranted not to leak. 200,000

in use. Send $1.00 for set of four. Try them

for 30 days and IF NOT satisfactory,

money will be cheerfully refunded. STEV

l-I.\'S MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY

COMPANY, Dept. D, 1223-25-27 \Vabash

A\e.. Chicago. U. S. A.

 

OUR—CYL. en bloc motor, 20-24 H.P.,

$75; 2-cyl. opp., $20 to $35; l-cyl., $15; 4

30x3% Diinlop casings, $7 021.; l 30x3 cl.

Goodyear and tube. $7; $35 Gabriel horn,

$5; New Curtis's $5 exhaust whistles, $1;

Shaler i'iilcanizcrs, $7; others. $1 to $3. B

l’resto tanks, $12; carbide tanks, new, $1.25;

send 10c. and get new and old Standard wire

and screw gauge and bargain list. O’BRIEN,

0008 State St., Chicago, Ill.

 

TO EXCHANGE—Aeroplane. complete.

for auto or diamonds. O'BRIEN,,6608

State St., Chicago, Ill.

 

FORD spare demountable wheel, some

thing new. N0 tire trouble on road.

\\'riie. ANGIER'S, Strcator, Ill.

RL'CK DESIGNER, at present cm

ploycd. would consider offer from truck

or.parts builder who has opening for high

grade man. BOX 225, Motor World.

M LIST sell Columbia live-passenger, 32

H.P., 4-cylinder touring car, fully

equipped, in good condition; price, $600.

ALEX. H. CHRISTMAN, SI Brook Ave.,

Iinglcwood, N. _l.

STUCK deep in mud or sand? My new

appliance» will help you out. A Xmas

present. E. I. SPENCER, 3201 Douglas

Are. \Yichita, Kan.

 

 

 

 

BODIES.

Five passenger. fore door touring car

bodies, new, painted blue or black, finest up

holstcring and cushions . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$52.50

Mohair tops with dust cover and side cur

tains to fit 18 '

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

 

ANTED—Position as branch manager

or high class salesman. For three and

one-half years successfully held present po

sition as branch manager of the largest

branch of a western manufacturing coni

pany. Have more than made good. Am

technically trained and have a valuable ac

quaintance among automobile manufactur

ers and engineers. ~\Vi11 leave my present

position in December, and now invite cor

respondence with manufacturers who can

use a high grade man, particularly well

posted in the ignition, starting and lighting

field. ENERGY, care Motor \Vorld, New

York.

  

in “mum. ... -|m|..i~-|.>-w.~|
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e; In capilals.25cenis perline *

A market place where Dealers, Jobbera and

- Manufacturers may buy. sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

OR SALE—Model T 1910 Ford 5_ pas

senger touring car, fully equipped

and in good condition, $350. FRANK

O'HEARN, Melrose, \Vis.

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

 

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

  

W'HEELS.

Set 34 x 3% with Q. D. C. rims . . . . .. $10.00

Set 34 x 4 Demountable \Vlieels with

extra rim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.00

Set. 36 x 4 Demountable \Vheels with

extra rims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.00

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit. Mich.

 

E\V YORK Automobile Registrations,

mailed daily, $1.25 per month. List.

April to October, inc., $2.50. O\VNERS

AUTO LIST COMPANY, Albany. N. Y.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN

solid one coat for enameling

No undercoat

Ask your

 

Covers

lamps, radiators and fenders.

required. Heat does not affect it.

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

XCLUSIVE AGENCIES are to be es

tablished throughout the United States

for our well-known Motor Truck Grips.

Wide awake representatives desired. Fill

applications at once. FEDERAL CHAIN

18:1 MFG. CO., 376 Birnie Ave, Springfield,

ass.

  

m llll

l
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on SALE—Palmer-Singer 6-60 motor

and transmission complete, in good

condition. DR. FRYER, Riverside, \Nash.
 

DO you wish to better your position? If

_ your_character and ability will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu

pation, anywhere. Enclose 50c. for regis

tration with references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F, BLUE

. LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 West

market, a rubber cover for automobile han- .

i Splitdorf Magnetos. with coils . . . . ..

87th St., New York City.

MAGNETOS

Bosch DU-4 Magnetos, Type 5 or

Duplex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $25.00

20.00

These are standard goods and only have

100 left. Send your check before they are

grille.

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich. ~

TTENTION—Have a few manufactur

ers’ samples, gentlemen's black broad

cloth fur lined overcoats, lined throughout

‘ with Australian mink, large genuine Per

‘ will sacrifice for $35 each.

‘ approval.

sian lamb collars, sizes 36 to 48. Value $75,

Also several

ladies' handsome long fur coats, satin lined.

worth $90, while they last, $35; and few

large size fur robes, plush lined, $15 each.

All guaranteed new. Examine before buy

ing. Send express charges, will send on

Vilrite or call. E. ROBERTS,

Room 8, 160 West 119th St., New York.

PEERLESS LINING DYE

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

 

. tains a black, uniform color, covering up

i water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash ofl. Ask your garage and supply

dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

ALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave, Chicago, Ill.

 

 
 

‘I

An ad. like this

will cost you $2.25

for each insertion.

 

 
 

Mr. Dealer:

8,000 readers means people

primarily interested, otherwise

they would not be subscribers.

Make them

eager to secure your patronage by

YOUI' customers 01'
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GENTS WANTED — To handle the

$1000 G. J. G. “Junior,” racy, classy

and specially designed chascabout with 104

inch wheelbase, with a real 26 H.P. motor,

Bosch magneto,.Dorian reinountablc rims

with 32x3y2 tires, at a price of $1,000,

which is a money maker for the sales

agent. \Vrite for literature_and discounts

to G. l. G. MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

\Yliitc Plains, N. Y.

PPERSON, 1907, 40 H. P., four seats;

makes 60 miles per hour; everything

new: bargain for ready buyer. A. C. HE“!

ITSON. 101 \Vest 66th St., Room 4, New

York City.

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—n0 need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

s

0-.'w\unmetHUI
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cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref- .

erences, testimonials, and full details on

request. \VATERBURY W'ELDING CO.,

\\'aterbury, Conn.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN

Bakes either to a high gloss finish, egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. \Vill not crack. chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer. .

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

BROKEN CRANKSI-IAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

“"ELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. J.

UTOMOBILES—A. C. C. A. Prices

Talk! Every make. Every model.

Hundreds runabouts, racy roadsters, five

scven passenger touring cars. $50 up.

Guaranteed five years. Shipped Freight

 

 

Prepaid! Write today for the largest Illus- ,

trated Catalog published! THE AUTO

MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF

AMERICA, Dept. I-N, 1769-1787 Broadway,

New York City.

l

i

I

l

l

  

  

lScenis per line of‘sixwordsrasli wiih .orden

-— ln capiials.25cents perline ~

A msrket place where Dealers, Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

OR SALE—~Four cylinder. 55 H.P. For

eign F. I. A. T., double chain drive,

racytype roadster, nearly new. price $2.500.

C. LthyHITING, 591 E. Main St., Roches

ter, . .
 

MAILING LISTS—Automobile owners,

_dealers, garages, repair shops, com

mercial car owners, or any make of car.

ONVNERS AUTO LIST CO., Albany, N.'Y.

QR SALE—One 16-passenger Sight See

ing Car. Address I. C. BRICK, Put

ln-Bay, Ohio.

AUTOMOBILE BODIES, pleasure and

commercial. Foredoors for open-front

cars. \Vrite for prices. AUTO SPECIAL

TY MFG. CO., 326 E. Market St., Indian

 

 

} apolis, Ind.
 

AUTOMOBILE and Motorcycle Tours—

350 trips over the best roads in every

State. 56 large pages of maps and road

directions. 25c. postpaid. MOTOR TOURS,

51 Chambers St., New York.

 

ANTED—To exchange my 160 acre

improved farm, with crop, in north

western Oklahoma. for five-passenger tour

ing car. CARL GRAU, Taylor, Tex.

‘K7ANTED—Salesmen, live. reliable hust

lers, to handle two well established

auto accessories as a side line, U. 5., Can

iga. MeXico. Address BOX‘233, Burlington,

is.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An Oll preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

lf‘leW: Ask your garage and supply dealer

or it.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, O.

 

 

 
 

telling them what you have to sell

We guarantee

a circulation of 8,000, so the

actual cost of having your an

nouncement appear before this

audience is less than one-fourth of

or want to buy.

I“

An ad. like this

will cost you 75c.

for each insertion.

 

a cent per reader (see the hands in

Think this over.

 

the margin).
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ANTED—Packard 18; state price,

year built and number of miles run.

P. O. BOX 161, Niantic, Conn.

AUTOMOBILE Cylinders reground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

 

 

RADIATORS.

Ford T Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$18.50

Ford N-R-S Radiator (with pump).. 23.00

Buick 10 Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26.50

Buick 1617 Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.50

Buick 19 Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27.50

Hupp Radiator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00

AUTOPARTS MFG. CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

 

E“! CHEESE CLOTH REMNANTS,

best polishing material, sold by the

pound. Saves 40% of store prices. Price

38c. per pound in SO-lb. and 100-lb. bales.

Agents wanted everywhere. AMERICAN

MILL ENDS CO., Detroit, Mich.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING

Softens the leather and will not crack.

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look

like new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask

your garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus' Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

ARE YOU in need of any additional help

in any department of your business?

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material? Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor \Vorld. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

HAUFFEUR'S COMPLETE OUTFIT

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

mink fur lined coat, Persian lamb collar,

$35; pair of elegant bear robes, $15 each;

raccoon cap, $5; pair of fur gloves, $4; pair

or goggles, 50c.; 1 pair leather leggins,

$3.50. \Vill sell separately or the lot, all

new, never worn, original price, $225. C.

CHASE, 118 East 28th St., New York.

HITE STEAMER. seven-passenger,

model M, straight line body. 40 H.P.;

absolutely perfect; complete equipment;

$700. H. SNYDER, 112 West 38th St.,

New York. Telephone 4060 Greeley.

FOR SALE—One 2-ton Garford_truck,

with body and top, nearly new, in first

class condition. Change of business rea

son for selling. SPRINGFIELD CREAM

ERY, Springfield, Mass.

  

 

 

 

 

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING._

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and sup ly dealer for it.

The C0 umbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0.
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driven by horse or human pou'cr, might

be inadequate for automobiles.

"An adequate signal is onc which will

give a suflicient-warningof danger. 'I'hrcc

requisites at least must obtain bef'orc an

automobile warning signal can he adcquatc:

I. It must bc ccrtain in operation.

The ordinary rubbcr recd horn deteriorates

when exposed to dampness.

‘2. it must be loud enough to hc heard. i

The rubber rccd horn does not always

emit a sound loud enough to carry the

necessary distance.

3. lt must be casily operated. One

using the ordinary rubbcr rccd horn must

takc his hand off the stccring \vhccl to

blow his signal. losing time and taking an

additional risk.

“I have not found any court decisions

exactly _covering this point. but in my

opinion in every one of these requirements

the ordinary rubber rcc.d bulb-horn often

does not measure up tothctrue standard.”

Osaonnr. I. YELLOTT, General Coun—

seljor the Automobile Club of Alan/land,

Baltimore, Md. :

“I do not agree with you that there is

no doubt that the hand-operated bulb

horn is today illegal in those States where

the law requires that an adequate and

suitable signal should be used on motor

vehicles, but I do think that such laws

leave entirely open the question of the

adequacy of the bulb-horn. and that such

question is to be determined by the Courts

under the circumstances of each particular

case. .

KLAXON ET

“In other words. I do not think a

motorist can safely rest by merely provid

ing himself with a bulb-horn and relying}

upon the same for use as a signal under

any and all circumstances.

“. . . . Iam clearly of the opinion that

the word "adequate" as used as an ad

jectivc governing the. word "signals" in

motor vehicle laws. must be taken to Incan

that the signal must be sufficient to give

reasonable notice of the approach of the

motor vehicle under the circumstances

of the particular case and that no motorist

could safely rely. in the-event of the

adequacy of his signal being questioned.

upon the fact that he had used the best

bulb-horn obtainable. . . . "

Anana .1. Harms, Hal/e & Geis

mer, Allornrys, Cleveland, 0. z

“. . . .. Independent of statute or ordi

nance, a person operating an automobile,

particularly over cross-walks. where it may

endanger life or limb, must use '\ high

degree of care to prevent injuring pedes

trians; and some courts hava said ‘must

adopt every known safeguard.‘

“In the trial of such a case for damages.

a court could very properly say to the

motorist: ' You relied upon the ordinary

bulb-horn to warn this pedestrian of your

approach. It is common knowledge that

the sound of such horns often docs not

reach the ears of pedestrians in time. and

oft-times is not heard at all. You had

knowledge of this, yet you took no other

precaution. “'0: hold that this is not the

cxcrcisc of the high degree of care that lllc

law requires under the circumstances' . .

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Company Newark, NJ, USA.

KLAXOR
"61w PublicSg‘elySr'yna/”

‘om

SIDNEY S. Gounan, Illiller, (ior/mm

A“ "film, l1!Ii‘!/(‘I'.t', ('lurirnum qf Hu

chislulirc ('ommillcc, Chicago Auto

mobile (701/), Chicago, Ill. 2

“ . . . . “'hilc I believe the supposed

magistratc's opinion is correct' in holding

that the bulb-horn is not an adequate signal

dcvicc. and does n0t meet the requircmcnts

of thc law in States where the use of ride

quutc warning signals is required. I am

inclincd to believe, in view of the fact

that the bulb-horn has for so long been

recognized as at least a suitable warning

signal for motor cars, that a conservative

court would be slow to adopt the advanced

position taken by the supposed magistrate

in your advertisement.

"I do believe. however. that the bulb

horn will ultimately be held inadequate by

the courts and that the writer of your sup

posed magistrate's opinion will one day

come into his own as a prophet who will

not be without honor even in his own

country. . . . "

DAVE F. SMITH, General Counsel

for the Los Angeles Aulomobile Club,

Los Angeles, Cal.:

"From a legal standpoint [think the

argument that the bulb-horn's use is il

legal wherever the law demands an ade

quate signal. is sound, and will stand.

“A signal to be adequate must be suf

ficient at all times, not occasionally. or

under certain circumstances. but under

any and all circumstances except such as

are termed Acts of Providence.

“The bulb-horn. therefore. is not ade

quate.H
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BUDA — the Power that Pulls them All.

Fog and sentimentality are being lifted from automobile selling. After much practical experi

ence the public has learned that an automobilehas “innards. ” It is beginning to probe among

the valves and gears and ask specific and “nosey” questions. lt has an almost impertinent

hunger for FACTS. So the wise manufacturer and dealer are beginning to volunteer informa

tion—absolutez precise data.

But because the public has neither the time, opportunity or expert training to become con

versant with manufacturing details there has arisen a demand for an impartial authority, a

commissioned proxy to tell the buyer what he would know if he had the training and time to

investigate. As to the engine, the real heart of a car, the dealer and manufacturer are learn

ing that the Recognized Authoritv, respected by the BUYER, is the

 

 

 

 

Service at 2 The public persuaded by Dealers pulled into line )lzinutacturers follow

the Wheel demonstrated efficiency by public demand the dealers’ insistance

Yes—tell the buyer about the long stroke, the large and enclosed valves, etc., but if you want to convince more quickly

and with more directness SA Y“BUDA." Corroborote, reaffirm what you claim with the name BUDA. The public

comprehend: BUDA instantaneously. To The Public “Buda” means

—demonstrated efficiency in thousands Ul cars now in daily use.

—the selection of the most prominent and successful manufacturers.

—a Special Oiling Device.

—a superior Hget-at ableness".

—the satisfaction of knowing that in Case of accident, interchangeable parts

can always lie secured from a Company which is so well financed and Wthl‘l has been

conducting a successful business for 25 years. .

—and it means the Pioneer in the “Cast-in-Block” method m the U. S.

  

. e COUPON

—and it means the followmg: 69+

. . . .5“ Brandenburg

1913 Specifications as so...
entlomepz—

  

it

6" _ I am Interested

\‘ in learning more 0. n.

ccrning the lll'l‘A Mn6
tor for n E (‘oni

merclal or ‘—_— I l‘lean

ure Car.

Model "1"“ Motor, 4% x 5% Model “0" Motor, 4% x 5%

Model "Q" Motor, 344 x 5% Model "M" Motor, 3% x 4%

Long Stroke, Enclosed Valves, Noiseless Timing Gears, Self

contained positive Uiling System. Extra large_Valves and Bear

ings. Send in the coupon for a special Bulletin on the Motor

suitable furyour needs.

  

Budd Mada! "T"BRANDENBURG & COMPANY v “Lg:lWWW""11:1.II
  

1108 So. MICHIGAN AVE. 57TH AND BROADWAY FORD BLDG.

CHICAGO, 11.1.. New YORK, N_ Y_ T)ETROIT_ MICK laminlenstmlbacs

Mnfcfr , . . . . . _ . . . ..Dmler..._....._...
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“ Service and Silence” _
  

  

Kline Kat Model 6-60, Touring. $3500

DEALERS

YOUR experience with other

cars should tell you that

it does not pay to handle a

line that constantly worries

the life out of you with com

plaints from the user, who has

trouble with the machine.

This user knows now that he

is better 0H when he buys a

car of quality in the first place,

even though he must pay a

little more for it, and he will

soon begin to demand such a

car of his dealer.

It is up to you to have the

car in your line when he calls.

The Kline Kar will answer all

the requirements this prospect

may impose and more.

Prices $1850 to $3500

(Fully Equipped)

Get Our Proposition

Kline Motor Car Corporation

YORK, PA. RICHMOND, VA.
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Adamson Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

Ajax~Grieb Rubber Co . . . . . . . .. 77

American Ball Bearing Co..... 68

American Motors Co . . . . . . . . .. 47
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Mfg. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., 75

Ames Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 68

Apple Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68

Argo Electric Vehicle Co . . . . .. 76

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works..... 46

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co. . .. 68

B

Badger Brass Mfg. Co . . . . . . .. 70

Baldwin Chain 81 Mfg. Co..... 65

Bantam Anti-Friction Co . . . . .. 74

Barthel, Daly & Miller . . . . . . .. 76
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Kissel Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 69

Kline Motor Car Corp . . . . . . ... 2

Knox Automobile Co . . . . . . . . .. SI

Konigslow Mfg. Co., Otto . . . . .. 74
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Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.. 64

Leather Tire Goods Co . . . . . . .. 76
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Inside back cover
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Talks on Selling

Automobiles

No.3

Sales t_o the Surplus-Capitaless
 

One of the two reasons why you do

not sell twice as many cars is the fact

that so much money is tied up as active

capital “on the books" of business and

professional men in your territory.

The other reason is that, unlike them,

you can not extend credit—at least not

enough to make a real increase. In :11

most any other line you could

hundreds. But not in the automobile

business, where every sale means $500 or

more.

“carry”

Result, you are not reaping the benefit

of half of your good-will.

Right here we step in. Our business is financ—

ing sales of automobiles of all descriptions to

the kind of people you would trust if you could

do a credit business.

\Ve supply the cash to pay the manufacturer

on delivery of the car. We pay your commission

at once. And the customer settles with us on

the easy payment plan, at legal—not “install

ment house”-—rates of interest.

\'Ve assume all the risk, under our plan of

giving Credit \Vhere Credit Is Due.

Write today and let us explain the details of

how we can capitalize the rest of your good—will

for you. and help double your sales.

Harman-Yount Co.,;
Kenton Harman, President r 1

3 01 Abbott Building ';

Cor. Broad and Race Sta.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. '

1788 Broadway

NEW YORK
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Completely Equipped

Self-Starter Remy Magneto

30 Horse-Power Warner Speedometer

S-Passenger Touring Car Mohair Top and Boot

llO-lnch Wheel Base Clear Vision Wind

Timken Bearings Shield

Center Control Prestolite Tank

High-priced feature No. 3

Be sure that your car is Thermo-Syphon cooled. Most popular

priced cars depend upon the centrifugal pump —but not the Overland.

By the latter system, cooling is taking place with the first engine revo

lution—when HEAT is required for the development of the engine’s

best work.

With the Thermo-Syphon system, cooling varies, NOT WITH

SPEED, but directly with the temperature of the cylinder walls. Thus

Overland motors do not heat climbing hills.

In the Thermo-Syphon system, a circulation is set up ONLY

WHEN THE CYLINDER WALLS HAVE BECOME HEATED.

Neither is there any pump to get out of order in this Overland

system of cooling.

A 1913 catalogue on request. Please address Dept. 50.

' The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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STUDEBAKER’S ' SURPRISE;

LAUNCHES “SIX” AT $1550

New Model Accompanied by Sweeping

Changes in Entire Line—Two

New “Fours” and Three

Closed Cars.

While popular priced “sixes” made, half

made and unmade, have been more or less

widely heralded, one of them, full-born,

has come from an unexpected place—none

other than the Studebaker Corporation, of

Detroit, Mich., which has kept its plans so

closely to itself that comparatively few were

aware that a “six” was in prospect.

In fact, the surprise is a double one, or,

rather, a triple-barreled one, for not only

is the new “six” an exceedingly attractive

one which sells, completely equipped, even

to an electric lighting and engine starting

system, at $1,550, but two other new cars,

both “fours,” have been brought out as

well, and all of them are radically differ

ent from the “205" and “305" that have

borne the Studebaker nameplate in the past

and which have remained substantially with

out change for the last three years. Mark

ing a still further innovation in Studebaker

products, the line now includes full-fledged

limousine models in addition to the coupe

that has been listed in the past. Further

more, another new coupe and a Sedan have

been added and all of the new models will

be marketed in addition to the older Stude

baker line. The prices of the older “20”

and “30" models remain unchanged and are

$800 and $1,190, respectively.

The two new four-cylinder models, styled

“25" and "35," are priced $885 and $1,290,

elements include cone clutches and three

speed selectively operated gearsets mount

ed adjacent to the rear axle after the man

ner of previous Studebaker practice. Both

the “35' 'and the “six” employ a new type of

full-floating rear axle, the “25" having a

new semi-floating axle, and the equipment

of all is the same except that the smallest

model is fitted with an acetylene gas primer

starter in place of the electric lighting and

starting apparatus with which the two lar

ger models are equipped.

Top, windshield, electric horn, demount

able rims and the usual complement of

tools, spare parts, etc., all are included in

the equipment list. For the present, the

“25" is supplied only in touring form,

though the “35" and the "six" and supplied

as coupe, Sedan and limousine as well. The

“35" coupe and Sedan sell for $1,850 and

$2,050, respectively, and the "six" limou

sine lists at $2,500.

Flanders Closes Deal with U. S. Motor.

Walter E. Flanders, of Detroit, will be the

president and general manager of the reor

ganized United States Motor Co., of which

the Flanders Motor Co., of Detroit, also

will become a part. The negotiations to

this end have been concluded, but the for

mal contract cannot be signed until the re

organization of the company actually is

effected and the property comes into the

reorganizers' possession, which probably

will not come to pass before january next.

Meanwhile, negotiations are in progress

which probably will result in Flanders's re

tirement from active participation in the

afiairs of the Flanders Mfg. Co., of Pontiac.

Mich., of which he is president and general

manager, but which is not included in the

United States Motor reorganization plan.

respectfully, and are exactly similar to the ,

“six” except as regards a difference in size

commensurate with their power.' All have

block cast motors of the most approved

long-stroke type, the dimensions of the

"25" and the “six” being 3% x 5 inches, and

of the “35" 4% x 5 inches. Transmission

Whitesides Truck Factory Shuts Up.

Because of internal differences. the plant

of the \Vhites'des Commercial Truck Co.,

of New Castle, Ind., has been ordered closed

by the board of directors. Its future is

problematical.

BRlSCOE SAllS T0 EUROPE;

WILL BRING BACK NEW CAR

Former Head of U. S. Motor to Re

engage in Automobile Manufac

ture—“Watched” Before His

Departure.

Benjamin Briscoe, former president of

the United States Motor Co, sailed to Eu

rope on Saturday last, 9th inst. He will be

absent six or eight months, during which

he will obtain sorely needed rest. Not all

of his time, however, will be Spent in seek

ing relaxation. For when he returns it is

his intention almost immediately to re-en

gage in the manufacture of automobiles;

and before he returns his plans, and even

the car which he will produce, will be an

nounced.

Two or three of his trusted engineering

lieutenants will join Briscoe while he is

abroad, and there they will not merely work

out the design of the new car which is in

mind but actually will fashion it; they will

bring it with them to America. It is known

that the car will be of the under $1,000 type.

Just where it will be manufactured in this

country it is, of course, too early to say;

but that he will be able quickly to com

mand the necessary facilities there is no

doubt. Incidentally, Mr. Briscoe’s brother,

Frank Briscoe, head of the Briscoe Mfg.

Co., of Detroit, already is in Europe. but

whether he will become interested in the

new enterprise the future will develop. It

is stated, however, that Benjamin Briscoe's

old partner, J. D. Maxwell, is not: likely

to be associated with

project.

Before Briscoe sailed on Saturday last

he received tangible evidence of the regard

in which he is held by his old associates and

most of the other workers in the United

States Motor Co. It took the form of a tes

timonial banquet at the Hotel Astor, during

the course of which the guest of the even

him in the new
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ing was presented with a magnificent Tif

fany chiming stop watch and fob. It was

the gift of the “men folk.” The good will

of the young women employes of the big

company was attested by a large bank of

chrysanthemums which graced the ban

quet hall.

Alfred Reeves, vice-president and general

sales manager of the United States Motor

Co., and Horace De Lisser, a former vice

president, were the chief speakers of the

evening. Both are bound to Briscoe by

more than ordinary ties of friendship, and

their feeling was reflected in their remarks.

Mr. Briscoe was genuinely afiected but,

among other things, he managed to say:

“The greatest heritage, the greatest thing

that a man can have, is friendship, and I be—

lieve, as I always said, I would rather stand

here to-night as the recipient of your friend

ship and love than be possessed of all the

treasures or wealth that could be laid be

fore me."
.11

 

Boli and the Joneses Go to Dallas.

L. A. Boli, who two years ago left the

life insurance business in Dallas, Tex., to

assist in organizing and exploiting the

American Automobile Co., of New Albany,

Ind., whose memorable “clink of gold" stock

selling campaign ended in failure, has re

turned to Dallas and assumed the presi

dency of the Southwestern Motor Sales Co.,

which is capitalized at $500,000 under the

laws of Arizona. C. Charles Jones and his

brother, N. E. Jones, the Nebraskans

around whose Jonz car the “clink of gold"

campaign revolved, is one of its vice-presi

dents and N. E. Jones is its treasurer. Mar

tin A. Seward is the other vice-president

and W. L. Marsh secretary. The company

is located at 1608 Commerce street, where

it will represent the Lozier, Speedwell,

Staver and Little cars and Speedwell and

Staver trucks.

New Men Enter R. C. H. Corporation.

J. P. Hartz and C. P. Sieder, two of De

troit’s well-known business men, entered the

R. C. H. Corporation at its annual meeting

on Thursday last, 7th inst.. when Hartz was

elected treasurer and general manager and

Sieder vice-president. R. C. Hupp remains

president, L. G. Hupp secretary, and F. R.

Bump assistant general manager. In ad

dition to R. C. Hupp and Messrs. Hartz

and Sieder, the directors chosen are G. W.

Rogers and J. G. Robertson, of Akron, 0.;

C. G. McCutchen, of Jackson, Mich., and

John Kelsey, F. M. Randall and J. H. Clark,

of Detroit. In accordance with the arrange

ment outlined at a previous meeting. the

active management of the R. C. H. Corpora

tion was vested in an executive committee

composed of Messrs. Hartz, Kelsey, Ran

dall, McCutchen and Hupp.

OBSTACLES TO U. S. MOTOR

REORGANIZATION REMOVED

Court Refuses to Permit Minority

Stockholders to Intervene—Sale

Probably in January—Tenta

tive Plan Submitted.

Objectors to the pendant reorganization

of the United States Motor Co. were prac

tically bowled over by Judge Hough in the

United States District Court in New York

on Monday last, 11th inst., and the way thus

was cleared for the sale of the property

to the Wall street interests who controlled

it and who are shaping the reorganization.

There were two separate objections, both,

however, seeking the same end. They were

filed, respectively, by the minority stock

holders of the United States company and

the minority stockholders of the Columbia

Motor Car Co., each of whom sought per

mission to intervene in the suit which re

sulted in the appointment of receivers.

Judge Hough held that where one cor

poration has so managed or mismanaged the

affairs of another corporation as to pro

duce inability to pay obligations, and where

a large part of the assets of the controlling

corporation consist of stock in the man

aged corporation. the willingness of the

directors of the latter to become parties to

a suit against the controlling corporation

binds the stockholders, even though the

managed corporation may be solvent.

In his ruling on the application to inter

vene on the ground of lack of jurisdiction

and insufficiency of the allegations con

tained in the bill of complaint, Judge Hough

quoted the proceedings in the Metropoli

tan case. The action of the various de

fendant companies in answering the com

plaint brought by the Brown & Sharpe

Manufacturing Co., of Rhode Island. prac

tically constituted a waiver of jurisdiction.

which bound the stockholders.

In the course of his remarks Judge

Hough said that the creditors before begin

ning the insolvency action had gained an

insight into the financial standing of the

companies and had found it to be worse

than they anticipated. He also said that

the published reports showed paper assets

of nearly double the amount of the lia

bilities. Judge Hough added, the share

holders might naturally be expected to re

frain from taking any precautions in their

own behalf, but by sitting still and doing_

nothing they could not claim that they had

been wrongly dealt with.

A tentative decree of sale, submitted by

\V. E. S. Strong and Roberts Walker, the

receivers. through their attorney, J. N.

Rosenberg, provides that the properties of

the United States Motor Co. shall be

offered for sale in six parcels, as follows:

No. l—All the property of the motor com

pany; No. Z—Property of the Alden-Samp

son Mfg. Co.; No. 3+Property of the

Brush Runabout Co., No. 4—Property of

the Columbia Motor Car Co.; No. S—Prop

erty of the Dayton Motor Car Co., and No.

6—Property of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor

Co. Immediately after all these parcels have

been ofiered for sale as a whole, all of the

property constituting the six parcels shall

be offered for sale together.

Should any bidder fail to make good his

' bid upon its acceptance by the court then

the sums deposited by such bidder shall

be retained by the receivers as and for

liquidated damages, but not by way of

penalty, it being adjudged that the dam

ages so suffered by the receivers will be

substantial, but incapable of exact ascer

tainment. Any bid for one or more parcels

or for the property as an entirety may

contain such terms in relation to the pay

ment of the purchase price, and generally

such other terms in relation to the pay

ment of the purchase price, and generally

such other terms as shall not be inconsist

ent.

At the close of arguments on the tenta

tive decree of sale Judge Hough directed

certain amendments of minor details to be

made in the decree, and that it be pre

sented for final action next Monday. Judge

Hough said that he would set the sale for

some time in January, and probably would

name the date at next Monday's hearing.

 

Four M's Company Shortens its Title.

The Marshalltown Motor Material Mfg.

Co., of the Iowa city of that name, has

changed its corporate title to The V-Ray

Co. The latter name is in keeping with

the designation of the spark plug made by

the company.

McIntyre Adds Popular-Priced “Six.”

Following the trend of the times, the \V.

H. McIntyre Co., of Auburn, Ind., has added

a “six” to its line. It is rated at 40 horse

power and lists at the remarkably low price

of $1,485.

Californian Secures Kokomo Accounts.

F. Lenoir has opened up in Los Angeles.

Cal., as the representative of the Byrne

Kingston Co. and the Kokomo Electric Co.

His salesroom and service stations are lo

cated at 804 South Olive street.

Baudette Buys Pontiac Wheel Plant.

0. J. Baudette has purchased the plant

of the embarrassed Pontiac Wheel Co._ in

the Michigan city of that name. It will be

added to the body works of O. J. Baudette

& Co.
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BANKERS OFFER $150,000

FOR THE WYCKOFF ASSETS

If Accepted, Business Will Be Con

tinued and Creditors Receive

About 25 per Cent.—Merger

Plan not Abandoned.

After a long succession of false alarms,

the affairs of \Vyckoff, Church & Partridge,

Inc, of New York, which company went

into bankruptcy on March 14th, 1912, are in

a fair way of clearing. The prospective ad

justment is due to an offer of $150,000 for

the assets of the corporation made to the

receiver by H. B. Hollins & Co., New

York bankers, whose name previously had

been assoeiated with the VVyckoff, Church

& Partridge negotiations.

\\'hen information was sought, Hollins &

Co. stated that they are acting in their

“professional capacity" and therefore could

say nothing, but it is known that they rep

resent Howard C. Dickerson, Georgc A.

Ellis and Chester Griswold, who, in turn,

are representing other men who at the same

time do not desire that their identities be

disclosed. It is understood. however, that

they are not at present identified with the

automobile industry. Messrs. Dickerson and

Ellis are lawyers and Griswold is treas

urer of the Motors Engineering Co., and

was at one time affiliated with the Wyckoff,

Church & Partridge entourage.

The Hollis offer applies to all of the

Wyckoff, Church 8: Partridge assets, ex

cepting the cash on hand, which it is under

stood amounts to approximatealy $50,000,

and any claims or rights of action that

Wyckoff, Church & Partridge may have

against the Driggs—Seabury Ordnance Co.,

of Sharon, Pa. The property sought in

cludes two leaseholds in New York City

and the factory at Kingston, N. Y., in which

the Guy Vaughn cars and American Com

mer trucks were being produced.

As a condition of the purchase H. B.

Hollins & Co. agree to release the receiver

from all claims of the bondholders to the

amount of $200,000 of \Vyckoff, Church &

Partridge, Inc., on any property of the

firm except the property securing the mort

gage and bonds. and will give a release from

the claims against the property made by

Griswold & \Vebb.

The Hollins offer will be considered at a

meeting to be held on November 22nd at

the office of Nathaniel A. Prentiss, referee

in bankruptcy.

According to the receiver, John S. Shep

ard, the Hollins offer, if accepted, will ren—

der available for distribution to creditors

the sum of $189.304, which will permit of

a dividend of between 25 and 27 per cent.

appointment of a receiver the

to those creditors whose claims are unse<

cured.

Several months since, as was stated in

Motor World at the time, efforts were mak

ing to bring about a merger of the Hudson

Motor Car Co., of Detroit, the Fiat Auto

mobile Co., of Poughkeepsie, and several

other manufacturers, in the shaping of

which H. B. Hollins & Co. were known to

hand. \Nhen asked yesterday

whether their present offer had any bearing

on that project, \Valter Kutzleb, of the

Hollins firm, made light of the suggestion

but admitted that the merger plans had not

been wholly abandoned.

have a

Buffalo Supply House in Trouble.

As a means of relieving its financial

stringency, the Frey Auto Supply Co., of

Buffalo, N. Y., on Monday last, 11th inst.,

filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy in

the United States Circuit Court in that

city. Judge Hazel at once appointed as re

ceiver George P. Urban, secretary and

treasurer of the George Urban Milling Co.

His bond was fixed at $5,000. The liabilities

of the company, of which Charles L. Kelsey

is president, are $18,500.87, and its nominal

assets $22,344.55, but in applying for the

company

frankly admitted that it probably can re

alize only about $6,000 of the $10,000 ac

counts receivable, and that its stock on

hand, valued at $22,000, would not bring

anything approximating that sum at forced

sale. The largest creditor is George P. Ur—

ban, whose claim, amounting to $1,350, is

secured by an equity assignment. The other

large creditors are the Empire Sales Co.

and the Diamond Rubber Co. Previous to

the institution of these proceedings several

actions had been filed against the Frey com

pany by creditors.

Fire Damages Kelsey Wheel Factory.

Fire on Saturday afternoon last, 9th inst,

damaged the turning and finishing depart

ments of the Kelsey Wheel Co.'s plant in

Detroit to the extent of about $5,000; the

entire loss is covered by insurance. The

damage, however, will cause no interference

or delay in the Kelsey operations, as in lay

ing out the plant each department was

equipped in duplicate to meet just such an

emergency as has arisen.

St. Louis Partners Disagree and Sue.

Claiming that their business was closed

up recently following the burning of their

place of business at 5033 Delmar boulevard.

St. Louis. John H. Phillips has brought two

suits in the Circuit Court against his part

ner, George F. Kirsch, demanding a finan

cial settlement. The concern was capital—

ized at $2,000, each man owning half the

stock.

ADAMS’S PATENT 0N TlRE

TREAD lS DECLARED VALID

In Face of Unusual Language, Court

of Appeals Reverses Lower Tri

bunal—Holds Midgley Tread :'

is an Infringement.

When, in July of last year, Judge Platt,

in the United States District Court in Hart

ford, Conn., decided that “it would be ab

surd as well as highly inequitable" to bring

to hear on heavy automobile tires an inven

tion, such as that covered by the Calvin T.

Adams patent, No. 609,320, conceived only

with light bicycles in mind, his conception

of absurdity and equity was sadly at fault.

In more polished diction, this inference is

contained in the decision of the United

States Court of Appeals for the Second

District, handed down on Monday last, 11th

inst.. which sweepingly reverses Judge

Platt's ruling in the suit of the Metallic

Rubber Tire Co. against the Hartford Rub

ber \Vorks Co., in which the Adams patent

was at stake.

The complainants, to whom the patent

had been assigned, alleged that the Hartford

Midgley wire tire tread infringed the

Adams patent, but after only one week's

deliberation Judge Platt declared the patent

invalid and dismissed the charge of in

fringement. The Metallic Rubber Tire Co.

at once appealed, and the Court of Appeals

in its decision, written by Judge Noyes, not

only reverses Judge Platt and sustains the

Adams patent, which was issued August 16,

1898, but sharply criticises the Hartford

Rubber Works Co., which at one time pos

sessed a license under the patent, for, upon

the expiration of its license, “putting out a

product which even if not infringing, closely

simulates the patent structure."

The language of Judge Noyes in sustain

ing the patent is as follows:

The invention of the patent—according to the spe

cificatiun—rt-lates “to means for preventing the yield

ing tires of bicycles and other wheeled vehicles in

slipping on the roadway, as they are particularly apt

to do when the roadway is smooth and wet."

The patentee accomplishes his purpose by imbal

ding “in the material of which the yielding tread d

the tire is composed, a peripheral succession of hard

bearings. such as metallc wire, interwoven with the

rubber or yielding material of the tread, so as to lie

partly on the surface of the tread, the exposed portion

of the wire being substantially flush with the surface

of the tread. so as to bear upon the roadway and

prevent the tire from slipping thereon, and yet read

ily yielding with the tire to allow the rubber or flexi

ble material of the tread to act as a cushion in the

usual way."

The patentee. then. after illustrating a method (1

making a tire according to his alleged invention,

points out that when the wire stitches upon the

surface are worn ofi’ “the exposed ends of the wire

will act in the same way as hard hearings to pm

vent the wheel from slipping.”

The patent contains but one claim which is I

follows:

“The combination, with a cushioned vehicle-tire, d
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a tread applied to the entire periphery of the tire.

and having metallic wirc interwoven with itself, parts

of said interwoven wire lyin substantially flush with

Slit outer suriace of the tread, and forming cushioned

ablislip bearings covering the sides and bottom of

file tread."

The defenses are (l) invalidity; (2) non~infringe

ment; (3) abandonment by manner of prosecuting

application; (4) want of equity.

Conced'edly the nearest approach to the patent in

question is the Phillips English patent, and the ques

fion of anticipation may‘well be determined by exam

ining that patent and comparing it with the one in

auit. ‘

The principal object of the Phillips patent was to

protect and strengthen pneumatic tires. It illustrates

numerous ways for stiffening and protecting tires

and, among others. points out that the tread or wear

ing portion may be re—inforced and strengthened by

ltitc'hing the rubber with metal wire, threads, cord

and the like. Some of the drawings of the patent are

very similar tn those of the patent in suit. The pre

vention of slipping. however, is not stated to be

either an object of the Phillips patent nor a result

of the use of its structure. Moreover it is not clear

that the non-skidding effect would be obtained by

bllowing the teachings and drawings of the Phillips

patent. \Vire sewed into a tire to reinforce the rub

ber would naturally be flexible wire while only stiff

wire would furnish the "hard bearings" required to

prevent slipping. especially after the wearing off of

fire loops. The Phillips patent shows that rubber

tires may be stifl'ened and protected by wire stitching

but, in our opinion. does not teach that exposed wire

atitchings will make hard bearings to prevent skid

ding. Indeed many things in the Phillips patent

paint in the direction of covering the wires and it is

never essential that the stitches should be flush with

the surface of the tread.

For these reasons we think that the Phillips patent

does not anticipate and is insufficient to negative

invention. There being nothing else in the prior art

nearly as close, it is unnecessary to further examine

the art and the patcnt.is held to be valid. This rc~

lull is quite equitable for the objection of invalidity

toms with rather ill grace from a defendant which

has had a license under a'patent and which. upon the

expiration of the license, has put out a product which,

even if not infringing, closely simulates the patented

ltructurc.

In our opinion the defendant's structure infringes.

The patent requires alternate imbedded and surface

loops and we fail to see that it is material whether the

result be obtained by crinkled or coiled wires. Fur

thermore we find nothing in the patent requiring

flint it should be so narrowly construed as to in

clude only wires stitched or woven into the tire. We

perceive no reason why the word "interwoven" in the

claim should not be held to be the equivalent of the

word "embed" in the specification. Stitching or

weaving is not an essential part of the invention.

The claim covers the combination of the wire and

rubber as a result and we think that the defendant

ohould not be permitted to escape the charge of in

fringement by combining its wire and rubber in a

difi'crcnt way from the stitching or weaving illus

{rated in the specification.

We find nothing in the proceedings in the Patent

Oficc to estop the complainant from enforcing the

patent and no want of equity in its cause.

The decree of the District Court is reversed with

costs and the cause remanded with instructions to

alter a decree for the complainant for an injunction,

an accounting and costs.

Ball Company to Produce Car Heater.

The Atlas Ball Co., of Philadelphia, of

which Thomas J. Heller, well known to the

automobile trade, is vice~prcsident, has ac.

quired from the Al~Ton Motor Accessory

Co., of Akron, 0., the sole right to manu

facture the Al-Ton motor car heater. The

device is of the sort which utilizes heat from

the exhaust of the engine and. according to

Heller, arrangements are being made to

produce them in very large quantities.

J

GRABOWSKY lS FINALLY

FORCED lNTO BANKRUPTCY

Creditors' Committee Throws Up

Hands and Detroit Creditors Have

Receiver Appointed—Liabili

ties Exceed $350,000.

After having encountered financial obsta

cles last winter, and despite the labors of

a committee of creditors which was con—

stituted a voting trust, and which then took

over the management of the business in an

effort to save it, the Grabowsky Power

Wagon Co., of Detroit, finally has been

petitioned into bankruptcy.

The petition was filed in the Federal court

in Detroit by the Gillispie Auto Sales Co.,

the Delamctcr Hardware Co. and the Ditz

ler Color Co.. and on Thursday last, 7th

inst., Judge Tuttle named the Security

Trust Co., of Detroit, as receiver.

The petitioners alleged that while insolv

ent the company made preferential pay

ments to the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

and other unnamed creditors. They also

alleged that 15 or more suits were pending

against the Grabowsky company, including

the action instituted September 17th by

John C. Kimble, a stockholder, who ap—

plied for an injunction to restrain the cred

itors’ committce from what he styled the

contemplated sale of the assets at a sacrifice.

Apparently, however, matters were

brought to a climax by a letter issued by

the creditors’ committee, in which the lat

ter practically threw up its hands and ad—

mitted that the recovery of the company

was impossible. The committee stated that

the plant no longer could be operated at a

profit and that, as all orders had been com

pleted, the factory had been closed down

save for the employment of a few men to

fill calls for repair parts.

The liabilities of the company are said to

exceed $365,000.

Court Rules Against Surety Company.

Holding that a surety company, which

furnishes an undertaking to one of the

parties in a lawsuit, must make good a judg

ment even though it be taken by consent or

default, the First Department of the Ap

pellate Division of the Supreme Court, lo

cated in New York City, this week ruled

that the United States Fidelity and Guar

anty Co. must pay the E. R. Thomas Motor

Branch Co., of New York City, the sum of

$3264.17. In the Supreme Court the case

was decided against the Thomas company.

As previously told in Motor World, the

action grew out of an agency contract be

tween the Thomas branch .ind the S & V

Motor Co. of Brooklyn, and in a suit
brought against the S & Vh, after consider

able maneuvering, judgment in favor of the

Thomas branch was given by consent.

When the S & V failed to pay, suit was

brought against the surety company.

Prest-O-Lite Argues Two Cases.

Arguments were heard last week in the

United States Circuit Court of Appeals in

Chicago in the case of the Prest-O-Lite Co.

against the Searchlight Co., the former

seeking to overthrow the decision of Judge

Kohlsaat of the District court, who recently

ruled that the Prest-O-Litc patent No. 664,

383 was dead. despite numerous judicial de

cisions to the contrary. The lower court's

decision was made on an application for a

preliminary injunction.

Another Prcst-O-Lite case was argued

this week in the Federal court in Cincinnati,

where an injunction was asked restraining

Coughlin & Davis from infringing the

Prest-O-Litc patents. In this case the at

torneys for the defense made much of

Judge Kohlsaat’s decision and asked that

the bill of complaint be dismissed. There

also was a similar action brought by the

Commercial Acetylene Co. against Coughlin

& Davis.

More Knights Coming from Indianapolis.

_ Having come into full control of the for

mer Atlas Engine \Vorks in Indianapolis,

the Lyons-Atlas Engine hVorks is prepar

ing to diversify the plant’s production of

Knight engines. It now is turning out a

4% x 5 four-cylinder motor, but shortly

will produce a “six” of the same dimen

sions and later smaller “fours” and “sixes.”

Three More Added to M. C. A. Roll.

At a meeting of the directors, held in

New York on Thursday last. 7th inst., three

more applicants were elected to member

ship in the Motor and Accessory Manufac

turers, Inc. They are the John W. Black

lcdge Mfg. Co., of Chicago; James L. Gib

ney Rubber Co., of Philadelphia. and \Vcst'

inghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.. of Pittsburgh.

  

Tire Company Enlarging Branch System.

The United States Tire Co. recently has

opened sub-branches in Newark. N. J., Bir

mingham, Ala, Rochester, N. Y., \Vash

ington, D. C., and Milwaukee, \Vis. In the

near future sub-branches also will be estab

lished in Providence, R. I., \Vorccstcr.

Mass" Baltimore, Md.. and Syracuse, N. Y..

and Columbus and Toledo, 0.

“Air-free, care-free, swear-free" is the

euphonious and unusually catching manner

in which a Cincinnati dealer is exploiting

the Dayton airless tire.
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Norfolk, Va.—Allen Motor Co., under

Virginia laws, with $2,000 capital; to deal in

motor cars. Corporators—E. I. Allen and

others.

Chicago, Ill.'—Michigan Avenue Garage

Co., under Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital;

to Operate a garage. Corporators—Edward

Richter. James D. Donnell, A. J. Moran.

Warsaw. Ind—\Narsaw Auto Co., under

Indiana laws, with $4,000 capital; to deal in

motor cars. Corporators-—\\'alter H. Stan

ley, John E. Armstrong, Allen S. \Vidanan.

Corporators—A. \Valther, L. \Vorfcl. E.

Vandenberge, Anton Rein.

North Tonawanda, N. Y.—Twin City

Auto Co., Inc., under New York laws, with

$5,000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—VValtcr A. Arenz, Raymond Le

Roy, Frank J. \Vallenberg.

Chicago, Ill.—L. & M. Co-operative Tire

Association, under Illinois alws, with $10,

000 capital; to deal in motor car tires. Cor

porators—J. R. \Villiams, J. H. Richards,

11.]. Richards, T. J. Salliman.
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leum. Corporators—David 0. Porter, “1.

B. Morrison, F. P. Springstead.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Carlton Garage, Inc.,

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital;

to operate a garage. Corporators—Joseph

F. Cox, Marie J. Cox, 202 Prospect place;

Philip H. Fett, 593 Carlton avenue.

Indianapolis, Indn-Ham-Meix Mfg. Co.,

under Indiana laws, with $150,000 capital; to

manufacture motor starters. Corporators—

Harry \V. Hamilton, Ben. F. Meixwell,

Samuel B. Sutphin, Harold Taylor.

T\\' ) NEW' ADDITIONS. TO DETROIT'S ALREADY IMMENSE AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

W'HERE DISCO STARTERS ARE MADE

 

St. Louis, Mo.-—Maxwell Motor Sales

Co., under Missouri laws, with $5,000 capi

tal; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

Joseph Fillo, B. R. Ford, Charles B Dar

row. ~

Hartford. Conn.—Auto Owners' Supply

Co., under Connecticut laws. with $5,000

capital; to deal in motor car supplies. Cor

porators—G. Herbert Peck, I. G. Cranton,

R. S. Kilbourne.

Indianapolis, Ind.-—-Huntcr-Hammond

Auto Co.. under Indiana laws, with $12000

capital: to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—F. Ellis Hunter, Harry L. Hammond.

John B. Berryhill.

Dodge Center, Minn—Dodge Center Im

provement Co., under Minnesota laws, with

$25,000 capital; to deal in motor cars, etc.

Corporators—D. T. Rounsevillc, C. M.

Cooper. E. E. Abbott.

Gr‘nd Rapids, Mich—Page Auto-Hoist

Co.. und_-r Michigan laws, with $50,000 capi

tal: in manufacture motor car devices.
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Portland, Me.—»Maine Power Truck Co.,

under Maine laws, with $10,000 capital; to

manufacture motor trucks. Corporators—

Irving L. Peabody, Harry Nixon, Geo.

E. Peabody, John \V. Thomas.

Newark, N. Y.—Lippard-Stewart Sales

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital; to deal in motor vehicles. Cor

poralors—Benjamin P. Burton, Benjamin

B. Burton, Robert C. Bennett.

Mount Vernon, N. Y.—Mount Vernon

Local Auto Express Co., under New York

laws, with $1,500 capital; to operate a motor

express. Corporators—Lucy Jacobsen, Eliz

abeth Jacobson, Fred Cardillo.

Los Angeles, Cal—Broadway Auto &

Equipment Co., under California laws, with

$20000 capital; to deal in motor cars and

equipment. Corporators—F. A. Lechleider,

H. V. Vultree, M. C. Leehleider.

Indianapolis, Ind—Petroleum Develop

ment Syndicate, under Indiana laws, with

$100,000 capital; to refine and deal in petro

l .bvlqw/w‘ '
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Norfolk, Va.—Auto Lighting Corpora

tion of America, under Virginia laws, with

$1,500,000 capital; to manufacture motor

car devices. Corporators—A. D. New—

comb, “'ailes Hank, W'. J. Simpson.

Salt Lake City, Utah — Automobile

Speedway, Co., under Utah laws, with $100,

000 capital; to operate a motor speedway.

Corporators—D. C. McEntyre, O.‘ H. Hew

lett, Fred Stuaf’fer, D. W. Adamson.

New York, N, Y.-—Distributing & Import

ing Co., under New York laws, with $100,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

-—-I’aul La Criox, Harvey T. Andrews,

Henry A. Miller, all of 2 Rector street.

St. Louis, Mo.—Auto Products Co. of

America, under Missouri laws, with $25,000

capital: to manufacture motor car parts

and accessories. C0rporators—\Varren W.

Smoot, A. E. Smoot, Eugene B. Stinde.

Cleveland, Ohio—Ideal Tool & Specialty

Co., under Ohio laws, with $15,000 capital;

to manufacture motor car accessories, etc.
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Corporators—J. C. MeLeland, G. H. Penty,

George K. Moulton, J. A. Hecker, Clifford

Fuller.

Detroit, Mich—Detroit Pnncturine Co.,

under Michigan laws, with $1,000 capital;

to manufacture tire filler. Corporators—

M. H. Chamlain, _]r., Louis \V. Taylor, R.

R. Montgomery.

Chicago, Ill.—Auto Combination Lock

Co., under Illinois laws, with $50,000 capi

tal; to manufacture motor car devices. Cor

porators—Howard L. Masson, Harry M.

Snow, Francis \N. Robinson, \Villiam J.

Liddy.

Columbus, Ohio—Columbus Auto Parts

Co., under Ohio laws, with $25,000 capital;

to manufacture motor car parts. Corpora

tors—Reynold E. Klages, Charles H. Krag,

C. Krag Klages, John ]. Stoddard, Walter

D. McKinney.

New York, N. Y.—Atlas Tire Co., under

New York laws, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in motor car tires. Corporators—Ralph

W. Morrison, 181 West 73d street; R. D.

Placak, 318 West 53d street; F. F. Nichols,

135 Broadway.

New York, N. Y.—Light Car Corporation,

under New York laws, with $500 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—Julius F.

Myers, 581 \Nest lolst street; Oliver R.

McMahon, 852 Broadway; W. P. Myers, 56

\Vest 11th street.

New York, N. Y.—Bryant Auto Paint

ing Co., under New York laws, with $2,000

capital; to paint motor cars. Corporators

——Adolph Berkowitz, 218 East 6th street;

Benjamin Davis, 181 East 104th street; Paul

Ostruk, 1296 Avenue A.

St. Louis, Mo.—St. Louis Motor Trans

portation Co., under Missouri laws, with

$25,000 capital; to operate a motor de

livery. Corporators—William R. Bush,

Frank J. Bush, Knox Taussig, \Villiam A.

Thomas, Richard S. Locke.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—King's County Automo

bile Association. Inc., under New York

laws, with $2,000 capital; to deal in motor

car accessories. Corporators—Murray H.

Himowich, 82 6th avenue; Alfred Lenick,

619 \Nest 127th street; Louis S. Harris,

1061 Trinity avenue.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Detroit, Mich—Kelsey \Vheel Co., plant

damaged. Loss, $5,000.

Lebanon, Pa.-—-Hurshherger & Aturnes,

garage and 25 cars destroyed. Loss, $25,000.

Hightstown, N. _I.-Perrine & Wilson.

Mercer street, garage destroyed. Loss,

$2,500.

Chicago, Ill.—Schacht Motor Co., 1507

South Michigan avenue, building and 30 cars

destroyed. Loss, $35,000.

PROMINENT MEN 1N TRADE

W110 ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—-Few Leave

the Industry.

F. \V. Robartes has been appointed man

ager of the \Vashington (D. C.) branch of

the Locomobile Co. He succeeds James J.

Flynn, resigned.

C. E. Pratt, former president of the Ohio

Motor Car Co., of Cincinnati, which now

is in the hands of a receiver, has joined the

Ames Motor Car Co., of Owensboro, Ky.

He has been elected vice-president of that

concern.

Hugo Ogren, manager of the Colby Mo—

tor Car Co.'s Chicago branch, has been

transferred to the factory in Mason City,

1a., of which he has been made superin

tendent. F. Frees has succeeded him as

manager of the Chicago establishment.

H. M. Fauvre, manager of the Indianap

olis branch of the Diamond Rubber Co.,

has been promoted to the management of

the Chicago branch. He has been succeeded

by O. C. Reavell, who previously was con

nected with the Diamond branch in Kansas

City.

W. F. Gordon has been appointed man

ager of the United States Tire Co.’s branch

in Dallas, which controls the States of,

Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi and the south

ern portion of Alabama. Previously Gor

don was assistant manager of the United

Motor Dallas Co.

T. B. Goodloe, who has been in charge of

the Richmond sub—branch of the United

States Tire Co., has been appointed man

ager of the Atlantic branch of the same or

ganization. Goodloe is succeeded in Rich

mond by _I. G. Given, who has been a sales

man in the company's Philadelphia terri

tory.

J. L. Perkins, superintendent of the Sau—

rer truck factory in Plainfield, N. 1., has

relinquished that position to become super

intendent of the Rushmore Dynamo \Vorks,

in the same city. Before going into motor

trucks Perkins for many years was identi

fied with the machine tool industry,'having

been in charge of important departments in

the Pratt & \Vhitney and Brown & Sharpe

plants.

A. H. Jones, former manager of the

United States Tire Co.'s branch in Seattle,

Wash., has been engaged to manage the

branch store in that city which will be

opened by Ballou & Wright, the well-known

Portland (Ore) jobbers. The Seattle

branch, which will be ready for business

about December 15th, will occupy a build

ing now in course of construction at 817

East Pike street.

Imports Gained Ground in September.

September proved a good month in the

matter of automobile imports, 83 cars, val

ued at $165,646, being brought into the

country as against 62 cars, valued at $137,

253, during September, 1912. The'record

represents a gain of 34 per cent. in number,

but as the average value of the cars fell

from $2,214 to $1,995, the increase in value

is but 21 per cent.

During the nine months ending with Sep

tember, 616 cars, valued at $1,403,174, were

imported, as compared with 670 cars, valued

at $1,450,222, in the first three-quarters of

1911, a loss of 3 per cent. in value and 8

per cent. in number. The record in detail

  

follows:

1911 ——l912—

No. Value. No. Value.

France . . . . . .. 18 $41,297 48 $109,004

Germany 3 7,484 5 11,515

Italy . . . . . . . .. 13 24,014 22 30,363

United K'dom. 14 34,102 6 13,395

Oth. countries. 14 30,356 2 1,369

Total . . . . .. 62 $137,253 83 $165,646

Earl Head of Machine Screw Co.

Having been taken over by the Amer

ican Hardware Corporation, the Universal

Machine Screw Co., of Hartford, Conn., has

elected as its president Clarence A. Earl,

who is general manager of the Corbin

Screw Division of the Hardware corpora

tion. The other officers are as follows:

Secretary and treasurer, F. Goodwin Smith,

Hartford; directors: Clarence A. Earl, F.

Goodwin Smith, Colonel C. L. F. Robinson,

Hartford, president of the Travelers In

surance Co., and Colonel C. M. Jarvis.

Uncel Sam Sues Stepney Wheel.

For failure to file its corporation report

for the year ending December 31, 1910, on

time, the Federal government on Monday

last, 4th inst., instituted an action against

the American Stepney Spare Wheel Co. in

the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York. The pen

alty asked is $10,000, but many such actions,

provided the corporation law is complied

with, are settled outside of court for $25.

Wagner Dips Deeper into Right Oil.

Fred J. \Vagner has assumed the general

management of the Consolidated Lubricat—

ing Co., of New York, in which he has been

a stockholder but has taken no very active

part. He succeeds to most of the duties of

A. R. Pardington who, however, remains

president of the company, which produces

the Right oils. ]. C. Nichols will continue

as treasurer of the company.
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AMERICAN CARS CONTINUE

GAINS 1N FOREIGN FIELD

Export Figures for September Show

Increase in Nearly Every Part of

the Globe—Total Close to

$2,500,000 Mark.

Not only did September develop a sub

stantial gain in automobile exports over the

corresponding period of the previous year,

but the statistics for September last proved

that, contrary to the general condition, but

one of the twelve geographical divisions

into which the Federal government divides

the world showed a loss in number and val

uation of cars shipped to other lands; sub

stantial increases were shown, the largest

being credited to Canada. which purchased

305 more cars than a year ago at an in

creased valuation of $219,880, a gain of 183

per cent. in number and 87 per cent. in valu

ation.

So far as percentage gains are concerned,

however, that comprehensive division

known as Other Countries is well at the

fore, with an increase of 400 per cent. in

number and 312 per cent. in valuation, even

though this actually means only 84 more

cars and an increase of $73,627. The largest

number of cars to be shipped to any coun

try went to Canada, 471 cars, valued at

$473,465 being consigned to this British de

pendency. At the foot of the list in value of

imports is \Vest Indies and Bermuda, the

cars sent to these islands numbering but

23 and had a valuation of $19,750. Follow

r—September—\

ing Canada in order of value of cars taken

are British Oceania, 231 cars, $194,471;

Asia and Other Oceania, 180 cars, $155,676;

South America, 150 cars, $153,919; United

Kingdom, 153 cars, $104,080; after these

the values drop into five figures.

In valuation percentage gains Other

Countries, as previously stated, leads with

312 per cent. A close second, however, is

Asia and Other Oceania, whose gain in dol

lars amounted to 247 per cent., or $110,857,

the gain in number of cars being but 131, or

27 per cent. The only other country to

double the value of its imports over the pre

ceding September was Mexico, which or

dcred 6 cars more, a gain of 24 per cent. and

an increase of 106 per cent., or $36,870, over

the value of the former shipments. Note

worthy gains in valuation were made by

Italy and France, the former increasing the

value of its takings by $10,473, or 80 per

cent., while France, with an added monetary

gain of $13,914, was 64 per cent. better.

Four divisions more than doubled the

number of cars taken in September, 1911;

these with the gain in number and percent

age, respectively, are: Other Countries, 84,

400; Germany, 26, 236; Canada, 305, 183;

France, 34, 121.

British Oceania presented a peculiar com

bination of figures, 3 gain in the number of

cars but a loss in valuation. In Septem

ber, 1911, 206 cars, valued at $199,654, were

purchased, while in that month this year the

number of cars was 231 and the value had

shrunk to $194,471, a gain of 12 per cent. in

number and a loss of 254 per cent. in value.

The United Kingdom decreased its takings

markedly. showing a falling off of 64 per

 

cent. in number and 65 per cent. in value.

The first nine months of 1912 are better by

$6,687,265, or 58 per cent., than the same

period of 1911; the number gain was 7,162,

or 63 per cent. The average prices per car

were: September, 1911, $967; September,

1912, $906.

The American possessions —- Hawaii,

Porto Rico and the Philippines—for Sep

tember, 1912, increased the number of cars

bought by 124 and the vaulation by $48,659,

respective percentage gains of 288 and 56.

For the two Septembers, that of 1912, in

valuation of cars, parts and engines shipped

to all countries, exceeds that of 1911 by

$565,285, or 32 per cent. The average price

per car sent to the American possessions in

September, 1911, was $1,996, and for the

same month this year, $805.

Engine Exports Still Expanding.

Engines to the number of 517, valued at

$110,068, were exported in September, 1912,

which was a gain of $65,921, or 150 per cent.

The two comparative nine-month periods

also showed a gain for the more recent of

$769,106, or 174 per cent., the totals being.

1911, $65,097; 1912, $834,203.

Tire Exports Show Good Increase.

The value of the tires shipped from the

United States in September, 1911, was $266,

499, and in September, 1912, $357,040, a gain

of $90,451, or 34 per cent. The first nine

months of 1912 gained over that period of

1911 by $750,468, or 31 per cent., the respec

tive values being $3,025,736 and $2,375,268.

The record in detail is shown by the ap

pended table:

Nine Months Ending September—_——fi

11

 

  

  

  

  

1911 1912 1910 1912

Automobiles—Exported to— Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values. Quantities. Values.

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 21,624 62 $45,538 202 $620,842 352 $393,448 543 $414,493

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 8,050 37 26,022 100 287,968 90 106.382 347 270,769

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . 19 13,046 33 23.519 104 345,898 161 188,557 241 214,651

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . 427 302,941 153 104,080 1,171 2,161,065 2,563 2,170,264 3,942 2,944,118

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59 59,683 114 73,620 365 586,677 633 601,486 1,278 1,044,658

Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 166 253,585 471 473,465 3,042 3,098,242 4,107 4,493,287 5,988 7,213,639

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 34,694 31 71,564 246 461,540 187 311,427 181 289,873

West Indies and Bermuda. . . 20 19.188 23 19,750 159 254,099 213 249,799 238 250,698

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 128 140,983 150 153,919 246 274,872 664 867,292 1,395 1,615,378

British Oceania . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206 199,654 231 194,471 408 303,108 1,467 1,353,398 2,585 2,355,520

Asia and other Oceania . . . . . . 49 44,819 180 155,676 214 245,804 603 611,805 1,135 1,143,251

Other c0.1ntries . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21 23.277 105 96,904 215 233,951 204 217,889 533 495,251

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 85.997 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ‘175 ‘349.700

Trucks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,550 1,352,531 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ‘4,371 ‘4,l87,064

Total Automobiles . . . . . . . . . 1,159 $1,121,544 1,590 $1,438.528 6,472 $8,874,066 11,244 $11,565,034 18.406 $18,252,299

Parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 215,278 .. .. 282,287 .. .. 1,545,933 . . . . . 2,423,259 .. . . . 3.607.410

Tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 226,451 .. .. 292,809 431,283 . . . .. 1,941,773 .. . . . 2,533,635

Engines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 379 44,147 517 110,068 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 547 65,097 6.833 834,203

Total Cars, Parts and Engines $1,607,420 $2,123,692 $10,851,282 . . . . . $15,995,163 .. . . . $25,227,547

To American Possessions—

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 85,820 167 134,479 560 957,931 662 1,151,029 1,106 1,624,318

Parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... 34,245 .. .. 16,416 ... 152,928 . . . .. 174,858 . . . .. 190.417

Tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46,048 64,231 . . . T77,147 . . . . . 433,495 . . . . . 492,101

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43 $166,113 167 $215,126 560 $1,188,006 662 $1,759,382 1,106 $2,306,836

Grand Total All Countries. . 1,202 $1,773,533 1,757 $2,338,818 7,032 $12,039,288 11,906 $17,754,545 19,512 $27,534,383

*Figures cover period since July 1, 1912. TFigures cover period since July 1, 1912, and automobile tires to the Philippines are not

listed separately.
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Worm Drive Loses Ground, Though

Some Makers Still Recommend It

—“Cycle Cars” Constitute Chief

Items of Newness. -

Since last year, with its influx of Knight

engines and other sleeve and rotary and

piston valve engines, its front wheel brakes

and worm drive to the rear axle, little, if

anything. really startling has developed

abroad, according to the exhibits which

were thrown open to the public at the an

nual Olympic show in London, England, on

Monday, 11th inst.

Perhaps the most significant trend in con

struction is revealed in a slow but sure re

version to bevel drive from worm drive. A

number of manufacturers who last year

equipped their products with worm driven

axles still adhere to them, though the ma

jority have reverted boldly to the older

bevel drive and some few others list their

cars with optional equipment, recommenda

tion being made, however, that the bevel

drive be chosen. Just why the return to

favor of the bevel drive is a feature is not

exactly clear, though it would seem to be

the concensus of opinion that the worm is

not as efficient at low speeds as is the bevel

drive.

Despite the marked tendency toward the

production of low priced and medium

powered sixlcylinder engines in the United

States, which really is one of the features

of the American market at the present time,

no such tendency exists abroad. 'As has on

more than one occasion been remarked,

“the battle of the cylinders" has been fought

and apparently “sixes” have been left for

the larger and more luxurious cars. \Nith

few exceptions light cars are fitted with

four-cylinder motors, though the usual crop

of single and two-cylinder motors is quite

as abundant as heretofore.

The demand for some sort of a cr0ss be

tween the motorcycle and the automobile

has stimulated the production of an entire

ly new breed of vehicle which in British

parlance is styled a “cycle car," and which

generally mounts a single or two-cylinder

motor up forward under a hood a la

automobile with a miniature body providing

accommodations for only one passenger, or

possibly two passengers seated tandem

fashion. Such vehicles are very light,

though their usefulness necessarily is re‘

stricted, and it is doubtful if it is as great

as the usefulness of either of its fathers.

Incidentally. in the construction of full size

cars the tendency of manufacturers is to -

center production on a smaller number of

models and to put into them better work

manship and better finish.

\‘Vith regard to mechanism, the striving

for quietness still obtains and is apparent

in the refined valve mechanism, valve cov

ers, greater care in machining gears and a

more careful balancing and finishing of

reciprocating parts in order to reduce vibra

tion. Just as certainly as the Knight en

gine and some of the other so-called valve

less engines have bred a desire for quiet

ness, so have they stimulated manufac

turers of poppet valve engines into greater

activity in reducing the noises of their prod

ucts, and so successful have some of the

latter been that, though the Knight engine

probably is just as popular as it was last

year, it is doubtful if it has made any very

great strides during the past twelvemonth.

Quite naturally, electric lights have ap

pealed to the conservative British motorist

and the result of the appeal is evidenced in

the increasing number of electric lighting

systems which are being placed on the mar

ket; in the main they are quite similar to

those with which American motorists are

familiar. Similarly, the electric engine

starter, which at the last Olympic show

was conspicuous by its absence, also at last

is claiming attention, as is the acetylene

type of starter. '

Needless to add, the broad subject of car

buration has proven a fertile field for inves

tigation. Several new “petrol” carburetters

have put in an appearance, with claims

chiefly for greater flexibility and greater

economy.

Stock-Selling Suit To Be Retried.

Michael P. Caffe, who sued the Newark

Automobile Manufacturing Co., of Newark,

N. J., as the result of a stock-selling deal,

and who was defeated in the New York

City Court, has secured a reversal of this

verdict in the Appellate Term of the Su

preme Court for New York county. and

this branch of the judiciary has ruled that

he shall have a new trial. In the first trial

he was ordered to pay a judgment of $73.83

costs.

Cafie is the assignee of Charles Hallock,

who, it is stated, with one L. R. Bonta, en

tered into an agreement with the Newark

company to sell $160,000 worth of the com

pany's stock, they to have exclusive selling

rights during the term of the contract.

Bonta later assigned his rights in the con

tract to Hallock. The claim is that while

this agreement was still in force the Newark

company of its own accord sold stock to

the value of $39,500 and that Hallock there

by became entitled to a commission of

$5.775. The verdict in the City Court was

directed by the judge on July 12 last. The

Newark company itself since has gone into

bankruptcy. ’ '

TRAVELING SALESMAN ACTS

AGAINST TRUCK COMPANY

His Contract Cancelled, He Sues for

Commissions and Attaches Gen

eral Motors’ New York Prop

erty—Attachment Vacated.

Roy E. Taylor, of New York City, last

week brought suit in the Supreme Court for

New York county against the General Mo

tors Truck Co., of Detroit. Mich., alleging

that he is entitled to $1,969.93 as commis

sions on an extensive campaign as a travel

ing representative throughout all New Eng

land and the entire Atlantic seaboard as far

inland as Kentucky and Tennessee. As a

preliminary move he, on Thursday last, 7th

inst., secured an attachment against the

New York property of the truck company,

which, however, caused the attachment to

be vacated on Saturday by giving a bond.

Tayor claims he entered into his contract

August 15 last and that it was stipulated

that he should work his rather extensive

territory on a commission of 15 per cent. of

the net price of whatever trucks were pur

chased by the dealers he signed up. The

net price of the trucks sold was $62,943.75,

which brought, Taylor claims, with $6.55 in

cidental expenses, a total of $3,153.74. From

this, however, he deducts $1,183.81, being

the amount of money advanced by the Gen

eral Motors and the commission on a con

tract that was canceled, leaving due him

$1,969.93.

The contract between Taylor and the

truck company, he states, contained a clause

specifying that 60 days’ notice was neces—

sary in case it was desired to terminate the

contract; his complaint alleges that he re

ceived notice of dismissal September 19 and

that his term of employment therefore is

not due to end until next Tuesday, 19th

Following his dismissal, he attempted

to collect, and when a satisfactory settle

ment was notforthcoming he brought suit.

inst.

Two More Sail to Foreign Shores.

John G. Perrin, chief engineer of the L0

zier Motor Co., and Paul Kehrig, repre

senting the Oakland Motor Car Co.. sailed

to Europe on Thursday last, 7th inst. While

both men are bent on seeing all that they

may see, their particular objectives are the

London and Paris shows.

Motz Establishes Branch in Boston.

The MotZ'Tire & Rubber Co., of Akron.

O., which heretofore has been represented

in New England by an agency, has taken

over its interests and established a factory

branch in Boston at 4 Dundee street. It is

in charge of M. A. Frank.
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NICKLED TRIMMINGS A DELUSION?

To accept as good anything that looks good and is in

popular favor is a too general tendency. Sometimes the

good-looking thing may be true to its appearance; some

times it may prove otherwise. Sometimes it is good only

for a short while and then relapses into an undesirable

condition. All of which may be applied. with an interro

gation point. to nickel as a finish for automobile parts.

The question at issue is not that of the relative attrac

tiveness of nickel and brass or the labor involved in keep

ing them bright. The question is whether the durability

of the plating is sufficient to warrant its use. However

well nickel may look when in good condidtion, there is

nothing much shabbier than a nickeled part from which

the plating has been worn in spots showing the dull metal

underneath. And, short as has been the vogue of nickel,

there already are many cars the nickeled parts of which

are so mottled by wear as to badly mar their otherwise

spick and span appearance. Plain brass is preferable to

nickel in such a condition, even in the eyes of those with

strong leanings toward the silvery finish.

No small importance attaches to the matter of polishes

when nickel is used, for under the action of the abrasives

and chemicals in so-called “lightning brighteners” the

plating disappears rapidly. What with natural wear and

unnatural cleaning compounds, nickel seems to be due for

troubles of its own. And even worse than the polishes are

the cheap and easily made “plating solutions" of acid and

mercury. These concoctions produce a fine bright finish

—which vanishes in a few hours, leaving the surface cor

roded from the effects of the acid. These chemical crimes

are sold for plating brass and worn spots on nickeled parts.

There would appear- to be only one way in which the

desired silvery appearance can be both obtained and re

tained, viz., by making bright parts of metal of uniform

color throughout. German silver already has been some

what extensively used for windshield frames, which sim

ply goes to show that the inadequacy of nickel has been

recognized by the makers of these things. \Vhile German

silver is of insufficient strength for many automobile parts,

there are metals which are superior to it in appearance and

are. stronger than brass; these might well be used for mak

ing parts that are to be finished bright. As to the question

of cost, it will be up to the manufacturer to decide whether

he will invest his cars with an evanescent brightness, incur

the expense of a more costly material—or go back to brass.

Certainly something should be done before manufacturers’

plans have been carried so far as to make changes incon

venient and unnecessarily costly.

GUNNING FOR “AUTOMOBILE MONEY.”

What the tariff is to congress, the automobile laws now

are to the various State legislatures, and, elections being

out of the way, legislative gunning for “automobile money”

again is acquiring momentum.

New York, as usual, is leading the way. It is a sad year

when the automobile law of the Empire State is not tink

ered with. The tinkers already are in private session and,

as always, the cry has gone up for more money, despite the

fact that the establishment of the State automobile bureau

provided jobs for more of the “boys” than the sponsors of

the original law ever dreamed of.

The revenue derived now exceeds $1,000,000 a year, but

it is not enough, and as by far the greatest number of cars

in use are of relatively small power and relatively small

price, indicating that their owners are men of moderate

means. apparently the chief aim of the present legislative

tinkers is to compel such owners to pay a still higher price

for what Was once considered the inherent right to use the

public highways, which use remains free for all others.

It is proposed that instead of the present fixed schedule

New York cars shall be taxed on the basis of a flat rate

per horsepower, say, 50 cents, which will greatly increase

the income of the automobile bureau and probably lead to

the employment of more of the "boys," even if it does not

provide an excess sufficient to improve at least a quarter

mile stretch of road.

The fact that in addition to paying for the right to use

the roads the automobilists of New York also are bearing

their share of a $50,000,000 bond issue for road improve

ment, and just have given their support to another issue

of the same amount, appears to count as nothing. Appar

ently they are fair game for politicians of whatever creed

and are fit only to be “plucked.”

As a matter of principle, it is to be hoped that the auto

mobile organizations of the State will resist the proposed

“rcplucking” operations.
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“SNAPPlNG” SKIDS WITH A

MOTION PICTURE MACHINE

Photographic Evidence AHorded by

“Movies” Cleverly Employed by

Tire Manufacturer—Films for

Demonstrating Purposes.

Comparisons may be odious, and doubt

less they often are; but there are cases

when they are extremely useful. This was

the case when the Diamond Rubber Co.

made use of moving pictures to make com

parisons between smooth tread tires and

Diamond safety tread tires under road con—

ditions conducive to skidding and sliding.

_An Akron street was made slippery by wet

ting its surface for a block and around a

corner into the next block, and two cars.

each equipped with one of the different

types of tires, were tried out in front of the

camera's watchful "eye."

The car with the smooth tread tires went

around the corner at a speed of thirty miles

an hour, and naturally made a skid that

turned the car completely around, while the

car with the safety treads. driven at the

same speed-turned the corner without skid

ding. Brake tests, made at similar speeds,

resulted in the same way, the smooth treads

slipping and permitting the car to “turn

round and look at herself," while the safety

treads held and the car was stopped in a

short distance.- The moving pictures taken

of the tests will be used for demonstration

purposes. They will be exhibited first to

the various Diamond salesmen and

afterwards the public may be given a look.

tire

Electric Dealers Complete Association.

Completing the organization of the New

York Electric \‘ehicle Association, of which

Arthur Williams, of the New York Edison

Co., and W'illiam P. Kennedy, of the Baker

Motor Vehicle Co., were made president

and vice-president, respectively. at the time

of its formation on September l7th last,

Henry C. Fling, Harvey Robinson and Ar

thur Miller were appointed secretary, treas

urcr and publicity manager, respectively, at

a meeting of the board of directors held last

week; At the same time. committees were

appointed on charging stations, co-opcrative

garage, traffic and service runs, operating

costs, advertising and publicity and mem

bership.

The directors of the association are as fol

lows: E. \V. Curtis, Jr., General Vehicle

Co.; S. W. Menefce, Anderson Electric Car

Co.: Nathaniel Platt, Baker Vehicle Co.§ C.

Y. Kcnworthy. Rauch 8: Lang; MIG. Mac

donald, Hupp-Yeats; W. R. Chandler,

Flanders; George H. Phelps, Studebaker;

V. A. \‘illar. Champion; John H. Kennard,

Couple Gear; W. L. Case, Lansclen; Chas.

A. \Vard, \Vard, and A. B. Roedcr, Interna

tional Fritchie. Of these, Platt, Kcnworthy.

Mcnefee and Villar and the officers consti

tute the executive committee.
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Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

 
  

 

 
 

As a means of preventing the change gear

lever from entering the reverse slot unless

it is the specific intention of the driver so

to place it. the orthodox dog operated by

means of a button or a small lever posi

tioned on the handle of the lever has been

used since the time selectively~opcrated

change-gearsets first attained to popular

ity.

One of the little known features of the

Haynes cars incorporates the same idea,

  

HAYNES HEAR SlllFT QL'ADRANT

which, however, is differently worked out in

the design of the plate, which is positioned

on the H plate, through which the gear

shift lever works, and prevents the lever

from being placed in the added slot, in

which position the electric starting motor

is in gear, through carelessness or thought

lessncss on the part of the operator. Inci

dentally the arrangement obviates the possi

bility of damage resulting by reason of the

unwelcome attention of street urchins or

other unauthorized persons.

The plate, which is hinged and provided

with a spring, covers the slot at all times

when the slot is not in use, and prevents

the entrance of the lever. \thn it is de

sired to shift the lever into the starting po

sition, the toe is placed on the small kick

lever and the plate is raised against the

action of the spring. Since the device must

be operated by the foot, there is but slight

chance of the operator throwing the start

ing motor in gear when the engine is run

ning and stripping the gears. “’hcn the en

gine has been started, the gearshift lever

is released and automatically brought back

into the‘ neutral position by means of

<prings.

November 8-16, London, England—So

ciety of Motor Manufacturers and Traders'

annual show in Olympia Hall.

November 16-23, Atlanta, Ga.—Seconcl

annual show of the Atlanta Automobile and

Accessory Dealers' Association in the Au

ditorium-Atmory

November 26-30, Grand Rapids, Mich.—

Fourth annual show of the Grand Rapids

Automobile Dealer's Association in the

Klingman Exposition Building.

December 7-22, Paris, France—Paris

Salon.

January 6-11, Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.'s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.

January 11-18, New York, N. Y.——Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association's

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade’s 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in Wayne Gardens.

January 27-February 1, Buffalo, N. Y.—

Bulfalo Automobile Dealers' Association’s

Show in the State Armory.

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill.—-National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure care only .

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturefl

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 10-15, Minneapolis, Minn—Mm

neapolis Automobile Show Co.’s show in

the National Guard Armory.

February 17-22, Kansas City, Mo.—Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers' Association’s

show in the Convention Hall.

March 3-8, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers’ Association's show in

Duquesne Garden.

March 24-29, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Trade Association's

show.
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Solutions of The Used Car Problem

In Competition For

Motor World’s Gash Premiums of $50, $25, $15 and $10

For the Four Best Articles Dealing With the Subject.

By A KANSAS DEALER.

In dealing with the second-hand car situation one must

consider many things, and not all of them have been con

sidered, and in the articles appearing in Motor \Norld, in

fact, I have not seen anything that appears to cover the

situation very thoroughly, although some very good ideas

have been set forth.

A manufacturer states that the best thing to do is to take

the car in low enough so it can be sold at a profit. Very

good advice, but this is sometimes hard to do. A dealer

may trade for a car that appears to be worth the money he

allowed for it, but upon closer, internal examination he will

find that it is in worse shape than he supposed. therefore he

will either have to repair the machine and add to the cost

or must lose on the transaction.

The best thing to do, as a rule, is to make a fair allow

ance in trading for a second-hand car. Try to deal fairly

with the customer and allow all you can, but try to leave a

margin for unseen defects.

As to the disposition of the second-hand cars, it is small

wonder that they are slow sellers, considering the way the

average dealer handles this line of goods.

He trades for a car and then puts it into a back room

among the storage or junk, and allows the tires to go down.

the brass or nickel to tarnish, and otherwise so neglects it

that the car presents a disreputable and run-down-at-the-heel

appearance. This is just exactly what should be avoided. If

the dealer has cars standing around the shop bearing the

general appearance of “junk,” the prospective customer is

very likely to agree that they are junk, regardless of the

argument put forth to dispose of them.

Have you ever observed how some sharp business man

will buy a piece of second-class real estate and by repairing

the fence, windows, doors and roof and adding a coat or two

of paint he is able to sell it for almost double what he paid

for it? This is a case of where $100 spent for repairs will add

$500 to the property, and the rule holds good with any sec

ond-hand machine.

I think the following rules will greatly assist in unloading

the second-hand machine of, say, three seasons' use, sup

posing it to be in the average condition:

Clean the machine thoroughly, removing all dirt and

grease from the engine, gear and wheels. If the paint is in

good shape, have a painter give the machine a good coat of

varnish, but if it needs painting have it done.

Have the metal work cleaned. and if the brass is old, add

a coat of some new polish like "Silver-Quick."

See that the tires are repaired and kept pumped up.

Nothing adds a more deplorable look to a second-hand car

than having three out of the four tires “flat.”

1f the car has a top and it is faded, a coat of dye will do

it good; if it is torn, or any buttons are 03, see that they are

put on and that the curtains are serviceable.

See that the car will run. If the engine requires attention,

don't be afraid to do the necessary work. This does not

mean a thorough overhauling, but enough work should be

done on the car until you may say truthfully it is in ‘good

running order." Do not dope the gears with a temporary

“noise eliminator" for that is an old dodge that long since

played out. The buying public is being educated and is look

ing for such tricks.

Be able to tell a customer the truth about the car, the

same as if you were selling him a new one. That is, do not

misrepresent anything. Be able to back up all you say. If

you tell your prospective customer that you will swear that

so-and—so is in fine shape and he takes the car and finds you

deliberately misrepresented it, he will tell all his friends that

you cannot be depended on.

Keep your cars in a clean, well lighted room, and keep the

car, or cars, dusted and presentable and ready to run at a

moment's notice. If you have a prospect and he wants to

see the car run and you have to spend an hour pumping tires,

ctc., he is liable to change his mind. If a dealer has many

second-hand cars at a time he had better detail a man or two

to look after this department; he will find that it will pay.

Every dealer has to trade for a second-hand machine occa

sionally, and if it is in good shape of course the above treat

ment will not be necessary, but it always pays to improve the

second-hand car as much as possible and it will be found that

it can be sold for a hundred or two hundred dollars more

than expected if judgment is used in handling it.

Get a reputation of treating a man fairly on a second-hand

deal, and you will find that he will send others to you. There

are a great many people who would rather buy a good sce

ond-hand car than to buy a cheap new one, and this class of

trade is generally worth while.

Don’t be afraid to' tell the people what you have for sale.

Advertise—both in the local papers and a few good automo

bile trade journals. However, make your ads large enough

to attract attention. A few well placed ads in two or three

papers will beat 200 tucked away in obscure corners. When

1 see a man trying to do business without advertising, it re

minds be of a card I saw a year ago: “Trying to do business

without advertising is like winking at a girl in the dark; you

may know what you are doing but no one else does."

Having handled automobiles for 10 years and traded for a

great many second-hand cars in that length of time, I feel

that my suggestions roughly cover the ground. In conclu

sion. I may say that we have always made a neat profit on

second-hand cars, and have never traded for one that was a

losing proposition, although we allowed the customer a fair

price.

There is only one way to handle the second-hand situation

—givc the people a square deal. If you follow this rule on

the second-hand deals as well as on your new cars, you will

have no cause for complaint.

The profit on a new car is generally tied up in the one

taken in trade, and it therefore stands to reason that dealers

should use good judgment in making the second sale. No

dealer enjoys the second-hand part of the business, but as it

is a necessary annex it should be handled in a manner that

will carry a profit on the right side of the ledger.
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FAR REACHING MEANING

OF SERVICE AND ITS

EFFECTS.

Of course, the automobile dealer is like

every other merchant; he is in business

primarily for the purpose of making money.

As this is the object of all business and all

work, he need not be ashamed of it.

The successful merchant who remains

suceessful knows that the fundamental fact

that draws and holds trade is service.

Real Importance of Real Service.

Every business success is founded and

maintained on service. It enters into the

most ordinary For example, a

housekeeper started trading at a certain

grocery store. The store was clean, the

clerks polite, and bills rendered promptly

and correctly, but the store had one great

fault. No matter how badly one wanted an

article the grocer did not chance to stock,

he never ofl‘ered to get it; he simply said

he did not have it.

In summer time this grocery discontinued

the sale of fruits and greens, because they

said there was too much competition on the

part of the peddlers and there was no

money in it for them. They looked always

on their side, their convenience, instead of

the customer's.

things.

How Anticipatory Methods Save Trade.

There was a certain brand of imported

marmalade of which the customer used at

least one jar a week. The grocer appeared

to buy it in lots of one jar, and if he ran

out of it, as he frequently did, the chances

were he wouldn't have it in again for a

'couple of weeks. In the mean time the cus

tomer was forced to buy it elsewhere.

As the grocer knew that this marmalade

was one of the particular little things the

customer wanted, it would have been good

business for him to have furnished it, even

if he had to buy it from a competitor and

retail it without a cent of profit. But. too

short-sighted for that sort of thing, he

merely said he would not have any for two

weeks, and let it go at that.

Of course. the housekeeper went to an

other store for it, and while there thought

she might just as well leave her entire

order.

\Vhen her husband came home that night

she said, “I am tired of trying to trade at

“Sleeper’s.” I know he is a friend of yours,

but I simply cannot be bothered going to

four or five places for the things that every

good grocer should stock and, if you have

-no objection, we will trade at Lively's. The

prices may be a little higher, but the few

cents dilTerence will be more than made up

by the completeness of their service."

Analogy Between Groceries and Cars.

Thus Sleeper, with his good store and

prompt deliveries, lost the trade simply be

cause he and his employes did not under

stand that service consists in more than

prompt deliveries; it consists just as much

in carrying in stock or getting the things

that a customer wants.

Good customers have been lost to auto

mobile dealers for precisely similar reasons.

The little things that make or unmake cus

tomers for the grocer, the drygoods man or

any other merchant are the simple, ordinary

things that win or lose them for the auto

mobile dealer.

Spirit of Readiness That “Takes.”

Once you establish a customer, serve him

in as many ways as you can; don't let him

start trading elsewhere. If you do, it may

mean the loss of a car sale to someone

else; for the thing that outweighs price to

every knowing motorist is service; and it

isn’t always the service that consists of

free replacements and free work; rather is

it the spirit of readiness and the desire to

serve in all ways that places the customer's

interests first, impressed on every employe,

that makes every customer a booster and

ties him so firmly to you that he has neither

  

inclination nor desire to switch his trade to

someone else.

0!

WINDOW DISPLAYS WITHOUT

CARS.

“\\’hat is one to do in the matter of win

dow displays when he cannot get cars in

dispay? Even if we had a car we would

not dare to put it in our window, because

we are over 27 cars behind on deliveries."

That was the pertinent query of an auto»

mobile dealer.

"Are all your salesmen on a vacation?"

was asked him.

“Of course not; they are working just as

hard as ever—and they are getting orders.

\\"e sold three cars yesterday."

“Vacationing” Display Space a Loss.

"\\'ell, then, your window is a salesman;

why give it a vacation?"

“That's all right, but how can I use it?"

“Have you any attractive posters? Any

reproductions of magazine or newspaper

advertisements?" repiled the advocate of

window displays. “Have you any good pic

tures of the factory—or its interior—that

makes your car? Couldn’t you make an in

teresting exhibit of the factory, and perhaps

show pictures of the men who run it, or of

your cars in picturesque surroundings? Or,

have you any good local testimonials?"

Advertising Value of Testimonials.

“Why wouldn’t it be-a bully idea to have a

good sign-writer copy the most pointed part

of the testimonials in large, readable, lower

case type. together with the writer's name

and address—and exhibit one of them in the

window for two days, following it with ten

or fifteen more, two days apart. \Vouldn't

that help some?”

“By heck! I never thought of that. It's

certainly a good idea and we will work it at

once." declared the dealer, as he reached

for his file of testimonial letters.
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GARAGE SERVICE THAT

BRINGS ITS OWN

REWARD.

W. L. Reno. who operates the Pasadena

Garage, 531 Larned street, East, Detroit,

has a waiting list of would-be customers

that is as long as one's artn. This is not a

metaphor—it is a fact.

“Bill,” as everyone calls him, could build

a garage twice the size of his present one,

which accommodates thirty-five cars, and

still have a waiting list. His success is

founded on service. He does not sell cars;

he simply conducts an efiicient garage. And

he does so many little things that are unex

pected but much appreciated, that many

customers who live two miles away and

more take the street cars cheerfully t0 and

from his garage rather than keep their ma

chines at places nearer their homes.

Love of the Job That Means Success.

Reno’s system is different from that of

most garages. Instead of having a large

number of men on duty during the daytime

he has only one. At night, when most gar

ages have only one man on, Reno has three

men working. Every car in the garage is

Washed and polished every night. And in

the morning his customers do not have to

take oFf the radiator cap and look into the

radiator to see if they need water; they

have grown indifferent if they have stored

in the Pasadena Garage long enough, be

cause experience has taught them that every

radiator is filled every night.

And the washers take a pride in their

work—and, after all, even if it is only wash

ing and polishing cars, love of the job is the

secret of success.

Effect of a Rub With Furniture Polish.

One little incident serves to illustrate the

idea that dominates the Pasadena Garage.

A customer had driven in from Grand Rap

ids and his car was a “sight.” In the morn

ing when he called for it the little runabout
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“\Vhat on earth have

you done to my car? It looks so new it

scares me," said the motorist, laughingly.

"Oh!" said Reno, “Most of the cars came

in pretty clean last night—just dusty, you

know—so the boys got through early and

went over every car with a little furniture

polish; it makes 'em look better, doesn't

it?"

Only a little thing, but it is one of the

many little things that keeps Bill Reno's

customers pleased and helps them to extract

a new meaning from the old many phased

word service.

glistened like new.

.3

SELLING ONE CAR TO THE WHOLE

FAMILY.

A salesman who sold Packard cars and

who was amazingly successful in his chosen

calling let fall one of the secrets of his

success in the course of conversation the

other day.

Family of Three as an Example.

"\Vhen I sell a car I sell the whole fam

ily on it,” said he. “I mean just this: Sup

posing there is a family of there—father,

mother and son. Now, instead of demon

strating only to the father I make it my

business to sell all three of them. During

a morning I will call and take the mother

out for a drive. I try to impress her with

the comfort, the luxury, the easy riding

qualities of the car, its safety, security and

perfect control. My idea is to have her

believe that it is about the safest and most

comfortable car in which she ever rode.

Study of Temperament Required.

“Later. I get the son, and we'll suppose

he likes speed. as most young fellows do.

\\-'e make for a country road, and I hit her

up to beat the band and show him that the

car will do sixty miles to seventy miles an

hour; I spin round corners on two wheels.

if you please, and eat up the road. He goes
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away thoroughly happy. Then, about twi

light I call for father and take him home

swiftly, silently and safely. He gets sold

on the convenience and safety and style of

the car, and when the family get together

there is no inside knocker to spoil my sale

of the car."

The thought is to study the temperament

of prospects and make demonstrations ac—

cordingly. It is the old story of studying

customers which is so often forgotten, but

which always can be remembered with

profit.

,3

ONE WAY OF EXTRACTING THE

COIN.

Rochester, N. Y., boasts of one garage

that does washing and polishing so thor

oughly that it pays to check up the contents

of one's car before it is taken out. A 30

horsepower touring car left over night in

this place had its sod pan removed, its

breather cap taken and the electric lights

disconnected—all in the ordinary course of

a very ordinary wash and polish. The por

ter was tipped half a dollar to hunt up the

missing parts and discovered all except the

breather cap and the light disconnections.

The tourist discovered the latter some hours

later when he was trying to find the road

between Elbridge and Syracuse. On the

way home the tourist carefully avoided that

garage.

3

GET RID OF THE JUNK PILE.

An eyesore of the mo~t virulent type is

the pile of old casings, old inner tubes, old

rags. old wheels and old not that

greets the \‘isitOr

many of them will be found the secret of

leakages that are costing the dealer money.

Dark corners should be kept clean and free

front accumulations of odds and ends. Over

looking these seemingly small details has

cost many dealers a pretty penny.

what

to many garages. In
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STUDEBAKER LINE RADICALLY RECONSTRUCTED

Rebuilding, Which Is Along Standardized Lines, Includes Addition of Popular

Priced “Six” and Two New “Fours”_L0ng Stroke Block Motors

and Electric Lighting and Starting Systems Employed

Marking a more than ordinarily notable,

not to say startling, deviation from previous

practice. the Studebaker Corporation of De

troit, Mich., whose E-M-F “30" and Flan

ders “20" cars, latterly changed in name to

Studebaker “30" and Studebaker “20,” have

remained without substantial alteration for

  

 

are designated “25” and "35.” respectively.

the designations serving in a measure as an

indication of their horsepower. All three

will be made and marketed supplementary

to the well-established Studebaker line.

Carrying out the basic principles of quan

tity manufacture, essential to the mainte—

have proven of merit should be retained;

they are very few, however. The pistons.

for instance, are domed slightly and highly

polished to discourage accumulations of

carbon; the camshaft is forged in one piece

and ground in special apparatus which not

only ensures cam shape accuracy but forms

 

STUDEBAKER "SIX" WHICH SELLS FOR $1,550, SHOWING VVELL-PROPORTIONED LINES AND DOMED MUDGUARDS

a period of three years. has'added to those

models three brand new cars which are

distinctly different in very nearly every re

spect from anything that has borne the

na'me Studebaker. Mechanically and in ap

pearance and price, the newcomers are of

the sort calculated to make the world sit

up and take quick notice.

One of the trio is a "six"—an unusually

simple and accessible “six,” which sells

completely equipped, even to a combined

electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem, at an unusually low price. Further

more, it is supplied in one model as a limou

sine, thus marking another innovation in

Studebaker products. for until the advent

of the new models. the only enclosed model

manufactured was a coupe. In the new cars,

there is another coupe, and a “Sedan,” both

mounted on new four-cylinder chassis. The

new “six” is styled just plain “six,” though

it is very far from plain, and the “fours’I

nance of minimum “overhead” and bearing

direct influence. in turn, on simplicity on

service and production cost, there is a very

marked similarity in the three new models.

In fact, the three motors differ in no whit

from each other, except as regards their

cylinder dimensions; and all of them are of

_the typical long-stroke type which now has

reached the ascendency. The chassis also

are alike except for a difference in wheel

base lengths and in rear axles, the “six” and

the “35” employing a new type of full

fioating axle and the “25" being fitted with

a semi-floating axle. Similarly, the two

larger models carry the same types and

sizes of bodies.

In the design of the motor—as all three

are alike the singular use of the word suf

fices to indicate the plural—and in the de

sign of other parts of the chassis as well,

it is but natural that some few typical

Studebaker constructional details which

in the same operation the cam which op

crates the oil pump; gearsets are mounted

as units with the rear axle; all of these

features long have been characteristic of

Studebaker Incidentally, pride is

taken in the fact that a great number of the

component parts of the cars are drop forg

ings, some 300 individual forgings being re

quired for the three cars.

It is needless to point out that insofar as

is consistent and practicable everything has

been sacrificed to motor efficiency in the

construction and design of the power plant.

Motor efliciency, in this connection, may be

taken to mean wearability, dependability

and a high ratio of output to intake. To

these ends, all of the motors are single

block castings, in the planning of which the

best of foreign and American practice has

been drawn upon. Thus are the deleterious

eFfects of possible frame weaving on engine

bearings eliminated and manufacturing op

CHIS.
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STUDEBAKER “35” TOURING CAR LISTING AT $1,200

erations simplified. Indicative of the leaf

taken from foreign books, though it rapidly

is coming to be recognized as practice par

excellence by American designers as well,

the magneto and water pump are mounted

at the opposite ends of a worm driven trans

verse shaft at the front end of the engine

and over the timing gear train. The shaft

is driven by a cross-shaft from the crank

shaft gear.

Every precaution has been taken to ren

der the motors impervious to the action of

water and impregnable to the assaults of

road (lust and dirt. The valve mechanism,

which is all on the same side, cylinders be

ing of the L-head type, is completely en

closed by means of light removable metal

lic Covers which fit snugly and serve a sec

ondary purpose in reducing necessary noises

to a condition of inaudibility. The magneto,

a Splitdorf instrument operating a dual ig

nition system in conjunction with a set of

dry cells. is enclosed in a waterproof cover

ing; cylinders are coated with rustproof

paint and all bright parts are so highly pol

ished as to present no dirt collecting sur

faces.

In dimensioning the cylinders, though

there is no room for doubt regarding the

aptness of the designation “long stroke,” a

middle ground rather than an extreme has

been adopted. In both the “25" and the

“six” the bore and stroke measure 3%

inches and 5 inches, respectively, and in the

larger “four” the same dimensions are 4%

and 5 inches. From which the interchange

ability of the parts, bearing directly on

  

STUDEBAKER “SIX” CHASSIS

STUDEBAKER “25" WHICH SELLS FOR $885

service, may be seen. Also, in view of the

dimensions and the ratio of stroke to bore it

may be appreciated that the horsepower

ratings are nominal at best.

By way of ensuring eflicient carburation,

free from the possibility of “loading up,”

and unobstructed exhaust passages, the in

take and exhaust manifolds are cast in

tegral. Valves are large with the heads

electrically welded to drop-forged stems of

liberal diameter and bearing surface. The

crankcase is cast bottomless, the place of

the lower section being taken by a pressed

steel oil reservoir which is readily remov

able, permitting easy access to the con

necting rods and main engine bearings. Lu

brication is effected by a method which has

proven universally successful, the main oil

supply being contained in the pressed steel

reservoir, whence it is lifted by a pump

through suitable piping and a dash sight

feed glass to the timing gear train and to

the main engine bearings. Surplus oil

drains down into small troughs placed be

neath the connecting rod big end bearings

and is splashed over the cylinder walls and

camshaft bearings, etc. In the "six" the

crankcase is made of aluminum: in the

other two cars it is cast iron.

The cooling system is identical in all

three motors, except for a difference in the

size of the parts commensurate with power.

Radiators are of ample capacity and the

water jackets are proportioned to maintain

  

STUDEBAKER “SIX” LIMOUSINE SELLING FOR $2,500 "SEDAN" MODEL ON THE "35" CHASSIS
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engine temperature at the degree proper for

greatest efficiency. One peculiarity of con

struction which tends to illuminate the thor

oughness of design is that the circulation

system is arranged to admit the water first

on the valve side. Thus the valves are

benefited by the relatively cooler water and

are less likely to pit and warp because of

excessive heat.

The combined electric lighting and engine

starting with which both the "six" and the

four-cylinder “35" are equipped is the re

sult of collaboration between the Stude

baker engineers and the engineers of the

Wagner Electric Co. of St. Louis, the lat

ter company being the manufacturer of the

devices. Its adaption is such as to warrant

little or no attention at the hands of the

owner or driver of the car, and its various

functions are automatic.

The principal unit of the system is a com—

bined generator and electric motor. It is

mounted on a base on the crankcase of the

engine and is driven and drives through the

  

VALVE SIDE “SI X” MOTOR

4

intermediary of a ‘silent" chain running

over a sprocket wheel on the crankshaft of

the engine. Mounted with the armature shaft

of the motor-generator there is a set of

gears to alter the gear ratio between the

armature and the crankshaft, according to

whether the motor-generator is generating

current or operating as a motor to start the

car engine. The gears are thrown into

mesh by means of a cable, which, when held

taut by the operator, enmeshes the gears

and in the same operation turns on the cur

rent from the storage battery, causing the

engine to be “turned Over" at the rate of

about 80 revolutions a minute. When the

engine picks up its own cycle of operations,

and the cable is released. the motor becomes

a generator and charges the storage battery

against its future use. The four-cylinder

model “25" is equipped with a simple acety

lene gas primer-starter.

From the engine, power is transmitted by ,

means of a cone clutch amply proportioned

to resist wear and to ensure smooth action

without slip or unsuspected grip. The

gearset in each case is enclosed in a unit

housing with the differential mechanism,

after the manner made familiar in previous

\

\

Studebaker products. Three speeds forward

and reverse are provided, control being se

lective by means of the orthodox hand

lever. In the new rear axle which has been

adopted for the “35” and the "six," the

weight of the car is carried on the ends of

the pressed steel housing and it is possible

to remove either or both of the driving

axles without disturbing any of the mech

  

MANIFOLD SIDE “25" MOTOR

The “25” is fit

ted with a semi-floating rear axle in which

the upper half of the differential housing is

removable, permitting easy access to the

Control in each case is from the

right side, the steering wheel, mounting the

spark and throttle levers being at the right

side, with the gear shaft and emergency
brake levers at the driver’s rightihand.

anism or its adjustments.

gears.

  

NEW FULL-FLOATING AXLE

In the two larger models, the "six" with

120 inches and the “35" with 116 inches

wheelbase, the chassis is supported on semi

elliptic front springs and three-quarter

elliptic rear springs. The “25" has semi

elliptic front springs and full elliptic rear

members. Materially enhancing the appear

ance of the cars and at the same time re

ducing the discomforts of travel in rainy

weather or over muddy roads, the fenders

are crowned slightly to conform to the cur

vature of the tires. In the two large models

the wheels are shod with 34 x 4 inch Good

rich tires mounted on' Booth demountable

quick-detachable rims. The “25” is equipped

with demountable rims and 30 X 3% inch

tires. The steering gear in each case is of

the worm and full wheel type.

The bodies on all three models are very

similar in lines, the wide flare at the back of

the tonneau having been eliminated, thus

permitting a comparatively low-hung body

slung between the wheels. Touring bodies

are arranged for the accommodation of six

passengers, two of whom are carried on

pivoting seats in the tonneau. When not in

use, the seats fold back out of the way.

For the present, the “25" model is sup

plied only in touring car form; the “35" and

the "six" are supplied with all bodies—tour

ing car, coupe, Sedan and limousine. In

either case the list price includes complete

equipment, the list being as follows: Ven

tilating windshield, electric horn under the

engine hood, top with envelope and pat

ented removable side curtains, demountable

rims, extra rim, the usual complement of

  

LEFT SIDE “35” MOTOR

lamps, tools, spare parts, tire repair kit and

jack.

In touring car form, the “25" lists at $885,

the “35" at $1,290 and the “six” at $1,550.

The “35" coupe and Sedan sell for $1,850

and $2,050, respectively. and the “six” limou

sine lists at $2,500. Prices of the older “20"

and “30" remain $800 and $1,190, respectively.

Calendar that Serves Double Purposes.

' Each year the National Acme Mfg. Co.. of

Cleveland, 0., calendar which

serves the usual double purpose of keeping

tabs on the flight of time and pointing out

the advantages of the company's products-—

automatic machines for making screws and

other threaded articles. as well as other

turned and milled work, and the calendar

itself is both substantial and imposing.

Each month's “dates” are printed on a sep

arate sheet, and at the end of the month

the sheet, instead of being thrown away,

can be mailed to the company and the send—

er will receive in return his choice of a

number of books on screw machines and

their work. The sheets are contained in a

large and substantial holder of handsome

design.

issues a
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REILLY ADVOCATES THE EDUCATING OF SALESMEN

 

Explains to the Sales Manager How the Mediocre Salesman With a Little Help

Could Become Much More Efficient—Declares Reform in

Methods Might Make Big Increase in Sales

“Don’t sit de beer on dat sidt, sit it on

dis sidt!" commanded the Teuton proprietor

of the little road house where Reilly and

the Sales Manager had stopped for lunch,

and as he said it in his sputtering, nervous

way he lifted both steins which the waiter

had placed at the left hand of each diner

 

"Right, as usual," replied Reilly.

“Some people couldn’t learn anything in

a million years."

“And still you're correct,” was the re

sponse.

“If I was the boss I'd fire that stupid fel

low.

  

"DON’T SIT DE BEER ON DAT SIDT, SIT IT ON DIS SIDT Z"

and deposited them at the opposite side of

each layout of dishes and eating tools. The

little waiter, too embarrassed for words.

looked on in silence and with malevolence

while the portly host explained to his

guests.

“Dese vaiters iss so stupid! All dey tinks

uff iss dere pay. It drifes me grazyl I hope

you excoose, chentlemen," was his ges

ticulatory apology. As the waiter was a

new man in the house and apparently new

at his trade, Reilly dismissed the incident

with a wave of his hand. The proprietor

steamed away to new fields of disturbance

and the humbled waiter plodded kitchen

ward.

“Absolutely brainless!" commented the

Sales Manager.

“\Vhom are you talking about," asked

Reilly, “the waiter or the Dutchman?"

“The waiter, of course.”

“Then you're wrong, all wrongl" asserted

the dealer. “That Dutchman doesn’t know

much more about running a business and

handling waiters than a hog knows about a

rapid fire gun."

“Do you mean to say that the waiter

didn’t deserve a ‘call down' under the cir

cumstanees?”

“Maybe, and maybe not," responded the

little man of aggressive personality, "but

I'll wager that if he were properly han—

dled he never would have done what he

did. Not that it makes much difference to

me where a waiter sets the beer, so long as

he brings it; but I suppose that ‘right hand

control' is important in the Dutchman's

estimation."

“Huh!” was the Sales Manager's only

comment.

Not Knowing How to Handle Men.

“‘Huh' all you like," retorted Reilly.

"That Dutchman is just like fifty per cent.

—and maybe more—of the men in every

business. They don't know how to handle

men or how to get the most out of them in

the easiest way. If the Dutchman had

properly instructed the waiter beforehand

and told him just how things should be

done don’t you stippose the waiter has in

telligence enough to understand and do as

he's told?"

“Oh, perhaps," was the Sales Manager's

flippant reply, as he tipped the cover of his

stein. “\Vhat of it, anyway?"

“This of it: if you had fewer dealers like

the Dutchman you’d sell more cars."

This hit home, and the Sales Manager

figuratively pricked up his ears. “How?” he
i asked.

“It's all a matter of making an eFficient

staff of men, even if the staff consists of

but one man. How many salesmen do you

suppose there are in the automobile busi

ness, even in your own aggregation of agen

cies, who would be much better if they

were shown how to be better—if they only

had someone to point out the proper way

to them instead of criticizing or scolding

them every time they do something the

wrong way.

Boyhood Experiences an Illustration.

“Look back over your own experience; I

can see the same thing in mine; so can al

most anyone. \Vhen I was a small boy I

had a job in a grocery store. It was one

of the first positions I had after I gave up

being in business for myself—as a newsboy.

The grocer I worked for was of this

Dutchman type; he was fond of finding

fault. I used to be janitor, delivery boy,

stable hand, errand boy and. among other

things, a salesman. I didn’t call myself a

salesman at that time, but that is what it

amounted to.

“There were many things I didn’t know

about the business of selling. In fact, there

were more things I didn’t know than there

were things I did know; but I was anxious
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to learn. The grocer’s idea of handling his

help was to watch them every minute to

see if they made any mistakes, and heaven

help them if they did! They got a raking

over they didn’t forget for a while. Those

scoldings were about the only instructions

we got. We never knew the right way to do

a thing until we had done it the wrong way

—-sometimes we didn’t find out then.

The Boss with the Wrong Attitude.

“I remember one day a woman came into

the store after I had been there only a few

days and, having come fresh from the

street with the newsboys, I said ‘Hello,

want something?’ She wanted something,

got it and went out. I didn’t want anything,

but after she went out I got it, neverthe

less. Also, I nearly went out, too. The

boss almost flew at me, asked me if I had

me more money if I'd stay, but I didn't

like his way of doing business and told him

so. It was then only“ that he spoke well of

what I'd done.

Helping Salesmcn a Good Investment.

“All the way up from boyhood I've found

these same conditions, and they exist to

day in many places of business. When I

got to a point where I employed men I

made it one of the first rules of my business

that no man under me would have to grope

in dark as I had groped or lack a kind word

when he deserved it. It applies to automo

bile salesmen, in one of its most important

phases, and the absence of the rule is one

reason why so many dealers and factories

are not getting all they should out of their

salesmen.

“Of course, the salesman I have now was'

   

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

"I WANT THE HIGHEST-PRICED MAN I CAN AFFORD"

been brought up in an alley and if I didn't

know how to talk to a customer, especially

a lady. He stormed around for fifteen

minutes, and when I asked him how I

ought to address a customer he got worse.

Tell me? Not him. He said I ought to

know enough to be decent, at least, and

that was all the instruction he would give

me.

Reilly Learns Without Teacher.

"But I was determined, and when another

customer came in I watched the boss wait

on her. I listened to what he said and got

a few pointers that way. After that I

watched him closely and, although I used

to get in trouble quite frequently, I man

aged to develop into a fairly good clerk.

But if I hadn't had my wits sharpened by a

schooling on the street I would have been

a long time learning the right way of doing

things. However, I learned in time, and

when I found a chance for another job I

jumped for it. The grocer ufirred to give

a good one when he came to me, but I act

ually developed one who, since he left me,

is making good in a bigger field in a more

important position. He didn't know much

about selling when he came to work for me

and wasn’t as well up as he might have

been on automobiles in general and our line

in particular. But he was a willing sort of a

lad. Without instruction he would have

made an average salesman of himself, but I

was sure he was capable of better things. I

myself had learned a few things and I set

out to teach them to him.

Knowledge Withheld is Money Lost.

“I used to talk to him by the hour when

there was opportunity and he absorbed in

formation as a sponge does water. What

ever I knew about selling I told him, and

I drilled him persistently on the selling

points of our cars and I let him read any

thing and everything that came my way. Do

you remember those selling instructions

you used to send to dealers? One day when

I went over to see your dealer in the next

town, and while talking with him, I dis

covered that he actually kept them locked

in his private office, where no one but him

self could get at them.

“‘Don’t you let the salesman see such

things?’ I asked. _

“ ‘I should say not!’ he replied. ‘I keep

those instructions for my own information.

If the salesman doesn’t know anything

about selling let him learn; that's what I’m

paying him for. Also, if I start out to teach

him he’ll be so good in a little while that

I'll have to pay him more money. It's

money in my pocket, don‘t you see?’

Public Criticism Another Blunder.

“I didn't see, but I didn't say so. While

I was there he took occasion to criticize

the salesman for the way a deal had been

handled the day before. He was severe

about it, too, and right before me. That

rubbed the salesman the wrong way, and

when his boss wasn't within hearing I

overheard the salesman mutter something

about ‘that damned old fool.’ And secretly

I agreed with the salesman.

“The salesman that I developed started

at rather small pay, because he was a be

ginner. Had I let him alone he would have

gotten to that point of mediocrity that char

acterizes so many automobile salesmen, and

I could have kept his salary quite low. But

I don't want a low-priced man working

for me; I want a high-priced man. the

highest-priced man I can afford. My help

ing the salesman sent him along fast, and

as he became better I kept increasing his

salary. By and by he became so good he

left me and went to a better position. I

didn't blame him or call him an ingrate,

because I had gotten all there was in him

while he was with me.

Efficiency that Might Result.

“Jim, if you only could get your dealers

who have salesmen to do all they can to

make the salesmen more efiicient, it would

work wonders; I believe sales would go

up 50 per cent. The system might not be

so bad, either, with the salesmen who are

connected with the factory. Most salesmen

don't get to be their best without help.

There are hundreds of average men who

could be put several grades higher by a

little effort on the boss's part and"

Reilly's lower jaw and his gesticulating

arm stopped simultaneously. The Sales

Manager had tipped back and was lighting

a cigar; a look at the plates of both showed

what the Sales Manager had been doing

while Reilly orated.

"Gee! Jim, wait for me," he exclaimed;

“I'm four laps behind,” and the dissertation

terminated with a vigorous assault on the

mound of sauerkraut and pigs' knuckles.
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SEMI-RACING ROADSTER

LATEST NATIONAL MODEL

“Improved Series V” All Electrically

Lighted and Started—Same Chas

sis Continued Practically Unal

tered—A Few New Details.

With the addition of a single new body

type, the incorporation of electric lighting

and motor starting systems and a few

minor changes and improvements made

with a view to rendering quieter and more

comfortable a car already above the average

The electric lighting and motorstarting

system, which is 'part'of the regular equip-‘

ment of all models, is the Gray &.Davis, in

which there is a dynamo, driven from the

engine, for generating current which is ac

cumulated in a storage battery, and a sepa

rate motor for starting the engine, the mo

tor drawing its energy from the storage

battery. The dynamo is driven by a silent

chain, the driving sprocket being mounted

on one of the camshafts near the front of

the engine. and is of the constant voltage

type and generates at low speed; the regu

lating system is such that overcharging of

the battery is not possible. The engine

starting motor is brought into engagement

  

SIDE VIEW OF IMPROVED SERIES V NATIONAL TOURING CAR

in silence and smoothness of operation and

in its provision for the comfort of its occu

pants, the National line is continued as the

“improved series V," the numeral being

unchanged and the added adjective applying

to the things that have been done to make

the car better. The National Motor Vehi

cle Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., is one of the

increasing number of makers holding the

opinion that the series system. rather than

the yearly model system, is more advan—

tageous to builder and buyer alike.

All the National models, as in the past,

are mounted on what is essentially a single

chassis; that is to say, all chassis are alike

except that in the two-passenger machines

the wheelbase is 120 inches and in the tour—

ing models the axle-to-axle distance is 128

inches and the frames are heavier. The new

model is essentially a speed car; it has the

straight, cowlless dash, the low seats and

the rakish steering column of a racer and

differs from the out-and-out racer only in

that the seats are designed and upholstered

with a view to real comfort and the finish

is up to touring car standards. The other

models are a two—passenger roadster, also

on a lZO-inch wheelbase, a small tonneau

car, a five-passenger and a seven-passenger

touring car, the last three all having 128

inch wheelbases. There is only one chassis

change that does not extend through the

entire line, and that is the increase that has

been made in the depth of the touring car

frames to better resist sagging tendencies.

with the engine by means of a foot-operated

plunger, which at the same time throws in

the starting switch; the engine is turned

over by the motor at the rate of 100 revolu

crankshaft, suitable ports permitting the

lubricant to flow out at the various bearings.

Heretofore the overflow, collecting in the

bottom of the crankcase and being thrown

about by the lower ends of the connecting

rods, has been depended upon to provide

lubrication for the cylinders. In the new

series, however, positive pressure feeds have

been provided for the cylinders, the same

pump serving to supply all the feeds. A

slight increase in the power output of the

motor, as well as quieter running, have been

secured by the employment of cams the

contours of which have been improved; the

cam shafts have been increased in diameter

and run in larger bearings than formerly.

The spiral timing gears have been made

quieter, and the pistons have shared in the

refining process. The method of attaching

the water circulating pump to the engine

has been simplified, and its removal is now

an easy matter. The radiator fan has been

rc-designed and, as a result. is more effi

cient.

The tire pump, which is built into the

front of the crankcase, is now operated by

a positive type of clutch, in place of the

cone clutch that formed the connecting link

in previous models. The air-pump for cre

ating pressure on the gasolene is of new

design and has been placed more conveni

ently than before.

Rattle has been eliminated from the steer

ing gear by the introduction of a spring de

vice which takes up any shake that might

  

IMPROVED SERIES V NATIONAL ROADSTER SIIO\VING STRAIGHT LINE EFFECT 1"

tions per minute. There is sufficient power

in the electric motor to propel the car in

case of emergency. The storage battery is

of sufficient capacity to start the motor

many times and to carry the lighting load

for several hours without recharging; it is

placed on the left running-board, at the

front.

Of the minor mechanical changes that

have been made in the National long-stroke

40-horsepower motor the most important

one has to do with the lubrication system,

which is of the type in which a constant

flow of oil, maintaind by a mechanically

driven pump, is forced through the drilled

cause noise. Hardened steel bushings have

been put into a number of places where it is

desirable that there should be high resist

ance to wear and also easy repalcement

when excessive wear has occurred. The

elliciency of the brakes has been slightly

improved; drive from the live axle shafts

t0 the hubs of the rear wheels is through

enlarged dog clutches; and room has been

found for a little improvement in the

springs, the object sought being the preven

tion of all tendency to permanent set.

Needless to say, the National car retains

the left-side steer and center control that its

makers so strongly advocated; the control
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system is absolutely unchanged. In the

matter of bodies, the roadster has had its

sides lowered a trifle; the touring cars have

been given a more accentuated curve at the

backs of the seats; the boxes on the dash

board have been put a little higher; and the

lamps have been sunk in the dashboard. In

the touring models the space under the

front seats has been arranged to contain a

small trunk, and access is obtained from the

rear, so that extremely useful storage space

is provided for touring. Protection against

spattering mud and water has been made

ample by the widening of the mudguard

flanges. The tool box is hung under the

chassis and is reached through an opening

in the guard extending from the inner edge

of the running~board to the body; a neat

door covers the opening. Improved tire

irons for carrying two tires are paced in

the rear. Add a slight enlargement of the

general dimensions of the touring car

bodies, and the list of changes is complete.

The price list has undergone some revis

ion and the figures have made an upward

movement. The semi-racing roadster is

listed at $2,750, which formerly was the

price of the regular roadster. that machine

having been increased to $3,150. The small

tonneau car, the old price of which was

$2,900, now is priced at $3,300, and the same

figures apply to the five-passenger touring

car. The seven-passenger touring car, the

price of which was $3,000. now costs $3,400.

These prices include regular equipment in

all cases.

Advocates “Mill Ends" Instead of Waste.

Everyone who ever has wiped off a

piece of machinery knows how hard it is

to find a clean "corner" on a dirty rag, and

likewise how dirty are the rags and cotton

waste which ordinarily are supplied for such

service. “New mill ends," which, as the

term implies, are the ends clipped off of

bolts of cotton goods at the mills, it is

claimed are not only more satisfactory for

the purpose than either old rags or waste,

but are more sanitary and cheaper in the

long run, for being perfectly flat and of

light and even weight they “go farther.”

Their use for automobile work is being ex

ploited by the American Mill Ends Co., of

Detroit, Mich., which supplies the "ends"

in 50 and IOU-pound bales.

Temperature Names and Their Equivalents.

The color designated as dull cherry red

in the manufacture or preparing of tools

and tool steel corresponds to a tempera

ture of 800 degrees Fahr. Light straw cor

responds to the lowest temperature given a

name—222 degrees Fahr.—and yellow

white to the highest temperature—1,300 de

grees Fahr.

SlX-WHEELED OMNIBUS FOR

TWENTY FOUR PASSENGERS

Ingenious Tractor-Trailer Idea of a

California Dealer that Works Well

—New Lease of Life for

Pleasure Chassis.

As an aid in solving passenger transport

problems, the motor omnibus is perhaps a

little better understood and certainly more

generally used abroad than it is in America.

though the movement in favor of such

vehicles gradually is spreading, and from an

almost insignificant beginning at length has

reached proportions and made possible re

sults which are worthy of attention. In a

great proportion of the cases outside of

In the design of the 'bus, beauty of out

line scarcely is its dominating feature,

though it is none the less useful and effi

cient for its somewhat outre appearance.

The stage portion of the vehicle, designed

by its owners, is a massive structure mount

ed in the rear on an extra pair of rubber

shod wheels and in the front on the center

of the Locomobile chassis. A modification

of the “fifth wheel" idea permits the neces

sary flexibility between the two portions.

The passenger carrying end of the ’bus is

tastefully upholstered in leather and af

fords accommodation for 24 persons. In

addition, there is liberal space for the carry

ing of the passenger's baggage and a limited

amount of express matter.

During the time the 'bus has been in op

eration. it has not missed a trip and has

proven a popular addition to the trans

  

LOCOMOBILE 'BL'S \\'HlCl-I OPERATES ON SACRAMEN'l'U-FOLSOM AIR LINE

New York City where motor ’buses are

used in the United States, they are what

might be termed “made-over" vehicles—

vehicles which, having served a useful term

doing one sort of work, have been partly,

or wholly, reconstructed and placed in new

duty—and of them it is doubtful if there is

any which is more ingenious and, incident

ally, more efficient and dependable than the

six-wheeled hybrid shown by the accom—

panying. illustration.

The ’bus is principally a 1906 Locomobile

pleasure car chassis—it already had been

driven some 120,000 miles—partly recon

structed and made to do duty in its new

service by its owners, A. Meister & Sons

Co., who are the Sacramento, Cal., repre

sentatives of the Locomobile Co. of Amer

ica. It operates on what has been styled

the Sacramento-Folsom Air Line and makes

two trips a day—about 90 miles—at an

average speed of 20 miles an hour between

the two California cities for which the line

is named. The total weight is 6,000 pounds.

portation facilities between Sacramento and

Folsom. That the bus is comfortable is

evidenced by the fact that it is cutting in.

even if ever so slightly, on the railroad

traffic between these cities. One feature

which tends to increase its popularity is the

fact that its time of arrival and departure

from Sacramento are such that theater par

ties may be taken in and home again the

same evening. A complete electric light

ingr system serves to illuminate the roads

and the ’bus after nightfall.

Heating Due to Deformed Fan Blades.

If a motor persists in running hot, and

search in other directions does not serve to

disclose the cause of the malady, it is well

to inspect the blades of the fan and see that

they have not been flattened or otherwise

bent out of shape. With a pressed steel fan

revolving at a high rate of speed, it does

not take a very hard blow to deform the

blades and lessen the efiiciency of the de

vice.
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CONCENTRATION ON ONE LINE A SALES BUILDER

 

Dealer of Six Years’ Experience Gives Striking Reasons Why Energies Were

Centered on a Single Factory’s Product-Modern Methods and

“Still Hunt” are Other Points in Sales Plan

In these days of system and systematiz

ing. when~ the automobile factory sales

department that has not a method of teach

ing its dealers how to secure prospects and

to follow them up is viewed askance by

its fellows, there probably are few dealers

who have not had brought to their attention

a method of helping increase their sales

profits; and while many of these men in

the field have adopted the various systems

with profit—for no system at all really is

ruinous—a few have worked out selling and

prospect-hunting plans of their own.

Secrets of Success That Are Plain.

In which connection the methods of the

Central Motor Car Co., of Bloomfield, N. 1.,

safely may be said to be entitled to unusual~

ly respectful consideration and, contrary

to being unwilling that their fellows in the

trade should learn the secret, Ernest H.

Cadmus and Charles \V. Smith, who vir

tually constitute the concern, are only too

pleased to spread their selling scheme

broadcast. That this is effective is evidenced

by the company’s prosperity.

Summarized, the selling system centers

about three principal points: Concentrate on

one line; "still hunt” your prospects and

be square with the public. The line is the

Regal; the prospects are numerous. Next

year, the calendar year of 1913, the company

expects to dispose of 80 cars.

When a Motor \\"orld man dropped into

the company's concrete home at \Nashing

ton and Farrand streets, Smith was out on

one of these “still hunts” and Cadmus was

in charge.

Wherein Concentrated Effort Pays.

In past years the company has represent

ed several lines of cars, carrying the entire

number at one time; at the beginning of

the present year all but the Regal were

dropped. Asked why a single line was

preferable, Cadmus was specific.

“There are several reasons," he replied.

“One is that with one line we can secure

larger territory. We now have the counties

of Essex, Morris and Passaic. This gives

us an ample field in which to work and place

sub-dealers and sell a larger number of

cars in a season. Therefore we get a larger

commission. It will mean a 5 per cent.

better commission this year than last. If

we sell 80 cars, as we expect to do, it will

mean $2,500 in money, and that is worth

picking up. We have been selling Regals

for five years, and this enlarged territory

will bring us a better commission in parts.

The increased percentage here ought to be

about $1,000. 50 you see that by sticking to

the one line and selling a lot of it our in

creased revenue will amount to approxi

mately $3,500.

Confusion Engendered by Variety.

“There is another reason one line is

better than several. We are able to con

centrate our energies. The Regal line is

well adapted for concentration because of

its diversity of models. We can give a man

any kind of a car he desires at quite a broad

range of price. \Ve can hammer harder on

one line than we can on two or three. We

make a more thorough study of it and really

are better salesmen because of it. When

we exploited several different makes it was

not so easy for a buyer to make a selection;

he had too much to choose from. Now if

he is not determined not to buy a Regal we

generally can sell him one. "

Horne-Made Investigating Method.

Cadmus smiled when he was asked what

methods were employed in looking up pros

pects.

"\Yell," he said, “I guess we are somewhat

different from most dealers." He hesitated

a moment. as if to find a name for the

system, and then added: “I think we could

almost call it a ‘still hunt’ method. We

didn't get it from anyone; we just worked

it up ourselves.”

“How does it work? What is

' asked the questioner.

the

sclwme?’

How a “Still Hunt" Is Conducted.

“\Nell, I'll explain," replied Cadmus, his

big. forceful personality backing up his

opinion at every stage, “but first it is neces

sary to understand how prospects generally

are handled. As a rule when it becomes

noised around that man is in the market for

a car he is besieged by dealers. First one is

after him, then another; they call on him

and phone him and they all so shower him

with printed matter and personal arguments

that the poor man becomes confused, he

doesn’t know what to buy, and often he

winds up by postponing his purchase or

by not buying at all.

"One thing we never do is to drive up

and stop our demonstrating ear in front

of a man's house. That is an almost certain

signal for the rush to begin. If some other

dealer doesn’t see your car with the manu

facturer’s tag at the prospect's door some

one else sees it and the news travels fast.

Neither do we make a practice of getting

into this rush when we hear that some other

dealer has been to see a man. We get far

more results by our ‘still hunting.’

No “Front-Door” Demonstrations.

“Our leads to prospects generally are

secured through friends and owners of cars

we have sold. \Vhen we hear in this way

that someone is in the market we beat

around the bush and get our bearings.

Then, instead of driving up to the man's

house and giving the news a chance to

travel, as it will in a small town, we arrange

otherwise. We plan to give the prospect

a demonstration without attracting atten

tion. \Ve have him come to the garage or

arrange to give him a demonstration in

such a manner as not to attract attention

to the fact that he is a prospective buyer. ‘

“Men are more pleased with such ar

rangements than they would be to have

themselves almost publicly paraded and

to bring down on them a regiment of

dealers. And in this way we are able to

show up the points of our cars without

there being a half dozen or so of other cars

in the prespect's mind. If such a man has

any intention of buying a car we generally

can sell him one. What's that? You ask

if he may not afterwards get ‘sore’ when he

finds he would rather have bought some

other car? Hardly. One of our greatest

assets is our satisfied owners. \Ve do

everything in our power to keep them sat

isfied. We believe in playing fair. My father

was in this town before me and his father

before him, and when I can't keep up the

family reputation for square dealing I'll

quit.”

The Part That Service Plays.

Cadmus means what he says. Service——

that abused term—is a vital part of the

company's policy. Owners feel at liberty

to drive into the garage and ask to have
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their cars looked over. If it is a matter of

adjustments merely or insignificant repairs

there is no charge; if, however, anything

wrong is discovered the owner is glad to

pay. The company's reputation—for it real

ly is not a myth—assures him that if he is

asked to pay there is a legitimate reason.

And the concentration on one line helps out

in the service. \IVhen a car comes in, the

workmen, by being thoroughly familiar with

the one line, know just where to look to

ascertain the car's condition and are quick

to remedy irregularities. It is specializa

tion, that keynote in present day efficiency

theories.

Emphasizes Company’s Reputation.

One point that is hammered home by

Cadmus and Smith is the advantage of buy

ing of a reliable man in the buyer’s home

town. Then if anything goes wrong with

the purchase it is up to the dealer to make

it right and adjust any differences with the

factory, whereas if the purchase is made

through a distant dealer there often is

greater difiiculty in adjusting matters. The

company's reputation, built up through a

course of some six or seven years, is made

much of.

On the used car proposition the safe and

sane business way is followed. No more is

allowed for a car than can be secured for

it at resale, and this traded—in stock is

turned over quickly.

“A man came to me one day," said Cad

mus, “and wanted to trade in his car. I

offered him $400. He said another dealer

had offered him $700. He gave me his name

_-—he was a dealer who handled a $2,000 car

—and I showed the prospect how the other

dealer, by cutting his commission, could

make this price, while we, with a smaller

commission, so far as dollars are concerned,

could not do so. He saw the point.

When Commission Cutting Paid.

“As to throwing away commissions in

trading just to make a sale, we don’t often

do it. We did it once, but there was a real

reason for it. Smith and I had quite an

argument about it at first. but we finally

agreed that it was the best thing to do. The

man who wanted to trade for a good price

wanted so much that we would make prac

tically nothing if we traded. But this man,

who was very insistent, was quite close to

another man to whom we wanted to sell a

car. We traded, and in that way this man

influenced the other and we made the profit

on the second sale. Otherwise we would

have made no sale at all. As it is. we have

both men for customers in supplies and so

forth and we considered it the best way

out of a perplexing situation. The man

on whose car we made the regular profit is a

physician and we looked upon him as more

or less of an advertisement for our line, as

he is all over town and gives a car a chance

to show what it is made of. And if we

keep him satisfied—which we will—he can

help us a lot."

The parts and supplies trade is thriving_

with the Central Motor Car Co. The regu

lar stock is valued at about $3,000. Last

year the company sold over $12,000 worth

of tires and in January, 1911, the sales of

one brand exceeded $1,200, and January is

considered a dull month in tires. Gasolene

is bought at 15% cents and sold at 20. The

monthly sales are about 3,500 gallons, but

the dealers say there is little money made

in this commodity.

Storage Conditions That Prevail.

Storage is quite a heavy part of the busi

ness, and although the building, which is

but one story, is only 45 feet wide at the

front, 70 at the back and 100 feet deep, 30

cars can be stored. The average number is

'22—all live storage. Prices range from

$10 and $15 for small models to $25 and

$30 as top prices. The cleaning and atten

tion required in large cities is not demanded

in Bloomfield; cars which are in and out

frequently are cleaned only when cleaning

is required.

The location of the garage is advanta

geous. At present the street is somewhat

torn up, but when the authorities have fin

ished the improvements that are now under

way the garage will stand on an advanta

geous corner of a spacious square. The

street is heavily traveled and the garage is

but a few feet from the D., L. & W. sta

tion. Demonstrating expenses are kept

down by concentrating on one line, as but

one car is required where otherwise one

would be required for each of the different

lines carried.

Pleasing the Trade a Principle.

Pleasing both the transient and the regu

lar customer is a business principle. Two

toilet and wash rooms are kept scrupulously

clean, and always there is soap and clean

towels, and the tourist who drives in for

storage is pleased to find a place where he

can in comfort remove the dust and grime

of travel. Cadmus well expressed the com

pany’s attitude when he said: “We do not

believe in getting a man's money and then

saying ‘To hell with him!’ We are in this

town to stay and are going to stay; and we

have the future to look out for. The only

way we can do it is by building a reputation

for reliability and fairness and by gathering

around us a satisfied trade."

Combine to “Solve” Petrol Question.

Unless a hitch of some sort develops. it

is promised that British motorists soon will

be able to obtain their "petrol," which is

 

the British designation for plain gasolene.

at a tithe of what it costs at- present. In

order to bring about this desirable state of

affairs at company to be styled Motor Own

ers' Petrol Combine, Ltd., which is to be

modestly capitalized at not less than $5,

700,000, already is .in process of formation,

headquarters having been established at

Egyptian _House, Picadilly, London, \V.,

England.

The idea, of course, is to permit those

who participate in the stock distribution of

the “combine” to purchase their fuel from

themselves, so to speak, at prices set by

themselves, and in order to accomplish this

end it is proposed to own oil fields as well

_as ships, refineries, storage plants, rolling

stock and distribution plants in all of the

principal cities in the country, which is a

tall order for motor owners in Great Britain

or any other country.

Treatment for Over-Size Piston Rings.

It is not always possible to obtain a set

of new piston rings that can be inserted in

the piston grooves without any fitting,

though very often' this may be done. Some

times the rings are a trifle tight in the

grooves. When this is the case the proper

thing to do, assuming, of course, that the

tightness is not due to dirt or carbon in

the grooves, is to ease the rings by rubbing

their sides on a sheet of fine emery cloth

laid on a perfectly flat surface, such as a

sheet of plate glass or an accurately planed

block of wood. The rings should be con

stantly turned while rubbing to prevent the

removal of too much stock in any one place.

The utmost care sholud be taken to wash

off all traces of emery before putting the

rings in place. There should be no trace of

looseness or of binding in a properly fitting

piston ring.

Flame Test for Carburetter Floats.

An invisible leak in a carburetter float of

the hollow metal type can be found by heat

ing the float sufficiently to expand and

vaporize the gasolene that has leaked in, but

_not sufliciently to melt the solder, if any is

used. A lighted match run around the

float will ignite the vapor issuing from the

microscopic hole. If the float is immersed

in boiling water for a few seconds the gaso

lene will expand sufficiently for the pur

pose.

Old Corks as Spare Valve Protectors.

A simple method of ensuring the good

condition of spare valves is to punch a hole

in a large cork and run the valve stem

through the hole so that the cork abuts

against the valve head. The cork may be

held in place with the aid of a spare valve

spring. washer and pin. \Vood will serve

the purpose if no cork is available.
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TWO NEW MODELS IN THE PATHFINDER LINE

 

One is a “Martha Washington” Coach for Three and the Other a Two

Passenger “Cruiser” With Flowing Lines-Electric Lighting and

Starting System Adopted-Few Alterations Found Necessary

PATH Fl .\' DER

Although two new models have been

added to the Pathfinder line made by the

Motor Car Mfg. Co. of Indianapolis, Ind.,

the same chassis is employed for all, the

newcomers increasing the body styles from

four to six. Two additions are a Martha

\Vashington coach, a three-passenger, in

side driven car, and the “Cruiser,” a two

passenger vehicle, on which the option of

either wire or wood wheels is offered.

Prices range from $1,875 to $2,500.

The power plant is a Continental block

motor with the valves all on the same side;

\ its bore and stroke are 4%; inches and 5%

inches. respectively, and it develops better

than 42 horsepower at 1,300 revolutions a

minute. The crankshaft is of the three

bearing type with well-proportioned liberal

size bearing surfaces.

The crankcase is made of nickel alum

inum alloy and is of the two piece type with

the oil reservoir, easily removable, con

tained in the half; a patented

breather pipe conveniently located on the

upper half of the case serves as a filler pipe

in addition to relieving the crankcase pres

sure. The remainder of the lubrication sys

tem consists of two plunger pumps and

suitable piping to lead the oil to the bear

ings. One of the pumps forces oil directly

to the main crankshaft bearings, whence it

drains into compartments under the con

necting rods and is splashed over the cyl

inder walls and auxiliary bearings, and the

lower

“CRUISER”

 
 

MODEL—A LOW III‘NG ROADSTER WITH A “MIDSHIP COCKPIT"

other forces oil over the timing gear train

in the front of the crankcase. The over

flow is strained into the oil reservoir and

re-pumped over its rounds. A sight feed on

the dash serves to indicate the operativeness

of the pumps.

By way of ensuring quietness of opera

tion, the timing gears are helically cut and

the valve mechanism is completely enclosed

by means of light rem0vable covers held in

place by means of thumb nuts. Cooling is

etiected on the thermo-siphon system, ra

diation being assisted by an 18-inch ball

bearing mounted fan; the radiator is of the

honey-comb type. “Mixture” is furnished

by the latest type Schebler carburetter and

the motor is sparked by an Eisemann high

tension magneto with the plug leads car

ried in a special aluminum housing effect

ually protecting them from breakage or

short circuits.

The pistons are cast of a special grade

of reverberatory air furnace iron and are

extra long and accurately ground to size.

Each is fitted with four diagonally split

eccentric expansion rings which have been

treated in special machinery designed to

relieve casting strains and ensure even

pressure all the way around the cylinder

walls. Five oil grooves are turned in the

outside of the pistons to assist in distribu

ting the lubricating oil in an even film. All

pistons and connecting rod assemblies are

carefully weighed and balanced to minim

ize vibration. Wrist pins are formed of

seamless cold-drawn steel tubing carbonized

and accurately ground to size; they are

pinched in the small ends of the connecting

rods, bearings being in the piston bosses.

Connecting rods are of I-beam section and

are made of carbon steel drop forged and

heat treated with the bearing caps held in

place by means of nickel bolts securely

locked.

The crankshaft, camshaft and connecting

rod bearings are unusually liberal in size

and are made of high grade nickel babbitt

metal. Connecting rod big end bearings are

held in place by means of brass retaining

screws. Indicative of the care which en

ters into manufacture, all bearings after

having been carefully fitted into place are

expanded on special expansion arbors,

reamed and hand scraped.

Distinctive of the Gray & Davis electric

lighting and engine starting system. which

is the regular equipment on the Martha

\Vashington model only, and which op

crates at a nominal 6-volt pressure, the

generator for charging the storage battery

and the engine starting motor are separate

units. The former is mounted on a bracket

on the crankcase and the latter is hung to

the chassis frame and drives the engine

through the intermediary of gearing cut in

the periphery of the flywheel. Pressure on

a pedal serves to engage the electric motor

through the gearing and at the same time
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closes the circuit, causing the engine to be

“turned over" at the rate of 80 revolutions

a minute. Immediately the engines takes

up its own cycle of operations, the electric

motor automatically is disengaged and the

generator commences to charge the storage

battery against its future use for lighting

and starting. The whole series of opera—

tions is entirely automatic.

From the engine, power is transmitted to

sizes are the same—namely. 36x4%, both

front and'rear; demountable rims are stan

dard equipment. Both the front and the

rear. of the chassis are supported on semi

elliptic springs. Spring shackles are pro

vided with grease cups and every effort has

been made to reduce to the minimum the

possibility of unwelcome rattles and

squeaks.

In the body designs, care has been taken

  

STANDARD PATHFINDER TOURING CAR FITTED WITH VICTORIA TOP

full-floating rear axles through a leather

faced cone clutch provided with spring in

serts, to ensure smooth action and positive

release, and a three-speed selectively op

erated change gearset. The clutch and the

gearset are contained in the same aluminum

housing, which, in turn, is securely bolted

to the flywheel case, making of the whole a

rigid unit in which disalignmcnt of the sev

eral shafts is impossible. Both service and

emergency brakes are located on rear wheel

drums and both are internal expanding and

carefully equalized. The service brake

drums are 16 inches in diameter and the

others are 12 inches in diameter.

In the transmission elements, a torsion

tube surrounding the propeller shaft takes

the place of both torque rods and radius

members. The torsion tube is attached to a

cross member of the chassis frame by means

of a swivelling yoke. The rear axle housing

is formed of pressed steel and is unusually

rugged in construction. A large inspection

plate permits ready access to the differential

gears, which may be adjusted without the

necessity for removing them or disturbing

other parts.

The wheelbase of the chassis has been in

creased to 120 inches and, as heretofore, the

unusual type of "chariot" wheels, which are

an exclusive feature of Pathfinder cars, are

retained. On all models except the “Cruis

er," which is equipped with 34 x 4 inches

tires mounted on either wood or wire

wheels, at the option of the purchaser, tire

to obtain consistency of lines and to elim

inate corners and crevices and “gable end"

projections. To the "Cruiser" model, the

include a standard five-passenger touring

car, an "armored" roadster, a four-passen

ger phaeton and a delivery wagon of 1,500

pounds rated capacity. In all the pleasure

car models—the delivery wagon is built on

the pleasure car chassis—the upholstery is

hand buffed leather over curled hair and

measures 10 inches in thickness.

Nickeling Solutions to be Avoided.

One of the showiest and most profitable

of the many catch-pennies sold by street

fakers used to be a solution of mercury and

acid, which possesses the property of pro

ducing a bright finish, resembling nickel,

on brass or copper. merely by applying the

fluid with a rag. Unfortunately, the mer

cury, which forms the bright film, evap

orates in a few hours. The efiects of the

acid, however, are likely to remain, and in

some instances real damage can be done

through corrosion.

The fleeting character of the “plating”

produced in this way has become so well

known that the stuff is hard to sell in the

street, but there are indications that the

“plating solution industrt" has been quick

end somewhat by the opportunities to sell

the stuff to people who find the plating

wearing off the bright parts of their cars

or who desire to make-the cars appear up

to date by “nickeling” the brass trimmings.

Polishes warranted to act like lightning and

  

PATHFINDER "MARTHA \VASHINGTON COACH" VHIICH ACCOMMODATES THREE

new two-passenger car of unusual perspec

tive, an even more unusual appearance is

lent by the addition of a plate over the rear

compartment bearing the name of the car

and of the model. The lines of the “Cruis

er" are quite in keeping with ‘its nautical

designation; they are rather long, without

sharp angles, and the “midship cockpit" is

distinctly suggestive of the cruising power

boat

The other machines in the Pathfinder line

which are made of strong acids that actually

eat away the metal are also in the category

of things which should be given the widest

kind of berth, out of consideration for the

nickel plating. There are plenty of really

good polishes on the market, and there are

also plating compounds that really plate

There is no difficulty in obtaining the for

mer, and the latter, though limited in their

usefulness, are satisfactory enough as far as

they go.
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PROFITS THAT COME WITH THE WINDS OF WINTER

 

Although Few Dealers Make the Most of Them, Automobile Heaters Offer a

Fertile Field for Endeavor and Provide a Source of Revenue—Devices

That' Are Available and Their Methods of Operation

While it is self-evident that a warm car

is very much more comfortable than a cold

car during the winter months, there are few

dealers who avail themselves of the oppor

tunities offered by the several available de

vices which afi'ord such comfort. Properly

displayed and properly exploited, there is

not the slightest doubt but that the sale of

heaters could be made to realize not an in~

considerable revenue.

As for the cars as they come from the

factory, in only one instance is provision

made for heating the car. The exception

is the Oldsmobile Defender, in which ad

vantage is taken of the heated air which

comes from the radiator and from under the

motor hood. The Oldsmobile heater com—

prises a series of openings in the base of the

dash which are provided with shutters so

   

 

  

OLDSMOBILE FOOT “’ARMER

that they can be closed when heat is not de

sired. A baffle plate is employed so that

grease cannot be thrown through the heater

holes from the revolving parts of the motor.

Advantage also is taken of the heated air

from the engine in the Reynolds heater,

which is designed for attachment to any car

simply by cutting a hole in the footboard

for the reception of the casing. As shown

in the accompanying illustration, it con

sists simply of a grating which is fitted

into the footboard so that the air which is

drawn in through the passages in the ra

diator and which of necessity becomes

heated to a degree which is dependent upon

the efficiency of the radiator, is admitted to

the body. Bathe plates are provided to pre

vent oil and grease thrown by the revolving

parts of the motor from passing through

the grating and soiling the interior of the

car, and adjustable shutters also are pro

vided by means of which the amount of

heated air admitted to the compartment

may be varied or shut ofi entirely, if need

 

be. Heaters of this type, however, can only

be placed on the footboard, and therefore

are only applicable for heating the forward

compartment of the car.

Probably the simplest method of render
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LEIIMAN COAL HEATER

ing the tonneau comfortable, and one which

involves no change in the mechanism or the

body of the car is offered by the use of the

familiar coal burning coach heater. As

ordinarily constructed, this device consists

of a small sheet iron casing which is pro

vided with a drawer. The interior of the cas—

ing is lined with asbestos or with other suit

able fireproof'material; ventilating holes

are provided at either end for the escape

of the heat, and in some cases holes also

are provided in the top or on one side for

the same purpose. The fuel consists of a

specially prepared brickette, which is ig

nited by placing it in a brisk fire until it

glows, and which then is placed in the

drawer, where it slowly burns and throws

oFf considerable heat.

Of this type of heater. probably none is

better known than the Clark heater, prod

uct of the Chicago Flexible Shaft Co., Chi

cago, Ill, and which is shown in one of the

illustrations. The device is made of heavy

(fill llililifiilil

CLARK FOOT “CARMER

  

sheet metal and all of the exposed parts

are heavily nickel plated; the body of the

device is covered with either plush or

Brussels carpet, as the case may be. By

way of regulating the amount of heat which

is radiated by the device, adjustable shut

ters are provided to cover or partially cover

the ventilator holes.

The fuel which is provided is specially

prepared, so that while combustion actually

takes place the chemicals which are mixed

with the carbon or coal in the brickette ac

count for the gas which naturally is emitted

during the course of combustion and also

help to raise the temperature and render

the combustion slower and deliberate. One

brickette, it is claimed. will burn 12 to l6

hours.

As made by Lehman Bros, of New York

City, the coal burning heater has much the

same characteristics. As with the Clark de

vice, the fuel is contained in a drawer and

the heat emitted escapesthrough adjustable

ventilators provided in the end pieces and

sides. Several different styles are manu

factured and different finishes provided to

meet varying requirements.

\Vhile heaters of this type are eminently

satisfactory considered from the standpoint

W74.
REYNO Ll)‘S FOOT-BOARD HEATER
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of their ability to make the car comfortable,

they have two drawbacks in the shape of

the expense for fuel, which, however, does

not amount to a great deal, and the neces

sity for the use of a fire for ignition of the

fuel, which spells both time and trouble.

The fact that the better part of the heat

units which are available from the gasolene

which is used to operate the motor is rep

resented as a waste through the engine

cooling jackets and the exhaust, naturally

suggests that the heat which is dispersed

through these be used to render winter

riding comfortable, aud indeed in not a few

of the heaters on the inarket, the heat of the

exhaust is used directly.

On first thought, the possibility of using

the heated water which comes from the

cylinder jackets would suggest itself as a

good medium for carrying the heat to the

car, but the fact that this would necessitate

further complication of a system which is a

vital part of the operating mechanism, mili

tates against the practice.
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Probably the type of heater which is in

most general use is the one wherein the heat

of the exhaust gases is used, the gases or

part of the gases being intercepted before

they reach the muffler and caused to pass

through a radiator positioned in the body.

The heater made by the Motor and Manu

facturing \\'orks Co., of Dunkirk, N. Y., is

of this type. The radiator itself is made

of cast iron in the shape of a coil, so that

surface sufficient to radiate ample heat is

obtained. The device is positioned in the

floor boards of the car and is covered with

a grating. Connection is made to the ex

haust pipe by means of a three-way valve,

which clamps to the pipe, and a length of

flexible metallic pipe which leads to the ra

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

GARRISON HOT-AIR ATTACHMENT

diator and makes pipe fitting unnecessary.

By closing a shutter which is operated by

means of a milled sector, not only is the

heat prevented from emerging through the

radiator at times when it is not required,

but the cut~off valve is operated so that

the exhaust passes through the mufiier in

the ordinary way. Flexible metallic piping

also figures in the equipment which accom

panies the Al-Ton Heater, which is made

in Philadelphia by the Atlas Ball C0. The

exhaust gases are similarly used.

Similar practice is exhibited in the manu

facture of the American heater, which is

produced by the American Auto-Heater Co.,

of Bufi'alo, N. Y. The perforated plate and

all of the fittings are made of aluminum

by way of reducing the weight to a mini—

mum. The heating coil is attached to the

exhaust pipe through the intermediary of a

“T” fitting, which is provided with a shut

off valve so that the radiator can be ren

dered inoperative, and regulation pipe fit

tings, the make-up being accomplished by

means of a union. The gases which pass

through the radiator are mufiied by means

of a smaller muffler, by way of preventing

noise.

The Radio heater consists of a cast iron

pot enclosed in a steel casing, and covered

  

RADIO EXHAUST HEATER

with the orthodox perforted plate. At

tachment to the exhaust pipe is by means of

special fittings which are supplied with the

device and which include a valve for regu
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AUTO HEATER CO-ILS

lation. The device is made by the Milwau

kee Auto Specialty Co., Milwaukee, \Vis.

The Garrison Gasolcne Specialties Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa., also produces a heater of

much the same character. A special three

  

\\'ARM HAND \NI-IEEL

way valve and special slip joint fittings

which are supplied with the device reduce

the labor involved in the attachment of the

heater to a minimum.

While either of these types of heaters

is applicable for use with either the open

or closed types of bodies, where the former

is used the heat is practically ineffective

in keeping the driver's hands at a point

near the normal temperature. Not many

devices are on the market which provide

means for preventing cold fingers, however;

probably the best known is the \\'arm

Hand wheel made by the \Varm Hand

Steering Wheel Co., of New York City.

The device is simple in the extreme. It

embraces the use of a wheel. the two lower

sections of which are provided with special

resistance coils so that attachment of the

leads to the ordinary storage battery re—

sults in the heating of the coils, and con

sequently the production of a warm wheel

rim. So high is the resistance that but little

current is used even when the device is

Va

 

 

 

 

    

AMERICAN COIL HEATER

operated for long periods. A switch pro

vides the means for rendering the device

inoperative when the car is not in operation

or when heat is not needed.

The electric heater for warming the body

of the car also is in course of development

at the hands of the American Electrical

Heater Co., Detroit, Mich., but as yet the

device has not been placed on the market.

Naturally a device of this type will ofier

many advantages because of the ease with

which it can be attached and detached.

When all is said and done, with the heating

devices which are now on the market, and

a windshield to protect one from the cold

blasts which are prevalent, driving during

the winter months even in an open car can

be made fairly comfortable, while the ad

vantages offered by the closed types of

bodies make winter driving in the cold

weather as pleasant as during the summer

months.
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PRACTICAL SYSTEM FOR THE SMALL REPAIR SHOP

What Systematic Operation Means to the Average Shop—Card System That is

Simple and Covers Every Detail of Work on Automobiles—Methods

That Eliminate Argument—Keeping Tabs on Men, Material and Time

In the operation of a very small repair

shop. where the proprietor is also foreman,

chief mechanic, treasurer, executive head

and half the entire force, anything like an

elaborate system for keeping tabs on men,

material and the progress of the work is

unnecessary. It is easy for the “boss” to

keep his eye on the entire “force,” and with

the aid of a single book or a memorandum

hook to keep his records of the day's work,

receipts, expenditures and so on—records

which it is profitable to keep even if the

shop force consists of only “the boss and

the boy," for no man’s memory is as a

written notation, especially in the opinion

of a disputing customer who has his own

peculiar way of remembering things.

Wherein “Keeping Tabs" Is Helpful.

If. however, the business grows until the

force totals six, eight or ten men. or when

ever it becomes necessary to employ a fore

man, the shop is moved to more commo

dious quarters and it takes all his time to

look after the “white collar" part of the

work without doing any mechanical labor.

the proprietor must, in nine cases out of

ten. either adopt some sort of a system or

lose money. The fact that the shop may

make money does not indicate that a system

is unnnecessary, for the chances are greatly

in favor of increased profits if the proper

steps are taken to avoid waste, not only of

material but of time. Under the general

head of material properly may come not

only the stock used for repair work, but

also tools and supplies of all kinds; and

time may be taken as including not only the

time spent in actual repair work, but also

time spent in hunting for lost tools, mak

ing new ones, figuring up methods of doing

jobs that have been done before but no one

remembers just how—and so on. All men

are not square dealers, either in time or in

the use of the proprietor’s property, and a

check is required so that those who do not

show the proper spirit may be remonstrated

with more or less gently, as the exigencies

of the cases may demand.

System That Promotes Patronage.

There is still another good reason for

the adoption of a system in a small shop.

While the customer himself is not always

made to feel it. he is in reality the dominant

factor in the business. The customer’s

money and the customer's goodwill are the

things that make the business possible. Ob

viously the more customers the greater the

profit; and if local patrons will bring their

work always to the same shop—in other

words, become steady customers—they can

be relied upon to supply an income that can

tomer? Reasonable prices. work that can

be depended upon, reasonably quick service

and generally fair treatment and courtesy.

In the matter of prices, it is clear that the

bill rendered to the customer represents the

cost of doing the work plus the repair

man's profit. If the repairman knows ex

actly what the work cost him in time. mate

 

Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Car No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Address

SMITH’S REPAIR SHOP

ORDER FORM

Make and Model of Car . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

License No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Owner‘s Name . r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Job No. 858

 

REPAIRS REQUIRED

 

a

“fork completed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I hereby authorize the execution of above work.

(Signature) . . . . . . . . . . ..

Delivered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paid . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . .

 

 

Return this card to office when job is completed.

 

 

ORDER FORM THAT \VILL AVOID DISPUTES

be roughly calculated at a given glance,

which may be increased by the coming of

new patrons. It does not require mathe

matical formulas to demonstrate that this

way of doing business is far better and

more conducive to the peace of mind and

the prosperity of the proprietor than de

pendence upon a continuous influx of new

comers who, pcrhaps, are not expected to

come again the next time there is a job to

be done.

Of course, the whole thing focuses at the

old, familiar point—the hackneyed state

ment that “a pleased customer comes again”

covers it. \Vhat is likely to please a cus

rial and overhead expense, he can add a de

cent profit and know that he is making a

reasonable amount of money on the transac

tion and that the customer is getting the

worth of his money. If it is possible only

to guess at the actual cost of doing the work

the profit added must be sufiicient to cover

possible errors in the guess; otherwise the

repairman takes the risk of going into bank—

ruptcy.

Eliminating Time and Stock Waste.

By the accurate checking up of time and

material and elimination of waste in both

it is possible to accomplish two results. The
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repairman can keep tabs on his financial

condition and find out at any time how he is

situated; and he can figure very closely on

profits, if necessary, without getting on the

wrong side of the books, to attract and hold

his customers; or he can add the saving to

profits, if no fault has been found with his

prices. There is nothing. however. that so

appeals to a man as to have a job done

promptly and well and then be charged a

price a little less than he expected to pay,

one card goes with the car for the informa

tion of the men working on it and is re—

turned to the office when the job is finished;

the other, the original carrying the signa

ture of the person authorizing the work,

goes to the office file. When the work has

been completed the date and time are placed

on the original, and the record is completed

when the date and time of delivery of the

car and date of payment are added.

With this card filled and filed, there never

 

Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SMITH’S REPAIR SHOP

STOCK CARD

Stock issued to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Job No. 858

Check No . . . . . . . . . . ..

 

Kind of Stock Quantity

 

 

A new card must be made for each day's work and a new card for each new 'ob. Same card must not

be used for more than one day or more than one Job number. Turn in stock car 5 at end of each day.

 

 

CARD THAT \VILL KEEP TRACK OF MATERIAL USED

and a shop that can do these things is not

likely to suffer for want of patronage.

Three Card System for small Shops.

A large shop where there are many‘men

and things are done on a large scale de

mands a system that requires an amount of

time and paraphernalia altogether out of

question for a small establishment. With

three sets of record cards, however, the lit

tle shop can get along very nicely, and the

time spent in making the records often will

be saved in looking up information and

settling disputed points, altogether apart

from the other advantages accruing from

the systematic doing of things. To begin

at the beginning—that is to say. when a car

comes into the shop for repairs—a card,

known as an Order Form, is made out by

the proprietor or his deputy. The order

forms are numbered consecutively, each car

that comes in thus receiving its own “job

number." The order form is dated and the

time the car came in also is entered. The

make and model of the car, its horsepower,

factory number and license number and

the owner's name and address are taken

down. Then follows a blank space in which

the details of the repair work required are

inscribed, and following this is the trouble

savingr formula, “I hereby authorize the

execution of the above work," after which

the person authorizing the work affixes his

signature. In many places, the latter is not

required, but it is a wise precaution and one

that effectually prevents or settles disputes.

The order form is made out in duplicate;

can be an unanswerable question as to

“Who told you to do that?" or “How long

ago was So-and-So’s car in the shop for a

new clutch leather?" or “I told you to put

in a set of new exhaust valve springs; why

didn’t you do it?” Both owner and repair

man are protected, for by turning up the

gaged, which is not quite so easy of accom

plishment. In a large shop a time-keeper

is employed to make regular rounds and

take from each man a record of what he has

been doing, and this is entered in a suitable

book. In a small shop, however, it is ob

vious that this method hardly is practicable,

and the only way seems to be to have each

man do his own time-keeping. entering up

his time on the cards just before quitting

time at noon and at night. In fact, this

system has been used to a very considerable

extent in large shops, with fairly satis

factory results, although it has been al

most entirely superseded by the method al

ready referred to. It has been said. and it

doubtless is quite true, that in an extensive

establishment it is impossible to' get the

men to keep anything like accurate records;

but the conditions in a small shop are very

different, and if a man is given to under

stand what is expected of him when he is

engaged, there is no reason why he should

experience any trouble in keeping the cards

properly—more especially as he is not ex

pected to do this in his own time, but is al

lowed time during working hours.

Time Card System in Detail.

The time-card that is here reproduced is

easily handled by any man. \then a man is

put to work on a car he notes the job num

ber on the order card attached to the ma

chine and puts the same number on his

time-card; also the date and his own

name and his tool-check number. Under

 

SMITH’S REPAIR SHOP

 

TIME CARD

Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Job No. 858

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Check No. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Work Done: From To

Remarks:

 

 

 

A new card must be made for each day’s work and a new card for each new job. Same card must not

be used for more than one day or more than one Job number. Turn in time cards at end of each day.

 

 

CARD THAT ACCOUNTS FOR WORKMEN'S TIME

card the whole story is brought to light and

responsibility fixed.

Time Checking to Reduce Loafing.

An important part of any system of rec

ords is the method of recording the time 'of

the men. This involves not only "time-keep

ing" for payroll purposes, which is a sim

ple enough matter, but also the apportion

ment of each man’s time to the various

parts of the jobs on which he may be en

the heading, “Vt-"ork done,” he puts down the

things he has done and the hours between

which the work was accomplished. For in

stance, “Grinding exhaust valves, 7.30 to 9

.~\.. M. Taking up connecting—rod bearings,

9 to 5.30 P. M.," and so on. If there are

unusual conditions which tend to lengthen

abnormally the time required for a given

job, they should be mentioned under the

heading “Remarks.” Each morning a new

card is started. and each time a man goes
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from one car to another a new card is

started; the same card never is used for

more than one day or for m‘ore than one

job number. At the end of each day's work

the cards are turned into the office.

It goes without saying that this system of

keeping time is not perfect; nor is any

other. The perfect time-keeping system has

yet to be devised. But it is reasonably ac

curate for small-shop purposes. It gives

the proprietor the data he needs for figur

ing the time-cost on each job, and if the

work has been spun out to what appears to

be an unwarranted extent the man on the

job can be called up and made to explain

the items that appear out of the way. Of

course, it is possible to “loaf” somewhat

and get away with it; but, on the other

hand, the fact that a man’s record, made by

himself, is always under the eye of the

“boss" and that he is liable to be “jacked

up" for anything not reasonably explainable

acts as a strong deterrent. Moreover, com

parisons are very easily made between the

different men on similar jobs and between

jobs done by one man at different times.

Records Better Than Recollections.

All this is extremely useful, for in time a

man's cards form an index of his ability

and his tendency to deal fairly or otherwise

with his employer, and the card file can be

made to furnish valuable information as to

the time required for a given job, and so

on. Again, Mr. Jones brings in his car for

an overhauling and is told he can have it

in about four days. “I can’t wait that long,"

protests Jones; “you did the job for me in

a day and a half last year." Up comes the

card record, and it proves to Mr. Jones that

his car was in the shop three days and a

half; the "boss" has allowed an extra half

day in his estimate because of the increas

ing age of the machine.

The third card is a stock card and, like

the other two, bears blank spaces for the

date. the job number and the name and

number of the workman who makes it out;

and it must bear but one date and one job

number. The workman fills in what material

he wants and the list or the single item, as

the case may be, is initialed by the foreman

or proprietor, who takes the opportunity, if

necessary, to find out why six feet of high

tension cable is needed for a single two

foot lead, or why a foot of three-eighths

tool steel should be issued to make a three

inch pin. The stock cards, turned in with

the time cards at the end of the day, form a

record of all the material issued during the

day.

Stopping the Stealing of Stock.

There is no question as to the usefulness

of a means of keeping tabs on stock. Only

those who have been intimately connected

with shop work are aware of the extent to

which the misuse of material can be carried

——and the term misuse covers not only

waste, but the pilfering that is so common,

if there is no trail to follow when suppplies

to melt away with discouraging

swiftness. Of course, there are many men

who will not help themselves when some

thing they particularly want is right under

their hands and there is no check on its use;

but unfortunately the other kind are suffi

ciently numerous to make a checking sys

tem valuable, if only as a means of reducing

depredations to the minimum. The warning

of an old hand to a new one, “Don’t ever

let the boss catch you swipin’ anything;

he's tighter'n hell!" perhaps is not all that

could be desired from a lofty moral stand

point; but it certainly helps to keep down

the bills for supplies of new stuff for the

stock-room.

seem

Turning In the Cards of a Day.

At the end of each working day each man

has turned into the office time cards, show

ing in detail how he has spent the day—

what jobs he has worked on, how much

time on each job and what portion of the

time on various portions of the work. Also

each man has turned in stock cards show

ing what, if any, material he has used, and

what he has used it for. If any jobs have

been completed, the fact is indicated by the

turning in of the order form, dated. The

day’s cards form a very complete record of

time, material and completed jobs, and the

progress of all work, and if any of the work

is lagging it is quickly made evident, so that

the proper remedy can be applied.

Collecting Data From the Records.

From the cards the time of the men is

transferred to the time-book from which

the pay-roll is made up; the stock used is

entered up in a stock record kept for the

purpose of checking, as nearly as possible,

the consumption of material with purchases

and to act as a reminder when anything

runs low; and completed jobs are properly

booked. Up to the time of completion of

a job all the cards bearing the job number

are kept together. When the last card

comes in marked “job completed" all the

cards are taken and the time and material

costs totaled up, and the basis for the bill

thus is obtained. After this the cards are

transferred from the active file to the dead

file, where they are available for reference,

a small card index serving as a guide. A

few cases of trouble over work done, facts

that cannot be remembered or are remem

bered differently by different people, dis

putes over authority to do work or other

incidents of the kind that are. unfortunately,

sure to crop up more or less in such a busi

ness, are sufficient to prove the practical

every-day value of such a record and filing

system.

How the System Can Be Extended.

It is obvious that there is a good deal of

elasticity in the system described. That is

to say, it can be varied or amplified very

considerably. If the shop is large enough

to warrant the employment of a bookkeeper

a daily report of the condition of the work

could be made with little trouble, so that the

proprietor could tell at a glance how things

were moving without the trouble of looking

up the records; and a weekly or monthly

summary should be added. These and other

possibilities of the system will suggest

themselves as occasion arises. Even should

the business grow to really large propor

tions—through the aid of the system, prop

erly handled—amplifications made from

time to time could be made to take care of

increasing requirements without change in

the forms or in the general method of

using them. The stock record will keep

pace with any increase if duplicate stock

cards are made for the bookkeeper and the

stock man. For a small shop, however, that

is a little too big to be handled properly

without a system, but does not warrant any

thing of an elaborate or expensive char

acter, the method outlined is one that will

be appreciated when its real usefulness has

been demonstrated by actual service under

working conditions.

Highwayman Steals Prospect List.

Highwaymen, it is generally supposed,

care only for valuables; E. R. Greenlaw, a

New Orleans salesman, however, claims to

have found a robber in whose makeup

there is a pronounced streak of meanness,

for when the highwayman in question held

up Greenlaw one night in the streets of

that Southern city the robber not only

took Greenlaw's money and jewelry but

appropriated the salesman’s prospect list.

It was in a small notebook and contained

the names of several hundred New Orleans

people to whom Greenlaw expected to sell

Regal cars. But for the fact that the Re

gal factory possessed a duplicate list, the

robbery might have made a big hole in the

salesman's business. As it was, it had the

effect of delaying some of the sales several

days.

Wherein Alcohol and Water Differ.

One of the peculiar properties of alcohol

is that it mixes readily with water, the two

liq-iids having a strong affinity for each

other. On thi; account burning alcohol can

be extinguished by the application of water,

in which it differs from gasolenc and oils,

which, as is well known, float on the water

and burn all the better for the extra spread~

ing out.
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MAKING PLAIN THE ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM

 

Characteristics of Three Widely Differing Apparatus Explained in a Manner

to Emphasize Their Real Simplicity-The Value of Periodic

Inspections-What to do in Case of Trouble

 

(This is the eighth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

startiiig systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

It is well established just where the

dealer stands in his relation to the manu—

facturer and the consumer, but it is not

quite so clearly understood that he repre

sents the physical embodiment of service.

There can be no gainsaying that a good

dealer, a dealer who is good for the reason

that he is equipped mentally and with mate

rial to render real service, is valuable alike

to the motoring community and to the

manufacturer. And in this connection the
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WARD LEONARD DYNAMO SHOWING

word service can be made to cover a multi

tude of things not necessarily sins.

Applying the Ounce of Prevention.

There is one branch of the service busi

ness—the service part of the business as

suredly should be a well established de

partment—which gradually is receiving

greater attention. It is that branch which

has to do with periodic inspections of

mechanisms to make certain to the satis

faction of the dealer, the manufacturer and

the owner, that component parts are fulfill

ing their functions in the proper manner. In

other words, the value of the ounce of pre

vention gradually is being recognized in its

true light in its application to the mainte

nance of automobiles.

There are few automobile factories which

are not equipped with service stations

where adjustments, mental and mechan

ical. can be made and repairs eflected with

"despatch. Latterly, several prominent man'

ufacturers have announced the policy of

free inspection from time to time, secure

in the knowledge that service of this kind

reverts not only to the customer in added

satisfaction but to themselves and to their

dealers as well. If a likely trouble can be

ascertained before it actually develops it

can be prevented in nine cases out of ten.

The effect on all concerned easily can be

imagined. The policy is in a measure an

application of the old proverb “Forewarned

is foreariiied."
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Nor is this policy confined to manufac

turers of automobiles. It is spreading

gradually to manufacturers of accessories

as well. Already several service stations

maintained by ignition apparatus and car

buretter manufacturers offer free inspection

at periodic intervals, and, needless to add,

the results of the practice have been uni

versally good. Ignition apparatus, of

course, always has been and in all probabil

ity always will be more or less of a mys

tery to the average individual. Sad to re

late, for there is little real reason for the

condition, the same can be said of electric

lighting and engine starting systems, which

fact lends emphasis to the necessity for

service stations where this recent develop

ment in the automobile business can be in

telligently handled.

Relative Ease of Obtaining Knowledge.

In the larger cities where electrical ap

paratus manufacturers maintain branch

establishments or have representation the

problem is no problem at all, for it is a sim

ple matter, and an absolutely essential one,

for manufacturers to educate their own

representatives. But where the manufac

turer has no representation other than that

afforded by automobile dealers handling

cars equipped with his products the prob

lem is a real one. And in the majority of

cases it can be solved only by the dealer

educating himself. But that the education

is fairly easy of acquisition has been made
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WARD LEONARD REGULATOR

plain in the last seven issues of Motor

World, in which the real simplicity of a

number of electric lighting systems has

been pointed out and their care and repair

elucidated. Incidentally, the articles have

served to emphasize the actual lack of com

plexity of such systems and the really small

amoiint of care that is necessary. In many

cases, care and repair mean nothing more

than periodic and intelligent inspection. In

the present article several other systems

are treated in a manner to make plain just

where to look for likely trouble and just

what to do to prevent or to remedy it.

The first consideration in any such sys

tem is to keep the apparatus perfectly clean.

Cleanliness may not be next to godliness

in this connection, but it surely is next to

efiicient operation, for unless the parts are

kept free from dust and dirt and grease

they cannot be expected to perform their

functions properly and without giving some

sort of trouble. In the majority of cases.

generators are tightly enclosed to exclude
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foreign matter, but it is dificult to close all

openings to the absolute exclusion of dust

-—and water—and therefore that which finds

entrance should be carefully removed at

stated intervals, a soft brush being the

preferable means of removal. Of course,

where the accumulations have become

 

 

  

FISHER U-TYPE GENERATOR

caked by reason of the presence of oil

‘or grease other means of removal will be

necessary and of them none is better than

a piece of cheesecloth dampened, but not

wet, with gasolene. The gasolene will cut

the grease and remove the dirt and will

evaporate rapidly, leaving nothing to impair

the insulation. Care should be taken, how

ever, not to use too much gasolene, for it

is a solvent of rubber and must not be per

mitted to remain on rubber insulated wires.

etc.

When Openings May not be Closed.

Generally, it is not permissible to apply

the ounce of prevention by closing up all

such openings which serve to admit dust.

Sometimes they are put there for the pur

pose of providing a circulation of air within

the machine in order to prevent undue tem

perature rise. When such is the case, they

generally are partly closed by means of

screens, in which case care should be taken

to keep the screens clean.

As is the case with so many other sys

tems, the generatOr in the Ward Leonard

system, manufactured by the Ward Leonard

Electric Co., of Bronxville, N. Y., is com

pletely enclosed and is practically dust and

waterproof. The dynamo is of the plain

shunt wound type and the armature is of

the drum wound type, with the core slightly

skewed to increase efficiency and reduce

noise in operation. The whole system con

sists of the dynamo, an automatic electric

current regulating device, an automatic cut

out and a pair of storage batteries. The

Ward Leonard system differs from others

in that it-employs two separate batteries

instead of the usual one. The batteries are

,smallerthan the ordinary ignition battery.

A conveniently located switch permits

either to'be connected to the lighting or the

gasolene.

ignition circuit. The reason for the use of

the two batteries is made plain by the wir

ing plan, which provides for grounding the

ignition circuit with an all wire circuit for

the lighting system. By the use of two bat

teries, the danger of short circuits between

the two systems is eliminated.

Care of the Brushes and Commutator.

Except for occasional inspection of the

dynamo casing and the inside of the mecha

nism, which should be periodic, to clean

away accumuations of dust and dirt and

to make sure that wires and connections are

unbroken or loosened, little other care will

be necessary except that accorded the

brushes and the commutator. These parts

are the only parts which should ever re

quire more than perfunctory attention. As
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FISHER CUT-OUT

the machine is self-regulating, sparking

should not occur and the brushes should

wear for indefinite periods without replace

ment.

The brushes and the brush holding

mechanism are shown in the accompanying

illustration removed from the dynamo, the

operation being simple and requiring noth

ing more than the removal of four small

screws and the disconnection of the brush

wires. The brushes should be taken out of

the holders at regular intervals, say every

41,000 miles, and thoroughly cleaned with

When they are replaced care

should be taken to seethat they are put

back the same way they were taken out, for

:after a certain amount of wear they will

have acquired a smoothness and a finish

which is highy desirable. In making the

connections be certain that the brush wires

are replaced properly, for it they are re

'versed the dynamo will not generate. Inci

dentally, to cause the dynim) to generate

when the armature is rotated in we opposite

direction merely requires that the brush

leads be reversed.

\Vhen in the best of condition the com

mutator will exhibit a brownish, glazed ap

pearance and should not be touched. If it

is scratched or cut, however, the brushes

should be examined to make sure that they

are long enough to press properly against

the commutator, and if they are not they

should be replaced at once, or taken out

if no new ones are at hand. Slight scratches

may be 'removed by applying very fine sand

paper to the commutator with the machine

running, care being taken first to remove

the brushes. Access to the commutator and

the brushes is through a removable cover

held in place by means of a thumb nut.

Current regulation in the Ward Leonard

system is obtained with the aid of a com

bined electro-mechanical device contained

in a tight housing mounted on the dash of

the car. The device itself is shown here

with with the covcr removed in order to

make plain its structure and operation. In

it are combined the automatic cut-out and

the regulator. Normally, the circuit be‘

tween the battery and the dynamo is open

and is not closed until a car speed of ap

proximately 10 miles an hour is attained.

when sufiicicnt current is generated to

charge the storage battery.

Operation of Cut-Out and Regulator.

Immediately the current generated by the

dynamo exceeds that of the battery the coil

A in the accompanying picture of the cut

out and regulator becomes magnetized suf

ficiently to attract the arm C, thereby clos

ing the contacts D and H and establishing

the connection between the dynamo and

the battery. \Vhen the engine is stopped,

the action of the spring K serves to sepa

rate the contacts and the circuit is broken.

The action is entirely automatic.

The regulator mechanism is at the right

and is different in action from anything else

of its kind. The regulator consists of a

series coil (F) and armature (H) which

mounts a contact (R) and a fixed contact

(E). The series coil is set for a predeter
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AUTOLITER MAGNETO DYNAMO

mined amperage. usually 10, so arranged

that when 10 amperes is reached the mag

netism of the coil is sufi-icient to attract the

armature (H). which separates the contacts

(E and R), thereby inserting a' single step

'of resistance in the fieldf When the output
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drops to 9.9 amperes the series coil is shunt

ed by the decrease in magnetism in the

series coil which permits the contacts to

come together under the action of the

spring (J). Consequently, the armature of

the regulator is constantly vibrating, its

period of vibration corresponding to the

speed at which the car is driven, which

governs, in turn, the output of the genera

tor. The speed at which the armature vi

brates, however, is so great as to have no

effect which can be detected in any fluctua

tion in the brightness of the lamps.

Care of the Contacts that is Needed.

In caring for the regulating and circuit

breaking mechanism, the contacts seldom, if

ever, will require to be touched, though it

can do no harm to inspect the mechanism

from time to time to make sure that it is

perfecty clean and that it is operating prop

erly. Unless the devices give unmistake

able evidence of some sort of derangement

they had best be let severely alone, particu

larly as regards their adjustment. If the

contacts show signs of burning or corro

sion, they may be cleaned with a very fine

fiat file or two pieces of fine emery cloth

glued to opposite sides of a piece of thin

Bristol board. In lubricating the dynamo,

not more than two or three drops of fine

machine oil should be placed in the oil

holes at the ends of the armature shaft

about every two or three weeks—not often

er unless the car is driven continuously.

In the Fisher, lighting system, manufac

tured by the Fisher Electrical Works of

Detroit, Mich., the generator is conspic

uous for- the absence of any regulating de

vices whatsoever. It is so constructed that

it operates at crankshaft speed and the

field “builds up" very rapidly until the nor

mal output of about six amperes at 950 revo

lutions a minute is reached, after which the

field “builds up" so slowly as to cause no

material increase in current production up

to speeds of 2,000 revolutions a minute. The

whole system is embraced in the generator,

the automatic cut-out and a storage battery.

Duties of “Pig Tails" Made Plain.

The automatic cut-out is contained in a

small housing mounted over the brushes and

commutator and consists of single electro

magnet; it is shown by the accompanying

drawing. When the current generated by

the dynamo is sufficient to charge the bat

tery the magnetism of the coil is sufficient

to attract its armature, thereby closing the

circuit. When the engine is stopped, the ar

mature returns to its normal position under

the action of a spring and the circuit is

opened.

The removal of the cut-out housing, pos

sible by taking out two screws which hold

it in place, reveals the commutator and the

brushes which should be inspected at regu

lar intervals and cleaned of accumulations

of dust or oil. The brushes are fitted with

what in electrical engineer's parlance are

styled “pig tails," or short wires soldered or

otherwise fastened to them to make certain

the collection of current. Consequently

there is less necessity for taking out the

brushes and cleaning them than there is in

machines in which no “pig tails" are used.

The cut-out is rugged in construction and,

  

AUTOLITER CIRCUIT BREAKER

as the contact points are platinum-iridium,

they should wear for indefinite periods with

out attention.

What to do When the Current Fails.

In the event of failure to generate, the

cut-out first should be inspected to make

sure that contact is made when the arma

ture is speeded up. If the contact points

come together, but without making the cir

cuit, it is altogether likely that they are

slightly corroded, in which case they should

be cleaned with a small, flat file. The

brushes are the only other parts which are

  

AL'TOLITER GOVERNOR PULLEY

at all likely to give trouble, and these will

not give trouble if they are inspected from

time to time, their connections gone over

and accumulations of grease or oil removed

with a cloth dampened with gasolene. No

attempt should be made to adjust the brush

spring tension, for it is set at the factory

for the proper pressure and should not be

disturbed. If the brushes apparently do

not press tightly enough against the com

mutator, it is time to replace them.with

new ones.

For regulation in the Autoliter generator,

manufactured by the Electric Auto-Lite Co.

of Toledo, 0., sole dependence is placed

upon a mechanical clutching device which

maintains the speed of the armature prac

tically constant, regardless of engine speed

fluctuations. The dynamo itself is of the

magneto type in which the field is formed

of permanent magnets. The armature is of

the drum-wound type. The whole mecha

nism is enclosed and the speed governing

the circuit breaking devices are self-con—

tained within the dynamo.

Governing with a Friction Pulley.

By way of obtaining constant armature

speed above a predetermined crankshaft

speed, a centrifugal governor pulley is em

ployed; it is mounted at the driving end

of the armature shaft, which is carried in

high duty ball bearings. It consists, briefly.

of an outer casing which is keyed to the

driving sprocket, silent chain drive being

employed wherever practicable, and a pair

of arms mounting shoes which bear against

the inner rim of the circular housing, the

arrangement being shown by the accom

panying sketch. These arms are keyed to

the armature shaft. When a predetermined

armature speed is reached, the action of

centrifugal force on the two weights shown

in the picture causes the shoes to be lifted

away from the contact with the driving rim

and the speed of the armature drops until

the pull of the centrifugal force decreases

sufficiently to permit them to come into

contact with the rim again. They are held

in their normal position against the rim by

a spring.

Access to the governor pulley is had by

removing a small brass plate over its end.

the plate being held in place by means of

a circular wire which fits into a slot. Con

trary to expectations, no lubrication what—

soever should be used in the pulley, for, as

is pointed out by the manufacturer, the

presence of oil is likely to cause undue slip

page and therefore reduce the output of

the dynamo. Incidentally, it may cause

gumming, in which case the parts will stick.

so increasing the output as to endanger the

battery. The only lubricant permissible

under any circumstances is a very little dry

flake graphite, though this even should be

omitted unless the governor shows a ten

dency to “hold on" too long, and thus per

mit the charging rate to be abnormally high.

Removing Circuit Breaker Mechanism.

The cut-out is an electro-magnetic de

vice and is contained within the arch of the

magnets. It is held in place by means of

two small screws, which, if removed, per

mit the whole mechanism to be withdrawn.

Before it is taken out, however, it will be

necessary to remove the brushes. These

may be taken out by taking 05 the two side

plates and lifting the tension springs which

hold them against the commutator. The
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cut-out is'of the orthodox magnetic type

and is shunted across the brushes, the con

struction and operation of the mechanism

being shown by the accompanying drawing.

Directly the strength of the generated cur

rent is sufficient to charge the storage bat

tery, the circuit is closed, to be opened

again automatically when the engine is

stopped.

Care Due the Contact Breaker.

Inasmuch as the contact breaker in a

magneto makes and breaks the circuit many

hundreds of times every minute and, de

spite this comparatively rigorous work, sel—

dom gives trouble or requires attention, it

may be appreciated that the contacts in any

automatic circuit breaker scarcely are likely

to give trouble, for they operate only when

the engine is stopped or started. Incident

ally, as they almost invariably are set to

operate at or near the charging rate of the

battery, they therefore operate under a min

imum difference of potential and current

and are not liable to damage through spark

ing. Dirt or oil, especially if the oil is

not perfectly free from acid, will cause the

contacts to corrode and therefore to offer

resistance 'to the flow of the current. Need

less to add. all dirt and oil should be care

fully removed.

Causes of Lessened Output.

If with the Auto-Liter the current

strength becomes gradually weaker. the

trouble must be with either the governor

pulley or the brushes. Poor commutation,

resulting from dirty or worn brushes or a

dirty commutator, will result in decreased

output; the remedies for these troubles

readily are apparent. If the governor pulley

slips excessively at low rotative speeds the

current output also will be lower than it

should be. Slippage may be arrested by in

find trouble is in the circuit breaker, which

return the governor arms. If the current

stops altogether the most likely place to

find trouble is in the circuit breaker, which

may be stuck. Occasionally a light blow

with a small tool on the top of the mag

nets will release the mechanism, though it

is always the better part of wisdom in such

cases to remove the device and make sure

exactly what causes the trouble.

Loose Wines as a Source of Trouble.

Loose wires. of course, are a prolific

source of trouble, though despite compara

tive frequency of the trouble and the ease

with which it originates and can be reme

died it seldom is given the attention it war

rants. There‘are almost any number of

cases on record where a factory expert has

been called to remedy “serious trouble"

which when traced down has been found to

be nothing more than a broken wire or a

loose connection. No automobile is abso

lutely free from vibration, and as long as

vibration exists loose connections will con

tinue to cause more or less trouble. The

condition, however, suggests the remedy—

and it is a remedy that_is_ as readily and

easily applied as it is discoverable by sys

tematic and, above all, periodic inspection.

Double-Filament Bulb for Emergencies.

Although the electric'light bulbs such as

are used in head, side and tail lamps are

durable and can be expected to last in

service for protracted periods, they never

theless have a disconcerting propensity for

“burning out" at unsuspected moments

when their lease of life is about up; there

is no way of telling just when an incan

descent bulb will fail after it has been in

service for some time; no two of them

will last exactly the same length of time.

though all of them have a comparatively

long life. It was for the purpose of ob

viating the inconvenience of police interfer

ence in the event of a non-illuminating tail

lamp and to provide a spare emergency

  

AVERY TVVlN-FI LAMENT LAMP

bulb that cannot be left at home inadvert

ently that the Avery Portable Lighting Co.

of Milwaukee, Wis., developed the double

filament lamp shown by the accompanying

illustration.

The bulb was developed primarily for use

in the Electrobola lamps manufactured

under patents by the Avery company,

though its construction is standard and it

may be used in any lamp fitted with an

Ediswan or “bayonet” socket. In its sim—

plest aspect, the bulb is an ordinary one.

except that it has two filaments and two

bases; each filament is connected to its re

spective base. Hence, if one filament burns

out on the road it is merely necessary to

reverse the bulb and use the other filament.

The bulb represents advanced practice over

the older though little known type of bulb

in which two filaments connected in multi

ple are used for the reason that both fila

ments then are incandescent at the same

time and the one which remains after one

has been burned out may have but very lit

tle longer life than the other.

Inoperative Fan for Winter Work.

When the weather becomes so cold that

the full heat~dissipating capacity of the

cooling system reduces the temperature of

the jacket water too much and the engine is

kept too cool tor the most efiicient running,

it is better to remove the belt and run with

out the fan, if this can be done, than to

partly cover up the radiator. In the first

place, the wear and tear on the fan bear

ings and the belt are avoided for the time,

and in the second place, the appearance of

the car is not marred.

Rubber Mallet to Prevent Marring.

It sometimes becomes imperative to ham

mer or tap a part which has a polished sur

face, and unless precautions are taken the

operation results in a surface which is more

or less unsightly. On such an occasion a

rubber mallet which can be purchased at a

supply store should be used. Lacking the

instrument, or the means of obtaining it, a

pad can be made from several layers of old

rubber, which will prove effective in pre

venting marring.

Improvement of Hand Drill Possible.

The anti-friction qualities of a hand drill,

brace or any tool in which considerable end

thrust is brought on a revolving spindle

often can be improved very considerably

by inserting a steel ball between the end of

the spindle and the old bearing surface.

Sometimes this is done when the tool is

made, and in some cases where it has not

been done there is not room for a ball;

but where a ball can be used it is a great

help.

 

Grease Facilitates Screw Removal.

Machine screws that are put into hot

places. as well as those used where there is

dampness, are apt to rust and present diffi

culties in the way of removal after having

been in position for some time. The use

of a little graphite grease, or graphite and

oil, rubbed on the threads, will make it easy

to remove such screws even years after they

were put in, so far as any tendency to rust

and “stick” is concerned.

Soldering to Remedy Cracked Handles.

If cracked, a hammer handle or any other

tool handle made of wood, may be “fished”

by binding it with brass or copper wire put

on very tightly and wound smoothly and

evenly, and then tinned over with very soft

solder, which requires but little heat to

melt it. The soldering must be done quickly

to avoid overheating the wood. A well

made repair of this kind is good for years.

under ordinary conditions.

Improvised Rivets from Escuteheon Pins.

Very satisfactory rivets for small work

can be made from brass escutcheon pins

with round heads, the points being cut off

as much‘as may be necessary to obtain the

desired length. Escutcheon pins can be ob:

tained at any hardware store.
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J. \V. Feeter is building a two-story gar

age on the Milton turnpike, Highland, N. Y.

Biggers Bros, horse liverymen in Bir

mingham. Ala, have given up that trade and

will enter the automobile business.

S. H. and L. H. Tolhurst, of Los Angeles,

Cal., are inviting bids for the erection of a

one-story brick garage, 60 x 155 feet; it

will stand on Figueroa street, south of 7th.

Mahion Morey of Newark, N. J., has se

cured permission to erect a garage at 12-14

W'est Jersey street; its cost will be $5,905.

Morey is also part owner of the Morey

Larue Laundry Co.

Ernest P. Chesbro of Willimantic, Conn.,

has purchased Frederick M. Little's inter

ests in the Independent Repair Shop; Ches

bro will continue the business with Louis

\Vilson as manager.

Arthur Ballantyne and R. F. McKinnon,

the latter the owner of a blacksmith shop

in San Diego, Cal., are to enter the garage

trade; their shop, 38 x 80 feet, will adjoin

McKinnon‘s “smithy.”

New Automobile Co. has opened up in

Jacksonville, Fla., at 919-21 Main street; a

garage will be operated and Case cars sold.

Judge H. B. Philips is president and N. B.

Downey sales manager.

The Southern Garage, in Bakersfield. Cal.,

has bought out the Central Auto Co., on

13th street; the Central stock and business

will be removed to the Southern headquar

ters, on Chester avenue.

William B. and Fred \Vaters have pur

chased the newly established garage busi

ness of Morgan V. Disbrow in Red Bank.

N. J. They also conduct the Red Bank

Garage on \Vest Front street.

The Kansas City Automobile Supply Co..

now located at 1504 Grand avenue, in that

city, has accepted plans for the construc

tion of a four-story fireproof building on

McGee street. near 18th; the cost will be

$40,000.

Jackson Motor Car Co. is the style under

which a new business has opened up in

Nashville, Tenn., -at 526 Broad street; H. C.

Gillespie is general manager. As the name

indicates, the company will handle the Jack

son line.

New quarters are being erected by the

Tioga Automobile Co., of Philadelphia. Pa.,

at Broad and Tioga streets: there will be
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10,000 square feet of floor space. The com

pany handles National, Hupmobile and Ny

berg cars.

The Great Western Auto Sales Co., a new

incorporation has opened up in indianap

olis, Ind., at 425 North Meridian street,

where it will sell Great W'cstern cars. C.

E. Williams, assisted by his brother, J. 15.,

will manage the business.

Simpson, Swain & Simpson, garage ope

erators in Gridlcy, Cal., have purchased the

City Garage, located at Virginia and Mog

nolia streets, of J. F. Shaefier & Son; the

new owners will continue their acquisition

and also their former garage.

Thomas Roberts, formerly general man

ager of the United Motor Philadelphia

(Pa) Co.. has formed a partnership with

Charles N. Reeves under the style Roberts

& Reeves; they will handle the Marion car.

The firm has located at 1335 Race street.

James \Vhitney, of Elmira, N. Y., for

merly a member of the firm Bishop &

\Vhitney, has formed a partnership with his

brother, Albert \Vhitney of Canaseraga, in

the same state, where they will open a gar

age on Dewitt street; they will handle Ford

cars.

Gildel Auto Co. is the style of a new

agency in New York City, the name being

formed from those of Gilman and Videl, the

organizers; the company has located at

1930 Broadway and handles Kline cars ex

clusively. Gilman is president and Vich

sales manager.

The Milwaukee branch of the Studebaker

Corporation has been taken over by the

\\'ollaeger Sales Co. The latter part of this

month the company will remove from the

Studebaker headquarters in the Stroh build

ing to 417-21 Wells street. John ,\Vol

laeger is proprietor.

The recently incorporated Guarantee do

tor Car Co., of San Antonio. Tex., has taken

possession of a new garage and salesroonis

at 104 East Travis street; Krit and Cole

cars are stocked. The officers are: President,

J. P. Hagan; vice-president, H. J. Smith;

secretary and treasurer, C. W. Voss.

Harry Bransetctter, formerly manager of

the Chicago Kissel branch, has branched

out for himself; he will erect a commer

cial car garage and salesrooms on 28th

street between Wabash and Michigan ave

nues, 65 x 150 feet. One or two truck

agencies will be secured.

Under the style Imperial Garage 8: Re

pair Co. a new business has been estab

lished in Hartford, Conn., at 120 Allyn

street; L. R. Spencer, T. S. Painter and

Howard D. Graves are the men concerned.

Graves is Henderson distributer.

M. V. Doud, formerly eastern sales man

ager for the Locomobile company, has

formed the D & H Distributing Co. in

Bridgeport, Conn. Kline cars will be

stocked. Doud is treasurer and general

the other officers are: John

G. H. Crauford, vice

manager;

I-leapley, president;

president.

The Cumberland Motor Co., 138—40 3d

avenue, North, Nashville, Tenn., purposes

building a new home for itself at Broad

street and 15th avenue; it will cost $20,000;

the site cost $10,000. The company handles

Abbott-Detroit, Little and Empire cars. The

building will be ready for occupancy Feb

ruary 1 next.

The Petty-Calhoun Co., of Macon, Ga.,

has dissolved. R. L. Knight and C. L. Cal

houn have purchased the interests of Petty.

the third partner, and have merged the

business with that of the Macon Auto Co.

at 519 Poplar street. The Petty-Calhoun

Garage, on 3d street, has been discontinued.

The Macon Auto Co. now consists of Cal

houn. Knight, M. N. Crisswell, J. D. Stubbs

and F. T. Abel.

T. A. Probey, who heretofore has handled

the Michigan “40" car in \Vashington, D. C..

in connection with the Probey Carriage Co..

has formed a separate company to exploit

that automobile; the new corporation is

styled Michigan Motor Co. and has as of

ficers: President and treasurer, T. 0. Pro

bey; secretary, G. R. Stuart; sales manager.

F. C. Sibbald. Quarters have been se

cured at 1230 W'isconsin avenue.

The \Villiamson Garage Co.’s building at

88-90 Albany street, New Brunswick, N. J..

has been purchased by the newly organized

Middlesex County Garage and Sales Co.

The latter will remodel the structure and

maintain a garage; the directors of the new

company are: Ralph P. Beardsley. of

Highland Park, who will be manager: Jas.

Mershon, George L. Burton. Charles A.

Oliver. Frederick Gowen and Joseph H.

Lee.
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TlNKERlNG BEGINS ON NEW

YORK AUTOMOBILE uw

“Flat Rate" Now Proposed to Meet

Unceasing Cry for More Money

—Other Provisions for Pro

tection of Public.

 

Tinkering with New York's automobile

law—a popular annual pastime—already has

commenced, although the legislature has

not yet convened and, as usual, the tinkers

have rediscovered not only that the public

requires more protection but that the State

itself needs, or desires, more “automobile

money.” Assemblyman Callan, the youngr

man who fathered the existing law, is

known to be keen for the establishment of

a State constabulary to assist in enforcing

it, but apart therefrom a number of pro

posed amendments have been drawn up and

are now under consideration for introduc

tion at the next session of the Legislature.

By far the most important of the pro

posed amendments, and the one which may

be expected to be felt most keenly by the

owner, is one by which it is hoped to sub

stitute for the existing fixed tax a new

measure levying a flat rate of so much per

horsepower. Connecticut and several other

States already have such a law in force, the

Connecticut law providing for a flat fee of

50 cents per one horsepower. The far

reaching effect of the law is best made plain

by the increase in revenue which it causes.

For instance, if a similar law were put in

force in New York State, where cars of

less than 25 horsepower are assessed $5.

the assessment would amount to $12.50;

similarly, 40 and 50 horsepower cars would

be assessed $20 and $25, respectively, in

stead of the $15 fee for both which now is

collected. According to statistics, it has

been computed that more than 40 per cent.

of the cars licensed in New York State are

of less than 25 horsepower. and it is esti

mated that under a law similar to the Con—

necticut law at least a quarter of the regis

tration fees would be just doubled.

Following is the list of proposed amends

ments, which. with others, will be taken up

for consideration and action by the New

York State Automobile Association at its'

annual meeting in Utica, N. Y., on Decem-_

ber 11 and 12:

Requiring all operators of cars to be li

censed.

Providing a flat horsepower registration

fee instead of the present graduated tax.

Prohibiting the enactment of local speed

ordinances.

Prohibiting the use of manufacturers’ and

dealers' “Bl-plates" except in demonstrating

cars or in removing a car from place to

place for the purposes of sale. Manufac

turers' plates in_duplicate to have separate

marks of distinction.

lixempting from tax only cars owned and

controlled by State and municipal authori

ties and used exclusively for official busi

ness.

Permitting non-residents registered in

other States to operate cars in New York

State for an unlimited period.

Legislation to abate the smoke nuisance

and unnecessary noise.

Requiring number plates to be kept rea

sonably clean and prohibiting the loaning,

renting or changing of number plates from

one ear to another.

Requiring public garages, as well as man

ufacturers and dealers, to keep a record of

every automobile which enters or leaves a

garage.

Making the operation of a car by an in

toxicated person, or in a careless or reck—

less manner, a criminal ofiense, punishable

upon conviction by imprisonment.

Giving to the State power to suspend or

revoke an operator's permit for cause after

a hearing.

Giving State automobile inspectors the

power of constables, except the service of

a process.

Mulford "Makes" Middletown Meet.

Ralph Mulford "made" the race meet

which was run at Middletown. N. Y., on

Saturday last, November 9th, under the

auspices of D. Sheldon. He took each of

the three Icompetitivecvents, and in his

Mason car turned the fastest mile in the

time trials. His victories comprised a five

mile. race for cars with displacements of

under 601 inches, a three-mile free-for-all

handicap, and what was to have been an

Australian pursuit, but which developed

into a five-mile time trial when Mulford's

single contender—Stork (Thomas) -—-had

motor trouble and dropped out after-the

'third lap., The summary:

One mile, time trials—Mulford (Mason),

time, 119%; Stork (Thomas), time, 121%;

Randall (Buick), time 1:37.

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under 601 inches—\Von by Mulford (Ma

son); second, Randall (Buick); third,

Stork (Thomas). Time, 812836.

Tihree miles, free-for-all handicap—“ion

by Mulford (Mason). scratch; second,

Stork (Thomas), out 4th lap.

Five miles‘, Australian pursuit—\Von by

Mulford (Mason). Time, 6:45. Stork

(Thomas) out fourth lap.

Qhe 'mile, to establish a local track rec

ord—LMulfo'rd (Ma-son). Time, 1:16.

One-'half mile, time trial—Mulford (Ma

son). Time, 036%.

GRENNON WINS “LARGER”

EVENTS AT NORFOLK MEET

Driving. a Mercer, he Accounts for

Two of Three Competitive Events

-—Cook and Menenghetti also

in Evidence.

Far and away the most interesting of the

four numbers which formed the program

ofi‘ered by the E. W. Powell troupe of rac

ing drivers on the Lafayette half-mile track

at Norfolk, \='a., Friday last, 8th inst., was

the 10—mile free-for-all, in which Joe Gren

non, who drove a Mercer, led home the

other contenders—Henri Hickman (Mer

cedes) and Louis Menenghetti (Fiat). Gren

non’s time for the distance was 13:21I/2'v

Grennon also accounted for the three-mile

free-for-all, in which he was opposed by

George Cook (Pope) and Hickman in the

Mercedes, his time being 4:10. The five

mile event for cars with displacements of

under 601 inches went to George Cook

(Pope), who covered the distance in 7:01.

A single mile time trial driven by Louis

Menenghetti in the Fiat in 118% completed

the program. The summary:

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 601 inches—W'on by George Cook

(Pope); second, Henri Hickman (Mer

cedes); third, H. Kyle (Fiat). Time, 7:01.

Three miles, free-for-all—W'on by joe

Grennon (Mercer); second, George Cook

(Pope); third, Henri Hickman (Mercedes).

Time, 4:10.

One mile, time trial—Louis Menenghetti

(Mercedes). Time, 1:18‘/;.

Ten miles, free-for-all—‘Non by Joe

Grennon (Mercer); second, Henri Hickman

(Mercedes); third, Louis Menenghetti

(Fiat). Time, 1312134.

Decision of Minnesota Referee Upheld.

The decision of H. J. Clark, who, as ref

eree of the Minnesota State Automobile

Association’s tour to \Ninnipeg, which was

held August 8 to 15, disqualified the Stude

baker car driven by H. W. Soules for hav

ing “taken a short cut" at Foxhome, Minn.,

has been sustained by the contest board of

the A. A. A. Clarence Munzer, who drove

the Hupmobile in the roadster division and

whose score was tied with that of the

Studebaker driver, has been awarded the

Minneapolis News trophy for making the

best score in the roadster class.

Charles \V. Barnes was elected president

of the Kansas State Automobile Associa

tion at the annual confention and election

of officers at Topeka. D. E. Watkins of

Kansas City was elected secretary.
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1,017,939. Unloading Device for Motors.

> Robert B. Williamson, Milwaukee, \Vis.,

assignor to Allis-Chalmers Company, a Cor

poration of New Jersey. Filed Apr. 30, 1909.

Serial No. 493,120.

_1. In combination, a motor, a pump

driven thereby, means controlling the sup

ply of power to the said motor, unloading

means for the pump, and a mechanical con

nection between said power-controlling

means and said unloading means whereby

the operation of the former to admit power

to the motor operates the latter to unload

the pump.

1,017,948. Switch for Ignition Systems.

George H. Boynton. Dalton, 'Mass., assignor

to Pittsfield Spark Coil Company, Dalton,

Mass., a Corporation. Filed July 13, 1908.

Serial No. 443,265.

1. In a switch of the class described, in

combination. a base-piece, a switch-lever

pivoted thereto, contact-points engaged by

the switch-lever, two sets of conducting

bars, means for insulating the sets of con

ducting bars from each other. a plug, the

insertion of which closes one set of con

ducting bars and opens the other set, and

upon the withdrawal of which allows the

first set to open and allows the second set

of conducting bars to close, and connecting

means between the plug, switch-lever and

the conducting bars.

1,017,953. Recoil Neutralizer. Alonzo C.

Buttman and Franklin P. Gable, Grandview.

Iowa. Filed Oct. 5 .1911. Serial No. 652,969.

1. In a recoil neutralizer, the combination

with a cylinder connected with one member.

a piston therein, a piston rod connected

with the piston and extending through the

cylinder head and connected with another

member, and a spring connecting said mem

bers and whose recoil is to be neutralized;

of an inlet valve opening inwardly into the

cylinder at one side of the piston, an out

let valve opening outwardly from the cylin

der at the other side of the piston. relief

valves of smaller capacity than said inlet

and outlet valves and located adjacent

thereto, that near the inlet valve opening

outward from the cylinder and that near

the outlet valve opening inward toward the

same, and independent means for ermit

ting the adjustment of said relief va ves.

1,017,954. Transmission Gearing. Horace

M. Cake, Washington, D. C. Filed Oct. 12,

1909. Serial No. 522,248.

1. In a transmission gearing in combina

tion, a driving shaft, a transmission head

carried on said driving shaft, compensating

gears on said transmission head, a face plate

carrying a beveled gear thereon, a tubular

shaft, a casing integral with said tubular

shaft, a cylindrical shaft, a beveled gear

carried upon said cylindrical shaft, transmis

sion shafts, gear means for connecting said

cylindrical shaft with one of the transmis

sion shafts and gear means for connecting

said tubular shaft with the other transmis

sion shaft.

1.017,956. Tire Setting Tool. James F.

Carter. \IVadley, Ala. Filed July 6, 1911. Se

rial No. 637,179.

A tool of the class described consisting

  

   
 

    

 

of a body portion formed of metal consti~

tuting a handle, one end of the body portion

being bent at right angles and thence for

wardly and thence inwardly to form an ol’f

set hook ,a staple secured to the body por

tion adjacent the hook and projecting from

the body portion in a direction opposite the

hook, and a hook movany connected at one

end with said staple.

1,017,961. Anti-Skidding Device. Horace

Arthur Fisk, Clinton, Mich.; Jegerson C.

Fisk, administrator of said Horace Arthur

Fisk, deceased. Filed Oct. 27, 1910. Serial

No. 589,346.

1. In an anti-skidding device comprising

a continuous band, a plurality of links ar

ranged substantially in the center of the

band and having their bottom portions

curved, bolt openings formed near the ends

of each link, said links being provided with

central flanges having serrations formed in

their top edges, plates secured to the band

and arranged 'at the side of each link in

oblique relation thereto, said plates having

upwardly extending flanges formed integral

therewith, bolts having forked ends pivot

ally connected to the upwardly extending

flanges, the remaining portion of said bolts

passing through the registered openings in

the ends of the links.

1,017,973. Wheel for Road Vehicles. Ed

gar Charles Horner, Clapham Park, Lon

don, England. Filed Oct. 27, 1911. Serial

No. 657.131.

1. In a wheel for road vehicles; the com

bination with a hub. an inner tire-retaining

flange fixed to said hub. a flat outer ring

extending inwardly of said inner tire-re

taining flange, a plurality of radially pro

jecting pins fixed to the inner periphery of

said outer ring; of a removable outer tire

retaining flange, an inner flat ring extend

ing inwardly from said outer tire-retaining

flange and having a plurality of slots ex

tending for a distance from the inner edge

of said inner ring only in a direction paral

lel with the axis of the wheel, said Slnts

being so arranged as to be engaged by

said inwardly projecting pins on said outer

ring when the inner ring is moved in an

axial direction within the outer ring, means

for insuring the correct position of the said

pins and slots when placing said inner ring

within said outer ring, and means for lock

ing said pins in said slots to secure said in

ner ring to said outer ring.

1,017,980. Elastic Tire. Joseph Lazarus,

Boston, Mass. Filed Dec. 12, 1910. Serial

No. 596,770.

1. The combination with a wheel, of an

elastic tire having two resilient sides con

nected to each other by chains forming an

annular trough-like structure in which the

periphery of said wheel is located.

1,018,006. Resilient Tire. Marshall C.

Rogers, Williams, Cal. Filed Aug. 29, 1910.

Serial No. 579,507.

1. In a vehicle tire, the combination of a

flexible, circular continuous casing, having

clencher shoulders and clencher rings

adapted to engage the same, a felly upon

which said clencher rings are supported. a

plurality of sectional key-blocks having

cups formed thereon. said key blocks having

screws passing through the felly whereby

the casing is expanded and retained in the

clencher rings, and means interposed be

tween the interior surface of the casing and

the key blocks whereby the casing is resili

ently supported. said means including a

non-inflatable filler and a cushion support

therefor, said filler having a centrally dis

posed web on its interior, and said support

being inclosed by a key block cup and hav

ing a channeled portion to receive said web

edgewise.

1.018.027. Resilient Tire for \Vheels of

Motor Vehicles, etc. Henry M. Bagdigan,

Worcester, Mass. Filed Sept. 29, 1911. Se

rial No. 651,975.

1. A metallic spring tire of the character

described; comprising an oppositely flanged

circular rim adapted for fitting upon the

periphery of the wheel, a series of yieldable

resilient sections forming the circumferen

tial exterior thereon, each section composed

of a seat member or resistance-plate, a pair

of connecting bolts secured in the end of

said plates and respectively sliding through

holes in the flanges of said rim. coil-springs

arranged on said rods for sustaining the re

sistance plate, an arched bow-spring be~

neath the edges of the adjacent plate mem

bers. a radially yieldable outer shoe inclos

ing the said parts, a crescent-shaped elastic

cushion between the resistance seat plate

and shoe, and means securing the outer

shoe and plate together and aflording yield

ing action thereof.

1,018,030. Vehicle Lamp. Charles L.

Betts, New York, N. Y., assignor to R. E.

Dietz Company, New York, N. Y. Filed

Nov. 11, 1910. Serial No. 591,799.

1. The combination with an oil pot hav

ing an attaching ring secured thereto and

provided with outwardly-projecting attach

ing lugs, of a lamp body having a flanged

attaching collar provided with openings for

the passage of said lugs, a spring catch

secured to said collar, projecting into the

same and engaging one end of one of said

lugs, and a stop in said collar engaging the

opposite end of said lug, substantially as

set forth.

1,018.044. Mufl’ier. John T. Gilmer, Flor

ala, Ala. Filed June 26, 1911. Serial. No.

635,495.

1. A muflier comprising a pair of tubular

members adapted to be secured to the ex

haust pipe of an engine, and a series of noz

zles extending toward each other from the

opposed surfaces of said tubular members.

1,018,049. Resilient Tire. Melancthon

Hanford and Daniel Lee Taylor. Malden.

Mass.; said Hanford assignor to said Tay

lor. Filed Aug. 16, 1910. Serial No. 577,428.

In a wheel, the combination with a wheel

rim, of an annular base piece encircling the

rim and having concaved sides, a plurality

of load supporting arches, each having its

sides curved to fit the curved sides of the

base piece, a wear envelop encircling and

inclosing the arches, bolts passing through

the base iece and the edges of the envelop

for securing the latter in position, said bolts

each having a male and a female section

having screw threaded engagement With

each other within the base piece, clamping

rings extending around the base piece and

having convex sides to fit the concave shape

of the load-supporting arches. bolts extend

ing through the base piece. arches and rings

and clamping the parts in position. and

means associated with the last mentioan

bolts and co-operating with the wheel rim

to prevent creeping of the tire.

1,018,052. Motor Vehicle. Charles Lirnon

Hemenway and Frank \Villiam Updegrag.

Covelo, Cal. Filed May 24. 1910. Serial No.

563,230.

In a device of the class described .an

axle; a tubular member mounted for rota~

tion upon the axle; a movable axle end; a

(Continued on page 38.)
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You Can Look

You don’t have to exaggerate

It is the path of least resistance to sell

National cars because of their apparent and

demonstrated qualities. Glance at these few

features—can you beat them on any other

cars. for the price?

Long stroke (4% x 6) flexible and noiseless Motor

with enclosed valves.

Left side drive.

Center control.

Gray 8: Davis Electric Starter.

Gray & Davis Dynamo Electric Lighting System.

Bosch double dual Magneto.

12-inch Turkish Upholstery.

Full heavy nickel Trimmings.

Multiple jet Carburetor.

Electric Horn.

Adequate baggage carrying Compartment con

cealed in body but easily accessible.

Powerful and reliable Brakes.

Tire Pump, integral part of the motor.

128-inch wheel base.

Adjustable ventilating and rain vision Wind

Shield.

Hoffecker Speedometer.

Tire Carrier in rear.

Silk Mohair Top, Cover and Curtains.

Full floating Rear Axle.

Resilient Springs, % elliptic in rear. .

Large gasoline pressure-feed Tank in rear with

Gauge.

Plain, continuous, enclosed Metal Guards.

The only perfect Oiling System.

  

a Man in the Eye When You Se

mummllml

 

 

\ /v .

\

II the

It We Can Prove This, Are You Interested?

\Ve say that the National is superior to any other car in

actual worth that sells for the same price—we go further

and say that we give you as much service and quality as any

$5000 car.

We say that money can not buy better materials

than used in the National—that the National has

the most flexible motor—the most perfect oil

ing system—the greatest degree of luxurious

upholstery and comfort—and we say that

the National is a money-making car for

dealers because of its merits and repu

tation. Don’t you think you should

at least investigate our claims?

Q‘3’Is

Improved Series V. Five Models

$2750 to $3400

National Motor Vehicle Co.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Maker 0!

Stock Champion and

International Champion I
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wheel upon the axle end; a plane upon the

inner end of the hub of the wheel, the plate

being provided with openings; a plate upon

the tubular member, provided with a peri

pheral flange; a brake engaging the flange;

fingers upon the last named plate, the fin

gers being located between the tubular

member and the flange, entering, remov

ably, the openings in the first named plate;

connections between the axle and the mov

able axle end, located between the plates;

and means for rotating the tubular mem

er.

1,018,085. Automobile Fender. Oscar A.

Scppala, Chicago, Ill. Filed July 26, 1911.

Serial No. 640,639.

1. The combination with an automobile,

of a fender therefor comprising a casing.

and a back portion and ground engaging

portion containable within said casing, said

portions including spring operated lazy

tong levers for opening the fender.

1,018,093. Internal Combustion Engine.

Oliver C. Blair, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Jan.

14, 1910. Serial No. 538,097.

1. In an engine of the character described,

a cylinder unit c0nsrsting of a cylindrical

easing provided at the ends thereof with

enlargcments constituting flat bottomed

chambers resting upon a foundation and

supporting the intermediate cylinder body

above such foundation, said chambers com

municating with the ends of the cylindrical

bore and combining therewith to form mix

ing chambers, and heads mounted upon the

ends of the unit; in combination with pis

tons operating in the cylindrical bore of

the unit and having stems extending

through the heads thereof.

1,018,104. Gas Burner Attachment for

Vehicle Lamps and the Like. John Fergu

son, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 13, 1911.

Serial No. 665,428.

1. A gas burner attachment for oil burn

ing vehicle lamps and the like, comprising

a spring clip consisting of separable spring

jaws adapted to embrace between them the

flame guard of an oil burner and a gas con—

duit secured to said clip and having an

upright terminal portion, and a burner tip

fitted to the mouth of said terminal portion.

1,018,118. Dumping Motor Vehicle. George

W. Lally, Boston, Mass. Filed July 16, 1910.

Serial No. 572,319.

1. A dumping motor vehicle, comprising

a pivotally mounted load carrier, an elevat

ing screw having threaded engagement with

one end thereof, gearing for operating said

screw, and a pivoted bracket support for

said gearing and the lower end of said

screw, said support having an upward pro

jection to fit into a stocket in the lower end

of the screw to provide a grit-shedding

bearing.

1,018,119. Ath Garbage Truck. George

W. Lally, Boston, Mass. Filed Feb. 28,

1911. Serial No. 611,456.

1. An apparatus of the kind described.

comprising a vehicle framework having its

rearward portion offset downwardly adja

cent the rear axle, laterally offset portions

fixed to the framework and extending rear

wardly, and a receptacle body mounted on

horizontal pivots and having support on

laterally offset rearwardly extending por

tions.

1,018,126. Carburetter. \Villiam E. Nage

born, Detroit, Mich. Filed May 3, 1909. Se

rial No. 493,552.

1. In a carburetter, a reservoir, a cham

ber, a passage communicating with said

reservoir and chamber, a valve in said cham

ber adapted to close one end of said passage

and having a cavity formed therein, said

chamber being provided with screw threads

in its walls, a perforated screw-threaded

plug engaging said threads, a rod extending

from said plug into the cavity in the ball

valve, substantially as and for the purpose

described.

1,018,137. Double or Twin Interrupter for

Ignition Systems. James M. Smith, Phila

delphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to \Vilson

D. Craig Wright, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

May 25, 1910. Serial No. 563,239.

1. The combination with a magneto gen

erator of a twin interrupter device for con

trolling a magneto or normally closed cir

cuit and a battery or normally open circuit.

comprising a carrier-plate, a contact means

for said magneto circuit supported upon

said carrier-plate, a contact means for said

battery circuit supported upon said carrier

plate, means for pivotally supporting upon

said carrier-plate an interrupter member

provided with two interrupter arms, one

arm normally contacting with said magneto

circuit contact means, the other arm nor

mally disengaged from said battery circuit

contact means, and means, connected so as

to rotate with the armature of said magneto

generator, for engaging said interrupter

member to oscillate its interrupter arms to

break the magneto or closed circuit and

close the battery or open circuit in a single

movement of said interrupter-member, sub—

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

1,018,154. Apparatus for Controlling

Lights on Automobiles. John L. Beck,

Springfield, Mass. Se

rial No. 609,281.

1. In a lighting system for automobiles,

the combination with a gas supply tank, a

burner .within a lamp of the automobile, a

pipe leading from said tank to said burner,

a valve located in said pipe and comprising

a plug having a port of large capacity and a

port of smaller capacity therethrough, and

electrical means controllable from the seat

of the automobile for moving said plug to

bring either of said ports into communica

tion with said pipe at will.

1,018,164. Carburetter. Francis A. Cha

pin, Indianapolis, and W'illiam Y. Chapin,

Muncie, Ind., assignors to The Chapin Man

ufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind., a

Corporation. Filed Jan. 7, 1911. Serial No.

601,414.

1. A carburetter including a carburetting

chamber which is substantially U-shaped

and has an air intake and a mixture outlet.

an air intake valve, a throttle valve, a shaft

on which each of said valves is mounted

and extending outward beyond the carbu

retting chamber, arms secured to each of

said valves, a bar connecting said arms, a

fuel nozzle entering the lower part of the

carburetting chamber, a valve extending

through the top of the carburetting cham

ber between the air intake and mixture out

let and projecting down to the nozzle, an

arm on the upper end of said valve, another

arm on the shaft of the throttle valve,

means for pivotally connecting said two

last mentioned arms, and a throttle lever on

the shaft of the throttle valve.

1,018,196. Automatic Switch. Carlton L.

Kennedy, South Braintree, Mass, assignor

to The Holtzer-Cabot Electric Company.

Brookline, Mass, a Corporation of Massa

chusetts. Filed Dec. 13, 1909. Serial No.

532,803.

1. An automatic switch, having, in com—

bination, a base, a fixed contact member and

a movable rigid contact member mounted

thereon, one of the contact members being

provided with a sliding-contact surface

adapted to engage the other contact meni

ber, the moving contact member having

direct mechanical connection with the base

so as to be actuated by the rotation thereof.

and such connection having provision for

movement of the movable contact member.

by centrifugal action, both in a direction to

secure sliding engagement between the

sliding-contact surface and the co-operating

contact member and in a direction to cause

the movable contact member to slide be—

yond and disengage the fixed contact mem

ber.

Filed Feb. 18, 1911.

All Tire Manufacturers will only guarantee their product when filled with air at the rec

ommended pressure.

GETA

1912 TWITCHELL Positive Lock Slop AIR GAUGE

With it you can get more mileage out of the Tires, because you can always keep them at

right pressure.

The Twitchell Gauge is Tire Insurance for a dollar—Order one from your dealer or from

us direct.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0.

cmcnco. ILL.1200 Michigan Ave.
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This Woman Is

Not Carrying .a Nice

Lunch to Eat in the Country

No, it is a nice, heavy rock to block the wheels ot the stalled car so her

husband may take his toot irom the brake long enough to get out and

crank up again.

And this particular woman had to “hoof it” to the bottom of the hill in sticky mud before

she found a stone large enough, then back up again.

Mad? Tired? Oh, no, she probably enjoyed it, though fearing all the while that hubby’s

foot might slip and let the machine back down over her.

There’s one of the advantages of an Electric Self Cranker—it’s always ready to start your

engine no matter how often or where or why it stalls—just push on the button and you’re off

—no stones to lug, don’t even leave your seat.

The heart of an Electric Cranking System is a Storage Battery—that’s why 90 per cent

of all makers have adopted
  

Storage Batteries

Use the Class A 81:13:!” with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use theiClass B with an Electric Sell-Starter

Write us for full information.

New York Branch, 136 W. 52nd St. Chicago Branch, 436 So. Dearborn St.

Detroit Branch. 1191 Woodward Ave.

Depot: in All Principal Cities in the United Statee, Canada and Mexico.

 

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERY CO., Cleveland, 0hi0'
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1422 annauncemmt w/zz'c/z demanded t/ze

largest ring/e ad'wrtirement ever placed—5 page: in

SATURDAY EVENING POST, November 16—

a $20,000 ad‘vertiremmt read by 10, 000, 000 people.

  

The cars shown on the opposite page speak for themselves.

Make your own study and comparisons.

Where will you find equal values?

From a selling point of view consider that behind these mar

velous cars are the largest factories in the industry, a liberal and

far sighted sales. organization, and an advertising campaign which

will lead the field. To both owner and dealer the Studebaker pol

icy is one of thorough co-operation.

The Six Passenger body on the “35” and

“Six” is the important body design of the year.

Studebaker Cara Pour passengers, the average touring car load.

The cars here announced are here made far more comfortable than in the

are additions to our line.
We Shall continue to ordinary five passenger car. Yet, if you choose,

manufacture the famous six passengers ride with ease in the new Stude

Studebaker (E-M-F) “30"
and Studebaker (Flam baker cars. It gives an owner more than a mod

dcrs) "20." than which no erate priced car ever did before.

better cars of their class

were ever bum The motor design with valves enclosed, and

“Slanouring Ca, _ $1550, pump and magneto on cross shaft in front of

- Roadster - - - $1550 the cylinders, gives easy access to every part of

‘ " L‘m°_“sme ' ' $2500 the motor. It embodies the most advanced en

‘35 gggr‘lngrgi' Igéggg gineering practice.

Coupe - - - - - $1850 The three motors are all exceedingly quiet

“30" Touring Car - $1190 and with the long stroke crank shaft develop

“25" 'TOuring Car - $885 power considerably in excess of their rating.

“20" Roadster - - - $ 835 Notice how complete is the equipment. The

325:2? $2: I 2 23(5) same care has been exercised in every detail of

All prices for cars fully COnStI-ucnpn'

equipped, f. o. b. Detroit. In thelr extraordinary value we are certain

that the announcement of these cars will mark

another mile-stone in the advance of the industry. Our year’s

production will be 50,000 cars, but the present demand is run

ning proportionately far beyond that. Early buyers will be

fortunate.

The name Studebaker is on these cars and explains, as no other

name can,_their remarkable value, and the confidence which

every buyer may well place in them.

Complete List of

 

  

 
 

 

Send for Preliminary Catalogue

The Studebaker

DETROIT,
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The $885

Studebaker “ 25 ”

Specifications

Five passenger, four cylinders, long stroke, 3% inch

bore x 5 inch stroke, 102 inch wheelbase.

30 x 3% inch GOODRICH Rich upholstery, a m pl e r '

cement;
  

TIRES_ cushions.

Stewart & Clark Spccdo- Ventilating windshield.

meter Demountable rims.

Acetylene gas primer. Robe rail.

Studebaker Jiffy curtains. Tire holders.

Electric horn. Full set of tools.

Prest-O-Lite tank. Tire repair kit.

Silk mohair top. Tool box.

Full elliptic springs. Extra rim.

Specifications “35”Four cylinders, 4% inch bore x 5 inch stroke, 6 $1 290

116 inch wheelbase. Studebaker “ 3 5 n

  

Simpassenger body. Studebaker Jiffy curtains.

34 x 4 inch GOODRICH Detachable, demountable

TIRES. rims.Luxurious “PhOXSWI'Y- Stewart & Clark Speed- '

Full floating rear axle. ometcr,

Clear vision, ventilating Threbquarter cmptic

windshield, rain-vision springs.

type' Crowned fenders.

Electric self-starter.
Electric lights. 1‘33"" rim.

Electric horn. Tire hOIdCYS

Deep cushions, Full set of tools.

Silk mohair top. Wide tool box.

Specifications “ SIX ”

Six cylinders, 3% inch bore x 5 inch stroke, 121 inch

whee‘base- I he $1550
Electric self-starter. Luxurious upholstery.

Electric lights. T h r e e - q u a r t e r elliptic

Electric hem wings- Studebaker “SIX”
Full floating rear axle. Deep cuShi°n5~

C I e a r vision ventilating Crowned fenders.

windshield, rain visio 11 Stewart & Clark Speedome

type. ter.

Six-passenger body. Silk mohair top.

Studebaker Jiffy curtains. Extra rim.

34 x 4 inch GOODRICH Tire holders.

TIRES. Special tool box.

Detachable demountable rims. Full set of tools.

Corporation

MICHIGAN
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_What One Manufacturer Thinks

about

MOTOR WORLD

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

SYRACUSE, N. Y. U. S. A.

msnuaurons OF

4, v October 7, 1912.

MOTOR CARS

DEALERS' BULLETIN, NO. 466.

IT WILL HELP YOU.

The Motor World is developing into a real dealer's paper. No dealer can

afford to miss-its articles on Selling, "Wide—awake Merchandising", etc.

OTHERS TO FOLLOW

Address Motor World Publishing Co.

W . H . T R l P P B .

Western Advertising Mgr.

1001 Ford Bldg., Detroit

M A T H E W S O N

Advertising Manager

1600 Broadway, New York
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HE “Roadster” which in sale and service has

won the distinction of being the most popular

car of its type in the country.

 

  

$900

The Regal Model “N ”

Underslung Roadster, 25 Horse Power

I9].? Specz'ficatz'a/zs

Read Carzfill/y

l/Vheel Base, 108 inches; Tires, Morgan & Wright, 32x3V2

inches; Selective Sliding Gear Transmission, three speeds forward

and reverse; Motor, Four Cylinders, cast en bloc; Bore, 3% inches;

Stroke, 4f/2 inches; Dual Ignition; Thermo Syphon Cooling.

Equipment includes nickel-plated trimmings; Electric Lights, with

option of gas headlights, and Prest-O-Lite Tank; Electric Horn;

Tools and Tire Repair Kit. Top, Windshield and Speedometer,

$75 extra. Price, $900.

Classification

{There is an inbuilt beauty of line, a practical comfort, an

assured record of enduring quality about this car which cannot

be denied. It has broken many rOad records, outsold every

other Roadster at its price or over, and rendered a satisfaction to

every owner which assures a well earned prestige for 1913.

WIRE OR WRITE
(15)

The Regal Motor Car Co. QL'JSELL‘ZEJJ; Detroit, Mich.
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l'lYATT ROLLER BEARINGS

  

THE RESPONSIBILITY for the use of proper material in motor

car construction rests with the engineer and his ability to determine

its quality. This is especially true of those parts subject to excessive

strain or wear.

In adopting the Hyatt Roller Bearing, uncertainty is eliminated by

the standardization of all materials Under the supervision of a com

petent metallurgist, who has at his command fully equipped physical

and chemical laboratories.

Samples are systematically taken from each lot of incoming material

and carefully tested before acceptance. A complete set of records is

made for reference and study. All heat treating is under the same

scientific supervision. Nothing is left to chance.

This care in determining proper standards, and their maintenance,

when once established, together with a constant study of results,

means not only protection to the car builder but continual improve

ment in quality.

Hmr ROLLER Co.
—\

D‘smltorr'mMrcaroAss
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The Rudge- PVhitworth Wire Wheel has been subjected to gruelling

destruction tests and has been proved stronger and lighter than any

artillery wheel ever used.

It was also found that the use of this wire wheel meant less tire wear, the absorp

tion of shocks, and added beauty to the car. Adapted to any axle.

The Standard Roller Bearing Company, of Philadelphia, will manufacture RUDGE-NVHIT

WORTH W'IRE WHEELS under RUDGE-W'HITVVORTH patents and according to RUDGE

\IVHITW'ORTH standards. They will be equipped with the Houk Q. D. Rims for the American

George W. Houk Co.
5003 Lancaster Avenue ‘ PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Atwater Kent

Ignition System

THE present demand for self-starting

and lighting equipment has created

a demand for an ignition system capa

ble of producing a hot, dynamic spark

independent of the engine speed.

This demand is being successfully

 

the starting button of which produces,

not a few weak sparks, but a single

heavy flame-like spark, thus insuring at

all times the perfect ignition of any

mixture that will burn.

Other salient features of the Atwater

Kent System are the extreme simplicity

of mechanism, only three moving parts,

one contact, one adjustment and one

non-vibrating coil. ’ 0

While the Atwater Kent System is

high in value and reputation, it is not

 

1 Y?! r. umsmnczn -
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met by the

Atwater Kent Ignition System

  
  

 
  

high in price. In fact, it will cost less

than half as much as a good magneto

and will give superior results at a much

less cost of upkeep.

We can now furnish two types of the

Atwater Kent System for use on cars as

sole ignition in place of the magneto, in

conjunction with lighting and starting

equipment.

Type “F’ ’ without Automatic

Spark Control.

Type -‘ ‘K” with Automatic

Spark Control and insulated

primary circuit. ,

No matter what the requirements,

the Atwater Kent System (of Ignition

affords ideal ignition.

Write today for detailed information

and illustrated booklet “D.”

Atwater Kent _Mfg.Worlts

4940 Stenton Aye. 5 Philadelphia. Pa.
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The “American Traveler” Limousine

A Car Embodying True Colonial Design

The spacious coach compartment

fortable auxiliary seats.

HE “American Traveler” Li

I mousine marks the ultimate permits four to ride in utmost com

in closed car designing. P05_ fort. There are two unusually com

The car’ssessing distinctive Colonial dignity

and richness, a long sweeping wheel

base and large wheels, it is surpassed

by no town or country closed car. In

fact, there is no other equippage like it; no other car in

which is expressed so emphatically that indefinable tone

of refinement.

This newest “American Underslung” type is electric

ally lighted and electrically started. There is complete

control from the vestibuled driver’s compartment. Car

buretor adjustment is provided for on the dash.

The car's mechanical operation is 'from the center and

the drive from the left.

For the “American Traveler” Limousine a selection of

any finish or upholstering shade is permitted. The inter

ior finishings are of the finest qualities of goat skin and

tal‘feta.

UNDERSLUNG complement of passengers is five be

sides the driver.

To the most minute details the

“American Traveler” Limousine excels. There are two

glazed electrical dome lights, an electrical enunciator regis

tering on the dash, a speaking tube, electric cigar lighter,

toilet case, card case and flower vase. There are Colonial

pillar lamps on the vestibule.

The “American Traveler” Limousine — which is of

SO-horse power—is priced at $6,000, complete.

We will make only a limited number of this type of

“American Underslung" cars. It is imperative that you

make a reservation immediately. You should see the

nearest American dealer at once. A postcard will bring

his address.

We also want you to have our fine new catalogue,

prepared in colors by well known artists. It is descrip

tive of the entire “American Underslung” enclosed line.

American Motors Company, Dept. E, Indianapolis, lndiana
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“The Horn that's Made for the Discriminating"
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,THE TWQ TONE HORN x

7!

xi

,_ 1 xi ,;,,;;;< Tuto Acts lnstantly. ya;

i HE value of an electric warning signal lies in its ability to give instant 1?;

response when the button is pressed. 533;

§ ‘ (L The TUTO horn button may be manipulated to give a low dis/

tinct sound, or with Further pressure on the same button, a signal note of

m ‘ increased volume and penetrating power.

(L There can be no confusion as to which signal to use, For the same button is

employed and it is natural For the driver to go to the loud signal by increasing the

pressure on the button when an emergency arises.

(L There is no inertia of revolving parts or undue Friction to overcome, and the

TUTO mechanism springs into instant action at its Full volume, whether it be the

- low or loud note, without any appreciable lag. "‘

(L This is why the TUTO horn clears the way easily and surely, without mak’

ing an extremely loud or objectional noise.

(L By acting instantly, the horn can be sounded at close range, the signal being I

directed only to those immediately in the path of the car and not disturbing every,

one in the neighborhood.

(L The actual service~giving qualities of the TUTO have caused its rapid adop» |

tion and a rapidly increasing demand For the horn.1 (L Where the bulb horn is abandoned, the TUTO horn is the only device which

1 will do all your signalling in a positive and unobjectionable manner.

I

i x

l 8

§ - “
x The Dean Electric Co. ,1
X

: 260 Taylor Avenue, Elyria, Ohio I

. . I

a “Look for Dean where Qualzty’s seen” u

I TUTO Hon, $25.00 TUTO-I-ZTTE $11.50 x

x v

~ I
‘W‘iaxxxxxxxu - ' _ xxnuuunnt
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Here is shown one of the best reasons that Pullman dealers are successful

money makers—one of the best reasons why the Pullman agency is really a sub

stantial, lasting, money-making business.

Pullman cars sell to motor wise purchasers because of their honest value and

honest performance. They make good, consequently they make sales.

This illustration shows the six cylinder motor, built in our own plant—built

with care and precision unsurpassed in any plant anywhere. This engine devel

ops its rated horsepower at 1300 r. p. m. The magneto and pump are placed on

opposite sides. The oil level adjustment is placed on top of the crank case so it is

very easy to change the oil level. The timing gears run in oil rather than grease.

The fly wheel fan works independent of the regular fan in front. All valves are

enclosed. The valves are extremely large, 2% inches in diameter. Electric motor

starting device is included as regular equipment.

' Perhaps your territory is not closed yet. If there is a chance for you to get

this agency, you certainly want to avail yourself of it. At least get all the infor

mation you can about our proposition by writing today.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY, York, Pa.

'5‘1fi"? I" ' .4. .. ‘N
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Every Car Owner Needs This Prime-r

It Starts Any Motor on First Quarter Turn .

a
{in},

itHAMPIQN

PRlMlNG“

l'. PLUG v

intro NOV. 5":

Mr. Dealer, you know that there are thousands

of cars which cannot be started in cold weather

without priming.

 
 

Open n e e d l a

valve slightly (You

needn't r e m 0 v e

glove) and ink“

gasoline. Passing

through its own

channel to Plus

base, it vsporizes

Champion Priming Plugs are absolute winter ne~

cessities on cars without priming cocks, and they are

often wanted badly on cars that have such devices.

Champion Priming Plugs—new this season—

splendidly supplement our standard line, which al

ready is. regular equipment on 60 per cent. of the

automobiles in America.

directly at spark

points.

Champion Priming Plugs, devised to fill a special

field, have no rival in point of efficiency or workman

ship.

Priming is readily done—just turn needle valve

back a few threads by hand; inject a few drops of

gasoline and close again without removing your

. gloves. '

Champion Priming Plugs are both sure and safe, because,

as will be seen by the illustration, they create vaporization

right beside the spark points.

Priming cocks cannot be placed in as advantageous a posi

tion, yet the gasoline is kept away from the porcelain so that it

cannot “soot-up.”

Gasoline flows down to the plug base in its own channel; a shell

of steel separates it from the porcelain and the electrodes.

You can run with the needle valve open without danger to the

porcelain from a hot exhaust blast.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE AT $1.25 PER PLUG

Trial Set of Four Champion Priming Plugs, Fully Guaranteed, Prepaid to Any Car

Owner for $5. Give Name of' Car and Year of Make—Also Name of Your Dealer.

All jobbers and most dealers are already supplied. \Nrite today. Liberal trade dis

count to dealers. Be ready to supply your trade in advance of our big advertising cam;

paign in the great national weeklies.

CHAMPION SPARK

106 UPTON AVE.

PLUG COMPANY

TOLEDO, OHIO

  

TRADE -MARI§
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. HELD[1" r

“Guaranteed to Outlast a Score of Cars”

  

  

 
 

 
  

  
  

Even if the EHELUUN Steel Wheel were no stronger, lighter or more durable

than the wooden wheel, the fact remains that the proposition would still be

most attractive from a manufacturer’s viewpoint. ‘
ii

IIIIIHHHHHHJHHHWIHHHHHHHMMMW

prestige that will command higher prices on the finished vehicle because the

ultimate user is securing an imperishable, money-saving wheel for this increase

in price—add to this the fact that SHELDUN Steel Wheels give an engineer’s finish

to a vehicle—another characteristic greatly enhancing the value of the car.

Considering that the day of the wood wheel is about over, it is pretty

clearly up to truck manufacturers to get at the basic facts back of the design ‘

and construction of steel wheels. These facts will be an added asset, available

with every truck building organization that is keeping up with the refinements

of the day.

3 SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes=Barre, Pa

Detroit Branch: Chicago Branch:

68 East 12th Street

2 The car manufacturer who uses this wheel as part of his equipment com

mands the situation entirely. He is not dependent for delivery of wood wheels

g5; before he can ship the chassis, and mighty few men in this line of business have t:

:1 not been more or less “up against” the wheel delivery proposition. 515*

Sheldon Steel Wheels Are Ready and Deliveries

Are Made on Dates Promised—This Without Fail

2 These wheels cost a trifle more than the wooden wheel but this will more

than even up in the added prestige they will give to the car so equipped—a
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1215 Woodward Avenue
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Sell just one or two Warm Hand Wheels

in your locality—they’ll sell dozens more

for you without effort on your part.

With the refining of motor cars—as now demanded by a discriminat

ing public that must be sold—naturally comes the question of heating

the driver and the car.

With this question comes the Warm Hand Wheel as the solution of

the problem of keeping the person driving the car warm and comforta

ble, six months of the year.

The Warm Hand Wheel is a device or steering wheel heated by the elec

tricity supplied either by a storage battery or electric lighting or start

ing outfit. It can be put on any car with the greatest of ease and at the

slight cost of $15 retail.

On Ford cars this Warm Hand Wheel is operated by the magneto in

built in Ford fly wheels. It operates perfectly with this source of current

without affecting in any way the magneto in the performance of the func

tions for which it is built.

Really you can sell a raft of these Warm Hand Wheels in your territory

right now. Remember they are necessary in most of the country for six

months out of twelve—that is during both fall and spring as well as in the

hard winter weather. Maybe your territory isn’t closed yet. Write today

and find out. .

THE WARM HAND STEERING WHEEL CO.

527 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK CITY
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Springfield Convertible Bodies

are the embodiment of refinement

in the matter of lines, material, fin

ish and ease of adjustment.

The runabout convertible body shown

here illustrates one extreme of a line that

goes on up to the highest grade limousine,

landaulet and town car.

Even this faithful reproduction cannot

approximate the beauty and convenience

of the equipments as they actually appear.

They must be seen to be fully appreciated.

The ease of operation is remarkable; the

tops are rapidly raised into position, the

doors are opened, the hinged glass swung

up into position, the remaining windows

are removed from a box in the ~back of

the front seat and buttoned into position,

completely enclosing the car in less time

than an ordinary top can be erected and

the curtains adjusted.

Write for brochure of reproduced photo

graphs.

ELD METAL BODY GO.

gfield, Mass. a
hex

. l.»
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Roosevelt witnessed

this test
  

The turret guns, weighing many tons. on the

United States dreadnoughts are operated, raised,

aimed and lowered by a Ward Leonard system

of control.

The value of the Ward Leonard System 04‘

control was demonstrated in battle during the

Spanish-American war, where it was used upon

the “Brooklyn.” Prior to that time it had been

installed experimentally upon the “Brooklyn,”

but a controversy had developed between the

line and staff officers as to the advisability of

using electricity for that purpose.

Theodore Roosevelt was then Assistant Sec

retary of the Navy, and in his presence the

United States armored cruiser “Brooklyn” was

thoroughly tested with one turret operated by

the old method and one by the Ward Leonard

system, which resulted in the general adoption

of the Ward Leonard System in the United

States Navy. The immense superiority of the

Ward Leonard control was shown when the

"Brooklyn" was in battle. A turret equipped

with the Ward Leonard System can be so accu

rately controlled that a shot fired at an object.

2,000 yards'away can bemoved only two inches

in either direction.

Since the Spanish \Var the Ward Leonard

System has been generally adopted by the _Unit

ed States Navy and all the ships are_equipped

with it, with a few unimportant exceptions.

Here is one place above all others wherc_there

is no room for a system of control that is not

perfect in every detail of design and of the

maximum efficiency in operation.

The same engineering service giving “systems

of control" that is found good enough for the

leading navies of the'world “is not too good for

the leading automobiles of this country."

It's a great/step forward when automobile en

gineers reach a government standard of quality

and service in the electrical field.

WARD

BRONXVILLE

71’r1

L E O N A R D

ELECTRIC COMPANY

THIS IS THE BEST SYSTEM

THE Ward Leonard System of control has caused two dis

tinct demands in the automobile industry:

1. The universal use of electricity for the lighting and start

ing systems. _ . '

2. A system that year in and year out for the life of the car i

shall need no attention. The system must be automatic—must

be an electrical control of the electric circuit, not a mechanical

control of the electric circuit.

No adjustments necessary

But the advantages of the Ward Leonard System do not

stop with automatic control and thorough reliability. Its sim

plicity and the absence of any adjustments will make it valuable

to the car owner as well as to the car manufacturer.

There are no unnecessary parts—nothing to puzzle the oper

ator, and any chauffeur can easily understand the construction

and performance of the dynamo and the entire system.

Automatic control the feature

The Ward Leonard System is automatically perfect. That

a control be truly automatic, it must be made of such parts and

materials as shall not change in their capacity to carry electric

ity. They shall not wear, they shall not be altered in any way

due to heat, cold, vibration, etc. Only in that way can be obvi

ated the necessity of resetting and adjusting. So to be truly

automatic, the control shall need no attention whatever by the

user.

Day does not follow night with any more certainty than the

electrically operated switch con

“'3;

  

trols the charging amperes in the

\Vard Leonard System regardless

of the speed of the motor.

  

N. Y.
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The M & P One Thousand Pound Electric Truck Comes to Your

Customer, Mr. Dealer, With an Iron-Clad Guarantee Back ot It.

This guarantee covers every possible angle, protecting you and the buyer in the matters

of reliability- and economy of operation.

The M & P One Thousand Pound Electric Truck is the first electric truck of its quality

to be sold at M 8: P prices. And because of long experience, and low overhead we are pro

ducing a vehicle which will positively give more and better service at lower cost of opera

tion than can any other electric truck selling for as high as $2,200.

Comparison with the gasoline truck is unnecessary. We are selling electric trucks

whose advantages are obvious.

A Truck That Makes Good at a Price That Sells It

The M & P Truck is the acme of simplicity—strong, sturdy, reliable and economicaL In

a word, it,is properly designed and properly built. It is “Made to make good and it does.”

Tests prove that the cost of operation is twenty-five to thirty-three per cent less than that

of a similar powered gasoline car.

A point that will also appeal to your trade is the price. It puts the high grade electric

delivery wagon within the reach of the average retail merchant, who is, at present, utilizing

horse-drawn vehicles for transportation purposes. We have the facts and data to prove to

you and to such a merchant that the “M & P” can save him a surprisingly large amount of

money.

You, Mr. Dealer, have studied the electric commercial proposition—you know that the

trade is hungry for it. You don’t have to go to the big manufacturer to sell this truck. You

have but to present it to the dry goods merchant, the hardware man, or any other merchant

with a delivery problem, to prove there is a waiting market.

Get the facts and figures covering this proposition, including complete description of the

M & P and our liberal commission to you. Find out how and Why it will pay you to get busv

' M a P ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY
Franklin and Dubois Streets Detroit,! Michigan
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Eisemann products add distinction as well as efficiency. Eisemann

equipment on any car carries with it the general idea that the manufac

turer thereof is honestly supplying his product with the finest ignition sys

tem that money and brains can produce—with an ignition system back of

which is the labor and experience of the pioneer ignition systems for in

ternal combustion engines. ' I

 

 

All of the unexcelled points of efficiency in Eisemann products are the

logical-result of step by step development from the crude systems first

used in 1903. Nothing is freakish or uncertain. Everything is mechanical

and electric onward progress. That’s one reason why no ignition system

today is so efficient, so durable, so simple and so accessible as the Eise

mann systems of ignition.

 

The new Type E. B. High Tension Sys

tem with separate transformer coil (illus

trated herewith) places upon the market

an ignition system that is low in cost yet

remarkably high in efficiency—but up to the

Eisemenn standard in every respect. This

system, which is simply an addition to our

now complete line of ignition systems, con

sists of a magneto in which only the pri

mary current is generated and a separate

transformer coil in which the current is

stepped up to its high tension.

The Eisemann Magneto C0.

Sale: and General Office“

225-227 W. 57th St., New York City

Indianapolis :

514 N. Capitol Ave.

Detroit :

6 Goldberg Bldg.
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Starts your engine

Or new) quickly and

easily ' in coldest weather.

Here’s a starter that adds practically no weight to your car, is perfectly simple and is as

Easily applied to any engine, old or new, very economical in

the use of gas, and requires no expert repairing.

durable as the engine itself.

How Prest-O-Starter Works

The principle of starting a motor with Prest-O-Starter is

the same as “starting on compression." A measure of acety

lene, at low pressure, is pumped from your Prest-O-Lite

Tank into the cylinders.

Touch your spark—your engine starts.

Unlike “gasoline priming" it is not affected by heat or

cold. It is certain.

In cool weather, by opening a valve on the dash, you can

feed gas at low pressure into the intake manifold. This al

lows your engine to run on acetylene until it is warm enough

to run on gasoline.

If the Prest-O-Starter did no more than prime your engine

in this way during cold weather, this convenience would be

well worth .the price. - -

But Prest-O-Starter is more than a primer.‘ When in

stalled properly, it will start your engine, summer or winter,

almost invariably without recourse to the crank.

Make Sure Your Starter is Installed

CORRECTLY— Look It Over

The Prest-O-Starter is easy to install correctly. In fact,

it's so very easy to install that some good factories and gar

Now More Than Ever You Need One

Your Prest-O-Startcr, properly installed, will average better than 95 starts out of 100 attempts. The few failures

are caused by your motor stopping on dead center, or cylinders filled with burnt gas. Both of these

conditions can be easily avoided when stopping your motor.

eighth or quarter turn of the crank, with the switch at neutral, will remedy the trouble at once, with

all of the danger and labor of cranking eliminated.

Rest assured that no other starter can give you as high efficiency with as great economy, dura

bility and freedom from mechanical trouble. The price is within easy reach.

Get in touch with any of our branches—or your dealer—or write us for descriptive literature.

The Prest-O-Lite Co.

BRANCHES—Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Bufi'alo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland,

Los Angeles,

Minneapolis, New Orleans New York,

_ Louis, St. Paul. Minn.,

San Antonio, San Francisto. Seattle, Syracuse, Merritton, Ont., Toronto, Ont.,

Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Indianapolis, Jacksonville, Kansas City,

Memphis, Tenn.. Milwaukee, _

Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Portland. Ore., Providence, St.

Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Exchange Agencies Everywhere

  

~this'is an easy matter for the car owner to correct, even if he

But should either or both happen, an

287 E. South St.

Indianapolis, Ind.

For Four

Cylinders

F o r .5 ix

Cylinders

old

$1.50 extra for two‘way valve necessary

when the same tank is used for both start

ing and lighting.

ages install it with utter carelessness, overlooking the one or

two simple features vital to success in operation. Fortunately

isn't a mechanic.

Our literature tells you exactly how the Prest-O-Starter

is installed, and how to adjust it. Anyone can give it the

slight attention it may need or quickly tell a dealer where the

trouble lies.

Every Prest-O-Starter is sold with the assurance of satis

factory service. The entire Prest-O-Lite Organization is

back of every one. If you have any trouble, report

it to us or our nearest branch. We'll wipe it out

quickly.

Insist Upon GETTING the

Outfit COMPLETE

During warm weather the connection which feeds

acetylene into the intake manifold is not needed. So

some dealers are not installing it. But in cold

weather this feature is vital. You’re entitled to it.

It’s included in the price, so see that you get it.

 
 

  

Omaha,
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Send This Dealer Application
  

No matter What cars you now handle—get the Franklin Dealer Proposition.

  

Franklin is now the

third largest selling high priced car, and gaining rapidly on second.

Franklin cars are easy to sell because they (I) use less gasoline, averaging 20% to 35% more mileage

per gallon ; (2) use less oil, averaging 400 to 600 miles per gallon, without smoke ; (3) use fewer tires,

averaging 8,967 miles per set, the 1911 record; (4) travel faster in the long run, owners thinking little

of making 200, 250 and 300 miles and more per day, without fatigue ; (5) ride easier, bowling along so

smoothly and comfortably, without jolt or jar, that driver and occupants do not realize that they are steadily

traveling 30, 35, and 40 miles per hour; (6) and wear longer than other cars, many Franklin cars giving their

owners continuous satisfactory service for 5, 6, 7 and 8 years.

We will send full particulars of the Franklin Dealer

Proposition to any automobile dealer, garage owner or

automobile owners financially capable and with the busi

ness experience to become a successful dealer, provided

he will mail us this “dealer application” immediately.

The sending of this application does not obligate

the sender or us. It is merely a convenient way to get

at the faCts' THE FRANKLIN LINE

D Touring, 6 cylinder, 38 h. p., S M Little Six, Thirty, Touring, 5 pas

passengers . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 500 sengers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2800

D Torpedo-phaeton. 6 cylinder, 38 M Little Six. Thirty, Victoria-phae

h. p., 4 passengers . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3500 ton, 2 passengers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2800

H Touring, 6 cylinder, 38 h. p., 7 G Touring, 4 cylinder, 25 h. p., 5

passengers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 750 passengers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $2000

H Limousine, 6 cylinder, 38 h. p., 7 G Runabout, 4 cylinder, 18 h. p., 2

passengers, 5 passengers inside.. $4750 passengers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1650

The six cylinder models equipped with Entz Electric Starter and Lighting System. A ‘

real sinner with ically origil‘l features.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Syracuse, New York

DEALER APPLICATION

r---.--------_I-------—---I_ -- _-l

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

\Vithout obligating me please send your "Dealer

Proposition" as advertised in November 14 issue Motor

World.

Address . . . . . . .l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Available

Capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . ..

References
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Don’t be Satisfied with

Half-Way Knowledge

of Your Motor-Car

First, get at_the fundamentals—the

big, construction features that mean

strength, safety, speed, power.

Here’s one of the big things you ought to know

about:

The Power-Transmiting Unit of a Timken-Detroit

Rear Axle.

It’s shown at the right just as you _see it when the

body of the car is removed and you look down on the

chassis—lower on the page you see it in detail.

Study it—read the description carefully.

It's one of the great Timken contributions to good

axle construction.

And it includes the most important single con

tribution to ‘ American motor-car manufacture :—

Timken Tapered Roller Bearings.

    

In a Timken Rear Axle all the gears—pinion, driv

ing and differential gears—form a unit.

This unit is completely assembled and tested before

it is put into the axle.

It is bolted to the front of the housing and is easily

removable.

The large removable rear cap of the housing per

mits convenient inspection and adjustment from the

rear.

The quiet running and high efiiciency of Timken

gears is partly due to this unit construction—proper

relation of all parts is assured before the axle is as

sembled.

It is partly due to the grinding of the gears by a

special Timken-built machine—the one gear-grinding

machine made that corrects all the microscopic in

accuracies left by even the finest gear cutters.

It is lastly and largely due to the Perfect Service given

by Timken Tapered Roller Bearings.

The Power-Transmitting Unit is carried by these

bearings.

They keep shafts in line and gears accurately in

mesh, saving power and insuring quiet running.

They do this because of three great principles of

Timken 'Iapered Roller Bearing. construction.

1. A greater load capacity than balls because they carry the

load along their whole length instead of on points only.

2. Greater ability to meet force from the end as well as the

side—because the rollers are tapered.

3. Perfect adjustability for wear—due to the tapered con

struction.

DII

  

BeAnmcs ' at AXLBS.

THE TlMKEN-DETROIT AXLE CO., DETROIT, MICH

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON, OHIO

  

Above I! l picture of a Timken-Detroit

Rear Axle. showing the position ofthe Power—

Transmirtin: Unit illustrated in detail below.

  

By removing these

nuts. the var cap

can be taken 05. ior

inspection and adjust

ment of the heatlllti

  

The Timken Hearings

on the diflerential carry

the load. meet the em!

thrust and keep the

gears in mesh.

To all other operations mak

ing for smooth. quiet rennin!

Timken add: one more—the

gears are zround in special

machines.

In the Timken Rear

Axle. the sole function

of the shaft! is to drive

the wheels—all weigh

is carried by the hous

ing.

Timken Bearings meet

the tremendous end

thrun of the bevel gear

and keep the [em

accurately enmeshed.

By loosening these

bolts. the entire unit

can be removed {rum

the [rout of the axle

housing.

GoodAxle Construction Demands Human

Integrity and Efficiency

It isn't merely one, or even all of its notable features that makes

the Timken-Detroit Rear Axle.

It's really the human equation back of the whole.

An organization that began before the motor-car industry was

dreamed of. .

That for years has been devoted exclusively to building motormr

axles—and to nothing else.

Whose product represents the whole sum—not a part—of motor

car axle knowledge and experience: American and European.

The Timken story requires many chapters—this advertisement is

only one.

Look for the others and read them—they will give you a new un

derstanding of the modern motor-car.

You can get the whole story of axle and bearing importance and

construction by writing to either address below for the Timken

Primers, T-9 “On the Care and Character of Bearings," and T-lO

“On the Anatomy of Automobile Axles."

T

a -_ -_asacA
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BOSCH PLUGS

As Good As Bosch -Magnetos

 

a Bosch Magneto, but other important units of the system‘ are sel

dom of equal quality unless the owner insists upon Bosch Products

throughout.

WHEN a motor car is purchased the source of ignition is generally

The spark plug is one of the important efficiency factors—always spe

cify Bosch Plugs; they satisfy. Bosch Plugs have been successfully used

by all the prominent race drivers and have proven themselves worthy of

your consideration and trial.

$1.22 Each

Ask your dealer or write us direct

Co., §ZE$.¢66hRSl|Z'CHICAco

  

 

  

The Most Practical Chain

for Motor Trucks

Because the “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chain can be easily sepa

rated at any link and lengthened, shortened, or repaired without the use

of any special tool. This is of great advantage to truck builders, owners

and drivers.

“Whitney” Chains are used by the leaders betause they are strong, accu

rate, dependable and above all long lived. They are made right and

they’re made from the right kind of material, thus giving highest effi

ciency. When making replacements insist on a “Whitney.”

“ Whitney” Chains Are Built for Strains

THE WHITNEY MFG. co., Hartford, Conn.
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Make Your Car Ride Easier

A Spring Leaf Lubricator

_ (GUARANTEED)

adjustable to any size automobile spring. Sim

ple, Quick and Effective, separates the leaves

just enough to insert the lubricant. and will not

damage or mar your springs. The damaging

cold chisel and hammer no longer necessary.

When the leaves of your springs are not lu

bricated they become rusty and freeze or ad

here to each other. They are soon like one

solid piece of steel. Then your car rides hard;

Patents Pending. Squeaking occurs and breakages become fre

quent. Spring Leaf Lubricator.

Lubricate your Springs Properly and you Get More Comfort, More Pleasure, Less Breakages, Less Expense and No

Squeak, and 50 to 100 per cent More Resiliency and Longer Life out of Your Springs.

° P081898 110 YOU WANT A COPY 01" 01111 1912 CATALOG N0. 22?

Pr Paid The Most Complete of the Kind. I Mailed Free on Request.

  

 

 

  

  

CHAS. E. MILLER, Home 0tfice: 97-99-101-103 Reade 51., New York City
MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER .

Order from Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

  

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. ALBANY, N. Y.—-l35 Central Avenue. ATLANTA, GA.—259 Peachtree Street.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—318 North Broad St.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. BOSTON, MASS—202404 Columbus Ave. NEW ORLEANS, LA.—601-603 Baronne St.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—-l421 Bedford Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN—274 Trumbull Street. NEWARK. N. I;.—-274 Halsey Street.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—824 Main Street. DETROIT, MICK—227429 Jefferson Ave. SPRINGFIEL , MASS—Bridge and Dwight Sts.

A L " - 4 ' ‘ We want your verdICt

. f There is one sure way to find out thg

n n ’ V , ., _' difference between Federal Tires an

EXTRA SERWGE ' '1 ' the inferior kinds, and that is to

‘ -‘ i personally try these tires on your

'f .' own car—learn first-hand why we
‘ I 3 ' call them “Extra Service” tires.

URABILITY proves the v. 1" 1‘ i I The next time you are in the market

quality Of automobile ' .. " for tires,remember the extraordinary

tires—it iS a sure gauge. ‘1' .5 claims we make for Federal Tires——

‘ ' i you will find they will last longer

Federal Tires will outwcar the and prove more satisfactory than
BC“ _I i any tire you have ever

cause of better construction _ ' " used.

and the use of carefully selected _ . , .- ' . ANOTHER POINT—Federal Tires cost

materials Federal Tircs arc _k ' T " ‘ :1 no more than other high grade tires.

' Made in all types for all standard rims.

capable Of Standlng the severe Federal Tires are supplied through leading dealers

strain and wear inSidC ‘ 1.} ' i , everywhere. An interesting tire book mailed to

and outside) to which tires are . . ; ,7 ’“ wh° W“

The guarantee on Federal Tirbs is withdrawn

SUbjCCth- unusual ' . " ‘ , when tires are filled with any substitute for air

quality is the explanation of ~ ideal.592s.Mzsstssée.&’-YM."‘;:EEL:?

' ' ' - - Cl' , K C't , M' is, Denver, Indianapolis,

the durablbiy of Federal Tlres. . - Cases... arm;masses... L... 11......
' v lanta, Los Angeles, San Die 0 Pasadena, New Orleans,

InveStlgate " '_';‘ Portland. (Federel Rubber Co., of Texas—Dallas,

Houston, San Antonio.)
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The Delivery Wagon lull liiiiq‘l.

of the Future } -

In selling motor cars for quick deliv

eries or light hauling the point to drive

home is: “This car is the best on the mar

ket for your purpose. It pays larger divi

dends on the money invested than any

other car,” and of no motor delivery car

on the market today is that statement so

true as it is of the

 
 

  

' Q The machine is so sim le that an man of avera e
lnternatlonal commerCIal Car intelligence can learn quiclSy how to rhanage it. g

Its capacity for work is equal to that of at least two

teams. ,

Its first cost is reasonable—less than that of the horses

required to do the same work. -

There are seventeen other reasons why you should

have the agency for the International Commercial Car in

your town.

Write for our co-operative selling plan and any de

sired information about the car.

  

More than 6,000 of these cars in daily use by business

men in city, town and country prove the usefulness of

the car for quick deliveries and light hauling. More than

1,000 repeat orders this year prove that the car extends

the business of its users.

The International Commercial Car, designed and built

for business purposes only, is worthy the consideration

of every vehicle dealer who reads this magazine. Here

are a few of its advantages:

It interferes in no way with sales of pleasure cars. In International Hme‘ter Company of America

fact, every pleasure car owner is a better prospect for an ([NCQRPORATED)

International Commercial Car because he owns an auto. 155 Hurvelter Building, Chicago, U.S. A.

 

 

Better and More Rapid Production

0' I. of Duplicate Parts

HAT does it cost you to produce milled work by your present

method? Figure it up and see if your duplicate work is not

costing you too much. Acme Automatics complete milled work

in one—half to one-quarter the time required by ordinary methods. More

over every piece is accurate.

The Acme Method

HIS is accomplished by working as many as eight or nine tools on

four bars of stock at one time, and completes the piece in one

operation. Side drilling, side and end milling, etc., are completed

without extra time and machinery. Compare this with the method you

are now using.

The Acme Automatic

7 /1e “ert JIM/rod " Book/rt explain: the principle n/ the Jam: Jutamatir producing

part: In dup/irate. Ark/or it.

THE NATIONAL-ACME MFG. CO.

- CLEVELAND SIXTH CITY

NEW YORK BOSTON DETROIT CHICAGO ATLANTA MONTREAL
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Mr. Automobilist:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon you

the importance of

  

Lauth-Jucrlano

Trucks are Do

livery lneurule.

Tires Inflated to QUAHTY DURABMT

the Right Pressure owl-z. rwo AND mar 'I‘0N cmcm

1

  

He insists that this is tire economy and

Saves You Money um I llll
Illl |__Iu

How do you know what pressure you have in your _ “1“

tires?
\

SCHRADER
LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST IN CONSTRUC

tlou. most powerful in operation and the motors are guaranteed against

detective workmanship and material for the llie 0! the truck. The!

are posltively the highest class trucks made. Two cylinder. oue~toil

[our cylinder. one. two and three-ton. Four speeds forward, Hess-Bright

. ball bearing transmission made in our own shops of the. finest tool

steel. three-piece disc clutch, covered lg? patents owned by us. Send

for 1912 Catalog and specifications. rompt delivery on all models.

Large publicity campaign just begun. Our quality wlll do the rest.

7 Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

(Trade Mark Registered in U. S. Patent Ofiice) The lllllll-Jlltl'qells Molol' Car CO., FROIII. onlo

Branehen and Agencies

BOSTON—David Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Side Garage 0: Motor Co.. 160-162 101st St.

CHICAGO—The Lanth-Jue us Motor Car Co.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK. N. J_—Merrhan 5 Motor Car Co.. Eilan Building. _ Q,

DETROIT. MICll.—-Blerl Auto Truck Sales Agency, 453 Dlx Ave.

“ - " DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND VlClNlTY—Bowles Motor Slles Col,

mag ‘1 I ‘ ‘ inn. 1608 14th St. N. w.. Washington, n. n
 

  

E‘Akmé. ;,.
 

 

(Patented March, 1898—Other Patents Pending)

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time, dayor night, by simply holding this Gauge to your Valve

for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in place, ——showing the exact pressure in the tire so that the Gauge

can be taken anywhere and read, at night to the front

of the car into the light of the lamps. After the pres- M O l R C Y C L E 5

sure has been ascertained the Indicating Sleeve can be .

pushed back into the Gauge with your finger. No catches

or snaps to operate or get out of order. This Gauge is

2% inches long over all, short enough to apply easily

to the smallest diameter of wheel and can easily becarried in the vest pocket or the change pocket of your

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

Price $1.00 Each WILL INTEREST YOU

Ready for Delivery Now

 

 
 

Guaranteed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate
PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AT

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Can be obtained from all tire man

ufacturers and the dealers, or

A. Inc. TWO DOLLARS PER YEAR

28-32 Rose Street NewYork City SPECIMEN COPIES GRATIS
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Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

IT will cost you practically no more than what

you will be orced to pay out for constant repairs

on your present ignition system. A new Remy will

give your car new life. Here is our exchange

proposition:

Lia! Price Allowance Net to You

2-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . $46 00 S 9 20 $36 80

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . 50 00 10 00 40 00

6-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . 52 00 10 40 41 60

Allowance made for any make 0! Magneto.

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES—New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

IIRVICE STATIONS—Albumin ue. Au usta. Baltimore. Charlotte, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Denver, Dallas, El aso, ouston, “chi-anvil] Louisville, Ienl

Iinneapolis, New Orleans, Nashville. eriolk ( a.) Omaha, Les

elea, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland tle). Portland (Ore.), Rocher

San Antonio, Seattle, Spokane, St. Louis, Syracuse, Utiea, WashingtonRf,

. C.

CANADA—Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Hamilton, Vancouver. IontreaL

  

 

Baldwm DriveChains

BOTH DETACHABLE AND RIVETED

are used by the largest, most exacting users

of chains for automobiles in the world.

They need no further recommendation.

We are

SP K equipped

to make spr0ckets In large quantities at

interesting prices.

Baldwin Chain 8: Mfg. Co.

WORCESTER, MASS.

AGENTS

H. V. GREENWOOD, 122 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

C. I. IVEN, Rochester, N. Y.

M. A. BRYTE, 788 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

  

 

 

ENGRAVING CO.

PVCK BUILDING

295-309mm[Ill sly-Houston

NEW YORK

TELEPHONE 8| SPRLNG

ESTABLISH_ED l87l

  

  

 
 

 

 

 

  

WARNER .

» Irwin

Model K2

Price $75

17075MEQ

E have three times trebled our factories. More than

100,000 new cars will be equipped with Warner

Auto-Meters this season. Practically all of the prominent

manufacturers make the Warner Auto-Meter “regular

equipment"—regardless of its HIGH PRICE.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by dealers all over

the world and at our own branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin

BRANCHES—Atlanta. Denver. Philadelphia, Boston. Detroit. Bnfl’alo,

Indianapolis, Portland (Ore.), Chiczrgo. Kansas Cit , Cincinnati, Loa

Angeles. Seattle, Cleveland, New ork, Pittsburg , San Francisco,

St. Louis.

Canadian Branch:

 

$59 Yonge'St., Toronto, Ont.
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Otters Dealers a Real Live

Truck Selling Opportunity

Express

Body

$1750

  

buying attention of every concern doing a light

trucking business. Merchants and small manufac

turers will quickly see the economy and wisdom of

such a purchase.

Sanford Trucks are accessible in every part, in

every assembly and in the entire assembly. Motor,

4 cylinder. 30 H. P., water cooled. Unit power plant,

3 point suspension. Clutch and flywheel enclosed in

oil tight aluminum- housing. Transmission, four

speed selective. Heavy axle and spring suspension.

Lastingly good. therefore permanently popular.

The Sanford agency is good for the dealer. The

Sanford truck is good for the owner. \Vrite for

terms.

The Sanford Motor Truck Company

  

L'

BE=CE=E

 

 
 

==‘——\____:=%l

 

Here is a one ton truck at a price that will get the

 

SYRACUSE, N. Y. H

BENZ
 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 II. P. BENZ models

are the last werd in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of tinting gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN
makes. I

BENZ Mill] IMPURT CUMPANY 0F AMERICA

250 Wast 84th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 

J

 

 

 

  

In All the World No Car Like This

Ten successful seasons—the wonderful long stroke

motor—added improvements and refinements give

this wonderful car the greatest value ever offered for

$1800. Read the list below of the most notable fea

tures of the

DWW“ B'to‘ime “Ah

)0 inch more wheel base (now 124)

Electric Li lite—Dynamo System

live more one Power (now 40)

Improved Steering Gear

Gasoline Tank under Cowl—

lndicator and filler on dash

Improved Springs

Long Stroke Motor 40-11. P.

Enlarged Brakes

Prest-O Self Starter

Turkish Spring Cushions

Large Wheels and Tires

Exceptionally Roomy Bodrv

Demountsble Rims (set 0 five)

Inside Control Double Independent Ignition Sys

Ten inch U holstery tem

Flush Side odies Carburetor Dash Adjustment

Nickel Trimmings Rain Vision Windshield

DEALERS—We have a square deal proposition

for you. Unique in many ways. Well worth writing

for.

OWNERS AND DEALERS—Write for the most

interesting catalog ever written.

MOLINE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

107 Keokuk Street EAST MOLINI-l= lll..

  

 

 

Warner Quality

Steering Gear's

NYBODY can claim

quality—but a record

of eight years use (n

the better class of cars is

indisputable proof. Th at

proof is back of Warner

Steering Gears.

The prime features of

Warner Gears are:

accessibility; corn~

plete interchange

ability; use of ec

centric sleeves;

adjustable angle of

column; large bear

ing and contact sur

faces specially hard

ened and ground, assur

ing ease of motion and

durability.

The Warner line includes a wide range in both pleasure and

commercial types.

We guarantee dependable deliveries.

Get acquainted with Warner Quality-make it another

selling argument.

We modify our designs to meet your detail requirements,

or build on approved designs on seasons quantity

specifications.

Detroit Office Philadelphia Office

628 Ford Building Glenwood Ave. ('2 2nd 8!.

Warner- Gear Co.

Indiana

    

  

Munme
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American I

Made for

American 1

Trade

  

New Departure ball bearings are a guaranteed American product, the

merit of which has been thoroughly established in the American market,

to the advantage of American manufacturers.

NEW DEPARTURE

Guaranteed

BALL BEARINGS
 

Send for catalog describing the three types:

Dpuble row, taking loads from all directions.

Single row, standard, strong and superior.

“Radax,” one row of balls taking radial and one-direction thrust.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MFG. COMPANY, Bristol, Conn.

Western Branch, 101617 Ford Building, Detroit

 

 

 

r7

 

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since

Occupying the newest and most modern automobile manu~

lecturingplant in America.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. T-8 Kokomo, ind.

 

   

 
 

.' Watch the Advertising

Keep your eye on the Tirenew h'lagazine

campaign; it is strong—complete—continu

ous—convincing— and it tells vlinirenew

Preserves Tire Life by

Preventing Tire Decay

  

An unvuleanlzed liquid rubber compound with a base of pure gum—

waterprools and protects lrom ill eficcrs ul oil, moisiure, run and air

—make| tire! look like neu .

Find Out by \vliting. what we otter the consumer in quaiiiv and

what we oflet dealers in profit and in complete and eliihusiastic rt»

operation.

NATIONAL RUBBER CO.,4413 Papin St., St. Louil, Mo.

 

 

  

Sanitary Desks

  

 

A COMPLETE LINE

OFFICE, BANK
AND

COMMERCIAL

FURNITURE

Geo. W. Cobb, Jr.

47-49 Liberty Street New York City ‘

Telephone 872-873 John

 
 

 

  

 
 

 

Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NOW.

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

$16.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

Imported U. 8: H. High Tenslsm Magnetos Less Than

Import C0s..

Circular and Price Lists Free

J. S. BRETZ COMPA\Y, 250 W. 54th Street, New York

 

 

Money-Savers

Time-Savers

Trade-Bringera

Sell Stewart Trucks

Deliver" Trttcks in Winter Months

No let-up in business for the dealer who handles Stewart Delivery

Trucks. Cold weather only increases the need for motor delivery. Mer

chants are already worryin over their holiday deliveries. They know that

their horse equipment willfin inadequate during the cold, snowy days and

the rush and long hours of the Xmas trade and special sales.

\Ve can guarantee prompt deliveries of Stewart Delivery Trucks in

time for the winter business. We can furnish dealers their demonstrators

almost immediately. Now is the time to go out and get this desirable

business. Merchants are looking for the right car; one that is scientifically

designed for hard delivery service. You can get their orders for Stewart

Trucks now. Write for our literature and liberal proposition to dealers.

T. R. Llppard, Pres. and Gen‘l Mgr.

R. G. Stewart. Vice-Pres. and Chief Eng.

  

R. W. Ingersoll, Sales Mgr.

R. P. Lentz. Sec. and Treas.
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Electric Engine Starting

and Lighting Systems
Made for installation on all makes of cars.

No car is complete unless electrically started

’ and lighted. Write

for booklet telling

how to bring your

car up-to-date. We

have an interesting

proposition for auto-_

mobile manufacturers.

Write for particulars.

THE APPLE

ELECTRIC COMPANY

18 N. Canal Street

  

 

  

DAYTON, OHIO, U. S. A.

 

TRUCK SPRUBKETS
ALL SIZES ANY PITOH
 

llYllRlllllll PRESSEll STEEL Bl].

CLEVELAND, OHIO

THE NEW PRUBESS RAW lllllE 00.

Out Gears of Quality}

Complete Dlfl-‘erentialsj

 
 

 

THE NEW PROCESS RAW HIDE OO

SYRAOUBE, IN. Y.

THE NEW PRRUESS RAW lllllE 00.

 

  

 
 

 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights— Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMPS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.

  

NEWTONE

Motor Horns

Prices are the lowest for which horns of Dependable

quollflaltlons can be bought

Torpedo Type

Price 8 2 0

Automobile Supply

Mtg. Co.

220 Tulle Place, IIMILYN,_N.Y.

  

 

 

 
 

    

Write today for our booklet

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY

 
Cleveland, Ohio
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The one weak point of the automobile is that you rannot depend on tho

tires. Thousands of motorists have solved their tiredprohlem' by discarding

inner shoes, reliners, filler! and other makeshift: an equipping their tires

with lntofloek Innor ‘I'lroo.

Inter-locks are Complete inner tires (not inner shoes) placed between the

outer casing and inner tube to stren‘ then the casing and protect the tube

from punctures. They double the int euge of new tires and add 1,000 to 5.000

miles to old ones—save hall your tire expense—and make Uch trouble proof.

Dealers and Motorists-Investigate Interlocko U

  

Don‘t delay—write amp for boo/(Iris, daln, prion, testimonial: of tum,

road tests, etc. Mention size and kind iJllru you use.

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO., 600 W. 9th Street. Auburn, lndinno'

* r " ‘~ ~ ‘K‘wii: \ _ 92¢ . gt: .‘§~>;<<\“>;,~»,\\\>\:\

  

 

 

  

   

REPUBLIC

STAGGARD TREAD nuns

and BLACK-LINE RED INNER TUBES

Motorists who \Vc guarantee

‘s’tZSgnii‘ ".323 m“ “PM”
Tires will tell Black'L‘” a“

Inner Tube to

be as nearly

pcriec-t as a

tube can be ,

made—and is a

fitting compan

ion ior the

splendid Repub

lic Staggard

i you that they—

Prevent s k i d -

d i n g , m a k e

quick starts and

9 Ii o rt 5 t o p 5

easy.

Give d o u b I e

mileage because

of the full-thick

ness tread un

der the studs. Tread.

lost Widely lull- The Best Tube

latcd ol All Made

Republic

8""er Tread

Pal. Srfl. 15-22.‘08

  

The Republic Rubber Co.

Youngstown. ON I
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Model

“45”—-$2150

Biggest. best proposition ever oi~

(ered to dealers. Illustrated book

free. Glide“'45"in'Fwo.Eour. Five

and Seven passenger

models. Write us

today.

The Bartholomew

Inme

22: GlidaSt..Peot-ie,lll.

 

We are now arranging agencies for 1913.

Write for full particulars

DORRIS MOTOR OAR COMPANY

8t. Loule, U. 8. A.

 

' Its edition is limited, for immediate distribution—to fill early

 

A new illustrated folder in colors has just gone to press.

requests. “him for one at once. We have some open terri

tory for substantial dealers.

Marion 37-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1475 ,

Marion as-A .............. ..$1425 A" “H Mlv equipwe

Marion 48-A .............. ..$1aso ‘" ‘“"““°°¢

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY

918 Oliver Avenue lndinnnpolio

 

 

 

'"I‘in

  

Direcl Drive—Single Reduction

Fool Conlrol . V

Irreversible Worm Sleer ‘

  

Long Mileage BallerIe:

Buflalo Service 3i

A ‘8‘"I I

fmh‘fiiv Model 29 Roadster, . . $2,600“,

(1&3) Model 30 Coupe, . . ., 8,2003

aw?!” Model 304; coupe, . . 3.300

The Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company

Buffalo, New York

 

 

 

  

 

\K‘,VTHE UNIVERSAl (‘AR

It's the car that has “made good." In num

bers far exceeding any other car—on all

sorts of roads and under all sorts of condi

tions. Prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

where. '

Ford Motor Company Detroit, Mich.

  

  

  

 

 

   

Aim
"The Easiest Riding Car In The World“

 

 

The Marmon “32”

32-40 H.P., lZO-inch wheelbase, eeli

starting, dynamo lighting, with . . . .

. . d l ht , withMy to m 1:5,. 12"?“‘1.."..L‘5; .........*°.‘.t
ment and corresponding equipment 3nd correspondin' equipmug...

—-$2,850 to $4,l00 $5,000 to $6,350.

Detailed Information on Request.

NORDYKE 8: MARMON CO.

INDIANAPOLIS um um INDIANA

myYears JSucceaeful Manufacturim

The Marmon “Six”

48-80 H.P., l4S-incli wheelbuo

(turns in 40-ioot street), lell llll'ie

 

 
 

 

@kland
"The Car With A' Conscience”

Write for the advance announcement de

scribing 1913 models.

FOUR AND SIX CYLINDER MODELS

$1000 to $3000

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.

250 Oakland Boulevard PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

 
 

 
 

 
   

  

“Thirty”

  

  

  

  

“Forty”

tt "
hliicvfiry part built: in_ the Kisseller plant, F l t i y

I I! e uip e t "
economical qmagufaciiire. "g1 “DH'P'QQSix"

have extra liberal wheelbase and 'roomy

tonneaus unsurpassed by any car at any

rice for comfort and capabilities. Write

or catalog.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

159 Kine! Avenue Barnard, Wln.

KisselKar prices

include tull equip

ment—seli-starter,

top, windshield,

demountlble rims,

I p e e dome

. ter, el e c -

tric lighting

-e q u ipment,

e h o e k ab

eorbero, etc.
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\a-1'0 SUPPLY CO. BLQQMF

Also Makersof RAJAl-l TERMINALS- new; ‘

 

The Inner 'Tube Repaired in 15 Minutes

on the road or at home—do it yourself. It is easily done, if you have the

Imperial Vulcanizer Repair Kit
(Pays for itself in a short time)

   

No _electricity. No steam.

A little rubber and a little

gasoline.

Price $8.50

Com lete with enough rub

ber or 40 punctures.

 
Nickel Plated Patent Pending

AT YOUR DEALER'S 0R SENT BY EXPRESS

Guaranteed to Satisfy or Money Reluuded

MCGRAW TIRE & RUBBER C0" Dept. E, E88! Palestine, 0.
 

 

The‘Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamps on the market with the advantages oi

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in style and in quality. They are

the strongest lamps as well as the most effective.

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass

L_ens Mirror Reflector—the atented system of double ray light projection which

gives two distinct fields of ight for town and country use—or the new and ex

clusive black finish with a metallic lustre which is unaffected by heat or moisture.

All of these features are exclusively “Solar.”

Do not equi your car or specify equipment to the maker until you have

seen all the olar advantages. See Solars at any live dealer's or write for

the catalog.

Solars are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations.

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Kenosha, Wis. (137) New York City

marshy/haw

 

“es:

s“ _,_,

:‘:;§ r Va’fl" 3;:

I“: iri 5.2: nga'hi :Eii ,‘ :1":

“i 'if yiiifiiii =_‘ i“
.- fl _" \

fiamsm
“Always There"

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO

98 Warren St., Newark, lthJANCISCO

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN
BOSTON KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES

PHILADELPHIA DETROIT SEATTLE

D B ENOS AIRES

\Rlliiliiiill

\

\
I

/*?.”.Wf/Mf

WW/i/W/WKinsmen“ \
 

 

  

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

tor catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES 00.,

Ameabury, Ian.

  

 
 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucksl

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 
 

 
 

 

Demand and Insist

Upon Getting

U8. PA‘E OFF

"THE ORIGINAL AND BEST ASBESTOS BRAKE LINIIIG"

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

  

436 Iousatonic Ave.- Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Duplex and Raymond Brakes

and Gyrex, the Mixer.

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

Front Axle Yoke Bolts

You require the best bolts made—bolts

manufactured from suitable analy

sis open hearth or nickel steel

—bolts tough and strong

and properly hard

ened for this

vital duty.

  

Your in

quiry for bolts

ground to size, ready

to slip into place, will

bring surprisingly low prices

—quality of work considered.

The Electric Welding Products Co.

Cleveland, Ohio
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Iupluobile “82" Touring Cur, Fully Equipped. $975 F.0.B. Detroit

Lon -stroke motor, 3% x5% inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

crank s alt. Unit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three speeds for

ward. Sliding gears. Full floating axle. Center control. Zenith carbure

tor. Bosch magneto. lO6-inch wheelbase. 32x3% inch tires. Quick

detachable rims. Mohair to with envelo e. Jiti curtains. Windshield.

Rear shock absorber. Prest- -Lite tank. as hea lights. Oil side and tail

lamps. Tools—horn. Trimmings, black and enamel. Standard color, black.

Magneto and camshaft driven y silent Coventry chain.

Iuplsobile “82 " Roadster, Fully Equipped. $975 F.0.B. Detroit

ChaSSis and specifications same as Touring Car. Large turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

Iuplnobile "32" Delivery. Fully Equipped. 8950 F.0.B. Detroir

Chassis same as Touring Car. Enclosed panel body. Two cushioned

lazy-back seats. Carrying capacity, 800 lbs. Chassis and body painted

black, high-class finis. Two-piece windshield. Prest-O-Lite tank. Gas

headlights. Oil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims, Tools——horn.

Trimmings, black and nickel.

IUPP MOT“ CAR CO., in“ “Undue Ave.. Detroit. Mich. 

 

R

C

“ Twenty-Five" $ 9 0 O

R-C-H The Car Complete F 0 Detroit

Five-Passenger Tounn Car

THE CAR—{The best materials, gie highest

grsde workmanship, and the most up-to-dste

ideas in construction

EQUIPMENT—The

grade equipment ever

priced car.

most complete, highest

placed on a popular

Two Passenger Roadster, 110' wheelbase, $900, i. o. h. Detroit

Three Passenger Coupe, 110' wheelbase, $1300, 1. o. b. Detroit

R-C-l-I CORPORATION, 104 Lycaste St , Detroit, Mich.

  

 

    

ss H.P._ 6_

"Majestic"

81850

45 H.P. 4.Cyls.

“Ol mpic'

1 oo 
 

4 AUTOMOBILE c0.
12:4 EdSTMIA/SIDIFZ'

1 14cm

  

  

, Uvo17/11 700 STEP

#0saw700 peep . v

  

Six Models

40 and 50 H. P.

Fully Equipped

Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Model 51—4 Passenger Deml Tonneau.

Model SZ—Rondster t —sll with’plcnd’ig nesw" each 0:: kmotor, 4% (tshe niw “'Tk" head,rg.5i:ch bore,

be]! re, s ro e. we s ro e motor.

40 H $2400 H.P. $3400

I“, equipped with tom-windshield, speedometer, gasoline gauge, 86' wheels,

demountable rims, and automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co., M Muncie, Ind.

..“on Hrsnch: 153 Massachusetts Ave. ' Omaha Branch: 810 8. llth St.

I lectrically

Dali-Started

.ssd Lighted

..‘d 40—! Passenger.

Touring Car.

lode! 41—4 Passenger Demi Tonnenu.

I.“ QZ—Roadster t Hll with the

  

Fore Door

 

  

 
 

THE TOURABOUT

LINE /

  

 

  

_ Dept. W

Northern Factory, Anderson, Ind.

Chicago Irsnch. 817-39 Michigan Ave. \ ,

Sonthern Factory, Chattanooga. 'l’elm. f: "

 
 

 
 

 

Climbs s 30%

any number 0 speeds.

sdklriction Transmission—

Five models—write.

CARTERCAR COMPANY,

  

Pontiac, Michigan

 

adv/26915850
Fully Equipped

He

  

Five 25 II. P.

Passenger long

Touring Stroke

(181' Motor

Enclosed Valves, Three Point Suspension, Unit Power Plant, Platform

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle, Left Hand Drive, Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires. Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for specifications.

BRIGGS-DETRIIITI'IR (10., 449 llolbrook Ave.. Detroit, Mich.

 

 

    

Mighty Michigan “40”

40-Horsepower Touring Car or Roadster, absolute

ly silent in operation. Oversize tires 35 x4%-—cylin—

ders 4% x 5%, in.-—118-in. wheelbase

w—four—forward-speed transmission

QQ Q. -—demountable rims—nickel mount

' ings—massive, straight-line body—

big, roomy seats—electric lighting by generator—

everything. . Price $1585, includes full equipment. Two

smaller models. Catalog on request.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY

[130] Kalamazoo, Mich.
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THE ULTIMATE CAR

(KNIGHT TYPE moron»

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine and by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

THE F. B.'STEARNS CO.

‘ CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dollars In 125 Chloe

  

 

 

Type 35 3 2' 7 5 0

Series
FA and B idly

Newport Equipped

  

V‘

THE CHAMPION

M13212CE m... C...
,Lift up the hood of any Mercer and you will learn

why it is “the most talked of" automobile in America

today.

Send for Catalogue

MERCER AUTOMOBILE CO.
700 Whitehead load

TREN‘I‘ON, N. J.

 

 

  

  

is responsible for the success of alargema

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial cars. They will bear your investi

gation before the purchase of any type of car.

Literature upon request.

Pl'TINRlD I070. CO Union 'I'

  

  

Lam photogravure of

theabove_cut for

framing 14c in stamps.

  

 

HAVERS HAVERS

"Six-44” “Six-55”

' $1850 $2250

Touring Car and Touring Car and

Roadster Types. Speedster Types.

44 h. p. 6 Cylin- Electric Starter.

tiers. Unit Power Electric Lights.

Plant, S-Point 55 h.p. 128 In.

Suspension. 122 Wheel-Base. 86!

in. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires, Fully

36x4 Tires. 0 Equipped.

“rile Ior lullIspeelfleatiom

HAVEIS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Port Huron, Mich.

 

  

Croxton cars incorporate all of

the features for which the buyer

looks in the new models. Write

for catalog and Agency details.

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

' six cylinder Touring Car. flve passeinrer convertible to
Cele SlXty seven passenger. 132-inch wheel base, Deloo electric

lighting. starting and ignition. $2485

' tour cylinder Touring Car, flvo passenger oonverdble

COIe toseven. 122-lnch wheel base, D9100 system. $1988

i‘our cylinder Touring Car five passenger, lie-inch

Cale Forty wheel base, Delco system. $1685

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer’s DrODOSition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

 

  

dealer's counter.

  

50 W. Seventh Street

GIILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across the

Get'the details and you will surely order.

G. WALTER GILMER

  

PHILADELPHIA _
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The line Mechanical,
m mu o omen. N U

illier initiation. H ‘ Neve_r Fa|||_ng

to Blue inn Channels F R Wammg Dance

000%. thtlo to Buy—

000:. Nothing to Operth

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

THE B. PIEI. BUHPAN lii'.§"i'.'.1'1."2'l'lv"
Philadelphia. l4l6 Vine St.; Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave; Minnel lil.

70 So. IOth SL; liutialo. 852 Main St.; San Francisco. 544 Van Neu ve-t

l.n~ \nzeles. l229 Sn. ()live Fl : Seattle. "I7 E. Pike St.; Portland (()re.),

3.29 Ankeny St.; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sts.

  

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks;

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

  

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES CO., Sales Agents, Detroit

  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

Diamond Tires G '{IHEt GllltmNEant

e Could build them cheaper as on m er and ill“ 91'

Lights, dim: and extinguishes all gas lumps on

r r the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Bulr % t ' Coupled to valve-stem oi acetylene tank. Direct

5 control. Always within easy reach.
U

U

' Conveniente would build them boilor sale

5111' We Z, a Dependable

E DIAMOND RUBBER (:0 OF N Y Ak 0 Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

TH . . ., ron, .

Summary 0, The B_ R Goodmb Co. m 0. c. A. MANUFACTURING 00.. Plttstield,Mnss.

Sole Licensed Mlnui'lcturerl for the United States.

 

 
 

 

 
 

ruin casings. They admit moi»

lure to the carcass, cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger» end in blowouts.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUBE any

where in 15 minutes, better than a Repair Shop can do

-—lnd for one cent.

Universal _

Auto-\gulgdanlzer

  

Unless your spark plugs resist soot

and carbon, they are not up to the

Whittier;

standard of efficiency.

Ninety per cent. oi: all engine troubles can be traced to

the Ignition system—a better understanding of this

system helps.

Our free book, “I nition and Spark Plug Talk," ex

plains everything. iailed you on request. '

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches It weiirhs 3 pounds and

can be carried in the tool hox Slnlplestand most llflllld

device ior Cllllllflllll'll tlre troubles that has ever been devls‘fd.y

Absolutely nutomfllic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer -put in the gasoline light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

  

  

It can’t bum, :corcfi or injure tube or casing. It can't

get out of order. It "'1'! fail to do its work. So

simple. anyone can operate it, The Universal Auto

Vulcanizer saves its cost a hundred time: over in

trouble and expense co

Prire Complete.“.00 Ready for instant in... 05 Butler Avenue Detroit, Mich

Gllll'lllltfli Sltllllflol'y 01' "on!!! Idlinde Regulnr Type S! largest Spark Ping Iannhctnrers In the World

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, East Palestine. 0h].

  

 

‘\  

  

 
 

  

 

 
 

Standard Universal Rims SAér/A

m (mm fit any style or make of tires. The

flats side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to G A S 0 S

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un-.

locks the rim for

dhetnouuting,l two more turns locks today

t e rim in p ace. Write for catalog

607. which explains fully. THE GASOSAVA COMPANY

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio 1210 Broadway NEW "R"

f A

III. I. s. In. a".

Great Dealer Proposition for those who want to handle a

device that will increase engine efficiency, save fuel and keep

the engine clean. Retails for $3. Big commission. Write
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“It’s a Good

Transmission! ”

That’s what the big

car builders that use

. them say. It’s the trans

mission that is specialized—still it is less ex

pensive than if built by yourself. Write us.

COVERT MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

Solos Office: Ford Bldg" Detroit, Mich. Factory: Loekport, N. Y

 

  

  

 
 

 

   

Better Than Commercially Perfect

Bevel Diflerential

A 5 Transmission

Steering

$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work; also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

(iear

Brown - Lipe - cm“, Company

H. W. CHAPIN, (ien’l Mgr. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

 

 
 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 

  
 

 

 

WE MAKE THE BEST

  

 

 

You Can’t Beat It -

JONES RECORDE

, Tells of every movement of your

\ truck or delivery wagon. Gives

' daily chart showing how fast, how

far your vehicle traveled. When it

stopped, how often and how long.

  

Write For Particulars.

THE JONES RECORDER

Broadway at 76th Street NEW YORK

 

 
 

 

 

  

We supply single universals or drive shafts complete

as shown. Forgings special analysis steel heat treated.

Note extreme simplicity, insuring long life.

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW MFG. CO.

CLEVELAND

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

. "Firestone"

Tires and Rims ‘

are the least likely to re

‘quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

    

changing when required.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

and All Principal cm“
 

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings.‘ They are

vastly superior and less expenswe m the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

_ Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED

HIE BUNSIILIMTEI] Mllllflllllllllllli lillllPlllY, Toledo, llhil

_
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Boss Rubber Co., Denver, Colo.

Boring Tire & Rubbt'r Co., Houston, Texas

  

Kelly- Springfield

Automobile Tires

Figures show that Kelly-Springfield Tires last

longer than other pneumatic tires. Facts prove

that they ride easier.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE co..

Branch ofiices in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis, Detroit, Cincinnati, San Francisco

Los Angeles, Buflalo, Baltimore. \Vashintztnn, Seattle, Cleveland, Atlanta and Akron, 0.

Appel & Burwell Rubber 8: Tire Company, Dallas. Texas.

Todd Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.

The Hcam Tire & Rubber 00., Columbus. 0

 

 

 

We Ship on Approval
 

Prepay Freight, and allow

30 Days Free Trial

IT ONLY COSTS ONE CENT

to learn 0ur unheard of prices

and marvelous guarantee on

"Brictsoii" Detachable Treads.

Let us show you how to save

from 300% to 400% on your tire

expenses. Write to-day for full

particulars.

The Brictson Mfg. Co.

No. 24112 Main St.

BROOKINGS. S. D

 

   

u _ I -

zes'mr “SW-sud

  

ZO Veaey Street, New York

 

 

 
 

SIX Cyllndcr — Unlt Power Plant

'I'Isrec Point Suspension

A "six" designed and

I>uilt with the care and

skill and good workman

ship that have made the

Continental the best known

motor in America.

Built to accommodate

any type of self starter

now made; and suitable

for either left or right side

drive.

Write for booklets.

Illustration shows simple

_ _ and efficient silent chain

drive for starting motor. 4 and 6 cyls., 20 to 60 ILP.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR IFG. COIPANY, Detroit. Ilcll

K. F. PETERSON. Factory Representative

122 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago, 111..

  

 

 

NATIONAL Compound

' Mixer and Primer

makes any car start easier in cold weather; adds

_lO to 40% to power and mileage. Simple, easily

installed, guaranteed effective on any motor. Get

details an price.

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO., lullalo, N. Y.

 

  

 

 

“National” Steam Vulcaniurs

GARAGE IODIL repairs three tube. and two

win" at a time. Cheapest and best on the market

Get our special selling plan. Portable model [or

individual owners which will pleasa your customers

List price, $12. Manufactured by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

1904 Euclid a". CLIVILAND. 0.

RE YOU in need of any additional help in any department of your business? Are you out of employment or look

ing for a better connection? Have you second-hand apparatus of any kind or do you want to buy second-hand

material? Have you a factory site for sale or do you want to buy one? If so, use the Want and For Sale column of

the Motor World. Seven words to the line, fifteen cents a line.

it is desired and identity of the advertiser will be kept confidential.

.wmw

v H I N 5 LA N
“INSURANCE FOR BUILDER
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO

  

   
 

  

Send for Catalog No. 15

 
 

Ready

for

1913

"Shaman" WHEELS
FOR PLEASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

One Passenger to 16 Tons Capacity

STANDARD WHEELCOMPANY,Terre I-Iaute, Ind.

‘

the cylinders.

   

 

 
 

 
 

O

D B?

No Crankingl No Pumping!

START YOUR CAR FROM THE SEAT

ALWAYS READY AND POSITIVE

The AMERICAN STARTER is the Only Starter on

the market that measures the amount of (as injected into

You cannot “dope” the engine with the

AMERICAN STARTER.

American Starter and Carburetor Mfg. Co.

2022 S. 40th Avenue

 
 

Advertisements can be inserted over a number when

A L L.

N C S

1155/?"

ARI

ND
I42 W EST 42"-D ST. NEW YORK

  

CHICAGO, ILL.
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MOTZ Cushion Tires .
For Pleasure Cars and Light Delivery Cars

‘ Send ior Booklet sa

" THE MOTZ TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

Emotive Offiea: About, Ohio :

MCNBi

A—SbBWI mu, noltbgd m,“ in lap- he.“ use i-o-a m. saui

  

 

I—Shmvs undersut aid“ I'm anus-wu-m an a in 1 a— a,

Cmshm alanrwise bridges l_hxw a" u “I‘M A . Sk. d

D— "'~mabwrbinlme"\l‘_1hen l-II mat-Lung?“ sena
1

'1: overan ohnruenoa. shun-nuan

Fins.

  

 

  

Nine-tenths

Of all accidents to auto

mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping.

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the “other feilow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ipper greasy ave- 1,

ments unless you equip your out wit Weed hains.

Cannot Injure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want. to know what real steering steadiness means I

put them on the front wheels too. i; i

s ,/

For your own safety—for the safety of thepublic, fully equip your car with WeedChains. Make it your busineaato getaset 1. I

39

/\’:a, A}

  
Pl ARE THE BEST .

aspmcpsgtégsguco.

M1 Vii-(NON. N v
  

  

 

   

l7?"ij
NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

Highest Efficiency—Good Service Guaranteed.

'I‘iuSiMMS memo00.111252313135211; ii! .

  

 
 

  
 

 

m

s" '

lilo-{Trip Fabrics

OF EVERY. osscRiP'rioNAsmaer mucss on RE UEs'r".~

1;, J. MUTTY CO., Boston

  
  

_J.-"

  

  

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

' ‘-‘ Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

28 Moore St. New York

 

  

 

The Name

“Weed”

' on Every Hook

 

 
  

 

 

-1\rgofilfifiififij The NIAGARA Self Starter

In “An De uabi hm”For the Gentleman and Gentlewoman s I m p I e .1“, I [Zuni ' i c I e n '

Beautifully Finished — Perleetiy Equipped Easily Operated
Send for the new Argo Electric Catalog. M Ignltm om

  

 ARGO ElmlCHVl-IIICLE C0.bfadogn.5aginsw.lieh. THE NIAGARA SALES COMPANY

etzger- errin ten 0., istributors, . “‘1‘!2412-14 llicEigan Ave.. Chicago. 7“ M-ln St“. . 0' N. Y.

 

  

 
 

RELIANCE _____ - . _

"The Sneedosneld

"Wu-"W" 75% increase in-Tire Eilleieney '

fh’ffllh'cii'l'fiill'fiiéi'myli That’s what the INNERSHU accom- l N VA D E R O I L

for the booklfl- plishel. It’s a tough, durable, rubberized “The Be“ the Worm Aflor n

  

 

 

 

  

“dim,” sqeedommr Cm f:er formedlpermanently to tire shape.

m Elm! St.‘ Boston, Mass. 5 °" are“ ""
INNER SIDE TIRE COIPANY F' & C0°

mu and Grand mica. ssua. “Wm. Boston
 

  

 

Tones down headlights ior

city drlvlnit and foggy

nights an auto necessity. '

Price 75¢. per pair. Sell

like hot cakes. Dealers.

secure the agency quick.

will help you to Increase your business while bene

 

  

F_ H_ TOBlAs 22?:d22fer gustomershowle will send any respon

r paron as‘tll W -i931 BroldWlY. NOW YM'II Good Agents wanted for yllhOC‘lZSDied {finial

LEATHER TIRE Goons co” Niagara Falls. N_ Y. Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

BIIL GROSSMAN COMPANY. Inn. New York and Detroit 
 

 

 

The Ford Water Clrculator
  

.

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

. water Jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

L IS I\_ Famous for Their Durabihty car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if

I _ “ItIQ I\ you handle Ford cars.

I gnallirx BARTHEL» DALY 5‘ MILLER THE FULTON-McCUTCHAN co.

 

Motor€i>_,60§hir5tlloitm, s. ‘2 BMW“ NEW YORK use Mlehlqnn Ave. cmcaco. n1.
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“The d—and ofthaday iatilatan era'aniatiol lhaIlba

ildlad by it. product and not by what it claims for ibeif"

laa'pth'n in mind when you examine these IBIJ models

MOD‘L! AND PRICII

£40 Fore-door Roadster. li6-inch “heel hose '1700

34-40 S-passenger. Fore-[bar Touring (Tar

li6~inrh wheelbase . . . . . . $1700

44-50 S-passenger. Fore - Door Demi-Tonnean

iZI-inch wheel i-nse . . .1975

44-50 7-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

121-Inch wheel base . . . . . . :2000

“~50 Battleship Roadster. lZanh wheelbase 2150

44-50 7<passengen Fore-Door Limousine

lZi-ineh wheelbase . . . . . 83050

Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

mflavnuoo I-rnlt‘r ne-rnorr. men.

"Built [or "G'lanntetd

fur Lile"‘ Perm e ' 'an ace mL 49%

HAHH TIRES
Guaranteed 5000 Mlle.

Ajax- Grieb Rubber Company

General Officer: 1796 Broadway, New York City

Factoriel: Trenton, N. J. Branches Principal Cities

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

Look at our new middle name

PENgSYLVANIA.

VACUUM CUP'JTIRES
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa.

(ioon "TEAR
AKRON, OHIO.

Thin name' on Automobile Tire. and Rubber

ea :1 _ifiea inherent ualitiee of material

and workman! up that inlure t e maximum of aer

vnee at the minimum of expenae. (673)

The Goodyear Tire 8 Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio

 
 

 

 

  

 

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for '

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. v.

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. \Vrite.

PENN SPRING WORKS

BALDWINSVILLE. N. Y.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V

Perfection

Spring Company

SPECIALISTS IN

Spring Suspension
High Grade Only

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

:7" GRANT - LEES

5' GEARS

The Grant-Leea Machine Co.

Cleveland. Ohio

 

 
    

All Slande Bearings

} are fully described In our

New Catalog 24A

Send for It.

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING CO., Philadelphia

,  

 
 

 

 

@119 ililiush 13.1mm

THE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

  

 

 

 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING CO., Buffalo. N. Y.

 

 

  

These Tires for k:

Four corps of experts working

in four of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce. J

l UNITED STATES TIRES i

Nothing of the kind has Am

before been attempted in automo

bile tirc manufacturing.

United State: Tire Company

New York

 

 
  

 

  

. 1913 IMPORTANT FEATURES

‘ Self StIrIPr Elect ic Lighling

Turkish Cushion! Mi-in. \ A-in Tires

l'l-in. Upholstering Increased Wheel Base

it Great Ease of Riding ('arimrrt r D sh Adjustment

Demountable Rims Nickel TIIIIlIllIIIxS

‘ Unit Power Plant—three point suspension.

- Cutting B-IO. l!" in. \\ herlhnse. “I h p.

' 5-passenger tourim: uh Ill"! “Wind-.1475 '1

Cutting A40. l'liI-in wherlbue. 40 h. p

lpaasenger roadster. fully equipped.

" Cutting (7-55. 1.124“ wheeliuse, 55 h. p "r r

bpassenger touring my. fully equipped. $2000 I

. ' Cutting Automobile Co. I.

.3” I” Mechanic Street. Jackaon, lick-‘

I

  

'eurr, “
  

  

  

 

$ 00 METZ 22 H. P.

°'— MOTOR CAR

The most economical car lubricatinfooil. and from

you an buy ‘1 ln, '0 .000 fl

. - a set of tires. You can
f’nc" Tha Meu.w‘n “m secure exclusive sale cl

ram 28 to 32 miles on a the" a" in our mm.

gallon of gasoline, over mm Book 10 t. “and

100 milea on a pint of free on request.

METZ COMPANY, Waltham, Mass" U.S.A.

  

The Sturdy STUTZ

It is as beautiful as it is sturdy. Your eye

feasts on it, while your reason endorses it. A

disappointed STUTZ owner has never been found.

\Vrite today for advance Booklet A-lS Sturdy

STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY. Indianapolis, Ind.

 
 

 

Reo the Fifth

Final and crowning achievement oi R. E. Oldl.

pioneer deaizner of autos. A standard alze 30 to 38

horsepower four cylinder car of modern refinements

priced at only “.095.

(38) R. M. OWEN & C0.. General Salea Agents

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich.
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ALESMEN calling on garages and re

pair shops are wanted to handle one of

the best tire vulcanizcrs on the market.

Vulcanizers that are unequaled in volume of

first-class work, cheapness of operation and

low cost. Made in five models, according to

capacity, and priced from $20 to $45. A

demonstration sells them to every garage

and repair shop that cares to add the profit

able business of vulcanizing. If you are

open fOr a good, liberal commission propo

sition, and are willing to make a deposit on

sample, write for terms and exclusive ter

ritory. DIAMOND MANUFACTURING

CO., 504'Equitable Bldg, Des Moines, Iowa.

RECEIVER.

For sale cheap, nine Sultan taxicabs in

fair shape; one Thomas seven-passenger

Flyer, 40 H. P.. 1908 model; one five-passen

ger Selden. 1909 model.'Address. RECEIV

ER. 1013 Third Nat’l Bk. Bldg, Atlanta, Ga.

UTOMOBILE OWNERS. selling out

new device that repairs punctured inner

tubes without cement. $2.25 per set. worth

$5. 4044 N. Marshall St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

ANTED—Two-passcnger coupe body

for Ford model T chassis; must be in

good condition and cheap for cash. Please

state price when writing. J. F. McCOR

MAC,M.D., Verona, Ky.

stock in prosperous manufactur

ing concern for five-passenger

auto in good conditdion. State model and

full particulars. 871 Noble Ave, Bridgeport,

Conn.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN

Bakes either to a high gloss finish. egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps. radiators

and fenders. \Vill not crack. chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

MERICAN 1912 “Traveler,” new, full

equipment. guaranteed, will sacrifice to

immediate purchaser. CHAS. E. RIESS,

1896 Broadway. New York City.

 

 

 

 

.DO you wish to better your position? If

your character and ability will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu

-pation, anywhere. Enclose 50c. for regis

tration with references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 \Vest

87th St., New York City.
 

E\V YORK Automobile Registrations,

mailed daily, $1.25 per month. List,

April to October. inc.. $2.50. OWNERS

AUTO LIST COMPANY. Albany, N. Y.

AILING LISTS—Automobile owners,

dealers, garages. repair shops. com

mercial car owners, or any make of car.

O\\'.\'ERS AL'TO LIST CO., Albany, N. Y.

 

 

v,1

 

l’l‘liRSON. 1907. 40 H. P., four seats;

makes (10 miles per hour; everything

new: bargain for ready buyer. A. C. HE\V

lTSON. 101 \Vcst 06th St. Room 4. New

York City.

 

  

5_ce per line of‘six wordscosh withorden

‘qln capitalszs cents perlme 1' ~'

A market place where Dealers, Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

SALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

STUCK deep in mud or sand? My new

appliance will help you out. A Xmas

present. E. I. SPENCER, 3201 E. Douglas

Ave., \Vichita. Kan.

FORD spare demountable wheel, some

thing new. No tire trouble on road.

\Vrite. ANGIER'S, Streator, Ill.

 

 

 PEERLESS’TEXTRA FINE BYAEK—

IAPAN

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps. radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish CO., Columbus, 0.

‘I

An ad. like this

will cost you $1.20

for each insertion.

 
 

 
 

  

condition.

 

 

FOR SALE—Palmer-Singer 6-60 motor

and transmission complete, in good

DR. FRYER, Riverside, Wash.

TTENTION—Have a few manufactur

ers' samples, gentlemen’s black broad

 

‘ cloth fur lined overcoats, lined throughout

1 will sacrifice for $35 each.

, approval. Write or call.

with Australian mink, large genuine Per

sian lamb collars, sizes 36 to 48. Value $75.

Also several

ladies' handsome long fur coats, satin lined,

worth $90, while they last, $35; and few

large size fur robes, plush lined, $15 each.

All guaranteed new. Examine before buy

ing. Send express charges. will send on

E. ROBERTS,

Room 8, 160 West 119th St., New York

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

new: Ask your garage and supply dealer

for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

OR SALE—Model T 1910 Ford 5 pas

senger touring car, fully equipped

and in good condition, $350. FRANK

O'HEARN, Melrose, Wis.

 

Mr. Dealer:

8,000 readers means people

primarily interested, otherwise

they would not be subscribers.

Make them your customers or

eager to secure your patronage by
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GENTS \VANTED — To handle the

$1000 G. J. G. “Junior,” racy, classy

and specially designed chaseabout with 104

inch wheelbase, with a real 26 H.P. motor,

Bosch magneto, Dorian remountable rims

With 32x3% tires, at a price of $1,000,

which is a money maker for the sales

agent. Write for literature and discounts

to G. J. G. MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

\Vhite Plains, N. Y.

 

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings.

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials, and full details on

request. WATERBURY \VELDING CO., ‘

' , ‘ dealer.\Vaterbury, Conn.

 

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders“

crankeases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. ].

.... .. . m... "a. » rm" “it "nu-m 1mm “.m n win-m m lllllllmlllvhmn film: i... mm.“ mm

ForSae

l

Send piston with ‘

  
I I

IwIllulmllIllaIIWWI“mIImINHIIIII-lluwll‘mull"I'll Illa-in HI "rum: vlllhmIrumammmlmtln Il.llll“\lllllll mm, wwumwmmrmwimp-1w

l5cenis per line ol‘six wordscash wiih .orden

— ln capiialsZScents perlme ~

A market place where Dealera. Jobbera and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade uaed can,

parta and appliancea and where help or little

tiona may be aecured at a nominal coat.

  

AUTOMOBILE and Motorcycle Tours—

350 trips over the best roads in every

State.

‘ directions. 25c.postpaid. MOT

56 large pages of ma 5 and road

R TOURS.

51 Chambers St., New York.

 

'PEERLESS LINING DYE

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash ofl. Ask your garage and supply

‘ The Columbus Varnisli Co.. Columbus, 0.

l

l

l

 

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu~

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 
 

telling them what you have to sell

or want to buy.

a circulation of 8,000, so the

actual cost of having your an

nouncement appear before this

audience is less than one-fourth of

We guarantee

_‘

An ad. like this

will cost you 75c.

for each insertion.

 

a cent per reader (see the hands in

Think this over.

 

the margin).
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ANTED—Packard 18; state price,

year built and number of miles run.

P. O. BOX 161, Niantic, Conn.

AUTOMOBILE Cylinders reground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

EW CHEESE CLOTH REMNANTS,

best polishing material, sold by the

pound. Saves 40% of store prices. Price

38c. per pound in SO-lb. and lOO-lb. bales.

Agents wanted everywhere. AMERICAN

MILL ENDS CO., Detroit, Mich.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash 0r rub off. Makes old leather look

like new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask

your garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

  

 

ARE YOU in need of any additional hel

in any department of your business.

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material? Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor \Vorld. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

     

_ will be kept confidential.
 

HAUFFEUR'S COMPLETE OUTFIT -

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

mink fur lined coat, Persian lamb collar,

$35; pair of elegant bear robes, $15 each;

raccoon cap, $5; pair of fur gloves, $4; pair

or goggles, 50c.; 1 pair leather leggins,

$3.50. \Vill sell separately or the lot, all

new. never worn, original price, $225. C.

CHASE. 118 East 28th St., New York.

HITE STEAMER, seven-passenger,

model M, straight line body, 40 H.P.;

absolutely perfect; complete equipment;

$700. H. SNYDER, 112 \Vest 38th St.,

New York. Telephone 4060 Greeley.

OR SALE—One 2-ton Garford truck,

with body and top, nearly new, in first

class condition. Change of business rea

son for selling. SPRINGFIELD CREAM

ERY, Springfield, Mass.

 

 

 

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and sup ly dealer for it.

The C0 umbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, O.

UTOMOBILES—A. C. C. A. Prices

Talkl Every make. Every model.

Hundreds runabouts, racy roadsters, five

scven passenger touring cars. $50.up.

Guaranteed five years. Shipped Freight

Prepaidl. Write today for the largest Illus

trated Catalog published! THE AUTO

MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF

AMERICA. Dept. I-N, 1769-1787 Broadway,

New York City.
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The American Growth 01 Hess- Bright Ball Bearings

,‘\
  

Successive Homes

of the

Hess - Bright

Mfg. Co.

‘\ 1904

to

/

1905 to 1906

245 N. Broad St.

Philadel his, Pa.

(not 5 own)

1904 to 1905

Room 606, Pennsylvania Bldg.

Philadelphia, Pa.

1906 to 1908

19th and Hamilton Sta.

Philadelphia, Pa.

  

 

1912

S. E. cor. Front St. and Eric Ave.

Philadelphia, Pa.

This quality is due partly to the

patented slotless design, which pre

vents damage arising from end

thrust and misalignment and part

ly to the high grade oi materials

and workmanship used.

The causes of HESS-BRIGHT

success are found in the enduring

quality of the bearings themselves.
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' Argument

In the making of any automobile part (including ball bearings) quality of material is a minor consideration as it affects

the integrity of the completed device. - ' _ .0 V . -;

Every ball bearing made in this and other countries has high gmde ma. steel and other metals as its birthright ~but

at this point comes the parting of the ways. .17; _ v . . I .

The net worth (or lack of it) can only bejpretletermined by the amount of. gold rind silver that goes into the pay

envelopes of the chemistswho increase the hardness and tensile strength 0! the steel -'>~the lengineers who design [0 ..

get the most and best out of itw the machinists who tool and assemble the parts, and the experts who test them in 1,

every process of evolution. ' ’

R. LV. Ball Bearings are made in a factory wheres premium is put on brains-1nd that is whyythese bearings areexclusive la quality and price and why they ought to be on the can you sell. ' '

Riv. COMPANY $855543. v.1771 Broadway, New York
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Much of the success of the new Eisemann Type

E. B. High Tension System with separate transformer

coil is due to the extreme simplicity and remarkably

great efficiency of the contact breaker which is illus

trated at the bottom of the page.

Simply looking at this contact breaker conveys im

mediately its remarkable simplicity. There is almost

nothing to it and yet a more efficient piece of mechan

ism has never been devised. This breaker device is

tested out at 4,500 r. p. m. and must accurately and

perfectly make and break the current running at that

speed before the magneto is turned out. This test is

maintained at more than double the speed ever at

tained by the magneto in operation on a four cylinder

car.

  

The coil which is used in this Type E. B. High

Tension System with separate transformer coil and

which is illustrated herewith, is placed through the

dash and it includes a switch and mechanical device

for starting on the spark.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO COMPANY
Soles and General Olllees

225-227 West 57th Street

INDIANAPOLIS

514 N. Capitol Avenue

NEW YORK CITY

DEI‘ROI'I'

6 Goldberg Bulllllng
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Abbott Motor Car Co......... 77

Adams-Lancia Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 80

Adamson Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co . . . . . . .. 66

American Ball Bearing Co..... 54

American Motors Co . . . . . . . . .. 72

American Starter 81 Carburetor

Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75

Ames Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 68

Anderson Electric Car Co . . . . .. 51

Argo Electric Vehicle Co . . . . .. 67

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works..... 58

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co... 68

B
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A Blow Out Costs

Money

and still it is an avoidable accident, nine times out

of ten.

If you have a good tire, keep it good by watching

for the little injuries and healing them before they

become big and serious—and show your customers

how easil)r and profitably this can be done.

GILMER TIRE

REPAIR PLIERS
will do repair work easily and thoroughly, and the

operation is simple. All you have to do is insert the

prongs of the pliers into the cut, distend the cut and

snap the lever to hold it open. Then cleanse the

wound and insert pure rubber gum. Remove pliers

and the tire is as good as new.

Dealers Look Into This

You need Gilmer Repair Pliers in your business.

You also need them to sell. Every car owner will

catch the idea the moment you demonstrate the

work.

Get your order in early—we are rushed with

orders but we can still give you prompt delivery—

only don’t delay.

G. WALKER GILMER, Jr.

52 North Seventh Street Philadelphia, Pa.

GILMER

TlRE'lZEPAll?

PLIERS
PATIITUI

TRADE

MARK
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$985

Completely Equipped

Self-Starter

3O Horse-Power

Remy Magneto

Warner Speedometer

5-Passenger Touring Car Mohair Top and Boot

llO-lnch Wheel Base Clear Vision Wind

Timken Bearings _ Shield

Center Control, Prestolite Tank

High-priced feature No. 4

Overland Modek 69T brakes are as large as those on S1500 cars.

Look up the specifications of the latter; see for yourself.

There are two sets of the drum type, internal expanding and

external contracting. The pressed steel drums are 2% inches wide

and 13 inches in diameter. Full control of your car is guaranteed

—no matter what the road conditions.

\IVe use heat-proof, wire-woven asbestos forr brake lining; we

make special provision for the prevention of dragging; sand, mud,

dust and water are defied by close fitting guards.

A catalogue for the asking. Please address Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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NASH SUCCEEDS NEAL AS

HEAD OF GENERAL MOTORS

Neal, However, Remains a Director—

Two Vice-Presidencies Abolished

but Durant Retained on Board

—Few Changes Made.

  

After successfully having guided the Gen

eral Motors C0. out of the hot water which

surrounded it when he assumed the reins

at the time of its reorganization in Decem

ber, 1910. Thomas Neal, of Detroit, on

Tuesday last, 19th inst., declined re-election

and relinquished the presidency to C. W.

Nash, who is general manager of the Buick

Motor Co., which constitutes the largest

unit of the General Motors organization.

Neal. however, will not entirely divorce

himself from General Motors affairs, as he

was chosen chairman of the board of direc

tors.

The annual meeting of the $40,000,000

corporation was'held on that date at its

legal office in Jersey City, N. J., at which

time these other officers and directors were

chosen: Emory W. Clark, vice-president;

Standish Backus, secretary; James T. Shaw,

treasurer; M. Alvord, comptroller. Board

of directors: Thomas Neal, chairman;

Joseph Boyer, M. J. Murphy, A. N. Brady,

Emory \V. Clark, James T. Storrow, W. C.

Durant, Albert Strauss, Andrew H. Green,

Jr., N. L. Tilney, J. H. McClement, Charles

W. Nash, Edwin D. Metcalf and Jacob

\Nertheim. Finance committee: James J.

Storrow, chairman; Emory \N. Clark, M. J.

Murphy, \V. C. Durant. Thomas Neal, An

drew H. Green, Jr., Edwin D. Metcalf and

Albert Strauss

C. \V. Nash, the new president, has been

identified with the Durant-Dort and Buick

interests for many years and several

months since became a member of the

General Motors “inner circle,” when he was

elected vice-president to succeed 'W. J.

Mead.

Heretofore the General Motors Co. has

had three vice-ptesidencies, but on Tues

day two of them were abolished. Until

that time. \N'. C. Durant, who promoted the

General Motors enterprise, served as one

of the vice-presidents, despite the fact that

for more than a year past he has been en

gaged in forming a competitive undertaking

of his own, which only recently took form

in the shape of the Republic Motors Co.,

capitalized at $65,000,000. Durant, however,

was retained as a director and also as a

member of the finance committee, the ohly

changes eflected at the annual meeting on

Tuesday being the elcetion of Nash to sue

ceed Neal as president, and James M. \Nal

lace‘s retirement from the directorate.

'Warren Undergoes Reorganization.

W'hat practically amounts to a' reorgan

ization of the \-\"arren Motor Car Co., of

Detroit, was effected at a meeting of the

directors and creditors which occurred on

Tuesday last, 19th inst., and which grew

out of a conference held the week before,

at which the condition of the company

frankly was disclosed and safeguards dis

It was agreed to extend all notes

and other obligations until June 1, 1913.

and it also was arranged that the board of

directors be enlarged to permit of the elec

tion of six representatives of the creditors.

They are as follows: Harry Bissett and

H. J. Mallory, of the Weston-Mott Co.;

F. H. Lewis, Lewis Spring & Axle Co.; M.

Jencks, Port Huron Engine Co.; J. \V.

Mowe, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., and

G. Jahn, Bosch Magneto Co. Of the old

board, Homer \Narren, C. H. Wilson and

C. R. Wilson remain. Another meeting will

be held today, at which the resignations of

several of the present officers will be ac

cepted and their successors chosen. The

company's balance sheet shows liquid as

sets of about $375,000 and total liabilities of

$350,000, of which $50,000 is a stationary

liability against the plant. The factory has

been working to full capacity. and now will

continue to do so.

cussed.

COURT FIXES DATE OF SALE

OF U. S. MOTOR PROPERTIES

But Delayed Bankruptcy Petition May

Complicate Matters — Terms of

the Sale and Developments

)' Likely to Follow.

 

\Nednesda‘y, January 8th, has been set as

the date for the sale of the assets of the

United States Motor Co. and its five sub

sidiaries, the Alden Sampson Mfg. Co. and

the Brush Runabout Co., of Detroit, Mich;

Columbia Motor Car Co., Hartford, Conn.;

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0., and the

Maxwell—Briscoe Co., Tarrytown, N. Y.

Yesterday, however, there was filed in the

Federal court in Trenton. N. J., a petition

in bankruptcy, which may serve to‘ delay

or complicate matters.

The petitioning creditors are the Ditzel

Shaw Co., of Ohio, with a claim of $1,361;

Horner & Smith Co., $1,356, and Amos Lint,

$138, who alleges that the United States

Motor Co. owes $12,000,000 and has assets

of but $9,000,000.

The receivership was brought about by

an action in equity as distinct from bank

ruptcy proceedings.

Roberts \Valker, one of the receivers, said

that so far as he was concerned the outcome

was a conundrum, and being an ofi‘icer of

. the court he was not in a position to dis

cuss the matter. He referred the Motor

World man to the receivers' attorneys,

Rosenberg & Levis, who gave as their

opinion that the filing of the bankruptcy

petition does not in any way affect the

administration of the property of the de

fendant by the present receivers. The

United States court in New York has or

dered the sale of the property and no appli

cation having been made to prevent the con

summation of the order, the attorneys have

no reason to believe that the sale will be

postponed or interfered with.

Henry V. Poor, of Joline. Larkin & Rath
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bone, who represent the reorganization

committee, said: "The petition in Trenton

will be contested and we hope to secure its

dismissal. I do not think it will interfere

with the sale and reorganization in any way.

In fact, I am informed that the United

States Motor Co. is not indebted to Lint

and that Horner & Smith have filed their

claim with the creditors’ committee."

Judge Hough, of the United States Dis

trict Court. who set the date for the sale,

stipulated that it should be held in room 47

of the Federal Building, in New York, at

11 o'clock in the morning. when the bids

will be opened in his presence. Meanwhile,

the receivers, W. E. 5. Strong and Roberts

Walker. were authorized to receive bids un

til 10 A. M. on January 8th at the office of

the company, olst street and Broadway.

According to the court's decree, the

property will be offered for sale in six

parcels, each parcel comprising one of the

companies, and immediately thereafter the

entire properties will be offered in a single

lot. After the sale of the properties, bids

will be received for the shares of the sev

eral companies held by the United States

Motor Co. Bids must be accompanied by a

certified check of $50,000 for each parcel

and of $250,000 for the entire property.

The sale will be very much in the nature

of a legal formality as, barring unexpected

developments, it will be bid in by the

Anthony N. Brady and Eugene Meyers in

terests, who were identified with the old

company and who have been the moving

spirits in formulating the plan of reorgan

ization.

\Valter E. Flanders, president of the

Flanders Motor Co., who will become pres

ident and general manager of the reorgan

ized United States Motor Co., already is

inspecting the various plants, and it is gen

erally understood that much of the Max

well-Briscoe work which has been per

formed in the East, shortly will be taken

over by the New Castle (1nd.) plant, and

that the Flanders “six,” which is the chief

asset of the Flanders Motor Co., will be

manufactured in the Blush runabout plant

in Detroit, to which city the general offices

of the United States Motor Co. will be re

moved. An office in New York, however,

will be maintained.

Flanders already has issued a diplomatic

announcement intimating that compara

tively few of the employees and agents of

the United States Motor Co. will be dis

turbed, on the principle that there always

is room for good men, but as his own com

pany maintains a large, complete and ex

pensive stafi, there is small doubt but that

far-reaching changes will occur. In fact,

W. F. McGuire already has been slated to

become vice-president and assistant general

manager. and W. M. Anthony. comptroller.

HESS RESIGNS PRFSlDENCY

AND LEAVES HESS-BRIGHT

Sells His Interests to German Ball

Bearing Company—Bright Be

comes President and Policy

Not to Change.

Without intimation that anything of the

sort was pending, Henry Hess, president of

the Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia,

late last week disposed of his entire hold

ings in that company and resigned the

presidency, which he has held since it was

organized. He has been succeeded by his

former partner, F. E. Bright, who previous

ly was treasurer of the company. C. F.

McCalla succeeds Bright as treasurer, and

A. T. Bruegel has been elected secreta‘ry.

Hess’s interests were purchased by the

Deutsche Wafi'en-und Munitions Fabriken,

which in 1904 conveyed to Hess the right to

manufacture the DWF ball bearings in this

country. It was during that year that the

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co. was formed, start

ing with a small one-room office and grad

ually expanding until today it owns an

imposing factory and 13 acres of land at

Front street and Eric avenue, in Philadel

phia. Mr. Hess’s retirement will cause no

change in the name or policy of the com

pany.

De Schaum Out of Suburban Project.

William Andrew De Schaum, the ex

ploiter, who early this year formed the Sub

,urban Motor Car Co. in Ecorse, Mich., and

who sketched a striking picture of the

“model motor colony” which he proposed

creating in that town. has ceased to be

identified with the project. Temporarily the

duties of general manager, which he filled,

are being performed by W. H. Lankin, pres

ident of the company. Several other sub

stantial men also have entered into its af

fairs and the undertaking now is entitled

to more than respectful consideration.

James A. Pratt, a Port Huron (Mich.)

banker, and George E. Skelton, formerly

connected with the Fletcher Hardware Co..

of Detroit, are among the additions to the

Suburban company's directorate. Its fac

tory is in course of construction and ten

Suburban cars already have been built and,

according to the best accounts, are giving

highly satisfactory results.

Metz Presents a Model at $395.

Motor cars at motorcycle prices, which

often have been talked of, have been made

realities by the launching. by the Metz Co.,

of \Valtham, Mass, of the Metz “Special”

at $395, a price which but a few years since

was considered forever outside the realm

of possibility. The new Metz, a two-pas»

senger car, is priced at $100 less than the

regular Metz model, but it includes many of

the latter's features. It utilizes a 22%

horsepower. four-cylinder. air-cool :d motor,

has a Bosch magneto and is equipped with

top. windshield, five lamps, gas generator,

horn. pump, and the usual complement of

tools, tire repair kit, etc.

Allens Finally Take on American Car.

After having handled imported cars since

the teething days of the industry, Walter C.

and Harry N. Allen, with N. Pohly Myers,

have formed the A. M. A. Co., which will

handle the Michigan “40" car in New York.

The company has been incorporated with a

nominal capital of $5,000 and will occupy

a part of the premises 1934 Broadway,

where the Allens are handling the Metal

lurgique car under the style Metallurgique

Motor Co., with which the new account will

not in any way interfere. Walter C. Allen

is president of the A. M. A. Co., Harry N.

Allen is vice-president and N. P. Myers

secretary and treasurer

Canadian Dealer Gets Long Sentence.

Robert G. Larimer, president and treas

urer of the Larimer Co., of Winnipeg, Man

itoba, who suddenly disappeared from that

city early in September last. after mort

gaging his garage and leaving behind a

trail of notes and other debts, will spend

the next four years in a Canadian peniten—

tiary. After his disappearance, he was

trailed to Boston, Mass, where he was ar

rested and subsequently extradited by the

Canadian authorities. At his trial in Winni

peg on Wednesday last, 14th inst., he was

found guilty of embezzling $50,000, and was

given a sentence of four years.

Lion Now Decides to Discontinue.

Despite the fact that after the fire on June

2nd last, which destroyed its plant in Adri

an, Mich., it was stated that the Lion Motor

Car C0. had secured another factory in

that city and would continue operations,

the company has decided to wind up its

affairs and go out of business. The fire

occurred at a most unfortunate time and so

curtailed the Lion output. and otherwise

interfered with its plans, that the selling

season which just has closed practically

went to waste.

Atlanta to Have 1! Tire Factory.

So far as known, the nearest approach to

a real tire factory in the South is about to

he established in Atlanta, Ga, by the Inter

state Tire & Auto Co., which will produce

a tire of that name. The necessary ma

chinery now is being installed in a building

that previously was employed in the manu

facture of furniture.
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DEALERS MUCH DISCUSSED AT DETROIT MEETING

 

Their Power and Importance Admitted and Their Problems and Welfare

Considered at N. A. A. M. Convention—Views Expressed by Men of

Prominence Cover Wide Range and Point Way to Better Things.

In many respects, the general meeting of

the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers, which occurred in Detroit

on Thursday and Friday last, 14th and

15th insts., was, if not the most memorable

gathering of the organization, one of the

most interesting and instructive. The meet

ing, which followed a regular gathering of

the executive committee on the 13th, was

punctuated by a banquet at the Pontchar

train Hotel on the evening of the 14th. The

open meeting comprised sessions held on

both days. It was of uncommon interest,

because members of the N. A, A. M., to

whom had been assigned certain subjects,

really spoke out in meeting and said things

that were of real interest to the whole trade,

dealers included; in fact, the dealer looms

large in most of what was said.

Dealers' Problems Seriously Discussed.

During the business sessions, and at the

banquet itself, one other point was strongly

emphasized: that of the freight car short

age and its injurious effect on the trade

and the necessity for co-operation on the

part of manufacturers, dealers and rail

roads in the effort to minimize the bad re

sults.

While of necessity every manufacturer

who is affiliated with the N. A. A. M. has

given attention to the dealer and his prob

lem, the subjects discussed, and the man

ner of their discussion, made plain that

never before have dealers and their prob

lems received so much and such serious

consideration at the hands of manufac

turers. In the course of his address George

“7. Bennett, vice-president of the Willys

Overland Co., practically went out of his

way to say that hitherto dealers had not

received enough of it.

Indispensability of the Dealer.

“The dealer," he said, “is inseparably

connected with the industry, but his wel

fare has received less consideration, per

haps, at the hands of the manufacturer than

any other detail of the business;" but rec

ognizing his indispensability, Bennett re

marked that the "dealer's future is largely

in our hands and is entitled to our most

careful consideration."

Hugh Chalmers, president of the Chal

mers Motor Co.; Ernest R. Benson, sales

.53)’,

 

manager of the Studebaker Corporation,

and practically all of the other speakers

likewise paid tribute to the power of the

dealer, and made clear that he is being reck

oned with, or will be reckoned with, as he

deserves to be.

Dealing with the subject to which he had

been assigned, “Multiplicity of Models."

Mr. Bennett, among other things, said:

Bennett's Ideas of Future Models.

“Little doubt exists in my mind but that

eventually the marked successes of the au

tomobile business will lie in specializing.

each plant making that which best fits its

demand, and making that model in the

quantities to which its place in the automo

bile market entitles it. Before this hap

pens, I am afraid that many requiems will

have been sung, and the old axiom, “The

survival of the fittest," will be strongly in

evidence. ’

“The subject will not permit of thorough

discussion without bringing into it the

dealer's existence and welfare, past and

present. and—what is more important—his

future. All the pioneer manufacturers de

sired exclusive agents. To accomplish this

it was necessary to supply each dealer with

practically a complete line of cars. This

custom on the part of some maufacturers

largely continues, but I think it is in process

of elimination. To make several models in

a factory which is equipped to make not

more than one satisfactorily, necessarily re

stricts the output of that plant, and divides

the energies of its engineers, its operatives.

and its selling force into several small

channels, all of them considerably below

par in efficiency because of such division.

This division naturally extends to the ad

vertising, and finally to the dealer, so that

no individual in the organization—design

ing, making or selling—can conscientiously

“We have the best there is in our

class." If the statement is made of one

model, it is at the expense of the other

models, and obviously lacks the sincerity

that would convince a buyer.

Tendency Toward Singling of Purposes.

“Experience has shown, however, that

there exists a market for a certain number

of cars at a certain price, each of a different

class, and each appealing to a different

grade of buyer. The growth of the industry

shows that the most prominent manufac

turers have realized this and are catering

to the class they can best supply. I believe

this development will become more marked,

and that in a very few years each factory

will limit its product to one model, with

perhaps several styles of bodies inter

changeable on the chassis.

“It may not always be possible for one

manufacturer to profitably restrict himself

to one chassis, but it will be possible, if

more than one is considered necessary, to

make a large number of the parts inter

changeable, and only in this event would

the production of two models be warranted

or likely to be successful.

Harmful Effect of Many Models.

“I am fairly well satisfied there is no

other equally large market available, the

demands for cars of higher price being

necessarily limited by the decreasing num

ber of individuals whose incomes are suf

ficient to justify the greater expenditure.

This decrease becomes more marked as the

prices go up. Obviously there are

more manufacturers of automobiles than

there are classes of purchasers, and the pro

cess of elimination, which it must be admit

ted is working fairly fast, must in the near

future determine that ratio.

“Furthermore, the subject of subsequent

service is involved so much that where

more than one model is built, adequate ser

vice to the user is difiicult, and consequently

seldom satisfactory, and without that satis

faction complete success is impossible.

Limitations of Restricted Agreements.

“Dealers who are limited by their agree

ments with manufacturers to sell only the

one line, are necessarily restricted in their

markets and in their earnings. This course

invites competition among dealers, adds to

their number many who are irresponsible,

and the final result is that but few of them

at the end of the year show any profit.

With the idea of concentration carried out

by manufacturers, it would necessarily fol

low along to the dealers, and would result

in each dealer having a line, no two models

of which would be competitive in price, or

similar in general detail, and which would

enable him to cater to more than one of the
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markets in his territory; to speak enthu

siastically of the merits of each of the cars

he represents, and to finish each year with

a substantial profit.

"The manufacturer cannot be successful

unless his dealers are successful, and their

interests are so interwoven as to be iden

tical, and absolutely dependent each upon

the other- I venture to assert that this

phase will receive considerably more

thought in the future than it has in the

past."

“What Is a Sale?” Asks Chalmers.

v

“Some Selling Problems,’ was the topic

handled by Hugh Chalmers, and it was

handled in masterly fashion, too. It covered

a wide range, touching the dealer and his

problems, and the matters of over-produc

tion, used cars, weather effects and adver

tising. Mr. Chalmers said, in .part:

“\\"e are led to the first problem worth

our while to consider by the question,

‘What is selling?’ What

sale?

constitutes a

"It seems to me that selling—selling a

motor car, for instance—is something more

than simply exchanging a motor car for a

check or for so much cash. This may be

merely a friendly transaction; or an ex

change, fair or unfair, or perhaps a bit of

charity or philanthropy. Selling, real sell

ing, is the disposal of goods at a profit.

Anybody can give goods away, but selling

things at a profit is a job for good salesmen

and good business men. Let us keep this

point in mind.

Good Dealers Hard to Secure.

“Most of us do business through dealers.

and most of us doubtless will continue to

do business that way, in large part at least,

for a long time to come. The dealer, then,

and some of .his problems represent our

first big problem. It seems to me that

automobile dealers are of more vital im

portance to both the manufacturer and the

buyer than is the dealer in nearly any other

line of business. The right sort of automo

bile dealer is harder to get than a good

dealer in other lines—that is why he is so

vital to the manufacturer. And, again, an

automobile dealer is needed more by the

buyer after the purchase than is the dealer

in any other line—that is the public's vital

interest. Both the manufacturer and the

buyer, therefore, are anxious to have a

good dealer and to have him remain so. A

good dealer won’t remain good very long

unless he can make some money; unless his

business will show a net profit. Either he

will get out of the business, or he will

simply drift along for a time, only to fail

entirely in the end. How, then, can we

help our dealers make money?

(Continued on page All

N. A. A M. FIXES NEW SCALE

0F DEMONSTRATION CHARGES

Truck Body Weight Allowances Also

Revised—Will Open Traffic Of

fice in Detroit—Considers the
I Support of Racing.

Preceding the general meeting of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers, held at Detroit, Mich., occurred on

November 13th a session of the executive

committee of that organization at which the

principal topics brought up for discussion

were the scale of charges for motor truck

demonstrations under service conditions,

and the schedule of body weight allow

ances for trucks of various standard capa

cities. As a result, the schedule of demon

stration charge rates, adopted at the March,

1912, meeting of the N. A. A. M., and the

schedule of body weight allowances, adopt

ed at the June meeting, were revised and

resolutions were adopted embodying the

new scales.

Three new members were added to the

roll—the Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co.,

of Bufialo, N. Y.; General Vehicle Co.,

Long Island City, N. Y., and the Lauth

Juergens Motor Co., of Fremont, O.

The association also decided to establish

a branch of its traffic department in De

troit, with a view of facilitating shipments

from the Michigan factories and thereby as

sist in relieving the car shortage situation.

The executive committee also paved the

way for the active entry of the N. A. A. M.

into the realm of sport by agreeing to ap

point a committee to meet a similar com

mittee from the American Automobile As

sociation with a view of taking over the

work heretofore handled by the Manufac

turers‘ Contest Association.

In drawing up the new scale of charges

for demonstrations, the figures were based

on the theory that the cost, per ton of load.

'of motor trucking should decrease coinci

dently with the increase of capacity of the

truck; that charges made for demonstra

tion work should bear a definite relation to

the actual cost of maintenance and opera

tion; and that such charges should be so

fixed that, while they will be in excess of

the actual cost of maintenance and opera

tion of the machines, they will be less than

the cost of doing the same work with

horses and wagons.

Both the old and the new scales of

charges for truck demonstrations start with

the same figures. $10 per day for the use of

1.000-pound and l-ton trucks. For all ma

chines of larger capacity, however, the new

list shows a reduction that increases with

the capacity of the truck. Thus. the charges

for a l-ton truck under the old and the

new lists, respectively, are $13 and $15;

for a 3-ton truck, $15 and $20; for a 4-ton

truck, $17 and $25; for 3. 54'0" truck, $19

and $30; for an 8-ton truck, $23 and $35,

and for a lO-ton truck, $25 and $40. The

charges for intermediate sizes are worked

out in the same proportion. The approxi

mate average daily operating costs per day,

upon which the schedue prices are based,

are, for the sizes referred to, as follows:

For a l-ton truck, $8.50; '2-ton truck, $10.50;

3-ton truck, $12.25; 4-ton truck, $14; S-ton

truck, $15.50; 8-ton truck, $17.75; 10-ton

truck, $18.50.

As a means for conveniently obtaining

figures on trucks of any size. and. con-'

versely, for finding the size of truck capa

ble of being operated within given figures,

a series of curves was plotted, showing the

operating costs and the rates to be charged

under the new schedule.

The scale of allowances for body weights

on trucks underwent considerable revision.

The schedule is based on bodies of the

stake type. The object of the schedule is to

specify the weight that may be added to the

total weight of the truck without decreas—

ing the load capacity. For instance, -a

body allowance of 1.800 pounds is made for

a truck having a carrying capacity of 10,000

pounds, which means that the total load

carried by the chassis will be 11,800 pounds.

If the body weight exceeds the scheduled

amount, however. the load must be cut

down correspondingly. so that the permis

sible gross weight will not be exceeded.

The schedule adopted and the old list are

as follows:

New Former

Load Body \Veight Body Weight

Capacity Allowance Allowance

(pounds) (pounds) (pounds)

1,000 600 500

1.500 750 . . .

2,000 900 600

2,500 1,000 . . .

3.000 1.050 700

4.000 1,200 800

5.000 1.350 900

6.000 1.500 1.000

7,000 1,600 1,100

8.000 1.700 1.200

9,000 1,750 1.300

10.000 1,800 1.400

12.000 1,900 1,600

14.000 2,000 1.800

16.000 2.100 2.000

18.000 2.200 2,200

20.000 2,300 2,400

Disputants Adjust Tire Bill Suit.

After having disagreed so long that the

Automobile Tire Co. went into the New

York City Court with a bill of some $1.500

against the Times Square Automobile Co.,

both of New York City, the disputants

found a means of adjustment. The suit

was discontinued this week with the state

ment that the difference had been 'settled

and the hill paid.
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BRITISH “GAS” TRUST T0

lNVADE AMERICAN MARKET

Shell Interests Buy California Com

pany and Plan to Compete More

Strongly With Standard Oil—

$5,000,000 Involved.

Advices from California state that after

years of effort the Shell interests, of Eng

land, whose Shell spirit dominates the

"petrol" situation in Great Britain, practic

ally have consummated negotiations where

by they will bccome more than ever a com

petitor of the Standard Oil Co., particularly

in foreign fields. It iS'stated that the

Shell interests virtually have completed a

deal whereby they will take over the Union

Oil Co. of California, and the output of the

General Petroleum Co. and all or most of

the other independent oil producers on the

coast, the thnsaction, it is said. involving

a consideration of $5,000,000.

Most of the Shell oil fields are located in

Borneo and Sumatra. and though it is

given out that the deal for the Pacific Coast

fields will enable the British company to

better combat the Standard Oil Co. in the

struggle for Asiatic and European trade,

other advices appear to make plain that the

Shell spirit also may become a factor in the

American market. Reports from several

points on the Pacific Coast say that the

American Gasolene Co. is handling the

Shell spirit and is placing agencies. some

of them with men hitherto affiliated with

the automobile industry.

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

George M. Davis, for several years adver

tising manager of the Pierce-Arrow Motor

Car Co., of Buffalo. has resigned that

office.

R. H. Losey has been transferred from

the management of thP Buick Motor Co.’s

Indianapolis branch to the management

of the branch in Atlanta, Ga. In his new

capacity, he will have charge of the states

of Georgia, Florida. Tennessee and parts

of South and North Carolina.

Wallace Hood, former sales manager of

the Evcritt Motor Car Co., who, it was

stated. purposed entering the retail trade

in Boston, Mass. finally has decided to re

main attached to the manufacturing end of

the business. He has become sales manager

of the \Vestcott Motor Car Co., of Rich

mond. 1nd.

John B. Maus. who recently resigned the

management of the Goodyear Tire & Rub

ber Co.'s branch in New York. has joined

the United States Tire Co.'s staff in the

capacity of special assistant to O. S.

Tweedy. manager. New

York will be his headquarters, but he will

spend considerable time visiting United

States branches in the eastern district.

eastern district

E. A. \‘Vclch has been appointed sales

manager of the Michigan Motor Car Co., of

Kalamazoo. for the middle and southcstcrn

states—all of those east of a line drawn

from Chicago to New Orleans. He will

spend most of his time visiting the Michi

gan agents in his territory. \Vhile his new

connection marks his entry into the auto

mobile business, \Vclch has had ripe expe

rience in other industries.

Palmer-Moore Acquires Plant for Trucks.

After having fully perfected its two-cycle

variable-port motor, and, as the Motor

World stated several months since, under

taken the application of thc‘engine to motor

trucks, the Palmer-Moore Co., of Syracuse,

N. Y., has purchased the former plant of the

Syracuse Stove Works in that city and at

once will enter the truck trade in real car

nest.

To permit of its enlarged operation, the

company has increased its capital from

$100,000 to $200,000. T. G. Meachem re

mains president of the corporation, T. W.

Meachem vice-president and Charles L.

Palmer secretary-treasurer.

The vehicle they will produce will be a

1.500-pound wagon, styled the Moore. The

plant acquired is located on North Geddes

street and comprises two main buildings,

one 158 x 54 feet, the other 110 x 50 feet.

In addition there is a power house 78 x 33

feet, a foundry 135 x 80 feet, with a wing

100 x 80 feet, and two smaller buildings.

Accident Causes Salesman’s Death.

\Nhile endeavoring to make room for a

farm wagon to pass on a highway near

Lynchburg. Va., Thursday last, 14th inst.,

the car in which L. E. Hoffman, Southern

district manager for the Franklin Automo

bile Co.. was driving ran too near the edge

of an embankment. toppled over and caused

Hoffman's death;

the fact that his neck had been broken. His

remains were interred in Cleveland, his for

mer home, although he had resided for

some time in Southampton, Pa. Hoffman

was connected with the bicycle trade when

it was at its height and was interested in

the organization of the Royal Tourist Car

Co., of Cleveland, 0.

  

Detroiters to Market Reason Inner Tube.

Frank D. Hendrick and George Smith

have formed the H. 8: S Sales Co. in Detroit

and located at 541 \Voodward avenue. Their

chief account will be the Reason “com

pound pneumatic puncture-proof non-blow

out inner tube." which recently was in

vented by Waltcr Reason of Pontiac, Mich.

investigation disclosed'

BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS

BEGUN AGAINST TIRE CORE

Three Creditors Allege Fraudulent

Transfer of Property and Prefer

ential Payments — Declare

Assets Are but $1,500.

‘Alleging that the Tire Core Co. of Amer

ica, distributcr of Dahl tire filler, located at

Broadway and West 59th street, New York

City. has assets of but $1,500 and within the

past four months has “conveyed and trans

ferred its property to persons unknown to

the petitioners with intent to hinder. delay

and defraud its creditors," three creditors

yesterday. 20th filed a petition in

bankruptcy against the Tire Core concern

in the Federal Court in New York City.

The petitioning creditors are the Wyck

off Advertising Co., of Buffalo, N. Y.,

with a bill of $1,890.55 for advertising in

curred during June and July of this year;

Vought & Williams, an iron and machinery

firm, of New York City, with a claim of

$252.51 for machinery; and Strauss & Co.,

Inc., of New York City. which recently se

cured a judgment of $71.51 in the Municipal

Court for goods sold and delivered. The

total is $2,214.57. The creditors also claim

that the Tire Core company has “made

preferential payments to parties unknown

to the petitioners with intent to prefer such

persons as creditors over its other credit

ors." The VVyckof’f company some time ago

commenced a suit in the Supreme Court for

New York county for its claim.

When the Dahl Punctureless Tire Co. of

America. which manufactures the Dahl

product, reorganich about September 1

last and increased its capital from $100,000

to $6,000,000, several men in the Tire Core

concern, which has the Metropolitan, New

Jersey and New England rights, entered the

Dahl corporation, and since great things

were promised by the parent business it

was assumed that the New York distribut

ing house would follow in its path, but

its plans or prospects went

inst.,

apparently

awry.

Twitchell Discontinues Allen Suit.

Having disposed of his tire pressure

gauge patent, No. 927.298. to A. Schrader's

Son. Inc., of New York, Charles R. Twitch

ell this week discontinucd his suit for in

fringement against the Allen Auto Special

ty Co., of New York City, which was insti

tuted October 26, 1911, in the United States

District Court for the Southern District of

New York. By arrangement with Schra

dcr’s Son, the Allen company will continue

to manufacture its gauges under the

Twitchell patent.
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Cincinnati. Ohio—Stern Auto Co., under _

Ohio laws, with $25,000 capital; to deal in

motor cars.

Nashville, Tenn.—Southern Zilio Co., un

der Tennessee laws, with $100,000 capital;

to deal in tire fillers.

Rochester, Ind—Rochester Garage and

Machine Co., under Indiana laws, with $15,

000 capital; to operate a garage and machine

shop.

Cleveland, C'hio—Anto Malt Co., under

Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to deal in

motor cars. Corporators—Edwin C. Pi

letz and others.

Cedar Rapids, Ia.—Barton Motor Car Co.,

under Iowa laws, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—L. M.

Ford and others.

New Orleans, La.—J. A. Landry Motor

Car Co., under Louisiana laws, with $25,000

capital; to deal in motor cars Corporators

-—J. A. Landry and others.

Dallas, Tex—Southwestern Motor Sales

Co., under Texas laws, with $500,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—L. A.

Boli, C. C. Jones and others.

Peteisbuig, Fla.——Ramm's Garage. nnrler

Florida laws, with $100.000 capital; to deal

in motor cars and Operate a garage. Cor

porators—F. \V. Ramm and others.

Birmingham. Ala—Alabama Tire Repair

Co., under Alabama laws, with $15,000 capi

tal; to deal in and repair motor car tires.

Corporators—P. B. Brown and others.

Chicago, Ill.—Bland Electric Garage C0..

under Illinois laws, with $1,500 capital; to

operate a garage. Corporators — Robert

Bland. F. B. McClaughry, L. B. Norton.

Keeton, Ill.-Keeton Motor Co. of 11

linois, under Illinois laws, with $60,000 cap

ital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

l.. C. Roberts K. R. Roberts, \V. C. Spen

ny.

Chicago, Ill.—Mollitor Tire Co., under

Illinois laws, with $100,000 capital; to man

ufacture motor car tires. Corporators—

B. S. Lippnicott, B. D. Towns, \V. J. Hig

gins.

Cliffside, N. J.—Motor Express Co., un

der New Jersey laws, with $125,000 capital;

to operate a motor delivery. Corporators—

R. Dwiggins, O. M. Dwiggins, E. Dwig

gins.

Chicago, Ill.—Hanway Starter Co., under

Illinois laws, with $75,000 capital; to manu

facture motor car accessories. Corporators

—J. D. Rourke, R. C. Nicholson. I. Gold

stein.

Chicago, Ill.— Electric Vehicle Battery

Co., under Illinois laws, with $2,000 capital;

to manufacture batteries. Corporators—El

bert C. Ferguson, Guy L. Eames, Ella O.

O’Neil.

Gloucester City. N. J.—Auto Tire Repair

& Supply Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$100,000 capital; to deal in and repair motor

car tires. Corporators—T. G. Golden and

others.

Cleveland, Ohio—Hall-Miller Auto Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $5,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators—Joseph A.

Freund, L. D. Greenfield, Charles Kovanda,

J. A. Freund.

\Vilmington, Dcl. — Macandaruba Tire

Filler Co., under Delaware laws, with $1,

500,000 capital; to manufacture tire filler.

Corporators—H. Ralph Ewart, C. J. Jacobs,

H. “7. Davis.

Dover, Del.—Gasolene Safety Appliance

Co., under Delaware laws, with $150,000

capital; to manufacture automobile devices.

Corporators—J. J. Pheelan, W. Kaempffert,

H. C. Sparks.

Chicago, Ill.—E. C. Demountable Wheel

Co., under Illinois laws. with $2,500 capital;

to manufacture motor car devices. Corpo

rators—George A. Oleson, Victor G. Kropf,

Sidney S. Gorham.

Chicago. Ill—Grove Auto-Truck Garage

Co., under Illinois laws, with $25,000 capi

tal; to operate a garage. Corporators—

Thomas E. McNeil, Harry Lee McCurdy,

William H. Neterer.

Cleveland, Ohio—Hupp Oil Co., under

Ohio laws, with $25,000 capital; to deal in

lubricants. Corporators—S. G. Kerruish,

W. S. Kerruish, G. Hartshorn. George

\V. Spooner, N. B. Alford.

Cleveland, Ohio—Northern Ohio Motor

Co., under Ohio laws, with $25,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—Her

bert W. Bell, E. L. Bennings, F. C Anselm,

E. P. Eirich, C. L. Guthrie.

Ft. \Vayne. Ind—Eureka Garage Co.,

under Indiana laws. with $10,000 capital; to

operate a garage. Corporators—E. C.

Smith, Charles J. Buehr, T. B. Adams, A.

C. Hobrock, H. D. Alderman.

New York, N. Y.-—A. M. A. Co.,

New York laws, with $5,000 capital;

in motors. Corporators—N. Pohly Myers,

16 \Nest 7lst street; \Valter C. Allen, Harry

N. Allen, 140 West 55th street.

Mt. Eaton, Ohio—Mt. Eaton Supply Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $60,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars and supplies. Corpora

tors—J. A. Yohn, F. B. Schlafly, Robert

Kenwell, Albert Pfister and others.

Cleveland. Ohio—Motor Mechanism Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $25,000 capital; to

manufacture motor cars and parts. Cor

porators—E. Younger, F. Castlev H. 0.

Evans, H. E. Gray, S. E. Sackerman.

New Brunswick, N. J.—Middl'esex County

Garage & Sales Co., under New Jersey

laws. with $100,000 capital; to deal in motor

cars and operate a garage.

-

°s3‘s

91.“

Corporators—

H. A. Boyd, J. Mershon, C. A. Oliver.

New York, N. Y.-—Tuxedo Tire Co.,

under New York laws, with $8,000 capital:

to deal in motor car tires. Corporators—

Augusta Horrmann, 429 East 157th street;

Emilie \Valtenberg, Adolph Waltenberg, 558

Mott avenue.

New York, N. Y.—Foreign & Domestic

Automobile Repair Co., under New York

laws, with $10,000 capital; to repair mo

tor cars. Corporators—L. O. Rothchild,

251 West 138th street; Max Kaplan, 133

Amsterdam avenue; Otto-A. Deffaa, 3013

Third avenue.

New York, N. Y.—-Miller-Brisben Co.,

Inc., under New York laws, with $25,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—Warren A. Miller, 30 West 63rd street;

Irving Jafi'e, 1402 Broadway; John M. Bris

ben, Port Richmond, N. Y.

Brooklyn, N. Y.-—H. J. 8: S., Inc., under

New York laws, with $1,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in rubber goods. Cor

porators—Joseph Mattison. 162 East 66th

street; Henry Jacobsen, 440 88th street;

Siegfried Glass, 1367 47th street. '

New York, N. Y.—Reliable Auto Parts

C0.. Inc.. under New York laws, with $2,000

capital; to deal in motor car parts. Cor

porators—Adolph J. Lunde. 150 Vermillyea

avenue; Hubert Hansen, 2080 Ryder ave

nue; Adolph Sachrofl, 4001 3d avenue.

New York, N. Y.—Seager's Garage, Inc.,

under New York laws. with $1,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—James
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H..Seager. 287 Myrtle avenue, Flushing;

Albert Seeley, 465 Fulton street, Brooklyn;

Henry B. Ecerson, 255 Sanford avenue.

Chicago, III.—Hanway Starter Co., under

Illinois laws, with $75,000 capital; to manu

facture motor starters. Corporators—John

D. Rourke, Isadore Goldstein, Robert S.
Nicholson. ~ i." '

New York, N. Y.—Stegman ‘Motor Truck

Co. of New York, Inc., under New York

laws, with $25,000 capital; to deal in motor

Vehicles. Corporators—John G. Anderson,

'80 Elton avenue; James G. Smith, 615

West 162nd street; John A. Kent, 140 \Nest

104th street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Brooklyn Auto Top 8:.

Supply Co.. under New York laWs, with

$5,000 capital; to manufacture motor car

tops and covers. Corporators—Beatrice H.

Matton, 442 Halsey street; Jacob Seigel, 23

First avenue; Edgar E. E. Chinock, Jr.,

llo Monroe street.

New York, N. Y.-—Snowden Rubber Co.,

mder New York laws, with $1,000 capital;

:0 manufacture and deal'in tires. Corpora

tors—Wesley T. Snowden, 15 St. John's

Place, Brooklyn; Edward J. Landgratf, 213

Court street. Brooklyn; A. Bidley Galitzka,

I35 Neptune avenue, Brooklyn.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Harvard, Ili.—Manly Bros, garage de

ltroyed. Loss unknown. .

Springfield, Ill.--Capitol Auto Co., South

4th street, garage and 17 cars destroyed.

Loss, $50000.

Kansas City Mo.—Searchlight Gas Co.,

plant destroyed by gas explosion and fire.

Loss, $40,000.

Detroit. Mich.—Rock’s Automobile

School. 1300 Woodward avenue, garage

damaged. Loss, $6,000.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Morris Goldstein, 1413

Race street, garage and repairshop de—

stroyed. Loss unknown. ‘

Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pioneer Motor Car Co.,

5864-66 Baum street, damaged. Loss, $30,—

000. Iron City Tire & Repair Co., 5868

Baum street. smoke and water damage.

Loss, $500. Eddie Bald Automobile Co..

slightly damaged.

Changes of Capitalization.

Detroit, Mich. — \Villiams

$150,000 to $300,000.

Detroit. Mich—Monroe Body Co. from

$500,000 to $420,000.

Chicago. TIL—Radal Auto 8: Garage Co.

from $1.000 to $100,000.

Davenport. Ia.—Iowa Auto & Tire Co.

from $25000 to $100,000.

Chicago, TIL—Chicago Bearing Metal Co.

from $500000 to $1,000.000.

Bros. from

DURANT FINALLY SETS $1250

AS PRICE OF LITTLE “SIX”

Not So Low as First Anticipated but

Still Lowest on Market—Specifi

cations of the New Comer

Are Impressive.

Although the price of the Little "six" is

not to be “$1,000, fully equipped,” as was

announced soon after the advent of the

Little “four,” its price is to be so very

little more than that Sum as to cause more

than one person to sit up and take notice;

it will sell for $1,250, and the equipment

will include, in addition to a top and wind

shield, a Gray & Davis electric lighting

system and an engine starter. The Little

“six” is virtually a smaller edition of the

smallest Chevrolet "six" and is produced

by the Little Motor Car Co.'of Flint, Mich.,

under the direct supervision of W'. C. Dur

ant, who also controls the destinies of the

Chevrolet Motor Co., these two companies

forming the nucleus of his $65,000,000 Re

public Motors Co. of Delaware. which still

is in active process of formation.

The Little “six” is quite different from

its immediate predecessor, the Little “four,”

and will be built in but one style—a five

passenger touring ear of exceptionally

modish lines. It will mount an L-head mo

tor measuring 3,14, x 5 inches, with the cyl—

inders cast in two blocks of three each and

the transmission elements will include a

leather faced cone clutch, three-speed se

lectively operated Covert combined gear

set and rear axle and three—quarters plat

form rear springs; double ex

panding brakes are mounted on rear wheel

drums. The wheels are shod with 32 x 4

inch tires mounted on demountable rims.

internal

Dealer Drawn into Ownership Fight.

Names of high social connections figure

in the action of Dr. Fred H. Humphries

against the Pope-Hartford Auto Co., of

New York City, which was discontinued

last week immediately after the argument

in the case had been made and it was ready

to go to the jury in the Supreme Court for

New York county. The decision to discon

tinue was made following a conference of

the attorneys and the judge.

The action was to establish the owner

ship of an automobile. It had been turned

over in exchange to the Pope-Hartford

company by Charles Lee Bole, president of

the Inward Farms, of Beal Beach, N. J.,

and after this transaction Dr. Humphries,

who resides in Morristown, N. J., and is

known as the concocter of “Dr. Humphries’

Specific," said the car belonged to him. He

replevined it and then, to establish owner~

ship, was compelled to bring the action.

His decision to discontinue the fight auto

matically cancels his claim on the car in

dispute.

General Vehicle With $10,000,000.

To facilitate far-reaching plans which are

afoot, the General Vehicle Co., of Long

Island City, N. Y., has been dissolved and

has been succeeded by The General Vehicle

Co., Inc., which was incorporated this week,

under the laws of New York, with an auth

orized capital of $10,000,000. The new cor

poration, of coursq, will take over the

property of the old company, and. so far as

can be learned, there will be no change of

ofiicers or policies. The company now is

erecting two additions to its plant in Long

Island City, which will cost approximately

$750,000. and it is known that it has in view

a very considerable enlargement of its

branch house system.

Dealers at Law Over Stock Transfer.

Disagreement over a stock deal is the

basis of a legal action instituted in Duluth.

Minn., by William Buchanan against the

Duluth Automobile Co. Buchanan asks for

$412.25, claiming that he transferred 30

shares of the company’s stock to the com

pany on January 29 last, for which he was

promised $2,000. Part of the payment. he

states, was to be the assumption of an

obligation of $1,487.75, due before August 1.

and the remainder to be in cash. He claims

to have received but $100 in money.

Ward to Represent Father in King.

Artemus Ward, Jr., of New York, whose

father recently purchased the assets of the

King Motor Car Co., of Detroit, will di

rectly represent the Ward family in the

management of the company. The other

department heads are as follows: J. G.

Bayerline, manager; T. A. Bollinger, fac

tory manager; T. P. Chase, engineer; J.

B. Siegfried, purchasing agent; W. L. Daly.

sales department; J. Mohardt, division su

perintendent.

Whitesides Seeks Support for “Ironsides.”

V. F. \Vhitesides. designer and superin

tendent of the VVhitesides Commercial Car

Co., of New Castle. Ind., has relinquished

all connection with that company and is

seeking to enlist Indianapolis capital in a

new truck which he has designed. He al—

ready has chosen a name for it—“Iron

sides."

Michelin Adding 46,000 Feet to Factory.

To take care of its ever increasing trade.

the Michelin Tire Co. is adding a concrete

wing to its already immense plant in Mill

town. N. J. The addition will afford 46.540

square feet of floor space.
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STATISTICS THAT MAKE FOR MISCHIEF.

He was a wise man who declared that there arejixe

damned lies, and statistics. Usually statistics strife ie

useful purposes than the other varieties but frequently

they are more far-reaching in their mischievous effects.

However that may be, statistics bearing on the number of

automobiles in use long have proved a fruitful field for the

ready rcckoners.

For instance. one of our esteemed contemporaries.

which is much given to that sort of thing, has compiled

what may pass as a census, which shows that on October

lst last there were in use in the United States no less than

090.738 automobiles. It devotes four pages to a more or

less interesting array of charts to support its assertions.

Cars of Which No Account Is Taken.

Despite the formidable presentment, however. the sta

tistics are as undependable as most of those that previously

had seen the light. For little or no account is taken of cars

registered by non-residents. or of the large number of used

cars which pass to new owners in the course of a season.

nor of the motorcycles which are included in the registra

tions of several States, Indiana. among them.

In New York, for example, 103.000 cars. in round fig

ures. had been registered up to October 1st. But even in

New York, which is conspicuously and generously lax in

the enforcement of non-resident requirements, there were

no less than 3,900 registered plates issued for such “for—

‘it

elgn” cars. and the number of duplicate registrations rep

resenting used cars is beyond estimate. '

Records Do Not Permit Correct Estimates.

In Massachusetts. which was [credited with approxi

mately 49.000 cars. 900 are represented by non—residents

and. according“ to a semi-official estimate, 7.000 by used

cars which had changed owners. In New Jersey—which is

keen for non-rcsidcnts’ dollars—in Rhodc Island. Connecti—

cut‘. and Pennsylvania. to cite other instances. the public

records are' not kept in such a manner as to permit even

the authorities to estimate the number of non-resident or

other duplicate registrations that are carried on their b1 u lkS.

Taking all things into consideration. however. it is

fairly safe to say that the estimate of 990.739 cars. which.

according to the ready rcckoners. represents a total of

226,670 new rcgistrations during the first nine months of

1912, is between 100.000 and 200,000 outside the truth.

Wide Elasticity of Factory Outputs.

“.111ch 'more pernicious than. these figures. however. is the

‘_ a " be _1913 output. compiled andwidcly heralded

b syn“)! ) cttion which styles itself an “automobile trade

jo ' l." hese statistics. which scarcely are worthy of

the designation. place the output at the staggering total of

627,650 cars. which. according to the publication respon

sible. will represent an increase of more. than 300.000 cars.

Although it is notorious that factory outputs are almost

as elastic as are the circulations of many publications. the

statistician apparently has accepted as gospel truth figures

that had been supplied by factory romanccrs. \Vithout

citing specific instances. it is well known that in the case

of several manufacturers whose names are given. the esti

mates are from 33 1-3 to 50 per cent. higher than those rep

resented by contracts placed for material or equipment.

In several cases. the factories named are of such propor

tions that not by the wildest stretch of the imagination

could they produce the number of cars credited to them, and

in at least one instance a factory which is set down as pre

paring to produce 3,000 cars next year. actually is prepar

ing to go out of business.

Enormous Outputs Cause for Grave Concern.

Some of these things are so apparent on their face. and

others are so readily learned by those in real touch with

the trade, that the guess of an output of 627.000 cars is so

wild and so exaggerated that the wonder is that any pub

lication should be ready to stand sponsor for it. If such

an enormous output really was in prospect. or was possible,

the industry would have cause for grave concern. Happily,

the production is not likely to more than approximate two

thirds of the exaggerated estimate. To the unknowing.

such statistics may appear wise. but their effect on the trade

itself is most mischievous. Not only do they furnish food

for dreamers and schemers. but they are likely to throw

off their balance the more guilclcss manufacturers of parts

and accessories who share the belief that figures do not lie,

and thereby causc needless over-production in certain

branches of the industry :‘and over-production is the disease

most to be dreaded in any commercial pursuit.
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PROPOSE ASSOCIATION TO

BACK AUTOMOBILE RACING

New York Dealers Endeavoring to

“Save” the Sport in Vicinity of

Metropolis—$10,000 Corpora

tion Under Way.

 

 

Whether or no automobile manufac

turers’ support of racing eventually is

withdrawn entirely, which, in view of pres

ent conditions, seems not unlikely. the

sport in and around New York City at least

is not likely to sufier very seriously, for

the dealers themselves have stepped into

the breach and have thrown out a life line

to keep the sport alive; which sort of local

support is, in the opinion of many persons,

the truly logical solution of the situation.

The life line, figuratively speaking. is a

dealers’ association which it is proposed

to form in order to keep the automobile

conspicuously in the public eye and. notv

without reason, racing and other forms of

contests have been chosen as the best

means to the end. According to “feelers”

tried out by the Motor Dealers' Exhibit

Co.. in the form of the two last racemeets

held on the Brighton Beach race track in

Brooklyn. the public not only is interested

in automobile racing as a sport but is

anxious for it, and for this reason it is pro

posed that the dealers revive it in such a

way that the profits accruing to the pro

moters will be merely incidental to the

benefit derived from the publicity gained.

The association which it is proposed to

form, for which purpose a meeting was held

at George Rector's hostelry yesterday

(Wednesday) afternoon, is virtually an out

growth of the Motor Dealers' Exhibit com

pany, which comprises George Robertson,

W. C. Poertner and Ed. McShane, and

which was formed for the specific purpose

of promoting racemeets within the Metro

politan district. At the meeting were gath

ered about 30 prominent New York dealers

and at times enthusiasm ran high.

According to tentative plans. there will be

formed a stock company with $10,000 capi

tal divided into 100 shares valued at $100

each, no one make of car or accessory to

be represented by more than three share-‘2

a fixed percentage of all profits will be

placed in a reserve fund and the balance

disbursed from time to time in the form of

dividends. The meeting, at which J. C.

Wetmorc presided, was called primarily to

discuss ways and means, and substantially

the only business that was conducted con

sisted in the appointment of a committee

of seven, the duties of the committee to be

the drafting of a constitution and by-laws.

The committee appointed consists of Geo.

Robertson, W. C. Poertner, Ed McShane,

Burton Brown, J. C. Nichols, E. Lascaris

and I.' M. Uppercu. The committee was

instructed to report on Monday afternoon

next at 3:30. when it is expected that the

association formally will be launched.

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

  

 

  

 

As a rule, it is only when a prolonged

journey is in prospect that the spare tire

complement is increased to three spares;

generally but two, or a single extra, are car

ried, and on most cars provision is made

for carrying only two \\"ith the Columbia

coupe shown in the photograph, however.

provision has been made for carrying six

  

COLUMBIA TIRE CARRIERS.

spare tires, which means, if demountable

rims are used, that even if the motorist

should be so very unfortunate as to rupture

all four shoes, but very little time need be

lost. and the car still would be as well forti

fied against “tire luck" as the average car.

As can be readily gleaned from the illus

tration, the running board on either side is

cut short and the metal which forms the

rear mudguard is continued in a graceful

inverted curve until it meets the shortened

running board. Three tires fit snugly into

this dip and are held in place by tire irons

positioned on the body and on the mud

guard. The tires are located far enough

back to prevent interference with the door.

Exactly reversing the order of things. the

Thomas B. Jeffery Co this week removed

from \Nest 62nd street. New York City, to

1759 Broadway. which previously was ore-J~

pied by R. M. Owen 8: Co. the Reo distril-

uters. Owen & Co. have removed to 19

\Vest 62nd street.
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November 16-23, Atlanta, Ga.—Second

annual show of the Atlanta Automobile and

Accessory Dealers’ Association in the

Auditorium and Taft Hall.

November 26—30, Grand Rapids, Mich.—

Fourth annual show of the Grand Rapids

Automobile Dealers' Association in the

Klingman Exposition Building.

December 2-3, Chicago, Ill.—Annual

meeting of the American Automobile As

sociation in Auditorium.

December 7-22,

Salon.

Paris, France — Paris

January 4-11, Montreal, Can—Annual

automobile show in the Drill Hail and

Armory. under the auspices of the Auto

mobile Club of Canada.

January 6-11, Cleveland. Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.’s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.

January ll-l8, New York. N. Y.——Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, Philadelphia. Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association's

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 27-February 1. Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers' Association's

Show in the State Armory.

February l-8, Chicago, Ill—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only.

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 10-15, Minneapolis. Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Co.'s show in

the National Guard Armory.

February 17-22, Kansas City, Mo.—Kan

sas City Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in Convention Hall.

March 3-8, Pittsburgh, Pa.—Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers' Association’s show in

Duquesne Garden.

March 24-29. Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Trade Association's

show.
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Solutions of The Used Car Problem

In Competition For

Motor World’s Cash Premiums of $50, $25, $15 and $10

For the Four Best Articles Dealing With the Subject.

By GEORGE K. WADSWORTH, Cleveland, 0.

The solution of the used car problem will effectually end

the greatest handicap to the automobile industry today. It

cannot be denied that competition has become so keen and

so many purchasers buy “propositions” instead of automo

biles, that a dealer has no chance whatever to close a deal

involving a “trade” unless he over-allows on the used car,

and the one making the best allowance usually lands the

order, regardless of merit.

In any community large enough to support representation

of several cars, an ideal plan is suggested as follows:

A corporation is organized to engage in the business of

buying and selling used cars, to be financed and controlled

by the dealers and factory branches, doing a retail business

in the community. This company is to be managed by a

competent and disinterested man, who is capable of apprais

ing the market value of any used car, and the capital stock to

be an amount sufiicient to conduct the business without em

barrassment. The company would then be a “clearing house"

operated for the mutual benefit of its stockholders.

The owner of a used car, negotiating for the purchase of

a new car would be referred to the “clearing house.” where

a price would be set on his car and a credit memorandum

for the amount issued to him, to be honored by any dealer

or factory branch for a like amount. in part payment for a

new car. The purchaser would then have the option of

accepting the value or selling his car privately and paying

cash for the new car.

Monthly settlements could be made to stockholders on

cars sold, and quarterly or semi-annual dividends declared

from profits.

The advantages of this plan are manifold:

lst. All competitive bidding on a used car will be abol

ished.

2nd. The practice of buying a “pile of junk" for the pur

pose of turning it in on a trade will be abolished.

3rd. Used cars will find ready sale because they will be

priced according to actual value and not according to allow

ance. as at present.

4th. Salesmen can concentrate all their efforts on the

sale of new cars, doing away with the necessity of making

two sales for one.

5th? Dealers will make the full legitimate profit to which

they are entitled on every sale.

Various modifications of this plan and details of operat

ing it would have to be made to adapt it to local conditions.

The automobile industry is of such dignity and proportion

that it can well afford to give serious thought to the abolish

ment of its greatest evil—the “used car problem"—and the

above plan affords an absolutely satisfactory solution of the

same.

By ALBERT STRITMATTER, Norwood, 0.

Used cars should be regarded as a means to the sale of

new cars, not as an evil. We cannot expect to Sell new cars

to owners of old cars—except as we are able to see that

some one else gets the old cars. The best buyers of used

cars are men who cannot afford to pay the price of new

cars, and the best buyers among these men are those who

can used the used cars in their business, as. for instance. the

young real estate agent.

If the dealer thinks certain lines of business—the real

tstate business. for example—afford the best means for dis

posing of second-hand or used cars, he should circularize

those businesses. Otherwise he should use lines or display

ads. in local newspapers.

It is poor policy to display used cars in show windows.

to the detriment of new cars, or to display them at all unless

the used car is in good. presentable shape. “Trade in" value

should be such as will permit resale at a profit. Used cars

should not be a basis for cutting price on new cars.
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THE SCIENTIFIC DEALER.

Study and Thought That Make for Better

Buying as Well as Better Selling—

Cold-Bloodcdness as an Asset.

Scientific management is a term you hear

much about nowadays, and you are going to

hear much more of it, because it is becom

ing more and more a factor in manufactur

ing and retailing operations. Competition,

and the stern necessity for producing a bet

ter article at a lower price have brought it

into being.

‘Orderly Classification of Facts.

To some merchants this talk about "scien

tific management" sounds like “highbrow”

stuff. And yet some of the very men who

allude to it in that way are employing scien

tific methods in their business. though they

do not know they should be called scientific.

The science of anything is nothing more

nor less than the orderly arrangement or

classification of all the known facts in con

nection with the same. \Vhile that sounds

simple you can see at once that it is a

mighty big job but supremely worth while;

because once you classify all the known

facts in connection with your business and

arrange them in orderly sequence you have

accomplished something that brings you

out from the ranks of guessers into the

ranks of those who not only know, but

know they know.

The automobile dealer who is working

scientifically does not bump his head against

a stone wall before he finds out that he is

doing the wrong thing. He does not delude

himself with dreams and hopes and other

intangible things; he studies the facts and

gets to the rockbottom of things. Every

move he makes is based on knowledge.

Such a dealer will not, for example, take

on a line of cars just because the salesman

wants him to. or because some other dealers

in his town are selling similar lines with

sttccch. He takes on a line only when he

knows there is a market for it. He goes

He studies the sav

He finds out

the exact number of cars in his territory

in use. He gets a line on the age of these

cars. He doesn‘t carry this in his mind; he

puts it on paper. He studies the industries

of his locality; the tendencies of the people;

their habits of spending, and makes his se

lection of a line and his investment in his

buildings on the basis of known facts.

over his whole field.

ings bank deposits per capita.

Factory Attitude a Big Factor.

The scientific dealer picks a car that he

knows represents value. He satisfies him

self not only of the ability of the factory to

make deliveries when wanted, but he also

investigates its method of handling its cus

tomers. Does it treat them right, or does

it carry a chip on its shoulder for every

dealer who visits the factory? 15 its sole

object to get rid of so many cars or are

they sincerely and helpfully interested in

him and his success? Are they so eager for

business that they will let him take on the

line when their own good sense tells them

he is not the man? That he has not the

facilities, nor the capital to handle it?

Concerning the Selection of Cars.

In other words. are they building perma

nent business relations or do they expect

to do business with him merely for a season

during which they will squeeze him dry

while establishing the sale of their cars in

his locality? What sort of sales help will

the manufacturer give him? And last,

greatest and most important of all, does the

car represent real, tangible, dollar-for-dollar

value? Is it built right? Are the "bugs"

worked out of it? In other words, can he

afford to put his good money and good

name back of it, confident that it is not go

ing to cost him all his sales profits to make

good? If the car cannot answer every

question, he won't touch it. even if all the

other answers are satisfactory.

The scientific dealer 'knows that if the

factory is not buildng the best kind of car

that can be built for the money. and a good,

reliable car at that. he cannot afford to sell

it; further, he knows that salesmanship is

nothing more nor less than the teaching of

values; and how can he teach a customer

that the dollar-for-dollar value is there un

less it is there? True, he might "get away

with it," but he knows that real success is

built on fundamental honesty and there

fore unless the value is there so that it can

be seen and shown, he might just as well

forget it;

Thus, while he concerns himself with the

factory and its policies, so that he "knows

where he is going to get off." he concerns

himself most vvith making sure that the

value is in the car.

Part Played by Imagination.

The scientific dealer is cold-blooded; he

does not deal with sentiments; he deals

with business facts. The factory salesman

may tell him that a certain car would he a

wonderful seller in his town, but that would

not convince him. _He has all the facts con

cerning his terrirtory tabulated: he knows

fairly accurately what every other dealer is

doing. Therefore he does not imagine he

is going to do any bigger business than he

knows he will do.

He uses imagination in his business, but

does not let his imagination govern. He

knows what the business possibilities are

and he knows he will get only the share that

his car and his efforts earn for him. He

plans accordingly, but always along the line

of known facts.

Looking Into Service Costs.

The scientific dealer knows in advance

what his “service” is going to cost him. He

does not wait until the end of the year only

to discover that his free service has ex

ceeded his sales profits and encroached on

his income from oil and gasolene. He sets

a free service limit and lives up to it. It is
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enough properly to take care of the cars he

sells, but not so much that it seriously im

pairs his profits.

He does not cut prices. He knows that

cutting prices is throwing away profits that

he absolutely must have in order to exist

and take care of his trade.

a cut price discounts every car he has on

his floor or on order; he does not let

others set his prices or his profits. He does

not need to, because the value is present

and he can prove it to his worst competitor.

Common Sense and Facts in Selling.

The scientific automobile dealer is not a

business marvel; he is simply a man chuck

full of common sense. who has a'head and

uses it. He does well and thoroughly what

another man half does: he makes his moves

on the basis of real information and facts

instead of on “thinks.” He

knows that if he knows what‘he wants to

know he can find it out; someone hits the

information and he can get it.-‘ If-no one

else has it he gathers it for himself.

But always the scientific dealer puts

knowledge and sorting of facts first—and

the basis of

you cannot stop him from being successful.

There are going to be more scientific deal

ers to-morrow than there are to-day. And

that means that there are going to be still

fewer near-successes retailing automobiles.

0'

SOME WIDEAWAKE MAXIMS.

Most factory ads are good; but good

ads are no good unless they appear in the

papers.

If you think your competitor is making

a sensation with his new line, don't worry.

Get busy.

There are no “05" seasons for the dealer

who works. Seed sown in winter can be

harvested in spring.

l)on't make announcements of new cars

till

It's like inviting people to a feast and over

looking thc food. No chance of cashing in.

you have at least one demonstrator.

 

He knows that
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SHOW WINDOW INVESTMENTS

Window_Space Costs Money and Should

Be Made to Yield a Return—Sugges

tions for Autumnal Decorations.

If a dealer contracted for space at the

county fair he would not hesitate to spend

at least a modest sum to render it attractive,

and yet, it is more than likely that only a

small portion of the fair attendance would

be possible customers. Nevertheless it still

would be good business to make such an

investment, on the basis that “what is worth

doing, is worth doing well."

Getting the Value of Show Windows.

It is wise, therefore. for the automobile

dealer who occupies a store to consider that

he is paying for the privilege of having a

display window; in other words, that a dis

play window actually represents a certain

portion of his rent investment. As it costs

money. why not use the window and make

the exhibit as attractive as possible? And

what will make it more attractive than a

display a little out of the usual and in

harmony with the spirit of the season?

With the arrival of Thanksgiving, for in

stance, comes an opportunity for making a

special Thansgiving window display that

should be seized eagerly by the alert, busi

ness-seeking automobile dealers.

Incorporating the Thanksgiving Spirit.

Here are two suggestions:

' (1) Have windows washed and made spot

Iessly clean and decorate them with sheaves

of corn, pumpkins, apples, etc., grouped

artistically along base of window. Purchase

colored tissue paper and cover electric light

bulbs with it to give a soft, orange-yellow

efi‘ect. Then move the car well up towards

the window. If the car has electric lights

all lamps can be covered inside with orange

paper and the light turned on after night

fall. The efi'ect will be striking. This is
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thinking and to use their imagination. Every

dealer has not the same materials with

which to work. consequently no suggestion

can be made that will exactly meet all con

ditions, but there is no dealer who cannot

do something, if he is but possessed of the

will to do it.

Naturally, a neat, artistic sign stating

that “All users of cars are numbered

among the thankful ones" or bearing some

other thanksgiving thought would not be

out of place.

 

“Autumn Hunting" Another Scheme.

(2) Secure the co-operation of the win

dow dresser for the local clothier and make

a combined hunting and Thanksgiving

scene. Use corn sheaves for background,

strcw quantities of the material over the

floor and distribute a few pumpkins here

and there. Then have lay-figures dressed in

clothing furnished by the local clothier,

seated at wheel and in tonneau with guns

conveniently placed, etc. Any good window

dresser, il given a few automobile rides

gratis, undoubtedly would be glad to co

operate with the local d-ealer towards get

ting up an artistic and well planned dis

play.

The point is, that something out of the

usual will attract more than usual attention,

create comment and not unlikely secure

notice in the local papers. all of which is

good advertising.

.5!

WATCH THE WASH AND POLISH.

It is trite to say that it is “the little

things that count," yet the truthfulness of

the saying is its own eternal commendation.

A poor job of washing and polishing has

driven many a car owner away from a gar

age, when a good job might have kept him

there and ultimately led up to the sale of a

car.

Perhaps washing and polishing doesn't

pay, but it is certain that it pays least whel

indifferently done.
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RIVALING DRYGOODS STORE IN WINDOW DISPLAY

 

Methods of “Touching Up” and Decorating That Draw in Other Lines

Applicable in Automobile Salesroom—Dealer Who Attracted

Attention to His Cars and How He Accomplished It.
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ATTRACTIVE TREATMENT OF COMPARATIVELY SMALL WINDOW BY THE FRANKLIN REPRESENTATIVE 1N CLEVELAND

Pushing a car into a front window and

letting it stand for the inspection of those

who care to stop to look is one form of

window display; but almost any dealer will

admit, if the matter is brought to his atten

tion, that a little “fixing up" will make the

display more attractive and cause many

more people to look at it. Adding real

effectiveness to display by the exercise of

a little ingenuity and decorative skill. how

ever, has been ably demonstrated by sev

eral dealers representing the Franklin Au—

tomobile C0. The accompanying illustra—

tion is a fair sample of the displays that

have been worked out in a number of cities

by these dealers.

The view shown represents the window

of the Franklin Automobile Co., of Cleve

land. 0., of which C. H. Rockwell is man

ager. The window itself is not over large

and the one car of itself would be little

noticed; Rockwell, however, elevated the

car to the level of the bottom of the glass

and completely enclosed the window space

on the top, bottom, sides and back with an

inexpensive but neat white cloth, arranged

in folds. Autumn leaves and tree branches

with a fern or two were placed in just the

position and quantity to add a touch of

autumnal atmosphere to the scene. A vase

of cut flowers and a bow of white ribbon

placed on the running board at the front

door served as an attractive break in the
expanse oflpolished body and detracted

nothing from the car’s general appearance.

Viewed from the street, the entire efiect

was not unlike that of a large picture. and

when the concealed window lights were

turned on at night every'detail stood out

strongly against the white surroundings

The display was altered each week, a new

car or a new arrangement preventing the

loss of effectiveness because of monotony.

Exploding Tube Injures Two Men.

Two members of the Hartsdale (N. Yd“

lire company were severely injured Monday

last, 18th inst., while repairing an inner

tube of the company’s chemical engine

\Valtcr Townsend and Harold Drury. the

men in question, had repaired the tube. re

placed the tire and blown it up and were

putting on the rim when the tube exploded

and the heavy rim was thrown with great

force against the firemen. Drury's skull

was fractured and Townsend was cut on the

head and leg.
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“KEEP POSTED ON TRADE DOINGS,” SAYS REILLY

 

Meets New Salesman in Sales Manager’s Office and Criticizes Former for

Lack of Trade Knowledge—Declares Such Information Path 1

to Higher Things and Its Lack Inexcusable.

“Say, Jiml—Hello, Reilly! How are you,

Mr. Lawall?——What's the Leonard transmis

sion patent?" questioned the impetuous Ad

vertising Manager as he rushed into the

Sales Manager's oflice and blurted forth

this inquiry, interspersing it with salutations

to Reilly and the new traveling representa

l
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transmission with direct drive on an inter

mediate speed," explained the Sales Man

ager, “such as ordinarily is the case

in present-day four-speed gearsets where

there is an indirect drive above direct. A

man named Leonard owns it; he is a man

ufacturer near New York City. He now_
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“WHERE’D YOU GET THAT ALLEGED AUTOMOBILE SALESMAN?" DEMANDED REILLY

tive, Mr. Lawall, who was about to enter

the company’s service in a hitherto not over

productive terrirtory. The Sales Manager

kept right on signing letters and answered,

at the same time:

“Leonard transmission patent?

What are you going to do—buy it?"

\Vhy?

Advertising Man Seeks Trade Information.

“Hardly” answered the advertising man.

"I got into an argument with one of the en

gineers as to the desirability of four-speed

transmissions and told him I thought one

would make our cars more popular than

they are. He said a four-speed was good

but that he wouldn't want to go too deep

into it until the Leonard transmission pat

ent had been adjudicated. I remember read

ing something about it in some trade paper,

but can't recall just what or when."

“It's the patent that is claimed to cover a

has suits in the courts and is endeavoring

to prove that his claims are good."

“Thanks; I knew you'd know," was the

advertising man's comment, as he departed

as quickly as he had entered.

“Is that patent any good ?" asked the new

traveling man, after the door had closed.

“Can't tell until its adjudicated," answered

the Sales Manager.

"Dyer made good on his," interposed

Reilly.

"\Vho's Dyer?" asked Lawall.

“Oh, that's a long story," explained Reilly,

“but his patent covers the sliding transmis

sion that we are using. And about the

Leonard—that story was published only re

cently." As he talked he had been looking

through a pile of trade papers on the Sales

Manager's table, and after a moment he

handed Lawall a Motor \Vorld of Sepember

19, the first news page exposed. There in

'capable before you hired him?

large type was the head: “Leonard's Trans

mission Patent Assumes Increased Import

ance."

Lawall read it without comment. Then

he looked through the paper, tarrying for a

glance at several other pages.

Knowledge Mine Revealed to Salesman.

“Pretty good stuff!" he at length ex

claimed. “It makes me think of something

I want to ask the Advertising Manager;

pardon my leaving,” and laying down the

paper, he went to interview the advertising

man.

"W'here’d you get that alleged automo—

bile salesman?" demanded Reilly, as soon

as the lessening sound of footsteps indi

cated that this question might safely be

asked.

, “Why? Don’t you know him?" asked the

Sales Manager. “He has been with the

Liiik company, but wants to get outside.

we needed a man, and I thought he could

db the work." '

“Did you try to find out whether he was

Did you

ask him any questions about the trade, or

did you just take his word for it?"

“He's all right." defended the Sales Man

ager. “He's been pretty busy closing up

over there and probably skipped a few is

sues of the trade papers.”

“Skipped a few is good!" ejaculated the

little dealer. “I'll bet I can pick out any

paper in the stack and stick him on some

thing on the first page of any one of them."

“Well, what if you can?” was the Sales

Manager’s challenge, as be flipped the last

letter into the mail basket, leaned back in

his chair and, with his pipe in hand, began

to mine tobacco with one finger from the

bottom of a tin box.

Reilly Criticizes Unposted Tradesmen.

“I don't know that it would get me any

thing if I did stick him," replied Reilly, “but

I guess it would give you some insight into

his interest in the trade. So many alleged

salesmen and managers drift into my place

who don’t know what's going on in their

own business that I get irritated when I

try to talk to them. I've often wondered

how some of them hold their jobs. Several

years ago a man who had made his pile and

who had retired told me that before he
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hired men he always asked a few questions

to discover what trade papers they read

and how well posted they were concerning

their business. He said it was an unfail

ing measure of their interest and enthu

siasm, and I believe it. If two men are

after any job I ever may have to fill, I'll

give it to the man who proves that his in

terest in the business is real and not limited

to the catalog or salary-grabbing sort. And

how can a man learn more about his trade

than by reading his trade papers?"

“Pretty Good" and “Real Good” Types.

“That's all right," agreed the Sales Man

ager. “I read them; but lots of pretty good

men don't."

“You've sounded the right note there,"

retorted Reilly. “‘Pretty good’ .iust about
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trade papers, will trot out a string of good

excuses a mile long and the burden of every

one will be ‘too busy.’ He doesn't stop to

think that reading them is as much his duty

as are half of the other things he does in the

course of a day. He can’t even offer the ex

cuse that he doesn't want to pay for them,

for they are practically thrust under his

nose by his employers. and every good

dealer he runs across in his territory has

one. One evening a week. that he probaby

spends reading fiction or playing pinochle,

would give him a wealth of trade informa

tion—even one hour would help him; but

this ‘busy man’ puts fiction above business.

“It certainly gets me going to see the

attitude some men take. They are like some

students in a lecture course in school; they

can get past with a minimum effort and at

"BUT I DO SAY THAT ANY MAN'S A BETTER MAN IF. 11E KEEPS POSTED"

classifies that type. That's why they are

only ‘pretty good' and never get to be ‘real

good.’ Don't you know that this ‘pretty

good' man is kicking away the ladder on

which he could mount to a higher level?

Don't you know that he can't be of full

value to himself or to his employer, unless

he follows the doings and opinions and sug

gestions of the trade? And don’t you know

that the only way such knowledge can be

obtained to-day is through the trade papers?

Here is Lawall, getting I don't know how

much a year and hoping to get more some

day, while all the time he is overlooking his

one best bet. He thinks he's too busy; they

all say that.

Examining the “Too Busy” Excuse.

“How some men get time to eat or sleep

is a mystery to me. 1'll bet that Lawall, if

you asked him why he doesn’t read the

tention to what is going on and believe they

are getting along as well as the man who

studies. Some day, however, they will be

called upon to wonder why the other man.

with whom they traveled side by side, sud

denly forged ahead. The reason is that he

was onto his job and took advantage of the

opportunities offered. With the man who

keeps informed on his trade or profession,

opportunity doesn't have to kick at the

doon

“I don't mean that a man should take

every trade paper and read every line in it;

that's too much, and some of them aren't

worth reading. They're nothing but a bush

that some enterprising chap plants on

which to raise a crop of advertising. The

good ones are worth looking over, and even

if a man doesn’t have time to read every

thing in every one of them, he can gather

the gist of what they contain and read

the parts he should read at any sacrifice.

“Take that Leonard transmission patent

story: it’s a sure thing you've got an en

gineer who reads the trade papers. _And

I'll bet you one large ‘highball’ that he will

get along; I don't even know who he is,

either. Lawall ought to know as much

about such things as any engineer should

know. The moment he ran through the

paper, you noticed it gave him an idea or

reminded him of something he ought to do

or might do.

thing?

Doesn't that prove some

Interest That Lies in Trade Papers.

“I have a lot of old friends in the trade and

I keep pretty good track of them through

the trade papers. You'll be surprised how

well acquainted you'll get with people you

never knew before and never saw. New

dealers that I know or know of bob up right

along, and quite often I read where one of

my old-time friends has been pushed off the

boards. The big patent litigation suits are

interesting, and some of them will surprise

you. This Leonard story gave me a jolt.

[ always supposed anybody that wanted to

could build a four-speed transmission, but

it seems that some of them are in for a lit

tle trouble before it is settled. There's this

about it. too: when you find a trade paper

that contains the stories of other men, as to

how they conduct their business. read these

stories; the interchange of ideas is valu

able. Your own idea generator will develop

amazingly. I am not yelling for any par

ticular paper or urging a man to subscribe

for a bunch of them. but I do say, and say

it out loud. that. any man’s a better manager.

or salesman, or dealer for the reading of

any of the good ones.

Made Employe Study Trade News.

“Oh. I mean it. Jim," interjected Reilly,

as the Sales Manager looked at him quiz

zically. “I haven’t a damned bit of patience

with the fellows who set up the ‘I haven’t

time' cry. They are—well, never mind. They

are not truly interested or enthusiastic

about‘their business. anyway. That goes!

I don’t care how good they are or how

much money they draw."

“But what would you have me do—set

Lawall down at a desk and tell him to read

trade papers for an hour?" interrupted the

Sales Manager.

“I don't know what you’d do," was

Reilly's final statement, “but I'll tell you

what I do. \Vhen my salesman first came

to work for me I used to tell him the trade

papers were his catechism and told him

reading them was a part of his job. 1 used

to ask him questions, too, just to see if he

was studying his catechism. It wasn't long

before I had a pupil that studied for the

love of it."
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INCREASE OF EQUIPMENT

CHIEF CHANGE IN MARION

Same Chassis and Same Three Models

Constitute the Line—Marion

Cars Now in Their

Tenth Year.

For the coming season the products of

the Marion Motbr Car Co. of Indianapolis,

Ind., will consist of body styles

mounted on two chassis which are powered

with four-cylinder motors rated at 40 and

48 horsepower, respectively. As hereto

fore, the three models are a moderate

priced, medium sized touring car and the

three

tool boxes have been taken off the run

ning board and placed in a less conspicuous

position; the chassis has been lowered 1%

inches, permitting easier entrance to the

tonneau and increasing stability; new Eng

lish steel springs have been substituted for

the older style, thereby increasing the easy

riding qualities of the cars; the brake cams

have been enlarged to increase the effi

ciency of the brakes; the wood trimmings

now are mahogany; and the steering wheel

is fluted. of the positive grip type, with fric

tion instead of ratchet controlled spark ad

vance and throttle levers. Briefly. these

are the only changes which have

made in the three models.

Except for a slight difference in size com

mensurate with the difference in power, the

been

  

MARION “BOBCAT'I ROADSTER WHICH SELLS FOR $1.425

roadster which at the time of its introduc

tion last year was styled the Bobcat, both

being mounted on the smaller chassis. and

a large touring car. which is mounted on

the 48-horsepower chassis.

In common with so many other manufac

turers whose products have proven emi

nently long term Of

years—Marion cars are in their tenth year

—thc Marion company has found little rea

succcssful over a

son for altering designs to any great ex

tent and, instead, has contented itself with

.materially increasing equipment, which, in

latter day automobile language, may be

the addition of electric

lights and engine starters, and making a

:few more or less minor changes calculated

‘to increase smoothness of operation and

render easier the action of the cars in gen

eral.

Thus, for instance, body lines have been

clightly altered in order to produce a more

gharmonious exterior appearance, which has

been enhanced in no small way by the ad

dition of a deep cowl over the dash; the

taken to mean

two touring car models are quite similar

in appearance. Model 37A, which is a five—

passenger car mounted on the 40-horse

power chassis, is a straight-line creation in

which the lines are unmarred by unsightly

projections; door handles and latches are

inside and the spare tires, carried on de

mountable rims, are relegated to a position

of comparative obscurity at the back of the

tonneau. The finish is in Brewster green

with nickel plated trimmings. Model 48A,

as its designation serves to indicate, is the

48-horsepower touring car. Like the other.

it accommodates five passengers quite eas

ily, with plenty of elbow and knee room.

Its lines are almost exactly the same is the

lines of the smaller car. The Bobcat road

ster is designated model 36A and has been

designed to fill the demand for a speedy

two-passenger car with the maximum of

comfort consistent with lightness, substati

tial construction and speed. It is geared

slightly higher than the model 37A tour

ing car, though otherwise exactly like it in

chassis details. and is capable of a speed

of more than a mile a minute. Like the

others, its trimmings are in nickel plate.

All three models are listed completely

equipped, the smaller touring car at $1,475,

the larger one at $1,850 and the Bobcat

roadster at $1,425. In addition to the usual

complement of top with envelope and side

curtains, ventilating windshield, W'arner

speedometer, demountable rims, foot rail,

robe rail, tire irons, tools and tire repair

kit, pump and jack, the larger touring car

is equipped with a complete dynamo elec

tric lighting and engine starting system

and an electric horn. The equipment of the

other two models is the same, except that

the electric horn is missing and the place

of the electric starter is taken by a Disco

acetylene starter. All models are equipped

with storage batteries, the capacity of the

battery supplied with model 48 being 120

ampere hours and the capacity of the bat

teries supplied with the other models being

80 ampere hours. The two smaller models

carry Prest-O-Lite tanks. as well. In the

larger model the electric starter drives the

gasolene engine through flywheel gearing

and a positive quick-acting clutching mech

anism, the operation of starting being con

trolled from the driver's seat.

The motors in the two chassis are iden—

tical, except for a difference in bore and

stroke. As a matter of fact, the chassis

themselves are very nearly identical. the

only difference being in the size of parts.

In both motors, the cylinders are cast in

pairs, with the valves all on the same side

and carefully enclosed by' means of light,

removable metal covers. The bore '_and

stroke of the smaller engine is 4 x 5 inches

and of the larger one 4% x 5% inches,

from which it may be appreciated that ‘both

belong properly in the long-stroke'class.

In Working out the carburation scheme,

cognizance has been taken of the desirabil

ity of supplying a slightly heated mixture.

and to this end the valve ports have been

cast with liberal heating pockets. The car

buretter is attached at the opposite side to

the valves with the intake manifold pass~

ing between the cylinders. Consequently.

some of the heat from the cylinders is ab

sorbed and goes to warm the gas in this

way. Dual ignition is provided by mag

neto and batteries with a combined switch

and barrel transformer coil mounted on the

dash.

The lubrication system is of the constant

level pump-over splash type, in which the

oil is maintained in constant circulation and

therefore can be used for considerable

periods without replenishment or attention.

Circulation is effected by a gear pump, the

oil being pumped into troughs beneath the

connecting rod big epd bearings, whence

it is splashed over the cylinder walls and

auxiliary bearings. Cooling is effected by
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means of a centrifugal pump, liberal water

jackets and a cellular honeycomb type

radiator.

Both motors are supported on the chassis

at three points and incorporate the clutch.

which is of the leather faced cone type with

spring inserts to ensure smooth action, in

a singel u'nit. All of the transmission ele

ments are combined in another unit which

is firmly bolted to the rear axle. Change

gearsets provide three speeds forward and

reverse, selectively obtained by means of

the usual hand lever placed in the center of

the footboard. In the larger touring model,

the rear axle is of the full-floating type; in

operate on drums 14 inches in diameter and

1% inches in width. The larger touring car

is mounted on 36 x 4 inch tires and the

two smaller ones are shod with 34 x 4 inch

tires, demountable being standard

equipment with all.

rims

“Heating Plug" that Assists Starting.

The application of heat to a cold motor

in order to facilitate starting usually is a

disagreeable process; under some circum

stances it cannot be done. There

question as to its efficacy, however, and

advantage has been taken of the principle

involved—that of giving the mixture suPti

is no

ing is to immerse them in molten lead. Be

fore they are placed in the lead, however,

they should be pre-heated to approximately

800 degrees and should not be permitted to

remain in the lead an instant longer than is

absolutely necessary to bring them to the

proper temperature.

Fine Abrasive for Contact Points.

Cuttlefish paper, which is a product sim

ilar to sandpaper save that the grain is

very much finer than the finest grained

sand paper, is very efficient for use in

cleaning contact points of ignition ap

paratus, or the surface of a commutator on

  

 

INTAKE AND EXHAUST SIDES OF MARION MOTOR SHOWING GENERATOR AND MAGNETO POSITIONS

the smaller models it is of the semi-floating

type.

Throughout the construction of all the

models, extensive use is made of ball and

roller bearings, very nearly every rotating

shaft being monut'ed in either one or the

other style of anti-friction bearing. The

fan, for instance, is carried in ball hearings;

in the clutch there is one annular thrust ball

bearing and one plain bronze bearing; the

gearsets are mounted in four New Depart

ure double row annular ball bearings; in

the 36A and 37A rear axles there are

Hyatt roller hearings in the wheels and

Timken roller hearings in the differential

ends of the driving shafts. In the model

48A, Timken bearings are used in the

wheels as well as in the shafts; the front

wheels of the two smaller models run on

ball bearings and those of the larger tour

ing car are mounted on Timken rollers.

The springs in each case are semi-elliptic

in rear, the wheelbases of the three models

being 120 inches for the 48A and 112 inches

for the 37A and the roadster. Brakes, of

which each car is fitted with two sets, all

are of the internal expanding variety and

cient heat so that it will not condense in

the cylinders—in the construction of the

Stalit heating plug, which just has been

placed on the market by George Staats &

Co., of 252 Lorimer street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Stalit heating plug is much like an

ordinary spark plug in appearance, except

that the insulating core is extended for a

considerable length. In this extension is

contained a heating unit which becomes

llul when a suitable current of electricity is

passed through it. The plug is screwed

into the intake manifold, preferably an inch

or two above the carburetter, and wired to

the ignition or any other battery that may

be on the car. By switching on the current

for half a minute or a mniute before start

ing up, according to the chilliness of the

engine, the pipe and the air in it are well

warmed and a real, live, readily ignited

mixture is sent to the cylinder when the

crank is turned. The plugs are regularly

made for 6-volt circuits.

Melted Lead for Tempering Tools.

A simple method of heating small tools

and irregularly shaped articles for harden

a starting motor or lighting dynamo. While

the material is not regularly carried in

stock by hardware dealers, it always can

be obtained at dental supply stores.

When Small Pieces Get into Crankcase.

In case of the failure of a connecting rod

bearing, or of any other trouble which is

apt to result in the dropping of small parti

cles of metal into the bottom of the crank

case. there is a possibility of the small

pieces getting into the oil pump, if one is

used, and interfering with the action of the

check valves. The screens necessarily are

of rather coarse mesh and good-sizedpar

ticlcs can pass through. Draining out the

oil and washing the case is advisable.

Gasolene for Detection of Leaks.

Owing to the peculiar facility with which

gasolenc will pass through openings that

seem too restricted for heavier liquids, it

is extremely useful for testing for leakage.

A crack that is quite impervious to water

will pass gasolene, and a valve which will

not leak the insidious fluid will hold com

pression well.
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DRESSING THE WINDOWS TO SUIT THE SEASONS

How the Time, the Place and the Goods May Be Made to Attract the Man and

the Money and Quicken the Market—Keeping the Window Display

Ahead of the Times by Enlisting Services of the Weather Bureau.

It is an axiom of the business of selling

that if the right thing is presented to the

right man at the right time a sale is prac

tically assured, without the exercise of any

of the arts that enable a salesman to do

business under less favorable conditions.

Given this much-to-be-desired triumvirate

of fortunate circumstances, and it is more

than likely that the “right man" will go

out of his way to buy. And one of the infer

ences that may be drawn from these prem

ises is that if the right man happens to see

the right thing attractively displayed in-a

show window or properly exploited in an

advertisement at the right time. there is a

strong probability that he will walk right

in and buy it.

The Problem of Window Display.

The problem of the man behind the win

dow is to pick out the right things and put

them in his window at the right time. The

third condition must be left to chance; but

there are so many “chances” in a busy street

that it is well worth while to make sure that

the goods and the time are right. In other

words, the window display should be suited

to the season, being made up of the things

most likely to appeal to a man at the time.

There is considerable evidence to prove

that this matter is not given due considera

tion in all cases. For instance. a set of

:ur robes forming the inost conspicuous fea

ture of a window display on a broiling Aug

ust day hardly is calculated to start a man's

hand in the direction of the pocket where

he keeps his money; yet it has not been

necessary to stray from New York's Broad

way to see such things.

Profiting by Daily Weather Changes.

Keeping glaringly unseasonable goods

out of the window is not all that is neces

sary, by any means. As a matter of fact.

the dealers in automobile accessories and

supplies might very well cast observing eyes

on the window display methods of the dry

goods people, for instance. Not only are un

seasonable displays of such commodities

practically unheard of, but they frequently

keep pace, to some extent. at least, with the

variations of the weather; when the rains

descend. umbrellas and garments that are

waterproof—more or less—are in evidence.

Only to be whisked out of sight when the

 

sun shines. A tour of inspection of a

dozen representative automobile accessory

and supply stores, on the other hand, will

reveal that most of them have their win

dows filled with goods that cannot exactly

0. called unseasohable, because they are

for the most part such as are of use all the

year round, but there is an absence of any

distinct recognition of the current season.

Also the windows are overcrowded and the

variety of goods so great that nothing

“stands out."

W'ith the approach or arrival of winter

there are many things that can very well be

featured in window dressing, and it is a

pretty safe assertion that many an old cus

tomer will be induced to enter and buy be

cause hc sees something in a window and

remembers that he needs it just at this sea

son, whereas he would pass by with an un

jogged memory if he saw merely the con

ventional conglomeration of tools, lamps.

goggles, spark plugs and cans of oil.

An Eflective Instance Illustrated.

The frequent changing of a window dress

ing of course entails thought and labor; but

window space and frontage cost money—a

substantial proportion of the rent—and

ought to be made to pay for themselves.

There are many “pegs” upon which fre

quent changes could be hung, so to speak.

and which would not only call attention to

the momentary display, but would get peo—

ple into the habit of looking into that par

ticular window. For instance, a big, plain

placard, in the center of the window space,

might be inscribed as follows:

THE \VEATHER.

For New York and vicinity,

colder,with rain followed by snow

or sleet. Sunday, fair and cold.

Looking at such a sign, one is inevitably

caused to think of slippery, skiddy streets,

driving sleet, chilled hands and feet and a

whole train of equally disagreeable condi

tions. And surrounding the sign, there is

an assortment of goods calculated to catch

the eye. the thought and the business of one

who may need anti-skid tires, covers or

chains. warmly lined waterproof clothing,

Windshields, side curtains and other things

designed to keep out the prognosticated in

clemency and guard the car from its effects.

The exercise of a little ingenuity will permit

separate displays of each of these articles,

and usually more striking effects can be ob

tained by such displays than by conglom

erate exhibits. There also are such com

forts as foot warmers, lap robes and foot

robesv And as when one is chilled from a

long ride in the cold there is nothing more

conducive to comfort than a hot drink—

whether Suit or hard—the suggestion of

vacuum bottles is inevitable.

What to do When Weather Fails.

As the daily weather prophecies are

changed in the window the display can be

changed to suit, and if the conditions are

such as to give an opportunity to display

goods especially suited to the weather ex

pected, so much the better. If there is noth

ing in the weather that suggests anything

in particular. there always are the standard

general winter goods, and by daily ex

changes of the combination the window can

be kept interesting and free from monot

ony. The feature of this particular scheme

is that it not only keeps pace with the

weather but keeps a little ahead of it and

offers buyers :1 chance to prepare.

Cold snaps very appropriately can be

prepared for by investing in anti-freezing

solutions, radiator protectors—either the

kind that prevent over-cooling when run

ning or those which retain heat and prevent

freezing when standing—lighter oils and

greases for the engine and the gearcase, de

vices for keeping the hands warm when

steering, caps, mufflers. ear-laps, gauntlets.

wind deflectors and the like. All of these

things should be advertised or displayed,

or, better still, both.

Cold Weather Motor Accessories.

There is another group of accessories that

may be featured when the weather man

hangs out the signal for arctic weather con

ditions. Carburation is apt to become un

satisfactory when the thermometer is reach

ing for the zero mark, and this gives an

excellent opening for the introduction of

carburetter warming devices, hot air intakes,

auxiliary air valves with hot air supply, eta.
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And the difficulty of starting a thoroughly

chilled motor will be suggested by priming

cocks, priming spark plugs, priming squirt

cans, very light gasolene for priming and

ether mixtures, all intended for the same

purpose.

The dealer ought to make use of the

knowledge he possesses—or should possess

—of practical automobile operating, and

make window suggestions accordingly. For

example, he knows that the lubricating sys

tems in some cars will not feed cold and

consequently abnormally heavy oil as freely

as if the oil was at normal temperature.

Therefore there is a chance of starving the

engine before the body of oil becomes warm

and comparatively thin. Suitable placards

used as reminders may be of benefit to both

parties concerned, and may even be of some

little educational value by calling owners’

attention to matters to which they had

given no consideration. through ignorance.

There are numerous opportunities for con

densed dissertations on anti-freezing solu

tions, various ways of keeping warm, good

hot drinks to carry in vacuum bottles, and

other matters of more or less general in

terest, to say nothing of occasional hints

pertaining to particular types or makes of

cars.

Garage that Covers Acre and a Half.

\K’hether it is the largest of its kind would

be difficult of determination. but the garage

which is being erected on East 13th street,

near Euclid avenue, in Cleveland, 0., by

the Wigmore Co. is claimed to be the

largest, and undoubtedly ranks with the

largest, having an acre and a half of floor

space, which is spread over one tract of

land. The building has a frontage of 242

feet on East 13th street and is 260 feet

deep, computation showing a total of 62.

920 square feet of floor. It has three times

as much floor space as the Central armory

in that city. and the usefulness of a struc

ture of such size to the owners and the

trade in general is indicated by the fact

that the Cleveland automobile show will

be staged in this building, opening January

4. This, also. will mark the Opening of the

garage. The structure will cost approxi

mately $200,000

 

Square Files for Heavy Service.

For very heavy filing, where much metal

has to be removed, there is nothing more

effective than a large. coarse-cut square file.

The somewhat narrow cutting surfaces go

right into the metal and cut it out rapidly.

A very heavy man, who can put a great

deal of weight on a file without excessive

exertion, can perhaps do greater execution

with a flat file, but for a man of average

weight there is nothing better than the

square tool.

SIXTEEN SPRAY NOZZLES

IN MAXI CARBURETTER

Jets Are Arranged to be Opened Suc

cessively as Throttle Opens—

Insures Proper Mixtures for

All Speeds.

If the multiple jet principle, upon which

not a few carburetters giving efficient ser

vice operate, is the correct principle for the

production of a mixture of constant propor

tions of carburetted gasolene and air at all

of the different engine speeds, it appears

reasonable that the greater the number of

jets, always provided that they are correct~

ly proportioned and designed to open or to

be opened at the proper time. the more con

stant will be the resulting mixture. It was

by adherence to this logic that Arthur ~l.

\Veiss. of “lest Orange. N. J., was enabled

  

 

 

MAXICARBURETTER IN SECTION

to hit upon the principle which is embraced I

in the Maxi carburetter, which is now being

tnade at 216-228 High street, Newark, N. 1.,

the factory of the Maxi Co.. which expects

to have carburetters ready for the market

by the end of the present month.

The design of the Maxi instrument, as

shown in the accompanying sketch, em

braces the use of a float chamber separate

from the mixing chamber, and provided

with the orthodox- copper fioat and lever

operated needle check valve. the combined

action of which parts .nsures constant fuel

level. The air passage is a simple, straight

passage which is obstructed only by the

metallic cross member which contains all

save one of the 16 jets which come into

play accor'ling to the prevairng c1 nditions

under which the motor is tperating, and

the extent of the opening of the throttle.

'.\'hen the throttle Is fullv closed, but 1

single iet. known as the pr'ming jet, and

which is made so long as to be enabled to

project through a small opening in the but

tctfiy valve. is in communication with the

inlet manifold and with the motor rylinders

As the valve Cloz'es quite t'grhtly. with a

consequent minimum of leakage around it,

a separate air passage for low speed opera

tion leads at an angle through the wall of

the mixing chamber above tl-e throttle. As

the throttle is opened, tne butterfly itself

uncovers first the intermediate speed jet

which lead; through the mixing chambet

wall, and then in succession the 14 remain

ing jets which are carried on the cross

member, the upper contour of which is

concave so that the butterfly valve follows

the are as it is opened.

Adjustments, after the apparatus has

been installed, and working parts other than

the float mechanism and the throttle abso

lutely are done away with by virtue of the

construction. \Vhen the carburetter first is

attached, trials are necessary to secure

bushings of the proper bore for insertion

in the ducts which lead to both the high

speed and the low speed jets and the low

speed air passage whereby the proper

amount of fuel is passed for the functioning

of the motor; the bushing for the interme

diate speed duct is adjusted at the factory.

and needs no attention.

Rosin to Prevent Slipping Brakes.

The friction producing qualities of rosin

are useful in emergencies, but whether it

is a slipping clutch, brakes that refuse to

hold or a slipping belt in the shop, rosin

should not be used if it can be avoided. for

after a short time the slipping becomes as

bad as ever and the surfaces are filled with

the stufi‘, which is to some extent injuri

ous to leather and always is difiicult to get

05. For leather clutches or leather belts.

the only really good cure for slipping is to

have things properly tightened and the

leather surface in good condition, and per'

haps treated with a little good belt dress

ing or castor oil. A clean and properly

adjusted brake certainly needs no rosin to

make it hold.

 

Screw Driver for "Heavy Work.

An extremely useful tool for removing

large machine screws is a screw driver of

heavy construction with a square shank to

which a wrench can be applied to give

extra leverage. In using such a tool it is

necessary to be rather cautious, for unless

the screw is a big, heavy one the head is

rather easily broken, and drilling probably

will be necessary in order to get the screw

out.

 

Skins that Must be Taken 05 Tools

The outer skin or scale which forms when

tool steel is annealed prior to hardening al~

ways should be removed before the opera

tion is completed. Otherwise the outside

will be comparatively soft. A safe rule is to

remove at least five per cent. of the thick

ness of the bar.
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REO’S DESIGNER DECIDFS TO

LET WELL ENOUGH ALONE

No New Features and Little Change

in Old Ones—More Steel, More

Rubber and More Rollers

the Whole Story.

When the Reo Motor Car Co.. of Lan

sing, Mich., brought out its last car, styling

it Reo the fifth. the claim was made that the

car was as good as its designer and build

ers knew how to produce and that material

plete, except for those little touches that

constantly are being added—an improved

fastening here and a larger bolt there and

a stronger bracket or brace somewhere else.

Three Reo models are built, the line c0n~

sisting of a two-paSsenger roadster, a five

passenger touring car and a six-passenger

limousine. All are mounted on exactly the

same chassis, which is practically indistin

guishable from earlier Reo the fifth chassis.

The motor, which is rated at 30-35 horse

power, has four cylinders cast in pairs with

a bore of 4 inches and a 4%-inch stroke;

the valves, which are of liberal size, are in

the cylinder heads and the exhaust valve,

  

RE!) “THE FIFTH" IN FIVE-PASSENGER TOI'RING (‘AR FORM

changes of any kind were not likely to be

made. That the manufacturers have dis

covered no good reason for not adhering

to this opinion is plainly indicated by the

fact that the latest Reos are identical with

the first of their type in all material re

spects.

The number of drop forgings used in the

Construction of the chassis has been in

creased from 160 to 190—that is to say, 30

of the component parts that formerly were

made of other materials now are of drop

forged steel. with a resultant increase in

strength for weight. Roller bearings have

been substituted for some of the plain bear

ings formerly used; the increase simply

tends to still further increase efi‘iciency and

smooth running. The lighting plant of all

models now includes three electric lights—

two side lights and a tail light—with a stor

age battery to supply the current, and two

gas headlights with gas tank.

Four-inch tires have been substituted for

the 3%-inch tires with which the wheels of

the preceding series were shod. This in

crease in the carrying capacity of the tires

has a marked ecect on the tire mileage and

consequently the tire expense is decreased-—

to say nothing of the fact that the comfort

of the passengers is materially enhanced.

Add a slight enlargement in body dimen

sions, and the list of improvements is com

which because of its exposure to the ex

haust gases, is brought to a very high tem

perature when the motor is running, is in

the path of the cooling water as it enters

type. are adjustable from the exterior, with

out taking down the crankcase; it is claimed

that these bearings can be adjusted in the

short time of 30 minutes, The connecting

rods are adjustable through hand-holes in

the crankcase. Lubrication is by a force

feed return system.

The cooling system of the Rec includes a

large centrifugal pump, which ensures an

active circulation of the water, and a tubu

lar radiator with cooling flanges so disposed

as to give the appearance of a cellular ra

diator. In order that the carburetter may

be efiicient and reliable in operation, even

with the low grades of gasolene that now

are commonly supplied, it is heated both by

hot air and hot water. Ignition current is

supplied by a low-tension magneto, with a

battery as an auxiliary source of electrical

energy. '

The first link in the mechanical chain

which transmits the power of the engine to

the rear wheels is a multiple disc clutch. a

feature of which is a positive release which

prevents dragging of the discs upon each

other when the clutch pedal is in the re—

lease position. The change-speed gearset

of the selective type provides for three

forward speeds and the conventional re

verse, all controlled by a single cane-han

(lled lever mounted centrally and swinging

on the top of the gearcase; the lever has a

very short swing in four directions, and

gear changes are effected with great ease.

The rear axle is of the semi-floating variety;

the wheels are mounted on high-duty roller

bearings.

The chassis frame is of the usual pressed

  

REO 30-35 HORSEPOWER ROADSTER WHICH LISTS AT $1.095

the jackets on returning from the radiator.

()ne of the features of the Reo engine is its

accessibility, and an example of this is

found in the fact that the main bearings of

the crankshaft. which is of the three-bearing

steel construétion, amply heavy to possess

the stiffness necessary to withstand stresses

without sagging. The frame is carried on

semi-elliptic front and three-quarter elliptic

rear springs two inches wide; the rear
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springs are 46 inches long and the front

springs 38 inches, and all have seven leaves.

Particular care has been exercised in the

making of these springs, the steel of which

they are forged is from the centers of the

ingots, the ends, which are liable to contain

imperfections, being discarded.

Both sets of brakes are operated by

pedals and in both the leverage is such that

the application does not require much

strength. The brakes hold equally well for

ward or backward. Connection between the

brake pedals and the brakes is through steel

cables, the object being the elimination of

rods, with their possibilities in the way of

rattling. The elimination of the usual emer

gency brake levcr results in a very clean

looking footboard, there being only the

gearshift lever in addition to the pedals.

Front and rear wheels are of the same

diameter, 34 inches, with 4-inch tires, and all

run on roller bearings. The front axle is of

I-beam cross-section and is of an alloy steel

of which the Rec company is especially

proud—and with reason, for the statement

is made that of all the Reo the fifth cars

that have been turned out not a single case

of a broken axle has been reported. The

wheelbase is 112 inches.

The steering wheel is placed on the left

side of the car and. with the centrally

placed gearshift lever and the pedal control

of both brakes, forms a system that has

found no small degree of favor. The finish

of the body-work has been improved by the

addition of no less than five coats of paint.

The regular equipment of all models in

cludes the electric lighting system already

referred to, as well as gas headlights, gas

tank and the usual tools, jack, and so on.

\Vith standard equipment, the touring car

and the roadster list at the same price,

$1,095. and the limousine at $1,600. For an

extra consideration of $100 the open models

are fitted with mohair top with side cur

tains, windshield, ventilator. speedometer

and gas motor starter. A starter is installed

in the limousine for an extra $10.

 

Leaf Springs in Hartford’s Bumper.

Indicative of the steadily growing de

mand for a simple and easily attached de

vice for protecting the radiator and lamps

as well as the remaining “forward works" of

the car from injury, the Hartford Suspen

sion Co., of Jersey City, N. J., which here

tofore has confined its operations to the

  

HARTFORD SPRING BUMPER

production of Truffault-Hartford shock ab

sorbers, Hartford jacks and the Hartford

electric lighting and starting system, has

entered the “bumper” field with a device

which, it is asserted, is as effective as it is

simple.

In its simplest aspect, the device consists

of a pair of built-up springs of right

angular form, which are provided at one

end with clamps which serve for attach

ment to the side members of the car frame.

The latter is accomplished without the ne

cessity of drilling holes or using tools other

than a common monkey wrench for turning

the nuts on the "U" bolts which serve to

keep the device in place and, once tightened.

the clamps are prevented from working

loose and rattling by \irtue of nut locking

devices which are provided.

Naturally, the flexibility of the spring

serves to deaden the shock when the

bumper is brought into action, but undue

spring play is obviated by the rubbing fric

tion of the spring leaves upon each other,

which can be made greater or less, as need _

be, by tightening or loosening the clamp

bolts.

Here’s the Worm Gear Difierential.

Although the use of the worm gear in

place of the orthodox bevel gear as a final

drive for motor vehicles no longer attracts
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WORM GEAR DIFFERENTIAL

more than passing notice, the use of the

device in the formation of the differential

gear is sufficiently radical to make one “sit

up and take notice,” so to speak. Of Brit

ish origin, the worm driven differential is

patterned after its time-honored prototype,

the spur gear differential. As shown in the

accompanying sketch, the orthodox main

drive pinions and the planetary spur gears

which transmit the power from the large

bevel gear all are present but in helical gear

form. The operation of the device is said

to be rendered more smooth and the wear

reduced by the use of helical gears.

Sand Blast for Cleaning Files.

Files that are somewhat worn and clog

ged up with dirt may be given a temporary

biting ability by sand-blasting, which cleans

out the teeth and to some extent sharpens

them up.

Combination Lock Workable in Dark.

Interrupting the ignition circuit so that

the motor cannot get the vital spark long

has been a favorite method of rendering

the car an inert thing and so preventing

its use by those whose consciences and

whose right to the machine are equally in

consequential.

I
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AMPER COMBINATION LOCK

One of the newest of these spark-inter

rupting devices is the Amper Auto lock,

which is shown in the accompanying illus

tration, the product of the Amper Electric

Co., of Lockport, N. Y. In its construc—

tion particular consideration has been be

stowed upon the thieving fraternity, so to

speak. by incorporating in the switch lock

a combination device which, like the com

bination of a safe, requires no key, being

operated by a milled knob. By means of

audible clicks it is a simple matter to work

the combination in the dark. There is no

key or plug to lose or to fumble for with

heavy gloves on. The switch can be locked

in either the “off” or the "on" position.

When the combination is locked the cover

of-the switch is locked on, and the screws

which secure the device to the dashboard

are covered and inaccessible. The combi

nationcan be changed at will.
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TRUTH-TELLING AND WHAT IT MAY ACCOMPLISH

 

Garageman-Dealer in New Jersey Town Has Won Profitable Trade Through

Inherent Principles—Methods He Employs, Results He Has

Obtained and a Few Illustrative Incidents.

Just how many garagemen there are who

are liars there probably is no way to de—

termine; the certainty is that their number

is large enough to be a detriment to the

trade, but there is evidence of a more or

less general awakening that promises better

things. The garageman who does not tell

the truth and otherwise play fair with his

patrons gradually will become a diminish

ing factor.~

The hurly-burly of early automobile days,

when prices and conditions were greatly un

settled. developed the “highway robber"

type of garageman, and as a result the hon

est class realizes that it will be some time

before the stigma can be entirely removed

from the business. It, however. is becoming

much more frequent than it formerly was.

for an automobile owner to be agreeably

surprised by finding himself treated like a

man and by a man in a garage.

Uplift of Trade Jacobus’s Object. l

One who is working hard for the. uplift

of the trade is C. E. Jacobus, who is about

all there is to the‘Montclair Garage & Ma

chine Co., of Montclair, N. J. He used to

be an insurance salesman and, having the

principles of true salesmanship at heart. he

is making money in his establishment, com

bining garage work with the_ sale of cars.

Although _Tacobus in telling a Motor

World man of the business did not lay em

phasis upon the fact, it was evident within

a few minutes that truth telling was a fun

damental principle with him; he appeared

to have been telling the truth for so long

that it has become a fixed habit.

As Jacobus and the Motor World man

stood in the former's office talking and at

the same time watching the cars pass—for it

is a busy avenue of travel—a heavyweight

motorist appeared at the door, dressed in a

warm overcoat, for it was a chilly day for

touring. even if the sun was bright.

“_Iacobus," he said. “I’d like to have my

car fixed; one spring is broken. Can I get

it this afternoon?"

“I can fix it." answered the garagcman,

“but I won't say I'll give it to you this

afternoon." '

“But I want it badly. Can't I have it by

five o’clock?"

“I don't know." declared Jaeobus. “I

don't want to say I'll give it to you and then

 

have to disappoint you. I'll tell you what

we’ll do; come into the repair shop and

we’ll see if we can find a man to do it;

they’re all pretty busy."

The two went to the shop and soon re

turned, the owner happy. A workman had

been found who would finish the job in hand

within an hour, which would give him ample

time to repair the spring before five o'clock.
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CARD THAT ACCOMPANIES CAR

But before Jacobus made sure he could turn

the work out in that length of time, the

owner had appeared persistent in his at

tempt to get a promise for five o'clock. Ap

parently he knew the truth-telling princi

ples of the establishment and seemed satis

field that if he could extract the promise

he could get the car when he wanted it.

Where Veracity Satisfied a Customer.

This man was hardly out of the place

when an employc rushed into the office.

“Mrs. says she is sure she had an

inner tube in her car, and it's gone." he

blurted. “She thinks someone in the gar

age stole it. \Nhat'll I do?"

“Oh,” and Jacobus smiled. “I stole it. I

had to have one the other night and could

not find the right kind, so I remembered she

 

had one in her car, and I took it out." He

reached to the shelves on which tubes were

stored and, taking down one, said, “Here

give her this one."

“W'hat'll I tell her—that someone made a

mistake?

"No," admonished the garageman, "tell

her I took it. Tell her just how it happened.

I took it and forgot to put it back. What's

the use of telling her something that isn't

so. The truth is better than any excuse you

can think of.”

The employe took the tube and departed.

He explained how it had been taken from

the lady's car and she was satisfied.

“I know we garagemen have a bad name,"

remarked Jacobus, "and sometimes I’ve

been tempted to quit the business, but I'm

getting aong fairly well now, and as long

as'I remain here the business will be hon

estly conducted. W'hat's the use of telling a

customer something that isn’t so? It does

no good whatever. The customer is dissatis

fied and you hurt your business, whereas

the customer would rather have a poor

promise kept than a good one broken."

Flag on Roof Brings Much Business.

The experience of the Motor World man

is illustrative of how many motorists are

led to this Montclair establishment. He

had a general idea as to where Jacobus's

place was located. but after leaving the end

of the railroad which terminates at Mont

clair he had walked several blocks in search

of the garage and was about convinced that

he was on the wrong street, when far ahead,

high in the air, as efiective as an electric

sign at night, was seen a flag fluttering in

the breeze. It was yellow and black. and in

plain and loftv letters was the word “Gar

age.” “Montclair Garage & Machine Co."

would have taken too much room. and the

letters would have been too small; the pro

prietor's instinct had told him that the

one big word, readable a half mile away,

was sufficient. The flag can be seen far in

either direction, and more than one traveler

on this east and west highway across New

Jersey has left money at the garage, having

been drawn there by the yellow flag. In

fact, the Motor \Vorld man. on his way

back. discovered that he had passed and

hardly noticed another garage, the yellow

flag being the central attraction for a seeker
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for garages. Jacobus has many tales to tell

of the flag's attracting powers.

Revenue, its Source and Volume.

But the flag does not constitute the main

source of revenue; it is merely an example

of the proprietor's methods of attracting

and holding trade. Selling new cars, repair—

ing and storage are the principal sources of

residents who have bought of him drive into

the shop whenever they believe their ears

are not performing properly and a free in

vestigation results. Little things are not

recorded by the bookkeeper. and if repairs

are made the car owner is shown just what

was done and how long was taken to do it.

Every car that goes into the repair shop

is given a card marked “Repair Order."

 

$........ _ -00.00.

a car will be appreciated.

 

intend buying a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -.passenger car at about

Any literature or information regarding such

Signed. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . _ . . _ . _ . . _ . - _

Street................... - -

Town. . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ -

N. B. --l now own . . . . . . . . . . _ __

 

 

RETURN POST-CARD WHICH SEPARATES WHEAT FROM CllAFF

income. The company has the agencies for

Marmon, Ford and Moon cars and does a

good business in these lines. One salesman

is employed and Jacobus himself handles

many sales. Last year some thirty cars

were disposed of, a record not surpassed

by many, if any, of the other dealers in that

territory. Jacobus, however, is far from

satisfied, and insists that if he were so sit

uated that he could rid himself of the bur

den of detail he could double this figure.

How New Buyers Are Secured.

Information as to prospective buyers is

secured from people who now are using cars

sold by Jacobus, from the factories to which

inquiries are sent, from those who inquire

at the garage, a probable result of local

newspaper advertising, and from leads

thought out by Jacobus himself. To the

prospect a letter is sent and with it a return

postal card which the recipient is requested

to fill out and drop in a letter box. This

card, if returned, at once designates the

prospect as a positive or negative quantity,

so far as car buying is concerned. Among

other things, it tells the capacity and price

of the car he intends buying and also tells

what car he owns. The effective feature of

this card is that it bears a stamp for mail

ing and relieves the prospect of the trouble

and expenes of finding a one-cent stamp.

In connection with the agencies, he at

tempts to give the word service its true

definition—taking care of the owner is

buiding trade for him. Those Montclair

Among other things, this contains space for

entries of different work done, the workman

who did it, the time taken on each separate

man sits on the bench and kills time I tell

him to mark up so much time ‘sitting on the

bench,’ but under no circumstances to

charge time against a job on a car unless

work actually was done on the car. Charg

ing for idle time is responsible for many of

the overcharges that have made the public

sore on the garage trade. If a man puts in

a half hour sweeping the floor, it goes down

on the card. ‘Sweeping floor—4:30 to 5,’ or

whatever the time was. I might stand for

a man sitting on the bench, but I won’t

stand for a man robbing a customer by

making him pay for that time."

Storage Rates and Gasolene Sales.

The painting for the garage is done on the

second floor of the building, but is not done

by garage employes. The proprietor rents

space to a painter, who takes the garage

work and exacts his own charges for it. This

relieves Jacobus 'of the responsibility for

this part of the labor, and at the same time

assures satisfactory work. for the con

tractor-painter knows that it must be satis

factory or it will not be accepted.

The garage has capacity for 40 cars in

storage, but the average number is 25. The

rates range from $15 for small models to

$25 and $30 for the large cars and limou

sines. Considerable of the storage is "dead."

Gasolene is retailed at 20 cents and is

purchased for 15%. The monthly bill to the

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

DAILY TIME CARD

MONTCLAIR GARAGE AND MACHINE COMPANY

Workman . _ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Date .10!! NO. NAME STARTED QUlT HRS WHAT DOING

APPROVED ....__..............s.......................... . .

Foreman

 

 

(‘ARD THAT “KEEPS TABS" ON THE WORKMAN’S TIME

part of the overhauling or repair, and a rea

sonable charge therefor. At the same time

each workman operates under a daily time

card system and is directed to enter upon

the card the work he has done each day and

how long he took on each job.

“I tell them,” declared Jacobus, “to ac

count for every minute of the day. If the

oil company is about $800, and the inroads

into the gasolene trade by the small cross

roads garages in the country are shown by

the fact that when gasolene was 91,4 cents a

gallon wholesale and the small landscape~

dotting supply stations were not so numer

ous the bill was about $1,000. That means

gasolene sales have been cut in half.
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COMBINING THE ELECTRIC LIGHTER AND STARTER

How the Motor Is Cranked and the Car Illuminated by a Single System—Two

“Light-and-Power” Plants Explained and Their Real Simplicity Empha

sized—How Best to Care for Them and Where to Look for Trouble.

(This is the ninth of a series of articles designed to make Clear. the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render enter their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

It is one of the well known advantages

of electricity that it may be applied to a

wide diversity of uses. Wherever electricity

is used and the vendor is alive to the possi

bilities and advantages of extensive adver

tising, twinkling signs blaze forth the in

formation (only it is not information to

most persons) that it may be used for

"light, heat and power." And, needless to

add, it is just as much its wide applicability

to these three essentials of industry, and

life, as it is its convenience and its com

, parativc simplicity that makes it so highly

desirable and so valuable an adjunct to an

existence which otherwise would prove

mediocre.

Of course, every one who knows anything

at all about automobiles knows at least

something about electricity: ignition sys

tems have brought that about. Electric

lighting is too well known to require any

long dissertation upon its merits, and the

electric automobile long since has made

familiar at least one application of elec

tricity to power. Electric heaters also are

familiar, or, at least, they ought to be

familiar, to those who ride in trolley cars.

Latterly, the simplicity, cleanliness and de

pendability of the electric heater has served

to draw attention to its applicability to a

variety of other uses.

Power Required to “Spin” a Motor.

Heating, however, is what may be termed

a side issue; it is supplementary to light

ing and power systems. Given a lighting or

a power system, and it is a very simple mat

ter to add a heater or two at little expense

and without any increase in complexity

whatsoever Heating is supplementary also

in the sense that it may be dispensed with

—not without discomfort in some cases—

whereas power in an automobile, and lights,

both are absolutely essential, as everyone

knows. There is no call to explain the

necessity for lights, nor is it necessary to

point out why power is required. But it may

not be quite so plain to the average person

that something between one-half and one

horsepower is required to “turn over" a

very ordinary automobile engine of approx

imately 30 horsepower. Anyway, compara

tively recent and authoritative tests have

proven that it may not be as easy as it looks

to "spin" a motor—that the expenditure of

 

energy equivalent to one-half horsepower at

least is necessary in most cases.

Value of Electricity's Manifold Uses. .

The generation of such power—when it

is represented by other than the muscle of

th driver's good right 2rm—-of course must

be supplementary to the generation of the

 

  

 

  

APLCO CONTROLLER UNIT

power that drives the car. And in this con

nection there are few sources of energy

available for the purpose that are more

convenient or simpler, or, last but not least.

more dependable than electricity. It is here

that the value of its applicability for the

combined functions of lighting, heating and

powering become most apparent.

Steady Growth of Starting Gear.

Long before commercially practical so

called “self-starting" engines became avail

able, electric lights were not only practical

but were so firmly entrenched in the realm

of things commercial that they rapidly be

came a necessity rather than a luxury. To

day, electric lights are no more a luxury

than is the “self-starting” engine; both are

necessities. The early use of electric lights.

of course, was due to the perfection of the

storage battery, but though such systems

were efficient after a manner and were

highly desirable they were deficient in that

there was danger of failure at unexpected

moments due to exhaustion of the battery.

In other words, no provision was made for

maintaining the battery in a charged con

dition automatically.

It was not long, of course, before this

condition of affairs was remedied by the

commercial perfection of the small dynamo.

But it was not until the small self-regulat

ing dynamo was perfected that the mani

fold advantages of electricity in its applica

tion to heating and power loomed really

large. \Vith a practically inexhaustible

source of current available, it was not very

long before the possibilities for power be

came to be realized in their true light. and

as a result the electric engine starter sprang

into prominence almost over night. Now,

there are very few automobiles listed with

out clectric light equipment, and the number

on which complete electric lighting and

engine starting systems are installed stead

ily is increasing.

Combinations that Lack Complexity.

Contrary to expectations. the combination

of an electric lighting and engine starting

system does not necessarily add complexity

to the automobile. All such combine‘

lighting and starting system; are (S simple

as are the plain lighting systems which have

been described in detail in the last eight is

sues of Motor World. In fart, an intimate

knowledge of almost any on.- lighting sys

tem is almost sufficient to instil an under

standing of all such systems. whether they

be lighting systems pure and simple or

combined lighting and engine starting sys—

tems. The principles behind them all are so

nearly identical that elaboration of individ

ual systems is necessary only to bring out

and make plain their individualities. No

two are exactly the same in every respect

and no single system, regardless of its ap

parent complexity, is the slightest bit too

difficult for the average dealer or owner to

understand. provided there is the will to

make the slight application necessary.

The several difierent combined electric

lighting and engine starting systems on the

market can be divided intt. two general

classes: Those in which the electric gen

erator and the motor are separate units and
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those in which a single unit serves as both

dynamo and motor. In the latter, advan

tage is taken of the fact that any dynamo

will run as a motor or any motor will gen

erate current when the armature is rotated.

  

electro-magnetic device placed in series with

the field. and as the carbon discs separate

slightly their resistance 'to the passage of

current increases, thereby reducing the field

strength and consequently the output of the

 

AFLCO GENERATOR SHOWING CONNECTIONS AND DRIVE

This does not obtain, however, in the case

of alternating current generators and mo

tors, but as all automobile lighting and

starting systems operate on direct current

alternating current machines can be put one

side and forgotten. Those systems in which

the generator and the motor are combined

in the same machine are further sub-divided

into two classes: Those in which the motor

generator takes the place of the engine fly

wheel. thereby eliminating all gear drives,

and those which are geared in some manner

to the engine, either through the timing

gear train, which is the preferred method,

or through a “silent” chain to the engine or

to some part of the transmission mech

anism.

Regulating With a Pile of Carbon Disks.

The Aplco lighting and starting system.

which is manufactured by the Apple Elec

tric Co. of Dayton, 0., is of the latter type,

the generator and motor being combined in

a singe unit. The method of drive may be

either through the timing gear train, by

means of the pump or magneto shaft, for

instance, or by means of a silent chain to

any convenient rotating shaz't, the disposi

tion of the unit making no difference to its

efficiency, provided only that it is properly

mounted and driven at the proper speed.

As a generator, the machine is a plain

shunt wound one and is automatically self

regulating as to current output. It is posi

tively driven and its speed varies as the

speed of the engine. The latter feature is

essential, of course, in view of the fact that

it operates alternately as a generator and

as a motor. In order to obtain current reg

ulation, the varying resistance of a pile of

carbon discs on which the pressure is elec

trically varied, is employed. It is a simple,

automatic field rheostat. \thn the arma

ture is rotating slowly the carbon discs are

pressed tightly together under the action of

a spring. As the armature speed increases.

pressure on the spring is released by an

dynamo. When the armature speed de

creases, the magnetic pull decreases, permit
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APl'.CO DASH PANEL

ting the carbon discs to be pressed more

tightly together.

nected in multiple. and the discharge rate

through the motor-generator for starting

the engine is 30 volts with the cells con

nected in series. The remainder of the

system includes an automatic controller and

a dash volt~ammeter.

Operation of Automatic Controller.

The purposes of the controller, which is

illustrated herewith, are manifold. In order

to start the gasolene engine. the spark ad

vance lever must first be placed in the full

retard position. Then if the controller han

dle is placed in the starting position it

first connects the storage cells in series to

deliver 30 volts and closes the ignition

switch, and in the same operation connects

the battery to the motor-generator, which

for the time becomes a motor and “turns

over" the engine. Immediately the engine

picks up its own cycle of operations, the

controller handle is returned to the running

position much as an ignition switch is

turned from battery to magneto after the

engine has commenced to fire. Placing the

controller handle in the running position

automatically rearranges the cells in mulv

tiple to be charged at the rate of 6 volts

Thus all of the mechanism is completely

enclosed and protected. The battery gener

ally is carried in a tray beneath the floor

of the tonneau.

Care That, Is Required in Operation.

ln caring for the system, there is little

that will require attention other than the

brushes and the commutator. The auto

matic regulator is so constructed that it

will never require to be touched from one

year‘s end to the next. There are no con

tacts in it, and the very slight movement

of the arm which controls the spring pres

sure on the carbon diszs precludes the pos

sibility of wear or sticking. Nevertheless.
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PARTLY SECTIONED VIEW OF PARIS MOTOR'GENERATOR SHOWING GEARING

The automatic cut-out which disconnects

the dynamo from the battery when the en

gine is stopped is an electro-magnetic device

of the conventional form and the battery is

a lS-cell unit so arranged that the charging

rate is 6 volts, when the cells are con

it can do no harm from time to time to

make sure that it is operating properly by

watching lamps carefully as the engine is

speeded up. If they exhibit signs of flick

ering, wiring connections should be gone

~over carefully to make certain that there are
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no loose or broken wires. The automatic

cut-out is another device which is best let

severely alone unless it gives evidence of

serious derangement. The contacts of the

cut-out should be cleaned at least once a

season, though there is little reason for

touching them oftener unless the device

gives trouble. which is unlikely.

What To Do When the Lights Grow Dim.

If the lights gradually dim when the en

gine is stopped, it is practically certain that

the cut-out is not performing its functions

properly and is permitting the battery cur

rent to pass back through the dynamo.

Though it is not a likely occurrence, the

contacts might stick together, in which case

they should be separated and cleaned before

the machine is again put in operation. Much

the same trouble (‘amps gradually dim

ming) would be experienced if the cut-out

should fail to make the connection between

the battery and the dynamo, for the battery

then would exhaust itself, there being no

current put back into it for the current

drawn out. In either case the remedy is

simple and self-evident.

The controller box contains nothing but

rugged switches, and as there is nothing in

it to get out of order even under the most

severe usage, it will never require to be

touched after it is once installed. A volt

ammeter is supplied with the system and

serves to indicate the charging rate of the

dynamo when the engine is running. If,

with the engine running. the meter fails to

indicate, it means either that the generator

is not generating or that a wire has become

broken or loosened. Broken wires quite

naturally can bc rounri only by searching

for them.

Trouble That Lurks in the Commutator.

Failure to generate can be traced in the

majority of cases to a dirty commutator or

to worn or dirty brushes. In the Aplco gen

erator the brushes are formed of a self-lu

bricating compound and should run for an

indefinite period without attention. De

spite elaborate precautions to prevent the

ingress of dust, foreign matter will find its

way in, and it must be removed periodically

if the machine is to operate at maximum

efficiency. The brushes and brush holding

mechanism is enclosed by means of a hinged

cover which may be removed quite easily,

exposing the wiring. Occasionally the

brushes should be taken out and cleaned.

Before they are replaced, the commutator

should be examined to make sure that it

does not harbor an accumulation of grease

and dust. If it appears unusually dirty it

should be cleaned with a cloth dampened

but not wet with gasolene. If, however, it

exhibits a glazed, brownish appearance.

which is altogether likely, it should not be

touched, for it is then in the best of con

dition. If it is scratched or burned it should

be smoothed down by holding a piece of

No. 00 sandpaper against it while the ma‘

chine is running, the brushes first having

been removed.

Combined with the controller box is a

rotary lighting switch for switching on the

various lamps, any lamps or any combina—

tion of lamps being easily obtainable by

simpy rotating the switch handle. One of

the peculiarities of the system is the lock

ing device, by means of which it is possible

to lock the controller handle or the light

ing switch in any position. Once locked,

it is impossible to start the engine or stop

it, as the case may be, or turn on or off any

of the lamps.

Eliminating Trouble by Testing Circuits.

The regulating mechanism is contained in

a panel which attaches to the dash of the

car, the same panel serving also as a dis

tributing block and a fuse block. \Vhen the

car is running at about 15 rules an hour the

volt-ammeter should indicate that the dyna

mo is charging the battery If the hand

remains at zero the field fuse should be

examined first to make sure that it has not

blown out. If is has blown out a new one

should be inserted. If the trouble remains

the tension of the brush springs may be

slightly increased by turning the screws

marked A and B in the accompanying il

lustration. If the trouble is not cured.

loosen the locknut A shown in the picture

of the panel and screw in or out on the

adjusting nut B about one—quarter turn.

Screwing in increases the output at a given

speed; screwing out decreases it. If the

trouble still remains, temporarily short cir

cuit the regulator panel by attaching a wire

between + 4 and 6. If the hand of the

ammeter then indicates charging there is

some defect in the regulator panel, in which

case it is recommended by the manufac

turer that it be removed and returned to the i

factory for adjustment.

How to Adjust the Cut-Out Mechanism.

If, however, the hand of the meter still

stands at zero, short circuit both the regu

lator and the cut-out by connecting + 4 and

B 4 with a wire, leaving + 4 and 6 con

nected. If the meter hand now swings to

the discharge side, the trouble is in the

generator, which should be returned to the

manufacturer, provided the trouble is not

with the brushes or the commutator and

cannot be remedied.

If, with the panel short circuited as stated,

the meter hand swings over to the charge

side, it indicates that the generator is charg

ing, but that the tension on the cut-out

spring is so great as to prevent that device

from performing its functions. To decrease

temove the cut-out housing

and with a small screwdriver take out the

locking screw which is under the cap. Un

der the locking screw there is an adjusting

screw which, when turned to the right, in

creases the tension, and when turned to the

left decreases the tension. If the tension is

only slightly too great, this fact will be

made plain in oscillations of the meter

hand as the cut-out connects and discon

nects the battery and the dynamo.

the tension,

Shifting Gears With a Magnetic Clutch.

The Paris electric lighting and engine

starting system which is manufactured

by the Paris Electric Starter Co., of

Chicago, 111., is similar to the Aplco

system in that it employs a combina

tion motor generator unit. The unit itself,

however, is quite different and is driven

and drives through an automatically con

trolled set of gears which permit the arma

ture shaft to be driven by the engine at

three times crankshaft speed, while a reduc

tion of 30 to 1 is automatically obtained

when the unit is employed as a motor to

start the engine. The arrangement of the

gearing is illustrated in the accompanying

picture, which shows the motor-generator

partly sectionedi. The operation of the

gearing is entirely automatic, gears being

shifted by means of an clcctro-magnetic

clutch. Pressure on the starting button first

shifts the gears to permit a driving ratio

of 30 to l, and then switches on the battery

current, thereby causing the motor to start

the engine. When the engine starts the

gears are automaticaly shifted, and while

the motor-generator is operating as a gen

erator the gears are locked solidly, so that

they act much as a flywheel and do not

move upon themselves.

Variable Voltage Automatically Obtained.

As is the case with so many other sys

tems, the regulation is electrically obtained.

the regulating mechanism being contained

with the cut-out, which also is an electro

mechanical device. Both are contained with

in the dynamo itself, particular pains having

been taken to place them out of the reach

of prying fingers. Both devices are simple

in construction and positive in action, and

as they are completely enclosed should give

no trouble whatsoever. The care of the

brushes and commutator made plain for

every other system is the same in this case

and is embraced in keeping the brushes

clean and the commutator in the condition

where it exhibits a glazed, brownish appear

ance. The voltage of the Paris system is

6 volts for lighting and charging and 24

volts for starting, the necessary alterations

in the battery connections being automat

ically made when the starting button switch

is operated.
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DEALERS MUCH DISCUSSED

AT DETROIT MEETING

(Continued from page 9.)
 

“Well, first of all, we can impress upon

the dealer's mind the thought that he is in

business to make money, and that he should

conduct his business with an eye to the

net profit. Once he has got this idea, it

should be pointed out to him that he has

little chance to make a profit unless he

gets the list price. I am thoroughly con—

vinced that we. as manufacturers, should

take a firm stand for the list price.

“Establishing a list price and getting it is,

first of all, a matter of setting our prices

as low as we can, considering conditions of

competition and consistent with our own

profit; and then fixing a fair and not too

long dealer's discount. I believe heartily

in a liberal discount to the dealer. He is

entitled to a margin that will give him a

fair chance to make money. But my ob

servation and experience teach me that fic

titious pricing and unusually long discounts

are Wrong policies. They may produce re

sults that seem satisfactory for a time, but

in the end they lead to trouble and usually

to failure.

Seeking to Avoid Over-Production.

"This leads us to the conclusion that

over-production—or, rather, how not to

over-produce—is another of our selling

problems. I am not one of those who think

there are no limits to the number of cars

than can be sold if produced.

"The way to be surest of selling your en

tire output at a profit is by being sure that

output will come within a normal demand.

Forced selling is rarely, if ever, profitable.

There is bound to be a time reached when

this country's market for new cars is going

to be very much smaller than it has been

in the past, and if we are thoroughly alive

to our own best interests we will study

conditions very carefully and base our pro

duction schedules on what we actually

know and can intelligently foresee, rather

than on guess work, or on what over-enthu

siastic distributors think they can sell.

“The number of cars a dealer can sell in

your ofi‘ice is often quite different from the

number he can actually sell in his terri

tory. \Ve will have enough selling prob

lems always without over-production, so

let’s under-produce rather than over-pro

duce.

When Buyers Out-Sell Dealers.

“Another of the great problems of our

business is that of handling second-hand

ears. No doubt it is a common occurrence

with all of you to have your dealers com

plaining that an ever-increasing percentage

involve trades. Itof their sales means

usually the making of two sales in order to

earn one profit, and unless a dealer is very

careful and a shrewd trader, it is apt to

mean two sales without any profit. No end

of automobile dealers have traded them

selves out of business. Automobile selling

very often just gets down to a question of

whether the man with a used car is a bet

ter salesman than the dealer who is trying

to sell him a new car, and it not infrequent

ly happens that the owner proves to be the

better salesman, selling his old car to the

dealer at a better profit than the dealer

makes in selling the new car to the owner

of the old one.

Committee to Consider Used Cars.

“All dealers say that this trading and

second-hand problem is one of their big

gest ones and that it is getting bigger all

the time. Yet when you ask them what can

be done about it, or what suggestions they

have, most of them are unable to offer any

thing encouraging. In other words,

there seems to be just a hopeless feeling

among automobile dealers on this question,

a feeling that it is one which is always

going to be troublesome and about which

nothing can really be done. I am by no

means convinced that something cannot be

done. I have the following suggestion to

offer: It seems to me that some of our

problems, and especially this problem of

second-hand cars, are analogous to the na

tional problems of the railroads and the

tariff. May I suggest, therefore, the ad

visability of considering the appointment of

a committee from our members to go into

this whole subject very thoroughly; to

study it in a careful way, so that we may

know whether it is possible to adopt any

policies or measures that will help all of us

and all of our dealers in the handling of

this problem.

Influence of Weather on Sales.

“The greatest obstacle to the sale of au

lllCS is a natural obstacle. and one

which we can never entirely overcome. This

greatest obstacle is bad weather. we can

vnot change the weather, but we can take

measures which will minimize the efiect of

fall and winter weather on our business.

The first thing I believe we should do is to

change our own seasons. I am one of those

who believe in yearly models, but I am

coming to believe that we have picked out

the wrong time of the year to announce our

yearly models.

“Next to the very car itself, the greatest

selling force we have is warm weather and

sunshine. Our sales curve should be a

semi-circle, with its apex in July, which, by

reason of the weather, is logically the best

season for selling automobiles. But it is

not. The reason our sales curve is a camel

back is that our production curve is that

way.

Story Told by Production Curves.

"Our production plans are wrong. Look

at your curve of productionf You will find

it also has two bumps-—one in the spring

and one in the late summer and early fall.

It is at its lowest point in midsummer

when it should be highest, because we end

our season then and start on new models,

which always come slowly at first. In other

words, we get our maximum production

in the poorest selling season, and our mini

mum production when sales should be

highest. \Vhen the weather is most favor

able to big sales. we are engrossed with

the new models.

Favors January Instead of July.

“These conditions are not right. It is

to our interests and certainly to the inter

ests of our dealers to make our biggest de

liveries in the heaviest selling season. I

think it is time for us to consider very se

riously whether we ought not to announce

our models just before January first. rather

than in July. This plan also would

revive interest in the shows. The shows

would then return to their original purpose

—namely, that of displaying new models for

the first time to the public. The production

of a new model is always slow getting un

der way. This unavoidable slowness would

not make so much difference in December

or January as it does in July and August.

“There would be less storing of cars. We

would have a long, uninterrupted season

of production and selling. \Ve would get

under way gradually and our production

curve would reach its highest point in the

same months the selling curve naturally

would reach its highest point. \\’e would

not have to put on tremendous force for

a few months. only to let down when the

cold weather comes on. \Ve would start

our campaigns in the cold weather and

gradually build up as the season naturally

opened.

Harm of Exaggerated Advertisements.

“Another problem of selling in which I

believe we are all vitally interested is that

of advertising. Advertising is not the an

swer to all business problems, as many

advertising agents whcse tongues are mort

eloquent than their brains are logical,

would have us believe. Some splendid

business successes are still built up without

advertising. It is true they are rare, but

there will probably not come a time when

this condition will not be true. Automobile

advertising has suffered from mediocrity.

just like other kinds of advertising~

whether more or less, it would be hard to

say. What automobile advertising has suf
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fered from most, however, is exaggeration.

Perhaps some of it has suffered from more

than exaggeration.

Honest Advertising Is Essential.

“Of nothing am I so thoroughly con

vinced as that the greatest single factor in

successful advertising is absolute honesty

and sincerity of statement. I question

whether we like the advertisement which

exaggerates, any better than we like the

person who exaggerates. I question wheth

er we like the advertisement that brags and

blusters and blows. any more than we like

the person who has these undesirable traits.

I question whether we like the advertise

ment which is egotistical and uselessly

wordy any more than we like the person

who is that way.

“Advertising is the expression of the

character of a business It is simply a busi

ness standing up and expressing itself to

'the people. \Nhy should the rules of what

is proper in an advertisement be different

from the rules of what is proper and admir

able in a person? The public gets its im

pression of the automobile business, as a

whole, very largely from our advertise

ments, and therefore, it seems to me to be

of the utmost importance that we try, all

of us all of the time, to put out advertis

ing that has the qualities of honesty and

sincerity and simplicity."

Benson’s Views on Territory Allotment.

R. Benson, sales manager of the

Studebaker Corporation, discussed the sub

jects “Territory and Discounts," and threw

light on the factors that decide not merely

the allotment of territory but the side of

discounts that may be quoted, although he

did not deal with actual figures.

"Formerly there were two distinct views

on territory.’ said Benson. “and they often

seemed to be diametrically opposed. One

was the manufacturer's view and the other

one was the dealer's. It was the manufac

turer's idea. to some extent, to confine the

dealer as much as possible in territory; and

it was the dealer's idea that he should

have all the territory that he could possibly

get from the manufacturer. Both the man

ufacturer and the dealer have altered their

views during the past few seasons, and now

they are much nearer together than they

have ever been before. The manufacturer

knows that dealers. to be satisfactory, must

conduct a profitable business, and that suf

ficient territory must be given out of which

to get a good business and make it profit

able. The dealer knows that he cannot han

die a large territory profitably without a

sufficient amount of money, putting quite

a large capital into his business, and sup

porting a large organization. In the divis

ion of territory there are many things that

. center.

must be considered, and one thing of great

importance is to find the trend of the mar

ket, i. e., where the people buy

“It is obvious also that it would be a very

difficult matter for a dealer to maintain him

self in one corner of a district while the

natural trading point would be in another

It would cause the dealer extra

expense and trade would get away from him

which would go to the dealer who might

be located in the genuine trade center. This

is to be watched with extreme care, as it

has a great deal to do with the sale of

One of the hardest

problems in connection with territory is

finding ways and means to keep the dealer

energetically. wisely and thoroughly work

ing the district assigned to him. This, in

some ways. is a greater problem than the

division of the territory itself.

anlOl‘ CBI'S.

Difficulty of Adjusting Discounts.

“Discounts must essentially be weighed

from many angles, as manufacturers' inter

ests lie so widely apart—one manufacturer

producing a very large number of cars at a

low price; another, a very much smaller

number at a much higher price; and anoth

er, a large number of cars at a medium

price. All these conditions demand different

terms, both on territory and discounts. The

discounts are naturally segregated into sev

eral classes. . . . In considering dis

counts to dealers, it is necessary to take

into account the amount of stock which the

dealer is able to carry (this would apply

both to cars and parts). and the season of

the year when he may accept his deliveries.

We are always looking for the ideal dealer

who will take a specified number of cars

each month the year around and pay cash

for them, and in addition will always keep

on hand a good stock of parts so that ser

vice will be given to his patrons in an ideal

way. These dealers are increasing in num

ber as they are becoming cognizant of the

fact everywhere that this is the best way

to conduct the motor car business.”

Pope Advocates Standard Guaranty.

“Why All Manufacturers Should Use a

Standard Warranty" was the subject of a

paper by A. L Pope, president of the P0pe

Mfg. Co.. which, in Mr. Pope's absence,

was read by L. H. Kittridge, of the Peerless

Motor C0. As the title implies, it was an

argument or plea for the general adoption

of the N. A. A. M. guaranty, the advantage

of which was strongly pointed out.

H. O. Smith, president of the Premier

Motor Mfg. Co.. discussed “Yearly Mod

els." R. D. Chapin talked of “Good Roads"

and M. L. Pulcher, of the Federal Motor

Truck Co.. to whom had been assigned the

topic “Injudicious Methods of Selling Com

mercial Vehicles,” pointed out the abuses

had arisen. He intelligently dis

cussed the.demonstration and service prob

lems and decried the cut-throat species of

competition with which the truck trade is

too greatly afiiicted. Pulcher, in substance,

stated that there was ample room for all

truck makers and that no sound reason ex

isted why they should “knock” or otherwise

seek to tear down each other.

which

Miles on the N. A. A. M.’s Performance.

Samuel A. Miles, general manager of the

N. A. A. M., made more than usually good

use of the apparently dry subject, “The N.

A. A. M.—What it has Accomplished and

\IVhat May be Accomplished." He traced

the work of the organization, with which

he has been so closely linked, and brought

sharply home to those present that it had

been a more potent factor than many of

them had considered was the case. He

also outlined the avenues for future en

deavor and of the better results that could

be obtained if there was but one national

organization in existence, plainly indicat

ing his sympathy for the proposed amalga

mation of the Automobile Board of Trade

with the N. A. A. M. which has been hang

ing fire for nearly a twelvemonth.

"Traffic" was discussed by J. S. Marvin,

traflic manager of the N. A. A. M., and, as

always. it was ably discussed. Marvin point

ed out in plain terms the crists that will

ensue if the freight car shortage becomes

more acute and indicated some of the

means by which the danger may be averted;

he, of course, urged the co-operation of

everyone connected with the trade to the

end of prompt loading and unloading of all

freight cars with which they may have

to do.

Dealers and Freight Overcharges.

Marvin also pointed out that the amount

of freight charges and shipments from au—

tomobile factories to automobile dealers ap

proximates not less than $6,000,000 or $8,

000,000 per year, most of which is paid by

dealers, who, in very many instances, are

overcharged without their knowledge and

through clerical errors. Since the N. A.

A. M. volunteered to check up all freight

bills forwarded by dealers many over—

charges have been discovered. In the case

of one factory alone. 19 dealers who had

forwarded freight bills were found to have

been overcharged $1.100. Marvin pointed

out how overcharges may occur when

trucks may be billed as “automobiles,” or

when bodies may constitute part of a ship

ment, and also how the size of freight

cars may influence minimum rates which

may be charged. He called attention anew

to the fact that the N. A. A. M., without

charge. is willing to audit all freight bills

which may be forwarded by dealers and
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hoped that the practice would become gen

eraL

Beecroft Discusses Truck Delays.

David Beecroft, editor of Motor Age,

treated the subject of “Transportation De

lays at Railroad and Dock City Terminals,"

and laid great stress on th_e_ inefficiency of

the average horsed vehicle and introduced

statistics to show that in a great many

cases motor trucks were compelled to wait

nearly twice as long during loading and

unloading operations as was required to

make a round trip between destinations.

These long waits, he pointed out, were due

in many cases to the inveterate laziness of

drivers of horscd vehicles, who had be

come accustomed to slow speed and who

have been known wilfully to precipitate

traPfic blockades that have lasted from five

minutes to more than an hour in order that

they might adlzere to their schedule of not

more than three loads a day. -One in

stance was cited in which a recent blockade

in Chicago involving between 155 and 175

vehicles, mostly drawn by horses, lasted

one hour and twenty minutes and finally

was broken up only by mutual agreement

between the drivers. It required less than

five minutes to break the blockade.

That such conditions can be ameliorated,

he explained, is made plain by the fact that

the special facilities which are provided

for the handling of perishable goods reduce

the time required in handling by at least 75

per cent. Already a number of freight

handlers have realized this fact and have

instituted remedial measures evident in the

payment of stipulated salaries to employees,

supplemented by bonuses which are offered

as a reward for performing more than the

stipulated amount of work in a given time.

Inadequate Clerical Force an Evil.

Another source of delay to which he drew

attention lay in the inadequate force of

clerks provided at many terminals. Often,

he pointed out, as many as 40 motor trucks

have been lined up from minutes to hours

while their drivers patiently waited for their

bills of lading. Whereas the owners and

drivers of horse-drawn vehicles are not ad

verse to such delays, but rather welcome

them for the reason that their draught ani

mals must be rested periodically, they rep

resent a specific loss to the motor truck

owner.

Talking to no set topic but voicing a sub

ject which is near to his heart, John C.

\Vetmore, of the New York Evening Mail,

made a strong appeal to manufacturers for

the support of sport. He stated that there

is practically nothing else which permits of

so much newspaper publicity and of con

spicuously keeping the automobile in the

public eye.

N. A. A. M. BANQUET PROVES

A SPLElflllD JOLLlFlCATlON

More Merriment Than Oratory Marks

the Occasion —— Clever Skit on

Freight Car Shortage to Im

press Railroad Men.

The banquet at the Pontchartrain on

Thursday night, which punctuated the N.

A. A. M. convention, was a more than or

dinarily enjoyable function. The set pieces

of oratory were few and far between, pro

fessional entertainers providing most of

the merriment. Several character sketches

and songs were rendered and a “little Ger

man band" furnished music, in which the

diners joined. Not to mention a “turn”

on an Italian hand-organ performed by \V.

E. Metzger, president of the N. A. A. M.,

the hit of the evening was made by a qu'ar

tette garbed as railroad employes which

enacted a farce written by H. W. Ford,

chairman of the Detroit banquet commit

tee, in collaboration with Traffic Commis

sioner Arthur T. Waterfall of the Board of

Commerce, which detailed with consider

able effectiveness some of the experiences

manufacturers have had with railroad men

in their et’t'orts to obtain a sufficient num

ber of freight cars and to obtain them at the

proper times for the prevention of delayed

shipments.

Proceeding to the speakers' table, the

quartet beseeched E. B. Boyd, assistant

vice-president of the Missouri Pacific Rail

road, and Nat Duke, issistant trafiic man

ager of the Delaware & Lackawanna Rail

road. to help them out in their quest for

wide door automobile cars, which these of

ficials promised to do. 7

About 200 were present at the banquet.

Abner E. Larned, as toastmaster, facetious

ly welcomed them in the name of the

\Nayne county grand jury, of which he is

chairman. ,

Among the speakers were: President

\Villiam E. Mctzger, L. W. Goodenough,

John C. \Vetmore, Hal H. Smith, George

T. Moody and James Keena. Others at the

speakers' table were B. Boyd, Nat Duke,

Henry Ford, Hugh Chalmers, Henry B.

Joy, Thomas Henderson, L. H. Kittridge.

R. E. Olds and H. O.‘Smith. .

Among the special guests were: Edsel

B. Ford, A. B. Atwater, assistant to presi

dent, Grand Trunk Railroad; J. S. Bartle,

‘ assistant trafiic manager, Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe Railroad; W. C. Rowley, gen

eral freight agent, Michigan Central Rail

road.

The several business sessions were large

ly attended, practically every manufacturer

in the trade being represented by one or

more officials, while the banquet was even

more largely attended, plates for nearly 200

being set. -

Court Upholds Laciar’s Attachment.

Although the Appellate Division of_the

Supreme Court of New York, First De

partment, reduced front $15,000 to $4,000

the amount of the attachment that Robert

_I. Laciar secured against the Jackson Mo

tor Co., of New York City, at the begin

ning of a lawsuit, the higher court last

week refused to dismiss the attachment and

the writ which was placed upon the com

pany's bank account and several cars still

stands as modified. Laciar asked $15,000

following his discharge as sales manager,

which he claimed was unjustified, as he had

made exceptionally good and sold many

cars. Part of Laciar’s claim is not repre

sented by actual monetary damages which

can be put down on paper as such, and the

court cut the figure to this tangible amount,

consisting of commissions, etc. The Jack

son company sought the vacating of the

attachment.

Two Years’ Inactivity Ends Incorporation.

The New York State statute which, as is

not generally known, states that a corpora

tion which does not organize and begin op

erations within two years of the date of its

incorporation ceases to exist, has been up

held by ]udge Goff in the Supreme Court

for New York county in overruling the de

murrer to the complaint in the case of the

attorney general against Arthur Stilwell

and others, the case, however, having no

direct bearing on the automobile industry.

The decision, rendered Monday last, 28th

inst., was to the effect that since Stilwell

and his three co-incorporators had failed

to organize and begin operations within the

two years specified the complaint of the

State, asking for dissolution, was good and

sufficient and not to be successfully de

~ mnrred to.

 

Pittsfield to Lose Another Factory.

The Specialty Mfg. Co., of Pittsfield,

which produces several automobile acces

sories and of which Wiliam P. Wood is

treasurer, is preparing to remove to Hoo—

sick Falls, N. Y., whose chamber of com

merce has placed a factory at its disposal

and provided other advantages. According

to the agreement, the removal must be com

pleted before the end of the year.

Moon Declares Another 10 Per Cent.

The Moon Motor Car Co., of St. Louis.

has declared a 10 per cent. cash dividend,

payable from its surplus. It represents the

second dividend declared this year and is

the fourth consecutive distribution of 10

per cent.
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STOPPING THE LEAKS IN REPAIR SHOP PROFITS I

 

Principle of Orderliness and the Right Way of Doing Things, Which Is the

Basis of System, Applicable to Little Repair Shops as Well as Big

Factories—Practical Conditions That Must Be Considered.

From the point of view of the man who is

interested in the engineering side of the

motor car industry. there is nothing con

nected with the business that is more strik

ing than the absolutely systematic methods

which prevail in large manufacturing estab

lishments. in factories of moderate capacity

and in most of the large garages and re

pair shops. It has been found that a cer

tain degree of system is necessary in order

to keep a large business running at all,

and that a still more elaborate system is

conducive to all-round cost reduction, when

properly applied.

What is Meant by System.

System consists largely in finding the best

possible methods of doing certain things,

and seeing that such methods are followed

out. System not only covers the mechan—

ical processes by which machines are man

ufactured or repaired and the methods of

keeping track of parts during manufacture

or repair and of the time of the men doing

the work, but also embraces such important

matters as shop lay-out, lighting, the loca

tion of machine tools, benches, etc., and

the general shop conditions under which

the work is done. It is a matter of com

mon knowledge that the establishment of

conditions which are conducive to the com

fort and welfare of the men and which make

the work as easy as possible, are conducive

also to increased production, cheaper pro

duction and better production.

All this has come to be axiomatic; no

manufacturer would think of establishing

a factory with a view to its profitable opera

tion without giving the closest attention to

the systematizing of everything in connec—

tion with his business. And yet one hardly

can throw a stone, so to speak, without hit

ting a repair shop or a garage that is run

—or, rather, that runs itself—without pre

tence of system of any kind.

Guessing that is Unprofitable.

The idea seems to be that a small shop.

which is dominated by a single man, per

haps, has no need of system, and that things

can be run haphazard just as well as any

other way. A dozen different shop or gar

age proprietors probably would express this

idea in a dozen different ways; but the basic

notion always is the same. Certain men are

 

capable of doing certain work; they are

supposed to do it regardless of shop condi—

tions. A lathe or a drill press must be used

on certain jobs; the machines are installed

without regard for the appropriateness of

their positions to the work they are to do.

Space is required for cars under repair;

any space at all will do, regardless of light

ing, drainage or convenience to machines or

benches. The proprietor estimates that a

given job will require a given time for its

completion; if his estimate is wrong he

has no means of checking up to find out

what upset his calculations, except perhaps

the mechanic’s recollection of about how

long he was engaged on each part of the

work—and, needless to say, this is anything

but a reliable check. The original estimate

is a guess; the cost of doing the work is a

guess; the amount of the bill rendered is a

guess; and the amount of the proprietor’s

profit at the end of the month is a guess—

tempered somewhat by the probability that

the figures will be less than the proprietor

expects.

Small Size No Excuse for "Sloppiness."

The principles which apply to the laying

out and management of a big shop apply

also to the laying out and management of

a small shop. It must be obvious that if the

best of conditions are required for the pro

duction of the best results in large shops.

the same holds true for smaller establish

ments; the size of the shop does not alter

the principle.

The two worst enemies of system are

mistaken ideas of economy and what is ex

pressiver referred to the vernacular as

“sloppiness.” The best possible definition

of the term is obtained by a survey of the

dingy, disorderly jumble that characterizes

the average small shop devoted wholly or

in part to the execution of automobile repair

work. The first impression received upon

entering such a place is one of darkness. It

is not always possible to provide plenty of

vwindows—in fact, sometimes it is impos—

sible; but it always is possible to wash

windows. The amount of light that can

be excluded by a film of dust is simply

astonishing. The shop should be fitted and

equipped with a view to making the best

possible use of the available sources of ii

lumination, and as the hues imparted by

dust and grime are capable of absorbing a

great deal of light, the walls, ceilings, posts

and everything that can be so treated should

be coated with white and the coating re

newed as often as it shows a tendency to

become gray.

Natural and Artificial Lighting.

As light is required in reasonable abun

dance, it stands to reason that if it cannot

be obtained through glass from the natural

snurce of illumination, artificial methods

should be resorted to. And it may be added

that white walls and ceilings are as valu

able in the conservation of artificial light as

of natural light. Lights should not be

placed until the layout of the shop has been

decided upon, so that each lamp can be

located to the best advantage. It is economy

in the long run to use good, strong lights

and provide easy means for turning 05

those not in actual use. A little system in

this matter of handling of lights, a distinct

understanding as to what is to be done, will

keep the lighting bills far below the figure

they are sure to reach if there is no strictly

enforced rule against the waste of light.

It should be borne in mind, however, that

there is a vast difference between using

plenty of light for legitimate purpOSes and

wasting it; stinting light on a job means

loss of money in time and the quality of

work. To give a single example, it'is not

very difficult to appreciate that a man's

efficiency is considerably reduced, if he has

to work with one hand while holding an in

convenient light in the other, or if he has

to waste time rigging a light so that it will

shine where he wants it to, or if another

man, no matter how low his wages, has to

act as a lamp holder.

Illumination of the Machine Tools.

Machine tools and benches should be lo

cated where they will receive their share

of light and, as far as possible. should be so

placed as to entail the minimum movement

of parts. A workman is earning no money

when he is walking about the shop carry

ing work to or from the machines or bench

es. This matter of location also has an in

fluence on the size of the lighting bills. For

example, a bench vise is used for a far

larger proportion of the time than a lathe

in a small shop, and. for this reason if for
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no other, the bench should be placed near a

window. Thus the light most used will be

the light that costs nothing, while the light

that has to be paid for will be used only as

occasion demands. On the same principle,

much-used machines should be placed where

they will utilize the cheapest light.

Cutting Out Work that is Unnecessary.

Nine times out of ten a job will go to a

bench before it will go to a machine; there—

fore a bench should be closer to the car

from which parts are taken than the ma

chines. The principle is the same as that

involved in the “routing” of parts in a big

factory—that is to say, everything is

planned so that each part will travel the

shortest possible distance during the various

processes of manufacture. It is well to

avoid, if possible, the awkward and yet not

uncommon layout in which there is a row

of benches against a wall, a row of machines

parallel with the benches, and outside of

the machines an open space for the cars

under repair. This arrangement necessi

tates lugging parts from the cars around

the machines to the benches and often back

by the same route to the cars without stop—

ping at the machines. It is, of course, im

possible to advise just how such things can

best be done. for everything depends upon

the many variables of shop form, window

locations, the running of shafting, position

of doors and a score of other things. But

with the principles in mind there should be

little difficulty in arranging everything so

as to avoid conspicuous inconveniences at

least, even if the very best possible arrange

ment is not hit upon immediately.

Taking Care of the Shop Tools.

One of the most familiar sights in small

shops—to say nothing of some shops that

are distinctly big—is that of a motor or

transmission lying on the floor and a couple

of men working squatted down or bent

double over it. In either case they are in

capable of working efficiently, because they

are in awkward and inconvenient positions

and tire easily. There should be low, heavy

stands for such things, so that heavy car

parts can be conveniently examined and

worked on from all sides, and such stands,

if not built as bench extensions, should be

close to benches or else mounted on heavy

castors so that the least possible time will

be wasted running to and fro.

Part of the system of every shop, no mat

ter how small, should consist in a method of

looking after such tools as are not the per

sonal property of the men employed. For

instance, taps and dies. pipe-cutters, ream

ers, special wrenches, gauges, lathe tools,

drills, and so on, belong to the shop. In

a large establishment these things usually

are looked after with the utmost care. Each

item is made to give the greatest possible

service in proportion to its cost and every

piece is accounted for. There are few small

shops, on the other hand, where it is not

rather easy for things to get lost or broken,

by no one in particular. of course.

While it is unnecessary and impracticable

in a shop where there are very few men to

make use of an elaborate tool checking sys

tem, there should be at least some under

stood method of procedure. For instance,

all shop tools of the kind that are occa—

sionally used—such as taps and dies, ream

ers and the like, as opposed to lathe tools

and drills—should have their own particular

places, and a man who takes out a tool

should return it to its place as soon as he

has finished with it, and if anyone else needs

it he should take it from its place and not

from some other man.

Everybody’a Business is Nobody's.

This may savor somewhat of red tape

for small shop purposes; but it is not likely

that a shop can run for many weeks with

out the occurrence of something that will

justify the small amount of extra trouble—

even if only in the ease with which every

thing is found when it is wanted. Moreover,

if a man takes out a tool and finds it bro

ken or otherwise in bad condition, it is far

easier to locate the responsibility than if

the tool was found on a bench or on the

floor. with no one accepting responsibility

for its condition.

System should prevail in keeping shop

tools in condition. This does not mean that

there sholud be a hard-and-fast time for

overhauling the tools, as there might be in

a big shop, but that it ought to be the busi

ness of some one man to do whatever work

is necessary and to do it whenever it may

become necessary. \Vhat is everybody‘s

business is nobody’s business, and nobody's

responsible.

The Junk Pile on the Lathe Bed.

The commonest way of taking care of a

set of lathe tools, and the way that is most

favored, apparently, in shops of the “slop

py” variety, is to lay them out on the bed

of the lathe back of the tailstock, because

that part of the bed seldom is used and

makes a convenient place to throw things.

Sometimes the shears are protected by a

board and sometimes they are not, and it

is needless to say that in the latter case

the accurately finished surfaces are sure to

be more or less nicked and marked in time.

When a long job comes along the tools

usually are piled up on the floor or some

nearby bench, and when they are returned

after the completion of the job the lathe

man does not know for certain whether or

not he is putting back all the stuff he took

away from the machine, and, moreover, he

loses time in the double transfer. It is by

no means an expensive or a diti'icult matter

to arrange a rack for such tools. consisting

of a vertical boards with hooks, pegs or

even nails to receive the tools.

What is Gained by Knowing Things.

The man who runs a small shop is, or

ought to be, just as desirous of knowing

where he stands, financially, at any given

time, as the stock company that operates

an extensive factory. In a shop that is run

with no regard whatever for system—just

because it is considered so small that a

system would be worse than useless—it is

a safe assertion that the proprietor never

knows the state of his finances until he can

actually compare the amount of cash in his

pocket with the bills on the spike on his

desk. Of course, he can guess at the pro

ceeds of the work in progress in the shop.

at the probable amount of time and material

that each job has absorbed and at the prob

able amount he will have to put on the bill

in order to show a profit. But, as has been

indicated already, all these things will be

guesses, and in very many cases decidedly

bad guesses. Except in a very general and

more or less vague way. the boss does' not

know which of his men are the most profit

able, what jobs are capable of yielding the

best returns. what work he can do a little

cheaper without losing much profit, or what

he must charge a little more for in order to

make it pay—in short. he only knows that at

the end of the month, when the bills ocmc

in, he has made so much more than he has

to spend, or the reverse, as the case may be.

Things To Be Considered.

In order to keep this matter of finances

quite straight, it is necessary that the work

should be done under a system that will

take cognizance of every detail of each job

In doing a piece of work on a car there

are two items to be considered—namely, the

actual time required to do the work and

the amount of material used. It is not

enough to know that the car has been in the

shop for a certain length of time; it is not

even enough to know that so many men

have worked on it for so many hours. It

is necessary to know how much time each

man spent on each part of the work.

There is real value in the knowledge that

it took a certain man so many hours to take

down the gearset of a car, renew the bush

ings and replace it, for it gives a line on

the cost of doing this particular part of the

work, whereas the knowledge thath it took

so many hours to overhaul the whole car

would give no inkling of such details. A

system that keeps "tabs" on such matters.

therefore, is of value in other respects than

that of enabling the proprietor to figure his

monetary financial status.
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O. B. Jones has purchased the interest

of Dr. H. W.-Hall in the garage business

of Heintz & Hall, San Bernardino. Cal.

Charles Leigan and Detlef Tiedje have

entered the trade in Atlantic, 1a., under the

style Essenkay Sales Co. As the name indi

cates, they will sell tire filler.

D. Levy & Sons of Baltimore, Md. are to

build a one-story garage, 80 x 112 feet, on

Colvln street, near Exeter; the plans call

for an expenditure of $30,000f

Jonn Preston. has bought the Fannin

County Garage in Bonham, Ter. H. Seay

and Fern Everheart, the former owners,

have retired from the business.

John A. Thomas has purchased an inter~

est in the firm of Trachte & \rVoerpel, in

Dodgeville, \Nis. The style hereafter will

be Iowa County Auto'mobile Co.

Fred Linzy of Auburn, N. Y., has bought

the interest of his partner, Floyd Selover,

in the Empire Garage, on Water street;

Linzy will continue the business.

Having been reorganized, the Iowa Auto

& Tire Co., of Davenport, Ia., hereafter

will be known as the Iowa Taxicab Co. It

will handle the Pierce-Arrow line.

VV. G. Huffman of Mason City, Ia.. has

entered the garage and automobile livery

trade in Charles City. in the same state; he

has leased a building for five years.

Ernest Tonjes. of Brooklyn, N. Y., is pre

par‘ing to build a one-story garage, 35 x 50

feet, at 56th street and l4th avenue; it will

represent an expenditure of $4,500.

Neil Olsen, of Manitowoc, \Vis., has taken

over the Ford agency for that town. Frank

Planski. who formerly had the agency, has

relinquished it because of ill health.

Gorst & King are about to open a garage

in North Bend, Ore. They have leased for

five years the building which formerly was

used by the North Bend Furniture Co.

Swanson Bros, of Clay Center, Neb., have

purchased the Bahr Bros. Garage in Has

tings, in the same state; they have the

.\Iaxwell agency for \Vestern Nebraska.

J. R. Harris of Bloomington, Ill.. has

purchased the Normal (Ill.) Garage of E.

C. Trott; Harris, 'at the same time, sold

his interests'in' the Bloomington Garage.

Joseph Smithson, formery of Olean. N.

Y., has entered the garage field in Detroit,
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Mich. He has opened up on Jefferson ave

nue under the style Smithson & Aleying.

Permission has been granted to Thomas

Scoble to build a two-story bric'k garage at

32-36 \Vest 12th street, San Francisco, Cal.

The application named the cost as $6,000.

The Guarantee Motors Co., of Des

Moines. 1a., just has moved into a new

garage at 408-10-12 West 12th street; Ab

bott-Detroit cars and Chase trucks are
handled. I

Jackson Auto Sales Co. is the style of a

new business in Peoria, Ill. The organizers

are Charles Hines of that city, J. H. Shee

han and A. Murphy, both of Dunlap, in the

same state.

Harry Burton 0f Chino. Cal., has sold his

interests in the Burton & Crabb Garage;

the firm style hereafter will be Crabb 8:

Johnson. Burton, however, will continue as

Krit dealer.

C. E. Miller, of Cordele, Ga., has pur

chased the garage business of Dr. A. B.

McQueen in Tarbon Springs, Fla. Miller

for some time has operated a machine shop

in Cordele.

Fred J. Fitzgerald and R. G. McLaughlin

have opened an automobile livery business

in Chicago at 35th street and Michigan ave

nue; the initial equipment consists of ten

cars and cabs.

F. 0. Bowen and H. L. Matthews have

bought C. L. Omohundro’s interest in the

Omohundro Auto Co., in Little Rock, Ark.

The style hereafter will be Bowen 8: Mat

thews Auto Co.

The John J. Radel Co., undertakers, in

Cincinnati, 0., are entering the garage field;

a two-story reinforced concrete garage is

being erected for them at 652 State avenue.

It will cost $25,000.

Olsen 8: Juergens Co. is the style of a

new selling organization in Chicago; Lauth

Juergens trucks will be stocked. A'ser

vice department has been established at 905

W'est North avenue.

A. Riley Crittenden. of Howell. Mich.

plans to inaugurate an automobile trans

portation between that town and Fenton. in

the same-State; he will open up in the

spring with 12 buses.

Charles J. Moody just has opened a gar

age at 56-58 River street, Elgin, Ill. He

formerly operated a garage across the
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street from this location.

includes a machine shop.

The equipment

Carl B. and Lyman Spitzer are about to

erect a one-story garage, 85x100 feet, in

Toledo, 0., on 3lst street, near Madison;

the plans call for an expenditure of $12,860.

Under the style of Price Hill Auto &

Garage Co., .John J. Radel has established

a new business in Cincinnati, 0. Radel also

conducts a livery and undertaking business

in various parts of the city.

Merritt Osborne, a dealer in St. Paul,

Minn., has leased the Seymour Bently Gar

age at 468 Selby avenue and will remodel it

as an electric service station; he handles

Whites and Detroit electrics.

The Belt Garage of Frcdonia, Kan., has

been leased by Roy Gillett and Joseph

Belt; the former owner, P. P. Belt, will de

vote his time to the sale of new cars in a

salesroom adjoining the garage.

0. S. Johnson and Henry Rohde, of

Bryan, Tex., have purchased the Imperial

Garage from H. A. Saunders; this garage

and one heretofore operated by Johnson

and Rohde, will be consolidated.

The Clark-Summers Auto Co., which for

merly did business in a Nebraska town, has

entered the trade in Sioux Falls. S. D., at

228-30 North Main avenue; Cartercar, Metz

and Lambert cars will be stocked.

Wesley Cock. who heretofore has op

erated a garage at 119 South Main street,

Mitchell. S. D., has purchased an interest

in the Dakota Auto Machine Shop. at 219

West lst street; he will remove his Main

street business to the new loeation.

J. C. Ebzine has leased for five years a

two-story garage. salesroom and repair

shop, 55 x180 feet, which is to be erected in

Marshalltown, 1a., by Mrs. E. V. \Vixcel.

The cost will be $12,000.

Kenneth Ellis, formerly a bank teller.

W. R. Simpkin, formerly of Chicago. and

M. L. Thompson, formerly of Vermillion,

S. D., have organized an agency in Sioux

City, Ia. They will handle Haynes cars.

C. B. \Vyckofi, a member of the trade in

East Orange. N. J., has organized the Ford

Sales Agency of the Oranges, which has

located at 490 East Main street; in addition'

to Ford cars, Overland and Cutting cars

will be stocked.

Indianapolis. Ind.. is soon to be possessed

of Chicago.

i‘hdlinfli
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of a new building which will contain room

for;J four selling. agencies; Mrs. Laura

El e will erect it at Capitol aveu‘ue aiid

Verni‘ont-street .at a cost of $37,000. The

site,is5135 x25 feet.“ ~ I

The Neustadt Auto Suppy Co., which for

many years has been engaged in the acces

sory business in St. Louis, Mo., finally has

"taken on" automobiles. It has secured the

Marion representation for the eastern half

of Missouri and southem Illinois.

Henry E. Riker & Co., a new entry into

the field in Cleveland, 0., has been made

Ohio distributer for the Stewart Motor Cor

poration; a service station will be main

tained on Euclid avenue. Riker formerly

was general auditor for the Firestone Tire

& Rubber Co.

Crowe Automobile Co. is the style under

which L. E. Crowe, formerly of Portland.

Ore., has opened a business in Los Angeles.

Cal., at 1228 South Flower street; Crowe.

who handled the Marion line in Portland

for five years, will act as distributer for that

line in Southern California.

The Auburn Garage & Auto Co. has been

formed in Fort \Vayne, Ind., wth a capitali

zation of $20,000 to take over the Auburn

Garage, located on W'est\Vashington street;

the company will continue to handle the

Auburn line. The omcers are: President.

Fred Eckart; vice-president, Adolph

Schultz; secretary, Ray McAdams; man

ager, Louis \Vatson.

The Campbell-Collins Co. has been or

ganized in San Jose, Cal., by E. E. Camps

bell and Hugh Collins and will distribute

accessories and automobile supplies over a

considerable territory; the location is 241

South 1st street. C. E. Smith, a former

Fisk tire man, and R. H. McIntosh, who has

been in the trade in that State for a number

of years, are connected with the business.

Robert C. Cornelius and Herman F.

Hohly are about to enter the trade in

Toledo, 0., under the style Cornelius—Hohly

Auto Co. They will handle the Imperial

line at 1011 Jefferson avenue. Cornelius. for

eight years. has been connected with the

Eckhart Carriage Co.. maker of Auburn

cars; Hohly formerly was a druggist in

Toledo but for seven years past has been

in the employ of the Toledo Rubber Co.

To handle Maxwell cars in St. Louis, Mo.,

and adjacent territory. the Maxwell Motor

Sales Co. has been formed in that city. The

officers are: President, B. R. Ford; vice

president, Charles E. Darrow; treasurer.

John F. Fillo. The new company has lo

cated at 304-306 North 12th street. previous

ly occupied by the United Motor St. Louis

Co., which has removed to 1215 Chestnut

street, where it will conduct a purely whole

sale business.

TWO HALLS REQUIRED FOR

ATLANTA AUTOMOBILE SHOW

Twenty-five Dealers Display Forty

two Makes of Cars in Brightly

Lighted Buildings—Exhib

itors and Exhibits.

That electric lights and a building suit

ably large to house the afiair as a unit, are

not necessary for the production of a nin

teresting and withal successful motor car

exhibit, amply is being demonstrated at At

lanta, Ga., at the second annual show of the

Atlanta Automobile & Accessory Dealers'

Association, which opened on Saturday

evening last, 16th inst, and which is to

have a seven days' run.

But provision for electric illumination not

having been made by the constructors of

the Auditorium-Armory and of Taft Hall,

which houses the overflow from the larger

building, the "blaze of glory" nevertheless

is there, light from the myriad incandescent

gas lamps with which the chandeliers are

provided, and from the globular lights

which top the columns which serve to sep—

arate the various booths. supplying the

needful glow. And were other means of

making the buildings brighter necessary,

they are amply supplied by the liberal use

of light draperies. in pink and white, em

blematic of the Atlanta Automobile Club,

which serve to cover both ceiling and walls,

that is, all of the walls save that portion

which supports a huge scene done in oil

by a local artist and which depicts a pass

through a sylvan dell. Smilax and bay and

flowers are freely used in the decoration of

the booths of the exhibitors.

The show boasts of 42 difi‘erent makes of

pleasure and commercial cars, which are

shown by 25 dealers; while accessory row

is filled to overflowing with the varied

wares of some 13 exhibitors. Although

very much that is radical scarcely could be

expected, just a touch of individuality is

lent to the show by the appearance of the

Corbitt car, which very rarely is seen north

of the Mason and Dixon line and which is

shown by the Sigma Engineering Co. The

car is the product of the Corbitt Automo

bile Co., of Henderson. N. C., and is built

along conventional lines. interest is added

to the display of accessories. too. by the

appearance of the Seaton Spring Wheel

Co.'s resilient wheel and the Regan motor,

both of which are native products. The

motor, which is the invention of Ralph Ra

gan, is said to function on the four-cycle

principle. although valves either of the pop

pet or sliding sleeve variety are entirely

lacking.

Among the exhibitors of motor vehicles

are: Ford Motor Co., Ford; R. C. H. Cor

poration, R. C. H. and Hupp-Yeats elec

tric; Firestone-Columbus Southern Co.,

Firestone-Columbus and Columbus electric;

H. B. Odell, Packard, Regal and RanchLang electric; Michigan' Georgia Motor

Car Co., Michigan; InternatiOnal Harvester

Co., International; Southern Dorris Co.,

Dorris; F. B. Stearns Co., Stearns; Buick

Motor Car Co., Buick; American Motors

Co., American and Marion; Johnson Motor

Car Co., Stevens-Duryea and Chase com

mercial; Fulton Auto Supply Co., Marmon,

Hudson and Peerless; Studebaker Corpora

tion, Studebaker; Locomobile Co. of Amer

ica, Locomobile; L. S. Crane, Pope-Hart‘

ford; Sigma Engineering Co., Lozier,

Haynes, Corbitt and Standard electric;

Overland Motor Car Co., Overland; Oak

land Motor Co., Oakland; Cole Motor Co.

of Georgia, Cole and Federal and Alco

trucks; Mitchell Motor Co. of Atlanta,

Mitchell; John M. Smith, Pierce-Arrow.

Chalmers; Atlanta Auto Sales Co., Na

tional, Henderson and Flanders electric;

Velie Motor Vehicle Co.. Velie; Premier

Sales Co., Premier and Baker electric;

Steinhauer & Wight, Cadillac.

Accessories are shown by Reed Oil Co..

\Vayne Oil Tank and Pump Co., Alexander

Seewald Co., Seaton Spring \Vheel Co..

Ralph Ragan, Frederick \N. Brown, Charles

E. Miller, Whitman Auto Sales Co., R. J

Slear, Elyea-Austell Co., Motor Supplies

Co.. Johnson-Gewinner Co., Atlanta Top

and Trimming Co.

Minor Business Troubles.

Creditors have filed a petition in bank

ruptcy against the F. K. B. Co., of 101042

14th street. northwest, \Vashington, D. C.

The concern dealt in automobile supplies.

The Urwick Motor Car Co., Brook street

and Broadway, Louisville. Ky., is in process

of liquidation; settlement is voluntary on

the part of the stockholders. The capitaliza

tion is $15,000 The company handled Mar

mon and Baker electric cars.

The \Vestfield (Mass.) Motor Truck Co..

manufacturer of motor trucks, has filed a

petition in bankruptcy: there are about 150

unsecured creditors. The liabilities amount

to $20,617. of which $57 is for taxes. $270

for .wages, $900 is preferred, $7,519 is unse

cured. $ll.371 is for notes and $10500 is for

accommodation paper. Assets are $4.079.

Following a disagreement among the

stockholders, the Dayton (0.) Automobile

Co. has been placed in the hands of a re

ceiver; the petitioners were T. J. \Veakley.

the vice-president, and other stockholders.

William Miller, the bookkeeper. was named

receiver and it was announced that business

would be continued pending the dissolution

of the concern and the sale of its assets.
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LID PUT ON SUNDAY RACING

BY HOT SPRINGSfillURCHMEN

It is Lifted by Waiving Admission

Fees, but “Passing Hat” Nets Lit

tle—Sloan’s Troupe Enter

tains Arkansas.

As a revenue producer, the racemeet that

was run at Hot Springs, Ark., on Sunday

last, 17th inst., in connection with the State

Fair, with the A. J. Sloan troupe as the

headliners, was not a very gorgeous or

glittering success. Not that the crowd

was lacking or the purse strings bound

tight, but interference was offered by a

religious association which would not brook

Sunday racing, and which was backed up by

Governor Donaghey and General Green of

the State Militia, who not only helped to

voice the protest against the contest but

threatened interference provided an admis

sion fee was charged. Consequently and

necessarily that formality was waived. Some

slight recompense for the large expenditure

resulted from a “passing the hat" procedure,

but the donations received were somewhat

meagre.

\Villiam Endicott (Case) made the best

showing of the day, and took three of the

competitive numbers on the program and

finished second to Nikrent (Case) in the

free-forl-all handicap; he also made the best

time in the single mile trials at 57 seconds.

His victories included a three-mile and a

five-mile match race with Louis Disbrow

(Case) and Joe Nikrent (Case), respective

ly, and a five-mile contest for cars with

displacements of under 451 inches. A ten

mile amateur event went to H. C. Alexander

(Studebaker), who completed the distance

in 13:05%. Nikrent, with a five seconds

handicap over Endicott, won the five-mile

free-for-all handicap in 52.30%. A two

mile exhibition, driven by Louis Disbrow

in the Simplex, completed the program.

The summary:

One mile, time trials—\Villiam Endicott

(Case), time, 0:57; Joe Nikrent (Case),

time, 0:61.

Ten miles, match race for amateur driv

ers--\Von by H. C. Alexander (Stude

baker 20); second, A. C. Gibbs (Ford).

Time, 13:053/§.

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under 451 inches—W'on by \Villiam Endi—

cott (Case); second, Joe Nikrent (Case).

Time, 3:25.

Two miles, time trial—Louis Disbrow

(Simplex). Time, 1:53.

Five miles, match race—\Nilliam Endi

rott (Case); second, Joe Nikrent (Case).

Time, 5124%.

Three miles, match race—\Von by VVil

liam Endicott (Case); second, Louis Dis

brow (Case). Time, 3:32.

Five miles, free-for‘-all handicap—Won

by Joe Nikrent (Case), 5 seconds; second,

William Endicott (Case), scratch; third,

Alexander (Studebaker), seconds. Time,

51.30%.

Law Grows Out of Test of Horns.

As a result of a test by the Police De

partment, the city of Los Angeles has just

enacted an ordinance directed against the

use of the bulb horn as an automobile

warning signal. The test was conducted

secretly and, so far as is known, was the

first of its kind ever made. Members of the

traffic squad went up and down the various

streets where the parking of automobiles is

permitted and blew the bulb horns at

tached to some 400 cars. Of this number

but two were found which gave what they

termed an adequate warning—one that

could be heard 50 feet ahead. The others

emitted so slight a sound that it could

scarcely be heard at all. In every case it

was impossible to obtain anything but an

inaudible wheeze when the bulb was

grasped quickly, thus demonstrating the

uselessness of the bulb horn as an emer

gency.

The test was instigated for the purpose

of gaining first hand information as to the

cause of automobile accidents. It was

shown, for instance, that of the number of

these resulting from the failure to hear

horns, 77 per cent. occurred at the intersec

tions of streets where the noise of traffic is

such as to make an efficient signal abso

lutely necessary.

The new ordinance requires the use of a

signal capable of producing an “abrupt note,

sufliciently loud to serve as an adequate

warning"—that is, sufficiently loud to be

heard under all conditions of traffic. Pro

vision has also been made for the elimina

tion of unnecessary noise by prohibiting the

use of such a signal except in its true func—

tion—as a warning of danger.

Five Months in Jail for “Joy-Rider.”

The ever-present individual who seeks

recreation by purloining a car and enjoying

himself therein to the detriment of the

vehicle and at the cost of the owner. re

ceived somewhat of a setback in Los Ang

eles last week When Louis Hyer, a chauf—

feur, received a sentence of 150 days in the

city prison. Hyer formerly was employed

as a chaufieur by Major E. W. Jones and

was found guilty of taking the car without

permission the night of November 9 and

wrecking it in the course of his escapade.

The case was of unusual interest in that it

was prosecuted under the direction and at

the expense of the Automobile Club of

Southern California.

OLDFIELD MANAGES MEET

BUT EARL _CO0PERZSTARS

Veteran Driver’s Troupe Appears in

San Jose and Californian Scores

Heavily—Oldfield Takes

What’s Left.

  

Although Barney Oldfield, piloting a

front-wheel drive Christie, made the best

time of the day during the mile trials—47%

seconds—Earl Cooper was the real star at

the six-event meet which was run on the

mile track at San Jose, Cal., Tuesday, No

vember 12th, under Oldfield's management.

Driving a Stutz, Cooper took the two major

competitive numbers on the program, a

five-mile free-for-al], which he completed

in 4:43%, and a similar event which went

for 25 miles and was won in 2.354%. The

other competitive event went to Oldfield,

who crossed the tape in 434%. Gaston

Maurice and Fred Melaun also won places,

although neither appeared among the win

ners. Melaun took three thirds, while Mau

rice was second il two time trials. The

summary:

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under 451 inches—Won by Barney Oldfield

(Benz); second, Earl Cooper (Stutz); third,

Fred Melaun (Cino). Time, 4:435/4.

One mile, time trials-— Barney Oldfield

(Christie), time, 0:47%; Gaston Maurice

(Renault), time, 1:02-3/8.

Five miles. free~for-all—Won by Earl

Cooper (Stutz); second, Oldfield (Benz);

third, F. Melaun (Cino). Time, 431.3%.

Two miles. time trials—Barney Oldleld

(Christie), time, 1:37; Gaston Maurice (Re

nault), time, 203.

One mile. time trial—Earl Cooper (Stutz),

time, 0:54.

25 miles, free-for-all—Won by Earl

Cooper (Stutz); second, Barney Oldfield

(Benz); third, Melaun (Cino). Time,

2.354%.

Prison Inmates Build Motor Truck.

Those automobile factories the annual

output of which is at all limited generally

do not lay much stress upon their building

capacity, but there is one establishment the

output of which is the minimum and the

factory is proud of its accomplishment; this

is Sing Sing prison, New York State’s chief

“hostelry.” The convicts have constructed

a complete motor truck, which is believed

to be the first motor vehicle built within

prison walls. Having built it, the prison

authorities are determined to sell it and

have offered the vehicle to Street Cleaning

Commissioner Edwards of New York City

for $5,000. He will inspect the truck at the

penitentiary before saying "Aye."
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1,018,179. Link for Cross-Chains of Anti

Skid Devices. Frank Averill Fox, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 6, 1911. Serial No. 664,~

218.

l._ A link for crosschains of anti-skid

devtces. comprising a body portion having a

recess in lts back or bottom face, a tongue

extending from one end of the body portion

havlng'lts end portion adapted to fit the

recess in the body portion and having op

posite recesses formed in its end portion

near but not extending to its end. and oppo

Sltely arranged lugs on the body portion

adapted to be turned down into and to fit

the recesses in the end portion of the

tongue.

1,018,185. Tire Case for Automobiles.

Lewis Grimm, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Oct.

12, 1910. Serial No. 586.734.

1. A tire case comprising a receptacle in

the form of an annulus, including a station

ary and a hinged section, one of said sec

tlon_s seated in and overlapped by the other

section when the receptacle is closed, means

for maintaining the sections closed, a seg

ment-shaped shoe secured to the lower por

tlon_ of the stationary section and having

its lnner portion off-set, a segment-shaped

shoe fixed to the lower portion of the hing

ed section and pivotally connected to the

off-set portion 0 the other shoe, and means

for connecting that shoe provided with the

off—set portion to a support.

1,018,206. Tire Chain and Guard. Ole J.

Mikelson, Ferryville. \Vis. Filed Nov. 6,

1911. Serial No. 658,770. '

1. In combination with a tire, the guard

or chain consisting of the series of gripping

members, links flexibly connecting the

members, and means for connecting the

meeting ends of the chain and securing the

chain upon the tire. said means consisting

of a palr of links having hooks at one end

to engage one set of end members, a loop

connected to said links to engage the tire

rim, and a pair of levers fulcrumed to the

other end of said links and having open re

cesses to engage pins on the other member

of the chain at the meeting end.

1,018,219. Variable Speed Power Trans

mission Mechanism. W'illard Irving Twom

bly, New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Twombly Motors Company,

New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New

York. Filed Mar. 12, 1910. Serial No. 548,

776.

1. .In a variable speed power transmis

sion mechanism, the combination of a drive

shaft; a roller pinion fixed thereto, said pin

ion also constituting one member of a

clutch; a driven shaft coaxial with the drive

shaft; a roller pinion mounted on the driven

shaft to rotate therewith and having' sliding

movement thereon, said pinion also con

stituting one member of a clutch; an inter

mediate gear the axis of which is transverse

to the axes of the drive and driven shafts.

comprising a wheel having a plurality of

concentric circles of pins; means operative

-to throw and lock the said wheel into mesh

with the pinions on the drive and driven

shafts, and to permit it to drop out of mesh

  

 

with the pinions; and means to throw and

lock the pinion-an th‘e'd‘ri'ven shaft into and

out of mesh with either. circles of pins on

the intermediate wheel totransmit different

forward and reverse velocities to the driven

shaft, or to throw the clutch portion of said

pinion into engagement with the clutch por—

tion of the ' drive-shaft pinion for direct

drive, and simultaneously with the throwing

of the clutch portions of the pinions into

engagement Operating the means to lock the

intermediate wheel out of mesh with the

pinions.

1,018,236. Implement for Automobile En

gines. John J. Cooper, Providence, R. I.

Filed Sept. 12, 1911. Serial No. 648,980.

1. In a portable device or tool of the

general character described, the combina

tion of a manually controlled operating lev

er member having one end bifurcated and

adapted, when in use, to engage with and

compress the spring of a self-closing valve.

a suitable fulcrum screw adjustably en

gageable with said forked or bifurcated end

of the lever, a nut mounted to move longi

tudinally on said screw, and a bent hook

shaped rod having one end thereof hinged

to said nut and the other or free end adapt

ed to engage the valve of an engine when

the valve-bonnet or cap is removed.

1,018,250. Vehicle Spring. Michael M.

McIntyre, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The

Perfection Spring Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Aug.

28, 1909. Serial No. 515,117.

1. The combination, with a multiple leaf

spring having leaves provided each with a

central projection within the lateral edges

thereof and a complementary recess. where

by said leaves may be centered with the

projection of one leaf nesting within the re

cess of an adjacent leaf, of a spring seat

having a surface conforming to the deflect

ed portion of the adjacent spring leaf, and

clips securing said spring to the seat.

1,018,259. Spring \Vheel. William T. Mur

ray, Baldwin, Kan. Filed June 6, 1911. Se—

rial No. 631,624.

1. A device of the class described com

prising an interior wheel member and a rim

member spaced from the periphery of the

wheel. a plurality of guide spokes carried

by the rim, retaining portions carried by

the wheel receiving the spokes for lon itu

dinal and lateral sliding movement, resi ient

devices carried by the wheel, and divergent

flexible connections between the resilient

devices and the rim.

1,018,262. Carburetter for Internal Com

bustion Engines. Henry Andrews Neal,

Richmond, England. Filed Mar. 7. 1910. Se

rial No. 547,797.

1. In a carburetter for an internal com

bustion engine, the combination of a mixing

chamber having an air inlet channel and a

mixture outlet. a carburetting chamber com

municating with the mixing chamber. a

valve adapted to vary the dimension of the

opening between the carburetting and mix

ing chambers, a second valve for varying

the extent of opening of the air inlet chan

nel to the mixmg chamber, and a suction

operated throttle controlling the outlet from

the mixing chamber.

1,018,276. Fuel Injector. Edward M.

Smith, Fall River. Mass. Filed July 20, 1909.

Serial No. 508,668.

The combination of a'cylinder having a

piston therein, an air passage communlcat

ing with. the cylinder and with a soume of

air supply, a fuel injector comprising a body

having a threaded plug at its inner end

adapted to be screwed into a wall; of the air

passage, said body being provided with a

needle valve passage extending longitudi

nally therethrough, a valve in the passage, a

fuel passage communicating with the valve

passage, a cup on the inner end of said

screw plug into which the valve discharges,

and a deflector comprising a vertical wall

spaced from and extending across the outer

side of said cup, an inclined wall curved in

wardly and downwardly from the upper

edge of said vertical wall and overhanglng

said cup. said deflector being provided with

end portions secured to the inner end of

said screw plug.

1,018,292. Wheel Tire. Herman Leo Bie

ner, New York, N. Y., assignor, by direct

and mesne assignments, to Auto Sectional

Leather Tire Company, New York, N. Y.,

a Corporation of New York. Filed July 14,

1910. Serial No. 571,945.

1. A wheel tire made in sections arranged

around the rim of the wheel, each section

comprising a rim plate, a tread plate, a coil

spring interposed between the said rim plate

and the said tread plate at the middle there

of, a flexible inelastic connection between

the rim and tread plates at the center of the

plates, said connection extending through

the spring, flexible inelastic connections be

tween the ends of the said rim plate and

tread plate, and means carried by the rim

plate for detachably securing the section to

the rim of a wheel.

1,018,303. Metallic Vehicle Wheel. Hed

ley John Donahoe, Chicago. Ill., assignor of

one-half to Theodore C. Tiedebohl, Chica

go, 111. Filed Oct. 9. 1911. Serial No. 653,

559.

A vehicle wheel formed entirely of one

piece of cast metal, comprising, a fixed rim

or tread. a double series of spokes, and a

central hub. one'series of said spokes being

curved in one direction and the other series

of spokes being curved in the opposite di

rection, said spokes intersecting one anoth

er at a multiplicity of oints, said spokes

slightly overlapping each other at the hub

and then gradually merging into each other

and finally all terminating‘at the rim in_ the

same plane, whereby said spokes are_lnte

grally connected to'each other at each inter

secting point, there being at the angles of

the intersecting spokes punctured lugs con

structed to receive removable attachments,

as described.

1,018,307. Resilient \Vheel. John W00d

Enright, New Orleans, La. Filed Nov. 26,

1910. Serial No. 594,284.

1. In a resilient wheel, an outer and an

inner rim, pairs of lugs projecting from each

of said rims. spaced-apart elliptical springs

disposed between said rims and between

the lugs of each pair, said springs comprls

ing upper and lower leaves, a pm connec

tion hinging said leaves together at thelr

outer ends. whereby said pin may be Wlth

drawn to disconnect said leaves.

1,018,330. Speed Rec'order. Aubry H.

Martin, Short Hills, N. Y., assignor to Re

cording Speedometer Company, Newark,

N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Nov. 7, 1911. Serial No. 658,965.

1. A speed recorder for recording the

ilContinued on page 38.)
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Stock International

Champion ' Champion

  

Five Passenger Touring Car, One of Five Models, Improved Series V

 

Announcement of E.:‘;r.r*.t?::‘r;;";“..‘."3“t.":National Improved Series V

Left Side drive.

Center control.

a Gr & D i El ' S e.

Do not compare the NATIONAL With any car except lgmiiivi- 55'3310‘151‘Jmc Lightinz

those costing $5000 or more. You have studied the 1913 hilii‘g‘t‘lfl’ii"effiiifitfim‘

. . lZ-ine Turki_|h Upholstery.

announcements of other high-grade cars, and now Without agrggggl 035*“ “lemme

. . c c I Ad i C

wasting words on superlatives we invite your candid pig}?cilififéié‘jgia'iéznflfé'liii‘tfflf

reasoning—we can prove the NATIONAL offers you in igiifi‘éhtl‘iil'figm p... at a. motor.

I o c I I I :11“: W CC ‘ II'Q. I ‘ ‘

Quality, Utility, Luxury, Reputation and Intrinsic Worth A2333“"mum-MM"-wnwnd

as much or more than any $5000 car for i'r‘if'é‘iihffifidfii‘?“ '

Silk Iohnir Top, Cover and Curtainl.

Full floating Rear Axle.

Resilient springs; Y4 elliptic in rear; semi

elliptie in from.

Large gasoline prulure-feed Tank with

0 Gauge in rear.

Robe rail. foot me. and foot mat in run

ning board.

FIVE MODE“ Plain, continuous. enclosed Metal Crunrdc.

Enly riding qualities. unetcellcd.

Oiling Syltern. demonstrated to be perfect.

Write a: at once for our dealerc’ proposition and advance catalog  

 

National Motor Vehicle Co.,

a Indianapolis. Ind.

Please bend me your advance catalog.

VEHICLE CO, Name ................................ ..

Indim rll. . .............................. ...... ..l
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movements of a member driven automatic

ally from a vehicle, including a device for

feeding tape in predetermined amounts

past said member and a clock-work for

operating the tape-feeding device, said tape

feeding device consisting of a storage de

vice for the tape, a roll adapted as it re—

volves to wind the tape thereon, a rotary

table intermediate of the storage device and

the winding roll, a disk having a circumfer

ence equal to the predetermined amount of

tape to be fed and provided on its periphery

with a surface adapted to grip the tape, and

means for maintaining said roll and the tape

thereon, in operative relation with said disk;

substantially as described.

1,018,372. Internal Combustion Engine of

the Tandem Type. Thomas Rigby, Dum

fries, Scotland. Filed Oct. 16, 1911. Serial

No. 654,943.

1. In an internal combustion engine com

prising working cylinders in tandem, a pis

ton in each cylinder, a rigid connection be

tween the pistons. a compression chamber

being formed at the inner end of the outer

most cylinder, means for admitting com

bustible fluid to said cylinders, means for

admitting a supplementary charge of com

bustible fluid to the said compression cham

ber, means for conducting the charge from

the said chamber in alternation to the work

ing cylinders, and means adapted to be con

trolled from a governor for controlling the

admission of the supplementary charge to

the engine.

1,018,383. Sparking Plug. George S.

'Walker, Boston, Mass., assignor of one-half

to Edward _I. Chadbourne, \Vakefield, Mass.

Filed Dec. 13, 1910. Serial No. 597,158.

1. A sparking-plug comprising, in combi

nation, an electrical connected metal tubular

shell, exteriorly screw-threaded and at its

opposite end-portions open and of dificrent

internal diameters joined by a circular run

ning shoulder, and at its larger open end in

ternally screw-threaded and at its smaller

open end having a circular radial flange pro

jecting inwardly, constituting an electrode',

a gland exteriorly screw-threaded and

screwing into said screw-threaded end of

said shell, and at one end having an inter

nal circular running flange or shoulder and

at its opposite and open end having a re

movable sleeve closely fitting and terminat

ing therewithin and projecting therefrom,

an insulated cylindrical and tubular plug

having an external running collar lying be

tween said internal flange of, and the end

of said sleeve within said gland, and at one

end-portion extending into and along and

spaced from the smalle- tubular end-portion

of said shell and said sleeve of the gland

and at its opposite end-portion projecting

from said gland, a cylindrical metal stern

electrically connected and extending length

wise through and projecting from the oppo

site ends of said plug, a screw-threaded nut

on one of the projecting ends, and a spher

ical shaped head, constituting an electrode

on the other opposite projecting end of said

stem, and said head lying within and spaced

from said electrode of said shell, all sub

stantially as described, and for the several

purpose sspecified.

1,018,428. Pneumatic Wheel Hub. Fred J.

Koch., East St. Louis, 111. Filed Mar. 19,

1910. Serial No. 550,460.

In a vehicle wheel, an axle, a bushing

thereon, a pair of castings provided with

annular bearing rims non-rotatably mount—

ed on opposite ends of the bushings, a

spoke receiving member, the inner portion

thereof fitting between the castings and the

outer portion projecting there-beyond,

pneumatic tires mounted in the bearing

rims of the castings, bearing rings at

tached to opposite sides of the spoke re

ceiving member and engaging the tread

portion of said tires, said rings extending

entirely around the wheel and a bearing

ring in the spoke receiving member for the

inner ends of the spokes.

Reissues.

13,370. Speedometer. Louis A. Greenleaf,

Dorchester, Mass. Filed Jan. 4, 1912. Serial

No. 669,987. Original No. 1,011,051, dated

Dec. 5, 1911. Serial No. 566,034.

1. A speedometer, comprising an inclos

ure, a continuous hollow cylindrical mem

ber therein, means for holding said mem

ber in spaced apart relation to the walls

thereof to leave an open annular space, air

current producing means wholly within said

cylindrical member, a driving connection

thereto, and means also wholly within said

cylindrical member responsive to an air

current and having connected thereto a de

vice to indicate the force thereof, said parts

being constructed and arranged to produce

a closed circulation of air in one direction

through the interior of said cylindrical

member, returning in the opposite direction

through said upobstrueted open annular

space. .

 
 

METZ NEW 1913 MODEL

  

" SPECIAL”

/
  

 
 

They Have Satd All Along:

“I_t Can’t Be Done”

But HERE IT IS

The Best Roadster Car in the World

 

 

\.

Completely equipped

as shown    

$395.00/

N presenting to the public the METZ "SPECIAL" at this

phenomenally low price we wish particularly to emphasize

the fact that this innovation has not been brought about

by slashing car quality or depreciating value, but purely as

the result-of- scientific, economical manufacturing, in conjunc

tion with what is probably the lowest possible percentage of

overhead cost. ,

The question has been repeatedly asked: “Who will be

the FIRST to give the people of this country a Strong, Reli

able, Sane, REALLY LOW-PRICED CAR 9"

And today the METZ COMPANY, in placing on the

market the METZ “SPECIAL” at $395.00, answers this

question so effectively and so '

emphatically that it is bound . METZ COMPANY, Waltham, Mass.

to make an indellible impression upon the automobile indus

try of the entire world.v ’ ‘

The IMETZ “SPECIAL” is a strictly high-grade, guaran

teed car. 22% horse ower, four-cylinder motor, water

cooled, high tension igmtion system, with Bosch magneto.

Equipped with standard artillery wheels, best quality clincher

tires, extension top, wind shield, five lamps, as generator,

horn, pump, tools, etc. Makes from five to fty miles per

hour on high gear, will climb hills as fast as ANY stock car

made, and is the MOST ECONOMICAL CAR on the market

to operate. _-. _

" WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG, BOOK B.

DEALERS—This is the biggest proposition that has yet

been 3 presented 'to, you. Send

for particulars.
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DIRECTIONS

For Starting a Gasoline Engine

In Cold Weather

One Way Another Way

 

 

 

Crank a while, then tickle carburetter. Crank some The

more. Open petcock in all cylinders and drop a little

gasoline into each. Tickle carburetter and spin engine SimlfleSt and B25‘

violently for five minutes. C

Use an

Next, drain ofi anti-freeze mixture and fill tank with

boiling water, then crank again. If engine starts, replace E l e C t I‘ i C

anti-freeze. If not, wrap a flannel cloth tightly around

carburetter, saturate with hot water and crank a while, S e Cran ke r

always remembering that if you crank long enough fric

tion will warm up your engine. ' '

Operated from on

Should engine remain stubborn, waste saturated with

gasoline and plugged into air intake may help. Now try

cranking. Do it again. If too tired to keep at it, prob

ably some by-stander will volunteer—let him go to it—it

will rest you and afford you some amusement.

  

 

If engine hasn’t started, examine your switch—per- It eliminate your cold

haps it wasn’t turned on. Crank some more—stand and weather cranking troubles,

q; look at machine—cuss a little—that may help. crank your engine at any time,

a I Now if it won’t start, ’phone a garage and take a trol- _ any Place, inStantly and surely,

ley to business. ' l ' ._ ' just by a push of a button;

. ‘1

Use the Class A 6153A: with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class B em with an Electric Sell-Starter

._.,

I ‘1 ’ Write us for full information. -"‘. If)?“

.1: i _ V g ')

WILLARD STORAGE BATTERYv CO., Cleveland Ohio

,_ New ‘York Branch, 136‘W. 52nd St. I. 1'“ Chicago Branch, SoliiearborniSt.

r Detroit Branch, 1191 Woodward Ave. '6“ > ‘

Depot: in All Principal Cities in the United Stater, Canada and Mexico.
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“The Horn that's Made For the Discriminating"

- TUTO HORN

THE TWO TONE HORN
 

Results Vs. Argument.

7 _ HE TUTO horn has won out. Its service'giving Features have with'

'3.“ stood every conceivable Form oF adverse criticism which has been

_ ; ‘ advanced by makers oF other types 0F warning deVices.

  

T (L This Fact alone should demonstrate to the motor car manufacturer

and to the individual user, that the TUTO horn is best For standard equipment

where the bulb horn is to be displaced.

(L The TUTO is the only warning signal which has the dual service oF a low

note For regular purposes and the loud emergency note, both notes being operated

From one button in a natural and non'conFusing manner.

(L These Features are exclusive Dean property, protected by our issued patents and

pending applications.

(L Then the TUTO horn is so PerFectly designed and careFully made that it can

be guaranteed indefinitely, and will give active service during the 'liFe oF the best car.

(L We know that automobile owners transFer TUTO horns to their new cars

when the TUTO is not included in the regular equipment Furnished by the man,

uFacturer.

(L Every user 0F the TUTO horn becomes an enthusiastic advocate and driving

the car is made extremely easy with complete saFety assured.

(L Mere argument; can never outweigh the practical and beneficial results which

are obtained by having a TUTO horn on the car. '

'\

 

260 Taylor Awemte. Elyria, Ohio

“Look for Dean where Quality’s seen” 1‘

TUTO-ETTE $11.50

The Dan Electric co; I '

   

 

TUTO Hm, $25.00

 

1am

lust-‘4‘ ' - -
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Electrically

Sell-Started

and Lighted

u» If

Builflo

A Permanent Business Connection

Because the Car ls Built to Last

The Dorris is as good a car as money can make. After eight years of constant

use, the first automobiles we put on the road are still hard at it, day after day.

Every car we have made has been a good car; has made friends. Every Dorris

dealer in our hitherto confined territory has made a success and a big one. We

built our business as we build our cars—~to last—and our reputation is precious

to us. ‘

We believe that there is one high grade automobile dealer in every town, who

will appreciate this frank talk and will be willing to be shown what we have to

offer. We want to show that dealer just two things:

(1) That his business can never be permanent unless he handles a car that is

itself a permanent thing, both in construction and in the firm behind it.

(2) That the Dorris car is such a car and offers the safest, soundest proposi

tion ever put up to an honest man by an honest manufacturer.

If you, the reader of this, are a dealer such as we have tried to appeal to in

this little talk—able to handle a high grade car in a high grade way—write us

immediately for further details.

We manufacture a complete line of both pleasure and commercial cars:

PLEASURE CARS COMMERCIAL CARS

$2500 l0 $3600 1500 Lb. Delivery Wagon $2100

Been-Leslfjfiltle-znmfl 2 Ton Truck . . . . . $2500

Specifications and complete description furnished on request

C0.,_Sarah and laclede Aves" St. Louis, M0” U. S. A. v
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WE WANT MORE DEALERS

To SELL

MEEHQQE
THE ARISTOCRAT or EUROPE

 

The Metallurgique propaganda is growing faster

than we had anticipated—prejudice against the foreign

car, just because it is foreign is disappearing, and our

dealers arev finding out that real European supremacy

in matters of design, materials and lines is appreciated

—and sought after.

Now, Mr. Dealer, we will be perfectly frank: The

Metallurgique is the rich man’s car. It is an automo

bile for the classes—for men of wealth and ability to

discern the real difference in cash value between this

swagger car of service and the very best American 7

products. V

It’s just a question of steel versus steel—design

versus design and appearance versus appearance. If

you want strong, telling arguments on this controversy,

write and we will put information into your possession

that will help you sell the Metallurgique. .

THE METALLURGIQUE CO.

1 934 Broadway
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-.-itis; a money saving, power conserving convenience and the price
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1913 Motorcycle Shows
 

and what the Bicycling World and Motorcycle

Review will do in connection with them.

New York Show The Chicago Show
will be held in connection with the

Automobile Board of Trade Annual

Show in Grand Central Palace. under

auspices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers' Association

January 1 1-18

\Ve will publish two big issues in con

nection with this show.

New York Forecast Number

January 7

New York Report Number

January 14

will be held at the Manufacturers' Ex

hibition Bldg., 1319 Michigan Avenue,

and will be conducted under the aus

pices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers’ Association

February 3 - 8

Two special issues will be published

descriptive of this show.

Chicago Forecast Number

February 4

Chicago Report Number

February 11

  

We are ready now to book reservations of space for all or any of the

four above described numbers of THE BICYCLING WORLD AND

MOTORCYCLE REVIEW, and our service department is now pre

paring copy and sketches for our advertisers’ use in these big issues.

Each of the Show Numbers will have extra circulation without increase

in price of space and our regular advertisers may use extra space on

their contracts at‘minimum rates. This is_ a splendid opportunity of

which the entire trade should take advantage.

Copy and cuts can be handled one week in advance of each publication date, but

we recommend reservation now and an early preparation of copy. Can-we help

you with this copy? And how much space can we reserve? !

BICYCLING WORLD AND MQTO’RCYCLE REVIEW

1600 Broadway New York

    

_—

New York and Chicago
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Getting Maximum Power 1from Engine to Wheels

It isn't only the size or rated horse-power of your engine—

It’s how muc/z of that power gets to the w/zee/s.

Right here is where good gears count—and count mighty strong.

Gears that are good enough to meet Timken Ideals of efficiency can't be completely made

by any gear-Cutting machine—even the finest.

They have to be ground to perfect accuracy. This increases expense, but Timken

does It because it makes for quietness and efficiency.

What’s more—we couldn't find a gear-grinding machine or method in

cxistence that would remove all the little inaccuracies left by even the finest

cutters.

So we invented a process—designed and built a special machine.

Two other important facts—

Timken Gears are combined into a unit driving-plant assembled

and tested before it is bolted to the axle-housing.

And they are kept always in perfect mesh by Timken

Tapered Roller Bearings, which are adjustable.

These things are all necessary—not one could be

left Out of the top value car. They mean

getting the full mileage from every last

drop of gasoline.

Get the whole nory 01 Ink and hearing umporunze and

conltmmon by Illlllll to either mate» helm-luv

the Timken anen. T-7 "On the Cute and

Character 01 Hearings." and T-8 “0n the

Anatomy of Automobile Allen."

The Timken-Detroit Axle Co

DETROIT, MICH.

The Timken Roller

Bearing Co. ‘

CANTON. OHIO
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Can You Imagine a More Practical Necessity

on an Automobile Than This Warm Hand Wheel?

Obviously your answer is. “No.” “No,” because in the very nature of

things one insists upon his body being warm during cold weather. “i

Then, obviously again, if the Warm Hand Wheel is a most practical neces

sity on every automobile, the question of selling them is solved inherently.

If an article is a necessity it does not require the creating of a demand. If the

question of demand is solved the problem of selling is the simplest possible.

Then why don’t you get in line and stock up with these Warm Hand

Wheels immediately? Our argument is solid and correct. We’ve done our

work. Now it’s up to you.

The Warm Hand Wheel is a device or steering wheel heated by the elec

tricity supplied either by a storage battery or electric lighting or start

ing outfit. It can be put on any car with the greatest of ease and at the

slight cost of $15 retail.

On Ford cars this Warm Hand Wheel is operated by the magneto in

built in Ford fiy wheels. It operates perfectly with this source of current

without affecting in any way the magneto in the performance of the func

tions for which it is built.

Really you can sell a raft of these Warm Hand Wheels in your territory

right now. Remember they are necessary in most of the country for six

months out of twelve—that is during both fall and spring as well as in the

hard winter weather. Maybe your territory isn’t closed yet. Write today

and find out.

Warm Hand Steering Wheel Company

527 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK CITY
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Compare the,.KisselKar

with any carat any price '
y.

The riding comfort of the KisselKar sorpassed every previous

idea of car comfort. The extra liberal wheelbase, big wheels, big

tires, shock absorbers. and eleven inchbs of the most resilient

upholstery ever put into an automobile completely eliminate road

vibration—the unusual depth of seats permits a quarter—reclining

position, making it needless for occupants to brace against side

sway or lurches of the car on rough roads. KisselKar comfort is

unapproaehed—it is a KisselKar quality exclusively—and the proof

1

is in the riding.

Any KisselKar agency will give you the fullest opportunity to

demonstrate the road capabilities of the KisselKar—and you are

welcome to compare it with any car at any price—such compari

sons are advantageous to the KisselKar. \‘Vrite for 1913 KisselKar

catalog—it is a valuable aid in judging car values.

‘ KISSELKAR
" Thirty " $1700 " Forty " $2000 " Filly " $2500 60 ll. P. " Six " $3150

Fully equipped. including electric starting and lighting system. top, windshield, speedometer,

shock absorbers, demountable rims, etc—everything belonging to a periectly appointed car.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

XF.\V YORK CHICAGO

MINNEAPOLIS

BOSTON

ST. PAUL

159 Klssel Avenue, Hartford, Wis.

MILVVAL‘KEE ‘KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES

DALLAS

Philadelphia, Cleveland. Detroit, El Paso, San Antonio, New Orleans, Baltimore, Omaha, Butte, DenVer, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Duluth, Buffalo, Pittsburgh,

Hartford, ('onn., New Haven, Albany. Troy, Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Winnipeg, and 200 other principal points throughout America.
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No operation in the Pullman factory is a hurried one. While the Pullman factory

is thoroughly equipped with the most up to date labor saving devices, ample time is

spent on every operation and in every test to insure positively the most certain and

most dependable results. Every Pullman car must be up to the standard of excellence

that has placed Pullman cars in their present enviable position. Pullman manufactur

ing policy is that of making all the cars right, that we can make. rather than to make

all the cars we could rush through. That’s one reason why we so frequently have been

way oversold.

One very important point in Pullman motor construction is the fact that the bearings are all ex

tremely large in diameter and narrow in width. This means a stiff and sturdy crankshaft. Also the

crankshaft is remarkably accurate as to size. The bearing shape and sizes reduce the vibration in the

crankshaft to the minimum, not only after the car is made and running. but during the machining of

the crankshaft itself. Naturally this makes for a superior product.

In the assembly of the motor all Pullman bearings are hand scraped. Of courSe this takes more time but it

produces'a superior motor. In the machining operations all Pullman crankshafts must come to size even under

the microscope. There is absolutely no variation allowed on the size of the pins.

The Pullman line is a complete one. Every model is built just as carefully as every other. The variation

is in size and complement only. If you want a line for this year and the next and the next—a line that increases in

value day by day—tell us to get in touch with you.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY, YORK, PA.
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Maximum Carrying Capacity Not a Theory But a Proven Success in a

Minimum First Cost Year’s GruellingWork. ManylnSuccesstul

Minimum Maintenance Operation. StoIOToCapacity. Full Details

Minimum Turning Radius I t I S Explained in'l‘ractor Catalog. Send Today,

 

   

 

A motor unit that may be attached to any heavy vehicle designed to be drawn by horses; the

combination making a five-wheeled motor-drawn vehicle.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE COST OF

RUBBER TIRES. Wagons have been doing good work for many years on steel tires and

there is no reason why they will not continue to do so when drawn by the tractor; the heaviest

part of the load is always carried on steel tires.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE VIBRA

TION ON STIFF SPRINGS. All working parts of the tractor are carried on springs as resilient

as those of a pleasure car.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO SUDDEN STARTING

OR STOPPING OF HEAVY LOADS. The cushioning of the shock between the engine and

the load is one of the most important advantages gained, (fully explained in catalog).

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO NEGLECT ON AC

COUNT OF INACCESSIBILITY OF PARTS—all parts of the tractor being more accessible

than on a touring car.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES due to frame twist. The tractor ac

commodates itself to all road unevenness.

The single front wheel can be turned at 80 degrees angle, enabling the driver to back to

any position or turn completely around in a narrow street.

 

Send for further Information and prices

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY (Tractor Department) Springfield, Mass.

BRANCHES—New York. Chicago

AGENTS—The Knox Martin Tractor Is the Greatest Proposition in the Commercial Field Today. Fully Protected by Patents.
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An Active Journal

Covering anActive Field

  

  

_

Things are happening every day in both

motorcycling and bicycling and every

week these happenings are accurately

reported in the pages of this paper

—

THE OLDEST AND MOST INFLUENTIAL

CYCLING JOURNAL IN THE WORLD

"WWI lllllliiill {IIIHHHIE Hill“!!! ‘

I
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Published Every Tuesday

  

10C. acopy a year

Sample Copy Sent Free 072 Request

BicyclingWorld Company

1600 Broadway

New York City
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Clear“sion [Brougham Model 42, $3000

F. o. l)., Detroit

Isn’t Your Line Incomplete Without an Electric, Mr. Dealer_?

HERE is a real business opportunity

for the right dealer in every town

of 10,000 or over in which the

Detroit Electric is not now represented

In its present highly developed state

the Detroit Electric, if properly handled

by you, means increased business with

comparatively little additional overhead

expense. We would be glad to give you

special information and practical assist

ance. We desire only permanent connec

tions that will be mutually satisfactory.

Remember that the Detroit line is ab

solutely complete, including eight models

in pleasure cars and a full line of electric

trucks. All are made in our own factories

and guaranteed by this company.

The new Detroit Electric Clear Vision

Brougham. as announced in the October

nngnzmes and exhibited at our various

branches, has met with the instant ap

proval 0f the public. \Ve have in the past

introduced many notable improvements

in the development of the electric auto—

mobile, but none has met with more ap

probation than the Clear Vision features

of this car, which permit a clear view in

all directions—in front, both sides and at

the rear.

The seating arrangement of this car is

not only unique, but logical for driving in

congested trat’fic. All seats face forward.

Note the central location of the forward

seats, from one of which the car is driven;

and yet there is plenty of room between

the front and rear seats. The car

has a well-balanced, pleasing appearance

whether occupied by one or more persons.

We shall be pleased to hear from live

dealers. Our 1913 catalog is now ready.

Anderson Electric Car Company

423 Clay Avenue, Detroit, U. S. A.

    

Bolton

Brooklyn BRANCHES = Evan-ton

Buffalo New York—Broadway at 80th Street Klnuu City

Cleveland Chicago—24l6 Michigan Avenue MinnelPOIi‘
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l SHELDUN Steel Wheels Lighter Than Wood

These wheels are one piece construction. The hub is bored to receive the

bearings, of which you have several options. The rim is turned to size, sav

ing the cost of S. A. E. Bands, which are unnecessary. There are no flange

bolts to come loose—a defect in wood wheels often causing much trouble and

annoyance.

The economic disposition of material makes SHELDUN STEEL WHEELS

counteract tremendous side pressures. Lighter than wood, SHELDON. STEEL

WHEELS permit quick acceleration, which means fuel economy. Light weight

and the rapid heat radiating capacity of steel increases the life of tires 100

per cent. Does this saving increase the value of your car?

EHELD'JN STEEL WHEELS make a quality truck still better and build a

reputation for such a truck that is bound to make more and more business

for its manufacturer. Comparative cost considered, the difference will come

back in tenfold measure.

This company is now prepared to make delivery of steel wheels for one ton

trucks, other sizes to follow. This should appeal to truck manufacturers

who have been subject to annoying delays incident to receipt-of wood wheels.

Were the steel product no more valuable from an engineering standpoint than

the wooden wheels this one item of convenience should appeal. Get your

axles and wheels from one source, save trouble and freight.

Manufacturers, engineers, and others can get additional information that

is bound to turn them into customers.
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SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Detroit Branch: Chicago Branch:

1215 Woodward Avenue 68 East 12th Street
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Get All You Can

This Year

This is a year of fierce competition in

40-horsepower cars.

There are 72 makers of Forties. For

men are demanding in motor cars now

reasonable power and room.

Scores of these makers try to outdo

each other. This war of the “40’s” has

cut prices in two. And some “40’s” to

day are the best-equipped, most luxuri

ous cars on the market.

It is up to you buyers to get all you

can out of this Forty fight.

What to Get

Get electric lights with dynamo. You

are bound to want them. and they cost

as an extra $125.

Get four forward speeds, like the cost

liest cars. Get oversize tires—4V2 inches

wide—~er that means immense economy.

Get 14~inch Turkish cushions for com

fort. Get wide, long springs. Get wide

seats and long wheel base.

Get big brakes for safety. Get driving

parts sufficient for a 60-h.p car.

Get hand-buffed leather upholstering,

nickel trimmings, and a body finish of 22

coats.

in a “40”

These are points where makers skimp.

Be sure you get them all.

Then get a price which underbids all

others for the things you seek.

All for $1,585

In the Michigan “40” you get all these

perfections for $1,585.

You get a car built by W. H. Cameron,

who has built 100,000 successful cars.

You get a body designed by John A.

Campbell, who has designed for kings.

You get a car in which, in four years,

we have worked out 300 improvements.

Because of enormous production, and

this model factory, you get a “40” which

leads this whole class at $1,585.

Go make your comparisons. Watch

each specification. Look out for the dif

ferences which cut down the value.

See if any car in the whole Forty class

gives what the Michigan gives for the

money. For this is a war, and with 72

rivals you can get amazing values.

Send this coupon for our catalog. It

pictures every detail, and helps you make

comparisons. It shows the various bod—

ies. Send the coupon today, and we will

tell you where to see this car.

Michigan Motor Car Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Owned by the Owners of the Michigan Buggy Complny (119)

  

  

Michigan

“40”

$1,585

With All These

Special Features:

Four forward speeds, like all

leading foreign cars.

Electric lights with dynamo.

Oversize tires—35 x 4% in.

40 to 46 horse ower.

Wheel base 1 8 inches.

Rear seat, 50 in. inside.

Turkish cushions, 14 inches deep.

Central control.

Left side drive.

Drive shaft sufficient for 60 horse

power.

Brakes -— extra efiiciency—drums

16 x 2% inches.

Springs, 2%, in wide, 37 and 50 in.

long.

Demountable rims.

Extra rim.

Steering post, clutch and brake

pedals all adjustable to fit any

driver.

Shortsville wheels.

Hand-bufi'ed leather.

Best curled hair.

Body finish 22 coats.

Nickel mountin s.

Electric headlig ts, very power

ful, 125/; in. diameter.

Sidelights flush with dash.

Windshield built in.

Mohair top, side curtains and en

velo e.

Electnc horn.

$50 Speedometer.

Foot rail—robe rail.

Rear tire irons.

Tool chest under the running

boards, out of the way._

Over-capacity. Every driving part

made sufficient for a 60-horse

power car.

Self-Starter

Either gas or electric, furnished

at moderate extra price. We do

not include it because men difier

about the type they want.

r-_---------

E Mail this Coupotii

 

| Michigan Motor Car Co., I

I Kalamazoo, Mich. I

: Mail me your 1913 Catalol. :

l i

l |
I ............................ .. I

I l

I‘ ................... .. I

r fl ___..._| 
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Insure Maximum Mileage from Your
 

Car’s Batteries
 

  

You cannot increase your battery charge, but you can make that charge carry

you to its fullest extent if your car has flxleé.

The mileage question can only be judged fairly by including the axle problem.

If you do not know that there is an axle problem, you are ignoring the ele

ment upon which—more than any other—the general efficiency of your elec

tric depends.

The solution of the axle problem is to be found in flmeg'mn M, which have

the least friction because of their exclusive, patented features in combina

tion with the perfection of their manufacture.

The flmecican fladea line offers the option of Bevel driven gears—made first by

us for any electric—or the Lanchester-Daimler Worm gear; the superb

English type of gear to which we hold the sole American rights as axle

manufacturers. through the Warner Gear Co., of Muncie, Ind.

  

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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G e t 1 n L 1 n e
to handle a big increased |

business on the

New Positive Lock Stop

Twitchell Air Guage

HE Ratchet Twitchell if the best,

simplest, most durable and most

 

 

 

 

  

easily read'tire guage on the

market. It locks at the

pressure in tire. The

Twitchell proved its

superiority in

1912.

 

 

We are going

to put on an ad

vertising campaign

which will convince

every car owner in the

country that the Twitchell is

really “Tire Insurance.” They
  

- will come to you asking for the J

Twitchell. To profit by this campaign

you must have the Twitchell in stock. Get in line today

Watch for Our Important Announcemennt

to the Trade Next Month

THE TWlTCl-IELL GAUGE COMPANY

1202 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO, ILL. I
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CUB ‘

WHEELS
\\ Ii Remember our warning, Mr. Dealer—that it is merely

/'— a question of when you’ll be selling cars equipped with wire

/

 

wheels—for every day adds new converts to this greatest

of all tire saving equipments. It’s simply a question of

whether you’ll insist upon your cars being equipped with

wire wheels immediately or whether you’ll wait and be

forced into it after your competitors have reaped the reward

of progressiveness.

As in every other business there are some shortsighted

automobile manufacturers who dd not hear the call—and

\ who need to be prodded to come to a full realization of the

fact that they must adopt wire wheels. It is of these we

are warning you, Mr. Dealer. Get after your manufacturer

< / if he hasn’t awakened yet. It’s to your interest in every

 

  

 
 

way to sell wire wheel equipped cars. Act at once.

 

 
 

L \ \ Herewith is shown the first electric convert to wire

wheels—the Model 29 Buffalo Electric—built primarily for

i the business and professional man who wants a speedy and

4 powerful electric car. Wire wheels add both speed and

“ power while they save tires and weight (consequently they

,increase the life of the batteries).
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McCue Wire Wheels are furnished with Q. D. rims—

with the most practical and most efficient Q. D. rim ever

invented. Not only is this rim adaptable to either clincher

or straight side tires but it is so constructed that the tire

does not come in contact with the spoke nipples.

 

McCue axles are not an absolute necessity to the use of

wire wheels, but McCue axles plus McCue wire wheels form

a most ideal manufacturing combination. McCue axles are

the finest production known to the axle designing and mak

ing world. McCue axles must sell on this fact for they are

never sold on price. No rear axle ever designed possesses

more points of merit than the McCue rear axle, and the

McCue front axle stands pre-erninently alone the admitted

leader in the field. McCue axles are so made as to admit

of the use of either wire or wooden wheels on the same

spindle.

 

THE McCUE COMPANY

Butlalo, New York

Send for “Mileage Plus "

  

i
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THE present demand for selflstarting

and lighting equipment has created

a demand for an ignition system capa

ble of producing a hot, dynamic spark

independent of the engine speed.

This demand is being successfully

met by

6mg

Atwater Kent

Ignition System

the starting button of which produces,

not a few weak sparks, but a single

heavy flame-like spark, thus insuring at

all times the perfect ignition of any

mixture that will burn.

Other salient features of the Atwater

Kent System are the extreme simplicity

of mechanism, only three moving parts,

one contact, one adjustment and one

non-vibrating coil. .

While the Atwater Kent System is

high in value and reputation, it is not

high in price. In fact, it will cost less

Ci .. I

type r. UNISPARKIR
‘- "SD FQT. IZIYI OCT. "100. I

“Y "W 21. law nzc. new

Future vzmno

\

  

than half as much as a good magneto

and will give superior results at a much

less cost of upkeep.

We can now furnish two types of the

Atwater Kent System for use on cars as

sole ignition in place of the magneto, in

conjunction with lighting and starting

equipment.

Type “F’ ’ without Automatic

Spark Control.

Type “K” with Automatic

Spark Control and insulated

primary circuit.

No matter what the requirements,

the Atwater Kent System of Ignition

affords ideal ignition.

Write today for detailed information

and illustrated booklet “D.”

AmrlemerrcWonts

4930 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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NAMCO Milled Parts

Meet Exacting Demands

Automobile companies buying screw machine parts demand not only

accurate work, but uniform smoothness of finish.

That NAMCO Product shows no tool marks, no fiat spots on rounded

surfaces, scarcely noticeable cut off burrs, is due to the fact that our equip

ment is exceptionally fit for particular screw machine work. Our operators,

through long experience, know the high standard to be maintained in auto

mobile work and make light the duty of your inspector.

Our estimate department has the results of thousands of pieces made in

the past on which to base their quotation. Let us have your samples. They

may be similar in design to parts we have made, and the price will be right.

  

When you send in your sample: all: for

the "Special Milled Product" booklet.

The National-Acme Manufacturing Co.

Automatic Screw Machines and Their Products

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 
 

“In Exchange for your empty tank,

accept only a genuine Prest=0=Lite Tank,

filled with genuine Prest=O=Lite Gas.”

This is the message that is going to Prest-O-Lite users everywhere.

In it there is a hint for the wise dealer, as well.

You know that no imitator of the Prest-O-Lite Tank has ever successfully

imitated Prest-O-Lite Service.

 

gas and better gas than Prest-O-Lite.

“The sooner you resume earning your good old

Prest-O-Lite profit, the sooner you will make your

income what it used to be.”

287 E. South St.

The Pl'est-O-Lite CO. Indianapolis, Ind.

Branch offices and Service Stations in all principal cities.

Charging Plants in all parts of the country.

Extensive foreign service.

Exchange Agencies Everywhere

So does your customer.

Imitations are getting harder and harder to sell.

There are now mighty few dealers trying it.

Most of those who yielded to the old but ever

tempting claim “More Profits” have come back home.

To the dealer who is still trying to force imitations

on people who won’t have them, perhaps because he

has money tied up in them, we can only say:

 

You also know that no imitator ever made good the large claim “more
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Completely Equipped $950

HE EMPIRE Five Passenger Touring Car

has come into its own kingdom. It is win

ning so many loyal adherents everywhere that we

have been compelled to establish a second factory.

“The Little Aristocrat” is not too large, yet mag

nificent in appearance, low in price, but soundly

designed and built to endure and to serve efficiently

at low maintenance costs.

Its surplus power allows it to “make mole hills

out of mountains," as an enthusiastic owner puts it.

No description can give you an adequate concep

tion of the EMPIRE. See it by all means. Inspect

it~ minutely. Discover for yourself, that besides

beauty and power it has luxurious comfort for five

People. Ride in it and let the EMPIRE talk to you

in terms of pleasant sensation.

Our new illustrated folder describes completely and

in detail “The Little Aristocrat” EMPIRE Five

Passenger Touring Car

Write for it.

Empire Automobile Co.

lndianapolis, U. S. A.

 

 

 

 
 

 

“Service git Silence”

Kline Kar Model 6-60, 'l‘ourlnll. 83500

DEALERS

YOUR experience with other

cars should tell you that

it does not pay to handle a

line that constantly worries

the life out of you with com

plaints from the user, who has

trouble with the machine.

This user knows now that he

is better off when he buys a

car of quality in the first place,

even though he must pay a

little more for it, and he will

soon begin to demand such a

car of his dealer.

It is up to you to have the

car in your line when he calls.

The Kline Kar will answer all

the requirements this prospect

may impose and more.

Prices $1850 to $3500

(Fully Equipped)

Get Our Proposition

Kline Motor Car Corporation

YORK, PA. RICHMOND, VA.
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1913 Fans
Before considering your next season’s requirements

ask for results of tests recently conducted with Sparks

Withington One Piece Blade Radiator Fans. This in

formation will be furnished gladly, and it may mean

improvement to your cooling system.

Our Capacity 1,000 Fans Per Day

 

 

Gel Catalog

The Sparks-Withington C0.

Jackson, Michigan and Walkerville, Canada

  

Patented

  

Kelly - Springfield

Tire Company

20 VQIQ, 5!.

New York

Branch Offices in

New York

Chic; 0

Phila elphia

Boston

St. Louis

Detroit

Cincinnati

San Francisco

Lou Angelea

Cleveland

Baltimore

Wuhington

Seattle

Atlanta

Kelly-Springfield

Automobile Tires

As a matter of fact, dependable tires are

the basis of real automobile usefulness.

' Bering Tire & Rubber Co.

Houston, Texu '_

The Hearn Tire 8: Rubber Co. _

C0lumbul. (l.

Akron. 0.

Bnfl'alo
 

Boss Rubber Co.

Denver, Colo.

Appel & Burwell

Rubber 8‘ Tire Co.

Dallas, Texas

Todd Rubber Comnany

New Haven, Conn.

  

Kelly-Springfield road mileage

is a few thousand miles higher

than the average. That re

duces the cost of the tire.

The easy resiliency of Kelly

Springfield Tires is one phase

of our argument. But staunch

ness and durability, born of the

best rubber composition, skill

and the incentive to make good

tires better, ofier a reason even

more convincing—wear.

.When you buy Kelly-Spring

field Tires you are not expen

menting. \Ve have done that

for you.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Company, 20 Vesey Street, New York
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Make Your Car Ride Easier

A Spring Leat Lubricator

(GUARANTEED)

adjustable to any size automobile spring. Sim

ple, Quick and Effective, separates the leaves

just enough to insert the lubricant, and will not

damage or mar your springs. The damaging

cold chisel and hammer no longer necessary.

When the leaves of your springs are not lu

bricated they become rusty and freeze or ad

here to each other. They are soon like one

solid piece of steel. Then your car rides hard;

lem Pendins- Squeaking occurs and breakages become fre

quent.

 

  

Spring Leaf Lubricator.

Lubricate your Springs Properly and on Get More Comfort More Pleasure Less Breaka es Less Ex ens d N
Squeak, and 50 to 100 per cent More Resiliency and Longer Life out of Your Springs. g I p e an 0

° Postage DO YOU WANT A COPY OF OUR 1912 CATALOG NO. 22?

Pr Paid The Most Complete of the Kind. Maiiled Free on Request.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Home Office: 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

Order from Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97-103 Reade Street ALBANY N Y—ISS Central Avenue ATLANTA GA 25
_ . , . . . . .— 9 Peachtree Street.

CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, PA.--318 North Broad St.

BROOKLYN (kw—27" B'de'y- BOSTON. MASS—202404 Columbus Ave. new ORLEANS. LA.—601-603 Baronne St.
BUFF Lo ' - -—-l4Zl _Bedford Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN—274 Trumbull Street. NEWARK. N. J.—274 Halsey Street.

A , N. Y.—824 Main Street. DETROIT, MICH.~—227-229 Jefi'erson Ave. SPRINGFIELD. MASS—Bridge and Dwight Sta.

  

 
 

l

’ very carefully and read

it twice, if necessary.

Is there any part of an automobile engine, or any other gas engine,

that is more important to its efficiency than a Valve? __

Your engine leaves the factory running smoothly and sweetly—tuned

up to its highest power. Perhaps the valves pit—warp—go out of shape—

fail to hold compression. Then the power diminishes, and what can be

more aggravating to the driver, who has known the fullness of the pulling

power of his motor, than to have it grow less and less?

You cannot slight this part by putting in an inferior product—valves

that will give trouble, or even break from inexperience in their manufac

ture—valves of unsuitable material, not suitably heat treated.

Too much is at stake, and a slight extra cost at the outset, which is the

exception, may save you many times over a probable later expense.

This Company, with the experience of many years as a guarantee, will

furnish you with properly made valves, of the materials best adapted to

your requirements. '

Not only QUALITY, but efficient SERVICE is a factor—surely there

is a satisfaction in getting the kind of work you want—When you want it.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS COMPANY

CLEVELAND. OHIO
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l_n 1917—Five Years Hence

the 1913 GLIDE will still be a modern, serviceable car. W'hy? decause the present

GLIDE leaves but very little that can possibly be improved upon.

It is far ahead of many 1913 cars—and no car is leading the GLIDE in high-class

materials, construction and all of the newest equipment.

The 1913 GLIDE is electric lighted—simply turn a button and all lamps are onl

The GLIDE Motor-Driven Tire Pump eliminates drudgery. Also saves your

tires by keeping them fully inflated at all times to any desired pressure.

Electric Bull’s Eye Side Lamps are sunk in dash, eliminating rattling,

minimizing breakage and adding to the classy appearance.

 

  

 

 

“36-42 ” Features
 

Automatic Dynamo Lighting System
Y o u . . .
cam get Motor-Driven Tim pump _ The GLIDE Self-Starter is sure of a spark—investigate and learn

GLIDE Unit POW" Plant why the GLIDE starter is efficient.

. L - Simple center control, left side drive. demountable rims, irreversible st erq u a l lty , on: stroke Mo'or with enclosed valves ing gear—and in fact all the newest features of known worth—astabclish

Center control

Left Side Drive

Bull'sByeElectricSideLampsSunklnDub

Electric Headlights and Tail Lamp

An Efficient Self-Starter

Floating Rear Axle with Pressed Steel

Housing

Demountable Rims (Baker Bolted-on)

the “class” of the 1913 GLIDE

Make a memo—ri ht now—to write us for detailed description of

the entire GLI E line.

511322;? $1690

Fully Equipped

equipment and

service in any

other car at the

GLIDE price. Make

us prove it! You can

pay more and get less.

Our price includes com

plete equipment, as follows:

Dynamo, Mechanical Tire Pump,

Self-Starter, Mohair Top, Top Boot,

Glass Front, Electric Headlights, Side

Lamps and Tail Lamp, Demountable Rims

and One Spare Rim, Model B Stewart

Speedometer with Grade Indicator, Spare Tire

Carrier. Full quota of tools and jack, all nickel

trimmings.

  

Dealers

The extraordinary quality and e uipment of the GLIDE is

apparent to the most experienced. (It not only sells itself, but

every car sells others.

Write for our attractive Dealer's proposition today. Get the

GLIDE agency now, while there is still open territory.

THE BARTHOLOMEW COMPANY

220 Glide Street Peoria, Illinois

.iiif"°W0ill)STllCK
“ You can walk from there to anywhere ”

Our new addition is ready for occupancy. ITII-Ichlari D.

IYGI, IIII'IBC.

whirling: :iisgszggltriiarewlgldil's atypical floor plan

;::ii'.esewation at our expense.

  

Other Styles: 2-Passenger “36-42,”

2. 4, 5 and 7-Passenger “45‘5 "

Delivery Cars, Police Patrol and Ambulance

  

  

 

Lauth-Jueraans

  

RATES

Court room with bath,

[or one, per day......fl.l.

_‘ V ‘ Court room with bath,

‘W for two, par day . . . . .. I.“

“’ Outside room with bath

for one, per day...... I...

Outside room with bath.

for two. per day . . . . .. 4.00

O u t s l (I s room

with twin beds.

to r two, per

day .00

  

a

lllll Illl

"III ,IIII
8153-; .

M.

  

  

HOTEL ‘ " v v.
e' ,_ ' .. .

LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCKS R 'I‘IIE‘LAEST CONSTRUC

tion, most powerful in operation and the multira are guaranteed against

ec we wor mans p an matera or t e e o t :- true . er1 _ L def t k hi d i I f I: lit i' h k Th

are positively the highest class trucks made. Two cylinder, one-ton.

New York four cylinder. one, two and three-ton. Four speeds forward. Hess-Bright

[1:111l btéiglring ltransirplsniriu land‘- in gurb own tiltIOpS oi'dth; finest qtoot:

s 9.9 r001) i-co sc 1" utc , covere pair-n n nwne y us. .en
w' H' valiquenm [or l912 Catalog rind specifications, rompt delivery on all medals.

"Inllfl- Large publicity campaign just begun. Our quality will do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory for 1912 at Once.

The Lsuih-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont, 0M0.

Branches and Arcades

 
 

  

 

Also

" BOSTON—David Abrams. 131 Portland St.
F i u n _

‘ '- ' NEW YORK—West hide CBI‘BRG & Motor Co., ISO-162 10!!! St.

i :1 I?” CHICAGO—The Lantirlupi- ens Motor Cur 00.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave,

-~ ' Rutlllld. NEWARK. N. Cl—ltg'rriian s‘ M'tlltor kCg‘rlezu:A Essex gllzillilrlllilll. A

DETROIT, M] H.— ier Auo 1'!!!“ .am: zency, 5 .x ve.

v'm'" DISTRICT 011‘ COLUMBIA AND ViClNlTY—Bowles Motor Sales 00.,

Inc., 1608 14th St. N. W.. Wanhinzton, D_ C.
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Mr. Automobilist:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon you

the importance of

Tires Inflated to

the Right Pressure

He insists that this is tire economy and

Saves You Money

How do you know what pressure you have in your

tires? A

SCHRADER

U N I V E R S A L

Tire PressureGauge

(Trade Mark Registered in U. 5. Patent Oil-ice)

  

(Patented March, l898—Other Patents Pending)

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time, day

or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your Valve

for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in place,

showing the exact pressure in the tire so that the Gauge

can be taken anywhere and read, at night to the front

of the car into the light of the lamps. After the pres

sure has been ascertained the Indicating Sleeve can be

pushed back into the Gauge with your finger. No catches

or snaps to operate or get out of order. This Gauge is

2% inches _long over all, short enough to apply easily

to the smallest diameter of wheel and can easily be

carried in the vest pocket or the change pocket of your

trousers.

Price $1.00 Each

Ready for Delivery Now

Guaranteed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate

Can be obtained from all tire men

ufecturers end the dealers, or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc.

28-32 Rose Street New York City

  

“TWENTY MILES”

Means

“TWENTY MILES”

—n0t twenty and'a half or twenty and

the smallest fraction when read on the

(ORBIE—IBROWN SPEEDOMETER

“ The Speedometer of Permanent Accuracy “

It indicates positively your exact rate of speed. You

read at a glance wrthout strain and without the slightest

element of doubt.

Sold by leading garages ind accessory dealers every

w ere.

Write today for Catalog and Price List.

CORBIN SCREW CORPORATION DIVISION

(American Hardware Corporation)

213 High Street New Britain, Conn.

BRANCHES : New Yorlr Chicago Philadelphia

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED

—IN

MOTORCYCLES

THE BICYCLING WORLD

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

WILL INTEREST YOU

 
 

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AT

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

 
 

TWO DOLLARS PER YEAR

SPECIMEN COPIES GRATIS
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Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

Bosch Magneto

Of Course

IT will cost you practically no more than what HE new Packard “38" Six oilers

you will be forced to pay out for constant repairs the following as points of superiority;

on your present ignition system. A new Remy will _

give your car new life. Here is our exchange Centralized Control

0 sition: . 'pr po List Price Allowance Net to You Electric Self-Starter

2-Cylinder Remy Magnetowith Coil. complete . . . . .. $46 00 $ 9 20 $36 80 Electric Lighting

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto _

with Coil, complete . . . . . . 50 00 10 00 40 00 And a separate high

6-Cylinder Remy Magneto -

with Coil. complete .... .. 52 oo 10 40 4160 tensw" magnem

Allowance made Ior any make of Magneto. T0S “Bosch” is considered the ideal

Remy Electric Company d l- H f - -
Anderson' Indian. an most re 1a 0 system 0 ignition

mm“Esafif‘ékihfiéiiiihfiifiiitilf“‘°- K-m- B. some spoo Boo
sasvrca srarioNs-Aiouquer ue. Au usta. Baltimore. Charlotte, Cincinnati, Magneto and Plugs

Cleveland. Denver. Dallas, El no. ouston. acksonvill Louisville. Mem

Ilnneapolis. New Orleans. Nashville. orfolk ( a.) Los. . . Omaha.

$283: nggieg'phsigt‘ggtsgaggk.‘PogttlaiigugHe.). Portland (0re.). Roches- BOsC H MAGN ET0 CoMPANY

CAIAiJA—Toronto, Winnipeg. Calgary, Hamilton. Vancouver. Montreal.

s. Syracuse. Ufiea. Washington

223 West 46th Street New York

  

 

 
 

 

  

  

WARNER

y" - ,13,44,. 3‘“.

Price $75

HJEMEQ

E have three times trebled our factories. More than

100,000 new cars will be equip ed with Warner

Auto-Meters this season. Practically al of the prominent

EN C manufacturers make the Warner Auto-Meter “regular

. equipment"—regsrdless of its HIGH PRICE.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by dealers all over

the world and at our own branches.

L Handsome catalogue on request. .

NEW YORK The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin

TELEPHoulalspkLNG IBISANCHIES—fiAfllants, %env)er,cl;hiladelpll2ia, Boséqn, Dcetroit, BP‘g;

- , t . , . t , nnESTABL'bHflEL_ A'Liii’l'lrs‘iam‘e’.’ Heal-JCT. Newmaoork, Elinor} , 822°‘Frl‘iom.

St. Louis.

Canadian Branch: 559 Yonge St., Toronto. Ont.
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Dealers who handle this device can assure their

trade that it is positive in action—dependable al

ways—will not soot the spark plug.

"rain/ranis)'

The Niagara Self Starter mixes pure air with

the acetylene gas, furnishing a rich mixture in

urz‘u-a:_-czv-a._ua-m:

stead of pure acetylene gas, avoiding all fouling

and sooting—a fault common with starters deliv

"so:

ering unmixed gas.

Note that the compressor is made from seam

less drawn steel tubing, cast iron piston and pis

ton rings. No leather washers to wear out or rot.

DEALERS—We can interest you in this propo

It is the biggest seller in the whole field

Get the details.

rem-Armr-\1Nm'~=;uor.:wu|air-4.,

sition.

of starters.

‘a‘m'kfi-Z‘

NIAGARA SALhS COMPANY, Bullalo, N. Y.

‘'was“.

‘1 V. “a f 2““ '1'

e733“? 46' .1

  

It Pays to Investigate Tires

The more you try other tires, the more cer

tainly will you come back to AJAX, because

they give you more value and better service

than you can get from others.

HAHH
TIRES

Guaranteed

5000 Miles

Guaranteed

5000 Miles

More or less can be paid for tires, but no

greater tire value exists than AJAX. We made

sure of their dependability in actual service

beflore deciding to guarantee them for 5000

mi es.

OUR GUARANTEE IS THE STRONG

EST EVER GIVEN BY A TIRE MANU

FACTURER.

DEALERS— lIyou Ire a live, uo-to-dste dealer

and would lllte to sell the best tires made.

get In touch Wllh our Sales Department.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0.

General Otllces: 1796 Broadway, New York City

Factories: Trenton. N. J. Branches In Principal Cities

'a-2711\‘.\“13.3115‘HWIGIII‘2mm:

  

ureter:uan;mar-.55wramnwemwm

.we».

I:
t
a

“'13‘.
VII

9015.3N'L'ma15.1"?"

*

  

  

 
 

BENZ
 

 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the ofl'set crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears. ,

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will ofi'er special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, ns the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ lllllll lMPllllT BUMPANY llF AMERICA

280 West 54th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 
 

 

 

 

    

Dependable

Deliverl es

ELIVERY dates

are of utmost impor

tance. Delay in shipments

means loss of money.

We guarantee prompt deliveries.

_ewe;

  

  

  

year old reputation for making

highest class gears is back of the

product.

Car makers interested \

in the Quality and

, Meritthatmeanl

absolute safety

and satisfaction

will do well to

write.

We modify our de

signs to meet detail

requirements, or

  

  

designs on sea

sons qunntity specifiCltiOnl.

Philadelphia, Glenwood Av. and2nd St.

Detroit. 628 Ford Building

  

Humci e " Indiana.
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ALMOST

UNIVERSALLY

USED IN

FRANCE

  

50.000 sets sold in Europe alone— why .7

United States girdled in one year—why .7

Thousands of M. users in every civilized country—why .7

Because the

.I. M. Shock Absorber
has been silently advertised everywhere—by the best advertisement

any article can have—personal endorsement of satisfied users.

Added comfort, reduced tire expense and minimized wear on

engine result from the way the J. M. Shock Absorber holds the

wheels on the ground despite rocks, ruts and “thank-ye-ma’ams."

Made to fit all sorts of cars—with a distinctive type for Ford

Cars that gives wonderful results. Send for new booklet “W.”

Prices $35 to $50 the set.

THE J. M. SHOCK ABSORBER CO.

Main Office and Factory, 210 South 17th St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New York, N. Y., 218 W. 84th Street Pittsburgh, Pa., 5919 Baum Street

Chicago, 111., 1509 Michigan Avenue Baltimore, Md., 10 West Eager Street

Boston. Mass" 222 Eliot Street Pawtucket, R. 1.. 41 Dexter Street

Bufl‘alo, N. Y., Teck Building Washington, D. C., 1803 M Street, N. W.

Rochester, N. Y.. 111 Munroe Avenue Detroit, Mich., 1001 Woodward Avenue

Atlantic City, N. 1., 12 S. Virginia Ave. Hartford. Conn., 230 Main Street

Cleveland, Ohio. 5906 Euclid Avenue

ST. LOUIS LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

PORTLAND, ORE.

Branches in France. England, Germany, Russia, Bel ium. Austria, Italy,

Spain, Argentine Republic, South Africa an Australia.

SEATTLE

 
 

9' r'TI'IL first...

  

CAN BE HANDLED BY ONE PERSON AS EASllsGUILKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

INSTANTANEOUS PROTECYION

GLUE-PATENT MANUFACTURING CO. 515 W. 56L"ST. NEW YORK.

 
 

 

Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NOW

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

$16.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

Imported U. 8: H. High Tension Magnetos Less Than

Import Cesc.

Circular and Price Llsts Free

.I. S. BRETZ COMPANY, 250 W. Sill] Street, New York

  

 

 
 

 

  

Sanitary Desks

A COMPLETE LINE

OF:

OFFICE, BANK

AND

COMMERCIAL

FURNITURE I

Geo. W. Cobb, Jr.
M 47-49 Liberty Street New York City

  

 

 
 

  

 
 

Telephone 872-873 John

 
 

  

Argodfilecttius

Have New Foot Control

This is the greatest single improvement in

electric motor car construction that has been made

during the past ten years.

A touch of the foot on the pedal shuts off

the power and applies the brakes.

Our Catalog Explains this new system of foot control—also

many other exclusive new Argo improvements. Write for it.

We Want Dealers Everywhere

Argo Electric Vehicle Co. Factories, Saginaw, Mich.

Metzger-Herrington Co., Distributors

24 1 2- l 4 Michigan Ave. Chicago. Ill.
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New Departure Ball Bearings
  

S I G N I F Y

2.13:2“:223 :meflals N0 ball bearing is so carefully made, closely gauged, gunfire: 32‘2"“

“3 n 0' "glcnlgrsgzn persistently insPected and insistently qualified. "an" 82nd amigo“

Guarameed Uniform"): Catalog, _data sheets, consultation service of _our Gum-3mm Durabllny

hnglneermg Department are yours for the asking.

 
 

 
  

American Made The New Departure Manuiacturing Co. American Made

for BRISTOL, CONN. for

American Trade Western Branch, 101041 Ford Building, Delroll American Trade

 

 
  

THE RESULT“TWENTY Motor Horns

Y EAR S of Prlcn lro the lowest for which horns of Dependable

by qualifications can be bought

Torpedo Type

ELECTRICAL Price no

> SPECIALISTS Automobile Supply

‘ lllllll lElllllllll ELECTRIC 80. mm C0'

lRlllllllllE, II. I.

  

  

220 Tulle l‘llee, IIMKLYN. PLY
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_ The one weak nt of the automobile is that you cannot depend on the ,q;

ill”; T'Jil'j'l'élllmfifiififi‘ill‘ 'ifi'li'igfi'z'd‘ii lei'iinll“Itiriicrigcir-iznghg .inner tires (not inner shoes) plued between theouter casing and inner tube 1teo‘ltrengethen the casing and protect the tuntaoo

from punctures. '1' doub he Ini age of new tire! and add 1.!!!) 5,

miles to old ones—la hall your tire expense—and make lira truub rod.

Dealers and Motorloto-lnveotiaatc Interlock: 0

Don't drlay—u-nlr ramp for booklets, data, prices, testimonioll of use",

\ road tall, etc. Mention nu and kind qfhrc: you. use.

\ DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO. 600 W. 9th Street, Auburn, Indian. .
\

§\\\\\\\\\\\W.wwiw :.; ~;l~ asp-iii~~~:<>;.:‘5.1\w :r\.\fi‘\~;1~~»;\>,;;.\ 5»
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Quiet
  

474/

Bearings ”
  

  

/////////////

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
\  

  

 

The Kentucky Thorgughbred Best on Earth—Kantsamorc

ESTABLISHED 185$

“AMES 45” Phineas Jones & Company

_ Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec- 305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

tnc (Dynamo) Lights — Self Starter —- Left Hand Brunch Factory: ms Am.“ “a 55m Shoot. N“ Yul- City

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and
I

Tops. A combination of power, speed. endurance and A b l l

9aceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is l e 8

13’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu
tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec- For Pleasure Cars and TruCks

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog. Ropolrinilnd manna L ' - , ' '—. I-:., J - I Vlllialll , '_lt1.

C Owemboro’ Ky. Wo furnish and apply any style demountable or detach-bl. rim or fir...
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A new illustrated folder in colors has just gone to press.

Its edition is limited, for immediate distribution—to fill early

requests. Write for one at once. We have some open terri

tory for substantial dealers.

It's the car that has "made good." In num- Marion 37-A. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .31475

bers far exceeding any other car—on all Marion 35_A ‘ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' _ ' _ “$1425 All can in"? canine“!

sorts of roads and under all sorts of condi- - _ A“ g“'"“"°d
tions. Prices $525 to $800. Beak" every Marion 48 A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1850

where. Ford Motor Company, Detroit, Mich.

918 Oliver Avenue Indianapolis

| RUcK F ME8 Direcl Drive—Single Reduelion

~ Fool Conlml - 3" '

Irreversible Worm Steer

Automobile Frames and Special Stamping: Lamina...”

 

  

  
 
  

 

  

\

  

 
 

Bufl'alo Service I V

MJJJ 29 Roadster, . . 52,600

i l » ModeI3OCoupe, . . . 9,200

THE PARISH & BlNGllAM 00. .
CLEVELAND, OHIO j The Buffalo Eleclri'c Vehicle Company

Buffalo, New You; A

 
  

 

 
 

   

 

CW ' TheConsistent

2.5001252 Motors
The crank shaft is of large dianieteria self-contained oiling

s stem supplied by a ear um throu h th h ll nk h i -TOVlydeS perfect oiling. T e exptra p g e o ow c“ a a t The Marmon “32" The Marmon “St!”

"The Easiest Riding Car In The World"

  

arge bearings reduce friction toa

minimum and increase durability. 32-40 H.P.. lZO-inch wheelbase, aeli “'80 H'P-if 1454"“! Viifilbll

an 4 Cycle—iii 5 Types starting, dynamo lighting, with .“u'm "' ‘°' °°.' """l- "l 'W“

3% in. bore. 5 in. stroke, 4 cyl. bod, up" to meet "er, "quin_ "ll- dyn‘mo hihfinl'v “‘7

4V in. bore. 5 in. stroke, 4 cyl. . . ‘ype' '0 meet 97"? New!“

U in_ b0". 5 m “rum 6 cyL ment and corresponding equipment and correspond“. equip-“g—

”; -$2.sso to $4,100 $5,000 to $0.350.in. bore, 5% in. stroke, 4 cyl.

$12 in. bore, 7 in. stroke, 4 cyl.

WISCONSIN

MOTOR MFG. CO.

Dent. 32

Milwaukee

Detailed Information on Request.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

INDIANAPOLIS (Est. 1851) INDIANA

Sixty Years 3" Successful Manufacturinm

  

 

 

 

Money-Savers

Time-Savers

Trade-Bringera

Sell Stewart Trucks

DeliveryTrucks lll Winter Months

No let-u in business for the dealer who handles Stewart Delivery

0 . Trucks. Cod weather only increases the need for motor delivery. Mer

C chants are already worrying) over their holiday deliveries. They know that

their horse equipment will e inadequate durin the cold. snowy days and

the rush and on; hours of the Xmas trade :in special sales.

We can guarantee prompt deliveries of Stewart Delivery Trucks in

time for the winter busmess. We can furnish dealers their demonstrators

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since

  

almost immediately. Now is the time to go out and get‘thia desirable

1912 business. Merchants are looking for the right car; one that is scientifically

designed for hard delivery semice. You can get their orders for Stewart

Trucks now. Write for our literature and liberal proposition to dealers.

Occupying the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant In America. gm Ilki‘fim @eixirsilism. Butfilo. 111i

HAYNES AUTOMOBI . - T.R.L P . dG ’lM. R.P.L ,s. dT .LE WMPANY' "'P' T " K°k°m°' '"d- it 0. street vi::.;."....'.'i¢.i:ia... a. w. erase.

H
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If You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog
We want you to write for the Solar Catalog before you decide on your motor

lamps, for this is the most complete line of lamps on the market. Solar Lamps

have been preferred by most motorists for the past fourteen vears because of

their brilliant: , their style, their strength and their several exclusrve advanta ea

—their special, short focus lead glass lens mirror reflectors—the patented dou le

ray light projection (in the Solarclipse), giving two distinct fields of Ii ht. for

city and country use—the new black finish, the only such finish thats prooi

against heat and motsture—and other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

the very finest lamps in existence. Solars are made for orl, electricrty, as and in

combination, for pleasure cars, motor trucks, carriages, motor boats an airshins.

Write for catalog now~while you think of it. (136)

Kenoeha,Wis. BADGER BRASS MFG' co' New York City

SOLAR LAMPS

DIAMOND OHINS

are and have been the recognized quality standard for 20 years.

Strong, accurate and durable. Let us cut your sprockets.

DIAMOND CHAIN 8; MFG. CO.

180 W. Ooorzla 8t. lndlanapolla, Ind.

Olpnclty @000,” he! per yomr.

Eiiusegf
“ Always There ”

  

SPLITDORF PLUGS are gas—tight, soot

proof and unbreakable and never

need monkeying with. Insist upon

SPLITDORF—they are STANDARD.

Write for nrw catalog

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

  

 

 

Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats

  

 

 

Do you wiah to make your

car more comfortable by inatall

ing a pair of auxiliary leata? If

so, have the best. Our 'leatl

are made in five ltylel. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Amenbury, llau.
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imperial Vulcanizer Repair Kit

Saves Time Saves Money

Pays lor [bell in a Short Time

outrun!

Place tube between

plates of vulcanizer

(see cut); tighten

thumbscrews; put a

little gasoline in

pronged receptacle,

and ignite. T
um mun

.’ :Inner Tube Repaired in 15 Minutes

PRICE $3.50

NICKEL PLATED

Patent Pending

.1 I ...... Guaranteed to Satisfy or Money Relunded

MeGRAW TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept. B. East Palestine, 0.
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Complete with enough rubber for 40 punc

tures. At your dealer's or sent by express.

 

 

 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Difierent and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 

 
 

I THE MIXER '

  

The Power Producer

GYREX adds power and speed because it furnishes cylinders

with a better mixture and saves 10% to 25% gasolenc. Send

$3.00 ($3.50 foreign) and we will mail you a GYREX on trial.

If not satisfactory. money refunded.

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

436 Housatonic Avenue Bridgeport, Conn.

I \‘Ve also make Duplex and Raymond Brakes and Raybestos Friction Facing

fl

 

 

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE
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crank a sh. Unit power plant.

ward. Sliding gears. Full fi

tor. Bosch magneto.

detachable rims. Mohair to

Rear shock absorber. Prest

Magneto and camshaft driven

Chassis same as Touring Car.

black, high-class finish.

headlights. Oil side and tail lamps.

Trimmings. black and nickel.

Iupmoblle "82" Touring Car, Fully Equipped, $975

Lon -strolte motor, 3% x5% inches.

Multiple Disc clutch. Three speeds for

oating axle.

lO6-inch wheelbase.

with envelo e. Jiii

_ -Lite tank.

lamps. Tools—horn. Trimmings. black and enamel. Standard color. black.

y silent Coventry chain.

Inpmoblle "32” Roadster. Fully Equipped, $975 F.0.B. Delroll

Chassis and specifications same as Touring Car. Large turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

Ilalpllloblle “82" Delivery, Fully Equipped, S950 F.0.B. Dctroll

Enclosed panel body. Two cushioned

lazy-back seats. Carrying capacity,

Two~piece windshield.

IUPP MOTOR CAR CO., 1254 Mllmukoe Ave” Detroit, Mich.

  

—l

F.0.B. Deli-o"

Enclosed valves. Three bearing

Center control. Zenith carbure

32x3% inch tires. Quick

curtains. Windshield.

as hea lights. Oil side and tail

800 lbs. Chassis and body painted

Prest-O-Lite tank. Gas

Quick detachable rims. Tools—horn.

  

$1750
ANNOUNCING I913 TOURABOUT

Complete Specifications Sent on Request

Nu IAIY \Nl muaa- -

NYBERG AUTOMOBILE WORKS
\tv'l'tlrfl in...” lhlln 0m:

\\llklt\u\ [\U

 

 

Chico Olltu but107-” “Simian AVE. (.HA I l \soooa. TLNN  

 

 

R-C-l-l

ideas in construction

EQUIPMENT—The

priced car.

 

R

C

“ Twenty-Five” $ 9 0 0

Tho Car Complete

Five-Passenger Touring Car

THE CAR—The best materials,

grade’workmanship. and the most up-to-date

most complete, highest

grttde equipment ever pla

Two Passenger Roadster, 110' wheelbase, 8900, t. o. b. Detroit

Three Passenger Coupe. 110' wheelbase. $1300. i. o. b. Detroit

R-C-H CORPORATION, 104 Lycaato St , Detroit, Mich.

F. O. B. Detroit

the highest

on a popular

 

 

  

Larre photomvure of

thenbove cut for

framing He in stampsv

Is responsible for the success of Margemn

' jority of the most prominent pleasure and

' commercial cars. They will beat" your investi

gation before the purchase of any type of car.

Literature upon request.

RUTENBER MOTOR CO., Marion. Ind.

  

 

 

THE

RUTENEE.
MWR,

  

“Distinctly Complete"

I loctrically

Colt-Started

o-tl Lighted

-a-'....':—e...'--~
m-aa "—4 Passenger Demi Tonneau.

I.“ OZ—Roadator tzfi-all with the

.londid now on motor, 4%

ration, 516 inch atroha.

  

Fore Door

III! equipped with top, w'

 

Six Models

“land 50 H. P.

F u l l y Eqaippod

Modal ‘0—7 Passenger, Door

Touring Car.

Model 51—4 Passenger Demi Tonneata

  

Faro

Model SZ—Roadatar t —all with

2“- Efi'..'.'3i'. “.33. 5‘3"“ "“"In -

$2400 in. $3400

1“ u , I ‘ -' 16' wheels. 

demountable rims, and

r -

automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co.,

I“. Branch: 153 Maaaachuaetta Ave.

EFL—(’- Muncie, Ind.

Omaha Branch: 810 I. llth It.

Climbs a 501;

any number 0 apeeda. Five mulch—write.

CARTERCAR COMPANY,

l[ratio—Friction Tranamlaolon—

  

Pontiac, Michigan

 

He
619'0176'1-‘6’50

Fully Equipped

  

Five 25 l. P.

Passenger Long

Touring Stroke

Car Motor

Enclosed Valvea, Three Point Suspension, Unit Power Plant, Platform

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle, Left Hand Drive, Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tirea, Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for apecificationl.

BRIGGS-DETRMTER (10., 449 llolbroolt Ave., Detroit, Mich.

  

 

 

SALESMANSHIP IS A NECESSARY EVIL

The less the buyer wants your goods, the more

you’ve got to use of that costly stuff. The way out is—

sell what the Buyer wants. In the motor field that is the
  

We‘re 25 years old now

and you can rest assured

there will never be any

“out of business" sign

Special arrange

; ment for ‘ ‘ get - at -

"3 ableness”; also a

up when you want that '4 bpePlal Oll'ng

interchangeable pa r t . Mo", “Tu dQVH-‘e — best yet.

All the details to you rfyou write to

BRANDENBURG 8: CO.
1108 S. MICHIGAN Ava. 57rtt AND Baosmvsv Fonn BUILDING

Cmcaco. NEW Yoiut Ct'rir. DETROIT.
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H AvE R S HAVERS

"SIX-44” "SIX-55”

‘ $ 1 8 5 0 S 2 2 5 0

THE ULTIMATE CAR Touring Car and Touring Car and

(KNIGHT TYPE MOTOP.) Rwdslfl' Ti'Pfs- slimmer TY?"

The first American Car to adopt the Silent 44 hp. -6 cylm‘ Emma sma

_ _ d . U (P ' 'Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler. Pelrlsnl,m$-|°,:I‘l:lll 5.501.“; Lilli:

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva. Suspension. 122 Wheel-Base. 86:

4 in. Wheel-Base. 4

THE F. B. STEARNS co. 3...“... a523,.“
CLEVELAND, OHIO erieiorlulllspedfleati—s

M”"a M‘" l” '25 “a” HAVS moron can COMPANY, Port Huron. Mich
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rate all of the features

inllllmmlli" wscrsil’iye'il l I
  

\___

AMERICA . inH
u N D E Rs LU N0 i I " "iillllllll1| _ mfg

E have published a very interesting book on the advan
Write for catalog is"

tages of Underslung construction. It is of value to and Agency de‘a‘ls- I

dealer or individuaL It tells of our full line which ranges in 'l‘i , ..

 

Ii

' i 'i
I

"ll" ""liu

 

  

models. “
\

.

L ,5—1

. .
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price from $1475 to $4500. Write for a copy today. in i, w“ !I,I,,am"liflffll'jfi'lll'f'lll'l'lil, '"1 "i" ~ if

, i '\ “Infill :in'piiii plmudtnl . M
American Motors Company M“ I ', Illlpllly'illiilllillllililliliuiit' ‘fiQti ,9

Dept. E. ndianapolis, Ind. ‘ MIH‘ ii“ ‘\ 1.551..“— nnum 1 Hi mnmumum n [ mumm 111‘ ll! $4.2M. , _ .

iIinIIIrunner-"unnu-unn-nlllllll IIIIIIIIIII'|I\I --------------------- Ill |||||||||| l q n

DEALERS-Here is the first electric truck

that sells for about 8700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 popnds-Service l00 per

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.
Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

Cole Sixt six cylinder Touring Car. live passenger convertible to

y seven passenger. 132-inch wheel base. Deloo electric

lighting, starting and ignition. $2485

Cole Fifty tour cylinder Touring Car. five passenger conv’ohrglble

MADE TO

' MAKE 0001)

a AND IT DOES

m & P Electric/

Vehicle C0.

Frflh an

Intel! Sis

screen. was

toseven, 122-inch wheel base, De 00 system. 81

four cylinder Touring Car five passenger lid-InchCOIe Forty wheel base, Delco system. #1685 I

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer’s proponiizlon.

COLE MOTOR CAR C0., Indianapolis, Ind.

  

I'ltillIIIIllllllllll

  

  

 

 

Write For This Franklin

Dealer Proposition

NO matter what cars you now

handle—get the Franklin

Dealer Proposition. Franklin is

now the third largest selling

high priced car, and rapidly

gaining on second. Reasons—

less gasoline, less oil, no smoke,

fewer tires. travels faster, rides

easier. wears longer, silent, pow

erful, flexible, beautiful.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO.

28 Franklin Square, Syracuse, N. Y.

  

  

Newport

MERcE "E Wm"
LIGHT CAI

Lift up the hood of any Mercer and you will learn

why it is “the most talked of” automobile in America

today.

  

  

Send for Catalogue

MERCER AUTOMOBILE co. ',°;'.,‘;:".“.;:f‘;';‘_

  

 

  



 

November 2|, l9l2lny lilnd . Clincher

Every lilnd 0. ll.

8 to c It , o r Demonntable

to Blue Print Ghannels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.
 

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES CO., Sales Agents, Detroit

 

 

 

..Dlamencl

SAFETY TREAD

(Squegee) TIRES

Woril' Slip -Won‘l' Slide

Woril' Skid-They Grip!

THE DIAMOND RUBBER C0. 0F N.Y.

Subsidiary oi The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AKRON. OHIO

  

ruin casings. They admit moll

lure to the carcass, cause the

fabric to rot and weaken, grow larger end in blowouta.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUB any'

where in 15 minutes. better than a Repair Shop an do

-—nnd for one ant.

Universal

Auto-Yulgdanizer

  

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. it weighs 3 pounds and

can becnrried in the tool box Slinplesinnd mortutisiacto

device ior eliminating tire troubles that hnsever been dev

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer —put in the gasoline light it. No further

attention required In i5 minutes the job is done.

It can't bum, scorch or injure tube or casing. it can‘t

get out of order. it can't fnil to do its work. So

limpie.auyone can operate it. The Universal Auto

Vulcnuizer saves its cost a film-ind time: over in

trouble and expense.

Price Complete. “.00 Ready for instant l‘se

Gnarnnleed Satlltlctory or Ioney Reinnded

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, East Palestine, Ohio

  
4

Standard Universal Rims

fit any style or make of tires. The

side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place. Write for catalog

607, which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

FOR (UNCHLR

rim

  

ton swoon SID!
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The [Inc Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning llcvicc

Oontn Littl. to Buy—

Coot. Nothing to Oporlto

No Battery—N0 Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

a. 13th Stmt all lollmri

LONG IQLAND CITY

Philadelphia, l416 Vine St.; Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave; Minnea olis,

70 So. 10 SL; Bufl'alo, 852 Main St.; San Francisco, 544 Van Ness ve.;

Los Angeles, 1229 So. Olive St. ' Seattle. 917 E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore.),

329 Ankeny St.; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sts.

  

 
 

  

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniler

Lights, dim! and extinguish" all gas lamp; on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach

Convenient

Sale

Dependable

Write for booklet and dealer discounti

TIIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Pittsiieltl. Moss.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States.
 

 

 
 

Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

—others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

Spark Plug Talk," tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWITT C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Itch.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Mnnuincturen in the World

  

 

 

  
 

 

SA-WA
I". u. l. "I. I".

GASOSAVA

Great Dealer Proposition for those who want to handle a

device that will increase engine efficiency, save fuel and keep

the engine clean. Retails for $3. Big commission. Write

today.

THE GASOSAVA COMPANY

1270 Broadway NEW YORK
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“ ’
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lt__s a Mighty Good

.. Transmission!”

That’s what the big

car builders that use

. them say. It’s the trans

mission that is specialized—still it is less ex

pensive than if built by yourself. Write us.

COVERT MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

colon Office: Ford Bldg., Detroit, Mich. Factory: Lodrport, N. Y l

  

 
 

    

Better Than Commercially Perfect

G EARs Bevel Differential
Transmission

Steering

$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work; also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

Brown - Lipe- Company

H. W. CHAPIN, Oen’l Mgr. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Gear

Chapin

 

 
 

 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

l' Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders.

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 

 

  

LI:
 

 

WE MAKE THE BEST

  

  

 

 

JONES SPEEDOM

FIRST in the Royal Automobile

Club’s great trials. FIRST in

strument built. Fl R S T in

every speedometer improvement.

FIRST in the minds of motor

ists who insist upon accuracy

and quality.

ETER

f,

1' a, ;,. \

  

THE JONES SPEBDOMETER

Main Office

Bush Terminal New York

Chicazo. Boston. Philadelnhla. San Francisco

Buffalo, Los Anzelea. Portland. Seattle. Detroit

   

 

 

The Otto Konigslow

Manufacturing Co.

CLEVELAND

 

  

We make control levers for most any

position on the car, also any style of

 
  

 
 

 

  

 z I 0 transmission. Tell us

what you need and we

{7' o M will quote.

 

 

"Firestone"

Tires and Rims

are the least likely to re

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

  

changing when required.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

and All Cities

Drop Hammer Forglngs

cost very little more than castings“ They are

vastly superior and less expenstve in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 9 1 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVICE GUARANTEED

lllE fillilSllllllll'Ell MANUFACTURING lillll'lllf, TIMI, Ollil.
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For anything in sheet metal that goes onto

an automobile as]: the

Hayes Manufacturing Company

Detroit Michigan

largest llsm at Sheet ltetal in the World

 

 

 

 

The one device most needed by the man

who wants to make steering a pleasure

instead of a labor.

Removes all nervous strain—takes physical strain from steering opera

tion—holds machine steady—prevents accrdents in case steering gear

breaks or tire bursts.

DEALERS, JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS, this Is an article which

merits your instant investigation—one which will a peal to every car

owner It ought to be, and soon will be a part 0 the equipment of

every car.

i’ ’ — i Let us tell you more about it. The story is worth knowing.

I

  x aw,

{WT MJJI.I.~'J!JJ>‘-“'fil1"Mi-v .41‘1;Mm,,,'i,'_6\

~1anle

.nnnnnntilll

  

 

11mm».-.

  

 

  

The Modern Auto

I MM S "Amie" Mm ” Appliance Co.

 

MAGNETo 15 Kinderhook Street

now READY FOR THE TRADE i g CHATHAM N Y
Il'hest Etitctency—Good Service Guaranteed .‘i‘ ' ' Q .

In sum Ilium w. airman-nan... l? r . g

i" _ o

 

 

,“THI MASTER OAR" FIITIIN'I'H YIAR

6 HI Po. ‘ cyl Ha Pa.4 Oyt. 85 H. P-I $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

rouomtursla F, I ,AJ'.

 

: lv-u- -
r w.

~' . ,j' i: 3;. I. ' . . vs, , -Y
.wmt-La-fk-‘sw. "*w.»~-“..M_-u~s_~ . .7 _. w~-‘4_~ .F

(H EBaAaLiLr'acs

‘YNSURANCE F’OA’ BU/LDEA’AND 05598
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO I42. WEST l=l-Z"‘-D ST. NEWYORK

 
 

ARE YOU in need of any additional help in any department of your business? Are you out of employment or look

ing for a better connection? Have you second-hand apparatus of any kind or do you want to buy second-hand

material? Have you a factory site for sale or do you want to buy one? If so, use the Want and For Sale column of

the Motor World. Seven words to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertisements can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser will be kept confidential.

 

 
 

No Crankingl No Pumping!
If you are interested in i

START YOUR CAR FROM THE SEAT
F E E S ALWAYS READY AND POSITIVE

I The AMERICAN STARTER la the Only Starter a!

the market that measures the amount of I" injected into

the cylinders. You cannot "dope" the engine with the

AMERICAN STARTER.

 

   

we would like to send our latest catalogue.

Fedders Manufacturing Works

57-67 Tonawanda St. BUFFALO, N. Y.

  

  

American Starter and Carburetor Mfg. Co.

2022 S. 40th Avenue CHICAGO, ILL.
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Six Cylinder * Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension

A "six" designed and

built with the care and

skill and cod workman

ship that lave made the

Continental the best known

motor in America.

Built to accommodate

any type of sell starter

now made; and suitable

for either left or right side

drive.

Illustration shows simple

and efiicient silent chain

drive for starting motor.

\‘Vrite for booklet

CONTINENTAL IMO! MFG. COMPANY. Detroit. Mich.

K. F. PETERSON. Factory Representative

  

 

122 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago, Ill.

 

 

 

ARE THE BEST ‘

“.Minsss-CO- ‘
MY VERNON. N Y

Splt F1133.

 

 

l

 

 

  

 

WeedChains
 

  

  

    
_. or slipping.

i5

fl/g
I' “‘

  

“Weed”

on Every Hook

The Great Anti-Skid.

OB

Nine-tenths

of all accidents to auto

mobiles are caused by skidding

Either you skid into the “other fellow" or

the “other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on Wot, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ippe

merits unless you equip your car wit

Cannot lnjure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want. to know what real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it your businessto gets. set

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

" Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

‘ 28 Moore St.

ave

hains.

greas

We

  

  

New York
  

 

 

A—Shon M, notched treads.

i—Shovn undercut sides

MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Cars and Light Delivery Cal's

Send in! Booklet 5'

A THE MOTZ TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

Executive Office: Akron, Ohio

snnncnu.

HIM-Ase.“ mum-uh.“

  

.
.

 

“The Speedometer

ol Quality”

Special leatnres that eliminate

speedomeirr troubles. Send

tor the bookiei.

Relirnce Speedometer Co.

134 Eliot St. Boston, Mass.

  

 

~s-m - w...
\ows lbn'bin' mean: when

“In; over an obflumom

 

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

Special Designs for Every

Type of Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

TOLEDO. OHIO

 

  
 

 

  

75% [name in Tire Elllcieney

That's what the INNERSHU accom

plishes. It’s a tough, durable, rubberized

fabric formed permanently to tire shape.

Ask for circular.

INNER SIDE “I'll! COMPANY

heat and Grand holds. alien.

INVADER OIL

“The Best the World Aflords"

CHAS. F. KELLOM 6: C0.

Philadelphia

  

 

 
  

Tones down headlights lor

city drlvlnu and lolly

nights on auto necessity.

Price 75:. per pair. Sell

like hot cakes. Dealers.

secure the alency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

103i Broadway. New York

 

 

wwwm/tm T

will help you to increase your business while bene

fiting your customers. We will send any respon

sible dealer a pair on 30 days‘ trial Write now.

Good Agents wanted for unoccupied territory.

warm TIRE GOODS C0“ Niagara Falls. N. Y.

  

 

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine

Elli. GROSSIAN COIPANY. Inn. New York and Den-ell
 

 

 

 

  

Schaler Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL, DALY 6: MILLER

42 Broadway new voux

 
 

 

 

l

The Ford Water Circuiator;

forces the water from radiator throughv cylinder

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter 11

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-MCCUTCHAN C0.

1146 Mldllgall Ave. CHICAGO. ILL
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“The demand attic day is tiatan erlsn'mtion llsallbe

judred product and not by what it chills for itsel'"

mad when you canine these "[3 nodoh

moons ano FIICIS

3040 Fore-door Roadster. Ilfivimh wheel hase 01700

BJJO S-pnssenger, Fore-Door Touring Car

11h~inch wheelbase . . . . . . $1700

“<50 S-passenger, Fore-Door Demi-Tonneau

l21-in(h wheel base . . . '1975

Kapthsu

44-50 7~passenger. Fore-Door TouringiCar

lZI-Im h wheelbase . . . . . 2000

“‘50 Battleship Roadster. ill-inch wheel base 2150

44-50 7-passenger, Fore-Door Limousine

lZI-Inch wheelbase . . . . . S3050

Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOI l MOTOR CO.

.1WATtlII-OO sun-r DETIOI‘I', men.

"Bui't Ior "Guaranteed

L Permanence" m [or Lila" J

BQK

  
  

 
 

 
 

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. v.

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

We Specialize on

Finishing Crank Shafts

Only.

MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT C0.

Lansing

GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

Oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. Write.

PENN SPRING WORKS

BALDWINSVILLE. n. Y.

 

 

  

These Tires for _Y_Oil

Four corps of experts working l

in four of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce.

UNITED STATES TIRES J

Nothing of the kind has ever ii

before been attempted in automo

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Look at our new middle name

PENNSYLVANIA.

VACUUM cu IRES
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa.

 
 

 

 

  

This same on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accessories signifies inherent uaiities oi material

and work-ma ip that unsure a maximum 0! ser

 

viee at the minimum oi expense. (678)

The Goodyear Tire I Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio

V

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension
High Grade Only

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

 

  

GRANT - LEES

GEARS

The Grant-Lees Machine Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

  

._ I913 IMPORTANT FEATURES

‘ Self Starter Elecric Lighting

, Turkish Cushlr'us akin. r l-In. Tires

l'l-ln. Upholstering Increased Wheel Base

1 Great base of Ridlng Carburetor Dash Adjustment

Demountahle Rims Nickel Trimmings

‘ ’ Unit Power Plant—three point suspension.

Cutting 840. ['10 in. “heelhase. ‘0 h p.’

5-pussenger touring car, fully equipped, .1475

  

Cutting A40. I'm-in th'lbllt.40h. .

g 2 passenger roadster. fully equipped,

~ *‘-' Cll'llng r-an, ram. wheelbase. M- h. p ' '

- 6~pass¢nger touring car, fully equipped. .2000 ,

Cutting Automobile Co. ' F

  

  

m Mechanic sum. Jackson, Iieh. IE.
I I .  

 
 

  

 
  

are fully described In our

New Catalog 24A

~ Send Ior It.

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING CO., Philadelphia

  

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING CO.. Bullaln. N. Y.

 

Reo the Fifth

Final and crowning achievement at R. E. Olds,

pioneer deallner of autos. A standard size 30 to 38

horsepower tour cyllnder car at modern refinements

priced at only $1,095.

(38) R. M. OWEN R CO., General Sales Alents

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, MlCll.

 
 

  

  
 

The circulation of the Motor

World is a guaranteed one, sworn

to by an affidavit, which will be

sent in detail to any one upon

request.

 

 

  

 

WIIEN YOU SEE A CONSIS'I'ENT CAR
—-a car that plows throu h the mud and the slush

_thar takes the stifi'est ills with mechanical in

difference—and then comes back to the garage

with its motor purring—the chances are it's a

Sturd STUTZ. Write today for advance Booklet

A-lS turdy STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

 

 

 

@l] e flush 1R5. mm

IHI BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.
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ARTNER WANTED—Successful owner

of two California garages finds that the

great growth of his business necessitates

the securing of responsible assistance.

willing to sell interest to active, enthusias

tic man of ability. this partner to be either

a machinist or competent accountant and

buyer. Partner’s investment not considered

as important as his ability. Unusual oppor

tunity. Address BOX 227, care Motor

World.

lO-in. fenders with mud skirts. can be

fitted to nearly any car, per set. .$12.00

30 H.P. new sliding gear transmission 35.00

One ton truck axles complete with

hubs, per pair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35.00

Sheldon jack shaft for trucks . . . . . . .. 35.00

Sheldon shaft drive rear axle . . . . . . . .. 35.00

40 H.P. brass hood radiator . . . . . . . . .. 20.00

5-passenger upholstered bodies, 34 in.

wide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Get our new Bulletin No. 600A.

AUTO PARTS CO..

517-23 \V. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
 

ILL sell a controlling interest in a

completely equipped motor truck

plant now being operated at a profit and

with established agencies and complete or

ganization; the plant has been operated

three years and has made steady progress;

will require 50,000 capital, and will deal

with principas only. Address, H. MART

SMITH, 525 Eggleston Ave., Cincinnati, 0.

HAUFFEUR‘S COMPLETE OUTFIT

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

marmot mink fur lined coat, Persian lamb

collar, $35; pair of elegant cub bear robes,

$15 each; raccoon cap, $5; pair of fur gloves,

$4; pair of goggles, 50c.; 1 pair leather leg

gins, $3.50. Will sell separately or the lot,

all new, never worn, original price, $225.

C. CHASE, 118 East 28th St., New York.

OR SALE—4-pass., 4 cyl. Overland car,

used 15 days as demonstrator; good as

new; original air in tubes; 1911 model; price

$650. One Otto car, 2-pass., good shape;

new tires all around, $200. Will trade for

3~pass. car in good shape, all equipped. D.

L. MAGEE, R. R. 1, Boonville, Ind.

CARS \VANTED.

CASH PRICES FOR SECOND-HAND

AUTOMOBILES. WILL BUY BY MAIL

FROM DEALERS AND PRIVATE

O\VNERS. \VRITE PARTICULARS,

PRICE. ETC. AUTO TRADING CO.,

INC., COLLINS AND STATION STS.,

PITTSBURGH. PA.

WANT to sell lease and building in heart

of city, 14,000 sq. ft., or would lease best

location in city for display and garage. We

have 75,000 population with Misawaka.

Short of garages here. \Vill pay to investi

gate. A real bargain and a fortune for the

right party. Act quick. Address, D. W., 129

South \Valnut St., South Bend, Ind.

OR SALE—A four door National tour

ing car, 1911 model. Will accept small

car, part payment, or make me a cash ofier.

Car in Al condition. D. P. OSBORNE, 234

Osborn Bldg, Cleveland. Ohio.

 

 

 

 

 

 

, . .
(

:ln capiiols25cenis perline -

A market place where Dealers, Jobbers and ‘

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cara,

parta and appliances and where help or aitua

tioua may be secured at a nominal cost.

FOR SALE—Herreshofi 1912 runabout, 25

H.P. Extra equipment tubes. clock,

speedometer, two gasoline tanks, Prest-O

Lite tank, etc. Fine condition, run 4,000

miles. Price $600. C. M. NEVVCOMB, 31

Kensington Ave., Meriden, Conn.

 

VICTORIA TOPS.

That's our specialty, but we make a full

line as well. Any style and every one the

best that high-grade materials and eXperi~

enced workmen can make. Prompt service

assured. We're glad to estimate special

work or quote you prices on stock to s.

CENTRAL AUTO TOP CO., Indianapo is,

Ind.
 

ANTED—General manager automo—

bile branch house desires to make

change. Can show record of eight success

ful and profitable years with house I am

now with. BOX 228, care Motor World.

AUTOMOBILE BODIES. pleasure and

commercial. Foredoors for open-front

cars. Write for prices. AUTO SPECIAL

TY MFG. CO., 326 E. Market St., Indian

apolis, Ind.

 

 

ANTED—Position as manager of ac

cessory establishment, capable of

buying, selling, advertising. Exeellent ref

erences. BOX 227, care Motor World.

R C. H. TOURING CAR, fully equipped;

' cost $1,000, with extras; will sell for

$700; has two extra tires; used very little.

Inquire at 916 3rd St., New York City.

AUTO four-passenger touring body; $50.

C. KRUG, 2712 \Voodburn Ave., Cin

cinnati, O.

stock in prosperous manufacturing

concern for five-passenger auto

in good condition. State model and full par

ticulars. 871 Noble Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

 

 

 

lScenis per line ol‘six wordscash wilhorden I

WINK iiurili l mini I!
  

 

 

 

 
amen-inma-mum-"mm llhb-llllllllltlu cln-leIIIu i .

\ TTENTION—Have a few manufactur

‘, ers' samples, gentlemen's black broad

! cloth fur lined overcoats, lined throughout

with Australian mink, large genuine Per

sian lamb collars, sizes 36 to 48. Value $75.

Will sacrifice for $35 each. Also several

ladies' handsome long fur coats, satin lined.

worth $90, while they last, $35; and few

large size fur robes, plush lined, 15 each.

All guaranteed new. Examine be ore buy

ing. Send express charges, will send on

approval. Write or call. E. ROBERTS.

. Room 8, 160 West 119th St., New York.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An all preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

, pew: Ask your garage and supply dealer

‘ or it.

i The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

 

I, FOR SALE—Model T 1910 Ford 5 pas

 

senger touring car, fully equipped

‘ and in good condition, $300. FRANK

‘ O'HEARN, Melrose, Wis.

l

' ARAGE to let or for sale. On Broad

way, Lawrence, Mass. Main thorough

? fare Boston to Rockingham Park. New

‘ street, block paved. Two-story buildin .

1 elevator. Two pits. Tank. Rent. 51

l month. Call on or address A. H. CUTTER.

l 333 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.

1 N. E. AUTO LIST AND TOURIST.

1 Includes weekly list of all N. E. Auto

, Owners, Garages, Dealers, etc., with maps

and selected N. E. routes, $10.00 yearly.

‘ 138 Pearl St., Boston.

will buy a two cylinder, two cycle.

5x5%, 30 horsepower, planetary

, type engine, fully equipped with automatic

. oiler, timer, complete wiring, control rods.

lsubframe. Never uncrated. Write quick

I ROSS FOUNDRY 8: MACHINE WKS.

l Rochester, Ind.

l

l PACKARD 30, 1911 model, 7 passenger

touring car, completely equipped With

tires, etc.; recently

 

 

 

iKlaxon horn, extra

i ainted and in excellent condition; cost

‘ 4,750. Will sell at a big bargain. B. W.

l KIRSI-IBAUM, 207 \V. Washington St., In

i dianapolis, Ind.

 

1

An ad. like this

will cost you $1.20

for each insertion.

 
 

dising taste is

These columns offer you an op

portunity to appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose merchan

being cultivated

a
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GENTS WANTED — To handle the

$1000 G. J. G. “Junior,” racy, classy

and specially designed chaseabout with 104

ii imm m "I'Ilfll‘tlllkbillili‘l llIIFI lllIIQILlNllllmmmllbllfllIrliflllrlilflllilliillllllllmI-Ii

inch wheelbase, with a real 26 HP. motor, .

Bosch magneto, Dorian remountable rims

With 32X3% tires, at a price of $1,000,

which is a money maker for the sales

agent. Write for literature and discounts

to G. _I. G. MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

White Plains, N. Y.

 

SCORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials, and full details on

request. WATERBURY WELDING CO.,

Waterbury, Conn.

 

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

l

l

l

i

l

l
l

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis- ‘

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. J.

 

PPERSON, 1907, 40 H. P., four seats;

makes 60 miles per hour; everything i

new; bargain for ready buyer. A. C. HEW

ITSON, 101 West 66th St., Room 4, New .

York City.

 

STUCK deep in mud or sand? My new

appliance will hel yOu out.

present. E. I. SPENCER, 3201 E. Douglas

Ave., \Vichita, Kari.

 

OR SALE—One 2-ton Garford truck,

With body and top, nearly new. in first

class condition. Change of business rea

son for selling. SPRINGFIELD CREAM~

ERY, Springfield, Mass.

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0.

A lScenis perline ol‘sixwordscash wiihorden v

— ln capiialsZScenis perlme ~

A market place where Dealers, Jobber! and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tion: may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

AUTOMOBILE and Motorcycle Tours—

350 trips over the best roads in every

State.

directions. 25c. postpaid. MOT

51 Chambers St., New York.

56 large pages of ma s and road

R TOURS,

 

PEERLESS LINING DYE

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash ofl. Ask your garage and supply

dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus, 0.

 

‘NIANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market. a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steereasc; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E. GOOD

i YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

A Xmas .

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

 

ANTED—Two- assenger coupe body

for Ford mode T chassis; must be in

good condition and cheap for cash. Please

state price when writing. J. F. MCCOR

MAC,M.D., Verona, Ky.

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN

Bakes either to a high gloss finish. egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps. radiators

and fenders. \Vill not crack. chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

ALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi~

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

FORD spare demountable wheel. some

thing new. No tire trouble on road.

\Vrite. ANGIER'S, Streator, Ill.

 
 

weekly to the highest degree by

“Wide

Look at

the margins

our articles on

Merchandising.”

cost as shown in

Awake

the

“

An ad. like this

will cost you 60c.

for each insertion.
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AUTOMOBILE Cylinders reground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

EW CHEESE CLOTH REMNANTS.

best polishing material, sold by the

pound. Saves 40% of store prices. Price

38¢. per pound in SO-lb. and lOO-lb. bales.

Agents wanted everywhere. AMERICA

MILL ENDS CO., Detroit, Mich. '

 

 

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look

like new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask

your arage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

ARE YOU in need of any additional hel

in any department of your business.

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second‘

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material? Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor \Vorld. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

WHITE STEAMER, seven-passenger,

model M, straight line body, 40 H.P.;

absolutely perfect; complete equipment;

$700. H. SNYDER, 112 West 38th St.,

New York. Telephone 4060 Greeley.

 

 

 

AILING LISTS—Automobile owners,

dealers, garages, repair shops, coni

mercial car owners, or any make of car.

OWNERS AUTO LIST CO., Albany, N. Y.

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and sup ly dealer for it.

The C0 umbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

UTOMOBILES—A. C. C. A. Prices

Talk! Every make. Every model.

Hundreds runabouts, racy roadsters, five

seven passenger touring cars. _up.

Guaranteed five years. Shipped Freight

Prepaid! Write today for the largest Illus

trated Catalog published! THE AUTO

MOBILE AND CYCLE COMPANY OF

AMERICA, Dept. I-N, 1769-1787 Broadway,

New York City. '

EW YORK Automobile Registrations.

mailed daily, $1.25 per month. List.

April to October. inc.. $2.50. OWNERS

\UTO LIST COMPANY, Albany, N. Y.

DO you wish to better your position? If

your character and ability Will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu

pation. anywhere. Enclose 50c. for regis

tration with references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 West

87th St., New York City.
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,MEG 1510B .

Town Coupe,

so HP. "’

' Price $5500v

1 The average would-be owner of a foreign car associates out-of-ordinary quality

with prices beyond reason. He, in common with the majOrity of those who

understand car value, wants such a car; but the prices of European products

are prohibitive.

Lancia cars with all of the swing, dash and exclusive design, that only foreign

designers and artizans can make possible, sell at American prices.

Lancia cars, made from steel that only Europe can turn out and with engineering

features that America cannot touch, sell for American prices.

You, Mr. Dealer, have a market place for the Lancia, the car of durability, silence, if

flexibility, speed and rakish design. We will help you make your sales. Write '.

and get our plan and proposition. . in. ~ ‘ ' ‘

ADAMS-LANCIA COMPANY

_ i west 5|8tht>Street,llil_ew York City

‘,"_'~anrg>I'

it

i

l

i

_,'.

-*1.--_‘~ran-.srn~;
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Springfield Convertible Bodies

are the embodiment of refinement

in the matter of lines, material, fin

ish and ease of adjustment.

The runabout convertible body shown

here illustrates one extreme of a line that

goes on up to the highest grade limousine,

landaulet and town car.

Even this faithful reproduction cannot

approximate the beauty and convenience

of the equipments as they actually appear.

They must be seen to be fully appreciated.

The ease of operation is remarkable; the

tops are rapidly raised into position, the

doors are opened, the hinged glass swung

up into position, the remaining windows

are removed from a box in the back of

the front seat and buttoned into position,

completely enclosing the car in less time

than an ordinary top can be erected and

the curtains adjusted.

Write for brochure of reproduced photo

graphs.

ELD METAL BODY CO.

gfield, Mass.
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“Service and Silence”
  

@
Kline Kal- Model 8-60, Tourinil' $3500

DEALERS

YOUR experience with other

cars should tell you that

it does not pay to handle a

line that constantly worries

the life out of you with com

plaints from the user, who has

trouble with the machine.

This user knows now that he

is better off when he buys a

car of quality in the first place,

even though he must pay a

little more for it, and he will

soon begin to demand such a

car of his dealer.

It is up to you to have the

car in your line when he calls.

The Kline Kar will answer all

the requirements this prospect

may impose and more.

Prices $1850 to $3500

(Fully Equipped)

Get Our Proposition

Kline Motor Car Corporation

YORK, PA. RICHMOND, VA.
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A

Abbott Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 48

Adamson Mfg. (Io. ..,...... .. 69

Ajax-Grieb 1+er c0...... .. 72

American Ball lleziring Co..... 67

American Motors (‘0 . . . . . . . . .. 65

American Starter & Carburetor

Mlg. Co . . . . . . . . . . i . . . . . . . .. 71

Ames Motor Car Cu . . . . . . . . .. 66

Apple Electric Cu . . . . . . . . . . . .. 70

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works..... 43

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.. .. 68

B

Badger Brass Mfg. C1 - . . i . . . . 68

llantam Anti-Friction ('o . . . . .. 67

Barthel, Daly & Miller . . . . . , .. 73

Bartholomew Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

Ben: Auto Import Co . . . . . . . .. 62

Bosch Magneto Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Bossert C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Brandenburg & Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

Bretz Co., J. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 58

Briggs-Detroiter Co . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Brown-Lipe-Chapin Gear Co. . . . 67

Bullan Electric Vehicle Co.... 65

Bush Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

C

(Iartercar Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Champion Spark Plug Co . . . . .. 73

Classified Advertising. . . . . . ..74-75

Cobb, In, Geo. \V . . . . . . . . . . .. 61

Cole Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 65

Consolidated Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 67

Continental Motor Mfg. Co.... 73

Covert Motor Vehicle Co . . . . .. 65

Croxton Motor Car Co . . . . . . .. 66

Cutting Automobile Co . . . . . . .. 72

D

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co . . . . .. 72

Dean Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 47

Diamond Rubber Co . . . . . . . . .. 69

Dorris Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 67

Double-Fabric Tire Co . . . . . . .. 62

E

Eisemann Magneto Co . . . . . . . .. 56

Electric Welding Products Co.. 68
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F

Federal Rubber Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 60

F. I. A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7l

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co... 49

Ford Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

Franklin Automobile Co . . . . . .. 67

Fulton-McCutchan Co . . . . . . . .. 73

G

Gasosava Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 63

G. C. A. Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 68

Gilmer. Jr., G. Walker . . . . . l .. 71

Golde Patent Mfg. Co . . . . . . . .. 68

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,

The . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Grant-Lees Machine Co . . . . . . .. 7!

Gray & Davis . . . . . . . ..Front cover

Grossman Co., Emil . . . . . . . . . .. 73

H

Harman—Yount C0 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Hartford Suspension Co.,

Inside front cover

Havers Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .. 6S

Haynes Automobile to . . . . . . .. 66

Hess-Bridge Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . .. 76

Hodge 8: Graves . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

Houk Co., Geo. W . . . . . . . . . . .. 57

Hupp Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co . i . . .. 52

I

Ideal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 73

Inner Shoe Tire Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

Inter-State Automobile Co..... 64

J

Jackson Automobile C0 . . . . . . .. 63

Jeffery-Dewitt CO . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46

Jencick Motor Corp . . . . . . . . . .. 68

Jones Speedometer . . . . . . . . . . .. 70

K

Kellom 81 Co.I Chas. F . . . . . . .. 73

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co . . . . .. 63

Kinsey Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

Kissel Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 66

Knight-Davidson Co . . . . . . . . . .. 67
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Kline Motor Car Corp . . . . . . .. 2

Knox Automobile Co . . . . . . . . .. 54

Konigslow Mfg. Co., Otto..... 70

L

Lautlr-Juergens Motor Car Co.. 61

Leather Tire Goods Co . . . . . . .. 73

LoveII‘McConnell Mfg. Co.,

Inside back cover

ll

.\Iarion Motor Car Co . . . . . . . .. 64

McCue Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 71

.\IcGraw Tire & Rubber Co.... 70

M & P Electric Vehicle Cb. .. .. 50

Mercer Automobile Co........ 65

.\lth Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72

Michigan Motor Car Co . . . . . .. 66

Miller, Chas. E . . . . . . . . 59

Moline Automobile Co. . . . . .. . . 63

Mosler & Co., A. R . . . . . . . . . .. 73

.\loss Photo Engraving Co..... 61

Mott \Vllc-el Works . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

Mail Tire & Rubber Co . . . . . .. 73

Mutty Co., L. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

N

National Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

National-Acme Mfg. Co . . . . . . .. 73

National Motor Supply Co..... 73

National Motor Vehicle Co.... 39

New Departure Mfg. Co . . . . . .. 71

New Process Rawhide Co . . . . .. 63

Niagara Sales Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

Nordyke 81 Mormon Co . . . . . . .. 65

Nyberg Automobile Works..... 64

0

Oakland Motor Car Co . . . . . . .. 63

Otho Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Owen & Co., R. M . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

P .

Penn Spring \Vorks . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Pennsylvania Rubber Co . . . . . .. 72

Perfection Spring Co . . . . . . . . .. 72
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Piel Co., J..........-.. . . . . . . .. 68

Poison Mfg. Co..-...“... - - - - -- 71

Prest-O-lnle Co. . . ...." a... . . . . 45

Pullman Motor Car (16......) . . . . 42

R

Rajah Auto Supply Co . . . . . . . .. 67

R. C. H. Corp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64

Reliance Speedometer Co . . . . .. 72

Remy Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6]

Republic Rubber Co.. . . . . . .. 72

Rliineland Machine Works. .. . . 71

Royal Equipment Co . . . . . . . . .. 70

Rutenber Motor Co . . . . . . . . . .. 68

O

S

Sanford Motor Truck Co . . . . . .. 70

Schrader's Sons, A., Inc . . . . . .. 60

Simms Magneto Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 72

Sparks—Withington Co . . . . . . . .. 63

Splitdorl' Electrical Co . . . . . . . .. 69

Springfield Metal Body Co..... 1

Standard Electric Car Co . . . . .. 71

Standard Roller Bearing C0... . 72

Standard Wheel Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

Stearns Co., F. B . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65

Stewart Motor Corporation. 64

Studebaker Corporation . Back cover

T

Timken-Detroit Axle Cd, "- . . . 53

Tobias, F. H. . . . . . .. Huh-... . 72

Twitchell Gauge Co . . . . . . . . . .. 40

U

United Rim Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

United States Tire (‘0 . . . . . . . .. 72

W

\Narm Hand Steering “’heel Co. 55

“'arner Gear Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 62

\Vurner Instrument Co . . . . . . .. 62

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co . . . . .. 73

\Vhitney Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59

\Villard Storage Battery Co.... 41

Willys-Overland Co., 4

 

  

  

 

Like Bosch Magnetos

The winners use them—

Of Course

Vanderbilt Cup Race

Grand Prize Race

Elgin Trophy Race

500 Mile Sweepstakes

Santa Monica Races

Road Racing Record

Most Speedway Records

The above is a partial list of 1912 races won by cars

using Bosch Plugs—most of the “also rans" used

them too.

When the majority of racing drivers and manufac

turers entering cars in important races use one

make of plug, you can be positive that there is reli

ability and efficiency in that plug.

Successful drivers do not use any plug before they

are absolutely certain of its ability to stand the test

——they have found Bosch superior to any other; they

use Bosch exclusively.

If you own a car, Buy Bosch Plus: .99

If you sell cars, Specify Bosch

"Locating the Spark Plug "

an educational booklet, free

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223-225 West 46th Street, New York
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Completely Equipped

Self-Starter

30 Horse-Power

5-Passenger Touring Car

llO-lnch Wheel Base

Timken Bearings

Center Control

Remy Magneto

Warner Speedometer

Mohair Top and Boot

Clear Vision, Rain Vision

Wind Shield

Prestolite Tank

High-priced feature No. 5

We have put the very best and most expensive bearings—Tim

ken and Hyatt—into the Overland Model 69T. They are the same

brand as used in $5000 and $6000 cars.

The sturdy l~-beam section, drop-forged Overland front axle is

equipped with Timken bearings.

The three-quarter floating Overland rear axle is equipped with

Hyatt bearings.

The Overland 69T motor possesses a five bearing crank shaft—

not a three bearing. And the action of the Overland 69T trans

mission is secured by more high grade and expensive bearings.

Quantity production—40.000 cars yearly—alone permit these

high priced features.

A post card will bring a catalogue. which explains the many

high priced features on this moderate priced car. Please address

Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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DE SCHAUM 0UT, PALMER

RE-ENTERS MOTOR INDUSTRY

Cartercar's Organizer Enters Ecorse

Enterprise Which Takes His Name

—Project Finally Placed on

Practical Basis.

Having separated itself from William An

drew l)e Schaum, the exploitcr who pro

moth the Suburban Motor Car Co. in

l-lcorsc, Mich., and who sketched for it

plans and properties of a gigantic and pic—

turesque character, developments in the re

organization of the company have followed

quickly.

As Motor \Vorld of last week exclusively

stated, \V. H. Lankin, president of the Sub

urban company, temporarily took over De

Schaum's duties as general manager, and on

Saturday last the full meaning of the

change of affairs became plain when R. A.

l’almer entered the company as vice-presi

dent and general manager, and the name

of the corporation changed to Palmer Mo

tor Car Co.

l’almer was the organizer of the Carter

car Co. of Pontiac, Mich., of which he was

general manager until about a year ago,

when he resigned to engage in a banking

business, in which he still retains his inter

est.

As the Suburban factory is nearing com

pletion, and as the car which it will manu

facture has been well tried out, with

Palmer's knowledge and experience to

guide it, its progress seems assured.

H. W. DuPuy Assumes Dual Duties.

Due to the fact that his duties as chair~

man of the board of directors of the Cruci

ble Steel Co. of America have prevented

him from taking an active part in the man

agement of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co..

of Jeannette, Pa., Herbert DuPuy relin

quished that ofiice at the annual meeting

which occurred last week. H. Wilfred Du

l’uy, treasurer of the company, was chosen

president and hereafter will fill both oiiices,

Herbert Dul‘uy consenting to act as chair-1

man of the board, which uiiice was created

for him. The other oiiicers were rc-elected

as follows: Charles DuPuy, vice-president;

Seneca G. Lewis, general manager; George

W. Shively, secretary; Charles G. Morrill,

assistant treasurer. According to reports

rendered at the annual meeting, contracts in

hand assure an increase of at least 100 per

cent. over last season's business.

Ohio Motor Car Asks for Jury Trial.

Denying insolvency, the Ohio Motor Car

Co., of Cincinnati, against which a petition

in bankruptcy was filed on September 26th

last, has asked the Federal Court in that

state for a hearing before a jury. Mean

while, Edward C. Schultz, receiver for the

company, has received a formal bid of $65,—

000 for the property and the court has di

rected that the matter come up for a hear

ing on December 2nd. Unless a better ofier

is made before that date, the receiver states

that he will recommend the acceptance of

the $65,000 bid which. in his opinion, is

better than oficring the assets separately

at auction.

White Disposes of British Interests.

Frederick Coleman, who, as managing

director, has had charge of the White Co.’s

branch in London since its establishment,

has acquired the business, which hereafter

will be conducted under the style White

Coleman Motors. \Vhite cars, of course,

will continue to be his chief stock in trade,

but it appears not impossible that he may

enlarge his scope.

Change that Avoids Confusion of Ideals.

The Ideal Commercial Car Co. of Akron,

0., has changed its name to the Akron Mo

tor Car & Truck Co. The change will serve

to prevent the Akron company’s further

confusion with the Ideal company of In

dianapolis. which produces the Stutz motor

tar. .

WILLYS-OVERLAND STOCK

lS 0FFERED T0 THE PUBLIC

Offer, Limited to Preferred Shares,

Discloses Remarkable Growth and

Earnings—Profits Average

$2,490,000 Per Annum.

Having completed its incorporation under

the laws of Ohio, the new \Villys-Overland

Co., of Toledo, which succeeds the old com

pany of the same name, now is offering for

public subscription, through \Villiam Salo

mon & Co. of New York, its issue of $5,—

000,000 7 per cent. cumulative preferred

stock.

The total authorized capital of the new

company, as already is known, is $25,000,

000, of which $5,000,000 is represented by

preferred shares and $20,000,000 by com

mon, the majority of the latter being closc~

ly held by John N. Willys and his associ

3185.

The preferred shares are being offered

for sale at par, $100, the dividend being pay

able quarterly, in January, April, July and

October. They are redeemable, in whole or

in part, at the option of the company at

110 and accrued dividends on 60 days' no

tice. The shares are preferred as to both

assets and profits, but without vote or con

sent of at least three-quarters of the out

standing preferred st0ck the company can

not sell or dispose of its property or busi

ness, in their entirety, or any stock of any

affiliated company, except to the Willys

Overland Co. itself or to some other affil

iated company, or create any mortgage

or other lien, or issue any stock having

priority over or on a parity with the pre

ferred stock, or issue or guarantee any

bonds. notes or other evidences of indebt

edness maturing later than one year from

date of issue. The same requirements ap

ply to the several subsidiary companies—

namely, Kinsey Mfg. Co. of Toledo, Gar

ford Co. of Elyria and Gramm Motor Truck
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Co. of Lima, all of Ohio; the Morrow Mfg.

Co. of Elmira, N. Y., and the Federal Motor

Works of Indianapolis, Ind.

The preferred stock will have no voting

power, but no dividends will be declared

on the common stock unless the consoli

dated net quick assets of the company and

its subsidiaries (of which the company

owns at least 90 per cent. of the common

stock) shall be equal to the par value of

the preferred stock outstanding, and no

dividends in excess of 6 per cent. per an

nurn will be declared upon the common

shares unless the consolidated net quick

assets shall be equal to 120 per cent. of the

preferred stock outstanding.

To redeem the preferred stock, it is pro

vided that the Willys—Overland Co. shall

establish a sinking fund by setting aside,

out of its surplus profits, $250,000 on July

31, 1914, and in each year thereafter, and

also on the 31st day of July, 1916, and each

year thereafter, any amount by which 10

per cent. of the net earnings shall exceed

$250,000. The money set aside for the

sinking fund, however, will not be with

drawn from the business until its actual

application for retirement of the preferred

stock. '

The new Willys-Overland Co. acquires all

of the properties and business of all of its

subsidiaries except that there remains out

standing $500,000 7 per cent Garford pre—

ferred stock, and $451,800 preferred and

$230,000 common of the Gramm Motor

Truck Co.; also $20,700 Morrow common.

The prospectus offering the Willys-Over

land preferred for public subscription (lis

closes some hitherto unknown or little

known facts concerning the inception of the

Willys business and its present condition.

It appears that the initial investment

made by John N. Willys in the Spring of

l907_was $11,000, which it is no secret

\Villys had to borrow. During the five years

that have intervened, the total. net assets,

which, be it noted, are exclusive of good

will, patents, trademarks. etc., which so

often figure so largely in stock ofierings,

have increased to more than $10,800,000.

The sales of the Willys-Overland Co. dur

ing the period have increased from 323

cars in 1907-1908 to 22,548 in 1911-1912, and

already for the fiscal year beginning June

30 last the company has closed contracts

for the sale of 38,300 cars, which in money

value represents about $40,000,000 gross.

For the fiscal year ending June 30, last,

the net profits of the Willys-Overland Co.

and its subsidiaries amounted to $3,335,822.

The consolidated net earnings for the past

three years and two months, after making

adequate allowance for depreciation, aggre

gated $7,892,055, an average of $2,492,228

per year. In the statement which accom

panies the prospectus, John N. Willys, pres

ident of the company, estimates that the

net earnings for the current fiscal year will

exceed $5,000,000.

Application to list the shares on the New

York Stock Exchange will be made. At

present the preferred is held at par, $100,

and the common at $70, which quotations

on estimated earnings of $5,000,000 are:

equal to 100 per cent. on the preferred and

33.21 per cent. on the common.

As certified by the chartered accountants

who conducted the audit of the company, its

financial condition as of September 30, 1912,

was as follows:

Real estate, buildings and equipment

(based on appraisal) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $4,293,830.38

Investment in the Garford Co. and the

Gramm Motor Truck Co. (valued on

basis of net tangible assets) . . . . . . . ..

Current assets:

1,303,828.67

Inventories . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,331,465.95

Accounts and notes receiv

able . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,839,832.41

Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,102,674.33

Total current assets. . .$3,273,972.69

Less current liabilities

after giving efl'ect to

the application of new

cash to the reduction of

current liabilities . . . . . . 3,045,325.47

Net current assets . .. . . 5,228,647.22

Net tangible assets (exclusive of

good-will, trade marks, etc.) . . . . . ..$10,826,306.27

Five Dealers Form “Mutual Agencies.”

Mutual Motor Agencies of California is

the style under which five dealers in North

ern California have banded themselves to

serve better their needs, and more particu

larly with a view of securing the agency

for a medium priced car for the entire

northern half of the State.

The organization is due to the efforts of

A. E. Hunter, of the A. E. Hunter Auto

Co. of San Francisco, and in addition to

the Hunter company includes the Osen 81

Hunter Auto Co., of Oakland; Skinner &

Elliott, of Sacramento: J. C. Skinner, of

Stockton, and the Cousins & Howland Au

to Co. of Hanford. Messrs. Hunter, El

liott and Cousins are now in the East look

ing over the field and selecting a car which

best meets their purposes.

The organization of the Mutual Agencies

will not in any way affect the individual in

terests of the several companies involved,

while it is not improbable that if favorable

opportunities present themselves more than

.one make of car will be handled by the

Agencies.

Stockholders and Creditor in Tug.

Former stockholders and creditors of the

old Mais Motor Truck Co. are engaged in

a tug of war for the possesison of $35,000

and a mortgage of $47,000, which is in the

hands of the receiver, Franklin Vonnegut,

intervening petitions in the case'having

been heard in the Superior Court in Indian

apolis last week. It appears that previous

to the appointment of the receiver the

stockholders subscribed $75,000 to avert

disaster, and they now are seeking to have

their claims recognized as preferred claims,

while the attorneys for the creditors are

fighting for a distribution of the money. No

decision has been rendered, but the pro

ceedings in no way affect the present Mais

company, which took over the property

when it was offered for sale last summer.

New Men in Warren Company.

In accordance with the plans outlined two

weeks ago, when the creditors extended a

helping hand to the \Varren Motor Car Co.

of Detroit, the official make-up of the com

pany underwent a change at a meeting held

on Thursday last, when several of the of

ficers tendered their resignations and were

succeeded by men chosen by the creditors.

Homer \Varren and C. R. \Vilson, of the

old company, were retained in office, the

former as president and the latter as vice

president.‘The other officers elected were

L. M. Hamlin, treasurer; Fred T. Lewis,

secretary, and R. \V. Allen, assistant sec

retary~treasurer and general manager. In

addition to Messrs. \Varren, Wilson, Ham

lin and Lewis, the latter of whom represents

the Lewis Spring & Axle Co., the directors

are C. Haines Wilson, of the \Varren com

pany; C. G. Jencks, Port Huron Engine

C0.; Philip Jahn, Bosch Magneto Co.; John

Mowe, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.. and

Harry BaSsett. Weston-Mott C0.

Rajah Sues for Insulator Infringement.

The Rajah Auto Supply Co., of Bloom

field, N. J., maker of the Rajah spark plug.

has filed suit in the United States District

Court for the Southern District of New

York against the American Auto Supply

Co., of 1697 Broadway, New York City, al

leging infringement of pateiit No. 825,856.

under which the Rajah product is manu

factured. The particular claim is that the

defendant sold infringing porcelain insula

tors, which form a renewable part of the

Rajah plug. the complainants alleging that

their business has thereby been greatly

damaged.

Hupmobile Trio Sails to Paris Show.

C. D. Hastings, general manager; C. H.

Dunlap, eXport manager, and A. Nelson.

consulting engineer, all of the Hupp Motor

Car Co. of Detroit. are booked to sail to

Europe on November 30th. They will visit

the Paris show, of course, and will also at

tend the conference of the Hupp company's

EurOpean dealers which, under the auspices

of John L. Poole, European export mana~

ger, will be held in Paris, in the Hotel Mar

jorie, on.December 13th.
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WYCKOFF SALE ARRANGED;

BUYERS REMAIN SHROUDED

Offer of $150,000 for Property Ac

cepted, but Mum's the Word—800

Creditors May Receive

28 Per Cent.

Interests represented by Chester Gris

wold and Attorneys Howard C; Dickerson

and George A. Ellis will come into pos

session of the \Nyckoff, Church & Par

tridge property on December lst. Their

bid of $150,000, on which the New York

banking house of H. B. Hollins & C0. gave

bond, was accepted by the referee in bank

ruptcy at a meeting held for the purpose

on Friday last, 22nd inst.

The identity of the men represented by

Messrs. Griswold, Dickerson and Ellis is,

however, still shrouded in mystery. All of

those concerned in the transaction are

close-mouthed and will give absolutely no

information. \Vhile it is generally under

stood that the business of manufacturing

American Commer trucks and Guy

Vaughan touring cars will be continued,

how or when, by whom or under what name

are subjects about which none, apparently,

dare speak or care to speak.

The Griswold-Dickerson-Ellis purchase

includes all of the \Nyckofi‘, Church & Part

ridge assets, includingr the factory in Kings

ton, N. Y., and two leaseholds in New

York City, but does not include the bank

rupt company's claim against the Driggs

Seabury Ordinance Corp., of Sharon, Pa.

The purchase price, $150,000, is to be paid in

three installments of $50,000 each, in four,

eight and twelve months. The property is

appraised at approximately $171,000.

The cash received from the sale, in addi

tion to $39,304, cash on hand, will, accord

ing to the receiver, John S. Shepard, per

mit a payment of about 28 cents on the dol

lar to the creditors, of whom there are

about 800. The unsecured claims amount

to about $575,000. The principal creditors

are as follows: H. M. Swetland. $150,000;

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corporation,

$76,407; Commercial Trust Co., $62,601;

Commercial Cars, Ltd., Luton, England.

$52005; Polack Tyre Co., $26,870; A. W.

Church, $20,000; National Ulster County

Bank, Kingston, $20,000; H. W. Johns,

Ardsley, $15,500; C. F. Wyckofi‘, $10,290;

\Vyckofi Advertising Co., Buffalo, $10,140;

Firestone Tire Co., Akron, 0., 539.859, and

G. W. Sheldon & Co., $6,124.

At the meeting before the referee in

bankruptcy, at which the sale was author

ized, Receiver Shepard was elected trustee

in bankruptcy under a bond of $25,000. Dur

ing the proceedings, it came out that among

the many plans for disposing of the prop

erty which had been considered since its

failure on March 14th last, was one where

by the assets would be taken over by the

already tottering United States Motor Co.,

which, it was stated at last Friday's hearing,

failed at about the time the contract was to

be signed.

Creditors to Advise Pontiac Flanders.

In an effort to assist the Flanders Mfg.

Co., of Pontiac, Mich., out of the financial

rut into which it has fallen, its larger cred

itors held a meeting in Detroit last week,

at which an advisory committee of seven

was appointed. A sub-committee of three

also was named, comprising George W.

Rogers, of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co.; W. S. Thomas, of the \NagnerElectric

Co., and M. T. Douglas, an attorney repre

senting several of the larger stockholders,

which committee will delve deeper and sub

mit recommendations.

Daniels Buys into Metalware Factory.

Smalley Daniels, who several months

since removed from Boston to Detroit,

where he organized the Smalley Daniels

Co. of Michigan, has acquired an interest

in the firm of G. F. Mitchell & Son, Cleve

land, 0., of which he will become sales

manager. The firm manufactures metal tool

boxes and later will produce drip pans, muf

tlers, funnels, etc.

Hydraulic Pressed Steel Buys Six Acres.

The Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co. of

Cleveland, which is an extensive producer

of automobile frames, among other things,

has purchased a site of about six acres at

l-Iast 55th street and Bellfiower avenue, in

that city. It is the company's intention

immediately to erect a plant which will

cover three of the six acres, the other

three being reserved for future needs.

Mosler Prosecutes Sporting Goods House.

Claiming infringement of the Spit-Fire

spark plug patents, Nos. 698,042 and 738,831,

A. R. Mosler & Co., of New York City, has

filed suit in the United States District Court

for the Southern District of New York

against the New York Sporting Goods Co.

The infringement charged is similar to that

of numerous other Mosler prosecutions-—

namely, price-cutting.

Morgan Truck Offers 15 Per Cent.

The Morgan Motor Truck Co., of \IVor

cester, Mass, which failed on October 3rd

last, has offered its creditors a settlement of

15 per cent.. which, it is stated, has been

accepted by a majority It is expected that

a distribution will be ordered at a hearing

ordered in the United States Court in Bos

ton, which is fixed for December 3rd.

U. S. MOTOR REORGANIZERS

10 OPPOSE BANKRUPTCY

Formidable Array of Counsel Will

Contest Petition Filed in New Jer

sey—Claim Insufficiency and

Predict Dismissal.

Appearing not at all worried over the

petition in bankruptcy which, as stated ex

clusively in Motor World, was filed last

week in the Federal Court in Trenton, N. J.,

by three small creditors against the Untied

States Motor Co., the reorganizers and re

ceivers are going ahead with their plans,

and the latter state that next week adver

tisements of the sale, fixed by the Federal

Court in New York City to occur January

8, will appear in various publications; the

bankruptcy matter, it is stated, will be dis

missed if present plans of the reorganiza~

tion and creditors' committees do not mis

carry.

The bankruptcy matter will be heard in

Trenton next Monday, lst prox., when a

formidable array will greet the three peti

tioners. “The bankruptcy will be contested

by the United States Motor Co.," said

James N. Rosenberg, attorney for the re

ceivers, “and it is my opinion that nothing

will come of it. W'e do not think it can

have any effect upon the decision of Judge

Hough in this city. Henry V. Poor, attor

ney for the Reorganization Committee, will

appear; the company's New Jersey counsel.

Malcolm G. Buchanan, of Trenton, will be

on hand, and a number of the largest cred

itors will be represented by counsel. We

are informed that Amos Lint, the smallest

of the petitioning creditors, has no valid

claim at all and we believe the whole pro

ceedings will be dismissed for insufficiency.

The petitioners present no facts sufiicient

for an adjudication in bankruptcy."

One of the strongest points in the oppo

sition to the bankruptcy petition is likely to

be-the appearance of the major creditors,

whose desire that bankruptcy be avoided

and a reorganization effected is considered

as worthy of attention by the court.

Mosler Discontinues Spark Plug Suit.

Following the decision of the United

States District Court for the Southern Dis~

trict of New York that the Canfield spark

plug patent, No. 612,701, owned by A. R.

Mosler 8: Co., of New York City, is not

basic, the infringement action brought last

year by Mosler against the Motor Car

Equipment Co., of New York City, was

discontinued Friday last, 22d inst. This was

apart from the case against John Lurie.

through which action the patent was adju

dicated.
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“HONEYCOMB” PATENT HELD

VALID BY BRlllSlll'fiDUR'l'

Daimler Given Decision Over Fiat in

Radiator Suit, but Appeal is

Likely—American Makers

Soon to be Sued.

According to present indications, it is

not unlikely that the patent which covers

the much-used type of honeycomb radiator

soon will be given an airing in this coun

try, additional strength having been given

it last week by the Chancery Division of the

British courts; Justice Joyce, who heard the

evidence, gave judgment against the F. I. A.

T. Motor Car Co. in an action brought by

the Mercedes Daimler Motor Co., Ltd.,

for infringement of the Daimler company's

patent on a radiator which is described in

the patent specifications as “anassemblage

of square tubes so arranged that the hot

water from the cylinders is pumped into

thin, flat chambers and there cooled by the

chilled air rushing through the square

tubes above and below."

The construction, briefly, is that of the

familiar honeycomb radiator and is covered

by the Americman patent No. 709,416, is

sued to Wilhelm Maybach on September

16, 1902, and assigned to the Daimler Mfg.

Co., a New York corporation. It is under

the latter patent that a number of suits

likely will be started in the near future. As

a matter of fact, it has been known for some

time that the Daimler Mfg. Co. was pre

paring to sue a number of American manu

facturers on this and several other patents,

among which are the “gate change," the

“fan flywheel," the “dished axle" and “water

cooled brake," the first indication having

been given about a year ago. The Daimler

lawyer in New York on Tuesday last stated

that the matter still is in hand, but just

when the suits will be instituted has not

been determined.

Action in the British case just decided

against the Fiat company really hinged on

whether, in view of what was known at the

time the patent was issued, there was sufii

cient subject matter in the specifications to

justify the patent. It is likely that the

judgment will be appealed.

Daimler Import Files its Schedule.

Schedules in bankruptcy, filed Saturday

last, 23d inst., in the Federal Court in New

York City by the Daimler Import Co., show

liabilities of $67,261.26 and assets of $4,

626.54, all claims being unsecured. Those

claims which are of four figures are: New

Netherland Bank, judgments entered Oc

tober 18, $17,060.55, and $6,218.34; Lawrence

F. Braine. money advanced, $25,000; Daim

ler Mfg. Co., royalties and money loaned,

$7,546.98; H. Content 8: Co., rent, $2,701.18;

James A. G. Pennington, of Norfolk, Va.,

judgment on claim for deposit on an un

delivered truck, $2,017.68; H. M. Henson,

legal services, $1,000; Kiddle & Wendell,

legal services, $2,558.25. Among the assets

are: Cash on hand, $26.54; one bond, in

hands of receivers, guaranteeing contract

with W. H. Bertrand, $2,000; one used car,

parts and one automobile fire engine of

doubtful value, $600; accounts, $1,000; im

port rights, contract with General Vehicle

Co., claim against Daimler Motoren Gesell

shaft and claim against Boulevard Garage

Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., the value of which

are unknown.

Judgment Seeker Now Judgment Debtor.

As a result of having attempted to collect

a claim of some $200 for goods sold and

delivered to the Renault Freres Selling

Branch, Inc., of New York City, the Repub

lic Rubber Co., of Youngstown, O., was

this week transformed into a debtor in the

case when the Renault attorney filed in the

New York county clerk's office a judgment

for $17.17 costs. The $200 claim was dis

puted and the suit over it was decided ad

versely to the Republic company, which, of

course, meant that costs must be met by it.

Thereupon, while the Republic company

was preparing to proceed further with the

case, the attorney “stole a march" by filing

a bill for costs, which likely will mean lit

tle in the event of the contemplated pro

ceedings.

More Capital for Akron Tire Company.

A meeting of the stockholders of the

American Tire & Rubber Co. of Akron, 0.,

has been called to consider a proposed in

crease of the capital stock from $200,000 to

$500,000. The company has been estab

lished for only about seven months, but it

is said to be erecting an addition to its

plant which will require more money to per

mit of expansion. '

Machine Tools for the New York Show.

As a result of a conference with Presi

dent Bullard, of the National Machine Tool

Builders' Association, it has been decided

to make a machine tool exhibit an added

feature of the New York show. It will

form a part of the second week's display,

which will be devoted to commercial vehi

cles.

Cincinnati Leather Goods House Assigns.

The A. T. A. Nelson Co., manufacturers

of leather goods for automobiles and car

riages at 2528 Colerain avenue, Cincinnati,

made an assignment to David Lorbach on

Saturday last, 23rd inst. Its estimated as

sets are $13,700 and its liabilities $21,678.

sun) FOR $1000, NOBLEMAN

REPLIES BY ASKlNG $10,000

Krit Company’s Export Experience

With Dutch Baron Proves Divert

ing—Their Assertions in Court

Widely Disagree.

Baron Van Der Noot de Moorscl, Dutch

man, diplomat and demonstrator, has filed

an answer to the action recently brought

against him by the Krit Motor Car Co., of

Detroit, whose agent he once was sup

posed to be. The sum asked by the Krit

company is $1,000 and, with the noble

man, Philip Breitmeyer was named as a co

rdefendant for alleged violation of contract.

Breitmeyer was involved because he was a

sort of surety for the more or less distin

guished foreigner.

The Krit Motor Car Co. asserted in its

petition that the baron was offered a large

commission and the use of two cars for his

services as European representative. He

was to use one car for demonstration and

exhibit the other at the show in Brussels

in the hope of catching the fastidious eye of

Belgian fashionables. He received the cars,

but never tried to sell them or exhibit them

in any way except as his personal equipage.

The Baron Von Der Noot de Moorsel

retorts, however, that it is all a base canard

and he deserves not only a vindication but

$10,000 of American money. He admits

having entered into the contract to demon_

strate the cars but denies that he failed to

keep his word. He says that he sold 48

cars and that on a commission basis of 22

per cent. there is due him $8.976, which sum

remains unpaid. His sales were never con

firmed, he says, because the company

would not deliver the cars on his orders in

spite of his pleadings and demands. His

commissions due, his injured dignity and

his efforts to keep faith entitle him. he de

clares, to $10,000.

Canadian Everitt Plant To Be Moved.

The Tudhope Motor Co., of Canada.

which reproduces the Everitt (Flanders)

car in the Dominion, has purchased a site of

10 acres in Windsor, Ont. When the neces

sary buildings are erected, it will remove

from Orillia, Ont., where it now is lo

cated.

Victor Parts Acquires Large Addition.

The Victor Auto Parts Co, of Cincinnati.

of which John Corcoran is president, has

leased the five-story stone building at 134

West Second avenue, which adjoins its

present plant, and immediately will equip

it to increase its output. The addition pro

vides 150,000 square feet of floor space.
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Saginaw, Mich.—~Garber-Buick Co., under

' $10,000 capital; to deal552 n

5:o...

"m05’
"a Oh— we:

3!

[I

llagerstown, Md.—City Taxicab Co., un

der Maryland laws, with $10,000 capital; to

operate taxicabs.

Danbury, Conn—Pillow Auto Co., under

Connecticut laws, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars.

Chicago, TIL—Metallurgith Motor Car

Co., under Illinois laws, with $10,000 capi

tal; to deal in motor cars.

Coldbrook, N. B.—Maritime Motor Co.,

under New Brunswick laws, with $250,000

capital; to deal in motor cars.

Montreal, Que—Dominion Tire Co.,

under Quebec IaWs, with $1,000,000 capital;

to manufacture motor car tires

Philadelphia, Pa.—Fortman Mfg. Co., un

der Delaware laws, with $100,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in motor vehicles.

Pen Argyl, Pa.—National Transportation

Co., under Pennsylvania laws, with $100,

000 capital; to operate a motor delivery.

Colonial Beach, Va.—Colonial Beach Mo

tor Co., under Virginia laws, with $1,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—F. \V. Alexander and others.

Mobile, Ala.—Scssler Motor Co., under

Alabama laws, with $3,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators—Wm. E. Clark

and others.

Wilmington, Del.—Auto Poster Co., Inc..

under Delaware laws, with $100,000 capital.

Corporators—F. R. Hansel], G. B. Martin,

C. Seymour.

Chicago, Ill.—Calumet Co, under Illinois

laws, with $6,000 capital; to deal in motor

cars. Corporators—J. B. Coambs, J. L.

Mittenbuhler, C. A. Anglcn.

Augusta, Me.-—McTernen Rubber Mfg.

Co., under Maine laws, with $1,000,000 capi

tal; to manufacture rubber goods. Corpo

rators—E. M. Leavitt, and others.

St. Louis, Mo.—Federal Truck Co., under

Missouri laws, with $10,000 capital; to deal

in motor trucks. Corporators—Allen Bak

cr. M. B. Johnson, C. F. Prescott.

Racine, \Vi5.-—Racine Auto Tire Co.,

under Wisconsin laws, with $75,000 capital;

to manufacture tires. Corporators—L. J.

Elliott, C. Wright, M. E. \Valkcr.

Galesburg, Ill.——Martin-Matteson Auto

Co., under Illinois laws. with $10,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—W'. P.

Martin, W. Martin, S. D. Matterson.

Spokane, \Vash.—Abb0tt-1)etroit Garage

Co., under \Vashington laws, with $100,000

capital; to operate a garage and deal in

motor Corporators—Fred S.

Beokwith, Colin Campbell, and others.

San Antonio, Ten—Knight Motor Car

Co., under Texas laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in motor cars. Corporators—H. L.

Knight, A. H. Danforth, A. H. Elmore.

St. Louis, Mir—Muehlmer Motor Car Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $5,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—George

H. Muelling, Gustav Blumenthal and others.

Newcastle, Ind—Rose City Auto Co., un

der Indiana laWs, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—Frank 15.

Smith, Charles W. Mouch, William F. Bur
kct. v

Elgin, Ill.——E.lgin Motor Co., under Illi

nois laws, with $20,000 capital; to manufac

ture motors. Corporators—Edward J.

O'Beirnc. E. G. Adamek. Charles G. Ada—

mek.

Chicago, Ill.—Chandler Engine Valve Co..

under Illinois laws, with $60,000 capital; to

manufacture motors and parts. Corpora

tors—G. A. Critton, N. B. Dearborn, E. S.

Hoskin.

Newark, J.—Nyberg Automobile Co.

of New Jersey, under New Jersey laws, with

$25,000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Cor—

porators—C. Hallock. F. F. Moore, A. E.

Hartcorn.

Salt Lake City, Utah.-Cheesman Auto

mobile Co., under Utah laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in motor car». Corporators

-—M. R. Cheesman. .\'l. A. Cheesman, 1N. S.

Cheesman.

Chicago, lll.—Abbey Auto Livery Co.,

under Illinois law<. with $2,500 capital; to

operate a motor car livery. Corporators—

George E. Waterman, John K. Lenox, Clara

A. Blackwell.

\Vilmington, Del.—Zee—Zee Tire & Rub

ber Co., under Delaware laws, with $1,000.

000 capital; to manufacture motor car tires.

Corporators—E. C. Boyd. N. P. Crouch,

P. L. Garrett.

Newark, N. J.-Van Deman & Wain

wright, under New Jersey laws, with $100.

000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—F. L. Van Deman, J. S. Wainwright,

H. O. Ruckle.

vehicles.

Beloit, Wis—Beloit Auto & Machinery

Co., under Wisconsin laWs. with $10,000

capital; to deal in and repair motor cars.

CorporatOI‘S—Jcromc Davis, R. J. Davis,

U. F. Brewer.

Camden, N. J.-~-lilectric Tachometer Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $750,000 capi

tal; to manufacture measuring instruments.

Corporators—F. A. Kuntz, F. S. Muzzey.

F. S. Sauerman.

Boston, Mass—Anderson Electric Car

Co., under Massachusetts laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—Albert Weatherby, Frank R. Keith,

Alonzo E. Yont.

New York, N. Y.——C01umbia Taxicab Co.,

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital;

to operate taxicabs. Corporators—John

Graham, James Pathe, Patrick Garrity, all

of 2308 Broadway.

Nashville, Tenn—White Motor Co., un

der Tennessee laws, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—S. A.

Craig, G. A. Puryear, \N. H. Hyde, E. S.

Craig, E. Wood.

Milwaukee, \Vis.—Archambault Motor

Sales Co., under Wisconsin laws, with $25,

000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Corpora

tors—E. J. Archambault, Willet M. Spoon

er, Louis Quarless.

Wilmington, Del.—-Torkington Tires Co.

of America, under Delaware laws, with $1,

300,000 capital; to manufacture motor car

tires. Corporators—I. Fogg, G. D. Hop

kins, G. \V. Dillman.

South Bend, Ind.——South Bend Motor Car

Works, under Indiana laws, with $10,000

capital; to repair motor cars. Corporators

—John D. J. Farneman, Alfred C. Mecklen

burg, Hilton Hammond.

Dunkirk, N. Y.-—-Niagara Motors 8: Mfg.

Co., under New York laws. with $275,000

capital; to manufacture motors and parts.

Corporators—Edward J. \Vest, Morris M.

Hedden, Daniel W. Frey.

Passaic, N. J.—'American European Rub

ber Co., under New Jersey laws, with $25,

000 capital; to manufacture rubber goods.

Corporators—H. H. Kreuger. Albert Kreu

ger, Edward G. Wilhelm.

Chicago, lll.-—Buckeye Tire 8: Repair Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital; to

deal in and repair motor car tires. Corpo

rators—Allen S. Sinsheimer, Harry 1.

Thompson, Max Guthman.
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Mansfield, O.—Brucker Motor Car Co.,

underlIOhio laws, with $5,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators—David G.

Brucker, William F. Voegel, Jr., Louis

Brucker, Arthur E. Courtney, J. E. Ottin

ger.

Toledo, Ohio—Toledo Auto Shows Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to

conduct motor car exhibits. Frank I. Mul

holland, A. A. Atwood, H. W. Blevins,

J. W. Banting, Guy R. Ford, Stanley Rob—

erts.

New York, N. Y.-—Peets-Homan Corp.,

under New York laws, with $2,000 capital;

to deal in motors, etc. Corporators—John

A. Bolles, 135 Hamilton place; Clifford S.

Peets, Frank D. Homan, 10 West 62nd

street.

Biifi'alo, N. Y.—American Kushion Kore

Tire Co., under New York laws, with $10,

000 capital; to manufacture motor car tires.

Corporators—Chas. W. Taylor, Christopher

M. Baldy, Karl E. Wilhelm, all of 558 Elli

cott Square.

New York, N. Y.—Globe Tire Co., under

New York laws, with $500 capital; to deal

in motor car tires. Corporators—Ralph W.

Morrison, 181 West 73rd street; R. D.

Placak, 318 West 57th street; F. F. Nichols,

135 Broadway.

New York, N. Y.—Hallett Point Garage,

Inc., under New York laws, with $5,000

capital; to operate a garage. Corporators

—August Kiel, Jr., Milford, Pa.; Thomas

D. Tompkins, Avon, N. J.; Gustav Rees,

Jr., New York City.

New York, N. Y.—Twelfth Street Garage

Co., under New York laws, with $60,000

capital; to operate a garage. Corporators—

Douglas G. McOtter, 1080 Bryant avenue;

William J. Devlin, Sr., 36 West 32nd street;

George M. Hamilton, 4 Sheridan Square.

New York, N. Y.—Cahill Auto Works,

Inc.,‘under New York laws, with $6,000 cap

ital; to deal in and repair motor cars. Cor

porators—Andrew J. Cahill, 352 \Vest 49th

street; Henry J. Cahill, 1700 Broadway;

Charles E. Trainor, 54 West 139th street.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Sea Gate Garage and

Automobile Corporation, under New York

laws, with $2,000 capital; to operate a gar

age and deal in motor cars. Corporators—

Joseph F. Curtain, H. O. Coughlan, Thomas

K. Mallaby, all of 34 Nassau street, N. Y.

 

Changes of Capitalization.

Detroit, Mich—B. F. Goodrich Co. $10,

000 to $500,000.

Springfield, Ohio—\ictor

from $100,000 to $69,000.

Detroit. Mich.-Everitt-Metzger-Flanders

Co. from $1,000,000 to $500,000

Galion, Ohio—Cleveland- Galion Motor

Truck Co. from $300,000 to $1,000,000.

Rubber Co.

PROMINENT MEN lN TRADE

Wll0 ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

C. M. Clement, former manager of the

Weston-Mott Co., has been appointed pro

duction manager for the Metal Products

Co. of Detroit, Mich.

T. A. Flaherty has been appointed man

ager of the Prest-O-Lite branch in Los

Angeles. Previously he was identified with

the home ofl‘ice in Indianapolis.

Carl J. Secoir, purchasing agent of the

Havers Motor Car Co., of Port Huron,

Mich., has resigned that position and be

come attached to the Studebaker Corpora

tion, of Detroit.

F. C. Colwell has been appointed district

,manager of the Stevens-Duryea Co. for

Southern Ohio, Southern Indiana, Ken

tucky and Tennessee. He will make his

headquarters in Cincinnati.

Fred E. Moskovics will retire from the

position of sales manager of the Remy

Electric Co. on March Ist next. He will

be succeeded by Fred J. Urburn, who has

represented the company in Detroit and

Chicago territory.

“7 Jenkins, at one time sales man

ager for the Amplex Motor Car Co., of

Mishawaka, Ind., has been appointed Pacific

Coast sales manager of the Abbott Motor

Co., of Detroit. He will make his head

quarters in San Francisco.

A. L. Bennett has been appointed eastern

district sales manager of the Abbott Motor

Car Co., of Detroit. He will make his head

quarters in Boston at the salesroom of the

F. A. Dutton Motor Co., which handles the

Abbott-Detroit car in that city.

Barry Cool has been appointed manager

of the Pathfinder Motor Car Co.’s branch

in San Francisco, the parent company main

taining headquarters in Los Angeles, Cal.

C001 is well known on the Pacific Coast,

where he has served with the Hudson,

Cadillac and Lozier agencies.

G. D. Baker, factory manager of the Olds

Motor Works, of Lansing, Mich., has re

signed that ofiice to become identified with

the Diesel Engine Works of Ghent, Bel

gium. He has been succeeded by Edward

Van Linden, former factory manager of

one of the Buick plants.

Edward Leach has been appointed dis

trict manager of the Willys-Overland Co.

for the State of Washington and British

Columbia, with headquarters in Seattle.

Previously Leach was connected with the

H. L. Olive Co. of Spokane, which handles

the Overland car in that vicinity.

E. E. Gregg, for three years sales man

ager of the Penn Motor Car Co. of New

Castle, Pa., which recently became finan~

cially involved, has been appointed assistant

sales manager of the Michigan Motor Car

Co.'s branch in Pittsburgh. His territory

embraces 10 States.

A. Gale Thompson, who for 16 years has

represented the Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.,

of Jersey City, on the Pacific Coast, has

been made sales manager for that com

pany's automobile department in the East.

His appointment carries with it the estab

lishment of headquarters in New York City.

E. A. Nelson, chief engineer of the Hupp

Motor Car Co. of Detroit, has relinquished

the active duties of that office and assumed

the title of consulting engineer. His assist

ant, F. E. Watts, became chief engineer.

Don~ T. Hastings, a former Packard man,

succeeds to the title assistant chief engi

neer.

Paul D. Beach, manager of the Kelly

Springfield Tire Co.'s _New England

branch, has been transferred to Los Ange

les, where he will have charge of the com

pany’s depot in that city. The vacancy in

Boston caused by his transfer has been

filled by the appointment of Warren T.

Walker, who for several years was identi

fied with the Locomobile company.

Having concluded his work as director oi

advertising for the General Motors Co..

F. \N. Kurtz has resumed his connection

with N. W. Ayer & $01 advertising agency

in Philadelphia, with which he had been

assoeiated for 12 years prior to his re

moval to Detroit. Each of the constituents

of the General Motors Co., as already is

well known, is now maintaining an advertis

ing department of its own.

Russell T. Kingsford has resigned his

connection with the Peerless Motor Car Co.

to become chief engineer of the Rushmore

Dynamo Works, Plaiiifield; N. J. Kings

ford graduated in 1896 from Stephens In

stitute as electrical engineer, and for a

number of years was associated with S. W.

Rushmore at the time the latter was build

ing large multi-voltage dynamos for street

lighting and metallurgical work.

Due to the promotion of J. Wilbur Hobbs

to the management of the Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co.'s branch in New York City.

H. H. Mundy, previously in charge of the

Syracuse branch, has been appointed dis

trict manager with headquarters in Buffalo.

C. E. DeVire becoming local manager of

the branch. The vacancy in Syracuse

caused by Mundy's elevation has been

filled by the appointment of W. C. Blake.

of the Goodyear traveling staff,
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Roche 8: Schoolcr are building a garage

and machine shop in \Vinnemucca, Nev.

Henry Danhoff is about to open a garage

in Cadillac, Mich.

S. G. Garrett is erecting a garage in Wal

lace, Ida. He is :1 Cole dealer.

I. Hoffman, of I’arkersburg, 13., is about

to construct a garage, 40x66 feet.

The \Vhiteacre Automobile Co., of \Vells

ville. O., is building a new garage.

The Smith Auto Co., of Bishop, Cal., has

let the contract for a new garage.

The Dahlen Auto C0. just has completed

a new garage in Walla Walla, Wash.

Benjamin Spagnoli is about to build a

garage, 36x 112 feet, in Richmond, Cal.

Charles H. Abbott is about to build a gar

age in Troy, N. Y., near Second avenue.

George F. Robin has taken over the

“'ater Street Garage in Port Huron, Mich.

C. W. Meeker is building a garage and

machine shop on Bridge street, Union, N. Y.

Daniel R. Schnabel is about to establish

salesrooms and a repair shop in Johns

town, Pa.

John Curtis has purchased the stock and

business of the Eureka Auto Co., in Lone

Tree, la.

The Highland Garage, in San Bernardino,

Cal., has been purchased by A. A. True and

N. Levering.

\V. J. Caughey has opened a garage in

Atchison, Kan. He also has secured the

Ford agency.

McGreane, McGrath & Cline is the style

of a new firm in Darlington, \Nis. It has the

R. C. H. line.

G. H. Kuiper has opened a garage in

Grand Rapids, Mich., at Grand avenue and

Michigan street.

George Middleton and C. C. \Vilson have

purchased the Algona Auto Garage in

Emmetsburg, Ia.

Herman Von Eiigein is building a garage,

60x30 feet, in Beecher, Ill. It is located

on Chicago road.

The \1V00d Garage, in Niles, Mich., has

been leased by Bert Ringler, who will con

tinue the business.

\V. G. Flumerfelt and A. D. Mathven, of

Detroit, have taken over the Monroe

(Mich.) Garage Co.

S. L. Post is preparing to build a garage

on Fourth street, San Antonio, Tex. The

estimated cost is $2,500.

The Rose City Automobile Co. has been

formed to take over the United Motor New

castle Co., of Newcastle, Ind.

Harry Orr and O. H. Fox of Bartlett,

Tex., have taken over the garage formerly

operated by J. W. Hightower.

\V. E. Callis, John Shaw and Tustin Nic

olcs are the proprietors of a garage which is

being erected in Lompoc, Cal.

J. A. Ireton, of Lima, 0., has secured

permission to build a garage; the applica

tion names $4,300 as the cost.

Joseph H. Grandey is building a garage,

48 x 100 feet, in Grandvue, I’a. He has the

Ford agency for Beaver county.

Charles K. Smith is about to build a gar—

age in Philadelphia, Pa., at 9210 German

town avenue; it will cost $4,500.

The Blackhawk Auto Co., of Waterloo,

1a., is building a new garage; it will be

ready for occupancy December 1.

Corning, Cal., is soon to have a new gar

age; J. B. Beaumont, C. M. Kingsley and

Floyd Beaumont will operate it.

Roy Maddrell has disposed of his inter

est in the Hokanson Auto Co., in Monroe,

\\’is.; he will enter other business.

A garage is about to be erected by An—

drew M. Eastwick on North avenue, Balti

iiiore, Md. The cost wil be $5,000.

C. A. Muller has established an automo

bile livery service in Berkeley, Cal. He

also is proprietor of The Tire Shop.

The Birmingham (Ala.) Motot' Co. plans

to erect a garage, 140x100 feet, at Avenue

C and 21st street; it will cost $10,000.

Googins & McNeill, who recently took

over the McBride Garage in \Valla Walla,

\Vash., are about to erect a new garage.

The W. L. Nolan Auto Co., of Rochester,

Minn., has taken over the garage of W. H.

Brown; the building will be remodeled.

P. R. Smith and T. S. Fenlon have taken

over the Overland agency in Neola, Ia. It

formerly was conducted by Joseph Barrier

& Son.

Lee Rockwell asd L. D. Van Hof have

opened the West Side Garage in Grand

Rapids, Mich., at West Bridge and Scribner

streets.

E. E. Gerlinger, of Portland, Ore., has en,

tered the truck selling field; he represents

the Standard line in \Vashington, Idaho and

Oregon.

A new garage now being congtructed in

Springfield, Tenn., will be occupied by Do

len & Lewis when completed; the cost will

be $6,000.

J. J. Carson is about to build a garage,

45x100 feet, in Lima, O. He recently

secured the Mitchell and Paige-Detroit

agencies.

Mackemer & Pinkerton, dealers in Peo

ria, Ill., are about to establish a branch in‘

Galesburg, in the same State; they have the

Ford line.

J. Harcleroad and Edward Bennett, of

Lancaster, W'is., have sold their garage to

G. G. Horton 8: Son of Patch Grove, in the

same State.

Charles Bemen & Sons, of Cincinnati, 0.,

are about to open a branch of their garage;

it will be located on Rockdale avenue and

will cost $10,000.

Perry M. Wolford and John Newman

have organized the Piqua (O.) Taxicab Co.

\Volford is president and secretary and

Newman treasurer.

Owens & \Vork, formerly of Denver, Col.,

are about to enter the garage trade in

Pomona, Cal. They have secured a location

on Thomas street.

Permission has been granted to H. G.

Scheldon of Allentown, Pa., for the erec

tion of a one-story, brick garage at 11th

and-1Maple streets.

Following a change in personnel, the ti

tle of the garage firm of Darin & Townsend,

in Evansville, \Vis., has been changed to

Townsend 8r Hayne.

T. A. Jewell, of Norwich, N. Y., has gone

into the retail automobile business; he is

representing the Mitchell, R. C. H., Pater

soii and Moyer cars.

Permission has been granted to George

P. Fisher to erect a garage, 36x50 feet, on

Newberry street, Williamsport, Pa. The

estimated cost is $2,000.

Centre Avenue Garage is the style of a

new business in Reading, Pa. It is located

at 934-36 Rose street and contains 8,000

square feet of floor space.

A. J. Lewis has sold his interest in the

Alliance Motor & Supply Co., of Alliance,
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Q., to his partner, John F. Braunan; LCVVl.‘

has removed to Cleveland. .

Unsgard & Foss, Ford dealers in Spring

Grove, Minn., have dissolved partnership;

Oliver Onsgard retires and Edward Foss

will continue the business.

Frank Funda of Schenectady, N. Y., has

entered the trade and has located sales

rooms on Church street; he has the Stude

baker and Haynes agencies.

The Adams Garage, 306 Franklin street,

Natchez, Miss., has been purchased by the

Motor Repair Exchange; both will be com—

bined at the Adams location.

The Hunter Motor Co. has opened up

new salesrooms in Roanoke, Va., at Henry

street and Luck avenue; the company car—

ries Haynes and Regal cars.

B. F. Ellington has bought out his part-_

ner, C. C. Tanner, in the Northwest Auto

Co., of St. Joseph, M0. The concern will

continue to handle Krit cars.

J. S. Brown of Redlands, Cal., is erecting

a garage and machine shops at 346 Orange

street; he will operate under the style Con

tinental Garage and will stock several lines

of cars.

George Saul has sold his interests in the

Reinbeck Auto Co., of Grundy Center, 1a.,

to W. C. ~Runft; the remaining member is

G. E. Hildebrand, who, with Runft, will en

large the business.

Lynn C. Buxton, of 1220 South Olive

street, Los Angeles, Cal., has admitted

Arthur E. Childs to partnership; the new

tirm name is Buxton & Childs. The Moon

agency is the firm's principal business.

J. O. Kendall and W. O. Connor, of Dal

las. Tex., have let the contract for a two

story brick garage, 50 x 90 feet, to be erect

ed on Commerce street: it will cost $15,000

and is scheduled to be completed Febru~

ary 1.

\N. E. Sparks, who has conducted a Cut

ting agency at 825 South Olive street, Los

Angeles, under the style Eastern Motor Car

Co., has disposed of the business to George

E. Kirkwood. Sparks contemplates an ex

tended touring vacation.

A. W. 'l‘yner, of Webster, and Frank

Forbes and W. R. Bowen, of Aberdeen.

both South Dakota towns, have formed the

South Dakota Motor Car Co., with several

dealerships in view; salesrooms will be

conducted in Webster and Aberdeen.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Red Bank. .\'. J.--Charles E. Hendrick

son, Front street. garage destroyed. Less.

not stated.

Chicago. lll.--Nybcrg Automobile Works.

lnc.. 2439 South Michigan avenue, gasolenc

eitplosion and fire; building damaged. Loss.

$l5.000

THEFT 0F CHECK DUFS

NOT AVOID THE PAYMENT

Provided Paper Is Taken by Employe

of Man to Whom Check Was Sent

—Jury So Decides in New

York Storage Case.

If a car owner sends a check to a garage

keeper in payment of storage charges on

the car, and if the checks are stolen by the

bookeeper or some other employe of the

garageman, the owner has paid the bill and

cannot be held further responsible, accord—

ing to the verdict rendered by a jury Mon

day last, 25th inst., in the Supreme Court

for New York county.

In this instance, O. B. Thomas, an at

torney, stored his car with the Belnord Au

tomobile Storage & Supply Co. during the

winter of 1910 and 1911 and sent a check

each month in payment of his bill. In the

spring he went to the garage to get his car,

after having left it for some time in “dead”

storage, and was informed that he owed for

three months' storage. Thomas insisted he

had sent checks in payment, but the gar

ageman declared if such were the case they

must have been stolen by the bookkeeper.

Investigation showed this to be the case,

the checks having returned to Thomas. en

dorsed and cashed by the employe.

Thomas replevined his car, but to estab

lish the true ownership it then became

necessary for him to sue the Belnord com

pany for the vehicle and for damages for

the time he had been prevented taking the

automobile. The jury agreed with the car

owner and, while Thomas will secure dam

ages for the retention of his car, they will

be more or less nominal, as he was without

it but a short time.

Ham-Meix to Make Motor Starters.

The Ham-Meix Mfg. Co. of Indianapolis,

Ind, which recently was incorporated

under the laws of that State with an au

thorized capital of $150,000. has located in

that city at West llth street and Belt R. R.,

where it will take up the manufacture of

motor starters and acetylene generators.

The incorporators, Harry W. Hamilton,

Benjamin F. Meixall, Samuel B. Sutphin

and Harold Taylor. all are Indianapolis

men; Hamilton and Meixell. each of whom

has given half his name to the company, are

well known in automobile trade circles,

having been connected with the industry for

years. Sutphin is a large paper manufac

turer and Taylor a well known attorney.

The factory that has been secured has a

floor space of 40.000 feet. and its capacity

is said to be 300 complete lighting and

starting outfits daily.

The starter which is to be manufactured

-is of the pressure type ami- is original in

that it will utilize carbon dioxide which

will be generated in a steel tank designed

to be located on the rear of a car. A con

trolling valvc regulates the pressure gener

ated, the possible range of which'is said to

be from 5 to 500 pounds.

Jackson Agency in Trouble Over Notes.

Notes given to the Jackson Auto Sales

Co. of Brooklyn by customers and others

are the basis of two judgments filed this

week in the New York county clerk's of~

tice by the Montauk Bank, the claim at

trial having been that the Jackson com

pany borrowed money from the bank on

the notes and that the notes were not paid

when due. The Jackson company and sev

eral individuals and endorscrs are named as

judgment debtors, as follows: Jackson

Auto Sales Co. of Brooklyn, James E.

Pearson and Bernard J. Rot-sler, Jr.,$378.92;

Jackson company, George V. Tonner, Ralph

E. Hutcheson and James 15. Pearson,

$305.15. Pearson and Hutcheson are named

as being connected with the company. The

suits were tried in a municipal court in

Brooklyn.

Lamb-Daniel Locates in Detroit.

Lamb-Daniel 8: Co. is the style of a new

firm which has opened up in the Union

Trust Building in Detroit as accessory

manufacturers’ representatives. Daniel at

one time was connected with the service de

partment of the Cartercar Co. and latterly

with the Castle Lamp Co., while Lamb pre

viously was a member of the Franklin Au

tomobile Co.'s staff.

Frame Company Sues Palmer & Singer.

Alleging that the Palmer & Singer Mfg.

Co., of Long Island City, N. Y., contracted

for a number of frames and then declined

to adhere to the contract, the Parish 8:

Bingham Co., of Cleveland, 0., is endeavor

ing to recover $7,000 in the Supreme Court

for Kings County, Brooklyn. The Palmer

81 Singer company claims its action was

justifiable and entered a defense.

 

Rubber Company a Judgment Debtor.

A claim of $168.92 for goods sold and de

livered to the Central City Rubber Co. by

the Noera Mfg. Co. of Waterbury. Conn..

is the basis of a judgment filed this week

in the New York county clerk’s office by

E.- V. Harman & Co. The latter is a col~

lection agency.

To further the sale of its trucks, the Uni

versal Motor Truck Co., of Detroit, has

adopted an installment plan. It, of course.

requires a substantial first payment and

complete payment within one vear
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PUTTING AN EDGE ON THE “DULL SEASON.”

_More than ever is it apparent that the motor car has

ceased wholly to be considered a fair weather vehicle. The

increased use of closed cars has become so great that the

trend of the times is plain to all who have eyes to see and

brains to comprehend. Little more than a year ago the

closed car was considered essentially a “town car," but its

numerous appearance far from the city's crowded streets is

ample evidence that it now is recognized as a vehicle for

all-around use.

The demand this fall has been so heavy as to embarrass

not a few of the manufacturers who failed correctly to

gauge the indications. One conspicuous and high-priced

manufacturer estimates that he is losing at least two orders

each day because of his inability to fill the unlocked for

demand. and lil one other almost equally conspicuous in—

stance the manufacturcr has been so hard put to it that he

actually has been seeking to repurchase closed cars from

those of his .dealcrs whose estimates have been borne out

by the proportions of the demand.

It is fairly clear, libivever. that the demand has. not

been evenly spread. but it is equally clear that no manu

facturer and no dealer longer can afford not to reckon with

the closed car and to include it in their stocks. The old

belief that sunshine and warm weather are necessary for

the sale of motor cars fast is being dissipated. which is to

say that no dealer who is alive to his opportunities has

license to complain of idleness during the winter months.

Lacking closed cars, and as another means of promoting

winter business, the convertible bodies that are available.

afi'ord abundant room for the exercise of real salesmanship.

There are comparatively few owners of touring cars who

will close their ears to the suggestion of such bodies if they

are but properly presented to them, while the combination

offers of closed and open bodies, the latter for spring de

liveries. is being turned to advantage in several directions.

In fact. the conditions are such that whoever is possessed

of his wits easily is enabled to put an edge on what once

was considered the dull season.

ACCESSORIES THAT ASSIST CAR SALES.

Although the time never may come when the accesso

ries that constitute the equipment of a car will of them

selves sell cars. the fact remains that the item of equipment

now is being made so much of, that he who does not turn

it to advantage is permitting good “ammunition” to go to

waste.

In many cases, the names of many of the devices which

go to make up the equipment list are better known than the

names of the cars themselves. Nor is it difficult to under—

stand why a particular accessory should have become bet

ter known than the name of the car upon which it is

mounted. The manufacturer of the device has widely ad

vertised it and built up a reputation, and.because it is a

good device the manufacturer of the car and the dealer also

advertise it—if they are wise—for they realize that in link

ing the name of a well-known and well-tried product with

the name of their car a certain prestige thereby is added

to the car. The automobile buying public has come to

know that certain accessories have made names for them

selves and it is but a step further to attach real importance

to a car that carries one or more meritorious devices.

Horns and lamps and electric lighting systems and

starters and a hundred and one other items of equipment

which not so very long ago were listed as “extras”——:ill

these serve as cases in point.

 

SIDE LIGHT GLARE SHOULD BE DIMMED.

The blinding white glare of the modern automobile

headlight. with its often dangerous effects, has been elimi

nated from urban thoroughfares by ordinances calling for

the softening of the lights within city limits, and this source

of annoyance to other users of the streets has been practi

cally brought to an end.

A new condition of the same class has arisen, however.

with the growing use of very brilliant side lights. in which

incandescent electric lamps with tungsten or other metallic

filaments furnish the illumination. The sharp, brilliant

points of light. backed by highly efficient reflectors. are

almost as dazzling at short range as the larger headlights.

and are further objectionable because in many cases the

light is projected to both sides as well as ahead. _

\Vhile the powers that be have not as yet cast officially

disapproving eyes on this new and growing cause of annoy

ance—if nothing worse—it is unlikely that their inactivity

in the matter will continue indefinitely. and it will be to the

credit of lamp or car manufacturers if the remedy is applied,

by frosting the bulbs or otherwise. before compulsory meas

ures are adopted.
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PLAN PAID OFFICERS'AND

PERMANENT HEADQUARTERS

New York City’s Motor Truck Club

to Broaden its Scope—Some

of the Projects Under
Consideration. I

Having served a useful purpose for

some time, in that it permitted members

to foregather at the dinner table preceding

informal discussions concerning a great,

many phases of the commercial vehicle in

dustry, the Motor Truck Club of New York

City, at length is preparing to serve an

even more useful purpose, steps» having

been taken at the last meeting which oc

curred on \Vednesday evening, November

20th, to obtain permanent headquarters and

to maintain a salaried staff to care for the
club’s business. I

Heretofore, club members have met in a

corner of the dining room of the Hotel

Cumberland, though the quarters have not

proven all that could be desired. Hereafter,

however, they will meet at the new head—

quarters which have been established at

1485 Broadway in connection with George

Rector's hostelry, where members will be

encouraged to dine daily at the “round ta

ble." Following an informal dinner, the

first business transacted at the last monthly

meeting was the splitting of the position

of secretary~treasurer. Charles 'E. Stone.

who has held that position in the past. being

made treasurer and Ellis L. Howland. au

tomobile editor of the Journal of Com

merce, being made secretary. As soon as

possible. the new office of the club will be

opened and equipped for the collection of

data and material pertaining to commer<

cial vehicles.

Among other things, it was suggested

that a club bulletin be published, that a bu

reau of information be established, that a

registry of motor truck drivers be kept,

that a committee on contests be named for

the purpose of gaining publicity through

the medium of competitive events of vari'

ous kinds and that the alteration of the an

nual truck parade to a mammoth demon

stration be considered.

 

Price of “Petrol” May Cause Strike.

Taxicab chaufi'eurs in the city of Lon

don. who some time ago struck because of

a difference with their employers over mat

ters of remuneration, are on the verge of

another walkout owing to the advanced

price of “petrol.” According to the custom

in London, the chauffeurs are required to

pay for whatever fuel they use while run

ning the cabs, and as the price of gasolenc

has advanced about 70 per cent., the income

of the drivers has undergone a considerable

shrinkage. The average wage now is said

to be about $3.90 a week, exclusive of

"extras," of course.

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

 
 

 
 

 
 

Probably no feature of a car is more im

portant than the location of the control ele

ments and no little time and forethought

have been expended in the search for rela

tive positions of the levers so as to render

them effectual and reduce driving fatigue to

a minimum. For a not inconsiderable time

   

IIUPMOBILE CONTROL ELEMENTS

the top of the steering post location for

the spark control lever and the throttle

lever has been considered ideal, and if the

added expense which attaches to the build

building tip of the steering column is not

sidered, the location certainly leaves little

to be desired.

The advent of cars that really are worth

while at prices which are reasonable. dis

closes many ways and means by which pro

duction costs are cut. and one of these

means. one which is in evidence on the

Hupmobile, is to change the orthodox loca

tion of the_spark and gas levers to a dash

location. whereby the steering column is

shorn of rotatable sleeves and attachments

and becomes a simple piece of shafting

bearing the wheel. But though the more

usual'location does not obtain. the levers

are positioned where ’hey are readily ac

cessible: on a cowl board supported by the

dash and within easy reach of the driver. as
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November 26-30, Grand Rapids, Mich.—

Fourth annual show of the Grand Rapids

Automobile Dealers' Association in the

Klingman Exposition Building.

December 2—3, Chicago, Ill.—Annual

meeting of the American Automobile As

>0Clatl0n in Auditorium.

7-22,December Paris, France — Paris

Salon.

January 4-11, Montreal, Can—Annual

automobile show in the Drill Hall and

Armory, under the auspices of the Auto

mobile Club of Canada.

January 6-11, Cleveland. Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.'s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.

January 11-18, New York. N. Y.—-Aut0

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association’s

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.-Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Dctroit Automobile Dealers’ Association's

Show in the State Armory.

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill.—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only.

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers’

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 10-15, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Co.'s show in

the National Guard Armory.

February 17-22, Kansas City, Mo.—-Kan~

sas City Automobile Dealers' Assoeiation’s

show in Convention Hall.

March 3-8, Pittsburgh, Pa.—-Pittsburgh

Automobile Dealers’ Association's show in

Duquesne Garden.

March 24-29, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

Automobile Trade Association's

l ‘m

apolis

show.

shown by the accompanying illustration.

The levers Operate on a brass plate which

serves to designate their respective func

tions.
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Solutions of The Used Car Problem

In Competition for Motor World’s Cash Premiums of $50, $25, $15 and $10 for the Four Best Articles

Dealing With the Subject.

By JOHN B. ORMAN, Indianapolis, Ind.

Ebenezer Carwisc has an old automobile of the vintage

of 1906 or thereabouts which Ebenezer Jr. says is quite im

possible. The original price paid for the 1906 model was

$1,500, but the Carwise family is in the market for something

bigger and better—a high-powered, roomy, comfortable kind

of a car costing possibly between $2,000 and $4,000.

Ebenezer knows his old boat is not worth more than

$350, but he knows that the dealer is anxious to make a

sale and therefore he carefully figures out that he should get

an allowance for his old cast-06 car equal to the original cost.

The first Live Dealer who totes the Carwise family on

numerous demonstrations may balk at these terms, but if he

does so, old Ebenezer goes on a still hunt for the class of

dealer who will stand for a little loss—and eventually he

makes his trade.

Ebenezer Carwise has a new car and is ahead of the

game, while the dealer, in his anxiety to make a sale, has

moved a little nearer the bankruptcy court. This, in a vague,

general way, is the sad tale of the automobile salesman in

today’s battle for supremacy in automobile auction.

Trading is a vital problem to every person interested in

the automobile industry. For there will be trading always

in the marketing of motor cars, just as there always has been

in every other commodity where the investment is heavy and

the changes frequent. The retailer may as well try to realize

that fact now as well as at any other time and act accord—

ingly. Trading will diminish on smaller cars, but will in

crease on the higher class cars, as there are naturally 'many

more small cars sold to beginners who eventually want to

possess larger and more powerful cars.

Some firms are meeting the proposition by placing exor

bitant prices on their product for the sole purpose of making

unheard of allowances for the used car. By this method,

which is manifestly unfair to the man buying his first car,

the manufacturer and the dealer get the actual value of the

new car in the cash difference, so that the traded in car

stands them nothing. This plan borders so closely on mis

representation that it never will become p0pular practice.

Another attempted solution is that adopted by one of the

large builders of a particularly sturdy, high class car, made

in Indianapolis. This plan consists of the rebuilding of all

their own makes which are traded in during the season into

commercial wagons. This plan so far has proved very suc

cessful, but the changes necessary in making a pleasure car

into a commercial wagon are many and require a good sized

plant as well as considerable expense for operation. This

would eliminate the plan as unprofitable for the average

dealer, who has neither a plant at his disposal nor the incli

nation to shoulder the expense necessary in rebuilding and

reselling.

With all the conditions clearly outlined, it seems as

though the only sane possible solution of the difliculty is for

the legitimate dealers of every community to get together

and regulate the course of the used car. No more should be

allowed for a car than can be gotten for it on a resale. It is

an easy matter to put values on used cars, as every dealer

knows, even almost to the dollar, what any used car will

bring, when put on the market.

Now, while on the threshhold of a new and promising

selling season, is the time for every live dealer in every city

and town in the country to call together those who have the

good of the automobile business at heart and find a way to

guide the growth of that already husky little infant called

“Trading.”

By ERNEST WARREN, Wakefield, Ill.

The used car problem is encountered by every dealer in

the United States, and the dealer's success depends upon a

number of obstacles being overcome, the most important

being the price allowed for the old car and the amount and

character of territory available for its disposal.

It appears that the dealer in the cities of from 10,000 up

can not dispose of used cars as successfully as the dealer in

the smaller towns, which is due to the fact that the rural

district will buy and use more used cars; especially is this

true of cars from $1,500 down, and there are probably more

of such cars for sale than of those listing at larger figures.

The used car dealers in the cities dispose of a great num~

ber of cars, but only a small part of them reach the rural

districts, and the few that do so leave the buyer and all his

friends in a frame of mind not calculated to induce future

sales, as these cars are generally in poor shape.

I know a man who bought a used car of a very popular

make and had it shipped to his address, and he was over a

week getting the thing started; another person purchased a

used car and it almost fell to pieces after 300 miles; it has

never been started since. Again, I had a call for a cheap

used speedometer and asked one of the largest dealers of

used cars in St. Louis for a model 26 used Stewart speedo

meter, and after a while they found an old used model 24,

for which they only wanted $19. These are fair instances of

daily happenings, and as long as there is no better method

so long will the rural districts hold aloof from the used car.

It seems to me, however, that the evil reputation of used

cars could be removed and the situation relieved if a system

could be worked out whereby all the legitimate dealers in a

state would employ a competent man to oversee the sales

of used cars, which they take in trade for new ones. This

man could, by requiring a weekly card from all dealers, giv

ing make, year, condition, price, etc., of each car, keep an

accurate record of all and by good advertising could attract

purchasers whose inquiries could be referred to the nearest

dealer having the kind of car wanted. This man could also

write to the prospect, telling him where he could find the

kind of car we wanted, with the name of dealer and the price

set on the car.

A dealer’s first duty to himself is selling new cars. but

there are times when dealers in small towns could co-operatc

with the state man and find places for many used cars, and

while he would not make much profit, he would relieve the

situation and incidentally sell more oils, greases and gasolene.

I do not believe that used cars placed in rural districts

keep new cars from selling, for if they are sold right and

are in good running order when sold, they will sell other cars;

but they must be sold on the square, and inasmuch as the

average rural district does not buy high priced new cars, why

not provide a plan whereby the numerous used cars can be

distributed beyond the present selling territory?
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WHEREIN “AUTOMOBILE

ROWS" ARE SADLY

LACKING

The most striking feature of “automobile

row" on Michigan Boulevard. Chicago, is

the absence of real window displays. One

can see scores of imposing stores hand~

somcly and luxuriously furnished, but most

of the managers and dealers overlook the

window display opportunities.

Few Windows Reach for Business.

Chicago is a city celebrated for the enter

prise of its merchants and their all-round

aggressiveness, and because of the fact, the

visitor believes that there will be found

some of the most interesting and attractive

window displays in the country. But he

departs with the impression of having seen

many beautiful and effective exteriors and

promises of interior lavishness—handsome.

polished plate glass windows on every side.

parquetry floors, tiled floors. potted plants

and flowers in the window's—hut few real

window displays that reach out for business.

Two of the most effective and business

like showings are those of the Rambler

branch and the Inter-Stale and Paige-De

troit agencies.

Study from Standpoint of Outsider.

Chicago automobile dealers wguld do well

to study their store fronts from the stand

point of the outsider and see how much

added selling effectiveness can be put into

\vindow space. And what is true of Chi

cago, comes near to being true of New

York and every other city large enough to.

n

he possessed of an "automobile row.

The more aggressively business is gone

after and the more business-like and tempt

ing the displays of cars the more surely

will business be attracted and the less

likely will be the observant customer to

\vonder how much of the store luxury and

refinement he is expected to pay for when

he buys a car. - —
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The competition of real value is here now

and those who face the issue clearly and

squarely will reap the handsomest profits.

at

SALESMANSHIP OF THE CONVINC

ING SORT.

“That salesman is a crackerjack!" said :1

Cincinnati after an

withan automobile salesman. "He is such

a plain. friendly. to-thc-point talker. He

does not worry about his competitors. He

makes a point and rams it home. Then he

makes another point and rams it home.

motorist interview

Cleans up all along the line. Makes you

fairly come along with him. Asks you

questions once_ in a while to which you

have absolutely got to say “yes” and leaves

you no possible loophole for escape. and

be honest with yourself.

Frankness as Oppposed to “Hot Air."

“I like him; his sincerity and business

like methods of talking have completely

won me over. I am convinced that his car

is just as good as he says it is. and I am

going to give him the order. He did not

ask for it—just said he wanted me to know

about his car so I could make up my own

mind, and then left in a friendly, frank sort

of way. It's a wonder there are not more

salesmen like him."

The honesty of purpose and apparent in

tegrity and sincerity of the salesman had

won him a customer. No “hot air." Sim

ply plain statements that he could back up.

and an appeal to the man’s own judgment.

Such methods rarely fail to appeal and gen~

erally win.

.3

RESPONSIBILITIES OF EMPLOYER

AND EMPLOYE.

lt is not only proverbial but almost an

that

faithfully.

axiom the employe who serves his

employer honestly .and

gently is sure of advancement.

The dealer will win success'by the same
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In a sense he is an em

ploye of the great public; it is up to him

to serve the public faithfully, honestly and

intelligently. If he does 50, results are

certain.

There is a difference. however—and it is

often this difierence that causes the trouble.

The employe has to be responsible only

for his own acts. The employer is judged

not only by what he himself does, but also

by what his employes do. He has tvvo

chances or tnore to fall where the empolyc

has but one.

All of which means that the employer has

not completely discharged his duty to the

public when he himself has measured up to

the standards He has only begun. He

still has the responsibility for the acts of

his employes, and that means he must see

that they either measure up to his standards

or get off the job. This means educating

employes, and teaching them the funda

mentals of business. Like many other

things, it takes nothing but time and brains

and brings big returns.

line of action.

0'

LOOK AT THINGS FROM THE OUT

SIDE.

Onc of the best things an automobih

dealer can do is to occasionally go out and

view his establishment from the standpoint

of an outsider.

\Vould you be satisfied and pleased with

its appearance. with the Way things are han

dled. with the treatment that is accorded?

\Vhat can you do further to improve conch?

tions?

.2!

SELLING PRICES, NOT CARS.

"They are selling prices, not cars. in that

town." was the apt language in which a

manager summed up a price-cutting situa

tion. It is language that should be gen

erally taken to heart. “'hen merchants be

gin trading in figures and not in values or

merch'andise'the end ’is Ino't‘far removed.
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GROWING NECESSITY FOR

FIRST CLASS REPAIR

SHOPS. '

“Enterprise is a habit," says James Mott

\N’ooley in the Saturday Evening Post. It

is only another way of saying that the man

who recognizes one opportunity is likely

to know another when he sees it. \Vhich

suggests the thought that man sees only

what he is trained to see. There are some

things too small for the human eye to per

ceive; there are other things too large.

There are sounds so faint we cannot hear

them. There are opportunities, both small

and great, in merchandising. Some men

are both deaf and blind, but the man with

the merchandising mind both hears and sees

the opportunity and welcomes it.

Attributes of First Class Shops.

Among the opportunities that are worth

heeding is the opportunity to establish first

class automobile repair shops. In nearly

every city there is a need for at least one

such institution, operated independently

from any garage; with workmen so good.

supervision so competent and service and

prices so consistent that every customer he

comes a booster.

It requires not only these attributes. but

brains. and first class equipment. It re

quires a place large enough to store a dozen

cars; light enough to do good work. In

a word, what is needed is a place where not

only minor repairs but the big jobs, like

overhauling and rebuilding cars—putting

shaft drive axles in place of chain drive—

and other important repairs can be made.

There Will be a great deal more of such

work than there has been. and it naturally

can not and will not go to the factories

because there will not be room there. and

besides, there is little money in it for them.

equipped as they are specially for building

but not for repairing.

In many towns there are shops the entire

effort of which is confined to a particular
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make of cars. If the car is not the brand

the owners sell they will do nothingr for it.

and with increasing sales this condition will

inevitably become more widespread. It

creates a money making opportunity too

big to be long overlooked.

a:

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE "NEIGI-L

BORHOOD" GARAGEMAN.

in most large cities there are "neighbor

hood" garages—that is. garages situated in

the residence section and the principal busi

ness of which is storing cars. selling gaso

lene and oil and doing odd repair jobs for

the motorists in the neighborhood who have

their own garages.

The man who keeps his car in his own

garage does not usually do so because of its

cheapness. He does it because of its evi

dent convenience. If he owns his own

home it is natural for him to erect a private

garage.

Needs of Private Garage Owners.

During the season this type of owner is

more likely than not to get well acquainted

with the “neighborhood” garage. Equally

likely. he opens a charge account, which

offers the opportunity for the garageman to

display his merchandising spirit. Why not

sell this man all his oil. all his gasolene?

Deliver it to him. if he wishes it. at his own

garage. but why not sell him and make a

profit?

The oil companies are selling hundreds—

yes, thousands—of such individual owners.

There is absolutely nothing to prevent the

garageman from getting the business. \Vith

it he can build up his own volume and re

duce his own costs. All he has to do is to

reach the man by letter or 'phone, or per

sonally when he is in the garage. and ex

plain to him that "prices are right—quality

guaranteed." and so forth.

There may be a cent or two difference

per gallon in favor of the oil company. but

if the private owner is using your free air

  I
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and other lacili.ies it will not take muclt

work to get him in line. Why not have this

business? \Yhy not ot’fer to sell him tires?

In other words. why not start to build up a

strong connection that will mean permanent

business relations and permanent profits?

..

.4

DISPLAYING CLOSED CARS TO THE

BEST ADVANTAGE.

Giving goods every opportunity to sell

themselves is one of the things that has

been highly developed in the most suc

cessful retailing businesses and in this con

nection many automobile dealers overlook

an important item in the displaying of cars,

for a car, so shown that the prospective

buyer's interest is aroused. has done much

to sell itself.

The principle at this time of year may

well be applied to the closed cars which are

to be seen in many show windows. Every

salesman knows that the luxuriousness of

a limousine is one of its selling points and

one which particularly impresses woman

kind but which is not apparent to the eas

ual observer. This almost paramount fea

ture of this type of car can be made to at

tract the passerby it' the door of the limou

sine is swung open. exposing the comfort

able and rich upholstery. If the light is

not sutiieient the turning on of a dome

light in the car also will greatly help. Few‘

things present a cozier appearance then the

interior of a limousine when illuminated.

8

SOME WIDE-AWAKE MAXIMS.

would you have your profits grow? Then

make your sales grow.

Manufacturers are looking for live deal

ers; the better their line the more they need

live ones.

Haste usually makes waste in the repair

sh0p; lack of competent inspection is its

twin brother. Together they are prolific

sources of disputes, extra labor.- over

charges and disgruntled customers.
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COMBINES WlCK AND SPRAY

PRINCIPLFS T0 ADVANTAGE

New Old Carburetter that Delivers

“Dry Gas" and Thereby Saves “50

to 100 Per Cent."—Much

Ingenuity Involved.

In appreciation of the fact that in prin

ciple the wick type of carburetter, which

a few years ago was in considerable vogue,

is not as good as the orthodox float feed

spray type and that even the latter is not

quite as perfect as it might be, the Triple

Action Carburetor Co., of 7ll East llth

street. New York City. has set about to

correct the faults of both by the simple

expedient of ingeniously combining the

good principles of both in a single instru

ment. And so successful is the resulting

device, it is claimed. that a saving of fuel

of from 50 to 100 per cent. is not only pos

sible but actual. and to back up the argu'

ment the company is offering to install car

buretters under a contract the

recipient agrees to pay for them a monthly

rental fee equivalent to one-half the amount

actually saved on fuel bills. Unfortunately.

however, there are no Triple Action car

buretters oft the market yet of a size suit

able for automobile use. though it is hoped

whereby

before long to supply them in all sizes. For

the present, the manufacturers are confining

their efforts strictly to the production of

large sized models—J-inch inlets—suitable

for use on heavy duty marine or tractor

engines. but the smaller sizes are in hand

and will be forthcoming in due course.

The device itself is not brand new in

conception, but does not lack real interest

because of the fact. It appeared in its orig

inal form some three years ago, but since

then it has been very materially improved.

Incidentally, the improvement has changed

its shape from rectangular to cylindrical, as

it shown by the accompanying illustration.

The principal claim for the device, of

course. is that it efi'ects an actual saving

of at least 50 per cent. in the amount of

fuel ordinarily consumed. other claims be

ing that it provides an absolutely dry gas,

that it materially increases the power out

put of the engine to which it is attached.

that it is "foolproof," that it cannot be

clogged up by dirt or sediment in the gaso

lene and that it will always start a cold

engine quickly and easily.

In its simplest aspect. the Triple Action

carburetter consists of a large number of

fine brass tubes—between 80 and 100 in a

carburetter of a size suitable for an auto

mobile cngine—arranged concentrically

around a central hole or well and attached

at their upper ends to brass plate which

forms the bottom of a mixing chamber.

Between each of the brass tubes there is a

thin sheet of brass covered on both sides

with felt. The lower ends of the brass

tubes are "hooked" and the float, which is

arranged in the central well, is set so that

the fuel just covers the “hooked” ends of

the brass tubes.

The efficiency of action of the carburetter

depends to a great extent on the tempera

ture of the air which is mixed with the fuel.

Therefore only hot air is admitted The

heated air passes only through the tiny

brass tubes. and before finding entrance to
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the mixint,r chamber at the top of the car~

burettcr is forced to pass in a uniform

quantity between the felt plates. It is be

cause of this that the triple action takes

place for which the device is named. The

air first is carburettcd as it bubbles through

the layer of fuel over the "hooked" ends

of the air tubes; it is more thoroughy im

pregnated with fuel by reason of the spray

in},r action caused by the air rushing

through the tiny orifices; and. last but not

least, it becomes veritany saturated with

fuel in passing through the gasolene laden

felt plates. \Vhich, briefly. explains the

“triple action."

It is pointed out by the inventor, Mathias

\Veiwoda, that it is impossible for the car

buretter to deliver other than the dryest

of dry gas. for the reason that all globules

of liquid fuel are arrested by the felt walls

through which they must pass before the

mixture of air and gasolene enters the mix

ing chamber at the top. Regardless of how

slowly the engine is running, the air must

always be thordoughly carburetter because

it is forced to pass through the fuel, added

to which the laws of capillary attraction en

sure that the felts always will be saturated

as long as there is fuel in the float cham

her.

The mixture of hot air and fuel which col

lects in the mixing chamber naturally is

too rich even to fire, and in order to thin

it down to the proper proportion it is

mixed with additional air by means of an

adjustable throttle valve and a spring con

trolled auxiliary air valve. Both these

valves are located at the top of the carbu

retter, where they are readily accessible.

The former is so constructed that its open

ing always is in direct proportion to the

opening of the throttle so that the mixture

furnished the engine contains always the

same fuel and air content. There is no

needle \'.alve in the device, its place being

taken by an ordinary poppet valve con

trolled by the float. The whole device is

enclosed in a cylindrical casing, which in

the size suitable for an automobile engine

of about 25 horsepower would'measure

approximately 5 x 5 inches over all di

mensions. A tiny window is provided in the

casing to permit a view of the float and the

gasolene level, the former being easily re—

movable without the necessity for disturb

ing anything other than the gasolene line

connection.

Drain Hole That Should Be Clear.

\Yhere spare tires are carried on the run

ning board with the lower extremities in

serted in a well, placed there for their re

tention, it is well to block up the tire

slightly so that it will not prevent the

escape of rain water through the drain

hole in the bottom. It is also well to see

that this drain hole is kept free from dirt.

for moisture will in time rot the rub

ber.

 

Facilitating “Snipping” of Metals.

A piece of sheet metal that is thick

enough to make cutting with snips a difl‘icult

matter can be carved up with comparative

case if one handle of the tool is held firmly

in a vise and pressure applied to the other.

Some ships are made with one handle

shaped specially to facilitate being held in

this way.

Oil that Aids Chipping of Metal.

\Vhen doing heavy chipping on wrought

iron, steel, bronze or other tough, fibrous

metals, the work will be considerably facil

itated if a small wad of waste. soaked with

heavy oil. is kept where the edge of the

chisel can be frequently passed over it. The

oil on the cutting edge makes the tool go

in easier and cut faster.
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MICHIGAN LINE IS THOROUGHLY RECONSTRUCTED

 

Four-Speed Gearset in Which High Speed is an “Overstep” for the “40 ” and

Gone Clutches for Both Among the Important Changes—Longer

Wheelbases, l4-Inch Cushions and Electric Lighting Systems. .

 
 

  

  

 

CLEAN CI'T APPEARANCE OF LATEST MlClIlGAN‘ “40" \VlIICH SELLS COMPLETELY EQI'II'PED FOR $1,585

Not content with half-way measures, the

Michigan Motor Car Co. of Kalamazoo,

Mich., has very nearly completely recon

structed the two chassis that go to make up

the Michigan line. And in. the reconstruc

tion the adoption of a four-speed gearset

with an indirect high gear for the “40" is

only one of the new features, though it is

one of the most important of the many,

that serve to distinguish the newer series

cars from their predecessors. Also, Michi—

gan cars—both are “fours” and are rated at

40 and 33 horsepower—hereafter will be

sold completely equipped even to a dynamo

electric lighting system; engine starters

of either the electric or acetylene type will

be added at a slight additional cost. The

price of the “40" has advanced $85 to $1,

585 and the “33" now lists at $1,400 in both

roadster and touring form, the previous

prices for these niodels being $1,150 and

$1,250, respectively.

The bore and stroke of both the motors

remain the same, the figures being 4% x

5% and 41/16 x 4%. respectively. Nor has

any material change in construction been

made. both remaining of the block cast L

head type. An important change has been

made in the lubrication system. however,

whereby greater lubrication efficiency is

obtained and the possibility of smoking

even under the most adverse conditions is

eliminated. The pump-over splash system

which has been used in the past, oil being

circulated into troughs beneath the con

necting rods. whence it is splashed over the

cylinder walls and thence returned to re

peat the performance, is retained intact ex

cept that an oil lead has been added to

lubricate the timing gear train, thus elim

inating the grease packing. The lower

groove of each piston ring is beveled and

drilled so as to draw down the excess oil

and convey it to the crankcase instead of

encouraging it to mount into the combus

tion space. Piston pin bosses are drilled.

The distinctive arrangement of the intake

and exhaust manifolds both on the same

side, though either may be removed with

out the necessity for disturbing the other,

is retained without change. The carburet

ter is a single jet device selected for effi

ciency in furnishing properly proportioned

mixtures at all engine speeds. As hereto

fore, ignition is effected by means of a

Briggs magneto operating a true dual sys

tem in conjunction with a set of dry cells“.

Cooling water is circulated by means of a

centrifugal pump of the orthodox pattern

and heat radiation is assisted by a cellular

type radiator and a ball bearing mounted

fan.

Difi‘ering from the general practice, the

lighting generator is mounted on a special

bracket suspended from the two cross frame

members that serve to support the gearset

and is driven by means of a “silent” chain

from the drive shaft flange. In the ar

rangement, provision is made for the adjust

ment of the chain for wear, and the whole

mechanism can be taken out or disconnect

ed temporarily quite easily. The system up

erates on a three-wire l6-volt circuit, the

storage battery being split into two units to

provide a lighting circuit of 8 volts with

load balanced on the two sides of the accu

mulator unit. Unless otherwise specified,

regular equipment includes the Vesta

lighting system, specification of the electric

starter in addition increasing the cost of

the complete car $125.

In the transmission elements of the “40"

two important alterations have been made.

The first of them is the substitution of a

large diameter leather faced cone clutch

for the multiple disc clutch that has been.

used in the past—the “33" also has a cone

clutch in place of a multiple disk clutch—

and the other is the substitution of a four

speed selectively operated change gear

mechanism for the three-speed gear pre

viously used; in the “33,” the three-speed

gear is retained. In changing over from

three speeds to four, cognizance has been

taken of the fact that it often is desirable to

run for lengthy periods on high gear and

that under normal conditions such as ob

tain with the ordinary four-speed gearset

not all the power of the engine is required,

though excessive engine speed often is

necessary in order to maintain a fairly high

average touring speed. To obviate this
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trouble the high gear in the Michigan gear

set has been made an "overstep." That is

to say, direct drive is obtained on the third

speed and the fourth speed represents a

higher gear ratio than is practicable with

moderate power on direct drive. Incident

ally, the four-speed gearset of this type gen

erally is conceded to permit a better ratio

of progression in speed changing than does

the three-speed or ordinary four-speed gear

set. Gears, of course, are carefully heat~

treated and are proportioned to afford an

ample factor of safety. The shafts run in

imported annular ball bearings. By reason

of the location of the selector fingers, cen

tral positioning of the gear shift lever is

simplified. Both cars are controlled from

the left side with the control levers in the

center of the foot board.

The front axles of both the cars have

been redesigned and are now a deep I-beam

section with spindles of extra size. New

practice is evident in the method employed

to lubricate the spindle bolts and cross rod

bolts. Ordinarily the spindles are drilled

longitudinally, but under the new Michigan

method they are drilled from the side, pro

viding a method of forcing the grease up

ward and downward without the danger of

weakening the spindles. Incidentally, the

dirt which under ordinary conditions tends

to work in, tends to work out under the new

construction.

The rear axle of the “33" model is of the

three-quarter floating type, change from the

semi-floating type having been made by

reason of the fact that tests tended to

prove the greater efficiency of the former.

In the “40,” a change has been made from

there-quarter to full—floating for the same

reason. The casing of the axle in the larger

car is formed of 3/16-ineh hot-rolled sheet

steel autogenously welded at the center.

It is reinforced internally by tubes which

carry the wheel bearings and extend

through the main housing to a point as near

the differential as is practicable. Here they

are supported by elliptic plates embracing

the wheel bearing tubes and extending to

the main housing walls, to which they are

welded.

Easy adjustment of the lateral location

of the differential and main driving gear is

obtained by two slotted nuts threaded on

the differential cases and locked by claw

dogs engaging the slots in the peripheries

of the nuts and retained by cotter keys.

Two sets of brakes are provided on both

cars, service brakes being internal expand

ing and operating on 16 x 2% inch drums

in the case of the larger car and on 14 x 2

inch drums in the "33." In both cases sub

stantial increases in dimensions have been

made. Emergency brakes are external con

tracting.

The W'neelhth-e’0f1 both the cars have

1

been increased, the increase in the size of

the "40" being two inches to 114 inches.

\Vith the increase in wheelbase length there

has come also an increase in tire sizes, the

“40" being equipped with 35 x 4% inch tires

instead of 34 x 4. and the “33" being

equipped with 34 x 4 instead of 34 x 3%.

    
 

 

MICHIGAN "40" BLOCK MOTOR

In both cases. tires are mounted on Fire

stone demountable quick-detachable rims.

Standard equipment includes one extra rim

and the irons to carry it.

To the standard equipment of both cars,

formerly consisting of horn, tools, de

mountable rims, foot and robe rails, there

has been added an electric lighting system,

mohair top wuh envelope and side curtains,

electric glass windshield, Jones

speedometer. and tire irons. Either acety

lene gas or electric engine starters will be

fitted to either chassis at an increase in

cost of $20 and $125, respectively.

horn.

 

  

  

 

MICHIGAN SPINDLE LUBRICATION'

In the general mechanical reconstruction

which has been made, the comfort of pas

sengers has not been overlooked, as the

adoption of upholstery no less than 14 inch

es in thickness would tend to make plain.

The cushions are of the Turkish type which

within a comparatively short time has

sprung into such prominence Front springs

are of the semi-elliptic type and rear mem

bers are three-quarter elliptic. Bodies have

been refined in outline, of course, and pre

sent a modish straight line effect well set'

off by careful paint work and nickel plated

trimmings. Running boards have been

cleared by placing the tools in compart

ments beneath them, and the side lamps

have been embedded in the dash. leaving

no unsightly projections to mar appearance

or to catch in the clothing of the passen

gers. ‘

Receiver Named to Protect Two Trucks.

Despite the fact that the Motor Renting

Co., which formerly was located at 502

\Vest 45th street, New York City, is claimed

to be no longer in busmess, a receiver was‘

appointed for it in the New York City

Court Monday of this week, 25th inst., upon

the application of \Nilliam M. Alberti, a

judgment creditor. Alberti’s judgment, se

cured October 4, is for $264.60, and he

thought he was near to getting some satis

faction when he had Henry Schultz brought

into court on supplementary proceedings as

president of the company, but Schultz de

nied being more than an employe, so these

proceedings were dropped.

Then an investigator looked into the

Renting company's affairs and found that

two motor trucks formerly in the posses

sion of the judgment debtor were apparent

ly abandoned in a garage on 108th street,

near Columbus avenue, the wheels being

missed from one and other parts in immi—

nent danger of following, since the trucks

were in an exposed place where a person

of purloining disposition could pick up

several parts with a few minutes' work. To

protect the property and secure some form

of adjustment the receiver was asked. The

original claim was on promissory notes

given in payment for two trucks. and the

Motor Renting Co., now in the bankruptcy

court, George \Vishart and \Villiam H. Har

rison.

Schultz's testimony in supplementary

proceedings was brief and his most signifi

cant statement was that the concern for

which he formerly worked is out of busi

ness.

 

To Prevent Round Drills Slipping.

A few longitudinal nicks with a cold

chisel will cure a round shanked drill of the

habit of slipping in the chuck. The nicks

need not be deep; they should, of course,

grip the tool, care being taken that the drill

is placed on a perfectly flat surface before

it is nicked to obviate the possibility of

breakage.

Hammcring That Makes Brass Springy.

A strip of soft or annealed copper or

brass can be rendered fairly springy by

laying it upon a flat surface and hammer

ing the entire surface of both sides with a

light hammer. A spring made in this man

ner often will serve to replace a broken

spring on a magneto circuit breaker for the

time being.
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REILLY RECOMMENDS RESPECT FOR “FORMER JOBS”

 

Tells Sales Manager How One Loquacious Youth Lost Coveted Position

Because He Belittled the Last Line of Cars He Had Sold—How

a Mind Acts When It Listens to Adverse Criticism.

3n

"Hey! \Vhere you going

This peremptory summons and demand

for information, had it been hurled into the

ear of a nervous man or one who had rea

son to believe his presence might be highly

desired in a town he was endeavoring to

avoid probably would have brought about

a near approach to heart failure; falling on

the. ears of Reilly, however, he doggedly de

clined even to notice it, and without even

a start pushed his money under the iron

grating of the railroad ticket office and

withdrew a ticket for his home town, 30

miles down the main line.

Questions Yield Scant Information.

When he did turn, the whole episode be

ing a matter of mere seconds, he saw the

Sales Manager, grip in hand, stalking

across the waiting room from the street

door. This individual repeated his request

for information as to Reilly's destination.

"Home; where’d you suppose I was go

ing?" he answered. “Vi/here are you going

yourself?"

“Away from home.

pose?" was the retort.

"Very elucidating!" commented the deal

er, as his factory sales manager passed in

the money for a ticket to a town in the op

posite direction from Reilly’s home place.

“What are you doing here, anyway? And

what do you mean by coming to town and

not coming up to the factory?" demanded

the Sales Manager, as the two strolled tow

ard the station platform.

Where do you sup

The Two Tradesmen “Talk Shop."

"Oh, I had a little business with one of

your high-brow lawyers. I didn’t have

time to pay a visit to-day," vouchsafed

Reilly.

On the platform, conversation drifted to

trade in general, for when together both

invariably “talked shop." The connection

between the rapidly succeeding topics

would have kept a psychologist several

moves in the rear, and suddenly the Sales

Manager remarked, “Hear you're going to

have a new salesman."

“You do? \Vho is he?"

“Why, didn't you hire that man I sent

down?” queried the man with the grip.

“Oh! that man!" laughed Reilly. "Vi/here

did you get him?"

 

"He dropped in one day looking for a

job," explained the Sales Manager. “I

didn't have anything for him, but had

heard you say you might put on another

man if business kept up, so I told him to

try you. Didn‘t you like him?"

“Yes and no." was the dealer’s slow and

thoughtful response. “I suppose he might

make good, but I don’t believe I'll take him

on.”

“\Vhat's the matter with him?"

“I don‘t know that anything in particular

ails him." replied Reilly, “but I formed a

_/W77“ ,H it “ti
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THE TWO STROLLED TOW'ARD THE STA

TION PLATFORM

prejudice against him. It’s a shameful thing

to admit, but I did. It was because of

something he did when I slipped him a lit

tle test. I set a trap and he fell into it."

“\Vhat ever did he do?" demanded the

Sales Manager, almost in alarm.

Trap That Revealed Character.

“Nothing, except that he knocked the

line of cars he used to sell. Your chap

strolled in and asked about the position he

understood I had open and I was quite well

impressed with him at first. I really be

gan to believe he could sell cars. In fact,

I believe it yet. But just to get the meas

ure of all sides of his character, I asked

him about the dealer he said he used to

work for, just to see what he would say.

And you ought to have heard the things

he said. He became deficient in language

when he tried to say all he wanted to.

“I asked him if he liked it over there, and

he began his tale of woe. According to this

fellow his last employer is about the mean

est piece of humanity that ever grew. Also,

his line of cars is rotten; they are hard

to sell, full of defects, give no service, are

too high-priced for their construction, break

down all the time, the boss is a cheat and

a crook, he is mean to his help, he doesn't

care anything about his trade except to get

the money for the cars, and Butt,

whew! There’s no use in me trying to tell

you; it's too much. Moreover, I haven't

wind enough to tell it all in one breath, and

life's too short to make more than one story

of such a tale.

 

Talked Himself Out of a Position.

“After I listened to him for a while he be

gan to drop in my estimation, and the more

he talked the further and faster he dropped,

until he was so far down I could hardly

hear him. That young man just about

talked himself out of a job. Hire him?

Never! I would just as soon breed a snake

under the cushion of my Morris chair. He

wouldn't stay with me forever, probably,

and do you suppose I want to turn him

loose in the world to show up the defects of

the Reilly family. Not on your life! The

family's bad enough now, especially the old

man, and I don’t want any such little trou

ble maker buzzing around my neighbor

hood.

“That’s a big mistake too many fellows

make, Jim; they talk disparagingly of the

last line of goods they handled. They

can’t say anything bad enough about it.

They will use it in their sales talk. If

they happened to be working on a prospect

and the prospect mentions the line of cars

they used to sell they begin their little anvil

chorus and think it makes an impression.

Sometimes it does—but generally it’s the

wrong impression.

“Knocking” and the Psychology Thereof.

“Did you ever stop to think how your

mind really works when someone starts to

run down something you don’t know much

about. You become eager to learn more

about it, just to see if what the other fel

low said is really so; and then when you

find he was talking from a point of preju

dice you sort of sympathize with the man or
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thing he knocked and are prejudiced against

the knocker.

“I was taught that lesson when I was

still a lad—and had hair. I was told not to

emphasize the fault of goods I used to sell.

Every line has what may be termed short

comings. Often this line's salesmen, or so

called salesmen, become dissatisfied and

quit. Then they consider that they have

thrown off a yoke of thralldom, begin to

picture the horrors of their previous condi

tion of servitude and look for a ‘perfect'

line.

Reasons May Lie Back of Faults.

“If they only knew what lay back of the

things they objected to they might be dif

ferent. Maybe to remedy some fault would

result in a greater one. Maybe the engi

neers have spent years on some one point.

And if they only knew anything at all they

wouldn’t criticize so much, for the man

who paid their salaries is trying to run his

business as best he knows how. In any

business there are things that seem fool

ish and without reason to an employe. He

is absolutely sure he could do things better

himself and remedy all the faults if he only

had a chance. He tells his associates what

he thinks, and is always on the point of

quitting, and when he does get another job

Method of Drilling Holes True.

The common machine shop method of

drilling a hole true to a given center—that

is to say, a hole of from about 1/4 inch up

ward—is to mark the exact center with a

center-punch and with a pair of dividers

make one or more circles around the cen

ter, the largest circle a trifle larger than

the hole. If the lines do not show clearly

they are accurately “pricked” with a prick

punch—a small, sharp-pointed center-punch.

The drill is started in the “center-pop" and

allowed to penetrate abcut half the depth of

its point, when it is withdrawn and the cut

examined.

If the edge of the cut is perfectly concen

tric with the circle or circles. the drilling is

proceeded with; but if the drill has worked

to one side. a shallow groove is cut with a

'round-nosed chisel down the side of the

cut to “draw” the drill back to center. If

the drill is small or the cut only of very

slight depth a heavy, deep “center-pop”

will bring the drill point back. The drill is

allowed to cut a trifle more and if it centers

properly it is sent down; otherwise the

"drawing" process is repeated until the de

sired efi'ect is obtained. Once the lip of the

dirll has cut below the surface of the metal

an error in centering cannot be corrected

by drawing. Small holes are circled only

once, as are larger holes that are not re

quired to be absolutely accurate; but where

he just stands on his hind legs and fairly

shrieks his denunciation of his last line of

work and everything connected with it.

“A man who will do that isn't fair. He

  

REILLY AIMEI) A KICK AT THE SALES

MANAGER'S BAG

will stab you behind your back. You can't

trust him. If he is fair and above-board he

will shut his mouth to the rest of the world

and carry his kicks. to the boss. perhaps

through an indirect channel, or else say

nothing at all. But whatever he does he

the holes are large and must be exactly lo'

cated. two or three concentric circles are

made and prick-punched.

Dome Lights for Touring Car Tops.

When the top is up and the curtains are

down on a touring car the interior condi

tions are much the same as in a closed car

minus the conveniences that usually go

with closed cars. One of the most

portant of the things that are missing is an

electric light. and it is with a view to mak

im

 
 

  

CI.EVELAND DOME LIGHT

ing provision for such cases that the Cleve

land Electric Storage Battery Co., of 116

Market street, St. Louis, Mo., has brought

out the special canopy top lamp shown in

the accompanying illustration.

The device consists of a cylindrical metal

casing containing a lamp in a suitable

socket, means being provided for attaching

the casing to the top. Its shape is such that

it can be left in place when the top is fold—

ed. there being a shutter which covers the

lamp and prevents breakage.

shouldn’t go out into the business world

and spread tales of woe and disparagement

about ‘his last job.’ Such talk never will

help him get another position."

“You're not accusing me, are you?" de

manded the Sales Manager. “I didn’t know

anything about him; I just sent him down

to you because I didn’t know what else to

tell him.”

“\Vho said anything about you?" retort;

ed Reilly. “I’m just telling you what I

thought of your man."

Timetable Closes the Dissertation.

The train which was to bear Reilly away

had arrived and now was pulling out. The

pair had talked as the speed was accelerated

and Reilly had turned toward the train.

waiting to grab the rear of the last coach,

his newsboy experience having taught him

it was the safest spot to hop a train.

“The next one that comes I’ll put him

wise," shouted the Sales Manager, glee

fully. as Reilly, having advanced toward the

rear of the train, began the sidestep pre

paratory to the jump.

“0, you will, will you?" he shouted, and

as he caught the handrail and bottom step,

be aimed a vicious kick at the Sales Man

ager’s traveling bag as he passed—but

missed it.

One Way of Closing Car Doors.

Different people have different ways of

doing things, and the chauffeurs of taxi

cabs have little ways of their own that are

interesting, instructive and sometimes ex

pensive. For example, one of the guild had

his attention called to the fact that one the

doors of his “cruiser” was open, while mak

ing fair speed: His instant and effective

response was to jam on his brake for an

instant, reducing the speed of the car sud

denly and causing the door to swing to with

a crash. \Nithout even looking around, the

chaufl’eur released his brake, speeded up

and went his way—oblivious of the fact

that it had cost a neat little amount in tire

rubber. brake bands and general wear and

tear in many parts of the car just to shut

that door.

Resistance Ofl'ered by the Air.

The resistance offered by the air to the

passage of a car is considerable, when the

machine is traveling at any speed. For in

stance. at 15 miles an hour there is a pres

sure of 1.1 pound for every square foot of

head area; at 25 miles an hour there is a

trifle over 3 pounds pressure per square

foot: at 40 miles there is a pressure of

7.87 pounds; at 50 miles 12.3 pounds, at 75

miles 27.7 pounds. and at 100 miles an

hour the pressure is 49.2 pounds per square

foot.
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OFFERS MOTOR WAGONS AT

ONCE-lMPOSSlBLE PRICES

McIntyre Interests Engage in Produc

tion of Light Convertible Models

—One of Them Lists at Less

Than $400.

 

Although the trend of automobile prices

has been steadily downward, the day when

a brand new motor wagon of any sort

would be purchasable, even by dealers. for

the sum of $292.50 seemed far removed. De

spite the fact. and probably unknown to a

very large portion of the trade. such a

wagon really is available. It is offered to

  

FOI'RJ'AFSFHYGER "HANDY" \\’lll(‘ll

dealers at the figure quoted by the Auburn

Motor Chassis Co., of Auburn, Ind., which

is an outgrowth of the W. H. McIntyre Co.

of the same city and whose McIntyre cars

and trucks are well known. W. H. McIn

tyre himself is president and treasurer of

the Chassis company, H. C. McIntyre is

secretary and \Valter Schultz. engineer.

The little wagon in question. styled the

Handy, Jr.. has a carryingr capacity of 500 -

pounds and is readily convertible to the

purposes of either passengers or merchan

dise. The Handy family consists of four

members. their list prices being, respect

ively. Handy. _lr.. $39G; Handy. Medium

$487.50; Handy, \\'ater Cooled. $025;

Handy, Sr., 3750.

The car which touches the low water

mark of price is the “Handy. jr.,” and is the

smallest member of the “Handy wagon"

family, which includes two other members

—thc “Handy wagon" without stifiixes and

the "Handy. Sr."—having carrying capaci

ties of 800 pounds and 1,500 pounds, respec

tively. The “junior” is built on the same

lines as the larger machines throughout. As

shown in the accompanying illustrations.

the vehicle is of the express type. with

wheels 34 inches in diameter, shod with“

lM-inch cushion tires, and is propelled by

a two-cylinder motor of the opposed type.

air-cooled. under the body; the

rear wheels, turning on a solid axle, are

through a countershaft and side

The cylinders have a bore and

stroke of 3% inches—in other words. it is a

"'square" engine—and is rated at 11 horse

power. lt is placed with its shaft cross

located

driven

chains.

wise of the car. the planetary change-speed

mechanism, giving the usual two forward

speeds and reverse, being carried on an

extension of the crankshaft and driving by

chain to the countershaft. Gears are of cut

steel and run in oil. The low speed and

reverse are obtained through pedals and the

high speed, in which no gears are doing

SELLS Fl )R $487.50

duty. through a hand lever. The bevel gear

dim-rential is. of course, on the counter

shat't. Simple and efficient means are pro

vided for taking tip slack in all the driving

chains.

The frame is of l% x 1% x Li

iron and is designed to accommodate a

body 30 inches wide and 7.2 inches long.

Cross members of the same material as the

main frame support the motor and trans

inch angle

mission, there being an outboard bearing

for the end of the transmission shaft carry

ing the driving sprocket. Brakes of the

contracting type are operated on

drums on the sprockets of the rear wheels.

Wood reaches, stiffened by one-inch chan

nel irons. connect the axles. The axles are

1%; inches in diameter, of what is known

in the wagon industry as the long distance

type. with Collinge collars. Full elliptic

springs are employed both front and rear,

all being 36 inches long and 1% inches wide,

with five leaves. Sarven wheels are fitted.

The wheelbase is 65 inches. The full list

price of the car is $390, which includes two

oil sidelights. oil tail light, horn, and tools.

The medium weight “Handy wagon," de

signed for carrying 800 pounds. has a mo

band

“HANDY, JR.," LISTED AT AMAZINGLY

tor of the same type as the small machine,

but with cylinders of 4% inches bore and

3% inches stroke—a short-stroke motor—

is air

cooled. like the smaller machine, and drives

through the

mechanism.

and is rated at 14 horsepower; it

transmission

Naturally. the dimensions of

the car are larger throughout. The wheel

base is 77 inches and the wheels, though of

the same diameter as those of the smaller

car, have l-j/x-inch tires. The frame is of

angle steel 2 x 2 x 11 inch, hot riveted and

trussed; axles are of forged steel, 1%

inches square. The dealers' price of the

medium weight car is $365.62 and the list

price $487.50.

The “Handy wagon. sr.." which has at ca

pacity of 1,500 pounds and lists at $750, has

same type of

l.()\\' PRICE OF $390

a motor with cylinders 4% inches "square"

and carries a rating of 20 horsepower. The

wheelbase is 86 inches. The body back of

the driver's seat is 45 inches wide and 68

inches long. The wheels. of the same di

ameter as on the other models, have 2-inch

rear and 34-inch front tires. On the two

larger wagons pneumatic tires are fitted

The net price to dealers is

A water-cooled model also has been

brought out recently, having a 14-horse

power opposed cylinder motor and carrying

1,000 pounds load. The motor is placed

under a conventionel type of hood at the

front, and the cooling water is circulated by

thermo-syphonic action. The motor and

driving mehcanism are of the same general

construction as on the air-cooled models

apart from the cooling features.

May be National Tractor Test in Detroit.

If present plans do not go wrong, a na

tional tractor test will next year be made

a feature of the Michigan State fair, which

annually is held in Detroit. If it is brought

about, it will occur during the month of

September.
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SEASONABLE SETTING THAT HELPS SELL CARS

 

One Progressive Establishment That Obtained a Pleasing “Atmosphere” With

the Aid of a Thanksgiving Motif—The Value of Cornstalks and

Autumn Leaves in Making an Effective Salesroom Background.

The undeniably good efieet of suitable

background in the salesroom may not be

appreciated by every automobile dealer, but

it certainly is appreciated by those who con

trol the destinies of the Premier branch

in Indianapolis, Ind. Incidentally, these

men, or more particularly J. Guy Monihan

—who is responsible for the “stage setting"

which is pictured herewith—made a clever

figured that every I’remier owner had more

than one reason to be thankful or that the

car itself had reason to be thankful for

having such distinguished parents or that

the parents ought to be, and probably are,

thankful to be the proud progenitors of

such an enviable family.

Aside from all this, however, the sales

room is quite unusual in its decorative

of the walls will constitute the chief orna

mentation.

On the walls of the main Floor will be sev

eral Long Island scenes, a view of Dela

ware Water Gap, views in the Berkshires,

and a painting of scenes along the Hudson

near \Vest Point. On the mezzanine floor,

\Vestern views will be found. including the

Grand Canyon of the Colorado, gorges and

  

PREMIER SALESROOM TO “'HICH TUE "THANKSGIVING TUITII" WAS CLEVERLY GIVEN

play in a well thought out endeavor to put

to good purpose the “spirit of the times."

It requires not more than half a glance

to reveal that the salesroom has been

decked out in autumnal trimmings. corn

stalks and yellowing leaves and pumpkin

faces and ferns and things in a way which

is more than ordinarily suggestive of the

particular day designated each year by the

President as a time propitious for the 05er

ing up of thanks. The Premier decorators

may have argued that inasmuch as every

body always affects Christmas trimmings

at Christmas time, why not apply the same

reasoning and affect Thanksgiving trim

mings at Thanksgiving time; but be that

as it may, it cannot be denied that he has

obtained a desirable atmosphere—an atmo

sphere of quiet and cheerfulness that is

particularly conducive to the signing of

sales contracts. Or it may be that Monihan

scheme and serves as an additional indica

tion of the growing tendency toward more

careful “stage setting” and the use of “prop

erties” that are good, though previously

they were viewed askance. It is an appre

ciation of the fact that there is something

in “background” and “atmosphere” after all,

and that as long as such is the case some

one is going to benefit by it.

Color and Scenes for New York Show.

\Vhile the decorative theme still is care

fully guarded, it has been made known that

white and gold will be the color scheme

which will prevail in that part of the New

York show which will be held at Madison

Square Garden. The other building which

will be utilized, Grand Central Palace, does

not so readily lend itself to decorative ef—

fort and, as on the previous occasion, land

scapes and waterscapes fixed in the panels

passes in the Rocky Mountains, California

vistas, sections of the cattle country and

prairies. The balcony will be devoted to

the Sunny South, including paintings of

the famous beach at Ormond, Fla., Savan

nah and other points.

CityIDesignates Colors for Side Lamps.

In Grand Rapids, Mich., at least, it now

is illegal for private automobile lamps to

be provided with other than white side

lights. It appears that a contrary practice

was becoming too general and, as a result,

the city fathers passed the necessary ordi

nance. The only motor vehicles privileged

to display other than white side lights are

fire engines, to which red and green have

been assigned; police wagons, which must

display red lights, and ambulances, the

lamps of which must be equipped with pur

ple side lights.
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PROSPERITY IN UNITY IS ONE CITY’S PLAN

Dealers, Garagemen and Supply Houses in Mount Vernon Form an Association

to Eradicate Trade Abuses—Arbitration of Disputed Accounts and a

“Helping Hand” Committee Two of Several Unusual Features.

Whenever anything is suggested as reme

dial of a multitude of ills or difficulties of

any description, the common practice is

to label it as Utopian, which is but another

way of saying that it is a fine thing but

won't work; sometimes the criers of “Uto—

pia" are wrong, however, and the decried

plans succeed in spite of them.

Association Makes for Better Conditions.

The garagemen and dealers of Mount

Vernon, N. Y., have undertaken plans of

the sort. They are not endeavoring to

bring things nearer to a millennial condi

tion, but they have set themselves to effect

changes that will make the garage and car

selling trade in Mount Vernon a profitable

business through the mediums of co-opera

tion and good fellowship of the fifteen

members who constitute the Mount Ver

non Automobile Garage and~ Dealers’ Asso—

ciation. There is but one man in the city

who did not join the association, and it is

almost needless to add that. with the rest

of the tradesmen, he stands like the prover

bial nephitine at a lawn party.

The association is little more than a

month old and has hardly swung into its

stride as yet, but the h0pes of the members

run high; which makes it pertinent to say

that the organizers are not a group of

idealists who conceived the scheme over

night and rushed into it without fore

thought; they are men who saw the trade

in the whole city, which has a population of

some 35,000, slipping down grade, prices

being cut, money being lost through bad

debts and an unhealthy form of competi

tion growing rapidly.

Price Cutting That Affected Trade.

In the city are, as stated, fifteen places of

business connected with the automobile

trade; a few accessory dealers only, several

combine a garage business with car agen—

cies and the remainder are garagemen ex

clusively. Of the whole number the larg

est establishments are the Mount Vernon

Auto Station, at Prospect street and North

Fourth avenue, and Joseph A. Hennings's

garage and agency, on North Third ave

nue. Trade was better several years ago

than it was just prior to the formation of

the association; in those earlier days, gar

ages were not so numerous and each did

 

more business. Then the smaller establish

ments began to spring up and price-cutting

began.

“Bad Debts” Cut Well Into Profits.

Another destructive feature of the busi

ness was the bad debts. Owners—not all,

of course, but some—would trade and store

at a garage and leave without paying their

bills. Some other garage, however, always

welcomed them. Oftentimes the bills were

left unpaid because of disputes, although

the owner was abundantly able and willing

to pay what he regarded as a just debt, if

he were but convinced that it was just.

Some of the chauffeurs insisted upon their

10 per cent. commissions and some of the

garagemen lost trade when they refused to

“come across." Owners felt free to buy

gasolene and supplies where they wished,

although the garagemen maintained that

such trade should go to the garage where

the owner stored. Many customers were

slow in paying bills and taking everything

together, the garageman individually felt

justified in expressing the sentiment of so

many other garage proprietors, “No money

in it.”

Scope of the Association’s Work.

Then came the idea of the association;

E. H. Bowman, one of the proprietors and

the active member of the firm in the Mount

Vernon Auto Station, was the father of it.

First he allied the largest garagemen and

dealers with himself and they went after

the smaller men. It was slow work at first,

but finally all agreed to come in—sixteen

of them. But when it came to signing the

agreement one backed out, for reasons of

his own. -

Many details of,,_the trade are covered by

the rules that the; association members

adopted. The principal points are:

l. Co-operative buying.

2. Account adjusting committee.

3. Committee to help failing business.

4. Storage schedule.

5. Uniform gasolene price.

6. Compelling supply buying at garage of

storage.

7. Prompt payment of bills.

8. Uniform wages to employes.

9. No commissions to chauffeurs.

Co-operative buying, while it may not be

r

the most important consideration so far as

garage operation is concerned, is worthy

of attention from the standpoint of finan

cial returns. lleretofore each man had

bought what he needed as he needed it.

Now the plan is to “lump orders" and ob~

tain better discounts. Bowman states that

in the course of a year he uses about 2,500

dry cells; by co-operative buying he can

save two cents on each cell, which means

$50 a year. Similarly applied to other sup

plies, the discounts are of no inconsequen

tial amount.

Account Adjusting Committee.

One part of the plan of the association

which, if any, has a tendency toward the

Utopian, but which is not impracticable if

the members but stand together and do not

allow dissension to creep in, is an Account

Adjusting Committee. Preceding this in

order of sequence, however, is a rule that

no member of the association shall accept

for‘storage any owner who owes a bill of

any description at any garage represented

in the association. Should a car owner

leave a garage without paying his bill, it is

the committee’s duty to try to adjust the

difficulty. The membership of the commit

tee is not permanent; it is appointive and

is to consist of two non-partisan members

of the association and the garageman who

has the grievance. These three are to call

upon the offending owner, if such he may be

termed, and endeavor to make peace. If it

is a disputed account the committee is re

solved into a board of arbitration and every

effort will be made to bring the owner back

into the fold. If they are unsuccessful the

owner must abide by the consequences and

shift for himself.

The “Helping Hand” Idea.

Another committee of a similar nature

which also suggests Utopia and which is

without a name, but is designed to assist in

placing the whole Mount Vernon garage

trade on a paying basis: Should there be a

member of the association who is not mak

ing the money he feels he should make, this

committee's services are at his disposal.

His accounts and business methods are to

be examined, an effort is to be made to as

certain why he is not successful, and once

the solution is found the unfortunate mem
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ber is to be given a concerted boost toward

the realm of profits. But if after the com

inittee has done all it can do he cannot

make good, he must of necessity fail, for

the committee cannot step in and run the

man's business for him; he must have

some ability all his own with which to work

out his salvation.

Hereafter there will be no advantage in

an owner shifting garages, so far as stor

age prices are concerned The schedule

adopted is: Smallest cars, $10; light deliv

ery, $12; others, $15, $20 and $25, the latter,

of course, being the large touring cars and

limousines. Gasolene is to be sold at 20

cents a gallon, with a discount of l per cent.

per gallon to owners owning 50-, 100- and

ZOO-gallon coupon books. The coupon book

discount of l per cent. a gallon will apply

at all times, regardless of any future change

in the fixed retail rate. The garagemen now

are paying 16 cents.

Boosting Accessory Sales.

In connection with storage. the associa

tion has adopted a rule to the efiect that

every owner must purchase his gasolene

and supplies at the garage in which he

stores. This is to give the garageman the

profit which he claims he does not always

make on storage alone. There, however, is

an alternative; the owner may buy where

he pleases. but if he goes outside the gar

age for supplies and gasolene his storage

rate automatically is raised $5 a month.

Woodworth Tread with Double Grip.

At a time that is decidedly ~appropriate,

when the Weather is giving indications of

the snow and ice that are to come and in

vest the streets with a slipperiness that

makes the smooth-tired automobile a thing

to be handled with the utmost delicacy, the

Leather Tire Goods Co., of Niagara Falls,

N. Y., has brought out a new Woodworth

tread designed to hold the car on its course

under the most trying road conditions.

The new band is styled the “double grip

tread" and consists of a cover of the water

proofed leather that has acquired such a

reputation for itself and its makers, with a

studding of steel rivets designed to afford

a hold on surfaces of ordinary unctious

ness, while a series of special studs are

provided to take care of extraordinary con

ditions, such as smooth ice or hard snow.

The special studs are about quarter of

an inch longer than the regular studs, and

are spaced about two inches apart; they

are of special steel. tempered glass-hard,

and can be screwed out when worn and

new ones screwed in. The double grip tread

is made in center-studded form for use on

city streets or fairly good roads, and in

full studded form for rutty country high

Bills must be paid promptly. The system

operated by the Mount Vernon Auto Sta

tion has been adopted by the association.

This requires the payment of bills within

15 days after rendering; should an owner

fail to do so, there is a likelihood that the

Account Adjusting Committee will be called

into action.

Elimination of Chaufl'eur’s Rake-Off.

\Vages to cmployes heretofore have been

variant. The members of the association

believe a uniform schedule is best and have

decided that a fair rate per hour is Fore

man, 75 cents; mechanics, 60 cents; appren

tices, 40 cents. This wage schedule, ap

parently, leaves little to be desired by the

men in the way of remuneration, and the

garagemen hope it will be the means of

promoting a firm feeling of harmony be

tween the members of the association and

the workmen.

One of the great evils to be met by the

new organization was that of paying com—

missions to chauffeurs. Some tradesmen

had already discounted the practice when

the association was formed and the com

prehensive union of garages and supply

stores, if enduring. should eliminate this

species of "graft" in Mount Vernon terri

tory.

“\Nc know the car owners are opposed to

it, and so are we.” said Bowman. “There is

no excuse for it. If commissions are given

it is a case of rob yourself or rob the owner.

ways. In all cases the fastenings are of the

  

WOODWORTH “DOUBLE GRIP" TREAD

regular “'oodworth type, with coil springs

to keep the treads in proper position.

1 know one man who sells gasolene for 18

cents and gives chauffeurs a 10 per cent.

commission. He buys at 10 and

therefore is making but two-tenths of a

cent a gallon. He must sell five gallons in

order to make a cent profit. Of course, I

don't know anything about the gallons he

gives, but if I were an owner I wouldn't

buy much ‘gas' of him."

Bowman is a garageman and not a dealer;

he had an agency last year, but this season

relinquished it.

"Unless you are able to take care of

both," he said, “you are sure to neglect one

or the other."

cents,

Why He Gave Up Agency.

“Did you give up the agency because the

garage paid better?" he was asked.

“No,” was his reply, "I gave up the

agency because I have so much money in

vested in the garage that I couldn't very

well give up the garage."

Bowman's garage is 80 x 100 feet and is

about the largest in the city. There is a

capacity for 75 cars. but the average stor

age is in the neighborhood of 40. Nine

men are employed, three being night men,

whose duty it is to wash and polish the cars.

His business partner is Nanningr Stires. an

attorney, who also is president of the as

sociation. The association’s other officers

are Vice-president, Albert Jincks, Jr.; treas

urer. Joseph Henning; secretary. Albert

Jincks, Sr.

Wood Blocks for Factory Flooring.

“'ooden blocks impregnated with creo

sote, such as commonly are used for pave

ment, gradually are coming into greater use

for flooring factory buildingsv Already sev

eral automobile factories are floored with

them, their advantages being their practical

indestructibility, their fireproofness, the

lessened danger of damage resulting to

dropped metal parts, and quietness. Inci

dentally, such floors are practically dust

less and are not subject to the crumbling

action which takes place when concrete or

cement floors are chipped or abrazed.

Old Files for Removing Metal “Skin.”

\Vhen it is necessary to file a. cast iron

surface that has been under friction and

has acquired a glassy "skin." it is best and

easiest to get through the skin by using

the edges of old half-round. square or fish

back files. The use of a good file means the

spoiling of its cutting edges.

Bright steel screws and other small arti~

cles can be “blued” by the simple process

of holding them on a piece of sheet iron

over a fin until they assume the desired

hue.
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APPLYING HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTTO IGNITION

 

Why “Stepping Up” High Tension Ignition Current Changes Its Characteristics

and Causes Non-luminous Sparks That Are Better Than “Arcs”—

Other Unusual Properties Made Plain by an Expert.

To those who incline toward delving into

electrical phenomena it is doubtful if any

are of greater interest than those which

have to do with what has come to be known

as high frequency current. Though it would

require a large sized volume clearly to set

forth all of the peculiarities of this peculiar

kind of current, a great many of them that

are interesting and instructive were made

plain by Ray H. Manson, who is chief en

gineer of the Dean Electric Co. of Elyria,

0., in a paper which he read at the last

meeting of the Detroit Section of the So

ciety of Automobile Engineers. Manson

is an electrical engineer of ability, and his

paper, which had to do with the adaption

of high frequency current for ignition pur
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poses, is more than ordinarily interesting

and cannot fail to carry weight.

Meaning of “High Frequency” Current.

Briefly, the term high frequency current

means alternating current, in which the

alternations or oscillations have been

“stepped up" considerably higher than it is

possible to generate them with the ordinary

apparatus such as a magneto or an induc

tion coil. The first commercial form of

high frequency high tension ignition for

internal combustion engines was developed

by Seeley about seven years ago. Since

then the apparatus has been produced in

limited quantities by the Los Angeles fac

tory of the High Frequency Coil Co.,

though no determined effort ever has been

made to place it on the open market in

quantity, the manufacturers being content

to deal direct with car owners and users.

In leading up to his theme. Manson point

ed out that the use of high frequency cur

rent for ignition purposes introduces sev

eral unusual and advantageous features.

. dard high tension systems.

 

“A high frequency discharge," he said,

“is in the form of electrical oscillations,

these oscillations rapidly succeeding one

another, each succeeding one being of less

intensity than the one preceding, gradually

dying down to nil. as shown diagrammat
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ically in Fig. 1. It will -be observed that

this electrical oscillatory action is similar to

the mechanical vibration of a tuning fork

or to the vibration of a strip of metal, which

is firmly held in a vise and struck a blow.

The first excursion of the strip of metal

is the maximum. and the succeeding move

ments gradually diminish in magnitude until

they die out.

How Phenomena _Are Produced.

"The high frequency discharge is ob

tained in practice in a very simple manner

by means of a low capacity condenser. The

source of electrical current can be the dis

charge fronl'a low tension magneto arma

ture or a battery and coil. any commercial

type/of interrupter being used, as in stan

The condenser

is connected across the interrupter gap and

a small Tesla transformer or resonator in

cluded in series with the condenser. \Vhen

the interruption of the current takes place,

by the separation of the breaker contact

points, the high inductive discharge of the

armature or the coil is at once taken up by

the condenser. which in turn sets up a series

of oscillations. across the gap made by the

separation of these points, all of which

takes place before the contacts have

reached their maximum separation. These

electrical oscillations passing through the

primary of the resonator set up a high in

ductive field. which induces a current of

high tension and of high frequency in the

secondary of the resonator, this current be

ing conducted to the spark plug.

“By properly selecting the capacity of the

condenser and other constants in the cir

cuit, an oscillatory discharge of any desired

frequency can be obtained. In this par

ticular system, one of over 500,000 oscilla

tions per second is produced. This is so

rapid as to exceed the sensibility of the

nerves, the same as the X-Rays are invisi

ble to the eye, and the very high mechanical

vibrations are inaudible to the ear. Thus

it is that the spark plugs of the high fre“

quency system can be handled \vith impun

ity without danger of shocks.

Single Sparks Readily Divisible.

"\Yhat is apparently a single spark from

PEAK lGNlTES

“ TKE cums

r ARC FLAME |5° LATER
  

FIG. 3

the high frequency resonator can be separ

ated by means of an air blast into a num

ber of distinct sparks. each one probably

representing a complete discharge of the

condenser and consisting of a large num

ber of oscillations. After discharging, the

condenser is again charged by the induced

current in the main inductance coil, this

current being sul’ficient to charge the con

denser a number of times.

When Heat Value Is Deceptive.

“In dealing with the spark from the low

frequency induction coil and magneto, the

heat value is considered of first importance.

The high frequency discharge, apparently,

has little heat, yet it will ignite a gas mix

ture with greater ease than will the dynamic

spark. This can be shown conclusively by

passing the two sparks through the same

gas under the same conditions, and using a

mixture of gas and air so rare that the

dynamic spark will not ignite it, while the

high frequency spark will ignite it.

“This is shown in another way by tak
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ing two sparks, one a 12-inch oscillatory

discharge of about 1,000,000 oscillations per

second and another spark of the same

length from an ordinary induction coil. If

hydrogen bubbles are produced in the path

of these sparks, it will be found that the

spark from the induction coil will have to

penetrate the bubble before an explosion

takes place, while if the oscillatory dis

charge passes within two or three inches of

the bubble, the invisible feelers or branches

will explode the gas.

Application of the "Ionic Theory."

“If we make use of the ‘Ionic theory’ of

electricity (that the current or ‘fluid' is car
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umc of gas contained within the cylinder.

“Another important advantage of the

high frequency spark for igniting gases

under pressure was brought out by Regi

nald A. Fessenden, prior to August 12, 1902.

In eXperiinenting with wireless telegraphy,

a new phenomenon was produced. that of

increased radiation when the pressure ex

ceeds 60 pounds above that of the atmo

sphere. At this point the radiation begins

to increase, and at 80 pounds is about 3%

times what it was at 50 pounds. This is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2 ,the spark

energy gradually decreasing as the pressure

increases until 50 pounds is reached. \Vith

the high frequency discharge it increases

MAGNETO COND

TEd w
MAGNE TO

DIéTR l BUTE R

  

LOWV TAGE
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SIMPLE “’IRING OF COMPLETE HIGH FREQUENCY HIGH TENSION IGNITION SYSTEM

ried by positive and negative ions and that

when the current passes these ions are

arranged in a similar manner to iron filings

by magnetism) we can find reasons for

some of the advantageous features of the

high frequency discharge for gas engine

ignition.

“The high frequency spark ionizes the

gas for a radius of one-half an inch or so

around the contact points, the action being

similar to the coherer or detector of the

wireless telegraph. This can be observed

by putting a discharge under pressure and

in total darkness. Professor Frederick

Blake, one of the foremost authorities on

high frequency currents, states that this

ionizing increases the speed of propagating

flame tremendously.

Rapidity of Flame Propagation.

“Comparing this action to that of the in

duction coil or dynamic spark, in the latter

flame is propagated only from a few mole

cules in all directions at the point of the

spark. Thus. the weak high frequency spark

is more efficient than a very large hot spark

of the high tension low frequency kind, the

only advantage of the latter being the ignit

ing of more molecules of gas at the spark

points, with a slight gain in the time re

quired to burn completely the whole vol

rapidly as described.

namic or

downward

In the case of a dy

low frequency discharge the

characteristic of the' curve is

continued, as shown in the dotted line, the

spark energy always decreasing with the

increase in pressure.

“The term ‘radiation,’ as used in this con

nection, really means ‘radiant energy’ or

the electro-magnetic energy dissipated in

the spark gap. Therefore, it can be seen

that instead of the spark energy of the high

frequency discharge being less under oper

ating cylinder pressures, it really is aug

mented under these conditions.

Properties of Non—Luminous Rays.

“There is still another phenomenon in the

ignition of gases by means of the high fre

quency oscillatory discharge. It is a scien

tific fact that a high frequency oscillatory

discharge is composed largely of non-lum

inous heat rays, which are sometimes

known as Herschelian, from Sir W. Her

schel, who first discovered their existence.

These non-luminous rays come outside of

the red rays of the visible spectrum, and

are more effective than the visible rays of

the spectrum. The high frequency dis

charge being very rich in these non-lumin

ous rays will ignite a mixture even when it

is shielded from the luminous spark dis

charge. Experiments demonstrate that gas

can be ignited very rapidly by these non

]uminous rays when there is no possibility

of the luminous portion of the spark being

in contact with the gas. A similar phenom

enon is produced in the engine cylinder

when non-luminous rays from the high fre

quency spark heat the gases therein con

tained to their flashing point.

High Compression Increases Efficiency.

“In the Hi-Fre-Co system, a plug spark

gap of 3/32 inch can be used to advan

tage where the .01 of an inch spark gap is

the limit for the low frequency magneto.

Naturally, a proportionately greater amount

of gas is included between the terminals,

and an otherwise highly efficient oscillatory

discharge becomes more effective in the

rapidity with which it ignites the mixture.

“As the high frequency oscillatory dis

charge is of very much less duration than

a dynamic discharge and does not depend

entirely on visible heat to ignite the charge,

but on a combination of the features pre

viously explained, there is no fusing or

burning away of the spark plug electrodes,

as there is in a low frequency magneto

system, employing the so-called ‘arc flame.’

An apparent advantage of this latter dis

charge is in the heat which is exhibited by

the thick, heavy flame when discharged at

atmospheric pressures.

“At a pressure of over 60 pounds in the

cylinder, this thick, heavy discharge be

comes a mere thread, although it still re

tains the same characteristic curve which is

reproduced by the oscillograph, as shown in

Fig. 3. The peak of this curve represents

the high voltage discharge and the portion

at the right, occurring about 15 degrees

later, is the flaming portion of the dis

charge. The former is effective in igniting

the gas mixture, while the latter is of no

useful purpose and actually is of a serious

disadvantage when the magneto is driven at

high speed, due to the burning up of the

spark plug contacts.”

 

Proper Placing of Lock Nuts.

\thn two nuts, one thick and the other

thin, are put on a single bolt, one nut acting

as a lock, the thin nut should be at the

bottom. in the same position as a lock

washer, because the top nut will be under

the greatest strain and should, therefore.

be the thick one.

 

Graphite for Packing Stuffing-Boxes.

In packing stuffing-boxes on rotary

pumps and similar devices, it is well to

make liberal use of graphite in the packing

material. New packinr - ‘ “unress

rather easily, and the gland should be

screwed down soon after re-packing to

avoid leakage.
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STARTING COLD MOTORS ON COLD MORNINGS

Why a Chilled Engine Is Difficult to Start—Various Methods of Applying Heat

Sufficient to Vaporize the Fuel—Motor Starters Eliminate Cold Weather

Starting Troubles—Danger in the Use of an Open Flame.

It makes no difference how good a motor

is; it will give more or less trouble in

starting if it becomes very cold. The ex

cellence of the motor has nothing to do

with it; neither has the carburetter effi

ciency. The trouble is that there is not

enough heat in the frigid air to keep the

gasolene in a vaporous state long enough

to become ignited. The carburetter does

the best it can; the liquid is thoroughly

sprayed into the air and just a trifle of heat

would do the rest; but the heat is lacking,

the gasolene becomes chilled and instead of

filling the cylinders with an inflammable

vapor, it condenses and is deposited on the

icy, iron surfaces, or collects in heavy,

woolly vapor, close to the piston head. If

the air is very damp there is likely to be

further aggravation in the condensation of

moisture on the spark plug, effectually

short-circuiting it and preventing the gen

eration of the indispensable~ spark.

Motor Starter a Winter Boon.

The owner of a car that is fitted with a

good motor starter is a man who takes no

interest in “wrinkles” for overcoming start

ing troubles, for the sum total of his labors,

providing everything is in normal condition,

is the pressing of a button or the swinging

of a lever. A starter of the gas type will

very quickly warm up cold cylinders until

they pick up on gasolene, and an electric

starter will keep the motor turning over at

a rate that will bring about the desired re

sults with little delay; at the worst only a

little persuasion in the way of priming

while the motor is running under the start

er is all that will be required.

Things that May Induce Explosions.

There are various "wrinkles" for making

motors easy to start when weather condi—

tions are unpropitious, and most of them

depend upon the application of heat in one

way or another. If dampness and the con

sequent short-circuiting of the plugs by

water is at the bottom of the difiiculty, the

remedy, of course, lies in removing the

plugs, drying them and trying again. If

the air is excessively damp it may be neces

sary to heat the plugs before replacing

them, for it does not take long for a watery

deposit to re-form on the points. The use

of a little kerosene. put into the cylinders

the night before, will prevent wet plugs,

nine times out of ten. and will do the motor

good in addition. The kerosene may be

squirted in through the priming cocks and

the engine turned over by hand a few times

while still warm, or the oil may be injected

by way of the intake pipe and one of the

many combined priming and auxiliary air

valves that are on the market.

Value of the Kerosene Heater.

There is another way in which kerosene

can be used, and that is as a fuel to heat

the garage and the motor. A small kero

sene heater is a splendid thing, properly

used, and“ will save an enormous amount of

the trouble that goes with hard starting.

Lighted half an hour or so before the car

is to be used, and placed as close as possi

ble to the motor—under it, if this is prac

ticable—it will heat things sufficiently to

make starting an easy matter, provided, of

course, that the motor is in normal condi

tion.’ An oil heater is also a very great

comfort when it is_ necessary to work on a

car in a garage not otherwise heated. And

apart from the fact that working with cold,

stit’f fingers is an extremely disagreeable

business, doing repair work or making ad

justments when one's digits feel as if they

were twice their normal size. is unsatisfacL

tory because it is difficult to do things as

they should be done.

When Hot Fuel May be Effective.

A wrinkle that often is effective in get

ting a chilled motor moving consists in

heating the gasolene used for priming the

cylinders, or else filling the carburetter with

hot fuel, first draining off the cold liquid.

Or hot gasolene may be poured on the wire

screen at the mouth of the air inlet. The

greatest care should be taken, however, in.

heating the fuel; the proper way is to place

a half-pint squirt can of gasolene in a

vessel of hot water until the desired tem

perature is attained. Of course, the effect

of heating the fuel will not last long in the

cold environs of the interior of the motor,

and not a second should be lost in cranking

the engine after the hot gasolene has been

used.

The fact that gasolene in the form of a

very heavy~ vapor will settle near the piston

head of a cold motor naturally suggests that

if a spark could be produed in this little fog

hank, it might be ignited. This is true, and

it not infrequently happens that a motor

that resists all other attempts to start it

will promptly get down to work if the cyl

inders are fitted with plugs that reach down

into the gas far enough to enter the low

lying vapor. Such plugs are not the best

for regular running, ordinarily, and for this

reason it is somewhat difficult to obtain

them; when everything else fails, however,

the long plug may be the saving of the situ

ation. Two—cycle motors which start hard

often are amenable to this method of per

suasion.

Hot Cloths Better Than Gasolene Torches.

Once in a while a man is found who in~

dulges in the practice of heating his car

buretter and intake pipe with a gasolene

torch or other open flame in order to save

trouble in starting. The only thing that

can be said of such a method of warming

up, is that it is thoroughly dangerous and

ought to be severely let alone.

One of the most efficacious methods of

applying heat is to wrap cloths around the

carburetter and intake piping and pour

boiling water on them. The fabric will hold

the water and the heat and warm up the

metal much more effectually than if water

were poured direct on the piping; a

given amount of water goes much further

if held and made to give up all its heat than

if it is merely allowed to run off and give

most of its heat to the unappreciative air.

The trouble with this plan is that there is

a possibility—in some cases a probability—

of getting water into the ignition apparatus

and the carburetter. If such is the case, the

cloths can be dipped in hot water and most

of the water squeezed out before the cloths

are wrapped around the pipes.

Take Chill Out of Cooling Water.

If plenty of hot water is available there

is nothing more efiective than filling the

cooling system with it. There are circum

stances, however, under which hot water

must be used with considerable care. In

the case of a car with a big motor and a

correspondingly big cooling system -

whether a powerful pleasure ear or a com

mercial vehicle of large capacity—the

amount of heat required to make any im
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pression on the great area of cold metal is

very considerable, and a small quantity of

hot water poured into the radiator would

be so quickly chilled as to do no good.

Furthermore, if the weather should be very

cold and the motor should refuse to start.

there would be considerable danger of the

water freezing in the pump and the radiator

because of the rapidity with which it would

lose its heat in passing over the cold metal

walls and also because water that has been

heated freezes more quickly than water that

has not been heated and therefore contains

its normal air content.

If, therefore, only a little water is avail

able, it is better to use it on the carburet

ter and intake piping, and if hot water

poured into the cooling system does not

have the desired effect and there is no way

of keeping up its temperature, it should be

drained off before it has a chance to con

geal. Of course, trouble from the freezing

of previously heated water is not likely to

occur except in very cold weather, but it is

just as unwelcome then as at any other

time, to say the least.

Gasolene of very light grade. or gasolene

and ether mixed together half and half, or

even ether alone, often are effective for

priming because of the readiness with which

they vaporize and form an inflammable va

por. A few feeble pufis of this light stuff

often will warm the cylinders sufficiently

to cause better vaporization of subsequent

charges inserted via the priming cock, so

that that is ineffective

from a power point of view is not necessa

rily wholly wasted.

\Nhatever may be the method adopted for

applying heat for starting purposes, the

chances of getting the motor going are

much better if the crank is turned rapidly

than if it is pulled over slowly. A motor

that will not start when cold if cranked

deliberately, often will pick up if turned

over rapidly. Sometimes a big motor, or

one in which the compres_sion is very high.

can be started on two cylinders by taking

out the spark plugs from two other cylin

ders to permit rapid cranking. Once two

cylinders are well warmed the engine can

be stopped and the plugs replaced: the rest

is easy.

Under extreme conditions, as when a mo

tor must be started outdoors in very cold

weather, with not much chance for the

application of heat. it is of course best to

drain the cooling system, if it is not filled

with an anti-freezing mixture, and try to

get the motor started with an empty radia

tor. Then, no matter how cold it may be

or how long it may take to get under way,

they will be no danger of freezing. Ether,

long plugs and brisk cranking are useful in

\\'hen the motor is fairly well

warmed up. water can be put in a little at

a near-explosion

such cases.

a time, care being taken not to allow the

engine to cool enough to make it hard to

start again.

Locking Clutch to Prevent Thievery.

A. L. Loveley, former purchasing and

stock manager for the E. R. Thomas Motor

Car Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., and prior thereto

assistant purchasing agent for the Packard

Motor Car Co., has formed the A. L. Love

ley Sales Co., of 517 Union Trust Building,

Detroit, Mich., which is producing the Ta

bor clutch lock, designed to make harder

the way of the thief and the joy-rider.

  

TAROR l.()(‘K HOLDING CLUTCH

The Tabor lock, which is shown in the

accompanying illustration. l> designed to

hold down the clutch pedal. in which posi

tion the clutch is disengaged and connec

between the motor and the transmis

mechanism broken:_ thus the propul

sion of the car by the motor is impossible

until the lock is released, though the wheels

tion

sion

are free to rotate and the car can be moved

by hand. The lock is screwed to the car

  

PEDAL FREE FRO.“ IAN‘K

floor and the through which the

screws holding the lock to the floor are

base,

passed. is covered by the upper part of the

device. and this is held in position by vir

tue of the Yale lock. so that the screws can

not be tampered with when the lock is

locked. The catch which engages the clutch

pedal is in the form of a book. which can

be swung around clear of the pedal when

the proper key is used: the shank of the

book passes through a hole in the floor of

the car and is of case-hardened steel. In

locking the clutch, the hook is pulled up,

its tapered end inserted in a small hole in

the pedal pad and pedal and hook are de

pressed together; when the pedal reaches

the end of its downward movement the

lock holds it there until released by means

of the key.

Where Demonstrators Have Privileges.

If speed tests and hill climbing demon

strations really are necessary for the con

summation of motor car sales, San Fran

cisco dealers have the better of it, so to

speak. for police regulations which went

into effect on Monday last, 25th inst., pro

vide the means whereby a demonstrator

can ply his trade to his heart’s content with—

out fcar of police interference because of

his speeding. That is on at least two streets,

one of which embraces a hill which is ideal

for demonstrating purposes.

As a means of preventing abuse of the

new order of things, which was brought

about largely by the efforts of the Motor

Car Dealers' Association, it is necessary for

the demonstrator to obtain a permit which

privileges him to speed at will along Nine

teenth avenue within the limits which are

marked by notification signs, or for the

long four blocks which are embraced by

the Dolores Hill. Permits are issued to

none but demonstrators, and persons out

side the trade caught speeding within the

limited areas will be pr0secuted in the usual

manner.

To Increase Efficiency of Flat Drills.

The common blacksmith-made form of

flat drill for metal work can be made very

fast-cutting by turning the edges, in the

direction of rotation, to form lips, or else

by grinding grooves above and parallel

with the cutting edges on the forward

faces. the drill being forged rather heavy

for the purpose.

Home Made Tool for Brass Turning.

One of the most convenient of hand

tools for turning brass is made of a trian

gular file by grinding off the teeth. breaking

off an inch or two at the point and er "ldll‘g

a single face at an angle of about 35 de

grees. The temper should be drawn to a

medium straw color at the point, the body

being made soft.

Milling Applied with a Coarse File.

A very good substitute for a milled edge

on a screw head or the like can be produced

by rolling the object under a rather coarse

flat file, exerting considerable pressure on

the file. If the metal is not too hard it will

be scored sufficiently to look well and afford

a good grip.
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FRICTION DRIVE LAMBERT

PRACTICALLY _UNCHANGED

One Make of Motor Now Used in All

Models—Room for Improvement

Only in Comfort and

Appearance.

Extensive changes hardly are to be looked

for in the transmission system of a car that

eliminates as much of the conventional

transmission gear as does the Lambert frie

slightly altered that a close scrutiny by an

eye accustomed to the details of that par

ticular machine would be necessary to dis

close the improvements that have been

made where experience indicated that there

was room for them.

The most momentous change. if change it

may be called, is the adoption of the Ru—

tenber motor for the power generating unit

of all models. Heretofore, while a num

ber of motors of this make have been used

by the Buckeye company, other makes also

were installed in various Lambert cars; but

the results obtained from the Ruteuber have

Apart from the matter of motors, the

improvements made are practicaly all

worked out with a view to enhancing the

appearance of the car, the comfort of the

passengers or the convenience of the driver.

The construction of the mudguards and the

hood and their fastenings have been revised

to give greater strength and better appear

ance and to eliminate rattling and rumbling

when the car passes over rough road sur

faces. All the mouldings on the hood are

attached by an electric welding process,

which eliminates rivets and results in a

vsmooth, sightly covering for the motor. The

  

LAMBERT l.\l TOURING FORM EQL'IPI‘ED FOR THE ROAD

tion-driven machine: and it might reason

aby be assumed that a car that has been on

the market for twelve years, always built

with the friction drive as a central feature,

would be so far developed that very little

alteration of any kind would be required to

  

LAMBERT FRICTION DISKS

keep it fully abreast of the general progress

made by the automobile industry generally.

And as a matter of fact such is the case.

The Lambert car, which is the product

of the factory of the Buckeye Mfg. Co., of

Anderson, Ind., and is one of the leading

exponents of the principle of transmission

power and changing speed by means of fric

tion disks instead of through the interme

diary of a clutch and sliding gears. is so

been such as to lead to its installation in

all machines now manufactured at the An

derson factory. The company’s feeling in

this matter is that it can obtain better re

l.A.\{I’-ERT PEDAL (‘ONTROL

side aprons of the mud-guards have been

strengthened by bracing.

It is a well known fact that the hole

which is drilled in the center of many

  

LAMBERT FRICTION DRIVEN

sults, on the whole, by installing a motor

manufactured by specialists in that line and

devoting all its attention to the production

of the chassis and its friction drive. than by

dividing its energies by engaging in the

manufacture of engines.

ENCLUSED RUAIJSTER MUDEI.

springs for the center bolt is the source of

no little trouble; breakages at this point are

of common occurrence. In the new Lam

bert cars the front springs have no center

holes. The convenience of the driver has

been studied. with the result that the throt
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tle control lever has been placed above the

steering wheel—an improvement over the

former somewhat inconvenient place under

the wheel. There is now no partition in the

middle of the front seat; the entire width

of the seat is unbroken and there is suf

ficient room for three passengers, with a lit

tle close sitting—provided the passengers

are not built on bulky lines.

With the exception of the changes re

ferred to and a straight-line effect which

has been given to the hood, the Lambert

car is exactly as it was Of the four models

that constitute the line, all embody the same

constructional features, the slight differ

ences that exist being due to the fact that

some models are equipped with less power

ful motors than others, and so require less

weight and strength. Model 99 is built with

five-passenger touring body and with a two

passenger roadster body. In either case the

only difference is that the roadster has a

wheelbase of 112 inches while the touring

car is five inches longer. The motor is of

40 horsepower, having individually cast cyl

inders with a bore and stroke of 4%; and 5%

inches, respectively.

The Lambert friction drive mechanism re

mains cxactly as heretofore; a large disk

driven directly by a shaft coupled to the

motor shaft by a universal joint drives a

second disk, of the same diameter, mounted

on a shaft extending across the frame of

the car. The driven disk is slidable on the

cross shaft which it turns. and the nearer

it is moved to the periphery of the driving

disk the faster it rotates and, of course.

the faster the car will be driven, provided

the engine speed remains unchanged. A

“silent” chain runs from a small sprocket

on the cross shaft to a large sprocket on

the rear axle which attaches to the differ

ential housing.

The smaller Lambert cars. both of which

are five-passenger touring models, are de

signated as models 10 and 40. Model 40 has

a wheelbase of 112 inches and is equipped

with a motor rated at 30-35 horsepower, its

bore and stroke being 3% inches and 5%,

inches, respectively. Model 10 is the small

est car of the line, having a 25 horsepower

motor with cylinders 3% x 4% inches bore

and stroke; it carries five passengers in its

compact and attractively designed body.

The two larger cars. the model 99 tour

ing car and the roadster, are priced at $1,250,

model 40, 30-35 horsepower touring car, at

$1.030 and the model 10, 25-horsepower ma

chine costs $1,300. The regular equipment

of all models includes two large acetylene '

headlights and two oil side lights and an oil

tail lamp, all finished in black enamel and

nickel, demountable rims. coat rail, alum

inum—covered front floor-hoards. wheel-pull

er. jack. horn. set of tools and license num

ber.

PUTTING NEW DRIVE FACES

0N WORN HUB CLUTCllES

Quick Expedients for Temporary Ser

vice—Permanent Repairs That

Make Parts Almost as

Good as New.

There are two principal methods of form

ing the driving ends of the live shafts of

rear axles. In one the driving ends of the

shafts are "upset" or spread out by ham

mering while hot, and the heads so formed

are machined to make dogs which engage

in notches in the hubs of the wheels. In

the other method, which is far more com

monly used and is considerably less expen

sive to manufacture, the ends of the shafts

are squared and are connected with the

C

  
 

  

REPLACING WORN DOGS

wheel hubs by means of floating dogs, the

teeth of which fit into corresponding

notches in the hub members.

In course of time the faces of the dogs,

whether they are of the separate type or

are formed integral with the shafts, become

worn out of square. The thrust, when this

has occurred, is not direct, and, moreover,

a backlash develops in proportion to the

amount of wear. The effect of the back-lash

is harmful to the entire transmission sys

tem. for in starting there is a jar or shock

which is transmitted through the live shafts

to the differential, the propeller shaft and

its universal joints, the gearsct, the clutch

and the engine itself. In time the keys on

the various charts and the splines on the

gearshafts are very likely to be affected by

the constantly recurring shocks. ’

1f the dogs are formed integral with the

shafts and the shafts are both of the same

length, they can be reversed—that is, the

right shaft can be put into the left side of

the axle, and vice versa. This will bring

into play new driving faces on the dogs.

If separate dogs are used, they can-be

changed around to opposite sides. with the

same result. 'While it is 'a good thin'g'to

do this as‘ 5* temporary expedient, the main

trouble, which is the back-lash, is not elim

inated. It can be taken up, however, by

means of the method shown in the accom

panying illustration.

At A1 is shown the effect of wearion‘ one

of the driving faces; the dotted lines indi

cate the original form of the face. To make

the repair, the irregular fillet in the corner

is cut away and the face neatly squared.

and a dovetail undercut, as shown at B,

with hacksaw and file. Filling pieces are

made of tool steel or 3 per cent. nickel

steel, as shown at C, and the filling pieces

and dog faces are drilled for machine

screws; the former are countersunk to take

the screw heads and the latter tapped for

the threads. The faces of the filling pieces

are left a trifle high.

If the dog faces are worn it is only to be

expected that the corresponding faces in

the notches will be worn“, and the job is but

half done when the dogs are re-faced as

described. A similar process can be em

ployed for facing the worn places in the

hubs, when the drive will be practically as

good as new—perhaps a little better, for the

steel wear-pieces may be of better stock

than the original parts.

 

Californian Solves Repair Problem.

Eliminating the repair bill is an object in

the life of nearly every motorist, but the

only efiieient solution found thus far is that

credited to H. H. Hart, according to dis

patches from Oakland, “across the bay"

from San Francisco. Whether if really

happened is not essential; it is a good

story, anyway.

The car cost $4,500, and inside of a com

paratively short time had run up a repair

bill of $2.000, which accounts for Hart's

determination to “solve” the problem at any

cost; it may also be stated that the cost is

the principal drawback in the solution. One

day last week Hart called his chauffeur,

James Litz, into the library of the Hart

home and said

“Take that car out and lose it."

“I can’t lose it.” replied Litz. “It's too

well known; somebody would find it and

bring it back again."

“Then sink it in the middle of the bay,"

said Hart.

For the first time in weeks the car ran

smoothly to the ferry station and was

driven aboard the boat. Litz asked the

mate to show him the deepest spot in the

harbor. '

“ihen the boat reached the designated

place Litz ran the car to the vessel apron,

pulled wide the throttle and leaped to the

deck. The automobile went into the bay,

and the repair proposition for that particu

lar car was settled forever.
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APPLYING THE ENERGY THAT STARTS AND LIGHTS

Pros and Cons of One and Two Unit Electric Lighting and Starting Systems

Discussed and Their Advantages Pointed Out—The Modicum of Care

Necessary to Keep Them “ Right” and How to Doctor Troubles.

(This is the tenth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

Though there is no controversy regard

ing the desirability of electric lighting and

engine starting systems. agreement being

efiiciency of the other. Similarly. little con

troversy wages over weight, for it is fairly

well established that the weight of one need

  

HARTFORD GENERATOR SHOWING COMPACTNESS AND COMPLETE ENCLOSURE

apparent that such systems are a logical

and necessary development, opinion is more

or less divided as to whether the generator

and motor best may be combined in a sin

gle instrument or whether it is better to

Separate them and make of them distinct

units which are independent of each other

insofar as that is possible. There is much

to be said for and against both methods of

construction; manufacturers themselves

are about evenly divided.

Single and Double Units Compared.

In addition to being dependable and ser

viceable and of minimum weight, it goes

without saying that any such system,

whether it be of the single unit or the two

unit type, must be as simple as possible and

above all, it must be accessible, for none

can be expected to run forever without

any attention or without reasonable care.

Apparently the ease with which a system

can be cared for and the facility of making

repairs without disturbing any more of the

system than is directly concerned with the

trouble in hand, is the rock upon which de

signers split. Little, if anything, is said

anent the efliciency of the two methods of

construction, for the reason that there is

little to be said; the efficiency of one can

be made and is made just as high as the

be no more than the weight of the other.

The single unit system has the advantage

that the motor and generator are combined

however, by the fact that each unit is

smaller than the single combined unit, and

lighter, and not infrequently it is easier to

find proper locations for the smaller units

than it is for the large one. Incidentally,

though the advantage may be a small one,

the splitting up of the system into two

units might permit of a slightly better dis

tribution of weight.

Neither Type Need be Complex.

\Vhether or not the combination of motor

and generator really adds complication to

the system, comparing both types of sys

tems in their completeness, is open to ques

tion. There are some motor-generator sys

tems that are more complicated than sepa

rate unit systems, and vice versa. Be that

as it may, however, mere compactness, such

as is in evidence in the average motor

generator system, is not necessarily an in

dication of complexity, which fact already

has been made plain in the ninth of the

series of articles dealing with the subject

which appeared last week in Motor World.

Either type of system, regardless of its

complexity. which in the majority of cases
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in a single compact instrument which may

be located with slightly less special pro

vision for its reception and with, perhaps,

distribution of the wiring over a smaller

space. This is offset in the two unit system,

HARTFORD STARTER WITH RELATION TO FLYWHEEL

is merely apparent complexity bred of the

smallness of the parts and their close incor

poration, can be easily understood in a man

ner that will permit the average dealer or

owner to take entire charge without the
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slightest fear of untoward complications re

sulting, provided sufiicient interest is taken

to obtain the necessary education.

The two unit system has an apparent ad

vantage over the single unit system, in that

the derangement of either of the units does

not necessarily impair the action of the

other. It will be appreciated, of course, that

failure of the generator unit will permit the

motor starter and the lights to be used only

until the battery is exhausted. But with

the engine starting unit out of commission

temporarily, the generator will continue to

generate current which may be used to

light the lamps.

Motor-Generators Easy to Care for.

With the single unit system, on the other

hand, there is the possibility that any de

rangement which may occur will tempor

arily put both branches out of commission.

particular advantage of the system being

that the permanent magnet field insures?

7% x 4% inches overall dimensions, though

despite this fact it is rated at 1/3 horse

rapid “building up" and at the same timei'ii power. The high rating is due to the speed

obviates the possibility of the polarity of

the field being reversed in the event of the

battery inadvertently being wrongly con

nected up.

Friction Clutch that Governs Output.

By way of obtaining constant voltage and

thereby protecting the battery from the

high charging rates such as would obtain

if the generator were direct connected and

the car engine run at high speed, an auto

matic centrifugal clutching governor is em

ployed. It is shown by the accompanying

illustration and consists of two plates

spring pressed together. one of them being

faced with a friction material and the other

being plain. In operation, when the speed

of the armature reaches a predetermined

\ covetéwon

mew-yrURI.

COMMUTATOP.

at which it operates, 7,000 revolutions a

minute being normal speed. In order to

permit this high speed, the motor is con

nected to the gasolene engine through the

intermediary of a double reduction gearing

in which the first step is obtained through

worm gearing on the armature shaft and

the second step through orthodox spur

gearing.

Wherein Flywheel Increases Efficiency.

To increase the efficiency of the motor

and permit it to maintain its high rotative

speeds during the moments when the pis

tons of the gasolene motor are passing com

pression centers, it is fitted with a small

flywheel which weighs approximately 4%

pounds. The electric motor drives the gaso

 
 

HARTFORD GENERATOR AND MOTOR DISASSEMBLED SHOWING FEATURES OF COMPONENT PARTS OF EACH

Fortunately, however, such machines are

so ruggedly constructed and there is so

very little that can get out of order—there

is but the one moving part—that trouble is

the exception rather than the rule. Gen

erally, when trouble manifests itself it is

not with the generator or the motor, but is

confined to some other portion of the sys

tem, such as the circuit breaker, the fuses

or the wiring. One of the advantages of

the single unit system is that attention can

be centered on the one machine; the care

of one automatically means the care of the

other.

Method of Obviating Reversed Polarity.

In the Hartford lighting and starting sys

tem, which is manufactured by the Hart

ford Suspension Co. of Jersey City, N. 1..

separate machines are used for the genera

tion of current and for power to start the

engine. Both the generator and the electric

motor are exceptionally small and light

units, and the system is otherwise distinc

.. ,t'ive in several respects.'

I." f‘Th’e generator is of the type in which

“alieqfields‘are permanent magnets supple

mented'by electromagnetic pole pieces, the

limit, approximately equivalent to a car

speed of 15' miles an hour, the weights fly

out under the action of centrifugal force,

thereby separating the clutch plates.

  

('L'T-OU'I' IN DETAIL

The electric motor which forms the other

unit in the system is of the series wound

type, this method of winding having been

chosen by reason of the fact that the torque

increases in proportion to the load placed

upon it. The whole machine measures but

 

lene motor through a roller clutch mechan

ism which is positive in action. To 0b

viate the possibility of damage resulting in

the event of back-fires, a friction clutch

is interposed between the electric motor

and the gasolene engine. The driving gears

are always in mesh, and the rotative speed

of the gasolene motor under the power of

the engine starter is from 40 to 70 revolu

tions a minute, the reduction being 125 to

one.

The Three-Wire System Made Plain.

The remainder of the Hartford system

consists of a combination fuse and switch

block which is mounted on the dash, and a

combination volt—ammeter, which also is

dash mounted. The automatic cut-out is

enclosed in a tight housing and mounted

between the meters on the meter board.

The system operates on what has been

styled the three-wire plan. That is to say,

the storage battery is divided into two units

of six volts each, with the lighting load

split up between two in such a way that

all the lights operate at six volts. For en

gine starting purposes, howeverhthe tyvo

units are connected in' series, giving a total
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voltage of 12. The starting motor is placed

in operation by depressing a starting but

ton located on the dash or in any other

convenient place.

How to Adjust Cut-Out Mechanism.

In caring for the Hartford system, it

should never be necessary to touch the

cut-out. Its contacts are set at the factory

and the adjustments should not be disturbed

unless the device gives unmistakable evi

dences of derangement. Owing to the

fact that contact is made and broken only

at long intervals, the points are subjected

to little or no wear, and consequently need

not be touched. If they show signs of

burning or pitting or corrosion after long

service they may be cleaned with a fine flat

file or with a couple of pieces of fine emery

cloth glued to opposite sides of a piece of

thin Bristol board.
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and carbon composition designed to run

for indefinite periods without adjustment or

In fact, the adjustment is automatic,

the tension being maintained constant, re

gardless of the length of the brushes. An

other excellent feature of the design is that

the brushes and brush holders may be re

moved together and intact without the

necessity for disturbing any other part of

the generator.

WCHI'.

Caring for Commutator and Brushes.

Periodically, the brushes should be taken

out of their holders and cleaned with a

cloth dampened with gasolene and all accu

mulations of carbon dust or road dust re

moved. The commutator should never be

touched as long as it exhibits a glazed,

brownish appearance, for it then is in the

very best condition. If it appears dry and

scratched, however, the brushes first should
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HARTFORD MOTOR STARTER SHOWING WORM AND SPUR GEARING

“‘hen the device is operating properly—

its operation may be examined by removing

the cover—the contacts will come together

when the car speed becomes approximately

15 miles an hour. If, by reason of wear,

they do not come together the adjustment

of the lower contact may be altered a very

little bit, so as to brim,y the contacts a frac

tion of an inch nearer together when the

cut-out is open. This will cause them to

come together a little sooner

Simplicity of Governing Device.

The clutching mechanism in the gener

ator is rugged in construction and is so sim

ple in action that there is nothing to get

out of order. It is completely enclosed

and, as it cannot be gotten at, that fact may

be taken as an indication that it is not sup

posed to be gotten at. Similarly, as the

armature shaft is carried in ball bearings

its requirements in the way of lubrication

will be exceedingly moderate. A few drops

of fine machine oil about once in every

1000 miles will suffice. More than that

should not be used, for there is danger that

it may be thrown out onto the commutator

and brushes.

The commutator and the brushes are the

only parts which need and should have pe

riodic inspection. The brushes are a metal

be examined to make sure that there are no

hard particles imbedded in their ends. and

a piece of No. 00 sandpaper held against

the commutator while the machine is run
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FUSE ANl) SW'ITCH BOX

ning. When the commutator exhibits a uni

formly bright surface the sandpaper should

be removed. Applying a minute quantity of

best quality vaseline on a piece of felt held

against the commutator while it is rotating

is good practice, only care shouldbe taken

not to use too much lubricant. Oil never

should be used, because it is bad for the in

sulation.

In the event of the generator failing to

generate. the brushes always should be ex

amined first to make sure that they are

bearing properly on the commutator and

that their connections have not become bro

ken or loosened as the result of vibration.

If such measures do not induce the ma

chine to generate, and the rest of the wiring

is intact and the fuses have not "blown,"

it is the better part of wisdom to ship the

generator back to the manufacturers, for it

is likely that the trouble is beyond the re—

pair of anyone other than an expert.

Fuses that Act as “Tell-Tales."

As the system incorporates a fuse block,

the fuses should be suspected first if the

lights go out or if they cannot be lighted.

New fuses are carried in the lid of the fuse

block and can be inserted in less than a

minute. Before they are put in place, how

ever. examination of the system should be

made and the trouble which caused the fuse

HARTFORD METERS AND CUT-OUT

to "blow" discovered and remedied. If

the lamps can be lighted but cannot be

made to burn with their customary bright

ness, the cut-out had best be examined to

make sure that it is performing the func

tions for which it is intended. If it be

comes inoperative through any fault, the

battery will gradually discharge itself either

through the generator, if the contacts are

stuck together, or through the lamps if the

contacts do not come together as they

should. It should be remembered that the

voltmeter and the ammeter are placed in the

circuit to serve as indicators of the opera

tion of the system.

The electric motor of the Hartford sys

tem is about the same size as the generator,

and like it, is armor clad and completely

dirt- and water-proof. As there is but one

moving part in the machine, that part being

the armature, there is little or‘ nothing

that can get out of order or give trouble.

The motor, like the generator, is fitted with

a pair of brushes and a commutator, of

course, and these parts are the only ones

that should ever require attention. The care

that has been outlined for the generator ap

plies also in the case of the motor, and

consists essentially in keeping the brushes

clean and the commutator free from ac

cumulations of dirt and'oil.
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COURT SAYS ClTlFS NEED

NOT POST SPLE_D WARNINGS

Untermyer, Fined $10 in New York

City, is Beaten in Court of Ap

peals— Provision of State

Law Sustained.

 

Despite the popular understanding that

the automobile law of New York State ex

empted cities of the first class from the

posting of speed limit signs, which are re

quired in other communities, Irwin Unter

myer, son of Samuel Untermyer, one of the

wealthiest and best known attorneys of

New York State, felt called on to test the

law and late last week he received the

answer which nearly everyone expected he

would receive. In other words, the law and

the popular understanding were upheld by

the Appellate Division of the Supreme

Court,_which confirmed the fine of $10 im

posed by the lower court on Untermyer for

speeding at the rate of 30 miles an hour

on upper Broadway. In disposing of the

suit the court remarked what is plain to all

reasonable people—i. e. that it is practically

impossible to “sign post" a city of such

enormous proportions as New York. Jus

tice Clark. who handed down the decision,

says:

“The point raised here is that as it is

not shown that signs were posted, the

local ordinance does not apply; the magis

trade had no jurisdiction, and the speed

limit is therefore covered by section 207,

which permits 30 miles an hour. The an

swer is that the State act expressly provided

that nothing in this article shall impair the

validity or afiect any of the ordinances,

adopted and prescribed pursuant to law in

any city of the first class.

“The appellant claims that the grain

matical construction of the section com

pels that the condition regarding the post

ing of signs, still required in other cities

and incorporated villages, to be also applied

to cities of the first class. I do not think so.

That statute is awkwardly phrased. but I

think it is clear that special provision has

been made for cities of the first class. per

mitting them to pass such ordinances as

they please, and that there is no condition

in regard to posting signs. If this is not so

there is no speed limit in the city of New

York except that provided by the general

law.

“I think the act was modified directly in

view of the former decisions. It was rec

ognized that in the enormous territory of

the city of New York the posting of signs

would be extremely difficult if not practical

ly impossible. and, therefore, the provision

eliminating cities of the first class from the

limitations of the law in respect to traffic

ordinances was made comprehensive and

exclusive. It follows that the judgment ap

pealed from should be affirmed."

Adopt Constitution and Choose Name.

Although no officers have as yet been

elected, a name, at least, has been adopted

for the organization of New York automo

bile and accessory dealers which is to

boost and boom the automobile into more

publicity through the medium of races and

other contests. At the meeting which was

called for and held on Monday afternoon.

25th inst.. it was unanimously decided that

it be styled the Motor Dealers' Contest As

sociation of New York. The purpose of

the meeting. primarily, was to adopt a con

stitution and bylaws drawn tip by a com

mittee of seven appointed at the first meet

ing on \N'ednesday last, 20th inst. After

lengthy discussion the constitution and by

laws were adopted. and it was decided to

elect a board of directors of 11 stockhold

ers which should. in turn, appoint an execu

tive committee of eight members. Among

other routine business that was transacted.

it was agreed to increase the capital from

$10,000 to $30000. each stockholder to be

limited to three shares. All unsold stock

is to be retained in the treasury, and if

necessary retired to reduce the capital

stock.

Lupton's Suit Brought to a Close.

Although the United States Supreme

Court reversed the decision of the Circuit

Court and on August 7 last directed that a

verdict of $733.50 in favor of the Automo

bile Club of America be transformed into

one of $709.52 for David Lupton's Sons

Co.. contractors, of Philadelphia, it was not

until this week that the order complying

with this mandate was asked of and

granted by the lower branch of the judici

ary. The present order directs the clerk

of the court to enter judgment for the

Lupton company. The suit was begun Aug

ust 30, 1907, and grew out of a contract en

tered into August 17, 1905. whereby the

Lupton company was to furnish metal win

dow sashes in the club’s house. which was

about to be erected in New York City. The

agreed price was $10.344. \Vhen the con

tract was nearly completed union trouble

arose and the Luptons claimed they were

barred from completing the work and asked

damages. One defense was that the con

tract was not binding because they were a

Pennsylvania corporation and had not

taken a license to do business in New York

State. The answer to this is that it was

interstate commerce. The court evidently

upheld this view and ruled that the Phila

delphia contractors were within the law in

their inter-city transaction

WISCONSIN’S REGULATIONS

FOR SMALL TOWN GARAGES

Code Is Simple and Is Applicable to

Garages Outside the Larger Cities

—Fire Prevention is the

Primary Object.

\Vhile New York, Chicago and various

other large cities have adopted garage reg

ulations that are almost infinite in detail, it

follows that many of the requirements are

wholly unapplicable in towns of lesser pop

ulation. In Wisconsin, however, the State

Fire Marshal has evolved and promulgated

a set of rules for general application in

that commonwealth and has ordered copies

posted in all garages. The regulations, 13

in number. are:

None but fireproof buildings should be

used as a garage; never any building, part

of which is used for public meetings.

The floors should be of cement.

Heat with steam. Allow no flame, fire or

fire heat. stove. boiler. furnace, forge or

torch in the garage.

Use electric, incandescent lights, protect

ed by wire basket guard; never use lamps,

candles, lanterns or other open lights.

Store all gasolenes in an approved under

ground tank, equipped with standard pump.

Never keep gasolene in open vessels. or al

low gasolene to run or drip on the floor

or into drainage system.

Use approved safety cans or approved

portable tank in transferring gasolene to

cars.

Make sure that gasolene tank in the car

is free from leaks and that the caps are

secure.

Provide standard

each floor, especially near the work bench.

for oily waste. Destroy this waste each

evening.

Allow no shavings, refuse or waste to ac

cumulate.

For private fire protection. keep pails of

sand with scoop and approved chemical fire

extinguishers on each floor.

Beware of carburetter flooding.

Absolutely permit no smoking in

garage.

Always be careful and vigilant.

Large placards have been prepared at

the cost of the State and given to all fire

chiefs for distribution to garages. One

copy of the placard has also been mailed

to each garage. to prevent omissions.

metal waste cans 0n

the

 

Hale Heads Waco Motor Club.

Dr. J. W. Hale has been elected presi

dent of the Waco (Tex.) Motor Club. The

other officers are: Vice-president, C. Ivey;

secretary. R. Lane: treasurer. \V. Scley.
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MOROSS ISSUES DECLARATION

OF WAR ON BERNA OLDEIELD

Burman’s Manager Crosses Rockies

and Hurls Legal and Printed

“Bombs”—Waves Broken Con

tract at the “Speed King."

War, cruel war, has been declared be

tween Barney Oldfield, contest promoter

and "star" performer, and E. A. Moross,

likewise race promoter, and manager of

Robert Burman. Moross threw the first

bomb into the enemy’s camp when he in

stituted a petition for an injunction re

straining Oldfield from holding a scheduled

meet on the Tanforan track at San Fran

cisco. Cal., on Sunday, 17th inst., but some

how the missile missed fire, for Judge Sea

well refused to grant the petition and the

contest was run as advertised.

The ill feeling between the two managers

is the natural development of a situation

where two persons in the same line of

business try to do business in territory

only sufiiciently large for one. Moross al—

leges that when. in the spring of 1910, Old

field sold Moross his stable of racing cars

—for the large sum of $30,000, it was then

alleged—the bill of sale carried with it the

guarantee that Oldfield—who had been

“outlawed” by the A. A. A.-—had retired,

and that he would stay retired. On the

grounds that Oldfield had broken his con

tract, Moross applied for the injunction

which. as before stated. was denied. Moross

also asserts that Oldfield “froze out" Bur

man, and prevented his entering the meets

which Oldfield promoted by limiting the

piston displacements of the cars eligible to

450 inches, whereas Burman’s smallest car

has a piston displacement of 600 inches.

In his second strategic move. Moross

“ambushed” the spectators who attended

the Tanforan meet and presented them with

dodgers announcing in very large and very

bold letters that, although Oldfield was

afraid to meet Burman, the latter would

force the issue at Tanforan, but the move

went the way of the previous onslaught, and

Oldfield and his troupe were the sole en

tertainers. As a final thrust, Moross en

listed the aid of P. J. \Valker, the A. A. A.

representative. who decreed that’in the fu

ture if Oldfield is to hold closed meets

they must be advertised as such. Oldfield,

for his part, has very little to say. save that

he is willing to drive an exhibition mile at

the same meet but not at the same time as

Burman. This. however, is not entirely

satisfactory to the other side. so a “chal

lenge" has been drawn up and distributed

in dodger form, wherein Oldfield is in

vited to participate in Moross’s meet at

Emeryville, just across from San Francisco,

on November 24th, and to meet Burman in

competitive events from 5 to 25 miles. Just

to show that Burman could do it, Moross'

staged an impromptu meet at Tanforan on

Thursday, let, and the “star” drove a mile

in 48% seconds, slightly better than Old

field’s time made on Sunday. 17th inst.

Oldfield “Whole Thing" at Sacramento.

Driving a Benz, Barney Oldfield was the

“whole thing” at his own racemeet at Sac

ramento, Cal., on Saturday, 16th inst. He

accounted for the three competitive events

and also made the fastest times in the mile

time trials, negotiating one mile in 50 sec

onds. The summary:

Three miles, for cars with displacements

of under 450 inches—\Von by Barney Old

field (Benz); second, Fred Melaun (Cino).

Time, 2:5875.

One mile, time trials—Barney Oldfield

(Christie). time, 0:49; Fred Melaun (Cino),

time, 059%.

Five miles, free-for-all handicap—VVon by

Barney Oldfield (Benz); second, A. J. Ed

wards (R. C. H.). Time, 452%.

One mile, against circular dirt track rec

ord of 47% seconds—Barney Oldfield

(Christie). Time, 0:50.

Six and one-quarter miles, Australian pur

suit—\Von by Barney Oldfield (Benz); sec

ond, A. J. Edwards (R. C. H.); third, Fred

Melaun (Cino). No time taken.

Four Tradesmen Disciplined by A. A. A.

The Chicago Motor Club's Around Lake

Michigan Tour, which was run October

let to 25th, was indirectly responsible for

the suspension by the contest board of the

A. A. A. until June lst, 1913, of three man

ufacturers and one dealer. The Coey

Mitchell Auto Co., of Chicago, which deals

with Coey-Mitchell cars, and the Stutt

Automobile Co., which handles Stutz cars

in the Windy City, were disqualified for not

starting the cars which they had entered.

- and the Moline Automobile Co., East Mo

line, Ill., and the Staver Carriage Co., Chi

cago. were given the same punishment for

advertising the performances of their re

spective products as the performances of

stock cars. whereas the contest was run

under Grade 3 rules.

Electric Vehicle Club Enlarge: its Scope.

The Electric Vehicle Club of Boston has

changed its name to Electric Motor Car

Club of Boston. The change is one of the

outgrowths of the adoption of the new con

stitution, which. among other things, di

vides the membership into three classes:

(1) those deriving their income from the

sale of electric automobiles and accessories;

(2) private owners and operators. and (3)

representatives of trade and daily papers.

BARNEY OLDElELD HUMBLED

BY COOPER IN THREE RACES

“Speed King” Badly Beaten in Califor

nia After Injunction Fails to Pre

vent Meet—Burman and

Moross Look On.

 

“Injunctioning” having failed to net E.

A. Moross the satisfaction of preventing the

running of Barney Oldfield's racemeet on

the Tanforan one mile track at San Fran

cisco, Cal., on Sunday, November 17th, or

of forcing Oldfield to give “Bob” Burman

a “look in," so to speak, Moross and his

star did the next best thing—they wit

nessed the racemeet and. presumably, paid

the price of admission. And if Dame Ru;

mor has it correctly, great was their satis

faction, for they had the pleasure of seeing

Oldfield well trounced in each of the three

competitive events in which he started;

Earl Cooper, in a Stutz, performing the

trouncing. and winning nearly all the laurels

0f the day.

Cooper's victories included a five-mile

contest for cars with displacements of under

451 inches, a five-mile free-for-all, and the

leading event of the day, the 25-mile free

for-all. A match race between A. J. Ed

wards (R. C. H.) and Maurice Gaston

(Maxwell) resulted in a victory for Ed

wards. who completed the distance in 6:20.

Two-mile time trials were driven by Fred

Melaun (Renault) and Earl Cooper (Stutz)

in ZzOS-K and 153%, respectively; Oldfield

failed to lower the record for the distance

of 155% on a circular dirt track; his time

was l:43%. A single mile time trial, which

Oldfield completed in I0% seconds, driving

the Christie, marked the close of the meet.

The summary:

One mile, time trial—Barney Oldfield

(Christie). Time, 0:50%.

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

under 451 inches—Won by Earl Cooper

(Stutz); second, Barney Oldfield (Benz),

Time, 4:48}’5.

Two miles, time trial — Fred Melaun

(Renault). Time, 205%.

Two miles, time trial—Earl

(Stutz). Time, 153%.

Five miles, free-for-all—Won by Earl

Cooper (Stutz); second, Barney Oldfield

(Benz). Time, 520%.

Two miles, against circular dirt track rec

odr of l:35%—Barney Oldfield (Benz).

Time, 124334. No record.

Five miles, match race—\Von by A. J.

Edwards (R. C. H.); second, Gaston Mau

rice (Maxwell). Time, 6:20v

25 miles, free-for’all—VVon by Earl

Cooper (Stutz); second, Barney Oldfield

(Benz). Time. 25:42. '

Cooper
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1,018,412. Fluid-Actuated Clutch. Rudolf

Diesel, Munich, Germany. Filed Oct. 17,

1910. Serial No. 587,514. Extensible vanes

which exert a drag on a fluid.

1,018,447. Valve Mechanism. Pierce D.

Schenck, Dayton, Ohio. Filed Apr. 23, 1907.

Serial No. 369,744. Carburetter air-inlet

valve controlled by the vibration of the

motor.v

1,018,454. Tire. \Villard Irving Twombly,

New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne as

signments, to Twombly Motors Company,

New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New

York. Filed Apr. 2, 1910. Serial No. 553,104.

Flexible metallic casing with an inflatable

inner tube.

1,018,467. Automobile \Vheel. Alfred R.

\Vylie and James G. \Vright, Big Spring,

Tex. Filed Oct. 11, 1909. Serial No. 522,121.

Pneumatic hub.

1,018,470. Fender for Motor Vehicles.

\Villiam Young, South Bellingham, \Vash.

Filed Apr. 28, 1911. Serial No. 623,994.

Frame for preventing person from being

run over.

1,018,481. Gas Engine. Herbert Cooper,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Dec. 2, 1910. Serial

No. 505,201. Pair of cylinders with pres

sure-controlled scavenging valves.

1,018,482. Vehicle Frame. Herbert Coop

er, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Dec. 30, “1910.

Serial No. 600,150. Combined wood and

metal frame.

1,018,498. Curtain for Vehicles. Frank H.

Ilse, Chicago, Ill. Filed June 17, 1911. Se

rial No. 633,781. Drop curtain and means of

support.

1,018,504. Balanced Speedometer. Mathias

J. Klein, New York, N. Y., assignor of sixty

one-hundredths to Hugo B. Roelker, New

York, Y. Filed Mar. 5, 1910. Serial No.

547,466. Centrifugal force speedometer with

two balanced governors. _

1,018,532. Internal Combustion Engine.

Willard Irving Twombly, New York, N. Y_.,

assignor to Twombly Motors Company.

New York, N.,Y.,_a Corporation of New

York. Original application filed Feb. 18,

1910, Serial No. 544,546. Divided and this

application, _iiled Sept. 12,1910. Serial No.

581,632. Telescopic tubing housing for

valve mechanisms. 1

1,018,535. Differential Gearing. Hugh L.

Warner, Muncie, Ind. Filed Sept. 25,. 1909.

Serial No, 519,506. Split gear housing with

alternate thick and thin portions in the wall

to provide anchorage for pin‘ion shafts.

  

1,018,542. Supporting Device for Speedo—

meter Driving Mechanism. Rollin Abell,

Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 9, 1910. Serial

No. 548,226. Split collar clamp for attach

ment to axle.

1,018.590. Tire Holder. Andreas M. Son

nichsen, Milwaukee, \\"is., assignor to Auto

Parts Manufacturing Company, a Corpora

tion of \\-'isconsin. Filed June 1, 1911. Se

rial No. 630.557. Telescopic tubular sup

ports.

1,018,620. Clutch. Frank S. Jones, Pasa

dena, Cal. Filed Dec. 29, 1910. Serial No.

599,955. Friction cone clutch and means of

engagement.

1,018,626. Process of Manufacturing Anti

Slipping Tires for Motors and Other Vehi

cles. Andre Michelin, Paris, France. Filed

Apr. 2, 1907. Serial No. 366,060. \Vater

proofed leather used as an ingredient in the

composition of the tread.

1,018,718. Vehicle \Vheel. Archibald A.

MacDonald, New Glasgow, N0va Scotia.

Canada. Filed July 29, 1911. Serial No. 641,

331. Helical springs supporting slidable

tread blocks.

1.018.735. Resilient Tire. Frank Zimmer

mann, New York, N. Y., assignor to Fran

cis Keil & Son, New York, N. Y. Filed May

12, 1911. Serial No. 626,746. Solid rim tire

floating on helical springs which serve for

attachment to the hub.

1,018,766. Carburetter. Harry E. Kerr,

Detroit, Mich. Filed May 22, 1911. Serial

No. 628,679. Single jet carburetter provided

with an adjustable deflector for controlling

passage of air.

1,018,742. Internal Combustion Engine.

Clarence A. Dawley, Plainfield, N. J. Filed

Sept. 3, 1908. Serial No. 451,563. Two-cycle

engine with special means for providing

complete scavenging.

1,018,772. Pneumatic Clutch-Controller.

Walter D. ‘Nickum and Martin Claussen.

1.65 Angeles, Cal. Filed May 10, 1911. Se

rial No. 626,355. Pump operated by clutch

lever.

1,018,774. Vehicle Wheel. Israel Pascal,

Montreal, Quebec, Canada, assignor of six

tenths to Moses Albert, Montreal, Canada.

Filed May 6, 1911. Serial No. 625,435. Hol—

low metallic tube provided with slots

through which resiliently supported spring

metal 100ps project.

1.018.814. \‘ehicle Tire. Henry H. Durr,

Springfield, Ohio. Filed Mar. 29, 1911. Se

rial No. 617,748. Sectional block tire.

1,018,890. Clutch. Frederick S. Ellett. El

mira. N. Y. Filed Feb. 16, 1911. Serial No.

609.015. Multiple disk clutch.

1.018.895. Tire. Edwin H. Freas, Phila

delphia. Pa. Filed Aug. 4, 1910. Serial} No.

575.444. Sectional block tire.

‘ Engine.

1.018.953. Internal Combustion Rotary

Engine. \Villiam Barnes, San Francisco,

Cal. Filed June 15, 1909. Serial No, 502,349.

Fuel admission to revolving cylinders

through tubular connecting rods.

1,018,973. W'ind Shield. John O. Hof

bauer, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 10, 1911.

Serial No. 607,766. Frame supported on

movable sleeves on the adjustable support

ing rods.

1,019,007. Distance and Speed Meter.

Mathias J. Klein, New York, N. Y., assignor

of sixty one-hundredth: to Hugo B. Roel

ker, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 29, 1910.

Serial No. 589,723. Means for adjusting for

various wheel diameters.

1,019,061. Pole Reversing Timer or Dis

tributer. Edwin S. Lincoln, Brookline.

Mass., assignor to Electric Goods Manufac

turing Company, a Corporation of Maine.

Filed May 13, 1911. Serial No. 627,010.

Pole changing switch combined with com

mutator.

1.019,062. Autotruck Body. Henry Lohse,

New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 14, 1911. Se

rial No. 660,177. Angle iron frame with

wood cross members.

1,019,101. Wheel. John E. Strietelmeier.

Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The Ideal

\Vheel Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, a Cor

poration of Ohio. Filed Dec. 14, 1910. Se

rial No. 597,286. Semi-elliptic springs as

spokes.

1,019,122. Radiator. Jacob B. Beam,

Punxsutawney, Pa. Filed Feb. 16, 1911.

Serial No. 608,944. Vertical tube radiator.

1,019,128. Carburetter. Charles 0. Bul

lock, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Apr. 6, 1911.

Serial No. 619,197. Single jet carburetter

with sliding sleeve throttle valve.

1,019,167. Lubricator. Charles W. Man

zel, Buffalo, N. Y., assignor, by mesne as

signments, to J. L. Osgood, Buffaol, N. Y.

Filed Aug. 13, 1906. Serial No. 330,372.

Compound pump.

1,019,177. Internal Combustion Rotary

‘Rolla R. Morton, Fresno, Cal.

Filed Feb. 25, 1909. Serial No. 480,049.

Rotary piston.

1,019,192. Vehicle Wheel. Adolph Schick.

\Vheeling, W. Va. Filed Oct. 20, 1910. Se.

rial No. 588,102. Helical springs supporting

non-yieldable rim.

1,020,518. Motor Vehicle. Eric S. Sand

gren and Charles F. Case, Detroit, Mich..

assignors to Oliver Motor Car Company.

Detroit, Mich.. a Corporation of Michigan.

Filed Sept. 30, 1910. Serial No. 584,673.

Means of supporting motor on cross mem

bers.

1,020,522. Circuit Making and Breaking

Device. \Vinthrop A, Stiles, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Oct. 11, 1909. Serial No. 522.145.

Rotary break.
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Compare these features with the very

highest priced 1913 cars and you

realize why we claim to offer you the

greatest value on the market today

Long Stroke (4y x6). flexible and noise

less Motor, With enclosed valves.

1 ch Side drive.

Center Control.

Gray & Davis Electric Starter.

Gray & Davis Dynamo Electric Lighting

System.

Bosch double dual Magneto.

Multi le jet Carburcter.

12-inc Turkish U holstery.

Full heavy nickel rimmings.

Electric Horn.

. Adequate baggage carrying Compartment

concealed in bod but easily accessible.

' l 9Powerful and reliab e Brakes.

‘ 'Spacious interior.

Tire Pump integral part of the motor.

lZ8-inch wheel ba'se.

Ad'ustable ventilating and rain vision

ind Shield.

Hoflecker Speedometer.

Tire Carrier in rear.

Silk mohair Top. Cover and Curtains.

Full floating Rear Axle.

Resilient springs; V; elliptic in rear; semi

elliptic in from.

Large gasoline pressure-feed Tank with

Gauge in rear.

Robe rail, foot rest. and foot mat in run

ning board.

Plain, continuous.~ enclosed Metal Guards.

Easy riding qualities. unexleelled.

Oiling System, demonstrated ‘to’ be perfect.

As in aces—So n Daily Service

the National cars lead the world in actual worth. But for the

consistent, swifter and surer National car, Europe would be supreme

in leadership—but the National is true to its trust and conquered

the foreign invaders in the only race entered by its maker this year

—the hardest of all—500 mile sweepstakes. You are familiar with

its marvelous demonstration of power, speed, reliability and stamina

in this event as in past years. Of all the races this year of 250 miles ‘
or more foreign cars won all but the one entered by the National."v ‘

In the less dramatic race for leadership now in style, comfort, noiseless opera

tion and daily service the National is winning. N0 greater value is offered

you—in fact you must pay $5000 or more to get the National quality and ser

vice in any other than the ' . '

National Improved Series Vi

Five Models $2750 to $3400

Write at once

 

National Motor Vehicle Co.,

lndianapolis, Incl.

Please send me your advance catalog.

MOTORVEHICLE CO. NM... ................................ ..

an I - .- w-‘rnrnna-r. .. | \ .‘adavu'wtculem e4

  

vIndianapolis, Indiana ~~ » ‘ - -
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The Twitchell Gauge Company

is now owned and controlled by _

A. Schrader’s Son, Inc.

of New York City

HE TWITCHELL GAUGE CO. owns and controls the basic

patents on all pencil type gauges and will vigorously prosecute all

infringements on the rights granted by U. S. Letters Patent No. 927,298,

issued July 6, 1909. The most important of these

cases has just been started. These suits are being

pushed not only to protect ourselves, but to

protect all our jobbers and their dealers

from illegal competition.

  

  

I

The fact that A. Schrader's Son, . Its accuracy,
Inc., has bought the Twitchell r A its simplicity,

Gauge Co., is sufficient evi- 96‘ its durability, the

dence to- ,the trade of the , easewith which it can
value of the Twitchell'~"- H" be applied and read—

patents and the quality " i " owing to the fact that the

of the guage. Twitchell can be used with

- ' the tire valve at any position and

a ‘. that the indicator-bar positively
ii 'i locks at pressure in the tire—make the

_ New Twitchell the leader of tire gauges.

'/ This superiority, as attested by thou

sands of motorists in 1912, and the necessity

for a tire gauge will be impressed on every car owner in the country

by our advertising campaign. This advertising will bring car owners

to you asking for the Twitchell. Be prepared to meet this demand.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE COMPANY

1202 Michigan Avenue MAX 0' BENDEL' Mums“ Chicago, Illinois

Only Company Licensed to Manufacture Twitchell Gauge: by

u - ‘ A. Schrader’s-_:Son, Inc., i

77*? —1 J_ . .
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Q ' kSt t W' M BR

Show me a red—blooded man in whose heart exists no desire to beat out his friends.

Leaving the Country Club, the man with the Electric Self-Cranker gets away first,

while the other fellows are getting dirty and wasting time turning a crank. v

Nor does he have to stop and “light up”—just push a button and all lights are on—

pushes another and is off—ahead of the bunch and out of their dust.

Good, efficient Electric Lighting and Cranking Systems are economical, safe, conven

ient and always ready.

The best, in fact 90% of all makers operate them from them Battery.

\Vhen you buy, remember there are good reasons why your equipment should contain an

  

Storage Battery

Use Class A cm: Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use Class B m Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Now York Branch—136 West 52nd Street Detroit Branch—1191 Woodward Avenue Chicago Bunch—2241 Michigan Avenue

Son Francisco Brunch ——- 243 Monndnock Building

Depot: in Au Principal Citiu in the United States, Canada and
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Intake Side of the 6-66 Motor

It’s no task to work up enthusiasm in selling the Pullman product—

because Pullman dealers know that every piece of material is the finest that

money can buy and that every single operation is as thorough and complete

as the most skilled workmanship can make it.

All cylinders in Pullman motors are cast in pairs. This method of casting makes

them the easiest to handle and produces the most perfect castings. There is ample water

space, especially around the valve seats. By properly jacketing the motor at this point a

considerable amount of valve warping is prevented. All cylinders are ground on Heald

grinders to the most accurate measurements employed by any factory in the automobile

industry. The maximum variation allowed on the size of the bore is one-half of

one-thousandth of one inch while the absolute maximum variation on the out-of-round is

one-quarter of one-thousandth of an inch.

And the care employed in the production of the motor is only characteristic of that done upon every

part of a Pullman car. The result is a car not only up to the minute in design and construction but a

car famOus among its dealers for the repeat orders that it bring .

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY, York, Pa.
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THE present demand for self-starting

and lighting equipment has created

a demand for an ignition system capa

ble of producing a hot, dynamic spark

independent of the engine speed.

This demand is being successfully

met by

Cl'l'ie.

Atwater Kent

lgmtlon System

the starting button of which produces,

not a few weak sparks, but a single

heavy flame-like spark, thus insuring at

all times'the perfect ignition of any

mixture that will burn.

Other salient features of the Atwater

Kent System are the extreme simplicity

of mechanism, only three moving parts,

one contact, one adjustment and one

non-vibrating coil.

While the Atwater Kent System is

high in value and reputation, it is not

high in price. In fact, it will cost less

.1,;EWW _

' Y?! F. UNISPARKIR

§ nsn PAT. man. ever. mm

m nov zston areal"!

PITEIITB PEMIIO.

  

  

than half as much as a good magneto

and will give superior results at a much

less cost of upkeep.

We can now furnish two types of the

Atwater Kent System for use on cars as

sole ignition in place of the magneto, in

conjunction with lighting and starting

equipment.

Type “F’ ’ without Automatic

Spark Control.

Type “K” with Automatic

Spark Control and insulated

primary circuit.

No matter what the requirements,

the Atwater Kent System of Ignition

affords ideal ignition.

Write today for detailed information

and illustrated booklet “D.”

AmrmKrNermWonxs

4930 Sienlon Ave. Philadelphia. Pa_
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Are you watching the

growth in motorcycling?
 

Many manufacturers of automobile accessories,

can find a profitable field for extending their

business by adapting some of their specialties

to the requirements of the motorcyclists

()ver 80,000 motorcycles

will be built in 1913

and all these motorcycles will require tires,

magnetos, carburetors, spark plugs, bearings,

lamps, batteries, horns, chains, motors, oils,

speedometers, rims, gears and forged and

manufactured parts of all kinds

  

You can reach this growing field

by advertising in

Ikici'éesflflslgyow

E IEW

  

The oldest cycling journal published and the recognized

authority on motorcycling and all allied subjects
  

 
    

SAMPLE COPY AND ADVERTISING RATES GLADLY SENT ON REQUEST
 

Bicycling World and Motorcycle Review

Mecca Building, 1600 Broadway New York City
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Starts your engine old

quickly and

easily in coldest weather

or new

Here’s a starter that adds practically no weight to your car, is perfectly simple and is as

durable as the engine itself. Easily applied to any engine, old or new, very economical in

the use of gas, and requires no expert repairing.

How Prest-O-Starter Works

The principle of starting a motor with Prest-O-Starter is

the same as “starting on. compression." A measure of acety

lene, at low pressure, is pumped irom your Prest-O-Lite

Tank into the cylinders.

Touch your spark—your engine starts.

Unlike “gasoline priming," it is not affected by heat or

cold. It is certain.

In cool weather, by opening a valve on the dash, you can

feed gas at low pressure into the intake manifold. This al

lows your engine to run on acetylene until it is warm enough

to run on gasoline. ~~

_ If_tlie 'l’rest-O-Starter did no more _than prime your en

gine in this way during cold weather, this convenience would

be well worth the price.

But Prest-O-Starter is more than a primer. When in

stalled properly, it will start your engine, summer or Winter,

almost invariably without recourse to the crank.

Make Sure Your Starter ls Installed

Correctly. Look It Over

The Prest-O-Starter is easy to install correctly. In fact.

it's so very easy to install that some good factories and gar

Now More Than Ever-You Need One

Your Prest-O-Starter, properly installed, will average better than 95 starts out of 100

attempts. The few failures are caused by your motor stopping on dead center, or cylinders

filled with burnt gas. Both of these conditions can be easily avoided 'when stopping your

motor. But should either or both happen, an eighth or quarter turn of the crank. With

the switch at neutral, will remedy the trouble at once, with all of the danger and labor 01

cranking eliminated.

Rest assured that no other starter can give you as high efficiency with as great economy.

durability and freedom from mechanical trouble. The price is Within easy reach.

Get in touch with any of our branches—0r your dealer—or write us for descriptive litera

ture.

The Prest-O-Lite Co. ifiiPi‘iifhifil

BRANCHES :

Atlanta, Baltimore Boston. Buffalo, Chicago Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver. ‘

Detroit, Indianapolis, jacksonville, Kansas Cit , .os Angeles, Mem his, Tenn.; Milwau<

kee, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York, (inaha. Philadelphia. ’ittsburgh, Portland.

Paul, Minn; San Antonio, San Francisco,Ore._' Providence, St. Louis. St. ’

Syracuse, Merritton, Ont.; Toronto, Oiit.; Winnipeg, Manitoba

Exchange Agencies Everywhere

  

Seattle.

  

For Four

Cylinders

For Six

Cylinders

  

$25
$1.50 extra for two-way valve necessar

when the same tank is used for hot

starting and lighting.

ages install it with utter carelessness, overlooking the one or

two simple features vital to success in operation. Fortu

nately this is an easy matter for the car owner to correct,

even if he isn’t a mechanic.

Our literature tells you exactly how the Prest-O-Starter

is installed, and how to adjust it. Anyone can give it the

slight attention it may need or quickly tell a dealer where

the trouble lies.

Every Prest-O-Starter is sold with the assurance of satis

factory service. The entire Prest-O-Lite Organization is

back of every one. If you have any trouble, report it to us

or to our nearest branch. \Ve’ll wipe it out quickly.

 
 

  

Insist Upon GETTING

the Outfit COMPLETE

During warm weather the connection which feeds t ‘

acetylene into the intake manifold is not needed. So 2a

some dealers are not installing it. But in cold "\ "

weather this feature is vital. You're entitled to it.It’s included in the price. so see. that you get it. '
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W H E N ORDERING

BY MAIL, BE SURE

TO GIVE THE SIZE

WANTED OR MAKE

OF MOTOR.

 

 

‘1

 

  

locates

the

  

trouble

  

“ ONE LO0K

Lift the hood and look. A single glance, bright day or

darkest night, tells the whole story of what’s wrong with

your ignition. when your motor is equipped with J-D Visible

Gap Spark Plugs. Hunting around with matches, short cir

cuiting with a screw driver, unscrewing the plugs to examine

the points—all that fuss and loss of time are needless.

Visible Gap Spark Plugs

See how simple the secret of their efficiency is. in the porcelain—outside the motor

His an opening or port. In the portion of the central electrode and facing this port is an

adjustable gap, regulated by knurled nut at the cap so that it can be widened or closed

eiitirely. Through this port you see if the spark is jumping the gap in the electrode. If

there is no spark at the gap you know the trouble lies behind in wiring. magneto, coil or

batteries. If the spark jumps, but proper ignition fails to follow. then the points must

he fouled or carburetion is faulty. lly widening the gap you can increase intensity of

spark and scour the points clean through the _I-D patented electrical action found in

no other plug.

There are other services this plug can render.

for any cylinder and uses minimum current.

Yet the Price Is Only $1.00

I If your dealer cannot supply you, we will mail as many as you want prepaid on receipt of price.

"\our money back or a new plug unless you are absolutely satished,'_‘ goes with every plug:

A new edition of our classic “Ignition and Spark Plug Talk" 15 Just off the press. Write for a free copy.

Jettery-Dewltt Company

565 Butler Avenue Detroit, Michigan

Llrgclt Mlnuflclurere of Spark Plugs In the World

It facilitates timing of engine. regulates spark

Our guarantee,
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“The Horn that's Made For the Discriminating"

TUTO HORN

THE TWO TONE HORN

  

r}1

said

‘til/eggs:;3.5;?,._-_;

{h'2.n

...:J~cn-a‘1»,..‘__

 

it";  

 

Tuto, The Standard of" the Future.

HE dual service of the TUTO horn is making thousands of Friends For

it and the purchasing public are specifying this type of warning signal

in preference to all others.

  

II!!!
D ;, _ . 1

Y
i if 1

(L The TUTO'S rapid increase in popularity has been made solely

through its service»giving qualities, its positive, instant action, effectiveness of both sig/

nals, the low and the loud, and the entire absence of confusing or objectionable

notes.

(L The makers of the TUTO horn were first to produce a practical dual service

signal with a low note For ordinary use and a loud note For emergency purposes.

Furthermore, the TUTO horn was the first warning device to provide this double
. . . . “l

servnce through the manipulation of a Single push button, so arranged that the nat/ural increase in pressure, incident to approaching danger, would positively sound "ii

the loud note.

.V'b._LRa

(L All of these novel Features of the TUTO horn are covered by issued patentsand pending applications so that this efl'icient dual warning signal can be obtained

only in the TUTO and TUTO'ETTE horns as made by the Dean Electric

Company.

t _M

..~

(L Car makers have been quick to appreciate the advantages of the TUTO horn,

and many thousand horns are used as standard or special equipment on the leading

cars oF this country.

is.sr;

(L We are the largest makers of electrical warning signals in the world, our orders

For two months alone, amounting to 55,000 horns For standard equipment on I913

     

cars.

The Dean Electric Co.

260 Taylor Avenue, Elyria, Ohio

“Look for Dean where Quality’s seen” '

TUTO Horn, $25.00 TUTO-ETTE $17.50

 

 

 

. senate-t Y
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1, Clack' 2, Speedometer; 3, Carburelar 4:11:45!

ment; 4, Jmmctcr: 5. lgmlwn Snatch; 6’. Lighting

Switch'; 7, Dash Light,- 8, Carburetor 'Flooder”;

9, Self-SNIer Button ; 10, Clutch Pedal' 11, Brake

Pedal; 512, Accelemlor; l3, Muffler “tout; l4.

Control ever: 15, Brake Lever; 16, Steering

Column; 7, Dash I'rr:lilntor; 18. Horn.

In Touring Cars and Runabouts alike, the body

lines are long and flowing; the tenders broad and

sweeping; the doors wide and well mounted, flush

with the side of the body.

Another Thing

The great ease of riding which every

one notices when, for the first time they

ride in an Abbott-Detroit. is due to our

three-quarter elliptic, underslung spring

construction.

Unlike other cars. the Abbott-Detroit

springs are hung under the axles instead

of being mounted over them.

The result is that the whole car is

lower, the center of gravity thus being

brought nearer the ground—the car is

rendered safer to drive at high speeds

and the comfort of the occupants is very

materially increased.

The New Self-Starter

The Abbott-Detroit cars are equipped

with our own design of electric self

starter, not a combination of ignition,

lighting and starting devices such as

some manufacturers employ, but a real

dependable self-starter built as a part of

filth—01FOM

qultllll

Electric Lighting

Electric Self-Starter

Standard Equipment

The One :Thing That Will Attract Your Attention First, on~

Each of thefl913 Abbott-Detroit Models is the Beautiful

Body, With Its Artistic Lines and Superfine Finish.

springs.

The seats, deep and spacious, are upholstered with

12-in. cushions made of an excellent grade of curled

hair and leather, backed up by oil tempered spiral

There is ample room for the full comple

ment of passengers to ride in comfort.

the engine, connected to the crankshaft

with an independent train of gears

through an over-running roller clutch.

When the gasoline motor starts, this

clutch releases the gears and they remain

idle while the gasoline motor is running.

Electric Lighting

The current for the electric lighting

system is supplied by a dynamo operated

by the engine, which, in addition to sup

plying suflicient current to light all the

lamps brilliantly, keeps a storage bat

tery, from which current is drawn while

the motor is standing still, always

charged to its full capacity.

Other Important Features Are

Carburetor dash adjustment, by means

of which the gasoline mixture may be

changed to suit conditions—a carburetor

priming device—a clock speedometer set

—black enameled and nickel trimmed

Built for Permanence

and

Guaranteed for Life

electric head lights, side and tail lamps

—demountable rims—extra large artil

lery wheels—over-sized tires—Continen

tal motors with enclosed valves—Tim

ken Roller and imported Schafer Annu

lar Bearings—oil tempered springs—

nickel steel transmission—double trussed

nickel steel, full floating type of rear

axle—heavy duty forgin 5, double heat

treated—dry plate multip e disc clutch.

"The demand of the day is that an organiuh'on

:hall be judged by ils product, and not by what

it claim; for itself.” Keep this in mind when you

examine there 1913 models.

MODELS AND PRICES.

30-40 Fore-Door Roadster, 116-inch wheel

base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . u, . . . . . .. $1700

34-40 5-passenger, Fore-Door Touring Car,

116-inch wheel base . . . . . . . . . .2 . . . . .. $1700

44-50 S-passenger, Fore-Door Demi Ton

neau, 121~inch wheel base.., . . . . . .. $1975

~M-SO 7-passenger, Fore-Door Touring Car,

2l-inch wheel base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $20001

44-50 Battleship Roadster, lZl-ineh wheel

base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2150

44-50 7-passenger, Fore-Door Lnnousme,

lZl-inch wheel base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3050

Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOTT MOTOR COMPANY

607 Waterloo St., Detroit, Mich.
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The Days oi Tire

Trouble Are Over

for the Knowing Car

Owner ‘Vho ‘Vill

Have Nothing But

Firestone
Quick-Detachable .

Demountable RlIllS

You need never fear delay in an

emergency if you are secured by

these time-saving rims. Four or

five minutes at the most is

needed to change tires.

Figure the worth of this when

catching a train, when every

minute counts.

  

 

Their simple, practical de

sign permits of the exchange

of rims with no special tool be

yond an ordinary wrench. In case

of repeated punctures the tire may

be exchanged whether rim is on or

off the wheel.

Tires Cannot Be Thrown. When puncture

or blow-out occurs, the Firestone rim holds tire

securely in place. The valve-sleeve, by preventing

valve from slipping out of place, holds metal plate

inside tube in regular position. Will not let clincher

side ring slip. It is a refinement which means much in

safety to every user.

There's Economy as Well. Firestone Rims

are made with non-split base. Moisture, dirt and

other foreign matter cannot get at the tire to decay and

ruin casing or inner tube.

‘ Firestone Rims remove the last “fly in the ointment" of

' perfect motoring pleasure. Equip your old car with

them, and demand them for your new one.

Write for Rim Book

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

America’s Largest Exclusive Tire and Rim Makers

AKRON, OHIO :: All Principal Cities

  

Quick-Detachable P Q

Demountable

For Any Type of Tire—Clincher or Straight Side
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The M & P 0ne Thousand Pound Electric Truck Comes to Your

Customer, Mr. Dealer, With an Iron-Clad Guarantee Back ot It.

This guarantee covers every possible angle, protecting you and the buyer in the matters

of reliability and economy of operation.

The M & P One Thousand Pound Electric Truck is the first electric truck of its quality

to be sold at M 8: P Prices. And because of long experience, and low overhead we are pro

ducing a vehicle which will positively give more Or better service at lower cost of opera

tion than can any other electric truck selling for as high as $2,200.

Comparison with the gasoline truck is unnecessary. We are selling electric trucks

whose advantages are obvious.

A Truck That Makes Good at a Price That Sells h.

The M & P Truck is the acme of simplicity—strong, sturdy, reliable and ecéhomical. In

a word, it is properly designed and properly built. It is “Made to make good and‘it does.”

Tests prove that the cost of operation is twenty-five to thirty-three per cent less than that

of a similar powered gasoline car.

A point that will also appeal to your trade is the price. It puts the High grade electric

delivery wagon within the reach of the average retail merchant, whofis, at presentlutilizing

horse-drawn vehicles for transportation purposes. We have the facts' and data to prove to

you and to such a merchant that the “M, & P” can save him a surprisingly lfiige aomunt of

money. “ “

You, Mr. Dealer, have studied the electric commercial proposition—you know that the

trade is hungry for it; You don’t have to go to the big manufacturer to sell this truck. You

have but to present it to the dry goods merchant, the hardware man, or any other merchant

with a delivery problem, to prove there is a waiting market.

Get the facts and figures covering this proposition, including complete description of

the M 8: P and our liberal commission to you. Find out how and why it will pay'you to get

busy now.

M & P ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY ,

Franklin and Dubois Streets Den-o", Michigan
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SHELDEIN Steel Wheels Lighter Than Wood

These wheels are one piece construction. The hub is bored to receive the %

bearings, of which you have several options. The rim is turned to size, sav- 2

ing the cost of S. A. E. Bands, which are unnecessary. There are no flange '2

bolts to come loose—a defect in wood wheels often causing much trouble and g

annoyance. .g

The economic disposition of material makes SHELDON STEEL WHEELS %

counteract tremendous side pressures. Lighter than wood, 5HELBUN STEEL g

WHEELS permit quick acceleration, which means fuel economy. Light weight E

and the rapid heat radiating capacity of steel increases the life of tires 100

per cent. Does this saving increase the value of your car?

SHELBUN STEEL WHEELS make a quality truck still better and build a

reputation for such a truck that is bound to make more and more business

for its manufacturer. Comparative cost considered, the difference will come

back in tenfold measure.

This company is now prepared to make delivery of steel wheels for one ton

trucks, other sizes to follow. This should appeal to truck manufacturers

who have been subject to annoying delays incident to receipt of wood wheels.

Were the steel product no more valuable from an engineering standpoint than

the wooden wheels this one item of convenience should appeal. Get your

axles and wheels from one source, save trouble and freight.

Manufacturers, engineers, and others can get additional information that

is bound to turn them into customers. 3,3; l M i b .,
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SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Detroit Branch: Chicago Branch:

1215 Woodward Avenue 68 East 12th Street
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'1; Hyatt Quiet Bearings

  

QUIET BEARINGS are essential to present day axles

and transmissions. Noise must be eliminated.

Sound is produced by the vibratory motion of any solid

substance. Sudden shocks or jars produce vibrations. Rigid

bearings transmit and intensify them.

The flexibility of the Hyatt Roller cushions shocks—absorbs

vibrations—hence reduces noise. An actual test will dem

onstrate these facts conclusively.

Sixty-five thousand transmissions are equipped with Hyatt

Quiet Bearings this season.

l'lYATT ROLLER BEARING Co.

DETROIT. MICHIGAN,
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Understand Your Motor Car!

‘1] These two free booklets will give you_a clear concep

tion of the importance and the constructlon of axles and

bearings—the foundations on which the whole car rests.

1]] They are yours for the asking—sent free, postpaid, on request to

either Timken Company. a .0 Write for the

Free Timken Primers Free
ON BEARINGS ON AXLES

q Called Primers because written in plain non-technical language that anyone can under

stand. One car owner writes: “'1 he '1 imken Primers are certainly a boon to the owner of

an automobile; they are extremely interesting and contain a wealth of information.”

Here are some of the Subjects covered in In a simple, human-interest way Timken

the Timken Primer on Bearings Primer on Axles tells:

q Importance of the bearings. q How life and safety depend on the axles.

q The many different ‘I‘Ings Iha‘ ‘I‘e bearings 11 How the rear axle performs four distinct func

mua d°- tions and is composed of several hundred separate

1] Where to find the anti-friction bearings in 9. pieces requiring thousands of. operations to

motor car. > make.

q A B C of Timken Tapered Ron" Bearings- 11 It tells how to lubricate, adjust and care for

1] How the Timken Bearing works. How it is the axles.

made. . _ _ _ 1] In separate chapters it takes up the front axle,

q A Yery "TWO"mm compil'lm" 0f lb? Pl'lmlplea the rear axle and axles for commercial cars. It

OI “nous ‘Ypes 0‘ ball and mu" beannga- explains full-floating, torque, action of the differ

q Care of bearings—lubrication and adjustment. ential, of the brakes and many other things.

1] The Timken Primers don't try to sell you anything. Timken Axles and Bearings are

sold only to motor car manufacturers to be incorporated as integral parts of their cars. The

Primers will give you just the information you need to properly appreciate and understand

the fundamentals of your motor-car. They are free. Send for them today.

Detroit. Michigan. U. S. A.

The Timken-Detroit Axle Company

v The Timken Roller Bearing Company

Canton. Ohio. U. S. A.
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DEALERS—Now Is the Time to Get More

Business Through the Sale at Warm Hand

Wheels. Winter Is Upon Us.

You can’t get away from the fact that the Warm Hand Wheel is not a

luxury but a necessity in large demand among those who drive for pleasure

and business in winter.

No progressive dealer can afford to overlook the importance

0t this accessory as a ready seller with a liberal commission

back oi every sale-at this time particularly, when six months’

steady use is ahead-E ought to grasp the opportunity NOW.

The Warm Hand Wheel is operated through either storage battery or elec

. tric lighting system, using a negligible amount of current. It is particularly

adapted to the Ford car, using the current from the “built in” magneto, with

out interfering with the ignition.

You, Mr. Dealer, should canvass your trade. Just find out how many car

owners would appreciate a warm, delightfully comfortable steering wheel in

all conditions of winter temperature—how many would do more driving in

winter and so make more business for you. You will find the business waiting.
 

The Warm Hand Wheel is an economical consumer of current—can be in

stalled in a few minutes—is always dependable and sells on sight.

The retail price is $15. Your commission is large and will warrant you

in featuring the device. Now is the time to get your territory. Will you

write for the proposition?

Warm Hand Steering Wheel Company

527 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK CITY
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OOK at this type 15. M. direct high tension magneto

closely, note first how simple is the construction work

itself—and how readily accessible is every single part of

the mechanism.

All vulnerable parts of each system are separate from

the other—for instance, a separate contact breaker is used

for both battery and magneto. On the other hand, to avoid I.

unnecessary duplication, parts not subject to accident and

wear are used in common. '

fashioned sloping steel pieces. These cams assure absolute

accuracy in breaking the circuit every 180 degrees. and as

the break occurs very quickly, the efiiciency of the spark is

correspondingly greatly increased. It is by this means.

largely, that Eisemann Magnetos have become noted for

the hot. fat spark they develop.

The cams are large, round steel pins instead of the old

The Eisemann Magneto C0.

Sales and General 0tlices:

225-227 West 57th Street, New York City

Indianapolis : Detroit:

514 North Capitol Avenue 6 Goldberg Building

  

 

 

 

 

'A‘Dfiusfiiat't' Man: i"

CONTACT BREAKER sc

1””

 
 

LOCK SPRING

PLATINUM

MAGNETO

BREAKER

‘PLATmUM - 1

BATTERY: - "

BREAKER

\POINTSf -

 

\

  

. 1.

coven roRilr‘iaclnztr)

MAGNETO a BATTERY MAKE mo BREAK

~n|~n~c LEVER

WITH SYEEL CANS

MAGNETO MAKE 8

BREAK LEVER
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g itworth

a Detachable

1r : ~\ o

NVireWheels

' “Vi, , } . ,. I

J , -~ 7 a.“ '4

H.M. The King of Spain I J

starting from 15;: Sebastian.

FITTED WITH

HoukDEssiisLEles
H.M. King George in his 0.1m!" cuffiuea with Rudge

Whitworth Detachable Wire Wheels. leaving Buckingham Palace.

~_

Royalty demands the best regardless of price. The private cars

of the Kings of England and Spain are equipped with Rudge

Whitworth Detachable Wire Wheels.

Their numerous points of suspension absorb all shocks and take up the heat pro

duced by friction, so destructive to tires. Strong, convenient, tire saving, the

RUDGE-WHITWORTH WHEEL has created a sensation in the European

motoring world.

The Standard Roller Bearing Company, of Philadelphia, is now manufacturing the

RUDGE—WHITWORTH WIRE WHEEL under R111/ge—l/711hcort/1 Patents, and it

will be equipped with the Houk Quick Demountable Rim for the American trade.

The RUDGEWHITWORTH WHEELS are practically indestructible and

absolutely rustless. \

George W. Houk Company

5003 Lancaster Avenue PHIEADELPHIA, PA.
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The Most Practical Chain

for Motor Trucks '

Because the “Whitney” Cotter Detachable Chain can be easily sepa

rated at any link and lengthened, shortened, or repaired without the use

of any special tool. This is of great advantage to truck builders, owners

and drivers.

“Whitney” Chains are used by the leaders because they are strong, accu

rate, dependable and above all long lived. They are made right and

they’re made from the right kind of material, thus giving highest effi

ciency. When making replacements insist on a “Whitney.”

“ Whitney” Chains Are Built tor Strains

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

arm”
M”
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Make Your Car Ride Easier

A Spring Leal Lubricatoi'

(GUARANTEED)

adjustable to any size automobile spring. Sim

ple. Quick and Effective, separates the leaves

just enough to insert the lubricant, and will not

damage or mar your springs. The damaging

cold clisel and hammer no longer necessary.

\Vhen the leaves of your springs are not lu

bricated they become rusty and freeze or ad

here to each other. They are soon like one

\olid piece of steel. Then your car rides hard:

Plum; Pending. Squeaking occurs and breakages become fre

  

quent. Spring Leaf Lubrlcetor.

Lubricate your Springs Property and you Get More Comfort, More Pleasure, Less Breakages, Less Expense and No

Squeak, and 50 to 100 per cent More Resiliency and Longer Life out of Your Springs.

° Posmtle [)0 “ill WANT A COPY 0F 0UR 1912 CATALOG N0. 22?

Pr Paid The Most Complete of the Kind. Mailed Free on Request.

ans. E. MILLER, Home 0lfice: 97-99-10'1-103 Reade St., New York‘City
MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, BXPOR'I'ER AND IMPORTER

Order from Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. ALBANY, N. Y.—135 Central Avenue. ATLANTA. GA.--259 Peachtree Street.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—318 North Broad St.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. BOSTON, MASS—202404 Columbus Ave. NEW ORLEANS. LA.—601-603 Baronne St.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—l421 Bedford Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN.—274 Trumbull Street. NEWARK, N.6.—274 Halsey Street.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—824 Main Street. DETROIT, MlCH.—227-229 Jefferson Ave. SPRINGFIEL , MASS—Bridge and Dwight Sta.
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Mr. Automobilist:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon you

the importance of

Tires Inflated to

the Right Pressure

He insists that this is tire economy and

Saves You Money

How do you know what pressure you have in your

SCHRADER
U N I V E R S A L

Tire PressureGauge

(Trade Mark Registered in U. 5. Patent Office)

' Rt L
\zE'PSSntus Wig» \Wv . I

. Ht- nfi (any '.u.
'\.n w, 8?; , LIX-lb,“ k

  

' (Patented March. 1898—Other Patents Pending)

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time, day

or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your Valve

for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in place.

showing the exact pressure in the tire so that the Gauge

can be taken anywhere and read, at night to the from

of the car into the light of the lamps. After the pres

sure has been ascertained the Indicating Sleeve can be

pushed back into the Gauge with your finger. No catches

or snaps to operate or get out of order. This Gauge is

2% inches long over all, short enough to apply easily

to the smallest diameter of wheel and can easily be

carried in the vest pocket or the change pocket of your

trousers.

Price $1.00 Each

Ready for Delivery Now

Guaranteed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate

Can be obtained from all tire men

ufacturers and the dealers, or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, lnc.

28-32 Rose Street New York City

 

  

 

 

EDERAL
RUGGED TREAD

Tums
Federal Rugged Tread Tires contain features

that appeal strongly to users seeking a real anti

skid tire. The heavy knobs firmly grip the road

and ensure perfect safety against skidding.

Made in Regular Clincher, Quick-Detachable

Clincher or Straight-Wall Clincher (oversize)

types.

Federal Tires are procurable at leading dealers

and auto supply houses.

Federal Rubber Mfg. Co., Milwaukee

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES—New York. Boston, Chi

cago, Kansas City, Minneapolis. Denver. Indianapolis, Co

lumbus, St. Louis, Louisville, Omaha. Little Rock, Atlanta,

Los Angeles, San Diego, Pasadena. New Orleans, Portland.

(Federal Rulilier Mfg. Co. of Texasv allnllns. Houston, San

Antonio )
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Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

IT will cost you practically no more than what

you will be forced to pay out for constant repairs

on your present ignition system. A new Remy will

give your car new life. Here is our exchange

proposition:

LIat Price Allowance Not to You

2-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . . . $46 00 S 9 20 $36 80

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . . . . .. 50 00 10 00 40 00

6-Cylinder Re y Magneto

with Coil, co plete . . . . . . 52 00 1040 41 60

Allowance made for any make 0! Magneto.

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES—New York, Bolton, Detroit, Chicago, Kanaaa

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

.IRVICI STATIONS—Albuquerqge. Au usta. Baltimore. Charlotte. Cincinnati.

Cleveland. Denver, Dallaa. El

Minneapolis. New Orleans. Nuhville. l: (Vt), Omaha,

gelea, Philadelphia. Pittaburlh. Portland (Me), Portland (Ore), Rochel

ter. San Antonio. Seattle. Spokane. St. Louia. Syracuae. Utiea, Waahinltoa

(D. C.)

CANADA—Toronto. Winnipeg. Calgary. Hamilton. VIIICOIIVQI‘. Montreal.

 

Ussnm THIS

PUBLICATION '
ARE MADE

by /fi&

ENGRAVING CO.

PVCK BUILDING
295-309urmmSUP-HOUSTON

NEW YORK

TEIII’HONEGI SPRLNO

ESTABLISHED IB'II

  

 

no. ouaton. fickfainvilie Louiaville. lies.“

or o

Lauth-Jueraana

Trueln are De

livery lneuranco

QUALITY DURABIIIT

0N5. “70 AND 'I'IIIIEI'I 'I'0N
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LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST 1N CONSTRUC

tion. most powerful In operation and the motors are guaranteed againlt

defective workmanship and material for the life of the truck. The)

are positively the highest class trucks mnde. Two cylinder. ooh-10D.

tour cylinder. one. two and three-ton, Four speeds forward. Hose-Bright

ball bearing transmission mode In our own shops ot' the finest tool

lteel three-pinto disc clutch. revered h patents ownod by us. fluid

for i912 Catalog and specifications. rompt (ll-livery nn al' mOdols

Large publicity campaign just begun. Our quality will do the rest.

Reliable Agenta: Secure Your Territory for 1912 at Once.

The Lauih-Juerqens Motor Car (0.. Fremont. 0hlo.

Brannhen and Agencies

BOSTON—David Abrams, 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—Wont filrle Garage 1 Motor Co.. 160162 101st Rt.

CHICAGO—Tm- Lanth-Jnnrzens Motor Car Co.. 263032 Wabash Ave

NEWARK. N. J.—~Morc-hsnts Motor Car Co.. Essex Building.

DETROIT. MICIL—Blerl Auto Tflil‘li Halon Agency. 453 DIX Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND VICIS'I’I‘Y—Bowlos Motor Salon (10.:

Inc.. 1608 14th St. N. W.. Washlmrtnn. D (Y.

  

 

 
 

 

  

Sanitary Dealt:

  

 

A COMPLETE LINE

OFFICE, BANK
AND

COMMERCIAL

FURNITURE

Geo. W. Cobb, Jr.

 
 

  
 

 

  

4749 Liberty Street New York City

\ Telephone 872-873 John
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BENZ
 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of tinting gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ Alliii IMPDRT BUMPANY 0F AMERICA

2150 West 84th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

4!

 

  

  

wmufn

i‘l‘k."f@jgfii

Price $75

Hamil/57m

WE have three times trebled our factpries. More than

100,000 new cars will be equipped with Warner

Auto-Meters this season. Practically all of the prominent

manufacturers make the Warner Auto-Meter “regular

equipment"—regardless of its HIGH PRICE.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by dealers all over

the world and at our own branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

The Warner Instrument Company

Beloit, Wisconsin

BRANCHES—Atlanta. Denver. Philadelphia, Boston. Detroit, Bufialo.

Indianapolis, Portland (Ore), Chicago. Kansas City, Cincinnati,

Angeies, Seattle. Cleveland, New York. Pittsburg . San Froncilco.

St. Louis.

Ont.Canadian Branch: 559 Yonge St., Toronto.

  

 

 

  

  

 
 

 

 

  

Warner Quality

Ste ring Gear's

NYBODY can claim

quality—but a record

of eight years use to

the better class of cars is

indisputable proof. Th at

proof is back of Warner

Steering Gears.

The prime features of

Warner Gears are:

accessibility; com

plete interchange

ability; use of ec

centric sleeves;

adjustable angle of

column; large bear

ing and contact sur

faces specially hard

ened and ground, assur

ing ease of motion and

durability.

The Warner line includes a wide range in both pleasure and

commercial types.

We guarantee dependable deliveries.

Get acquainted with Warner Quality—~make it another

selling argument.

We modify our designs to meet your detail requirements,

or build on approved designs on seasons quantity

specifications.

Detroit Office Philadelphia Office

628 Ford Building Glenwood Ave. E 2nd 8!.

Warner Gear Co.

lndiana

  

  

  

Munme

 

 

  

E

D AND BECOM

TIBE HOUSE

L OVER THE COUNTR . IALOne weak point of the automobile to-day is that you cant de

pend on its tires. INTERLOCKS revolutionize this condition by

making your tires so strong that blowout: become practically im

possible. IN'I‘ERLOCKS save half your tire expense—save repair

bills—double your mileage—prevent punctures and completely free

you from all fear of tire trouble.

0‘ What INTERLOCKS Are.—The INTERLOCK is a complete inner

tire (not an inner shoe) which is placed between the outer casing

and the inner tube to strengthen the outer casing and protect the

tube. It is the only reinforcement which is locked by air pressure

to the rim and which becomes an integral part of the tires. and,

therefore, cannot heat or chufe. Even if the tire is broken the

N E LOCK will hold.I ITNTIT‘JRLOCKS Insure Safety—You know that the sudden blowing

out of a tire may easily ditch any car when going at fair speed—the

safety of INTERLOCKS should appeal to you.

Reduce Your Tire Expense.—You can have

the tires on your new car equipped with

INTERLOCKS if you specify them. INTER

LOCKS are the only perfect tire reinforce

ment. They cost a little more but are

cheapest in the long run.

For your present car—ask any

dealer or supply house, or write to

us for the name of your nearest sup

ply source IXTERLOCKS will make

any fairly sound tire more than carry

you through the season. They are

easily placed and are made in all sizes.

We Want Deniers Everywhere.—

Write

  

for Special 30 Day Offer. DEFLECTS
B oklets. Prices, Records of vRoad .

Tgsta and Testimonial! of users. QCPUNCTURES:

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO. v ~_

000 w. 0th St. An :11, Inc]. 1.; am“
walnuts.

*3 _ 3.,
.:M \ ' V
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Kelly- Springfield " "
r :J a -

0 e ' r. ..Automoblle T1res '

The longer you use Kelly—Springfield Tires

1' _.

“QQSTM:

the more you marvel at the mileage they ‘_ ‘

cl

55-):ZQS

 

  

  
 

  

give. You call it luck. We call it quality. nDQ\1\7 1 -

KELLY-SPRlNGl-‘IELD TIRE co., :0 Veaey Street, New York , -- .- Vi-PAC 1‘9,“

Branch Offices in New York, Chicago. Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis, Detroit, Cincinnati. San Francisco _1 -_ ’R‘ ~

Los Angeles. Buflalo, Baltimore. Washington, Seattle. Cleveland, Atlantafand Akron, 0. > -_- _ ' " I '90goss Rul_l_)bei'&Cfi.,theenigr, Clash). T $2515]: R‘t‘ibbefitfi TireCCompany, Dallas. Texas PATLxfllD ' ~--___, ' TN e

ermg m: u 0., coupon, earn. 0 u ., . ew nven, onn. " ~ -r The Hearn Tire & Rubber Cal.,, Columbus, 0 I“! JEEklmMIaM

‘ WALKERVILLE. anAbA. g,
 

 

 
 

1500

4 Cylinders

“Majestic”

$1975

4 Cylinders

“Sultamc”

$2650

6 Cylindera

  

THE NEW PRUBESS RAW HIDE 00.

Cut Gears of Quality

Complete Differentials

  

 

  

  

  
I“ JACKSONAUTOMOBILE CO-i , ~

1m HSTMA/IVSIDZFI,‘ i3. ;

AC/O‘OMM/(fl/dd/V. .

THE NEW\PROOESS RAW HIDE OO

svnaouse, n. v.

i| THE NEW Ptoctss RAW HIDE to.

  

   

 

4’0 fl/ZL 7'00 STIEP

/V0 Sad/VA 700 fop

  

 
  

 
 

The circulation of the Motor World is a guaranteed one, sworn to by an afiidavit, which will be sent upon request

 

I -_

In All the World No Car Like This

Ten successful seasons—the wonderful long stroke

""""'°"' motor—added improvements and refinements give

u this wonderful car the greatest value ever offered for

GA 0S A $1800. Read the list below of the most notable fea

tures of the

Great Dealer Proposition for those who want to handle a v “Wedevice that will increase engine efficiency, save fuel and keep ‘

the engine clean. Retails for $3. Big commission. Write

 

 

today. 10 inch more wheel baae (now 124) Long Stroke Motor QO-H. P.

Electric Li late—Dynamo Syatem Enlarged Brakea

Five more orae Power (now 40) Prest-O Sell Starter

G émprlovedTSteiringd Gear 1 {urkiahwshprilng C(tlla%i_ona

no me an un er ow— arge eea an net
1270 Broadway NEW YORK Indicator and filler on duh Exceptionally Roomy Bodfv

Improved Springs Demountable Rims (aet 0 _five)

_ Inside Control Double Independent Ignition 87:

Ten inch U holltery tem

Fluah Side odiea Carburetor Daah Adjultment

Nickel Trimminga Rain Vilion Windahield

 

DEALERS—We have a square deal proposition

@ for you. Unique in many ways. Well worth writing

, for.

“The Car With A Conscience” OWNERS AND DEALERS—Write for the most

interesting catalog ever written.

Write for the advance announcement de- MOLINE AUToMOBILE COMPANY

SCI‘lblng 1913 models. 101 Keokuk Slreel EAST nouns, ILL.

FOUR AND srx CYLINDER MODELS

$1000 to $3000

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.

250 Oakland Boulevard PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
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$1750
ANNOUNCING I9 I 3 TOURABQUT

Complete Specifications Sent on Request

-we em uII mule

NYBER AUTOMOBILE WORKS
cm ()"KI South-In Ollsew

“JV M‘lfiliGAN Avl yCNItYTMOOQLm

 

  

 

 

no

Five

Passenger

Touring

Car

  

Enclosed Valves. Three Point Suspension, Unit Power Plant, Platform

Resr Springs, Full Floating Axle, Left Hand Drive, Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires, Complete Ball Bearing Csr. Write for specifications.

BRIGGS-DETROIT“ (30., 449 llolbroolt Ave., Detroit, Mich.

  

 

“Distinctly Complete"

  
llsetrieslly ‘ _ Q“ Six Models

loll-Started 40 and 50 H. P.

snd Lighted -.7 Fully Equipped

If H Posse-gee, Fore Does lode-l _so-7 Passenger, Fore Door

our-ing C8. Touring Car.

Ill 41—4 Passenger Desni Tonnesn. Iodel 51—4 Psssenger Denii Tellenn.

 

I.“ OZ—Rosdster with the Iodel 52 — Roadster ty —sll with

use. 1:... ......"M- “‘ $2.325..." “a: if“. ""
| e in Of.

40 . $2400 H.P. ................. .. $3400

Pnly equipped with top, w' ’ L' u , J " _ _ 36' wheels.

demountsble rims, and lulOlnilltf'Ill-C pump

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co., m Muncie, Ind.

looses: Brunch: 153 Issssehnsetts Ave. Omaha Branch: 110 S. 18th It.

 

 

R

C

“ Twenty-Five” $ 9 0 0

R-C-H The Car Complete F 0 Detroit

Five-Passenger Touring1 Car

THE CAR—The best materials. t e highest

grade‘workmsnlhip, snd the most up-to~dste

ideas in construction

EQUIPMENT—The most complete, highest

grade equipment ever placed on s popular

priced car.

Two Passenger Roadster, 110' wheelbase. "00, L o. h. Detroit

Three Psssenger Coupe. “0" wheelbase, $1300, I. o. h. Detroit

R-C-H CORPORATION, 104 Lyonste St , Detroit, Mich.

  

 

 

A new illustrated folder in colors has just gone to press.

Its edition is limited. for immediate distribution—to fill early

requests. Write for one at once. \Ve have some open terri

tory for substantial dealers.

Marion 37-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “$1475

Marion 36-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1425 A“ “" “my ‘aulpp‘d‘

Marion 48-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..sisso A“ “"“m‘t

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY

918 Oliver Avenue Indianapolis

  

 

  

\_
'\ ' " ' ' ' '

—

Bupmoblle "82" Touring Car, hilly Equipped, 8975 F.0.B. Detroit

.un -stroke motor, 3% x5% inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

crank s aft. Unit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three speeds for

ward. Sliding gears. Full floating axle. Center control. Zenith carbure~

tor. Bosch magneto. lO6-inch wheelbase. 32x356 inch tires. Quick

detachable rims. Mohair to with envelo e. ,Iiif curtains. Windshield.

Rear shock absorber. Prest- -Lite tsnk. as hea lights. Oil side and tail

ps. Tools—horn. Trimmings, black and enamel. Standard color. black.

Magneto and camshaft driven y silent Coventry chain.

Inpllsobile "82" Roadster, Fully Equipped, 8976 F.0.B. Detroit

Chassis and specifications same as Touring Car. Large turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories. tires and baggage.

Iupmohile "82" Delivery, Fully Equipped. $950 F.0.B. Detroit

Chassis same as Touring Car. Enclosed panel body. Two cushioned

lazy-beck seats. Carrying capacity, 800 lbs. Chassis and body painted

black, high-class finis. Two~piece windshield. Prest-U-I.ite tank. Gas

headlights. Oil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims. Tools—horn.

Trimmings, blsck and nickel.

IIUPP MOTOR CAR C0“ 1254 Mllmnlsee Ave, Detroit. Mich. 

 

Money-Savers

Time-Savers

Trade-Bringers

Sell Stewart Trucks

Delivery Trucks in Winter Months

No let-u in business for the dealer who handles Stewart Delivery

Trucks. Cod weather only increases the need for motor delivery. Mer

chants sre already worryingaover their holiday deliveries. They know that

their horse uipment will e inadequate durin the _cold, snowy days and

the rush and ong hours of the Xmas trade an speCial sales.

We can guarantee prompt deliveries of Stewart Delivery Trucks in

time for the winter business. \Ve can furnish dealers tlieir demonstrators

almost immediately. Now is the time to go out and get_this_ desirable

business. Merchants are looking for the right car; on_e that is scientifically

designed for hard delivery service. You can get their orders for Stewart

Trucks now. Write for our literature and libersl proposition to dealers.

T. R. Lipplrd. Pres. snd Gen'l Mgr. R. P. Lents, Sec. and Trees.

R. 6. Stewart. Vice-Pres. and Chief Eng. R. W. Ingersoll. Ssles Mgr.

  

  

 

  

ado—Friction Transmission—

speeds. Five models—writs.

CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan

Llunos s 50*

my number 0
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73"" 35 $2,750

Series

Fully

A d BNet‘iilport “~ Equipped

TQIECELEIYMATE CAR \1.

i I P: moron:

THE CHAMPION

The first American Car to adopt the Silent MERcE “GB-r c“!

ht Mont—the engine ined by Daimler' Lift up the hood of any Mercer and you will learn

Mmed“, Publl’d and Minerva. Why it is “the most talked of” automobile in America

THE F. B. STEARNS co. today
CLEVELAND, oi-no Send for Catalogue

""’““‘ ""‘ ""‘°" “' '2‘ cm" MERCER AUTOMOBILE co. timghgj“;°;f

 

 

   
 

  

"The Easiest Riding Car in The World"

  

 

The Marmon “32” The Marmon “Six”

12-40 H.P., lZO-inch wheelbase, eeli 2-80 iii-h lt4iifi)starting, dynamo lilhtinl. with . “m. m ' °°. . ' '

I A body types to meet every require

diglzoeah-gigy" 'zsnm

ment and corresponding equipment Ind conupogdin' gq‘lp-egt

‘1 N D! R5 LU N0 - -:z.sso m 9,100 $5,000 to $6.350.

E have published a very interesting book on the advan

tagesdoi dlkfeTun coéutrucftaialnix It i}; at value ti:

dealer or in 'vi t to 0 our ‘ne w 'c ranges

price from $1475 to $4500. Write for a copy today. N O R D Y K E & M A R M O N C O ..

American Motors Comyany i INDIANAPOLIS (In. 1m) INDIANA

mm

. \kt.

  

Detailed Information on Request.

 

_ upon” Ind'J mtfixty Years .9" Succeeeful Manufacturinm

 

Dept. E.  
 

 

  

 

 

   

 

  

HAVE RS HAv ER S

"SIX-44” “SIX-55”

Dirch Drive—Single Reduclion ‘ ‘ 1 8 5 o s 2 2 5 0

F”! C°""°I ' ', Touring Car and Touring Car and

Irreversible Worm Sleer ' Badger Types. Speedster Types.

Long Mileage Balleries 44 h.p. 6 Cylin- Electric Starter.

Buflalo Service _ _ ‘ '5 T ‘ (lCI‘S. Unit POW“ Electric Lights.

'7 > Am“ “a. Plant, S-Poinl 55 hp. 128 in.

‘4 '~‘ "5:. Model 29 Roadster, . . $2,600 suspension "2 Wham 36 x

MM"! 30 C°"P¢- - - - 3,200 in. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires. Fully

' ._ w ' Model 30-B Coupe', . . 3,300 36 X4 m Equipped‘

The Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company “mum‘mmdnaum

7 Buffalo, _New York ' A mavens motor: can COMPANY, Port Huron, Mien.

 

  

 

  

“ It’s a Mighty Good

Transmission!”

That’s what the big

car builders that use

. them say. It’s the'trans

mission that is specialized—still it is less ex

pensive than it built by yourself. Write us.

COVERT MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

Sales Office: Ford Bldg” Detroit, Mich. Fectory: Lockport, N.Y.

  

  

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

' six cylinder Tour-inn.r Car, five passenger convertible to

C016 SIXty seven passenger. 132-inch wheel base. Delco electric

lighting, starting and ignition. $2485

Cole Fifty four cylinder Touring Car. five passenger convertible '

  

  

to seven. 122-lnch wheel base. Delco system. $1985

four cylinder Touring Car, flve passenger 116-inch
COIe Forty wheel base. Delco system. $1685 '

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer's proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up with 1: LE_
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THE UNIVERSAL CAR

  

It’s the car that has “made good.” In num

bers far exceeding any other car—on all

sorts of roads and under all sorts of condi

tions. Prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

where. Ford Motor Company, Detroit, Mich.

 

  

 

 

 

as
7”! CROXI'O/V

  

  

Croxton cars incorporate all of E

g the features for which the buyerin, looks in the new models. Write

for catalog and Agency details.

 
  

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights— Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMES MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.

 

 

7].;
. .otor Car Manufacturers

Since

Occupying the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant In America

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. T-8 Kokomo Ind.

 

,“e

  

Mighty Michigan “40”

40-Horsepower Touring Car or Roadster. absolute

ly silent in operation. Oversize tires 35 x4y2—cylin

ders 4% x 5% in.—l l8-in. wheelbase

—four-f0rward-speed transmission

-—demountable rims—nickel mount

ings—massive. straight-line body—

big, roomy seats—electric lighting by generator-—

everything. Price $1585, includes full equipment. Two

smaller models. Catalog on request.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY

[130] Kalamazoo, Mich.

  

 

   

“Thirty”

a F o r ‘ y”

“F i i t y”

60H.P."SIX”

  

  

  

 

  

.~

“STANDARD” WHEELS

FOR PLEASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

One Passenger to 16 Tons Capacity

cand for Catalog No. 15

STANDARD WHEEL COMPANY,Terre Haute, Ind.
 

 

 

  

Model

“45”-$2150

Biggest. best proposition ever of

fered to dealers. Illustrated book

free. Glide “45" in Two. Four. Five

and Seven passenger

models. Write us

KisselKar prices

include lull equip

nieni—seli-starler,

top, windshield,

demountable rims,

s p c e dome

Every part _built in_ the KisselKar plant,

which is equipped With ever facility for

economical manufacture. Al KisselKars

have extra liberal wheelbase and roomy

tonneaus unsurpassed by any car at any

FTICC for Cominrl and capabilities. Write

or catalog.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

159 Klsoel Avenue Hartlord, Wis.

e q u ipment,

s h o c k ab

lorbcn, etc.

today. _

The Bartholomew

Company
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TheMoiorWilh the

Slidin - CrescentVaive

KNIGHT—DAVIDSON

1896 — 1912

_ The CRESCENT valve of the K-D Motor, fitting around the ata~

GOIII' piston wall affords a larger port area than any other poppet

or Ill e valve on the market. It is simpler and, consequentl , better

th_an_any other valve construction known and is here ofl'ere to dil

enminating manufacturers, not as an experiment, but as a tried, tested

and prov_ed mechanical advance. The K-D motor is simple, ailent,

cools rapidly, has the simplest oiling system known, will not carbonize.

La]! and most important. Will give on a given quantity of fuel more

power, speed and endurance, unit for unit, than any other engine on

my type of an automobile. We want to present some facts to inter.

eated manufacturers.

KNIGHT-DAVIDSON COMPANY, Boston, Mass.

KNIGHT-DAVIDSON

  

  

  

We are now arranging agencies for 1913.

Write for full particulars

DORRIS MOTOR OAR COMPANY

8t. Loula, U. 8. A.

 

  

 
 

  

Write today for our booklet

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY

Cleveland. Ohio

 
  

 

 
 

Write For This Franklin

Dealer Proposition

O matter what cars you now

handle—get the Franklin

Dealer Proposition. Franklin is

now the third largest selling

high priced car, and rapidly

gaining on second. Reasons—

less gasoline, less oil, no smoke,

fewer tires. travels faster, rides

easier, wears longer, silent, pow

erful, flexible, beautiful.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE C0.

28 Franklin Square, Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 
 

I Better Than Commercially Perfect

G EARs Bevel Differential
Transmission

Steering

$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work; also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

Company

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Gear

Brown - Lipe - cm“,

H. W. CHAPIN, (ien’l Mgr.

‘L

 

 

 

 

 

  

Drop Hammer Forgings

They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

cost very little more than castings.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND senwoe ouananrean

TIIE llllllSllllllI'lEll MANUFACTURING BUMPINY, Toledo, 0hitl .

—t
.v

  

 

 

  

Oonn.Bantam,IANTAM ANTI-FRICTION CO.,
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-' s / R‘s-5%, R
is responsible for the success of alargema

,('
i. i "i I ' jority of the most prominent pleasure and

' ’l/ f- ' commercial cars. They will bear your investi

" -' gation before the purchase 0! any type of car. -

' Literature upon request.Large photogmvureol

RUTENBER MOTOR Co., liar-Ion. led.the above cut for

framiuq Me in stamps.

 

  

 
  

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and Igniler

Lights, dims and extinguishea all gas lamps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stern of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach

Convenient

Sale

Dependable

Write for booklet and dealer discounts.

THE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Pittsiield. Mass.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States.
 

 

 

Front Axle Yoke Bolts

You require the best bolts made—bolts

manufactured from suitable analy

sis open hearth or nickel steel

—bolts tough and strong

and properly hard

ened for this

vital duty.

  

Your in

quiry for bolts

ground to size, ready

to slip into place, will

bring surprisingly low prices

—quality of work considered.

The Electric Welding Products Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

  
 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

THE ONE MAN
  

CAN BE HANDLEU BY ONE PERSON AS EASIleQUItKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

INSTAITANEOUS PROTECTION

GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING CO. 515 W. 56L" ST. NEW YORK.

—

NEWTONE

Motor Horns

Prices are the lowest for which horns of Dependable

qualifications can he bought

  

 

Torpedo Type

Price $20

Automobile Supply

Mfg. Co.

220 Taalie Place. BIMKLYN. N.Y.

 

  

 

 

The‘Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamps on the market with the_advantages 0|

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in_ style and in quality. They are

the strongest lamps as well as the most efiective.

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass

Lens Mirror Reflector—the atented system of double ray light proiection which

give! two distinct fields of ight for town and countré use—or the new and ex

elusive black finish with a metallic lustre which is una ected by heat or morsture

All of these features are exclusively "Solar."

your car or specify equipment to the maker until you haveDo not equi .

olar advantages. See Solars at any live dealer's or write forseen all of the

the catalog.

Solara are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations.

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Kenosha, Wis. (137) New York City

The [Inc Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning Device

Ooete Little to lug—

Ooete Nothing to Opernte

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb-No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

13th Stmt all Inhnri

LONG IOLAN D OITY

Philadelphia, l4l6 Vine SL; Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave.; Minnea olis,

70 So. 10th St.; Buffalo. $52 Main St.; San Francisco, 544 Van Ness ve.;

Los Angeles, 1229 So. Olive St.‘ Seattle, 917 E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore.),

329 Ankeny SL; beaver, 15th and Curtis Sts.
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Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so, have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Amesbury, lass.

 

 
 

  

Standard—Universal Rims

m (mm fit any style or make of tires. The

in" side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate s

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place. Write for catalog

607. which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

  

a; it E

SPLITDORF PLUGS are gas-tight, soot

proof and unbreakable and never

need monkeying with. Insist upon

SPLITDORF—they are STANDARD.

Write for new “la/o;

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

“ Always There ”

[,Diamond

SAFETY TREAD

(Squegee) TIRES

1, Won't Slip -Won'l: Slide

‘1 Won‘t Skid-They Grip!

THE DIAMOND RUBBER C0. or N.Y.

Subsidiary of The B. Y. Goodrich 0°

AKRON, OHIO

-

i;

h
liz

  

 
 

  

The Kinsey]

Manufacturing Company J

TOLEDO, omo |

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 
  

 
 

  

 

  

  

TIRE ruin casings. They admit mois

ture to the carcau, cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger-end in blowouts.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER 'I'UI any

where ln 15 minutes. better than a Repair Shop can do

—-nnd for an: ant.

Universal

Auto-Vulcanizer
Patented

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete, with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can becnrried in the tool box. Slmplestnnd most snfl

device ter eliminating the troubles that has ever been dc

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizcr—put in the gasoline—light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It mn'l bum, :rvrll or injure tube or casing. It can’t

get out of order. It :n’t fail to do its work. So

simple.anyone can operate it. The Universal Auto

Vulcanizer saves its cost n lnmdrm' limw over in

trot ble and expense.

Price Complete. “00 Ready for Instant Use

Guaranteed Ssttslseiory or Ioney Idnniled

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, Fast Plltstlne. 0h].

 

Any Kind

Every Kind

0

Stock, or Deonntable

is Blue Print Channels

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

 

Clincher

(I D

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 00., Sales Agents. Detroit

 

 

  

MR. SELLER, D0 “MR. BUYER” a favor:

Sell him the car he naturally wants.

Don‘t sell him the car he has to be educated

to want. Sell him the ear with the
  

You don't have to“get

at" a BUDA very

-‘ often; but when you

do, you’ll a preciate

“'e were in business 25

years ago and if you

should want an inter- ;

changgable part 25 5, ~><..

years rom DOW We “- a ' - I '

intend to be in busi

Lt 5 ex" “S‘Ylei

“es, to supply it Model“... get-at-aBleness.

All the details are yours ifyou write to

BRANDENBURG & CO.

1108 S. MICHIGAN AVE. 57m AND Bnoanwar Fonn Bmuiia'o

CHIC/um. New Your Cirv. l'mrnmr
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Electric Engine Starting

and Lighting Systems
Made for installation on all make: of Girl.

No car is complete unless electrically started

“" and lighted. Write

for booklet telling

how to bring your

car up-to-datc. We

have an interesting

proposition for auto

mobile manufacturers.

Write for particulars.

THE APPLE

ELECTRIC COMPANY

18 N. Canal Street

DAYTON. OHIO, U. S. A.

 

Repair That Puncture Yourseli

in 18 Minutes — with the

Imperial Vulcanizer Repair Kit
(Pays for itself in a short time)

No electricity. no steam, no " -

trouble. A little gasoline, at

little rubber. a few Simple direc- _.tions, and you have repaired the ‘ -' L

puncture perfectly. ' t" r i

 

  

NICKEL PLATED

Patent Pending

Price $3.50 23.15%; 1'5"}...531352'.

AT YOUR DEALER'S OR SENT BY EXPRESS

Guaranteed to Satisfy or Money Retunded

McGRAW TIRE a RUBBER CO., Dept. E, East Palestine, 0.

 

 

 

imtf

 

f

THE 0TH] KBNIGSLUW MFG. BUMPANY

  

CLEVELAND

tions.

Pressed from cold

rolled steel, 1 i g h t

and very rigid. Send

' for attractive quota

; Lamp Bracket

EXTEFQNAHB F? A K E S \ _ i "

w k b k d {I
we(l)lras forii'aivtir Has: '

Your
largest braking sur

face. Best in design

and material.

of THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT C0.

_ 436 Housatonic Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

Accident We also make Raymond Brakes. Raybestos Friction

Facing and Gyrex. the Mixer.

  

 

  

L'

E]:

Otters Dealers a Real Live

Truck Selling Opportunity

Chassis

with

Driver's

Seat and

Bush

$1660

  

Here is a one ton truck at a price that will get the

buying attention of every concern doing a light

trucking business. Merchants and small manufac

turers will quickly see the economy and wisdom of

such a purchase.

Sanford Trucks are accessible in every part, in

every assembly and in the entire assembly. Motor,

4 cylinder, 30 H. P., water cooled. Unit power plant,

3 point suspension. Clutch and fl wheel enclosed in

oil tight aluminum housing. ransmission, four

speed selective. Heavy axle and spring suspension.

Lastingly good, therefore permanently popular.

The Sanford agency is good for the dealer. The

Sanford truck is good for the owner. Write for

terms.

The Saniord Motor Truck Company

svnncusr-z. N. Y.

  

 

:JQEL

 

 
 

Dal:
 

 

JEI

 

Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITC

  

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easxly read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0.

1202 Michigan Awenue Chicago, Illinois

 

 

 

JONES

HUB

ODOMETER

l-‘its Any Standard Truck l

As strong as the Hub itself. Made by JONES

the speedometer man. No cheap _stampings,

no soft metals, no danger of inaccuracy.

Writ! for particular:

Main Oliice:
TIIE JONES SPEEDOMETER BM “mum, New Yo...
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New Departure Ball Bearings

SIGNIFY

No ball bearing is so carefully made, closely gauged,

persistently inspected and insistently standardized.

  

  

Guaranteed Materials

Guaranteed Accuracy Guaranteed Service

0i Dimension and Capacity

Gum-3mm Unilormily Catalog, data sheets, consultation service of our Guarameed Durabilfly

Engineering Department are yours for the asking.

American Made The New Departure Manuiacturing Co. American Made

for BRISTOL, CONN. for

Guaranteed 0 u a l i l y

  

  

 

 
 

 

 

Amcrican Trade Western Branch. 1010-11 Ford Building, Detroit American TradC

.—

_

GRANT ' LEES The STANDARD ElEliTlllllllE P 0 L5 0 N ,

GEARS 1913 Models Quality Windshields

Supt-mt- Quality—[Lowest l‘rice. Inquire into Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

Tl" 9"""L'" I'm" c°' THE STANDARIIl: {liltilii'SC'ZTRIC CAR co. and 0“ Starters

Cleveland, Ohio Jack-son; Mich, POLSON MANUFACTURING CO..Bu"alo,N.Y.

    

  

 

.mr.".‘a_. - , .  

“THE MASTER OAR". I - FIFTEINTH YIAR

6 cyl. 50 H. P., 35,000 4 oyl. as H. 9., s4,soo

"' ' _ " 4 OW. as H.P., $4,000

- J- )1, ' . (Completely Equipped)

POUOHKEEPSIE ~ ‘ ' F.I.A.T.

 

Start Your Car from the Seat No Cranking! No Always Ready and Positive

The AMERICAN

is the Only Starter on the market that measures the amount of gas injected into

the cylinders. You cannot “dope” the engine with the AMERICAN STARTER.

AMERICAN STARTER & CARBURETOR MFG. CO., 2022 S. 4001 Ave” Chicago, Illinois

 

  

 

’n'" - N D ' s. EBAAR [is c s

“lN-SURANCE F'OA’ BUILDERAND USER"
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO ‘l42 WEST 4;"P ST. NEWYORK

0

GILMER TIRE REPAIR PLIERS

The biggest live wire selling proposition that ever went across 4

the dealer's counter. Get the details and you will surely order. viz/A I

G. WALTER GILMER

52 W. Seventh Street PHILADELPHIA

_ M W "1"“, n "‘ "M "II "“""'"| W
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fll Standard Bearings

are fully described In our

New Catalog 24A

Send for It.

  
 

Look at our new middle name

PENngLVANIA.

VACUUM cu \ lRES
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa.

  

HAHl-i TIRES
Guaranteed 5000 Miles

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Company

General Ofl'ices: 1796 Broadway, New York City

Factories: Trenton, N. J. Branches Principal Cities

  

 

 
 

 

  

RELIANCE

"The Specdosneler

0! Quality "

Special iealures that eliminate

speedometer troubles. Send

ior the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Eliot St. Boston. lass.
 

 
 

Tones down headlllhts tor

city driving and ioggy

nights—an auto necessity.

Price 15c. per pair. Sell

like hot cakos. Dealers.

secure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

193! Broadway. New York

 

 

 

 

 

  

5 TA 0 CARI)

TREAD_
Illl‘ Tirv

l’l‘I'lI't ti

  

 

 

IMM S “AmIriean iii-I5]
MAGNETO a- 4

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

llgbest Ellieiency—Good Service Guaranteed

IIIE SIMS IAEIIEIII B0. "" limf’iluflfl’l ._

Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

 

 

 

The Bossert Company

UTICA, N. v.

  

 

 

 
 

 

DEALERS — READ THIS

We have a plan to help you sell more cars. Our

business is financing the sales of automobiles to peo

ple you would trust it you could do a credit business.

We make good your credit and pay your car sales

commissions at once. Get the details.

Harman -Yount Co. K‘"$I,,Zf,f,"“”

1788 Broadway. NEW YORK

301 Abbott Building. Cor. Broad and Race Sta.

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

 

  

AKRON, OHIO.

This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accessories ai iiies inherent nalities of material

and workmana ip that insure e maximum ol ser

vice at the minimum oi expense. (678)

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio

 

  

These Tires for You
 

Four corps of experts working

In four of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce.

l UNITED STATES Truss J.

Nothing of the kind has ever i

before been attempted in automo- '

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

 
 

  

 
 

 

    
  

New York

qty—“~77 Stop Fussing with Tirer

  

 

 

 

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension
Iii h Grade Onl

Cleveland,

 

Ohio

 

 

 

 

M ETZ “SPEOIAL” $395

Completer equipped, fully guaranteed. 22% H.P.,

4;cyimder water-cooled motor, Bosch magneto. Ar

tillery wheels, best quality 30”x.'i" clincher tires.

Makes 5 to 50 miles per hour on the high speed. 28

to 32 miles on 1 al. of gasoline. You can secure

EX€L%SIVE SA E in your territory. Send for

00 .. 3.

MIT! COMPANY, Wmlthlm, ".00., U. O. A.

 

 

Reo the Fifth

Final and crowning achievement of R. B. Olds.

pioneer designer oi autos. A standard size 30 to 38

horsepower [our cylinder car of modern refinements

priced at only $1,095.

(as) u. M. OWEN a co.. General Sales Agents

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich.

 

 

 
 

 

GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. Write.

PENN SPRING WORKS

L BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ql] e illiush iRalhintur

IIIE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARIFORD.CONN.

 

I 913 iMPORTANT FEATURES

Self Starter Eiectvie Lighting

a Turkish CuilliI'llS Mi-In. a l-in Tires

lI-In. Upholstering Increased Wheel Base

> Great Ease of killing Carbon! 1 [Lab Adjuststh

Demountable Rims Nickel Trimmings

Unit Power Plant—three point suspension.

- Cutting B-iO. l‘lU In. “heellnse, 40 h p.

b-paasenger touring car, fully equip] esl, OIGTB

Cutting A40. lZiJ-in wheelbase. ‘0 h.

2>paasenger roadster, iuily equipped,

Cutting C-55. lii'i-ln wheelbase. 65 h. p I

' 6-paasenger touring car. fully equipped.’2000

' Cutting Automobile Co.

.',-.,-. sss Ina-ale suns Juana,

n L .

P' ours
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SIX ngFoln¥IlSiilsggzscllollhm

A "six" designed and

built with the care and

skill and 00d workman

ship that ave made the

Continental the best knorm

motor in America.

, Built to accommodate

any type of self starter

now made; and suitable

for either left or right side

\\ I drive.

Illustration shows simple

and etfiment sxlent chain

drive ior starting motor.

Write for booklet

CONTINENTAL IOTOI MFG. COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

K. F. PETERSON, Factory Representative

i22 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago, Ill.

  

 
 

MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Cars and Light Delivery Cars

Send lor Booklet 58

A THE MOTZ TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

Executive Office: Akron, Ohio

smears.

ssss anal.- Amman I! Wool-fl Amman

um has-must“ menu in sin-ca,

2m [I‘ll AIL. ans-s

  

" " 1‘ so _ ‘ D

A—Shows ds'aM, notrhed treads

B—Shows undercut sides

C—Shnws llanhllae bridges.

D—Sbows absorbing means when

passing out an obnrueuou.

loses-mm

mile-Melit—

ssssmisssu-sqaqm ass a 0* 9. runs"

Wmsl.sm@,,tsmlsaa.

as».

 
 

75% increase in Tire Biiiclency

That's what the INNERSHU accom

plishes. It's a tough, durable, rubberized

fabric formed permanently to tire shape.

Ask for circular.

INNER 8110! TI!!! COMPANY

Fro-l ass-eel Grand lapsaa, salsa.

 

 
 

Wm
will help you to Increase your business while bene

tltln: sour customers. We will send any respon

sible dealer a pair on 30 days' trial Write now.

Good Agents war-ted Ior unoccupied territory.

IIA'I‘III-IR TIRE GOODS CO., Niagara Falls, N. Y.
 

 
 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL, DALY 6: MILLER

42 Broadway NEW YORK

WeedChains
   

  

  
or slipping.

  

  

  

_ by all reputable dealers

The Name ;‘ Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

“Weed” I 28 Moore St. New York

on Every Hook

The Great Anti-Skid.

Nine-tenths

of all accidents to auto

mobiles are caused by skidding

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the “other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ipperg greas

ments unless you equip your car wit

Cannot Injure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want to know what real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it your business to geta set.

Recommended and sold

CB

pave

Wee Chains. " ‘

  

 

 

 

  

ARE THE BEST

“asserts-CO -
MY VERNON. N Y

  

’§f$ii Fins.
  

  

 

 

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

Special Designs for Every

Type of Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

TOLEDO, OHIO

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Special Milled Parts

Cap and Set Screws

Plain and Caslellated Nuts

The National-Acme Mfg. Co

CLEVELAND, Sixth City

New York Boston Detroit Chicago Atlnntn Montreal

If the Greatest Engineers

in the world were to mect in convention and build

a car, when the§_ finished the car it would look

and be like the S UTZ in all its essentials. Write

today for advance Booklet A-lS, Sturdy STUTZ

Announcement, Series B

iDEAL MOTOR-CAR COMPANY

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA

  

llNVADER on.
“The Beat the World Aflords"

l cnas. F. KELLOM a 00.

Philadelphia

 

4 

 

 

  
 

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer

makes any car start easier in cold weather; adds

l0 to 40% to power and mileage. Simple, easily

installed, guaranteed effective on any motor. Get

details an price.

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO., Kalamazoo, Mich.

 

 

 

 

 

The NIAGARA Sell Starter

In “A. Dependable as Niagara"

Simple as It In Elllelent

Good 'lerrltory Open

1'!!! NIAGARA SALES COMPANY

104 Main Street Inlhlo. N. Y.

  

 

> we»;

ii'A'l'JtO{Hip Fabrics
a or av'éav DESCRIPTION g"

I saunas mm PRICES ON REQUEST

J. CO.,_Boston'_‘

 

 

no..8;
 

 

“National” Steam VulcaniZers

GARAGE MODEL repairs threa tubes and two

casings at a time. Cheapest and best on the market.

Get our special selling plan. Portable model Ior

individual owners which will please your customers

List price, $12. Manufactured by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

1m luclld a" CLlVILAND. o.

 

 
  

REGISTERED

 

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

III!- GIOSSIAN COIPANY. Min. New Yerll and Detroit

 

The Ford Water Circulator

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if

you handle Ford cars.

THE FULTON-MOCUTCHAN C0.

1146 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO, IL]...
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RECEIVERS' SALE.

Assets of

THE OHIO MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

of Carthage, Ohio,

Manufacturers of the

Celebrated “OHIO” Car,

including Real Estate, Machinery, Equip

ment, Supplies, etc.

Sealed bids for the entire assets of the

Company, with the exception of the bills

and accounts receivable, cash on hand, etc.,

will be received by the Receiver up to 10:00

A. M., Monday, December 2nd, 1912, and all

bids received will be submitted by the Re

ceiver to the Court.

For further information apply to

EDkVARD G. SCHULTZ,

Receiver of The Ohio Motor Car Company,

Carthage, Ohio,

or

PHILIP & S. C. ROETTINGER.

Fourth National Bank Building,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

BL'RCH, PETERS, OPPENHEIMER &

CONOLLY,

Pickering Building,

Cincinnati, Ohio,

HIS ATTORNEYS.

 

OR SALE—Patents. outright or to man

ufacture the same on royalt . Com

bined Automobile Tail Lamp and lluminat—

ed License Number. Information address

A. M. PUCKETT, 1301 Avenue B, San An

tonio, Texas.

| v r in ..n - ...uuir inwmlauu umuumwlwlnuuli N ' I

 

igln copiiols.250enis perline '~

A market place where Dealerl, Jobbera and

Manufacturer: may buy, aell or trade need care,

parta and appliances and where help or situa

tion: may be aecured at a nominal coat.

  

   

ANT liD—An automobile for exchange

of a new one-family house at Bay

side. DR. T. M. WEED, 464 West 145th

St., New York City.

 

OR SALE—One new Hudson Six, model

54, 1913, interesting price Ap ly to

SUMMERS BUGGY CO., Barnesvil e, Ga.

 

FORD coupe body, $75; Ford touring car,

 

 

I'filfilimliilmnanimnihtmmm inn-u insomnia-mum ‘nn Illlllmtl t m man-4mm. mi

 

 

lScenis per line ol‘six wordscaslt wiihorden I ,

  

AUTO LISTS. owners, etc., of any State.

5. H. CARROLL, _IR., Albany, N. Y.

TTENTION—Have a few manufactur

ers' samples, gentlemen's black broad—

cloth t'ur lined overcoats, lined throughout

with Australian mink, large genuine Per

sian lamb collars, sizes 36 to 48. Value $75,

will sacrifice for $35 each. Also several

ladies' handsome long fur coats, satin lined,

worth $90, while they last, $35; and few

large size fur robes, plush lined, $15 each.

All guaranteed new. Examine before buy

ing. Send express charges, will send on

approval. \Vrite or call. E. ROBERTS,

‘ Room 8, 10 West 119th St., New York.

$290; Studebaker, $550. COFFEY, Ly- ‘

ons, New York.

2 -PASSENGER ROADSTER, 4-cylinder,

20-I-I.P. Pope Tribune, for sale; good

condition. 1019 5th St., Milwaukee, \Vis.

 

OR SALE—A four door National tour

ing car, 1911 model. Will accept small

car, part payment, or make me a cash offer.

Car in A1 condition. D. P. OSBORNE, 234 ‘

Osborn Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

 

VICTORIA TOPS.

That's our specialty, but we make a full

line as well. Any style and every one the

best that high-grade materials and experi~

enced workmen can make. Prompt service

assured. We're glad to estimate special

work or quote you prices on stock to 5.

CENTRAL AUTO TOP CO., Indianapolis,

n .

FOR SALE—Model T 19f10llFord 5_ pasé

' senger touring car, u y cool e

Fizth

 

and

‘ O'HEARN, Melrose, Wis.
 

ARAGE to let or for sale. On Broad

way, Lawrence, Mass. Main thorough

fare Boston to Rockingham Park. New

street, block paved. Two-story building,

elevator. Two pits. Tank. Rent, $150

month. Call on or address A. H. CUTTER,

333 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.

  

ARTNER WANTED—Successful owner

of two California garages finds that the

great growth of his business necessitates

the securing of responsible assistance.

willing to sell interest to active. enthusias

tic man of ability, this partner to be either

a machinist or competent accountant and

buyer. Partner's investment not considered

as important as his ability. Unusual oppor

tunity. Address BOX 229. care Motor

World.

in good condition,

OR SALE—Herreshoff 1912 runabout, 25

H.P. Extra equipment tubes, clock,

speedometer, two gasoline tanks, Prest-O

Lite tank, etc. Fine condition, run 4,000

miles. Price $600. C. M. NEWCOMB, 31

‘ Kensington Ave., Meriden, Conn.
 

N. E. AUTO LIST AND TOURIST.

Includes weekly list of all N. E. Auto

Owners, Garages, Dealers, etc., with ma 5

and selected N. E. routes, $10.00 year y.

138 Pearl St., Boston.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.
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dising taste is

These columns oiler you an op

portunity to appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose merchan

being cultivated

 

 

An ad. like this

will cost you 90c.

for each insertion.
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GENTS WANTED -— To handle the

$1000 G. J. G. “Junior,” racy, classy

and specially designed chaseabout with 104

inch wheelbase, with a real 26 H.P. motor,

Bosch magneto, Dorian remountable rims

with szxsy, tires, at a price of $1,000.

which is a money maker for the sales

agent. Write for literature and discounts

to G. J. G. MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

White Plains, N. Y.

 

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials, and full details on

request. WATERBURY WELDING CO.,

Waterbury, Conn.

 

BROKEN CRANKSI-IAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS. 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway. N. J.

 

STUCK deep in mud or sand? My new

appliance will help on out. A Xmas

present. E. I. SPENCER, 3201 E. Douglas

Ave.. \Vichita, Kan.

OR SALE—One 2-ton Garford truck.

with body and top, nearly new, in first

class condition. Change of business rea

son for selling. SPRINGFIELD CREAM

ERY, Springfield, Mass.

 

 

  

©11°Saide=Wands==l
lSceriis per line of‘six wordscasli wilhorden

— ln capiials.250enis perline -

A market place where Dealers, Jobbers and

Mnnuflcturen may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tion may be secured at a nominal cost.
  

1 AUTOMOBILE and Motorcycle Tours—

AUTOMOBILE BODIES. pleasure and ‘

commercial. Foredoors for open-front

cars. \Vrite for prices. AUTO SPECIAL— .

TY MFG. CO., 326 E. Market St., Indian

apolis, Ind.

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and supply dealer for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0

 

. State.

350 trips over the best roads in every

56 large pages of ma 5 and road

directions. 25c.postpaid. MOT R TOURS,

51 Chambers St., New York.

 

PEERLESS LINING DYE

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash ofi. Ask your garage and supply

dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

   

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN

Bakes either to a high gloss finish. egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. \Vill not crack. chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

ALESMEN. one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

new. Ask your garage and supply dealer

, for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.
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ANTED—Hudson car. Address WAL

TER H. HENDERSON, North Chat

tanooga. Tenn.

 

UTOMOBILE Cylinders rcground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

 

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look

like new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask

your garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

   

ARE YOU in need of any additional hel

in any department of your business.

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material? Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so. use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

 

WHITE STEAMER, seven-passenger,

model M, straight line body, 40 H.P.;

absolutely perfect; complete equipment;

$700. H. SNYDER, 112 West 38th St.,

New York. Telephone 4060 Greeley.

 

AILING LISTS—Automobile owners,

dealers, garages, repair shops, com

mercial car owners, or an make of car.

OWNERS AUTO LIST C ., Albany, N. Y.

 

EVV YORK Automobile Registrations.

mailed daily, $1.25 per month. List,

April to October, inc.. $2.50. OWNERS

AUTO LIST COMPANY, Albany, N. Y.

 

DO you wish to better your position? If

your character and ability will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu

pation. anywhere. Enclose 50c. for regis

tration with references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 West

87th St., New York City.

FOR SALE—4-pass., 4 cyl. Overland car,

used 15 days as demonstrator; good as

new; original air in tubes; 1911 model; price

$650. One Otto car, 2-pass., good shape;

new tires all around, $200. Will trade for

3-pass. car in good shape, all equipped. D.

L. MAGEE, R. R. 1, Boonville, Ind.

CHAUFFEUR'S COMPLETE OUTFIT

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

inarmot mink fur lined coat, Persian lamb

collar, $35; pair of elegant cub bear robes,

$15 each; raccoon cap, $5;pair of fur gloves,

$4; pair of goggles, 50c.; pair leather leg

gins, $3.50. Will sell separately or the lot,

all new, never worn, original price, 225.

C. CHASE, 118 East 28th St., New Yor
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Cadillac fore-door touring car

Equip ed with

Hess-Brig t ball bear

ings in transmission

  

Hardness and Durability

in Ball Bearings

The selection of the correct design is only the first step in the making

T of a genuinely durable ball bearing.

»The softer the steels used, the lighter will be the loads they can

safely carry. The points of contact in a ball hearing are slightly flat

tened by compression. So small are these load-carrying areas, how

ever, that extreme density and hardness are essential.

  

Steels that could be hardened sufficiently for the requirements of

serious commercial ball bearing service were unknown until somewhat

recently. It is the development of modern alloy steels, as much as

laboratory research in the matter of design, that has made possible the

phenomenal endurance of the best modern annular ball bearings.

An incidental requirement is that the balls and races be hardened

CLEAR THROUGH, not merely on the surface. This is done in order

to secure uniform compressibility between different balls, also between

different parts of the same race. A ball with a soft center, and with

one side hardened to a greater depth than the other, would have two

factors of variation in compressibility. All of these elements of uncer

tainty are eliminated by hardening clear through and by careful treat

ment to secure perfect homogeneity of grain.

THE HESS-BRIGHT

MANUFACTURING CO.

59 East Erie Avenue

PHILADELPHIA, gPA.
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< Be Sure Your Cars Are

EQEFFEE
*Wi‘tk

  

Bearings of V I I ‘ __ ' " Are the Cars

Recognized " r ' ‘ 7 “ You

Worth are . p. ._ I y " Represent
Ear Marks of j ,5? 'I q i ' p l ‘ RILV.

Car Quality .. . ~ " r , ‘ Equipped?

IMPORTED Q0 ' Riv. (:0.

Since 1904 W 1771 b'way, h.Y.'

 

 

Exceeding accuracy is guaranteed. This is not the stereotyped claim so common in the

field, but an unqualified, proven statement. The steel balls used in R. LV. Bearings

are uniformly within 1-10,000 of an inch true-all of them, and the dimensions are

correspondingly accurate in proportion.

Ha dness out of ordinary, tensile strength of the balls, no excessive side play. Consider

these points, Mr. Dealer, and add them to other features noted here. Then recommend

R. Bearings—insist on them.

  

_‘_‘~_‘*;_L'AA ‘ ' it *Wrwm mwfwmvzwx-umz.
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, , DrAMOND

CHAIN

Diamond Chains

Standard Equipmanl

0n Avery Truck-s
'Because of their strength and

durability under the hardest-ser

7 vice conditions Dian-10nd Chains

are used by The Avery Co. on all

their farm and city trucks. .

In the manufacture of Diamond

Truck Chains we use (Nickel Steel

Rivets exclusively and tire vmost

advanced methods of' heat treat

ment. All holes in sidebars are

reamed accurately to siie and

pitch—not

usual practice—and all parts are

gauged to extreme accuracy.

  

  

7!;"1.

<sz
  

as-l

Such material and construction

makes Diamond Chain standard

equipment on the majority of

trucks.

  

,L’ra:m

Our treatise “Power Chains

and Sprockets” gives interesting

and valuable information on the

subject of chain drive for Trucks.

Look ior 1 he

TRA05<> MARK

lllAMllNll CHAIN ANll MANUFACTURING CD.

155 W. Georgia Street Indianapolis. Ind.

cAPAoi-rv 0,000,000 FEET PER YEAR

SAMPLES SUBMITTED
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Fedders stilt? Radiators

Repaired With Ease By Any

Tinsmith in Case of Accident

  

Fedders radiators are standard on a big line 01

pleasure and commercial cars. Automobile engi

neers spectty them tor the service they render.

Note that every individual square tube of the

Fedders Radiator is completely surrounded by

water and that passage obstruction is impossible

owing to this form of construction.

In case of accident you do not have to lay up

your customer’s car while waiting for expensive

and time consuming repairs incident to sending the

whole radiator t0 the factory. It is only necessary

to take out the tubes damaged and insert new ones

—and this can be done quickly and at little expense.

Also note that these radiators are made of copper

by far and away the best heat conductor known

among the baser metals.

\Vrite for our catalog today and have the above

and other points of superiority amplified.

Fedders Manufacturing Co.

BUFFALO, N. Y.
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Completely Equipped

Self-Starter Remy Magneto

30 Horse-Power Warner Speedometer

5-Passenger Touring Car Mohair Top and Boot

l lO-lnch Wheel Base Clear Vision, Rain Vision

Timken Bearings Wind Shield

Center Control Prestolite Tank

High-priced feature No. 6

The great number of aluminum castings in the Overland Model

69T are a guarantee of its high quality. We use 8 tons of the first

grade aluminum everyday. It is especially heat treated—just as

carefully as the expensive steels which go into the car.

Aluminum costs many times what brittle iron does. It is tens of

pounds stronger; its lightness reduces weight and saves tire bills

Overland 69T crank cases, gear cases, manifolds, hub caps, ped

als, steering wheel spiders, etc., are all of A-No. 1 aluminum.

You will have to pay $1200 in any other line to duplicate this

wonderful car.

A catalogue upon request. Please address Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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USE OF LETTER R CAUSES

TWO MAKERS T0 LOCK HORNS

Similarity of Names Chosen for Brake

Linings Brings Sharp Conflict—

Lawyer Sued Over Failure to

Secure Copyright.

“Motobestos” and “Motorbestos” may

differ by one letter, but they are so near

alike that the Asbestos & Rubber Works

of America and the American Asbestos C0.

are spending considerable money to see

who is entitled to a trade name of this de

scription for a brake lining. The Asbestos

8: Rubber \Vorks of America, which is lo

cated in New York City, is the coiner of

“Motobestos,” and the American Asbestos

Co., located in Norristown, Pa., is the father

of “Motorbestos.” Each is a brake lining,

the one product looks like the other, and

the names are very much alike. Lest some

wag interpose with the suggestion, it may

be stated that the New York concern

charges its rivals with having put the "r" in

“Motobestos.”

Both concerns have been making these

products for some time. The first the New

York company knew of the rival product

was more than a year ago, when one of its

salesmen demanded commission on “Moto

bestos" sold in his territory without his

knowledge. Investigation revealed that

what he had seen in a customer's store was

the similar product.

Just which name was conceived and used

first is unsettled. However, in August, 1911.

the Asbestos 8: Rubber Works engaged

Victor J. Evans, a patent attorney in \Nash

ington, D. C., to secure a copyright of the

word “Motobestos.” Seventy-five dollars

were paid as the first fee. Meantime Ed

ward H. Garcin. the company’s president,

went abroad, and when he returned was

wroth to find, he claims. nothing done about

his trade name; his first move was to se

cure a new attorney and demand that Evans

repay the $75, which, of course, was re

fused, whereupon Garcin brought suit.

The new attorneys filed an application for

“Motobestos” in January of the present

year, and a few days later application was

made for “Motorbestos.” It was ordered

that testimony be taken to ascertain which

word and product was first on the market

and thus establish which company has the

greatest right to its nomenclature. This

testimony is being taken in various parts

of the country and a hearing on the applica

tions will be had this month.

Tone Company to Produce a $900 Car.

Fred I. Tone, one of the best known

automobile engineers in the \Vest, who has

served as chief engineer of the Overland

and American establishments, has formed

the Tone Car Corporation, under the laws

in Indiana, with au authorized capital of

$200,000, which amount shortly will be in-’

creased. Tone is president of the new

company, W. P. Kirk, of New York, treas

urer, and Mark H. Miller, of Indianapolis.

secretary. It is probable that the factory

will be located in Indianapolis and that a

number of Tone’s former associates will

join him in the new enterprise.

The Tone corporation will build a $900

car which cannot well fail to command in

stant attention. It will be a five passenger

model having a wheelbase of 110 inches,

and employing a block motor, 35/;XS, left

hand steer, center control. wire wheels and

electric lights and starter. First deliveries

will be made in June next.

Trenton Empires Are Consolidated.

The Empire Tire Co. and the Empire

Rubber Mfg. Co., of Trenton, N. J., have

consolidated under the style Empire Tire &

Rubber Co., capitalized at $1,000.000, equally

divided into common and preferred shares.

Charles H. Baker was chosen president of

the consolidated company, of which C. Ed

ward Murray, who was treasurer of both

of the companies involved, became treas

urer, and A. Boyd Cornell secretary.

HYDRAULIC DRIVE PATENTEE

SUES ONE OF HIS LlCENSEES

Manly Secures Attachment for Royal

ties and Other Claims Against Rem

ington Standard Company—

Matter of Long Standing.

Charles M. Manly, invenI-or of the by

draulic drive bearing his name and the chief

figure in the Manly Drive Co., a New Jer

sey corporation with offices in New York,

this week sued out a writ of attachment

for $3,641.90 in the Supreme Court in New

York County against the Remingten Stand

:trd Motor Co., a West Virginia corpora

tion with its principal office in New York

and which is one of the licensees under the

Manly patent.

Manly and the principals of the Reming

ton Standard company have been on par

ticularly cordial terms, but the latter, which

produced at least one truck utilizing the

Manly hydraulic drive, appa'ently has not

made substantial progress and the inventor

has tired of waiting for his due.

His claim is made up of three items, the

first for labor and material, supplied be

tween January 1, 1911. and July 31, 1912,

amounting to $645.19, of which but $53.29

was paid, leaving a balance of $571.90; the

second item covers a transmission ‘sold to

the Remington company March 29, 19ll,

the price of which was $1,200. Of this

amount only $650 was paid, the balance due

being $550; the final claim is for royalties.

According to Manly’s complaint, it was on

July 7, 1910, that his company licensed the

Remington Standard company, in return for

which the Manly company was to be paid.

$2,500 a year. payment to be made within 30

days after the end of each calendar year.

As the $2,500 due January 30th last has not

been paid, Manly, of course, includes that

sum. All of the claims were held originally

by the Manly Drive Co. but have been

assigned to Manly himself.
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N. A. A. M. TO CONSIDER

PROBLEMS OF USED CARS

Creates Committee for Purpose; Also

One to Deal With Annual Models

—Prepares to Assume Duties

of M. C. A.

Used car problems finally are to receive

the serious attention of the National Asso

ciation of Automobile Manufacturers. At

the Detroit convention of the assiciation,

last month, Hugh Chalmers suggested the

appointment of a committee to deal with

the subject, and the suggestion took prac

tical form at the regular December meet

ing of the executive committee, which was

held in New York yesterday, a committee

on used cars being created, with Chalmers

as chairman. The other members are as

follows: 0. C. Hutchinson, J. T. Farley,

C. W. Churchill and F. A. Groves.

Also growing out of an address on the

subject, delivered at the Detroit convention,

H. O. Smith, of the Premier Motor Mfg.

Co., was appointed the head of another

committee on yearly models, which likewise

was created yesterday. Smith is uncompro

misingly opposed to the annual model pol

icy. His fellow committeemen are W. H.

Whiteside, Alfred Reeves, S. D. \Valdon

and Charles T. Jeffery.

The contest and demonstrations commit

tee, which heretofore has consisted of three

members, was enlarged to fire, the new ap

pointees being Howard Marmon and H. E.

Cofiin. Alfred Reeves also was named tr.

succeed Benjamin Briscoe, resigned. The

other members of the committee are H. O.

Smith and \Nindsor T. \Nhite

Marmon is the present executive of the

Manufacturers' Contest Association, in

which office he succeeded Cofiin. Their ap

pointment on the N. A. A. M. committee

marks the beginning of the end of the M. C.

A., which, in fact, was an outgrowth of the

N. A. A. M., being formed at the time that

the latter body did not consider it the

better part of wisdom directly to share in

the direction or government of the sport.

The Manufacturers' Contest Association

will go out of existence and most of its

duties will be performed by the enlarged

N. A. A. M. committee on contests and

demonstrations. The duties are largely in

the nature of consulting with :-nd being con~

sulted by the American Automobile Asso

ciation. The N. A. A. M., however, has no

intention whatsoever of taking an active

part in either the promotion or government

of the sport.

In response to an invitation of the Car

riage Builders' National Association. Charles

Clifton and H. H. Rice were appointed

members of the advisory board of the C. B.

N. A. technical school, to which the N. A.

A. M. has been a contributor each year.

Because of a conflict between rival deal

ers' associations, the sanction granted by

the N. A. A. M. to the Pittsburgh show was

withdrawn and that city is now out of the

oflfieial circuit.

One change in the membership repre

sentation was made, H. M. Jewett succeed—

ing H. A. Lozier as the representative of

the Lozier Motor Co.

To Continue American Commer Trucks.

One of the outgrowths of the receiver's

sale of the \Vyckofi', Church & Partridge

property, to interests represented by Ches

ter Griswold and Attorneys Howard C.

Dickerson and George A. Ellis, is the form

ation of the American Commer Truck, Inc.,

which, on Friday last, was incorporated

under the laws of New York with author—

ized capital of $10,000. As the corporators

are merely lawyers' clerks, and as all those

in position to speak still decline to give in

formation, the whole meaning of the truck

corporation is not plain, although evidently

it is designed to continue the production of

Commer trucks in this country, for which

W'yckoff, Church & Partridge hold rights.

\Vhat American Commer Truck, Inc.,

will acquire is a matter for speculation.

Among the \Vyckoff assets of which it will

not become possessed, however, is the real

estate—salesroom and garage—at 56th

street and Broadway, which has been sold

to the Swetland Operating Co., which was

organized for the purpose by H. M. Swet

land, who was one of the largest creditors

of \Vyckofi, Church 81. Partridge.

 

U. 8. Motor Receivers Oppose Bankruptcy.

The receivers for the United States Motor

Co., against which a petition in bank

ruptcy was filed by three small creditors

in Trenton, 1‘. 1., last month. have taken

the first step in an effort to have the bank

ruptcy matter dismissed in order that the

equity proceedings in the United States Dis

trict Court in New York City may proceed

and that the property may be sold Janu

ary 8, according to the order of the court.

The step taken by the attorneys for the

creditors consisted in the filing of a de

murrer to the petition when the matter

came up in the Federal court in Trenton,

Monday last, 2d inst., the demurrer alleging

that the petition is insufficient and not pos

sessed of grounds for an adjudication in

bankruptcy. The court set December 30 as

the date for argument on the demurrer.

 

Overland Superintendent Goes to Europe.

H. L. Shepler, general superintendent of

the \Villys-Overland industries, has sailed

to Europe, where he will spend two months.

U. S. TlRE MAKES START 0N

“ BIGGEST PLANT lN WORLD”

To Double Morgan & Wright Factory

in Detroit and Enlarge Other

Works—Daily Output to Ex

ceed 5,000 Tires.

\Nhat evidently is an impressive start

toward that “largest and best tire plant in

the world,” which early this summer the

United States Tire Co. announced its in

tention to build, has been made in Detroit.

It will take the form of a doubling of the

Morgan 8r. Wright factory in that city.

Ground already has been broken for sev

eral new buildings and the work will be

pushed as much as possible When it is

completed there will have been erected 16

new buildings, ranging in proportions from

2,000 square feet to 131.000 square feet. In

addition to those assigned for manufactur

ing purposes, the structures will comprise

a finely appointed laboratory and several

enormous warehouses, also a huge boiler

plant which will double the Morgan &

Wright boiler capacity. All of the buildings

will be of brick and reinforced concrete

and those used for manufa_turing will Dc

equipped with the most modern machinery

known to the rubber trade.

When the work is finished, the Detroit

plant will have a floor space of more than

1,000,000 square feet, or twice its present

size. It will also employ 6.000 workmen as

against the 2,500 now employed, and its

output, it is stated, will be in excess of

5,000 tires daily.

When announcement first was made that

the United States Tire Co. was to build the

“largest and best tire plant in the world,"

it was surmised that it implied ultimate

concentration of its tire production in one

plant, but that nothing of the sort is in view

is indicated by the fact that, in addition to

doubling the Detroit plant, the factories in

Indianapolis, Hartford and Providence also

are being or will be enlarged. In Hartford.

a new power house and power plant has

been built at a cost of more than $175000;

in Indianapolis, a six-story structure, 800 x

170 feet, is being erected; and in Provi

dence a three-story building. 75 x 300 feet.

is to be constructed.

Van Dusen and Warren for Themselves.

Walter H. Van Dusen. formerly assistant

sales manager of the E. R. Thomas Motor

Co.. and Joseph Warren, until recently a

member of the sales staff of the Abbott Mo

tor Co., have joined hands and will set up

in business in the Ford building in Detroit.

They will act as manufacturers’ representa

tives.
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MORGAN PREFERS BRITISH

WORKMEN; SENDS MESSAGE

Having Prospered in America, he

Opens Door to his Countrymen

—Suggests How to Dodge

Contract-Labor Law.

\Vith the love of mother country warm

in his veins, B. Morgan, who signs himself

“M. S. A. E.," which is taken to mean

Member Society Automobile Engineers,

and who manufactures a number of automo

bile specialties in Newport, R. I., is seeking

English help. Morgan came from the

“tight little isle" some ten years since and,

it is said, secured the favor of the late Col.

John Jacob Astor to such good purpose that

he became the head of his extensive private

automobile establishment. Between times,

Morgan evolved several specialties and still

later set up a garage in Newport, where

he has continued to prasper.

He now requires more help and, remem

bering the days and scenes of his child

hood, is reaching into England for the

mechanics which he most desires. He has

written one of the British trade papers that

they must be “good all-round men, capable

of taking hold of a car and going right

through with the repairs, even making

parts, if necessary.”

Morgan is familiar with the American

law which forbids the importation of la'

borers under contract, but he has been

over here long enough to learn that there

are ways out of even that difficulty. Ac

cordingly, he suggests that if any good

Englishman who visits America will file an

application with him he will have no trouble

in securing a job. He promises, or holds

outpromise of, wages running from 30

cents to 36 cents per hour. for the ordi

nary repairman up to 50 cents an hour for

an A1 mechanic.

In placing the temptation before the

English workers, Morgan assures “plenty of

over-time,” but does not guarantee uninter

rupted work, as he suggests that when the

busy season is over a good man can go

South and secure employment, or else re

turn to England.

"League" Demurs; Question Ford's Patents

After several postponemenls, the Inter

national Automobile Leaguc, of Buffalo,

finally has filed a demurrer to the suit

brought against it in the United States Su

preme Court in Buffalo by the Ford Motor

Co., of Detroit, in which a temporary in

junction was granted.

The Fo'd complaint, which charges the

so-called league with having .nfringed Ford

patents by advertising or otherwise offer

ing for sale, Ford cars at less than list

prices, is attacked largely on technical

grounds, in that the Ford company failed

to allege that it is the sole and original in

ventor or discoverer of the improvements

claimed, or that it failed to submit proof

that it made application for the patents, or

derived title thereto, in accordance with the

then existing laws of Congress. The de

fense that no copies oi the patents are at

tached to the bill of complaint also is set

up in the demurrer, in which, however, the

chief or most unusual point raised is that

“it appears from the allegation that said

bill of the Ford Automobile Co. has no

patent upon the Ford automobile as a com

plete product."

It is upon these grounds that a dismissal

of the complaint is asked by the league,

which admits that it is a New York cor

poration composed of Alfred C Bidwell,

John H. Tranter, William Priess and John

C. Hurley.

New Departure Negotiating for Whitlock.

Negotiations are in progress which prob

ably will result in the absorption of the

\‘Vhitlock Coil Pipe Co. of Hartford, Conn.

by the New Departure Mfg. Co. of Bristol,

in the same State. The parties to the trans

action have not yet agreed upon the price

which, apparently, is the only stumbling

block, but that the obstacle will be removed

is indicated by the fact that the annual

meeting of the W'hitlock company, which

was due to occur this week, was twice

postponed in order to promote reconcilia

tion of the difference between the two com

panicsv The meeting now will be held on

W'ednesday, 18th inst.

In the earlier stages of the industry, the

\Vhitlock Coil Pipe Co. seemed in a fair

way of controlling the automobile radiator

business in this country, but it gradually re

linquishcd its manufacture, and during re

cent years has devoted itself wholly to the

production of metal pipes of all descrip

tion. engine manifolds among them.

Willard Purchases a Fourth Building.

Although little more than a month ago

the \Villard Storage Battery Co., of Cleve

land, O., purchased the property adioining

its factory No. 1, thereby making the plant

consist of three separate units, the com

pany just has bought still another brick

and steel building adjoining their premises,

which will constitute plant No. 4. Although

close together, each of the buildings is sep

arate and distinct and three of them are

individually equipped tor the manufacture

of storage batteries, regardless of what

may happen to the other units. The most

recent purchase will be used for storage

purposes, but will be utilized for manufac‘

turing expansion whenever necessary.

NEW YORK DEALERS ADOPT

USED CAR DlSl’OSAL PLAN

Trading Cars Is Eliminated But Dealer

Acts as Agent in Selling the Used

Vehicle—How the System

Is Applied.

 

After wrestling with the subject for a

long time, the Automobile. Dealers’ Asso

ciation of New York City finally has

placed the stamp of its approval upon.a

plan which is calculated to inject a meas

ure of business sense and relief into the

used car situation, although the plan itself

is not a new one, and, with slight variations,

has been followed for some time by at least

several dealers in the metropolis and else

where. . I . . .

W'ith minor changes to meet the condi

tions in the individualsalesrooms the plan

is that which has solved the problem for

the A. Elliott Ranney Co., the Hudson deal

er in New York, and which entirely elim—

inates trading; the company disposes of the

customer's old car, but it does not trade.

In connection with the disposal system.

Several documents are used to record steps

in the transaction. .

When a man goes to the Ranney com

pany to purchase a new car and desires to

turn in his old vehicle, he is asked what

valuation he places upon the old can and

he then delivers it to the Ranney company,

signing a blank which reads as follows _

SECOND HAND CAR AGREEMENT.

I, the undersigned, hereby agree to leave

with the A. Elliott Ranney Company for

sale, my . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .automobile, and I hereby authorize the A.

Elliott Ranney Com any to retain from the

proceeds of such sa e the sum of . . . . . . . ..

dollars to apply on the annexed order. The

asking price for my used car is . . . . . . .

dollars, subject to change in my discretion.

The A. Elliott Ranney Company assume

no responsibility for loss or damage to the

car by fire or otherwise.

Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

As is evident, this document authorizes

the Ranney company to sell the'car and to

retain a certain amount from the proceeds.

Should the asked price. be $2.000 and the

price of the new Hudson $1,600, the com

pany would be authorized to retain $1,600

out of the $2,000, but should the asked price

be $1,000, the company would be authorized

to retain $1,000. When the used car is sold

the company keeps the money secured for

it and the customer who wishes a new Hud

son pays the ditIerence between the new

car’s price and what the old one sold for,

provided this latter figure is less than the

price of the new Hudson.
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Slim..d the oustomer insist that he be

given a new car immediately, he is asked

to pay for it on delivery and whatever is

secured for the old car is remitted to him as

soon as it is s.ld. with no charge for the

selling. In this case, a letter to the cus

tomer or some other written record can

cels the clause authorizing the company

to retain any of the money received for the

used car. In case the customer does not

want to pay outright for a new car and also

does not desire to be without the use of his

old car, even for one day, the company en

deavors to arrange a sale while the cus

tomer retains possession of the car, the

owner of the car and the prospective buyer

being brought together at some time and

place arranged. But under no circumstances

will the company take the car in trade.

When the scheme first was inaugurated. a

couple of years ago, the public was a bit

slow in accepting this form of merchandis

ing, but when the logic of the situation was

explained the protest became insignificant.

An added point of interest is that the Ran

ney company assumes no risk whatever; if

the tires are bad when the car is received

and there is likelihood that a blowout may

result during a demonstration of the used

vehicle, the owner's attention is called to

this fact when the car is taken in and any

blowouts are repaired at his expense. The

non-assumption of risk applies in every par

ticular.

If it is found after several days that the

price asked by the owner of the used car

is too great, bargaining is begun; he is in

formed of the best offer obtained. and if

the owner concedes a point the prospective

buyer is asked to come up a trifle. and

generally satisfactory terms are reached.

The Ranney company states that through

this plan used cars seldom remain in their

used car department longer than a week.

The buyer of the used car, if he does not

pay cash. but makes a deposit, is given a

receipt in the following form

Received from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

the sum of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. dollars

as deposit on used . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

car, No. . . . . . . . . to be delivered on the

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. day of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

at agreed price of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. dol

lars. Failure to accept delivery of this car

on the date specified or failure to pay the

balance of the purchase price, viz . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .. shall be deemed a cancellation of

this receipt. and the purchaser shall forfeit

the deposit thereby paid, time being of the

essence of this receipt. No guarantee or

representation of any kind, nature or de

scription is given or made by the A. Elliott

Ranney Company not expressed herein.

When he makes final payment he is given

this type of receipt:

Received from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

the sum of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. as final

payment on the purchase price of . . . .used car. No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

No guarantee or representation of any

kind, nature or description 15 given or made

by the A. Elliott Ranney Company not ex

pressed herein.

After the sale is consummated the used

car buyer gives the Ranney company this

form of receipt for the car

Received from the A. Elliott Ranney

Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. used

car. No. . . . . . . . . . . . . as represented to

me at the time of the purchase.

_I\o guarantee or representation of any

kind, nature or description l5 given or made

by the A. Elliott Ranney Company not ex

pressed herein.

This paper states that he has bought it

"as is" and that he takes it as it stands

and for just what it is. The Ranney com

pany makes no repairs and does no over

hauling unless the owner of the car so

orders; such orders. however, often are

received in the expectation that, say, $50

spent on a car will increase its value $100

or $150.

At the meeting of the Automobile Deal

ers' Association last week, when the plan

was endorsed, about half the members pres—

ent expressed their approval by signing an

agreement to follow the suggested system.

The selling of the used cars, without any

charge for this service, is not reckoned as a

loss, but is classed as a legitimate expense

of the business, like advertising, insurance

and any other "overhead" The concensus

of opinion among tire dealers was that used

cars always will have to be reckoned with

and that the solution of the question is in

the best way to handle them.

Much money has been lost through trad

ing: cases have been known where pros

pective purchasers of cars have gone to

used car establishments, bought an old car

of the model they intended buying, paying.

say. $500 for the old vehicle, and then

have traded it in for $700. making $200

while the dealer lost that amount or more.

“Shoppers,” who properly are classed as

better salesmen than automobile salesmen,

frequently travel along “automobile row"

and by telling “what so-and-so offered" for

the old car, force the price up to an ex

orbitant figure. The dealer who acts merely

as an agent in disposing of the used car is

protected again such losses. A modification

of the Ranney plan which is favored by

some agents is the actual taking in trade of

those cars which are of the same make as

the dealer sells. all other makes to be sold

for the account of the customer.

Charles A. Stewart, general manager of

the Automobile Dealers' Association, in

commenting upon conditions in New York

City, said he was surprised when the reports

of the members at the last meeting showed

more cars to have been sold in 1912 than

in 1911, despite statements that 1912 has

been a poor year; he also expressed sur

prise when inquiry among the dealers de

veloped that fewer used cars are on the

salesroom floors this year than last. “This

does not mean that used car conditions are

good." he said, “for they are not. -It means

that last year some of the dealers found

themselves pretty close to the wall because

all their money was tied up in old cars. and

consequently they are more careful this

year; some of them, however, are still los

ing money through trading. The general

situation, however, indicates that we are

progressing toward the plane upon which

we hope to place the business."

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

N. H. Mineter has been appointed sales

manager for the Findeisen 8: Kropf Mfg.

Co. of Chicago, manufacturers of the Ray

field carburetter. Formerly. and for sev

eral years, he was identified with the Strom

berg Mote“ Devices C0 of the same city.

Emerson Brooks. one of the veterans of

the industry, who for 20 years was vice

president of J. M. Quinby & Co., the New

ark (N. J.) body builders, has acquired an

interest in Burr 8: Co., body builders, at

Amsterdam avenue and 75th street, New

York City. He will devote himself to the

sales and repair departments, but will re

tain his interest as a director in the Rem

ington Truck Co. and the Manly Drive Co.

Henry M. Duncan has been appointed

supervisor of the eastern district of the

United States Motor Co. to succeed W. F.

Smith, resigned. Previously, Duncan was

general manager of the W'estchester Appli

ance Co. of New York. His appointment

places him in charge )f the United Motor

Companies in Syracuse, Pittsburgh, \Vash

ineton and Alla'lta. ln addiaion, Duncan

will act as the manager of the United Mo

tor Philadelphia Co.

C. J. Pettit, manager of the Prest-Q

Lite Co.'s New York branch, has been

transferred to Minneapolis, from which

point he will control three Prest-O-Lite

depots—those in Minneapolis, St. Paul and

\Vinnipeg, the latter of which constitutes

an important part of the Prest-O-Lite sys~

tem in Canada. The vacancy in New York

caused by Pettit's transfer has been filled

by the appointment of C. B. Clendenen, who

formerly was connected with the company’s

headquarters in Indianapolis.

It transpires that C. F. Pratt, former

president of the Ohio Motor Car Co., of

Cincinnati, who was reported to have be

come vice-president and general manager

of the Ames Motor Car Co., of Owensboro,

Ky., really has been made vice-president

and manager of the F. A. Ames Co., of that

city, which, though affiliated with the Ames

Motor Car Co., devotes itself wholly to

carriage manufacture. George \V. Yeoman

is still the vice-president and general man

ager of the Motor Car company and says

he has no immediate intention of relin

quishing those offices.
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Grand Rapids, Mich—Auto Equipment &

Supply Co., under Michigan laws, with $10,

000 capital.

Alpena, Mich—Auto Sales Co., under

Michigan laws, with $50,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars.

Saginaw, Mich.—Garber-Butch Co., under

Michigan laws, with $10,000 capital; to 0p

erate a garage.

Los Angeles, Cal—Eastern Motor Car

Co., under California laws, with $25000

capital; to deal in motor cars.

Pittsburgh, Pa.-—Hollis Motor Vehicle

Co., under Pennsylvania laws, with $5,000

capital; to deal in motor vehicles.

Taunton, Mass—S. & M. Co., under Mas

sachusetts laws, with $5,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars and operate a garage.

Hudson, Mass.—-Raymond Engineering

Co., under Massachusetts laws, with $150,

(DO capital; to manufacture and deal in

motors.

\Vaterloo, Ia.—Repass Automobile Co.,

under Iowa laws, with $25,000 capital; to

deal in motor cars. Corporators—O. A. Re

pass, C. L. Herring.

Houston, Tex.——-Cartercar Co., under

Texas laws, with $20,000 capital; to deal in

motor cars. Corporators—R. H. Rushway,

E. Emmert, C. D. Ferguson.

Des Moines, Ia.—Union Motor Co., under

Iowa laws, with $10,000 capital; to deal in

motor cars. Corporators—E. G. Plummer,

Preston Ofi'hill, W. H. \Vilkins

Roekford, Ill.—Schlig Auto Repair Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital; to

repair motor cars. Corporators—John J.

White, John Schlig, Doris \Vhite.

Trenton, N. J.-Roberts Rubber Mfg. Co.,

under Delaware laws, with $1,000,000 capi

tal; to manufacture tires. Corporators—F.

T. Roberts, \V. L. \Vatson, E. Horowitz.

Alton, Ill—Alton Automobile Co., under

Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators—Hugo F

Horstman, William \Ninter, Leo F. \Vinter.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Alc0rn Rubber Co.,

under California laws, with $20,000 capital;

to deal in motor car tires. Corporators—

James A. Alcorn, C. F. \Vickland, Jay

Baker.

Kansas City, Mo.-—England Bros. Motor

Co., under Missouri laws, with $2,000 capi

tal; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

Edward England, E. \V.

others.

Jacksonville, Fla—Atkinson Tire & Sup

ply Co., under Florida laws, with $25,000

capital; to deal in motor car tires and sup

plies. Corporators—R. L. Atkinson and

others.

England, and

Chicago, Ill.—Illinois Tire Filler Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital; to

manufacture tire fillers. Corporators—Al

bert Jacobs, Anton Percival, Charles B.

Stafi'ord.

Asbury Park, N. J.—Cress Automobile

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $250,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—Louis F. Grice, Harry A. White, F. Frank

Appleby.

Detroit, Mich.—Cragg Motor Mfg. Co..

under Michigan laws, with $4,000 capital; to

manufacture motors. Corporators — Ed

mund F. Allerman, Ida A. Cragg, Mayory

G. Cragg.

Pittsburg, Pa.—American Motor Fire Ap

paratus Co., under Pennsylvania laws, with

$1,000,000 capital; to manufacture motor

fire apparatus. Corporators—T. F. Burchell

and others.

Newark, N. J.—T0uraine Motors Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $37,500 capi

tal; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

C. Edmund Van Vlieck, Jr., E. M. Dailey.

Fred W. Kolb.

Chagrin Falls. Ohio—Falls Garage Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to

operate a garage. Corporators—C. S. Gore,

T. C. Waite, H. D. Bishop, T. H. Nuggett.

A. H. Nuggett.

Morgantown, \V. Va.—Colonial Motor

Car Co., under West Virginia laws, with

$10,000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Arthur A. Exley, \Villiam E. Gra

ham, Alva D. Wolfe. J. Howard \Volfe, C.

William Cramer.

Detroit, Mich.—Gearless Differential Co..

under Michigan laws, with $20,000 capital;

to manufacture motor car devices. Corpora

tors—George D. Bailey, William F. Tru—

deau. Frank Howarth.

Chicago, Ill.—Chicago Garage Owners’

Association. under Illinois laws. to conduct

an association for mutual benefit. Corpora

tors—\Vm. L. Rudd, E. A. Wise, Harry

Salvat, B. F. Campbell.

South Bend, Ind—South Bend Motor Car

Works, under Indiana laws, with $10,000

capital; to repair motor cars.
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lenburg, Hilton Hammond.

Grand Rapids, Mich—Pneumatic Tire &

Rubber Co., under Michigan laws, with

$1,000 capital; to deal in tires. Corporators

—\/V. O. Hughart, George T. Kendal, \V. B.

Gilbert, Thomas B. Bradfield.

Milwaukee, \IVIS. — Milwaukee Motor

Show Association, under \Visconsin laws;

to conduct an automobile show. Corpora

tors—Emil Estberg, F. J. Edwards, G. \V.

Brown, J. A. Smith, P. S. Bates.

Toledo, Ohio—Willys-Overland Co., un

der Ohio laws, with $25,000,000 capital; to

manufacture motor vehicles. Corporators

—VVa1ter Stewart, Isaac Kinsey, Royal R.

Scott, A. H. Smith, G. \V. Bennett.

Shelbyville, Ky.—Fawkes, -Pulliam &

Graham, under Kentucky laws, with $3,300

capital; to deal in motor cars and operate

a garage. Corporators—George Fawkes,

Harry Pulliam, E. Burnett Graham.

Rotterdam, N. Y.—General Vehicle Co.,

under New York laws, with $10,000,000 cap

ital; to manufacture motor vehicles. Cor

porators—A. H. Jackson, S. L. VVhitestone,

J. F. Zoller, all of Schenectady, N. Y.

New York. N. Y.—Gross Auto Rental Co.,

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital;

to rent motor cars. Corporators—Jacob S.

Gross, Simon Gross. 241 West 143d street;

Herman Strizver, 2327 Crotona avenue.

Richwood, Ohio.—Scharf Gearless M0

tor Co., under Ohio laws, with $5,000 capi

tal; to manufacture motor cars. Corpora

tors—George W. W'ordem, John E. Scharf,

\V. N. Siples, E. M. Payne, L. J. McCoy.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Buffalo and Interurban

Motor Delivery Co., under New York laws,

with $125,000 capital; to operate a motor

delivery. Corporators—J. George Berner,

Clinton T. Hornet, Wilbur B. Grandison.

Dayton, Ohio—Dayton Equipment Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in motor car equipment. Corporators—

Henry Stoddard, George L. Baker, Gilbert

J. Loomis, W. C. Smith, Charles D. Heald.

Barker, N. Y.—Progressive Motor Car

Co., under New York laws. with $30,000

capital; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—Arthur H. Terleeson, John B. Smith,

Harry S. Schuhr, all of 175 Crescent avenue.

Chicago, Ill—Lakeside Motor Truck

Transportation Co., inder Illinois laws.
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with $3,500 capital; to operate a garage

and motor car livery.. Corporators—.~\.___C.

Goldsmith, E. L. Shanct, Ambrose Risdon.

Memphis, Tenn—Nolan Bros., under

Tennessee laws, with $5,000 capital; to op

erate a garage and deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—J. \-V. Dickson, Dr. W. S. Ander

son, E. Becker, E. Gerber, L. C. Nolan.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Northway Motor Co.

of Cincinnati, under Ohio laws, with $000,

000 capital; to deal in motor cars. Ralph E

Northway, \Villiam Pabodie, \Veslcy D.

Fruste, Edward D. Decebach, F. B. Ens

low.

New York. N. Y.—Kells Motor Radiator

Corp., under New York laws. with $650,000

capital; to manufacture automobile radia

tors. Corporators—Corneilus A. Cole, Alex

ander F. Garbee, Henry A. Bingham. 32

Nassau street.

New York. N. Y.—Joseph H. Penders,

Inc.. under New York laws. with $25,000

capital; to manufacture and deal in motor

cars. Corporators—J. H. Penders, Eliza

beth Fenders. Catherine Hahn, all of 218

East 49th street.

Huntington. Ind. — Huntington Auto

Transit Co.. under Indiana laws, with $25,

000 capital; to operate a motor transit.

Corporators—Jamcs M. Hicks, Samuel A.

Stemen. John W. Caswell, \Vesley W. Haw

ley, Oscar E. Bradley.

New York. N. Y.—~Auto Record Publish

ing Co., under New York laws, with $10,

000 capital; to publish a motor publication.

Corporators—Charles A. Loring, 138 Pearl

street, Boston, Mass; John \V. Buckmas

ter. 253 Broadway. N. Y.

Coldbrook, N. B.—-Maritime Motor Co.,

Ltd., under New Brunswick laws. with

$250000 capital; to manufacture and deal

in motor vehicles. Corporators—\V. W.

Skinner, \‘V. G. Pugsley, George Gordon

Hyde, George \Villiamson.

Minor Business Troubles.

Chester S. Norris, a repairman of Cam

bridge, Mass, has filed a voluntary petition

in bankruptcy; his debts are $1,860 and his

ibaCtS amount to $25.

Ralph Goldsworthy, trading as the Ohio

Auto Carriage Co., at 1737 East 12th street,

Cleveland. 0., has filed a petition in bank

ruptcy; it shows liabilities of $12,348 and

assets of $9,039.

Thomas F. McDonald, individually anc‘

trading as th-.- Atlas Oil Co.. of Atlantic

City, N. J.. has filed an involuntary pctitior

in bankruptcy; he gives his as~cts as $1,027

ind his liabilities as $3.346.

A volunta'y petition in bankruptcy “as

filed last week in 'lrcnton, N J., Uy the C.

P». Brokaw Automobile Co. of Plainfield,

in the same Statc; liaoilities are placed at

$26,004.87 and asests at $29.74‘).74.

NATURE OF BANKRUPTCY

MAY AFFECT PATENT RIGHTS

Involuntary Petition of Assignee a

Possible Damage to Assignor—

Federal Court Rules in Fault

Finder Case.

Just how voluntary or involuntary bank

ruptcy may affect the assignor of a patent

when the assignee is the individual or con

cern in bankruptcy is a point decided this

week by Judge Hand in the Federal court

in New York City in the case of the Auto

mobile Fault Finder and Anti-Forgery Pen

Co., a lengthy named concern against which

a petition was filed several weeks ago.

Judge Hand's ruling was called forth

when attorneys for the assignors of the

patents asked that the petition, which is

involuntary, be dismissed on the grounds

that one of the petitioners was not prop

erly a creditor because of the nature of the

contract upon which he based the debt.

There also was the statement that unless

the assignees of the patents expressed or

showed an unwillingness to utilize them

they would not revert to the assignors.

Therefore, if the petition had been dis

missed it was the intention to submit a vol

untary petition for the purpose of protect

ing the patent assignors. '

To bear out this procedure the stockhold

ers and directors of the corporation sub

mitted to the court their willingness to file

a voluntary petition and, acting with this in

view, Judge Hand decided that this was suf

ficient evidence of the willingness of the

company to cease using the patents and

that this would protect the assignors. He

stated in his memorandum that the com

pany was apparently insolvent and that,

while the creditor‘s claim was question

able as to rank in bankruptcy, the wisest

procedure was for affairs to go on through

the bankruptcy court without delay,

whereupon the motion to dismiss the peti

tion was denied.

Omaha Dealer Meets Frightful Death.

John J. Deright, president of the Deright

Automobile Co. and J. J. Deright & Co. of

Omaha, Neb., and one of the best known

dealers in the “'cst. committed suicide or

met death accidentally at his own hands on

Thursday foreuoon last, 28th ult. He was

found in a room on the second floor of his

company's building with the entire right

side of his head blown off by the explosion

of two shells of a double-barrelled shotgun

which lay at his feet. Although he had been

subject to attacks of indigestion, his ail

ment was not serious and as he had been

in a cheerful mood on the morning of his

death there are those who believe that an

accidental discharge of the gun occurred

while he was cleaning it preparatory to a

hunting trip. Deright located in Omaha 16

years ago. He came from Denver, where he

had been in the bicycle trade, and when the

automobile industry developed he promptly

engaged in it and built up a fine business.

He is survived by his widow. ‘

Lawyer Heads St. Louis Tire Company.

The St. Louis Tire & Rubber Co., which

recently was organized, under Missouri

laws, with an authorized capital of $150,000,

has elected officers as follows: President

and general counsel, H. C. Barker, of Car

ter, Collins, Jones & Barker; vice-president

and general manager, J. A. Swinehart, of

Akron, 0.; treasurer, \Villiam H. Glasgow.

Directors—C. C. Collins, of the Missouri

Lincoln Trust Co.; Roy F. Brittain, Cotton

Belt R. R. Co.; Alfred E. Einstein, Union

Electric Light 8: Power Co.; C. N. Skinner,

Buxton & Skinner. The company will pro

duce the Krotz solid tire and also a pneu

matic tire, in which it is stated the fabric

will be incorporated in somewhat unusual

fashion.

Factory Promoter Freed by Court.

Four criminal charges which several

months ago, at the instance of residents of

New Castle, Ind., led to the arrest of

William R. Hostctter, who figured as gen

eral manager of the Universal Motor Co.,

have been dismissed by the court. The com

plainants accused him of having obtained

money under false pretenses in that they

paid for Universal stock in the belief that

the factory was to beerccted in New Cas

tle. \Vhen the factory failed to material—

ize. they “sicked” the police on Hostetter.

Ground for the building of the factory still

is unbroken.

Receiver for New York Lamp Compatiy.

Following the filing of a petition in

bankruptcy, Henry C. Quinby has been ap

pointed receiver for the Knickerbocker

Brass Goods Co., which manufactures au

tomobile lamps at 405 East 124th street,

New York City. The company’s liabilities

amount to $40,405 and its nominal assets to

$47,820. The United States Motor Co. fig

ures as the largest creditor to the extent of

$12,000.

Marathon Dealer Sues Marathon Maker.

Because of differences growing out of an

agency agreement, the Marathon Motor

\Vorks, of Nashville, Tenn., has'been made

defendant in a suit for $20,000 for alleged

breach of contract brought by the Marathon

Motor Car Co.. of Greenville, S. C. The

case will be heard at the March term of the

Federal court in Nashville.
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Sledge & Rid are about to build a garage

in Madera, Cal.

Orcutt & Buchanan are building a garage

in Clearfield, Pa.

G. F. Cowden, Jr., is building a garage

in Midland, Tex.

Benson & McMaster are erecting a gar

age in Lanesboro, Minn.

Gicord &_Ncgus have let the contract for

a garage in New Bedford, Mass.

Furcht. Fowler & Stinson are about to

erect a new garage in Hailey, Ida.

Charles Deane of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

is building a garage at 307 State street.

A garage is to be constructed for \Villiam

Melick, on Ann street, Stroudsburg. Pa.

H. B. Thrasher has established what is

styled the City Garage. in St. Augustine,

Fla. .

Alpheus Lane of Paola, Kan., has sold the

City Garage to J. \V. Torrey of Kansas

City.

Putnam & Tozer of Troy, N. Y., have

taken over the garage business of Hillard

& Rover.

Hull's Garage in Hagerstown, Md, has

gone into the retailing of cars. Fords will

be handled.

Charles Jenkins and Dart Northrup have

leased the \Nasco (Cal) Garage from Har

ley Kearns.

A garage is to be erected in Philadelphia,

Pa., on \'ine street, for Michele Lauria; its

cost will be $4,800.

H. \\". Rcichert of Tipton, 1a., has taken

over the interests of his partner in the

Northwestern Garage.

John Barrett is about to build a garage

in Indianapolis, on 30th street, the esti

mated cost being $30,000

The E. J. Kelley Co., of Torrington,

Conn., plans to build a new garage, 70 x 90

feet, on Railroad square.

Home Service Garage is the style of a

new business in Philadelphia, Pa. \Nilliam

Morroa is the proprietor.

A new garage is to be constructed in

Charles City, 1a., for the O’Harrow Auto

Co. The building will cost $5,000.

Carl B. and Lyman Spitzer have had

plans prepared for a garage to be erected

in Toledo, O. It will cost $12,860.
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Stilz & Graessle of Nashville, Tenn., are

remodeling their carriage factory into a

garage; they also will sell Haynes cars.

Gustave Jacobson of Spring Valley, \\'is.,

is about to build a garage in Hudson, in the

same State; he also will stock Ford cars.

Scott D. Nichols, of Troy, N. Y., has

leased a building on River street and will

convert it into a garage; he handles Ford

cars.

A new building has been erected at 1512

Broadway, Seattle, \'\"ash., for Frank \Vat

erhouse & Co. The firm handles Garford

cars.

T. L. Duque of Los Angelcs, Cal., has let

the contract for a brick garage, to be erect

ed on Grand avenue; the estimated cost is

$12,500.

Frank Schellenger of Yuba City, Cal., has

leased the Sutter Garage to Roy \Vorden

and Jay Gould; they will conduct the

business.

H. J. Stricklcr. who last March sold his

interest in the Sheldon (111.) Auto Garage

to \Villiam McCloud, has repurchascd the

business.

Fred Barnum, who conducted a garage in

Naugatuck, Conn., at 52 South Main street,

has disposed of the business to Richard

son Bros. The latter operate a garage at

'2 South Main.

Smith-\Yarner Motor Car Co. is the style

of a new selling company in Nashville,

Tenn., located at 600 Broadway; Americans

will be stocked.

Thomas Oscar and M. O. Flom have

formed a partnership and entered the gar

age field in Stoughton, \\'is. Oscar & Flom

is the firm style.

The Seller-Mountford Auto Co., of Al

has dissolved; Mountford will

continue the business the style

Mountford Auto Co.

The Southern Auto 87. Equipment Co. has

established a repair and supply business in

Atlanta, Ga., at 94 South Forsythe street;

J. J. Mchal is manager.

George H. Bord of Troy, N. Y., is about

to open a garage in what was a livery sta

ble, on Liberty street; the remodeling of

the building will cost $7,000.

C. D. Adams has arranged to represent

the F. E. Murphy Automobile Co., of Min

gona, 1a.,

under
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neapolis, in South Dakota;

lish a garage in Sioux Falls.

E. L. Walden of Peabody, Kan. and A.

C. Gray of Hollywood, Cal., plan to erect

a garage and salesrooms in the latter town;

they also will handle Ford cars.

he will estab

Hood Auto Filling Station is the style

under which a gasolene and oil supply com

pany has opened up in Nashville, Tenn. It

is located at 119 Eighth avenue.

The McKeesport (Pa) Vulcanizing Co.

has established a business at 214 Fourth

avenue. in that city; S. L. Stitler and Harry

Lebowitz constitute the company.

The Hofmeister Motor Co., of \Vater

town and Milwaukee, \N'is., has purchased

the garage operated in Jeflerson, in the

same state, by Clarence Puerner.

Plans have been prepared for a garage

which is to be erected at Avenue B and

East 20th street, New York City, by John

\V. Brookman: it will cost $25,000.

\\'alter S. Kidder, of Dayton, 0., has se

cured permission to build a two-story brick

garage at Grand andlSalem avenues;

application names $4,000 as the cost.

M. M. Mays of New Springfield, 0.. has

added his name to the list of dealers in that

State; he will handle R. C. H. cars in parts

of Mahoning and Columbiana counties.

the

The garage and machine shop of A. J.

Parker & Co. and the Howell Garage 8:

Supply Co., in Howell, Mich., have been

consolidated; the style of the new business

is Parker-Spencer Co.

P. F. Leeland and Hampton Mays have

opened up a garage and repair shop on

liast Connor street, Jacksonville, Fla. They

have styled their establishment “The

Dixie."

Pope Motor & Cycle Co. is the style of a

new copartnership just established in Okla

homa City, Okla., at 218 North Harvey

avenue; it comprises J. F. Ide and L. G.

Suggs.

Daniel Sylvester. a wagon builder in

Flushing. N. Y., is about to enter the garage

trade; he has awarded the contract for a

one-story brick garage, 40 x 175 feet, to

cost $10,000.

The Electric Co., in Victoria, 13. C., has

had plans prepared for a two‘story con

crete garage, 30 x 60 feet, to be erected on
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Discovery street adjoming the company’s

car barns; it will cost $10,000.

Samuel Houser and R. N. Hoews have

formed a dealership firm in Omaha, Neb..

and have located at 102 Farnam street. They

have the Stevens-Duryea agency for Iowa

and Nebraska.

The assets of the Tip Top Auto Co., of

Hood River, Ore, have been sold to R. R.

Carter and L. H. Goodenberger; hereafter

the business will be known as the Columbia

Auto & Machine Co.

The Riddell Auto Co. of Des Moines. 1a.,

is about to open a branch in Oskaloosa, in

the same state; the agency will be used as

an Overland distributing center for the

southeastern part of the state.

The American Motor Car Co., located at

6016 Euclid avenue, Cleveland, 0., has been

reorganized under the style Northern Mo

tor Co.; C. V. Lloyd is manager. Amer

ican and Marion cars are stocked.

The Abbott Motor Car Co. has been

formed in Cleveland, 0., and will proceed

to erect a building for its occupancy; tem

porary quarters have been secured at 2027

Euclid avenue. Abbott-Detroit cars will

be sold; C. H. Davis is general manager.

R. F. Lindquist, a Tacoma (Wash) busi

ness man. and for several years connected

with the Standard Oil Co., has entered

business for himself; he has established an

agency for Miller tires at 755 South C

street.

The Detroit Motor & Machine Co., which

for several years has operated a machine

shop on Hillger avenue, in Detroit, just has

been incorporated with an authorized capi

tal of $150,000, $75,000 of which has been

paid in; the remainder is represented by

property. The new capital will be utilized

in the enlargement of the business.

Col. K. C. Pardee, one of the veterans of

New York trade and who for many years

was identified with the Maxwell-Briscoc in

terests, has returned to the business after

a short retirement. He has secured the

metropolitan agency for the Briggs-D6

troiter car and estab'lshed an attractive

salesroom at Broadway and élst street.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Chisholm. Minn—Shannon's Auto Gar

age, damaged. Loss not given.

Atlanta, Ga.-—Firestone Tire 8: Rubber

Co., Auburn avenue. damaged. Loss not

given.

New York, N. Y.-—Forty-ninth Street

Garage, 15 West 49th street, garage dam

aged and one car destroyed. Loss, $3,000.

Chicago, Ill—Jackson Boulevard Garage,

1305-07 Jackson boulevard, garage dam

aged and four cars wrecked by explosion

which caused fire. L055, $10,000.

another of its checkerboard moves.

USED CAR DEALER SUED BY

CAR OWNER IN MIXED DEAL

Automobile Is Replevined and Then Is

Returned to Dealer—Latter Claims

Owner Interfered and Blocked

Sale of Car.

A Royal Tourist car of 1910 model, which

was the property of Louis Talerka of New

York City, would, if it had the ability, be

very much confused as to whom its owner

is and also as to where it is going next, all

because of a lawsuit commenced in the

New York City Court by Talerka against

Green's Purchasing Agency, of Broadway

and \Vest 48th street, a used car estab

lishment, which latterly has been figuring

as the “auto department" of the not easily

forgotten Manhattan Storage Co.

Talerka, it appears, turned over the car

to the agency to be sold, placing a valuation

of $1,000 on the vehicle. Just how much

time the agency was to have in which to

sell the car is disputed, but Talerka claims

that when the specified time had elapsed he

demanded his car and that it was refused.

The agency alleges that it sold the car, but

that before it could make delivery Talerka

replevined it. The replevin order was grant

ed in the City Court and delivered to a

sherifi. The Green people then made claim

that the undertaking on replevin was in

sufficient and the sheriff was ordered to

give back the car to the agency. The next

move was made by Talerka, who appealed

to the Appellate Term of the Supreme

Court for New York county, with the re

quest that his undertaking he declared suf

ficient; if decision is favorable to him the

sheriff will be called upon to give the car

Then

may come a suit to ascertain whether the

sheriff's last move was proper and, if it

was not, the car may move back again.

Financial Straits Cause Stein to Quit.

The Stein Tire & Rubber Co., which has

been a figure in New York’s automobile

affairs at 1741 Broadway, has withdrawn

from the trade and the princinpal in the

concern. Arthur S. Stein, has exchanged his

position of merchant for that of salesman,

being now connected In that capacity with

the Howe Rubber Co., of New Brunswick,

N. J. Unfortunate accounts are said to have

had much to do with Stein’s undoing.

When financial troubles began to loom

threatenineg the E. _l. \Villis Co., a Cham

bers street supply house, being the largest

creditor, took a considerable portion of the

Stein stock in payment, and only last week

the remainder was taken over by the Auto

Owners' Supply Depot. of 1773 Broadway.

What accounts remain uncollected havd

been entrusted to the Sonora Motor Horn

Co., which occupied a part of the same

building that housed the Stein company.

The Sonora concern has removed to 83

Chambers street and will busy itself for the

next few months in efforts to collect the

Stein accounts.

As a reminder of its business career, the

Stein company appears in the New York

City Court as defendant in an action

brought by the Portage Rubber Co., of Bar

berton, O., in a suit based on a note for

$4,376.33 for goods sold and delivered, and

which went to protest in September. An

other note, for $4,500, held by the Central

Savings & Trust Co. of Akron, 0., due Oc

tober 21 last, also has been protested. Both

notes are said to bear the endorsement of

Arthur S. Stein, E. J. Willis and the E. J.

\Nillis Co.

Oliver Truck Succeeds Oliver Car.

The jigs, dies, patterns, patents and simi

lar assets of the Oliver Motor Car Co.,

which practically died borning, have been

acquired from the receiver by a new cor

poration styled the Oliver Motor Truck

Co., of which G. A. Meyer is president and

general manager. Two other officers are

F. J. Meyer, treasurer; R. F. Beach, sales

manager; D. Brewster, superintendent.

Temporarily, at least, the company will con

duct operations at 460 Lawton avenue, De

troit, where it will produce the Oliver

1,500-pound light delivery wagon and the

3,000-pound truck which brought about the

undoing of the old company.

Meyers Becomes Swinehart’s Manager.

After casting about for the right man for

a considerable time, the powers that be

in the Swinehart Tire 8: Rubber Co., of

Akron, have selected Clifford E. Meyers for

the office of general manager. Previously

Meyers was manager of the Diamond

branch in Cleveland. Incidentally, A. E.

Williams, formerly the Swinehart advertis

ing manager, has gone to the Staver Car

riage Co., of Chicago, in the same capacity.

Receiver Now Takes Whitesides Truck.

Following the closing of the plant by

order of the directors, Mark Davis has been

appointed receiver for the \Vhitesides Com

mercial Car Co., of Newcastle, Ind. From

its beginning. a year ago, the company has

lacked funds and never made much pro

gress.

Parts Makers Take up Complete Chassis.

Heretofore confining itself to the manu

facture of parts, the Nichoalds Co., of De

troit, has taken up the production of com

plete chassis for the trade. The company

is located at 424 Grand River avenue.
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ENGINE STARTERS AS SAFETY DEVICES.

Although on more than one occasion the engine starter

has been eulogized as a “life saver” in both the slangy

and pure English meanings of the phrase. the full extent

of its far-reaching benefits are but gradually being com

prehended.

As surely as wear is the greatest agent in the natural

“dissolution” of an automobile engine, just so surely does

any device which reduces wear act to prolong life, and it

it here that the life saving role of the engine starter be

comes apparent, for it encourages the practice of stopping

the engine when the car is stopped temporarily. While the

actual wear that takes place when an engine is “turning

over” idly is very small, it no longer is necessary to endure

even that small amount of wear in order to obviate the

physical labor of setting the engine in operation again.

The manner in which it eliminates accidents due to

cranking with gears in mesh often has been remarked, but

there are occasions when the starter may serve equally

important purposes. which hinge directly on the seeming

proclivity of some motors to stall in crowded streets and

thereby obstruct traffic, and to stop in even more dangerous

places, of which a railroad crossing with a train approach

ing is a more or less familiar example that invariably places

human life in jeopardy.

In such cases, where the car is fitted with an engine

starter the engine can be quickly and easily re-started and

the hazard is immeasurably reduced. Even when the en

gine refuses to start immediately under the persuasion of

the starter, it is perfectly feasible with many such devices,

particularly electrical devices, to propel the car itself with

them out of danger and into safety. In short, the engine

starter rightly may be considered as a factor of safety as

well as a convenience.

THE EPIDEMIC OF “TIRE FILLERS.”

It is quite evident that the idea widely obtains that there

are millions to be made in the manufacture and sale of tire

filling compounds. It is a dull week indeed when there are

incorporated less than a half dozen companies with that

end in view, and it is a poor company which cannot incor

porate under the laws of Delaware with an authorized

capital of at least $1,000,000.

Despite the unfavoring and unrelenting attitude of tire

makers toward the use of such compounds, the number of

tire filling enterprises already greatly exceeds the number

of tire manufacturers, and if their increase continues there

soon may be a tire filling company for every other separate

tire that is produced, and the dictionary will be depleted by

the efforts of word coiners to find apt or original designa

tions for their respective compounds.

Several tire filling compositions have been on the market

for a term of years, but at no time has their sale compelled

world-wide attention. It is only within the last twelve

month that the manufacture of such concoctions became

epidemic, and the cause for it apparently rests in the re

markable success achieved not so much from the sale of a

particular filler as from the sale of stock, “state rights” and

other “rights” by several groups of shrewd men who seized

the opportunity—or created it—and made the most of it.

Regardless of the merits of tire fillers. it is fairly plain

that when the epidemic shall have run its course the num

ber of sadder but wiser persons will have been greatly

increased.

TRUCK LOADS AND LEGAL REQUIREMENTS.

\Nhether or not it becomes law, or whether it even gets

so far as to come before the legislature, the proposal of

the New York State Highway Commission to arbitrarily

limit the maximum weight to be carried by a single motor

truck axle. with the object of preventing the injury which

heavy motor trucks are alleged to have caused to road sur

faces, will at least have the effect of calling attention to the

fact that there is a practical way in which the law may be

obeyed while carrying loads that would overload two axles.

That is to say, three axles can be used. ~

Trucks of the three-axle or so-called semi-trailer type.

in which the front end of a load-carrying two-wheeled

trailer is supported on a fifth-wheel on the frame of a short

tractor, have been demonstrated to be entirely practicable,

the principle having been adopted by a number of builders.

Not only is the weight distributed over three axles instead

of only two, but the load can be heavier in proportion than

is usual in two-axle trucks and an approximately equal dis

tribution of weight over the three axles is possible.

Should the proposed amendment to the highway law be

enacted there is no doubt that manufacturers would be able

to design three-axle trucks of paying capacity without ex

ceeding the proposed limit of four tons per axle.
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S. A. E. SCHEDULES ANNUAL

THREE-DAY WINTER MEETING

Sessions Will Be Held in New York's

Newest Hotel—Papers To Be

Read and Subjects for

Discussion

Changing slightly the program that was

adhered to last January, the annual winter

meeting of the Society of Automobile En

gineers which is scheduled for the three

days beginning January 16 next, will be held

at the Hotel McAlpin, at the corner of 34th

street and Broadway, New York City, in

stead of at Madison Square Garden. As

was the case at the last winter meeting, the

session is to be preceded by a meeting of

the Standards Committee. which will be

held at the headquarters of the society at

1786 Broadway on \Vedncsday, January

15th; it is called for 9:30 in the morning.

Business and professional sessions of the

W'intcr meeting proper will be commenced

at 9:30 on Thursday morning, January 16th,

and will be continued in the afternoon at

2 o'clock and on Friday morning and after

noon. Friday evening, January 17th, has

been reserved for the annual dinner, and

business will be suspended with the termi

nation of the last session on Saturday

morning.

Among the papers and reports which will

be discussed at the meeting, some of them

having been held over from the Summer

meeting cruise, are. Effect of Relation of

Bore and Stroke in Automobile Engines. by

John \Yilkinson; Stability of Automobile

Propeller Shafts, by J. M. Thomas: Method

of Brake Capacity Determination, by S. I.

Fekete; Leaf Springs, by L. J. Lane;

Standardization of Drawings, by George

W'. Dunham.

In all probability at least some of the'

following subjects also will be treated of

either in papers or by discussion: Motor

sizes for trucks; comparative data on motor

tests; relation of road testing to dynam

ometer testing; gears; magneto

couplings; relation of design to construc

tion of motor cars; will the six-cylinder

motor eventually displace the four-cylinder

motor for pleasure cars? Is the transmis

sion preferably located on the rear axle

as a separate unit or combined as a unit

with the power plant? Why has the 42

inch wheel been discarded? \Vith the elec

starter. lighting plant and ignition

possible in one unit, will the magneto be

discarded? \Virc wheels.

WOflTl
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London Show Breaks Attendance Record.

lf figures go to prove anything, the pop

ularity of the automobile show is not want

ing abroad. During the eight days and

nights the London show was open to the

public, 255,112 persons passed the turnstiles,

as against 226,095 in 1911 and 218,908 in

1910. Each year, \Vedncsday proved the

largest single day, the attendance figures for

that 'day each year being 38.115, 38.746 and

48,749. respectively. -

 
 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

 
 

 
 

 
 

It is the protection afforded the more

delicate and easily deranged parts which

have to do with the prOpcr functioning of

the car that has made the modern auto

mobile reliable. \\'hile it is not always feas—
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RAMB LER RADIATOR PROTECTION

ible so to strengthen a part that it can

bear without ill echct all the blows that

are directed toward it, in nearly all cases

it is possible to arrange some sort of a con—

trivance to relieve the more delicate parts

of the strain.

Such practice is common with the car

owner as well as with the manufacturer, as

exemplified by the fitting of a bumper for

the protection of the radiator. It is rare,

however. that the practice is extended so

that the radiator is protected from blows

directed at it from within the hood. Such,

however. is the case with the Rambler car,

on the radiator of which is is fitted a guard

to prevent injury in case a fast whirling

fan blade should become loosened, or so

bent as to be able to contact with the fins

on the cooler tubes. As shown in the

sketch. the device is nothing more nor less

than a circle of quarter-inch wire. of slight

ly less diameter than the fan. and which is

soldered on thc radiator fins directly in

front of the fan.
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December 7-22,

Salon.

Paris, France — Paris

January 2-10. New York, N. Y.—Import

ers' salon in Hotel Astor.

January 4-11, Montreal, Can—Annual

automobile show in the Drill Hall and

Armory, under the auspices of the Auto

mobile Club of Canada.

January 6-11, Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.’s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.

January 11-18. New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25. Philadelphia, Pa.—Phila

dclpliia Automobile Trade Association's

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.--.-\uto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 21-26, Toledo, Ohio—Annual

show in the Exposition building under the

auspices of the Toledo Automobile Shows

Co.

January 25-February 1, Providence, R. I.

—Annual show of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association in the Provi

dence State Armory.

January 27-February 1, Ottawa, Can.—

Annual show of the Ottawa Valley Motor

Car Association in Howick Hall.

January T7-February l. Scranton, Pa.—

Third annual show of the Scranton Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association in the 13th

Regiment Armory

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers' Association's

Show in the State Armory.

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill.—-National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers’

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure ears only.

February 8—15, Hartford. Conn—Sixth

annual show of the Hartford Automobile

Dealers’ Association in the State Armory.

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill.—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.

February 10-15, Minneapolis, Minn—Min

neapolis Automobile Show Co.'s show in

the National Guard Armory.
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APLCO ADDS FLYWHEEL TYPE

OF LIGHTER AND STARTER

It Is of Combined Motor and Genera

tor Pattern With Only One Mov

ing Part—Simple Control

Mechanism.

Supplementing other electrical apparatus,

prominent among which is a lighting sys

tem and a combined lighting and engine

starting system, the Apple Electric Co. of

Dayton, O., has developed and brought out

another new lighting and starting system

MOTOR WORLD

described as a pad on the frame of the

motor and the other is bolted directly to the

flywheel, the appearance of the apparatus

as attached to a standard motor being

shown by the accompanying illustration.

The field. which is of the multipolar type,

is contained within the armature, the latter

being bolted to the flywheel and rotating

about the field. The is com

pletely enclosed in a stationary aluminum

case upon the top of which is mounted the

control unit.

mechanism

The controller is a modification of the

controller furnished with the older type

A6 Aplco lighting and starting system and

incorporates a number of improvements cal
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APLCO FLYWHEEL TYPE LIGHTER AND STARTER, SHOWING ELEMENTS

which is radically diflerent from anything

that has borne the Aplco trademark in the

past and which is calculated to overcome

any and all of the objections, hypothetical

or otherwise, that may have been raised

against other systems.

The new Aplco system is of the pattern

known as the flywheel type, in contradis

tinction to the previous Aplco combined

system designed to be driven and to drive

either through the timing gear train or

through some other convenient rotating

shaft. It differs in several respects from

other such flywheel systems, however. and

has the advantage that it may be applied to

any existing engine without' the necessity

for altering either-design or construction to

any considerable degree.

Briefly, the new system consists of two

units, one of which is attached to‘what is

culated to render its action more efficient

and more automatic One of its features is

that it is equipped with the distinctive

Aplco “stop charge" device which auto

matically reduces the amount of charging

current to the battery in proportion as the

battery approaches the fully charged state.

Similarly. it also increases the charging

rate as current is drawn from the battery

for lighting or starting.

For starting and for lighting the voltages

are 6 and 12, respectively. the battery being

of the 12-volt size. Manipulation of the

controller handle for starting automatically

connects the battery for a pressure of 12

volts, causing the combined dynamo and

motor to “spin” the engine at approximately

120 revolutions a minute until it picks up

its own cycle of operations, when, if the

starting handle is released.'it is spring-re—

l5

turned to the “stop” position, effectually

preventing the battery discharging itself

through the motor when the current is not

needed. Altering the position of the start

ing handle to the “running” position auto

matically rearranges the battery connec

tions so that the battery receives its charge

at the rate of 6 volts. The generator com

mences to charge the battery, provided, of

course, that charging is necessary, at 250

revolutions a minute. Control of the output

is entirely automatic and is held within the

limits prescribed by experience as the most

advantageous to the battery. The simplic

ity of the mechanism is indicated by the

fact that but four wires are required to

carry the current from the battery to the

controller.

Michigan Fourth Speed Not an “Overstep.”

Althouin the pen is said to be mightier

than the sword and its influence is known

to have altered the destinies of nations, it

is powerless to alter the mechanical con

struction of a gearset, for instance—except

on paper. Consequently the four—speed

gearset with which the Mighty Michigan

cars are equipped remains of the type in

which high speed is direct drive and is not,

as inadvertently was stated last week in

Motor \Vorld, an “overstep” with direct

drive on “thirr.” In designing the Michi

gan four-speed gearset, the manufacturers

have worked on the hypothesis that true

arithmetical progression in gear changing

is productive of the greatest efiiciency and

flexibility and for this reason the gear

changes in Michigan cars have been ar

ranged so that they virtually represent

speed ratios varying by a common differ

ence, as 1, 2, 3, and 4, with direct drive on

fourth.

Will Make Inner Tubes in Sections.

The Roberts Mfg. Co., of Trenton, N. 1.,

which recently was incorporated under Del

aware laws with an authorized capital of

$1.000.000. has in view the production of a

sectional inner tube for automobile tires, the

first of which are being produced in a plant

in Trenton. The tube, which is the inven

tion of Frederick T. Roberts. the moving

spirit in the company, is made up of 10

separate sections, in each of which are 32

cells running- the length of each section.

Each cell is filled with compressed air, the

ends of the tube being vulcanized to pre

vent its escape. In the event of a puncture,

it is the idea that only a comparatively few

cells will be affected and that the substitu

tion of an unpunctured section immediately

will repair the difficulty. In other words,

instead of carrying “spare” inner tubes, the

motorist will have need only to carry the

"sections," each of which are about 10 inch

es long.
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WHY BUSINESS DOESN’T COME

Dealer Should Find Answer to This'Ques

tion If He Wishes to Overcome Ob

stacles—Inaggressiveness a Cause.

\Vhat is the reason I don't get the busi

ness that I don’t get? is a question that

every dealer can afford to ask himself

again and again until he has arrived at a

satisfactory answer. Indeed. unless he does

ask it of himself and puzzle over it till

definite conclusions are arrived at, his busi

ness is quite likely to stay just as it is and

the number of customers to remain about

the same.

One of the secrets of successful salesman

ship is careful planning. And to plan care

fully one must take into account all the

negative influences as well as those in his

favor. No successful salesman is ever sat

isfied. Just as he studies his successes to

get out of them the pure gold, so he studies

his failures until he wrings from them

the elements of weakness. '

Analysis of Failures.

Many dealers easily can answer the

question by admitting to themselves that

the reason they did not get the business

they failed to get was that they did not go

after it aggressively, persistently and in

telligently. Others would have to confess

that they simply took what came and did

not seek to analyze why more did not

come. Still others might deceive them

selves by fancying it was entirely a mat

ter of price, when it was not.

But price-cutting is not salesmanship.

The majority of people are not throwing

away money; on the other hand, where

value is established decisively and thor

oughly the average man does not look for

or expect a cut.

There must be some real reason. What

is it? Do not give up till you have nailed

it down. There is a cause wherever there
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is an effect. If one study causes and effects

he shall soon know just what is necessary

to be done to get the orders that he failed

to get.

Business develops just as it is made to

develop; it increases just as it is planned

to increase if the plans are made with in

telligence from the standpoint of actual

facts.

at

THE CUT PRICE EXPLAINED.

If the meaning of a cut price is explained

to a prospect he will rarely pursue the sub

ject further.

Every car on the dealer's floor depre

ciates in value the minute he cuts the price

of any one of them.

travels like fire.

News of cut prices

Not only do the friends

of the man who gets the car know it. but

the other dealers know it, and the result is

that when, after a year or two of use. the

purchaser of the discount car wants to

trade in his car he finds that the dealer. in

arriving at values, will make his starting:r

point the discounted price instead of the

list price—so he has gained nothing.

Every business man who has it explained

to him that. where one has to divide the

money with the\customer he cannot give

the service. is quick to appreciate that he

to cannot expect to have his cookie and his

penny, too.

at

DOUBLE VALUE FROM POSTAGE.

It is just as important to advertise to the

customers you already have. and thus sell

them more goods, as it _‘is to advertise to

people who have never done business with

you. Indeed, it is far more important. You

know the credit standing of those with

whom you are doing business and they

know you; logically, it ought to be much

easier to sell them anything.

Every bill and every statement that goes

out of your office should carry with it a

reminder of something you sell. Some

times you.- lines of cars and their advan
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tages, sometimes your repair shop, your

garage facilities. At other times, like fall

and winter, it is good business to advertise

the things that appeal particularly at those

times. At the present time tire chains, non

skid tires, non-freezing oils, anti-freezing

solutions, all can be made profitable sub

jects for brief, pointed advertisements on

slips thre: and a half inches wide by six

inches long.

As a matter of fact. several of these slips

touching on different articles would prove

profitable producers. Postage,

when used as suggested, costs nothing and

the investment for printing is so slight as

to be negligible.

One dealer sends every customer hints

on care of cars during the winter season

with various cautions, etc., that are greatly

appreciated and help accent his desire to

preparations, thus missing a good part of

the selling season.

business

Jl

PROFITS POSSIBLE IN WINTER.

The minute cold weather starts the de

mand for_alcohol and other non-freezing

solutions is very active. There is money to

be made supplying this demand, and the

wise dealer will cash in on it. Too many

garagemen wait until the freezing weather

actually arrives before pushing the various

preparations.

The sign should be up now and be big

enough to force attention from every regu

lar customer and every transient.

Incidentally, the cold winter months offer

many other opportunities to the energetic

garageman. For example, in every local

ity there are numbers of people who have

private garages which are unheated. If

these people were circularized and the ad

vantages of keeping their machines in a

warm garage during cold weather were

pointed out, it would help to bring in many

new boarders and at the same time create

a new market for many other forms of gar

age service.
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OPPORTUNITY IN NEW MODELS

Creation of Fresh Interest Easy at Time

When Latest Cars Arrive in the Sales

room—Methods Dealers Have Used.

\\'hen the new models come in, the auto

mobile dealer has a wonderful opportunity

to create fresh interest in the line he sells;

for, regardless of what the motorist may

be driving at the time, he is always inter

ested in examining new cars and observing

improvements.

How to get the people into the store,

however, is a problem that has many angles,

all of which are well worth studying. The

announcement in the local paper is, of

course. a natural and a logical method of

attracting attention and can be made very

effective. But this is not the only means

of stimulating interest, and the dealer who

is actively seeking business will not let his

efforts rest there.

Effectiveness of Mailing List.

One dealer who has been successful

makes a specialty of having an up-to-date

mailing list. This list includes every one

who has purchased a car from him during a

period of four years, the names of every

automobile owner in his territory and a

very complete list of “Al” prospects (not

owners) which has taken much time and

effort to compile. To each of these he

mails a neatly printed invitation the day

before the newspaper announcement ap

pears. Thus the big newspaper advertise

ment is in the nature of an effective follow

up to the personal invitation.

Taking Advantage of the Telephone.

On top of this, after the second day and

for the ensuing three or four weeks, the

salesman on store duty takes his list of

prospects and extends telephone invitations

to a score,_of them to drop in that day.

\Vhile telephoning the salesman makes it
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a. point to incidentally ask the prospect the

names of any friends who might_be inter

ested, and thus many valuable additions to

the list are secured.

As a result of this systematic work, many

sales are developed and the most is made of

a big opportunity.

‘9'

OPERATING THE GARAGE’S DOORS.

\\‘hoevcr drives into the North \Vood

ward Garage of Edwin Brosch. in Detroit,

appreciates the fact that he does not have

v to step out of his car to open the garage

door, as in many places, nor does he have

to sit in his car and toot his horn while

waiting for a busy employe to find time to

come and open the door. -

\Vithin convenient reaching distance is a

rope, a slight pull on which opens the

doors. The man in the rear of the garage

pulls another rope and the doors close au

tomatically.

Going out again, a rope from the inside is

pulled and again the doors open without

any fuss or trouble, and in the same way

are they again closed by one of the garage

men.

It is done by means of ingeniously ar

ranged sash pulleys and weights. The idea

is simple and practical and makes a strong

hit with car owners; also it renders un

necessary the horn tooting that often

amounts to a neighborhood nuisance. It is

worthy of wider adoption.

..’!

THE DEALER AND ADVERTISING.

Advertising is not a magical Aladdin's

lamp to be utilized by the dealer only at

such times as he desires instant increase in

his business. Advertising is more like the

good salesman who goes on his way mak

ing his daily round of calls. convincing

some. but not able to close for reasons that

cannot be overcome in a day; half convinc

ing others that another call will enable

him to close: making a sale here and there.

but always building up the reputation and

influence of his house and adding to its

prestige, and in the end making a very

profitable showing.

All of which means that advertising

should be used systematically, regularly,

not in occasional flashes.

Advertising should be regarded as an in

vestment, not as an expense. And each

advertisement should drive home some real

point about the goods. After reading it, a

new point, a solid fact should be lodged

in the reader's mind. Continued effort along

such lines is bound to prove profitable.

Most manufacturers have an advertising

service department and stand ready to fur

nish not only good electrotypes but excel—

lent copy that can be used to advantage by

dealers handling their cars.

Many accessory and tire manufacturers

pursue the same policy, so that to-day it is

easy for the dealer who wants to advertise

to get the right illustrations and the right

text that will add reputation and business.

,5!

PROOF OF REAL SALESMANSHIP.

Real salesmanship is nothing more nor

less than the establishing 'of a thorough

appreciation of the value of the article you

are selling in the mind of the other man.

When you do this your work is well done

and you need not worry about the results.

You may not get the order then and there,

but if you have succeeded in establishing

in the mind of the prospect the dollar-for

dollar value of your product so that he be

lieves it is the best for the money, the

order will inevitably follow.

In selling automobiles this naturally pre

supposes two things—fiirst. that the sales

man has convinced himself of the value of

his car by the analysis of its construction,

by careful comparison, by accurate knowl

edge; second, that he knows his car through

and through. There are many other meth

ods of salesmanship. but this sort of sell

ing achieves large resuits and builds perma~
nent business. H
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Solutions of The Used Car Problem

In Competition for Motor World’s Cash Premiums of $50, $25, $15 and $10 for the Best Four Articles

Dealing With the Subject.

. By J. W. FRASER, Cleveland, 0.

How to handle the used car problem‘is. in my estimation,

almost as difficult as the tarifi. But it seems sooner or

later, it will receive very serious thought by the students of

automobile disposal. and eventually will be to a certain

extent brought to a more satisfactory basis than at present.

In my opinion the methods used by dealers in automobiles

to take used cars in trade are almost suicidal. One dealer

ofiers a certain amount in trade on a new car. the next ofi'ers

more. or less. depending on how anxious he is to dispose of

his allotment. and in most cases sacrificing some or almost

all of his profit. and what he has made, if any. is represented

by a second-hand car which requires as much or even more

salesmanship to dispose of than does a new one.

Now in order that every dealer may be on the same basis

and not be placed in embarrassing positions. I am led to

believe that the dealers should get together and form a

company—an automobile trading company—and when a

customer has a used car to trade for a new one that he be

referred to this company, the head of which should be a

thoroughly practical man. and well versed in all makes of

cars. and also possessing the faculty of properly appraising

the value of a second-hand car; if need be, he should run it

and look into the condition of tires, style. paint. bearings and

general condition throughout.

The appraiser of this concern should take into considera

tion the probable figure at which the 'car can be disposed of

and from that sum deduct a certain amount and arrive at

the-proper amount to be allowed by the dealer in new cars.

and also. if need be. give the customer a check payable to

the order of a dealer for a new car. or at least a statement in

writing that can be used as a basis of allowance in a trade.

This credit slip would be given as part payment for a new

car; then all the dealer will have to do will be to turn in

the old car to the automobile dealers trading company to

be reimbursed for it and deliver his new car. obtaining a

price that is legitimate. At the end of the business year the

profits of the second-hand company can be divided pro

rata.

This method would tend not only to put all dealers on

the same footing but would eliminate the cut-throat practices

now employed. and‘simply mean that if a certain dealer is

compelled to dispose of a certain percentage of his allotment

at a reduced figure. he must be frank and honest about it

and not try to sear his conscience by imagining he is keeping

up his price by making an exorbitant allowance for the old

car, whereas he really is foisting on himself a very poor

bargain.

The public at present has a very good idea as to what a'

second-hand car can be bought for, and naturally the dealer

who makes the most extravagant allowance is the one who

usually gets the business. As most of the standard cars now

built are a good buy at the figure set upon them, this suggest

ed solution of the problem would also tend to check the

practice of the car owner making himself the hawker of a

"lemon" in the shape of a used automobile; in the end it also

would increase his self respect and keep him out of the

Annanias club, as most men are prone to boast of their

ability as traders and in so doing have a tendency to boost

the price obtained by them for their old cars or minimize the

price obtained from the dealer. thereby again putting the

dealer in an embarrassing position with the next prospective

customer. who probably knows exactly what cash considera

tion on his old car Mr. B gave and obtained for his latest

acquisition.

By W. F. O’BRIEN, Chicago, Ill.

In seeking to solve the used car problem. why not follow

the custom employed in disposing of the automobile's fore

father—the horse.

A big price is paid for a good horse, but after its useful

ness has been worked out of it. it is sent to the "killers" and

killed. and parts that are still useful to this generation are

put back on the market in different ways, as. for instance.

the hide for leather. bones for fertilizer, etc.

The old automobile should be headed toward the "killer."

The main reason they are not headed that way is because

the dealers are too anxious to make a big sales showing. and

therefore allow too much for the old cars. As he can not

afford to let the “killer” have the cars at a price. the market

consequently is flooded.

The "killer" referred to is the man who buys the old car

and dismantles it. The engine goes. perhaps. to the man

building a boat. the farmer for a wood cutting machine. feed

I‘

cutter. etc., and not a few to the would-be mechanic and

aviator, to rebuild their old cars, their planes, air-wagons, ice

bobs or other freaks, that find their way sooner or later to

the smelter in the whole. not even dismantled. The tires,

steering gears. radiators. axles. transmission. etc., not of a

too antique design. generally find a ready sale to the unfortu

nate individual who has collided with a tree or other obstacle

with his new. or nearly new, car. and wants it repaired

cheaper than it could be done by a machine shop furnishing

new parts. By the time this is done the brass. copper. alu

minum. odds and ends have gone to the smelter and the old

car or cars are completely off the market.

Let the dealers strive to sell to parties who junk the old

car and not to the ones who patch it up and “sting” some

one. which only makes one more hard customer who takes

long talking to convince that a good car is like a good horse.

and a poor one like a balky nag.

This Competition Closes Monday, December 16th. No “Solution”

Received After That Date Will Be Published or Considered. "
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EDUCATING PUBLIC THROUGH THE SHOW WINDOW

 

Silent Lecturer and Moving Pictures Instruct Those Who Pass Establishments

of Automobile Dealer and Tire Manufacturer in New York'—

Hundreds Daily Familiarized With Shop Operations.

 

 

 
 

  

NEW YORK CHALMERS SALESROOM SHOWING HOW THE FACTORY \VAS BROUGHT TO BROADWAY

Showing visitors through the factory is

a pleasure for the up-to-date manufacturer

who is anxious to put his product on an

advanced footing with the public; the visit

to the factory not only affords the manu‘

facturer an opportunity of winning the

caller's esteem through courteous treatment

but it presents an occasion for impressing

the Sightseer with the solidity, thorough

ness and reliability of the company. and

hence the desirability and safety in own

ing its product. Many factories extend a

perpetual invitation to interested and un

interested persons to inspect the plant.

The Chalmers Motor Car Co. of Detroit.

Mich., however. has gone this personal visit

one better. as is evidenced by this com—

pany's metropolitan distributer. Carl _H.

Page & Co., of Broadway and \N’est 50th

street. New York City. As Page cannot

take New York to the factory. he has

brought the factory to New York—that is,

he has brought a fairly good substitute and

is daily educating Broadway in the work

ings of the big Chalmers plant.

The plant. although it occupies several

acres in the “Automobile Capital," is, in

New York, contained in one of Page'slshow

windows. and he is getting value received

for the money he has invested in window

space. The factory in the window is noth—

ing more nor less than a large paper mache

picture in relief, showing the entire fac

tory, detached structures and all. just as it

is seen by a bird flying over the establish

ment. The windows are translucent and the

throwing of an electric switch in the back

ground gives an excellent imitation of the

factory as it appears when the night force is

at work. From the street the picture is seen

in attractive perspective and of itself is

sutlicient to win attention.

But the scheme does not end here—in

fact, the picture may be said to be a minor

part of the plan. Between the picture and

the window is an upright standard carrying

a book of photographs taken in the factory,

the separate pictures being mounted on

linen and capable of being let fall over the

top and at the back of the standard. just as

maps are handled in schoolrooms. On the

floor near the window are a quantity of

automobile parts. The remaining figures in

the scene are a pointer and a man.

The man is the teacher in the “public

school." Turning the leaves of the book

to a photograph of the paint shop, for in

stance. he points to the explanation. printed

on the photograph in letters large enough

to be read from the sidewalk. indicates the

operations described and then. with the

pointer. touches the relief picture of the

paint shop at the rear of the factory prem
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ises. The next photograph may be that of

a man drilling a connecting rod big end.

The explanation is indicated. the teacher

pushes his pointer through the hole in a real

connecting rod he has picked up from the

floor and holds the part up to the photo

graph as nearly as possible in the same

position as the rod is held by the mechanic

in the picture. Next may be a man turning

a camshaft or a crankshaft, and similar pro

cedure is followed. The demonstration

serves to dispel much of the mystery that

shrouds the making of an automobile with

a large part of the public; many operations

are unfamiliar even to the owners of cars.

The big relief reproduction of the factory

is sufiicient to attract attention; but when

the man is on the scene. mutely operating

lNlTlAL PALMER PRODUCT

A WELL-STANDARDlZEl) CAR

It Is a Roadster Model With Foreign

Lines But Distinctly American

Parts—Production To Be

Pushed.

The initial product of the Palmer Motor

Car Co. of Ecorse, Mich., which, as was

told last week in Motor World, was evolved

from the Suburban Motor Car Co., proves

to be an unusual appearing roadster model

which suggests not a little foreign practice

in its lines. Despite the appearance of the

car, however, apparent principally in the

oil bath. which type was chosen by reason

of its'universally "sweet" ..ction and the

usual absence of slipping and grabbing.

The gearsct is the product of the Brown

Lipe company and provides three forward

speeds and reverse, ohtainul in the ortho

dox manner by means of a selectively op

erated hand lever. Both the front axle,

which is of substantial construction and I

beam in section, and the rear axle, which

is of the floating type, are produced by the

McCue C0. of Buffalo, N. Y., in its usually

thorough and workmanlike manner. The

wheelbase of the standard chassis is 114

inches, with semi-elliptic springs both front

and rear; tires are 34x inches.

The roadster model which now is being

produced is of the generally accepted pat

  

FRUNT AND SIDE VIEWS OF PALMER ROADSTER, SHOWING DIS'I‘INCTIVE SHAPE OF HOOD AND RADIATOR

his pointer, spectators are never lacking.

The show window is close to the 50th street

downtown station of the subway, and hun

dreds of people pass the corner every day.

Another window display of an educational

nature consists of a miniature moving pic

ture exhibition of spectacular tests of Dia

mond safety treads. and is “staged” in one

of the windows of the palatial store of the

B. F. Goodrich Co. of New York at 1780

Broadway. At the small end of a long.

black. tapering box is a screen on which

the pictures are projected; the other end,

which is open, faces the window. The pic

tures, which are clear and sharp, show the

marked difference in the behavior of two

cars on a wet. slippery asphalt pavement,

one machine fitted with smooth tires and

the other with the safety treads. Sharp

tunrs are shown. in which the smooth-tired

car skids around and faces the way it

came. while the safety treads hold true to

their course: and braking tests. in which

the same difference in adhesion to the slip

pery road surface is exhibited. The

' rarely fail to attract a crowd.

um0_

\lt's'

shape of the radiator and hood, its speci

fications reveal nothing that is radical in its

make-up. In fact, all of the various com

ponents are of standard construction and

the list reveals the names of only parts

makers of recognized merit in the trade.

Already a factory site has been obtained

and preparations are being made actively

to push production.

In the choice of a motor, conservatism is

apparent in the dimensions of the cylinders

adopted, a middle ground rather than an

extreme in the matter of stroke or bore

ratio being one of its features. It bears

the well-known Hazard name—plate and the

bore and stroke are 4 inches and 4% inches.

respectively, permitting a nominal rating of

30 horsepower. Motor auxiliaries, no less

than the motor itself, have been the subject

of much deliberation and careful choice, as

is revealed by the fact that “mixture” is

supplied by a Stromberg carburetter and

sparked bv a Bosch high tension magneto.

From the engine, pow er is transmitted to

the road wheels through the intermediary

of a multiple disc clutch operating in an

tern in which the steering colutnn is locat

ed at the right side. The upholstering is

deep and the seat is proportioned topermit

both occupants plenty of elbow and leg

room. Lending a rakish appearance sug

gestive of speed, the engine

rather longer than is usual, the effect being

heightened by the low flush sides of the

body and the location of a gasolene tank of

generous capacity at the back of the seats.

Behind fhe gasolene tankv which is rec

tangular in section, a small trunk. tapered to

conform to the lines, permits the storage of

tools and spare parts and at the same time

adds a finishing touch that fills out the

otherwise empty space and gives an unmis

takable appearance of completeness.

bonnet is

The Right Way to Wash Radiators.

Running a car for a considerable distance

over very muddy roads is apt to result in

the clogging up of some of the radiator

spaces with mud. This. of course. may eas

ily be washed out with a hose. but the water

should be applied from the rear so that the

magneto will not be wetted.
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REILLY‘.,EXPRE_SSES HIS VIEWS ON OVERCHARGING

 

He and the Sales. Manager Argue the Pros and Cons of the Parts Price and

Repairing Questions—They Haven’t Yet Discovered Why Renew

Into a Car, Become So Highly Valuable.als, When Put

The Reilly family had consented to run

into the city and help the Sales Manager’s

family dispose of an abnormally large

Thanksgiving turkey, only on condition that

the Sales Manager’s household forthwith

migrate to Reilly's town for a weekend,

while Reilly remained at the factory for a

salesmen’s meeting. and on the following

 
\

"What for? Where are you going?" the

Sales Manager finally managed to ask.

“\Valnuts," was the only comment.

Sitting in the car proved to be a solitary

occupation, so the Sales Manager finally

decided to emulate companion and

climbed the board fence, but by this time

Reilly was busily at work, seated on a

his
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BEFORE THE SALES MANAGER COULD CLIMB OVER REILLY \VAS AT \‘VORK

Siinday help wreck the pompous post

Thanksgiving bird that Grandfather Reilly

had sent from the country; which accounts

for the appearance of the Sales Manager

and his soon-to-be-host’speeding over a

country road in Reilly's car on Saturday

afternoon. the cares of business and the fac

tory left as far behind as was possible with

this pair.

Reilly’s Boyishness Asserts ‘Itself.

For the first few miles out of town

neither said much. The silence might have

been unbroken for the thirty‘or-so miles

had not Reilly, in whom boyish traits had

not entirely eliminated themselves, spied

a walnut tree in a fence corner, which is

sufficient to stop the progress of any youth.

The Sales Manager looked in astonishment

as Reilly closed the throttle and. with a

"Com'e on, Jim‘." jumped out of the car and

began to climb the fence.

boulder, a cobblestone in hand as a hammer

and a growing pile of nut shells giving tes

timony to his industry. It didn't take the

city-bred man long to follow suit, once he

discovered that the shaggy-barked tree bore

the nuts for which he paid good prices at

street corners.

Parts Catalogue That Needed Revision.

Silence again reigned, except for the'

clacking cobblestones, 'until the lightning

like brain of the dealer made a faraway

jump to a very foreign subject and he

asked: “\Nhen are you going to revise that

parts catalogue?"

“Coming through the print shop now;

why?” the Sales Manager managed to ex

plain between bites.

“Nothing; only I think you need it. I

suppose we’ll get better prices on some of

the parts. won't we?”

“Yes.” admitted the Sales Manager.

“Some of them have been cut down.

why? Are you starting to kick, too?"

“\Vell," was Reilly’s admission, “some

of my customers have been kicking, and if

I think they're right why shouldn't I com

plain a little? If you keep on with that

catalogue you’ll be as bad as the factory

that makes Henry's cars; he's only a few

doors from me, you know, and he's lost a

lot of trade because his customers thought

they were being ‘stung' on repairs—and

Henry did sting some of them. too."

"How?" '

But

High Prices Charged for Repair Parts.

“The usual way," answered the dealer.

“\Vants to get rich too quick. He’s just

like a lot more. They think because they’re

repairing automobiles that the stuff they

put into them is worth from two to ten

times as much as it would be if it were put

into a wagon. Henry, to start with. had a

parts catalogue that was a disgrace; but the

factory people insisted that they knew what

they were doing and put prices on parts

that were away out of decent proportions.

They charged about twenty times the first

cost of a piece of steel even when all that

was done to the piece in the factory was

to make an eye in one end and a thread on

the other. I can't see'the justice of it. my

self.

“Of course. Henry was charged for the

part at the regular price. and- he had to

make his profit on it, even if his trade did

kick. It was that way on all the parts. One

of his customers walk‘ed in one day with a

parts catalogue in his hand; he had added

up the prices of all the parts that go into a

car and found th‘at they cost~ nearly three

times the price of the completed car' itself.

Henry ‘couldn't explain it; and I don’t be

lieve anyone else can."

The Sales Manager's Explanation.

“There are a lot of things you don’t take

into consideration. Reilly," interrupted the

Sales Manager. “\\'e have to charge more

for parts than we would-if we had a big

factory turning out nothing but a few dif

ferent pieces; it costs us more. \Ve have

to keep a stock on hand. and considering all

the changes made in the cars, it is some

stock. Also. for the earliest models, of

which but a few were made. the parts call

is not heavy. and' sometimes to supply'an
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order we have to put one mechanic on the

job and let him make it; that costs money."

“You may be right," admitted the dealer,

as he almost missed his thumb with the cob—

blestone, “but it surely does make a cus

tomer sore to pay the prices some of them

have to pay._ On Henry's line of cars he

charged a dollar for one of those buttons

that goes on the thumb latch in the end of

the brake lever. According to the car own

er's viewpoint, those things ought not to

be. worth more than a dollar a quart.

Bleeding Trade Bred Discontent.

“But to get away from this parts propo—

sition, a lot of his trade was justified in

feeling they had been bled when they were

called upon to pay bills. Some of the items

were cotter pins, the size that costs 10 or

15 cents a pound; Henry charged them all

up a cent apiece, which was a profit of

such a big per cent. that no one would be

lieve it if you told them, so I never took

the time to figure it out. I got into a dis

cussion with him about it one day and he

said a cotter pin installed in a car was

worth more because of the labor that had

been put on it. I asked him if he didn't also

put in [a labor charge on the car and if the

customer was not therefore called upon to

pay twice for the labor. He shrugged his

shoulders at that, but kept right on charg

ing up cotter pins at one cent per.

“Another thing for which he offered the

same excuse and which made bad feeling

was the prices he asked for common nuts

and bolts that were used in repair work.

Mind you, they were not special nuts and

bolts that he got from the factory, but the

common, ordinary kind that you buy in any

hardware store in a cardboard box. These

were worth ten cents by the time the Henry

workmen got them into a car. The transfor

mation in the value of little things like that

was wonderful when they passed through

the Henry repair shop; it was a regular

gold-plating establishment. Things went

in worth less than a cent and were worth

ten when they came out. If he only could

create a demand for something and put

it through his shop he would get rich in a

month. The trouble is that there is a de

mand for his goods. but the people who own

cars he has sold are wise to values and don't

enjoy being squeezed: quite a few have

quit him and gone to a shop that does noth

ing but repairing and does it on an impar

tial and businesslike basis.

Consistency Which Reilly Emulstes.

“Down where those car owners now get

their work done the boss has some sense of

consistency and charges what things are

worth. He has some system in his shop.

too, and I may add that I try to run mine

the same way; in fact. I have stolen one

or two ideas from him. This overcharging

business is about played out.

Explanations That Are Not Impressive.

"I know, Reilly," protested the Sales

Manager, “but you must take into consid

eration the overhead and extra expense

that is charged to these parts. If a factory

did nothing but turn out thumb latch knobs

it probably could make them for a few cents

each; big production makes little costs

and"—

"Sure! I know all about that," was

Reilly’s response. “You chaps in the fac

tories are full of figures and explanations,

but you don’t often come in contact with

the car owners who are charged for even

nuts and bolts about ten times what they’re

worth. If you met more of them

and heard them holler. you might change

your views and, maybe. your prices. Hard

ware stores have to carry stocks of bolts

and nuts and other things, and yet they

don't squeeze the public, and I can't see

yet why so many of these automobile prices

should possess mushroom tendencies.

“In the early days the repairman consid—

ered that any owner he got hold of was

legitimate prey, and owners haven't yet got

ten over the idea that a repair shop is a

thing to be‘avoided, because a lot of them

are just that sort.

Lax Methods as a Cause of Overcharge.

“Some overcharging is done through the'

ignorance of the boss. He doesn't intend

to squeeze anybody. but is squeezed by his

help. He hasn't any means of knowing

whether the men loaf on the job. He sends

a car into the repair shop to have certain

work done on it and bye and bye it comes

down; the workmen say they have put in

so much time on it and the owner is charged

up with that much labor. He kicks, but the

proprietor says the men really worked

hard on that car all the time—and there

you are!

“What’s the solution?" asked the assistant

walnut cracker.

“A little card system would work won

ders," replied Reilly. “provided the boss

knew anything at all about the time it takes

to do various jobs. He should have some

sort of a car record showing just what was

done on the car. who did it. how long it

took to do each separate job, and if the

time was overlong, why. He also ought to

have a time card on which the workman

should put down what he has been doing all

day. This is a big help toward weeding out

poor and dishonest workmen. I have got

ten rid ot the undesirables in my shop; a

good card system—and an honest foreman

—did it. Also, the foreman himself inspects

every job before it leaves the shop, and if

anything has not been done right we make

it right, and we don’t charge the car owner

for the extra labor, either. The man who

did the poor work is given to understand

that he'll be charged for it, if ever he does

it again and, believe me, that policy always

has worked wonders.

Playing “Safe” That Does Not Pay.

“One day an owner went over to Henry’s

shop to get a new rear axle housing. \Vhen

Henry sent the bill he charged $140 for the

metal! Just imagine that—$140 for a rear

axle housing! He could have had one made

to order for a lot less than that. The owner

put up a howl. and Henry right there con

fessed his shortcomings. He said he

couldn't find the price in the catalogue, had

tried to get a price from the factory but

couldn’t. and so had made a charge that

would be on the Safe side. He tried to

soften the owner's wrath with the explana

tion that when he got the right price, and

if it proved to be lower than the price

charged, he was going to remit the differ

ence to the owner."

“Did he get away with it?" interrupted

theSales Manager in astonishment.

"Just imagine that kind of a repairman

giving up money, once he got it! You

needn't worry; he didn't get it. The car

owner himself wrote to the factory and got

the price, and Henry came near losing his

agency. It took a lot of explaining and

promising of good behavior on his part to

keep his line. At that, I don’t blame him

so much, as he was doing what the fac

tory had taught him in an indirect way. I

honestly believe that some factories. his in

cluded. make up their parts catalogue by

guesswork and make charges that they

know are ‘safe.’

A Race With an Irate Farmer.

"Speaking of a satisfied public." said the

Sales Manager, as he dropped his cobble

stone and began to climb the fence, “what

do you make of the dissatisfied look on that

individual coming across the hayfield?"

Reilly looked, and the one look was

enough. The farmer who owned the wal

nut tree appeared sufficiently formidable,

but his bulldog was more than formidable

and Reilly beat the Sales Manager to the

car. As the dealer threw in the clutch the

canine bounded over the fence and from

across the field came angry protests in

which the two motorists distinguished

“Robber” and “Thieves,” and an angry fist

made gestures in the air.

“Talking of robber repairmen." said the

Sales Manager. “who's a robber now?"

“I didn’t think he‘d care; most farmers

don‘t. Anyway, you ate as many as I did,"

retorted Reilly. '

“Yes,” rejoined his companion, “but you

tempted me."
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NEW PAIGE “FOUR” A CAR OF UNUSUAL VALUE

Unit Power Plant With “Silent” Chain Camshaft Drive, Dash Fuel Tank

and Complete Dynamo Electric Lighting and Starting System Among

More Prominent Characteristics—Lists at Less Than $1300.

  

LATEST ADDITION TO THE PAIGE LINE—A FIVE-PASSENGER. FOUR-CYLINDER TOURING CAR AT $1.275

In adding to its line a brand new model

which lists at the low price of $1.275, de

spite the fact that it is fully equipped even

to an electric lighting and engine starting

system and numbers among its more prom

inent features left drive with center control,

4 x 5 unit power plant with “silent” chain

camshaft drive, dash gasolene tank, ll6-inch

wheelbase and lO-inch upholstery, the

Paige-Detroit Motor Car C0. of Detroit.

Mich., has sprung a surprise that is real and

must be reckoned with. Nothing has been

skimped in the car and every little detail

calculated to increase efliciency and com

fort has been worked out in the way that

helped make popular the smaller Paige car.

which is continued practically unaltered.

Throughout the design of the car there is

apparent a studied attempt to obtain better

construction and to eliminate the inefficien

cies and inaccuracies which experience has

pointed out.

The cylinders, for instance. are of the L

head type. though the intake and exhaust

manifolds are cast separately and after

ward bolted in place in order to permit

greater cooling surface for the valves. Also,

they are so arranged that they do not in

terfere with the valve mechanism which is

enclosed by means of light'removable cov

ers. The intake manifold. in particular. is

_wear on the cylinders

very short. the reason for the construction

being to reduce the possibility of gas con

densation and consequent “loading up."

Both intake and exhaust ports are extra

large to facilitate the ingress and exit of

gas and no little of the actual power de

veloped in excess of the rated power is laid

to the fact that the valves are large—two

inches in diameter.

By way of reducing wear and vibration.

the pistons are made extra long and light

and are carefully balanced. Another ex

cellent feature is that the cylinders are off

set. which. in combination with lO%-inch

connecting rods. makes for straighter thrust

on the crankshaft and thus reduces side

The crankshaft is

drop-forged of .35-.4O open hearth carbon

steel and is of the three-bearing type with

the flywheel flange formed integral; the

three bearings are. respectively. 3. 2% and 4

inches in length. The camshaft also is a

drop-forging with all the cams. as well as

to operate the oil pump.

formed integral. It is supported in three

die-cast bearings. In the manufacture of

the camshaft great pride is taken in the

fact that all the cams are accurately ground

within very fine limits. thus effectually pro

viding against the possibility of valves

opening slightly “out of cycle" and there

an eccentric

by causing irregular running and multi

farious other troubles. The camshaft on the

left side of the motor and the water pump

opposite both are driven by means of link

belt "silent" chains.

The lubrication system is what is known

as the constant level pump-over type, the

oil being pumped into pockets over the

main bearings through suitably placed

ducts, whence it drops into the bearings

and eventually 'into the crankcase reservoir.

Beneath each connecting rod big end bear

ing there are small troughs into which

scoops dip. thus lubricating the connecting

rod bearings and at the same time splash

ing the oil over the cylinder walls and

auxiliary bearings. The oil level in the

crankcase is sufficiently deep to ensure that

the "silent" chains will run through it at

all times, regardless of the angle at which

the car may be tilted in hilly country.

In the cooling system, the water pump,

which is of the centrifugal type, has been

so arranged that in the event of accident

the water will circulate by thermo-siphonic

action. Radiation is assisted by means of

an adjustable belt-driven and ball bearing

mounted fan. Ignition is effected by means

of a high tension Bosch magneto located to

be driven from the water pump shaft. where

it is instantly accessible for inspection or
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to make such slight adjustments as may

become necessary.

The Gray 8: Davis electric lighting and

engine starting system, which forms part of

the regular equipment, is mounted in the

orthodox manner. Which is to say, the

generator is mounted on an engine bracket

and is driven from the pump shaft. The

electric motor starter is mounted on a

chassis bracket and is connected to the en

gine through the intermediary of gearing

cut in the flywheel. Current for, starting and

lighting is drawn from a liberal-sized stor—

age battery.

From the engine, power is transmitted to

the road wheels through'a multiple disk

clutch and a three-speed selectively op

erated gearset. The 'clutch is composed of

14 disks and is fitted with 36 cork inserts

in each of the driving disks. The change

gear mechanism is mounted in large, high

duty Hyatt roller bearings. Shafts are tem

pered and heat treated. as are the gears;

the case is of aluminum. Control levers

are placed in the center of the footboard.

the gearshift lever rising out of a small ex

tension directly on the cover of the gear

case, and the steering wheel is located at

the left side.

The rear axle is of the three-quarter float

ing type with the orthodox bevel gear and

enclosed propeller shaft, the housing serv

ing also as a torsion member; radial action

and driving strain are taken by a pair of

radius rods substantially supported on the

chassis. Two sets of brakes are provided.

the service set being internal expanding,

connected to the usual pedal, and the emer

gency set being external contracting, con

nected to a hand lever. The wheelbase is

116 inches and the wheels are shod with

34 x 4-inch tires mounted on demountable

rims.

Equipment of the new Paige, which is

styled model 36, includes, in addition to the

usual complement of horn, tools, jack, tire

repair kit, pump and demountable rims, a

complete Gray & Daviselectric lighting and

engine starting system, silk mohair top

with side curtains and envelope, ventilating

windshield. Stewart rotating dial speed

ometer. adjustable foo? rest. tire irons, li

cense brackets and a' complete assortment

of electric lights. "

 

Dealers’ Association Grows Ambitious.

Having existed chiefly for-the purpose of

conducting an annual show, the Kansas City

Motor Car Dealers' Association has

awakened to a sense of greater and continu

ous usefulness. To carry out its plans in

that direction, it has engaged E. E. Peake,

a former insurance man, who has been ap

pointed permanent secretary and who has

established headquarters at 219 Commerce

building. in Kansas City.

. NEW YORK STATE MAY LIMIT

WEIGHT 0_F TRUCK AND LOAD

Highway Commissioner Takes the In

itiative and Outlines Law That

May Be Introduced—Would

Bar Some Vehicles.

\Vhile it may or may not be without good

and sufficient reason—only the sequence of

future events can make this clear—it is cer

tain that motor truck manufacturers and

dealers are considerably wrought up over

the fact that the New York State Highway

Commission is engaged in framing legisla

tion having for its object the limitation of

the weights of motor trucks permitted to

use the highways. Moreover, the proposed

limitations are so radical and so far-reach

ing in their effects that if the commission

persists in the course it has laid out, the

motor truck interests will line up and vig

orously combat what appears to be unfair

and oppressive restrictive measures.

Briefly, the idea of the commission is to

bar from “any State or State and county

highway which has been or ~may hereafter

be improved by the State or State and

county, any vehicle the weight of which

shall exceed. in combined weight of load

and vehicle, as related to the width of tire,

the weight per width as given in the fol

lowing table"—-the table specifying that

the maximum weight on a single axle shall

be. for 1%-inch tires, 1,200 pounds; for 2

inch tires, 1,600 pounds; for 2%-inch tires,

2,000 pounds; for 3-inch tires, 2,400 pounds;

for 4-inch tires, 4,800 pounds; for S-inch

tires, 5,600 pounds; for 8-inch tires. 6,400

pounds; for 9-inch tires, 7,200 pounds. and

for lO-inch tires, 8,000 pounds. In other

words, four tons is the maximum weight

permissible, under the proposed measure,

on any one axle, except on State or county

roads “built of brick laid upon concrete

base” or “highways having a roadbed of

concrete six inches or more in thickness."

These exceptions, of course, are of ex

tremely limited value, because of the com

parative scarcity of roads of the excepted

kinds.

A second suggested method of limiting

the weights of motor vehicles consists of

specifying the total combined weight of

vehicle and load to be allowed to use the

highways. This works out to exactly the

same maximum limit, as the greatest weight

specified is 16.000 pounds on lO-inch tires.

The complete list is as follows: On l-inch

tires. 1,600 pounds; on Z-ineh tires, 3,200

pounds; on .3-ineh tires. 4,800 pounds; on

4-inch tires. 6,400 pounds; on S-inch tires.

8.000 pounds; on 6-inch tires, 9.600 pounds;

on 7-inch tires, 11.200 pounds; on 8-inch

tires, 12,800 pounds; on 9-inch tires, 14,400

pounds, and on 10-inch tires 16,000 pounds.

As a rule, large motor trucks are of about

the same weight when empty, as their maxi

mum rated loads; in some cases the truck

weighs considerably more than its load.

Moreover, in many trucks the weight on the

rear axle is very much in excess of'the front

axle weight load. ,Under the provision

limiting the load on a single axle to 8.000

pounds a four-ton truck would be an im~

possibility unless the weights were exactly

equally distributed on the axles and the

truck weighed no more than its load—con

ditions that would put all the four-ton

trucks now built oil the roads.

The “road experts" who are credited with

instigating the proposed measures are

said to have been prompted by the idea that

heavy trucks are destructive to the roads

and that by arbitrarily limiting their

weights with loads the highways will

be better preserved. Actual experience

in. the operation of trucks has shown

that when the tires used are properly pro

portioned to the loads they carry the effect

on the road surfaces is good, rather than

otherwise, while horse-drawn vehicles.

which are entirely ignored in the suggested

legislation, undoubtedly cut up the surfaces

with their steel tires, to say nothing of the

chopping effect of the steel shoes of the

horses. It is true that motor trucks when

run at excessive speeds are injurious to

roads; but this phase has been given no

consideration, apparently.

The Highway Commission of New York

State is not alone in this matter; similar

movements are afoot in New Jersey. Mas

sachusetts and Pennsylvania, and in (all the

States concerned the dealers and manufac

turers of motor trucks are preparing to op

pose the passage of any such measures.

should they come before the respective leg

islatures. The action of the New York

State commission still is uncertain—that

is to say, it has not yet been decided to en

deavor to have the next highway law

amended at the next legislative session;

but it is evident from the detailed-weight

limit lists that have been compiled that, in

the vernacular, there is"‘something doing,"

and the motor truck peopleare preparing to

do their utmost to bloek the passage of un

fair restrictions.

San Francisco Votes Against a Show.

San Francisco will have no automobile

exhibition during the coming show season,

the movement to hold one having been

voted down by the members of the San

Francisco Automobile Dealers’ Association.

Those who so voted argued that, as prac

tically all dealers have had their new

models on display for some time. little or

no benefit would accrue from a show.
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PROFIT IN DOVETAILING SEVERAL BUSINESSES

Long Island Dealer-Garagemen Solves a Problem of Real Concern to Many

Others Located in Small Towns—Finds Plumbing Work and Sale of Sport

ing Goods Fit Well With Garaging—Maintains Well Equipped Shop.

Doubtless the operation of a garage bus

iness in a comparatively small town, unless

one should just happen to “strike it right."

as the saying goes, hardly can be construed

as a means of getting rich quick. In nine

out of ten cases, depending upon circum

stances and conditions, the effort to make

both ends meet and leave a balance on the

credit side of the ledger, requires head work

on the part of the proprietor or manager.

Combining Non-Conflicting Businesses.

But while the possibilities of making the

garage pay big dividends, even when each

branch of the business that can be made to

help swell' the profits is worked to the full

est advantage, may be slight, just a little

more head work in the direction of deter

mining a non-conflicting business which

can be dovetailed and conducted with the

sale, repair or storage of motor cars, and

which can be worked to the best of advan

tage at times when the garage and selling

ends of the motor car business are slack,

generally will be found profitable. Such, at

least, is the experience of Thomas Blyth,

who is the leading spirit in the Long Island

Machine Shop and Heating Co., which op

erates the Amity Garage at Amityville,

L. 1.. in conjunction with a plumbing and

heating contracting business of no mean

volume.

Although the contracting end of the busi

ness is pursued aggressively. nomart of the

automobile department—and there is no

branch which is not followed, from the sell

ing of cars to the building and rebuilding of

bodies—is neglected. As for the sales end

of the business, that is so small as to be

hardly a factor. According to Blyth. he is

10cated too near to the metropolis—Amity

ville. which has a population of 3,500, is

but 32 miles from New York City—t0 cut

a very wide swath in the selling line.

Small Profit in Car Sales Alone.

“\Vhere a native has anything up to $1,000

to spend, as a rule I make the sale.” he told

the Motor W'orld man. “but for cars of

higher value they invariably go into the

city. With me it works out this way: I

buy a demonstrator and go hot-foot after

all-of the prospects whom I hear of. and

by the end of the season I have diSposed of

five or six cars at the list price. and then

 

the demonstrator as a second-hand

When you take into account the fact

that to make two or three of these sales I

must needs take in exchange some dilapi

dated machine which has to be practically

rebuilt before I can dispose of it, and that

I have expended gasolene and oil as well as

time and energy in order to consummate

the sales, you will realize that, when all is

said and done, 1 just about break even.

But I might add that I have made five or

six good customers, who also are boosters,

and for this reason I continue the selling

end."

sell

car.

Repairs and Supplies Greatest Revenue.

It is from the operation of the machine

shop and the sales of accessories and sup

plies that Blyth draws the greater part of

his revenue. The machine shop yields an

estimated income of $12,000 yearly. The shop

is housed in the cellar of the three-story

brick building and is well lighted from two

rows of windows on the sides. In the way

of equipment, it is complete in every de—

tail; three lathes of different sizes, a mill

ing machine, grindstone and emery wheel

and a small and a large drill press make up

the power driven equipment of the metal

working department. Power is supplied by

oil engines, two of which are mounted at

one end of the cellar. The smaller is used

to drive the machinery at times when the

repair business is not sufficiently heavy to

call the larger machines into use, and to

drive the electric lighting plant by means

of which storage batteries are charged. The

larger motor is used when the shop is

rushed. and it also is called into play at

such times as it is necessary to operate the

compressor which stores air under pressure

in a large tank for use in inflating tires.

\Voodworking tools in the shape of a band

saw and a circular saw are provided to fa

cilitate the building of bodies for commer

cial vehicles. while vulcanizers of various

sizes provide the means of effecting tire

repairs. Besides Blyth, who is a machinist

of long experience and a former marine

engineer, three men are constantly em

ployed in the shop.

As previously stated, the plumbing and

heating .end of the business in no wise in

terferes with the other lines. _“_Tobbing.”

as plumbing repair work is called. is not

followed for the reason that there is not

enough of it to keep a union plumber on

the job. so to speak, and the employment

of a non-union man who would be willing

to jump in and turn his hand at other work

would involve trouble with the union when

men were needed on' the contract work.

which embraces the furnishing of com

plete systems for plumbing, heating and

ventilating in new buildings. The men for'

the work are hired as needed and let go

when the contract is completed.

Garage's Location is Advantageous.

For reaping the benefits which accrue

from transient trade, the Amity Garage is

ideally situated. The Merrick road, which

is the principal automobile thoroughfare on

Long Island, and on which the garage is

located. offers mile after mile of perfectly

surfaced roadway, which serves to attract

thousands of motorists past the door dur

ing the summer months, so that the sales

oflgasolene, oil and accessories and fittings

are large. Main street, which to Amityville

is all that the name implies. forms with the

Merrick road the corner on which the gar

age is situated and leads directly into the

heart of the town. The advantage of carry

ing a complete stock of_ and of amply dis

playing small “handy” devices where they

will- catch the eye of those who stop to re—

fillgtheir tanks, has not been lost sight of.

and- tor-this purpose a neat glass show

case iS'stationed at. the left-hand side oi

the door. and is “chock full" of small ac

cessories, while a series of shelves disposed

along the wall serve for the display of

larger articles. such as tire pumps. jacks,

etc. The reserve stock itself is housed in a

stock room of no mean proportions. and is

valued by Blyth at $6000.

Motor Boats Bring Summer Trade.

But the proximity of the garage to the

two main lines of travel is not the only

point in favor of its location. For about a

block from the building is Great South Bay.

which in the warmer months is a mecca

for all sorts of motor boats. and this trade.

too. is catered to. Besides the usual line of

accessories which are similar to them: car-

ried for the motor car trade. special goods

in the form of bilge pumps. propellers. etc..

as well as a more or less complete stock of
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bronze shafting and marine hardware

on hand.‘ Naturally, the operation of

plumbing business would necessitate

stocking of pipe fittings, and these are

stored in all sizes both in black iron for

gas work and in galvanized iron for water.

Overhauling and repairing marine motors

goes hand in hand with the motor car work

which enters the shop.

Storage practically is a dead issue. Al

though there is sufiicient room for the ac

commodation of 20 cars, the avearge never

is more than three, for which a flat rate of

20 a month is charged. The fewness of

the cars on storage is attributed to the fact

that the natives—that is, the people who

live in the town the year round—when they

do own cars the latter are generally of the

variety which can be stored anywhere, so

to speak. and a barn is pressed into service

for the purpose. The people who come to

are

the

the

the town for the summer generally own

estates in the environs and naturally have

their private garages. These “summerers,”

however, are first-class customers for ac

cessories, and they also do much in the way

of swelling the receipts from the repair and

vulcanizing departments.

One of the most interesting features of

the Amity Garage developed when Blyth

led the Motor W'orld man to the second

floor of the building. There neatly stocked

on shelves which encircled the room was a

complete assortment of sporting parapher

nalia. Baseball bats, gloves. masks, tennis

goods, boxing gloves, fishing tackle, and a

world of things of like import were re

vealed, one after the other, as the pro

prietor led the way around the room.

“Does it pay to keep them?" he was

asked.

“Yes, it pays and pays well, provided a

little care and judgment are exercised when

the goods are bought,” was the reply. '“You

see, this is the only place in town where

these goods can be bought, and consequent

ly I have laid in a full supply.”

As he spoke, he led the way past compart

ments full of horscwhips and harness fit

tings to a set of shelves loaded with cartons

all bearing green labels.

“Ammunition.” he remarked. “At this

season a great number of city folk come

down to enjoy a few days at duck shooting,

and shot naturally is indispensable. We

carry a full line and find'it worth while."

Connected to the garage building, which

is owned by the company. is a blacksmith

shop, which. however. is operated as an in

dependent business. The “smithy” pays a

yearly rental for his stand, and naturally

attends to all of the work in his line which

comes to the garage.

 

Spark Plug to Increase Power.

Appreciation of the important bearing

that the character of the spark has on the

efficiency and economy of operation of the

gasolene motor has been the motive behind

many spark plug designs having for their

object the production of in

tensely hot and vigorous

sparks capable of promptly

and thoroughly igniting the

gas in the cylinders. While

most plugs are more or less

alike, in a general sort of

way, even when designed

especially for hot sparking,

the McCormick

plug," shown in the accom

panying illustration. manu

factured by the McCormick

Mfg. Co., of Dayton, 0.,

differs in several respects

from what may be termed

conventional design.

Briefly, the idea back of

the design of the McCor

mick plug is to make use of the princi

ple of the condenser, which acts as a

sort of reservoir of high-tension current.

receiving a charge just before the spark

occurs and discharging a larger volume of

current than would be possible without the

condenser.

As the above illustration shows. the

upper part of the central electrode and its

insulation are surrounded by a steel casing

within which is the condenser. Instead of

a pair of points. the discharge takes place

from a central cone to the edges of an an

nular grounded electrode formed integrally

-\\'ith the plug shell. It is claimed that the

volume of the discharge is such that a num

ber of and intensely hot

sparks occur. igniting the gas in the cavity

of the shell above the point of discharge
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simultaneous

and causing a spurt of burning gas that

greatly intensifies the effect. The intensity

of the discharge is such as to burn away

or dislodge accumulations of oil or carbon,

which otherwise would he likely to cause

short circuiting of the plug and consoquent

misfiring. The price of the plug is $2.

Odd Outgrowth of Negligence Suit.

A negligence suit, which when tried in the

Municipal Court in New York City a year

ago resulted in a verdict of $715 against

Henry Krauss, president of the “lashing

ton Bridge Auto Co., has become responsi

ble for a legal action within that com

pany. The original suit was brought by a

man who was struck by a car and, in select

ing someone to sue, he picked out Krauss

instead of the corporation of which Krauss

is president. Krauss. however, maintained

that the corporation should have been sued,

and after judgment was taken against him

he sued the automobile company in the

City Court to recover a total of $250, repre

senting the judgment and what the fight

had cost him. The City Court judge per

mitted the dispute to go to the Appellate

Term of the Supreme Court for New York

county. where Krauss hopes to get his

money back.

Highest Court Rules on Dealers' Prices.

According to the decision of the Supreme

Court of the United States, rendered on

Monday last, it is unlawful discrimination

to sell a commodity in general use to a

dealer in one place at a lower price than to

a dealer in a different place in the same

State With a view of destroying or affecting

competition. The decision was given in a

case against the Central Lumber Co., in

which the drastic law of South Dakota for

bidding such practices is declared consti

tutional.

  

Pure Air Tire Pump from Cleveland.

To make the motor of a car do the work

of pumping up tires, without. however, tak

ingr power through mechanical connection

with any of the moving parts of the engine,

is the idea back of the class of air-pumps

k n o w n a s "spark-plug"

pumps—because they are

designed to screw into the

spark-plug hole. Of this

type is the National pump.

shown in the accompanying

illustration. made by the

National Motor Supply Co.,

of Cleveland, 0.; it pumps

only pure air into the tire,

there being no outlet from

the motor cylinder to the

discharge end of the pump.

The pump is actuated by

the cylinder compression,

which forces a piston up

ward; the upper end of the

piston compresses the air

above it into a separate dis

charge chambcr, where it is trapped by a

check valve and passes on to the line pipe;

this arrangement is clearly shown in the il

lustration, which also makes plain the ar

rangement of the air inlet valve beside the

discharge chamber.

The piston is accurately finished and has

metallic rings that are fitted with extreme

care to avoid air leakage. The pump works

noiselessly, as there are no loose parts to

rattle and the piston is _cushioned by air at

each end of its stroke. With the pump is

furnished a lZ-foot length of fabric covered

hose and a pressure gauge to show when

the proper degree of inflation has been

reached. The weight of the outfit is five

pounds. so that it readin can be carried in

the tool box of any automobile. and the

price complete is $15.
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FIAT LAUNCHES POWERFUL FOUR-CYLINDER MODEL

Distinctive Long-Stroke Block Motor Retained Though Its Dimensions Are

Unusual—Complete Electric Lighting System and Full Equipment

on All Cars for First Time—Other Models Unchanged.

  

LATEST FIAT MODEL “'IIICH MOUNTS A FOUR-CYLINDER MOTOR RATED AT 55 HORSEPUWER

Having virtually set the style in lolng

stroke block cast motors, the Fiat com

pany of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., which is prac

tically the American factory branch of the

parent Fabrica Italiana Automobili Torino.

with headquarters in Turin, Italy, has fur

ther perpetuated it by adding another four

cylinder model to its line. Also, the new

car, which is rated at 55 horsepower and

therefore is one of the most powerful stock

"fours" on the American market, is listed

with full equipment, as is the older “four”

and the “six” for the first time, thus mark

ing a significant change from previous Fiat

policy.

Indicating that the first Fiat models to

come from the American plant were very

nearly all that could be desired from the

purchaser's point of view and from the

point of view of the experienced Fiat en

gineers. the present productions virtually

are counterparts of their predecessors;

there have been no radical changes in de

sign or construction, and the few minorv

changes that have been made scarcely are

worthy of mention.

actly like the older models with but one ex

ception—it is fitted with a compression re

leasing device. Engine starters are used on

none of the cars, though a Gray & Davis

The new “four” is ex

electric lighting system is regular equip

ment on all.

In dimensioning the cylinders of the new

car, which is styled model 55, the others

being model 54 for the 35-horsepower

“four” and model 56 for the 50-horsepower

"six." the manufacturers have adopted

figures which leave little doubt regarding

the applicability of the designation long

stroke; the bore and stroke are 130 and

170 m.m., respectively, or 5% x 6% inches.

The dimensions of the other two models are

the same and remain unchanged—namely,

110 x 150 m.m.. which is equal to 4% x 6

inches. As the three motors are identical

exeept for a difference in the size of parts

commensurate with power, a description of

one will sufiice for all.

All three are distinctive by reason of their

cleanlcut appearance and the harmonious

disposition of such necessary auxiliaries as

magneto and carburetter and water pump.

The magneto and water pump are driven

from opposite ends of a transverse shaft at

the front of the crankcase, the shaft being

driven by spiral gearing from the timing

gear train. The location of the valves all

on the same side permits their easy enclo

sure by means of a single plate and also

facilitates the disposition of intake and ex

haust manifolds. Both are cast integral and

are completely water jacketed. The alum

inum crankcase is cast in halves, the upper

half supporting all bearings and having the

motor supporting arms cast integral with

it, and the lower serving the single purpose

of an oil reservoir.

By way of ensuring positive and perfect

lubrication, all splash is eliminated, and in

stead of relying upon the oil thrown over

the bearings. each is fed under pressure

from a centralized oil pump. The crank

shaft is hollow, with suitable holes lead

ing to the main bearings, and from here the

oil is pumped up to the wrist pins through

tubes. whence it finds its way to the cylin

der walls through ducts in the pins. Baffle

plates effectually prevent oil contained in

the crankcase reservoir being splashed up

to the cylinders. One of the individuali

ties of the motor construction which throws

light upon the thoroughness of design is

that the valves are composed of no less than

three alloys; the stems are carbon steel, to

resist wear; the heads are nickel steel, to

resist warping; and the surfaces are cast

iron to ensure perfect contact and reduce

the tendency toward pitting. The limit of

tolerance in valve mechanism parts is small.

Another excellent feature of design which
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is common to all is that the single cani-v

shaft ‘is equipped with separately cast and

mounted cams, each pair, intake and ex

  

suitable linkage leading to the steering.col

unin. 5' '

In the transmission elements. no reason

 

SIX-CYLINDER FIAT CHASSIS, SHOWING REAR AXLE CONSTRUCTION

hause, being drop-forged integral, machined

and afterward mounted. In this way, the

necessity for using split camshaft bearings.

 

for change and little room for improvement

has been found. The clutch is of the same

multiple disc type running in oil that was

‘ tures of the car.

'~ ternal

Despite the fact that four forward speeds

and reverse are provided, control being se—

lective, the case measures only 10 inches

in length. Shafts and gear wheels are alloy

steel and no less than seven sets of ball

bearings are used to motint’ them.v

The combined rear axlehousing and

torque tube is one of the distinctive fea

The housing is formed

in two pieces securely bolted together and

is hung at the front .end by means of a

swiveling yoke the construction of which

is peculiar to Fiat cars. The drive axles are

of the semi-floating type and are mounted in

R. I. V. ball bearings.

brakes are mounted on the rear wheels, the

In all models the

drums being arranged to accommodate in

expanding emergency brakes and

external contracting service brakes. The

dr_ums are 16% inches in diameter and 2%

inches in width.

  

FIAT “4'55" SIOTOR. SHOWING COMPRESSION RELEASE LEVER. AND A SIDE VIEW OF THE "SIX"

considered undesirable by=many, is avoided.

In the- new model 55, which is fitted with a

compression release, the exhaust cams are

made double length and are so arranged

that when the whole” camshaft is moved

longitudinally. auxiliary cams raise the ex

haust valves partly off' their seats. In

order to obtain this feature and at the same

time retain positive drive to the camshaft,

the forward end carries a- two-arm yoke

with an eyehole in each arm fitting over a

short stud in the gear wheel, so that, as the

shaft is moved endwise, the wheel remains

stationary.

Differing from the usual construction, the

rod which actuates the advance and retard

lever of the magneto, which is a Bosch in

strument operating a dual system. is passed

through the crankcase. A short link enters

the crankcase from the breaker box and

hinges with a rod which emerges at the

rear end of the case for connection with

perfected as long ago as 1904 and has been

giving continuOusly good service ever since.

In designing the forward components of

the running gear a laudable and satisfactory

  

FIAT" SIX-CYLINDER} 50-HORSEPOWER TOURING MODEL

It is contained in a housing bolted fast to

the flywheel. Sixty-five discs are'employcd.

The four-speed gearset has as one of its

cardinal features its unusual compactness.

attempt has been made to reduce tire wear

and at the same time to increase the ease

with which the car may be guided. To these

ends, the front axle is slightly cambered
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and the steering pivots are arranged to give

true pivotal steering. \\'hich is to say. a

line drawn through the centers of the steer

ing pivots would meet at the road surface a

line drawn through the wheel centers.

The wheelbases of the three models are

135 inches for the "six." which is mounted

on 36 x 4% front and 37 x 5 rear tires; 128

inches for the new model 55, which is

mounted on the same size tires, and 123

inches for the four-cylinder 35-horsepower

model which is mounted on 36 x 41/5-inch

tires both front and rear. All have de

mountable rims as a matter of course, the

equipment including two spare rims.

Springs in each case are semi-elliptic in

front and three-quarter elliptic in the rear.

In emulation of so many other manufac

turers who list their products with full

equipment, Fiat cars are for the first time

sent out from the factory ready for the

road. In addition to the usual complement

of top with side curtains and envelope. bulb

horn. demountable rims, trunk rack, robe

and foot rail, tire irons. tools, pump, jack

and wheel puller, there is a specially de

signed rain-vision windshield, Gray 8: Davis

electric lighting system, 100-mile Stewart

& Clark speedometer-gradometer com

bined with a Seth Thomas external wind

ing clock, a full set of electric lights and

a large Klaxon horn.

'On the six-cylinder chassis, the touring

car with either curved panel or straight

flush-side seven-passenger body, or the five

passenger phaeton or the convertible road

ster lists at $5,000; limousine and landau

let sell for $6.000 and $6,100. respectively.

The new model in either of the touring or

the convertible roadster forms sells for

$4,500, the limousine and landaulet prices

being $5,500 and $5,600. The smallest four

cylinder model lists at $4,000 for either of

the open styles and $5,000 and $5,100 for the

limousine and landaulet, respectively.

Formula for Reckoning Miles per Hour.

If it is known that a car has traveled a

given number of miles in a given number of

seconds and it is desired to know the rate

of speed in miles per hour, it can be ob

tained by the formula

3600

M X —-- : miles per hour.

in which M is tshe distance and S the time in

seconds.

To Remove Screw with Broken Head.

One very good way to remove a cap

screw from which the head has been broken

is to thread the top portion and then screw

on it a nut which has been half split with a

hack saw. If a pipe wrench then is applied

to the nut, the closing of the jaws will

clamp the nut on the screw thread and the

screw can be removed quite easily.

NEW-MILLER INCORPORATES

AND WILL ENLARGE SCOPE

Growth of Business Necessitates Addi

tional Working Capital—Carbu

retter Altered in Detail But

Basically Unchanged.

Though it was engaged in the manufac

ture of earburetters for several years in

California, and has carried on the same

  

NE‘N-MILLER CARBL'RETTER '

business. since last spring, at its present lo

cation, 514 North Capitol avenue, Indian

apolis, Ind., the New-Miller Mfg. Co. just

  

SHOVYING INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION

has been incorporated with a capitalization

of $200000. the growth of the business since

the establishment of the Indianapolis fac

tory having been of such proportions that

the manufacturing facilities

inadequate and the added capital was found

necessary to permit extensions

largements to be made.

have proven

and en

Nor has the improving hand itself been

idle, for since it was described in detail

in the Motor \Vorld of June 20 last the

New-Miller carburetter has undergone sev

eral minor improvements with a view to

increasing its efficiency and economy, but

the basic principle and the major features

are unchanged. Briefly, the instrument is

based on the theory that positively con

trolled mechanical action, of proper design

and construction, is better than automatic

action. Therefore, there is nothing auto

matically operated in the New-Miller car

buretter, the throttle, the gasolene needle

valve and the auxiliary air valve being in

terconnected and the opening of each al

ways bearing a definite relation to the open

ing of the others. These openings are ca

pable of the most delicate and accurate rela

tive adjustment, and it is the claim of the

makers that, once correctly adjusted to a

given motor, the carburetter will give sat

isfaction indefinitely without further regula

tion, except such increase or decrease in

the opening of the needle valve as may be

required to compensate for atmospheric

changes. This adjustment is made from

time to time as may be required. and is

effected from the driver’s seat.

Of the float feed type, the carburetter

has an annular hollow metal float surround

ing the central mixing chamber in which the

spray jet is located. Above the jet the pas

sage widens out into a cylindrical chamber

in which slides a sleeve connected by a link

with the throttle valve, of the butterfly type,

at the top of the passage. The sliding sleeve

regulates the area of opening of the auxil

iary air ports, which are cut in the walls

of the chamber. The trunnion on which the

butterfly throttle swings carries on one of

its extended ends'a spring cam which acts

on the needle-valve. Thus when the throt

tle is opened or closed the air and gasolene

adjustments are positively opened or closed

in constantly fixed relation.

The detail improvements

while not radical in themselves, are claimed

to have considerably enhanced the efficiency

of the instrument. The proportions of the

air ports have been altered and their area

fixed, so that the maximum opening cannot

be changed. A longer taper has been given

the needle of the gasolene valve to permit

of extremely fine adjustment. Means 'for

heating the carburetter with hot water have

been discarded and hot air intakes are fur

nished in all cases, there being a cut-out,

however, which renders the use of hot or

cold air optional. The needle-valve adjust

ment to compensate for changes in atmo

sphere conditions is so arranged as to be

made only from the driver's seat. through

a Bowden control. Lastly, brass

howls are fitted on three of the sizes in

referred to,

wire

stead of glass.
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STANDARD FEATURES ONLY

IN THIS MISSOURI TRUCK

Unit Power Plant, Three-Speed Gear

set and Chain Drive Employed—

Conspicuous Absence of

Novelties.

After having given the original model a

strenuous test, the Palmer-Meyer Motor

Car Co., of 5027 McKissock avenue, St.

Louis, Mo., has completed arrangements

for the construction of its 1,500-pound ca

pacity commercial cars at the rate of about

300 a year. and now is actively in the mar

ket.

The machine. which is shown by the ac

companying illustration, is of standard type

aluminum crankcase. The oil, after being

splashed, drains back to a reservoir through

a strainer, to be re-circulated. Ignition cur

rent is furnished by a magneto.

The casing of the three-speed gearset is

bolted to the crankcase of the motor, form

ing a unit power. The clutch is of the disk

type, running dry, and is provided with a

Spring adjustment. The shafts upon which

the gears are mounted rotate in double an

nular ball bearings. Final drive is through

side chains, the pull of the chains being

taken on double rods of stout design.

The unit power plant is supported in the

frame on a three-point suspension, plenty

stiff enough to do its work without dis

tress. All springs are semi-elliptics, Zinch

es wide, 36 inches long in front and 46

inches rear; lubricators are fitted to the

spring eyes to minimize friction and con

  

PAI.MER l.SOf)-P()L'ND TRUCK “'ITH STANDARD STAKE BODY

throughout. offering nothing whatever in

the way of novelty or startling features.

The motor is placed forward under a hood

and the load is carried well over the rear

wheels in order to secure maximum trac

tion. Solid tires are fitted.

The motor has four cylinders, cast in

pairs, and is rated at 26 horsepower; it is

of the long-stroke type, the bore and stroke

being 3% inches and 4% inches, respective

ly. \Vater cooling is employed, the water

being circulated by a centrifugal pump

through a square tube radiator. All the

motor bearings are of nickel babbit, split

and shimmed for adjustment. The connect

ing rods are drop forgings of high carbon

steel. The cams and camshafts are cut

from single steel forging; timing gears are

of steel, bronze and cast iron. advantage

being taken of the various characteristics of

these metals. The valves, all of which are

on the right hand side and actuated by a

single camshaft. are l-i’fi inches in diameter

and the stems are completely'enclosed, after

the modern fashion.

The motor is lubricated by a constant

level splash system, the oil being circu

lated by a positively driven plunger pump

very accessibly placed on the side of the

sequent wear at these points. The I-beam

front axle is 2% inches deep and 1% inches

wide; the rear axle, which, of course, is of

the fixed type, is a steel forging 1% inches

square. All wheels run on ball bearings.

The service brake drum is carried on the

countershaft and is 10 inches in diameter

and 1% inches wide, while the emergency

brakes are, as usual, on the rear wheels, and

are 13% inches in diameter and of the same

width as the service brake.

All the wheels. which are of the usual

wood artillery type, are 34 inches in diam-'

eter; the front wheels have 12 spokes, 1%

inches square. The spokes of the rear

wheels are of the same shape and size, but

there are 14 of them. The tires, all of

which are solid. are 2% inches in front and

3% rear, of the removable flange truck type.

The wheelbase is 110 inches. the tread 56

inches and the car has road clearance of 13

inches.

The standard type of body, which is

shown in the accompanying illustration, is

of the low stake type, with a carrying ca

pacity of 1,500 pounds. The chassis alone

is priced at $1.450, and the prices complete

with body varying according to the style.

In the stake body the loading space is 84

inches long back of the seat. The stan

dard equipment includes three oil lamps,

horn and a complete set of tools carried in

a special box. The car has a maximum

speed of '25 miles an hour.

Twenty-five Exhibits at Grand Rapids.

Grand Rapids, Mich., is one of the towns

which does not wait for New York to in

augurate the automobile show season. The

local automobile dealers’ association is an

“early bird" and accordingly staged its

fourth venture in the show line in the Kling

man exhibition building from Tuesday, No

vember 26th, to Saturday last, November

30th. In the matter of decorations, a green

and white color scheme was indulged in in

the choice of draperies, which effectively

disguised the bare walls, and the stream

ers, which did like service for the ceiling;

myriad incandescent lights. artistically ar

ranged in streamers and clusters supplied

the lighting effects. Motor cars. for both

pleasure and commercial service, were ex

hibited by some 25 dealers; in all 36 dif

ferent makes of automobiles were on the

floor. Among the exhibitors were:

Abbott Motor Car Co., Abbott-Detroit;

Adams & Hart, Imperial; Austin Automo

bile Co., Austin; Becker Auto Co., Ford;

Buick Motor Co.. Buick; Central Auto Co.,

Cadillac; Cowdin & W'oodland, Cole; G.

P. Dowling, Oakland and,Hupmobile; \V.

S. Farrant. Chalmers and Regal; Hill Gar

age, Detroiter; Imperial Automobile Co.,

Imperial; International Harvester Co., I.

H. C.; Grand Rapids Auto Co., Studebaker;

B. F. Kenyon, Rambler; Mitchell Motor

Co., Mitchell; Moran Auto Sales Co.,

Flanders “gas” and Flanders electric; B. \V.

Olin, Jackson; Oswald Motor Car Co.,

Kissel, Michigan and Baker electric; Over

land Co., Overland, Marmon and Standard

electric; Palmer Sales Co., Peerless; Peck

Auto Co., Hudson; Rieske Auto Co., Cut

ting; Stratton-VVoodcock Auto Co., \Vhite

and Franklin; W. D. Vandercar, Reo; Rob

ert \Nilley Auto Co., R. C. H., \Vinton,

Crow, Hupp-Yeats electric.

Engine Starters Scarce at London Show.

According' to statistics collected at the

London show, engine starting devices are

not viewed with a great deal

abroad.

of favor

Among all the cars that were ex

hibited. representing the products of very

nearly all foreign manufacturers, only 13

makes were equipped with engine starters.

Of these 13. five were equipped with elec

tric lighting and starting systems, three

being American products; four were fit

ted with pneumatic devices, thrce had

American spring starters, and one was fit—

ted with an ignition starter which was oper

ated in conjunction with a high tension

magneto.
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MAKING AND USING TOOLS FOR REPAIR SERVICE
 

Conditions That Justify the Expense of Apparatus for Special Work—Con

structional Details of Appliances That Can Be Made in Any Good

Repair Shop—Using Factory lnformation and Mechanics’ Ideas.

Every one concerned with the repairing of

automobiles has at some time or other

found it necessary to devise special tools for

certain work, the object being to save time

in some instances and facilitate awkward

operations in others. The making of these

tools sometimes entails considerable labor,

and although of undisputed value at the

time, and the cost having been charged up

on the job for which they intended, never

theless it is sometimes problematical

whether such expense is justifiable. This

point must be borne in mind when special

tools are planned. because if the making of

%

  

FIG. l—WHEEL REMOVER

them is to be much more costly than the

extra labor entailed in doing the work

without them wherever this is possible, it is

manifestly unfair to expect the customer to

pay such additional expense. Cases arise,

however, where ordinary tools will not an

swer the purpose, and in these cases charg

ing for the manufacture of special tools is

justifiable.

Factory Information Valuable.

Where a dealer or repairman handles

many automobiles of the same make and

model in the course of the year, he does not

need to restrict himself to the number of

special tools that he may make, as in the

case of repetition work they undoubtedly

will be of great value in the service end of

his business and play an important part in

curtailing the expenses of this department.

 

In which connection it is a wise plan for

dealers to get in touch with the engineering

department of the factory they represent

and find out what they can recommend in

the way of tools; in this way may be found

many solutions for problems that arise and

cause trouble.
\

Producing Special Appliances.

Some of the factory tools are jealously

but when itguarded secrets, is for the

 

  

 

 

FIG. 2—UNIVERSAL PULLER

greater good of the greater number and

when the possession of them tends to lessen

the cost of upkeep by cutting down the

labor bills, it is very short sighted policy

to withhold the information. The case of

the general repair shop that caters to all

comers is in a measure different. The tools

of a special nature then required are those

that can be used in multifarious ways, and

constitute time saving units that can be ap—

plied to almost any car and that will assist

the man to do quicker and more accurate

work.

The initiative of this tool making should

not be left to the individual workman, nor,

on the other hand, should their suggestions

and efforts be ignored and discouraged.

Ideas of practical men are valuable, and

even if not feasible in the form in which

they are presented, nevertheless silght a1

terations in detail may render them of con

siderable merit.

Clever labor saving devices may be turned

to direct profit to the repairman. as is in

stanced by the wheel remover shown in

Fig. 1. There is nothing particularly new

in the idea, but it is a very rare occur

rence to find the owner of an automobile in

possession of such a handy and compact

tool. It is not possible to keep in stock

blanks for every type of hub cap, but exist

ing hub caps can in nearly all cases be used

as patterns from which the wheel withdraw

al body can be cast. On the other hand, it

is only a matter of a few minutes’ work

on the lathe to rough out a wooden pattern,

and in some cases this will be even cheaper

than wrapping the hub cap. The method

of obtaining the casting is immaterial, as

it will not have'a large bearing on the fin

  

FIG. S—ROD IBENDER

ished article. The most convenient method

will be the best one to use.

An Easily Made Wheel Puller.

A thread is cut on the new cap to corre

spond with that of the hub and a square

boss is left on the outer portion to permit

of tightening with an ordinary wrench. The

cap is drilled and tapped to receive a bolt

in the manner shown, the thickness of the

material at the point where the bolt passes

through being sufficient to allow the threads

of the bolt to obtain a good hold. A 543

inch or % inch United States standard bolt

and a boss of about 1 inch to 1% inches in

length will permit from 11 to 18 threads to

engage, and this should be ample even if the

wheel is a tight fit on the axle.

It is a curious coincidence that parts that

are assembled with a driving or push fit
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often become so solidly joined together

that the usual means of disengaging them

fails. Pullers of various sorts have been

devised to perform this work, and undoubt

edly answer the purpose for which they are

intended if the right size puller is on hand

for the particular job. But the differences

in sizes of parts makes in necessary to carry

so many pullers in stock that the expense

for many shops is prohibitive. The idea

contained in the puller shown in Fig. 2 lends

itself to varied applications, and the cost

of making several of them of different

sizes is not serious.

Universal Wheel Remover.

A piece of square bar is slightly drawn

down at both extremities, leaving the middle

approximately as indicated in the sketch,

allowing plenty of stock available around

the center bolt. The holes in the sides

must be drilled equidistant from the cen

ter, to ensure an even pull, and as there are

several of these holes the drop hook shown

in the left of the illustration can be ad

justed to suit different widths of work, it

being understood that two hooks are em

ployed, one on either side. _

It is not always feasible to use hooks,

bolts, or plates and bolts being preferable

in some instances. especially if the material

is soft.

bolts, the top of the main bar is slotted, this

being preferable to a series of holes, as the

tool then becomes universal. The easiest

way to slot this is to drill a series of holes

close to one another, slightly larger than

the diameter of the bolt, the intervening

metal being removed with a chisel or file,

or it can be cut away with a hacksaw. It

goes without saying that a good quality

steel must be used for the cross-bar and

of suitable dimensions to prevent any bend

ing when pressure is exerted, otherwise its

utility will not be very great. The parts

that it is proposed to separate may be so

tight that they cannot be parted by

simply screwing down on the center bolt.

It is well to remember that there is a limit

to all things, even to the strength of metal.

In such a case a well .directed blow of a

hammer on the head of the center bolt,

while the side arms are in tension, often

helps to dislodge the obstinate member.

Bending Device for Connecting Rods.

Parallelism of connecting rods in rela

tion to pistons and cylinders'is absolutely

necessary in order to obtain good results

and prevent rapid wear. Any disalignment

will produce wear, upon the cylinders in the

first place, causing them to ovalize; next,

upon the pistons, with the same results;

then upon the big end bearings, from the

unequal pressures. and this is sufficient to

affect the journals of the crankshaft. By

In order to accommodate these~

placing a square edge upon the base cham

ber and resting the upright side against

the piston, after the connecting rod has

been tightly bolted to the crankshaft. any

disalignment will be immediately indicated.

The causes of disalignment are many, the

most common being due to uneven scraping

 

 

 

  

FIG. 4—BENDING A ROD

in of the bearings and uneven tightening of

the big end bearing bolts.

With the crankshaft journal as a base

and the connecting rod forming the per

pendicular, it only requires a small amount
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FIG. 5———VALVE RIDGE CUTTER

of metal to be inadvertently removed from

one side of the bearing to throw the piston

out of plumb. The purpose of the tool

shown in Fig. 3 is to correct any such ir

regularity without removing the connecting

rod after this has been bolted in position,

and the method of application can be seen

by referring to Fig. 4. The tool can be

made with a hook at both ends, although it

will answer just as well in the form here

depicted by using a clip to steady the base.

The hooked end is placed around the rod in—

side the piston, and presuming that the

crank is brought to the top of its throw, and

the clip secured, it only needs a slight pres

sure exerted by tightening the screw to

bend the rod in whichever direction it is

desired and as much as desired. This is an

instance where one tool can be made for

general use.

Valve Seat Ridge Cutter.

The tool shown in Fig. 5 belongs to the

same class. the only difference being that,

as the diameter of valve stems vary, sev

eral different size holders will be found

necessary. It is not a vital necessity to

have the stem of the cutter an exact fit in

the guide. because the head of the valve seat

does not have to be exact. This does not

refer to the valve seat proper, but the

portion of the casting around the top of the

seat which is directly swept by the passing

gases. After a valve has been ground sev

eral times it often occurs that there is a

perceptible ridge remaining over the valve

seat, as shown in the illustration with an

arrow pointing to the "ridge." This will

impede the free flow of the gases that pass

the valves, and in the case of the exhaust

these protrusions have been known to be

come incandescent, causing preignition. The

tool for removing these obstructions con

sists of a piece of rod slightly smaller at

the lower end and slotted to take a tool

steel cutter which is held in pesition by

means of a set screw. In place of the

wooden bearing here shown screwed into

the valve pocket, a bored-out valve cap

plug is preferable, if such is easily obtain

able. In the event that it is not available.

a hardwood plug will answer, as it does not

have to be an exact fit and if ordinary pre

caution is used the threads in the cylinder

will not be harmed. The end of the tool

protruding through the plug is filed square,

to fit a standard tap holder.

Fiber Washers that Should be Wetted.

\Vhen fiber washers used in making up

water joints appear to be slightly too small

they should be soaked a few minutes in

warm water. \Vhen thoroughly wetted they

expand slightly, in which condition they

should be applied.

Making File Edges “Safe.”

For filing in corners where it is desired

that only one surface shall be cut, files are

made with “safe edges"-—that is, blank

edges. without teeth. Safe edges can very

easily be made on ordinary files by simply

grinding off the teeth.
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ELECTRICALLY LIGHTING AND STARTING THE CAR

The Distinctive Features of a Simple Lighting and Starting System Using

Three Principle Elements Set Forth in a Manner to Make Plain Their

Care—Voltage Regulation by Speed Governing Explained.

(This is the eleventh of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

startmg systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

()ne of the peculiarities of human nature

that speedily develops into a bad habit is

the general disinclination to “fuss with"

things mechanical as long as “the other fel

low" is willing to do the fixing. The person

who relies upon some one else to adjust

his carburetter or to find and remedy igni

tion faults soon gets to believe in his own

mind that the work is beyond his ken and

  

past 10 issues of Motor \Vorld. It is doubt

ful, however, if those who are inclined to

let “the other fellow” do the fixing ever

will discover the truth; each must take hold

of his own system and care for it himself;

the confidence that will come of the experi

ment, if experiment it be, will be surprising.

Not only will the owner or the dealer find

that he is able to care for his electrical

APPLICATION OF GRAY 8r DAVIS ELECTRIC ENGINE STARTER

he is likely to be thrown into a sort of panic

if even the veriest sort of minor trouble de

velops when his willing friend is absent.

Really. there is no necessity for the panic.

particularly now, when automobile mech

anism has been reduced to a point of sim

plicity where the applicability of the time

worn saying “even a child can run it" is

apparent. and the friend in need would be

a friend indeed if he would keep away and

let mister man-afraid-of-himself doctor his

own troubles. It is the only way for him

to gain the confidence that is invariably

necessary.

Confidence Gained May Be Surprising.

It is the same with electric lighting and

engine starting systems. That all of them

really are simple in construction and opera

tion already has been pointed out in the

aquipment in the way it ought to be cared

for, but he will discover also that the rest

of the car of which he may or may not have

been just a little bit afraid is not such a ter

ribly fearsome conglomeration of mecha—

nism after all.

wt, in '1 HIM! Hum,“
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Obviously, indiscriminate tinkering is not

to be encouraged; it may be, and generally

is, bad for the mechanism. It is wise to

let well enough alone — only be sure it is

well enough before you let it alone. If the

lights will not burn quite as brightly as they

ought to, it is likely that some slight ‘ad

justment will bring them up to candlepower.

If they cannot be lighted at all, it some

times is the better part of wisdom to ship

the apparatus back to the manufacturer for

repair; in just as many cases, however, the

trouble can be remedied by the owner or

the dealer by the exercise of a little judg—

ment and the application of his knowledge

of the system. for modern automobile elec

trical apparatus is so constructed that

troubles which require the ministrations of

an expert seldom develop. The prime re

quisite is a working knowledge of the sys

 

EXI'ANDING CLUTCH GENERATOR

tem; the owner ought to have it and the

time rapidly is approaching where the

dealer must have it if he is to be a success

ful dealer.

Simple Components of Average Systems.

In all such systems, there must be a stor

age battery to furnish light—and possibly

power; there must be a dynamo to charge

the storage battery; and if the system is

used to start the engine there must be a

starting motor. The dynamo and the motor

may or may not be combined according to

the dictates of the manufacturer, though

their combination does not of necessity in

crease the complexity of the system; in the

opinion of not a few. it really simplifies the

apparatus. Be that as it may. combined or

separate, the care that is required to keep

the system up to the top notch of efficiency

is approximately the same in either case

and the acquisition of the knowledge neces
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sary to make sure that it is “well enough"

is not a task that need cauSe any one any

gray hairs.

Three Elements that Accomplish Much.

In the well-known Gray & Davis electric

lighting and engine starting system, which

is manufactured by Gray & Davis, Inc., of

Boston, Mass.. for instance. only the three

   
 

 

GRAY &' DAVIS CUT-OUT

elements outlined in the previous paragraph

are used, broadly speaking. Of course, there

is an automatic cut-out. for all such sys

tems must have something of the kind, and

there is a combined volt and ampere meter.

and a switch and what is termed a junction

box. the latter being merely a centralized

tained constant by means of a governing

friction clutch; and as the machine is of

the compound wound type, the current out

put is proportioned to the load. That is to

say, the voltage remains constant regardless

of engine speed fluctuations. but the am

perage increases as the lights are turned on,

due to the automatic increase in the

strength of the field

Output Governed by Simple Clutches.

In order to obtain constant armature

speed. two methods are used in the two dif

ferent types of dynamos which are pro

duced. In one, the clutching device is com

posed of two plates. one of which is alum

inum and is faced with asbestos fiber and

the other is cast iron, the plates being

pressed together by means of a vanadium

steel spring. the action of which is gov

erned by centrifugal force obtained through

the medium of two weights suitably con

nected. In the other, the clutching device

is of the internal expanding variety. The

characteristics of both are the same and

  

GRAY 81 DAVIS DYNAMU SHIHYING PLATE CLUTCH GOVERNOR

distribution panel for the wires that lead

to the lamps and the electric starter.

ln common with several other manufac

turers, Gray & Davis has preferred to sepa

rate the dynamo from the motor which

starts the engine. The former is of the

compound wound constant-speed type and

is mounted to be driven from any conveni

ent rotating shaft on the engine, and the lat

ter drives the engine through the interme

diary of gearing cut in the periphery of the

The automatic cut-out is of the

in which two

flywheel.

simple magnetic variety,

windings are used in such a way as to en

sure positive connection during the time

the dynamo voltage is greater than the bat

tery voltage and to break the circuit without

fail instantly the battery voltage becomes

the higher. as. for instance. when the en

gine is stopped and the dynamo is idle. It

is mounted on the dash and is illustrated

herewith with the cover removed.

Theory of Constant Armature Speed.

By way of obtaining dynamo output reg

ulation. the manufacturers have adopted

what is probably the simplest method of

all. The speed of the armature is main

both are illustrated herewith the better to

make plain their construction.

In operation. the dynamo is connected to

the engine through the intermediary of a

“silent” chain or a V-section leather belt.

the gearing being such as will permit a nor

mal speed of 1,200 revolutions a minute

without slippage 0f the clutch. Of course,

when the engine is speeded up. the weights

will cause the spring pressure to be re

leased slightly and the clutch will slip.

Under normal conditions, with the car en

ginc alternately accelerated and retarded,

the dynamo clutch will slip almost continu

ously and in order to dissipate the heat

which inevitably must be generated. a

forced draft through the dynamo is pro

vided by fan shaped wings cast on the

plates of the clutch. By reason of the fact

that the clutch spring pressure amounts

to not more than one pound per square inch

and the clutch surface is large—approxi

mately 16 square inches—wear is minimized.

Adjustment is provided, however. and may

be made by turning a small nut located at

the end of the shaft without the necessity

for disturbing any of the parts. The

weights are so proportioned that the dy

namo can be overloaded at least 50 per cent.

without detrimental eflect, though an in

crease of speed of not more than 5 per

cent. over 1,200 revolutions a minute causes

instant response in that the clutch then

commences to slip. holding the armature

speed positively to 1.200 turns.

Like the dynamo, the Gray & Davis start

ing motor is exceptionally small and com

pact and is thoroughly protected from dirt

and water; in fact, there are no openings

whatsoever to permit of the ingress of for

eign matter. Access to the brushes and

commutator is bad by means of a removable

cap at one end.

By way of reducing complexity. to say.

nothing of reducing weight, the starting

motor operates on the purely nominal pres

sure of six volts. As the lightning circuit

also is a six-volt circuit, it may be appre

ciated that the wiring plan is materially

simplified by the single voltage. Incident

ally. the low pressure and amperage ob

viates the necessity for excessively heavy

switches and wiring. The voltage is the

same. by the way. as generally is used for

ignition circuits.

What to Do in Case of Trouble.

In caring for the Gray & Davis system, it

should never be necessary to touch the

automatic cut-out other than to remove the

cover and make sure that it is operating

properly. The contacts should come to

gether when the car speed is approximately

12 miles an hour. and they should separatea

immediately the car speed is reduced to

eight miles an hour. Inasmuch as the cir

cuit is made and broken through the cut

out only at long intervals. wear at the con

tacts practically is nil. The only trouble

which might occur would be due to foreign
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matter collecting between the contacts; oil

on the contacts will prevent proper con

nection being made and is likely to cause

vcrdigris. In either case, the contacts can

be brightened by gently polishing them

with very fine emery cloth, two small

pieces being glued to opposite sides of a

piece of thin Bristolgboard.

The action of the cut-out, otherwise
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known as a circuit breaker, can be deter

mined with the aid of the combination volt

ammeter. When the engine is turning over

slowly and no lights are turned on. the

stand at

“'hen the engine is speeded up. the needle

needle of the meter will zero.

should swing over to the charge side. \\’hen

the lights are turned on or the starter is

used. the needle should swing over to the

discharge side.

in the dynamo and the motor. there is

nothing to get out of order, and the only

parts that. ever will require attention are

the brushes and the commutator. By rea

son of the fact that the dynamo is run at

constant speed and the starter is used only

at infrequent intervals. perfect commutation

should obtain for upward of 20.000 miles,

which is equivalent to approximately two

years' service.

Occasional Inspection Is Desirable.

However. it can do more good than harm

occasionally to remove the cover over the

commutator and brushes and inspect the

mechanism. clearing away any accumula

tions of dust and dirt and carefully remov

ing excess oil that may have collected. just

as long as the commutators exhibit a clear

brownish glaze they should be let severely

alone. for they then are in the best possible

condition. If. however. they appear inor

dinately dry and 'the bright metal can be

seen. they should be carefully sandpaper-ed

by holding No. 00 sandpaper against them

while the armature is rotating. first remov

ing the brushes. For a finishing touch a

very minute quantity of fine vaseline can

be applied with the aid of a piece of felt

lielfl

brushes in place while the machine is run

against the commutator with the

ning. Care must be taken not to use too

much vaseline. however. or it will gum up

the brushes and the result will be poor com

The

all over occasionally with a cloth dampened

mutation. brushes should be cleaned

with gasolene to rem-er carbon dust and

It must be seen to that they

slide their The

shaft bearings of the dynamo and the motor

traces of oil.

quite easily in holders.

should receive no more lubrication than is

accorded the magneto. A few drops of fine

machine oil about once a month will suffice.

The starting motor is placed in operation

by depressing a small pedal supplement

ary to the clutch and brake pedals, the ac

tion serving first to enmesh the driving

gears on the periphery of the flywheel and

then to connect the motor to the battery.

As the starting

structed it will never give trouble and need

switch is ruggedly con

not be touched. It is wise. however. occa

sionally to go over the rods actuating the

gear enmeshing mechanism and the switch

and to place a couple of drops of oil on the

bearings—but not on the switzh.

ROTATION IN OFFICE MAKES

NliW YORKER HEAD OF A. A. A.

Ohio Fight Enlivens Annual Meeting

But Chief Disturber Is Dropped—

Association’s Attitude on Fed

eral Aid Defined.

 

one of the best known

motorists of Buffalo. Y..

Laurens linos.

moved up into

the presidency of the American Automobile

Association at its annual meeting in Chica

go on Monday last. 2nd inst. He was cho

sen to succeed Robert P. Hooper, of Phila

delphia. who relinquished the office after

having se"\ed two useful terms. to which

considerabm exci‘ement had been contrib

uted by the “war” in Ohio. which still is in

progress. The new pres'deut took it over

the most unpleasant heritage of his office.

and one which probably wii‘ prevent his

duties from growing monotonous.

The other officers chosen are as follows:

First \Yilson. ot

I’enrsylvania; second vice-president, Dr. H.

M. Rowe. of .‘rlaryland;

dent. Ralph \\'. Smith. of Colorado: fourth

vice-nresident, ~lohn

third vice-presi

vice-president. F. L. ’iaker. of California:

fifth vice-president. Asa Paine. of Minne

sota: secretary. john \\". Brooks. of Con

necticut: treasurer. H. A. Bonnell. of New

Jersey: chairman of executive committee.

A. (Ti. Batcltelder. of New Jersey.

Ralph \\'. Smith. of Colorado. and l". L.

Baker. of California. were the only vice—

presidents re-elected. During the year First

\fiee-l’resident Frank M. _loyce. of Minne

died.

linos from the second vice presidency to

sota. and the elevation of Laurens

the presidency naturally left those two of

Thc vict-president who was

L. Bonifield. of Ohio.

in that

fices vacant.

dropped was Dr. C.

the cause of most of the turmoil

State and in the A. A. A. itself. The secre

tary. the treasurer and the chairman of the

Chair

men of boards were re-appointed as fol

lows: Good Roads. George C. Diehl. Buf

falo; Legislati\'e._ Charles Thaddeus Terry.

executive committee were re-elected.

New York; 'l‘ouring. Howard Longstreth.

li’hiladelphia; Contests. \-\t'illiam Schimpf.

New York.

As was the case last year. when the an

nual meeting was held in New York. two

warring Ohio

armed for the fray. They were led. respect

ively. by Dr. Boni'rield. of Cincinnati. and

H. L. Vail. of Cleveland. the former the

president of the Ohio Automobile State

Association. and the latter the chief spokes

man for the Ohio State Motor Federation.

faction s appeared orally

which was organized by the bolters from

the Ohio State meeting of 1911. which they

declared had been “packed” with mush

room clubs by Dr. Bonifield and his adher

ents.

During the year the Federation had ap

pealed to the executive committee of the

A. A. A. for recognition as. the national or

ganization’s official representative in Ohio.

denied.

In Chicago. on Monday last. the fight was

which recognition. however, was

reopened when the Federation filed a for~

Although

the Bonifield element had bombarded him

and

President Hooper upheld it and ruled that

mal application for recognition.

personally. despite his sympathies,

as the Federation’s application was not in

proper form and had not been filed at the

proper time it could not properly be cons

sidered. His action precipitated a long and

turbulent discussion. but he remained firm

and. as a result—and very properly—the

Ohio State Automobile Association retains

official recognition, despite the fact that

Bonifield and most of his followers have

made themselves obnoxious.

The fight between the Ohio factions is

so warm that the same reports of secession

which followed last year’s session are again

current. and no man can say what the end

will be.

liatters

which the A. A. A. is so firmly committed.

pertaining to good roads. to

served as a peaceful offset to the turbulence

created by the Oliioans. George C. Diehl.

A. A. A.

Committee. offered a resolution. which was

chairman of the Good Roads

passed. and which clearly defines the A. A.

A. position in respect to “Federal aid” in

the building of highways.

The report of the treasurer showed all

bills paid and a balance on hand of $3.2(‘)3.07.

This favorable condition is largely due to

the. fact that Chairman Schimpf. of the con

test board. as an amateur. does not draw a

salary. This enabled him to turn over to

the Association $5.000. although at the be

ginning of his term there was a deficit of

$1.600.

ment existing between the A. A. A. and the

According to the working agree

l\*lanufacturers’ Contest Association. the l'll

ter body was to make good any deficit of

the sort. but the health of the M. C. A. has

not been of the best during the past year.

and it remained for the non‘salaried chair~

man of the A. A. A. confest board to keep

the treasury full.

Ricdnnond, \'a.. was selec'ed as the city

in which the next annual meeting of the

association will be held.

In the preamble of the resolution the

association asserts belief in the principle

of State Aid and State Highway systems.

and pledges itself to in obtaining

State built and State maintained roads, with_

State Aid and supervision of county. mar

Furthermore.

assist

ket and township tributaries.

attention was called to the general accept~

ance by automobilists of an unconstitutional

O
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tax. called a “registration fee.” simply be

came the money so raised is used for high—

way maintenance purposes.

The preamble also remarks the undesir

ability of distributing Federal funds for the

piecemeal improvement of local roads. and

places the A. A. A. on record as being

definitely opposed to any sort of Federal

aid which does not comprehend this gcn~

eral inter-State system of national roads

constructed and maintained under the su

pervision of the Federal government. The

resolution itself. as adopted by the A. A. A.,

is as follows:

Resolved, That this association hereby

declares itself in favor of National roads

as the specific object upon which Federal

appropriations for good roads should be

spent.

Resolved. That this association as the

National body of automobilists shall do all

in its power to discourage “pork barrel"

methods in National roads appropriations.

and shall use its influence with its constitu

ent State bodies and local clubs to induce

them as organizations, and their members

as individuals, to assist in averting the great

harm which the good roads movement

would suffer if Federal appropriations for

highways are permitted to become prizes

for distribution among Congressional dis

tricts as a reward for political service.

Another resolution was introduced by

Howard Longstreth, of Pennsylvania. which

urges Congress to provide for a bureau of

road travel. to be under the direction of the

Secretary of the Interior. which. among

other things, will have to do with the sys

tematic marking of the National and State

roads.

The report of William Schimpf, chairman

of the contest board. showed that during

the past year 132 sanctions had been grant

ed. as against 116 last year and 175 the pre

vious ycar. \Vhile the number of sanctions

has increased, the number of registered

drivers, however, had fallen off. from 819

to 575. Of this number 26 Were amateur

drivers.

Didn't See Races; Wants Money Back.

Because W'illiam \Xallace. who hails from

Quaker Town and who journeyed all of the

way out to Milwaukee, \Vis.. to witness the

Vanderbilt. Grand Prize and other speed

clashes, was unable to tarry when the races

were postponed for a week and therefore

had his trip for naught. he has instituted

suit against the Milwaukee

Dealers’ Association, which promoted the

races. to recover the $120. That is the

amount. he alleges in his complaint, that

he paid for grandstand tickets to witness

the racing and which he was unable to dis

pose of wanrc his return to his Philadelphia

home. .

Automobile

MEN, HORSES AND CARS IN

FORT WORTH’S MIXED MEET

Mosley Is Honor Man in Automobile

Events, Winning Five of Nine

Races in Three Days—Clark

Takes Three.

“"eather conditions which, to put it mild

ly, were far from ideal seriously affected the

attendance on the first and third days of the

mixed—foot. horse, motorcycle and auto

mobile—race meet which was held under

the auspices of the Fort Worth (Tex)

Driving Club on \Vednesday. Thursday and

Friday, November 27th. 28th and 29th; all

told. however, the conditions on Thanksgiv

ing Day left'little to be desired.

Of the honors in the automobile program.

the better part went to C. Mosley, who.

driving a Studebaker car. accounted for

two of the three five-mile events which

were on the program for each of the three

days. George Clark, who, as usual, drove

a Mercedes. cleaned up the free-for-all num

bers which were run on Wednesday and

Thursday. and in all probability would have

done as much for a similar event which was

run on the final day had not trouble pre

vented his starting. The summary:

NMednesday, November 27th.

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

231-300 inches—Won by C. Mosley (Stude

baker): second. Chas. Craig (Studebaker);

third. \\'ilbur Beaty (Studebaker). Time,

7:20.

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

300-450 inches—Won by C. Mosley (Stude

baker); second. Chas. Craig (Studebaker);

third. Fred Spreen (Pathfinder). Time.

6:45.

Five miles, free-for-all—VVon by George

Clark (Mercedes); second. Chas. Craig

(Studebaker); third, W. Hearne (Cutting).

Time, 6:43.

Thursday, November 28th..

Five miles, free-for-alI—‘\Von by George

Clark (Mercedes); second. C. Mosley

(Studebaker); third, Chas. Craig (Stude

baker). Time. 6:17.

Five miles. for cars with displacements of

231-300 inches—Won by C. Mosley (Stude

baker); second. W. Beaty (Studebaker);

third, H. Schmidt (Buick). Time. 6:40.

Five miles. for cars with displacements of

300-450 inches—Won by C. Mosley (Stude

baker); second. W. Beaty (Studebaker);

third. H. Schmidt. (Buick). Time, 6:39.

Friday. November 29th.

Australian pursuit, about 10 miles—\Yon

by C. Mosley (Studebaker); second. H.

Schmidt (Buick); third. Chas. Craig (Stude

baker). No time taken.

Five miles, for cars with displacements of

231-300 inches—\Von by C. Mosley (Stude

baker): second, H. Schmidt (Buick); third.

\V. Beaty (Studebaker). Time. 6:41%.

Five miles. free-for-all — \Von by H.

Schmidt (Buick); second. C. Mosley

(Studebaker); third. C. Craig (Studebaker).

Time. 6:41.

Six Thousand See “Exhibition” Meet.

Barney Oldfield staged his first “exhibi

tion" meet on the one-mile track at the

County Fair grounds, Fresno. Cal., on Sun

day. November 24th. Though advertised as

an exhibition meet which was closed to

outsiders, in compliance with the rulings

of the contest board of the A. A. A. as in

terpreted by the \Vestern representative.

P. ]. \Valker, fully 6.000 spectators were on

hand. and great was the disappointment

when no competitive numbers were run.

Oldfield made the best showing of the day.

when he drove the Christie for a single

mile in 48 and 47% seconds. respectively.

times which are better than the record

established by Burman at Brighton Beach

on September 7th. but which will not be

ofiicially recognized because they were not

electrically timed. Fred Melaun, driving

a Benz. covered two miles in 1.51%. and

driving a Cino. a single mile in 58 seconds.

Weathers Wins Thanksgiving Road Race.

Bert Weathers, who drove a Mercer car.

won the lOO-mile road race which was run

on a ten-mile course at \t'isalia. Cal.. on

Thanksgiving Day. under the auspices of

the Automobile Club. Second honors went

to Johnson, who drove a Hupmobile; third

place is disputed by Hammett (Nyberg) and

Newkirk (Ford). One accident, which prob

ably will result fatally to the driver, oc

curred when the car driven by George

Williams skidded and upset in a ditch. pin

ning \Villiams beneath it. He was re

moved to the hospital. where it was stated

that his chances for recovery are practically

nil.

Overgaard Heads Nebraska Association.

A. R. Overgaard. of Fremont. ha; been

elected president of the Nebraska State Au

tomobile Association. The other officers

are: First vice-president. Lee Huff. Omaha:

second vice-president. C. F.. Parsice. Min

den; third vice-president, H. E. Gladfelter.

Central City; secretary. O. C. Turner.

Omaha; treasurer. E. R. Wilson, Omaha.

The board of directors comprises: B. A.

George, Lincoln; Carl Johnson. Havelock:

Lee Huff, E. R. Wilson. Omaha; A. P.

Overgaard. Fremont; 1.4 E. Doty. David

City: D. C. Dally. Beatrice: Ray Rarrison.

Grand Island; E. A. Mason. Bloomfield.
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VlRGlNlANS ENTERTAINEI) BY

DlSBROW’S FAST FLYERS

Disbrow Himself Takes Lion's Share

of Honors at Two-Day Racemeet

—Morton Twice Goes Through

Fence—and Lives.

Despite chilling blasts and weather

which otherwise was more or less inclem

ent, spectators were not lacking nor were

the numbers meager at the two-day speed

carnival which was staged on the mile track

at the State Fair grounds, Richmond, Va.,

Friday and Saturday last, November 29th

and 30th, by the Richmond Automobile

Club. The better part of the honors which

accrue from the contest went to Louis Dis

brow, who, as usual, drove a Simplex in the

competitive numbers in which he was en

tered and a reconstructed Fiat in the time

trials.

On the first day, besides making a mile

in 1:09f/1 in the time trial, Disbrow won

both of the feature events of the day—a ten

mile free-for-all handicap which he com

pleted in 11:03, starting from scratch. and

all three heats of a special race, the first

heat of which went for a single mile, and

the second and third for two miles and in

which his times for the respective heats

were 1:13, 2:15 and 2:17%. The remaining

events in the first day's pro'gram comprised

a five-mile contest for touring cars, which

went to John Minker (Kline) in 6:49%; a

ten-mile contest for touring cars and road

sters with a price limitation of $1,600 and

which K. C. Taylor (Buick) accounted for

in 14:20%, and a five-mile match race be

tween Joe Nikrent (Case) and Barber

(Warren), which was completed with Nik

rent in the lead in 6:33%.

On Saturday Disbrow made even a better

showing and took three of the competitive

numbers and lowered the local track rec

ord for a single mile to one minute fiat.

from the 1:06 which Oldfield made three

years ago. His victories on the second

day comprised a five-mile event for cars

with displacements of under 600 inches.

which he accounted for in 516%; a five~

mile free-for-all, which was won in 521%.

and what proved to be the most interesting

number on the program. a 25-mile free-for

all. Disbrow's time for the latter event was

26:49. Of the remaining events, Spencer

\Vishart took the ten-mile contest for cars

with displacements of 231-300 inches in

10:43%; Taylor won a special five-mile

event for old touring cars. covering the

course in 7:13;!“ and Joe Nikrent went to

the fore in the ten-mile contest for cars

with displacements of under 451 inches.

His time was 10:59-34.

William Morton, who was placed in sev

eral of the contests, created no little excite

ment when he went through the fence when

his tire burst during the running of the 10

mile event for light cars. Happily neither

driver nor mechanician were hurt, nor was

the car damaged to an extent sufficiently

great to necessitate its withdrawal. Morton

was in luck, as he escaped injury when he

again went through the fence while on his

eighth lap in the 25-mile free-for-all and

with similar results. The summary:

Friday, November 29th.

Five miles, for touring cars—\Von by

John Minker (Kline); second, \Villiam

Morton (Kline); third, Louis Menenghetti

(Stevens-Duryea). Time, 6:49%.

One mile, time trial—Louis

(Fiat). Time, 109%.

Ten miles, for touring cars and roadsters

costing under $1.600—\Von by C. K. Taylor

Disbrow

(Buick); second, R. F. Kaehler (Ford):

third, George Booth (Maxwell). Time,

14:20%.

Heat race. First heat one mile. second

and third heats two miles. First heat—\Von

by Louis Disbrow (Simplex). Time, 1:13.

Second heat, first division—\Non by Louis

Di'sbrow (Simplex); second, Dave Lewis

(Stutz); third, \Villiam Morton (Kline).

Time, 224%. Second heat, second division

-—\-Von by John Minker (Kline); second,

Spencer \Vishart (Mercer); third, Joe Nik

rent (Case). Time, 2:15. Third heat—\Von

by Louis Disbrow (Simplex); second, John

Minker (Kline). Time, 217%.

Five miles. match race—Won by Joe Nik

rent (Case); second, Barber (\IVarren).

Time, 6:33l/z.

Ten miles, free-for-all handicap—\\'on by

Louis Disbrow (Simplex), scratch; second,

\Nilliam Morton (Kline), 20 seconds; third,

John Minker (Kline), 20 seconds; fourth,

Joe Nikrent (Case), 20 seconds; fifth, Dave

Lewis (Stutz), 12 seconds. Time, 11:03.

Saturday, November 30th.

Five miles, for touring cars—\Non by

John Minker (Kline); second. Morton

(Kline); third, Louis Menenghetti (Ste

vens-Duryea). Time, 6:17}/;..

Ten miles, for cars with displacements of

231-300.inches—Won by Spencer Wishart

(Mercer); second, Joe Nikrent (Case);

third, \Villiam Morton (Kline). Time,

10:43%.

One mile, against the local track record

of 1:01—Louis Disbrow (Fiat). Time, 1:00.

New record.

Five miles, for old cars—\Von by Taylor

(Buick); second, Gordon (Metz); third.

Kaehler (Ford). Time, 713%.

Ten miles, for cars with displacements of

under 450 inches—\Von by Joe Nikrent

(Case); second, W'illiam Morton (Kline);

third, Dave Lewis (Stutz). Time. 10:50%.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 600 inches—\Von by Louis Dis

brow (Simplex); second, Dave Lewis

(Stutz); third, Joe Nikrent (Case). Time,

5:16f-1».

Five miles, free-for-all—“pn by Louis

Disbrow (Simplex); second. Dave Lewis

(Stutz); third, \Nilliam Morton (Kline).

Time, 5:21-34.

Twenty-five miles, free-for-all—Won by

Louis Disbrow (Simplex); second, Joe Nik

rent (Case); third, \Villiam Morton (Kline).

Time, 26:49.

Burman Makes Moross Meet.

True to his word, Barney Oldfield did not

appear as a competitor at Ernie Moross's

first California meet, on the Emeryville

track, Oakland, on' Sunday, November 24th,

so that Moross's “star,” Robert Burman,

had things practically his own way from

start to finish. Of the six events which

made up the program, Burman took four

and finished second in the fifth, a five-mile

free-for-all handicap, which went to Joe

Horan in 4:39. The remaining event was

for light cars and went to Kirk Dunham

(Detroiter), who completed the circuit in

5:52V5. In addition to his victories, Burman

drove an exhibition mile in 50 seconds, thus

lowering the local track record by six sec

onds. The summary:

One mile, time

(Benz), time, 0:50.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of 161-230 inches—\N'on by Kirk Dunham

(Detroiter); second, A. J. Edwards (R. C.

11.). Time, 552%.

Five miles, for cars with displacements

of under 600 inches—Won by Robert Bur

man (Cutting); second. Joe Horan (Dar

racq). Time, 5:01.

Three miles, free-for-all, for the Remy

Brassard and trophy. First heat—VVon by

Robert Burman (Darracq); second. Joe Ho- -

ran (Mercedes); third, Janette (Benz).

Time, 256%. Second heat—\Von by Robert

Burman (Darracq); second, Joe Horan

(Mercedes); third, Harkins (Benz). Time.

252%.

Ten miles, for cars with displacements of

under 600 inches—Won by Robert Burman

(Cutting); second, Joe Horan (Darracq).

Time, 10:08.

Five miles. free-for-all handicap—“ion by

Joe Horan (Benz); second. Robert Burman

(Darracq); third. A. J. Edwards (R.C.H.).

Time, 4:39. ‘

trial—Robert Burman

Making a Drill Bore Oversize.

A flat drill that is a trifle too small may

be made to cut a hole larger than its own

width by grinding it unequally. leaving one

cutting edge longer than the other, so that

the drill will rotate eccentrically.
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1.019.209. Carburetter for Internal Com

bustion Engines. Tom W'elsh, Mofiat, Scot

land. Filed Jan. 21, 1910. Serial No. $39,365.

Single jet supplied by capillary attraction.

1,019,222. Internal Combustion Engine of

the Revolving Cylinder Type. Alfred B. E.

Cheeseman, London, and Joseph G. Flor

ence, \Valthamsto'w. England. Filed May

27, 1911. Serial No. 629,907. Revolving cyl

inder two-cycle motor.

1,019,254. Motor Vehicle. Russell Huff,

Detroit, Mich., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Packard Motor Car Company,

Detroit, Mich, a Corporation of Michigan.

Filed May 27, 1907. Serial No. 375,962. Off

set frame and body sills.

1,019,267. Friction Clutch. George Cush

ing Martin. Los Angelcs, Cal. Filed May

19, 1910. Serial No. 562,297. Relative mo

tion of members controls application.

1,019,286. Pneumatic Tire. Willard Irv

ing Twombly. New York, N Y., assignor to

Twombly Motors Company, New York, N.

Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed July

22. 1910. Serial No. 573.180. Flexible metal

lic cover over inflatable tube.

1.019.301. Emergency attachment for Ve

hicle \Vheels. Edward T. Burrowes, Port

land, Me. Filed June 23. 1909. Serial No.

503.854. Means of support for an auxiliary

rim.

1,019,340. Signal. Joseph C. McGowan

and Robert \V. Michler, Perris, Ca1.. assign

ors of one-third to Mathias P. Deutsch,

Perris, Cal. Filed Oct. 30, 1909. Serial No.

525,529. Electric system for signalling when

tires are flat.

1.019.354.

Podlesak, Chicago, Ill.

Explosive Engine. Henry J.

Filed Dec. 7. 1910.

Serial No. 596,063. Jump spark ignition

system.

1,019,372. Automatic Gasolene Vending

Machine. Randolph Shaffer, Albany, Ga.

Filed Sept. 16, 1911. Serial No. 649,663.

Coin operated fuel dispenser.

1.019,374. \‘alve. James Shaw, San Fran

cisco. Cal. Filed May 11, 1910. Serial No.

560.711. Conical, reciprocating

closed in cylindrical casing.

1.019.396. Process of Producing Conical

Clutch Facings. Howard S. Williams, Cleve

land. Ohio. Filed Mar. 22. 1911. Serial No.

616,144. Forming facings from strap by

wetting and drying in shape.

1.019.421. Bracket Attachment. Joseph

\\'. Briggs. Reward, Cal. Filed Mar. 2, 1911.

Serial No. 611.772. Permits motion of one

light while other is ~tationary.

valve en

1,019,442. Gasolene Measuring Rule.

Frank M. Edmonds and Russell J. Good—

now, Boston, Mass; said Edmonds assign

or to said Goodnow. Filed Nov. 3, 1910.

Serial No. 590,438. Slidable pointers for ad

justment to irregularly shaped tanks.

1,019,453. Fluid Measuring Device. Rus

sell J. Goodnow, Boston, Mass. Filed Sept.

5, 1911. Serial No. 647,523. Means of at

taching slidable pointers.

1,019,468. Tire Protector. Ralph V. Hast

ings, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 8, 1911. Serial

No. 613,141. Flexible tire cover fitted with

pyramidal tread blocks.

1,019,469. Combined Anti-Skidding and

Jack Attachment for Automobiles. Flor

ence Frank Heflernan. New York, N. Y.

Filed May 20, 1911. Serial No. 628,378.

Drag brake and rest for top of jack.

1,019,488. Valve for Explosion Engines.

Arthur Constantin Krebs, Paris, France,

assignor to Societe Anonyme des Anciens

Etablissements Panhard & Levassor, Paris.

France. Filed June 15, 1910. Serial No.

566,983. Concentric inlet and exhaust

valves.

1,019,495. Internal Combustion Engine.

Alonzo Lafontaine and Rosario Lafontaine.

St. Stanislas, Quebec, Canada. Filed Aug.

28, 1911. Serial No. 646,335. Piston exhaust

valve.

1,019,504. Shock Absorber. Charles H.

McCombs. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor of

one-half to Charles S. Britten, Bratenahl.

Ohio. Filed Apr. 7, 1911. Serial No. 619.

548. Cylinder with frictional piston.

1,019,513. Gas Engine. Robert S. Moore

and James Lee Simmons, Washington.C., assignors to The Gyro Motor Company,

Washington, D. C., a Corporation of the

District of Columbia. Original application

filed Nov. 1, 1910, Serial No. 590,236. Divid

ed and this application filed Mar. 30. 1911.

Serial No. 617,855. Oil guard on piston.

1,019,536. Pneumatic \Vheel. Adam

Charles Schroeder, Derry Station, Pa., as

signor of one-half to Conrad Proessler,

Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed June 17, 1911. Serial

No. 633,685. Sectional pneumatic tire com

bined with helical springs on spokes.

1.019.552. Alarm for Automobiles. \Vil

son E. Symons, Chicago, Ill. Filed May 15.

1911. Serial No. 627,259. Electric burglar

alarm which operates when the motor is

cranked.

1,019,557. Tire Alarm. Elmer Alonzo

Terpening. Mokena, 111. Filed Mar. 19. 1909.

Serial No. 484,368. Electric device for show

ing the air pressure in the tires.

1,019,563. Gas Engine. Julius M. Ulrich,

Greenwich, Conn., assignor of one-half to

\Villiam Rahr, Jr., Manitowoc, \Vis. Filed

Aug. 14, 1906. Serial No. 330,577. Carburet

ter placed between the crank chamber and

the combustiorr chamber on a two-cycle

motor, and means of controlling passage of

air.

1,019,571. Automobile Horn. Louis West,

Rochester, Minn. Filed Mar. 7, 1911. Serial

No. 612,769. Blower fan setting a column of

air in vibratory motion.

1,019,638. Speedometer. Fred B. Healey

and Carl S. Homsher, Denver, Colo. Filed

May 6, 1911. Serial No. 625,501. Centrifugal

force.

1,019,673. Automobile Horn. Robert E.

Long, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 9, 1911.

Serial No. 601,612. Cam operated dia

phragm.

1,019,674. Tire Inflation Indicator. Alair

Joly de Lotbiniere, Srinagar, India. Filed

Mar. 22, 1911. Serial No. 616,112. Piston

moved against pressure of a spring by air

pressure.

1,019,745. Foot Pedal Switch. John Hel

strom, Morristown, N. J. Filed Oct. 24,

1911. Serial No. 656.546. Pedal for operat

ing a spring snap switch.

1,019,755. Brake Drum Protector. Alan

son P. Brush, Flint, Mich. Filed Feb. 15,

1911. Serial No. 608,666. Means of lubrica

tion.

1,019,785. Vehicle Chock. \Villiam Green

leaf, Bay City. Mich. Filed Nov. 9, 1911.

Serial No. 659,384. Means of retaining

chocks in position.

1,019,798. Speed Changing Gearing. Ed

ward J. Kearney, VVauwatosa, and Theo

dore Trecker, West Allis, Wis. Filed July

25, 1908. Serial No. 445.433- Stepped cone

gear meshing with pinion.

1,019,800. Carburetter. Richard Kennedy,

Chicago. Ill Filed Aug. 25, 1910. Serial No.

578,903. Pump operated by suction valve

for supplying fuel.

1,019,832. Wheel. \Vesley Phillips, Cape

May,'N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments,

of one-half to Harry Phillips, Greenwich,

Conn. Filed May 29, 1911. Serial No. 630,

192. Pneumatic tube supported between

hub and rim.

1,019,846. Resilient Wheel. Nicholas

Schenck, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Aug. 31, 1910.

Serial No. 579,900. Cushion between wheel

rim and felloe.

1,019,856. Rotary Internal Combustion

Engine. James Locke Strickland, Westport,

Nova Scotia. Canada, assignor to Harry

Richards McLellan, St. John, Canada. Filed

Oct. 19, 1908. Serial No. 458,479. Renewed

Nov. 15, 1911. Serial No. 660,470. Trun

nioned cylinders, with exhaust ports

through the trunnions.

1,019, 943. Adjustable Float Feed. Martin

C. Bright, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor of

one-half to Charles W. Meikel, Indianapolis,

Float swung on eccentric pivots.
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Champion . Champion

Dealers: Why Pay lor Experiments? The National ls Sure
  

Search the World Over—You Cannot Find Greater Value

Long stroke (47/8x6) flexible and noiseless

Motor with enclosed valves.

Left Side Drive.

Center Control.

Gray & Davis Electric Starter, easily oper

ated by simply touching a button with

OOt.

Gray 8: Davis Dynamo Electric Lighting

System.

Bosch dual double Magneto.

12-inch Turkish Upholstery.

Full heavy nickel Trimmings.

Electric Horn.

Adequate Baggage-carrying Compartment

concealed in body but easily accessible.

Powerful and reliable Brakes.

Spacious Interior.

Tire Pump, integral part of the motor.

Inflates a tire in three minutes.

128-inch Wheel Base.

Adjustable, ventilating and

Wind Shield.

Multiple jet Carburetor.

Hoffecker steady-hand Speedometer.

Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers in rear.

Tire Carrier in rear.

Silk mohair Top, Cover and Curtains.

Full-floating Rear Axle.

Resilient Springs, 3%; Elliptic in rear; Semi

Elliptic in front.

Large gasoline pressure-feed Tank with

Gauge in rear.

Robe Rail and Foot Rest.

Foot Mat in Running Board.

Plain, continuous enclosed Metal Guards.

Easy riding qualities, unexcelled.

Oiling System, demonstrated to be only

perfect oiling system.

rain vision

Improved Series V, Five Models, $2750 to $3400

QUICK DELIVERY

National Motor Vehicle Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

 
  

When Owners Talk Like This—

"Fnr 10,000 miles—~ever since I bought it

—my National “40" has been running llke

a clock. It is the very essence of dis

tinctiveness, comfort and power. I

consider it the last word in motor

efl'icicncy"—and this man has the

money to buy any car on earth. ogsb‘ 65>

0
Dealers Make Money gq A

v . -'D

We can supply you wtth s ,3,"

more letters like this and d“

better. They are great

selling aids. The deal

er's largest asset is

satisfied customers.

They influence

sales for you—

thuy keep you

in business

year in and

year out.
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1- The Point of .

PERFECTION

and the last work of inventive genius exemplified

in this common sense economizer and engine

saver.

 

 

dash, admits air to the manifold, breaking up

every drop of gasoline before it enters the engine.

With it perfect mixture and perfect combustion

is assured—

Saving From 10 Per Cent.

to 40 Per Cent. Gasoline

Increasing Power From 10

Per Cent. to 40 Per Cent.

Doing Away With Carbon

The Primer will instantly prime all cylinders

with a rich mixture—NOT with pure gasoline—

and can always be used to clean the engine in a

very easy way.

It is an acknowledged fact that no carburetor,

however perfect, can get full power and service

out of a given quantity of gasoline.

"‘ Your customers know this—you know it—and

' here we show the only real way to get maximum

power from fuel, regardless of the efficiency of

the carburetor in this particular.

The National Compound Mixer and Primer, a

small, compact, little instrument, located on the

  
 

 
 

 

EVERY DEALER

will find a ready sale for the National Compound Mixer and Primer—it is a

money saving, power conserving convenience and the price will put it within

reach of every car owner in every locality.

It’s only a question of your getting this agency FIRST, while the field is vir

gin and sales and liberal commissions big.

You, Mr. Dealer, can get in on the ground floor if you will respond to the

advertisement.

NOW—will you do it?

National Manufacturing Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
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When She Starts

Hard

Remember

That an

  

Storage

Battery

  

invariably, “instantly” by the push of a button.

Light it the same way, but when you buy an Electric Self

Lighter or Starter look at the Battery and

BE SURE IT’S AN

  

‘Use Class A 823%, Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use Class B Gm, Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO

New York Branch—136 West 52nd Street Chicago Branch—2241 Michigan Avenue Detroit Branch—1191 Woodward Avenue

San Francisco Branch — 243 Monaclnock Building

Depot: in All Principal Cities in the United States, Canada and Mexico

with an Electric Starting System will always start your car,'
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1913 Motorcycle Shows

and what the Bicycling World and Motorcycle

Review will do in connection with them.

 

New York Show

will be held in connection with the

Automobile Board of Trade Annual

Show in Grand Central Palace, under

auspices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers' Association

January 11-18

We will publish two big issues in con

nection with this show.

New York Forecast Number

January 7

New York Report Number

January 14

The Chicago Show

will be held at the Manufacturers’ Ex

hibition Bldg., 1319 Michigan Avenue,

and will be conducted under the aus

pices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers' Association

February 3 - 8

Two special issues will be published

descriptive of this show.

Chicago Forecast Number

February 4

Chicago Report Number

February 11

We are ready now to book reservations of space for all or any of the

four above described numbers of THE BICYCLING WORLD AND

MOTORCYCLE REVIEW, and our service department is now pre

paring copy and sketches for our advertisers’use in these big issues.

Each of the Show Numbers will have extra circulation without increase

in price of space and our regular advertisers may use extra space on

their contracts at minimum rates. This is a splendid opportunity of

which the entire trade should take advantage.

Copy and cuts can be handled one week in advance of each publication date, but

we recommend reservation now and an early preparation of copy. Can we help

you with this copy? And how much space can we reserve?

BICYCLING WORLD AND MOTORCYCLEfREVIEW

1600 Broadway New York

New York and Chicago
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AMERICA'S FAVOPITE RDPEIGN CAR

Sow AT Pmcss
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Lancia cars, made in Europe, offer the American

buyer every European point of superiority in mate

rial, engineering features, workmanship, design and

finish—and it is conceded that car building methods

which obtain on “the other side" are years in ad

vance of American methods.

And American Dealers can sell Lancia cars

at American prices.

You, Mr. Dealer, know that limited quantity

production insures the personal attention of every

man engaged in the building. Lancia production is

typically European because it is limited. Here are

no American cut and dried operations that produce

quantity at the heavy expense of quality.

Lancia dealers use these arguments as the basis

for selling arguments.

  

Car wise buyers who want European automo

biles are quick to grasp and act upon them.

There is some choice territory awaiting dealers

who are looking for that different and better car.

Are you such a dealer?

ADAMS - LANCIA COMPANY

238 West 58!}: Street New York City

Sinn- Hlese ammuncnnruh leave "Mar-(d in

Motor Worl:l'.1ve lmz/r rinsed Ilu' Pacific Coast

Age/10' will: Ila/Mr: &‘ Bantu: a/Lv: Anglia.
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1 . ‘."us!ralion lurnuit/l

Man on: q/ M: new

l/t'na'erran Roadster:

r jui/tpnl will! 11" Cu!

erl W/lulr.

In the matter of car equipment, dealers can exercise a dominating force, for

it is largely the demands that you make in concert that influences the manu

facturer to give your trade what it wants.

As a seller of cars you want the best equipment — you are responsible to

your patrons and your success depends upon your ability to furnish cars of

service—that is, if you are building for future growth and prosperity.

The lines you represent will sooner or later be equipped with McCue Wire Wheels. It is only

a question of time. Economy, safety and common sense demand these wheels. Your good business

judgment should make you grasp the significance of the statement.

Wire wheels sell more cars for you, for they reduce that “little old man of the sea”—tire upkeep—

to a negligible quantity and it is this tire upkeep expense that prevents thousands of sales—to those

who are not afraid of the initial cost but the subsequent big pocket book drain.

Also consider this: McCue Wire Wheels conserve power and speed and so make a big cut in fuel

consumption.

For your own good and in the interests of your trade get in touch with your manufacturer on this

important subject. Don‘t delay and let competition pass you—don’t be forced by competition, but

keep ahead of it.

Investigate now—get the facts from us, digest them. and go to your manufacturer with them.

 

E:-'i—__—___.___,——
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McCue Axles are not sold on price—but on merit.

It is conceded that the McCue front axle is the leader

—from every standpoint—in the motor car field.

McCue rear axles exemplify the finest engineering

skill backed by out-of-ordinary materials and methods of

construction. They admit no superior.

An ideal combination is McCue front and rear axles

plus McCue wire wheels. It is a combination that will

make one of the strongest selling points any dealer can

possibly put forth. However, McCue Wire Wheels are

adapted to any axle and not confined to the McCue

models.

McCue Wire Wheels May Be

Had Equipped With Q. D. Rims

  

As may be seen by the illustration herewith, the McCue Company is

now supplying Q. D. rims on their wire wheels. The general all around

advantage of the McCue Q. D. Rim is that that portion of the wheel which

is presented to the tire is perfectly smooth and flat. The spoke nipples

are inserted in grooves which are rolled into the rim. Just incidentally

these grooves add a considerable degree of stiffness to the rim as well as

providing a means of preventing the nipple head from coming in contact

with the wire. These Q. D. rims, of course, are furnished on the detach

able wheel. Another point very much in favor of McCue Q. D. Rims is

that by simply reversing the position of the rings the same set of rims

may be used either for straight side tires or for the clincher type.

THE MeCUE COMPANY

Bullalo, New York

assembled

to use

clincher
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“THE NEWTONE”
Motor

H o r n

Manufactured and guar

anteed by the largest auto

horn maker in the world.‘

  

A concern that has made

and sold over one million

auto horns in the last

seven years.

Newtone Superior, Price $10

The Cheapest YetI Molt Efficient Motor Horn

The following is an affi

davit sworn to before a

Notary Public by Helen

L. Hicks, billing clerk

THE HOME OF THE NEWTONE of this concern :

 

 

2:4 TMFFE pm: ‘

I‘K LYN ".Y /

220~

  

 

  

Helen L. Hicks, of Borough of Brooklyn, City and State of New York, be

ing duly sworn, deposes and says that she has been employed by the Automo- I. f

bile Supply Co., a domestic corporation. for about two years, lastpart‘m Type M, Price $20

capacity of billing clerk and general office work and that she 15 familiar With

the shipping slips, shipping books and bill books. A wonderfully so?!"me at a Rea'o'mu‘

  

Deponent further states that she has examined said books and same show

that in the month of May, 1912, the Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., shipped

19,049 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

In June, 1912—17,028 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

In July, 1912—22,006 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

In Aug, 1912—19,866 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

In Sept, 1912—22,156 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

In Oct., 1912—26,103 Bulb and Electric Horns of different sizes and types.

Sworn to before me

this 8th day of November, 1912. (Signed) HELEN L. HICKS.

(Signed) ISAAC BROWN.

Notary Public. Kings Co.

  

  

Torpedo, Price $20

(The original of the above afi‘idavit is on file in the office of this publication.) The “Mile Away " Electric Horn

 

Thousands upon thousands of Newtone Horns are now

in daily use and our factory is working overtime.

Arrangements are now being made to increase our output.

Send for Our Catalogue

Automobile Supply Manufacturing Company

220 Taaffe Place BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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QUJB QEunnher adds Class

appearame of any Car.

6116!}ON0Vl';R
Glle Dependable J:fo

  

i 'Qli’ ' -'- IF-Z' ‘Ejurl, Jl'.‘.'..'u-'\ lmliaE-Ld‘l'fib'isrfiu

BROAD, FLAT CHANNEL-BAR

—rather than a tube—and

of far greater resistance-strength ;

supported at four points by semi

elliptic steel springs; guaranteed un

restrictedly for two years against any

contingency that may arise.

ti? l f .- lJigl‘liiuif- ’1' - .' M

Best quality Steel, heavily enameled in

Black. Royal Blue. French Gray or Maroon.

One size onl : bar 2 inches wide - -

(Any ot color of enamel $5.00 extra)

Best quality Steel. Brass or Nickel plated. 0

One size only: bar 2 inches wide - - I5

Solid Bronze finished in either Brass or

Nickel. Two sizes: bar 2 or 2% inches wide

 

Sellers Newark, N. J.

 
 

 

Lovm-McCONNELL Mrc. COMPANY

OONOVER
“672‘:ngerldable Sg/é-Guard"

 

t0 the

BUT its big value lies in

its pratective-power.

Its ability to prevent

annoying and expensive

mishaps to the exposed

front parts of your car.

Your insurance covers damage of

more than $25.00. The Conover

prevents this. Furthermore, it

prevents damage of a lesser ex

tent—not covered by your insur

ance. And in neither case must

you wait for the car to come

from the repair shop.

NEW Janssr TUBE COMPANY

Make" :: Newark, N. J.
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“MEALLI'J
 

LIMITED IN QUANTITY '

UNLIMITED IN QUALITY

DEALERS

Discriminating Men of Means Want These

 

European Models ofPresth and Performance

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

A few years since the ownership of a foreign car seemed a remote possibility to

the “classes.” Foreign design and workmanship were not understood—or appreci

ated—prices seemed out of reason.

Today, the demand for European cars is on the increase—Metallurgique, the

aristocrat of Europe, is leading the foreign group—and this is just the logical result

of our dealers' confidence in this—a car of rare worth, of service, power and speed,

coupled with unique lines that spell to the eye “From Europe."

You, Mr. Dealer, have prospective buyers for this car. There are always men

who appreciate foreign products for their true worth and exclusiveness. Now, just

think this over. Locate the prospects and write to us. We will help you sell the

Metallurgique.

METALLURGIQUE MOTOR CO., 1934 Broadway, New York City

  

 

 
I
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Four- Speed Transmission

The design and care in the manufacturing and testing of the four-speed

Pullman transmission, shown herewith, is another one of the strong sales

points for Pullman cars.

The transmission case is cast in one piece.

treme accuracy. The gears are very large in size, which fact minimi: :s the teeth pressure

This gives rigiditv. uniformity and ex

and insures better lubrication under full load conditions. All shifting forks work on one

shaft which fact makes the construction extremely simple. All transmission bearings and

gears are lubricated by light grease contained in the gear case.

After being assembled, prior to which each piece has been carefully tested, the transmissions _are

run on a testing bench for at least 20 hours. This enables the grinding in of the gears to a nice polish.

The transmissions are then taken completely apart, inspected and carefully cleaned in gasoline—after

which they are re-assembled.

In subsequent advertising we will go into the question of the heat treatment of these transmission

gears which is one of the important features of Pullman transmission construction.

If you are looking for a continuous money-making agency, get in touch with us.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY, York, Pa.

on... -—e- ~1'Jw-U" - ~m‘i‘ -\ - _-- m nun—w 

s‘lfyl

, '\'
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The"haw

Ford Engine Starter

[ . ’ Ti _ How Are Your Ford Cars Started?

I

DO YOUR OWNERS STILL STRADDLE

THE BUMPER AND CHURN THE CRANK?

You Will Give Them This Message it You Appre

ciate the Unequaicd Advantages oi Starting the

Ford Car With the TRIPLEX ENGINE STARTER.

The TRIPLEX FORD ENGINE STARTER is a me

chanical starter, which, of all types—compressed air, acetylene

gas, electric and spring—is the only one on the market which

at all times proves absolutely RELIABLE. In no respect

is it a “Hit-or-Miss” proposition—working one minute

and short circuiting or blowing out a cylinder head the next.

It gives 100 per cent. uninterrupted service from the time it

i is attached. It comprises so few parts and is so simple and

direct in application that it cannot get out of order, and it is

L; e a bwi as safe and durable as it is simple and effective.

You do not have to leave your seat to start the Ford Motor, WHEN EQUIPPED WITH

THE TRIPLEX STARTER.

All that is necessary is to pull the lever. Will absolutely start the Ford 1,000 times out of

1,000.

Can be easily attached in one hour’s time. Absolutely no holes to drill or mechanical work

necessary to install same. Absolutely guaranteed to outlast the motor.

DEALERS: It doesn't require

SALESMANSHIP to sell an AR

TICLE for which every FORD

OW'NER is clamoring. Bring

the TRIPLEX FORD ENGINE

STARTER AND THE FORD

OWNER together and a sale re

sults.

Price $1 1.2

Your Commissions Are Liberal

  

 
 

 
 

BREMER - WILSON

MANUFACTURING C0.

1256 Michigan Ave., Chicago, ills.

Western Representative,

AUSTERMELL 8: HANSON,

560 Phelan Bldg.,

San Francisco, Cal.
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Carburetor

At the Olympia Show

Out of 132 makes of

cars, more than 29 per

cent. use Zenith Carbure

tors. The next best ap

peared on only 13 per

cent. of the cars exhibited.

Zenith has been known

in Europe for six years.

The record of the Olym

pia show demonstrates its

high standing among the

best European makers.

Zenith Gives Standard Carburetion

ZENITH CARBURETOR COMPANY

Detroit, Michigan

  

 

   
 

  

GILMER T IRE

REPAIR PLIERS

\\"e are just about keeping pace with the tremen

dous demand for this “worth its weight in gold”

little instrument, and so we can still fill your orders

with reasonable promptness—if you don’t delay.

You have read about this device. You must

know how simple it operates—how positive are the

cures it effects and how valuable it must be to the

man who owns it. It is largely up to you, then, to

help your trade in this tire upkeep matter—and you

can do it by recommending Gilmer Tire Repair

Pliers.

The operation of sealing up cuts and abrasions

is simple. Just insert the prongs of the pliers into

the injury, spread the pliers, throwing the ratchet

lever to center when it locks. Then clean the

wound, insert pure rubber gum and reverse the

operation of opening. Then the tire will close over

and around the gum, producing a permanent repair.

Remember, Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers sell for

$1.00, and to see them is to want them. It is only

necessary for you to demonstrate their worth in

order to make sales, and in the doing you not only

reap a good profit but also make a firm friend of

the man you are helping to save dollars.

Send your order today.

G. WALKER GILMER, Jr.

52 North Seventh Street Philadelphia, Pa.

GILMER

TIRE'REPAIR

PLIERS
PAYZN‘I'ED

TRADE

MARK
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It takes little talk and little argument to con

vince the most skeptical that the Warm Hand

Wheel is the most logical, common sense

improvement in the automobile held today.

It is only a question of you, Mr. Dealer, placing yourself in the position

of those of your customers who drive in winter. Figure out how desirable

this comfort-giving wheel would be to you.

Just look at it from their side of the fence. Don’t you think they will

be glad and eager to equip with a device that will make winter driving a

positive pleasure by keeping the hands as warm as toast under all conditions

of cold.

You must realize that if you do not grasp this selling opportunity now,

your territory is bound to be invaded sooner or later by some more enterpris

ing dealer who can see the sales possibilities that lie in the Warm Hand

Wheel.

The Warm Hand Wheel can be installed by you quickly and without in

terfering with any of the working parts of the car. Once installed it remains,

year in and year out, a source of comfort and satisfaction to the man who

owns it.

That is the whole story.

Write today and get Our proposition to you. Remember that the Warm

Hand Wheel sells for $15 and offers you an opportunity to earn a liberal

commission—more important, it will keep many cars on the road through the

winter that would otherwise be housed—a matter of more sales through the

dull winter months to you. as your own good business judgment will tell you.

The Warm Hand Steering Wheel Company

527 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK CITY
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THE present demand for self-starting

and lighting equipment has created

a demand for an ignition system capa

ble of producing a hot, dynamic spark

independent of the engine speed.

This demand is being successfully

met by °'

‘Ilite

Atwater Kent

Igmtlon System

the starting button of which produces,

not a few weak sparks, but a single

heavy flame-like spark, thus insuring at

all times the perfect ignition of any

mixture that will burn.

Other salient features of the Atwater

Kent System are the extreme simplicity

of mechanism, only three moving parts,

one contact, one adjustment and one

non-vibrating coil.

While the Atwater Kent System is

high in value and reputation, it is not

high in price. In fact, it will cost less

" it

i ‘ l} it
w!
‘15»

1 yer r. UNISPARKER
" '5“ PAT IZZYI. 0C1. ‘1 D04 ,

"1 NW 22. I904 Mill 8. IIIQ

PATENTS Pimlllll.

than half as much as a good magneto

and will give superior results at a much

less cost of upkeep.

We can 'now furnish two types of the

Atwater Kent System for use on cars as

sole ignition in place of the magneto, in

conjunction with lighting and starting

equipment.

Type “F’ ’ without Automatic

Spark Control.

Type “K” with Automatic

Spark Control and insulated

primary circuit.

No matter what the requirements,

the Atwater Kent System of Ignition

affords ideal ignition.

Write today for detailed information

and illustrated booklet “D.”

AMIERIKENTMFGWMS

4930 Stenton Ave.

 
  

 

  

Philadelphia, Pa.
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TRI LIGHTINGSELF STARTING " "

  

Through eight years of unbroken success the sales of

Dorris Motor Cars

have grown steadily of their own momentum—like a snow ball rolling

down hill.

The Dorris is a seller and a repeater—a car of unlimited satisfaction. of Maximum

service at a Minimum cost—electrically self-started and lighted, with all modern refine

ments of finish and appointments, and the perfection of detail which marks a car of the

highest quality.

It shows its exceptional value and ability most under the hardest use in comparison

with other machines. It always receives a boost from the owners and wherever it is

fairly introduced it takes possession of the territory and dominates the market. In

short. it’s a car on which to build permanent, unlimited success.

 

‘ - ‘ . sg ‘t . ~ . . ~

\Nith a new factory more than doubling our capacity we are this year

ready to materially extend our field.

And for a limited number of progressive dealers in some of the richest motor car

territory of the country, we have a proposition of such unusual attractiveness that no

live dealer can afford not to know about it.

If you are an established dealer, we can show you the way to a bigger, more stable

and more profitable business. If you are not yet in this greatest business of the age,

but like motor cars and have energy, ambition, perseverence and a clean record, we will

show you the way to bigger and surer rewards for your time and labor than in any

other stable business in America today.

we manufacture a complete line of Pleasure and commercial Cars and

can make you a wondertully interesting proposmon. \Vrite for details

today.

DORRIS Moron CAR co.

Sarah and Laclede Street: St. Louis, U. S. A.
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WARDLEONARD[E]

  

[EWARDLEONARD

WARD LEONARD

7’18 Ward Leonard System

for ucu'rmc and STARTING

  

WARD LEONARD

 

 

A

Guaranteed Success

    

As far back as 1889, Ward Leon

. ard Lighting Systems were used as

I .11 1 pioneer installations in the line of
i--—»—'~"Q—L—~-l dynamo lighting systems for moving

~ lighting? Sarina -

  

tems were “floated on the line” and

“automatically controlled” just as is

necessary in the case of motor cars.

\Vard Leonard Electric Self Starters for automobile gas engines have

been in use longer than the motor cars of nine-tenths of the manufacturers

now prominent in the automobile industry.

The present \Vard Leonard Dynamo Lighting System represents the

evolution of numerous successive inventions,-covering a period of 17 years.

In 1905, a patent application covering the modern type of Ward Leonard

Dynamo Lighting System was filed in the United States patent office.

This patent was granted to H. Ward Leonard on November 5, 1912.

These are but a few facts to prove that we were in the game early.

The designs of our systems are based upon fundamental truths, and for

many years we have aimed at simplicity of structure and perfection of

automatic control. Time will tell whether systems not based on scientific

principles can live.

'WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.

BRONXVILLE, N. Y.

 

 

vehicles. The batteries in these sys-'

WARD LEONARD

WARD LEONARD E]

RD

WARDLEONA

  

[E]WARDLEONARD
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Sign of the bright red tag

(_11 On the bench of each inspector is a rack full of crimson tags.

(1] Danger signals to be tied on every piece not made exactly to

specifications; warning tags to insure that no imperfect parts shall

enter the finished bearing.

  

1] Here’s a red-tagged ‘cup’ marked ‘small 0.

D.’—date-—-name (Griffin) of the man who

round it. An inspector (“'ill Keyser) has

ound it to be half the thousandth part of an

inch too small in outside diameter.

1] So he tagged it red and sent it along, with

other tagged parts, to the ‘morgue.’

q ‘Morgue‘ is the name Timken shop men

give to the place where rejected parts go. It’s

the morgue man’s task to break up those parts

so they never can come, by possible chance,

into use in the Timken Bearing.

1] Twelve operations make the part called the

‘cone.’ Twielve inspections are given to

Ro l l e r

Bearing

ku/rw each dimension, each angle, is right.

Let the slightest error occur at any step of

the way—an inspector will spot it and—tie on

the red tag quick!

1] Long before such care was used, the Tim

ken principle of tapered rollers revolving be

tween a tapered cup and a tapered, two-ribbed

cone gave a unique type of bearing that won

marked success over all other kinds.

1] In the years that have followed, Timken

care in every detail of the making has added a

hidden value that’s only revealed in a life-time

of good service.

The Timken Roller Bearing Company

Canton. Ohis. U. S. A.

Th! an!) ax]: muanutIunr lituran In mah JUI’HHO/i”! axle! equip"!

with Tlmhn Roller Emrmg: i: Ih: TImlur-Lnruit Axl: Cumfany
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BUFFALO ELECTRIC FOOT CONTROL

HE. driver of a Buflalo Eleclric has no burden

Tplaced upon the active or voluntary part of his brain

in operating the car. The foot control requires no

conscious effort—starting or stopping the car is as invol

untary an effort as walking.

Any element in motor car construction which compels

the car to obey an unconscious wish, as does the Buflu Io

Eleclri'c's foot control, stamps the car possessing that

advantage as years ahead of the ordinary electric vehicle

practice. Buflalo Electric foot control leaves both

hands free to guide the car, and the mind is free to

absorb and deal with conditions as they arise.

Exclusive patent rights restrict the use of foot control to

Buflalo Eleclrics. It is simple and absolutely efficient.

The best use of the hand-lever is to govern the maxi

mum flow of power for your requirements—forward or

reverse. When depressed, the foot pedal cuts off the

flow of power and automatically applies the service

brakes, independent of hand control. When raised.

the service brakes are released and power applied

gradually until its full flow is felt. Just the same as in

walking, you lift one foot to make your first step,

putting down both feet to stop. »

Practical benefits of Bufiralo Eledric foot control have

a dominating appeal to those who drive their own car.

Its usefulness is most apparent in town or city driving.

DEALERS

Buflafo Electric foot control is but one of several features any one of which is of sufficient practical value to insure

public endorsement of the car. Single reduction. direct shaft drive, caster steering effect, and other features all in the

same car make Buflalo Elecln'cs the most valuable asset to your field of endeavor. Write for full particulars.

BUFFALO ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY

FACTORY AND GENERAL OFFICES

1222 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO, NY.
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ONE TON EQUIPMENT

Consisting of

3-F-A-l Front Axle and R-A-l Rear Axle

E-ll Brakes J-l Jackshaft

Is Now Ready
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Sheldon One Ton Front Axle 3-F-A-l with Steel Wheels. One Piece I-Beam

center, with integral spring pads. Steel Wheels, 4 times stronger than wood

wheel, and 20% lighter.

BEARINGS

Standard Taper Roller New Departure Double Row Annular

Bower Straight Roller Rhineland Double Row Annular

All are interchangeable with our steel wheels or hubs

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

CHICAGO OFFICE DETROIT OFFICE

68 East 12th St. 1215 Woodward Ave.
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THE QUALITY

TI‘lAT CAR

n 'OFPECKEPPJ

w JPEEDOMETERJ

  

':

w DEALEDJ-MigllFACTURl—LW

  

The name “Hoffecker” on a speedometer

and “Waltham” on a timepiece stand

sponsor for quality that is standard and

of world-wide reputation. Car owners

who read and reason before they buy,

know this quality and demand it.

No enlargement on the prestige of

the Hoffecker and Waltham products is

necessary here. This has been estab

Whnt's in a name? Everything, ii

the name is HOFFECKER. Ind Liv:

icle a speedomet . The name

“ OFFECKER"ata forthcbesnn

speedometer construction, end HOP

FECKER methods have combined ‘th

In inlallible rinciple ‘0 keep e

"Steady Ha " speedometer where IX

belongs-7 in (rent.

rm: HOFFECKER COMPANY
Mlin 0mm 2

MOTOR HART. “10.. MALI.

max:sen-firm. :zu‘z: :mww'

lished through years of consistent service.

It is rather the present intent to show

how it is commercially possible to pro
32‘?

duce these instruments of precision and _

durability at prices within reason. .

.‘v I

manship and finish, made possible
Hoffecker speedometers and Waltham

timepieces have never been extravagently only by the money that goes right

exploited. They have never had quality into the

sacrificed to meet tremendous adver

instrument_not into

indiscriminate waste publicity.

tising overhead expense. They embody

sterling worth in material, fine work- Of course, they are advertised, but
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shown here, is typical of Hoffecker

Waltham advertising, current in Motor,

The Automobile and Motor Age—three

papers that practically cover the cream

of car owners who, as readers of these

publications, are qualified to recommend

and buy intelligently. In brief, this group

constitutes a buying and selling force in

the field. Through reading and observa

tion, they recommend the best to others

and demand the best for themselves.

The Waltham eight-day '

for automobiles in the only ,

time piece manufactured with fifteen

jewels and a te erature adjustment.

Every Walt m automobile time

piece is constructed on the Waltham

principle and conforms to Wattham

Standards. This fact means unsur

pulsed quality and perfect reliability

under any road conditions.

wflfitTHAM WAT“ CE... I" i" - _ ; _ “Hoffecker-Waltham” is a combination

that your trade wants. It is a combina

tion that will make a good car better,

''15:?v "

122e,
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  lessen resistance and increase your pres

tige in your community as a dealer who

always on the “bull’s eye" basis, is known as a believer in standard, de

and with no “scattering fire” effort. pendable merchandise. In all probability

This publicity has value plus_ the cars you sell are so equipped—if not,

for the car manufacturer, the dealer then get all the facts from us_-you may

and ourselves. Read why. The be able to help your customers to more

double-page reduced advertisement and better service.

@Agza [IWsEf-‘me'g-Esw
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' Transmit More Power Because They '
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Have Least Friction
 

  

The electric car axle problem is wholly one of friction.

That axle is best which takes the least current to overcome

the inertia of its own parts.
If
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Choice of materials—perfection of design—refinement—

exactness—all enter into the fight to get the precious

power to the Wheels.

flmea'ean .fibdeo have proved their superiority so completely that

they have been supplied to 80 per cent. of all the electrics

in America.

The option of Bevel Drive or Lanchester-Daimler Worm Gear can be had

with .1417an fixleé only.

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING CO.

Edgewater Park and L. S. 8: M. S. Ry. CLEVELAND. OHIO
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Th_e Largesl Auiomobile Supply House i5 America

WE WILL EXHIBIT

at the

AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR BOAT SHOWS

\Ve are now collecting data for our 1013 Annual Catalog, which will contain 256 or more

pages and will have a circulation of not less than 100,000 copies throughout the world.

Manufacturers of ACCESSORIES, who are making Parts, Fittings and Sundries for use

on Automobiles, Motor Boats, Motorcycles or Aeroplanes, are requested to send us catalogs

or circulars and make us a proposition regarding cataloging and handling their material, and,

in quoting us, please take into consideration the fact that we have Fourteen Branch Stores

and quote our prices F. O. B. Each Branch.

Cum/0g Mailed to Anyone on Request

CHAS. E. MILLER, :32: 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

Order from Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. ALBANY, N. Y.—l35 Central Avenue. ATLANTA. CIA—259 Peachtree St

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, PA.—318 North Broad St.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. BOSTON, MASS—202404 Columbus Ave. NEW ORLEANS, LA.—601-603 Baronne St.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—l421 Bedford Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN.—-274 Trumbull Street. NEWARK, N. .—274 Halsey Street.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—824 Main Street. DETROIT. MICH.—227-Z29 Jefl'erson Ave. SPRINGFIEL , MASS—Bridge and Dwight Stl.

  

  

  

Durability

21 Quietness

These points are having special at

tention in Sparks-Withington One

Piece Blade Radiator Fans; further,

we are now equipped to make 1,000

fans in 10 hours. Buy a proven out

article and also save by using our

standards. Get complete catalog.

THE SPARKS-WITHINGTON C0.

Jackson, Michigan and Waikerviile, Canada

  

Patented
  

- . .
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Build More Cars!

Everything in

sheet metal for

the automobile

Why not lower costs and increase produc

tion by using HAYES sheet metal parts?

  

Hoods

WE can make your complete equipment of sheet metal parts

Shields and deliver them better and cheaper than you can make

them yourself. The extra factory space you will gain will

Mufflers increase your car output considerably.

y We can do this because we have the organization; the two

Tanks enormous specialized factories; and because we are the largest

users of sheet metal in the world.

Pans Send your blue prints to the Hayes engineering stafi for

expert advice. We will be glad to give you the benefit of our

Fenders wide experience and make up a sample set of parts. Both

quality and price will surprise you.

We deliver in any stage of completion you require—fitted

to your chassis and enameled or ready for your own paint

shop with anti-rust baked on.

Running Boards

Bodies

Get your specifications in Early

All made with the

Hayes quality and

promptness which

have never been

  

 

questioned

Hayes Manufacturing Company
Detroit lest Users 0! Shut Metal

In the World
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Mayo Radiators

(I A Mayo Radiator on any car is

an ear mark of quality that pre

supposes quality of the whole ma

chine. Leading car manufacturers

know this and equip accordingly.

(L In all probability the cars you

sell are so equipped. If they are,

then use the argument—it is a good

one, because the car buying public

has been largely educated in the

quality of Mayo products.

(L An inefficient radiator will spoil

a good engine—a Mayo Radiator,

designed and built along modern

scientific lines, will make a good

engine still better. The proof lies

in past performance.

 

SPECIFY MAYO RADIATORS

 

Mayo Radiator Co.

NEW HAVEN. CONNECTICUT

 

  

 

  

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

.Mr. Automobilist:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon you

the importance of

Tires Inflated to

the Right Pressure

He insists that this is tire economy and

Saves You Money

SCHRADER

U N l V E R S A L

Tire PressureGauge

(Trade Mark Registered in U. 5. Patent Office)

  

 

(Patented March, l898—Other Patents Pending)

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time, day

or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your Valve

for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in place,

showing the exact pressure in the tire so that the Gauge

can be taken anywhere and read, at night to the front

of the car into the light of the lamps. After the pres

sure has been ascertained the Indicating Sleeve can be

pushed back into the Gauge with your finger. No catches

or snaps to operate or get out of order. This Gauge is

2% inches long over all, short enough to apply easily

to the smallest diameter of wheel and can easily be

carried in the vest pocket or the change pocket of your

trousers.

Price $1.00 Each

Ready for Delivery Now

Suaranteed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate

Can be obtained from all tire man

ufacturers and the dealers, or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, lnc.

28-32 Rose Street New York City
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Let Your Assemblers Judge

Your assemblers are the best judges of the quality of screw

machine work. Their efficiency depends upon good fitting

product, and good assemblers appreciate that kind only.

Acme milled parts have proved their quality to assemblers.

The threads are clean cut and up to size, making the handling

easy and the fit snug.

Our product fr arrurate/ ' r/mwn 6y f/It’ z'l/urtmtionr in our

“ Special Mil/ed Products” 6001’. lV/ztw you rend in your rump/er

for quotation; ark far this" book/Pt.

The National - Acme Manufacturing Co.

Automatic Screw Machines and Their Products

CLEVELAND, Sixth City

NEW YORK. 77 White St. BOSTON, 141 Milk St.

CHICAGO, 23 So. Jefferson St. ATLANTA, 3rd National Bank Bldg.

DETROIT, 1222 Majestic Bldg. MONTREAL.

 

 
 

Put a poor tire on a good automobile

and you get—a poor automobile. @

  

measured more than anything else by these seventeen years stand for

 

The serviceability of a motor car is rubber tire making experience. What

  

the serviceability of its tire equipment

——-just as a soldier's efiiciency depends

more on his feet than on his marks

manship.

Kelly-Springfield Automobile Tires

have behind them seventeen years of

shown pretty clearly in the fact that

the average mileage given by Kelly

Springfield Tires exceeds by a thousand

or two the average mileage given by

tires of other makes.

And tire mileage means car mileage.

Kelly-Springfield

Automobile Tires

Kelly-Springfield Tire Company, 20 Vesey Street, New York

IIranch Offices in New York, Chicago,BPhiladelphia, Boston, St. Louis. Detroit, Cincinnati, San

Francisco, Los Angeles. Bufl'alo.

Boss Rubber Co., Denver. Colo.

Bering Tire 8: Rubber Co., Houston Texas

Southern Hdwe. & Woodstock Co. Ltd"

New Orleans. La.

Atkinson Tire & Supply Co., Jacksonville. Fla.

altimore. Seattle. Cleveland, Atlanta. and Akron.

Savell Davis Rubber “'orks,

Augusta and Savannah, Ga.

C. D. Franke 8: C0.. Charleston. 5- C.

Todd Rubber Co., New Haven. Conn. '

The Hearn Tire 8: Rubber Co., Columbus, Ohio
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“ You can walk from there to anywhere "

Our new addition is ready for occupancy.

We now have 360 rooms with 265 baths.

Write us for descriptive folder with typical floor plan

and rate card.

Wire for reservation at our expense.

RATES

Court room with bath,

for one, per day . . . . ..$2.50

Court room with bath,

for two, per day . . . . .. 3.50

Outside room with bath,

for one, per day . . . . .. 3.00

Outside room with bath,

for two, per day . . . . .. 4.00

O u t s i d e room

with twin beds.

f o r two, p e r

day . . . . . .$~l.00

HOTEL

WOODSTOCK

127 W. 43d St.

New York

W. H. Valiquette.

Manager.

 

 

 
 

Also

“ TllE Billiilllll "

Rutland.

Vermont 
 

 

Epoch - Making Tires

Do you know the standard of service Tires ought to

give, and whether or not yours have measured up to

that Standard? The AJAX Standard is 5000 Miles—

1500 miles more than others.

a. a... - i1

Gunranleed Guaranteed

5000 Miles 5000 Miles

AJAX are the longest wearing tires in the world.

They stand up under the most trying conditions. Don‘t

take our word for it, or the word of the thousands who

are using A]AX--try them yourself. OUR 5000 MILE

GUARANTEE ACCOMPANIES EVERY TIRE.

"You Have Tried the Rest—Now Try the Best."

DEA LERS— There is splendid territory

open [or wide-awake. far-seeing and

progressive dealers— the kind we want

to represent us. Write [or particulars.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0.

General Olllces: 1796 Broadway, New York (Iin

Factories: Trenton. N. J. Branches In Principal Clfles

  

 
  

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

MOTORCYCLES

THE BICYCLING WORLD

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AT

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

.82. 00 Per Year Specimen Copier Gratz'r

 

 

 

 
 

 

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

HOUk (96%fible)Guaranieecilhe Basilthe World

Geo. W. Houk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave, Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

 

  

Sanitary Deal"

  

 

' A COMPLETE LINE

OFFICE, BANK
AND

COMMERCIAL

FURNITURE

Geo. W. Cobb, Jr.

47-49 Liberty Street New York City

Telephone 872-873 John
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Compound governors—so sensitive that they respond

to the slightest variation in speed—represent practically

the entire mechanism of the

ORBIN-BROWNSPEEDOMETER i

“The Speedometer of Permanent Accuracy”

This simplicity of construction is. in itself. an assurance

of efficiency. There are no delicate parts to wear and get

out of order.

SOLD BY LEADING GARAGES AND

ACCESSORY DEALERS EVERYWHERE

Write today for Catalog and Price List

  

Corbin Screw Corporation Division

American Hardware Corporation

213 High Street

Branches:

New York Chicago Philadelphia New Britain, Conn
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SERVICE
OUR

REPUTATION

is based on the fact that

we have been handling

the engraving of several

prominent trade and

general publications for

years to the utmost sat

isfaction of both pub

lishers and advertisers

USEDIN THIS

“ w ‘ PUBLICATION
ARE MADE

ENGRAVING C0.

The quality of work

turned out by this plant

is re-inforced by our fa

cilities for deliveries as

promised. Your work

will be put through with

the same care and dis

patch given to publish

ers whose work must be

right—and “right on

the dot.”

 

 

PVCK BUILDING
295-309 urmm Sl.‘2"-HOUSTON

NEW YORK

TELEPHONESISPRLNG

ESTABLISH ED [871
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No other ignition system has

solved the problem of commer

cial car ignition as well as the

Eisemann systems with Auto

matic Spark Control Magnetos.

The Automatic Spark Control takes

the question of properly timing the

magneto away from the element of

human guess-work and automatically

places it, as it should be placed, de

pendent entirely upon the operation of

the engine.

In other words, with the Automatic

Spark Control on a magneto the ad

vancing and retarding is done as it

should be done, mechanically-and-auto

matically-right, instead of by guess

work, or not at all, as is the case when

the magneto control is in the hands of

the truck driver.

The Eisemann Magneto with Automatic

Spark Control makes hills like level roads—

it is in the performance of hill climbing that

this-"wonderful Eisemann product shows to

greatest advantage, by reducing the-necessity

of'gear shifting to the absolute minimum.

It’s a mighty interesting story we have to

tell about the Eisemann Magneto with Auto

matic Spark Control.

Send to us for information.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO CO.

Sales and General Offices:

225-227 West 57th Street

lndlnnapolls Detroit

514 North Capitol Ave. 6 Goldberg Bulldlmz

 

  

 

 

“Service El Silence”
  

  

Kline Kal- Model 6-60, Tourlnq. $3800

DEALERS

YOUR experience with other

cars should tell you that

it does not pay to handle a

line that constantly worries

the life out of you with com

plaints from the user, who has

trouble with the machine.

This user knows now that he

is better off when he buys a

car of quality in the first place,

even though he must pay a

little more for it, and he will

soon begin to demand such a

car of his dealer.

It is up to you to have the

car in your line when he calls.

The Kline Kar will answer all

the requirements this prospect

may impose and more.

Prices $1850 to $3500

(Fully Equipped)

Get Our Proposition

Kline Motor Car Corporation

YORK, PA. RICHMOND, VA.
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BENZ
 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE

i 4;; , 5 tel-eat:

“Tire Insurance for $1.00"

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE CO.
The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the oifset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of tinting gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ lllllll lMPllllI BUMPANY 0F AMERICA

280 West 84th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago. Illinois

  

 

 
 
 

In the year 1913

More Remy Magnetos

will he used on American Cars THAN ALL OTHERS

COMBINED. We are the world's largest manufac

turers of Magnetos, Electric Lighting and Starting

Equipment for Motor Vehicles.

Standardize Your Car—Specify Remy

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

Factory —— Anderson, Indiana — General Offices

Branches and Service Stations in Automobile Centers.

 

  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

- very carefully and read

, it twice, if necessary.

Is there any part of an automobile engine, or any other gas engine,

that is more important to its efficiency than a Valve?

Your engine leaves the factory running smoothly and sweetly—tuned

up to its highest power. Perhaps the valves pit— warp » go out of shape—

fail to hold compression. Then the power diminishes, and what can be

more aggravating to the driver, who has known the fullness of the pulling

power of his motor, than to have it grow less and less?

You cannot slight this part by putting in an inferior product—valves

that will give trouble, or even break from inexperience in their manufac

ture—valves of unsuitable material, not suitably heat treated.

Too much is at stake, and a slight extra cost at the outset, which is the

exception, may save you many times over a probable later expense.

This Company, with the experience of many years as a guarantee, will

furnish you with properly made valves, of the materials best adapted to

your requirements. I

Not only QUALITY, but efficient SERVICE is a factor—surely there

is a satisfaction in getting the kind of work you want—when you want it.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS COMPANY

CLEVELAND. OHIO \
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‘ WARNER
AUTO‘METER

OR 1913 the Warner Auto—Meter is the

F choice of the largest automobile manu

facturers in the world. This coming

seaSOn it will be found on over 100,000 new

cars. It is the most highly developed and

most accurate speed and mileage indicator

the world has yet produced.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by

dealers all over the world and at our own

branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT COMPANY

BELOIT, wrscousm

Atlanta. Bufi'alo, Cincinnati, Denver. Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Phila

delphia, Portland (Ore.), Seattle, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,

Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco ‘ 'nuis. Cana

dian Branch: 559 Yonge St.. Toronto, Ont.

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

g' d DEPENDABLE

high class product

that will give satisfaction

in any motor.

Not the cheapest in

price, but the best money

can buy, the best that

experience knows, the

best as proven by trial.

Insist that it is purely a

question of service; say

'Bosch' to your dealer.

You'll be satisfied.

$1-0_0 Each

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223-225 West 46th Street NEW YORK

  

  

 

  

  

 
 

Prest-O-Lite Service.

and better gas than Prest-O-Lite."

So does your customer.

Imitations are getting harder and harder to sell. There

are now mighty few dealers trying it.

_Most of those who yielded to the old but ever tempting

claim “More Profits" have come back home.

To the dealer who is still trying to force imitations on

people who won't have them, perhaps because he has

money tied up in them, we can only say:

 

 

"In exchange for your empty gas tank,

accept only a genuine Prest=0-Lite”

This is the message that is going to Prest-O-Lite users everywhere.

In it there is a hint for the wise dealer, as well.

You know that no imitator of Prest-O-Lite has ever successfully imitated

You also know that no imitator ever made good the large claim “more gas

“The sooner you resume earning your good old Prest

O-Lite profit, the sooner you Will make your income what

it used to be.” ~

' 287 E. South St.

C0. Indianapolis, Ind.

Branch Offices and Service Stations in all principal cities.

Charging Plants in all parts of _the country.

Extensive foreign service.

Exchange Agencies Everywhere
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TRlPLEX
A FUEL SAVER and

Q

. A MONEY SAVER

    

  

Increases Power

Decreases Cost

  

The Triplex is a device placed between the manifold and

the carburetor to break up the mixture. No matter how im

perfectly the carburetor does its work, the Triplex equalizes

the mixture. producing an explosive gas of even, uniform

quality that will burn clean to the last atom. This means

that the user gets all the power all the time—that every

fraction of energy to be obtained from the gasoline is pro

duced and used. There is absolutely no waste. High proof

galsloline is made out of low, and over 25% is saved on every

ga on.

ECONOMIZES FUEL

INCREASES MILEAGE

PROMOTES FLEXIBILITY

The Triplex is sold with the

understanding that if it does

not do as we claim, we will

gladly refund your money at

the end of 60 days.

MAKES PERFECT MIXTURE

PREVENTS BACK FIRING

ADAPTED TO ANY CAR

For further information,

write us.

BREMER-WILSON

MANUFACTURING CO.

1256 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ills.

AUSTERMELL & HANSON

560 Phelan Bldm, San Francisco, Calif.

Western Representatives

  

 

 

EPENDABILITY and Re

liability are inseparable

from Quality. In steering gears,

Reliability is ofvital importance. It

is not a matter of money—it's a

matter of safety.

“ Warner Steering Gears, Mr. Manu

facturer, are your best pledge of

Safety, which means a Big

Asset in your business.

You are justified in

_ ~ using them by

~11 y W, our eight year old

reputation for

building the high

est grade steering

gears produced.

Besides, we give you

prompt and dependable

deliveries, service and

satisfaction. Write.

We modify our designs to _ _

meet your detail requirements, or build to approved designs on

seasons quantity specifications.

Detroit Office

628 Ford Building

Philadelphia Office

Glenwood Av. and 2nd St.

IndianaI’luncie
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It’s the car higher up—in the

esteem of the automobile buying

public. We have had to double

our gigantic output—and the

demand is more than doubling.

Those who placed winter orders

for Ford cars last year were not

disappointed in delivery.

Every third car is a Ford. Nearly 180,000

have been sold and delivered. New prices

-—runabout $525—touring car $600—delivery

car $625—town car $800—with all equipment

f.o. b. Detroit. Get particulars from Ford

Motor Company, Detroit, Mich.
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Dealers who handle this device can assure their

trade that it is positive in action—dependable a1

ways—will not soot the spark plug.

The Niagara Self Starter mixes pure air with

the acetylene gas, furnishing a rich mixture in

stead of pure acetylene gas, avoiding all fouling

and sooting—a fault common with starters deliv

ering unmixed gas.

Note that the compressor is made from seam

less drawn steel tubing, cast iron piston and pis

ton rings. No leather washers to wear out or rot.

DEALERS—We can interest you in this propo

sition. It is the biggest seller in the whole field

of starters. Get the details.

NIAGARA SALES COMPANY, Bullalo, N. Y.

._v
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ANNOUNCING l9l3 TOURABOUT

Complete Specification: Sent on Request

—ua .uv u" M.—

NYBER AUTOMOBILE WORKS
than OflkaNam-n I ha

Anuusou. mhr icuarrmoonn rum

0"“

“WAN AVE

  

 

Difficult sheet metal stampings our specialty.

Prompt deliveries, write us.

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW MFG. CO.

oLavaLano

  

 
 

 
  

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniter

Lights. dims and extinguish" all gas lamps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stem of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach

Convanlenl

Sale

Dependable

Write for booklet and dealer diacountl.

TIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING (10., Pittslicld, Mass.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United Statea.

JONES

SPEEDOMETER

' Mechanically geared to the

truth. Constructed on the

principle of Centrifugal Force.

THE JONESSPEEDOMETER

Main Office: Bush Terminal, New York

  

Chicago San Francisco Portland

Boston Buffalo Seattle

Philadelphia Los Angeles Detrott

  

 
 

 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

Insure the Safety of

Your Car by Using

  

"THE ORIGINAL AND BEST ASBESTOS BRAKE LINING“

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

436 Ionsatonic Ave. Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Duplex and Raymond Brakes

and Gyrex, the Mixer.

  

 

  

 
 

 
  

 

 

THE

//.

O

Is responsible for the success of nlnrzema

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

commercial cars. They will bear your investi

gation before the purchase of any type of car.

‘ Literntnreuoon request.

RUTENBRR MOTOR CO., larlOI. Ind.

OH

We photomvure of

the above cut for

Qraminw Me in stamps.

lhéflllne Mechanical,

llever Failing

Warning Device

Ooata thtlo to lay—

Oooto Nothing to Oportto

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

no sum in BOIlllIllll

LONG ISLAND CITY

Philadelphia, 1416 Vine St.; Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave: Minneapolis_

70 So. 10th St.; Builalo, 852 Main St.; San Francisco. 544 Van Ness Ave.;

Los Angeles. 1229 So. Olive St.; Seattle, 917 E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore).

3.29 Ankeny SL; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sts.
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GASOSAVA

Great Dealer Proposition for those who want to handle a

device that will increase engine eiiiciency, save fuel and keep

the engine clean. Retails for $3. Big commission. Write

today.

THE GASOSAVA COMPANY

1270 Broadway NEW YORK

  

 

  

Climbs a 50% ltrade—Friction Transmission—

any number 0 speeds. Five models—write.

CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan

  

a o a ‘5 ,,

Mighty Michigan 40

40-Horsepower Touring Car or Roadster, absolute

ly silent in operation. Oversize tires 35 x4yg—cylin

ders 4% x 5% in.—118-in. wheelbase

—iour-forward-speed transmission

Q Q). —dem'0untable rims—nickel mount

“ ings—massive, straight-line body—

big, roomy seats—electric lighting by generator—

everything. Price $1585, includes full equipment. Two

smaller models. Catalog on request.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY

[130] Kalamazoo, Mich.

 

Beat on Earth—Kantsamore

BTABLISHEDIBSU

Phineas Jones & Company

305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

Branch Factory: 12th Avenue and 55th Street, New Yorls City

Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks
 
 

 
Repairing and i'rulng old whenlsa ’ lty.' Ea, ‘ ' wheelsa , '_lty.

We furnish and apply any style demountable or detachable rim or firo.

 
 

 
  

Lauth-Juersens

Trucks are De

livery Insurance

- QUALITY DURABILI'I'Y

ONE. '1'th AND 'I'IIRI'IE TON CAPACITY

:1.

  

LAUTB-JUERGE‘NS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST IN CONSTRUC

tion. most powerful In operation and the motors are guaranteed against

defective workmanship and material for the life of the truck. The!

are positively the highest class trucks made. Two cylinder. one-tonl

[Our cylinder, one. two and three-ton. Four speeds forward. Hess-Bright

ball bearing transmission made in our own shops of the finest tool

steel. three-piece disc clutch. covered b patents owned by us. Send

for 1912 Catalog and specifications. rompt dellve on all mndels

's-ge publicity campaign just begun. Our quality wil do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The lanih-Juergens Molor Car Co.. I-‘remonl. 0hio.

Bram-hes and Aa'encies

BOfiTON—stid Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK—West Side Garage Q Motor Co.. 160-162 101st St.

CHICAGO—The Lanth-Jnergens Motor Car Co.. 2630-32 Wnba 11 Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.—-Mer<'bantn Motor Car Co.. Essex Building.

DETROIT. MICH—Bierl Auto Truck Sales Agency. 453 Dix Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND VICINI'I‘Y—Bowles Motor Sales Co..

Inn. 1608 14th St. N. W.. Washinston. D. U.

 

A new illustrated folder in colors has just gone to press.

Its edition is limited, for immediate distribution—to fill early

requests. Write for one at once. We have some open terri

tory for substantial dealers.

Marion 37-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l475

Marion 36-A .............. ..s1425 A“ ““ “‘“Y "“"m‘

Marion 48-A .............. ..siaso A" “'"m‘"

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY

918 Oliver Avenue Indianapolis

 

  

 

  

 

 

[lupmoblle "82" Touring Car. Fully Equipped, $975 [20.8. Detroit

Lon -stroke motor. 3% x5% inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

crank s aft. Unit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three speeds for‘

ward. Sliding gears. Full floating axle. Center control. Zenith carbure

tor. Bosch magneto. 106-inch wheelbase. 32x36 inch tires. Quick

detachable rims. Mohair to with envelo e. Jifi curtains. Windshield.

Rear shock absorber. Prest- -Lite tank. as hea lights. Oil side and tail

lamps. Tools—horn. Trimmin s, black and enamel. Standard color, black.

Magneto and camshaft driven by silent Coventry chain.

Ilsapluoblle "$2" Roadster, Fully Equipped, 8975 F.0.B. Detroit

Chassis and specifications same as Touring Car. Large turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

Ilupluobile “82" Delivery, Fully Equipped, $950 F.0.B. Dela-oh

Chassis same as Touring Car. Enclosed panel body. Two cushioned

lazy-back seats. Carrying capacity, 800 lbs. Chassis and body painted

blackI high-class finis . Two-piece windshield. Prest-O-Lite tank. Gas

headlights. Oil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims. Tools—horn.

Trimmings, black and nickel.

IIUPP MOTOR CAR CO., 1254 Milan-lakes! Ave., MINI". Midi. 
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“ Distinctly Complete "

Electrically ‘ _ e“ A' Six Models

Self-Started p Tfli 40 and so H. P.

and Lighted .-, 1A a Fully Equipped

Model 40—5 Passenger, Fore Door Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car. Touring Car.

Model 41—4 Passenger Demi Tonneau. Model 51—1 Passenger Demi Tonneau.

Model 42—Roadster type—all with the Model 52—Roadster type—all with

splendid new/ enhloe kmotor, 4% Elie ngw "TL" head, 5 inch bore,

inch bore, 5'; inc stro e. inc stro e motor. 50

40 PL? ................. .. $2400 H.P. .................. .. $3400

Fully equipped with top, Windshield, speedometer, gasoline gauge, 36" wheels,

demountable rims, and automatic tire pump.

All fully'described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co.,

Boston Branch: 153 Massachusetts Ave.

  

 
Dm °I Muncie, Ind.

Omaha Branch: 310 S. 18th St.

  

HAVERS HAVERS

"Six-44” "Six-55”

' $1850 $2250

Touring Car and Touring Car ad

Roadster Types. Speedster Types.

44 h.p. 6 Cylin

ders. Unit Pourr

Plant, 3-Poini

Suspension. 122

in. Wheel-ane.

86 x 4 Tires. 0

Electric Starter.

Electric Lights.

55 h. p. 128 in.

Wheel-Base. 86x

4 Tires. Fully

Equipped.

Write [or tulllrpecllleations

BAVERS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Port Huron, Mich.

 

  

Hook up with 1: LE;

_(o: 1.13- ‘

Series Eight comes in Three Chassis:

Cole Sixt six cylinder Touring Car, five passenger convertible to

y seven passenger, 132-inch wheel base, Deloo electric

lighting, starting and ignition. $2485

' four cylinder Touring Car, five passenger convertible

C019 Fifty toseven, 122-inch wheel base, Delco system. $1885

four cylinder Touring Car, five pmenger 116-inch

COIe Forty wheel base, Deloo system. $1685 '

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Blue Book and dealer‘s proposition.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up with 1: LE-_

  

  
  

 

 

  

THE ULTIMATE OAR

(KNIGHT TYPE moron)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealer: in 125 Cities

 
 

 

  

, ERICAN
H UNDERSLUNO.

WE have published a very interesting book on the advan

tages of Underalun construction It is of value to

dealer or individual. It to I of our full line which ranges in

price from $1475 to $4500. Write for a copy today.

American Motors Company

ndianapolil, Ind.
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Interlocka are complete inner tires (not inner shoes) placed between the

outer casing and inner tube to ntren then the casing and protect the tube
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Dealers and Motorhto-Inveotigate Interlock;

Don‘t delay-write now for booklets, data, prices, trolimoniule of rum,

§ food “318, etc. Mention size and kind of line you, use.

§\\\\\\ \

inner llhoea, relinera, fillers and other makeshift: an equipping their tires

\ DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO. 800 W. 9th Street, Auburn, Indiana

\\

\\\\\

v \

with Interlock Inn-r 'I'lrco.

h

/////////////////////
  

  

TIIE CHAMPION

LIGHT CARMECE
Lift up the hood of any Mercer and you will learn

why it is “the most talked of” automobile in America

today.

Send for Catalogue

MERCER AUTOMOBILE CO. $322,312“:
 

  

 
 

Dept. E.
hL'_—_ii

 

     

'The Easiest Riding Car In The World" 

The Marmon “32” The Marmon “Six”

32-40 H.P., lZO-inch wheelbase, leIi 23-30 fifth l45-inch wlheelbuo

starting, dynamo lighting, with .t‘m“ m “nit "Fun' " "m"

. _ ing, dynamo lighting, with body

in“, ‘79” m meet Fur, rfqmr' types to meet every requirement

ment and correspondinc equipment and corresponding equipment—

—$2,850 to $4,100 $5,000 to $6.350.

Detailed Information on Request.

NORDYKE _& MARMON CO.

INDIANAPOLIS (m "m INDIANA

‘ ', fSixty Years .9" Successful Manufacturingm
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Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

—-others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

Spark Plug Talk,” tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWITT C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Mich.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

     

 

 

A n y if i n d . Clincher

Every Kind 0. It.

Stock , or Demouniabie

is Blue Print Channels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.
 

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES CO., Sales Agents, Detroit

 

 
~=;

H®eéwfir£550

I-‘lve

Passenger

Touring

 

  

Enclosed Valves, Three Point Suspension, Unit Power Plant, Platform

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle. Left Hand Drive, Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires, Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for specifications.

BRICCS-DEI'MITl-Iil C0., 449 llolbrook Ave., Detroit, Mich.

  

 

 

if You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog

We want you to write for the Solar Catalog before you decide on your motor

lamps, for this is the most complete line of lamps on the market. Solar Lamps

have been preferred by most motorists for the past fourteen 'ears because of

their brilliant: , their style, their strength and their several exc usive advanta es

——their special, short focus lead glass lens mirror reflectors—the patented dou le

ray light projection (in the Solarclipse), giving two distinct fields of light, for

city and country use—the new black finish, the only such finish that’s proot

against heat and moisture—and other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solars before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

the very finest lamps in existence. Solars are made for 011, electricity. as_ancl in

combination. for pleasure cars, motor trucks, carriages, motor boats an nirshlps.

Write for catalog now~while you think of it. (l36)

Kenoshl, Wis. BADGER BRASS MFG‘ co' New York City

SOLAR LAMPS

Transmissions

2: made b_y Specialists

COVERT TRANSMISSIONS GIVE perfect service. be

cause they_are designed and built by men thoroughly ac

quainted With every requirement that is made by a motor

car transmission.

For Commercial Vehicles of from 500 to 10,000 pounds

capacity.

For Pleasure Cars of from 20 to

60 H. P.

C O V E R T

Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office —— Detroit, Michigan

Factory —- Loclrport, N. Y.

  

"Firestone"

Tires and Rims

are the least likely to re

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

changing when required.

  

and All Principal Cities
 

 

 

' Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NOW

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

$16.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

Imported U. 8: H. High TcnoiOfl Magnetos Less Than

Import C0sz.

Circular and Price Lists Free

.I. S. BRETZ COMPAYY, 250 W. 54th Street, New York

 

 

Crank shaft is of large diameter—

self~contaiued oiling system supplied by ,_~

a gear pump through the holiowcrank shaft

provides perfect oiling. Their extra large bear~

lugs reduce friction to a minimum—increase

dunibility and efficiency.

C'32Wlscons255'

The Consistent - A, ‘

Motors '
ALI- 4 OVOLI — 8 TYPE.

8 14 ll. hm, 5 is. struts, 4 :11. 4 14 Is. ll", 5 ll. strolls, 4 cyl. 41-4 is. is". 5 II. tints, I 81L

4 34 in. km, 5 ii is. stinks. 4 cyl. 5 His. Ill", 1 Is. stroll, 4 cyl.

WISCONCIN MOTOR MAIUI'AOTUIING OOMPAIV

Dept. 82, Milwaukee

  

n.
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TRUCK FRAMES
Automobile Frames and Special Stampings

 
 

TIIE PARISH & BINGIIAM 00. \

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Croxton cars incorpo

’ l rate all of the features

for which the buyer

| looks

models.

  

  

  

Write for catalog

and Agency details.l l ,' l
  

,\ I W" |||||||m| [1| II If It“: _| Clip:

l1. 1 'Iflifijiqillllllnllililtn “l n _

v ~ “Fulfill-nil";

l» hMmmM ll‘l.

li.ll...ls‘ all

 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights— Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, endurance and

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This is

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AME MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owensboro, Ky.

 
 

inner Tubes Easily Repaired in 15 Minutes

Do it yourself anywhere, and

save time and money, with the

Imperial Vulcanizer Repair Kit

IMOUN fLAME (

x We (l )

 
  

PRICE $3.50

NICKEL PLATED

Patent Pending

Complete with enough rub

ber for 40 unctures. At

your dealers or sent by

express.

:ro“—

tighten thumb

Operation

  

 

umn' sums

Place tube between plates of vulcanizer (see cut); _

screws; pzut a little gasoline in pronged receptacle; ignite.

simple. epair permanent.

Guaranteed to Satist or Money Relunded

MeGRAW TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept. E, East Palestine, 0.

  

 

 
 

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since
  

Occupying the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant in America.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. l-s Kokomo, ind.

  

 
 

Model

“45”-$2150

Biggest, best proposition ever of

fered to dealers. Illustrated book

free. Glide "45" in Two. Four. Five

and Seven passenger

models. Write us

today.

The Bartholomew

Company

ZZII Glide St..Peoria,lll.

  

 

  

  

EMPIRE

“ The Little Aristocrat "

‘T/r: Camp/ne/y Equipped Empire five-passenger touring

car for $950— Equipment include: lilo/lair 70p and m

ill/opt, IVindr/xield, Prest- O-Lite rant, and Speedometer.

  

THE EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Indianapolis, U. S. A.

  

   

“Hyatt

Quiet

Bearings”

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN “'Y'
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Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so. have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

 

 
 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 
  

  
 

  

 

 
 

Standard Universal Rims

fit any style or make of tires. The

side rings are reversible. they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire. inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting. two more turns locks

the rim in place. \Vrite for catalog

607. which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

ron cuucntn S‘i'r

HRH

  

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
 

usurp
“ Always There "

SPLITDORF PLUGS are gas-tight, soot

proof and unbreakable and never

need monkeying with. Insist upon

SPLITDORF—they are STANDARD.

Write for new ratalag

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.

Diamond

.. SAFETY TREAI)

. (571195769) TIRES

Woril‘ Slip -WOrit Slide

‘1‘: Wont Skid—They Grip!

THE DIAMOND RUBBER C0. 0F.N.Y.

Subsidiary of The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AKRON. OHIO

ruin casings. They admit mois

ture lo the carcass. cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger- end in blowouta.

You can repair CASINOS and INNER TUB any

where in 15 minutes, better than a Repair Shop can do

—and for one cut.

Universal

Auto-Vulganizer
Paten

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enough

l'epnil' gum to make 40 patches. it weighs 3 pounds and

can be carried in the tool box. Slulplest and most satislaelsry

devteetor elllnhtatlnltlreu-onbles that hasever been devised.

Absolutely automatic. Plnce the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer -put in the gasoline-light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It can'l burn, mrcll or injun tube or casing. It can't

get out of order. It can’t fail to do its work. So

simple. anyone can operate it. The Universal Auto

Vulcnnizer saves its cost a hundred time: over in

trouble and expense.

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for instant I‘se

Guaranteed Satlslactory or Money ldnnded

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, East Palestine. 0N0

 

R

c

6‘ ° 9’

R_(: H Twenty-Five $900
-

The Car Complete F. O. 13. Detroit

Five-Passenger Touring Car

THE CAR—The best materials, the highest

grade workmanship. and the most up-to~date

ideas in construction.

EQUIPMENT—The most complete, highest

grade equipment ever placed on a popular

priced car.

Two Passenger Roadster, 110" wheelbase. $900. f. o. b. Detroit

Three Passenger Coupe 110" wheelbase, $1300, i. o. b. Detroit

R-C-H 104 Lyeeste St., Detroit,M.

 

 

 

 

To “The ORDER OF THE CAP & GOGGLES”:

MANUFACTURERS— DEALERS — OWNERS:

You are mutual friends. You are not

"putting It over“ on the other fellow

when you sell him a car with the

  

“Get-at-ableness”

which others

haven't got.

25 years in business

and not thinking

0 f q u i t t i n g.

_You can always get Special oiling

interchangeable parts. Bud" Moder-T‘- device_ Best yet.

  

Wrilefar descripfive bulletin

BRANDENBURG & CO.

1108 S. MICHIGAN Ave. 5711! um BROADWAY Form Buruner

 
 

  

Cmcano. ILL. New Your. N. Y Darnorr. Mica. 
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INVADER OIL

“The Beat the World Afford!"

CHAS. F. KELLOM 8: C0.

Philadelphia
 

 

  

 

Magneto Plug! coax maximum power out of engine.

Ell]. GROSSMAN COMPANY. Mir" New York and De‘lroll
 

  

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

Special Designs for Every

Type of Motor Made

CATALOG MAILED ON REQUEST

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY

TOLEDO, OHIO

 

 

 

M

SP ARE THE BEST
ARMOSLER B: CO.

P oaox "M"

MT.VERNON. NY.

  

 

 

We Specialize on

Finishing Crank Shafts

Only.

MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT C0.

Lansing

 

 

llall the size, llali the weight, liali the inel, llall the irlction

Smooth as Electric, Will re- :2 King'slhfllgoflsmwg:

place my engine In my car NoFly WheelJt'oMuiiler

Booklet Upon Request No Back Pressure

There Ian ’1‘ Much Left

 

SEMPLE S. SCG'l'l‘ 1651 Marquette mug. CHICAGO, lLL

 

The of

Motor World is a guaran

circulation the

teed one. sworn to by an

affidavit, which will be sent

in detail to any one upon

request.

 

The Ford Water Circulator

forces the water from radiator through cylinder

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if

you handle Ford cars.

'rur: FULTON-MeCUTCIIAN co.

1146 Michigan Ave. CHICAGO, ILL

 

 

 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL, DALY 6': MILLER

42 Broadway NEW YORK

 

 

 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING CO. . B'uiialo. N. Y.

 

 

 

 

First Cost Includes Maintenance

in the Sturdy STUTZ. That's because the ne

cessity of repairs is prevented by building a

really good car in the first place. \Vrite today

for advance Booklet A-lS. Sturdy STUTZ An

nouncement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Indianapolis, lndiana

 

lf'THE MASTER OAR"

POUOHKEEPSIE

_ .....-i-_.-.-~_... .-. _.

RHINE

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO

.._ _-.__.. . ~__~._.s..__.._

o 0yi. 50 H. P., $5,000

 

FIF'I'EINTH YIAI

4 Oyi- 58 H. Pa] $4,800

4 cyl. as H. 9., $4,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.'l'.

»
-->“-_.-- Jag“. _ ____._ ..e __

LA N

  

B A L L.

E A R i N G S

‘ZINS‘URANCE FOR BUILDERAND USER"
I42 WEST 42"!) ST. NEW YORK

.u

 
 

New Departure Ball B-Earings
 

Guaranteed Materials

Guaranteed Accuracy

0i Dimension

Guaranteed Uniformity

 

American Made The New Departure Manuiacturing Co. American Made

for

American Trade

1

SIGNIFY
 

BRISTOL. CONN.

Western Branch, 1016-17 Ford Building. Detroit

No ball bearing is so carefully made, closely gauged,

persistently inspected and insistently standardized.

Catalog, data sheets, consultation service of our

Engineering Department are yours for the asking.

Guaranteed 0 u a l ity

Guaranteed Service

and Capacity

Guaranieed Durability

 

 

. for

American Trade
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if??‘12§.‘i.fi?"'.iii GOOD
*6? New Catalog 24A OHIO

  
  

GRANT - LEES

GEARS

,'
  

  

   

  
  

 

 

 
  

w“ ' This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber
1V send [or [1, Aegessori‘fs siggifieslinherent quagities of_material The Grant-Lees Incline Co.

an “'Ol' mans H) t at insure t C maxtmum oh'srmnn norm: ammo to. Philadelphia service at m. minimum of expense. (m "m" ‘°

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio -- --~—_

RELIANC METZ "SPECIAL" $396

‘ i , Completely equipped, fully guaranteed. 22% H.P.,

“The S}! _ 4-cylinder water-cooled motor, Bosch magneto. Ar

ol Qunllw ”

Special leatnres that eliminate

speedometer troubles. Send

lot the booklet.

Reliance Speedoeier Co.

184 Ellol St. Boston, Inns.

5. gillekry gvheelssb bellit quali’tly 30”x.‘}$1" filililfhef airezsé
q II\ a es to m: es per our on t e 1g spec ,

z gxgldgisififrgflsk 21%. of gasoline. _You casn BdCtRfH'Q

in our terntor . en oron EVERY DESCRIPTION Book y y

j SAMPLES 512 PRICES ON REQUEST urrz counuv, Walthlm, Mano" u. o. A.

L. J. MUTTY CO., Boston

“‘3,

  

  

 

  

 

Tones down headlights tor Reo the Fifth
city driving and tom

Minn-In "no “and”, Final and crowning achievement oi R. E. Olds.

Price 75¢. per pair. Sell pioneer designer of nutos. A standard size 30 to 38

like h ot cakes. Dealers. horsepower tour cylinder cor oi modern refinements

secure the llency quick. priced at only “.095.

F H TOBIAS (38) R. M. OWEN 6: C0.. General Sales Agents

I93] BrQQAWQy, New York CO., Lansing, MiCh

 

  

 

 

  
  

   

 

  

 

  

 

-Fo r- ' _

Self Startm

L I |\1‘_i |\_

I mt I 9 |\

IQnal II I\ >

HoiorG.,6°§Nr§tBo s. GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

The‘e Tires for You Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

FOili' COI‘DS 0f sxpflls work“: oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

ill fin", ofththe hols; equippegattig; contain valuable information. Write.

pan 5 m e wor are ope
asaunittoproduce. PENN SPRING WORKS

BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

 

 
  

 
 

  

UNITED STATES TIRES

Nothing of the kind has ever

before been attempted in automo

1‘ w. 1 -
bile tire manufacturln . : . . 5 A 1

3 "American Made” United States Tire8 Company Q h l

MAGNET”—— ~=w York THE BUSH MANUfACTURING co.

“iii...am'iii:§_f.gns..igi.lfiiim ' H A RT FOR D. CON N.

THE SlllllS llllillflll Bil. "" ii'J-‘r'ii'iil'diiih. 1.

S l
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Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market tor

Sheet Metal

Stampings

Estimates Cheerinlly Furnished

 

1913 IMPORTANT FEATURES

' SelfStnrter Electric Lighting

Turkish Cushions M-in. I Lin. Tires

  

   
' l'1<in. Upholstering Increased Wheel Base '

Great Ease of Riding (’srhuretnr Dash AdjustlIIQ!
Demountable Rims Nickel Tlhlllllil] s r" r

" Unit Power Plant—ih point suspenslm.

Culting B-IO. l'lil in. 'heelbase. 40 h p.

‘ 6-passenger touring at. fully equine-1. .1475

.. Cu'flng A40, twin wheelbase. “I h. p. __-.

~ _> '2 passenger roadster. fully equip; ed, $1475 *

 

   

  

  
  

 

 
 

 

The Bo s s e r t Co in pa n y Perfection ’ 5225.53.33“. Sif‘iii‘if‘mfilkei. oeooo ,

UTICA, N. Y. o I." Cutting Automobile Coil !

7 Spr|ng If. to: Mechanic sum. Jackson. ich.

¥'**_ T i ' "i "v Q 7 . ,

Loos at our new middle name SPECIALISTS IN "' '1 ‘ ‘ A ._4 ,

PENgSYWANIA- Spring Suspension it -

VAgggkrl Climax cloggév c | MIT—zon]; h a i H i H " " A I

PENN AR e I .- II’WL‘Ill-Ii'l'v ° 8 " ' '° .-:-:-..-..-:~ .583
B anches: Coast to Coast. cannette, Pa. q. a 5,313 '1' J I I n2 Iii-“ii.”
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Six Cyllnder Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension

A "six" designed and

built with the care and

skill and good workman

ship that have made the

Continental the best known

motor in America.

Built to accommodate

any type of self starter

now made; and suitable

for either left or right side

drive.

Illustration shows simple

and efiicient silent chain

drive for starting motor.

Write for booklet

CONTINENTAL HOTOR [Ill-“G. COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

K. F. PETERSON, Factory Representative

122 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago, Ill.

  

  

 

 

MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Can and Light Delivery Carl

Send ior Booklet 58

A THE MOTZ TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

Executive Office: Akron, Ohio

- D annexes.

A—Shm bull, notched rreada. m:w"huh" '8 "in" “I‘M

no... W..... a... 11;; 33,-“, "- 3,1,3; 73—0,";
6‘55"" Illan bfl-ilfl- mwrwmwmm an s. on. sd nu“

D—Shows abaorhlnl mean: when sun-1 n" n In)!" (III-y. I an“ 5L. Ian

Nlllfll GVIY an “(HYHOIL m~ "IWm

  

 

 

75% Increase in Tire Eiliciency

That's what the INNERSHU accom

plishes. It’s a tough, durable, rubberized

fabric formed permanently to tire shape.

Ask for circular.

INNER SHOE TIRE COMPANY

Front Street Grand Rapids, Mich

 

 

 

 

“Wm
will help you to Increase your bualnesa whlle bene

fiting your customera. We will send any reapon

alble dealer 1 pair on 30 daya' trial Write now.

Good Azentl wanted [or unoccupied territory.

LEATHER TIRE GOODS (10., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

  

 

 
 

  

"n. tle-and of the day ie thataa organisation shallhe

inked bribprodnt aadlot by whatit claim for itself"

Kaepth'u in lial when you examine than 1913 model:

MODtLI lNO PRICI.

30-40 Fore-door Roadster. ll6-inch wheel base #1700

34-40 S-passenger, Fore-Door Touring Car

llo-inrh wheelbase . . . . . . $1700

"-50 5-passcnger. Fore - Door Demi-Tonoeau

lZl-inch wheel hose . . $1975

“~50 7-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

lZl-int'h wheel base . . . l . . $2000

44-50 Battleship Roadster. lZl-inch wheel base 2150

44-50 7-passenger. Fore-Door Limousine

ill-inch wheel base . . . . . ’3050

Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

mWATInLoo Srnln DETROIT, ItCH.

‘Bui‘lt [or "Guaranteed

Permanence" \ [or Liie"

J

W(

 
  

 

 

WeedChains
The Great Anti-Skid

CE

   

  

Nine-tenths

Of all accidents to auto

mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping.

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the "other fellow" skids into you.

,3 No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

5; cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on wet, muddy

FF snow-covered roads or on icy, s ippery greasy ave

haina.ments unless you equip your car with Weed

Cannot Injure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want to know what real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

For your own safety—for the safety of the'

public, fully equip your ear with Weed

Chains. Make it your business to get 8. set

  

  

__~

m.

  

ORV

It;

war/71m

  

  

Recommended and cold

_ by all reputable dealere

%

[I]! Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

28 Moore St. New York

  

  

The Name

“Weed”

on Every Hook

  
  

 

 

 

The circulation of the Motor World is a guaranteed one, sworn to by an

aflidavit, which will be sent upon request

 

 

  

  

\ V

  

lq-Q’; I a

i-ammuuu "mu" ‘~"’ 4 Mm J;..l,'.'.‘i11/m»'.~. '

  

  

The one device most needed by the man

who wants to make steering a pleasure

mstead of a labor. —

Removes all nervous strain—takes physical strain. from steering opera

tion—holds machine steady—prevents accidents in case steering gear

breaks or tire bursts.

DEALERS, JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS, this IS an article which

merits your instant investigation—one Which will a peal to every car

owner It ought to be. and soon will be a part 0 the equipment of

every car.

Let us tell you more about it. The story is worth knowing.

The Modern Auto

Appliance Co.

15 Kinderth Street

CHATHAM. N. Y.
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TTENTION—Have a few manufactur- .

ers' samples, gentlemen's black broad

cloth fur lined overcoats, lined throughout

with Australian mink, large genuine Per

sian lamb collars. sizes 36 to 48. Value $75,

will sacrifice for $.35 each. Also several

ladies' handsome long fur coats. satin lined,

worth $90, while they last, $35; and few

large size fur robes. plush lined, $15 each.

All guaranteed new. Examine before buy

ing. Send express charges. will send on

approval. \Vrite or call. E ROBERTS,

Room 8, 10 \Vest 119th St., New‘York.
 

OR SALE—Two worm drive rear axles,

designed to carry 5,000 lbs. load—made

by Morse-VVilliams Division of Otis Eleva

tor Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Have never been

in service. Make us an ofier for them.

SHELDON AXLE CO., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

WANTED—General manager automo

bile branch house desires to make

change. Can show record of eight success

ful and profitable years with house I am

now with. BOX 228, care Motor \Vorld.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

new. Ask your garage and supply dealer

for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

 

AS TANKS only cost 40 cents to refill

with acetylene. Be first in your town

to know the process. Equipment is cheap.

Full instructions, blue prints from the man

who knows. P. C. AVERY, 321 Rookery

Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE—4-pass., 4-cy1. Overland car,

used 15 days as demonstrator; good as

new; original air in tubes; 1911 model; price

$650. One Otto car, 2-pass.. good shape;

new tires all around. $200. WlIl trade for

3-pass. car in good shape, all equipped. D.

L. MAGEE, R. R. 1. Boonville, Ind.

HY pay $3.50 for gasoline tube vulcan

izers? For $1.25, cash with order, we

will ship one of the same kind. Money back

if dissatisfied. AUTOMOBILE TIRE &

VULCANIZING WORKS, 626 E. 15th St.,

Kansas City, Mo.

NE\\’ YORK Automobile Registrations,

mailed daily, $1.75 per month. List.

1913 to date. $10.00. OW'NERS AUTO

LIST COMPANY, Albany, N. Y.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes either to a high gloss finish. egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. \Vill not crack. chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus. O.

\VO-PASSENGER Roadster, 4-cylin

der. ZO-HP. Pope Tribune, for sale;

good condition. 1019 5th St., Milwaukee,

\\'is.

AILING LISTS—Automobile owners,

dealers, garages. repair shops. com

mercial car owners. or any make of car.

OWNERS AL'TO LIST CO.. Albany, N. Y.
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h- In capiials.25 cents perlme —

A market place where Dealera, Jobbera and

Manufacture“ may buy, 1:11 or trade uaed cara,

parta and appliancea and where help or aitua

tion may be aecured at a nominal coat.

N. E. AUTO LIST AND TOURIST.

Includes weekly list of all N. E. Auto

Owners, Garages. Dealers. etc., with maps

and selected N. E. routes, $10.00 yearly.

138 Pearl St., Boston.

 

FOR SALE—A well equipped, finely lo

cated automobile plant with a success

ful car below cost. Opportunity for an

aggressive manufacturer. Do not delay or

the opportunity may be lost. Address

Automo. P. O. Box 206. Madison Square,

 
New York.

QTUCK deep in mud or sand? My new ,

\ appliance will help you out. A Xmas ‘

present. E. I. SPENCER. 3201 E. Douglas

Ave.. Wichita. Kan.

mmmnuum ' \
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lSCORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

I No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

 

‘ 1erences, testimonials, and full details on

request. WATERBURY WELDING CO..

“'aterbury, Conn.

 

ARAGE to let or for sale. On Broad

way. Lawrence, Mass. Main thorough

fare Boston to Rockingham Park. New

street. block paved. Two-story buildin ,

elevator. Two pits. Tank. Rent, $10

month. Call on or address A. H. CUTTER,

l 333 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.

l$22

 

Maxwell Runabout, 1911 model,

' top. windshield, Prest-O-Lite

tanks. lamps; just overhauled. 624 Califor

l nia Ave.. Avalon, Pa.
 

I AYNES touring car, fully equipped;

in good order; no junk. Owner has

I purchased closed car. BEE, Box 48, Station

l G. New York City.

 
 

‘_

An ad. like this

will cost you 90c.

for each insertion.

 
 

These columns olIer

you an opportunityto

appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose

merchandising taste

is being cultivated
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HAUFFEUR'S COMPLETE OUTFIT

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

II -:|iswwi-\ "2114 mum 'hmur. iiiini..| 1 .u L minim

marmot mink fur lined coat, Persian lamb \

collar, $35; pair of elegant cub bear robes. ‘

$15 each; raccoon cap. $5; pair of fur gloves, ;

$-_4; pair of goggles, 50c.; 1 pair leather leg- \

gins, $3.50. \\'ill sell separately or the lot, 1.

all new, never worn. original price. $225.

C. CHASE, 118 East 28th St., New York.

DO you wish to better your position? If

 
I repair plant.

your character and ability will stand .

investigation we can place you in any occu

pation, anywhere. '

tration with references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F. BLL'E

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 \\'est

87th St., New York City.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN.

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps. radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

 

Enclose 50c. for regis- ,

i and

  lScenis perline of‘sixwordscasli wilh order:

— In camialsZScents perline —

A market place where Dealers, Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars.

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

OR SALE—Automobile tire and acces

sory business and fully equipped tire

Established city and mail or

der trade. Orders from 20 States this year.

In present location 4 years. $2.500 cash

required. M. H. HORTON. 1016 Askew

Ave. Kansas City. Mo.

FOR SALE—Model T 1910 Ford S-pas

senger touring car, fully equipped

good condition, $300. ~FRANK

 

in

O'H EARN. Melrose. \Nis.
 

PEERLESS'AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and supply dealer for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co.. Columbus. O. I The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 
 

weekly to the highest

degree by our articles

on “Wide Awake Mer

Look at

the cost as shown in

chandising.”

the margins.

I"
An ad. like this

will cost you $1.05

for each insertion.
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RE YOU in need of any additional help

in any department of your business?

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second—

hand apparatus of any kind or do youvwant

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so. use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor \Norld. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise—

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground.

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.

SALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi- .

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full articu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, OOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash off. Ask your garage and supply

dealer. ,

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

AUTOMOBILE and Motorcycle Tours——

350 trips over the best roads in every

State. 56 large pages of maps and road

directions. 25c postpaid. MOTOR TOURS,

51 Chambers St., New York.

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, cylinders,

crankeases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons. perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded'. ATLAS

\VELDING \VORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway,‘ N. J.

LOZIER Type H 4-cylinder touring car.

Absolutely new. Demountables. Reg

ular guarantee and equipment. Cost. $5.000.

Make cash offer. 1012 N. Grand Ave. St.

Louis. Mo.

OR SALE—One 2-ton Garford truck,

with body and top, nearly new, in first

class condition. Change of business rea

son for selling. SPRINGFIELD CREAM

ERY, Springfield. Mass.

UTO LISTS. owners, etc., of any State.

S. H. CARROLL, JR., Albany, N. Y.
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TheMotor-With the

Slidin CrescentValve

1896 — 1912

_ The CRESCENT valve of the K-D Motor, fitting around the Ita

tionar piston wall affords a larger port area than any other poppet

or all e valve on the market. _It is simpler and, conaequentl , better

than. any other valve construction known and in here ofl'eretl to dil

eriminating manufacturers. not as an experiment, but as a tried, telted

and proved mechanical advance_._ The K-D motor is simple, ailelt,

cools rapidly. has the simplest oiling system known, will not carbonize.

Laat and most important, will give on a given quantity 0! fuel more

power, speed and endurance, unit for unit, than any other engine on

any type of an automobile. We want to present aome facts to inter

eated manufacturers.

KNIGHT-DAVIDSON COMPANY, Boston, Man.

KNIGHT-DAVIDSON

_Write For This Franklin

Drop Hammer Farglngs Dealer Proposition

cost very little more than_castings._ They are NO matter what cars you now

vastly superior and less expensrve in the end. handle—get the Franklin

W E A R E s P E c I A L I 81' 8 Dealer Proposition. Franklin is

in producing now the third largest selling

high priced car, and rapidly

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS gaining on second. Reasons—

from special analysis steel. / less gasoline, less oil, no smoke,

Send prints of parts you will need in ,7,

PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE
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fewer tires, travels faster, rides

easier, wears longer, silent, pow

 
 

  

1 3 I . erful, flexible, beautiful.

QU‘LITY AND 'ERVIOI OUARANTIID FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE C0

llli lilillSllllDlTEll MANUFACTURING 00mm", TBIBIIII, Uhill - r k 28 Funk“, Sum, 5mm", N, v, ‘

| L a 

  il 
 

   

  

“Thirty”

n F o r t y»

“F I l I y"

60H.P."SIX”

KinelKar prices

include full equip

ment—seli-atarter,

top, windshield,

demountable rim,

5 p e e dome

. ter, e l e c -

tric lighting

e q u ipment,

a h o c k ab

sorbers, etc.

Better Than Commercially Perfect

Bevel Differential

G A 5 Transmission

Steering

$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work : also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

j

K ‘ l L L

Every part .built in_ the KiaaelKar plant,

which is equipped wrth ever facility for

economical manufacture. A l KisselKarl

have extra liberal wheelbase and roomy

tonneaus unsurpassed by any car at any

price for comfort and capabilities. Write

or catalog.

  

  

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

159 lflsoel Avenue Bartlord, Wis.

  

  

Gear

Brown - Lipe -CW, Company

H. W. CHAPIN, Oen’l Mgr. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

  

 

DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck

that sells for about 8700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per

cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.

we MAKE THE see-r
1.”? a 1. H L '  

' MADE TO

MAKE GOOD

_ AND IT DOES

M a P Electrlc/

Vehicle C0.

"Iii —

Bahia Sta

_' Dl'I‘IOI‘I’. Mica

llaaaantll-mlIIIIIIINIIIIIlllllllllIIll"\llllllllflllllllllllfl:l

‘.=

saunas au'rl-rmorlou 00., Bantam, Oonn.
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Have you investigated the proposition

we have to make you yet?

This is the season of the year that a heated steering wheel is most appre—

ciated—therefor the best season of the year for you to demonstrate to your

own satisfaction just what are the real merits of this necessary device.

Call upon us to make good for you. Let us show you the most practical

accessory put upon the market in months. We want good representation in

your territory. If you can give it to us get in touch with us at once.

The Warm Hand Wheel can be installed upon any car in a very few mo

ments. It is operated by the lighting outfit or storage batteries, except in the

case of the Ford car. On Ford cars the Warm Hand Wheel operates from

the magneto which is built into the fly wheel of Ford cars.

The cost of operating the Warm Hand Wheel is negligible as its current

consumption is very low. Nevertheless it serves to keep the steering wheel just

as warm as the driver desires it even for the coldest winter day. But the

Warm Hand Wheel is a necessity at least six months in the year, for even in

the fall and spring when the days are warm, the nights are cool enough to

demand this device.

In consequence, the demand is already made. That makes the Warm Hand

Wheel a certain seller, as the retail price, $15, is low enough to place it within

reach of every car owner and at the same time allow you a good profit.

The Warm Hand Steering Wheel Company

527 Filth Avenue NEW YORK CITY
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“Service and Silence”
  

  

Kline Kar Model 6-60, Touring, 83500

DEALERS

YOUR experience with other

cars should tell you that

it does not pay to handle a

line that constantly worries

the life out of you with com

plaints from the user, who has

trouble with the machine.

This user knows now that he

is better ofi when he buys a

car of quality in the first place,

even though 'he must pay a

little more for it, and he will

soon begin to demand such a

car of his dealer.

It is up to you to have the

car in your line when he calls.

The Kline Kar will answer all

the requirements this- prospect

may impose and more.

Prices $1850 to $3500

(Fully Bqulppedl

Get Our Proposition

Kline Motor Car Corporation

YORK, PA. RICHMOND, VA.

gm

5*
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Abbott Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 73

Adamson Mfg. Co . . . . . . a... . . . 70

Ajax-Oriel) Rubber Co. . .1. t .. . . 71

American Ball Bearing co...“ 69

American Motors Co- . . rub: . . . . 67

Ames Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 68

Apple Electric Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66

Atwater Kent Mfg. “'orks. . . . . 51

Automobile Supply .Mfg. C0. . . . 66
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Badger Brass Klfy. Co . . . . . . . .. 69

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co . . . . .. 62

Bantam Anti-Friction Co . . . . . .. 6S

Barthel. Daly & Miller . . . . . . . .. 71
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(‘hampion Spark Plug Co . . . . .. 71
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REPAIR PLIERS

W'e are just about keeping pace with the tremen—

dous demand for this “worth its weight in gold"

little instrument, and so we can still fill your orders

with reasonable promptness—if you don’t delay.

You have read about this device. You must

know how simple it operates—how positive are the

cures it effects and how valuable it must be to the

man who owns it. It is largely up to you, then, to

help your trade in this tire upkeep matter—and you

can do it by recommending Gilmer Tire Repair

Pliers. '

The operation of scaling up cuts and abrasions

is simple. Just insert the prongs of the pliers into

the injury, spread the pliers, and‘move the ratchet

lever over far enough to make the cut perfectly

accessible. Then clean the wound, insert pure rub—

ber gum and‘ reverse the operation of opening. Then

the tire will close over and around the gum, pro

ducing a permanent repair.

Remember, Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers sell for

$1.00, and to see them is to want them. It is only

necessary for you to demonstrate their worth in

order to make sales. And in the doing you not only

reap a good profit but also make a firm friend 0f

the man you are helping to save dollars. "

Send your order today.

G. WALKER GILMER, Jr?

52 North Seventh Street Philadelphia, Pa.
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Camp/ele/y Camp/etely

Equip/20d Equip/26d

High-Priced Feature No. 7

Drop forgings are best known to the $5,000 and $6,000 cars. They

demand special machine equipment; they make necessary expensive dies.

The manufacturer of the $5,000 car type has got to go into the market and

bid for them. He dare not consider installing the high priced machine

equipment.

The Willys-Overland plant possesses over $3,000,000 worth of machine

equipment. When we think a drop forging is needed at a certain point,

we can go ahead and make it ourselves at comparatively trifling cost. In

the Overland Model 69T there are no cheap castings substituted for drop

forgings.

For instance, the Overland front axle is forged in one heat—without

welding. Other manufacturers forge it in halves and then weld them.

We extend Overland drop forging to steering connections, control

levers, crankshafts, camshafts, gear blanks and hundreds of other parts.

The Overland Model 69T is high priced in everything but price. In

no other line can you buy as many high grade features for $985. You

must pay $1200 for them anywhere else. Let us send you Overland

literature to bear out these strong statements. Please address Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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NEW YORK PURSUING GARAGES

WHICH “SHORT MEASURE” GASOLENE

Inspectors With Specially Equipped Car Test Tank

Pumps and Offenders Are Made to Pay Penalties— i

Of 35 Gasolene Dispensaries Visited 17 Are

Discovered Giving Short Measure.

Although some of the garagemen of New

York' City are sorrowfully aware of the

fact, not all of them know that the Bureau

of W'eights and Measures has inaugurated

a campaign against short measure gasolene

pumps' and “will catch them, if they don’t

watch out.” Inspectors of the Bureau al

ready have secretly descended on 35 gaso

lene dispensers and, surprising to relate,

found 17 guilty of giving short measure.

All of the ofienders were cited to appear at

headquarters in the City Hall, where they

partedwith sums varying from $5 up. One

pump that was short two gills in one gallon

is said to have brought a penalty of $25 a

gill—a total of $50. The Bureau, however.

will not disclose the names of the offenders,

nor the amounts of the fines imposed.

The inspectors, who are equipped with a

specially designed car which affords ready

opportunity for measuring the quantity of

gasolene purchased from garagemen. The

properly disguised car is driven up to a gar—

age ‘and, say, five gallons of fuel is pur

chased. iAs soon as it is poured into the car

it is at once withdrawn and measured in a

standard receptacle. If it measures rea

sonably c10se. all well and good; but if not,

the garageman is due for trouble. The in

spectors test the pump, and if the plunger

or cylinder is the cause of the shortage a

condemnation tag is placed on the pump

and it cannot be used until it has been re

paired by the owner and passed upon by

the inspectors. In case the fingers on the

standard. which are set for certain quanti

ties. are improperly set they are fixed so

that the proper amount is delivered and

the fingers are then sealed in place. In the

several makes of pump tanks the sealing is

done diFferentIy, but it all is intended to

prevent tampering with the apparatus.

\YIICIICVCT a pump is found short the gar

ageman is summoned to court, and if it is

his first offense the case is referred to Com

missioner of Weights and Measures John

L. \Valsh, who recommends to the Corpora

tion Counsel what he judges to be the prop—

er penalty. The amount of shortage and

other circumstances are taken into consid

eration in fixing the penalty. It generally

ranges between $5 and $25. The penalty

prescribed by law is $100, and if the gar

ageman is apprehended a second time he is

not turned over to the mercy of the com

missioner, who almost always recommends

“mercy” for first offenders, but the garage

man stands trial and takes the consequen—

ces. So far in the campaign there have been

no second oFfenses.

“Morgan Syndicate" Gets International. '

What is described as “a Morgan syndicate

of bankers” has' made a loan of $1.500.000 to

the International Motors Co., of New York.

which produces the Mack, Saurer and Hew

itt trucks, the loan carrying with it Control

of the company. In exchange for the

money, the bankers have taken common

stock and will reorganize the company.

Ambrose Monell. president of the Interna

tional Nickel Co., will. it is said, assume

control of the company when it is reorgan

ized. C. P. Coleman is at present its head.

, FLANDERS, OF PONTIAC, FAILS;

TWO MILLIONS GONE TO WASTE

Many-Sided Chase for More Millions Causes the Crash,

But Creditors Probably Will Receive 100 Per Cent.

—Mergers That Failed to Merge—Lien on

Flanders’s Own Farm.

After having dissipated practically all of

its subscribed capital, $2,500,000. and having

amassed debts approximating $1.250.000. the

Flanders Mfg. Co. of Pontiac. Mich. on

.Friday last, 6th inst., paid the penalty when

the Federal court in Bay City, Mich., placed

it in the hands of the Detroit Trust Co. as

receiver.

The action was the result not of a bank

ruptcy petition but of a petition in equity

filed by the \Vagner Electric Co., of St

Louis, the petition alleging that, while not

insolvent, the Flanders company did not

have sufficient money to continue opera

tions; also that there had been mistakes

in its productions. that there had been in

ternal dissention and that threatened pro

ceedings on the part of unfriendly creditors

created a situation which could be relieved

only by the appointment of a receiver. The

petition was supported by the affidavit of

Don C. McCord, general manager of the

company, who swore that the statement

contained in the petition was true. the di

rectors having authorized such action.

There also has been filed against \Valter

E. 'Flanders. president of the company, a

lien of $20,000 in favor of H. R. Haberkorn,

a Detroit contractor, who erected buildings

on the Flanders “estate.” The lien is made

up of $16,500 for work done and $3.500 in

terest on money paid, all of which is long

past due.: The “estate,” a large farm near

Pontiac, which embraces a small lake. was

acquired by Flanders when. less than three

years ago. he became rich over night. He

sold a part of it to his personal "shadow,"
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advise! and press agent. E. Leroy Pelletier,

and spent, it is estimated, something like

$250,000 in buildings and improvements.

The assets of the Flanders company are,

approximately, $2,000,000, a substantial por

tion of which is represented by a huge plant

in Chelsea, Mich.. which has been in the

nature of a “white elephant" on the hands

of all who ever owned it: It is believed,

however, that the sale of the assets will net

enough to pay all claims in full, and possi

bly leave something for distribution among

the preferred stockholders. The common

stockholders will be wiped out.

By order of the court. the receiver will

continue the business until further notice.

but there is every likelihood that it will

be wound up as quickly as possible. As one

of the creditors expressed it, “it is neither

hoped nor expected that the business will

be continued."

Of the indebtedness, all, save about $60.

000, is due to 39 creditors, a Detroit bank

being one of the heaviest. It holds notes

to the extent of $150,000, which, however,

are secured by the personal endorsements

of Flanders himself and Dr. J. B. Book and

\V. S. J. Kopmeier and Geo. Uhlein, who

are directors of the company. There also

is due these directors approximately $150,

000 for money loaned to meet various mer

gers.

Dr. Book was associated with Flanders

in his several undertakings, and for a con

siderable time was his chief "angel" when

money was most required. Kopmeier and

the Uhleins became interested about 18

months ago, since which time they also

have fairly shoveled cash into the Flanders

furnace. I

The failure of the Flanderscompany was

not unexpected. Those familiar with its

inside workings long had been aware -that

its condition was unhappy, and less than

three months ago the failure was foreshad

owed when Flanders plainly stated. in a

communication to the stockholders, that in

order to permit the business to go on

money would have to be raised by mort

gage bonds or otherwise. The appeal to the

stockholders. however, did not strike re

sponsive chords. and six weeks ago the

company's creditors actively interested

themselves in its afiairs. An advisory com

mittee of seven was appointed, which, in

turn, appointed an investigating sub-com

mittee of three, which probed deeply. It

found that the sum of at least $300,000

would be necessary to carr_v on the busi

ness. but the refusal of the creditors to

stand an assessment. or to subscribe for

mortgage bonds, and the threatening atti

tude of several creditors made clear that

the appointment of a receiver was the only

way to conserve the assets for equal distri

(Continued on page 20.)

WARD LEONARD’S PATENT

LO0MS UP THREATENINGLY

Granted After Seven Years; Is Claimed

to Affect Practically All Lighting

Starting Systems—Litigation

Likely in February.

With the phenomenal growth in popular

ity of electric lighting and starting sys

tems, that sooner or later patent litigation

of a far-reaching nature must come to pass

has been quite the order of things, and with

the issuance to H. Ward Leonard, of

Bronxville, N. Y., on November 5th last of

patent No. 1,043,777 the actual beginning

of such litigation has drawn much nearer.

For Leonard, who is the head of the Ward

Leonard Electric Co., is sanguine that his

"patent, which has been pending since 1905,

broadly covers several essential features of

practically all of the electric lighting sys

tems now in use.

Among them are (l) the self-closing

switch which automatically opens when the

car slows down so much that the dynamo

voltage falls below the counter voltage of

the battery, thus preventing the battery

from discharging backward; and (2) the

magnetic winding in the circuit between

the dynamo and the battery which, when

'the electric energy tends to become exces—

sive, automatically will control the field

strength of the dynamo and thus automatic

ally regulate the charging current regard

less of any change in the speed of the

motor car.

The Leonard patent, which is entitled

Means for Control of Electric Energy, is

made up of 79 claims. of which claim 70

serves to illustrate the application of the

invention to dynamo lighting systems. It

is as follows:

“The combination of a dynamo, a device

"adapted to produce an electromotive force

“counter to that of the armature of said

“dynamo. a self-closing switch adapted

"when closed to connect the dynamo arma

“ture and said device in a local circuit, an

“electro-responsive winding connected to

"said circuit and responsive to a maximum

“condition of energy in said circuit, a mov

“able circuit controlling element automat

“ically controlled by said winding, and

“means controlled by the automatic move

“ment of said element for controlling the

“field strength of said dynamo."

It is understood that several licenses to

operate under this Leonard patent have

been secured and thaf others are being

negotiated for. but that litigation will be

instituted. Leonard freely admits. He states.

however, that no suits will he filed until

after February lst next. when the_new

rules relative to patent litigation will be

come effective. These rules, which recently

were promulgated by the Supreme Court of

the United States, enable a patentee to

prosecute suits for infringement in a much

shorter time and at much less expense than

at present is the case.

Los Angeles Tire House Changes Owners.

Franz 0. Nelson, former branch man

ager of the Diamond Rubber Co., and Frank

T. Price, a Diamond tire adjuster, nave pur

chased the Mosher Rubber Co., of Los An

geles, Cal., and have taken over the busi

ness at 221 West 11th street They will op

erate under the firm style Nelson & Price.

and in addition to dealing in tires, both new

and second-hand, and performing vulcaniz

ing work, they will carry a general line of

automobile supplies and accessories. Price

will be in active charge as Nelson has other

interests to which he will devote most of his

time.

Engineer Departs to Join Briscoe.

James Guthrie, for three years a divtsion

engineer for the United States Motor Co..

and who is among the large number who

have resigned from that establishment. has

sailed to Paris. where he will meet Benita

min Briscoe, former president of the com

pany. He will remain abroad six or eight

months, during which period he will lend

himself to the design and development of

the under-$1,000-car which it is Briscoe's

intention to place on the American market

when he returns.

Reiman Sues 49 Objecting Stockholders.

Because 49 fellow stockholders in the Scr

vice Motor Car Co. of Wabash, Ind., sued

out a restraining order preventing him from

disposing of $20,000 of stock which he held.

Charles S. Reiman, of Chicago, has insti

tuted suit against them for $50,000 dam

ages. The restraining order was dissolved

last month, but the expense and experience

to which he had been subjected Reiman

believes is worth $50,000.

Schrader Erecting Seven-Story Plant.

A. Schrader’s Sons, Inc., of New York.

maker of the well-known Schrader valves

and tire gauges, has awarded contracts for

the erection of a factory building at Cler

mont and Atlantic avenues, in Brooklyn. It

will be a seven-story, reinforced concrete

structure, 100 x 225 feet.

Wagon Works to Make Motor Trucks.

The Tiffin Wagon Works. of TiFfin. 0.. is.

preparing to embark in the manufacture of

motor trucks. Although its plans are well

in hand. it will be several months before

its product actually is ready to be placed

on the market.
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DEAN BRANCHES OUT INTO

SPEEOOMETER AND IGNITION

Acquires Rights to Make Forse Speed

Recorder and High Frequency Ig

nition Apparatus—Simplicity

of Hi-Fre-Co System.

In addition to electric apparatus, in the

manufacture of which it has engaged for

many years, the Dean Electric Co.. of Ely—

ria, 0., has taken up the production of

speedometers. It has acquired the rights to

the Forse speedometer, which until recently

was made by the company of that name in

Pendleton, Ind., and has very considerably

improved the device. which hereafter will

be styled the Elyria-Dean speedometerf It

is of the centrifugal type.

The Dean scope in the electric field itself,

which gradually has widened, has been

made still wider. Apart from the Tuto and

Rexo horns, the Dynalux lighting system,

and the Otho lighting and starting system,

the rights to which it recently acquired,

the company has obtained a license to op

erate under the High Frequency Ignition

Co.'s patent and is bringing out 'a Hi-Fre

Co magneto and coil.

The High Frequency system was devel

oped by a company of that name in Los

Angeles, Cal., but it has had small vogue

in the East. It is quite radical but its rec—

ognition by such a reputable and well estab

lished manufacturer as the Dean Electric

Co. cannot but serve to give it immediate

standing.

The Hi-Fre-Co magneto system consists

of a low tension magneto with breaker box

and low tension distributer, the whole ar

rangement being very similar in construc

tion to a high tension magneto except that

the armature is wound with a compara

tively few turns of fairly coarse wire and

that the condenser is stationary and is lo~

cated on the front of the distributer; as the

current generated is low tension the careful

insulation necessary with high tension in

struments is not required. The individual

primary wires lead directly from the dis

tributer to resonators on the spark plugs,

the resonators being, in effect, merely min

iature Tesla coils which operate to “step

up" the current: the stepping up process

gives the high frequency current properties

which are peculiar to itself and which are

advantageous when applied to ignition ser

vice. Other than the wiring outlined and

leading from the distributer to the resona

tors. there is only one wire; it leads to the

magneto short circuiting switch on the

dash and its function is the same as the

function of the ordinary magneto cut-out

switch. The dual system employs exactly

the same elements as does the plain mag

neto system, except that a combined dash

coil, condenser and switch is used. The

magneto current is used for regular ignition

and current from a 6-volt battery is em

ployed for the reserve system.

 

Goodrich Again Denies Old Rumor.

Despite the fact that the B. F. Good

rich Co. hoped that its purchase of the

Diamond Rubber Co. forever would set at

rest the repeated rumors of the probable or

possible amalgamation of the Goodrich Co.

with the United States Rubber Co., the

report has been resurrected and again is

going the rounds. It, of conrse, has been

denied, and it is no secret that, rightly or

wrongly, the Goodrich interests believe that

the long succession of rumors is circulated

for well designed purposes.

Police Seek Officer of Top Company.

On a complaint charging him with ab

sconding with $3,300.50, a warrant has been

issued for the arrest of H. J. Reynolds,

vice-president of the American Top Co.,

of jackson, Mich. The money, it is stated,

is part of a fund of $7,000 entrusted to

Reynolds by the directors for the purchase

of outstanding stock of the corporation.

Reynolds had an ofl‘ice in Detroit but has.

not been seen there for about one month

and his present whereabouts are unknown.

 

East Palestine Building Tire Factory.

The East Palestine Rubber Co., which re

cently was incorporated in the Ohio city

of that name with an authorized capital of

$50,000, has commenced the erection of its

factory, which will be a two-story structure,

50 x 110 feet. It is expected that it will be

completed before the end of the year. Wil

mer Dunbar, a well-known rubber chemist,

is president, A. S. Mauk, vice-president and

Abram Hartley, secretary and treasurer.

Will Wholesale Unguaranteed Tires.

The Wholesale Auto Tire Co. is the style

of a new concern which has been organized

in New York City for the purpose of deal

ing in unguaranteed tires and \vhi;h will

locate about January lst at 83 Chamoms

street. “I. P. Cole, formerly with the n;.v

passing Sonora Motor Horn Co.. wi'l be

manager. He will be assisted by \Y'lfre-J

E. \Nillis, son of E. J. Willis, a cut-rate

supply dealer located at 85 Chambers street.

Palmer Turns from Cars to Chassis.

The Palmer Motor Car Co.. which re

cently succeeded the Suburban Motor Car

Co. in Ecorse, Mich. and of which R. A.

Palmer has become the general manager,

has abandoned the original intention to

manufacture cars. Instead it will produce

complete chassis for the trade.

EXODUS FROM U. S. MOTOR

AS NEW REGIME APPROACHES

Maxwell, Reeves and Many Others

Follow Briscoe—Two Factories

Closed and Columbia Car To

Be Discontinued.

Making way for the new regime, and for

removal of the headquarters from New

York to Detroit, the exodus from the Unit

erl States Motor Co. is now in progress.

In fact, it is so well advanced that the in

terior of the big building on \Vest 61st

street almost suggests that it had been

swept by a cyclone; vacant offices and va

cant desks on every side.

Best known and most prominent of those

who have taken or will take themselves

elsewhere is Alfred Reeves, one of the vice

presidents and general sales manager of the

company. He was practically a protege and

one of the closest friends of Benjamin Bris

coe, former president of the United States

Motor Co., and although it was diplomat

ically stated that he would remain in the

service, the statement was accepted with

more than a grain of salt. It was fairly

well known that he would follow the out

going footsteps of his former chief. but

until Monday last it was not known in

what direction he would go. The direction

of his going is one of the surprises of the

situation.

He has acquired a substantial interest in

the Hartford Suspension Co.. of Jersey City,

of which he has been elected vice-president

and general manager. He will assume his

new duties early next month. and with the

greatly enlarged scope of the Hartford

company—which now includes shock ab—

sorbers and electric starting and lighting

systems—for the exclusive production of

which an eight-story steel and cement fac

tory has been built—bumpers, jacks and

spark plugs—there will be no lack of room

for the display of Reeves's talents and the

exercise of that geniality for which he is

famed.

Reeves’s duties as general sales manager

of the United States Motor Co. will be as

sumed by E. H. Brandt, one of the district

managers.

Others who have taken their departure

are I. D. Maxwell, one of the vice-presi

dents and the designer of the car which

bears his name; A. R. Gormully. general

purchasing agent; C. E. Reddig. chief en

gineer; George T. Hanchett, consulting

engineer; Berry Rockwell, advertising man

ager, and M. H. Newton. head of the pub

licity department. Temporarily, Gormully

has engaged with the Steinbock Engineer

ing Co.. and Reddig has become chief en
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gineer of the Timken-Detroit Axle Co..

but the others have not yet placed themsel

ves. ‘

As a matter of fact, the sales, advertising,

designing and engineering departments at

the L'nited States Motor headquarters have

been practically wiped out; but as Walter

E. Flanders, who is acting as manager for

the receivers and who will assume the presi

dency and general management next month

when the receivership is terminated, already

has a large and extensive stafi in his own

establishment in Detroit, the vacancies will

be quickly filled. J. \N. Wellington. one of

the United States Motors' vice-presidents.

is among the few who will go to Detroit.

He is to become assistant to As~istant Gen

eral Manager McGuire. ‘

The remains of the United States Motor

sales staff was addressed one day this week

by E. Leroy Pelletier, Flanders's publicity

manager and right-hand man. who, among

other things, blandly said to the assembled

salesmen: “We want you to forget the past,

because the old company was a failure and

the name Flanders never has been asso

ciated with failure.”

The formality of offering for sale certain

stocks and all of the properties of the sub—

sidiaries of the United States Motor Co.

were performed this week when bids were

advertised for. They will be opened on

'January 8th, at 11 o’clock A. M., in the

United States Court in New York City. It

is highly improbable, however, that there

will be more than one bid to open—the

one tendered by the reorganizers of the

company.

Meanwhile, the manager for the receivers

already has closed the Providence Engi

neering Works in Providence. R. I., and the

Maxwell-Briscoe branch factory in Auburn,

R. I. Most of the machinery of both plants

will be shipped to the United States Mo

tor factory in New Castle. Ind.

Among other things that are practically

settled is the discontinuance of the Colum

bia car and the utilization of the Columbia

factory in Hartford for the manufacture

of parts for such of the cars as will be con

tinued.

In the meantime, however, the minority

stockholders of the Columbia company have

not lost all hope of preventing the sale of

that property, at least. Although Judge

Hough, in the Federal court, declined to

permit them to intervene, or interfere with

the reorganization proceedings, they have

appealed from his decision and the appeal

will be heard on Monday next. They main

tain that the Columbia company is solvent.

The United States Motor reorganizers,

however. appear no more worried by this

suit than by the bankruptcy action filed in

Nt w Jersey. and are going ahead with their

plans a-I if all wa~ serene.

TEABOLDT-METZGER AGENCY

TROUBLE STILL IN COURT

Dispute of Long Standing Now Nears

Trial—Exchange of Advertising

for Cars Is Basis of One

Point At Issue.

An echo of the days when C. R. Teaboldt

& Co. was the representative of the Metz

ger Motor Car Co. of Detroit and sold

Everitt cars in _the Metropolitan district,

was awakened by a case which was this

week placed on the calendar of the Supreme

Court for New York County and wherein

the Teaboldt firm lays claim to $14,520 be

cause of alleged faults on the part of the

Detroit company. The case was filed Oc

tober 21, 1911. and a delayed notice of trial

was filed this week, which bring~ the action

near to trial.

iotli Teaboldt & Co. and the Mctzger

company—the former is out of business and

Flanders

Motor (Io—agree that a dealership contract

the latter recently became the

was entered into February lo. l‘)ll. where

by the former \\'Il> to represent the latter,

the Metzszer company claimingIr the contract

was to expire July 1, 1911. Teaboldt 8: C0.

that the Metzger com

pany refused to deliver cars for which 111

orders had been booked. and terminated

business relations August 29. 1011, thereby

assert, however.

damaging Teaboldt & Co. in the amount of

$14,520.

The Metzger story is that the Teaboldt

company was more or less short of money,

that the contract expired July 1, when the

agency was transferred to a company of

sounder financial condition; the allegation

is made that Teaboldt & Co. was disgrunt

led because it was_not allowed to continue

the contract for another year and expressed

its feelings through the suit. Counterelaims

are entered by the defense for cars and

parts valued at $4,179.44. unpaid for. and

for a balance of $3,902.83 due the company

on advertising deals.

In regard to the latter claim, the defend—

ant states that Teaboldt & Co. was author

ized to sell cars to publications. part of the

price to be in cash and the remainder in

advertising space to “advertise generally

the automobiles manufactured by the de

fendant." The dealer is said to have sold

cars in this manner to the Review, the

Globe. the Tribune and the Medical Jour

nal, of New York. and to have used space

to the value of $1726.71, but the Metzger

company alleges that there is yet unused

space to the value of $3902.83, but that the

contracts are so worded that the space is

the property of Teaboldt & Co. and that

they have refused to transfer the space to

the Metzger company. Teaboldt himself

is now connected with the Packard branch

in Chicago.

 

Northway Acquires Ohio Car Factory.

No other bids having been tendered. the

receiver for the Ohio Motor Car Co., of

Cincinnati, whose plant is at Carthage, 4)..

has sold the property to Ralph E. North

way of Wyoming, 0.. William Pabodie of

Hartwell, 0., \V. D. Furste and E. F.

Deckebach. of Cincinnati and F. \V. Enslow,

a Huntington (\V. \-'a.) barber, who consti

tute the Northway Motor Car Co., which

recently was incorporated under the laws

of \Vest Virginia with an authorized capi

tal of $600,000.

Northway, who previously was identified

with the gas engine trade in Michigan, is

president of the new company, and Furste

is vice-president. They will continue the

production of Ohio cars, but will devote

the larger part of their energies to the man

ufacture of motors for the trade at large.

The Northway purchase includes about 10

acres of land. of which about three acres

are under roof. The purchase price was

$o5.00(). $25 000 of which was represented by

fl mortgage.

Bankruptcy Finish of Singed Lion.

On Saturday last. 7th inst., Charles L.

Robertson, of Adrian, was appointed re

ceiver for the Lion Motor Car Co. of that

city. The receivership grew out of the pe

tion in bankruptcy filed by the Hess Spring

& Axle Co. of Canton, 0., the Frost Gear

& Machine Co. of Jackson, Mich., and

Moreland Bros. & Crane of Adrian. The

liabilities of the company are $108,894 and

its assets $105,546.

As it was fairly well known that the Lion

company intended to discontinue business,

as was stated in Motor \Vorld of Nevem

ber 26th, its formal failure is in no sense a

surprise. Its plant practically de

stroyed by a disastrous fire which occurred

on June 2nd last, and although preparations

were made to continue manufacturing oper

ations. the company, despite its best laid

plans. failed utterly to recover from the

effects of the conflagration.

“'3 5

Changes in Carterear Organization.

Succeeding J. J. Hartley, who has been

transferred to Philadelphia, A. C. Leverton,

formerly with the Brush Runabout Co. of

Detroit, has been appointed general man—

ager for the Carterear Co. of Pontiac. A.

Lehr and \V. D. Block also have joined the

Carterear staff, the former as the purchas

ing agent and the latter as comptroller.

Previously. Lehr was associated with the

Studebaker Corporation and Block with the

General Motors Co., of which. in fact. the

Carterear property is a part.
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Detroit, Miclr—Detroit Motor & Machine

. under Michigan laws; authorized cap5O:3

. $150000; to manufacture motors. Cor

porators—Hal M. Smith, Jay Hayes. Frank

.\1. Blair.

Chicago. Ill—Petro-Haul Mfg. Co.. under

authorized capital. 5150.000;

to manufacture gas engines and tractors.

lit-rm'm. H. Plocg. E. E.

Illinois laws;

Curporators—H.

Schmuck.

Auto

authorized

Cor

Edward

I‘uyallup. \\".i~h.—-—l’icrce County

CO.,

capital. $3.000: to deal in motor cars.

\Yilliatns. J.

under \\'ashington laws:

porators—Alva J.

Shrewsbury.

Bend,

Indiana

Ind—Hoke

authorized

Co.,

capital,

Corpora

Chambers.

South Tractor

under laws;

850.000:

tors—John 1.

Lynn 1. Hoke.

Ill—Lakeside Motor Truck

Transportation Co.. under Illinois laws; au

to manufacture tractors.

Hoke. Oscar C.

Chicago.

thorizcd capital. $25,000; to operate a mo

tor delivery. Corporators—B. l’. Dunlap.

Ii. \V. Macavoy.

Jersey City. N. J. Co..

under New Jersey laws; authorized capital.

8100.000; to deal in motor car supplies.

Corporators—J. A. Dui’fy, \V. C. Marley.

M. E. Thornton.

Millar Supply
 

Chicago. Ill.--—Storm Shield Mfg. Co..~

under Illinois laws; authorized capital,

$100000; to manufacture motor car acces

sories. Corporators—R. \\'ighton. L. E.

Street. N. P. Street.

\Yilmington. Dcl.---Light

Car Co.. under Delaware laws;

Commercial

authorized

capital. $100000; to manufacture motor

cars. Corporators—H. E. Latter. \\'. J.

Maloney. N. P. Cotiin.

Philadelphia. Pa.—Auto Safety Signal

Lamp Co.. under Delaware laws; author

ized capital. $100,000; to manufacture motor

car accessories. Corporators—L. Abeles.

J. J. Drew. J. G. Gray.

Dover. Del.—American National Motor

bus Co., under Delaware laws: authorized

capital. $1,000,000; to manufacture motor

vehicles. Corporators—C. A. Clark, S. I..

Conklin. J. A. Satterfir-ld.

Cleveland, Ohio — Marvel

Supply Co.. under Ohio laws;

capital. $5.000; to deal in motor car sup

plies. Corporators—J. B. Rosenstein. Sam

uel 1. Rose, M. L. Fonts.

Automobile

authorized
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Buffalo, N. Y.—limpire Radiator Co., Inc.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$1,000,000; '

tors. Corporators—lidward 11. Green. \\'in.

S. \\'ick.~, Charles J. Ellis.

Akron. Ohio—Motor Starting Co.. under

Ohio laws;

to manufacttre motor car radia

authorized capital. $25,000; to

manufacture engine starters. (‘orporators

—H. A. \Yoods. H. Paul. A. M. Tschantz,

E. \\'. l’aul. C. L. Dinsmorc.

Niagara Falls. N. Y.—Niagara Motor Car

Corp., under New York law's; authorized

capital. $10,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

poratiH's—Charles li. Cromley. Donald M.

Hepburn. Louise S. Hepburn.

\Yaco.

under

Tera—“faco Auto Supply Co.,

Texas laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to deal in motor car supplies. Cor

porators—\\'. H. .\lontz. \\'aco; H. B._Lync

and James Harrison. Fort \\'ortli.

Amsterdam. N. Y.-—John E. Larrabee Co.,

lnc.. under New York laws; authorized cap

ital. $100,000; Cor

porators—Louisc L. Larrabee. \V. \Yarner

to deal in motor cars.

Leavenworth, Katherine L. Larrabce.

Ohio—Bedford Supply Co..

under Ohio laws; authorized capital. SID.

000; to deal in motor car supplies. Cox-

porators—F. B. Senter, F. H. Calvert, Geo.

‘~\'. Shaw. N. C. Boyd, A. B. Condon.

l]1.——Electric Vehicle Mainte

Illinois

lcdford.

Chicago.

nance Co.. under

ized capital. $2,500; to repair electric mo

tor vchicles. Corporators—\-\'m. Knob

locli. \\'m. C. Russell, H. A. Tarantores.

San Francisco, Cad—Acme Rubber Co..

laws; author

undcr California laws; authorized capital.

$l00.000; goods.

Corporators—L. Seidenberg, G. M. Davis,

\\'. S. Baker, J. C. Montgomery. F. Kenrick.

Cincinnati. Ohio—Citizens Auto' Service

Co.. under Ohio laws; authorized capital.

$7.000; to operate a taxicab service. Cor,

porators—W'm. M. Davis. Frank \Y. Kelley.

Louis J. Hoppe. A. Putnam. J. Louis Koch].

to manufacture rubber

Indianapolis. lnd.—New-Miller Carburet

ter Co.. under Indiana laws; authorized cap

ital. $200000; to manufacture carburetters.

Corporators—F. O. Fa.rbanks, R. M. Fair»

banks. 1.. II. Calvin. Oscar L. Snyder. N. M.

Doyle.

Aberdeen. S0. Dak.—-Aberdeen Automo

& Supply Co.. under South Dakota

laws; authorized capital, $25,000: to deal

in motor cars and supplies. Corporators—

bile
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G. M. \Yorthington. C. l). \\'orthington, M.

J. Kidd.

Indianapolis, Ind—Auto Lamp 8; Num

ber Co.. under Indiana laws; authorized cap

ital. $3.000; to manufacture accessories. Cor

Griftin, A. 1’. Conklin.

R. H. Bruce. \\'illiam F. Johnson. George

L. .\laas.

Columbus, ()hio — Bracken-Stanton CO..

poi-ators—Ransom

under Ohio laws; authorized capital. $5.000;

Corporators—

\\'in. Franklin Bracken. Mary E.

to deal in motor cars, etc.

Stauton.

Leo A. Stautou. May Bracken. Thomas M.

Curtain.

Cleveland. Ohio—Dayton Airless Tire

Co..

capital. 810.000; to deal in motor car tires.

Cor1.>oi'at<)rs—\\"illiam A. Carey. H. Kre

joi. F. M. Chandler, Ralph \\'._ Edwards.

M. Otter.

New York. N. \'.—Flex-O_Fill Core c...

under New York laws; authorized capital.

$50000: to manufacture tire tiller. Corpora

tors—Guy-Osborn, 1493 Broadway: I.. Mc

Cready. 50 Church street; F. H. Crooks.

Newark. N. J.

Elmhurst, N. Y.—Elmhurst Garage. Inc..

Sales under Ohio laws; authorized

under New York laws; authorized capital.

$5.000; to operate a garage. Corporators—

T. G. Smith, 26 Clermont avenue: P. J.

Testen. Millie Testan, 2123 Troy avenue.

Brooklyn. N. Y.

New York. N. Y.—Gilbert-Fu1ton Corpo

ration. under New York laws; authorized

capital. $1.000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Gcorge J. Gilbert, Otto Gilbert.

both of 556 \Vcst l8lst street; Donald J.

Fulton, 111 \Vest 64th street.

New York. N. Y.—Bradhurst Garage Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital.

$5.000; to operate a garage. Corporators—

George Glynn. 106 \Vest 116th street;

Jerome C. Jackson, 20 \Nest 71st street;

Paul R. Gordon. 149 Broadway.

New York. N. Y.—Rector Engine Corp.

under New York laws; authorized capital.

8150.000; to manufacture motors. Corpora

tors—Edward Gore, 262 W'est 136th street:

\\'illiam Magowan, 250 \Vest 154th street:

Samuel C. Yeaton, 324 16th street. Brook

lyn. N. Y. '

New York. N. Y.—Motor Hauling Cor

poration, under New York laws; authorized

capital. 85.000; to operate a.motor delivery.

Corporators—\Yilliam G. McGrath. 08
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William street; Mathiew ll. Sentner, 5.2

\\‘all street; Samuel B. Kerr, 261 \Vest

112th street. ‘

New York, N. Y.—Auto Exchange &

Equipment Co., under New York laws. with

$1.000 capital; to deal in motor cars and

equipment. Corporators—Harry Lanter

bach, Idella Lauterbach, 1564 East 14th

street, Brooklyn; Charles A. Spencer, 430

\\'est 116th street.

New York, N. Y.—Kells Motor Radiator

Corporation, under New York laws; au

thorized capital, $650,000; to manufacture

mot0r car radiators. Corporators—Henry

A. Bingham, 32 Nassau street; Alexander

F. Garbe. 400 East l4lst street; Cornelius

A. Cole. Hackensack, N. J.

New York, Y.--American Commer

Truck, Inc.. under New York laws; author

ized capital, $10,000; to manufacture and

deal in motor trucks. Corporators—Ray

mond C. Thompson,- 255 West 72nd street;

Julius Kahn, 38 Union Square; Edward C.

O. Thomas, {153 West 155th street.

New York, N. Y.—-Universal Auto Ap

pliance & Construction Co., under New

York laws; authorized capital, $5,000; ‘to

manufacture motors, etc. Corporators —

Frederick W. Darnstaedt, 535 \Vest 162nd

street; Moise J. Leclcrc, 612 West 184th

street; Henry B. Tucker, Mount Vernon,

N. Y.

Changes of Capitalization.

St. Paul, Minn—Electric Mfg. Co. from

$10,000 to $60,000.

Toledo. Ohio.-—McNaull Auto Tire Co.

from $50,000 to $75,000.

Springfield. Ohio—Victor

from $69,000 to $150,000.

Detroit, Mich—Van Blerck Motor Co.

from $10,000 to $100,000.

New Britain, Conn.—Fafnir Bearing Co.,

from $100,000 to $200,000.

Monticello, Ind—Clifford Automobile

Co. from $15,000 to $30,000.

Rubber Co.

Recent Losses by Fire.

West Oakmont, Pa.—J0hn T. Anderson.

garage damaged. Loss, $8,000.

Baltimore, Md.—Entt-rprise Fuel Co.. Oak

.strcct, garage and several cars damaged.

Loss. $20.000.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Kensingt0n Motor Car

Co.. 1739 North Front street, garage dam

aged and eleven cars destroyed. Loss. $20,

non.

Change of Corporate Names.

\kron. ()hio—ldeal Commercial Car Co.

to Akron Motor Car 8: Truck Co.

Dayton, Ohio—Heathman-Holliday Mo

'--r Co to Frank B. Heathman Motor Co.

SECOND PREFERRED 0F U. S.

RUBBER IS TO BE RETIRED

Four Shares To Be Exchanged for

Three of First Preferred—Prelimi

nary to Taking Over of Rub

ber Goods Company.

Carrying out the orders of the stockhold

ers given at a meeting held last May. the

directors of the United States Rubber Co.

on Thursday, 5th inst., authorized the re

tirement of its second preferred stock. The

retirement will be effected by the exchange

of three shares of first preferred for four

shares of second preferred.

It also was decided to offer to outside

holders of Rubber Goods Co. preferred

stock amounting to $2,413,900, with the

privilege of exchanging their stock for the

preferred shares of the United States Rub

ber Co.

According to one who is versed in the

affairs of the financial district, it seems like

ly that at the outside close to 85 or 90 per

cent. of second preferred shareholders will

accept the ofier of exchange.

“There is no reason why they should not

do so,” says this \\"all street authority.

“Their income will remain unchanged, as

the first preferred pays 8 per cent. and the

second but 6 per cent. The principal argu

ment for the change is that they get a. prior

security, one of a much larger total, and

therefore with a much

stable market.

“In making an offer of ptr for par of

United States Rubber preferred for Rubber

Goods preferred, the Rubber company has

in mind the ultimate carrying through of

plans making it possible, if ever the feas

ible moment arrives. of a consolidation into

itself of the Rubber Goods Co. By accept

ing the offer, Rubber Goods minority pre—

ferred shareholders will get 8 per cent. in

dividends in place of the present 7 per

wider and more

cent.

“The feature of the new financing plans

which is perhaps least understood is the

proposed doubling of the capital stock of

the General Rubber Co. by an

front $5,000,000 to $10,000,000.

“This increase in capitalization is taken

to provide funds for development of the

big Sumatra and Ceylon rubber plantation.

General Rubber Co. is the crude rubber end,

and it owns and is directly concerned in this

increase

Far Eastern development. As all stock of

General Rubber Co. is owned by United

States Rubber and Rubber Goods Co.. any

i~snance of the $5,000,000 new stock by Gen

eral Rubber will involve no public financ

ing."

.-\s is quite generallv known. the Rubber

Goods and United States Tire companies

are subsidiaries of the'United States Rubber

corporation.

Willys-Overland Stocks Open Strong.

Placed on the mark:t for the first time

on Monday last, W’illys-Ove' land common

stock opened on the New York curb at 69

71 The preferrt'd is held at l00, which is

the price set by the banking syndicate

which engineered the refinancing of the

\Villys-Overland Co. The quotations are

unusual, in that only one other 7 per cent.

preferred stock of an alll’Ot"-1bi1t3 concern

sells at par or better. The exception is the

Packard Motor Car Co. preferred, selling

for about 105. Overland common at 71

compares with General Motors at 38%,

Studebaker at 43, United States Motor at

l/fi. and Packard at 205.

Bruns and Victor Companies Settle Dispute

Differences which arose between the

Bruns Auto Co., of Brooklyn, and the Vic

tor Motor Truck Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., re

garding a dealership were settled last week

when an action instituted about a year ago

in the Supreme Court for Kings county

was discontinued. The Bruns claim was

that it paid deposits of about $1,100 on con

tracts for trucks and that, following a dis

agreement pf Victor affairs in New York

City, the trucks ordered were not forthcom

ing and the deposits were not returned.

Ford Assets Now Exceed $20,000,000.

According to a statement of its condition

made public early this week, the total assets

of the Ford Motor Co., of Detroit, amount

to $20,430.000. an increase of $7,833,000 dur

v ingr the year. The real estate and buildings

are valued at $4,266,000. an increase of $2,

655.000. The increase in the floating indebt

edness amounted to $426,000, but, on the

other hand, accounts payable were de

creased $500.000. The increase in the sur

plus for the year amounted to $6,910,000.

Republic Rubber Advances Two Workers.

To fill the vacancy caused by the death

of L. J. Lomasney, L. '1'. Petersen has been

elected first vice-president of the Republic

Rubber Co. of Youngstown, 0. John H.

Kelly. sales manager, was chosen second

vice-president, which office previously was

occupied by Petersen. At the same meeting

of the Republic directors, A. H. Harris was

added to the board.

Grossman Sails to "Do" Europe.

Emil Grossman, president of the Emil

Grossman Co.. New York, is' among those

who sailed to attend the Paris show. Before

his return he will visit also the leading an

tomobile and accessory manufacturers on

the Continent.
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C. G. Lemley and C. F. W'right have se

cured permission to build a garage in Port

land, Ore., 0n 23d street; it will cost $15,000.

\Y. R. Derrick, a horse livery operator in

\‘allejo, Cal., is to enter the automobile

trade; he is about to build a garage ad

joining his stables on Capitol street.

Merritt J. Osborn, a dealer in St. Paul,

Minn, has purchased a site on 6th street

and will erect a new building; the estimated

cost is $55,000. He handles the White line.

Merritt Osborne, Detroit electric and

\\'hite distributer in St. Paul, has opened a

garage in Minneapolis on what is known as

the “Hill.” It is his third garage in that

city.

The Forest Street Garage has opened up

in Gloversville. N. Y., under the manage

ment of Joseph Maurie; Regal, Metz and

Inter-State cars and Gramm trucks are car

ried.

B. \V. Rowe of Orlando, Fla., has pur

chased an interest in the Sanford (Fla.) Ma

chine & Garage C0. He will remove to the

latter town and engage actively in the busi

ness.

Clarence Smith has bought a half interest

in the automobile and repair business of \\'.

P. Ruth. in Downs, Kan. It is proposed to

enlarge the plant and improve the equip

ment.

C. J. Benham and \V. H. Pierce have en

tered the trade in St. Paul, Minn., with

quarters at 352 Minnesota street; they will

carry Nassau tires and will handle the Car

tcrcar.

C. E. and Leon \Villiamson, B. F. Gil

man and Homer Marsh are about to build

a garage. 45 x 100 feet, in Tecumseh, Mich.

They will operate under the style Tecumseh

Garage. _

The Fashion Automobile Station, at 4610

Cottage Grove avenue, Chicago, is about to

erect a garage on Slst street; it will have

a capacity for 450 cars. Harry Salvat is

manager.

The G. \V. Hawkins Automobile Co.. of

Houston, Tex., is. having new quarters

erected at Dallas avenue and Main street;

it will be ready for occupancy before the

end of the year.

The Kansas City (Mo) Automobile 8*.

Supply Co.. of 1504~ Grand avenue. has pur

chased land near 18th street and will erect

filllllllllllllllllllllllll|Illllllfillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll|IllIlllllllllllll||lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

a building for its occupancy; the cost is

estimated at $40,000.

B. D. Spinney, J. Stuart Bertram and Geo.

Routh have entered the trade in Jackson

ville. Fla, at 905-907 Main street; Spinney

and Bertram have been connected with the

business for more than 10 years.

\Vith capital of $25,000, a garage company

has been formed in Barnesville, Minn. The

incorporators are E. Leonhardt, G. J.

Dahm, G. W. Seefeldt, J. H. Fisch, J. A.

Cramer and J. H. Boltz, all of Barnesville.

Curtis, Gray 8: Reilly have entered the

trade in New Hampton, la. The members

of the firm are J. L. Curtis, Charles Gray

and Frank and Charles Reilly; a salesroom

and garage, 35 x 100 feet, are being erected.

Carl Ayers has sold his interests in the

firm of Ayers & Philfer, in Horton, Kan.

to his former partner, \Villard Phiffcr, who

has admitted Theodore Schecher to partner

ship. The new firm has secured the Stude—

baker agency.

Undcr the style Private Garage Service

Co. a somewhat novel business has been

established in Chicago, at 556 East 40th

street; the company will cater only to

those car owners who keep their automo

biles in private garages.

Two stories are being added to the build

ing at 915-917 East Pike street, Seattle,

\\'ash., occupied by the M. S. Brigham M0

tor Car Co. The company handles Cadillac

cars. \thn completed the building will

contain 18.000 square feet of floors.

The Capitol Auto Co., of Springfield, 111.,

whose building was recently destroyed by

fire, plans to secure temporary headquar

ters on \\'ashmgton street, near First, and

later to rebuild on the site of the burned

structure; J. Stuart Allen is manager.

Ath Equipment 81. Supply Co. is the style

of a new enterprise in Grand Rapids, Mich.

A downtown location is being sought; the

officers are: President and manager, E. R.

Corbin; vice~prcsident, Leon \'. Under

wood; secretary and treasurer, C. \V. Dar

rah.

B. H. Coleman of \Varren Center. Pa.,

has purchaSed the interest of J. T. Corbin

in the Athena Motor Co.. of Athens. in the

same State; Leo Segar, the other mem

ber of the firm. will continue the business

with Coleman.

tained.

The old style will be re-'
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The S. & L. Machine Repair Co. in Cleve

land, O., has been succeeded by the South

side Garage; S. M. Slansky and J. M. Sil

ler, who also are proprietors of a supply

store at 25th street and Clark avenue. will

continue the garage business at 3114 \Vest

32d street.

Frank C. Smith, for a number of years

connected with the John \Viddicomb Co., of

Grand Rapids, Mich., a furniture concern,

has entered the automobile trade; he has

secured the agency in his city for Detroit

electrics and has his salesrooms with the

Becker Auto Co.

E. J. Bartlett, formerly sales manager

for the Stutz Motor Car Co., of Hartford,

Conn., has been made Stutz dealer in the

counties of New Haven. New London and

Middlesex; the style will be Stutz Motor

Car Co. of New Haven, the business being

located in the latter city.

Merritt J. Osborn of St. Paul, Minn., has

' purchased a site, 91 feet on 3d street and

150 feet on College avenue, and will erect

thereon a two-story garage; when com

pleted it is said it will be the. largest garage

in the Northwest. Merritt handles \\'hite

gas cars and Detroit electrics.

T. C. Pctcrman of Perry, 121., and L. E.

Mason of Lolirville, in the same State, are

building a garage in Slater. also an Iowa

town; they will occupy it in the spring and.

besides conducting a garage, will deal in

several lines of cars. Peterman now is a

dispatcher on the C., M. & St. P. R. R.

Bishop & Loper, who just have taken the

Abbott-Detroit agency, are erecting a new

unit tile garage. 60 x 100 feet, in Port Jef

ferson. Long Island, N. Y., which will be

ready for occupancy about January 1. The

firm also owns the Ardencraig Garage in

Port Jefferson, which will be continued.

The Ardery-Holliday Motor Car Co., of

St. Joseph, Mo.. has completed a garage and

salesrooms, 75 feet on 8th street and 85

feet on Sylvanie street; the first floor is

devoted to sales and' live storage and the

second floor to dead storage. the machine

shop and supplies. Hudson and Marathon

cas are stocked.

I’atchoguc Garage C0. is thestyle chosen

by Harry Lawrence. Jr.. and J. A. _Udall. Jr.,

for a new agency and garage business in

that Long Island town; they will handle
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illc Abbott-Detroit and Jackson lines. Their

building, which is new, is 50 x 100 feet,

with a wing containing a machine shop, and

is of unit tile constrcution.

llansen-Thuesen Automobile Co. of Fres

no is the style of a new California company

which will operate in Fresno and San Fran

it has the agency for the Norwalk

car. Hansen will have charge in Fresno

and Thuesen will conduct the company's

affairs in San Francisco; at present the

latter is located in the Jackson headquar

ters in Golden Gate avenue.

cisco;

Changes Among Prominent Tradesmen.

1‘. F. Steinhauer has been appointed

sales manager of the Colby Motor Car Co.

of Mason City, la. Previously he was an

Abbott-Detroit traveling representative.

Gerald Fitzgerald. assistant manager 0‘7

the Remy Electric Co.'s branch in Chicago.

has been promoted to the management of

the branch which the company is opening

in Minneapolis. new

duties on January lst.

He will assume his

Ralph Murphy has been appointed man

ager of the. H. H. Franklin Mfg. CoI’s ser

vice department in Syracuse, N. Y., suc

ceeding J. F. Troutman, resigned. Before

taking up his new duties Murphy was chief

of the Franklin inspection department.

Everitt S. Benson, who has been assistant

eastern district manager of the United

States Tire Co. since its organization, has

resigned that office. His plans for the fu

ture have not yet matured. Benson is a

veteran tire man, having at one time been

secretary of the Hartford Rubber \Vorks

Co. and later treasurer of the G & J Tire

Co.

Claude M. Nankivel, 17 State street, New

York City, has been appointed foreign dis

tributor for Stewart trucks, made by the

Stewart Motor Corporation of Buffalo. N.

Y. He will handle the sale of those vehi

cles in Europe. Australia, New Zealand,

South Africa and South America. Nankivel

is no stranger to export work, having had

ripe experience not only in the automobile

business, but with others.

A. J. Fisk, at one time general manager

of the \Nitherbee Storage Battery Co. and

at present serving as western sales man

ager of A. R. Mosler & Co., has resigned

the latter connection to become identified

with the \Vard Leonard Electric Co. of

Brouxville. N. Y. Fay Morton Henkel. for

four years eastern manager of the Remy

Electric Co., also has become attached to

the \\'ard Leonard Company. Both Fisk and

Heukel will serve in the sales department.

Minor Business Troubles.

The Central Tire Supply Co., of 3340

liro'tdway, New York City, has filed Sched

ules in bankruptcy i nthe Federal court;

the liabilities are $3,208 and the asstts

$1,206, consisting 'of stock, $200; accou its,

$818; otiice furniture, $100, and cash, $88.

Herbert C. Crane. general manager of the.

Seek Auto Co., which operates a garage at

5140 Lake avenue, Chicago, has pet tiouet'

for the appointment of a receiver; th: peti

tiou is directed against J. Harry Se k. Ii

D. Green and E. \\'. Mick, the other stv-e‘t~

holders.

The Tire Core Co. of America. New York

the Eastern distributer of Dahl tire tiller,

located at 240 \\'cst 59th street, New York

City, tiled its schedules in bankruptcy this

week. The assets amount to $3.304 and t‘t).t

sist of one car, $050; machinery, $323; of

fice furniture, $202: accounts. $2,010; cash.

$113. It also has a claim of $20,000 again".

the Dahl Min

neapolis, Minn. the value of which is prob

lematical. The liabilities are $8,240.

l'unctureless Tire Co.. of

Klaxon-“League” Appeal is Argued.

Argument was

United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Second Circuit, in New York City. in

the appeal of the Lovell-McConnell Mfg.

Co., of Newark. N. J., against the Interna

tional Automobile League, of Buffalo. N. Y.,

growing out of the efforts of the former to

prevent the Buffalo house selling, advertis

heard this week in the

ing or in any other way handling the Klax

on horns. The suit charges infri gcment of

the Klaxon patents Nos. 923,048, 923,049

and 923,122.

In the United States District Court in

Buffalo the Lovell-McConnell company was

granted an injunction restraining the

League from cutting the Klaxon prices, and

the plaintiff asked that the injunction be

made more extensive so as to restrain the

League from handling the horns; this the

court denied and an appeal was taken.

In the argumentin the higher court this

week the recent Dick mimeograph decision

of the United States Supreme Court, which

held that.a patentce might specify what

materials should be used with his invention,

was cited as upholding the conditional li

cense plan under'which the Lovell-McCon

nell products are sold and which permits

the company to declare “objectionable” any

one who does not adhere to its terms.

Purchaser Fails to Recover Deposit.

If a man makes a deposit on a motor

truck for ’uture delivery and before the

delivery date decides that. he does 'no; need

the vehicle. he may do well to study the

case of Alexander Bing vs. Garland A'uto

mobile Co.. which was decided in favor of

the defendant this week in the New York

Cltj' cturt 'lhe Garl'tnr' ct 'npany. ‘vhici'

vepre-“ents the \Uin truck. clains me whole

action was caused Ittcause Ping. who is air

art otanut'actuwr, changed his mind abou:

the purchase andadopted a pc‘ uli'u' means

for getting his money back According to

the termination of the court action, he will

not get it back.

The order for me truck was placed With

March 10. 1912, as the delivery date;

$300 was the deposit. March 26, the Gar

land company claims, Bing asked to have

the delivery date postponed. and April 26

a letter was written to Bing asking him

when he would take his truck. The next

afternoon at 5 o'clock, it is stated, he ap

peared at the Garland company's place of

business with an attorney and demanded

his truck. He was told it could not be got

ten out of the garage for him that night,

but that he might have it the next day.

Bing therefore set up a claim that he had

been refused his truck and asked for his

money back.

Hollister Trucks with Hydraulic Clutch.

Composed largely of former members of

the Remington Standard Motor Co., which.

as was told last week in Motor \\'orld, got

itself into difficulties with its licensor. the

Matin Drive Co.. and which is going out

of business, the Hollister Standard Motor

Co. has been incorporated under New York

laws with $675,000 capital. Adolph Bausch

is president and treasurer of the new com

pany and Learned White is secretary. Al

though both of these men were intimately

connected with the Remington company,

as were \N. H. Langford. H. H. Sivier, B.

F. Yoakum. Emerson Brooks, P. E. Rem

ington, George A. Grounds and David H.

Lyons, all of whom are directors in the new

company, no attempt will be made to em

ploy the Manly drive transmission about

which the Remington truck was built. In

stead, the new company is preparing to

bring out two entirely different commercial

vehicles, rated at three and five tons’ ca

pacity. The use of hydraulic mechanism still

is adhered to in the new truck, however,

though it is not in the driving mechanism,

strictly speaking. It will employ a hy

draulic clutch. which is the invention of

C. P. Hollister. for whom the company is

partly named, but otherwise will be ortho

dox as regards its power plant and trans

mission elements. Already a factory, 300

x 75 feet. has been acquired in Farmingdale.

L. 1., N. Y., and active preparations are

being made to introduce the initial product

in the very near future.

Armstrong Doubling Output of Springs.

The J. B. Armstrong Co. of Flint. Mich.

which manufactures automobile springs.

has commenced the erection of two addi

tions to its plant—one 85 x 140 feet. the

other 35 x 100 feet. The new buildings will

double the Armstrong capacity.
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OUTPUT “FORECASTS” AND DEPOSIT SYSTEMS.

It is not often that trade organizations of such size or

importance take notice of such statements appearing in

print, but it has become known that the executive commit

tee of the National Association of Automobile Manufac

turers has deemed it wise to take cognizance of the exag

gerated estimate of the 1913 output compiled by an alleged

automobile trade journal, which was so proud of its work

that it mailed the figures to the daily press of the United

States. which largely reproduced them. In courteous terms,

the executive committee has suggested to the trade press

that publication of such inaccurate figures serves no good

purpose. Certainly, their wide circulation gave rise to a

great diversity of printed opinion, not all of which was

favorable to the automobile interests.

In its issue of November 21st. Motor World remarked

the ridiculously exaggerated statistics in question, which

would have it believed that the probable production during

1913 will be 627,000 cars, and stated that the figure was so

grossly inaccurate that it was astounding that any one

who even claimed to be in touch with the trade should

stand sponsor for it.

The action of the N. A. A. M. in diplomatically “deplor

ing” the dissemination of the “forecast.” should have a good

effect on the ready reckoners and cause them to temper

their endeavors with at least a semblance of common sense.

There is no doubt but that the 1913 output will be larger

than the production of 1912; even without being made ridic

 

ulous, it will be quite large enough for all practical pur—

poses, if, indeed, it does not prove too large.

In this respect, and exerting an influence which is not

always recognized, the deposit system which, while appar

ently an artificial development of the automobile industry,

and one that often has required defense, has proven in the

nature of a blessing in disguise. While it has not and can

not wholly prevent over-production, it has greatly reduced

the volume thereof and assisted to keep it within reason

able bounds. As one of the best known manufacturers, in a

public address, recently remarked, “the number of cars a

dealer can sell while in a manufacturer’s office is often quite

different from the number he actually can sell in his terri

tory.” The deposit system is a curb on such unbridled

enthusiasm, for not every dealer is ready or willing to back

his enthusiastic estimates with deposit money. Over-pro

duction is the bane of all industries, and anything which

tends to reduce or restrict the evil is a safety valve, the

value of which is not to be minimized or despised.

OPTIMISM AND RAINBOW CHASING.

Properly tempered, optimism is a glorious quality; it is

the sunshine of life. It promotes good cheer, dissipates the

blues, permits to be seen the silver lining behind the cloud

and generally inspires men to greater things. But nothing

has caused more grief than the loose and oft-expressed

sentiment of public speakers and public writers that who

ever is not an optimist is a pessimist, or a “knocker,” to

employ inelegant vernacular. It is belief of the sort that

induces fools to rush in where angels fear to tread.

There are degrees of optimism just as there are degrees

of pessimism. It is an admixture of both that achieves the

best results. When this state of mind obtains it permits

both sides of the picture to be seen; it permits a balance to

be struck and serves to steady both men and things. It is

unrestrained, or at least poorly tempered optimism that is

largely responsible for the succession of crashes that have

occurred in the automobile industry during the past three

months.

The discomfited individuals were long on optimism and

short on judgment. Their eyes were trained only for sun

shine. The fact that occasionally even the heavens grow

dark and that rain falls did not occur to them until too late,

or when rain fell they had thoughts and eyes only for the

glorious rainbows which follow, and at the foot of every

rainbow they discerned even more clearly the pot of gold

which is associated with childhood. They saw only millions

in the automobile industry. and, seeing nothing else, they

pursued rainbows and blew bubbles with the simple aban

don and unrestrained enthusiasm of childhood.

The child is a most glorious example of optimism. But

when children attain to man’s estate it is fitting and in the

nature of things that they temper their optimism and cease

to see castles in bubbles and pots of gold in rainbows. In

other words, the day of “rainbow chasing" in the automo

bile industry is nearly past. “Rainbow chasers“ may re

main but in the end they and their followers cannot but

come to grief. Men will continue to fool themselves but

it is not possible to fool all of the people all of the time.
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NEITHER AGE NOR CLOTHES

AN lNDllHR OF A BUYER

Attention to Poorly Clad or Youthful

May Reveal Customer—Dealers

Who Judged, One Right,

One Wrong.

 

“ 'Tis not the clothes that make the man,"

has been harped on for so many centuries

that some people really believe it. although

there are many who still are prone to cater

to creased trousers and patent leather

shoes. Likewise the old saw may be remod

eled for present usage and supplemented to

read, “’Tis neither clothes nor age that

make the individual a prospective buyer of

an automobile." Doubters of the veracity

of the revision might gain knowledge of its

truth by inquiry among any one of the first

half dozen automobile salesmen they en

counter, for it is a man of limited experi

ence indeed who has not had occasion to

test its truth.

New York City has two automobile men,

one of whom is thankful he did not become

cross on a recent occasion, while the other

regrets having made a false estimate of his

callers. One of these dealers had a large,

screaming, yellow touring car in his win

dow—in fact, he had had it in the window

for so long that he had despaired of sell-'

mg it.

The list price, which would acord him

a commission of $500, was $2,500. One after

noun a couple of young girls strolled into

the salesroom and asked what the dealer

wanted for the car. As he saw them ap

proaching they impressed him as what he

termed “a pair of broilers looking for a

ride."

But when asked, “How much do you want

for that car?" he carelessly answered, “Two

thousand dollars." supposing that mention

of. such an amount would put the girls to

rout.

He was on the verge of collapse when

one of the demurest of the maidens re

sponded, “All right. we'll take it.” And buy

it they did. The false estimate and care

less remark cost the dealer his commission

of $500.

Another dealer was tempted to shout

“Get out of here!" when two small but well

dressed boys walked into his store one

day and began to ask questions about a car.

The dealer decided to act with discretion,

and, although regarding it as

wasted time. answered to the best of his

ability the inquiries of the boys. The next

day he found what the “wasted time" was

“orth, when the two boys and a man

“alked in and. as the dealer approached

however.

them the buys cried. "There. papa, there's

the man who told us all about the car!"

Papa bought the car.

 
 

Little Known Featurea

of Well Known Cars

 
 

 
 

Of the very many things which can enter

into and make the driving of a car either a

pleasure or a task, according to conditions.

probably none is more assertive than the

location of the control elements, and it is

a fact that many cars which, praiseworthy

for other details, have received “black

eyes," so to speak, simply because the very

essential levers which have to do with the

manipulation of the machine were not con

veniently located. And realizing that what

 

  

BUFFALO ELECTRIC PEDAL CONTROL

is true for the gasolene cars also is appli

cable to the electric vehicle. the designers

of the Bui‘falo electric car have spared no

pains to place the 1nain control, which is, of

course, the lever operating the motor con

.troller, in a location where it can be moved

with the greatest of ease—by a simple de- .

pression of the foot. .

As is clearly'shown in the accompanying

sketch, the pedal which operates the rheo

stat is placed so as to be operatedlby the

right foot; the pedal on the left side oper

ates the brake. Provision is made for re

taining the pedal in any position on the are

without the necessity of holding the foot

on the pedal by the use of a dog engaging

with a rack on the quadrant; the dog can

be instantly released and the power cut 05

either by touching the button which passes

through the pedal with the tip of the toe, or

by applying the brake.

The Diamond Tire & Rubber Co. of Can

ton. 0.. has established a branch in Atlanta.

Ga.. at 221 Peachtree street. It is in charge

of H. C. Ross. who f0r the past several

years has represented the Diamond Rubber

Co. in the South.
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December

Salon.

7-22, Paris, France—Paris

January 2—10, New York, N. Y.—-Import

ers' salon in Hotel Astor.

January 4-11, Montreal, Cam—Annual

automobile show in the Drill Hall and

Armory. under the auspices of the Auto

mobile Club of Canada.

January 6-11, Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.'s exhibit in the Cen—

tral Armory.

January 11-18, New York, N. Y.—Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen—

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association’s

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.-—Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 21-26, Toledo, Ohio—Annual

show in the Exposition building under the

auspices of the Toledo Automobile Shows

Co.

January 25-February 1, Providence, R. I.

—Annual show of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association in the Provi

dence State Armory.

January 27-February 1, Ottawa, Can.

Annual show of the Ottawa Valley Motor

Car Association in Howick Hall.

January ."7-February l. Scranton, Pa.—

Third annual show of the Scranton Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association in the 13th

Regiment Armory.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers' Association’s

Show in the State Armory.

February 1-8, Chicago, Ill—National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only.

February 3-8, \Vashington. D. C.—\Vash

ington Automobile Show Co.'s exhibit in

Convention Hall.

February 8-15, Hartford, Conn—Sixth

annual show of the Hartford Automobile

Dealers' Association in the State Armory.

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.
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MAKING READY TO HANDLE

PARCEIS POST BUSINESS

Appropriation Made to Hire Automo

biles to Deliver Packages—The

Zone System: Rates and

Regulations.

\Vhatever may be the effect of the parcels

post system, which goes into effect on Jan

uary 1, upon the automobile and allied in

dustries, it is evident that motor vehicles

are expected to play an important part in

the operation of the plan, for an appropria

tion of half a million dollars has been set

aside by Postmaster General Hitchcock to

be used in part for renting automobiles to

transport the packages that will be handed

over to the Post Ofiice Department for de—

livery, commencing January 1st.

Chicago will receive the biggest part of

the appropriation,-its share being $15000;

New York, Boston and Philadelphia get

$10,000 each, Brooklyn $8,000, St. Louis

$5,000, Pittsburg $4,000, and Baltimore,

Clevelahd and San Francisco $2,500 each.

After these, the ten largest cities, come the

rest of the 1.600 postofficcs that enjoy the

benefits of city delivery, each receiving an

amount proportionate to its volume of busi

I’ostmasters are to be authorized to

employ as many temporary employcs as

may be necessary to take care of the addi

tional work involved in the handling of

packages mailed under the new system.

That the parcels post will be of benefit to

dealers in automobile parts, supplies and

accessories is indicated by the fact that any

package may be mailed that does not weigh

more than 11 pounds and that does not

measure more than 7.2 inches in combined

length and girth. For instance, a package

“C53.

measuring 10 inches. wide, 6 inches thick

and 40 inches long would be just within

the limit of size; or it might be long and

narrow—say 5 inches wide, 3 inches thick

and 56 inches long. Besides conforming to

the regulations as to weight and size, pack

ages must be mailed under the special

stamps to be provided for the purpose; no

others can be used. All sorts of farm prod

nets and manufactured articles will be mail

able. provided they are not of a character

injurious to persons handling the packages

or to other packages with which they may

come in contact, and provided, further, that

they are not perishable within the time ordi

narily required for their delivery. Books

are excluded. It is clear that there are

comparatively few articles, coming within

the specified limits. that cannot be mailed.

Automobile lamps, ignition apparatus. tools,

inner tubes, pumps. clothing. horns and a

thousand other things can be conveniently

and cheaply delivered to customers through

the agency of the Post Office Department.

As to the all-important matter of charges

for parcels post delivery, it is expected that

the greatest benefits will be derived by

those who send small parcels comparatively

short distances—a class .of service which is

decidedly expensive to send by express. A

package mailed and delivered within a given

postal district will be charged for at the

rate of 5 cents for the first pound and one

cent extra for each additional pound. If a

package is to be delivered outside of the

postal district in which it is mailed, but

within the first parcels post zone—that is to

say, within a circle having .a radius of 50

miles ,or a diameter of 100 miles—the

charge will be 5 cents for the first pound

and 3 cents extra for each additional pound.

A ten-pound package mailed on Manhattan

Island, to be delivered on Manhattan Isl

and, will cost 14 cents, while the same pack

age mailed to Yonkers would cost 32 cents,

And for each zone that is crossed the cost

increases. .

The whole country included in the parcels

post system is divided into areas of about

900 square miles each. In each of these dis

t-ricts a point is selected as a center, and

from this point circles are drawn marking

the zone limits. The first circle has a

radius of 50 miles, the second of 150 miles,

the third of 300, the fourth of 600, the fifth

of 1.000, the sixth of 1,400.-and the seventh

of 1.800 miles. All territory outside of the

1.800 mile radius is considered as within the

eighth zone. The Philippine Islands, for

instance. are in the eighth zone. Of course,

the rates to the eighth zone are the high

est, and amount to 12 cents for the first

pound and 12 cents extra for each addition

al pound, or a total of $1.32 for a package

of the maximum weight of 11 pounds.

A good idea of the parcels post charges

from a given point to the various zones may

be obtained by taking the rates on a five

pound package as an example, as follows:

Within zone 1,17 cents

Within zone 2. 22 cents

\Nithin zone 3, 27 cents

\Vithin zone 4, 32 cents

\Vithin zone 5, 37 cents

Within zone 6, 46 cents

Within zone 7,51 cents

W'ithin zone 8, 60 cents

Nash Loving-Cupped and Twice Banqueted.

C. Nash, the newly elected president

of the General Motors Co., was presented

with a loving cup by his friends in Flint,

Mich., at a banquet tendered by the Board

of Commerce of that city on November

29th. Later, on December 3rd, Nash also

was the guest of honor at a banquet given

by the officers of the General Motors Co.

of Detroit. Nash practically grew up in

Flint, where he first was connected with

the Durant-Dort Carriage Co.. out of which

evolved the Buick Motor Co.. of which he

had been general manager.

Unusual Body Question not Decided.

Whether a customer who looks at a car

body in a salesroom and places an order for

one buys the body at which he looks or

buys one like it, 'was the point which would

have been decided had the case of Marie

Marcella Mills against Carl H. Page 8:. Co.,

Chalmers dealers in New York City, gone

to trial in the Supreme Court for New

York county, instead of having been settled

amicably and discontinued, as it- was last

week. The complainant claimed she'bought

a limousine body in 'he summer of 1911

for $1,000, a lower price being accepted as

a sort of Summer rate for enclosed bodies.

She also bought a regular touring car and

the Page company agreed ‘to store the

limousine body until she wished it.

Later in the fall she sold the limousine

body, or attempted to, but insisted that she

be given a certain body. She was told that

the body a: which she had I. oked had been

sold and that the terms of he sale to her

would be complied with if she were given

one like the sample. This did not suit her,

so she commenced an action for $1.400, the

winter price of the body.

Croce Building Seaside Truck Factory.

The Croce Automobile Co. of Asbury

Park, N. 1.. which grew out of the 1.500

pound truck built in Croce's machine shop

in that city. has been incorporated under

New Jersey laws with an authorized capi

tal of $250,000. In advance of the formal

organization. work had commenced on a

two-story brick and steel factory. 140 x 80

feet, at First and Railroad avenues in As

bury Park. which is so well advanced that it

will be in operation early next year.

In addition to the designer, those inter

ested in the company are ex-Mayor T.

Frank Appleby and Harry A. ‘Watson.

Henry C. Winsor, president of the Asbury

Park and .Ocean Grove bank; Col. John \\".

Aymar. Stuart Appleby. Theodore Appleby,

Richard \V. Herbert, County Tax Commis

sioner; ' Samuel A. Reeves. Councilman

Charles R. Zacharias of the Zacharias Gar

age Company; Councilman Charles Rugar

ber. Albert Robbins and E. \V. and I. \'oor

hees Krymer of Elizabeth. N. _I.

National Branch to Have New Home.

For the occupancy of its Chicago branch,

the National Motor Vehicle Co.. of Indian

apolis, has leased a two-story building, 40

x 100 feet, which is to be erected at 2430—

32 Michigan boulevard. the cost of which

will be between $35000 and $40000. The

structure will be completed by February I.
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COURTESYAS A BUSINESS ASSET

Lack of It Is Responsible for Many an

Unsold Machine—An Example: the

Salesman “Didn’t Know.”

The prospective customer owned a car;

he was a prospect, although the salesman

did not know it. As a matter of fact, only

the prospect himself knew it; he had be

come dissatisfiedwithhis machine some

two months before and was determined to

sell it; he was much interested in a car that

looked like big value to him—and the sales

man who is the subject of this story would

have been mighty eager to sell him if he

but had a clue.

The P. C. dropped in to the garage fre

quently, for it was handin situated. He

bought oil and gasolene there, frequently

had his car washed, occasionally had it

stored and all the time he was looking over

the car sold there with the idea of making

a deal in the spring. But of course the

salesman did not know that, and because

he was not a real salesman he did not even

dream it. So instead of cultivating the P.

C. in a friendly, helpful sor: of way, look

ing after his interests when he came into

the garage occasionally asking him in a

sincere. really-want-to-know fashion if the

service was all right. he merely gave him

a nod and passed on his way, overlooking

the sales opportunity that was staring him

in the face three or four times a week.

Gradually the P. C., who was a friendly,

approachable sort of a chap, began to feel

that this salesman had something on his

chest against him. He wondered what it

was, and as the salesman took less and less

notice of him he began to acquire a posi

The cul

mination of it all was that the P. C. went

into the garage ofiice one night to inquire

the dislike toward the salesman.

ilmnt a friends' car and the salesman. with

his feet on the rail and a cigar in his mouth.

bani-d back in a dont<give-a-damn fashion

and made his replies just as if it was a task

for which he was receiving no money and

therefore was not a bit interested. The in

formation wanted was known to the sales

man and he could have easily imparted it:

but he lost sight of rhe fact that a real

salesman is always on the job and always

making friends, even though he may not

see immediate chances of cashing in—and

he was so short and snappy in his conver

sation that the P. C. then and there made

up his mind that he would not care to have.

business dealings with him.

Gradually salesmen are beginning to real

ize the tremendous importance of friend

liness and courtesy. It costs nothing; it

wins friends and it makes sales. It is a

business asset that grows with the expendi

ture of it.

a!

VALUE OF CLEAN WINDOWS.

Keep your show windows clean. Too

many windows will, from now on, be made

a catch-all for everything that's loose. That

is not good business nor is it wide-awake

merchandising. Show windows cost just

as big a share of the rent in winter as they

do in summer and just as strong an eFfort

should be made to cash in on them. And

the first thing to do is to see that they are

kept clean.

Clean windows are not only good busi

ness from the standpoint of letting the peo

ple see through them to what you are sell

ing, but bright. clean windows always make

people thirk of clean goods, business-like

methods, up-to-dateness and a whole lot

of other things that make for better busi

How often have you heard your wife

say, “I never like to go into Sleeper‘s

store. the windows are so dirty. . . . I

wonder how they do any business at all."

ness.

Again. you are just as likely to hear her

remark, “Lively's windows are so attrac

tive! The windows are so clean and bright

that everything looks good."

There is a temptation to be slack in win»

ter months, for windows are hard to wash

in winter. Let the other fellow neglect his

windows if he wants to, but be sure yours

are bright and clean.

JO

DATES FOR DEMONSTRATIONS.

“Send me a catalogue and some litera

ture about your car," said a gentleman to

an automobile dealer. “Certainly.”

sponded the dealer, and he did so.

A few days later he met the man.

“Going to have you give me a demon

stration some time," said the man. “The

catalogue description looks mighty good,

and I am very much interested.

"\\"e'll be glad to give you a demonstra

tion at any time you set," was the response.

That was six weeks ago, and the demon

stration has not been asked for yet and

probably never will be

re

The lesson to be learned is the import

ance of setting a definite date for the dem

onstration when the prospect is in the mood

and has just read the literature. Then is

the time to settle the matter and get him

thoroughly sold on the car. Delays are

just as dangerous in such matters as at

other crucial points in business deals. Make

a definite appointment and see that it is

kept.

a!

PROMOTING SALES IN WINTER.

Radiator and bonnet

now being generally used by winter motor

ists—and the number of those who drive

all winter is constantly increasing. These

"comforters" sell at prices running from

$6 to $40. and there is a liberal profit in

them for the automobile dealer. Most car

owners are simply waiting fpr the sugges

A word or a line to every

customer probably would bring a liberal

percentage of orders. \\"hy not add to

profits by seeking orders for them or for

"comforters" are

tion to buy one.

other essentially winter goods. or. better

yet, for both?
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DEMONSTRllTORS THAT REPEL

Poorly Kept Car Often Sufficient to Check

Progress at Beginning of Sale—Get

ting the Customer’s Viewpoint.

Real salesmanship is that which keeps

always in mind the viewpoint of the pur

chaser and caters to it. There is no better

way to “cultivate” a prospect than to in

vest him with a sense of ownership in a

car, even though he has not yet signed the

contract. And as few persons are partial

to the ownership of an old mud-marred,

rattling car it is the wise salesman who

makes his first impression with a car that

has lost none of its pristine loveliness.

There is something wonderfully appealing

about a new car that well may be turned to

account. Everything is so beautifully clean

and bright, so smart and glistening, that it

catches attention and holds it. There is

nothing quite so delightful to the prospect

ive motorist as the sense of satisfaction

that is bred 0f the soft, clean cushions and

the knowledge that the car and its occu

pants are somewhere near the center of at

traction. The prospect begins to feel a

sense of pride and ownership, and it is this

feeling that the salesman should cultivate.

It is true of many men and all, or nearly

all, women.

All of which is suggested by the experi

ence of an electric car salesman who made

use of an old demonstrator to convey a

prospective woman purchaser from her

home to the salesroom. The car 100de

dingy; it did not have the gloss of new

ness, and moreover it was not of the model

that the salesman was trying to sell. \Vhen

he arrived at the door, the lady was decked

in her finest gown, and when she caught

sight of the disreputable demonstrator the

look of mingled disappointment and dis

gust that oversprcad her features was the

most eloquent sermon that could ever be

preached to salesmen. The one concerned
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resolved then and there that never again

would he call for a prospect in an old car,

for which he had to commence to apologize

as soon as he reached his destination.

It is a fact that not a few sales have

been killed by the sight of a rattling old

demonstrator, when, on the other hand,

they might have been brought to a success

ful conclusion with aid of a clean, up-to

date car. A demonstrating car always

should be kept spotlessl'y clean and bright.

And there is the other side of the question

which must not be lost sight of: \Vhen you

call for a lady in an old car that looks the

worse for wear'she is altogether likely to

think that she has been slighted, in which

case it is far wiser never to have called

at all.

\ 8

HUDSON’S “LIMOUSINE WEEK."

Emphasizing the desirability of limous

ines at the time when the cold weather is

first at hand, was the subject of a consider

able campaign by the Hudson Motor Car

Co., of Detroit, which staged a “limousine

week" in its branches and dealers’ establish

ments throughout the country, the display

of enclosed cars being made simultaneously

in all cities. The “stunt” was to make limou

sines a feature in the salesrooms for a week

and to draw attention to them through ad

vertising of various forms. It is a selling

idea on which the Hudson people hold no

patent, and with obvious modifications is

possible with cars of any type or any make.

a!

KEEP INSURANCE POLICY ALIVE.

A recent fire in an up-to-date little Michi

gan town of some 2,000 inhabitants wiped

out an entire business block, entailing a loss

in excess of $50,000. One of the worst suf

ferers was an automobile dealer whose in

surance policy had expired but a few days

before. He had been there for years and

never before had there been a fire of any

magnitude. He took a chance, and the
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chance cost him more than he could afford.

Insurance policies should be renewed be

fore maturity and the stock always protect

ed, as every good business man knows.

a!

CARS AS CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

The advent of Christmas furnishes the

germ of a selling thought that may be ap

plied to advantage by the enterprising

dealer. Automobiles have been used as

Christmas gifts in other Yuletide seasons,

and there is every indication that they will

be so utilized again. Generally or quite

often the gift is by the husband to the

wife, and in such case the car selected

should be one appealing to the feminine

taste. There are few cars that have not

some selling points of this sort, and em

phasizing them to the proper person in the

proper way may yield a commission. Right

here it may be added that the dealer in elec—

trics has a particularly fruitful field. What

could cause more joy in the feminine heart

than an electric left at the curbstone or

the door on Christmas morning?

.3

MAKING THE MOST OF IDEAS.

Ideas are of no value unless they are

used. \Vhen you see a good idea grasp it

and put it into execution at once. Imbue

your employes with the same spirit.

Ideas spring from many sources; they

occur to everybody. Don’t be afraid to

adopt a good idea because you did not think

of it first. Encourage employes to present

ideas and it will stimulate their interest.

.3

HEED THE TEN-CENT CUSTOMER.

In ev‘bry business it is well to keep in

mind that the ten-cent customer of to-day

may be the big buyer of to-morrow. Deal

ers frequently need to remind themselves.

as well as employes, of the fact. For there

are all too many evidences that it is neg

lected if not altogether forgotten.
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MIRRORS WILL REFLECT THE GARDEN’S GLORIES

It may interest those who care for sta

tistics to know that some 200 tons of steel

girders and more than a million feet of lum

ber will be used in transforming the in

terior of Madison Square Garden into a

veritable bower for the reception of the

cars that will form that part of the Na

tional automobile show which is to be held

in the historic old building. At the new

Grand Central Palace, where the other half

of the forthcoming show, otherwise known

as the Automobile Board of Trade’s 13th

annual automobile show, is to be held, for

nearly every one now knows that the 1912

exhibition is to be the first New York show

to be held simultaneously in “two buildings

for two wetks.” not quite so much steel and

wood will be necessary, though there will

be other trimmings and "fixings" galore.

Garden To Be a "Crystal Palace."

Of course, there will be other things be

sides steel girders and wooden beams in the

decorative and constructive scheme at the

Garden, and even though the whole of the

scheme has not been disclosed, enough of

it is known to ensure that the decorations

will be “up to" those of the previous years,

at least. In the first place, there are to be

yards and yards of mirrors—square yards.

of course— for which reason 'he designation

“Crystal Palace" has been chosen by those

who have the decorating in hand. The

mirrors are to be placed all around the walls

and their efiect, it is expected, will be to

lend a marked appearance t-f spaciousness

--even if it can be obtaine: in no other

way.

Also it has been decided that there will

be no Turkish or other “rug” suspended

over the heads of the spectators, and the

roofs of the cars. Instead. it is promised,

there will be an infinitely more pleasing

“sky” of diaphanous biue material intended

to convey the idea of light, fleecy clouds.

In one respect the show will be very much

like its immediate predecessor: The or

nate lamp posts which last time did duty

at regular intervals around the big hall

will be brought out and dusted off and

stood up in their customary places to mark

off the exhibits. The signs, however, bla

zoning the names of exhibitors, will be

slightly difierent and will be uniform with

those used in Grand Central Palace. As

heretofore, lattice-work and a superabun

dance of trellis will aid in creating the

pleasing atmosphere which is sought.

Splendor of the Palace "Fixings."

For the Palace. the decorative scheme ap

proaches very much nearer to maturity, for

already contracts have been let and scenery

Clever Decorative Scheme That Will Lend an Air of Spaciousness

Without Sacrificing Beauteous Appearance—43 Pleasure Cars

and Nearly 300 Accessory Exhibits for First Week.

 

  

"CRYSTAL PALACE” EFFECT FOR MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

artists have been busy for several months

defacing perfectly good canvas to form

"background" and "sky" effects. According

to present indications, the decorative

scheme at the Palace will be far more gor

geous and far more pleasing than it was at

the last shows in either of the two build

ings; certainly it will be a great deal more

pretentious.

Oil Paintings to Cover the Walls.

On the walls of the main floor of the

Palace will be a number of typical Long

Island scenes, as well as paintings depict

ing the beautiful Delaware River, views in

the Berkshires and scenes along the nic

turesque Hudson near West Point. The

walls of the mezzanine floor will be given

over to Western views, including paintings

of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, the

gorges and passes of the Rocky Mountains.

California \ist-ts and sections of the cattle

countries and prairies. The Gallery will b

devoted to :he sunny South .md appropriat.

paintings depicting the beach at Ormonde.

Fln., where so many speed records have

been made and of Jacksonville and other

Dixie points of interest will decorate the

walls. Much trellis work and flowers in pro

fusion vull help to give the coveted outdoor

atmosphere and, to relieve the monotony o.

the cars and chassis and accessories.

More Than 500 Separate Exhibits.

When the doors of Madison Square Gar

den and Grand Central Palace are thrown

open to the public on Saturday night Janu

ary ‘llth for a run of two weeks, the pleas

ure car and accessory maker holding forth

until the 18th, when a quick shift will be
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PALACE TO BE A' VERITABLE PICTURE GALLERY

Paintings That Will Transport Southern and Western Atmosphere

to New York to Cover the Walls—Trellis Work and Greenery

to Complete the Illusion—Exhibition Spaces Well Filled.
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DECORATIVE TREATMENT ADOPTED FOR GRAND CENTRAL PALACE

made and trucks will replace the pleasure

cars in both buildings and remain until the

25th, there will be some 530 complete and

separate exhibits of cars and accessories

on exhibit in the two buil-‘in gs. From which

it may be appreciated, in view of previous

shows, that there is not a very great deal

of space going to waste.

On the Garden list of the first week there

are upward of 43 names of pleasure car

makers and 272 names of accessory mann

facturers. The list, therefore, is slightly

smaller than was the case last year during

the pleasure car week of the Garden show,

though this fact is no indication that the

exhibit will be any the less comprehensive.

It is pretty well established that the de

ficiency in the number of individual makers

will be more than made up by the greater

variety of wares displayed by the smaller

number of exhibitors. There is little reason

to expect that there will be apparent any

very great gaps in the well-ordered lines

of exhibitors.

Exhibitors in Grand Central Palace.

Grand Central Palace, during the first

week, will house at least 46 makers of pleas~

ure cars in addition to 75 motorcycle dis—

plays and more than 100 separate exhibits

of accessories This list also is smaller than

was last year's, except with regard to ac

cessories, of course, which were conspic

uous by their absence at the last Palace

show. During Part II of the mammoth

show, designated as the commercial vehicle

week, some 2F manufacturer“ of commer

cial vehicles will display their wares in the

Garden and in the Palace the list of names

already numbers 41. Taking the cue from

last year's exhibition, it is altogether likely

that these numbers will be slightly swelled,

at least, when eleventh hour exhibitors at

length make. up their minds to sign space

contracts. As was the case at the last show,

nearly all of the accessory manufacturers

will remain for both weeks of the show.

In the Palace, car and accessory exhibits

will be confined to the main and mezzanine

floors; accessories will be exhibited exclu

sively in the balcony.

Salesman’s Commission Basis of Suit.

Probably nothing causes more dissension

among automobile tradesmen than the mat—

ter of commissions, and one of the numer

ous altercations now is winding its way

through the New York City Court, wherein

the judges are asked to decide whether the

Abbott-Detroit Motor Co. should pay a

commission of $310, alleged to have been

earned by Samuel \Narrington. VVarring

ton has assigned his claim to Frederick W.

Sturch and the latter is the plaintiff in the

action.

\Varrington's claim is that he was en

gaged in May, 1911, by the Abbott-Detroit

company in New York City to secure pros

pective buyers of cars and that his services

resulted in the sale of a $1,550 car to one

11. C. Sanford;

claims was the difference between $1.550

and $1,240, was demanded and refused. The

Abbott'Detroit company enters a general

denial. The cause was restored to the gen

eral calendar last week after having been

permitted to lose the position which it

originally held.

the commission, which he

Delayed Delivery Costs Dealer $500.

Delaying the delivery and sale of a car

from Saturday, 23d ult., to Monday, 25th

ult., cost Wilfred H. Cote, a dealer in Fall

River, Mass., $500. He was to have deliv

ered the car to James Kershaw, but on

Sunday. 24th ult., it was partially de

stroyed by fire, the damage amounting to

$500. On Saturday Kershaw offered Cote

a check for $2,400 in payment for the car.

an Everitt “six,” but Cote asked him to

wait until the following Monday and Ker

shaw did so.

Truck Show, too, for Kansas City.

For the first time, the Kansas City Motor

Car Dealers' Association, which promotes

the annual show in the Missouri city for

which it is named, is to draw a distinct line

between its pleasure car and commercial

vehicle exhibits. Pleasure cars will hold the

boards from February 17 to February 22

and from February 24 to February 27 the

space will be devoted to the display of com

mercial vehicles exclusively.
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FLANDERS, OF PONTIAC, FAILS;

TWO MILLIONS GONE TO WASTE

(Continued from page 6.)

 

bution. The committee, therefore, recom

mended the appointment of a receiver.

Many things combined to bring about

the downfall of the Flanders enterprise.

There are those who maintain, however,

that the situation might have been saved

had Flanders devoted proper attention to

the business and not permitted his thirst

for millions to carry him off his feet. He

seemed not content to acquire them slowly

and "he asked nothing better than a gam

bler’s chance to play for big stakes," to

quote the language of a not unfriendly ac

quaintance.

her two years, mergers have lain heavily

on his brain as a short cut to the millions

which he craved. Two mergers which he

shaped up ‘ailed to come to ~- head, but un

dismayed, he was at work on another one

which was to be the biggest and best of all

when, as before, something happened The

Studebaker interests held $200,000 worth of

stock in the Flanders Mfg. Co. and with

this biggest merger in view, and in order

to assure control, Flanders within the last

six months had purchased $150,000 worth of

the Studebaker holdings at 50 cents on the

dollar.

When his latest plans went awry, the re

organizers of the United States Motor Co.,

who know a thing or two about mergers

and million-making. cast eyes in Flanders’s

direction, and it was not long before they

"got together." In order to secure his ser

vices they agreed to take over the Flanders

Motor Co., which is Flanders's very newest

venture, which carried with it a once mys

terious six-cylinder car in which more mil

lions were seen.

Directly and indirectly, the development

of this "six" contributed to the undoing of

the Flanders Mfg. Co. It was covertly de

veloped while Flanders still was drawing

$30,000 a year, plus royalties. from the

Studebaker Corporation. and the fart did

not add to the good feeling between the

Studebakers and their highest priced em

ploye. Before the tension became acute, the

Flanders Mfg. Co. was making Studebaker

parts to the value of $1.000,000 per year.

but when the Studebakers discovered what

was going on and recognized that Flanders

was developing competition for them, they

cancelled the parts contract and placed it

elsewhere. The effect was felt almost im

mediately.

How the Flanders Mfg. Co. kept alive

during the past year is more or less a

mystery. it be attributed only to

the glamour with which uncommonly adroit

pressagentry cast around the name Flan

dersv For at all times the manufacture of

C31]

its most exploited productions, electric

vehicles and motorcycles, has been near to

the minimum, and those familiar with the

situation were well aware that before the

end of the company's first year, meeting the

bi-monthly payroll often proved a soul—

searing performance. But somehow the

evil day was postponed until it could be

postponed no longer; and all the while the

debts piled higher and higher. However,

not even pressagentry's last spectacular

stunt—that of paying for the privilege of

having a Flanders electric car “blaze a

path" from Detroit through the mulish mud

to New Orleans—could much longer delay

the inevitable. Few know how great was

the cost of that stunt, but it is known that

the item of telegraph tolls alone amounted

to nearly $7,000.

The Flanders Mfg. Co. represented the

amalgamation in January, 1911, of five sep

arate companies which \Valter E. Flanders

had fostered after emerging from a legal

fight with the Studebaker interests, which

netted him nearly a million dollars and

more fame than ever he had known before.

which good fortune was shared in lesser

degree by several of those who were near

to and who had aided him. Remaining in

the service of the Studebakers, he formed

first the Grant & \rVoorl Machine Co., which

acquired a somewhat historic factory in the

little town of Chelsea, Mich., where it was

to have produced special machinery and

steel balls, but did not produce a great deal

of either. Later, in Pontiac, he successively

launched the Vulcan Gear \Vorks, the Pon

tiac Drop Forge Co., the Pontiac Foundry

Co. and the Pontiac Motorcycle Co., the lat

ter capitalized at $600,000 and expected to

prove the most profitable of the several

undertakings. The authorized capital of

the Flanders Mfg. Co. was $2.500,000. Flan

ders’s personal attorney, who had guided

him through the Studebaker. fight, was made

its president and general manager, but

about a year ago they fell apart and since

have gone separate ways. Flanders. who at

all times maintained an office in the Pon

tiac factory and exerciSed general oversight.

succeeded to the presidency and a young

man who brought with him his own and his

family’s capital became general manager.

From its inception the Chelsea plant had

proven a gigantic “white elephant.” It is

a large, imposing structure, originally

built on an idealized scale with the funds of

the taxpayers of Michigan by a defaulting

state official; it contained a library, athea

tre, a gymnasium, a swimming pool and

other things designed to make the work

men happy, but for some reason or other

none of its several owners have been able

to lift it out of the slough of despond or

make of it other than a liability.

Flanders himself is a big, hearty, over—

rated man, who, when he is not strenuously

bellicose, is brimming with good nature of

the sort that has won for him many friends

and that helped his cimpony out of many

holes when hope seemed vain. He is not

easily swayed, but the one man who has

swayed him most and oftenest is his press

agent, E. Leroy Pclletier, who came through

the Studebaker tight with him and who since

has kept the Flanders halo burnished so

brightly that on occasion it has caused men

to blink. The two are physical contrasts.

One is as small as the other is large, but the

little fellow has a great head; he is fairly

charged with nervous energy; is a brilliant,

plausible, rapid-fire conversationalist and a

clever writer, and is hospitable, ingratiat

ing and likable to a degree and resourceful

far, far beyond the average. In the course

of a varied career, he has had experience

in the Klondike and as an advance agent for

a circus, which partly may be accountable

for the fact that in the art of “putting them

over" he has few peers. Even the great

Barnum himself would have found him a

valuable assistant. For he can almost make

himself believe there are moonbeams in

cucumbers—and induce others to share his

near-beliefs.

He interested Flanders in motorcycles

and when Flanders undertook to build them

he had in mind the production of a twin

cylinder machine at the price of a single,

which everyone since has believed would

have brought a fortune to the Flanders cof

fer. But the first twin had no sooner been

built than Flanders’s “shadow” succcess

ively saw two rainbows in the sky with even

more millions at their ends, one of them a

$100 motorcycle. Both were mechanical or

commercial impossibilities. Two or three

hundred thousand dollars and a year’s time

had been frittered away before a purely

conventional machine made its appearance.

at a conventional price, and during the

company's two years’ existence less than

2,500 were produced when 30,000 or 40,000

had been planned. Despite this expensive

“rainbow chasing," an electric vehicle ap

peared in the sky and promptly was pur

sued. It had worm drive and otherwise

was mechanically radical. as also was the

price. Some 3,000 orders were booked, but

less than 100 cars have been produced. The

first were full of “bugs.” as was frankly ad

mitted, and the radical price too low for

profit; it became necessary to add $500 to it.

While the motorcycle and the electric

vehicle broke the Flanders Mfg. Co.'s back,

so to speak. they were not the only rain

bows that were chascd by Flanders and his

intimates. A tree sprayer and a portable

light-your-own-homc-with-clectricity outfit

were among the things in which more mil

lions were "seen" and many more thou

sands lost—no one knows how many.
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EDWARDS-KNIGHT A CAR OF APPEALING FEATURES

First Product of a New Company Reveals Numerous Characteristics Which

Are Old Separately But New Collectively—Wire Wheels, Worm

Drive, Lanchester Springs Distinguish All Models.

  

ED\\'ARDS-KNIGIIT FIVE-PASSENGER TOURING CAR WIIlCH SELLS COMPLETELY EQUIPPED FOR $3,500

After more than a year of careful prep

aration, the Edwards Motor Car Co., of 1790

Broadway, New York City, with factories

just across the East River in Long Island

City, at length has launched its first prod

uct—the Edwards-Knight car—and, as was

to be expected, it is a car that is complete

in every respect and one which, differing

materially in a number of ways from every

other American car, reflects what is consid

ered by the makers to be the most modern

exemplification of automobile building.

Due to the adoption of the Knight motor

by a number of American manufacturers,

this type of engine has ceased to be a nov

elty; it rapidly is becoming almost common—

place. Nor is the combination of Knight

motor and worm drive as unusual as it was.

for similar construction already has been

introduced by at least one American manu

facturer. Similarly, a variation of the Lan

chester type springs with which the lid

wards-Knight car is equipped also has be

come familiar on American roads, and wire

wheels are becoming so common as to cause

scarcely a turning of heads.

In the Edwards-Knight car, however, not

two of these features, or even three, serve

as distinguishing marks; all of them. and

more, are incorporated in the car in such

a way that the tout ensemble cannot well

fail to attract attention. But one chassis

is produced, though on it are mounted

bodies in such variety as to leave little to

be desired.

The bodies in each case are straight-line,

flush-sided creations with deep scuttle dash

es, and exhibit a careful blending of lines

and proportions that tends to subdue the

real size of the cars without in the least de

tracting from their unquestionable dignity.

The five-passenger touring car and torpedo

model, which are much the same except for

a slight difference in lines, and the two

passenger roadster and speedster models

list at $3,500; the limousine sells for $4,600

and the landaulet for $4,700

In common with modern practice, the

prices include complete equipment as a

matter of course, and quite as much as a

matter of course the full equipment in

cludes a combined electric lighting and en

gine starting system, the U. S. L. system,

which embraces a combined generator and

motor unit which takes the place of the

flywheel. being used. \Vire wheels, which

with a number of other makes of car are

listed as optional equipment, are standard

equipment on the Edwards-Knight. with

wooden artillery wheels offered as optional.

The remainder of the equipment includes a

Golde “one-man" top with envelope and

side curtains, one-piece windshield, bulb

and electric horns located under the engine

hood, one extra wire wheel (quick detach

able rims), tire irons, shock absorbers,

power driven tire pump, full set of tools, in

cluding tire repair kit, pump and jack. robe

and foot rails. Closed bodies include elec

tric interior lights, as well as the usual toi

let articles. Trimmings are in nickel plate.

In the design of the Knight motor that is

used, there is little that departs speci

fically from the generally accepted con

struction that has become familiar. Cylin

ders are cast in pairs and measure 4 x 5%

inches. Though the horsepower rating thus

is but a nominal 25, it is a characteristic of

Knight motors, as it is with many others,

that the actual brake horsepower developed

is considerably in excess of the theoretical

indication; the Edwards-Knight motor de

velops between 40 and 45 horsepower.

Ignition is effected by means of. a high

tension Simms magneto. of course. and mix

ture is furnished by an S. U. carburetter,

the American rights for which some time

ago were acquired by C. G. Stoddard, who

is president of the Edwards company, and

Lubrication of the motor is

by means of a pressure feed system, the

heart of which is a Plunger pump. A dash

oil gauge serves to indicate that the oiling

system is operating properly The oil sup

ply is regulated by interconnection with

the throttle in such a way that the amount

his associates.
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WELL'PRPPORTIONED LINES OF ED\VARDS-KNIGHT LIMOUSINE MODEL

of oil delivered is in proportion 'to the needs

of the engine as governed by the size of the

 

the conventional. semi-elliptic variety and

the rear springs fire of the reversed semi

h\

  

 

the easy riding qualities of the cars, and

their stability on rough roads, specially de

signed shock absorbers are fitted to both

front and rear springs By way of permit

ting the rear springs full play. the drive is

transmitted through radius rods.

The rear axle is of the conventional full

floating type, except that worm drive in

stead of the more familiar bevel drive is

employed; the front axle is I-beam in sec

tion and is constructed to afford a more

than ordinarily ample factor of safety. Both

sets of brakes are carefully equalized and

are mounted on rear axle drums measuring

14 x 2 inches; the emergency brakes are

internal expanding and the service brakes

are external contracting. The frame is

formed of 3/16th inch steel in channel sec

tion and has a 4V2-inch double drop.

The wheelbase of all models is 120 inches

on a standard tread of 563/; inches and the

\

 

INTAKE AND EXHAUST SIDES OF EDWARDS-KNIGHT MOTOR, SHOWING ENCLOSURE OF U. S. L. SYSTEM

throttle opening. Efficient motor cooling

is ensured by a circulating water system;

the pump is of the centrifugal type and the

radiator is of the "V" honeycomb type.

In the transmission elements, the clutch.

which is of the dry multiple disk type with

steel against Raybestos surfaces, is com

bined in a rigid unit with the gearset. The

latter is hung in the waist of the chassis and

provides four forward speeds in which di

rect drive is obtained on the third speed

with fourth speed an "overstep." This loca

tion of the gearset makes simple the adop<

tion of center control.

In designing the spring suspension of the

car, cognizance has been taken of the neces

sity for maximum resiliency with the min

imum of side sway and bounce, and at this

end the front springs have been made of

elliptic type, or, as they are better known,

the Lanchester type. Further increasing

wheels are shod with 36 x 4%-inch tires

both front and rear.

  

 

  

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF CHASSIS, SHOWING LANCIIESTER SPRINGS
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REILLY HAS A LITTLE INTERVIEW WITH REILLY

Inspects Himself from the Standpoint of an Outsider with a View of Dis

covering Possible Defects—Shows the Sales Manager How These

Inspections May Be Helpful to Dealers and Others.

Drizzling rain and a chill in the air may

have had something to do with the quiet

that prevailed in and about Reilly’s sales

rooms on this particular afternoon; since

his return from dinner few cars had passed

the door and pedestrians were almost as

scarce. Not a person had crossed the

threshold of the salesroom, and the only

audible sounds were those which occasion

ally came from the repair shop and service

department at the rear of the establish

ment.

Reilly's Meditation Interrupted.

Reilly sat at his desk deep in thought;

the office girl, in her adjoining office, was

lost in a book and the only perceptible

movement was the smoke which now and

then curled upwards from Reilly's vicinity.

He did not hear the approach of the rubber

shod Sales Manager, who, tiring of railway

travel on a day when the drizzle obscured

all view of outdoors, had dropped off in

an endeavor to put a little sunlight into an

unpleasant afternoon by a call on his best

dealer, and he was inside the door and

halfway across the salesroom, headed for

the office, before the proprietor was aware

of his visitor's approach.

“Going out of business? \Vhat’s the mat

ter here to-day?" demanded the Sales Man

ager, as he invaded the office. “You look

worried; what’s on your mind? \Vonder

ing what you’ll get for Christmas?”

“That won't require much wondering,"

asserted the dealer, as he arose and extend

ed his hand in greeting.

“You certainly were having an awful

think when I came in," went on the caller;

"got something on your mind?"

“No, just thinking," was the reply.

“Of what?"

Explaining Theory of Self-Criticism.

"Myself," answered Reilly in a feigned

falsetto.

“Getting egotistical in your old age,

aren't you?" questioned the Sales Man

ager. “Can't you find a better occupation

than thinking about yourself? You sure are

a fine specimen for thought!"

“Don't you ever think about yourself?"

asked Reilly seriously.

“I suppose I do, but I don’t make a

business of it.”

“Well, that’s where we difier; I make a

business of it—at times.”

“Getting worse every day," was the Sales

Manager’s bland comment, as he waved his

hand toward the object of the remark.

“Oh, I don’t know," said Reilly, as he

tipped back in his chair and hooked his

thumbs in the armholes of his vest. “If

some people I know sat down and thought

about themselves once in a while they'd

  

"I SET REILLY UP AND TOOK A GOOD

LOOK AT IIIM"

know more than they do—about a great

many things."

"Some pet theory, I suppose."

“Good one, though," insisted Reilly. “Did

you ever hear the old saying that a man's

enemies are his best friends because they

will tell him his faults, while his friends

never mention his shortcomings? And once

a man knows his faults he ought to be able

to correct them. When you came in I was

finding fault with myself, you might say.

I was performing the little psychological

stunt of coming out of my shell and look

ing at myself, just as other people see me,

and learning just what sort of a fellow I

am." -

“Peculiar mind, that of yours," comment

ed the Sales Manager. “Where did you ac

quire that kink?"

“I don't remember; I’ve had it a long

time; but it's good," replied Reilly. “Why

don’t you try it?“

“Well, just how do you go about it—this

‘getting out of your shell'?" queried the

Sales Manager.

“We will now give a demonstration,"

said Reilly, with the bow of an actor who

responds to an encore. “Here you are, sit

ting in your chair. You’re Jim, the Sales

Manager. You've been more or less suc

cessful, in a way, because you have worked

up from salesman to ;-. manager of sales

men. You’re getting, let us say, $5,000 a

year. If you have any personality at all

you want to do better; everyone ought to

want to climb in some direction.

Demonstrating on the Sales Manager.‘

"Let this be a sample of one line of

thought: You look around and see what

places there are to which you might aspire.

For one thing, you might look for a bet

ter salary. How are you going to get it?

By being worth it, of course. How are

you going to be worth it? Right here is

your chance to do some thinking. Look

at the way Jim the Sales Manager does

things and the things he does; see if you

can’t think of something he could do that

he isn’t doing, and that would be of value

to the company; try to think of improve

ments on the way he is doing things now.

Look over the little details, analyze the

whole situation and see if there is room

for improvement in any spot.

“I’ll tell you confidentially what I was

thinking of when you broke the couplings

in my train of thought. Getting on, with

me, consists of doing a better business;

it’s good now, but I want to make it better.

There must be some way to make it better;

what is that way? The general answer is

to sell more cars, and I was trying to think

some way of doing that; also, I was won

dering whether a better stock of accces

sories wouldn't help. I was only half

through my think when you came in.

One Result of an Inspection.

“A man's personality is worthy of some

consideration, too. I also had your friend

Reilly on the inspection block and took a

good look at him. I don't think he is such

a disagreeable individual, but I thought of.

one little habit he has fallen into that he’s
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going to cut out. Several times lately when

people were talking to him he has found

himself letting his mind wander until for an

instant he would lose track of what they

were talking about. The result was that

sometimes he had to ask to have a remark

repeated. He's not going to do it any more;

he's going to be an intent listener when

anyone is talking to him."

"Since you are such an expert analyzer

of personality, perhaps you can pick a few

flaws in my makeup,” suggested the Sales

Manager. “It's your duty, anyway, if you're

such a good friend of mine."

“You promise not to be offended?" ques

tioned Reilly.

“By all means."

A Gruff Voice as a Fault.

“\Nell, for one thing," said the dealer,

“you probably never have noticed the gruff

tone of voice in which you talk over the

telephone. When you are face to face with

anyone and they can see you it doesn't

sound at all bad, but when you start to

talk over a telephone you sound as if you

were a regular bear, in an awful hurry and

ready to bite a man's head off. A timid

person would hang up before he was half

through with what he had to say. Your

voice naturally is sharp, and you talk fast,

which is the combination that is to blame.

You never noticed that did you?"

“No,” confessed the Sales Manager, “I

didn’t. But one thing leads to another, and

without any ‘fessing up' as to my personal

shortcomings I will state that I have al

ready thought of one or two other little

things that might as well be remedied.

Also, when I get back to the office or the

house I'm going to walk around to the

other side of the desk and take a good long

look at myself. I’m going to suggest it to

some other people, too."

“This self-inspection applies to any man

living,” continued the dealer. “There is no

man who is perfect, and perhaps some of

his defects are so small that no one would

think to call them to his attention; but

their elimination would do no harm. There

may be an engineer in your factory who is

not as thorough as he might be; if he has

average intelligence he ought to be able

to discover the fact, and if he cares at all

he should be able to remedy it. The man

who cannot improve himself or his work

without the assistance of someone always

will be an assistant; he’ll never be a man

who directs men or who tells them faults.

Getting the Disinterested Viewpoint.

“But it hardly can be called self-inspec

tion; it can be made more than that. It

isn't you looking at yourself; it's someone

else looking at you. You have to trans

form yourself into another person and look

at yourself from that absolutely impartial

standpoint of a disinterested person. In

your own mind you may believe that certain

things you've done are red-hot stuff, but are

they? Just take the view of a rank outsider,

study these things, look them over from

every point of view, compare them with

what others may have done or what might

be done and work out the unbiased opinion

of a total stranger. You may be inclined to

flatter yourself, but if you can get this

‘other person’s' opinion you may feel differ

ently."

Wherein the Dealer May Benefit.

"But suppose this ‘other person' flatters

you," suggested the Sales Manager.

“If he's truthful, all right; but don't let

it puff you up. So many dealers would be

better dealers if they only indulged in a

 

 

   

  

“I ALWAYS TRY TO PLACE MYSELF IN THE

FACTORY’S POSITION"

little self-criticism. They never try to put

themselves in the position of the car owner

customer. The dealer or garageman

naturally is inclined to believe his business

is conducted very nearly as it should be.

But is it? he should ask himself.

and

A Fault That Reilly Overcame.

"Take my own business. for instance. In

one moment of looking it over from an out

side standpoint, I got to wondering how

some of the public looked upon my house

rule of making a charge for telephone calls.

I am limited to so many calls a year, and

while I seldom go much above the figure. I

used to feel that strict business rules com

pelled me to make a charge when an out

sider used the ’phone. I realized that this

was offensive to some people. so I wiped

out the rule and it hasn’t made much diFfer

ence in my bills. either. Also, there is this

way of looking at it: It's worth something

to get a man into my place of business

where he can see. my wares.

“I imagined myself to be one of the nu

merous public and imagined myself coming

into the Reilly establishment and, while

there, happening to remember I had an

important call to make. Reilly said to me,

‘We are compelled to make a five-cent

charge for calls.’ Of course, I paid, but I

thought it pretty small. But that was

years ago, when I first started in business,

and it's a fool rule, anyway, in my case. at

least.

“I wonder if your attitude is one reason

why the factory gets along so well with

you," interrupted the Sales Manager.

Imagining Oneself the Factory.

“Well,” slowly responded Reilly, “I al

ways try to place myself in the factory's

position as nearly as I can whenever I am

inclined to differ in opinion with the com

pany. One point is this: Few men are ab

solutely unreasonable, and they generally

have reasons for acting as they do. Instead

of putting them down as on the wrong side,

try to analyze the situation and see if you

can’t learn how your own attitude will be

viewed. If a man really is unreasonable.

you can only handle him as best you can,

and let it go at that. I used to get sore

over your deposit policy, but I can see now

why you felt yourselves right, and you have

a right to run your own business in your

own way.

"Even the president of your company, if

he doesn’t do so now. could broaden his

mind and possibly improve himself if he

would endeavor to look at himself from the

standpoint of those with whom he comes

in contact. Maybe such a man is gruff and

abrupt; does it do any good? One of the

busiest men I ever had occasion to visit

gave me but two minutes of his time, but

he was so pleasant about it that I left under

the impression that I and not he had ter

minated the interview.

One Other Method of Self-Inspection.

“If you can't ‘get out of your shell’ and

make an unbiased inspection of yourself

there is one other way: Find faults in

other people——don’t advertise them, of

course—and then investigate and see if you

have any of these same defects. You'll be

surprised how imperfect you are."

“What great flaw is there in Mr. Reilly?"

asked the Sales Manager.

“The principal thing,” replied the dealer.

“is the top of my head. \Vhenever I try

to talk to anyone they keep looking at the

top of my head and don't seem to pay much

attention to what I say. I’m trying to grow

a thatch."

“Huh!” was the sarcastic answer, “better

practice on a smaller piece of ivory first."
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Solutions of The Used Car Problem

In Competition for Motor World’s Cash Premiums of $50, $25, $15 and $10 for the Best Four Articles

Dealing With the Subject.

By C. M. STRIEBY, Chicago, Ill.

Good salesmanship and co-operation of both manufacturer

and distributor will do more to solve the used car problem

than anything else.

There seems to be a tendency to keep throwing the blame

from one to another, without arriving at any conclusion, and

as a matter of fact, all parties concerned ~-the customer. the

agent. and the manufacturer—are really at fault.

it is impossible to put the customer's car on any given

basis or percentage. One man will take greater care of his

car than another. It is certainly unreasonable. and unfair to

expect an equal basis of trading in this instance.

The dealer prefers to place the blame on his competitors

—other dealers—who, he claims, can allow higher values for

used cars than he can—or he tries through trade associations

to work out a basis of trading values. when he knows that

just so ong as the world turns around. it would be impossible

to get every dealer in his territory to think and act just as

he does. and be strictly honest about it. Then again, the see

son of the year often influences the value of trading in cirs.

The manufacturer, in many instances, prefers to lay the

blame on the dealer, attributing it to over-zealousness in

making sales, or possibly. the dealer’s lack of business ability

—to his not being a salesman; but if this same manufacturer

were asked to come in and take over the business. and carry

it along and show a profit, with so many cars to trade in.

there is no doubt but that he would politely but firmly refuse

the undertaking.

The owners of motor cars possibly keep in closer touch

with the developments and improvements on the new models,

as they appear, than in any other line of business. A desire

for a new car is created in the owner's mind. His next

thought is—“l-Iow much can 1 get for my old car?" And

right here is where the remedy should be applied by sales

manship; for a man with this second throught standing out as

prominently and clearly as it does in the Usual buyer's mind.

is in no fit condition for reasoning on price. It has been said

in other articles. and is only too true, that even the best men

will resort to all of the trickery and conniving that one can

imagine in order to get a high price for their used cars. Just

why this is so, it is unnecessary to discuss here, but the fact

remains.

If the salesman will immediately start talking the many

fine points of his new model; its advantages, etc., with the

idea of creating in the. customer's mind a further desire for

the new car, he will at the same time, be automatically reduc

ing in the customer's mind, the great necessity of securing

an unreasonably high price for his used car to complete the

sale. In other words, the salesman will be working along

the lines of least resistance and reducing the number of

factors required to complete the sale and get the money.

This, of course. requires good salesmanship, for when the

matter of value in trading cars comes up the second time. it

must be treated effectively and quickly.

This can be backed up and strengthened by the dealer or

agent creating for himself an impression on the buying pub

lic, that would show the average business man of today that

it would be desirable for him to do business with his house.

Attention, good service. a respectable and clean place in

which to do business. will make boosters of the users of

previous models or other makes of cars which the agent has

sold.

As a matter of fact, and from a strictly business stand

point, one agent can do as well as another in the matter of

value in trading cars. and no agent is doing his customer a

favor, where he trades in a car at a prohibitive price. because

it will only be a short time before that agent will not be

there to look after the cars that he has sold.

Add to this the strength of the manufacturer’s backing

and co-operation, let him select for local representatives men

of good business ability, men of good standing, and have this

as a greater requirement, rather than those whose only asset

is plenty of deposit money.

By W. A. CLEMENTS, Richmond, Ind.

The most efficient solution of the problem of used or

second-hand cars, which is becoming a more serious one each

year to both dealers and manufacturers, is to establish clear

ing houses for used cars.

These can be one to each town, or one to certain dis

tricts. They can be established either by dealers’ associa

tions; by one dealer as a side line; or by a new dealer who

wishes to go into this phase of it particularly.

The valuation placed on cars should simply be a certain

percentage of the list price for each year that the car has

been out of the factory, this valuation, however, subject to a

rigid examination of the car. and dependent, to a certain ex

tent. to the use it has had and the distance it has been run.

A certain mileage should he allowed for each year; i. e.. sup

posing 4,000 miles each year, which is a rather liberal aver

age, should be allowed; thus. a car in three years should be

considered as having given 12,000 miles. If it has not given

this amount of mileage, or has been given more. this amount

should be taken as an arbitrary settlement.

There could be a committee appointed from dealers. or

automobile experts. to decide on the cars' condition.

“Wen a customer who has an old car wishes to buy a

new one, he should take up the matter with the dealer, who

will then take up the matter with the clearing house and

allow a certain price on mt used car, and no dealer should

be allowed to make a larger allowance than the amount fixed

by the clearing house officials. The dealer would know the

exact amount to allow for the used car and the customer

would know the exact amount to be allowed him.

A great point in favor of this system is the fact that there

would be a central place for anyone desiring to purchase a

used car to go and look over the entire list of cars which are

purchasable. The writer knows persmially of several cases

where a man who simply wanted a used car and could not

afford a new one, paid an extremely high price for a used car

of poor quality and in poor condition, simply because he did

not know of much better bargains which were offered and

which he would have purchased had he known about them.

Two other points should be emphasized in this matter:

The customer who has a used car should not expect too much

for it. And the customer who buys a new car should pay

as nearly list price as possible in order to get the service

which can only be rendered by dealers who make enough

profit to keep service up to the proper standard.
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PUTTING NEW BEARINGS

lN OLD CUNNECTING RODS

Adjustable Jig That Is Easy to Make

and Hard to Wear Out—

Suitable for Any

Rod.

 

\Vhen motor bearings of the babbit-lined

type become worn to such an extent that

adjustment no longer is practicable, the

usual practice is to provide a new lining of

the soft alloy, melting the metal and run

ning it in. If the work of casting the lin~

ing is not carefully done there is a prob

ability that the metal will contain blowholes

and will not properly fill the spaces left for

it. If the thickness of the lining is exces

sive, not only will there be an unnecessary

amount of labor involved in the finishing

process, but there will be a waste of bab

bitt, which, in the grades used for the bear

ings of high grade motors, is expensive.

In the accompanying illustration is shown

a jig which not only prevents waste of

metal, by properly regulating the thickness

of the lining, but permits the production of

close, sound work and, moreover, can be

used for babbiting bearings of any of the

ordinary sizes.

Design of a Babbiting Jig.

The foundation of this babbiting jig is a

piece of flat iron % inch thick, 3% or 4

inches wide and 12 inches long, bent at

right angles in the middle so that each leg

will be 6 inches long. The inside faces of

the bed-plate thus made are lined with as

bestos millboard % inch thick, riveted on,

both pieces extending close into the corner.

To form half-mandrels to limit the inside

diameters of the linings a set of forms is

made up of heavy drawn steel tubing in

lengths of about 5% inches and of diam

eters varying by quarter inches from %

inch to 2 inches, outside diameter. These

tubes are split lengthwise and one-half of

each is used. Each tube is drilled and

countersunk for a % inch machine screw

and the bed-plate is drilled and tapped. A

split tube is shown at A, the position of the

screw being also clearly shown. A half

bearing in p0§ition for babbiting is shown

at B; it is held in place by a V2 inch lock

ing screw through a tapped hole in a bent

plate E, with in-turned lips which extend

about half an inch on each side over the

hack of the bed-plate. The end of the

locking screw bears on a piece of curved

iron, D, about % inch thick, and between

the iron and the half~bushing there is a

piece of asbestos l/fi inch thick, and be

tween the iron and the half-bushing there

is a piece of asbestos % inch thick. The

clamp E is made of inch iron 2 inches

wide and 8 or 9 inches long before bending.

Modus Operandi of the Device.

1n setting up a half-bushing for babbiting

the first thing to do is to select a split tube

of the proper size, so that the lining, when -

poured, will be just thick enough to permit

finishing with the least amount of waste.

For instance, if the journal which runs in

the bearing is 1% inches in diameter the

tube may be 1% inches outside diameter,

which will leave I/fi inch to be removed all

round. However, if the jig is carefully set

up and the operator is familiar with the

handling of babbitt, a larger split tube may

be used, leaving, say, 1-16 inch to be taken

off. The half-mandrel is screwed to the

bed-plate and the half‘bearing put in

split metme
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SIMPLE BABHITING JIG

place as shown, its lower end resting on the

asbestos lining of the lower leg of the bed

plate. Two or three strips of wood or

metal, or wires of the proper diameter, may

be used as temporary distance-pieces to

keep the space between the bearing and

the mandrel uniform while the clamp E is

put on and the locking screw tightened

against the iron and asbestos backing. The

distance pieces, of course, must be removed

before the metal is poured.

Heating That Ensures Clean Casts.

As it is impossible to obtain good results

by pouring babbitt into cold moulds, the

whole jig, when set up and the clamping

screw tightened down, should be heated up

with a blow-torch so that the metal will not

be chilled, but will flow readily into all the

space to be filled. A great deal of the suc

cess of babbiting bearings depends upon the

proper heating of the soft metal, and as the

most favorable temperatures for pouring

differ in different brands of metal, the in

structions of the metal makers should be

carefully followed in this matter. Over

heate'd babbit is liable to lose much of its

good qualities through the evaporation of

part of the alloy, while if the heat is insuf

ficient the casting will be unsound and all

the space will not be filled.

The only part of the jig that is likely to

wear or give out is the asbestos, and it is a

simple matter to renew this when it shows

signs of overwork. The asbestos on the ver

tical leg of the jig should be smooth and

firm so as to produce straight, square edges

on the lining.

The jig, of course, can be made to handle

bushings of any'range of sizes by properly

proportioning the various parts and' pro

viding a set of split tubes of suitable diam

eters. The dimensions here given, however,

are suitable for the general run of automo

bile work, and if anything much larger or

smaller is to be handled it will be found

best to have two jigs to cover the range.

Telescope Joints for Copper Tubes.

In the absence of couplings or other

means of making a joint, a copper tube can

be very satisfactorily joined by telescop

ing. The end of one tube should be en

larged with a tapered tool, for which pur

pose the smooth shank of a center punch

often can be used. Then taper the end of

the other tube on the outside until the two

will telescope. The end that is expanded

must be well annealed to prevent cracking,

and may require annealing twice or van

more, if the tubing is thick. Work the two

tubes into each other until a fairly good

joint is obtained; then carefully tin the

contacting surfaces and sweat them to

gether by heating till the solder melts, hold

ing them in position until it cools.

To Preserve Setting of Calipers.

The “setting” of a pair of calipers, either

inside or outside, can be preserved, even if

the calipers have to be shifted, by carefully

marking two points, one on each leg, and

setting a pair of good, sharp dividers to

these marks. For instance, if a pair of

inside calipers is used to measure an open

ing that has a restricted mouth, so that the

legs have to be closed to get the calipers

out, this method will make it possible to re‘

set the calipers and get the scale measure

ment.

Tire Pump for Blowpipe Purposes.

The foot bellows generally used with

small gas blowpipes is rather expensive, and

a satisfactory substitute can be made by

connecting an ordinary foot tire pump with

the inner tube—or part of the tube-—of a

bicycle tire An envelope of cotton cloth

large enough to give the rubber 1n expan

sion of about an inch in diameter will pre—

vent its bursting or swelling unduly, and

the pump can be rigged for pedal operation

without much difliculty.
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INCREASED MOTOR POWER

IN LlPPARD-STEWART TRUCK

Also Bigger Pneumatic Tires and New

Clutch and Gearset—Distinguish

ing Features Improved and

Retained.

Still concentrating its energies on the

production of a single chassis model of

1,500 pounds carrying capacity, upon which

various types of bodies are mounted, the

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co., of Buf

falo, N. Y., in its “revised edition" has

adhered to the distinctive features of con

struction that have characterized these cars

in the past—the Renault type of hood with

the radiator behind it, left steer and center

for full elliptics; the strengthening and

lengthening of the frame throughout; the

use of a heavier steering gear, designed as

suitable for l-ton loads; the increasing of

the pneumatic tires from 34 x 4 inches to

35 x 4% inches, front and rear; and the

enlargement of the gasolene tank, which

now holds 14 gallons as against the 10 gal

lons of the old tank. The present motor is

cooled by forced circulation; the thermo

syphon system was employed in the former

engine.

The new motor is of the L-head type with

block-cast cylinders, and is so located as to

be extremely easy of access. Not only is

there no radiator in front of the engine to

be dodged, but the hood swings upward and

backward and all the motor parts that are

likely to require attention are readily gotttn

at from the front. between the frame ends.

   

l.IPPARD-S'TE\VART

control, pneumatic tires. coil springs to take

the weight when the rear semi-elliptics are

well compressed under load, and so on. A

few changes have been made, however, with

a view to improving the car as a whole, en

abling it to do its work more easily, more

quickly and more economically.

Chief among the changes made is the sub

stitution of a Continental motor of 30

horsepower, with cylinders of 3% inches

bore and 5% inches stroke, for the 22 horse—

power motor previously employed. Other

improvements include the substitution of a

leather-faced, spring-backed cone clutch for

the multiple disk and the separating of the

clutch unit from the transmission, with

which it formerly was combined; the adop

tion of a Brown-Lipe gearset with gears of

1 inch face and shafts mounted on roller

bearings; the lengthening of the rear semi

elliptic springs by 5 inches, which makes

them 51 inches long; the substitution of

semi-elliptic front springs 40 inches long

1,500-POUND DELIVERY WAGON \VITI-I CLOSED BODY

The removal of the cover of the timing gear

casing is rendered easy by reason of the

fact that the cross-member of the frame,

carrying the starting crank, is removable

by the withdrawal of four bolts, leaving the

front end of the engine exposed completely.

The engine support consists of four heavily

webbed arms cast integral with the crank

case and extending to the main frames of

the car.

The engine is pro'cctsd iron the inroads

of dirt and water from underneath by a

heavy sheet steel pan which, however, is

very readily removed, should this be neces

sary, by the unfastening of special clamps,

when the whole pan may be pulled forward

and out.

Ignition is by a single system which de

rives its current from an Eiseman high

tension magneto. In order to guard against

the trouble that not infrequently arises from

the bungling way in which many drivers

handle the spark advance lever, the time

of ignition on the Lippard-Stewart car is

fixed at the point which experiment and

practice has demonstrated to give the best

all-round results.

The cone clutch which replaces the old

multiple disc clutch is of pressed steel,

15% inches in diameter with a face width

of 2% inches. The shifter fork, which is

carried in a cross-shaft journaled on the

main frames, has its ends fitted with hard

ened steel rollers. Grease cups are pro

vided for the lubrication of the clutch

shaft bearings. As already has been men

tioned, the clutch is now a separate unit

from the gearset, to which it drives through

a shaft with universal joints. The gears

give three speeds forward, with selective

control, and are of chrome-nickel steel,

heat treated. The shafts are of large diam

eter and run in Tirrken roll:r bearings. A

special latch is placed in the reverse lever

to make it impossible for the driver to shift

into reverse while the car is in forward

motion.

Final drive is by propeller shaft and bevel

gears, the shaft, which is of nickel steel,

being fitted with dust-proof and oil-tight

Spicer universal joints, one at each end.

The rear axle is a Timken, full-floating,

roller bear-ng, with piessed steel housing;

the roller bearings are of the adjustable

type. Not only can the diflcrential be in

spected through an opening, with a cover,

provided for the purpose in the rear of the

housing, but it can be removed through the

same orifice. Both internal expanding and

external contracting brakes are carried on

the rear axle ends; the drums are 17 'nches

in diameter and 2% inches wide. For emer

gency braking the internal brakes are used.

while the externals are employed as the ser

vice brakes.

Channel steel, heat-treated stock, is the

material of which the main framing is

built; the cross frames are of heavier sec

tion and are attached to the main frames

by means of heavy webs. The front mem<

bcr is removable so that the engine can be

inspected and, if necessary, removed from

the car by sliding it forward on skids placed

in front of the chassis. \Vhere the greatest

strain comes on the main members of the

frame the channels are 5% inches deep and

3% inches wide, tapering towards the ends.

The front of the frame is narrowed to give

maximum turning iarliis

Left hand drive and center control, a fea

ture of former Lippard-Stcwart cars, is

retained; the gear-shifting lever is mount

ed directly on the top of the heavy alumi

num gearcase. The elimination of the spark

control lever leaves only the throttle con

trol on the steering wheel; the usual pedals

for the service brake and clutch and lever

for the emergency brake are provided.

On the single chassis model, which is fur
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nished in two wheelbase lengths, 115 inches

and 125 inches, are mounted bodies appro

priate to the various classes of service for

which a machine of 1,5(5-1 pounds capacity is

adapted—platform stake. open express,

screen express, full panel delivery, ambu

lance, omnibus, and so on. In the matter

of painting and finish the Lippard-Stewart

cars are given rather more attention than is

usual in commercial vehicles, the painting

process involving the application of ten

coats. All metal trimmi'hgrs are finished in

nickel. Equipment, when commercial bod

ies are fitted, consists of three oil lamps,

horn, tool kit, tire pump and tire repair out

fit, whize with ambulance, police patrol,

omnibus and similar bodies aretylenc tanks.

headlights and other extra equipment, S'JCl‘I

as usually is supplied with such vehicles, is

provided.

 

Russia to Test Motor Sleighs.

By way of discovering the suitability of

self-propelled vehicles for transporting

men and materials over the snowy wastes

of Russia, what is styled an “international

trial of motor sledgcs" is to be held under

the auspices of the Imperial Russian Auto

mobile Club on January 19th. The trial will

take place close by St. Petersburg and will

be held over a 3.3-mile course. In addition,

the vehicles will be required to traverse two

miles of untrodden snow under conditions

such as would absolutely preclude the pos

sibility of other motor or ordinary vehicles

negotiating the passage. Afterwards, there

will be a speed trial for those competitors

who have passed the first part of the ex

tremely strenuous tests to the satisfaction

of the judges.

Columbus Y. M. C. A. Has Garage School.

The Young Men’s Christian Association

of Columbus, 0., which has been conduct

ing an automobile school for two years.

has established a garage school, 31 x ()5

feet, on East Chapel street; it is a twn

story structure, contains a freight elevator

and is otherwise well equipp- d for practical

garage work. Robert F. Nadig, who has

been the association's automobile instructor

since the school was opened, will be ll.

charge of this branch.

Goodyear Breaks One-Day Tire Record.

Five thousand two hundred finished tires

were turned out by the Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co. of Akron, 0., one day last

week, and as the number constituted a high

record for a single day's work it was de

cided the occasion was a fitting one for a

"blow-out." The “blow-out" took the form

of turning loose all the factory whistles and

keeping them going until all Akron was

agog and asking what the terrific clamor

meant.

SPARK PLUG FROM THE WEST

MARKS RADICAL DEPARTURE

Gas-Pocket Principle Disregarded and

Firing End Made a Hemisphere of

Lava—Insulation of Two Parts

and Substances.

liver since the manufacture of spark

plugs assumed the dignity of an existence

separate from the building of motors, all

sorts of ideas have been brought to bear for

the utilization of a more or less capacious

chamber back of the sparking points, and

much stress has been laid upon the ellicacy

of the outburst of burning gas from this

chamber in igniting the main charge in the

cylinder, and, through the alternate in-and

out currents. in keeping the lower end of

the insulating core and the sparking points

clear of deposits of oil and carbon.

  

RADICAL V'RAY PLUG

Judging by the number of such plugs in

successful use, the gas-pocket plug has at

least “made good." A new plug that just

has been brought out by the Marshalltown

Motor Material Mfg. Co., of Marshalltown.

Iowa, however, has been designed with total

disregard for tradition in this respect, for

there is not a vestige of a chamber back

of the points. On the contrary, the new

\ZRay plug, which is the latest addition to

a line of spark producers of that name, is

provided with insulation which protrudes

beow the steel shell in the form of a little

hemisphere of lava, from the center of

which projects the central electrode. Four

equidistant points springing from the shell

converge toward the central electrode, as

the accompanying illustration clearly

shows.

Not only is the plug peculiar in the lack

of space behind the points, but the insula

tion is of unusual construction, being made

in two parts and of two differept substances.

The lower part. which is exposed to the

heat of the burning gases, is of hard lava.

Mild to be indestructible, to all intents and

purposes, and quite unaffected by heat. The

upper part of the insulating core, which

projects above the shell, is of mica and is

formed of six layers of mica wrapped

around the electrode and a complete cover

ing of mica washers, compressed under

great pressure, V-Ray plugs are made in

all standard size threads, and, owing to the

shortness of the firing end, require very

little clearance in the cylinder or valve

chamber.

 

Dealers Supply Keys for “Free Air."

“Free air" at garages and supply stores

is in no wise a novelty and is properly rated

as a valuable trade getter. Bumiller 8: Rem

lin, dealers at 4l2 Main street, Cincinnati,

0., however, have improved on the ordi

nary air service and have inaugurated a

“help yourself" system through which air is

obtainable by the user of pneumatic tires,

even should the place of business be locked

up. The supply is made available through

keys which are being distributed to owners

of cars, motorcycles and bicycles; these

keys control the outlet valve of an air reser

voir, the air pipe extending to the curb.

The pressure is obtained from an electric

pump which automatically maintains a cer

tain pressure in the tank.

Effect of Bodies on Increased Speed.

Taking some of the wind out of the sails

of those who point with pride to the devel

opment and betterment which have permit

ted phenomenal speed to be obtained from

comparatively small engines, a British

tradesman whose name almost is a house

hold word across the pond. is at pains to

point out that not all of the increased speed

can be traced to increased engine efiiciency.

Quite as much is due, he says, to the fact

that greater attention now is paid to the

factor of wind resistance, and that prac

tically all of the cars that have shattered

records during the present year have been

fitted with bodies in which the “stream

line” theory is their most conspicuous fea

ture.

 

New Date for Shock Absorber Test.

The shock absorber competition which

was to have been promoted by the Asso

ciation Automobile de Belgique this month

and at which a number of shock preventing

devices. among them the Gabriel Rebound

Snubber, was to have been tested, has been

postponed to commence on January 6th,

this date having been chosen by reason of

its proximity to the date of the opening of

the Brussels show. Already the manufac

turers of eight different devices have en

tered their products.

Offers Prize for Gasolene Substitute.

Taking a leaf out of a British book.

French motorists view the increasing price

of “petrol” with alarm and. through the

Automobile Club du Rhone. of Marseilles.

have decided to offer a prize of 5.000 francs.

which is equal to about $1,000, to the in

ventor who shall produce a fuel to take the

place of the ordinary spirit.
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ORIGINALITY IN AUTOMOBILE SALESMANSHIP

Brooklyn Dealer Builds Up Trade in a New Car Through Methods Which

Are of His Own Invention—Varied Colored Bodies One Means of Pub

licity and Even Children Aid Him—Corset Experience That Helped.

Building a retail trade in automobiles is,

with the great majority of dealers, more or

less alike in the one respect that the dealer

who to-day enters the trade generally signs

up with a company whose product has been

extensively advertised for a number of

years and is more or less well known.

Therefore the taking on of a car selling

above $2,000 and which is new in the market

developing a substantial trade, and making

the car well known where before it was not

known at all, and doing this without spend

ing a small fortune in advertising and

through those methods which are said by

some to be necessary to a successful promo

tion may be said to be a worthy achieve

ment.

Difl'erent Methods and Different Man.

However difiicult it may appear, it has

been done by E. ]. Montigny of Brooklyn,

N. Y., who deals in the comparatively new

Stutz car at 1289-91 Bedford avenue. Just

as his proposition may have been different,

Montigny himself is different, but he is no

more different from the majority of other

dealers than are the methods he employed

in building up his business. He declared

that the Stutz is as well known as, if not

better than, any other car in Brooklyn.

The natural question was "Why?" and the

Motor World man who talked with Mon

tigny asked it. Montigny replied he did

not know. and could not cite facts as pro

ductive of the result.

The Motor W'orld man suggested that

the answer was very concrete and was noth

ing else than Montigny himself. The dealer

modestly denied this, but one familiar with

his business must feel that another man.

even with Montigny's methods, could not

have done what this dealer has done.

Wherein Cars and Corsets Are Akin.

Lest some trade rival mention "corsets"

at this point and tilt his nose somewhat

satirically in the saying. it may he stated

that Montigny has found that selling cor

sets and selling automobiles are not so

widely variant as might be supposed. “The

principles of selling both are the same,"

he declared. He used to be advertising

manager of a New York corset house. and

if there is any trade in which there is more

opportunity for the study of human nature

 

and salesmanship than there is in turning

out a popular line of whalebone armor

Montigny would like to school himself

there for a while.

Selling Ideas and Their Results.

He has been Stutz dealer for some two

years and is one of the successful dealers

in Brooklyn, despite the fact that his sales'

room is not big enough conveniently to ac

commodate more than two cars. The first

year his sales were small, but in the year

which closed August 1 last he sold 38 cars

and during the 1913 season expects to dis

pose of 50; he has orders for one—third this

number already.

How Montigny works is exemplified by

one sample of his methods—the one that

has made the 40 Stutz cars in Brooklyn look

like 100. When he first opened his agency

he realized that to get an opening for his

cars he must get some of them on the

streets—the more cars the better. He

looked over the cars that passed his door

and, as a rule, they looked rather common‘

place and very much alike. That gave him

an idea—he would have his cars look un

usual. As the first orders were received

he suggested to his customers that they

take diflerent colored bodies, as this. he

explained, would make the car stand out

from the multitude. The result is that

most of the Stutz cars in Brooklyn are ver

milion, green, yellow, dark blue, royal blue

and gray, with a few black ones inter

spersed.

Magnifying the Number of Stutz Cars.

\Vhat is the result? A man sees a flaming

red car on Fulton street or Bedford avenue

and notices it because of its color; he rec

ognizes it as a Stutz. Perhaps an hour later

he sees the same car a mile away. and it

again attracts his attention. Nine times out

of ten he thinks he has Seen two red Stutz

cars. There are fifteen of these vermilion

painted vehicles and, said Montigny, “They

look like forty-five." This fleet of brightly

Colored cars makes the Stutz in Brooklyn

stand out like one of those bright red

United Cigar Store fronts in a row of

last-generation haberdasheries.

Even the children of the neighborhood

are Stutz boosters. Montigny is a genial

individual and takes an interest in the

youngsters and many of them like to talk

with the dealer about the rakish little

“pushmobiles” in which the boys speed

around the streets. The children, and near

ly everyone else in Brooklyn, know that the

Stutz racer, No. 2, did good work at Brigh

ton Beach this fall, so when they talk racing

with Montigny he tells about the famous

“Stutz 2" and recommends it as a name for

the juveniles’ racers. The result is that a

multitude of these future motor car owners

are_raising the dust in Brooklyn with their

little cars, each of which bears upon its

bonnet the childlike scrawl. “Stutz 2." If

"daddy" asks why this name was chosen

the young De Palmas are quick to answer,

“Huh! Fastest car in the world."

Automobile Trade as Seen by Outsiders.

Montigny as a dealer is doubly interesting

because he illustrates the view of the au

tomobile selling trade taken by the sound

business men of other trades. He says

there is a false glamor over the automobile

trade that cannot be dispelled any too

quickly for the trade’s good.

“Everyone seems to have an idea," he

said, “that the automobile trade is a gold

mine, that all a man has to do is to get an

agency, open a salesroom, sit down and the

dollars will begin to pour in. That is wrong

from the start. There has got to be some

sound business sense injected into this

business before it is placed on the proper

basis.

“Too many young dealers are eager to

sign up for any old line. and that accounts

for the coeky attitude of the manufacturers.

It I should quit this business to-morrow

there would be a line of men waiting to

take it up and sink their money here.

whether they knew anything about the

business or not."

Deplores Inefliciency of Salesmen.

Montigny’s experiences with automobile

salesmen are the theme of another line of

discourse in which he classifies the majority

of them in language such as he alone can

control. In the colloquial expression of

the day, his opinion of them is briefly ex

pressed in the word “Muttsl' Since he has

been in business he has had about 20 sales

men, each of whom lasted about that many

days, some more, some less.
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“Most of them," he asserted, “go to a

prospect, tell a little tale about the car—

which is all they know about a car—hand

out a lot of bunk that doesn't amount to

anything at all, and expect to make sales.

They are as bad as the mechanics. I find

the trouble with most mechanics is that

they don't ‘mechan’; one of them may

know all about the southwestern part of the

differential of one car, but show him the

same section of the differential of another

car and he’s lost.

Salesmen Who Are "Also Rana.”

“1 had one salesman who telephoned me

one night about 6 o'clock to know if he

could have a demonstrator at a certain store

at once. He insisted the prospect was ripe

and about ready to close. I took the car

down, and the salesman, the prospect and

myself drove to the man’s home. When

we got there I sort of butted in and asked

the man, without any preliminary discus

' sion, the lowest price he would take for his

old car. He said $500. I said, “I'll give it."

The salesman, however, did not have gump

tion enough to take the cue and close the

sale, and I have yet to learn why.

"The other evening I called at one of the

best residences in Brooklyn. How many

salesmen are there, do you suppopse, who

could go into a home like that, make a pre

sentable appearance, keep up their end of

the conversation and Still not let the object

of their visit be lost sight of? A lot of them

can't lead; they follow. They see a demon

strating car in front of a man's residence,

get the number and at once there is a rush

of dealers after that prospect. That’s no

way to do business. I sent a salesman

around to a man’s house one forenoon and

he came back with the statement that the

prospect would like a demonstration after

lunch. \Vhen I drove around there after

lunch there were three cars in front of the

house. I didn't stay. The prospect already

owned a car of the make sold by one

dealer who was in the bunch, and he drove

away with this man.

Where the Woman Comes in.

“I called on one man and talked with

him, but didn't annoy him by running to the

house and waging a regular campaign

against him. He met me one day and said,

‘You didn't come to see me again.’ ‘No,’ I

said, ‘I don’t do business in vestibules or

with hired girls. This is my place of busi

ness, and if anyone really wants to find me

they can get me here.’ Those salesmen who

go sneaking around a man’s back door,

talking to the hired girl and nosing for in

formation, make me weary.

“Sub—dealers? I have none. All of Long

island is my territory, but the most of the

would-be sub-dealers will not buy a demon

strating car. They hand around catalogues

and expect to sell cars with pictures. I

won't take a sub-dealer now unless he buys

a demonstrating car."

Women are an important factor in the

Montigny school of salesmanship.

“At what point does the woman come

in?" said he, repeating the query. “All the

way through the transaction; as soon as the

husband or father decides upon a make of

car or begins to look one over, the woman

is interested, and it is well to draw her at

tention to those features which interest her.

She is interested in how the car rides, and

one point I always emphasize is that the

Stutz has no sidesway, for I know that this

motion in a car is quite likely to upset a

woman's stomach. Many times I have had

my introduction of this point followed by

the exclamation, “That's fine! Anything

that spoils riding for me is that swaying

movement in a ear!’

Appearances that Deceive.

“Another explanation I always make

whenever a woman steps into a car while it

is on the salesroom floor is that the woman

thinks she is at least 18 inches higher up

than she would appear were the ear in the

street. In the street, the sidewalk is about

nine inches above the pavement and the

ears, therefore, are 'lowered that much; but

in the salesroom the floor is nine inches

above the sidewalk and the sidewalk is nine

inches above the street, which makes the

woman think the car is hung away up in the

air—but this forestalling explanation heads

off any objection on that score."

Montigny's methods of demonstrating

may be regarded as out of the ordinary in

that he picks out the smoothest streets

available; rough thoroughfares are rigor

ously avoided.

The Physician Who Drives.

“If I take a rough street," he explained.

“I can explain all I want to that any bumps

encountered are due to the street, but there

is always a suspicion that the car is a

rough rider. A woman does not want such

a demonstration. She wants a nice, easy

one, and that is the kind I always give.

Such riding delights her. Sometimes the

man will ask why I don't take a rough

street, but the woman—neverl Of course,

if the man insists, I take the rough street,

but I always ask him if he doesn't prefer

to ride in comfort. Someone said that a

woman can see only as far as the end of her

nose; but you mustn't think women are

fools, for they decidedly are not. How—

ever, with a woman, a car is as good as it is

to-day, and if it is to impress hcr favorably

it must make its impression to-day, and

not have explained what it will do a week

or a month from to—day. Neither are many

women interested in the mechanics of a

car."

This Broolyn dealer likewise is a believer

in service, but declares that physicians who

drive their own cars are a veritable thorn

in the flesh, so far as service is concerned.

Their cars get hard usage, and this natur

ally necessitates much repairing. Many

little disputes contribute in making this

part of the service disagreeable.

A Deal for a Demonstrator.

Used cars are handled on a more busi

ness-like basis than in any other agency

which has offered a solution of the used car

It is so simple that the way some

dealers throw away profits is pathetic. Mon

tigny does not take a car in trade unless he

is quite sure he can sell it at a profit, and

there are few cases in which he doesn't. He

used to depend upon mechanics for his es

timate of values, but when he found, as he

says, that “mechanics don’t meehan," he

educated himself in the values of used cars

and now seldom makes a slip. The profits

are not large, but they afford a commission

on the resale.

Keeping posted on trade doings is an

other practice in this shop; he used to fol

low happenings in the corset trade. so why

shouldn't he follow the automobile trade?

yVhen the Motor World man mentioned

various stories that lately have appeared in

trade papers, Montigny was well informed

and able to discuss them intelligently. He

differs from many in his disbelief in the

value of associations. Since he has made

good on the “go it alone" policy, he natur

ally believes in it. He also declares it his

belief that other used car plans other than

the one he employs are impracticable.

He will seldom depart from his plan to

make a sale. But he did so in one case;

he had a demonstrator for sale, and the

prospect wanted to trade in an old car at

$850. Montigny offered to sell the demon

strator for $1,700 cash and agreed to turn

over $850 for the used car to the owner

before April 15 next. He sold the used car.

but had to take a smaller car in trade, and

this smaller car was sold for part cash and

a $200 note. The note was paid for with a

check dated five days ahead, but the demon

strator had brought its orice.

problem.

 

Pouring Oil Through Breather Pipe.

In pouring oil into the crankcase of a

miotor through the breather pipes-a com

mon method—care should be taken to see

whether the crankcase is divided by a cen

tral partition or is practically a single cham

ber. If there is no division, all the oil can

be poured through either one of the breath

ers, while if there is a partition an equal

quantity will have to be run in through

each.
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LIGHTING AND STARTING SYSTEMS MADE PLAIN

How Starting Energy is Applied and the Necessity for Charging the Battery

Explained—Remedial Measures for Unnatural Noises—Bijur

System an Example of Preventive Practice.

 

(This is the twelfth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

There is no better way to visualize any

of the electric lighting and engine starting

systems on the market than to memorize

the following essentials: (1) Energy for

lighting and starting is obtained from the

storage battery; (2) energy for charging

the storage battery is obtained from the

generator; (3) energy to drive the genera—

tor is obtained from the gasolene motor;

(4) energy to start the gasolene motor is

obtained from the electric motor. Every

system, regardless of whether the motor

and engine starting system. The system is

simple in the extreme, as its disposition on

a polished chassis showed very plainly.

Quite naturally, the dealer was proud of the

chassis and of the operation of the electric

system and there were few moments in the

day, and in the evening, when the motor

was not in process of being started, and the

powerful head lamps were not boring into

the semi-obscurity of the back of the sales

room. For several months the starter and

lighter were demonstrated almost literally
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BIJUR GENERATOR, SHOWING BRUSH HOLDERS AND BRUSHES

and the generator are combined in a single

unit or are separate units, is absolutely the

same in these four essentials; there can be

no variation whatsoever.

Why Batteries Must Be Charged.

Consequently, it is quite necessary that

the storage battery be maintained in as

nearly a fully charged state as is possible,

as it virtually is the heart of the system.

Needless to add, all such systems will keep

the battery properly charged under per

fectly normal running conditions without

the necessity for worry or bother on the

part of the owner. There are conditions,

however—they apply more particularly to

the dealer—which call for circumspection,

as a short digression, drawn from an actual

occurrence, will serve to make plain.

A—, who is a dealer in one of the smaller

cities, had received from the factory he

represented one of the newer series cars

which is equipped with an electric lighting

to thousands with never a miss and never

a flicker from the lamps. Then came a man

who was in a hurry for a car; who would

not, or could not, wait for a new car to

come from the factory. A body was placed

on the show chassis, and that evening the

new owner drove away in a blaze of glory

every light burning and scarcely

enough illumination to match his pride in

his new possession.

with

Unhappy Result of Thoughtlessness.

Everything went well until the following

day, when, after telephoning one of his

neighbors to “ride down town," he hastily

swallowed his matutinal cup of coffee and

hurried to the garage, where the neighbor

already was awaiting him. Both climbed

into the forward compartment and, with a

smile illuminating his countenance, the new

owner depressed the starting pedal with the

heel of his boot, and—nothing happened.

The familiar, soft-toned growl that signal

ized the starting of the motor was singular~

ly conspicuous by its absence. The start

ing gears went into mesh, the needle of the

ammeter jogged merrily over to the f‘dis

charge" side, and still nothing happened.

The motor simply would not start.

Reason for the Starter's Failure.

The reason for the failure to start—the

lamps would light, but they threw but a

pale beam—was perfectly plain and,

couched in the terms of the garage attend

ant who was watching the proceedings with

interest, it was simply a case of “no juice."

In demonstrating the starter, the dealer had

started the motor probably thousands of

times. In order to start the motor for every

new spectator, and two or three times for

some of them. he had to stop it again al

most immediately after it was started. The

result was that the battery eventually he

came exhausted because after each start it

was not permitted to run long enough to

put back into the battery the energy that

was drawn out of it; the motor seldom, if

ever, got up to the speed where the charg—

ing process commenced. The final drain on

the battery, when the new owner drove off

with all his lights burning, was just suffi

cient to deplete the energy left in the bat

tery to the point where it was insufficient

to start the motor.

How to Obviate Faint Praise.

Of course, after the new owner had got

ten out his once despised crank and started

his engine, the charging process began, and

it is altogether likely that by the time he

reached his oflice he was very much sur—

prised to discover that his engine starter

was in good working order after all.

The moral to the story is plain: The bat

tery must be charged; it is impossible to

draw water out of a tank continuously with

out putting more into the tank. It does no

harm to demonstrate any electric lighting

and engine starting system from morning

till night, and then far into the night. Quite

the reverse, if the demonstration is properly

conducted, it legitimately may be expected

to be beneficial. But—every time the engine

is started, it must be permitted to run for a

few moments at normal touring speed in

order to replenish the battery. Otherwise

disappointment is imminent. and at a critical
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moment someone is likely to damn the sys

tem with faint praise, or without any praise

at all.

How Not to Eliminate Noise.

Another thing—some generators are

quieter than others. though it is doubtful

if any is silent in the literal definition of

the word. However, none of them make an

amount of noise that rightly may be termed

nerve-racking or even annoying; generally,

they emit the soft kind of a purr that indi

cates a kitten's perfect content with the

world at large, bred of a full stomach.

\thre the noise is perhaps a little more

persistent than circumstances would seem

to warrant, it is altogether likely that it

is due to insufficient lubrication of the driv

ing gears. In the experience of one prom

inent manufacturer of lighting dynamos,

however, too much lubrication may have

the same effect. Consequently, it is wise to

be governed exactly by the instruction of

the manufacturer and not to experiment.

In any case, no one is warranted in taking

the liberties that were taken by one dealer

who was annoyed by even the very slight

noise emanating from a brand new equip

ment. He eliminated the noise by a simple

expedient of reversing the wires leading to

the generator, thereby removing the load

upon it. Naturally, with no load on it. the

generator ran without a sound, which was

exactly what the dealer in question wanted.

But if that dealer had been wise he would

have known that in removing the load from

the generator he was removing its work.

which is to charge the storage battery, and

he would not have had to call in a factory

expert to discover the “trouble.”

“Hook-ups” that Can't be Changed.

Unfortunately for the dealer, that par

ticular generator would not generate unless

the wires were connected to it in the way

specified by the manufacturer—nothing very

funny about that. Some generators will per

form their allotted work regardless of how

the wires are “hooked up." but their num

her is small. In the majority of cases. the

positive wire from the battery invariably

must be connected to the positive terminal

of the generator—a fact which has on more

than one occasion been strongly empha

sized in the eleven articles which have ap

peared in the eleven preceding issues of

Motor \Vorld.

may be connected eitner way, the mann

iztetnrer never fails to make that point plain.

for it is one of his “talking points.” In

other cases, the instructions of the manu

In cases where the wires

faetnrcr always must be followed with scru

pulous care.

In proportion to those purchasers of

can already equipped with complete electric

lighting and engine starting systems, the

number who buy and install their own sys

tems is very small. A number of manu

facturers absolutely refuse to supply their

equipment to individuals, and the instrttc<

tions of very nearly all of them may be

stated in the three words, “let it alone." In

many cases, it is the better part of wisdom

for the owner to take the makers’ instrue

tions literally and to let it severely alone,

though in quite as many cases troubles

which loom large really are small and can

be successfully treated by almost anyone

who has knowledge of the system which

bears even remotely on the intimate.

Not Expected to “Let it Alone.”

Such instructions, however, most specific
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Special Tools Required for Dissection.

In the Bijur lighting dynamo, for instance

—-it is part of the electric lighting and start

ing system manufactured by the Bijur Mo

tor Lighting Co. of 250 West 54th street,

New York City—it is impossible for the

dealer or the owner to touch anything other

than the brushes; everything else is en

closed in a tight casing which cannot be
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ally do not apply to the dealer, for he is the

accredited agent of the maker and, as such,

is expected, quite legitimately, to be fa

miliar with the mechanism of the system he

sells. He cannot well be expected to “let

it alone," though, sad to relate, it might be

better for all concerned if he did follow in

structions minutely, provided he is not “up”

on the system. However, dealers rapidly

are coming to realize that in order to render

service, which is the backbone of business.

they must be equipped to handle complaints

as well as to sing praises. and the number

which at present is perfectly able to cope

with such minor electrical troubles as might

crop up is in marked contrast to the few

dealers able to give intelligent aid not so

very long ago.

In the products of not a few manufac—

turers of electric lighting and starting

equipment, there is plainly evident a care

ful attempt to discourage anyone, even the

opened without special tools—and the tools

are not supplied with the apparatus. In de

veloping the system, the makers have

worked on the hypothesis that the brushes

and the commutator are the only parts

which are at all likely to give trouble or to

require the care that can be given by other

than an expert, and so everything else has

been “sewed up tight," to use a colloquial

ism. The brushes and commutator can be

gotten at by removing small brass plates

on either side, the dynamo with one plate

removed being shown by the accompanying

illustration.

The Bijur system is of the type in which

the dynamo and starting' motor are Sepa

rate units and is distinctive by reason of the

fact that it is feasible to use the dynamo for

lighting purposes without the necessity for

“floating a battery on the line," as is usual;

the battery must be used for starting, as a

matter of course.
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In order to permit the dynamo to be used

direct for the lighting circuit, it is neces

sary, of course, that it be positively self—

regulating, and this feature is obtained in

the Bijur machine by simply varying the

strength of the shunt winding by means of

a magnetic device which inserts a single

step of resistance in the field immediately

the output exceeds a certain predetermined

limit; when the output drops, the resist

ance automatically is removed. The mech

anism by means of which this action is ob

tained is enclosed within the dynamo cas—

ing, as is the automatic cut~out which also

is of the magnetic type. As it is impossible

to get at either, much less to adjust or

repair them, this fact may be taken as prima

facia evidence that such attention

necessary. The motor in the Bijur system

is no less tight and compact than the gen

erator; it is of the simple series wound

type in which the torque increases with the

load.

is un

How to Care for the Dynamo.

In caring for the Bijur system, it will only

be necessary occasionally to remove the

brass plates over the brushes and clean

away accumulations of carbon dust or other

foreign matter. The brushes may be cleaned

with a cloth dampened, but not wet, with

gasolene. After a considerable period of

service it is well to remove the brushes

and both side plates and sandpaper the

commutator by inserting a strip of No. 00

sandpaper through the machine so that it

bears lightly on the commutator while it is

rotating. If the commutator exhibits a

brownish, glazed appearance, however, it

should not be touched, for it then is in the

best of condition. The same kind of care,

and no more. should be given the electric

motor.

\Vithin the Bijur system there is included

a dash ammeter. and with all the lamps

burning this should show at least 10 am

peres if the dynamo is working properly.

If the generator fails to generate after care

has been taken to ensure that all the wir

ing connections are correct, the motor

should be speeded up quickly just once. If

this expedient fails to bring results ap

parent in the ammeter the generator should

be polarized, as it is expressed in electrical

engineer‘s parlance, though the operation

is neither difiicult nor laborious.

Testing for Current Explained.

The ignition ground should first be dis

connected, after which the gray fiber cap

projecting near the outer edge of the front

of the dynamo should he removed. Then

with the motor running at fair speed and

the battery ground open (this is important)

a momentary connection should be made

between the lower brass post from which

the fiber cap has been removed and the

brass nut above it, from the center of which

the line wire emerges. A silver quarter, or

any other small piece of metal, will serve

to make the connection, which should be

productive of a spark.

After such treatment. the generator

should generate, which fact will be made

plain by the ammeter. If it does not gen

erate the trouble must be either in the au

tomatic cut-out, which may fail to establish

connection between the dynamo and the

line as it should, or in the brushes and

commutator, which are dirty and therefore

prevent good commutation. In order to

detect such troubles, a “detector lamp" is

an excellent device. It consists of noth

ing more than an ordinary lamp socket

holding a standard size lamp and fitted with

two wires approximately two feet long.

If one of the wires is held on the brass

screw disclosed by the removal of the fiber

cap, and the other is held in the brass nut

above it, the lamp should light, thus giv

ing evidence that the generator is generat

ing but that the automatic cut-out is inop

erative. As it is impossible to get at the

latter device, the only alternative is to re

turn the whole machine to the maker for

adjustment. Sometimes, however, it is pos

sible to free the contacts. which may have

become stuck together, by striking the cas

ing of the dynamo a few light blows with

a rigid instrument. Needless to add, great

care must be taken not to fracture the

casing.

Troubles that Lurk in Brushes.

If, when the terminals of the detector

lamp are placed as previously advised. the

lamp fails to light, the generator is not gen

erating, in which case the brushes and com

mutator should be examined to make sure

that the brushes touch the commutator,

that there are no short circuits and that

the commutator is as clean as it should be.

If the ends of the brushes exhibit a highly

glazed appearance, they should be sand

papered gently, holding a small piece of fine

sandpaper, preferably No. 0000, though N0.

00 will serve, over the end of a finger tip.

With a little practice the ends may be

cleaned without impa.ring the curvature,

which corresponds to the curvature of the

commutator. However, it is not absolutely

essential that the whole surface of the end

of the brush touch the commutator, though

a larger surface is better than a smaller one

to start.

It should be remembered that the brush

holding fingers must work freely on their

hinges; if they do not work freely, the

brushes may not be held properly against

the commutator., If they bind slightly, a

tiny drop of oil may be placed on their

hinges, care being taken that no oil gets

onto the brushes themselves. It is just as

important, of course, that the brushes work

freely in their holders, and as an accumula—

tion of carbon dust or other foreign mat

ter is about the only thing that can make

them stick, they should be cleaned periodic

ally. In replacing the brushes, care must

be taken to see that sharp edge is upper

most.

Operation of the Motor Made Plain.

There is nothing in the motor, other than

the brushes and commutator, the care of

which already has been outlined, or in any

other part of the system barring the storage

battery, that will require attention. The

location of the starting motor may vary ac

cording to the design of the engine and the

facility_with which it may be placed, a typi

cal mounting being shown herewith in plan.

In the installation pictured, the motor

drives the gasolene engine through the in

termediary of double reduction gearing car

ried on the clutch shaft. Depressing the

starter pedal first connects the motor to

the battery through a resistance causing the

gears to spin and facilitating their engage

ment. Further depression of the pedal cuts

out the resistance in the circuit and per

mits the full strength of the battery to flow

to the motor—the systems are made to op

erate on either 6 or 12 volts. The drive is

through a roller clutch, which effectually

prevents damage in the event of a back

fire. The starting pedal is spring returned

to its normal position immediately the pres

sure upon it is released.

 

Soft Soap in Automobile Manufacture.

That such a homely commodity as soft

soap enters into the process by which an

automobile is built may cause a slight lift

ing of eyebrows among the uninitiated, and

yet the Ford Motor Co. of Detroit, Mich.,

for instance, uses nearly half a million bar

rels of soft soap a year—and none of it is

used for cleansing purposes It is used to

lubricate the thousands of drills in the im

mense Ford shops, though it scarcely

would be recognized for soft soap in the

condition in which it is employed. Ford

chemists have devised a formula for mixing

into solution soft soap, which is purchased

in SOO-pound barrels, hot water and miner

alized lard oil, and one man spends his en

tire time proportioning the mixture. After

ward, it is pumped around the shops

through a pipe line to each of the machines

and permitted to run continuously over the

work and down into a hollow base in each

machine, whence it is pumped back over the

work continually. When it is “worn out" it

is permitted to drain away through the

sewer. The mineralized lard oil also is con

sumed at the rate of approximately 50 gal

lons a day.
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To Prevent the Truck from Skidding.

A motor truck that cannot move is at

least as bad as no truck at all, and a ma~

chine with smooth-tired wheels spinning

helplessly in mud. snow or on ice or other

“anti-friction" road material is without

doubt a useless vehicle. so far as delivering

the goods is concerned. Among the new

est of the devices designed to render the

truck immune from such troubles is the

Federal grip, the product‘ of the Federal

Chain & Mfg. Co., of Springfield. Mass.

which acquired and manufactures the Gay

lor grip, also.

As the accompanying illustration shows.

the Federal device consists of a set of

grips, curved to fit the tire and held in po

sition by connecting chains; an adjustable

toggle lock form the c-mne-rting link for

attaching and detaching. No tools are re

quired for putting on or taking off the

grips, and when not in use they fold into

compact bundles, which are readily stowed

  

FEDERAL TRUCK TIRE GRIP

away. Two minutes is said to be the aver

age time required for attachment. The

cross-bars are made of high-grade alloy

steel. doubled in thickness where the road

wear comes, and are practically indestruct

iblc. To avoid cutting the tires the under

surfaces of the cross-members are smooth

ly rounded.

Care that Preserves Automobile Tops.

\Vhile automobile tops do not require a

great deal of care to keep them in good

condition, there are a few precautions that

should be carefully observed For instance.

if a car is not to be used for some time

the top will be kept in the best condition

if it is left open; otherwise it will become

creased. perhaps permaneni'v. Folding a

top while it is wet is more than likely to

result in the appearance of mildew. which

will at lca'gt make unsightly and permanent

spots, and not improbably will cause leaks

and holes. Neither gasolcn: nor kerosene

should be used on tops or curtains; a very

weak solution of ammonia and water. ap

plied with a soft brush. is the best thing for

pantasote, while mohair requires nothing

more, ordinarily. than brushing and dusting

to keep it clean.

Inner Tube that has Two Skins.

As long as tires are made of rubber and

fillings of air, the search for some means of

preventing the perforation of the former

and the escape of the latter will go on un

tiringly——unless the problem is so effectual

ly solved that there no longer is any ques

tion in the matter. Meanwhile. the tenta

tive solutions are many and ingenious, and

not the least ingenious and one of the

  

REASON CELLULAR TUBE

most recent is that of the Reason Tire Co.,

of Pontiac. Mich., which manufactures an

inner tube that is double-skinned, with a

system of cells between the two skins, like

a modern steamship's hull.

The accompanying illustration shows the

construction of the Reason cellular inner

tube so clearly that detailed description

really is unnecessary. The materials used

in its construction are the best quality Para

rubber, and fabrics made by a patented

process, said to render the tube puncture

proof. The compound tube is inserted in

the tire in exactly the same manner as an

ordinary tube, and it is inflated in the usual

way. Not only do the manufactuerrs claim

for the device immunity from punctures and

blow-outs, greatly

and the ability to stand up in old casings

that are too far gone for further use with

ordinary tubes. but they state that. while

the weight is somewhat greater than that

of the usual type, it is at least as resilient

increased tire mileage

as a tire with an orthodox type of tube, of

similar dimensions.

Removing “Overt-tang" from Cold Chisels.

The head of a much-used cold chisel is

apt to spread considerably under vigorous

blows of the hammer. The mushroom-like

overhang should be ground or filed off, for

it is apt to chip off under the hammer or

to cut the hand with its sharp points—and.

besides, it looks extremely "sloppy"

Simple Portable Vulcanizer.

The severity of the stresses to which an

tomobile tires are subjected renders the

ordinary cold-cement method of making

repairs decidedly inadequate. so far as ob

taining permanent results is concerned, and

this fact accounts for the activity that has

been displayed in devising vulcanizers

which, though of small size, light weight

and simple construction, will achieve prac

tical results. In the accompanying il

lustration is shown an up-to-date instru

ment of the car type—that is, one designed

to be carried in the tool-box; its weight is

only about three pounds. The “B'Co” vul

canizer is manufactured by the Brown Co..

of Syracuse, N. Y.; the heat for its opera

tion is generated by burning gasolene.

The “B’Co” vulcanizer consists essentially

of an iron box with a number of integrally

cast spikes or rods rising from the bottom.

  

li'tft) GASOLth VULCANIZER

These are to provide {sufficient heat-absorb

ing surface to carry heat to the bottom.

through which it passes to the rubber. A

cover plate. a pair of clamps and a meas

uring cup complete the outfit. When a cut

on a tread is to be vulcanized the apparatus

is attached as shown in the illustration. with

the c0ver plate held on by the clamps

which hold the whole in position on the tire.

The measuring cup, which fits in a recept

acle in the vulcanizer, is half filled with

gasolene which is ignited and allowed to

burn for ll minutes—just enough to com

plete the work. For inner tube work the

vulcanizer is horizontally and the

cover plate is placed under the bottom to

hold the tube in place against the heated

Gasolene is poured directly into

the box and ignited; the heat is absorbed

by the spikes and carried down. The out

fit consists of the vulcanizer, with its cover.

cup. clamps. and chain, finished in nickel

plate, vulcanizing rubber and scissors.

packed in a box and sold for $2.

used

surface.
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STUDEBAKER ENGlNEERS

DESIGN STORM CURTAINS

Big Corporation’s Designers Turn to

Weatherproofing Problem—Swing

ing Door-Sections to Facilitate

Entrance and Exit.

An open car with the top up, the side

curtains pnpei'ly buttoned down and the

windshield in position, gives a certain

amount of protection from the elements.

and, at least, is a whole lot better than no

protection at all. There are drawbacks

to this arrangement, however, which man

ifest themselves when driving rain or snow

openings, in the rear upper corners of the

top, left for ventilation.

 

Kansas Sheriff Moves a Garage.

P. T. Shortall, who formerly conducted a

garage in Kansas City, Kan., at 829 Minne

sota avenue, under the style \IVest Side

Garage, is still proprietor of that garage,

but it is not in the same place. Roy Shipp,

however, now has a garage at 829 Minne

sota avenue and Shortall is on Nugent ave

nue, all because of a legal fight and a

quick-change scene in which the sheriff en

gineered the change.

Shortall had conducted a garage at the

disputed location for two years at a rental

of $100 a month and claimed the lease pro

vided that in case the owner of the building,

 

 

  

 

 

STUDEBAKER CURTAINS “THCH OPEN AND CLOSE

finds sundry crevices and cracks and works

through, or when, after a stop in cold

weather, it is necessary to reach out

through an opening with the bare hand and

wrestle with an invisible and refractory

fastener—and there are other things that

anyone who has done much cold weather

driving can call to mind without half try

ing.

An arrangement of curtains that appears

to eliminate most of the troubles of the or~

dinary typt is shown in the accompanying

illustration of a Studebaker “20" roadster

equipped w th the protective outfit that has

been designed by the Studebaker force for

the use of d0ctors, contractors and others

whose business takes them out in all sorts

of weather. The principal feature is that

the side curtains swingr with the doors. to

which they are attached by fastenings that

are easily removed when the car is to be

used without the protection of the curtains.

A flap depending from the top clips the

top of the windshield and leaves no opening

at this point.

is tightly closed, with rhe exception of two

In fact. the whole covering

“WTH THE DOORS

the Huppe estate, decided to raise the rent

Shortall was to be' given an opportunity to

accept the higher rate. Last August, how—

ever, Shipp offered a higher figure for the

garage premises and was given a lease, and

since then has been trying to get Shortall

out and himself in. Attorneys advised a

peaceable removal. but Shortall stood pat

and continued doing business at his old

stand. He insisted upon the soundness of

the old maxim that nine

points of the law. and inasmuch as he did

not care to leave the location he declared

he would stay unless put out.

The court, however, when called on de

cided that Shipp was entitled to the prem

As a result, one night last week, when

possession is

ises.

car owners went to the garage to get their

cars they found their 23 automobiles lined

up at the curb while the sheriFf and a gang

of negroes were stripping the interior of the

building, even to the calendars on the walls.

Shortall smilingly admitted himself beaten,

hurriedly rented a building on Nugent ave

nue and inside of an hour or two was open

for business in the new place.

REDUClNG DETERlDRATlDN

BY COMMON SENSE METHODS

Smooth Running That May Disguise

Defects—Annual Overhauling Need

Not Be Extensive—“Stitches”

That May Save “Nine.”

There are many cars that will run, and

plenty that do run, for two, three, or even

more seasons, without what usually is

termed a general overhauling. The machines

seem to keep going, and the owners take a

certain pride in calling attention to the fact

that their cars have not been overhauled

since such and such a time—nothing done

to them but things that cropped up ocea

sionally and called imperatively for atten

tion. There is no doubt that this way of

doing things is entirely wrong, unless the

car is used so little that there really is no

necessity for an annual overhauling—which

rarely is the case.

There is no mechanistn that will run for

an indefinite period without suffering more

or less deterioration in some way, and this

is particularly true of a machine as complex

and as delicately balanced as is an automo

bile. Oil gums and forms partial obstruc

tions; parts wear, more or less, and even

if they do not wear to the point where

actual adjustment or replacement may be

necessary, it is entirely logical to assume

that a worn part is less efficient than one

that is a perfect fit; bolts, nuts, screws and

other fastenings loosen up, and ordinarily

do not attract attention. Oil works into

places where it is not wanted. and works

out of places where it should be retained;

ignition apparatus deteriorates through the

running down of the insulation, and the oc

currence of slight electrical leaks, to say

nothing of mechanical-wear of various mov

ing parts. In fact, even if the car continues

to operate in a manner that seems satis

factory. it will be found, almost invariably.

that after a year's use there are usually

many respects in which it has fallen ofi

from its original prime condition. A com

parison with a new car of the same type

often will throw more light on such matters

than anything else.

An annual overhauling does not necessar

ily mean that the car must be reduced to a

collection of separate parts. and

m'iscroscopically examined, nor is' it neces

sarily a long, tedious job. It means that

the car should be carefully inspected in all

its working parts, the body being removed

to give easy access. and then. if there are

indications of a need for delving, the delving

As a matter of fact, such an

each

can be done.

inspection is valuable largely as a means of

bringing to light indications of approaching
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trouble that might not come to light in

any other way. Of course, a car that is in

a more or less run down condition ought to

be taken down and its details thoroughly

gone into; but a car that is running fairly

well, that has been well cared for and driven

in a reasonable manner, ought not to re

quire the expenditure of a great deal of

time or labor to make it practically as good

as at the beginning of the season, barring,

of course, the inevitable general deprecia

tion. Even this depreciation is considerably

reduced by intelligent annual inspections

and tuning up.

A dealer or repairman who suggests to a

car owner that an annual overhauling is

the best thing for the car, when, in the

opinion of the owner, the car really does

not need it, is apt to be looked upon as

seeking business with an eye single to the

making of profits. There must be many

cases, however, where automobile men are

in a position to explain that two annual

overhauls of a car in fairly good condition

are likely to be very much less expensive

than bi-annual overhaul of a much run

down machine. Besides the lesser cost of

the work and the probable reduction in gen

deterioration resulting from annual

overhauling, there certainly is no small sat

isfaction in having the car in top-notch

shape at least once a year. Of course, no

one would think of accusing the majority

of motor car repairmen of being in the

business merely for the sake of the bene

ficial effects on their physical welfare; but.

on the other hand, the car and its owner

stand to gain more than the repairman does

by a proper yearly grooming.

eral

Factory Instruction Lasting Two Years.

Although automobile schools where pu

pils are required to pay for the privilege of

learning are fairly common, the reverse is

the case where not only is free tuition pro

vided under the guidance of qualified ex

pert mechanics but good wages are paid

the learners as well. It is true that one or

two such schools exist, though none is so

pretentious as the SChOOl maintained by the

Ford Motor Co., of Detroit. Mich., where

the "class" consists of 200 and the course

covers a period of two years. As each pupil

becomes familiar with one machine or one

operation in the construction of a car, he is

shifted to another, and so on right through

the shops, until at the end of the two years'

course he is assured of at least the rudi

ments of the trade.

A copying pencil forms a valuable ad

junct to a repair kit. The indelible lead

forms a practically inerasible mark, which

is particularly useful in designating the lo

cation of punctures in inner tubes and in

ensuring that the patch is properly centered.

BUlLDS A CAR 0F HARDWARE

STOCK FOR WlNDOW DISPLAY

Dealer Exhibits Clever Product of

Window Dressing Talent—Exem

plifies What Ingenuity Can

Accomplish.

Vehicles and other pieces of machinery

constructed by assembling various articles

vended by a merchant and the finished prod

uct set up as an attraction in a show win

dow are not uncommon. but one which has

been evolved by \V. “C Merriwcther & Son,

hardware dealers in Paragould, Ark. is so

distinctive and cleverly constructed as to

fuel tank, four-gallon tin churn; top, \Vm.

Enders grass catcher for lawn mower; fend

ers, o-inch giant stitched rubber belt; num

ber, Arkansas license tag, No. 23; ignition,

door bell button.

Starter Designed for Ford Cars.

No very great amount of physical exer

tion is required to start the motor of a

small car, and for this reason starters of the

muscle-exempting sorts on little cars have

not been greatly in evidence. Even a small

motor can "kick back," however, and there

are many occasions when, owing to mud or

dust, for instance, it is decidedly unpleas

ant to stand in front of a machine to crank

it, and it is just this consideration that

prompted the Bremer-W'ilson Mfg. Co., of

  

WINDOW DISPLAY FEATURE CONSTRUCTED BY INGENIOUS DEALER

fairly compel notice, as the accompanying

illustration suggests. The completed prod

uct is an automobile, or it at least has the

outlines of such a vehicle, and is called

the “Buttermilk Special." It is made of

some 19 or 20 articles and outside of the

fact that it will not run and is what might

be termed an extreme in standardization

is quite a car.

The hardware used in its make-up is as

follows:

Front wheels, stag sulky plow; rear

wheels, 500 feet length garden hose; frame,

Keen Kutter garden hoes; power house,

barrel churn; headlight, two brass cus

pidors; crank, Keen Cutter food chopper;

dash and windshield, fireplace screen; side

light, two Baldwin’s miner’s lamps; Prest

O-Lite tank, Icy-Hot bottle; horn, two

quart tin funnels; steering wheel, wood

churn dash; control levers, steel buggy

jack; seat, two burner clipper gasolene

stove (the chauffeur was arrested for

scorching); seat body, three drip pans;

1256 Michigan Boulevard, Chicago, to bring

out its “Triplex” engine starter for Ford

cars.

Briefly, the starter, which is of the me

chanical type, consists of a clutch device

located on the motor shaft between the fan

and the forward end of the crankcase, con

nected by means of a chain, turning over

a pulley-guide, and a rod, to a handle on the

dashboard. A pull on the handle rotates the

crankshaft and a spring returns the clutch

and the handle to their original positions

when the handle is released. The clutch is

so constructed that, in case of a back-kick.

it will let go; in any case, however. a

kick could do no harm to the operator, be

cause the handle is not of the crank variety.

but is simply pulled straight back and re—

turned to the starting point. The regular

starting crank is not displaced or in any

way interfered with. The starter can be at

tached in about an hour’s time and involves

no complex or difficult mechanical work.

The price complete is $11.50
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ms ANGELFS INSURGENTS

THROW_IIAEfINTO RING”

Launch Auto Contest Association of

America and “Serve Notice" on A.

A. A.—All Sins To Be

Abolished.

Apparently there are in Southern Cali

fornia a number of men interested in the

promotion of motor car contests, who be

lieve that the laws governing the sport in

other parts of the country should not be

applied to Southern California or Southern

Californians. This spirit, which was very

much in evidence last July, when several of

those who had to do with the running of the

Santa Monica road race on May 4th last

were disciplined by the contest board of'

the A. A. A. for irregularities which cropped

up in connection with the contest, is again

running high as a result of the automatic

suspension of “Teddy” Tetzlafi, who, like

others before him, partook of the “forbid

den fruit” by participating in an unsanc

tioned meet at San Fernando on Thanks

giving Day.

Although many other men have similarly

disqualified themselves, the California in

surgents consider it anbther "outrage."

Frank A. Garbutt. of Los Angeles, is the

man who appears to have been most seri

ously acected by the turn of events. His

feeling stirred him so deeply that, in re

sponse to a call which he issued, 24 resi

dents of Los Angeles met in the Los Ange

Ies Automobile Club rooms. on Saturday

afternoon last, 7th inst.. at which time they

fairly ripped the A. A. A. up the back and

down the front. It was accused of all man

ner of intrigue and double-crossing, and

one man, almost consumed by his own

flaming indignation, practically charged that

the A. A. A. was guilty of murder, appar

netly because Bruce-Brown met his death

while preparing for the Vanderbilt and

Grand Prize road races on the Milwaukee

course.

The upshot of the meeting was a decision

to organize the Automobile Contest Asso

ciation of America, with Garbutt as tempo

rary chairman and Earl Booth as temporary

secretary. The chairman was authorized to

appoint a committee of 10 to formulate

rules and regulations. which apparently will

eliminate intrigue, double-crossing, murder,

arson, high'way robbery and all other

crimes.

A long telegram was sent to the Ameri—

can Automobile Association advising it of

the result of the meeting. and, oddly

enough. expressing the wish to “co-operate

with the A. A. A. to the fullest extent pos

sible that our mutual interests will permit

in order that there may be no unnecessary

conflict of authority."

Despite the imposing title, Automobile

Contest Association of America, Garbutt,

who signed the telegram, assured the A. A.

A. that “we propose, if the matter is agree

able to you, to confine our field to the West,

feeling that unless future developments ren

dered it imperative that it would not be

politic nor conservative for us to invade a

field so far from the seat of our organiza

tion."

Garbutt also ingeniously added: “If there

should develop an occasional individual of

this section who is not with us heart and

soul it will be because he is not acquainted

with the situation as we see it, or because

he has some petty ax of his own to grind."

Massachusetts Registrations Gain 29%.

Automobiles to the number of 50,049 were

registered in the State of Massachusetts

during the fiscal year terminating Decem

ber I last, which, as compared with the 38,

633 registered in the fiscal year of 1911, is

an increase of 11,416. or 29 per cent. Of this

number 1,092 were manufacturers' or deal

ers' registrations and the non-resident cer

tificates number 858. Approximately 5,000

were re-registrations of cars which changed

hands, but this figure is slightly offset by

the number of cars covered by the manu

facturers' licenses, so that the gross figure

is approximately correct. The 1912 regis

tration of commercial vehicles was 4,036,

as compared with 2,189 for 1911.

The fees paid amounted to $614,665 and

the fines to $29,108, the total increase being

$139,580, or about 26 per cent. About 40

per cent. of the cars registered were in the

20-30 horsepower division, but 25 per cent.

were in the above-30 class.

Chicago Regulars Down Progressives.

Once more “Bull Mooseism" has had a

setback. The more recent occasion was at

the annual election of officers of the Chi

cago Motor Club, on Tuesday evening, De

cember 3rd, when N. H. Van Sicklen, candi

date for president on the regular ticket.

was elected by a majority of 90 votes over

F. E. Edwards, the "Progressive" candi

date; the total tally was: Van Sicklen, 295

votes; Edwards, 205 votes. Henry Bosch,

regular nominee for first vice-president, also

was elected. T. J. Hay and W. E. Stal

nacker, who were candidates for the respec

tive offices of second vice-president and

secretary on both tickets, were, of course.

unanimously elected, and A. M. Cobb, “Pro

gressive” nominee for treasurer. nosed out

his "regular" opponent. H T. Hollingshead,

by five votes. The new board of directors

comprises: L. A. Watts. W. J. Zucker, \IV.

D. Foreman, E. G. ‘Nestlake. and Dan

Boone.

EMPLOYER, DRIVING, LIABLE

FOR INJURY T0 CIIAIIFFEUR

High Court Sustatns Verdict Awarded

to Widow of Employe—Defense

Set Up by Employer Which

Availed Nothing.

 

\Vhen the owner of an automobile takes

the wheel of a. car and drives and his chauf

feur sits at his side, he is liable for the

injuries to the employe in case accident oc

curs, is the substance of a ruling rendered

last week by the Appellate Division of the

Supreme Court in New York City in the

case of Katherine Daly against Arthur

Weisbecker, a prominent New York busi

ness man; the higher court upheld a ver

dict of $10,000 and costs which had been

awarded to Mrs. Daly, whose husband met

death while in a car driven by \Veisbecker.

According to the complaint in the case.

\Valter A. Daly and Weisbecker, his em

ployer, were driving on Broadway at 232d

street at 5 o’clock on the morning of July

14, 1911, and the allegation is made that

Weisbecker had been up all night and had

been drinking and was driving recklessly;

at 232d street the car collided with a steel

“L” pillar and Daly was almost instantly

killed.

As to his death and the fact that he was

employed by Weisbecker there was little

dispute, the difference being as to whether

he was in the car at the direction of his

employer or had asked to be allowed to

ride; the defense claimed he had asked

permission to tide and therefore assumed all

risk. The plaintiff stated that Weisbecker

had directed Daly to sit at his employer’s

side while the latter drove the car. Mrs.

Daly, as administratrix, asked $25,000 for

herself and two children, but the Supreme

Court for New York county awarded two

fifths of this amount and Weisbecker then

appealed.

Ralph De Palma to Re-enter the Ring.

Ralph De Palma has decided to risk his

neck again. He almost lost it at Milwaukee,

as every one knows, though it has not

feazed him even a little bit. Also, he almost

won the last 500-mile International Sweep

stakes race on the Indianapolis Speedway.

Everybody knows that. too. And now he

figures that with the old .No. 4 Mercedes

“fixed up" to make it eligible for the next

500-mile race under the reduced piston dis

placement restrictions, he has a pretty good

chance to win. Anyway. the car has been

sent back to its makers for “adjustment”

and De Palma is going to follow it soon

after the first of the year and once more

join the chase for gold and glory.
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1,019,886. Ignition Timer and Detector.

Thomas C. 'Forbes, Los Angeles. Cal., as

signor to Los Angeles Rotary Gas Engine

Company, Los' Angeles, Cal., a Corporation

of California. Filed June 9, 1910. Serial No.

566,110. Means for determining the firing

cylinder and forming spark in same appli

cable to rotary cylinder motors.

1,019,896. Vehicle Wheel. Hayes W.

Henry, Melvern, Kan. Filed Aug. 31, 1910.

Serial No. 579,797. Helical springs incor

porated in the spokes.

1,019,916. Process for Making Radiators.

Joseph Porzel, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed July 8,

1910. Serial No. 571,002. Radiator shell

formed by electroplating a fusible mold

which is removed from the finished shell

by the application of heat.

1,019,961. Headlight for Automobiles. Jo

seph M. Hixon, Attica, Ind. Filed May 1,

1911. Serial No. 624,278. Steering gear con

nection makes lights dirigible.

1,019,973. Automobile Tire. John F. Lieb,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 6. 1911. Serial

No. 606,966. Adjustable helical spring bear

ing on shoe in casing.

1,019,976. Dirigible Headlight. James L.

Lowe, Moore, Mont. Filed Nov. 29, 1910.

Serial No. 594,626. Link from axle stub end

to lever on spring, other end of which oper

ates lamp.

1,020,006. Spark Plug. George Wright,

Auburn, N. Y., assignor to Harriet J.

Wright, Auburn, N. Y. Filed Oct. 1, 1910.

Serial No. 584,873. Chamber between shell

and bushing.

  
  

     

1,020,007. Lubricating System for Internal

Combustion and Other Engines. William

J. Wright, Franklin, Pa. Filed June 7, 1910.

Serial No. 565,518. Oil sprayed into crank

case.

1,020,043. Supplementary Spring Attach

ment and Shock Absorber for Automobiles.

John A. Mauck, Princeton, Ind. Filed Aug.

9, 1911. Serial No. 643,165. Helical spring

attaching to end of leaf spring and to car

frame.

1,020,054. Means for Lubricating the

Transmission Gear of Motor Vehicles.

Louis Renault, Billancourt. France. Filed

Apr. 9, 1910. Serial No. 554,548. Flexible

tube connecting gearset and universal joint

cases, and means for inducing flow of oil

through propeller shaft housing.

1,020,059. Carburetter. Walter F. Schulz,

New York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 11, 1910. Se

 

 
rial No. 591,751. Means for admitting air to

fuel chamber.

1,020,080. Control Mechanism for Electric

Vehicles. Clyde E. Cochran, Cleveland, 0.,

assignor to Anderson Electric Car Com

pany, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of

Michigan. Filed July 28, 1911. Serial No.

640,993. Means for operating the rheostat

and reverse switch.

1,020,081. Gas Engine. Harry G. Dahl,

Tarrytown, N. Y., assignor to Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Company, Tarrytown, N. Y.,

a Corporation of New York. Filed Aug. 22,

1911. Serial No. 645,385. Frame for carry

ing push rod sleeves.

1,020,106. Automobile Starter. Hiram

Percy Maxim, Hartford, Conn. Filed Oct.

15, 1910. Serial No. 587,166. Pneumatic

starter using burned gases from the motor.

1,020,126. Locking Device for Detachably

Securing a Rim to the Felly of a Wheel.

Henry N. Carragher, Fall River, Mass.

Filed Mar. 20, 1911. Serial No. 615,723.

Right angle feathers hold rim in position.

1,020,128. Internal Combustion Engine.

David H. Coles, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Fred

erick Charavay, Jersey City, N. J., assign

ors, by mesne assignments, to Requa Motor

Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed May 13, 1910. Serial No. 561,035. Two

cycle motor with rotary distributer valves.

1,020,140. Removable Rim for Vehicle

\Vheels. Carroll D. Galvin, Merchanville

N. J., assignor of one-sixth to Amandus F.

Jorss, one-sixth to Charles Jacobsen, and

one-sixth to Eugene S. Cochran, \Vashing

ton, D.‘ C Filed Dec. 6, 1911. Serial No.

664,139. Inflatable tube placed between

wheel rim and felloe.

1,020,163. Exhaust Muffler. George F.

Swain, Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 6, 1910.

Serial No. 553,689. Baffle plates with alter

nate central and eccentric holes.

1,020,209. Spring Vehicle. Richard Lie

bau, W'atervliet, N. Y. Filed July 27, 1910.

Serial No. 574,159. Pneumatic suspension.

1,020,260. Spring Wheel. Elisha W. Bur

ner, Luray, Va. Filed May 22, 1911. Serial

No. 628,677. Pneumatic wheel comprising a

number of intercommunicating cylinders

provided with pistons which support the

weight.

1,020,270. Carburetter. Royal J. Dunn,

Port Huron, Mich. Filed Jan. 9, 1911. Serial

No. 601,625. Rotation of air inlet valve

causes fuel valve to open according to the

speed of the motor.

1,020,288. Tire Tool. Patrick E. Kenney,

Celina, Ohio. Filed Feb. 4, 1911. Serial No.

606,662. Pliers for facilitating placing of

tire retaining rings.

1,020,328. Spring Wheel. A. J. Swartz.

Kent, Wash. Filed June 21, 1911. Serial No.

634,496. Helical springs in tension between

felloe and wheel rim.

1,020,336. Windshield. Herbert H. White,

Broqkline, Mass., assignor to Auto Wind

Shield Company, Cambridge, Mass., a Cor»

portaion of Massachusetts. Filed Jan. 3,

1910. Serial No. 536,128. Flexible wind

shield.

1,020,338. Vehicle Wheel. Otto G. \Vors

ley, Bangor, Mich. Filed May 25, 1911. Se

rial No. 629,455. Helical springs in c0mpres~

sion incorporated in the spokes, and sec

tions of hollow elastic tubing between rim

and felloe.

1,020,375. Automobile. Robert Sym

monds, Jr., Kenosha, \Vis., assignor to

Thomas B. Jeffery, Kenosha, Wis.; Kate E.

Jeffery, Charles T. Jeffery,. and Harold W.

Jefiery, evecutors of said Thomas B. Jef

fery, deceased. Filed Mar. 11, 1908. Serial

No. 420,320. Means of supporting transmis

sion members.

1,020,376. Adjustable Steering Post for

Automobiles. Robert Symmonds, Jr., Ken

osha, Wis., assignor to Thomas B. Jeffery.

Kenosha, \Vis.; Kate E. Jeffery, Charles T.

Jefiery, and Harold W. Jeffery, executors of

said Thomas B. Jeffery, deceased. Filed

July 22, 1909. Serial No. 508,937. Toothed

segments provide the means of adjustment.

1,020,379. Throttle Valve for Carburet

ters. Mathias Weiwoda, New York, N. Y..

assignor to George W. Stevens, New York.

N. Y. Original application filed Feb. 20.

1909, Serial No. 479,045. Divided and this

application filed Feb. 15. 1910. Serial No.

543,913. Rotatable sleeve.

1,020,385. Road Vehicle Suspension Ar

rangement. Leonard Eugene Cowey, Kew

Gardens, England. Original application filed

Feb. 6, 1909, Serial No. 476,551. Divided and

this application filed Oct. 24, 1910. Serial

No. 588,867. Helical spring operating on

bell crank lever, adjustment being obtained

by shifting the point of application of the

spring.

1,020,417. Differential Gear. Guy M. Hart

ley, Dighton, Mich. Filed Mar. 18, 1911.

Serial No. 615,287. Free wheels driven

through the intermediary of double acting

pawls and cogs.

1,020,437. Radiator Cap for Automobiles.

Edmund B. Nelson, Cadiz, Ohio. Filed Feb

10, 1910. Serial No. 543.143. Cap with cover

held open by spring when bolt is not en~

gaged. _

1,020,523. Roller Bearing. Ernest J. Tay~

lor, Highlandville, Mass. Filed May 17.

1907, Serial No. 374,305. Renewed Aug. 7.

1911. Serial No. 642,820. Separating rollers

of smaller diameter between the load bear

ing rollers.
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STOCK CHAMPION INTERNATIONAL CHAMPION
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Defencler ol:America —Conqueror oi: Europe
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agaNaiionai leads boih Hemispheres

in aciual demonsiraiion ofpowel‘.

speed reliabiliiy and siamina.

But for the reliable National car—and its consistent work in winning

the International SOD-Mile Sweepstakes Race in l9l2, the foreign cars

would stand supreme leaders. But the National won—while every other

race of 250 miles or more went to the foreign invade'rs. The SOD-mile

race was the only I9IZ race entered by the National builders.

Firs} in Ulili

  

Five Passenger Touring Can-One dé/él'

Five Modell, Improved Serial V

Five Models’2750 108400

We Claim the Greatest Value Today Is the National improved Series V Carl

Long stroke motor (4%x6),'lett-side drive, center control, Gray & Davis electric starter, Gray & Davis

dynamo electric lighting system, Bosch double dual magneto, multiple jet carburetor, lZ-inch Turkish

upholstery, tire pump integral part of motor, l28-inch wheel base, Hoflecker speedometer, full floating

rear axle. concealed baggage compartments, tire carriers, full heavy nickel trimmings. powerful brakes,

perfect oiling system. robe rail, foot rest, toot mat in running board, concealed tool box, electric horn,

top, curtains, adjustable ventilating and rain vision windshield.

WRITE EOR CATALOG

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Indianapolis. Incl.
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When MOTOR \VORLD'S “Before

Shows" Number, dated December 26th—

issued three weeks before the first of the

two big shows—reaches your desk (or

home) you will reach and grab and well

thumb it over from cover to cover because

of its novelty and its advance editorial and

advertising information.

If you are an alert buyer of advertising

space you will realize that your unusual in

terest in this issue will be identical with that

of every other recipient. Therefore you

ought to grasp—if you have not already—

the opportunity to have your advertising

message read by the other 7,999 regular

readers who are interested professionally in

the motor industry (the same as you are).
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CONFUSING Ll‘ECl-INICAL TALK

of the kind that is sometimes used, tells the average man nothing. What you want to know

is, how many hours (clock hours) will the Storage Battery light all the lamps on a

car. There is just one way to find out; hook up your Electric Lighting Outfit with an em:

Battery, to your lamps, push the button and keep accurate tab on the time it takes to dis

charge battery. Do it yourself, don’t take our word for it. You’ll be surprised to learn how

much better—and longer—your lights will burn than with other Batteries claimed to be “just

as good.” But always BE SURE IT’S AN '

  

Use Class A cm: Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use Class B Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company'

CLEVELAND, OHIO

New York Branch—136 West 52nd Street Chicago Branch—2241 Michigan Avenue Detroit Branch—1191 Woodward Avenue

{San Francisco Branch - 243 Monadnock Building

Depot: in All Principal Cities in the United States, Canada and Mexico
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Standard

Roller

Bearing

(Taper) ‘ nunu"

The axles that come

equipped withachoice

of the finest bearings.Bower

Roller

Bearing

(Straight) lt's one thing to make axles equipped

with one type of bearing. It's another

thing to make axles of splendid mechanical construction adapted to

every possible use.

The Sheldon Axle Company offers in its most complete line of

excellently constructed axles for l9] 3, Steel Wheels, or hubs for wood

wheels, with your choice of the following high class bearings:

S_tandard Taper Roller Bearings _v p \ 3

Biwer Straight Roller Bearings
New

 

  
   

 

  
 

Rhineland Double Row Annular Bearings “ 15‘" ’ ' D5133?

New Departure Double Row Annular R°w

Bearings “H J

Hess-Bright Single Row Bearings ' l f 'i

New Departure Single Row,Radax or Norma Ball Bearings 0 fl 1 b___

See Our Exhibit at Space 321,Madison Square Garden Show. ‘

It, i, .llil ’4

l Hess-Bright

Wilkes- Barre, Pa. '1‘ f" 51:»?

v I! s

s.
Chicago Branch Detroit Brunch . ‘68 East 12th Street f

1215 Woodward Avenue
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Will There he a

JONES RECORDING

SPEEDOMETER

  

The Last Word in Speedometer Constructioiz

You could search the whole world

over and you could not find

a more fascinating instrument for

the automobile, than the NEW

JONES RECORDER, which

shows the speed, season mileage

and trip mileage, the time of day,

and a permanent record of every

movement, speed and distance at

tained by the car.

 

The very latest thing on the

market and just ready for Christ

mas delivery.

This is the new Jones Recording

Speedometer.

  

 

You will say that it is the most wonderful instrument you

have ever seen.

THE JONES SPEEDOMETER

Main Office: Bush Terminal, New York
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Bankrupt Sale

By Order of the United States Court

SEALED BIDS will be‘received until

1.30 P.M. Monday, December 23, 1912, for

the entire plant, equipment and material of

The Grahnwsky Power Wagon (10.

AT DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Appraised at $316,000.00

and now under operation by the Trustee.

 

Nine Acres of Land

New Concrete Buildings

Splendidly Equipped Plant

BEST LOCATION IN DETROIT

Bids will be received for all or any part of

the plant and equipment.

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

Detroit, Michigan Trustee in Banéruptcy
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A NEW SAFE-GUARD

THE Conover was not made just to supply a “bumper”

with another name—nor one with a ed “wrinkles.”

l'r begins all over again.

Fl an, a massive channel-bar with a broad, fiat protection surface—made

to take blows, and to be hammered easily back into shape, if dented.

Sncoxn, heavy, semi-elliptic springs (not spiral ones) with four (not \

two) contact points.

THIRD, an unreserved guarantee by its makers—to replace it free of

charge if broken any time from any cause within a period oftwo years.

THE idea is absolute protection for the costly and vital front parts of

a car—parts which otherwise are bound, sooner or later, to be damaged

—for simply the original price of one safeguard.

HERE is certain insurance—economy—satisfaction.

 

Best quality Steel heavily enameled in Black, Royal Blue, French Gray or Maroon. One

size only: bar 2 inches wide . . . . . . . . . . .

(Any other color 0! enamel $5.00 extra)

Best quality Steel, Brass or Nickel plated. One size only: bar 2 inches wide .

Solid Bronze finished in either Brass or Nickel. Two sizes: bar 9 or 2% inches wide

$15.00

17.50

25.00

  

 

LOVELL-MeCONNELL MFG. CO. NEW JERSEY TUBE C0.

Sellers : Newark, N. J. Mullen : Newark, N. J.

CONOVEP.
mMab/e.S'g‘é-Guard'
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The Gross Roads _

Where They All MUST Meet

Here are two stories that indicate it:

The Stilcsmanziger of a prominent Automobile manufacturer told us the first. He said that

during a recent contest which he inaugurated among his salesmen, he analyzed the sales

methods of his men to determine the comparative value of general statements and Specific

statements. The final markings ran all the way from 29% to 94%. And the significant fact

was that only one of those salesmen who used the General Claim method got above the

50% line (and he was a peculiarly magnetic pcrsonality)—and the lowest one of those
who used the Specific Claim method was only 56%. General Claims in this case were Ubest

carburetor," Usuperior nio‘or efficiency," etc. Specific claims were the______ --carburetor,

the ______ “magneto, and the

  

 

The other story comes from a dealer.

We quote his words as we recollect them: “Last year I sold 196 cars— and 1 went on the basis that the

public didn’t give a d. . . . about technical facts because they couldn’t undertsand them. This year I sold

my cars as a combination of a . . . . .. body, a . . . . . . magneto, . . . . . . tires, 2. . . . . . . Carburetor anda . . . . ..

(it was a Buda) motor. \Vliether my customers understood all this jabber l have my doubts, but they

looked wise—and bought! I sold 358 cars!"

III an IQ

Billian
0: ‘3

  

The Buda crossroads is now where the manufacturers and dealers must 0 to meet the

Public demand. It is there that the Public finds Service. It is there t at the Public

has learned to look for

—dem0nstrated efiiciency (in thousands of cars now in daily use)

—the choice of a score of most Prominent manufacturers

—that Buda special oiling device

—that Buda exclusive get-at-ableness

—that Buda rogressiveness which made it the PIONEER IN THE “CAST

IN-BLOC ” METHOD IN U. S.

—the assurance of always being able to obtain interchangeable parts from a

company so well established and safely financed.

—and the following 1913 specifications.
 

   

 

  

3e sure and see our exhibits at the Automobile shows, as follows— Specificatrons

“I rand Central Palace. New York,Januar ' 11th to January 25th. Space -- ..
S H O No.304, located in the Balcony. ) xMadison Square Garden, New York. January 11th to January 25th. Space Mflael “0.. Mg“ r' 4;} X 5,;

N No.326, located in the Concert Hall. Mnd [HAT-M t) ' 35} x 4}:

Coliseum. Chicago, February lst to February 15th. Spaces Nos.102, 103. e U or' 4 x

1M, located in Coliseum Annex. 2nd floor. {1°ng s"'°k¢-_ EYWlOSEd VAlVfiL

Noiseless Timing Gears, Self-cori

a tained positive Oiling System.

Extria laiPze Valves alritll3Beai-ings.

l - . . , , . Sent in or a speein u] etin on
.108 so. MicninAa Ave. S7_'ri>i nan linoarm'm FOR!) BLDG. the “MM “Mame furwumeeds.

LHICAGO,lLL. {\rzw \oruc, I\. \. DETROIT, Mien.  
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THE present demand for self-starting

and lighting equipment has created

a demand for an ignition system capa

ble of producing a hot, dynamic spark

independent of the engine speed.

This demand is being successfully

met by

Gina

Atwater Kent

lgmtlon System

the starting button of which produces,

not a few weak sparks, but a single

heavy flame-like spark, thus insuring at

all times the perfect ignition of any

mixture that will burn.

Other salient features of the Atwater

Kent System are the extreme simplicity

of mechanism, only three moving parts,

one contact, one adjustment and one

non-vibrating coil.

While the Atwater Kent System is

high in value and reputation, it is not

high in price. In fact, it will cost less

'YPE F. UNISPARKER

~ "SD PA‘I' I22". our. Mi“

’" MW 22.1004 use me

"mars Piloan

  

than half as much as a good magneto

and will give superior results at a much

less cost of upkeep.

We can now furnish two types of the

Atwater Kent System for use on cars as

sole ignition in place of the magneto, in

conjunction with lighting and starting

equipment.

Type “F’ ’ without Automatic

Spark Control.

Type “K” with Automatic

Spark Control and insulated

primary circuit.

No matter what the requirements,

the Atwater Kent System of Ignition

affords ideal ignition.

Write today for detailed information

and. illustrated booklet “D.”

‘ I AMTERKENIMFGWMKS ,1

4930 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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l-lere’s sound advice to Motor Truck

Dealers and Manufacturers, too.

Eisemann Magnetos with automatic spark control

assist you greatly in getting. repeat orders.

 

IF you want disinterested confirmation of this statement we ask you to cOmmunicate with

any of the many prominent makers who use Eisemann Magnetos with automatic spark

control on their output—or any of the successful dealers who handle these trucks.

We know what the answer will be, for these same people have told us unreservedly

that this type instrument has done more to solve the ignition problem in motor truck man

ufacture than any one other inventio'n ever brought out.

Of course automatic spark control with its attendant simplifying of the car control—

its enforced economy of operation, and increase of motor life is desirable on pleasure cars

as well as upon commercial cars. But in the commercial field you must show economy—

you must show simplicity—you must show low upkeep cost. So of necessity the automatic

spark control magneto is more valuable as a sales asset in the commercial field than in

the pleasure field.

 

It is, however, no greater asset to the car mechanically one place than the other, and

every high grade car should be equipped with this masterpiece of Eisemann production.

  

The Eisemann Magneto Co.

Sales and General Offices:

225-227 w. 57th St., New York City

Indianapolis:

514 N. Capitol Ave.

Detroit :

6 Goldberg Building
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Another Prominent User of

Hyatt Roller Bearing!
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MR. E. A. NELSON.

Consulting Engineer, Hupp Motor Car Co.
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Hyatt Flexible Rollers will not crush under load because of

their being hollow. The strength of these rollers is depend

ent upon the section of the steel out of which it is formed

as well as the elastic limit of that material.

Every size bearing is capable of carrying a certain load at

a certain speed. If the carrying capacity is greatly over

reached, the bearing cannot be depended upon to give per

manent satiSfaction. Any other automobile member sub

jected to excessive stress will fail under similar conditions.

It is simply a matter of proper engineering.

When reasonably well mounted and operated under its

proper duty, the Hyatt Roller Bearing lends itself to prac—

tical conditions as no other can. When subjected to faulty

mounting—imperfect alignment—unreasonable abuse—and

over-loading, no other bearing is even comparable.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING Co.

Ds'raon'r'."MzcaxeA.n
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1913 Motorcycle Shows

and what the Bicycling World and Motorcycle

Review will do in connection with them.

 

New York Show

will be held in connection with the

Automobile Board of Trade Annual

Show in Grand Central Palace, under

auspices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers' Association

January 11-18'

We will publish two big issues in con

nection with this show.

New York Forecast Number

January 7

New York Report Number

January 14

The Chicago Show

will be held at the Manufacturers' Ex

hibition Bldg., 1319 Michigan Avenue,

and will be conducted under the aus

pices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers' Association

February 3 - 8

Two special issues will be published

descriptive of this show.

Chicago Forecast Number

February 4

Chicago Report Number

February 11

We are ready now to book reservations of space for all or any of the

four above described numbers of THE BICYCLING WORLD AND

MOTORCYCLE REVIEW, and our service department is now pre

paring copy and sketches for our advertisers’ use in these big issues.

Each of the Show Numbers will have extra circulation without increase

in price of space and our regular advertisers may use extra space on

their contracts at minimum rates. This is a splendid opportunity of

which the entire trade should take advantage.

Copy and cuts can be handled one week in advance of each publication date. but

we recommend reservation now and an early preparation of copy. Can we help

you with this copy? And how much space can we reserve?

BICYCLING WORLD AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

1600 Broadway New] York

New York and Chicago
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Not a Theory But a Proven Success in u

Year's Gruclling Work. Many in Successful

Operation. in lOTon Capacity. Full Details

Explained in Tractor Catalog. Send Today.

Maximum Carrying Capacity

Minimum First Cost

Minimum Maintenance

Minimum Turning Radius

What
 

It Is

A motor unit that may be attached to any heavy vehicle designed to be drawn by horses; the

combination making a five-wheeled motor-drawn vehicle.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE COST OF

RUBBER TIRES. Wagons have been doing good work for many years on steel tires and

there is no reason why they will not continue to do so when drawn by the tractor; the heaviest

part of the load is always carried on steel tires. '

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO EXCESSIVE VIBRA

TION ON STIFF SPRINGS. All working parts of the tractor are carried on springs as resilient

as those of a pleasure car.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO SUDDEN STARTING

OR STOPPING OF HEAVY LOADS. The cushioning of the shock between the engine and

the load is one of the most important advantages gained, (fully explained in catalog).

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES DUE TO NEGLECT ON AC

COUNT OF INACCESSIBILITY OF PARTS—all parts of the tractor being more accessible

than on a touring car.

IT SAVES HEAVY MAINTENANCE CHARGES due to frame twist.

commodates itself to all road unevenness.

The single front wheel can be turned at 80 degrees angle, enabling the driver to back to

any POSItIOI‘l or' turn completely around in a narrow street.

    

 

The tractor ac

Send for further Information and prices

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY (Tractor Department) Springfield, Mass.

B I! AN C H is — New York, Chic-go

AGENTS—The Knox Martin Tractor‘ Is the Greatest Proposition in the Commercial Field Today. Fully Protected by Patents.
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Starts your engine old

quickly and

easily in coldest weather

01' new

\\\\

s s s \\
\\ Q \ \
w \ §

  

For Four

Cylinders

For Six

Cylinders

  

$25
$1.50 extra for two-way valve necessary

when the_snnie Prest-O-Lite 15 used for

both starting and lighting.

Here’s a starter that adds practically no weight to your car, is perfectly simple and is as

durable as the engine itself. Easily applied to any engine, old or new, very economical in

the use of gas, and requires no expert repairing.

I-Iow 'Prest-O-Starter Works

The principle of starting a motor with Prest-O-Starter is

the same as “starting _on compreSSion." A measure of acety

lene, at low pressure, is pumped from your Prest-O-Lite into

the cylinders.

Touch your spark—your engine starts.

Unlike “gasoline priming,” it is not affected by heat or

cold. It is certain.

In cool weather, by opening a valve on the dash, you can

feed gas at low pressure into the intake manifold. This al

lows your engine to run on acetylene until it is warm enough

to run to gasoline.

‘ If_the ‘Prest-O-Starter did no more than prime your en

gine in this way during cold weather, this convenience would

be well worth the price.

But Prest-O-Starter is more than a primer. When in

stalled properly, it will start your engine, summer or winter,

almost invariably Without recourse to the crank.

Make Sure Your Starter Is Installed

CORRECTLY— Look It Over!

_ The Prest-O-Starter is easy to install correctly. In fact,

it's so very easy to install that some good factories and gar‘

Now—More Than Ever—You Need One

Your Prest-O-Starter, properly installed, will average better than 95 starts out of 100

attempts. The few failures are caused by your motor stopping on dead center, or cylinders

filled with burnt gas. Both of these conditions can be easily avoided when stoppin your

motor. But should either or both happen, an eighth or a quarter turn of the cran , With

the switch at neutral, will remedy the trouble at once, with all the danger and labor of

cranking eliminated.

Rest assured that no other starter can give you as high efficiency with as great economy,

durability and freedom from mechanical trouble. The price is within easy reach.

Get in touch with any of our branches—or your dealer—or write us for descriptive litera—

ture.

The Prest-O-Lite Co. ifiijfii'fifl'.
BRANCHES :

Atlanta Baltimore Boston, Buffalo, Chicago Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver,

Detroit, Indianapolis, jacksonnlle, Kansas Gig, os Angeles, Mem his, Tenn.; Milwau

ma ittsburgh, Portland,

Paul, Minn; San Antonio, gan Francisco, Seattle,

kee, Minneapolis, New Orleans New York,

0re.; Providence, St. Louis gt. _ _

Syracuse, Merritton, Ont.; Toronto, Ont; Winnipeg, Manitoba.

ha, Philadelphia

Exchange Agencies Everywhere

ages install it with utter carelessness, overlooking the one or

two simple features vital to success in operation. Fortu

nately this is an easy matter for the car owner to correct,

even if he isn't a mechanic.

Our literature tells you exactly how the Prest-O-Starter is

installed, and how to adjust it. Anyone can give it the slight

attention it may need or quickly tell a dealer where the

trouble lies.

Every Prest-O-Starter is sold with the assurance of satis

factory service. The entire Prest-O-Lite Organization is

back of every one. If you have any trouble, report it to us

or to our nearest branch. We’ll wipe it out quickly.

Insist Upon GETTING

the Outfit COMPLETE

During warm weather the connection which feeds

acetylene into the intake manifold is not needed. So

some dealers are not installing it. But in. cold

weather this feature is vital. You’re entitled_to it.

It's included in the price, so see that you get it.
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Right Here is a Crucial Point

of Your Car

The front axle of your car must

not give way.

It’s the part that protects your life and the

lives of your friends.

Head on, it meets all the shocks from rough

roads and Withstands the constant Vibration.

Q

r “I
v

: <

i!

""'

gt.

Doing valiant service.

TimkemDetmit Axles are made by an organization

of men absolutely. and wholly devoted to one him—good

axle building.

Men who work together—in unison—who have worked

together for years—whose experience goes way back into

the era of horue~drawn VEIIiCIeu.

Men who built successful miles for the earliest motor

rank—both pleasure and commercial.

Men who have added to their own the experience of

all the thousands of users of Timken-Detroit Axles.

_ Men who make a special ltudy of axle design in the

light of all dOIIlCflUC and foreign practice.

Men who care so much for the reputation of Timken

DetrOit Axles that they do not. neglect the least element of

design nor risk lmperfection in the Imalleut part.

The Integrity and Meals of IUCI‘I an organization are

the best guarantee to the builder and owner of a motor car.

Materials. methods—the finished roducr, are but the

expression oI that integrity and thonc deals.

Timken Ta red Roller Bearing! owe their superiority

to the princlp cm of their denign.

it?

  

They are found at the front of a majority of the leading

makes of motor cars—pleasure and commercial.

Protecting thousands of lives.

Giving comfort and satisfaction in driving.

THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE CO., DETROIT, MICH

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON. OHIO

Human safety demands the utmost in

I good axle and bearing construction.

ARE MEETING

THE TEST

  

  

Why Timken Axles and Bearings are Meeting the Test

They are correct in theory—proven in practice.

The ideal motor-car bearing must. do four thingn:

l. It must 'rdur: fn'rti'on loss to the miriimum. Timken

Bearings do reduce it to a negligible quantity.

1. I! min! :11" [he heal-in! posska load in propmliml to

it: size. Timken caring! do this bcCause they carry the

load on the whole Knuth of rollers, instead of the point: of

alll.

3. It must we! side pressure or nu! Hunt. The roller:

In a Timken Bearing carry end thrust. too. along their

whole length—became they are tapered and rcvulve at an

angle to the shaft.

4. It mm! be ndiiulahlr [or war. The Timken Bear

ing it! the one bearing that can be‘adjusted to_take up

the minute wear without sacrificing any of it: chur

ockrixlics.

You can get the whole ltory of axle and bearing Im

rtance an construction by writing to either nddren

glow for the Timken Prime". T-J “On the Care and

Character of Bearings." and T4 "On the Anatomy of

Automobile Axles.‘

RlB
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m Largest Automobile Supply House l_l_l America

WE WILL EXHIBIT
at the

AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR BOAT SHOWS

 

We are now collecting data for our 1013 Annual Catalog, which will contain 256 or more

pages and will have a circulation of not less than 100,000 copies throughout the world.

Manufacturers of ACCESSORIES, who are making Parts, Fittings and Sundries for use

on Automobiles, Motor Boats, Motorcycles 0r Aeroplanes, are requested to send us catalogs

or circulars and make us a proposition regarding cataloging and handling their material, and,

in quoting us, please take into consideration the fact that we have Fourteen Branch Stores

and quote our prices F. O. B. Each Branch.

Catalog Mailed to Anyone on Request

CHAS. E. MILLER, 53:2: 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

Order from Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. ALBANY. N. Y.—135 Central Avenue. ATLANTA. Git—25." Peachtree 5!

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. PHILADELPHIA. PA.-—3l8 North Broad St.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. BOSTON, MASS—202404 Columbus Ave. NEW ORLEANS. LA.—601-603 Baronne St.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—1421 Bedford Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN.—274 Trumbull Street. NEWARK, N. .—274 Halsey‘ Street. _

BUFFALO, N. Y.—824 Main Street. DETROIT. MICH.—227-229 Jefferson Ave. SPRINGFIEL , MASS—Bridge and Dwrght Sta.

-
mn- IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII“ II\‘IIIIII‘mIllllllllIIIlIIIlillllllllllllllmfllnulullcm

' * DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck
Sale 0i All PI‘ODQI‘HCS 0i i' that sells for about $700 less than any other.

Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per

United States Motor Company ‘ ‘. _ 7 .a cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

Alden-Sampson Mauutacturtug Company . . ‘ ~ ' " my giofigfizzéicnwnrtitr

Brush Runabout Company MADE 'ro ‘ '

Columbia Motor Car Company ' MAKE GOOD

- o sDayton Motor Car Company AND IT D E

Maxwell-BriscoelMotor Company : M (i Eleflric

= Vehicle Co.

Pursuant to decree of the United States District Court "ell-"H"

for the Southern District of New York, the properties of °""' 5“

the above companies will be offered for sale in Room -

47 of the Post Oflice Building. Borough of Manhattan, ' -- . ....................--................................3

' TRIPLEX
January 8th, 1913

at ten o'clock in the forenoon.

A FUEL SAVER and

A MONEY SAVER

Increases Power

Decreases Cost

The Triplex is a device placed be

tween the manifold and the carbure

tor to break up Iht: mixture. No

Illlllltllllllfllllllllfllllfl.I:l

trumullllnnm-

  

 

 

For copies of decree of sale, giving terms. conditions

and particulars of sale and for any and all further in

formation reference may be made to the undersigned.

W. E. S. STRONG.

ROBERTS WALKER,

Receivers, '

Broadway and 61“ Street, matter how imperfectly the carburetor does its work. the Triplex equalizes

  

. the mixture, producing an explosive gas of even, uniform quality that will

New York CitY- bltirnh clean to éhe last at‘om. Thiis means that the userdgfets allhthe porer

a t e time——t at every raction 0 energy to be nbtaine rom t e gaso \_ne

ROSENBERG & LEVIS. is produced and used. There is absolutely no waste. High proof gasoline

SOliCilOfS for Complainants, mad! .0"! Oi‘lOW. and over 25% is saved on every gallon. For further

Broadway information write us.

New York City, BREHER-WILSON MPG. (10.. 1256 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

AUSTERMELL & HANSON.

560 Phelan Bldg.. San Francisco. CAL. Western Representatives.
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Mr. Automobilist:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon you

the importance of

Tires Inflated to

the Right Pressure

He insists that this is tire economy and

Saves You Money

How do you know what pressure you have in your

tires? A

SCHRADER

U N I V E R S A L

Tire PressureGauge

(Trade Mark Registered in U. S. Patent Ofice)

wu

_ _SHUREGAEJ ~
6 walrus was.

  

 

(Patented March, 1898—Other Patents Pending)

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time, day

or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your Valve

for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in place,

showing the exact pressure in the tire so that the Gauge

can be taken anywhere and read, at night to the front

of the car into the light of the lamps. After the pres

sure has been ascertained the Indicating Sleeve can be

pushed back into the Gauge with your finger. No catches

or snaps to operate or get out of order. This Gauge is

2% inches long over all, short enough to apply easily

to the smallest diameter of wheel and can easily be

carried in the vest pocket or the change pocket of your

trousers.

Price $1.00 Each

Read! for Delivez Now

Guaranteed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate

Can be obtained from all tire man

ufaeturers and the dealers, or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc.

New York City28-32 Rose Street

 

 

 

  

 

Of Particular Interest to

Dealers and Garagemen

The handsomest automobile posters of the sea

son are just off the presses—a brilliant lithograph

hanger in five colors and a beautiful half-tone sheet

in three colors. They are ready ior immediate dis

tribution—bound in tin for hanging

\Ve’ve made a limited number, two thousand of

each. If you’ll clip the coupon at the bottom or

write on your business stationery, we’ll send you

one of each—as long as they last.

Don’t miss seeing these posters and hang them

in your show windows. They’ll make people look in.

  

  

Model 37A, complete, $1475.

Marion cars were good ten years ago. They have been

better each succeeding year. They are better now than

ever. Four models in the 1913 line—37-A, 30-40 hp. tour

ing car, $1475; 48-A 48 hp. touring car with electric starter,

$1850; 36-A Bobcat speedster, 30-40 h.p., $1425; 38-A en

closed roadster, 30-40 h.p., $1475. All cars fully equipped

—self~starter, electric lights, Q. D. demountable rims,

Warner speedometer, windshield, silk mohair top, etc.

Write for literature, our fair sales agreement for

dealers and see Marion cars at the shows.

The Marion Motor Car Company

J. I. HANDLEY, President

918 Oliver Avenue Indianapolis, Indiana

THE MARION MOTOR CAR CO.,

918 Oliver Ave., Indianapolis.

Please send lithographed posters in colors. We handle the fol

lowing cars (if any) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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Warner Quality

  

  

Stecring Gears

NYBODY can claim

quality—but a record

of eight years use to

the better class of cars is

indisputable proof. Th at

proof is back of Warner

Steering Gears.

The prime features of

Warner Gears are:

accessibility; com

plete interchange

_. ability; use of ec

centric sleeves;

adjustable angle of

column; large beat

ing and contact sur

faces specially hard

ened and ground, assur

ing ease of motion and

durability.

The Warner line includes a wide range in both pleasure and

commercial types.

We [unrantne dependable deliveriea.

Get acquainted with Warner Quality~-make it another

selling argument.

We modify our designs to meet your detail requirements,

or build on approved designs on season! quantity

specifications.

Detroit Offico Philadelphia Office

628 Ford Building Glenwood Ave. N- 2nd St.

Werner Gear Co.

Indiana

  

    

  

Muncie

 
 

  

 

 

  

Sanitary Desks i

  

 

A COMPLETE LINE

OFFICE, BANK
AND

COMMERCIAL

FURNITURE

Geo. W. Cobb, Jr.

4749 Liberty Street New York

Telephone 872-873 John

 
 

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
  

 

WARNER.
AUTO 'METER

OR 1913 the Warner Auto-Meter is the

choice of the largest automobile manu

facturers in the world. This coming

sea50n it will be found on over 100,000 new

cars. It is the most highly developed and

most accurate speed and mileage indicator

the world has yet produced.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by

dealers all over the world and at our own

branches.

Handsome catalogue on request.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT COMPANY

BELOIT, Wisconsin

Atlanta, Bufl'alo, Cincinnati. Denver. Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Phila

delphia, Portland (Ore), Seattle, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,

Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco " vmuis. Cana

dian Branch: 559 Yonge St.. Toronto. Ont.

 

 
 

 
 

  

  

Lantll-Juerlana

Truclu are Do

livcry Ill-tram

DURABILITYQUALITY

0NI'I. 'I'W0 AND 'I'IIREI'I TON CAPACITY

  

_

  

.

LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST IN CONSTRUC

tion. most powerful in operation and the motors are guaran ill!

detective workmanship and material for the life of the truck.

are positively the hiirhest class trucka made. Two cylinder. one

tour cylinder, one. two and three-ton. Four speeds forward, Heal-Bra

ball bearing transmission made in our own shops of the finest 1

steel three-piece disc clutch covered tr); patents owned by us.

for l912 Cntaloz and specifications. rompt delive on all models.

Large publicity campaign just begun. Our quality wil do the teat.

Rouabie Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The Laniii-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont. 0M0.

Branches and Agenclea

BOSTON—David Abrams, 131 Portland St. '

NEW YORK—West Side Garage & Motor Co., 100-162 101" St.

CHICAGO—Tho Lsnth-Juergens Motor Car 00.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK. N. J.-.\i¢rr~han s Motor Car Co., Essex Blilldlnl. ~

DETROIT. MICK—Bier] Auto Truck Sales Anne . 403 Dix A".

DISTRICT OF GOLI‘MFIA AND VICINITY—an “Motor Sales 00¢ 4

Im- 1am 10h a: \' w wuhhwmn n r‘
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tures of the

10 inch more wheel base (now 124)

Electric Li hte—Dynsmo System

Five ~more one Power (now 40)

Improved Steering Gear

Gasoline Tsnk under Cowl—

Iudicstor and filler on dash

Improved Springs

Inside Control

Ten inch U holstery

Flush Side odies

Nickel Trimmings

for.

107 Keokuk Street

 

in All the World No Car Like This

Ten successful seasons—the wonderful long stroke

motor—added improvements and refinements give

this wonderful car the greatest value ever ofiered for

$1800. Read the list below of the most notable fea

hteaoiaoog‘to.m“Ab

Long Stroke Motor 40-H. P.

Enlarged Brakes

, Prest-O SeII Starter

Turkish Spring Cushions

Large Wheels and Tires

Exceptionally Roomy BodDemountable Rims (set oiyfive)

Double Independent ignition Syl

em

Carburetor Dash Adjustment

Rain Vision Windshi d

DEALERS—We have a square deal proposition

for you. Unique in many ways. Well worth writing

_ OWNERS AND DEALERS—Write for the most

interesting catalog ever written.

MOLINE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

EAST MOLINE, l LI..

 

BosCh Plugs
Malte your ignition system iel'abIe—wiih

the Bosch Magneto use Bosch Plug:

$1.00 Each—Ask Your Dealer or

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223-225 West 45th Street NEW YORK

  

  

 

 

PVCK BUILDING i. ii "

295-309 untth star-Houston

NEW YORK

TELEPHONESISPRLNG

ESTABLISH ED i87i

  

 

  
 

 

 

0 Stop Tire Troubles '
 

  

INVESTIGATE AND LEARN WHY SO MANY THOUSANDS OF

MU'I‘ORIS'I‘S ARE DISCARDING INNER RUDE“. RELINER! F".

L S. D 01‘" R MAKESHIFTS FOR IX‘I‘ERIDf‘K l'lh'S'Hlt

TIRES—AND WHY INTERLOf‘KS ARE IIANDLED AND REHHI

MENDED BY TIIE BEST SUPPLY DEALERS AND TIRE IIOUSLS

ALL OVER THE COUNTRY.

One weak pnlnt ot the antnmohlle to-day is that you can't de

pend on its tires. INTERLOCKS revolutionize this condition by

making your tires so strong that biownuts become practically im

possible. INTERLOCKS save half your tire expense—save repair

hills—double your mileage—prevent punctures and completely free

you from all four of tire trouble.

What INTERLOCKS Ara—The INTERLOCK is a complete inner

tire (not an inner shoe) which is placed between the outer casing

and the inner tube to strengthen the outer casing and protect the

tube‘ It is the only reinforcement which is locked by air pressure

to the rim and which becomes an integral part of the tires. and,

therefore, cannot heat or chafe. Even if the tire is broken the

INTERIKDPK will hold.

INTERIDCKB Insure Rsfety.—You know that ‘the sudden blowing

out of a tire mny ensllv ditch any car when going at fair speed—the

safety of IXTERLOCKS should appeal to you.

Reduce Your Tire Expense.—Y0u can hallo

the tires on your new car equipped with

INTERLOCKS if you specify them. INTER- V Z...

LOCKS are the only perfect tire reinforce- I . ,2 I

ment. They cost a little more but are ‘1 "

cheapest in the long run. .- ‘

For your present car—ask any

dealer or supply house_ or write to

us for the name of your nearest sup

ply source INTERLOCKS will make

any fairly sound tire more than carry

you through the season. They are

  

PREVENTS

easily placed and are marlein all sizes. _;“'0 “'nnt Deniers Everywhere.— '.* ' '

Write for Special 30 Day Offer.

Booklets. Prices. Records of Road

Tests and Testimonials of users,

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO.

600 W. 9th St.

AND ‘~

DEFLECTS

PUNCTURE
Auburn. Ind. it“ ' ‘ ‘
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Baldwin DriveChains

BOTH DETACHABLE AND RIVETED

are used by the largest, most exacting users

of chains for automobiles in the world.

They need no further recommendation.

We are

SPROCKET "We,

to make sprockets In large quantifies at

interesting prices.

Baldwin Chain 8: Mfg. Co.

WORCESTER. MASS.

AGENTS

H. V. GREENWOOD, 122 S. Michigan Blvd, Chicago, Ill.

C. I. IVEN, Rochester, N. Y.

M. A. BRYTE, 788 Mission St., San Francisco. Cal.

 

  

  

  

 

BENZ
 

  

  

 

Since the introduction of BENZ cars to the motoring

public of America no car has attained such world-wide

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction.

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in

clude the oHset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Benz Com

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading

6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN

makes.

BENZ ’Alllll IMPURT BUMPANY 0F AMERICA

280 West 54th Street New York, N. Y.

Direct Branch of Benz & Cie., Mannheim, Germany.

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

EDERALTIRES
Federal Rubber Manufacturing Co. Milwaukee

  

 

 

 

- 4

"EXTRA .

seawcs’

 

—_.l

 

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

Honk (D.%c'§fb|.) Rims

Guaranteed the Bis! m the World

Geo. W. Hoult Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 
 

 
 

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-36 {-44 6-66

31,875 “.150 82,750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pl.
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THE RESULT

of TWENTY

YEARS of

EVOLUTION by

ELECTRICAL

SPECIALISTS

Willi] lEIIIIIlIl ELECTRIC fill.

  

R E P U B L I C

sTAGcARD TREAD TIRES

and BLACK-LINE an) mm runrs

Motorists who

use Republic

Staggard Tread

Tires will tell

you that they—

: Prevent 5 kid -

1 n g , in a k e

quick starts and

s h o r t s t o p 5

easy.

Give d o u b l e

mileage because

of the full-thick

ness tread un

der the studs.

lost Widely imi

W e guarantee

the R e p u b I i c

Black-Line Red

Inner Tube to

be as n e a r l yperfect as a 'l

t u b e c a n b e

made—and is a

fitting compan

i o n to r t h e

splendid Repub~

lic S t a g gard

Tread.

The Best Tube

tated ol All Made

The Republic Rubber Co.

Youngstown. Obi 1|

Watch the Advertising

Keep your eye on the Tirenew ll/Iagazinc

campaign; it is strong—complete—conttnu

ous—convincing—and it tells whyTlrenew

Preserves Tire Life by

Preventing Tire Decay

IIOIIXVILIE, ll. Y.

  

Republic

Stalgarti Tread

Pal. Szfl- 15-22.'08

 

 

 

 
 

  

Ready

for

1913

“STANDARD” WHEELS
FOR PLEASURE OR COMMERCIAL CARS

One Passenger to 16 Tons Capacity

M for Catalog No. 15

STANDARD WHEEL COMPANY,TerreHaute, Ind.

The Truck Built by

Truck Specialists

  

An unvulcanized liquid rubber compound with a base at pure (um

waterproois and protects from ill eflectl oi oil, moisture, sun and air

~makes tires look like new.

Find Out by writing, what we otter the consumer In quality and

what we ofier dealers in profit and in complete and enthusiastic co—

operation.

NATIONAL RUBBER CO.,4413 Papia St., St. Louis. Me.

Oakian
“The Car With A Conscience”

  

  

 
 

 
 

Write for the advance announcement de

scribing 1913 models.

FOUR AND srx CYLINDER MODELS

$1000 to $3000

OAKLAND MOTOR CAR CO.

250 Oakland Boulevard PONTIAC, mcmoan

A high grade, depend_able_one

ton truck, acces51ble, sunphfied,

and built to _give service that is

bound to satisfy the user.

Four-cylinder, water-cooled unit power plant. 3-801“: suspension. Clutch

and flywheel in oil-tight housing. Lastingly goo , therefore permanently

popular.

This is a truck for which live dealers will find ready sale.

the terms.

TIE SANFORD MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, 1812 Park St., Syracuse, N. Y.

  

Write for

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

INCREASE THE SAFETY AND

EFFICIENCY OF YOURCAR

BRAKES

Work backward as well as forward,

and are always sure. Have largest braking surface.

Best in design, material, and quality of workmanship.

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

436 Housatonic Avenue Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Raymond Brakes, Raybeatos I-‘rlctlon Faclul and Gyrex, the ltlxer

  

 

  

 

\
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Write For This Franklin—

Dealer Proposition

0 matter what cars you now

handle—get the Franklin

Dealer Proposition. Franklin is

now the third largest selling

high priced car, and rapidly

gaining on second. Reasons—

less gasoline, less oil, no smoke,

fewer tires, travels faster, rides

easier. wears longer, silent, pow

erful, flexible, beautiful.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO.

28 Franklin Square. Syracuae, N. Y.

  

 

Better Than Commercially Perfect

GEARS
$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work ; also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

Company

SYRACUSE. N. v.

O O

_CUVERT_ Transmissions

made b_y Specialists

‘COVERT TRANSMISSIONS GIVE perfect service. be

cause they'are deSigned and built by men thoroughly ac

quainted with every requirement that is made by a motor

car transmission.

For Commercial Vehicles of from 500 to 10,000 pounds

capacity.

For Pleasure Cars of from 20 to

60 H. P.

COVERT

Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office — Detroit, Michigan

Factory — Loekport, N. Y.

Bevel Differential

Transmission

Steering

(iear

BI'OWH - =' Chapin

H. W. CHAPIN, Oen’l Mgr.

 

 

 

Drop Hammer Forgings"

cost very little more than castings._ They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAMMER FORGINGS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVIOE GUARANTEED

TIIE BBNSIJLIIIATEII MANUFACTURING CUMPINY, lultilll, lihil.

 

  

 

  

LIIIIJDI! a :07. I

any number 0 speeds. Five models—write

CARTERCAR COMPANY, Pontiac, Michigan

ade— l ricuon 'i ranlmuaion—

 

Sk%fl
In. u. I. Par. 0".

GASOSAVA

Great Dealer Proposition for those who want to handle a

device that will increase engine efficiency, save fuel and keep

the engine clean. Retails for $3. Big commission. Write

today.

THE GASOSAVA COMPANY

1270 Broadway NEW YORK

 

 

 

 

Guaranteed Materials

Guaranteed Accuracy

of Dimension

Guaranteed Uniformity

 

American Made

_ for

American Trade

 

Catalog, data sheets, consultation service of our

Engineering Department are yours for the asking.

The New Departure Manufacturing Co.

BRISTOL, comm.

Western Branch. 1016-l1 Ford Building, Detroit

New Departure—Ball Bearings

SIGNIFY

No ball bearing is so carefully made, closely gauged,

persistently inspected and insistently standardized.

 

Guaranteed Quality

Guaranteed Service

and Capacity

Guaranteed Durability

 

  

American Made

I'

American Trade
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$1750
ANNOUNCING I913 TOURABOUT

Complete Specifications Sent on Request

_n In" w: "sung

NYBER AUTOMOBILE WORKS

Noun-m helm

ANDRE-SON. IND

Cum on." MIMI“ 0m“

urn MIFHILAH AVI. ,CIIA Ahuooa. I‘LNN.

 

  

  

 

Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

NEW POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE

_ ‘,_‘l‘;.-v:;

“Tire Insurance for $1.00"

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easily read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0.

1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago, llllnols

  

  

 

  
 

  

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and [guitar

Lights, dim: and extinguishes all gas lamps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve'stem of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach

Convenient

Sale

Dependable

Write for booklet and dealer discounts,

TIIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Pillslield, Mass.

Sole Licensed Manufacturers for the United States.

In the year 1913

More Remy Magnetos

will be used on American Cars THAN ALL OTHERS

COMBINED. \Vc are the world's largest manufac

turers of Magnetos, Electric Lighting and Starting

Equipment for Motor Vehicles.

Standardize Your Car—Specify Remy

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

Factory — Anderson, Indiana — General Offices

Branches and Service Stations in Automobile Centers.

  

  

 

 

cick Prices are worth knowing.

are “Different and Better.”

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

 

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

 
 

 

WE MAKE THE BEST

  

  

 

 

  

e photog'mvureolI‘m RUTENBER moron co.. IlarIOfl. he
' Lilprnruro nrmn rnmwct.

the above cut for

J "tuning Me In stamps.

  
  

 

  

Is responsible for the success of alargema

jority of the most prominent pleasure and

" commercial cars. They will beur your investi

gation before the purchase of any type of car.

  

  

The Una Mechanical,

'1 ‘ Never Fallmg

6 Warmng Devlce

walk :z.::*.:::.:.:.:z.:::.:
No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

1m sum in Boulavartl

LONG ISLAND CITY

Philadelphia. 1416 Vine St.: Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave.; Minnea olis.,

70 So. 10th St.; Buflalo. 852 Main St.; San Francisco, 544 Van Ness ve.:

Los Angeles. 1229 So. Olive 51.: Seattle, 917 E. Pike St.; Portland (Ore.)I

329 Aukeny St.; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sts.
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ELECTRIC

LIGHTING

SYSTEMS

make night driving safe

at any time of the year.

Stormy weather dark

nights and slip ry

streets require the st

kind of light on the

ear for safe driving.

All modern cars ehou d

be electrically lighted

and electrical ystarted.

Write for booklet telling how your old

car can be brought up-to-date with the

Aplco equi ments. The first electrically

lighted nu omohile was Aplco lighted.

TIIE APPLE ELECTRIC COMPANY

18 N. Cmnl Bt- Dlytou. 0.. U. B. A.

  

  

  

  

  

NEWTONE

Motor Horns

Price. In the lowest for which horns of Dependable

qualifications can be bought

Torpedo Ty"

Price $20

Automobile Supply

Mtg. Co.

220 Tuiie Place, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

  

 

 

How to Repair an Inner Tube

Directions: Place tube between plates of the Imperial Vul

canizer (see cut); tighten thumbscrews; put a little gasoline

in pronged recepta- “mu” ““"',( l\

cle; ignite. You have ( l) W “"1"

made a permanent ')

repair in 15 minutes; \

saves time; and

saves money.

  

 

uniform!

Weighs 3 pounds. _The pleasure of your trip may depend on this little

friend. Have one With you always.

Com lete vv'th eno h—rubbgr for l 40 Dilligc- Guaranteed to Satisfy

NICKEL PLATED tures. At our dealer’s or Money Refunde

Paton! Pondinl or sent y express. ——

McGRAW TIRE & RUBBER CO., Dept. E, Enethnleltinc, Ohio

  

THE NEW PRUBESS RAW HIDE Bl].
 

Cut Gears of Quality

Complete Dlfl’orentlnls.

J

THE NEW :PROOESS RAW HIDE CO.

SYRACUSE, n. v.

 

 
 

‘

THE NEW PRUBESS RAW RIDE fill.

 

 

 
 

  

 
  

 

  

Clutch and brake pedal assemblies to operate with cone

clutch. Write us regarding your requirements.

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW MFG. COMPANY

onsvsuuv n
  

 

  

  

1500

4 Cylinder!

“Majestic”

$1975

4 Cylinders

“Sultanm”

$2650

6 Cylinder!

  

  

  

ill AUTOMOBILE (0. i, . ~

.3, ~
  

 

,4 "MaMa 700 57a?

/ ‘ 1Y0S4407220 DEEP

m> -

  

—__T

TRUCK SPRUBKETS

 

 

—_l—j

KISSELKARTRUCKS

|| Complete line of commercial vehicles—all type

  

bodies—special bodies designed.- KisselKar Trucks

have excess capacity, reserve power. Low fuel cost

—sizes to give economical service under any con

ditions.

1500 Lbs” 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Ton Trucks

KisselKar Service keeps down operating costs.

\Vrite for special truck catalog.

Kissel Motor Car Co., 159 Kissel Ave., llartlord, Wis.

4%

 

 

 

 

  

 

ALL SIZES ANY PITCH
 

HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL Bl].

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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“ D' ' 1 c 1 "istmct y omp etc HAVERS HAVERS

. i ' ,

lsillefctsricallg foleMsgti-Ielps "Six-44’ esSix_55n

C - t a r t e an . .

and Lighted Fully EquippedModel _40—5 Passenger, Fore Door Model ISO—7 Passenger, Fore Door Touring car find Touring C" and

Touring Car. I Touring Car. Roam“- Typcs_ Speeds“!- Types.

Model 41—4 Passenger Demi Tonneau. Model 51—4 Passenger Den-ii Tonneau. 44 h p 6 cylim Elcclric Sun"

Model 42-Roadster tare—all with the Model 52—Roadster type—all with ' ' , _ . ‘
_splflndid new e_ri h 0c l:riotor, 4% t6l1e_ nfiw "1;" head, 5 inch bore, dfl's- Ullli POW" Electric Lights,

‘3‘ ni’é’ff'. .514. .'.".°...°.’.'f’. .‘1 $2400 n.1'>'.'° ..?‘.’.°..°...".“.’f?'.'...§9 $3400 I’m" 34%" 55 h-p- 128 in

SWIISI'III- 1" Wheel—Base. 86x
Fully equipped with top, windshield, speedometer, gasoline gauge, 36" wheels. ,

demountable rims, and automatic tire pump. "I- Wheel-3‘“- 4 Tires. Fully

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today. 36 7‘4 Tires- Equipped.

. . w il l ' clll tiInter-State Automobile Co., Hi2 Muncie, Ind. ’ ‘ °' "m" “ ““

Boston Branch: 153 Massachusetts Ave. Omaha Branch: 310 S. 18th St. HAVERS MOTOR CAR CDMPANY, P011 “U00. Mich.

Hook p with 1: '
. s V /

. . V ‘ _ W ’ _j,/

— ' ~ -' ' r r r * "'~ * -> —

0IE Bupmobile "82” Touring Car. Fully Equipped. 8975 F.0.B. Detroit

. Lon »stroke motor, 3% 15% inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

crandk sSlsgt: Unit powreruplflant._ Multilple (Pisc clutch. lThze_::eedsbior

' ' ' ° war . i in ears. u oat n axe. enter eontro. ni ear urese'I“ Eight comes "I MI? Chm": aor. thrlich irritanth lOG-inchl Evheeimliu. sfém inch was d iiilcdk

~ . etac a e rims. 0 air to wit enve o e. i curtains. in s is .
COIe Zggynnder Touduwpn‘ five passengeroouvenlble m Rear shock absorber. Prest- ~Lite tank. as hea lights. Oil side and tail

n passenger. 132 inch wheel base, Deloo electric . .
lighting, starting and ignition. $2485 lamps. Tools—hon; ngiprnings, black and enamek _Standard color, black.

‘ tour cylinder Touring Car, 8 e assemer convertible ‘nem n can" ‘ t "van y m cm oven“, c am'

C°I¢ Fifty toseven, l22-inch wheel base,‘ll)el,eosysbem. sisas fluicmohue :82" glad-ter. ruuyT Equlvleed- 1:15 r-o-T If?"
~ hassis an speci cations same as curing ar. rge tiirte ac

Cole Forty alt-slips; paswneer’ “64mm dust proof compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

WRITE TODA Y for col. in... Book and dealer's proposition. Ingrvhfle "82" _Ilfeuyené. Fugy luglnvflll- £150 1;;0-8- 9:3":

, _ assis same as ounn ar. nc ose pane y. 110 cm ion

COLE MOTOR CAR C0" lndllanObl, Ind. lazy-back seats. Carrzing inpacity, 800 lbs. Chassis and_ body painted

. blackI high-class finis . Two-piece windshield. Prest-O-Lite tank. Gas

headlights. Oil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims. Tools—horn.

00 0IE Trimmings, black and nickel.

. ' B'UPP MOTOR CAR CO., 1254 MUM-III“: Ach Dem“, Mieh_

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

Type 35

Series

A and B

THE ULTIMATE can N‘w'm’

(KNIGHT TYPE moron)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent M RC “E CHAMPION

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler, _ “Gm: cu

Mercede‘, panhud and Minerva. Lift up the hood of any Mercer and you Will learn

why it is “the most talked of" automobile in America

THE F. B. STEARNS CO. today.

CLEVELAND, OHIO Send for Catalogue

Branches and Dealers in 125 Cities

MERCER AUTOMDBILE CO. “I

ON
     

 

  

  

v i ' * 3 -, r The Marmon “32” The Marmon "Six"

" n-4o H.P., liO-inch wheelbase, lelf 28-80 3.2.“ HS-iach) warnin

starting, dynamo lighting, with .mm' " '°°' "n" I n M

. ing, dynamo lighting. with

A ERICAN :11: :r';;.::.::':.;::::; w m'dg'" '=,-*_---,_"".
an eonespon -

U N DERSLUNG _sz,sso to $4,100 $5,000 to $0.350. ' “

WE have published a very interesting book on the advan

d d tages dgf_;1u:s¢flfllunfl co;1strucftli;<1>ln.h It is of value to

e_ er or in vi t te s 0 our 'ne which ranges in

pncetrorn‘l475 toS4500. Writetoracopytoday. NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

American Motors Com y i INDIANAPOLIS ("'- "I" INDIANA

D t. E. ndn'm ,.L—jp pol“. Ind' iSixty Years .9" Successful Manufacturingm

Detailed inlerination on Request.

 

  

 

 

  

_ r
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Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

——others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “ignition and

Sparl- Plug Talk," tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFERY DEWITT C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Mich.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

  

 

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and Hubs.

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

R. B. ABBOTT SALES 60.. Sales Agents. Detroit

 

  

“@ellfer-W50
Fully Equipped

  

Five * T 25 I. P

Passenger Long

Touring Stroke

Car Motor

Enclosed Valves, Three Point Suspension, Unit Power Plant, Platform

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle. Left Hand Drive, Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires, Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for specifications.

BRIGGS-DETRMTER (10., 449 liolbrook Ave., Detroit. Mich.v

 

 

‘1‘, _

"Firestone"

‘ Tires and Rims

are the least likely to re

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

  

changing when required.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

and All Principal Cities

The

 

A n y It I n (I Q Clincher

Every Kind Q. I).

S to c k , o r Demonntable

to Blue Print tihannels

 

  

  

 

“an”W1“

l
  

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since
  

(hf-upving the newest and most modern automobile manu

facturing plant in America,

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. T-8 K0k0n‘l0._v and,

 

 

“45”-$2150

Biggest, best proposition ever of

fered to dealers. illustrated book

free. Glide“45"in'l‘wo.Four. Five

and Seven passenger

models.

today.

The Bartholomew

Company

220 Glicht..Peoria.lll.

Write us

ma...‘

Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NOW

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

$16.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

Imported U. 8: H. High TCDeI-OD Magnetos Less Than

Import CD».

Circular and Price Lists Free

J. S. BRETZ COMPMY, 250 W. 54th Street, New York
 

 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights— Self Starter— Left Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed. enduranceand

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This IS

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,

live agents. Send for catalog.

AMFS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Owenaboro, Ky.
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tray

CAN BE HANDLEU BY ONE PERSON AS EASllYLQUlLKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

INSTANTANEOUS PROTECTION

SOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING CO. 515 W. 56'IST. NEW YORK.

    

 

   

 

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

We have had to double our gigantic output

—and the demand is more than doubling.

Nearly 180,000 have been sold and delivered.

New prices $525 to $800. Dealers every

where. Ford Motor Company, Detroit,

Michigan.

  

 

  

 
  

  

THE m.
 
  

.0

 

  

Write today for our booklet

THE AMERICAN BALL-BEARING COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 
 

 

Front Axle Yoke Bolts

You require the best bolts made—bolts

manufactured from suitable analy

sis open hearth or nickel steel

—bolts tough and strong

and properly hard

ened for this

vital duty.

  

Your in

quiry for bolts

ground to size. ready

to slip into place, will

bring surprisingly low prices

—quality of work considered.

The Electric Welding Products Co.

Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

 

 

 

  

We are now arranging agencies for 1913.

Write for full particulars

DORRIS MOTOR OAR COMPANY

8t. Loula, U. 8. A.

 

 

\

  

. Direct Drive—Single Reduclio

Fool Control - ' -

Irreversible Worm Steer '

Long Mlleagc Batteries

Bufl'alo Service

{4%.

If, MoJeI3OCoupe.. . . 9.200

Modcl30-B Coupe',. . 3.300

The Buffalo Electric Vehicle Company

Buffalo, New York

  

 

Croxton cars incorporate all of

the features for which the buyer

looks in the new models. Write

_‘ for catalog and Agency details.

/

_- r/r: cwoxrau ,fT ‘

  

The‘Motor Lamps with Distinctive Features

There are no other motor lamps on the market with the advantages of

Solar Lamps. Solars are always exclusive in style and in quality. They are

the strongest lamps as well as the most effective.

In no other lamps can you obtain the Solar Special Short Focus Lead Glass

Lens Mirror Reflector—the atentcd system of double ray light projection which

gives two distinct fields of ight for town and country use—or the new and exv

elusive black finish with a metallic l .tre which is unafi'ected by heat or moisture

All of these features are exclusively ‘Solar."

Do not equi your car or specify equipment to the maker until you' have

seen all of the olar advantages. See Solars at any live dealer‘s or write for

the catalog.

Solars are made in all styles for oil, electricity, gas and in combinations.

Solar Lamps

BADGER BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Kenosha, Wis. (137) New York City
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Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so. have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

 
 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 
  

 

 
 

  

 
 

Standard Universal Rims

fit any style or make of tires. The

side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting, two more turns locks

the rim in place. Write for catalog

607, which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

LITRVKE
‘ ‘ Always There ' '

H.

ros cuucntn v 1

mm '

  

" ros smucm smr

nnu

  

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

SPLITDORF PLUGS are gas-tight, soot

proof and unbreakable and never

need monkeying with. Insist upon

SPLITDORF—they are STANDARD.

Writ: for new catalog

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL CO.

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

(Squegee) TIRES

Woril' sup -Won‘l' Slide

won-i Skid-They Grip!

THE DIAMOND UBBER C0. 0F,N.Y.

Q
Subsidiary of be H. F. Goodrich C0

AKRON, OHIO

  

  

 

ruin casings. They admit mois

ture to the carcass. cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger~ end in blowouta.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER 'l'UBl-B any'

where in 15 minutes. better than a Repair Shop can do

—and for on: text.

Universal _

Auto-Vulcanizer
Patented

A practical vulcanizing outfit complete. with enough

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can becnrried in the tool box Sllnplut andmofl

devleelor ellmlnatlnl tire troubles that hasever been

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer -put in the gasoline light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It can’! burn, scorch or r'njllrt tube or casing. It can't

get out of order. It “11'! fail to do its work. So

simple. anyone can operate it, The Universal Auto

Vulcnnizer saves its cost a [Hundred rim: over in

trorble and expense.

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for Instant I‘se

Guaranteed Satisfactory or Money Reloaded

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, East Palestine. 0h}.

  

  

 
 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN

MOTORCYCLES

THE BICYCLING WORLD

AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW i.

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY AT

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

$2. 00 Per Year Specimen Copier Gratzlr

  
 

 
 

 

 

Mighty Michigan “40"
40-Horsepower Touring Car or Roadster, absolute

ly silent in operation. Oversize tires 35 x4%—cy1in'

ders 4% x 5% in.—118-in. wheelbase

—four-forward-speed transmission

—demountable rims—nickel mount

ings—massive, straight-line body—

big, roomy seats—electric lighting by generator—

everything. Price $1585, includes full equipment. Two

smaller models. Catalog on request.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY

[130] Kalamazoo, Mich.
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“National” Steam Vulcanizers

GARAGE MODEL repairs thros tubes and two

casings at a time. Cheapest and bent on the market.

Get our special selling plan. Portable model tor

individual owners which will please your customers

List price, $12. Manuiactured by

THE NATIONAL MOTOR SUPPLY CO.

1904 Euclid Ave. CLEVELAND. O.

 

 

STUTZ dealers are making money

It you have ever sold against the STUTZ, you

know why. The STUTZ has won its own case

with the public before it ever gets on your sales

floor. Write today for advance Booklet A-lS,

Sturdy STUTZ Announcement, Series B.

IDEAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Indianapolis, Indiana

 

 

 

HAHH 'I'lREIS
Guaranteed 5000 Miles

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Company

General Ofiices: 1796 Broadway, New York City

Factories: Trenton, N. J. Branches Principal Cities

 

 

GASOLINE TURBINES
Iall the size, list! the weight. liali the luel, llsli the triction

Smooth as Electric. Will re- N0 Valves. No Surlnss

- ~ No Adlustrnent, No Noise
Pl!" "Y "'9'" "I "Y c" No Fly WheeLNoMuiiler

Booklet Upon Request No Back Pressure

There Ian 'l Much Left

SIMPLE S. SCOTT 1651 Marquette Bldg. CHICAGO, [IL

Exclusive Territory Open ior Live Agencies

 

 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL, DALY & MILLER

42 Broadway NEW YORK

 

   

 

Six Cylinder — Unit Power Plant

Three Point Suspension

. A "six" designed and

built with the care and

skill and 00d workmanv

ship that ave made the

Continental the best known

motor in America.

Built to accommodate

any type of self starter

now made; and suitable

for either left or right side

drive.

Illustration shows simple

and efficient silent chain

drive for starting motor.

\Vrite for booklet

CONTINENTAL IOTOII IPG. COMPANY, Detroit. lich.

K. F. PETERSON, Factory Representative

122 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago, Ill.

  

 

CHAMPION PRIMING PLUGS START ANY

MOTOR ON FIRST QUARTER TURN

Champion Spark Plu s are regular equipment

on 60% of the cars ma e in America today. The

Champion Priming Plug is both a perfect spark

plug and a perfect primer.

For Sale Everywhere at $1.25 Each

If your dealer is not yet supplied, send us $5

for a set of (our Champion Priming Plugs, giving

us the name and year of your car, also your

dealer's name.

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG CO., 106 Upton Ave, Toledo, Ohio

 

 
 

The circulation of the Motor

World is a guaranteed one, sworn

to by an airidavit, which will be

sent in detail to any one upon

request.

  

 

  

 

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer

makes any car start easier in cold weather; adds

10 to 40% to power and mileage. Simple, easily

installed, guaranteed efi'ective on any motor. Get

details an price.

‘ NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO., Kalamamo,Mich. I

  

 

 
We Ship on Approval ‘

Prepay Freight, and allow ‘

30 Days Free Trial ‘

lT ONLY cosrs ONE CENT i

to learn our unheard of prices \

and marvelous guarantee on

"Brictson" Detachable Treads.

Let us show you how to save 1

from 300% to 400% on your tire ‘

expenses. Writs to-day for full

particulars.

The Brictson Mfg. Co. :

No. 24112 Mumsi, 1

snoomucs. s. n

 

DEALERS —— READ THIS

We have a plan to help you sell more cars. Our

busmess is financing the sales of automobiles to peo—

1 pie you would trust if you could do a credit business.

We make good your credit and pay your car sales

commissions at once.

i Harman - Yount Co.

Get the details.

It'ndon Harman

Prrridznl

1788 Broadway, NEW YORK

301 Abbott Building, Cor. Broad and Race Sta.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

  

A—Shm M. notched Iruda

B‘Shwl undercut sides

c-ShOi-l mnin tins.“

D—Shows absorbing means when

MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Cars and light Delivery Cara

Send lo! Booklet $3

'\ THE MOTZ TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

Eaecutive Office: Akron, Ohio

smcuzs=

film's-Arc.” nuns-Is “Lin-l

ILIMLUW

mush-mum“ “lull”

HMIWM.IHIS»_

nunpassing over an obnrucnon. "' "'M_

 

  

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and (ins Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING 00.. Bulialo. N. Y.

 

 

_ *u-e-ia... _._~.. “..._.__...

RHINELAN

.... -..“...s-..;n~___'_.__..__.;._. ._._.___ ..... . ...._._ ...- ..- ___- _. . .

BALI.

BEARINGS

‘7/‘V5‘URANCE FOR EU/LQE'RAND US’E'A’"
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS COM—- i42 WEST 42"!) ST. NEWYORK

1“ THE MAOTER OAR "

POUOHKEIPSIE
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6 cyl. so H.P., es,ooo

an

FIFTEINTH YIAR

4 cyl. as H. P-, $4,500

4 Oyl. 85 H. P-, 04,000

(Completely Equipped)

F.I.A.T.
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A_ll Standard Bearings

are fully described in our

New Catalog 24A

Send tor It.

  

   
 

 

Goonfiiian
This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accessories signifies inherent qualities of material

and workmanship that insure the max|murn oi

service at the minimum of expense. (673)

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio

 

GRANT - LEES

GEARS

The Grant-Lees Iaehine Co.

Cleveland. Ohio

 

  

 

 
 

   

"The Speedometer

0! Quality "

Special leatures that eliminate

speedometrr troubles. Send

lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Eliot St. Boston, Mass.
 

 

Tonea down headlights for

city drlvlnl and foggy

nighta— an auto necesalty

Price 75¢. per pair. Sell

like hot cakes. Dealera.

secure the agency quick.

F. H. TOBIAS

l93l Broadway. New York

  

 

 

' Auto-T0p Fabrics

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
 

 

SAMPLES am) PRICES on RE new “i

L_. J. MUTTY CO., Boston a

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

site"s; t' QeLi ISM:

Ignition

Signalltn

  

 

  

 
 

MILLED PARTS

Made to Specifications.

Standard Screws and

Nuts Carried in Stock.

The National-Acme Mfg. Co.

CLEVELAND, Sixth City

  

 
 

 

New York Boston Detroit

Chicago Atlanta Montreal

1 MM S "American Made”

MAGNETO Q‘ i 

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

Illlhest Elllclency—Good Service Guaranteed

TIIE SIMS MAGNHI] 00. "" imitlifilft I.
 

 
 

 

Ii
Send Us Your Inquiries

When in the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

The Bossert Company

U'rlca, N. v.

 

 

 
 

  

Look at our new middle name

PENgSYLVéNIA.

VACUUM cu IRES
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: Coast to Coast. jeannette, Pa.

  

yuan-em.

lrfi‘Hv-w- Mao-mm

-.. - mun-1‘ sai'

 

  

These Tires for You
 

Four corps of experts working

in tour of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce.

UNITED STATES TIRES

Nothing of the kind has ever

before been attempted in automo

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

 

 

‘0'

 
 

  
 

 

  

  ,'/' S‘to ‘

" ‘~ :etmthuwu'u. “7.11M.
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Mun-aim. Yam“.

-1ho aqua:

“e ' at an”. bloqu and delay: In” rat

,1;er new rianun-- a“ aim!“ It‘s

  

 

 

Perfection

Spring Company

Spring Suspension

 

 

Cleveland, Ohio
 

1:57

 

M ETZ “SPEGIAL” $395

Completely equipped, fully guaranteed. 225/; H.P.,

4I-cy1mder water-cooled motorI Bosch magneto. Ar

tillery wheels, best quality 30"x3" clincher tires.

Makes S‘to 50 miles per hour on the high speed. 28

to 32 miles on i Ig‘al. of gasoline. You can secure

EXEIJgSIVE SA E in your territory. Send for
DO u

"ETZ OOMPANV, WIIthlm, Mill, U. I. A.

 

 

R80 the Fifth

Final and crowning achievement of R. E. Olda.

pioneer dcalzner oi autos. A standard size 30 to 38

horse power tour cylinder car at modern refinements

priced at only $l,005.

(38) R. M. OWEN 6': CO., General Sales Agents

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich.

  

 
 

 
 

GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. \Vrite.

PENN SPRING wonxi-L

BALDWINSVILLE. N. Y. Q

@119 illush 1R. hiatur

IHE BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

1913 IMPORTANT FEATURES

Self Si 1 "r Elect ic Lighting

7 Turkish Cushions Iii-in. tin Tires

lQ-in. Upliols'tel'lng Inueawti Wheel Base

' "» (.re..t inset-(Riding t‘arburchr D 5? Adjustth

Demountable kllna Nickel Txlunuinks

_ Unit Power Plant-three point suspension.

,7 Cutting B-iO. l'til in. “heelbose. 40 h p. E V

5-p.sseuger touring car. fully equimed. Q1475 '

(“wring A40. lm-in whe'lbane. 40 h.

‘1 passenger roadster. fully equipped,

. p'eurs

' Cu‘tinq (as. l.'l2-ln. wheelhase. (\5 h. p Y- "

7_ @Mench touring car, fully equlpped..2000 . . .

Cutting Automobile Co. ..

805 Ieehaolc Street. Jackson. Ileh. f
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v The’ Ford Water Circulator 1

WW\ forces the water from radiator through cylinder 1 N vA D E R 0 l L

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when “The M the world Aflords”

will help ,0“ go mm“ your mum“. wh". m°_ car is in motion. \A rite for descriptive matter if

 
 

tiling vour customers. We wul “no u“, rumm- you handle Ferd cars. l \ ‘

m:s°.::z-..:'::'...m:..av; m mmN-Mcmcm ¢°- CHAS' F' KELLOM 8‘ co‘”
LUTHER TIRE GOODS 60.. Niagara runs N y me Michigan Ave. CHICAGO, IL!- Philadelphia Boston 5

. . . I
 

 
  

 

 

75% increase in Tire Eiliciency

That's what the INNERSHU accom

plishes. It's a tough. durable, rubberized

fabric formed permanently to tire shape.

  

 
I A.R.MOSLER & CO...“

P 0 BOX "M" >

. are 5 e o .5." .omc:Ask for circular. - ._ I T M c... ._____u___Tn

INNER SHOE TIRE COMPANY M1_'VE-RN°~_ "I Magneto Plugs coaxmaximumpoweroutoi' engine.

Front Street Grand Rapids, Mich. W i i i 7 Elm. GROSSMAN COMPANY. MIL. New York and Detroit

  

 

 * iKelly- Springfield

Automobile Tires

The worth of a tire is measured in miles. That's why it's easy to meas

ure the worth of Kelly-Springfield Tires—with their mileage averaging

21 thousand or two better than the average mileage of the average tire.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO., 20 Vesey Street, New York

Branch Offices in New York. Chicago, Philadelphia. linsmn. St, Louis. Detroit. Cinrinnsli, San Francisco. Los

Angeles. Buflalo. Baltimore. Seallle, ('levelszui. Atlanta. and Akron. 0.

‘ Boss Rubber Co.. Denver. Colo. Savell Davis Rubber Works.

F-erlnl Tire 4. Rubber (‘0.. Houston. Texas. Augusta and Savannah. (in.

Southern Hdne. & Woodstock Co., Ind.. (1 D. Franke 8: Co.. Charleston. 8. C.

Ne“ Orleans. La. Todd Rubber l‘o.. New Haven. Conn.

Atkinson Tire & Supply Co.. Jacksonville. Fla. The Heal-n Tlre & Rubber Co.. Columbus, Ohio.

 

 

MAKE your wants known

through the Motor World

Want and For Sale Columns.

They bring results.

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

WeedChains .~
The Great Anti-Skid

OE

 
  

  

 

   

N ine-tenths

of all accidents to auto

mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping.

Either you skid into the “other fellow" or

the “other fellow” skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slipping on wet, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, slipper greasy pave

ments unless you equip your car wit Weed Chains.

Cannot injure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want. to know what real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it your business to get a set

 
 

  

  

  

flhbi: _2Il'
“The demand of the day is that an organization shall be

judged by its product and not by what it claims for itself"

Keep this in mind when you examine these 1913 models

moons sun Paloma

30-40 Fore-door Roadster. llé-inch wheelbase $1700

3440 S-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

lllS-inch wheelbase . . . . . . $1700

44-50 S-pnssengrr. Fore-Door Demi-Tonneau

lZl-inch Wheel base . . . . . . $1975

“~50 ’I-passenger. Fore-Door Touring Car

IZl-inch wheel base . . . . . . 2000

44-50 Battleship Roadster, 121~lnch wheel base 2150

M-SO 7-passenger. Fore-Door Limousine

lZl-lneh wheel base . . . . . 03050

Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

.IWsreaLoo trans-r DITIOIT. IIICH. The Namg

"Built ior "Guaranteed

Permanence" (or Life" J1 f

on Every Hook

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

IN Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

I 28 Moore St. New York
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AN OPPORTUNITY to get a handsome

fur lined overcoat at about one-third

price. Black broadcloth outside, lined

throughout with finest Australian mink.

Large persian lamb collar, all sizes, would ‘ '

retail for $75. while they last, $35. Coats

used as samples, but never worn. Sent on

approval. Examine before paying. Write

today, stating size, remit only ex ress

charges. E. ROBERTS. Room 8, 160 est

119th St., New York.

 

FOR SALE—A well equipped, finely lo

cated automobile plant with a success

ful car below cost. Opportunity for an

aggressive manufacturer. Do not delay or

lost. Address

AUTOMO, P. O. Box 206, Madison Square,

New York.

the opportunity may be

 

RAGE WITH MACHINE SHOP and

living apartments, all through complete

equipped and up to date, for rent or for sale,

in fast growing town, on main street, on

Long Island, 30 miles from New York.

Owner going out of the business. Price rea

sonable. KAPPERTZ, Farmingdale, L. 1.

Tel. 21 J.
 

VICTORIA TOPS.

That's our specialty. but we make a full

line as well. Any style and every one the

best that high-grade materials and experi

enced workmen can make. Prompt service

assured. \Ve're glad to estimate special

work or quote you prices on stock tops.

CENTRAL AUTO TOP CO., Indianapolis,

Ind.

COLE, Model DD 1912, seven-passenger,

fully equipped, top, windshield, speedo

meter, two extra casings, inner tubes, elec

tric lights, etc. Car has run less than 6,000

miles; good as new. Special reason for sell

ing. Price, $1,100, F. O. B. Indianzsimlis.

Guaranteed as represented. P. 0. BO 596,

Indianapolis, Ind.

ORD SPARE WHEEL — Saves tire

worry. Doctors use it. Easy to install.

Write ANGIER’S, Streator, Ill.

ANT 1912 E-M-F or similar car. Have

clear land or fine steam threshing

outfit, good value to exchange. LOCK

BOX 78, Hector, Minn.

 

 

 

 

ANT small auto for 50 acres, Mich.,

facing inland lake; S-room house;

clear; slaughter value, $500; may add cash.

JURGENS, 139 N. Clark, Chicago.

HOMAS 60 H.P. motor with clutch,

transmission, Bosch high tension mag

neto, Strombcrg carburetor, for sale chea .

Act quick. Big bar' ain. KAPPERTE,

Farmingdale, L. I. Te. 21 J.

 

 

kin capiialsZScents perline :4

A market place where Dealers, Jobbers and ‘

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

N. E. AUTO LIST AND TOURIST.

Includes weekly list of all N. E. Auto

Owners, Garages, Dealers, etc., with ma 5

and selected N. E. routes, $10.00 year y.

138 Pearl St., Boston.

 

1912 7-passenger touring car for sale.

Cost $3,500; will sell for $700. Genuine

bargain. Also a 1911. S-passenger car; cost

$2,500. will sell for $350. 3425 North Broad

St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Several

good used motorcycles. WOLKE

CYCLE COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.

U. S. MOTOR COMPANY

Creditors of the United States Motor

Company or any of its subsidiary compa

nies will learn something of interest by

addressing DANIEL NEVINS, Attorney,

810 U. B. Bldg, Dayton, Ohio.

‘ K I ANTED—General manager automo

bile branch house desires to make

change. Can show record of eight success

ful and profitable years with house I am

now with. BOX 228, care Motor World.
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CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

i No_ enlargement of bore—no need for

i new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials, and full details on

request. WATERBURY WELDING CO..

Waterbury, Conn.

ARAGE to let or for sale. On Broad

way, Lawrence, Mass. Main thorough

fare Boston to Rockingham Park. New

street, block paved. Two-story buildin ,

elevator. Two pits. Tank. Rent, 1 0

month. Call on or address A. H. CUTT R,

333 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes either to a high gloss finish, egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. Will not crack, chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

FOR SALE—4'pass., 4-cyl. Overland car,

used 15 days as demonstrator; good as

new; original air in tubes; 1911 model; price

$650. One Otto car, 2-pass., good shape;

new tires all around, $200. Will trade for

3-pass. car in good shape, all equipped. D.

L. MAGEE, R. R. 1, Boonville, In .

NEW YORK Automobile Registrations,

mailed daily, $1.75 per month. List,

1913 to date, $10.00. OWNERS AUTO

LIST COMPANY, Albany, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

‘

An ad. like this

will cost you $1.20

for each insertion.

mCI'C

 
 

These columns offer

you an opportunity to

appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose

handising taste

is being cultivated
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HAUFFEUR’S COMPLETE OUTFIT

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

marmot mink _fur lined coat, Persian lamb

collar, $35; pair of elegant cub bear robes,

$15 each; raccoon cap, $5; pair of fur gloves,

fl; pair of goggles, 50c.; 1 pair leather leg

gins, $3.50. Will sell separately or the lot,

all new, never worn, original price, $225.

C. CHASE, 118 East 28th St., New York.

 

DO you wish to better your position? If

_ your_ character and ability will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu

pation, anywhere. Enclose 50c. for regis

tration with references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. ~ F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 West

87th St., New York City.

 

STUCK deep in mud or sand? My new

appliance will help you out. A Xmas

present. E. I. SPENCER, 3201 E. Douglas

Ave., Wichita, Kan.

AILING LISTS—Automobile owners,

dealers, garages, repair shops, com

mercial car owners, or an make of car.

OWNERS AUTO LIST C ., Albany, N. Y.

FOR SALE—Two worm drive rear axles,

designed to carry 5,000 lbs. load—made

by Morse-Williams Division of Otis Eleva

tor Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Have never been

in service. Make us an offer for them.
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SHELDON AXLE CO., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
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lScenis per line oi‘sixwordstash wilhovden

— in cap1ials25cents pcrline -

A market place where Dealers. Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and supply dealer for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

Maxwell ' Runabout, 1911 model,

' top, Windshield, Prest-O-Lite

tanks, lamps; just overhauled. 624 Califor

nia Ave., Avalon, Pa.

 

BROKEN CRANKSI-IAFTS, cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

WELDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. I.

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN

Covers solid one coat for enameling

lamps. radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

 
 

weekly to the highest

degree by our articles

on “Wide Awake Mer

Look at

the cost as shown in

chandisin g.”

the margins.

'
An ad. like this

will cost you 75c.

for each insertion.
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ARE YOU in need of any additional help

in any department of your business?

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material, Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

 

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground,

new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H.
 

ALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive propost

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.
 

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steercase; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash off. Ask your garage and supply

dealer. ,

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

new. Ask your garage and supply dealer

for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

LOZIER Type H 4-cylinder touring car.

Absolutely new. Demountables. Reg

ular guarantee and equipment. Cost, $5,000.

Make cash ofier. 1012 N. Grand Ave., St.

Louis. Mo.

FOR SALE—One 2-ton Garford_truck,

with body and top, nearly new, in first

class condition. Change of busmess rea

son for selling. SPRINGFIELD CREAM

ERY. Springfield, Mass.

AUTO LISTS, owners, etc., of any State.

S. H. CARROLL, JR., Albany, N. Y.

ANTED—Cylinder or chassis of two

cylinder Oldsmobile, Model G. R. H.

JAMES. Martinsville, Ohio.
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Matheson “Silent Six.“ equipped

with Hess-Bright Ball Bearing!

1n transmission and rear axle.

Grain and Hardness

in Ball Bearings

Homogeneity and uniformity of grain are of particular importance in ball

bearings. As the load is carried on points of microscopic area with no cush

ioning oil film, it follows that extreme hardness is required in both balls and

races. -

But hardness implies small compressibility. If a ball and its race together

compress only four or five ten-thousandths of an inch at their points of con

tact, it follows that an added compression of two ten-thousandths, due to a

soft spot, will appreciably reduce the ball’s ability to take its due share of the

work.

That is the reason why Hess-Bright balls are hardened clear through. not

merely case hardened.

Still, there are degrees of density even in balls hardened clear through. A

fractured Hess-Bright ball (we fracture them by special apparatus in our

laboratory, since they are not breakable by ordinary means) shows a tex

ture finer than the finest china, and perfectly uniform from circumfer

ence to center. It is the very perfection of metallurgy applied to the

making of steel balls.

And the Hess-Bright races are equally hard and tough. and

are hardened clear through like the balls.

 

THE HESS-BRIGHT MANUFACTURING COMPANY

59 East Erie Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
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DEALERS ' " DEALERSa Are the Cars > I

You ?'

Represent ‘

R. I.V.

Equipped ?

 

 

  

Bearings of

Recognized

Worth are

Ear Marks of

Car Quality

  

  

    

  

IMPORTFD

Since 1904

R. I.V.

1771 B’way, N. Y.

(2011611214

  

 

   

\ lLln the matter of design, materials and construction. R. I.V. beaflugs’stand high in the estimation of the manufacturers

I of quality cars. Increased demand in the face of the slightly higher cost, is significant. (L Here are the reasons:

' (First, standardized quality and uniformity of materialgisad in the construction of R.l.V. Bearings. Second. accurate man

ufacturing methods which positively preclude variatiofiin measurement. Third, structural qualifications of the various

parts as dictated by R.l.V. design. (LThese structural advantages include the elimination of excessive side play—the use of

machine cut ball retainers and the consequent accuracy of spaces—the greatest possible number of balls in the raceways

permitted by our special methods of construction. (LThat portion of the trade interested in ball bearings will find succeed

ing advertising of this company to be unusually instructive.

R. I.V. COMPANY

l77l BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY
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T0 Car Manufacturers:

When You Deliver a Car as

Fully Equipped—Do You Include

Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers?

Many of the better manufacturers will include

them in 1913. for the really successful builder is

not slow to recognize the value of REAL SER

VICE to the owner.

Every new model of your make shows new im

provements and refinements. but isn’t it a fact that

your tool kit equipment of today is about the same

as you furnished with your first models?

One may expect to receive a tool kit with a lawn

mower. sewing machine or bicycle. and while the

kit you furnish is undoubtedly adequate to cure

most mechanical ailments. you are simply adhering

to an ancient custom if you fail to furnish the pur

chaser of your car with reasonable protection

against his one large item of expense. TIRES.

A set of Gilmer Tire Repair Pliers included as

general equipment means a real saving to the pur

chaser of your car and will go a long ways to

establish the sort of service that future buvers

will demand and will receive from the BETTER

BUILDERS. '

The matter of cost cannot receive serious con

sideration. as your actual expenditure is measured

in CENTS. but the added prestige plus that ONE

EXTRA SALES ARGUMENT will produce dol

lars. May I quote you in quantity?

'G. WALKER GILMER, Jr.

82 North Seventh Street

' cuer
nerumuz
punzs

PAY [NYEU

TRADE

MARK

Philadelphia, Pa.
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A Empire Automobile Co. . . . at“Abbott Motor Car Co. . .. .. . . .. 73

Adams-Lancia Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 F

Adamson Mfg' Co' “' “u' ' ' ' ' 66 Fedders Mfg. \Norks. . . . . .0, 70

AiaX'Gfid’ Rubber c°-~-'-‘-*-- 58 F. I. A. T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . hi

Amerita" Ba“ Bearing cm'" ' 46 Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.... 61

America" Mom‘s Co‘ ""1"" ' 65 Ford Motor Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. é?

Ames' Mom" C“ CO ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " 64 Franklin Automobile Co . . . . . .. t»?

Atwate' Kem Mfg' “forks ' ‘ ' ' " 45 Fulton-McCutchan Co . . . . . . . .. 71

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.... 69

G

B Gasosava Co.._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

Bad!" Brass M‘H 69 o. c. A. Mfg. Co ............ .. at

Bantam An‘i'F'ifliw C°v----- 68 Gilmer, Jr., 0. Walker ....... .. 2

Barthel, Daly-8: Miller . . . . . . . .. 73 Goodyear Tire & Rubber CO.“ H

Bartholomew Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64 (hamlets Machme Cm L,

"en: Auto Impon Co ' ' ' ' ‘ ' ‘ ' " 60 Grossman Co., Emil . . . . . . . . . .. 7!

Bosch Magneto Co . . . . . . . . . . .. 61 Gold: Pam" Mfg Co . . _ _ _ _ _ . n a;

Bossert C0 . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . 72

Brandenburg 8: ('0. . . . . . . . . . . . 70

Bremer Wilson Mfg. Co. . . . . . . 63 H

mm Co., J. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 64 Hartford Susvmsion (‘11-

_ Briggs-Detroiter Co . . . . . . . . . .. 64 Inga: from mm

Brown.Lipe.chapin G",- Co_ __ 67 llavers Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. b.‘

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co. . . . 69 Hilycs Mil; CO- - - - --‘--.-‘~-~- - -- 71

Bush Mfg. (#0.... ........... .. 72 Harm Automobilc 1‘“

Brictson Mfg. Co..... . . . . . . . .. 72 HOdge & Gray“ C°---~-~----- 6‘

Hotel Woodstock . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51

Houk Co., Geo. W . . . . . l . . . . .. 54

c Hupp Motor Car Co . . . . . N

Cartercar Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67 Hya“ Roller Bearing (n i ~ ~ I n a}

Champion Spark Plug Co . . . . .. 71

Classified Advertising . . . . . . ..74-75

Cole Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . . .. (\5 1

Consolidated Mfg. Co . . . . . . . . .. 67 Ideal Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . . .. 7|

Continental Motor Mfg. (‘0.... 71 Inner Shoe Tire Co . . . . . . . , . .. 72

Corbin Screw Corporation . . . . .. 59 Inter-State Automobile Co..... :5

Covert Motor Vehicle C0 . . . . . .. 67 Ignition Starter Co. .. .From m-r'

Crnxton Motor Car (‘14.... . ,-. . . . 70

Cutting Automobile Co . . . . . . . .. 72 J

Jefi'ery-Dewitt C0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. :4

D Jencick Motor Corp . . . . . . . . . . .. "

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co..“... 72 lanes & Co.. Phineas . . . . . . . . .. 57

Diamond Rubber Co. . .. . .. . . . . 66 Jones Speedometer . . . . . . . . . . .. '1‘

Dorris Motor Car Co . . . . . . . . .. 60

Double-Fabric Tire Co . . . . . . . . . 69 K

. Kellom Co., C‘ias. F . . . . . . _ . . .. 7

E Kelly-Springfield Tire Conn...“

liiseniann Magneto Co . . . . . . . .. 58 Kinsey Mfg. Co . . i . . . . . . . . . . .. ‘55

Electric Welding Products Co. . 56 Kissel Motor Car Co. . . . . . . . . .. 9‘
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Mr. Automobilist:

Your tire maker is very anxious to impress upon you

the importance of -

Tires Inflated to

the Right Pressure

He insists that this is tire economy and

Saves You Money

How do you know what pressure you have in your

tires? A

SCHRADER

U N l V E R S A L

Tire PressureGauge

(Trade Mark Registered in U. S. Patent Ofliee)

 

  

(Patented March, 1898—Other Patents Pending)

will tell the exact pressure in your tires at any time, day

or night, by simply holding this Gauge to your Valve

for a second. Its recording sleeve remains in place,

showing the exact pressure in the tire so that the Gauge

can be taken anywhere and read, at night to the front

of the car into the light of the lamps. After the pres

sure has been ascertained the Indicating Sleeve can be

pushed back into the Gauge with your finger. No catches

or snaps to operate or get out of order. This Gauge is

2% inches long over all, short enough to apply easily

to the smallest diameter of wheel and can easily be

carried in the vest pocket or the change pocket of your

trousers.

Price $1.00 Each

Ready for Delivery Now

Guaranteed Simple and

Absolutely Accurate

Can be obtained from all tire rnan

ufacturers and the dealers, or

A. SCHRADER’S SON, Inc.

28-32 Rose Street New York City
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$985 $985
Camp/etely Complete/y

Equipped Equipped

High-Priced Feature No. 8

The Overland Model 69-T possesses greater horsepower, greater speed and

quieter action than any other car you can buy less than $1200.

It has a big 30 horsepower engine with a 4 x 4% bore and stroke.

This motor is built with the utmost care; parts are ground to the 1-1000th of

an inch. Those which are off-size are immediately rejected by the machinists.

Each gear, each cylinder, each camshaft, every part of the 69—T motor is tested

with a “go or not go" gauge.

The design and size of the nickel and carbon steel Overland valves force the

- motor to develop 15 per cent more horsepower than any other motor of similar

Size. '

Here are other high priced features of the Model 69-T motor: three point sus

pension, one-piece, five bearing crankshaft (only car of its class possessing such),

diagonally cut timing gears for silence. water-jacketed cylinders cast singly, and

100 per cent efficient Thermo-Syphon cooling system.

Arrange for an immediate inspection at'the local dealer’s. He will point out

dozens of other features you can not get elsewhere less than $1200.

A post card will bring a catalogue. Please address Dept. 50.

The Willys-Overland Company

Toledo, Ohio
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WESTERN ELECTRIC TAKES

UP AUTOMOBILE APPARATUS

Giant Corporation Forms Alliance

With Pittsfield Company—Will

Market Latter’s Productions

and Add to Number.

One of the most unexpected transactions

of the season, of which only small rumors

had been permitted to escape, just has been

consummated between the giant Western

Electric Co., of New York, and the Pitts

field Spark Coil Co., of Dalton, Mass..

whereby the former will take over the sale

of the Pittsfield productions, although for

a limited period the Pittsfield company will

sell its magnetos direct to the trade. In

due course, the magnetos also will be mar

keted by the Western Electric Co., which,

on January lst, will inaugurate a wide—

spread campaign for the sale of the “\rVest

ern Electric-Pittsfield” coils, spark plugs,

timers and switches, as the goods hereafter

will be styled. It also is understood that

there very shortly will be forthcoming a

combined lighting and starting system.

The personnel of both companies will re

main unchanged, but the Pittsfield scope

will be very considerably increased. In ad

dition to the present line, and apart from

the starting and lighting system, there will

be added to the Pittsfield output a fixed

spark magneto for use on trucks and small

cars, several new types of spark coils and

.a number of new Jewel spark plugs. Up

to the present time, the latter have been

made only with mica insulation, but hence

forth a choice of mica, porcelain or a com

bination of porcelain and mica plugs will

be offered.

The \\'estern Electric Co. maintains 28

distributing houses, in each of which large

stoeks of the \Vestern Electric-Pittsfield

productions will be carried at all times.

While two others of the gigantic electric

al companies have produced either electric

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, December

motors or magnetos for the automobile

trade, the \Vestern Electric Co., whose

business amounts to $70,000,000 a year, is

the first to take up all of the several branch

es of electrical apparatus designed for au

tomobile use.

Lasher Incorporates $750,000 Company.

W. B. Lasher, who owns the Weed Chain

Tire Grip Co., this week incorporated the

American Chain C0. of Sherrill, N. Y.,

which he formed last summer when he took

over the chain business of the Oneida Com

munity. The incorporation of the company,

with an authorized capital of $750,000, is

largely a legal formality, the ownership still

reposing with Lasher, as is the case with

the Weed company, a part of whose chains

are made under contract at the Sherrill fac

tory, which for some 40 years has produced

hardware specialties and chains of many

sorts. It is possible that the scope of the

American Chain Co. ultimately may be

greatly enlarged in respect to tire chains,

the enlargement, however, depending on

certain negotiations which now are in prog

ress.

Hardie Buys Into the Miller Car.

James M. Hardie, the Chicago sales rep

resentative of the Miller Motor Car Co., of

Detroit, has acquired an interest in the

company and becomes its secretary, treas

urer and general manager. C. E. Green re

mains president and Enos McMillan vice

president. The company will continue to

manufacture the Miller “30" and is tnaturing

plans for a greatly increased output.

Willys and Chapin Succeed Briscoe.

Benjamin Briscoe, former president of

the United States Motor Co., who was a di

rector a'nd also secretary of the Automobile

Board of Trade and who is now in Europe.

has resigned those offices. The vacancies

have been filled by the election of John N.

VVilIys, of the \NilIys-Overland Co., as a

director. and Roy D. Chapin. of the Hud

son Motor Car Co., as secretary.
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.GERMAN DAIMLER COMES TO

AID 0F 0WNERS IN AMERICA

Enjoins Its American Manufacturing

Licensee from Exacting Fees from

Owners of Imported Mercedes

—Case May be Settled.

 

Although the Daimler Mfg. Co., which has

the exclusive right to manufacture Merce

des cars in the United States, caused some

stir about two months ago, when it pub

lished advertisements and mailed letters to

owners of those cars purchased in Germany

and brought into this country notifying

them to step up and pay a license fee with

in seven days, or stand suit, the licensing

business has been given a setback in the

Supreme Court for New York county,

which has granted the Daimler Motoren

Gesellschaft, the parent German company,

a preliminary injunction restraining the

Daimler Mfg. Co. from interfering with

Mercedes owners in America.

While the injunction is holding only

pending the argument on a show cause

order, it is said that negotiations have been

opened and the matter never may be fought

out in open court. The foundation for the

unexpected action of the German company

comprises two contracts, one entered into

in July, 1910, whereby the Daimler Motoren

Gesellschaft, of Unterturkheim, Germany,

licensed the Daimler Mfg. Co. to make the

Mercedes cars in the United States. and

the other, executed at the same time, giving

to the Daimler Mfg. Co.. or to “such other

company as should be formed for that pur

pose," the exclusive right to import Mer

cedes cars into the United States.

The application for the injunction is

based upon a clause in the import contract

which specifies that owners who make bona

fide purchases of Mercedes cars are not to

be molested within the territory allotted to

the importing company. which territory is

the United States. The “such company as
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may be organized" is the Daimler Import

Co., which recently became involved in

bankruptcy proceedings and in which it is

said a settlement with creditors probably -

will be made.

Following the bankruptcy of the Daimler

Import Co. the manufacturing company an

nounced broadcast its intention of collect

ing license fees from Mercedes owners. The

range of fees,vincluding those asked and ac

cepted or offered to be accepted, are said to

have ranged from $150 to $1.500. These

notices sent a storm of Mercedes owners

to the attorneys for the German company

and resulted in the court proceedings.

The license fee proceedings were said to

have been directed only at those owners who

had bought their cars abroad and brought

them to America themselves. In ,answer

to this contention, ,the German company

states that the excepting clause in the im

porting contract removes owners in the

United States from any liability of annoy

ance and compels the Daimler Mfg. Co., in

case it considers that any ears have been

brought in by subterfuge or in a round

about manner, to take this matter up with

the Daimler Motoren Gcsellschaft and to

seek redress from that source.

Warner-Stewart Case to Be Retried.

After having once tried their case in the

United States District Court for the South

ern District of New York, the Warner 1n

strument Co., of Beloit, Wis., and the New

York corporation of the Stewart & Clark

Mfg. Co., which are involved in patent liti

gation, are about to retry the issue. This

has been made necessary by the serious

illness of Judge Platt, who heard the case

in April last and \thse illness makes it

impossible for him to render a decision.

The case was on the equity calendar last

week but was so near the end that it was

made first for trial at the January term.

The W'arner company is the complainant,

and alleges that the Stewart & Clark com

pany has infringed patent No. 823,237,

granted June 12, 1906, to Arthur P. and

Charles H. \Varncr, and under which VVar

ner speedometers are made. Particular em

phasis in the pleadings is laid upon that

part of the patent which covers a device for

regulating the electrical effect in varying

atmospheric temperatures. The citing of

many foreign patents by the defense was

followed by the taking of extensive testi

mony abroad last winter.

Two Co-related Companies to Dissolve.

The Manhattan Top & Body Co. and the

Manhattan Wheel \Vorks, both of 221 West

64th street. New York City, and which are

en-related, are preparing to dissolve. A

formal meeting for the purpose will be held

on January 7th next.

$30,000,000 BUSINESS DONE

BY GOODYEAR IN PAST YEAR

Sales of Preceding Twelve Months

More Than Doubled—Net Income

$3,000,000—Assets Exceed $13,

000,000—Financial Statement.

According to its annual statement, made

public last week, the gross sales of the

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of Akron, 0.,

during the fiscal year ending October 31st

last, amounted to approximately $30,000,000,

as compared with $13,262,265 last year, $9,

560,144 in 1910 and $4,277,067 in 1909. The

net income totaled $3,001,294. After allow

ing for the preferred dividend and other de

ductions, there remained a net surplus of

$1,856,888. or 36 per cent. on the outstand—

ing common stock.

The balance sheet shows cash of $1,268,

539 on hand as of October 31, and current

assets (including inventory of $4,398,384),

aggregating $8,884,882. Current liabilities

were $1,116,406, subject to a contingent lia

bility of $1,626.594 for notes receivable dis

counted, and the guarantee of a $300000

loan made to the Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co. of Canada by Canadian bankers.

During the year the authorized capital

stock was increased from $6,000,000 to $15.

000,000, the new total consisting of $5,000,

000 7 per cent. cumulative preferred and

$10,000,000 common. All the preferred is

outstanding, but only $5,026,700 of the jun

ior shares.

During the twelve-month there was paid

a common stock dividend of $2,289,100; also

a 7 per cent. cash dividend ($139,604) on

the preferred.

The general balance sheet as of October

31, 1912, in which, as will be noted, the item

of Patents. Goodwill. etc., is carried at the

purely nominal sum of $1, is as follows:

ASSETS.

Plant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $3,855,569

Patents, trademarks, etc . . . . . . . .. 1

Securities owned . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 490,075

Notes reserved from employes

secured by stock . . . . . . . . . . . .. 212,589

Inventory and current assets. . .. 8,884,883

Suspended assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 195,564

Prepaid interest, rentals, etc. . . . . 179,533

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l3,8l8.214

LIABILITIES.

Common stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $5,026,700

Preferred stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,000,000

Current liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,116,407

Reserves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 818,219

Surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,856,888

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$13,818,214

Lion to be Disposed of at Auction.

The machinery, tools, patterns and other

personal property of the bankrupt Lion Mo

tor Co., of Adrian, Mieh., will be sold by

he receivern to-morrow, 20th inst. The

early sale of the assets was rendered pos

sible by the action of the Lion company in

permitting itself to be adjudged a voluntary

bankrupt, which action prevented the delay

which would have‘ resulted had the credit

ors, who had previously filed an involuntary

petition in bankruptcy, pressed their case.

Raymond to Make a $445 Touring Car.

The production of a 22-horsepower, four

cylinder touring car at the startlingly low

price of $445 is the purpose of the Raymond

Engine Co., which, organized in August,

1911, only recently matured its plans and'

acquired a factory in Hudson, Mass. The

plant is a two-story brick building, 140 x 80

feet, which has a capacity of '20 .cars per

day, but it is not the intention of the com

pany to “crowd things," and its output for

the 1913 season may not exceed 1,000 cars.

The car, as stated, will mount a four

cylinder, 22-horsepower engine. It will

have a wheelbase of 100 inches, wheels 30 x

3 inches, and will employ a special trans—

mission in which some original ideas are in

corporated.

The company is capitalized at $150,000,

under the laws of Massachusetts. Its of

ficers are: Arthur B. Raymond, president;

J. A. Haley, treasurer and manager; C. E.

Clement, assistant manager; E. V. Hender

son and Joseph L. Donovan, directors.

One Ever Ready to Change its Name.

Just as the case was about to go to trial

last week, the Ever Ready Electrical Co.,

which had been sued for infringing on the

title of the American Ever Ready Co.,

deemed it wise to enter into an agreement

to drop the Ever Ready part of its title

and find something “just as good." As a

result the proceedings in the New York

court were discontinued. The American

Ever Ready Co., which makes automobile

accessories and electrical specialties, was

originally incorporated in 1897. The Ever

Ready Electrical Co. was formed during

May of the present year, and the similarity

of names and productions naturally led to

considerable confusion. The Ever Ready

Electrical Co. is composed of Samuel Halpe,

Adolph Cohen and Morris Janigar, who also

were named as defendants in the suit.

New Departure Secures Whitlock Plant.

Negotiations of the New Departure Mfg.

Co., of Bristol. Conn., for the plant of the

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co., in Hartford, prac

tically were completed yesterday, when the

stockholders of the Whitlock company em

powered the directors to make the-sale.

Final details will be completed within a

few days. It is the intention of the New

Departure company to use the \Vhitlock

plant for the manufacture of ball bearings.
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INSIDE SYNDICATE ADVANCED

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR LDAN

Million and a Half Not from Morgan

Bankers—Lenders Acquire 55

Per Cent. of Stock—Com

pany’s Conditions.

It is not a “syndicate of Morgan bank

ers," as first reports made appear, but a

syndicate made up of “certain stockholders"

of the company itself who have come to the

rescue of the International Motor Co., of

New York, and acquired control by advanc

ing the sum of $1,500,000. _

It is not denied that there was pressing

necessity for the loan. An ofiicial communi

cation to the stockholders admits it and

remarks that the only compensation. except

6 per cent. interest, which will be obtained

by the “inside syndicate" is represented by

the trifling amount of 55 per cent. of the

common stock, which carries with it con- .

trol of the company. Each member of the

“syndicate” will contribute the same per

centage of his own holdings in common

stock. and the company itself will add about

750 shares which it owns. The outside

stockholders are expected to contribute suf

ficient to make up the 55 per cent., the “syn

dicate” generously permitting all of the

other stockholders to participate in the loan

if they so desire.

The conditions of the loan stipulate that

no dividends on the preferred stock shall

be paid for a period of two years, except

that any dividends which may be earned and

properly declared within that period may be

paid in scrip subsequently exchangeable for

preferred stock.

The condition of the International com

pany. as disclosed to the stockholders,

shows that there are banking loans matur

ing in December, January and February

which aggregate $1,325,000, of which $400,

000 is secured by bills receivable. There

are also outstanding discounted notes,

which fall due during December, January,

February and March, to the amount of

$521500. The $1,500,000 loan will enable

the company to purchase all of the notes

and about one-third of the unsecured bank

loan, and to continue all such notes and

loans. amounting to about $900,000, at 6 per

cent., as outstanding obligations of the com—

pany. This will leave approximately $600,

000 in cash for working capital, which it is

believed will prove sufficient to save the sit

nation.

The financial stringency of the Interna

tional Motor Co.,' which about two years

ago took over the Saurer, Mack and Hew

itt trucks, is due, according to President

Coleman, “not to lack of business or of

profits but wholly because the company

had outgrown its available cash resources.”

Appeal in U. S. Motor Case Delayed.

Etiorts of minority stockholders in the

Columbia Motor Car C0. to intervene in the

receivership proceedings and prevent the

sale of the United States Motor Co., on

January 8, were not productive of definite

results when their appeal in the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals in New

York City Monday last, 16th inst., was the

subject of two motions, neither of which

was granted. The appeal is from an order

of the District Court denying the minority

stockholders the right to intervene.

On Monday the minority's attorney

moved that the appeal be so placed on the

calendar that it could be argued before the

date fixed for the sale, but this the court de

nicd. The rcceivers' attorney then moved

that the appeal be dismissed on the grounds

that the matter is not appealable, but this

the court also declined to do, saying it

would hear the latter motion when the ap

peal is reached, which will not be until some

time after January 1 and probably not until

after the date of sale. The Columbia minor

ity’s attorney, however, stated that even if

the sale were made before the appeal is

reached it would not affect the rights of his

clients inasmuch as the appeal is on the

calendar of the higher court, which has the

power to overrule the lower tribunal, if

necessary.

Motsinger Adds Radical Carburetter.

The Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., of La

fayette, Ind, which heretofore has devoted

itself to the production of ignition ap

paratus. quietly has been developing a car

buretter which will be added to its manu

factures. \Nhile admitting that it is radical

in many respects, because of patent re

quirements, the Motsinger people will give

little information concerning the new de

vice. They dcclarc, however, that it is their

present intention to sell it with a guarantee

that it will give more mileage per gallon

than any carburetter made in the country.

Dealers Agree to Pay for Demonstrator.

\Nilliam M. Redfield and Maurice Levi,

who at one time traded in Imperial cars in

New York City under the style Redfield &

Levi, consented that judgment be taken this

week in the Supreme Court for New York

county in an action brought by the Imperial

Automobile Co., of Port Huron, Mich., to

recover the value of a demonstrating car;

the judgment allowed was for $1,100, $700

less than was asked in the Imperial com

pany’s complaint. The claim was that the

demonstrator, which was shipped from Port

Huron in October, 1911, was not paid for,

although it had been sold by the dealers.

GROSSIIIAN AND EAGLE AIR

THEIR TROUBLES IN COURT

New York Concern Demands $30,000

as Aftermath of Windshield

Contract—Enumerates Ten

Different Grievances.

Some of the reasons, not heretofore made

public, why the Emil Grossman Co., of

New York City, and the Eagle Co., of New

ark, N. J., a subsidiary of the Standard Co.,

of Torrington. Conn., parted company about

a year ago are made plain in the formal'

complaint which, after about two months’

delay, has been filed in the United States

District Court for the Southern District of

New York in an action for nearly $30,000

brought by the Grossman company against

the Eagle concern. The complaint is made

up of ten separate causes of action, all

growing out of a contract entered into by

the Grossman and Standard companies.

whereby the latter was to manufacture

Windshields for the New York concern.

The contract was signed January 31, 1910;

and required that the Standard C0. manufac

ture Windshields exclusively for Grossman

and that during the term of the contract,

which was to run from May 1, 1910, to May

1, 1911, Grossman was to have Windshields

manufactured by no other company; the

agreement specified exclusivcness on both

sides. Prices for certain types were named

in the contract. and these figures were made

contingent upon certain limits of variation

in the price of materials. The two types

which enter largely into the litigation are

those known as the Hydraulic and the

Springaction.

After the execution of the contract the

Eagle Co., the Standard subsidiary, took

it over by oral agreement, the complaint a1

leges. Having repeated the contract and

various other essential but cumbersome le

gal terms, the Grossman company enu

merates its causes for complaint.

It alleges that before September 15, 1910,

the agreement was so altered that the Eagle

Co. was to ship direct to Grossman’s cus

tomers, was to collect the bills and was to

remit to the Grossman house the difference

between the cost and selling price. On this

score, for unremitted profits, there is a

claim for $15,000. Also, Grossman claims

$359.80 due on discounts of 5 per cent. for

cash.

The third cause states that for bills paid

by the 15th of the month following the

month of shipment there was to be a dis~

count of 2 per cent., and this is figured out

as giving a claim of $336.70. On bills dis

counted by the Grossman customers be

tween October 1, 1910, and April 1, 1911, on
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a 2 per cent. basis, limit is set up another

claim for $459.50.

In the contract. it is stated. it was speci

fied that if reductions in price were to be

made to anyone‘thc Grossman company

was to have advantage of_such lesser rates.

but the allegation is made that the Eagle

company sold to others than Grossman and

at a lower rate than that allowedto the lat

ter, which forms the basis for an overchari':

claim of $672.75. In this connection there

appears a similar item of $50.

Arriving at the fifth cause, Grossman tell~

of the sale and delivery to the Eagle Co. of

windshield demonstrating stands to the

value of $1,588.40, on which, it is alleged.

but $1.409.80 was paid, leaving a balance of

$178.60.

January 25, 1911, a new agreement ap

pears to have been made whereby the

Grossman Co. was to be entitled to a com

mission of 7% per cent. on all goods man

ufactured by the defendant and sold at dis

tributers' or manufacturers' prices. This

agreement, be-wveen February 1 and July 1.

1911, serves to produce a claim for $699.90.

The Eagle Co.'s exhibit at the 1911 auto

mobile show in Madison Square Garden

figures in the seventh cause of action; the

Grossman company claims that the Eagle

company agreed to pay one—third the rental

price of the‘ Grossman space for being per

‘mitted to exhibit therein and this amount— '

$126—is claimed to be unpaid.

-Ihe.court may have some difiiculty if

called upon to decide the eighth cause. This

states that the Eagle Co. so conducted its

“business that quite a number of orders

from Grossman customers were not re

ceived until after the contract expired. and

that this is easily worth $5,000.

Adding one more item, the

company charges the Eagle company with

having accumulated a greater stock of wind

shields than was necessary, with the result

that the manufacturing concern became

panic-stricken and sold large quantities at

a heavy sacrifice, causing Grossman to lose

an average of $1.50 per shield. This totals

$7,500.

The tenth and last grievance is that the

Eagle C0. shipped defective goods to the

Pacific Sales Corporation of San Francisco

and that because of their condition the

Grossman company, after consulting coun

sel. took back the goods and settled the

San Francisco company's claim. The wind

shields afterwards were sold, but the tran

saction is used as the basis for a claim of

$1,583.54.

The whole reaches the figure of $31,936.79.

but credits allowed reduce this by $2,630.43,

leaving the actual amount of the judgment

demanded $29,306.36. No answer has been

fled. but a firm of attorneys has entered an

appearance for the purpose of having the

Grossman

bill of complaint dismissed on the grounds

of lack of Jurisdiction; the law tirin does

not appear for any other purpose. The a]

leged lack of jurisdiction may arise from

the fact that the Eagle C0. _is locgted in

New Jersey and is a corporation of that

State.

Gray & Davis Acquire Ingenious Gear.

Gray 8! Davis. Inc., of Boston. Mass.,

have acquired from the Gray Engine Start

er Co.. of Indianapolis, Ind.. the rights to

an ingenious internal gear which the well

known Bostonians believe is particularly

adapted to their electric starting motor and

which. they intimate. will cause the indus

try to sit up and take.notice when it makes

its appearance in their device for the 1914

season.

The gear is the invention of Thomas J.

Gray. of Broad Ripple. Ind.. and patents on

it are about to issue. Gray & Davis frank

ly admit that they themselves were work

ing on something of the sort when they

discovered the Gray invention, which they

found to be so entirely new and so much

better than their own that they made haste

to become possessed of it. Gray 81 Davis

have not yet actually commenced to make

the gear and, as stated. it will not be in

corporated in their starting motors until

late next year or in 1914.

The Gray Engine Starter .Co. itself was

incorporated only last week, under the laws

of Indiana, with an authorized capital of

$300,000. In addition to the inventor, Thos.

J. Gray. the directors are Dr. Robert C.

Light, Henry M. Spaan, \‘Villiam Bosson.

Henry Rosenberg, Mason B. Light and

Robert \\’. Bosson.

Favery Tire Locates in Middletown.

Incorporated three years ago, and having

perfected its unusual cushion tire mean

while, the Favery Tire Co.. of New York

City. finally has acquired a plant in Mid

dletown, N. Y., and has its plans so well

advanced that tires will be coming through

the factory about January 1st. The com

pany is composed of Ethelbert Favery, the

inventor; H. C. Cryder_and M. W. Bra

shears. The tire, which already has been

considerably exploited, comprises a concen

tric series of endless bands of specially

woven fabric and rubber supported, so that'

they will not touch each other on the wheel

rim, by aluminum blocks quite closely

.spaced.

Weed Fails to Hasten Suit.

Efforts of the “'eed Chain Tire Grip C0.

to hasten proceedings in the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals in New York City,

where the E. J. Willis Co. is appealing

from an injunction granted to the Weed

company, were blocked last week when the

court declined to permit the appeal to be

accelerated, and it now cannot be reached

for a year.

Had the printed appeal been filed before

the present calendar was made up the case

could have been tried this winter. but since

the appeal was not filed by October 1 it

cannot now find place on a calendar until

next October. The \\'ecd motion was to

have the appeal filed and the case placed

on the present calendar, but the court ruled

that if an exception were made and rules

brushed aside in this case there would be

a deluge of such requests. The W'illis com

pany sold the \Vhittaker tire chains, which

are claimed to infringe the Parsons patent,

No. 723,299.

Light and Telephone Bills Unpaid.

Claiming a bill for electric current sup

plied to the Mid-Town Auto Storage Co..

of 245 \Vest 12th street. New York City.

the New York Edison Co. last week filed

judgment in the New York county clerk's

office; the amount is $208.45. Failure to pay

a telephone rental bill amounting to $105.87

also was the cause of a judgment rendered

against the Ditmar Auto Sales Co. in favor

of the New York Telephone Co. The New

York Edison Co. also filed judgment for

$19.41 against the Anglo Tire Co.

Endurance Takes Judgment on Tire Bill.

Judgment for $164.55 was filed this week

in the New York county clerk’s office by

the Endurance Tire & Rubber Co. against

the Frank Dunham Co.. which at one time

operated a garage and was dealer in a well

known line of cars. The bill represents the

unpaid balance of a bill for tires.

American to Manage Belgium Plant.

D. G. Baker. former factory manager of

the Olds Motor Works, has engaged with

the Carel Freres Co. to serve as director

general of its plant in Ghent. Belgium.

where Diesel engines in considerable quan

tities are manufactured. Baker sailed last
week to assume his new duties. i

Court Orders Sale of Findlay Plant.

The plant of the embarrassed Findlay

Motor Car Co.. of Findlay. O., which has

been idle for many months, has been or

dered sold on January 16th next. The Fed

eral court which ordered the sale stipulated

that no bids for less than $50,000 will be ac

cepted.

Wisconsin Capital in Michigan Venture.

The Hoff Mfg. Co. has been organized in

Detroit and has commenced preliminary

work on a light chassis at 268 Jefferson ave

nue. Wisconsin capital is understood to be

back of the venture, in which the active men

are the Hoffmeier brothers.
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Springfield, Mo.—Ozark Motor Co., under

Missouri laws; authorized capital, $5,000;

to deal in motor cars.

Des Moines, Ia.—Union Motor Car Co.,

under Iowa laws; authorized capital, $10,

000: to deal in motor cars.

Gloucester, Mass—Twin Light Garage

Co., under Massachusetts laws; authorized

capital, $10000; to operate a garage. .

Dover. Del—Hatch Oil Engine Co..

   

Cedar Rapids, Ia.—Beck Auto Transfer

Co., under Iowa laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to operate a motor delivery. Cor

porators—Martin J. Beck and others.

Jacksonville, Fla—Atkinson Tire & Sup

ply Co., under Florida laws; authorized cap

ital, $25,000; to deal in motor car suppplies.

Corporators—R. L. Atkinson and others.

Indianapolis, Ind—Tone Car Corpora

tion, under Indiana laws; authorized capi

110 14th street. Flushing;

College Point.

Chicago, Ill.—A. W’. Greiner Auto Sales

Co., under Illinois laws: authorized capital,

$25,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

—/\. W. Greiner, Michael Feinberg, C. E.

Becker.

Buffalo, N. \'.-—\/elie Motor Sales Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$20,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

Daniel J. Stack,

 

\NHERE THE CROXTON $3,000 "SIX" \NILL BE MANUFACTURED

  

under Delaware laws; authorized capital,

$500,000; to manufacture oil engines.

Grand Rapids, Mich—Peninsular Tire &

Rubber Co., under Michigan laws; author—

ized capital, $1,000;

tires.

to deal in motor car

Annapolis, Md.—Aut0 Air Appliance Co.,

under Maryland laws; authorized capital,

$200,000; to manufacture ,motor car de

vices.

Youngstown, Ohio—Cartercar Sales Co.,

under Ohio laws; authorized capital, $10,

000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators—

VVm. Height and others.

Camden, N. J.—Starr Garage, under New

Jersey laws; authorized capital, $50,000;

to operate a garage. Corporators—F. L.

Starr, H. H. Grace, T. P. Curley.

Milan, Mich.—Gauntlett Auto Sales Co..

under Michigan laws: authorized capital,

$50,000: to deal in motor cars. Corporators

——-Elon Gauntlett, C. M. Knowles.

CROXTON MOTOR CAR CO.'S NEW CONCRETE PLANT, 500 x 120 FEET, IN WASHINGTON, PA.

 

tal, $200,000; to manufacture motor vehi

cles. Corporators—Fred I. Tone, Mark H.

Miller.

Detroit, Mich—Detroit Autoheater Co.,

under Michigan laws; authorized capital,

$2,000; to manufacture motor car acces

sories. Corporators—Oswald Zahn and

others.

Boston, Mass—Motor Supply Shop, Inc.,

under Massachusetts laws; authorized cap

ital, $25,000; to deal in motor car supplies.

Corporators—W'alter E. McDaniel and

others.

Minneapolis, Minn—Broadway Garage

Co., under Minnesota laws; authorized cap

ital, $4,000; to operate a garage. Corpora

tors—George J. Dahtn, J. A. Cramer, and

others.

New York, N. Y.—Queensboro Garage.

Inc., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $10,000; to operate a garage. Corpora

tors—Frank I. Jockers, Augusta Jockers,

 

—Ernest F. Snyder, John J. Finerty, Frank

Sherwin.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Glide Sales Co., Inc., un

der New York laws; authorized capital,

$10,000; to deal in motor- cars. Corpora

tors—J. Francis Lynch, Louis P. Fuhrmann,

Edward T. Danahy.

New York, N. Y.--Blair Motor Truck Co.,

under New York laws; authorized capital,

$5,000; to deal in motor trucks. Corpora_

tors—Howard O. Lente, Frank W. Dix, H.

Otis Lente, 94 Park Place.

New York, N. Y.—K. & K. Motor Car

Co., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $10,000; to deal in motor cars. Cor

porators—Agnes E. Killian. Stapleton, S. 1.;

Frank B. Killian, Lillian E. Killian, New

Dorp, S. I.

New York, N. Y.—Schacht Motor Car

Co. of New York, Inc., under New York

authorized capital, $60,000; to deal

in motor cars. Corporators—Bela Cukor,

laws;
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Henry V. Radonitz, Clair J. T. Terrill, 1700

Broadway.

New York, N. Y.—Motor Trading Co.,

under New York laws. authorized capital,

$10,000; to deal in motor cars. Corporators

-—~\\'illiam A. Shepard. 200 Cathedral Park

way; Robert \V. Tindall, 346 East‘195th

>treet; Albert Donces, 170 W'est 83rd street.

Glen Cove. N. Y.-—Glen Cove Garage,

Inc., under New York laws; authorized

capital, $1,000; to operate a garage. Cor

porators—Thomas F. Meade. 683 Lafayette

avenue, Brooklyn; Edward Lewis, Lillian

Lewis. Flushing. ‘

New York, N. Y.—F. \V. Ofeldt & Sons,

Inc., under New York laws; authorized cap—

Ital, $20,000; to deal in motor vehicles. Cor

porators—Edward Y. Eltonhead, 2508

Broadway; Ernest G. Ofeldt, Frank A.

Ofeldt, Nyack, N. Y.

Rochester, N. Y.—Roehester Macanda

ruba Tire Filler Co.. under New York laws;

authorized capital, $10,000; to manufacture

tire filler. Corporators—Charles S. Mor

ris, Nunda, N. Y.; John Crosier and Al

bert C. Olp, Rochester.

New York, N. Y.—United Rubberine

Supply Co., under New York laws; author

ized capital, $200,000; to deal in tire fillers.

Corporators — Herman Mayer. 331 West

83rd street; Thomas H. Royce. Borough

I’ark; Charles L. Bookheim. Hastings, N.Y.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—-Mel Stringer's Garage

Corporation, under New York laws; author

ized capital, $10,000; to operate a garage.

Corporators—Frederick R. Huntington, 20

Broad street. New York City; Mel Stringer

and Jas. Culleeny, 342 Flatbush avenue.

Brooklyn.

New York, N. Y.—Rolai’f Oil Carburetter

Co., under New York laws; authorized cap

ital, $25000; to manufacture carburetters.

Corporators—Richard \Volfsky, 312 West

114th street; Joseph \V. Stone, North Pel

ham, N. Y.; William G. Van Vleck, 66

Broadway.

New York, N. Y.—Motor Dealers' Con

Association, Inc., under New York

laws; authorized capital. $30,000; to pro

mote motor contests. Corporators—Inglis

M. Uppercu, 1819 Broadway; Emanuel Las

caris. 1649 Broadway; James C. Nichols,

1671 Broadway.

test

Changes of Capitalization.

Springfield, Ohio—Victor Rubber

from $69000 to $50,000.

Washington. Pa.-Croxton Motor Car

Co. from $300,000 to $400,000.

Clintonville, Wis—Four \Vheel

Auto Co. from $110,000 to $250,000.

Cleveland, Ohio—Standard Pump & En

gine Co. from $25,000 to $100,000.

Co.

Drive

PROMINENT MEN lN TRADE

WHO ASSUME NEW DUTIES

Resignations" and Promotions That

Serve To Place Many Workers In

New Places—Few Leave

the Industry.

L. B. Johns has been appointed New

England manager of the General Motors

Truck Co. He will make his headquarters

in Boston.

B. C. Spitzley and W. T. Bush, respect

ively assistant general manager and sales

manager of the Abbott Motor Co. of De—

troit, have resigned those oflices.

John R. Thomas has been promoted to

the management of the Philadelphia branch

of the United Motor Co. Previously he

managed the branch in Washington, D. C.

R. E. Paris, until recently sales man

ager of the Olds Motor \Vorks, has joined

the Reo Motor Truck Co. of Lansing, Mich.

He will have to do with‘ the sales depart

ment.

B. D. Arthur, formerly Western sales

manager for the Ohio Motor Car Co. of

Cincinnati, 0., has been elected vice-presi

dent of the Croxton Motor Car Co. of

\Vashington, Pa.

George T. Howard has been appointed

manager of the Goodyear branch in Wash

ington. D. C. He succeeds Wade Powers,

who was promoted to the management of

the Philadelphia branch.

R. O. Gresham has been promoted to the

post of sales manager of the Warren Mo

tor Car Co., of Detroit. Previously he was

the company's superintendent of agencies

for the South and Middle West.

John H. Mowe, manager of the Firestone

branch in Detroit, has resigned that ofiice

to join the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

He will take up his new duties about Jan

uary lst. Mowe has been succeeded by H.

A. Cofi‘in, formerly with the Warren Motor

Car Co.

Orin S. Wilson, former manager of the

Studebaker branches in Denver and Des

Moines and a veteran in the Studebaker ser

vice, has been transferred to the eastern

half of the country, where he will act as

direct representative in the East and South.

He will make his headquarters in New York

City.

Charles S. Shuman has been appointed

sales manager of the Automobile Supply

Mfg. Co. of Brooklyn, N. Y., which makes

the Newtone electric and bulb horns. At

one time, Shuman was connected with the

Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co., but more re

cently has been serving with the Burn-Bos

ton Battery & vMfg. Co.

On January lst next, Peyton R. Janney

will become general manager of the R-C-H

Corp0ration in Detroit, succeeding J. F.

Hartz, who has been treasurer and acting

general manager for the past two months

and who will retain the office of treasurer.

Janney is at present manager of the Pen

insular Motor Co., which makes the Mar

quette car in Saginaw. Mich.

\V. J. Leisaw, who for many years trav

eled Michigan in the interests of the Buick

Motor Co.. has resigned that connection to

become district sales manager of the Ab

bott Motor Co. for the states of Michigan,

Ohio and Indiana. R. S. Bowman, former

ly an Imperial representative in the South,

also has become an Abbott-Detroit district

sales manager. He will cover the States of

Iowa, Nebraska and Western Illinois.

John A. Graham, of Boston, has been en

gaged as general manager for the recently

organized Maritime Motor Car Co., Ltd.,

of St. John, N. B., whose factory near Hul

brook, two miles from St. John, is nearing

completion. Graham at various times has

been connected with the Packard, Bright

wood and \Vestfield companies. The Mari

time company will produce a 40-horsepower

six-cylinder car which will list at about

$3,000.

H. G. Deupree, for two years assistant

sales and advertising manager of the Remy

Electric Co. of Anderson, Ind., has re

signed to become vice-president of the

Sourbier-Emrick Realty Co. of Indianap

olis. Edward G. Sourbier, the president of

the company, was the founder of the Marion

Motor Car Co.. and only several months

since disposed of his holdings in the Ideal

Motor Car Co.. of Indianapolis, which he

helped to organize.

Minor Business Troubles.

Engene Vatet has been appointed receiver

for the Dolson Co., of Munice, Ind.; the

company operated a garage and automobile

supply station.

The George F. Wallin Co., dealer in ac

cessories at 226 \Vest 58th street, New

York City. which recently assigned for the

benefit of its creditors, has filed schedules;

they show liabilities of $6,587, nominal as

sets of $5,633 and actual assets of $5,131.

Wheel Inventor Purchases a Factory.

John \V. Wilson and Philip C. Smith have

purchased a former creamery building in

Lawrenceburg, Ind., which will be con

verted into a modern plant for the manu

facture of automobile wheels. \Vilson is

the inventor of a wheel on which a patent

is pending, and when issued the wheel will

be produced in the Lawrenceburg factory.
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Bruce Champion has opened a garage in

Osage, Ia.

Kail & Larson have opened a garage in

Lohrville, Ia.

George Fisher is having a garage built in

Newberry, Pa. _

C. O. Kittleson is building a garage in

Forest City, Ia.

Joseph Piper is about to open a garage in

Shenandoah, la.

The O'Harrow Auto C0. is having a new

garage erected in Charles City, la.

John \N. Bowser is building a garage in

Seabright, N. J.

Christopher Brisen has opened a garage

in San Juan, Cal.

Guy R. Kennedy is building a new gar

age in Chico, Cal.

Cyrus Everett is making ready to build

a garage in Sydney, O.

The Orono (Me.) Motor Co. has opened

a garage on Pine street.

E. M. Atwcll is about to establish a gar

age and agency in Gaines, Pa.

Charles J. Moody has established a gar

age on River street, Elgin, Ill.

H. M. Penn is making ready to enter the

garage trade in Madison, S. D.

The Ryan Garage in Montevideo, Minn.,

has been bought by J. C. Flinn.

J. B. Roach is about to open a garage and

machine shop in Van Buren, Ark.

Charles Winters and Walter M. Merle

have opened a garage in Garwin, Ia.

Joseph Schmidt of Delleplaine, 1a., is

about to build a garage, 60 x 25 feet.

Henry and Hugo Abramson purpose

building a garage in Oakland, Cal.

The Coleman-Blank Co., of Albuquerque,

N. M., is erecting a garage on 6th street.

John Fowler is building a garage on Lake

avenue, St. Louis, M0. The cost is $9,200.

Frank Cook has taken over the McCue 8:

Beecroft Co.'s garage in Lakewood, N. J.

Paul McAinich has entered the trade in

Sedalia, Mo. He has the Overland agency.

S. J. Snittjer has had plans prepared for a

garage and salesrooms in Grundy Center,

Ia.

A garage is being erected in Springfield,

Tenn., for Dolan & Lewis; it will cost

$8,000.

Klassen Bros., in McPherson, Kan, have

fitted up a former Methodist church as a

garage.

Robert Molke of Brooklyn, N. Y., is hav

ing a garage erected on Johnson street; the

cost is $7,000.

Dayre Courtney has entered the garage

trade in New London, la. He will also sell

cars and supplies.

The Co-operative Motors Co. plans to

erect a garage in Long Beach. Cal., at 115

American avenue.

CC. and J. C. Dorman are principals in

a new dealership business at 508 \Vashing

ton street, Gary, 1nd.

Morris H. \Vilcher has established a gar

age in Rock Island, Ill. 1:

1516 Fourth avenue.

is located at

Carson & Granger, of San Jose, Cal., have

crected'a new garage; they also have taken

the Haynes agency.

\Nilliam Michaelson of San Francisco,

Cal., has purchased an interest in the gar

age business of Joseph Zillianit._

A. Parker, of Baltimore, Md., has let the

contract for a garage to be erected at 1018

Morton street; it will cost $1,200.

Jerry Coughlin & Son is the style under

which a new garage firm is about to com

mence business in Fort Dodge, la.

The \-Vorcester (Mass) Automobile Co.

just has completed a garage on Vine street;

the company deals in Studebakers.

C. M. Marshall 8: C0v have had plans pre

pared for a garage to be erected in Lexing

ton, Ky., at 277 North Upper street.

\N. N. Bell. proprietor of the Auto Re—

pair Co.. in Chattanooga, Tenn., has taken

on cars; he will handle the Marion.

Frank Cliber and Andrew Stone. Jr., have

opened a garage in Hollidaysburg, Pa. Cen

tral Garage is the style of the business.

Fillow Auto Co. is the name under which

a new business has been established in Dan

bury, Conn. Homer Fillow is president.

Ewald W. Lester is building a garage, 40

x 74 feet, in \Vaseca, Minn. Lester formerly

was in charge of WV. J. Priebe's garage.

Fred Conrad and others purpose erecting

a garage in Baltimore. Md. The site se

cured is at 1215 North Carolina avenue.

C. C. \Vorthington is having a garage
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built in Stroudsburg, l’a. He also is inter

ested in the Buckwood Inn. in that city.

\\'illiam S. Kreiger is about to establish

a tire and accessory store in St. Louis. Mo.

He will locatae at 209 North 12th street.

Jv M. McCoach and S. P. Hager have

established an agency in Huntington, W.

\'-a. They will.handie the Abbott-Detroit.

Charles \V. Loos & Sons will open sales

rooms on Main street, Coshocton, O. Their

line includes Overland, Rambler and Ford

cars.

Budy Klinkhammer, formerly of Union

Hill. Minn., is preparing to build a con

crete garage in Belleplaine. in the same

State.

\V. H. Thompson, of Canaan, Conn., has

become a dealer; he has the Ford represen

tation in Canaan and Norfolk, in the same

State.

A. D. Vl'oodke of Storm Lake, Ia., has

purchased the interest of B. G. Gould in

Gould & \Voodke; the firm conducts an

agency. -

A garage firm, in which \tVarren S. Lee is

a principal. has been formed in Altoona,

Pa. A garage will be constructed on Green

avenue.

Thomas Scheutz of Quanah, Tex., has

leased the building occupied by the Pan

handle Garage & Sales Co. He will operate

a garage.

Thomas Hughes, of Lansdowne, Pa., has

leased a building at 18 Crosby street and

will remodel it as a garage; he has the

Ford agency.

S. E. Vanderveen and Henry Moser have

established a garage in Grand Rapids,

Mich., at 415 Lafayette avenue; Hill Gar

age is the style.

Vi". H. Tyler, Eli E. Tyler and Henry H.

Kober have formed a partnership in Pueblo,

Col. They propose to do a general auto

mobile business.

The Elyria (0.) Auto Sales Co. is build

ing new quarters on East Broad street; they

will include a repair shop, storage rooms

and salesrooms.

George 0. Jameson, formerly manager of

the Interstate Auto & Supply Co., of Des

Moines, 1a., has purchased the accessory

business of that company; he has trans

ferred it to the Capital City Commercial

College Building.
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The C. B. Johnston Co. has been

formed in Boston, Mass, and will open up

in the Motor Mart as dealer in Stewart

trucks and Pullman and Ames cars. The

ofi‘icers are: President, H. A. Geuineau;

treasurer, C. B. Johnston; secretary, A. M.

Johnston.

\Vayne P. Zent, who held a controlling

interest in the Sterling Garage, Schenect

ady, N. Y., has sold his interest in that busi

ness and will establish a garage and sales

room under his own name at 16 South Col

lege street; he will handle the underslung

American and the Flanders “six.”

T. Jay Holdridge, of the Kansas Flour

Mills Co., of \rVichita, Kan., has embarked

in the automobile business; he has pur

chased the Cadillac egency in Wichita,

which handles fourteen counties. The sale

was made by George \V. Denton and Chas.

H. Smyth, who had owned the agency since

its former owner, Bert Richards, died sev

eral months ago.

Following the entry of Charles F. Miller

into the V. R. Hall Automobile Co., of

Cleveland, 0., the name has been changed

to the Hall-Miller Automobile Co. The

company will continue to handle Cartercars

and Hatfield trucks; Miller, who formerly

was secretary of the Cleveland Grays, will

attend to afi’airsin Cleveland, while Hall

will circulate in the territory which the

company controls.

The Roberts-Sherburne Co., which re

cently was formed in Boston to handle

American cars, and a company headed by

Frank F. \Ventworth, dealer in Marion cars

in that city, have given way to a consolida

tion of interests which is styled American

Marion B05ton C0. The Roberts-Sherburne

Co., which was located on Copley Square,

will be dissolved and the new business will

be carried on in Wentworth’s location at

1002 Commonwealth avenue. \Ventworth

will act as president of the new company

and Frank L. Roberts, of the Roberts

Sherburne, also will hold office. J. 1. Hand

ley, head of the American and Marion man

ufacturing companies, will be a director.

Recent Losses by Fire.

Louisville, Ga.-—E. H. Rhodes, garage de—

stroyed. Loss $4,000.

Westfield, Mass.-—E1m Street Garage and

25 cars destroyed. Loss, $40,000.

Yarmouth, N. S.—Burrows Garage, Cen

tral street, destroyed. Loss not given.

Shreveport, La.—A\'ery & Spence, 114

Milan street, garage damaged. Loss, $2,000.

Trenton, N. J.—Empire Rubber Co.,

North Clinton avenue, plant damaged. Loss,

$8,000.

Buffalo. Y.—Overland Automobile Co..

918-20 Main street, stock damaged. Loss,

$20,000. Building loss not given.

NEW YORK DEALER EVOLVES

INSTALLMENT SELLING PLAN

Retails Overland Cars for Cash Pay

ment and Six Months of Install

ments—Ten Per Cent. Added

to Latter Amounts.

In selected cases, not a few dealers have

sold automobiles on installments, but. so

far as known, C. T. Silver, who is prac

tically the C. T. Silver Motor Co., Inc., of

New York, is the first to offer automobiles

to the general public on the easy payment

plan. Silver, who handles the Overland

car in New York, Brooklyn, Newark and

Asbury Park, has formed the Overland Part

Payment Co. to facilitate his operations.

It is a co-partnership of two men, of whom

Silver is one; the other prefers not to re

veal his identity. The Part Payment com

pany has offices in Silver’s store at 1601

Broadway.

The system adopted requires the pay

ment in cash of not less than one-half the

purchase price of the car selected, 10 per

cent. being added to the balance due. For

instance, if an Overland delivery wagon,

priced at $1,000 f. o. b. Toledo, is chosen,

$35 freight charges first are added to the

price, making the total cost $1,035. A first

payment of $500 reduces the amount to $535,

which, plus 10 per cent., makes the total

cost to the installment purchaser $1,088.50.

The remainder—$588,50—is payable in

monthly installments extending over a pe

riod of six months.

The only conditions of purchase are the

usual ones that obtain in installment sales—

i. e., that the buyer maintain insurance upon

the car and that title to it remain with the

Overland Part Payment C0. until the full

purchase price is paid.

Silver naively remarks, however, that

there is no rule prohibiting purchasers from

paying more than $500 as a first installment,

if so inclined. A small saving, of course,

results. If, for example, $600 is paid, it

would leave a balance of $440—that is, $400

plus 10 per cent., and so on down the finan

cial scale.

Judgment Against Adjuster-Repairman.

The defense of \Valter H. Stearns. a for

mer New York City repairman, that not

himself but the Walter H. Stearns Co., an

incorporation, should have been the de

fendant in an action brought by the Couple

Gear Freight W'heel Co., of Grand Rapids,

Mich., apparently availed little, as judgment

against him was recorded last week in the

Supreme Court for New York county for

$397.65, the full amount asked. The Couple

Gear's complaint was that more than a year

ago, when a Couple Gear truck, owned by

the Curtiss-Blaisdell Co., was damaged,

Stearns acted as insurance adjuster and

then performed the work of repairman, buy

ing parts from the Couple Gear company

and also utilizing a factory mechanic. The

failure to pay the bill resulted in the suit.

 

Grabowsky Schedules $759,000 Assets.

Schedules in bankruptcy of the Grabow

sky Power Wagon Co., for which a receiver

was appointed on November 7th, places its

assets at $759,376.48 and the liabilities at

$389,758.85.

The chief assets are: Real estate, factory

buildings, etc., $168,552.98; cash on hand,

$l7,324.11; bills, promissory notes and se

curities, $63,959.12; machinery, tools, etc.,

$109,273.12; patents, $150,000; other per

sonal property, $122,967.79; debts due on

open accounts, $126,011.36; insurance pol—

icy, $1,000; unliquidated claims, $238. The

debts are made up of: Taxes due, $5,492.64;

wages, $792.95; unsecured claims, $339,

586.97; notes and bills which should be

paid by other parties, $43,706.29.

 

To Produce Wet Batteries in Galena.

Having acquired the necessary financial

support, E. E. Winters and J. W. Hake, of

Chicago, who have developed a storage

battery of considerable merit, have formed

the Galena Battery & Vehicle Co., which

shortly will commence operations in Galena,

111. In addition to the inventors, the com

pany is composed of W. H. Harris of In

dianapolis and Gus E. Brown of Galena

Thermoid Sues for Unpaid Account.

An alleged unpaid bill of $153 for goods

sold and delivered is the cause of an action

instituted this week in the Supreme Court

for New York county by the Thermoid

Rubber Co., of Trenton, N. J., against

George H. Sprague, trading as the Sprague

Auto Supply Co. He is located in Hewletts,

Nassau county, N. Y.

Garage Consents to Oil Bill Judgment.

The action brought in the Cupreme Court

for New York county by the Texas Co.

against the Mohawk Garage Co., of Brook

lyn, N. Y., on a bill for oil, was not tried

when it was reached, Tuesday last, 17th

inst. When the case was called the Mohawk

permitted judgment to be taken in the

amount of $778.61. ‘

Streator Failure Involves Body Builders.

F. F., A] and Oscar Zimmermann, who

built automobile bodies at VVaupun, VVis.,

have filed a petition in bankruptcy. They

were brought down by the recent failure

of the Streator Motor Car Co. of Streator.

111., for whose Halladay ear the Zimmer

manns made bodies.
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CAR MAKERS AND CARBURETTERS.

If need be, let this be considered an appeal for the un

known or the little known carburetter. There are many

of them, we well know—probably much chaFf and surely

some wheat; but good or bad, their makers have a difficult

time securing the ears, much less the real attention and

support, of the car manufacturers whom they seek to in

terest.

'It is not meant to say that the well known and well

established carburetters are lacking; but it is meant to

say that many of the unknowns and little knowns hold

promise of results that justify more than polite notice.

It is a fact that individual owners have almost revolu—

tionized the performance of their cars by simply changing

carburetters. In many instances, the results achieved

have been not short of marvelous. The cars have gone

faster, climbed better and handled more flexibly and more

economically in almost every direction.

The car manufacturer, however, remains wedded to one,

or two, or three, or four particular carburetters and more

or less resolutely refuses to have to do with that which is

new. Perhaps his attitude is born of experience; perhaps

it is born of price; but whatever the cause, the belief is

spreading that while all engines will work with any car

buretter, they will work very much better with a particular

carburetter, and in many instances the improvement is

prodigious and far—reaching.

As indicated by individual experiences, it does not seem

fair to those who purchase his productions that any car

manufacturer should lift a deprecating hand toward-any

carburetter. however new or little known. It will not be

denied that the carburetter is a vital factor—possibly the

most vital one—in the performance of any car, and since no

manufacturer should be satisfied with less than the best

possible performance he should welcome whatever offers to

that end.

The new carburetter that is 0ratuitiously presented to

him should not be suffered to accumulate dust and cob

webs on the shelf; it should be put to use and tried out

thoroughly in the only school worth while—the school of

actual road use.

It is fair to believe that so many cars can be made so

much better by a mere'chaiige of carburetters that the won

der is that a narrow policy should prevail in any factory in

which automobiles are produced.

STEEL WHEELS AND WOOD ONES.

As was perfectly natural, the materials employed in the

construction of early automobiles were the materials used

in carriage and wagon building at the time, and they were

the best materials then known for the purpose. By degrees,

however, the wood and wrought iron of horse-drawn vehi

cles'gave way to steels of various kinds and qualities, until

now there is little of the typical chassis that is not built of

steel, excepting the engine, of course, and the wheels, which

in the great majority of cases are of wood.

Whether wood will remain in the ascendancy for wheel

construction, however, is a question that can be decided

only by time and the process of elimination and the sur

vival of the fittest. It seems certain that there will be an

increase in the employment of steel wheels, which are made

in a number of forms and types. Steel wire wheels. which

were used on many early machines, only to be abandoned

in favor of wood, again have become popular in Europe and

are attaining popularity here. Pressed steel wheels are and

have been for years in use on light commercial vehicles.

Cast steel wheels are finding favor in the eyes of manu7

facturers of heavy trucks. Tubular steel wheels, having the

outward appearance of wood wheels, have been built for

years and have much to recommend them. ‘

While the claims of wood wheel manufacturers, in ef

fectthat the wood wheel is the best wheel. are given great

weight by the fact that the wood wheel is now the stand

ard type, it is said, on the other hand, that the demand for

the very high grade of timber necessary for the wheel

wright’s purposes is increasing so fast that the supply can

not keep pace with it. Such being the case, the inevitable

result will be a movement in the direction of steel. which is

becoming cheaper to buy and cheaper to manufacture as

time goes on. And it seems probable that in the case of

wheels as in the case of many other things, steel construc

tion eventually will embody all the advantages of wood and

combine them with its own peculiar virtues. And last, but

not least, doubtless the manufacturers of wood wheels will

gradually change over, with the demand, to the building of

steel wheels, just as many former manufacturers of horse

drawn vehicles have gradually turned from the old to the

new and now are full-fledged automobile manufacturers.
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CHRISTMAS SPIRIT ENTERS

INTERNATIONAL “LEAGUE”

Proof of it Spread on Directors’ Min

utes—Crying Demand of “Hun

dreds of Members” is Gen

erously Granted.

 

 

There was a momentous meeting in Buf

falo one day last week—a meeting of the

International Automobile League, Inc. It

is probable that all of the four men who

comprise the l'league" were present, and

it is not impossible that they chuckled

quietly at the success they have met in

inducing full-grown persons to pay an an

nual fee for the remarkable privilege of buy

ing goods which they have for sale. At

any rate, it is certain that they considered

a very serious subject; they desire to have it

believed that they considered it only in re

sponse to the “request of hundreds of

members," which is the touching definition

applied to the fee-givers.

These alleged “requests” of the alleged

"hundreds" of alleged "members" induced

the “league,” in solemn session. to adopt

and spread on the minutes of the meeting

the following motion:

“Moved, seconded and carried that all

members of the League be permitted to buy

any article listed in our catalog for their

friends for holiday presents until January

I. 1913."

The “hundreds of members" who made

the “request,” and many others who did

not make it, have been gracefully informed

of the granting of this generous dispensa

tion, the information being conveyed on a

pretty letterhead which at its top bears a

reproduction of the yellow flag which the

“league” has adopted as its hallmark, and

at its foot a delicately engraved annotation,

“This letter was dictated to the dictaphone.

but not re-read.” The "league" is nothing

if not circumspect, even when addressing

its “members.” At last accounts, however,

Santa Claus had not designated the Buf

falo institution as a dispensary of Christmas

gifts for any of his "friends."

Price of Platinum Continues to Soar.

It is probable that if those persons who

are wont ruthlessly to file the platinum con

tacts of their magnetos knew the present

market price of the metal they would be

less favorably disposed toward the file as a

cleansing implement. Unlike other precious

metals, platinum continues to increase in

cost, and at the present time the top notch

price recorded in Maiden Lane. New York

City. is $47.50 an ounce for the hard metal,

such as is used for contacts. and $45 an

ounce for the soft metal. No satisfactory

substitute for the metal ever has been

found, and the present chief source of sup

ply, which is in the Ural mountains in Rus

sia, scarcely is more than sufficient to fill

the demand.

 

Little Known Features

of Well Known Cars

 
 

 
 

That variations in temperature and in hu

midity each have an effect upon the opera

tion of a motor is a fact that is only too

well known to the veriest novice at motor

car operation. Altered atmospheric condi

tions naturally mean altered proportions of

  

FRANKLIN NEEDLE VALVE CONTROL

air and fuel which enter the cylinders, pro

vided carburetter adjustments have not

been changed, and any change in the rela

tive quantities of air and fuel effects the

operation of the motor. For these reasons

not a few designers of motor cars believe

such a thing as an adjustmentless carburet

ter, while it may operate and give really

good results, to be not a little inferior to

the type wherein the relative proportions

of gas and air can be manually altered.

Such is the belief of the designers of the

Franklin car, and it is responsible for the

production of the carburetter shown in the

accompanying illustration, the feature of

which is the facility with which the flow

of gasolenc to the single jet can be in

creased or decreased simply by turning a

small lever on the end of a shaft which pro

trudes through the dash. Naturally the

shaft is a continuation, or better. an addi

tion to the needle valve stem, the valve be

ing operated through the intermediary of a

universal joint. Adjustment can be made

without the driver leaving his seat.

Depression of a pedal closes the starting

switch and the electric motor turns the

gasolene motor over at high speed until the

engine takes up its own cycle of operations.
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December

Salon.

January 2-10, New York, N. Y.—Import

ers’ salon in Hotel Astor.

January 4-11, Montreal, Cam—Annual

automobile show in the Drill Hall and

Armory, under the auspices of the Auto

mobile Club of Canada.

January 6-11, Cleveland, Ohio—Cleveland

Automobile Show Co.’s exhibit in the Cen

tral Armory.

January 11-18, New York. N. Y.—Auto—

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Pleasure cars only.

January 20-25, Philadelphia, Pa.—-Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association’s

exhibit in the First and Third Regiment

Armories.

January 20-25, New York, N. Y.-—Auto

mobile Board of Trade's 13th annual show

in Madison Square Garden and Grand Cen

tral Palace. Commercial vehicles only.

January 21-26, Toledo, Ohio—Annual

show in the Exposition building under the

auspices of the Toledo Automobile Shows

Co.

January 25-February 1, Providence, R. I.

—Annual show of the Rhode Island Auto

mobile Dealers' Association in the Provi

dence State Armory.

January 27-February 1, Ottawa, Can.—

Annual show of the Ottawa Valley Motor

Car Association in Howick Hall.

January T7-February l. Scranton, Pa.—

Third annual show of the Scranton Auto

mobile Dealers' Association in the 13th

Regiment Armory.

January 27-February 1, Detroit, Mich.—

Detroit Automobile Dealers’ Association's

Show in the State Armory.

February 1-8, Chicago, III.—-National As

7-22, Paris, France—Paris

'sociation of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Pleasure cars only.

February 3-8, Washington, D. C.—Wash

ington Automobile Show Co.’s exhibit in

Convention Hall.

February 8-15, Hartford, Conn—Sixth

annual show of the Hartford Automobile

Dealers' Association in the State Armory.

February 10-15, Chicago, Ill—National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers'

12th annual show in the Coliseum and 7th

Regiment Armory. Commercial vehicles

only.
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“SELLING STUDEBAKER CARS”

DONE BY SALESMEN-ACTORS

Corporation’s Branch Managers, in

Conference at Factory. Stage a

Play with a Purpose—Novel

Means of Education.

As carefully staged as a Broadway play

and with an “all-star cast,"carefully coached

in the individual roles, a group of men

prominent in the automobile trade held an

audience in Detroit one day last week with

a production, the nature of which was abso

lutely unique.

“Selling a Studebaker Car" was the sub

ject. The members Of the cast were picked

from the Studebaker Corporation’s corps of

branch managers ,assembled in annual con

ference.
The play was in two facts, the first treat

ing of the sale of a Studebaker “35,” while

the second concerned itself with the light

er car of the line—a Studebaker “25.” The

star part was naturally that of the sales

man. This was taken. respectively, by Geo.

H. Phelps, manager of the Studebaker auto

mobile branch in New York. and by L. J.

Ollier, who has charge of the firm’s branch

in Los Angeles. The prospective buyers

were well-posted Detroit business men, not

connected with the Studebaker organiza

tion and representing as nearly as possible

the typical automobile “prospect.”

Particularly novel was the choice of a

“stage villain." This part was taken in a

collective way by other branch managers,

each of whom had been instructed to argue

the merits of some competing car. Arthur

I. Philp, assistant sales manager, acted as

stage manager.

Both the branch managers chosen for the

star parts are famous in the Studebaker or

ganization for their intelligent enthusiasm

over the Studebaker product. They had

carefully studied their problem to make the

demonstration as near the ideal as possible.

The “approach” was adroit, and applause

was frequent as the members of the audi

ence recognized the application of basic

principles of the salesmen's art.

The fun_ began, however, when the

“heavy” characters butted into the dialogue

by advancing the arguments of alleged su

periority on behalf of rival cars. This was

done, of course, to illustrate many easy

methods of refutation. Some of the most

expensive types on the market were repre

sented by men thoroughly familiar with

them. When the debate had been ended,

the star seized the opportunity in approved

style, and closed his "sale" by prompt pro

duction of a fountain pen.

A further touch of realism was given the

sales drama by one of the “buyers” who, al

though playing a role in the play, was so

impressed by the points of superiority

demonstrated for the Studebaker car that he

visited the Detroit branch the next day

and entered a real order for one of them.

\Vhile the dramatic production was one

of the most interesting features of the big

Detroit conference, it was only a part of a

systematic, studious week which the Stude

baker men spent at Detroit along plans

formed by Sales Manager Ernest R. Ben

son. Morning and afternoon sessions were

held and sales policies thoroughly discussed.

One day was devoted to a clinic on the new

models. during which Chief Engineer J. G.

Heaslet held the floor for six hours, ex~

plaining the mechanical details. One day

was spent at the Studebaker vehicle fac

tories at South Bend, Ind.

Prior to their departure, the branch man

agers joined in presenting General Man

ager Gunn with a handsome catseye dia

mond scarfpin, as a token of their apprecia

tion on the first anniversary of his connec

tion with the company. During this period

Mr. Gunn has virtually reorganized the

sales and manufacturing methods of the

Studebaker automobile division.

Court Rules on Point in Bankruptcy.

That a trustee in bankruptcy may be

sued for debts which he contracts as trus

tee was held to be the case on Tuesday Of

this week, 10th inst., by Judge Holt of the

Federal court in New York City, in the

case of the Dorian Remountable Rim Co.,

which has been in the bankruptcy court

for several months. The decision was a

denial of a motion made by the trustee,

Joseph M. Conklin, asking that the Stan

dard Nut & Bolt CO. be enjoined from suing

him for an account of $300.54.

This amount represents the price of

goods ordered by Corklin. but which he

states he refused to accept because the de

livery was delayed The bolt company.

which has brought suit in the Municipal

court, declares its claim is bona fide. The

court denied Conklin's motion with the

statement that it had no auth--rity to forbid

the bolt company continuingr its suit, inas

much as the debt was contracted follOwing

the filing of the petition in bankruptcy. Had

the debt been contracted perviously, the

suit could not be brought without the per

mission of the Federal court.

Collars to Match Prominent Cars.

In a haberdashcry in Springfield. Mass.

Packard and Pierce-Arrow collars are being

offered for sale, presumably as a bid for the

patronage of the owners of those cars. Car

ried to its logical conclusion, it is possible

shirts, neckties and socks to match the

names of cars will soon appear.

TIME As CAPITAL AND WAYS

0F Bumping ITS WASTE

Careful Planning Can Conserve That

Which Is One of Salesman’s Great

est Assets—“Waits” That Cut

Holes in Profits.

Selling expense is a big item in the book

of every dealer. Often it is the big ex

pense. How to get greater efficiency out

of yourself and out of your salesman is a

problem worthy of your most concentrated

thought.

It means planning your time carefully,

going over each detail carefully in advance,

thinking about every probability, scanning

the situation backwards and forwards. the

taking of pencil and paper and putting

things down, the making of appointments

and keeping them, the elimination of as

many “waits” as possible. It means mak

ing others appreciate the value of your

time by handling it as if you yourself set

a distinct value on it.

Time is the salesman’s capital. This has

been remarked before; it probably will be

said and written a good many more times

before everyone grows wise to the fact

that there is much more than a common

place statement in that sentence. Time is

the salesman’s “wealth employed in or

available for production"; in that respect

time is the salesman's “capital.” .

When you see a demonstrating car rest

ing easily at the curb at a popular billiard

room you are very much inclined to ques

tion how much of the salesman's wealth is

“employed in and available for production."

Indeed, you are quite likely to think of

sales leaks and losses Such appearances

are not always conclusive; nevertheless,

the thought is inevitable.

Too many salesmen waste their time.

They “cash in" enough to pay a profit, per

haps, but not anywhere near their full pos

sibilities, simply because they do not con—

serve their time—their capital, if you will

—by carefully planning for every moment

of its use in advance of the demand.

Just as a bill once broken disappears rap

idly, so a day not well t-lanned and the plan

stuck to, is frittered away; thus, at the

close, instead of feeling glad because of

a good day's work done, we are quite like

ly to say with the late Cecil Rhodes of

South Africa. “So much to do; so little

done!"

The Krit Motor Car Co., of Detroit, has

established a branch in Oklahoma City,

from which the States of Oklahoma, Texas

and Arkansas will be handled. It is in

charge of R. B. Fremont. as district man
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PERSISTENCY AS SALES HELP

Close Following Up of Prospective Buyer

and Urgent Argument May Prove Con

vincing—One Unusual Method.

“It took me two years to sell an auto

rnatic water heater to Mr. Connover." said

a salesman on board a train the other day.

“I nearly ran my legs ofir after him the first

)rcnr; but for various reasons he put off

having it installed. I had called at his of

fice time and time again. He had always

given me a courteous reception and listened

attentively to what I had to say; but I

could not seem to get his order, even

though he seemed interested.

“One September day I fine-tooth-combed

my list of prospects; the only one that it

seemed to me would be ready to do business

\vas Connover. I deczded to sell him or

bust. I 'phoned to his ofiice; he was not

there. They told me he was at home. There

\vas a street car strike on, so I walked to

his home—four and a nalf miles away. It

was one of the hardest walks I ever under

took

“\\"hen I got to the house I found Con

nover was laid up. He had experienced a

peculiar accident—cranked his car with the

high gear in mesh and the car had knocked

him down and run over him. He was just

getting up—had his dressing gown on—and

“'hen my card was taken to him he walked

to the top of the stairs and called down that

he would be glad to see me some other

time.

“I replied that I had walked four miles

and a half to see him. I had to sell a

water heater that day. and he was my one

prospect that I thought ought to have an

automatic water heater at once; so I had

I finished up

by tellng him that I was so tired from my

hing walk that I was going to stop and rest.

anyway—and was going to stay till I got

his Connover

Come out to get his order.

order. smiled and said.
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‘W'ell. old man. you write the order and

I'll sign it.’ "

it is the last little push that brings the

name on the dotted line. Everyone ad

mires grit, and the man who will dare a

nine-mile walk on a hot day to get an order

is almost certain to get. it if his goods are

right.

Fortunately, the automobile salesman

does not have to walk; but he often gets a

chance to display the same qualities that

make for success in other lines, where com

petition is still keener; persistence and de~

termination are well worth developing to a

high pitch.

.8

SPECIAL TRAINS THAT FOLLOWED

A STRIKING AD.

\K'hen L. J. Ollier. manager of the Stude

baker branch in Los Angeles, Cal., received

word of a five-page announcement that

the Studebaker Corporation was to publish

in the Saturday Evening Post he got busy.

Every dealer in his territory was noti—

fied. Every sub-dealer was likewise noti

fied. so that every man interested knew

what was coming and had a chance to plan

accordingly.

Everybody was watching for the ad

vertisement when it appeared: every dealer

had staged the advertisement by means of

posters furnished by the manufacturer, so

that everyone worth while in all towns

reached by these dealers knew that the ad

vertisement was comirg out on a certain

date. Naturally when 'hey got their copy

of the Saturday Evening Post the first thing

they did was to turn to the Studebaker an

nouncement.

As a result of this careful planning, it

is a matter of history that when the new

Studebaker models arrived in Los Angeles

the sub-dealers had lined up out-of-town

prospects to the numb-:1 of twelve hundred

who came in three special trains loaded

with people eager to see the new models

on their arrival.
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Such a thing is unprecedented in the his

tory of any kind of merchandising and

shows what can be done where every de

tail is worked Oul it advance. interest

aroused and then people invited to do a

definite thing. In this ea: c the definite thing

was “come and see"—:inrl have dinner at

the expense of the brarclr.

Jl

SHOW WINDOWS AND BOOK COV

ERS ARE VERY MUCH ALIKE.

One way of getting the outsider's view

point of a place of business is by conjuring

an analogy between show windows

book covers.

and

Every ousiness man knows

the difference between show windows and

book covers. F.ver_v business man knows

the dil’fercnce a book’s exterior appear

ance makes with its Attractiveness in the

mind of a prospective reader—0r buyer.

The poorly gotten up cover is taken as

an indication of an uninteresting piece of

reading. and while the book itself may be

one of the best, its biggest handicap in the

race for popularity is its cover. That a very

average book has an attractive cover may

serve to cause a prospective reader to start

reading and complete the story. Likewise a

better book may be completely ignored be

cause of its exterior appearance.

The show window and store front are the

covers of the store; "my act as do the

covers of a book. The primary function of

a store front is to form a barrier between

the interior of the store and 'the outside

world. and that—protection—was the orig

inal idea in the book cover, and both still

retain their original use. But book makers

realize the value of pretty and attractive

covers and act accordingly. Dealers may

do the same, if they but will. However fine

the line of goods may be the man who is

unacquainted with what is inside is going

to make a bee line for the attractive and up

to-date front where the show windows are

show windows in reality and not a reposi

tory for junk.
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MAKING SEQMNDMTOOD

Term Often Vague in Mind of Car Owner—

Explaining It Enlightens Customer

and Proves Trade Winning Story.

Too many electric car salesmen talk about

service without giving the prospective cus‘

tomer a real insight into what it means.

The word "service" is an intangible thing

so long as it is unexplained The man who

talks about ‘

thing definite to offer and should not wait

till he is pinned down to explain just what

he and his concern mean by “service.”

‘service" should have some

Service is such an important item in the

sale of an electric car that it can well be em

phasized when making a sale. Indeed. un

less it is properly explained in detail, the

prospective customer may wonder why gar

aging at an electric car garage costs so

much more than the flat storage rate paid

by gasolene car owners.

A dealer in electrics who has a complete

service station says:

complete as we know how to make it. \Ve

charge a rate of $42 a month for complete

service. \\'e deliver and call for customers'

cars. He sets the time. and on the dot

his car is waiting for him at the curb. At

night when he is through with it he 'phones

and someone calls for it and brings it to

the garage. Here all the cushions are taken

out and the car thoroughly cleaned with

air brushes. The car is then placed on the

washing rack and afterwards given a cha

niois-skin rub-down. This is done every

night. so that your electric is just as neat

and clean and spotless every day as any part

of your house. Batteries are inspected every

week and charged as often as needed. Any

defects or irregularities in batteries are im

mediately discovered and everything kept

in perfect repair. If you want a flat stor

age rate we charge exactly the same as any

gasolene garage. But. consider that you

have absolutely no expense except for tires

“Our service is as
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or accident; that is not covered by our com

plete service charge "

If all electric car salesmen would be as

careful to drive home all these points they

would find it highly profitable.

Jl

TAG THAT HELPED A GARAGE.

Advertising a garage inpa large city is

not the simplest problem in the world.

Generally speaking, each garage depends

We will Store Your

Auto

by month, week, day or hour

in a Fire-proof Garage.
 

Cars stored any eve

ning until 12 p. m.

250

Expert repair men at Garage.

clay and night

Gasoline, Oil, Grease, Dry

Batteries, new and second

hand Tires and Tubes. etc.

always in stock.

  

 

Vulcanizi'ng a specially.

COLONIAL GARAGE

723 SUPERIOR AVE. N. E.

OWOSITE "OLLENDEN horn.

  

 

for its patronage on the automobile owners

residing in its immediate vicinity, which

means that advertising in the daily press

entails an expense that is out of reason to

the probable results. Perforce, the garage

proprietor must resort to other means for

drawing new trade.

In Cleveland. 0., the Colonial Garage

Co.. which is. located at 723 Superior street,

North East. has found the tag, reproduced
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herewith, an economical and effective busi

ness-bringer. During the absence of the

owners, it is tied to the steering wheels of

cars which Colonial garagemen find stand

ing outside of ofiice buildings, theaters and

hotels in the immediate vicinity, which pro

cedure means that it can not be blown

away, or thrown away, without attracting

notice of some sort.

The fact that the tag also names a spe

cial rate for storage up to 12 P. M. makes

a direct appeal to theater-goers. and to

others who appreciate the difference be

tween safely storing their cars in a reputa

ble garage and leaving them unattended at

the curb. '

at

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS.

Christmas will be here in six days. What

kind of display are you going to have?

\Yill you have a little of the Christmas

spirit felt in your salesroom by means of

appropriate decorations? \\'hy not “fix

up" a little for Christmas and then extend

invitations to some of the people whom

you know intend buying a car with a view

to their making it a Christmas present to

their family?

It would not work with

course. But it's worth trying—and you

can never tell how good an idea it is until

everyone. of

you have tried it. Suppose you try it.

J‘

EVIDENCE OF WIDEAWAKENESS.

Immediately after the appearance of the

last issue of Motor world. one “live wire"

Detroit dealer followed its suggestion of

putting up a big "anti freeze“ sign in the

garage. Another one put a sign on the

garage entrance so that everyone coming

in would see it. And another was ob

served with a window :ign reading “Orders

for Hood Covers Taken Here." ()ne of the

surest indications of the real merchant is

the quickness with which he adopts good

suggestions.
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WEAVING CHRISTMAS SPIRIT INTO ACCESSORIES

Dealer Catches the Public Eye by a Yuletide Show Window—Santa Claus

Causes Passersby to Stop and Smile—Clever Display Which Shows

That Seasonability in Window Dressing Is Easily Possible.

_.____.i;_‘_'__a.
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BROOKLYN ACCESSORY DEALER’S WINDOW DRESSED FOR TIIE

Putting the Christmas spirit into a show

window display during the holiday season.

having a Fourth-of-Juiy dressing at that

time of year; bringing out a Thanksgiving

Day effect when this holiday is at hand,

and in every instance maintaining a season

able setting for wares displayed is recog

nized by widcawake merchants as one of the

basic principles of window dressing. Un

fortunately, not a great many of those who

sell automobiles or automobile accessories

strive for such effects. One of those who

does so and who has taken advantage of the

Christmas season as an advertising asset

is the firm of Henry [5 Vaughan & Son of

1168 edford avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y. Leo H.

Vaughan, now the active member of the

firm, is the “Son.” and while he is accred

ited with being the b ismess head of the

house. he admits he was assisted by his

wife and his mother in evolving an attract

ive Christmas show window

/<> [Emawill? I.
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\'aughan has succeeded in getting a strik

ing effect, shows a large quantity of goods.

and still does not give the window the too

usual appearance of being overcrowded; no

photograph is capable of presenting the

window as it is seen bv the passerby. but a

reproduction serves to illustrate the gen

eral scheme, even though the picture does

not show the glistening snow and bright

accessories which make up the whole.

What first strikes the eye is a miniature

house with snow-coveted roof, standing in

the midst of a snow-blanketed landscape

sparkles like the light. new-fallen

snow of winter. The snow is nothing more

nor less than cotton batting sprinkled with

ground mica. This house has upon its roof

a Santa Claus, with a pack, about to descend

the chimney. In the iron: yard are his

rcindeers, somewhat startled in this at

mosphere of horselessness; at the left of

the house, viewed fton. the street, is a lit

which

YULETIDE SEASON

tle garage containing a linousine, while

two tires stand beside the doors. Lawn

shrubbery accentuates the air of reality.

Back of the house, not detracting from

the beauty of the scene but nevertheless

asserting its right to a part in the display.

is a black, circular tire trunk. At each >ICIL'

of the window three glass shelves are ar~

ranged in steps, and upon them are placed

goggles, small tools. speedometers, clocks

and an innumerable number of polished

articles. The shelves at the left are banked

with boxes of polish. and this section.

while it may be said to be the least attract

ive part of the layout, is cleverly grouped

and harmonizes well. Horns. mirrors and

bright metal‘pieccs are strewn with a de

signed carelessness over the landscape and

over all is a sprinkling of mica. The mica

on these polished parts gives an effect

which is peculiar and striking and calculated

to attract attention.
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FIRST OF THE CHEVROLET

“SlXES” MAKFS lTS DEBUT

Proves Exceptionally Quiet and Flexi

ble in Demonstration—New Air

Starting Device with

Rotary Motor.

Embodying a number of unusual con

structional ideas that give some slight evi

dence of foreign inspiration, the first prod

uct of the Chevrolet Motor Co., of Detroit,

Mich.. the smaller of the twowhich is

  

its absence. In fact. it is doubtful if any

one feature of the car is calculated to im

press to a greater degree than the absence

of vibration, unless, perhaps. it is its quiet

ness. Even at high speed on intermediate

gear, the vibration was nil, and thé motor

was no noisier than it was at 10 miles an

hour.

Later, when the car had been returned to

the factory floor, Chevrolet successfully

balanced a lead pencil on the motor, the

while increasing the speed until 2.000 revolu

tions a minute was registered by the tacho

meter. At the time, the tires were pumped

up to 85 pounds pressure and the car stood

 

CHEVROLET “SIX” CHASSIS, SHOW'ING INTAKE SIDE OF MOTOR

"sixes" that eventually will go to make up

the line and is styled the Chevrolet “40.” at

length is ready for distribution, after hav

ing been in active course of preparation for

more than a year.

In fact, as long ago as June of the pres

ent year, the first cars came through the

factory. and though they were merely ex

perimental vehicles, their appearance and

their operation under demonstration in the

streets of Detroit and environs left little

to be desired. Under the guidance of Louis

Chevrolet, who is the accredited designer

of the car and for whom it is named. the

car was put through its paces for the ben

efit of a Motor W'orld man, and the man

ner in which it could be made alternately to

crawl along at less than two miles an hour—

on high gear, of course.--and to skim over

the highways and country roads at better

than 50 miles an hour was nothing if not

remarkable.

Time after time the motor was throttled

down so that it barely turned over, and

with high gear enmeshed the throttle was

opened suddenly to the limit without elicit

ing the usual choking and missing that gen

erally accompanies such practice with a

great number of motors. Instead, the mo

tor “picked up" quickly and steadily, until,

at approximately 55 miles an hour, it was

necessary to apply the brakes by reason of

the threatened activity of the police. Vibra

tion was singularly conspicuous because of

on a comparatively flexible wooden floor

that was calculated to induce rather than

to reduce vibration.

The reason for the absence of vibration.

it is pointed out by Chevrolet with a con

in a sense, and ensure positive continuity

of motion without interruption of balance.

The weights are so shaped and located that.

if the crankshaft were to be placed on an

inclined plane, it would roll down it by

gravity, the semi-circular pieces supporting

it alternately.

The motor is an unusually compact de—

sign. with its six T-head cylinders cast in

blocks of three, the bore and stroke being

39/16 inches and 5 inches, respectively.

From which it may be judged that there can

be no doubt of the aptness of the designa

tion long-stroke. The motor is supported at

three points in the chassis frame. Connect

ing rods are drop-forged I-beam section

with die-cast babbitt bearings, and the pis

tons are of the convex type. The main en~

gine bearings also are die-cast babbitt and

measure 2 x 37/16 for the front, 25/16 x

3%; for the center and 2% x 4% for the rear

bearings. The crankcase is aluminum and

the camshafts are drop forged with the

cams integral.

By way of reducing necessary noises to

the minimum, the timing gears have been

made of the helical type and run in oil.

Ignition is effected by means of a dual high

tension magneto system and cooling is by

centrifugal pump circulated water. The lu

brication system is a combination of force

\feed and splash, in which great pains have

been taken to ensure against the possibility

of smoking. “Mixture” is furnished by a

float feed carburetter, especially developed

for the motor and fitted with an exhaust

gas heating arrangement.

 

 

  

 

 

CHEVROLET SIX-CYLINDER “40"

siderable degree of pride, is due to the

shape and construction of the crankshaft

quite as much as to the careful manner in

which the weight of reciprocating parts has

been kept down to the minimum and the

care that is taken in assembly. The crank

shaft is a drop-forging and is peculiar in

that it has semi-circular counterweights

forged integral with it. the result being

that they act as supplementary flywheels,

SIX-PASSEXGER MODEL

For motor starting purposes and also to

inflate the tires, the English compressed air

system has been adopted. In its simplest

aspect it consists of a twin opposed air

compressor which is hung beneath the pro

peller shaft and driven through gears from

it, an air tank, and a small rotary air mo

tor which is hung beneath the chassis frame

and drives the gasolenc motor through the

intermediary of gearing cut on the peri
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phery of the flywheel. A pedal, convenient

ly located near the driver’s foot, serves to

place the air compressor in operation for

the short time necessary to obtain the re

quired pressure. The lever which controls

the air starting motor'is located on the

dash. In operation. the turning of the lever

serves first to enmesh the gears between the

air motor and the engine and in the same

instant to turn on the air, thus “spinning”

the motor at a fairly high rate of speed.

Immediately the motor picks up its own cy

cle of operations, the gears automatically

are “kicked” out of engagement, nor is it

possible to engage them with the gasolene

motor running.

From the motor. power is transmitted to

full-floating rear axles through the inter

mediary of a large diameter, leather-faced

cone clutch and a three-speed selectively

operated gearset with the control lever lo

cated in the center of the footboard. The

steering wheel is placed at the left side with

the emergency brake lever, which is unusual

in construction, at the left. In designing

the emergency brake lever cognizance has

been taken of the desirability, or, rather,

the necessity, of being able to get quick

action. To this end, the lever is cranked

about six inches from its upper end, the

handle portion projecting toward the driver.

Its position, therefore. is nearer than or

dinarily would be the case. and the con

struction is such as to permit a perfectly

straight pull-back with minimum exertion.

The front of the chassis is supported on

the orthodox pattern of semi-elliptic

springs and the rear is supported on three

quarter platform members, which type was

chosen by reason of its greater resiliency

and reduced tendency toward side sway.

Both sets of brakes are equalized and are ‘

located in l6-inch rear wheel drums 'which

are lined vvith Raybestos and carefully pro

tected from dirt. Service brakes are pedal

operated. The wheelbase is 120 inches and

the wheels are shod with 35 x 4%-inch tires

mounted on demountable rims.

In external appearance, the Chevrolet car

is distinctive by reason of the use of a V

radiator, and is low-hung with high, flush

sides unmarred by such projections as door

handles and latches. The running boards

are clear and the lines are well blended

both at the rear of the tonneau and at the

junction of engine hood and dash. Trim

mings are in nickel plate and black enamel;

electric lights are used throughout.

In the matter of equipment there is lit

tle that is missing; the price of the car,

which is $2,100. includes mohair top with

envelope and side curtains. windshield,

speedometer. dynamo electric lighting sys

tem. compressed air engine starting sys

tem and the usual equipment of tools, spare

parts, pump, jack, horn, tire repair kit, etc.

HARTFORD STARTER MADE

APPLICABLE TO USED CARS

Ingeniously Adapted Literally to

Take the Place of the Crank

—Size and Weight Facili

tate Matters.

0

Working on the theory that there is just

as big a field for the exploitation of the

electric engine starter among users of cars

which are not so fitted as there is among

producers of new cars, the Hartford Sus

pension Co., of Jersey City, has placed upon

the market a “revised” edition of the Hart

  

HARTFORD EXTERNAL STARTER

ford starter which is intended for attach

ment to any car, whether new or old, with a

minimum bf labor; placing the device in

volves no changes in the car mechanism

other than the removal of the starting
crank. I

The starting unit, which embraces a 1/3

horsepower motor and a double worm re

duction gear, attaches to the crankshaft in

place of the starting crank, the weight of

the motor, which is but 24 pounds. being

carried by a bracket riveted to the front

cross member of the frame. The dynamo,

which is a separate unit. can engage with

the engine at the most convenient point; it

can he frictional driven from the flywheel,

or belt driven from the propeller shaft or

fan belt wheel. according to conditions.

It is of the constant speed type, the speed

being regulated by means of a friction

clutch operated by a centrifugal governor

which disconnects the dynamo shaft from

the driving shaft when the speed of the

latter eXceeds a predetermined limit. \Vith

the addition of a magnetic cut-out for

the purpose of disconnecting the battery

from the dynamo at such times as the elec

tromotive force of the dynamo is below that

of‘ the battery, and which is positioned on

the dash, and a 12-volt, 35-ampere-hour bat

tery, the system is complete.

Low Develops a “Forced Induction” Four.

After introduction to the motoring public

in the form of a single cylinder motorcycle

engine and subsequent extensive experi~

mentation, Dr. A. M. Low, who is a British

inventor, has further perfected his “forced

induction petrol" motor, his latest design

being a four-cylinder automobile engine

which, according to all accounts. gave a

more than ordinarily convincing demon~

stration of its ability on Brooklands track

recently.

The new four-cylinder motor operates on

exactly the same principle as. the smaller

“single” that was illustrated and described

in Motor World under date of April 4th,

“petrol” being contained in what in other

engines is the water jacket, where it is

heated and expanded, thus creating consid

erabl'e pressure, which is employed to inject

the fuel directly into the combustion cham

ber somewhat after the manner of a Diesel

engine. Compression is approximately 150

pounds to the square inch.

Despite the fact that the engine is rated

at 16 horsepower, according to the R. A. C.

formula, it is said to be capable of develop

ing no less than 100 horsepower at the phe

nomenal speed of 3,000 revolutions a min

ute. Among the other claims that are made

for it are that it is exceptionally flexible,

that it may be throttled lower than the or

dinary engine without danger of “stalling,”

and that its requirements in the way of fuel

are so exceedingly modest as to occasion

surprise. as many as 40 miles to the gallon

of “petrol,” which is the British name for

gasolene, having been obtained.

Effect of Porus Nickel Plating.

Nickel plating not infrequently is porus

to a considerable degree. and therefore is

permeable to moisture. If the metal plated

is iron or steel, water penetrating porus

nickel plating may easily cause rust, which

passes through the pores of the nickel dis

colors the finish and gives rise, sometimes,

to the idea that nickel itself will rust. The

formation of rust under the conditions re

ferred to is, of course, destructive to the

plating.

Weakening Rivets by Hammering.

Too much hammering in heading a rivet

often is worse than not enough, because the

metal will be so weakened that the head

will be broken off under comparatively

slight strain.
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REILLY CLAIMS TO BE THE ORIGINAL “SPUG”

Sales Manager Encounters Dealer in Shopping Crowd and Reilly Tells How

Many Profits Are Given Away—Enumerates Useless Giving

With Which He Has Long Since Dispensed.

Reilly had remained close to the side of

his wife in the turmoil and battle in the big

department store, having

entered with a heart full of

the true Christmas spirit,

but now he felt like one of

the Kilkenny cats in the

last round of that memora

ble battle wherein “they

fought till they ate each

other up.” and, deciding

that discretion was the bet

ter part of what wilting

valor he still possessed, he

began to slip along the

counter. He thought him

self free, but just then the

counter-rushers executed a

flank with a

portly bundle-burdened

warrior in the lead; the diminutive auto

mobile dealer began to have visions of slow

moving black horses and floral wreaths,

when he was surprised to see himself pop

out from between the counter and the

heavy woman like a wet bean that is

pinched between thumb and finger.

movement,

  

Shopping Causes Reilly’s Downfall.

\\"hat he bumped into in the semi-open

space he did not know; he was endeavoring

to find his hat and get his bearings when a

merry laugh and his hat slapped down onto

his head caused him to look up; there were

the factory sales manager and his wife en

joying the scrabble and the downfall of the

little male shopper.

"\Vhy don't you stay in your own town

and shop? \Nhat brings you down here?”

good naturedly demanded the Sales Man

ager.

“\\"hat?" repeated Reilly in a tone of dis

gust. “My wife." And as he spoke he

peered critically into the struggling mass

of humanity in search of that half of which

in this case had proved to be the better by

long odds.

"\\-"here is she?" asked the Sales Mana

ger with a smile.

The dealer's only answer was to point to

the crowd which just then gave an extra

surge. and Mrs. Reilly burst through; her

hat was awry and there were other dis

heveled details, but her face beamed in tri

umph. for in her arms she clutched one

more bundle than she had when she and her

husband went into the contest.

"You look all in, Reilly." said the Sales

Manager, interrupting the animated conver

sation of the two women.

“I am," he hastened to admit. "\Youldn't

you women like to shop together for a

while?" he added.

need air."

“I’m feeling faint; I

Men Shoppers Get Leave of Absence.

The women smiled skeptically, but per~

mitted Reilly and the Sales Manager to take

possession of what spoils already had been

collected and the men departed. but under

promise to he at the sliirtwaist counter in

an hour.

The air in the street did not prove appeal

ing, and almost by instinct the pair sought

the atmosphere of a nearby rathskeller

where, at least, they could find a place to

lay the bundles. As the waiter began to

hover about in a waiterlike way the Sales

Manager remarked, "You ought to be a

Spug. Reilly."

“Spug! W'hat's that?”

“Latest thing, you know,” explained the

Sales Manager. “Society for the Prevention

of Useless Giving, S-P-U-G, Spug. May

save your life yet.”

"Useless giving, eh? Well. it that's what

it is I’m the original Spug, but never knew

what to call myself."

“If you are, what are you doing here?"

queried the salesman.

“Protecting my wife—~at least, I tried to."

sheepishly answered Reilly. “She never got

this spugitis."

“But I began to cut out useless giving in

every way several years ago," continued

the dealer. “in business, Christmas gifts

and every

“\Vhat kind of creature is a Spug business

man?" interrupted the Sales Manager with

curiosity. ’

 

Reilly Discusses Spug Principles.

“A good kind." asserted Reilly. as he

reached for a little green glass that had

somehow found its way to the table in front

of him. “This Spug stuff may be new. but

the principle is older than Adam's grand

father. You may not think of business as a

method of giving away things. but too many

men make it such. I'vc cut it out myself

and will have the job complete if I can only

get my wife inoculated with spugitis."

“W'liere did you ever give anything away

in business?"

“\\"here? A great many places," replied

Reilly. “I used to go on the assumption

that in order to do business I had to give

away my profits, while all the time I never

realized that real bus'ness doesn't consist

of giving away profits \Vithout profits. it

isn't business.

“There are ways too numerous to enu

merate. W'hat probably is the greatest ex

ample of useless giving is in trading cars.

How much profit do you suppose is given

away right there? A man wants a new car

and wants to trade in -.~'1 old one; he wants

to get more for the old one than you want

to pay. He is only asking you to give him

that much money. \Yhat would you do if

a man came into your salesroom, if you

were a dealer, and agreed to buy a car on

condition that after he had paid for it you

would hand him back about $200? You’d

laugh at him. And yet. that is just what so

many dealers do; they don't hand over the

present in money, but they might as well

do so, for when they take the old car in for

$200 more than it's worth they not only

lose that amount but have to store the old

car for some length of time.

Defines One Form of Useless Giving.

“That sort of giving is absolutely use—

less. The man who buys the car wouldn't

think any better of you if he understood

what a fool business move you had made——

and what does this giving get for you?

Nothing at all. If you want to give some

thing useful. give service; that counts. But

if you give $200 uselessly to the man when

he buys his car you can't afford to give him

service which is a useful gift—and a neces

sary one.

“On the other hand. I don’t want useless

gifts for myself. \Nher. I do trade a car I

trade in a businesslike way. so that I can't

lose; but sometimes may gain a little—ex

penses. for instance. I don't ask the cus

tomer to trade in his car on such a basis

that he is making me a gift of $200. and I

refuse absolutely to give any such amount

to him."

“Everybody knows that." interrupted the

Sales Manager. “and if that’s the only in
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stance you can cite your claim to being the

original Spug is "

"But it isn’t,” came back Reilly. “I once

thought that I didn’t dare assert my rights

in anything. If a man came in for repair

work and the work really was worth a con

siderable sum I used to cut it away down

in an effort to please him. It didn't pan

out at that, and he generally kicked just as

hard, if he was of the kicking kind. After

I had thrown away a nice bunch of profits

in useless gifts of this kind I decided that

what I was entitled to I was going to have;

I evolved a system that showed a man

just what was done on his car, and that

went into his bill. I used to give him what

should have been my profits in an effort to

keep him for a customer, but I made up my

mind that if I couldn't make a profit on him

I didn’t want him for a customer. Giving

away profits for such a purpose was more

than useless—it was criminal! And, as in

the other case, I do not want a man to make

 

me a gift through an overcharge.

Giving Through Program Advertising.

“There are—I was going to say—a mil

lion other ways of parting with profits in

the automobile business. One of the banes

of the business man’s life in our town is

program advertising; it's been done to

death. Every time any club, society. factory

or even private party arranges a dance, a

program is gotten up and the business men

are besieged with requests that they buy

so much space. Most of it is money thrown

away. You practically give whatever

amount you pay to those who get up the

program, and give it uselessly in a majority

of instances."

“I saw your ‘ad' in a program last week,"

contradicted the Sales Manager.

“Sure! But what was it?" The Sales Man

ager said he didn't remember, but Reilly

explained that it was a fraternal order af—

fair. “In that ease," he stated, "I consid

ered the ‘ad’ well placed; it was seen by

people, all of whom can afford to buy cars,

and I didn't merely run a card saying my

name is Reilly and that I am at a certain

lOcation. I ran a read ‘ad' with a real argu

ment. That particular expenditure I regard

as being in a position to bring some re

turn. But these dances that don't amount to

as much as a man in a shopping crowd are

easily within the useless gift class.

Discriminating in Charity Work.

“Charity is another thing. There are more

kinds of charity than there are objects of

charity. There isn’t a week that I don't get

a request to give somebody something. It

isn't parting with the money that I dislike.

but it‘s giving to anything and anybody

that comes alongr under the guise of a char

ity worker. I make charitable contribu

tions every year, but I like to know where

they go and be halfway certain that they

are going for a useful purpose.

"A dealer, also, can give away consider

able in the course of a year in gasolene and

general depreciation by giving useless

demonstrations. There are people who hint

around about liking the car and who drop

little remarks that are calculated to make

a dealer jump at the chance of giving them

a demonstration. They're looking for a joy

ride, that’s all. If I believe I can sell a

man a car by giving him a demonstration

or can get a start toward a sale, I’ll ask

him myself to have a demonstration, or ar

range in some way to give him one. Also.

if a man is looking for a car he has no hesi

tation in asking for a demonstration, but

these penniless' would-be joy-riders are on

my blacklist.”

The Fallacy of Cheap Labor.

“Terriny stingy, aren’t you?" suggested

the Sales Manager.

“Yes,” retorted Reilly, “systematically

stingy, if you can derive any meaning from

that. And here's another way:

thought I could make more money by hir

ing cheap men, but I didn't labor long

under that delusion. I can hire cheap men

for about $2.50 a day in the shop. Good

men cost $4 or $4.50. One day when I

waked up to the fact that one good man can

do almost as much as two cheap men and

do it better, I began to weed out the cheap

and unskilled men.‘ I had been giving away

50 cents or a dollar a day to unskilled me

chanics. I fail to see any usefulness in

such gifts; it certainly was not useful to

me—as I discovered when several jobs were

botched.

“I used to give my customers a percent

of my profits after gasolene started to go

up. They had been accustomed to 18 cents

a gallon, and when the wholesale got to 16

I kept the price at 18 until I discovered

the profit was not paying for the handling.

I raised. There was some objection, but

those customers who are worth having

were quick to see the justice of it when it

was explained to them.

I once

Service the Greatest Gift of All.

“There are so many. many ways, Jim,

but it all amounts to using sense. I’ll give

service to the limit, and any other thing that

a man is entitled to, but I won't make him

presents of what he is not entitled to, and

what he won’t appreciate if you do give it

to him. The most usele gift for any dealer

is service, and it should be the kind"

"Don't you think we'd better start, if

we're going to get back there by the time

our hour is up?" interrupted the Sales Man

ager. as he looked at his watch.

The two hurriedly picked up their bun

 

dies and departed. At the department store

door a little man, .also bundle-laden, was

being inhumatily jostled in the Yuletide

throng. The sight brought unpleasant re

membrances. Reilly hesitated slightly.

Then he pulled his hat on firmly with a half

free arm and, as he prepared to charge the

crowd, half thought and half muttered,

"Gee, but I hate to go back in there!"

 

Garage Owners Mulcted for Wrecked Car.

Deciding that Knight S. Jordan and Wil

fred \IValters, proprietors of the Alco Gar

age in Palo Alto (Cal) did not exercise

proper care in keeping an automobile which

was taken without permission by an em

ploye and wrecked by a freight train near

Menlo Park, Judge J. E. Richards of San

Jose has awarded Peter Mullen, the owner

of the machine, damages to the extent of

$900.

The garage proprietors sought to prove

that on the night in question, August 17,

1911, the garage was broken into feloniously

by certain persons who thereupon entered

and took therefrom the automobile without

the knowledge or consent of the defendants.

The defense also contended that Mullen had

not been damaged to the extent of $1.320

and that the machine at the most was worth

no more than $800.

Washington Dealers Once More Organized.

To prevent a repetition of the occurrence

of last year, when the \Vashington (D. C.)

automobile show which was to have been

staged in Convention Hall was “called off"

at the eleventh hour. the Automobile Deal

ers' Association of Washington, Inc., has

been formed, and will manage the exhibit

which is slated for the week beginning Feb

ruary 3rd. The ofiicers are: President, T.

O. Probey; vice-president, Charles W.

Semmes; secretary, E. A. Garlock; treas—

urer, F. C. Sibbald. The board of directors

comprises Arthur Foraker, J. H. Miller, I.

J. Henderson, J. H. Earle, R. B. Emerson.

Cobb Heads Fresno Association.

The Fresno Automobile Dealers’ Associa

tion has been formed in the California city

of that name, with these ofiicers: President,

Charles H. Cobb; vice-president. George S.

\Vaterman; secretary, Ernest Johnson;

treasurer, C. W'. Hobson. The executive

committee comprises: C. H. Cobb. C. E.

Gray. G. S. \Vaterman. J. F. Gurley. H. B.

Odell. W'. Scott. Ernest Johnson. Twelve

dealers are enrolled in the organization

Hot Water Not Good for Car Washing.

\‘Vater that is actually hot should never

be used for washing a car; the water should

be merely tepid. Hot water has a deterior

ating effect on the varnish of a well-finished

.. \dy. I
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ACQUIRES moms FOR SWISS -

“ POPPET-VALVELESS " moron

Fisher Engine, Renamed “Magic,” to

be Controlled by New York Com

pany—Employs Sliding

Crescent Valves.

Although it has been known ever since

the organization several months ago of the

Motor Gear & Improvement Co. of New

York City, that a new type of poppet valve

less automobile motor shortly was to make

its debut into American circles, the motor

itself has been more or less hedged about

with mystery. and the fog of uncertainty re

garding its construction and operation was

dissipated late last week by the reading of

a paper before the Detroit Section of the

 

 

 

SHOWING SLEEVES AND PORTS

Society of Automobile Engineers by Lewis

B. Brown, president of the company.

American Rights to Fisher Motor.

The motor, it transpires, is none other

than the Fisher, which for-some time has

attracted attention abroad, principally in

France. where it recently was put through

a comprehensive test by the Automobile

Club of France, subsequent to which it was

illustrated and-briefly described in Motor

World for October 10th. The Motor Gear

& Improvement Co., which is located at

250 West 54th street. New York City, has

obtained the American rights to manufac

ture the engine, which is the invention of

Martin Fisher, of Zurich, Switzerland, and

which in America will be styled “Magic.”

The company was incorporated in Septenr

be with $1,200,000 capital, with Lewis B.

Brown and Dwight Partridge as president

and treasurer. respectively, both of whom

are intimately connected with the Aristos

Co. Ralph Pulitzer. chief owner of the

New York \Norld, is one of a number of

prominent stockholders whose names have

not been divulged.

Prior to the reading of the paper in which

the construction and characteristics of the

motor were made plain. a convincing de—

monstration of its capabilities was given a

number of prominent automobile engineers,

among whom were Howard Cofiin, chief

engineer of the Hudson company. under

whose guidance subsequent laboratory tests

were made; F. H. Baker, of the Atlas En

gine \Vorks; J. Heinze. chief engineer of

the Northway Motor Co.; C. C. Hinkley,

chief engineer of the Chalmers Motor Co.,

and a number of others.

Marked Flexibility Shown in Test.

The motor, which, as may be seen by the

accompanying illustrations, is singularly

clear of projections and presents an unusu

ally plain exterior. was demonstrated in a

from which an ordinary poppet

valve motor had been removed. The chassis

touring body

chassis

six-passengermounted a

  

 

 

MAGIC MOTOR IN SECTION

weighing complete 3.000 pounds, and it ap

peared to the Motor \Vorld man who was

present at the demonstration that the m0—

tor is extraordinarily flexible, had unusual

accelerative powers, is free from vibration

at speeds up to 50 miles an hour. and that

it has pulling powers which might not be

suspected from an inspection of its com

paratively small size. The latter feature is

amply borne out by the results of'the labor

atory tests, in which it was shown-that the

horsepower curve ascended in an unbroken

line up to 2,000 revolutions a minute and

that the power developed was in direct pro

portion to the speed up to 1,500 revolutions.

In gasolene and oil consumption it was no

less remarkable, 160 miles to the pint of oil

and 20 miles to the gallon of fuel being ob

tained; the records are based on an ex

tended run of some 11.000 miles.

In general constructional details, the m0

tor partakes in a measure of the features of

the Knight motor and is not unlike Miss

Margaret Knight's K-D crescent-valve en

gine, which made its appearance at the

Boston show last March. Its resemblance to

both these motors ceases. however, with the

fact that it employs sliding sleeve valves.

They are neither concentric with the piston

nor do they entirely encircle the piston. In

stead, they are crescent-shaped and. strict

ly speaking, are eccentric to the piston, the

construction being made plain by the ac

companying sectional pictures.

Sleeves Operated by Box Cams.

The crescent-shaped valves are let into

the cylinder walls on either side of the pis

ton, each taking up about 69 degrees of the

wall circumference. Another peculiar fea

ture of the motor is the method employed

to impart the proper motion to the sleeves.

They are actuated by means of box cams.

thus ensuring positive motion in both direc

tions and eliminating the necessity for

springs. The cams themselves are actuated

by means of Coventry “silent” chains much

after the manner employed in driving the

eccentric shafts of the Knight motor. The

 

 

  

 

TOP VIEW OF CYLINDERS

slides, which are of cast iron, extend the

whole length of the cylinders and continue

about two inches below them for connection

to the actuating mechanism. At their upper

extremities they are slotted, the slots reg

istering with ports in the detachable cylin

der heads leading to the intake and exhaust

passages.

Advantage Claimed for Construction.

Like the Knight motor, the combustion

chamber is sealed by means of a wide

“junk” or “bull” ring in the cylinder heads.

The length of travel of the sleeves is one

half inch in each direction, and it is pointed

out that the use of the box cam mechanism

instead of eccentric drive permits the valves

to function much after the manner of the

valves on a poppet valve motor which per

mit a characteristic “dwell” after the clos

ing of the ports, the result being that the

sleeves are stationary during the compres

sion and explosion strokes. Cylinder heads

are detachable. ,

Despite the fact that the bore and stroke

of the motor are but 3 5/16 and 4%, respect

ively, or. to be more exact, 85 mm. and

120 mm., the power developed by the engine

at l.000 revolutions a minute is 18 horse

power. whence it increases steadily up to
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35 horsepower at 1,900 revolutions. The

actual power developed, therefore, exceeds

the S. A. E. rating by approximately 140

per cent.. as against the usual 120 per cent.

fairly common with poppet valve motors.

ln explanation of the unusual power de

velopment, it is pointed out that the coin

pression space is but 18 per cent. of the

cylinder volume and that the compression

is correspondingly higher than that of a

poppet valve motor. Pre-ignition is avoided,

it is explained, by reason of the symmetrical

shape of the combustion chamber and the

fact that the maximum possible proportion

of it comes in direct contact with the cool

ing water.

In general construction. the Magic motor

FRANKLIN SERIES THREE

HAS ELECTRIC STARTERS

Entz Lighting and Starting System

Adopted for Six-Cylinder Models

—No Other Construc

tional Changes.

Except that a complete, self-contained

electric lighting and engine starting system

has been added to the equipment of the

six-cylinder “series three" Franklin cars

that now are coming through the factory of

the Franklin Automobile Co. of Syracuse,

N. Y., and which are worthy successors of

   

INTAKE AND EXHAUST SIDES OF MAGIC CRESCENT VALVE MOTOR AS IT APPEARS IN CHASSIS

\

is of the block type. It is sparked by a

high tension magneto and cooled in the or

thodox manner on the thermo-siphonic sys

tem. Lubrication is effected by means of

a combined splash and force feed system

in which the pump forces the oil direct to

the main bearings, whence the overflow

drains into troughs beneath the connecting

rod big end bearings and keeps them inll.

Scoops on the connecting rods convey the

oil to the connecting rod bearings and

splash the lubricant onto the cylinder walls

and sleeves, whence the excess is drained

back into the sump, to be re-circulated by

the pump.

Softening Clamps Hardened by Use.

Copper and brass vise clamps. intended to

protect finished metal surfaces from injury

when held in the vise, are apt to become

hardened from constant use. and therefore

Occasionally should be softened by being

heated to a dull red and quenched in water.

The heating alone will make the metal soft.

but the quenching helps

slightly.

the process

cording to whether it is driven or is driving.

it is‘merely necessary to turn the ignition

s‘vitch to the “on” position to start the en_

gine. The single action breaks the mag

neto short circuit and connects the battery

to the motor-generator in one operation.

Similarly. turning the ignition switch to the

“oft” position simultaneously short-circuits

the magneto and breaks the connection be

tween the motor-generator and the battery.

As there is no automatic cut-out between

the motor-generator and the battery, if the

motor is throttled down to the speed where

it ordinarily would stall, the electric unit

automatically becomes a motor by reason

of the slow rotative speed of the armature,

and, drawing current from the battery, as

 

the “series two" cars that preceded them,

very few alterations in either design or con—

struction have been made. Another addi

tion to the equipment is a \Varner speed

ometer. .

The lighting and engine starting system

that has been adopted for a place on all

Franklin six-cylinder cars is the Entz.

which in its simplest aspects—and there

can be no doubt that it is simple—consists

of a combination motor-generator, a \Vil

lard storage battery of liberal capacity and

a single switch which serves also as an ig

nition switch. In fact, it is because this one

switch serves a dual purpose that the

electrical equipment may be—and is—sim

ple, for by reason of the connections it per

mits, it has been found possible to elim

inate all mechanical regulating devices, to

say nothing of the automatic cut-out that

generally is employed between the gen

erator and the battery.

The motor-generator unit is permanently

and positively connected to the gasolene

motor eliminating gears and. as it operates

alternately as a motor and a generator, ac

 

sists the gasolene engine or automatically

starts it. Under normal touring condi

tions, the motor-generator changes the bats

tery against its future use.

The series three line, complete, consists

of two-passrmger victoria-phaeton and five

passenger bodies mounted on the “Little

Six" chassis, four-passenger phaeton, five

and seven-passenger touring bodies mount

ed on the “thirty-eight-six" chassis and two

four-cylinder mounting

and five-passenger touring bodies.

chassis roadster

Handy Chuck, Economically Made.

A fairly good chuck or holder for drills.

taps or the like can be made by drilling a

hole in the threaded end of a bolt. length

wise, splitting the bolt for about an inch

and a half by two hacksaw cuts at right an

gles to each other. and shaping the other

end of the bolt either to go into the spin

dle of a lathe or drill-press, or to take a

tap-wrench. The drill or other tool to be

held is placed in the hole, which should he

a shade smaller than the tool, and the nut

screwed up toward the end of the chuck.
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EMPLOYING QUICK WIT IN PROSECUTING SALES

 

Brooklyn Dealer Exemplifies the Sort of Emergency Work That Is Not

Founded on Prearranged Arguments—Two Sales, Made by Spur

of-the-Moment Methods—“Cuss Words” That Helped.

Approaching the prospective buyer of an

automobile is one of the vital points in mo

tor car salesmanship, and in schools where

the merchandising of cars is taught. the

student is given the rudiments of sales

openings as best the 'nstructor can teach

him; but the instructors. 7hcmselves, are

only too well aware of the fact that unless

a man has the qualities of salesmanship

within himself he never can aspire to be

much more than a mere order taker.

Planned and Extemporaneous Argument.

Whether a line of talk or argument. care

fully prepared in advaace, is advantageous

in approaching a prospective purchaser is a

mooted point; everyone concedes that the

salesman ought to be able to keep up his

end of the conversation but supposing the

prepared campaign does not fit in with the

turn conversation actually takes—what

then? At this pomt the manufactured

salesman fails; the salesman with inherent

qualities takes the situation in hand on the

spur of the moment—and wins. Adopting

aybaseball term. he might be termed a

“pinch-hitter.”

That preparing a line of talk in advance

is poor policy is a radical statement, but

that he can do better without such a plan

is the declaration of Joseph D. Rourk,

who deals in Haynes cars at 1001 Bedford

avenue. Brooklyn, Y. Y. Rourk is an ex

cellent example of the salesman with men

tal ability; he might be called a man with

wits—a “pinch-hitter.” He has ideas of his

own about selling. and his ideas may be said

to develop automatically as occasion de—

mands. His peculiar 'nakeup in this re

spect has consummated many sales, and

each time his mental ability is left to ex

tricate him from a tight corner it seems to

become more efficient. Rourk has little

faith in the salesman who learns his song

by heart and when he has finished it has no

more to say—unless he starts at the be

ginning and recites the oration again.

Prospect Who Wanted Too Many Rides.

A sale that Rourk once made is illustra

tive of strenuous salesmanship in a tight

corner, and it also is a method. Rourk him

self says. that probably would result in fail

ure 999 times in every 1.000. The prospect

in this case was a phys~cian. and Rourk had

for some time.

Demonstrating; had become so frequent that

Rourk was beginning to wonder who owned

the car—himself or the prospect. One win

try morning. when the snow was deep on

the ground

been trying to sell him

the pnysiciafl telephoned to

Rourk and said. “I have to go out to the

king’s County Hospital this morning. If

you want to give a demonstration you can

take me out." ~

Street car traffic was in bad shape from

the snow. and Rourk mentally was per

turbed when the doctor’s proposal began to

sink into his mind. The dealer had about

given up selling the car, and then to have

the prospect work him for .1 demonstration

and on such a morning did not line up well

with his But he

vsmothered his wrath and :ranked up the

car.

ideas of salesmanship.

Rourk Tries Radical Salesmanship.

\Yhen Rourk stopped in the snow in front

of the physician’s resiience and the latter

climbed in Rourk suddenly determined to

cast all mild forms of salesmanship to the

winds and try a new sort. He considered

the sale as good as lost anyway. so grabbed

at this last straw as a surgeon resorts to a

dangerous operation as a last resort. The

doctor was hardly seated when Rourk said.

“Doctor. you’re a damned fool!"

This floored the physician and he at

tempted to reply; but before he could get

his conversational apparatus m operation

Rourk followed up his bomb-like statement

with the assertion. “I also think your're a

damned fourflusher!"

Unusual Method of Arousing Interest.

The physician was almost in the sput

tering stage by this time. and as he tried

to expostulate Rourk added: “You don't

want to buy a car. What you want to do is

to go along the row and get two or three

demonstrations from each dealer, and that

will take you over into next year. Then

the new cars will be out and you can start

all over again; you don't want to buy a

car; it's a waste of money. After all the

rides you've had in this car, I call it down

right presumption for you to ask me to

drive you out to the King’s County Hospi

tal—three miles and back—on a day like

this "

The physician was taken aback but did

not become over-angry. and endeavored to

assert that Rourk's conversation was not

at all proper.

Demands Look at First Payment.

“I don't believe you’ve got money enough

to make a deposit on the car," continued

Rourk. “But I'll tell you what I'll do. I’ll

drive you down to the bank. and if you can

show me you even have enough to make a

deposit I'll drive you out to the hospital and

never say another word. I don't ask you

to pay me the money; Just show me you’ve

got that much. What bank is your money

in?"

The physician named a bank; Rourk

started the car and drove to the bank. The

physician went in and .n a few minutes re

turned with $200—the required amount. He

handed it to Rourk. who calmly took the

roll and counted it to see if there really was

$200 in it. He handed it back to the physi

cian, who pocketed it, and started to climb

into the car. “Aren’t you going to put it

back in the bank?’ asked Rourk.

“No, I guess not." replied the physician.

“King's County the first stop?" asked

Rourk in a semi-genial tone. as the two

started out again.

“You might stop at the house first."

replied the physician, and when the car

reached his residence he said. “\Non't you

come in the house' a mnute?"

Why the Method Was Successful.

Rourk went in and, to his surprise. the

physician signed a contract then and there

and paid the deposit. The trip to the hos

pital was made with Rourk as driver. but

the car was the physician's. The doctor

has been one of Rourk's best friends ever

since. He even tells the story of how he

bought his first car and laughs with his

hearers. He says that when Rourk began to

express his private opinion to the doctor’s

face the latter thought in this wise: “If

Rourk is truthful and honest enough to

tell me what he thinks of me. right to my

face, instead of going behind my back to

do it, he must be pretty square, and there

fore what he has said 'lbOUl'. the good quali

ties of his car must be true.”

It was strenuous salesmanship that would

fail in almost every instance. but it illus
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trates the kind of spur of-the'moment gen

eralship that overcomes a trying situation.

All of Rourk’s carefully planned sales talk

had gone for naught; he says such talks

do not ring true. anyhow.

Grabbing a Sale from the Fire.

On another occasion a man whom he

knew well and who he thought might some

day purchase a car went across the river

to New York to buy a $4,000 car. Rourk

learned of his intention 40 minutes after

the man had left Brooklyn. The dealer

had believed all along that when the man

was ready to buy a car he would at least

give him a look-in. He first telephoned the

man's residence and verified the “tip” that

the man was in New York to place his

order.

Action had to be quick. Rourk got the

New York salesrooms in question by tele

phone and asked if Mr. -—--—- was there.

They did not know. Rourk then described

him, and the person at the other end said

there was such an appearing man there.

Rourk asked that he be called to the teles

phone, and said: “It doesn’t make any

difference to you whether you close that

deal to-day or to-morrow, and I’ve a prop

osition I'd like to make to you before you

buy. Better drop in and see me." The man

said he would.

He came sooner than expected, turning

up with his chauffeur in about a half hour.

He was none too cordial when he entered,

whereas he always had been very friendly

before, and to get him and the chauffeur to

sit down, Rourk having exhausted all the

salesmanship he possessed. was compelled

to ask the two point b‘ank to have chairs.

\\"hen they were seated Rourk was still at

a loss as to how to act. He opened up by

asking the chaufieur what he thought of the

A car. The chauffeur named an objec

tion. Rourk then asked the driver his opin

ion of the B car. and the C car,

and the D car. Each time the chauf

feur named an objection, and also named

one in the E car—the one his cm

ployer had started to buy.

 

  

 

 

Closes Deal Without a Demonstrator.

Rourk had not even a demonstrating car

' in the place, but after he had gone through

the list of high priced cars and the chauf

feur had named an obiection to each one.

Rourk picked up a catalogue and said: “I'll

defy you. or you." and he pointed his finger

at driver and employer, “to find any of

those faults in this ca‘." The man leaned

back in his chair and smiled. He also

signed a contract which Rourk laid on his

desk in front of him. He promised to make

the deposit the next day. but by taking the

two home in a little old car he had in his

repair sltup Rourk managed to get the de

posit the same day. His emergency work

had earned him $500 or $600 in less than an

hour.

Everyone in Rourk's employ seems to

have absorbed these emergency-meeting

methods. One day the wife of a prospect

on whom Rourk had worked for two years

telephoned and asked to have Rourk

call. Rourk was out of town and would

not be back for several days, and the office

girl realized that waiting might lose a sale.

She hurried a salesman to the residence in

question and he sold a car. Also, this

salesman is a very busy man. As Rourk

expressed it, “I make the balls and he

shoots 'em."

Prospective Buyers Followed Months.

It is nothing in the Rourk establishment

to follow up a prospect for months or years,

if he looks good; but if investigation

shows there is practically no chance of

“selling him” he is dropped. Also, men

who literally slam the door in a salesman's

face are left alone unless future develop

ments warrant action.

One man who‘ at present is regard

ed as near the buying point has been

handled as follows: “Asked for catalogue

November 15, 1911; mailed catalogue No

vember 16, 1911; called at house with car

January 3, 1912; gave demonstration Jan

uary 20; telephoned hiin January 24; called

at store January 25. not in; telephoned him

January 26, said he had just invested some

money and would see Rourk at Brooklyn

automobile show; telephoned prospect's

son March 20, said father was trying to get

more than $800 for old -.ar; telephoned him

March 25, said he had no ready money;

telephoned him August 29 to tell him new'

cars were in; dcmonsttation September 11.

pleased; telephoned him September 12, said

he would have money later, and it is

thought he will surely buy in the spring."

All this is contained in a card index, which

is an important item in Rourk’s selling sys

tem.

Even Present Owners Not Forgotten.

Prospects who buy other cars are left

alone for a time.

“If a man buys a car for about $1,000,”

said Rourk, “I leave him alone for a year.

as I consider he will want a new car about

that time. If he has bought a $2,000 car I

give him two years before he considers he

has got his money‘s worth and thinks he

can aflord a new car--but we never lose

track of a man unless he gives us to under

stand that he wants to be let alone. In

that case we do our best to accommodate

him."

Most prospects are gained through own

ers of cars Rourk has sold. Although he

admits the value of advertising, he says he

‘more within

does not think it would pay him. He says

he can trace 90- per cent. of his sales to

former owners, thus leaving but 10 per cent.

to other sources, and since he sells 75 or 85

cars a year he says he does not think the

increase from advertising would bring a

just return. Some newspaper advertising

of Haynes cars has been done in Brooklyn,

but Rourk says he never has been able to

trace a sale to it.

Rourk's Policy of Advertising.

“Anyone will concede that advertising

helps." said Rourk, “but the question in my

case is, Does it pay? 1 could spend $50 a

week for three months and I do not think

I would get my money back. \-\'hat would

pay in my case, if anything would bring a

return. would be a small ad run every day.

A big ad run once a week is not of much

value to me; a man looks at it and throws

it away without reading it. If a small ad

is used every day it gradually forces itself

upon the attention of the reader."

On the used car proposition Rourk fol

lows that sensible pl'tn which. all other

things aside, seems to be one of the great

est advantages to the dealer. He trades, but

allows prices which he is quite sure will per

mit a slight profit on the re-sale. rather than

a loss. Throwing away profits through

trading, he says. is doubly damaging, be

cause it does not permit the rendering of

service, and service, he rightfully says, is

the backbone of the business.

He is about to move from his present lo

cation to 1170 Bedford avenue, which is

“automobile row." He used

to be in the row, but it has moved away

from him. \Vhen asked his new number.

however. he hurriedly looked at his lease

and said: “This is the first time I happened

to think' of it, but, thank heaven! it's 1170.

I though first it was 1192, and 9 is

my hoodoo number. I never took out

a car yet with a number 9 on it that

I didn't have bad luck. Thirteen is my

lucky number. I've won contests with

it and always have good luck with it. In

fact. it’s such a good number that I signed

my lease for the new place on Friday, the

13th of December.”

Disapproves of Evening Calling.

One thing of which Rourk does not ap

prove is calling on a prospect in the even

ing, he says it never has gained him good

results. He believes there are many men

like himself, who prefer to do their busi

ness at their stores or ofl‘ices. His theory

in this respect is that the business man.

when he gets home at night. likes to enjoy

a quiet evening, and Rourk appreciates the

feelings of such a man when his evening is

broken up. for Rourk himself is one of the.

quiet-evening type.
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LITTLE “SIX” LITTLE IN

PRICE_I_3UT BlG m VALUE
 

Lowest Priced of all the “Sixes” Has

Unusual Features—Sells for

$1,285 Completely

Equipped.

  

Having “felt out” the market with the aid

of its “Little four," which now has been on

the market for the better part of a year,

during which time it has made quite a name

for itself, the Little Motor Car Co.. of

Flint. Mich., which. with the Chevrolet Mo

tor Car Co., of Detroit, is under the guid

ing hand of \V. C. Durant, has brought its

"six" to the state of perfection where it

is ready for the market, and the additional

enclosed by means of light removable me

tallic covers. The bore is 35/16 inches.

4/16th less than the Chevrolet. and it em

ploys the same type of domed pistons; the

stroke also is somewhat less—namely, 4%

inches—though this motor. too, is of the

long-stroke type.

Connecting rods are drop-forged I-beam

in section and operate in die-cast babbitt

bearings, as does the crankshaft; bearings

in each case are more than ordinarily lib

eral and provision for taking up wear is

made. The timing gears are of the helical

type and operate in oil. though the motor

lubrication system is slightly different from

that employed in the Chevrolet motor and

operates on what is known as the vacuum

principle. That is to say, the oil level in the

crankcase automatically is maintained at the

same height by the uncovering of a port

  

  

 

LITTLE “SIX” TOURING MODE]. WHICH SELLS FOR $1,285

details regarding its design and construc

tion which now are available reveal that

it is virtually a smaller edition of the first

of the Chevrolet “sixes” placed on the mar

ket simultaneously with it. It is a well

designed car, built in but one touring model.

that sells for the unusually low price of

$1.285, despite the fact that it is fully

equipped.

As is but natural. in view of the close

relationship between the Little and Chev

rolet companies. the motor in the Little

“six.” which is little in name only and really

is an average sized and commodious tour

ing car with seats for five persons, bears

striking resemblance to the Chevrolet mo

tor. It has the same peculiar type of semi

circular counterweighted crankshaft, for in

stance. which is said to be the principal

reason for the smooth operation of the

Chevrolet motor. and its other features are

much the same. The cylinders are cast in

blocks of three though they are of the L

'“7 liead'typc with valve mechanism” carefully "

as the level drops. The oil enters the

crankcase by gravity until the port is cov

ered. when the vacuum in the reservoir is

sufficient to stop the flow until more air

is permitted to enter the reservoir through

the port. Ignition is effected by means of

a special high tension magneto and the car

buretter is exhaust heated and thoroughly

automatic. Thermo-siphon cooling is em

ployed, aided by a belt-driven fan.

For lighting purposes, a complete dyna

mo electric system is supplied as regular

equipment. the dynamo being mounted on

the engine on a special bracket and driven

by a straight-through shaft from the tim

ing gear train to the magneto. At the 0p—

tion of the purchaser the equipment will

be made more complete by the addition of

21 Gray & Davis electric starter. though its

specification slightly increases the cost.

The clutch is of the leather-faced cone

variety and is fitted with adjustable com

pensating spring inserts to ensure smooth

action 'without gripping or' 'sli'ppin'g:-' it is "systemi‘electric horn, and tools. etc. F

15%; inches in diameter. The gearset is of

the selective type and provides three for

ward speeds and reverse, obtained with the

usual hand lever located in the center of

the footboard. The steering wheel is located

at the left side with the emergency brake

lever. which is of the same cranked type

used in the Chevrolet, located at the left.

Its position. however, and its construction

are such that the left side front dobr is not

obstructed. Similarly, the gear shift lever

is placed as close as possible to the seats

in order not to obstruct the right door.

The chassis frame is formed of pressed

steel and is supported in front on wide

semi-elliptic springs and in the rear on

practically the same type of three-quarter

platform springs as are used in the Chevro
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let car. The rear axle is of the semi-floating

type and the front axle is drop-forged I

beam in section. Two independent sets of

brakes are supplied, both internal expanding

in Raybestos lined drums 12 inches in diam

eter and both carefully equalized. The ser

vice set is operated by the usual left pedal

and the emergency set is operated by hand

lever. W'heels are of the artillery type

with twelve l~%-inch spokes in front and

rear and the hub flanges covered by shields.

The wheelbase of the standard model is 106

inches on either 56 or 60 inches tread. and

the wheels are shod with 32 x 4-inch tires.

Like the Chevrolet. the Little “six” is

completely equipped. the equipment includ

ing tailored mohair top with envelope and

side curtains. windshield, speedometer, de

mountable rims. tire carriers at the back

of the tonneau. dynamo electric lighting
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Solutions Of The Used Car Problem

In Competition for Motor World’s Cash Premiums of $50, $25, $15 and $10 for the Best Four Articles

Dealing With the Subject.

(Owing to an influx of “Solutions,” received just prior to the closing date of this contest—~December lO—it will not be

possible to print all of them in season to permit of their being turned over to the three judges on January 2d. as first

announced. The date for such action is therefore extended to February 6th.)

By FREMONT D. PALMER, New York City.

The used car problem interests both manufacturers and

sales agencies as never before. due pOssibly to the stockhold

ers of different organizations being confronted by the terrible

losses sustained during the current year instead of the prom

ised dividends.

been carrying traded in or second-hand can as assets at

And all because these samc. companies have

fictitious values.

For various reasons the majority of sales agencies attempt

to handle the sale of the traded-in car in conjunction with that

of the new one—that is, the same salesmen, generally on a

commission basis, is permitted to place the value of the car

offered in part payment for the new model—and he waxes

eloquent as he works hard—possibly harder—with the man

agement than with the customer to put over the deal which

means a few dollars in commission to him and later a IOss

to the peOple who harbor him. The car traded in is then

placed with others of its kind for sale in some remote part

of the building, in competition, where the best and easiest

scellers are picked out by the same salesmen, the junk being

allowed to accumulate. Here its value rapidly decreases,

though on the inventory it remains at a prohibitive figure as

an asset, until the crying need for operating cash becomes so

insistent a number of these derelicts are bunched and turned

over to the professional dealer in second-hand cars at his

price. and here vanishes the season's profits.

A few progressive dealers are meeting these conditdions

in the proper manner and are not worrying about the future,

by maintaining a used car department. And in order to make

a used car department wholly successful, it must be entirely

separated from the new and its business treated as it deserves

to be treated, i. e., with proper consideration.

A capable manager should be fully entrusted with the task

of passing on the value of the car offered in exchange.

According to his judgment he should put it in condidtion for

By A. E. GADBOIS,

As a dealer I would suggest as a solution of the used car

problem, that an agreement be made at once by all the big

companies of motor cars, the agreement to be as follows:

1. Appoint good agents with good standing and good

backing.

2. Accept as agents only those who will guarantee not

to take a used car in exchange for a new one.

3. Have the N. A. A. M. require a bond of $5,000 on every

sale and market it. I cannot understand why more manufac

turers do not realize the immense advertising pOssibilities in

Is it lack of

confidence in their product that they fear to perpetuate an

old model?

the guaranteed factory overhauled used car.

Or do they think that their duty to their trade

ceases on the delivery of the new car?

Why isn‘t protection to the trade, protection and adver

How does the

indhidual owner feel when he drops in to look over the new

tisemcnt to the manufacturer and dealer?

model and casually asks what he will be allowed for the car

which he has used but a few months, and is blandly referred

by the salesman to some one of the numerous second-hand

dealers, who in turn informs him that the car has deterior

ated 75 per cent., this in less than one year?

It is not very much of an incentive for him to purchase

another of the same make—is it?

And yet 90 per cent. of those who are in the market for

Second-hand cars prefer to buy of the factory or its repre

sentative. and are willing to pay a reasonable price under

such conditions as inspire them with confidence.

Here. then, is the solution of the used car problem:

A well organized used car department, with an efficient

force of mechanics.

Allow a reasonable amount for the car offered in trade:

replace the worn parts with new at cost and actual cost of

mechanics' time, and painting it if necessary.

It has then an actual value of not less than 65 per cent.

of its original cost and it will bring the price and a profit

instead of loss.

By this method the manufacturer can soon control the

market valuation of his own products. and the sale of them

to the discomfiture of the second-hand dealer who is actually

undermining the industry by his more or less unscrupulous

methods.

Montreal, Canada.

said agent so to be sure that he will fulfill his promises in

this respect.

4. Have the premium paid by the maker or dealer.

If the man who has a certain make of car and wants to

change it for a new one. sees that he cannot get rid of it

through an agent because they are all combined, he will have

to sell it at its real price to his-brother or friend or elsewhere,

then you will have the used car problem solved.
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HIGH FREQUENCY IGNITION

MARKS R§DIC§LPEPARTURE

Employs Low Tension Magneto and

No High Tension Current is Car

ried by Wiring—Dean’s

System Made Ready.

W‘hen Nikola Tesla first became inter

ested in matters electrical and some years

ago developed what has come to be known

as the Tesla coil for the generation of high

frequency currents, he discovered, among

other things. that high frequency current

has a number of characteristics that are

peculiar to itself and that are readily adapt

able to commercial uses.

Latterly, it was demonstrated that its pe

culiarities: make it particularly advantageous

   

 
 

HI-FRE-CO LOW TENSION MAGNETO

for ignition purposes. as was pointed out

in a paper which was read by Ray H. Man

son before the last meeting of the Detroit

Section of the Society of Automobile En

gineers. reproduced in extract in Motor

\Vorld for November 28th. and which

proved the forerunner of formal announce

ment to the effect that the Dean Electric

Co. of Elyria. 0.. had acquired the right

to manufacture ignition apparatus of the

kind.

Strictly speaking, the application of high

frequency current to ignition apparatus is

not new, as was explained by Manson in

his paper. To refresh the memories of those

who may have forgotten it. it was developed

about seven years ago and was produced

in limited quantity by a California com

pany. This is the first time, however, that

any concerted effort has been made to intro

duce the apparatus generally and in quan

tity. though in taking up its manufacture

the Dean company will in no whit curtail

its production of Tuto and Rexo horns, its

new speedometer and the Elyria-Dean elec

tric lighting and engine starting system or

the Otho lighting and starting system, the

manufacturing rights for which recently

were acquired.

The essential difference between the or

thodox high tension ignition apparatus gen

erally familiar and the high frequency ap

paratus which is produced by the Dean

company is that in the latter no high ten

sion magneto is used. The magneto is of

the plain low tension type and. as the cur

rent which is led to the spark plugs is of

the low tension variety, it may be appreci

ated there is considerably less likelihood of

leakage and that the danger of painful. if

not harmful. shocks received in handling

the plugs and wiring is eliminated.

   
 

  

S\VITCH AND “KICK” COIL

From the low tension magneto distrib

uter, wires lead directly to miniature Tesla

transformer coils, otherwise known as re

sonators, which are placed directly on the

spark plugs, to which they are connected by

means of extremely short wires, as shown

by the accompanying illustration. The pur

pose of the resonators is to transform the

low frequency discharge from the conden

sor in the magneto into a high frequency

discharge with oscillations approximating

1,000,000 a second; in other words, the

resonators “step up" the current from low

tension and low frequency to high tension

and high frequency.

It is in the “stepping up" process that the

current takes on the characteristics which

have proven so valuable for ignition pur

poses. The appearance of the spark that

is produced across the spark gaps of the

plugs, for instance. is comparatively thin

and blue and is in marked contrast to the

thick. yellow “flame” generated by the ordi

nary high tension magneto. Despite this

fact. however, its igniting properties are

every hit as good as the igniting properties

of the plain high tension magneto spark

and in certain instances are claimed to be

better. In explanation of this seeming

paradox, it is pointed out that the high fre

quency current throws off invisible rays,

much akin to X-rays, which are particularly

operative in causing the ignition of gas

under pressure. Incidentally, as the length

of the spark governs only slightly its effi

ciency in igniting the charge, it makes little

difference what the length of the spark

plug gap may be within limits up to ap

proximately 1/32 of an inch.

As a further advantage of the high fre

quency spark as against the high tension

spark, it is pointed out that the disruptive

discharge of the former tends to prevent

fouling or accumulations of carbon on the

plug points and also ignites poor mixtures,

whether too lean or too rich in gasolene.

with greater facility.

The resonators themselves, which vir

tually are the heart of the system, consist

of 1.200 turns of very fine wire, No. 36,

an
 

 

 

  

 

PLUG RESONATOR IN PLACE

placed on a spool without a magnetic core.

Over the secondary or fine wiring there is

placed a primary consisting of 7% turns of

very heavy wire, No. 19. They therefore

virtually are miniature inddction coils with

out the core and circuit breaker that has

served to familiarize the induction coils

used for ignition purposes. After the wind

ing is complete, the whole is treated with

high resistance, heat resisting varnish. The

resonators then are encased in a tough

moulding composition which is heat, mois

ture and oil proof. making them practically

indestructible and well-nigh inderangeable.

to coin a word. Still. should they become

broken, it is a simple matter to replace

them, spare resonators being carried for the

purpose. Incidentally. it is advantageous

that the derangement of one resonator does

not effect the others.

Altogether, there are three types of Hi

Fre-Co apparatus produced: the magneto

system described. a dual system employing
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a dash “kick” coil and battery as auxiliary

for starting, etc., and a straight battery

system employing the dash “kick” coil and

switch and a separate distributer. The coil

that is used with the dual and battery sys

tems is exactly similar to the coil com

monly used for low tension ignition and gas

lighting work. It consists merely of a

number of turns of fairly heavy wire over

an iron wire core. It is incorporated in a

casing which serves also to mount the

switch and occupies a place on the dash,

appearing much the same as the ordinary

high tension system switch. The switch

serves merely to short-circuit the magneto,

as is the ease with high tension systems. or

to break the battery circuit. as the case

may be.

High Court Favors Taxicab Operators.

Upholding the decision of the Supreme

Court for New York county, the Appellate

Division on' Friday last, 13th inst., declined

to grant to the American Taximeter Co. an

injunction pendentc lite against John Hef

feron and John Kavanaugh. operating as

the Circle Taxicab Co.. and the Internation

al Taxameter Co., restraining the taxicab

men from buying or using International

meters and restraining the International

company from selling meters to the taxicab

men.

The .-\merican’s case was based upon a

contract made with Hefieron and Kava

naugh whereby they agreed to rent taxi

me.ers of it for three vears at $6 a month

per meter, and to use no other meter dur

ing that time; the company claimed, how

ever. that the taxicab operators had vio

lated the terms of this contract in using the

International's meters and asked a restrain

ing order to be made effective during the

trial of the action.

The taxicab men claimed that because of

a delinquency in paying rental on the

meters the American company had refused

to supply them with a suFficient number

and that. since the city ordinances require

some form of meter equipment. they had

been obliged to use the International's. The

lower court, whose decision was upheld. re

fused to grant the injunction, declaring that

such an action would practically put Hef

feron and Kavanaugh out of business dur

ing the suit, and that the taximeter com

pany could have resorted to civil proceed

ings as a method of rental collections.

Labor that Does Damage to Motors.

A motor should not be permitted to labor,

even if it can be kept going. “’hen run

ning very slowly the sudden blows of the

explosions. acting against the resistance of

the slow moving crankshaft. set up tre

meltdoth stresses that are as dangerous as

they are unnecessary.

TAKING THE TEMPERATURE

WHILEIMOTOR RUNS

“Feeling the Radiator” Eliminated by

an Ingenious Thermometer —

Looks Like a “Mascot” and

May Prove One.

One of the things that not infrequently

causes the brow of the automobile driver to

wrinkle with anxiety is the temperature of

his motor and‘its cooling water. particular

  

MOTO-M ETER SCALE

_ ly when driving under conditions that are

such as to produce heating tendencies. It

is a nuisance to have to get out and feel

the radiator; but it is anything but de

  

REVERSE SIDE OF MOTO'METER

sirable to wait until overheating is indicated

by a whiFf or two of “high-temperature

smell" from under the hood, or an unusual

temperature rise by the actual boiling of the

water. and an instrument that will indicate

the condition of afi‘airs. so far as heat is

concerned. as does the appliance shown in

the accompanying illustration. is a distinctly

useful addition to the equipment of a car

with a water-cooled motor.

The motometer. as the instrument for in

dicating the temperature of the motor is

called. just has been introduced by the

Motometer Co., Inc., of 1784 Broadway.

incorporated under New York

George Townsend, 2d, a well-known

amateur racing driver who. however, has

forsaken the quest for speed. is president

and Harrison Boyce, the inventor of the

instrument. secretary. Incidentally, Boyce

is said to be the inventor of a well-known

safety razor, a demountable rim. a horn and

a shock absorber, so that he may be said

to have qualified as an eliminator of some

of the troubles that beset mankind.

The motometer cons:sts essentially of a

thermometer of highly specialized construc

tion with its bulb. well protected, extending

downward about an inch through a hole in

the radiator cap into {he air space above

the waterline in the radiator. A pair of

beveled glass crystals, framed in a substan

tial metal ring, enclose that part of the

thermometer which prcuects above the radi

ator cap and also the silvered disk upon

which the figures of the scale are marked.

The thermometer tube, which contains a

specially prepared red liquid, is vertical,

extending from the top to the bottom of

the metal case.

A round hole, the upper edge of which is

just at the line indicating the boiling point

of water. enables the driver to see the red

column. which becomes visible over the

lower edge of the round hole when the

temperature reaches a little over 130 de

grees Fahr. The thermometer tube is so

formed that the red column is greatly mag

nified and is plainly visible to the driver.

even at night. when .he light from street

or window lamps ahead of the car causes

the red line to stand out boldly and clearly.

The metal ring and the little base which

rests on the radiator cap are gold—plated to

match brass-trimmed cars and nickeled

when the trimmings of the car have a nickel

finish.

\Nith a motometer installed on the radi—

ator of a car the temferature fluctuations

due to varying conditions of operation can

be watched as they occur. Not only can

the overheating of the motor be_ anticipated.

but excessive cooling, such as is quite com

mon in cold weather, will make itself ap

parent. The breaking of a fan belt will be

marked by a rapid rise in temperature. as

will the derangement of any other part

of the cooling system, and the effect of

various throttle openings and carburetter

adjustments on temperature can be ob

served. As the scale goes clear down to the

freezing point. it is easy to tell when the

water in a standing car is getting too cold

for safety, and warming-up measures can

be taken at once to prevent the disastrous
I The price of the

recently

laws.

congelation of the water.

motometer is $10.
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NEWER AMES CARS WELL

STANDARDIZED PRODUCTS

Two Body Styles on One Chassis, with

Left Drive and Center Control,

Complete Line — “Six to

be Added Later.

Although indication is made that an ex

ceedingly attractive “six” shortly will be

added to the line of cars produced by the

Ames Motor Car Co. of Owensboro. Kym

activities for the present will be centered

upon the distribution of two four-cylinder

models, one a roadster and the other a tour

$1,595—and includes complete equipment.

Both are electrically lighted throughout by

means of a dynamo-battery system of the

orthodox pattern and both are equipped

with an efficient type of compressed air en

gine starter; its action is positive. The

electric light equipment includes lZ-inch

head lamps, 7-inch side lamps and a 6-inch

tail lamp. The nominal equipment that is

furnished with both models includes a top

of best quality mohair on a substantial

frame and complete with slip cover and side

curtains; a Universal ventilating wind

shield. demountable rims.

and foot rails, pump. jack, tools, and tire

the usual robe

repair kit.

The Ames company is only one of many

gearset elements also hear the nameplates

of well-known makers. both coming from

the Warner company. The clutch is of the

multiple disk type with Raybestos faced

disks, and operates without oil. The gearset

is of the selectively operated type and pro

vides three speeds forward and reverse.

Both clutch and gearset are contained in a

unit housing which serves to enclose the

flywheel, thereby imparting rigidity to the

structure and ensuring against the ingress

of dirt or other foreign matter. Control

levers are attached directly to a housing on

the gear case, thus permitting center con

trol without undue complications. Two

Spicer universal joints transmit the power

to the rear axle.

  

FIVE-PASSENGER, FOUR-CYLINDER AMES TOURING MODEL “'HICH SELLS FOR $l595 EQUIPPED

ing car, both of which are mounted on the

same chassis.

ucts of a number of other manufacturers

who apparently have seen the bright light

of the times, both cars are of the left drive

and centrally controlled variety and their

accoutrements are such as to leave little to

be desired.

As becomes the products of old line car

riage makers whose horse-drawn vehicles

have made a name for themselves by rea

son of their beauty of outline and their

finish, bodies are cleverly proportioned cre

ations in which the severity of straight

lines is offset by gracefully curved and well

fitting fenders and a careful blending of

lines at the dash and tonneau. Both the

roadster and the touring car have deep

skuttle dashes, the roadster being of the

"cruiser" type in which the gasolene tank

is beneath a gently sloping after “deck.”

which serves also to mount the spare tires.

The price of both models is the same—

In common with the prod-'

which prefers to build up its cars from the

products of parts makers of recognized abil

ity, and considerable pride is taken in the

fact the motor is a Continental of the long

stroke variety. The bore is 4% inches with

5% inches piston travel and, though the

horsepower'rating is nominal, it is a matter

of common knowledge that actual power

considerably in excess of the rating invari

ably is produced. Cylinders are cast in a

single block with the valves all on the same

side, which arrangement makes it a com

paratively simple matter to enclose all the

mechanism easily by means of a single re

movable metal cover; valves measure two

inches in diameter. Cooling is effected by

water centrifugal pump circulated. and a

draft is induced through the radiator with a

fast-running ball-bearing mounted fan. Lu

brication is by combined splash and force

feed and ignition is by Remy dual high ten-

sion magneto system.

As is the case with the motor, clutch and

Having chosen accessibility as a fetish, it

is carried clear back to the rear axle, which

is of the full-floating type and is produced

by the Hess Spring & Axle Co. Annular

ball bearings are employed throughout. The

front axle is drop-forged I'beam in section

and supports the chassis through the inter

mediary of semi-elliptic springs. Rear

springs are of the three-quarter elliptic

type. The front springs measure 36 x 2

inches and the rear springs measure 48 x 2

inches. Two sets of brakes are provided.

and both are carefully equalized. Both are

internal expanding and operate in 14 x 2

inch drums bolted to the rear wheels. The

wheelbase of the standard chassis. upon

which both models are built, is 118 inches.

tires being Goodyear “No-Rim-Cut" and

measuring 34 x 4 both front and rear; they

are mounted on Baker bolted-on rims.

One of the little details which goes far

toward indicating the care which has en

tered into the designing is that though the
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gasolenc tank is located under the front

seats, permitting gravity fuel feed, it is not

necessary to remove the cushions to refill

the tank. The filler pipe is arranged to pro

trude into the glove or goggle compartment

between the seats. Another small feature

which is suggestive is that, instead of be

ing fastened with screws which may or may

not catch in passenger's clothing, the body

molding is fastened to the body on each

side underneath; consequently there are no

projections. unsightly or otherwise.

In designing the upholstery of both mod

els, the Ames engineers have worked on the

hypothesis that it is not practical, for

rough. out-door use, to attempt to build

into a car the luxurious type of down and

goatskin cushions made famous by certain

British morocco-leather upholsterers. Sim

ilarly, it is impossible, in the opinion of

Ames upholsterers. to depend entirely upon

  

VALUE OF ALCOHOL FUEL

COMPARED WITH GASOLENE

Greater Power Despite Lower Heat

Value Made Plain by Government

Report—Not Suitable for Or

dinary Engines.

\\'ith the price of gasolenc already high

and threatening to go higher, added inter

est naturally attaches to the oft-reiterated

possibility of employing denatured alcohol

for fuel, if for no other reason than that

relief in the form of an efiicient carburet

ting device employing kerosene seems re

mote at present. In fact, for a number of

years the Federal government has been ex

perimenting with denatured alcohol with a

view to determining conclusively its value
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the filling about which the cushions are

built. For this reason, Ames cushions are

built up of carefully selected springs, which

have been chosen for their resiliency,

backed up with filler which is calculated to

give long life to the cushions and to cause

them to hold their shape indefinitely under '

hard usage rather than to give it an unnec

essary degree of luxuriousness.

“Cycle Car” is Officially Defined.

Speculation which has been rife regarding

just what is a "cycle car" and just what is

not a “cycle car." that hybrid form of vehi

cle which is neither an automobile nor a

motor cycle. at length has been set at rest

by a joint ruling defining the term which

has been issued by the British Auto-Cycle

Union to the Royal Automobile Club of

Great Britain. In it. it is pointed out that

the chassis weight of a cycle car “must not

exceed 600 pounds. inclusive of the weight

of the tires, or, in the caSe of those vehi

cles the bodies of which are not separate

from the chassis, the total weight. all on

and ready for the road, but without fuel,

oil or water, must not exceed a total of

700 pounds."

IS OF "CRUISER" TYPE

as a fuel for internal combustion motors as

compared with gasolenc. and at length the

results have been made public in a volume

compiled by R. M. Strong and Lauson

Stone and published by the Bureau of

Mines of the Department of the Interior.

It is entitled “Comparative Fuel Values of

Denaturel Alcohol and Gasoline in Inter

nal Combustion Engines," and is virtually

a summary and supplement to a small bul

letin on the same subject published by the

government in 1909. n

For those who are not familiar with the

meaning of the term "denatured" alcohol,

it is defined as grain alcohol made poison

ous and repulsive by the addition of other

ingredients, the generally accepted formula

being: Grain alcohol, 100 parts; wood al

cohol, 10 parts; benzine, 10 parts. Among

a number of other interesting things point

ed out in the report is that, contrary to

the general conception the heating value

of denatured alcohol is approximately half

that of gasolenc of a. specific gravity of .71

to .73, the former containing 71.900 British

Thermal I'nits to the gallon and the latter

containing 115800 B. T. L'. in the same

quantity.

Extracting from the more interesting por

tions of the introduction, it is interesting

to note that "a gasolenc engine having a

compression pressure of 70 pounds, but

otherwise as well suited to the economical

use of denatured alcohol as gasolene, will,

when using alcohol, have an available

horsepower about l0 per cent. greater than

when using gasolenc. \Vhen the fuels for

which the respective engines are designed

are used to the same advantage, the maxi’

mum available horsepower of an alcohol

engine having a compression pressure of 180

pounds is about 30 per cent. greater than

that of a gasolenc engine having a compres

sion pressure of 70 pounds. but of the same

cylinder diameter, stroke and speed.

“A gasolenc engine working at the degree

of compression ordinarily used for gasolenc

mixtures will, in general, require 50 per

cent. more denatured alcohol than gasolenc

per brake horsepower. Gasolene and alco

hol engines of similar construction working

at degrees of compression best suited to the

fuel supplied, in general require approxi

mately equal volumes of gasolenc and de

natured alcohol respectively per brake

horsepower—hour. . . .

“The relative hazard involved in the stor

age and handling of gasolenc and denatured

alcohol is of particular importance in con

sidering their use as fuels.

cordance with

In ac

the general concensus of

opinion of those experienced in handling

gasolenc. kerosene and alcohol, statistics in

dicate that the hazard involved in the use

of denatured alcohol is much less than that

in the use of gasolenc and possibly less

than that in the use of kerosene.

“The price of denatured alcohol is great

er than that of gasolene, and the quantity

of alcohol consumed by an alcohol engine

as ordinarily constructed and operated is,

in general, relatively greater than the quan

tity of gasolenc consumed by a gasolenc en

gine of the same type. Considerable at

tention is being given to the development of

processes for the manufacture of alcohol

from cheap materials that are generally

available, and the expectation seems rea

sonable that the price of denatured alcohol

may eventually become as low as, or lower

than, the price of gasolene, especially if

the price of gasolenc advances. It also

seems reasonable to expect a greater gen

eral improvement in alcohol engines than in

gasolenc engines.”

The report in detail covers 242 pages and

consists principally of tables and graphs

giving performances of a number of both

alcohol and gasolenc engines on both fuels.

A detailed description of the equipment

used, the methods of procedure and com

plete logs and deductions from the various

tests also is included in the volume. which

is unusually complete.
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KEEPING LUBRICATING OIL

AWAY FR_0M BRAKE DRUMS

How Oil-Retainers Deteriorate and

How They Can Be Improved—

Washers that Automatically

Compensate for Wear.

However important lubrication may be to

bearing surfaces that should be as nearly

without friction as possible, there are

places where oil is distinctly out of place,

to say the least, notwithstanding the fact

that much friction may be caused by its

absence. Which is as nuch as to say that

the braking surfaces of a car are no places

for oil, especially when the bands are lined

with the asbestos fabrics that are so com
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OIL RETAINING SCHEME

monly employed for the purpose. Felt

washers are very commonly used to prevent

the leakage of oil from the ends of live

axles onto the brakes, and while such wash

ers answer the purpose fairly well, at least

when new, they become compressed in

time, and are subject to wear, eventually

allowing oil to work past.

In rear axles of the floating type, in which

the wheel bearings are mounted on the axle

tubes, there must, of course, be a certain

amount of clearance between the shafts and

the tube bore; unless special means are

taken to prevent it, there will be a gradual

seepage of oil or grease—or both—from the

differential housing along the tube and out

between the shaft and tube. The accom

panying illustration shows the condition of

affairs in a diagrammatic and exaggerated

way. The oil that works along the axle

serves a useful purpose in that it lubri

cates the bearings, as shown; but the

trouble is that too often it does not stop

there, but passes on to the brake drums;

The illustration shows a method of rem

edying the trouble. This plan has proved in

actual service to be well worth trying. The

wheel should be removed from the axle

and the felt washer reduced to half its orig

inal thickness—that is to say, the central

opening should be increased by half the

width of the felt ring. A new felt washer

should be made of exactly the same dimen

sions as the original washer before being

cut down. The new washer is put in place

and the old one, which has been cut down,

is forced on outside of the new one, which

thus is pressed down on the tube firmly,

preventing the passage of oil; consider

able wear must occur before there can be

sufficient opening for the leakage of oil.

Both washers should be saturated with oil

before they are put in place. Hard, green

piano felt is the best material for the pur

pose, as it is of excellent quality, not too

soft, and wears much better than ordinary

felt.

Perfecting the Spare Tire Holder.

There can be no question whatever as to

the satisfaction that is felt when a blow
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SLY "PERFECT" TIRE CARRIER

out occurs, and there is a spare tire on the

car to take the place of the crippled pneu

matic; but when it comes to the problem

of carrying the tire, there is a question-—

how to make the best disposal of a decided

ly clumsy article, not marring the appear

ance of the car more than can be helped

and not taking up space that might better

be used otherwise, and yet placing the tire

so that it can be reached without delay and

holding it securely while it is waiting for

the emergency for which it is provided.

One of the more recent of the many ideas

for carrying spare tires is embodied in the

device shown in the accompanying illus

tration, the Sly “Perfect” tire holder, made

by the W. W. Sly Mfg. Co, of Cleveland,

0. Designed to be attached to the run

ning-board of the car, the body is not in

any way marred by the holder or its fasten

ings. The tire or tires, as the case may be

—the holder is made either for one of two

—bed down snugly and without looseness

and are held firmly in place by a steel hasp

with a toggle lock which will not jar loose.

The material used is stamped steel, finished

in durable black enamel. Sizes are made

to fit all standard tires, both in single and

double patterns.

CORRECTING LAMP FOCUS

WITH A HOMEMADE DEVICE

Simple Method of “Lining Up” Diverg

ing Light Beams—Bent Mud

guards That May Cause Un

suspected Effects.

It is a fact recognized by the majority

of electric lighting apparatus manufactur

ers that much of the trouble experienced

with head lamps can be traced to improper

focusing or adjustment that has gotten out

ofkilter through one fault or another. Gen

erally, head lamp brackets are tied to the

mud guards by means of short rods and

turnbuckles, the purpose of the connection

being to steady the lamps and in some cases

to brace the guards.

In such cases, it is natural to assume that

   

LAMP FOCUSING STANDARD

a slight collision with another car or with

some stationary object which results in

one or the other of the guards being bent

will throw one or both of the headlamps

out of line, and possibly out of focus. The

deflection of the lamps due to the bent mud

guard may not be perceptible in the lamps

themselves, though it is practically certain

to make itself known by the divergence or

convergence of the light beams when the

lamps are lighted. Similarly, the lamps may

be tilted either up or down and in any

case they cannot be as useful or as efficient

as they are supposed to be and will be if

they are properly focused and set.

Where the lamps are tied to the mud

guards by means of rods and turnbuckles

it should be a simple matter to “line them

up" merely by turning the screws of the

turnbuckles—provided, of course, that the

mudguards are not so badly bent as to

make imperative their straightening. In

order to make sure that the lamps really

are straight and that they are properly fo

cused a simple stand like the one shown

in the picture is valuable. It consists of a
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wooden framework on which is tacked a

large sheet of white paper, or, preferably,

Bristol board. Two large black dots are

placed on the cardboard at a height from

the floor equal to the distance from the floor

to the centers of the lamps; the distance

between them is equal to the distance be

tween the centers of the lamps.

The car should be placed about 25 feet

away from the board with the lamps lighted

and pointed at it. Of course, it is quite

feasible to dispense with the board and

place the marks on any convenient wall or

fence. The convenience of the stand, how

ever, lies in the fact that it is easier to move

the stand in order to get it squarely in front

of the car that it is to manouver the car to

get it "square" with the wall. \Vith the car

and the stand in the positions outlined, the

lights should throw circular light patches

devoid of dark rings with the centers of the

patches directly over the black dots. If

the beams do not strike the board in t‘ie

right place, the lamp brackets can be ad

justed by means of the turnbuckles, or, if

none are used, the brackets can be bent

quite easily with a large wrench. Care must

be taken. however, that the wrench does

not slip and break the lamps. In focusing

the lamps, the bulbs should be moved back

ward and forward (adjustment generally is

provided) until the light appears in two

clear circles without any dark encircling

rings. It is best to focus each lamp sepa

rately, shutting off the light of the other

with a dark cloth.

Sleeve to Assist Coupler Assemblage.

To catch the thread on a union on a

piece of copper tubing when the joint is to

be made in a “tight place" is an exasperat

ing job, but when the rotatable member

will persist in sliding along the pipe and

jamming behind some projection each time

it is released for a second. it becomes even

more trying. A good plan is to solder a

sleeve around the pipe about four inches

from the end so as to limit the travel of the

member; if the pipe is made up. a couple of

layers of bare copper wire soldered in place

will answer admirably.

Metallic Cement for Filling Blow-holes.

A metallic cement which, applied when

plastic, will harden perfectly in a few hours.

is made by moistening 20 parts of precipi

tated copper with sulphuric acid and adding

to the paste 70 parts of mercury, constantly

stirring the mixture. When the copper has

amalgamated with the mercury, the acid is

washed out with boiling water and the ce

ment is applied to the work. The cement

is ideal for filling sand or blow-holes, and

is unaffected by the action of water or di

lute acids. The surfaces to which it is ap

plied should be thoroughly clean.

Reducing Waste in Electric Lights.

The extended adoption of electric light

ing for automobiles has proved an in

centive to lamp specialists to overcome the

difficulties that lie in the way of producing

lamps that are both efficient and econom

ical, and among the pioneers in the manu

facture of small, high-efficiency bulbs is the

firm of H. I. Jaeger & Co., Terminal Build

ing, Hobokcn, N. 1., whose most recently

developed tapered spiral filament Tungsten

lamp is shown in the accompanying illus

tration.

In the jaeger lamp, which is made for 6,

  

JAEGER TUNGSTEN LAMP

8 and 10 volt_ currents, the Tungsten fila

ment is in the form of a spiral, the result

being that it does not east shadows or

radiate light unevenly, which makes it espe

cially suitable for electric headlight work.

The current economy of the Tungsten fila

ment has been combined with a resistance

to vibration that was not a characteristic of

early Tungsten lamps, a certain flexibility

of the Tungsten wire being in part respon

sible for this fact.

Filtering Gasolene in the Fuel Line.

The peculiar effectiveness of chamois as

a filtering medium for gasolene has been

  

"PERFECT" GASOLENE FILTER

cleverly taken advantage of in a device that

just has been placed on the market by the

Gasolene Filter Co., 10 West 62nd street,

New York City. The "Perfect" filter, as the

attachment is called, is shown in the ac

companying illustration, which is a "ghost"

picture showing the “insides” of the ingen

ious device.

The inlet from the gasolene tank is on the

left and the outlet to the carburetter on the

right; the outlet can be reached by the gas

olene only after passing through a sort of

bellows of chamois and wire gauze which

effectually excludes any water and solid

matter that may be in the fuel. Impurities

fall into the cup which forms the lower part

of the instrument and may be drawn off

through the usual pet-cock at the bottom.

In course of time a certain amount of for

eign matter is likely to accumulate on the

strainer; it is readily dislodged, however,

by pushing in the little rod that projects

from the left end of the filter, just above the

gasolene pipe connection. The rod is at

tached to the end of the bellows and when

pushed it causes it to fold up; the gaso

lene inside is forced back through the cham

ois and gauze, washing off the dirt.

There is no tendency to feed gasolene too

slowly, as there might be if only a small

area of chamois were employed; the bel

lows has an area of about 20 square inches,

and this is sufficient to permit a free and

unimpeded flow of fuel. Compression

couplings, which do not require soldering,

are used for attachment, so that the filter

can be installed by merely cutting five

inches out of the line and gripping the pipe

ends in the couplings by means of the com

pression nuts. The filter is finished in nickel

and the price is $5.

Vanadium’s Effect on Cylinder Castings.

A foundry which produces gasolene mo

tor cylinders of peculiarly difficult form.

from a founder's point of view, is reported

to have reduced the percentage of loss in

discarded castings from 6 per cent. to 1.4

per cent. by the use of vanadium in the

iron. At the same time the tensile strength

of the iron has been increased some 15 per

cent. and the hardness also has been aug

mented.

Loose Bulbs Cause of Lamp Trouble.

A possible cause of the breakage of in

candescent lamp filaments in either inside

or outside automobile lamps is looseness of

the bulbs in their sockets. The rattling of

the lamps is accompanied by a series of

sharp little raps, which hasten the destruc—

tion of the filaments. It often is possible

for such looseness to exist without inter

rupting the flow of current.

Brine Bath for Tempering Steel.

If maximum hardness is required of a

piece of steel, it should be quenched after

heating in strong brine. This cools the

metal with great rapidity, and the steel so

hardened will be of glassy density, though

of course extremely brittle.
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KEEPING PACE WITH LIGHTERS AND STARTERS

Actual Amount of Care That Is Required to Maintain Average Electrical.

Equipment in the Proper Condition to Render Best Service—The

Ward Leonard System as an Example of Simplicity.

(This is the thirteenth of a series of articles designed to make clear the electric lighting and engine—

starting systems in use and to render easier their care and repair by the dealer and owner alike.)

Like everything else that has been inti

mately connected with the development and

perfection of the modern automobile, the

electric lighting and engine starting sys

tem has, of necessity, passed through a

period of adolescence. And, like the grow

ing child, it has played pranks apparently

without reason and been disciplined, so to

speak, and in some quarters it has gained

a name that has not been good and that

has not been conducive to the peace of mind

of its progenitors. But electric lighting and

engine starting now has “grown up"—its

growth during the past year has been al

most marvelous and its simplification and

efficiency have kept pace with it.

_ Perfection Responsible for Adoption.

In all probability it was the pranks played

by early systems that have been respon

sible for the comparatively slow death of

natural feelings of distrust bred of the in

determinate action of generators and bat

teries built primarily for stationary use

and more or less out of place on automo

biles. It required a very considerable time

for the knowledge to seep in that for suc

cessful operation on an automobile under

automobile conditions, generators must be

built especially for the work and with all

the phases of the work in view. It was

small wonder that some of the early sys

tems worked at all, let alone gave the de

gree of satisfaction they did give.

It is obvious, of course, that conditions

are different now; that the modern electric

lighting and engine starting system is so

nearly perfect that there is comparatively

little room for improvement, for if this

were not so it is extremely doubtful if so

many well-known automobile manufac

turers with established reputations for con

servatism and care in the choice of acces

sories would have adopted them and given

to them their unqualified recommendation.

This fact is in itself a guarantee that they

will work and work well without the neces

sity for continual attention at the hands of

an expert electrician or engineer.

Technical Education Unnecessary.

Apparently, however, those who are in

clined to look at electrical systems askance

have overlooked this all important feature.

It stands to reason that no reputable auto

mobile manufacturer would equip his prod

ucts with devices about which doubt exists

And it is reasonable to expect, also, that

no manufacturer would add weight to his

cars by placing on them accessories likely

to become not much more than dead weight

by reason of continual functional derange

ment. Which is_ to say, the average electric

lighting and engine starting system as it

comes from the manufacturer to-day is

as nearly perfect as present intelligence can

make it and will remain dependable in the
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WARD LEONARD REGULATOR

majority of cases if it is let alone. Of

course, it will require a purely nominal

amount of care—every piece of machinery

requires it—although the care that is neces

sary does not require a technical education

to back it up. The technical education al

ready has been supplied by the manufac

turer, and the only remaining requisite is

common sense—and a knowledge of the.

construction and working of the system.

Opportunities That Dealers Overlook.

One of the first things a skilled mechanic

endeavors to find out when he is called in

to doctor a piece of ‘sick" mechanism is

just how it ought to operate when in prime

condition. With that knowledge, it is a com

paratively simple matter for him to diag

nose the trouble and remedy it. But he

must know in the first place just how the

wheels go around and why they go around

before he can tell why they don’t go around

and start them again on their merry whirls.

It is exactly the same with the electric

lighting and engine starting system, as has

been told several times in the twelve pre

ceding articles on the same subject which

have appeared in Motor \Vorld. The own

er may not feel inclined to spend the few

moments daily necessary for him to become

acquainted with his system, though it will

be his own loss if he does not, but there can

be no excuse for the dealer slighting his

customers and himself by remaining in

ignorance. The dealer has every day a bet

ter chance to become thoroughly acquainted

with his own system then the owner ever

has, for the dealer very probably is dealing

in hundreds—perhaps thousands—whereas

the owner comes in contact with only one.

It is to the dealer that the owner appeals

when in distress, and if the dealer has im

proved his idle moments by acquiring in

formation about his system, he is just that

much further along in the world.

Development of a Pioneer System.

All electric lighting and engine starting

systems really are simple if the owner and

the dealer will only come to know it. Ap

parently, however, they prefer to take it

for granted that present day systems are as

complicated and as unreliable as were those

of a few years ago. They-do not stop to

think that if such were the case it would

not be possible to dispose of them, for the

manufacturer of the car would be the first

to object and it is doubtful if any manu

facturer of electrical equipment could hope

to prosper without the aid of the car man

ufacturer. Few manufacturers of electrical

equipment make any attempt to market

their wares direct, for which reason the re

gret becomes more real that they do not

insist upon more perfect knowledge of their

systems by the car builder, for they must

rely upon him to a certain extent, and it

would be better if they could rely upon

him with greater faith in his ability to ad

just to better all around advantage such

slight mechanical troubles as are likely to

develop in even the best of mechanism.

When electric lighting for automobiles

was in its earliest infancy, as long ago as

1906, H. Ward Leonard, then and now
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head of the old-established \Vard Leonard

Electric Co. of Bronxville, N. Y., was put

ting the finishing touches to his electric

lighting system for motor cars, more than

20 years having been spent in developing

and perfecting the control elements around

which it was built. Two years later, in

1908, the first complete Ward Leonard elec

tric lighting system was placed on a car

and thoroughly tested in an extended trip

from New York to a point near Lake Nipis

sing, in Canada. Suffice it to say that it

finished the run without the slightest trou

ble and that since then it has been still fur

ther perfected and refined, until brought to

its present form. Since, the system has

been amplified by the addition of a starting

motor.

Three Essentials of Simple System.

In its essentials the Ward Leonard sys

tem difi'ers in no wise from other systems.

There is a generator, an automatic cut-out,

  

WARD LEONARD GENERATOR

a storage battery, a switch. and a motor.

The generator, which is shown by the ac

companying picture, is of the plain shunt

type and there is only one moving part‘ in

it—the armature. The automatic cut-out

is of the electro-magnetic type and is con

tained in a tight casing on the dash; the

switch is a combined junction box and

switch and is of the rctary type; the mo

tor is a plain series wound type in which

the torque increases with the load.

Ingenious Regulating Mechanism.

The manner of regulating the output of

the generator is unusual and is peculiar to

the \Vard Leonard system; it is covered by

patents. The machine is of the constant

current type. That is to say, the output in

amperes is maintained constant within very

narrow limits, regardless of the speed of

the armature and the manner in which this

characteristic is obtained is simple in the

extreme.

Like the cut-out, the regulator is of the

electro-magnetic type and is enclosed in

the same dash-mounted casing as the for

mer. Both are shown by the accompanying

picture, which depicts the whole mechan

ism with the cover removed. In this case

there are two electro-znagnets and a tiny

resistance coil, the magnet on the left in

the picture being the cut-out and the one

on the right being the regulator. The tiny

resistance coil (R) is placed between the

two magnets.

How Constant Current is Obtained.

In operation, as soon as the speed of the

armature becomes such as to cause the gen

eration of voltage in excess of the voltage

of the battery, two contacts (C’ and C")

are brought together by the attraction of

the cut-out magnet for the armature which

carries one of the contacts. As long as the

amperage of the generator remains less

than 9.9 nothing else happens. Immediately

 

  

SWITCH-JUNCTION BOX

the amperage exceeds .10, however, the cur

rent becomes strong enough to attract the

arm of the other magnet (in the regulator),

with the result that the contacts P’ and

P" are separated, thereby placing the re

sistance coil (R) in the field circuit of the

dynamo. As the field is weakened by the

insertion of resistance which permits less

current to pass through it, the amperage

drops and immediately the contacts come

together again, removing the resistance and

permitting the field to build up to its orig

inal strength. The arm of the regulator is

spring-returned (K) and therefore vibrates

continually. maintaining the amperage to

all intents and purposes absolutely con

stant. Its rate of vibration is such, how

ever, that it is not appreciable in any flick

ering of the lamps.

Care of the Regulator Made Plain.

There is nothing in either the regulator

or the cut-out that should require attention.

The contacts are formed of hard material

calculated to withstand indefinite service,

and there are only two moving parts—

namely, the armatures. These are hinged to

their supports by means of flexible metal

straps, there being r0 movable joints.

Hence, it is not even necessary to apply

a drop of oil occasionally.

About the only thing that could happen

to the mechanism would be slight corro

sion of the contacts due to the presence of

oil or water;

however.

the possibility is remote,

If the contacts should become

corroded or dirty, thereby partly impeding

the passage of current, it is a simple matter

to clean them with a couple of small pieces

of emery cloth glued to opposite sides of a

piece of thin Bristol board.

The operation of either the cut-out or the

regulator can be watched quite easily by

removing the aluminum cover which en

cases them. When the car speed reaches ap

proximately scven miles an hour, the cut

out contacts should come together and

remain together until the speed is reduced.

when they should separate promptly. Natur

ally, if they stick together, which is unlike

ly by reason of the fact that the passage of

current through the magnets in the re

verse direction acts to "kick" the arma

ture off, the battery will exhaust itself

through the generator. Similarly, if they do

not come together when they should, the

battery will gradually exhaust itself be

cause no more “juice” will be put into it.

Either trouble is indicated by the symptom

of gradually dimming lamps, and is easy of

correction. Owing to the fact that the
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mechanism is very carefully adjusted at

the factory for a predetermined current,

no attempt ever should be made to alter the

adjustments.

Rotary Switch and Junction Box.

The switch, as has been pointed out, is

also a junction box, or a central point to

which all the wires lead and from which

they are connected to the lamps. The por

tion of the switch which is illustrated is

fitted to the back of the dash with the

switch handle passing through to the dri

ver’s side. Manipulation of the switch per

mits the lighting of all the lamps or of

any combination at the will of the operator.

As the complete system comes from the fac

tory, it is carefully wired with armored

cable with all terminals marked in a plain

manner to make their proper connection

a simple matter that can be done by any

one. Any of the cables may be removed

without the necessity for disturbing any

of the others.

The dynamo and the motor in the Ward

Leonard system virtually are duplicates, ex
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cept as regards their wiring and size. In

both, the brushes are of the radial type,

which type, in the experience of the manu

facturers, is best suited to withstand the

vibration and hard use necessary in an au

tomobile. The brushes are formed of a

special material which is caiculated to run

for indefinite periods without wear and

without lubrication. Commutators are solid

ly constructed of hard drawn copper and

are well insulated.

How to Get at the Brushes.

Commutators and brush holding mechan

ism are accessible through openings in the

casing casting, which are closed under or

dinary conditions by means of continuous

bands of metal which are held in place by

simple catches. Loosening the catches

serves to permit the removal of the metal

bands. -

In the care of any electric lighting and

engine starting system experience has pro

ven that commutators and brushes generally

are productive of nearly all troubles that

may arise to harrass the owner. Such

troubles easily can be obviated, however,

by periodical inspection and intelligent care.

Generally commutators will run at least for

a season before they require to be touched,

though it is the better part of wisdom oc

casionally to inspect ‘hem and it will do

more good than harm, for the inspection

serves as a good excuse to remove any ac

cumulations of dirt and dust or oil that may

have collected. A soft camel's hair brush

should be used, preferably, for the purpose.

Never replace the straps that close the

openings before carefully wiping them with

a cloth dampened with gasolene and remov

ing dust which may cling to the edges of

the straps.

As the armature shaft rotates in ball bear

ings its needs in the matter of lubrication

will be exceedingly moderate. In no case

should more than one or two drops of fine

machine oil be placed in the holes provided

for the purpose more than once in two or

three weeks. Too much oil will be thrown

out by centrifugal force and will collect on

the brushes and commutator and cause

trouble. Incidentally, if it comes in contact

with the wiring it may have a bad effect on

the insulation. All of which applies with

equal force to both the motor and the gen

erator.

What a Brownish Glaze Indicates.

If, in the inspection of the commutator

and the brushes, the former exhibits a

brownish, glazed appearance and the brush

es are not perceptibly worn, neither should

be touched, for they then are in the best of

condition. If, however, the commutator

appears dry and caked, or scratched, No. 00

sandpaper should be held lightly against

it while the armature is rotating and after

the brushes have been removed. In cases

where the commutator appears badly cut or

scratched, the brushes should be examined

to make certain that they are of the proper

length and that they bear on the commu

tator with proper strength. If they bear

too lightly, sparking is likely to result, and

if they bear too heavily, they may cut the

comparatively soft copper. Adjustments

should not be changed, however, unless

there is an unmistakable evidence that the

pressure is not correct. Brushes have been

known to contain tiny, hard particles which

have scratched commutators 'and, though

they are of infrequent occurrence, it will do

no harm to make sure that they are not

present when making the inspection. Some

times it is well gently to sandpaper the ends

of the brushes where they press against the

commutator, though when this is done care

must be taken not to disturb the curvature

any more than can be helped. It is not nec—

essary that the curvature be restored exact

ly, as the brushes soon will wear until they

have a perfect contact.

Motors Require Little Attention.

Naturally, as the generator is in operation

all the time the motor is running, its com

mutator and brushes will be subjected to

greater wear than will those of the motor

and, consequently, they will require more

frequent inspection. As the motor is used

at infrequent intervals and is inoperative

when not actually in use, its brushes and

commutator should not require to be

touched from one season’s end to the next.

When they finally do give evidence of re

quiring attention, they should be treated

exactly the same as those of the generator.

One feature to which not sufficient atten

tion is paid by owners and dealers is that

brushes often are run too short. It is false

economy to attempt to make brushes last

“just a little longer" when they ought to be

replaced with new ones. Short brushes re

duce the tension on the brush holder

springs and, as the brushes do not then

make proper contact with the commutator,

sparking results. The better way is to re

place brushes immediately they have worn

down perceptibly, spare brushes, which

cost but a few cents, being carried for the

purpose.

New Randerson Bumper Developed.

\Nhen an automobile comes into collision

with anything there is considerable liability

of damage being done either to the front

ends of the springs and frames or to the

fragile radiator—to say nothing of the dam

age that may be sustained .by the object

with which the car collides. To eliminate,

or at least minimize, the results of such

shocks, many varieties of "bumpers" have

been brought but, one of the firms that

has been prominent in this line of manufac

ture being the Randerson Auto Parts Co.,

of 110 West 34th street, New York, which

recently has added to its line a bumper,

model M, which embodies some improve

ments over the older models.

Ther new Randerson bumper has two for

ward rails, one behind the other, attached

to rearwardly projecting arms of steel hav

ing at their rear ends means for attachment

to the car. These arms are not continuous,

however, but consist of a cylinder-and-pis

ton arrangement, the cylinder being on one

section and the piston on the other, the two

fitting together without shake or rattle.

The piston in each arm is backed by heavy

coiled steel springs, which are compressed

in case of shock.

The Randerson bumpers are made in two

general types. In one the front rails are

designed to turn either up or down, so as to

be out of the way of the starting crank or

of repairing operations, etc. In the other

the hinge arrangement is absent. The ma

terials used are manganese bronze and steel

for the supporting arms, reinforced brass—

covered steel tubing for round rails and T

iron for T-shaped rails; the rails may be

had in either form. Either single or double

front rails are furnished. Round rails are

finished in polished brass and T-section

rails in nickel on copper, or in hard rubber

enamel, baked on.

To Keep Valve Parts Out of Motor.

One of the most unpleasant of the little

things that happen in the course of tinker

ing about a motor is the dropping of a

valve lifter into an inaccessible crankcase

when the guide is removed for any reason.

The lower end of the lifter rests on the

cam, and when the guide is moved suffi

ciently to let the roller clear the cam, down

it goes, unless there is something to stop

it. To prevent such vexations, a piece of

stiff wire twisted around the adjusting

screw, or anything that will not pass

through the opening, should be put on as

a safeguard before the holding-down nuts

are removed. Of course, there are engines

with crankcases so accessible that little in

convenience is caused by the dropping of

parts inside; but other are less convenient

ly built, especially old models.

Light Spring that Aids Valve Grinding.

In regrinding valves, it is advisable to

use a light spring under the valve head, act

ing to raise the valve from the seat; the

valve should be worked up and down so as

to work the abrasive material onto the seat.

In grinding, the valve should be rotated

with a reciprocating motion, not turned

continually in one direction, else ridges will

be formed.
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FORCING THE HEADLIGHTS

T0 SHINE THROUGH FOG

Stray Rays That Are Worse Than

Useless—Simple Methods of Sup

pressing Them—Reflectors and

Colored Screens.

In night driving when the air is clear it

is a comparatively simple matter to pro

vide sufficient light to adequately illuminate

the road ahead of the car; good acetylene

or electric headlights are numerous and the

amount of light, within reasonable limits, is

dependent only on the size of the lighting

apparatus one is willing or is able to pur

chase.

  

the accompanying illustrations, from “The

Car." In the case of an acetylene headlight

a mask is cut from sheet metal, and in the

case of an electric light the material used

may be cardboard; in either case the masks

are finished with dead black paint, outside;

the inner side will be better left white in

the case of cardboard, and bright in the case

of metal. If tin is used the bright surface

will act as a reflector and the loss of a cer

tain amount of illumination will thus be

avoided.

The lower edge of the main body of the

mask should be a little above the center of

the glass. The circular rim and the top

section will prevent light being thrown

anywhere but ahead, and the beam will

seem to penetrate the fog much better than

without the masks, even though the amount

while others act more like the headlights,

which they resemble. In any case, how

ever, the side lights, owing to their com

paratively high position, are apt to be a

source of trouble in this respect. Yellow

glass screens will be of assistance, if it is

desired to keep the side lights burning; the

driver will be relieved of the back-thrown

glare, while the lights will be visible from

ahead.

Wichita Has Anti-Motor Thief Association

When next an automobile thief in Wichi

ta, Kan., makes away with a car he is going

to stir up some excitement and also is due

for the liveliest few hours he has put in in

some time, for he will be pursued by a half

hundred angry men on motorcycles and

the thief will have to be acquainted with

 

   

 

 

CUTTING OFF LIGHT BEAMS THAT MAKE DRIVING DIFFICULT

When, however, fog prevails the condi

tions are entirely different. The stronger

the light, the better, of course, but the

only rays that are of any use are those

which are thrown directly on the road

ahead. Upwardly diffused light, which is

not noticeable when the air is clear, has the

efl'ect of making the fog appear consider

ably more dense than it really is, the light

being reflected back to the observer's eyes;

the angle of incidence and the angle of re

flection are equal, and most of the up

wardly diffused light is reflected to the

driver’s eyes from a point between him and

the road a short distance ahead, and the

effect is so pronounced that in some cases

it is easier to drive without the headlights

than with them.

Red and yellow rays are considerably

more penetrative of fog than white rays,

and for this reason it has been suggested

that colored screens or gold-plated reflec

tors might help matters—in fact, they have

been tried abroad. As either of these meth

ods would so greatly reduce the available

quantity of light as to more than offset

the advantages, in all probability, the most

reasonable and, at the same time, the easiest

plan is to cut off the upwardly diffused

light and eliminate in this way the blinding

effect of its reflection.

Two methods of doing this are shown in

of light is somewhat less than with the

lamp front open. The mask is sprung into

the door frame back of the glass. If it

should show a disposition to shift, it can be

“tacked” to the door frame with solder.

An arrangement that is somewhat neater

and at the same time rather more econom

ical of light is one that has been adopted

by an English maker of electric headlights;

but the plan obviously is applicable only

to incandescent lamps. As shown in the

illustration, a small shield of black material

is attached to the upper part of the bulb

of the headlight, not only shutting off the

rays thrown out directly by the filament, but

also turning back upwardly reflected rays.

The side next to the glass of the lamp is

silvered and acts as a reflector; the loss of

light, therefore, is not as great as might

be imagined, for part of it is turned back

and sent out in the long-distance beam.

The use of sidelights in a fog is apt to

make things unpleasant for the driver by

diffusing light that is reflected back to his

eyes from various points, giving him the

feeling of being surrounded by a wall of im

penetrable white. Of course, there is a

great deal of difference in side lights in this

respect. There are some that radiate light

in a wide are that produces a maximum of

the blinding eflect that is so exasperating

-—especially if the driver is in a hurry—

IN FOGGY WEATHER

some secluded hole in the ground to evade

capture.

The Wichita Anti-Motor Thief Associa—

tion is the instrument designed to make this

form of stealing unpopular. The motorcy

clists of the city conceived the idea, and

straightaway proceeded to put it into efiect;

and now C. M. Tucker, the city’s automobile

policeman, is seeking to get the automobile

owners to form a similar body, after which

the two may be merged. Insurance com

panies and car and motorcycle owners are

to be requested to help defray the ex

penses of the work.

Provisions of the association are that

when a car or motorcycle is stolen a posse

of fifty or more motorcyclists will set out in

every direction with the number and de

scription of the car and cover every street

and country road in search for the thief.

Freak Bet Tourist Now in Georgia.

Dr. H. Benton Young, of Trenton, N. 1..

a dentist, who wagered in July last that he

could start with a capital of $5, make $10

in every town where he stopped, and com

plete the trip with a total of at least 10.000

miles within a year, is really performing

the "stunt." He is now in Georgia, and last

week had totaled nearly 6,000 miles. He ex

pects to go to California and return to

Trenton by March.
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STATE ASSOCIATION CHECKS

THE NEW YORK TlNKERlNG

Proposed Amendments Suppressed—

Deer Re-elected President—Road

Reform Advocated and “Cor

ruption Fund” Hinted at.

If the New York State Automobile As

sociation can prevent it, there will be no tin

kering with the automobile law at the forth

coming session of the legislature. Despite

the fact that some industrious member of

the organization had drafted and outlined

a long list of amendments which it was

suppposed to have introduced, at its annual

meeting in Utica on the 11th and 12th inst.

wiser counsel prevailed and the amend

ments, and all talk of them, were sup

pressed. Melvin Bender, chairman of the

association's legislation committee, who is

stationed in Albany and who keeps an eye

on the legislature, was the chief factor in

snufiing out the movement to amend the

law. He gave as his opinion that the pres

ent statute is admirably serving its purpose

and counseled that it be left alone, which

sentiment prevailed almost unanimously.

The association, however, entered into a

considerable discussion of the State high

way system, as it exists, and placed itself

on record as favoring the amendment of the

present highway law, to the end that the

present highway system be abolished and

that there be substituted a non-partisan

highway commission of at least three mem

bers to serve not less than six years. The

great increase in the cost of highway con

struction was remarked, and it was stated

that quiet investigation had revealed that

the present cost of $14,000 to $16,000 per

mile is due to the use of “patented proc

esses," which consist largely of simple

methods for mixing crushed rock and

asphalt, in which connection there was also

talk of a “corruption fund."

Considerable dissatisfaction

pressed with the present form of appor

tioning the annual dues, whereby the na

tional A. A. A. exacts 25 cents each year

from each member of the state organiza

tion, but Laurens Enos, the new president

of the A. A. A., who was present, poured oil

on the troubled waters and averted unpleas

ant action which was threatened.

A. 1. Deer, of Hornell, was re-clcctcd

president of the association; in fact. prac

tically all of the other officers were re

elected, as follows: First vice-president, H.

G. Strong, Rochester; second vice-presi

dent, Howard Martin of Albany; third vice

president, A. B. Maynard of Utiea; treas

urer, A. C. Parsons of Troy; secretary, F.

D. Lyon of Albany; delegates at large, H.

W35 8X—

G. Meldrum of Buffalo, A. G. Batchelder

and Charles Thaddeus of the “three A’s."

Troy was selected as the place for the

1913 meeting.

Moose Jaw Rules on Lighting Idle Car.

Various courts and authorities in differ

ent parts of the country have ruled on the

question as to whether a car which is stand

ing in the street at night shall have its

lamps lighted and not all are agreed; Moose

Jaw, Saskatchewan, is the latest town to

appear with a decision on this matter. Mag

istrate Dunn, sitting in Police Court, was

called upon to try Richard Loney, whose

car was found standing in the street at

night without the number plate being il

luminated. Attorneys quoted various sec

tions of the Motor Vehicle law and offered

interpretations both ways, but the judge

used his own judgment and discharged the

prisoner.

Paris Considering More Drastic Law.

The Municipal Council of the French cap

ital is at present considering a series of

new motor vehicle regulations which would

impose drastic measures, to say the least,

on law breakers. The proposed regulations

provide that no one shall be permitted to

drive a car on the public highways unless

insured in an approved society; that a rec

ording speedometer be fitted to every car;

that in case of accidents the driver of the

car he held responsible if the speed rec

order registers a greater speed than 15

miles an hour; and that any driver who is

convicted of causing an accident shall be

deprived of his license for two years.

Boston Club Decides to Build.

It is altogether probable that before this

time next year the Massachusetts Automo

bile Club, with present headquarters on

Boylston street, Boston, will be housed in

a brand new building, six stories in height

and providing accommodations for some

400 cars in addition to the space required

for the club rooms. It has been voted to

open negotiations immediately to obtain the

necessary land at the corner of Stuart and

Clarendon streets and to proceed with the

erection of the building which, it is esti

mated, will cost in the neighborhood of

$450,000, and will measure 150 x 120 feet.

Hermann New Head of Long Island Club.

Charles Herrmann, who for the past year

has been vice-president of the organization,

has been chosen to fill the higher office in

the Long Island Automobile Club. The

other officers elected are: Vice-president,

Herbert G. Andrews; treasurer, J. S. Fra

zee; secretary, F. H. Newcomb; C. H. Galt,

Edward Ashforth and A. W. Seaman are the

new trustees.

12,678 MILES lS TOTALED

BY PATliFlNDER WESTGARD

Completes Task of Crossing Continent

Three Times in Five Months and

Four Days—For Federal Gov

ernment and A. A. A.

Twelve thousand six hundred and sev

' enty-eight miles in three jumps with scarce

ly a breathing space between them, is, as

might be remarked by a facetious motor

ist, “some hike." But A. L. \Vestgard, who

made the "hike"—not on foot but in a

Pathfinder "40" car—already has an estab

lished reputation as a cross-country artist

of ability and prowess, and it is altogether

probable that he got more pleasure than

work out of his 12,000 mile jaunt. Any

way, he says he is ready to do it all over

again, and it goes without saying that the

car is ready, too. In order to roll up that

astonishing total mileage in the time he

did it—just five months and four days—

Westgard traversed the United States from

coast to coast three times in succession, to

say nothing of a side trip of 1,016 miles.

Westgani's pathfindi-zg was done in the

interest of the Federal gt vernment and the

American Auto'nobile Association and

commenced in New York on June 11th last

with a run to Seattle over what is known

as the “Northwest Trail," taking in Buf

falo, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis and

including connections to Yellowstone Na

tional Park and Glacier Park; this part of

the trip covered 4,196 miles and was com

pleted on August 7th. Following the 1,016

mile trip down the Pacific Coast from Se

attle to Portland and San Francisco, the

return trip from the last named California

city to New York was started over the

"Overland Trail" through Salt Lake City.

Cheyenne, Omaha and Chicago, New York

being reached on October 3d, with 3,919

miles more to the credit of the Pathfinder.

After a short stop in the Eastern metropo—

lis, the third trip across the continent was

started over the “Midland Trail” through'

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, St.

Louis, Kansas City, Denver, Salt Lake

City to Los Angeles, which was reached on

November 25th, the mileage of the last leg

being 3,547, or 12,678 miles in all.

Freeport Motor Club Elects Officers.

At the annual election of officers of the

Freeport (111.) Motor Club, H. Tarbox was

elected to the presidency. J. Daniels, Seth

Scott and F. N. Pellett are the new vice

president, treasurer and secretary, respec

tively. The board of directors comprises

John Lamm, Adam Marker, Roy Nelson,

Henry Brockmeier, J. G. Woker.
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1,020,450. Vehicle Wheel. Charles J. San

drik, East Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Sept. 7,

1910. Serial No. 580,825. Solid rim with

resilient supporting members.

1,020,464. Automobile Tire. Winfield

Scott Temple, Sidney, 111. Filed Sept. 28,

1910. Serial No. 584,347. Combination of

hoop and helical springs in a tire casing.

1,020,472. License Tag for Motor Vehi

cles. William G. Anderton and Claude S.

Jarvis, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 20,

1910. Serial No. 582.830. Combined tag and

lamp support.

1,020,478. Wheel Rim. Israel J. Carpen

ter, Marlboro, Mass. Filed Apr. 4, 1911.

Serial No. 618,886. Springs positioned be

tween rim and tire.

1,020,489. Anti-Skid Grip. Leonard B.

Gaylor, Stamford, Conn. Filed. Oct. 17,

1911. Serial No. 655,234. Cross members

provided with ends at right angles to and in

the same plane with the central portion.

1,020,503. Ignition Device. Delos Holden,

Upper Montclair, N. J. Filed June 20, 1907.

Serial No. 379,825. High tension plugs in

multiple. and means for shortening gaps to

cause spark in any single plug.

1,020,535. Sectional Valve for Gas En

gines. Lupu William Brenner, Dayton,

Ohio. Filed May 26, 1911. Serial No. 629,

639. Valve made in two parts, one section

operating before the other.

1,020,607. Motor Truck. Charles W.

Hunt, New York, N. Y.; Katharine H.

Hunt, Charles \Vallace Hunt, and George S.

Humphrey, executors of said Charles W.

Hunt, deceased. Filed Dec. 30, 1910. Serial

No. 600,008. Motor on an independent

frame and arranged so that its weight in

full is borne by driving axle.

1,020,665. Auto-Vehicle Dump Box. Fred

T. Sherman and Herman Goetz, Seattle,

Wash. Filed Mar. 7, 1911. Serial No. 612,

968. Doors that open when body is shifted

rearwardly.

1,020,678. Wheel Rim. Frederic Ruther

ford Barker, Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 21,

1911. Serial No. 615,916. Demountable

wheel rim.

1,020,729. Ball Bearing. Gustavo Vincon,

Turin, Italy. Filed Feb. 16, 1909. Serial No.

478,145. U-shaped channel ball retainers.

1,020,737. Friction Clutch Having Remov

able Wearing Surfaces. Herbert Austin,

Barnt Green, near Birmingham, England.

Filed June 1, 1909. Serial No. 499,430.

  

Plates of frictional material, adapted to be

replaced in sections.

1,020,766. Valve Stern and Head Therefor.

Levi E. Lowe, Columbus, Ohio. Filed Oct.

8, 1910. Serial No. 585,936. Means of re

taining valve spring in centered position.

1,020,768. Alarm Signal Device. Ray H.

Manson, Elyria, Ohio, assignor to The Dean

Electric Company, Elyria, Ohio, a Corpora

tion of Ohio. Filed May 10, 1911. Serial No.

626,216. Method of constructing electric

signal.

1,020,797. Vehicle Wheel Rim. Heinrich

Bussing, Brunswick, Germany. Filed Mar.

18, 1911. Serial No. 615,400. Quick detach

able bolted on rim.

1,020,799. Safety Crank for Explosion En

gines. \Nilliam R. Clark. Muncie, Ind. Filed

Dec. 10, 1910. Serial No. 596,571. Cam ac

tion which ensures disengagement on re

verse movement.

1,020,819. Explosive Engine. Anders

Hanson, Butler, S. D. Filed Dec. 17, 1910.

Serial No. 597,806. Parallel cylinders with

double pistons.

1,020,836. Piston for Expansion Engines.

Robert S. Moore. \Vashington, D. C., as

signor to Gyro Motor Company, VVashing

ton, D. C., a Corporation of the District of

Columbia. Filed Sept. 7, 1911. Serial No.

648,222. Annular groove cut in the head

close to the edge.

1,020,856. Automatic Gasolene Dispenser.

Richard Toenncs, Boonville, Mo. Filed Feb.

3, 1911. Serial No. 606,441. Pivoted measur

ing container and means for operation.

1,020,879. Lifting Jack. Glen Russell

Booth, Ghana, 11]. Filed Apr 1, 1911. Se

rial No. 618,398. Rack and double pawls.

1,020,885. Wheel Hub Plate. Matthias

Christman, Springfield, Mo., assignor of

one-third to Harry L. Bissett and one—third

of George A. McLaughlin, Springfield, Mo.

Filed Oct. 31, 1911. Serial No. 657,737.

Plate bedded in recess in wheel hub.

1,020,915. Float Feed Carburetter. Elden

1’. Lamb, Camden, Me., assignor to Camden

Anchor-Rockland Machine Company, Rock

land, Me., a Corporation. Original applica

tion filed Aug. 30, 1909, serial No. 515,239.

Divided and this application filed June 15,

1910. Serial No. 567.042. Eccentric pin

through float lever provides means of ad

,iustment.

1,020,931. Carburetter. Clement Smith,

Topeka, Kan. Filed Nov. 3, 1910. Serial

No. 590,490. Fuel supply controlled by suc

tion operated valve.

1,020,953. Internal Combustion Engine.

\Villiam H. Ogden, Binghamton, N. Y.

Filed June 20, 1911. Serial No. 634,385. Ro

tary cylinder motor with compressing pis

[011.

1,020,967. Starting Mechanism for Hydro

carbon Engines. Fred Dettman, \Vest Dun

dee, 111. Filed Dec. 13, 1911. Serial No.

665,453. Means for preventing kick-back of

the starting handle.

1,020,977. Vehicle \Vheel. Luther L.

Gregg, Jr., Lonejack, Mo. Filed Dec. 5.

1910. Serial No. 595,715. Helical springs

between inner rigid rim and outer yieldablc

rim.

1,021,001. Magneto-Electric Device. Ho

mer N. Montsinger. Pendleton, Ind., as

signor to Montsinger Device Mfg. Co., Pen

dleton, Ind., a Corporation of Indiana.

Filed Oct. 18, 1910. Serial No. 587,706.

Means for causing armature movement that

is constant, no matter what the speed of

the motor.

1,021,030. Power Transmission Device.

Dalton K. \Vilson, Waterloo, Ia., assignor

to William Galloway Co., Waterloo, Ia.

Filed Aug. 26, 1910. Serial No. 579,061.

Modified planetary gear positioned on the

rear axle.

1,021,031. Igniting Mechanism for Ex

plosive Engines. Alexander Winton and

Harold B. Anderson, Cleveland, 0., as

signors to the \Vinton Motor Carriage Co..

Cleveland, 0. Filed Aug. 4, 1905. Serial

No. 253,742. Means for causing spark in

the proper cylinder for starting the motor.

1,021,036. Speedometer. Leon E. Blan

chard, Boston, Mass., assignor to Reliance

Speedometer Co., Boston, Mass., at Corpora

tion of Maine. Filed Feb. 24, 1910. Serial

No. 545,685. Means for transmitting mo

tion from movable collar of centrifugal gov

crnor to the indicating needle.

1,021,039. Carburetter for Internal Com

bustion Engines. G'th Constantinescu,

Bloomsbury, London, Eng. -Fi1ed Aug. 21.

1911. Serial No. 645,250. Combined muf

fler and vaporizer for carburetting heavier

hydrocarbons.

1,021,061. Motor Vehicle. Hiram P. Max

im. Hartford, Conn., assignor to the \Vaven

ley Co., Indianapolis, Ind., a Corporation of

Indiana. Filed Feb. 27, 1908. Serial No.

418,056. Motor and transmission mounted

on a shiftable frame.

1,021,079. Mixing Attachment for Car

luiretters. Alfred C. Stewart. Los Angeles,

Cal. Filed Oct. 31, 1910. Serial No. 590,040v

Combined trap for molecules of liquid

which come from the carburetter and atom

izcr for vaporizing same.

1,021,171. Tread for Pneumatic Tires

Frederick G. Ward, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor

of one-third to Harry Davis, Pittsburg, Pa.

Filed April 19, 1907. Serial No. 369,140.

Tread formed by embedding helicals in the

rubber. -
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Dealers : Why Pay [01' Experiments?

International

Champion

The National ls Sure
  

Search the World Over—You Cannot Find Greater Value

Long stroke (47/;x6) flexible and noiseless

Motor with enclosed valves.

Left Side Drive.

Center Control.

Gray & Davis Electric Starter, easily oper

ated ~by simply touching a button with

foot.

Gray & Davis Dynamo Electric Lighting

System. ‘

Bosch dual double Magneto.

12-inch Turkish U holstery.

Full heavy nickel rimmings.

Electric Horn.

Adequate Baggage-carrying Compartment

concealed in body but easily accessible.

Powerful and reliable Brakes.

Spacious Interior.

Tire Pump, integral part of the motor.

Infiates a tire in three minutes.

128-inch Wheel Base.

Adjustable, ventilating and rain vision

Wind Shield.

Multiple jet Carburetor

Hofl'ecker steady-hand Speedometer.

Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers in rear.

Tire Carrier in rear.

Silk mohair Top, Cover and Curtains.

Full-floating Rear Axle.

Resilient Springs, % Elliptic in rear; Semi

Elliptic in front.

Large gasoline pressure-feed Tank with

Gauge in rear.

Robe Rail and Foot Rest.

Foot Mat in Running Board.

Plain, continuous enclosed Metal Guards.

Easy riding qualities, unexcelled.

Oiling System, demonstrated to be only

perfect oiling system.

Improved Series V, Five Models, $2750 to $3400

QUICK DELIVERY

National Motor Vehicle Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

 

 

 
 

  

 

When Owners Talk Like Thie—

“For 10,000 miles—ever since I bought it

-—my National “40” has been running like

a clock. It is the very essence of dis

tinctiveness, comfort and power. I

consider it the last word m motor 45°. '5?

cfiiciency"—and this man "as the a. 0%

money to buy any car on earth. 8‘ (P
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I, {1

Dealers Make Money if A

We can supply you with

more letters like this and

better. They are great C’0" to)

selling aids. The deal- ’ 4) 04"

cr"; largest asset is 6) q“

satisfied customers. ’ ‘zfi/ NS

T h e y influence AQ/ 0e“

sales for you— '\

they keep you Q4" ‘5'0

in business Q6 ted:

. 'V-Q
year 111 and é o a“

year out. \I SQQ
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The United States

Tire Company ><

wishes each and every motorist

and dealer in the country a

(Iberrv Gibristmas

and a New Year so filled with

happiness and prosperity

that at its close he can say x

from the bottom of his heart '

1M
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SELF STARTING AND LIGHTING BATTERY.

Use the Class A cm: Battery with an Electric Lighting Generator

Use the Class Bm Battery with an Electric Self-Starter

Write us for full information

Willard Storage Battery Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO

New York Branch—136 West 52d Street Detroit Branch—4191 Woodward Avenue Chicago Branch-2241 Michigan Avenue

San Francisco Branch—243 Monadnock Building

Depots in All Principal Cities in the United States, Canada and Mexico
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' "to ' '_ i. ‘1 It is no longer the question—

B LE‘ . metal or wooden body, but

- I simply, “What is the best metal

I E S '\_ body with which to equip?"

Springfield metal bodies are

made by the originators of the

metal body. This concern first

_ ‘ _ grasped the utility and desirability

" ~ - _ ' of metal over wood. Today after

twelve years in the business we

hold the balance of high grade

trade in aluminum and steel bodies,

covering all types of pleasure cars.

The Springfield convertible

body, a later development, gives

the owner a complete glass en

closed body in less time than an

ordinary top can be raised and cur

tains adjusted. It is a subject for

your investigation, if you are a

dealer who insists on quality

equipment.

Springfield Metal Body 430.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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Atwater Kent

Igmtlon System

DEALERS and REPAIRMAN

ERE are a few good Atwater Kent “talking

points.” You can make them make you

money.

Its simplicity of mechanism—no vibrators. relays, or

commutator—just one contact point regardless of the

number of cylinders and only three moving parts, none of

which are subject to excessive wear.

Its single adjustment easily and quickly made and

seldom requiring attention.

Its adaptability and easy installation on any standard

make of motor, new or old.

' It is ideal for use in connection with lighting and start

ing equipment as it produces a hot dynamic spark, per

fectly timed regardless of the engine speed.

While the Atwater Kent System is high in value and

reputation, it is not high in price. In fact, it will cost

less than half as much as a good magneto and will give

superior results at a much less cost of upkeep.

13.5: r. umsmzxsn
n. M? I22", our ".1004

"Y NOV zz.|904 nrc. 5.qu

PUEN‘I'S PENDING

  

TYPE -K
llll'lxntunix-Mw nun-elm

nun" mm P: ms IUIl-j

__-'

  

There are now two types of Atwater Kent Ignition

equipment—standard Type F and the new Type K, the

latter having the automatic spark control and insulated

primary circuit features.

PRICES OF THE TYPE F SYSTEM

Standard Coil. Kick Switch Coil.

1-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $17.00

2-cylinder opposed . . . . . . . . . . . 18.00

2-cylinder distributor type. . .. 22.00 $24.00

3-cylinder distributor type. . . . 25.00 27.00

4-cylinder distributor type. . . . 25.00 27.00

6-cylinder distributor type. 27.00 29.00

PRICES OF THE TYPE K SYSTEM

Standard Coil. Kick Switch Coil.

2-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $32.00 $35.00

3-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 38.00

4-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 38.00

6-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37.00 40.00

In substituting the Atwater Kent System for the mag

neto or for driving it from any horizontal shaft or gear,

we furnish a special magneto gear mounting, the addi

tional price of which is $5.00.

You will have many inquiries for ignition equipment

during the coming year and should be in a position to

recommend the Atwater Kent whenever the most effi

cient ignition is desired.

Seize the‘opportunity and post yourself by a visit

to our exhibit No. I40 Madison Square Garden Show,

New York City, or write for our booklet “D. ’ ’

AMIERIKENIMFGWMKS

4934 Stenton Ave. Philadelphia, Pa.
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Won’t Rob Your Electric’s Battery
  

  

The less current demanded to turn over your

axles, the more power you have for mileage.

No electric car buyer can ignore that great

truth, simply stated.

J‘lmea'can flxleé have proved that they conserve

and transmit the maximum of power that

any power can give.

Ample evidence for you lies in the fact that

flmea'can flxlea are actually in use on eighty

percent. of the electrics in this country.

The option ofBevel Drive or Lanchester-Daimler Worm

Gear can be had with flmea'can flxlets only.

THE AMERICAN BALL BEARING CO.

Edgewater Park and L. S. & M. S. Ry. CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The best way to insure the vital, costly, front parts of your

car is to prevent the damage altogether—not to collect for

it after it is done.

N0 delay then while your car is _in the repair shop; no loss in

dollars outright 1f the appralsement of damage done falls

below $25.00.

The Conover Safe-Guard protects these parts—absolutely.

placement free if broken any time

within a period of two years.

It is a broad, massive channel-bar supported

at four points by sturdy, semi-elliptical

sprmgs 0f finest ChaSSls Steel° Don’t c‘ompare the Conover with the ordinary

‘

. . i e” bumper. It is a new protec
Before a lamp, fender, radiator, axle or spring “guinew in Sighuiness as we“ as in

can even be scratched, this powerful strength

barrier must be broken.

You cannot completely and satisfactorily

insure your car without the Conover

Safe-Guard.

The makers back the ConOVer Safe-'Guard

with an unreserved guarantee—a re

Your car is worth it.

Best quality of steel Best quality of steel, Solid bronze, finished in

heavily enameled in brass or nickel plated; either brass _or nickel;

black,royalblue.French ' _ bar 2 in. wide - - - ' bar 2 in. or 2% in. wide '

gray or marooni bar 2 homes w'de' Shipped, express paid, anywherein the United States, on thirty day's trial,upon receipt of the

(Any orIur color a! neural! 8.00 am) regular price. When ordering, give name and model of car. Specify lite and finish desired.

An attractive booklet will be sent free upon request.

mmCOIPAII Nu .Insn ‘l'nss, COIPA", '

n M“, lua- = Mt, n.1,

60vOVER
UnfiepeadableSg‘é-Guard'
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1913 Motorcycle Shows

and what the Bicycling World and Motorcycle

Review will do in connection with them.

 

New York Show

will be held in connection with the

Automobile Board of Trade Annual

Show in Grand Central Palace. under

auspices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers’ Association

January 1 1-18

We will publish two big issues in con

nection with this show.

New York Forecast Number

January 7

New York Report Number

January 14

The Chicago Show

will be held at the Manufacturers’ Ex

hibition Bldg., 1319 Michigan Avenue,

and will be conducted under the aus

pices of the Motorcycle Manufac

turers’ Association

February 3 - 8

Two special issues will be published

descriptive of this show.

Chicago Forecast Number

February 4

Chicago Report Number

February 11

    

We are ready now to book reservations of space for all or any of the

four above described numbers of THE BICYCLING WORLD AND

MOTORCYCLE REVIEW, and our service department is now pre

paring copy and sketches for our advertisers' use in these big issues.

Each of the Show Numbers will have extra circulation without increase

in price of space and our regular advertisers may use extra space on

their contracts at minimum rates. This is a splendid opportunity of

which the entire trade should take advantage.

Copy and cuts can be handled one week in advance of each publication date, but

we recommend reservation now and an early preparation of copy. Can we help

you with this copy? And how much space can we reserve?

BICYCLING WORLD AND MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

1600 Broadway New Yorlt

    

 

New York and Chicago
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Dealers who read this announcement will do well to consider the advisability of

forming an agency connection with us for handling the Metallurgique—a car for the

classes—a distinct and exclusive product, sensational in body design, equipment and

appointment. These cars are limited in quantity—unlimited in quality.

Fro mthe radiator of unique design to the end of the rear springs—from tire to top,

this powerful, unbreakable car ofiers value in service away beyond that of any other

European or any American product. There is a selling argument in every item from

steering knuckle to engine.

 

\ - Luxury of appointments are regal—beauty of design and finish supreme on both ._.,

' k' 9 sides of the water. Service unlimited. K

The Metallurgique is the only logical car for men of wealth and position who desire

an equipment that will make all others appear commonplace.

Let us help you find and pleas and sell to those in this class. As a preliminary,

write and get the literature and terms. We can throw more light on the Metallur

gique, Europe’s choicest product. ‘

_ I THE MLTALLURGIQUE MOTOR CO., 1934 Broadway, New York

W. C. and H. N. Allen. Proprietors
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Standard

Roller

Bearing

(Taper) ' .

The axles that come

equipped withachoice

of the finest bearings.

Bearing

(Straight)

  

“ij it's one thing to make axles equipped

with one type of bearing. it's another

thing to make axles of splendid mechanical construction adapted to

every possible use.

The Sheldon Axle Company offers in its most complete line of

excellently constructed axles for l9] 3, Steel Wheels, or hubs for wood

wheels, with your choice of the following high class bearings:

Standard Taper Roller Bearings

Bower Straight Roller Bearings New

Rhineland Double Row Annular Bearings '2 (*1 ' D5123?

New Departure Double Row Annular \ - R°w

Bearings '
Hess-Bright Single Row Bearings ii i \

New Departure Single Row,

Radax or Norma Ball Bearings

   

 

See Our Exhibit at Space 32],

Madison Square Garden Show.

SHELDON AXLE co. ' ' m

 

 

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. "f", I Row

. ._ l. f f i

Chicago Branch Detroit Branch '68 But 12th Street 12l5 Woodward Avenue V "

  

I 
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Hughr'e Hughes a! the wind ofa PA THFINDER 40 ARMORED ROADSTER, win wheel ¢quiPP¢d

for Karl Fillcke, chief engineer of the Motor Car Mfg. Co.

  

Are you doing your share, Mr. Dealer, toward getting wire wheels on the cars

you sell? If you’re not, then you’re standing in your own light. For there’s

a glorious opportunity for progressive dealers throughout this country because

of this wire wheel situation.

Wire wheels are going to be demanded and insisted upon by the consuming

public just as surely as this advertisement is being published. Wise manufac

turers know this and many of them are getting ready, or rather are getting in

advance of the procession. And the products of those wise manufacturers

will sell firrt.

If your manufacturer hasn’t heard the noise yet, get out your trumpet and

herald the tidings to him—the tidings of wire wheels. Tell him that you won’t

handle a slow moving proposition. Remember what the lack of fore doors did

to a few unheeding manufacturers. The lack of wire wheels will do worse.
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Wire wheels have come into their own

purely and simply on their merits. Don’t

make any mistake about that. They have

actually beaten down every other type of

wheel by sheer superiority—nothing else.

They increase tire life over any and every

other type of wheel. They make the car

.51,“ easier riding. They make it cost less to

operate. They make the car as well as the

tires live longer. They are stronger in every con

ceivable way than any other practical type of wheel—

and greatly stronger than wooden wheels of any sort.

McCue Wire Wheels are equipped with the most prac

tical Q. D. rims ever placed upon the market. These

rims are so constructed that the tire does not come in

contact with the spoke nipples. They also may be used

interchangeably for either clincher or straight side tires.

N9 CUE/

XLF/

McCue Axles and McCue Wire Wheels form the most advanced combination

that could be placed upon any motor car. You're selling force will be greatly

assisted by this combination. However, McCue Wire Wheels can be used

upon any axle made. Send for “Mileage Plus.”

“ THE McCUE COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.
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. AMERICA'S FAVORITE.  

  

 

EUROPEAN CAR,

y .

l

l

5

:fl

LANCIA DEALERS KNOW

That there is a large and ever increasing buying interest develop

ing in this country for the European car at American prices—but

it is patent that the average foreign automobile is cxtravagantly

priced on this side.

The Lancia is the one car to prove its actual European superi

ority over American cars of equal price—and this added value in

strength, durability, silence and speed (coupled with its unusual

lines) will make friends and customers for you, Mr. Dealer. among

the elite in your territory. '

\Ve will show you, on demand, the finest selling arguments

that ever surrounded a high grade car. \Vrite and ask us to prove

our contentions.

THE ADAMS-LANCIA C0.

New York238 West 38th Street
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The Ward Leonard automatic dynamo lighting and

starting system of to-day is fundamentally and scien

tifically correct. It is perfect both mechanically and

electrically.

What the electrical engineers knew to be right and

standard. we used in our systems. What they did not

know, we showed them, and today the W'ard Leonard

Lighting and Starting System has the approval of

experts, the support of science and the commendation of

users.

Our lighting and starting system is automatically per

fect, is simple, light in weight and it does not go wrong.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.

BRONXVILLE, N. Y.

{lift-.3: 'v

AU nuisance,“

=wqmycomon-I]

l
'
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The serviceability of a motor car is

measured more than anything else by

the serviceability of its tire equipment

—just as a soldier's efiiciency depends

more on his feet than on his marks

manship.

Kelly-Springfield Automobile Tires

Put a poor tire on a good automobile

and you get—a poor automobile.

  

rubber tire making experience. What

these seventeen years stand for is

shown pretty clearly in the fact that

the'average mileage given by Kelly

Sprmgfield Tires exceeds by a thousand

or two the average mileage given by

tires of other makes.

have behind them seventeen years of And tire mileage means car mileage.

‘ Kelly-Springfield

Automobile Tires

Kelly-Springfield Tire Company, 20 Vesey Street, New York

Branch Offices in New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis, Detroit, Cincinnati, San

Francisco, Los Angeles, Buffalo, Baltimore, Seattle, Cleveland, Atlanta, and Akron, 0.

Boss Rubber Co., Denver, Colo.

Bering Tire 8: Rubber Co., Houston Texas Augusta and Savannah, Ga.

Southern Hdwe. & Woodstock Co. Ltd., C. D. Franke 8: Co. Charleston, S. C

New Orleans, La. Todd Rubber Co., ew Haven. Conn. _

Atkinson Tire & Supply Co., Jacksonville, Fla. The Hearn Tire 8; Rubber Co., Columbus, Ohio

very carefully and read

it twice, if necessary.

Is there any part of an automobile engine, or any other gas engine,

that is more important to its efficiency than a Valve?

Your engine leaves the factory running smoothly and sweetly— tuned

up to its highest power. Perhaps the valves pit—warp—go out of shape—

fail to hold compression. Then the power diminishes, and what can be

more aggravating to the driver, who has known the fullness of the pulling

power of his motor, than to have it grow less and less?

You cannot slight this part by putting in an inferior product—valves

that will give trouble, or even break from inexperience in their manufac

ture—valves of unsuitable material, not suitably heat treated.

Too much is at stake, and a slight extra cost at the outset, which is the

exception, may save you many times over a probable later expense.

This Company, with the experience of many years as a guarantee, will

furnish you with properly made valves, of the materials best adapted to

your requirements.

Not only QUALITY, but efiicient SERVICE is a factor—surely there

is a satisfaction in getting the kind of work you want—when you want it.

THE ELECTRIC WELDING PRODUCTS COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Savell Davis Rubber Works,
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Sell iust one or two Warm Hand Wheels

in your locality—they’ll sell dozens more

for you without eltort on your part.

With the refining of motor cars—as now demanded by a discriminating

public that must be sold—naturally comes the question of heating the driver

and the car.

With this question comes the Warm Hand Wheel as the solution of the

problem of keeping the person driving the car warm and comfortable, six

months of the year.

The Warm Hand Wheel is a device or steering wheel heated by the elec

tricity supplied either by a storage battery or electric lighting or starting out

fit. It can be put on any car with the greatest of ease and at the slight cost

of $15 retail.

On Ford cars this Warm Hand Wheel is operated by the magneto in-built

in Ford fly wheels. It operates perfectly with this source of current without

affecting in any way the magneto in the performance of the functions for

which it is built.

Really you can sell a raft of these Warm Hand Wheels in your territory

right now. Remember they are necessary in most of the country for six

months out of twelve—that is during both fall and spring as well as in the

hard winter weather. Maybe your territory isn’t closed yet. Write today

and find out.

The Warm Hand Steering Wheel Company

527 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK CITY
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“Service an_d Silence”

\ ,_

Kline liar Model 6-60, 'I'onrinll. $8800

DEALERS

YOUR experience with other

cars should tell you that

it does not pay to handle a

line that constantly worries

the life out of you with com

plaints from the user, who has

trouble with the machine.

This user knows now that he

is better off when he buys a

car of quality in the first place,

even though he must pay a

little more for it, and he will

soon begin to demand such a

car of his dealer.

It is up to you to have the

car in your line when he calls.

The Kline Kar will answer all

the requirements this prospect

may impose and more.

Prices $1850 to $3500

(Fully Equipped)

Get Our Proposition

Kline Motor Car Corporation

YORK, PA. RICHMOND, VA.

  

Guaranteed Guaranteed

5000 Miles 5000 Miles

Money-Saving Tires

If you are seeking relief from tire expense—the

one big expense automobilists are compelled to suf

fer—why not try Ajax Tires? You must have heard

much about them—about our WRITTEN GUAR

ANTEE FOR 5,000 MILES which accompanies

every tire.

\Vhen you first use Ajax Tires you are astonished.

You never knew so much service could be obtained

from tires.

To increased_tire mileage and fewer tire troubles

is due the amazmg success of Ajax.

DEALERS—Owlna to their wldaapread popu

larity there Is a aplendldly profitable inlaineaa

for dealers In handling Ajax Tlrea. Com

municate with us NOW.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0.

General Oiiices: 1796 Broadway, New York City

Factories: Trenton. N. J. Branches in Principal Ciflee

Has Always Led

Ask us to tell you about the wonderful new pole

pieces and the Automatic Control Magneto.

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO COMPANY

Indianapolis, Ind. New York Detroit, Mich.

514 N. Capitol Ave. ' General and Sales Office 527-528 Ford Bldg.

225-227 Welt 57th St.
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"The Little Annwm'

DEALERS

See the EMPIRE at

THE NEW YORK SHOW

SPACE 122

Grand Central Palace

Our open territory is going fast

Empire Automobile Company

Indianapolis, U. S. A.

n—=O=_&—=O=—fi

 

   

  

has no place on the

(ORBl/R-BROWN SPEEDOMETER

"The Speedometer of Permanent Accuracy"

The pointer, as firm and steady as a chronometer’s

hand, eliminates the slightest element of doubt. It’s

unvarying accuracy secures for the user a feeling of

absolute trust and confidence secured in no other

speedometer.

Sold by leading garage: and

accessory dealer: everywhere

CORBIN SCREW CORPORATION DIVISION

(American Hardware Corporation)

213 High Street

BRANCHES :

New Britain, 'Conn.

New York Chicago Philadelphia

 

 
 

 
 

“ In Exchange for

imitated Prest-O-Lite service.

So does your customer.

Imitations are getting harder and harder to sell. There

are now mighty few dealers trying it.

Most of those who yielded to the old but ever tempting

claim “More Profits" have come back home.

To the dealer who is still trying to force imitations on

people who won't have them, perhaps because he has

money tied up in them, we can only say:

 

your empty tank,

accept only a genuine Prest=0=Lite Tank,

filled with genuine Prest-O=Lite Gas.”

This is the message that is going to Prest-O-Lite users everywhere.

In it there is a hint for the wise dealer, as well.

You know that no imitator of the Prest-O-Lite Tank has ever successfully

You also know that no imitator ever made good the large claim “more

gas and better gas than Prest-O-the.

“The sooner you resume earning your good old‘Prcst

O-Lite profit, the sooner you Will make your income

what it used to be."

0 287 E. South St

Th_e C0. "mum",on |nd_

Branch Offices and Service Stations in all principal cities.

Charging Plants in all parts of the country.

Extensive foreign service.

Exchange Agencies Everywhere
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More Air

With Sparks-Withington Fans, the pulling

efficiency of our various sizes is exactly deter

mined in our laboratory. This information is

tabulated and gladly furnished to those inter

ested. You know what each fan will do before

you buy.

We Make 1,000 Fans Daily

@ 60, DELIVERIES ASSURE!)

(767$st ~ JYJ'cflga ~ A ~ \
Walkerville, Canada

Patented

 

  

  
 

 

   

Since the introduction Of cars to the motoring We now arran a 1 1

public of America no car has attained such world-wide g g g 9 3'

supremacy as to its construction, standing up quality, and Write for full particulars

material. The new type of 35 and 50 H. P. BENZ models

are the last word in automobile construction. CAR

The noticeable features of this type of BENZ cars in- 8*— Lou'fi 0' .- A'

clude the offset crank shaft, smokeless oiler, and SILENT

CHAINS instead of timing gears.

The BENZ Carrosseries are noted for their beautiful

lines and thorough comfort.

  

 

Send lor " Milled Screw” Booklet

To those desiring AGENCY of this car the Ben: Com- on Spec!“ .1“. sand." pm

pany will offer special terms. We want RELIABLE, EN

ERGETIC agents to further our interests for both BENZ The Nauona-I'Acme Mig- co

pleasure cars and BENZ-GAGGENAU trucks, which to- CLEVBWD' Sim (my

day stand recognized by those who know, as the leading N'" h" 'm" mm" Chm" mm" “mm

 
6-ton truck. Wire or write us, no matter where you are.

Our PRICES compete with LEADING AMERICAN  

  

PERFECTION SPRING COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio

Direct Branch of Benz 8: Cie., Mannheim, Germany. SP lN
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WARNER
AUTO'METER

choice of the largest automobile manu

facturers in the world. This coming

season it will be found on over 100,000 new

cars. It is the most highly developed and

most accurate speed and mileage indicator

the world has yet produced.

Prices from $50 to $145. For sale by

dealers all over the world and at our own

branches.

FOR 1913 the Warner Auto-Meter is the |

 

Handsome catalogue on request.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT COMPANY

BELOIT, wrscousm

Atlanta, Bufi'alo, Cincinnati. Denver, Indianapolis, Lou Angeles, Phila

delphia, Portland (Ore.), Seattle, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,

Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco. "‘ 'miis. Cana

dian Branch: 559 Yonge St.. Toronto, Ont.

 

 
 

 

 

  

  

BOSCH
Magnetos and Plugs

HE patented features of Bosch Mag

| netos make it impossible to imitate

those mechanical arrangements that

have satisfied over a million and a half

Bosch Magneto users. Bosch Plugs are as

good as Bosch Magnetos, of course.

Be Satiafied Specify Bosch

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223-225 Welt 46th Street, New York

DETROIT SAN FRANCISCOCHICAGO TORONTO

 

 
  

 

ifi:.f“°WO0DSTOCK
" You can walk from there to anywhere "

Our new addition is ready for occupancy.

We now have 360 rooms with 265 baths.

Write us for descriptive folder with typical floor plan

and rate card.

Wire for reservation at our expense.

RATES

Court room with bath,

tor one, per day . . . . “$2.50

Court room with bath,

for two, per day . . . . .. 3.50

Outside room with bath,

for one, per day . . . . .. 3.00

Outside room with bath,

for two, per day . . . . .. 4.00

O u t s i d e room

with twin beds,

f o r two, p e r

day .. $4.00

HOTEL

WOODSTOCK

127 W. 43d St.

New York

W. H. Valiquette,

Manager.

 

 

 
 

Also

“ TllE BERWIBK " .

Rutland.

Vermont 

 

 

 

  

Dependable

Deliveri es

ELIVERY dates

are of utmost impor

tance. Delay in shipments

means loss of money.

We guarantee prompt deliveries.

Warner Quality and Warner eight

3 year old reputation for making

' highest class gears is back of the

product. ‘\

Car makers interested \

in the Quality and

Meritthatmeana

absolute safety

and satisfaction

will do well to

write.

We modiiy our de

signs to meet detail

requirements, or

'9 build to approved

designs on sea

sons quantity specific-tion..

Philadelphia, Glenwood Av. andan St.

Detroit, 628 Ford Building

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

  

  

Warner Gear Co.

Humci e " Indiana
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Sale of All the Properties of

United States Motor Company

Alden-Sempaon Manufacturing Company

Brush Runabout Company

Columbia Motor Car Company

Dayton Motor Car Company

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company

Pursuant to decree of the United States District Court for the

Southern District of New York, the properties of the above companies

will he ofl'ered for sale in Room 47 of the Post Other: Building, Bor

ough of Manhattan. City of New York, on

January 8th, 1913

Sealed bids will be received by receivers at their office, Broadway

and 615! Street, Manhattan, N. Y., up to 10 A. M. January 8, 1913.

Bids will be announced January 8, i9i3, at 11 A. M., in Room 47,

P. 0. Building. Manhattan, N. Y. Thereupon bidders, qualifying pur

suant to terms of decree of sale, may bid iur‘l'er until 3 P. M. of that

day if and as may be permitted by the Court. For copies of decree of

sale giving terms, conditions and particulars as to bids and sale and

for all further information reference may be made to the undersigned.

Bidders should inspect the decree of sale.

\V. . . , .Ronliansrssivliaiiglt R“““’“"~

Broadway and Gist Street, Borough of Manhattan,

New York City.

ROSENBERG 8r LEVIS.

Solicitors for Complainant.

i70 Broadway, Borough of Manhattan,

New York City.

  

PULLMAN 1913
Three New Models—All Fully Equipped

4-86 4-44 6-86

$1.075 $2.150 $2.750

We are building 500 extra PULLMANS for 1913—

1500 in all. Our present dealers have spoken for 1000

and the increase is for new territory—possibly yours is

open. Our SALES MAKING ORGANIZATION helps

the agent—let us tell you how.

PULLMAN MOTOR CAR CO., York, Pa.

 

 
 

 

 

At the Shows

New York, Grand Central Palace

Chicago, 2450 Michigan Avenue

TOURING CARS ROADSTERS

37-A, 30-40 H. P., $1415 36-A, 30-40 H. P., $1425

48-A, 30-40 H. P., $1850 38-A, 30-40 H.P., $1475

All Cars Fully Equipped

Write for Illustrated Literature and Propolirion to Dealers

THE MARION MOTOR CAR COMPANY

918 Oliver Avenue Indianapolis

 

USEDIN THIS

PUBLICATION
ARE MADE

ENGRAVING CO.

PVCK BUILDING
295-309 LAFAYETTE sire-Houston

NEW YORK

TELEPHONISISPRLNG

ESTABLISH so 1671

  
 

 

 

 

Lnuth—Juerlono

Trucln In Do

livery Ineurm

QUALITY DURABILIT
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LAUTH-JUERGENS TRUCKS ARE THE LATEST IN 00wa

tlon, most powerful In operation and the motors are guaranteed

defective workmanship and material for the life of the truth M

Ire positively the highest class trucks made. Two cylinder. our

tour cylinder, one. two and three-ton. Four speeds forward. Hem-Brill:

ball bearing transmission made in our own shops of the float tool

Iteei, three-piece disc clutch, covered b patents owned by In.

ror 1912 Catalog and specifications. rompt deiive on Ill

large publicity campaign just begun. Our quality wli do the rest.

Reliable Agents: Secure Your Territory [or 1912 at Once.

The lauth-Jueroens Motor Car €o.. Fremont, 0M0.

Branches and Agencies

BOSTON—David Abrams. 131 Portland St.

NEW YORK——Wr>st Shiv Garage (it Motor Co., 160-162 iOint St.

CHICAGO—The Lsnth-Juorgens Motor Car Co.. 2630-32 Wabash Ave.

NEWARK, N. J.—Mr\rchsnts Motor Car Co., Essex Building.

DETROIT. MICK—Bier] Auto Truck Sales Agency, 453 Dix Are.

DISTRICT OF COLITMBIA AND ViCiXITY—Bowies Motor Sales Co..

Inc. iMR 14th St. N. W.. Washington. D. C.
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If you are interested in The KonigSIOW

F E D D E R S Manufacturing Co.

CLEVELAND

We make control levers for most any

we would like to send our latest catalogue. POSitiOI1 0“ the car, 3150 any Style Of

, transmission. Tell us

Fedders Manufacturing Works , , what you need and we

57-67 Tonawanda St. BUFFALO, N. Y. _ _, I " will quote_

 

 
 

 
 

  

  

A Repair That Inner Tube Yourself

The less the buyer wants your goods, the more No, filectricit)’. "0 lsyeam. Foltrougée, "tOh delaY- A “£1th

you’ve got touse of that costly stuff. The way outis— gaso me, a m c r“ g" e 4 ll ‘

sellwhatthe Buyerwants.Inthe motor fieldthat is the Imperial vulcanizer Repair

and a few simple direc

tions, and you have re

paired the puncture per

  

‘Ve’re 25 years old now Special arrange- fectly in 15 minutes.

agd Youfl‘mresmssured ment for “get-at- Time and money saved.

iloetfte 321353223333 ableness"; also *1 GUARANTEED To SATISFY

5 Special Oiling on Moch REFUNDED
_up when you want that

interchangeable p a r t .

  

deVice be“ yet' s 0 Complete with enough I —'

I

All the details [a you ifyau wn'u» to l I 3'5 rubber for 40 punc- A! Your Dealer I

  

NICKEL PLATED “"65, Pays for, "— or By Expreu

& C0, Patent Pending self m a short time. .—

1108 S. MICHIGAN AVE. 571‘" AND BRoAnn‘AY Fonn BUILDING MCGRAW TIRE & RUBBER co" Dept E, Eut Paleagjue, Ohio

Cmcaoo. New YORK CITY. DETROIT.   

 

HELP YOUR MOTOR PRESS“ STEEL

, F RAM Es
Gives greater power and flexibility,

and saves from 10% to 20% of gas

olene. Fits any intake pipe. Send

titasnatiistfidet—money refunded if ($3.50 Foreign) AI OI

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY ' MILWAUKEE

436 Housatonlc Avenue Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Duplex and Raymond Brakes and Raybestos Friction Facing
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SPEEDOMETER

' Mechanically geared to the

truth. Constructed on the

principle of Centrifugal Force.

llll mm
  

m o d e l s . . ‘I A!" ‘- . ,lgllhli

Write for catalog 4 v1 iv a;

and Agency details. ' l. '

l l
i. \

llllll'" "

  

Hill   
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. I'llml"lilll'!!!'|='}{ ,1: w; u ~,,.-.i;fie' ,' ¢ _ THE JONESSPEEDOMETER
llil'ililiiiiiiii" .ii'il'iiii' 'iiiilll'lllliJ" 'lii'llliilll ,’ " "a 'I‘ ‘ _i "W; Main Office: Bush Terminal, New York

lilllllilixllliinilli'ilill‘liliirlllliilllllllii Illlil'lllll 3-‘Yt’ ’r “é—w _ ChiCago San Francisco Portland

" " ' ' r-‘i ' .. .. . wummllummlr ' Boston SameBufialo _
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“THE oer MAE-l Tea
  

CAN BE HANDLEI] BY ONE PERSON AS EASIIYLGUILKLY AS AN UMBRELLA

IN STAN TANEOU$ PROTECTION

GOLDE-PATENT MANUFACTURING CO. 515 W. 56L"ST. NEW YORK.

  

 

We have had to double our gigantic output

-and the demand is more than doubling.

Nearly 180,000 have been sold and delivered.

New prices $525 to $800.

where. Ford Motor Company,

Michigan.

Dealers eve -
Detrgiyt,

 

 

   

 

 

EXIT

Gives Standard

Carburetion

ZENITH CARBURETOR CO., Detroit, Mich.

  

 

 

If You Need Motor Lamps

You Need This Catalog
We want you to write for the Solar Catalog before on decide on your motor

hmps, for this is the most complete line of lamps on the market. Solar Lamps

have been preferred by most motorists for the past fourteen ears because of

their brillinnc , their style, their strength and their several exC ustve advanta ea

—their special short focus lead glass lens mirror reflectors—the patented dou le

ray light projection (in the Solarclipse) giving two distinct fields of light, for

city and country use—the new black nish, the only such finish thals proof

against heat and moisture—and other features that other lamps lack.

To fail to see Solar: before you buy is to fail to include in your consideration

the very finest lamips in existence. Solars are made for oil, electricity. as and in

combination, for peasure cars, motor trucks, carriages, motor boats an airshins.

Write for catalog now—while you think of it. (136)

n lmwm BADGER BRASS MFG. CO. New York City

SOLAR LAMPS
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“Thirty”

“Forty”

“F l l l y”

60H.P."Slx”

KisselKar price.

include full equip

ment—eelf-stnrter.

top, windshield,

demountable rim,

I p e e dome

. ter, e l e c -

tric lighting

e q u ipment,

I h o c k ab

sorbers, etc.

KlséflKn-t
Every part .built in_ the KiuaelKlr plant,

which is equipped With ever facility for

economical manufacture. Ah KiuelKnrl

have extra liberal wheelbase and roomy

tonneaus unsurpassed by any car at any

FTICC for comfort and capabilities.

or catalog.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

159 Blood Avenue Butler-d. W18.

  

    

Write   

  

 

Direct Drive—Single Reduction

Fool Control 4"Irreversible Worm Steer ,

Long Mileage Batteries

  

Buflolo Service ‘_ ‘ ‘ u I

j.' {"mi 1" Model Z9>Roadsiler,il_ _'. $1,600

1 Mod¢13ocoup¢, ,' _ , _ 3,20!)

" w I - Model 30-B-Coupe’,

‘ . -- 'Buffalo, York; , .

  

The :‘Buffalo ’ Elam. ‘ Vane-1; , ,cqjitpqu”,

..L, 

  

NEWTONE

Motor Horns

Prices on (be lower! for wblcb horns of Dependable

quollflcltlons can be bought

Torpedo Type

Price $20

Automobile Supply

Mfg. Co.

220 'l'nlle Plus, BIMKLYN, NJ.

WWn
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The one weak point. of the automobile in that you cannot depend on the

tires. Thousands of motorists have solved their tiredproblern by discarding

inner limes, rellnl'l’l, fillers and other mnkelhiltn an equipping their time

With Incorlock lnnor ‘I'lroo.

Interloekn are complete inner tires (not inner shoes) placed between the

outer casing and inner tube to chart than the culng and protect the tube

from punt-tum. They double the m1 age of new tires and add 1.000 to 5A!”

mllel to old ones—nave half your tire expense—and make tire- troubk pm!

Dealers and Motorinto-lnvcatigate Interlock.

Don‘t delay—ion in now for booklets, data, pn'eu, testimonial: of rum,

fond “Ill, etc. Mention size and kind of tires you use.

DOUBLE FABRIC TIRE CO., 600 w. 911: Street. Auburn. Indiana

1 ,. :stcii “‘35
m

: W3“
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l ' I ' DEALERS—Here is the first electric truck

r z , that sells for about $700 less than any other.

i ‘ . A Capacity 1000 pounds—Service 100 per
i ‘ i. ‘, cent. more than gasoline truck—Economy

of production most

pronounced. Write.

Automobile Frames and Special Stampings MADE TO
MAKE coon

_ AND IT DOES

u s P Eleclrlc/

THE PARISH & BINEHAM 00. vehicles»
_ M .—

l 1 Dliell Sh.

CLEVELAND, omo i mm...“
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'The Easiest Riding Car lnThe World" g TR IPLEX

A FUEL SAVER llld
' n

The Marmon “32” The Marmon “$11: A MoNEY SAVER

32-4: p.l. 12Q-inch wheelbase! ge- 488$) p.], l4§-inch wheelbase! (lile- Incl-gases Power

n a e eectnc starting an 13 t- pen a e e ectric starting an ig t?neg system, left‘hand drive, center ing system, left-hand drive, center Decreases coal

control, nickel trimmings, with new- control, nickel trimmings, With body The Triplex is a device phccd be,

ent body types to meet every re- body types to meet every re
': tween the manifold and the carburr

quirement and corresponding equip- quirement and corresponding equip- ~ J‘ to, to break up “1: mixture No

ment— mem— matter how imperfectly the carburetor does its work, the Triplex equalizen

$2,850 to $4,100 $5,000 to $6,350 the mixture, producing an explosive gas of even uniform quality that will

burn clean to the last atom. This means that t e user gets all the power

Detailed Information on Request. all the time-_that every fraction of ener to be obtained from the gasoline

is produced and used. There is absolute y no waste. Hi h proof gasoline

N o R D Y K E & M A R M O N C O is made _out of low, and over 25% is saved on every gal on. For further _

E 1851) ' information write us.

I.
INDIANAPOLIS ( ' INDIANA BREMER-WIISON MPG. (10., 1256 Michigan AWL, Chicago, Ill.

_ AUSTERMELL & HANSON,

Mty Years .9" Successful Mnnufnchrril‘m $60 Phelan Bldg., San Frnncisco. Cal., Western Representatives. 

  

 

'ri s
‘7A”$£/RANCE F0}? BUILDERA/VD USER"

RHINELAND MACHlNE WORKS CO I42 W EST 4‘2"!) ST. NEWYORK

,"THI Inner: on" _ ruin-nuns YIAR

0 oyi. so H. 9., 00,000 4 WI. 00 H. r., 04,000

4 ma. as H. 9.. 04,000 _
(Completely Equipped)

POUOHKEEPSIE F.I.A.T. "- Y

  

 

New Departure Ball Bearings
  

  

 
_ S I G N I F Y

gunfire: :a‘eflals No ball bearing is so carefully made, closely gauged, gang“

uaran cf“ Dlmcnascizn persistently inspected and insistently standardized. and and“

Guaranlegd Uniformity Catalog, .data sheets, consultation service of our Guaranleed Durame

7 Engineering Department are yours for the asking.

 

  

American Made The New Departure Manulacturing C0. American Made

, 501' BRISTQL, CUNN. _ for

Amcncan Tradc Western lira-eh. 1010-11 I-‘ord Building. mm" Amcncan Tradc
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Some automobile owners are

always cleaning their spark plugs

——others who use Reliance Plugs

don’t have to.

The Reliance book, “Ignition and

Spar-l. Plug Talk,” tells why. Supposing

you write today and get a copy.

JEFFER‘Y DEWITT C0.

65 Butler Avenue Detroit, Mich.

Largest Exclusive Spark Plug Manufacturers in the World

  

 

 

Any Kind . Clincher

Every Kind 0. I).

S to c It , o r Demountable

to Blue Print (Zhannels

For Automobiles, Motor Trucks,

Aeroplanes, Motorcycles, Bicycles.

We Also Make Axles and l‘lubao

MOTT WHEEL WORKS, Utica, N. Y.

ll. B. ABBOTT SALES CO., Sales Agents, Detroit

 

 

 

 

 

Passenger

Touring

  

Enclosed Valves, Three Point Suapenaion, Unit Power Plant. Platform

Rear Springs, Full Floating Axle, Left Hand Drive. Center Control, Drop

Frame, Large Tires, Complete Ball Bearing Car. Write for apecificationa.

BRIGGS-DETROIT“ 00., 449 llolbrook Ave., Detroit, Mich.
 

  

    

_ Firestone"

(liq Tires and Rims
I are the least'likely to re

quire changing, and afford

the best means of tire

changing when required.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

and All m..qu cm”

  

 

  

  

Motor Car Manufacturers

Since

@éi
Occupying the newth and moat modern automobile menu-7

tacturing plant in America.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, Dept. T-8 Kokomo, llld.

  

 

 

 

Magneto Money

SAVED BY BUYING NOW

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

016.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

Imported U. 8: H. High Ten-lon Magnetos Less Than

lmport COo..

Circular and Price Lists Free

.I. S. BRETZ COMPAYY, 250 W. 54th Street, New York
 

  

Model

“45”-$2150

Biggest, best proposition ever of

tered to dealers. Illustrated book

tree. Glide "45" In Two, Four, Five

and Seven passenger

models.

‘ today.

Write us

 

 

The Kentucky Thoroughbred

“AMES 45”
Long stroke, powerful Continental Motor—Elec

tric (Dynamo) Lights— Self Starter— Lef_t Hand

Drive—Full Equipment—“Amesbuilt” Bodies and

Tops. A combination of power, speed, enduranceand

graceful lines. Price, fully equipped, $1,635. This 18

1913’s most remarkable car value. Backed by a repu

tation of 30 years it will win you from the first inspec

tion. We have a most liberal proposition for good,v

live agents. Send for catalog. =1

AMPS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, OWemboro,

 

  

'” . , 4

‘\ The Bartholomew

. Company

_ *‘ " m Grumman.

4—

F----._<

_.— »__|——-_r‘_"_l
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“ Distinctly Complete ”

Electrically

Self-Started

and Lighted

Model 40—5 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Model 41—4 Passenger Demi Tonneau.

Model 42—Roadster t pe—all with the

splgndgd 1125:" en bloc inotor, 4%

inc ore, inc stro e.

40 H.P ................. .. $240.

  

l
S i x M o d e l s

40 and 50 H. P.

F u l l y Equipped

Model 50—7 Passenger, Fore Door

Touring Car.

Model 51—-4 Passenger Demi Tonneau.

Model SZ—Roadster type—all with

the new "T" head, 5 inch bore,

irritd“. . if??? . T?f‘f'.'. . .i‘.’ $3400

'Tfi

  

Fully equipped With top, windshield, speedometer, gasoline gauge, 36" wheels,

demountable rims, and automatic tire pump.

All fully described in our Art Catalog. Send for one today.

Inter-State Automobile Co.,

Boston Branch: 153 Massachusetts Ave.

M Muncie, Ind.

Omaha Branch: 310 S. 18th St.

  

HAVERS HAVERS

"Six-44” "Six-55”

$1850 $2250

Touring Car and

Roadster Ty p e s.

H h. p. 6 Cylin

ders. Unit Pom-r

Touring C a r a n d

Speedster Types.

Electric Starter.

Electric Lights.

Plant, 3-Point 55 h.p. 128 in.

Suspension. 122 Wheel-Base. 86x

in. Wheel-Base. 4 Tires. Fully

36 X 4 Tires. 0 Equipped.

it rlte ior inllIspecilloations

HAVERS MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Port Huron, Mich.

 

 

  

  

 

Hook up with L-E;

OL-E

Series Eight comes in Threg Chassis:

Cole six cylinder Touring Car. five passenger convertible to

y seven passenger. 132-inch wheel base, Deloo electric

lighting, starting and ignition. $2485

Cole four cylinder Touring Car, five passenger convertible

y wseven. 122-inch wheel base, Delco system. $1935

four cylinder Touring Car, five passenger llB-inch

C018 Forty wheel base, Delco system. $1685 '

WRITE TODA Y for Cole Bluo Book and dealer’s Dl'ODwitiOIl.

COLE MOTOR CAR CO., Indianapolis, Ind.

Hook up With Li;

  

  

  

THE ULTIMATE OAR

(KNIGHT TYPE MOTOR)

The first American Car to adopt the Silent

Knight Motor—the engine used by Daimler,

Mercedes, Panhard and Minerva.

  

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Branches and Dealers in 125 Cities
  

  

  

Ilupmobile “32" Touring Car. Fully Equipped. 8975 F.0.B. Detroit

Lou -strolte motor, 3% x556 inches. Enclosed valves. Three bearing

crank a ait. Unit power plant. Multiple Disc clutch. Three_speeds for

ward. Sliding gears. Full floating axle. Center control. Zenith carbure

tor. Bosch magneto. 106-inch wheelbase. 32x3” inch "1'88: incl:

detachable rims. Mohair to with envelo e. Jifi curtains. Winds ieldr.

Rear shock absorber. Prest- -Lite tank. as hea lights. OlI side and to]

lamps. Tools—horn. Trimmings, black and enamel. _Standard color, black.

Magneto and camshaft driven y silent Coventry chain.

Iupuaobile "82" Roadster. Fully Equlled- 8915 [10.8. Detroit

Chassis and specifications same as Touring Car. _Lrarge~ turtle back

dust proof compartment for extra accessories, tires and baggage.

Bupluobile “32" Delivery. Fully Equipped. 8950 [10.8. Detroit

Chassis same as Touring Car. Enclosed panel body. Two cushioned

lazy-back seats. Carr ing capacity, 800 lbs. Chassis and body painted

blackI high-class finish. Two-piece windshield. Prest'O-Lite tank. Gas

headlights. Oil side and tail lamps. Quick detachable rims. Tools—horn.

Trimmings, black and nickel.

IUPP MOTOR CAR C0... 154 Mllulukeo Aveq DQII'QII. Mich.

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

gyne 35 s 2, 7 5 0

ones
1 r - Fully

A and B ‘ ‘ ' ,

Newport 4‘ _ “ ‘ _ Eqmppcd

MERCE THE CHAMPION

LIGHT CAR

Lift up the hood of any Mercer and you will learn

why it is “the most talked of" automobile in America

today.

Sen'd for Catalogue

MERCER AUTOMOBILE C0. 'N':'1':
  

 

 
 

 

 

 

tages of Underslun

  

Dept. E.

213.15%
E have published a very interesting book on the advan

conatruction. It is of value to

dealer or individual. It te a of our full line which ranges in

price from $1475 to $4500. Write for a copy today.

American Motors Com y

  

  
 

ndianapolla, Ind.
   

A
   

  

Superior Features

Large Bearings

Perfect Lubrication

Double Ignition

Heavy Crank Shaft

Large Valves

Ample Water Jacket

Perfect Workmunship

Long Stroke

All. 4 CYCLE — 5 TYPES

3 14 In. im, 5 In. strain, 4 tyl.

4 H In. hm, 5 II. strain, 4 cyl.

4 H II. IIII, 5 ll. struts, I qt.

4 34 II. to". 5 l-2 h. struts, 4 "I.

5|~4l|. tm, lll. struts 4 qt.

WISCUISIN Illltlll IFG. 00.

0an 32 lilvmiu

  

286012.51.

TheConsistent

Mat0rs
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Patent “Luxury”

Folding Seats
 

 

Do you wish to make your

car more comfortable by install

ing a pair of auxiliary seats? If

so. have the best. Our seats

are made in five styles. Send

for catalogue.

HODGE & GRAVES CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

 
 

The Kinsey

Manufacturing Company

TOLEDO, OHIO

Manufacturers of Auto Parts,

Kinwood Radiators, Fenders,

Kinwood Oilers, Gaskets,

Kinwood Steel Frames, Etc.

SPECIAL METAL STAMPINGS

 
  

 
 

  

 

 

 
 

Standard Universal Rims

fit any style or make of tires. The

side rings are reversible, they curve

outward on one side to fit a straight

side tire, inward on the other to

accommodate a

clincher. Two

turns of a nut un

locks the rim for

demounting. two more turns locks

the rim in place. \Vrite for catalog

607, which explains fully.

THE UNITED RIM COMPANY, Akron, Ohio

ron ctmcnln _,

vim '

  

q, we mom SIM 5;";

  

 

  

 
 

 

 

  

 

ELFLITEEVKE
“ Always There "

SPLITDORF PLUGS are gas-tight, soot

proof and unbreakable and never

need monkeying with. Insist upon

SPLITDORF—they are STANDARD.

Write for new catalog

SPLITDORF ELECTRICAL co.

98 Warren Street, Newark, N. J.

'- Diamond

SAFETY TREAD

(quegee) TIRES

Woril' Slip -W0n't Slide

, Won't Skid-They Grip!
THE DIAMONnillJBBER C0. 0F,N.Y.

Subsidiary oi The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AKRON. OHIO

ruin casings. They admit mola

ture to the carcass. cause the

fabric to rot and weaken. grow larger end in blowout.

You can repair CASINGS and INNER TUB any

where in 15 minutes. better than a Repair Shop can do

—and for m “at.

Universal

Auto-\Ifultcedanizer

A practical vulcanizinar outfit complete. with enonlh

repair gum to make 40 patches. It weighs 3 pounds and

can be carried in the tool box. Slnlpleatand meat

devleetor elllataattal tire troubles that hasever been

Absolutely automatic. Place the patch—attach the

Vulcanizer—put in the gasoline—light it. No further

attention required. In 15 minutes the job is done.

It can't bun. search or injure tube or casing. It can’t

get out of order. It “1"! fail to do its work. So

limple. anyone can operate it. The Universal Auto

Vulcaniaer saves its colt a [unwind time! over in

troLble and expense.

Price Complete. $4.00 Ready for Instant 1‘:

Guaranteed Sattatactory or Ioney letnnded

ADAMSON MFG. COMPANY, East Palestine. Ollie

 

Rudge Whitworth

Detachable Wire Wheels

fitted with

'ck '

HOUk (neighaue) leS

Guaranteed the Best m the World

Geo. W. Houk Company

5003 Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

  

 

 

  

 

  

Mighty Michigan “40”

40-Horsepower Touring Car or Roadster, abmlute

1y silent in operation. Oversize tires 35 x436—cylin

ders 4% x 5% in.—118-in. wheelbase

W —-four-forward-speed transmission

(Q Q. —demountable rims—nickel mount

_ ‘ ings—massive, straight-line body—

big, roomy seats—electric lighting by generator—

everything. Price $1585, includes full equipment. Two

smaller models. Catalog on request.

MICHIGAN MOTOR CAR COMPANY

{130] Kalamazoo, Mich.
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Best on Earth—Kantsamore

——ESTABLISHED I855_—

Phineas Jones & Company

305-313 Market Street, Newark. N. J.

Brunch Factory: 12th Avenue and 55th Street, New Yorli City

‘Automobile Wheels

For Pleasure Cars and Trucks
 
 

Repairing and truing 0ch wheels n specialty. Experimontnl wheels a specially.

We furnish and apply any style demountable or detach-ble rim or tire.

  

Write For This Franklin—

Dealer Proposition

NO matter what cars you now

handle—get the Franklin

Dealer Proposition. Franklin is

now the third largest selling

high priced car, and rapidly

gaining on second. Reasons—

less gasoline, less oil. no smoke,

fewer tires, travels faster, rides

easier, wears longer. silent, pow

erful, flexible, beautiful.

FRANKLIN AUTOMOBILE CO.

28 Franklin Square, Syracuse, N. Y.

“Hyatt

Quiet

Bearings ”

  

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN W,“ ""

Drop Hammer Forgings

cost very little more than castings._ They are

vastly superior and less expensive in the end.

WE ARE SPECIALISTS

in producing

DROP HAM MER FOROINOS

from special analysis steel.

Send prints of parts you will need in

1 91 3 .

QUALITY AND SERVIOE OUARANTIID

TllE liliilSllllllIlEll IIINIIFIHIIRINE fillliPIliY, Toledo, llllil

 

 

   
 

Better Than Commercially Perfect

Bevel Differential

G A 5 Transmission

Steering

$3,000,000 in plants affording the most superior

facilities for fine work ; also hardening and treating

of the finished product. Most thorough inspection

and testing system. Our own laboratory.

  

Gear

Brown - Lipe - Cm“, Company

H. W. CHAPIN, (ion’l Mgr. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

  

  

Transmissions

made u Specialists

COVERT TRANSMISSIONS GIVE perfect service, be

cause they are designed and built by men thoroughly ac

quainted with every requirement that is made by a motor

car transmission.

For Commercial Vehicles of from 500 to 10,000 pounds

capacity.

For Pleasure Cars offrom 20 to

60 H. P.

C 0 V E R T

Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office — Detroit, Michigan

Factory -— Lockport, N. Y.

  

  

 

  

Lil-ho s :07; {rode—Incas»- Transmission

my number 0 speeds. Five models—write.

CARTERCAR COIPANY, Pontiac, Michigan

  

SA-ii/A
In. I. I. IAI’. on.

GASOSAVA

Great Dealer Proposition for those who want to handle a

device that will increase engine eficiency, save fuel and keep

the engine clean. Retails for $3. Big commission. Write

today.

  

THE GASOSAVA COMPANY

1270 Broadway NEW YORK
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Be Prepared

to meet the demand we are creating for you on the

$ new POSITIVE LOCK STOP

TWITCHELL AIR GAUGE
_n nun w!W

NYBERG AUTOMOBILE WORKS

  

c 0m. “in on." __ ;1 “31“: a » . .. ,rJrum in s new AVE. ten/t moqu. Tum _ - _ __ - , ( ~. :3

v M.
“Tire Insurance for $1.00”

The best, simplest, most accurate, most durable

and most easlly read tire gauge on the market.

THE TWITCHELL GAUGE C0.

1202 Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois

 

    

 

 

  

 
 

  

In the year 1913

More Remy Magnetos

will be used on American Cars THAN ALL OTHERS

COMBINED. \Ne are the world's largest manufac

turers of Magnetos, Electric Lighting and Starting

Equipment for Motor Vehicles.

THE GRINNELL

Gas Controller and lgniter

Lights, dim: and extinguish“ all gal lumps on

the car through a simple turn of the hand.

Coupled to valve-stern of acetylene tank. Direct

control. Always within easy reach

Convenient

Snic

Dependable

Standardize Your Car—Specify Remy

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

Factory — Anderson, Indiana — General Offl eel

Branches and Service Stations in Automobile Centers.

Write for booklet and dealer discountl.

'I'IIE G. C. A. MANUFACTURING CO., Pittsfield, Mass.

Sole Licenced Manufacturer: (or the United States.
  

 

 

 

 

WE MAKE THE BEST

The Reasons for Jencick Quality and Jen

cick Prices are worth knowing.

JENCICK MOTORS

For Motor Trucks

from base to spark plug, have features that

are “Difierent and Better."

JENCICK MOTOR CORPORATION

Port Chester, New York

  

IANTA” ANTI-FRICTION 00., Inntnm, OOIIII

  
 

  

  

Thc [inc Mechanical,

Never Failing

Warning Device

Oooto Littlo to Iuy—

Conn Nothing to Opornt.

No Battery—No Wire—No Bulb—No Motor to break

down or fail to work.

T'llE c. PIEL cunnnn ELETKJIJZEL'?
» -_ Philadelphia, 1416 Vine St.; Boston, 109 Massachusetts Ave.; Minneapolit,

d fizzfisfigtLaT-pfifcggflfg;{gg‘ggg 70 So. 10th St; Bufi’alo, 352 Main‘ St.; San Francisco, 544 Van Ness Ave.:

Lu: hotomvureof ‘ sterntureuoon request. 1,05 Angcles. 1229 So. Olive St.' Seattle, 917 E. Pike S_t.; Portland (Ore),

magi-‘10" W'- I" RUTINBEI IOTOI CO., Union. Ind 329 Ankeny St; Denver, 15th and Curtis Sts.

Inning 14c In stamps

  

is responsible for the success of nlarge ma

jority of the most prominent pleasure and
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CHAgPION PRIMING PLUGS START ANY

M

 
TOR ON FIRST QUARTER TURN I 7

Champion Spark Plugs are regular equipment ‘ The Ford water Circulator l N v A D E R O l

on 60% Of the cars ma 8 m America tOday' The forces the water from radiator through cylinder L

Champion Priming Plug is both a perfect spark ,

plug and a perfect primer.

For Sale Everywhere at $1.25 Each
If your dealer is not yet supplied. send us $5 \ you handle Ford cars' ‘

water jacket, maintaining rapid circulation when

car is in motion. Write for descriptive matter if

“ The Beat the World Aiiords"

CHAS. F. KELLOM 8: CO.

   

for a set of four Champion Priming Plugs, giving _
us the name and year of your car, also your THE FULTON mccUTCHAN CO. A

dealer's name. 1146 Michigan Ave. curcaco. lu. . Philadelphia 30M]
 

CHAMPION SPARK PLUG CO.,106 Upton Ave" Toledo, 0hlo
 

 

  

For anything in sheet metal that goes onto

an automobile ask the

Hayes Manufacturing Company ‘

Detroit _ Michigan ApR'MOSLER a! co"

Largest Users at Sheet Metal m the World poaox "M"

Mr.Y§RNQN.l.Y. i_ ’

 

  

 

Magneto Plugs coax maximum power out of engine.

‘ Ell]. GROSSMAN COMPANY. Kin. New York and Detroit

Wml THE RIGHT CAR nan »— e e e . PM

I I If you want a car that is 100% efficient and a V - A

  

 

 

car that will stand up as well as the bcsn regard~

wlll help you tolncreaac your buslneaa while bene- less of price, see the Sturdy STUTZ. \Vrite t0

flttn: your customers. We will send any respon- ‘ day for advance Booklet A-lS, Sturdy STUTZ

alble dealer a pair on 30 days' trial Write now. Announcement, Series B.

Good Agents wanted tor unoccupied territory. .

uzmrnz nnr oooos 00., Niagara Falls, at. l "’“l "m" “I “'"m- “mum‘- """'“ 1

Six Cylinder — Unll Power Plant

'l'tlree Point Suspension

The Continental "Six"

is maintaining, on the road

at this minute, the good

name made by our {our

cylinder types.

  

  

  

  

  

  

Increase in Tire Eniciency We Specialize Ol‘l S] ~ g Built to accommodate

' mwmg simple and any type of sell-starter

That's what the INNERSI'IU accom
efihcient chain drive now made. Suitable for

lishes. It’s a tough, durable, rubberized " onl . . firaziitréliilirgg right .or left hand drive.

abnc formed permanently to tire shape. _ y ‘ 20 ,0 70 H. p_ \\ me for booklets.

Mk {‘3' "mm" _ MICHIGAN CRANK SHAFT c0. connurnru moron mm. 00.. ual-on, Mich.

INNER snoE Tins coMPANY Lansing ‘ Factory Representative, K. F. PETERSON

Front Street Grand Rapids, Mich- 122 S. Michigan Blvd. Chicago  

 

 

 

 

Ills Largest Automobile Supply House Ill America

WE WILL EXHIBIT

at the

AUTOMOBILE AND MOTOR BOAT SHOWS

We are now collecting data for our 1913 Annual Catalog, which will contain 256 or more

pages and will have a circulation of not less than 100,000 copies throughout the world.

Manufacturers of ACCESSORIES, who are making Parts, Fittings and Sundries for use

on Automobiles, Motor Boats, Motorcycles or Aeroplanes, are requested to send us catalogs

or circulars and make us a proposition regarding cataloging and handling their material, and,

in quoting us, please take into consideration the fact that we have Fourteen Branch Stores

and quote our prices F. O. B. Each Branch.

Catalog Mailed to Anyone on Request

CHAS. E. MILLER, 33:22 97-99-101-103 Reade St., New York City

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER

Order from Nearest Branch, Address Chas. E. Miller.

NEW YORK CITY—97403 Reade Street. ALBANY, N. Y.—135 Central Avenue. ATLANTA. GA.—252l Peachtree St.

NEW YORK CITY—924 Eighth Avenue. CLEVELAND, OHIO—1829 Euclid Avenue. PHILADELPHIA, PA.-—318 North Broad St.

NEW YORK CITY—2782 Broadway. BOSTON, MASS—202404 Columbus Ave. NEW ORLEANS, LA.—601-603 Baronne St.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—l421 Bediord Avenue. HARTFORD, CONN—274 Trumbull Street. NEWARK, N. .—274 Halsey Street.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—824 Main Street. DETROIT, MICH.—227-229 jefieraon Ave. SPRINGFIEL , MASS—Bridge and Dwight Sta.
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fl Standard Bearings

} are fully described in our

_ New Catalog 24A

‘3/ Send tor'lt.

 

  

 

Goovfitar
This name on Automobile Tires and Rubber

Accessories signifies inherent qualities of material

and workmanship that insure the maximum

service at the minimum of expense. (673)

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio

 

GEARS

  

Cleveleld. Ohio

 

GRANT - LEES

The Grant-Loss Machine Co.

 

 

 

 

RELIANCE

"The Speedometer

0! Quality”

Speclsl ieatnres that eliminate

speedomeirr troubles. Send

lor the booklet.

Reliance Speedometer Co.

134 Eliot Si. Boston. less.

  

 
 

 

Tones down heediilhts ior

city drlvinl end foggy

nights ll'l auto necessity.

Price 15¢. per win Sell

like hot cakes. Deniers.

secure the agency quick.

F. I1. TOBIAS

193i Broadway. New York

 

 
 

  

S-T'T‘PSt t' ‘

iigiéfrlg min 9 I\

gnellln

Ilotorfiaiilfislrfitllo a.

 

 
 
 

POLSON

Quality Windshields

Auxiliary Seats, Bumpers

and Gas Starters

POLSON MANUFACTURING CO., Bull-lo. N. Y.

 

IMMS l

MAGNETO‘

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

lllhesl Eiilclency—Good Service Guaranteed

TIIE SlliiiS liliillliil to.""::'.:.".f'.-.1'..'.-.5'.‘.'...

Send Us Your Inquiries

h When In the Market for

Sheet Metal

Stampings

Estimates Cheerinlly Furnished

 

 

  

“American Made"1

 

 

 
 
 

The Bossert Company

uncs, N. v.
 

 

Look at our new middle name

PENZSSYLVANIA.

VACUUM CU IRES
PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY

Branches: Coast to Coast. Jeannette, Pa.

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

2’3' 5 OF EVERY DESCRIPTION in"

It. SAMPLES muons on RE uasr fA:.____.AN.P__._____L_.. .

1.. .l. Boston
“

 

 

 

  

These Tires for You

Four corps of experts working

in four of the best equipped tire

plants in the world are operating

as a unit to produce.

UNITED STATES TIRES .

Nothing of the kind has ever i

before been attempted Il'l automo- '

bile tire manufacturing.

United States Tire Company

New York

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  

Slop Fussing with Tire-{

~ drum-,gmzdddeyu Ink-l

t. “H.,-"

  

  

 

We Ship on Approval
 

Prepay Freight, and allow

30 Days Free Trial

lT ONLY cosrs ONE CENT

to learn our unheard of prices

and marvelous guarantee on

"Brictson" Detachable Treads.

Let us show you how to save

from 300% to 400% on your tire

expenses. Write to-day for full

particulars.

The Brictson Mfg. Co.

NO- 24122 Mnin St.

BROOKINGS, S. D

  

METZ “,SPEOIAL" $39

Completely equipped, fully guaranteed. 22% H.P.,

4-cylinder water-cooled motor, Bosch magneto.

tillery wheels, best quality 30"x3" clincher tires.

Makes 5 to 50 miles per hour on the high speed, 28

to 32 miles on 1 gal. of gasoline.

EXCLUSIVE SA

Book "13."

"I?! COMPANY, WilthQIIM I..." U. .

_ _You can secure

E in your territory. Send for

l

 

 

Reo the Fifth

Flnnl end crowning achievement oi R. E. Olds

pioneer deciliter of notes.

priced at only $1,095.

i158)

 

A standard size 30 to 38

horsepower Iour cylinder cnr oi modern refinements

Il- M. OWEN & CO., General Seles Alents

REO MOTOR CAR CO., Lansing, Mich.

 

 
 

 

GUARANTEED

AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the man

ufacture of high quality springs. All work is

oil tempered and warranted. Our circulars

contain valuable information. Write.

PENN SPRING WORKS I

BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

 
 

 

 

 

 

@119 113ml] 1Ra1hiatur

IHli BUSH MANUFACTURING CO.

HARTFORD.CONN.

 

 

I D I 3 IMPORTANT FEATURES

Self Starter Electric Lighting

1 Turkish Cushions 361m: 4-in Tirol

lY-in. Upholstering lnuensed Wheel Bole

. :' Great Ease ofkidiug Carburetor DashAqhm‘l

Demountable Rims Nickel Trimmings

Unit Power Plant—three point suspension.

Cutting [340. I“!!! in. Wheelbase. 40 h p.

Spasenger touring car, fully equlpged, .1475

Cutting A40. l20~in wheelbase. 40 h.

fl-passenger roadster. fully equipped,

Cutting C-bb. 132~ln whetlhlst. 55 h. p

E b-passenzer touring car. fully equipped. .200

Cutting Automobile Co.

as

i":
__

p'surs

[M Um 1m .

I'l-1". I

Ial. it .. elm

l a
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MOTZ Cushion Tires

For Pleasure Cars and Light Delivery Cara

Send Ior Booklet 58

A THE MOTZ TIRE AND RUBBER CO.

I- _ has" om“: Arm. Ohio
* D amoun

_ pump-A .ohp "Int-film“
:_§:°" ‘3‘" "fixed "uh tm ML:- in on I. no u. s— a,

“"‘m "“" "' navme iflilsdllmlkvd-l

C—Showi iisnnme hmim "Itmltbwu no u 0* 1. nus-u

D—Sbo-t sbaol‘banmeans when an m l lsbier (any-y. l sun-t it, In.

paling over an obsirumon. W"' '"m 5'

  
'.000

 

 

GASOLINE TURBINES
llali the size, llaii the weight, Hall the iuel, iiali the trietiou

Smooth as Electric, Will re- :0 Xllvfl- I" 59""!!!

time my mom “I my w' "2 it‘l'iii'l'é'fi'hiiiii:

Booklet Upon Request No Back Pressure

The" Isn't Much Left

SEMPLE S. SCOTT i651 Marquette Bldg. CHICAGO, ILL.

Exclusive Territory Open tor Live Agencies

 

 

Schaier Ball Bearings

Famous for Their Durability

BARTHEL, DALY 6’: MILLER

42 Broadway new YORK

  

 

  

 

EPUBLIC
STAGGARD

  

I ill“ Tll‘i‘

I'l l‘ll't i!
All“ Pi

\utum-MW. in" ,

public Puhhtri

  

H w ‘ _ The one device most needed by the man

""“"‘"""’“”“““' 6‘ who wants to make steering a pleasure

instead of a labor.

Removes all nervous strain—takes physical strain from steering opera

tion—holds machine steady—prevents accidents in case steering gear

breaks or tire bursts.

DEALERS, JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS. this IS an article which

merits your instant investigation—one which will a peal to every car

owner It ought to be. and soon will be a part 0 the equipment of

every car.

Let us tell you more about it. The story is worth knowing.

The Modern Auto

Appliance Co.

15 Kinderhook Street

CHATHAM, N. Y.

  

 

  
 

The circulation of the Motor World is a guaranteed one, sworn to by an

affidavit, which will be sent upon request

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL Compound

Mixer and Primer

makes any car start easier in cold weather; adds

_10 to 40% to power and mileage. Simple, easily

installed, guaranteed efi'ective on any motor. Get

details an price.

 

 

 

 
 

  

“The dalandofthsdayithalaamiaatioa shsIIba

judgedbyitapndudallnatbywhatitdails foritself"

leepth'lil-iudwhaayolaaaliaethese IQIJnodeh

lacon- auo rllcsa

$40 Fore-door Roadster, lib-inch wheel base .1700

34-40 5-passenler. Fore<Door Touring Car

iloinch wheelbase . . . . . . ii 700

44—50 S-mssznger, Fore - Door Demi-Tonneau

ill-inch wheelbase . . . . . . $1975

44-50 Tprmscnger, Fore‘Door Touring Car

ill-Inch wheelbase . #2000

4460 Battleship Roadster. iZl-inch wheel base $2150

4460 7>passenzen Fore-Door Limousine

lZi-iuch wheel base . . . . . $3050

Advance Catalog on Request

ABBOTT MOTOR CO.

"IWA‘I'IILOO Irnm DETROIT, MICH

‘ 'Bullt for "Guaranteed

Permanence" \ [or Lite"

L Q

 
  

L

 

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING C0.,:Iialamazoo, Mich. I

The Name

“Weed”

on Every Hook

 

WeedChains
   

The Great Anti-Skid

D Ev I CE

~ u -

  

Nine-tenths

of all accidents to auto

mobiles are caused by skidding

or slipping. .

Either you skid into the "other fellow" or

the "other fellow" skids into you.

No matter how careful a driver you may be, you

cannot prevent skidding or slip ing on WEt, muddy

snow-covered roads or on icy, s ippe greasy gave

ments unless you equip your car wit W hains.

Cannot Injure Tires

Because They Creep

An absolute necessity on both rear wheels and if you

want to know what real steering steadiness means

put them on the front wheels too.

For your own safety—for the safety of the

public, fully equip your car with Weed

Chains. Make it your business to geta set.

  

  

Recommended and sold

by all reputable dealers

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

28 Moore St. New York

 

 

  

.al
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ARTNER \VANTEl)—Successful owner ‘

of two California garages finds that the

great growth of 1115 busmess necessitates

the securing of responsible assistance. Is ‘

willing to sell interest to active, enthusiastic

man of ability, this partner to be either

a machinist or competent accountant and

buyer. Partner’s investment not considered

as important as his ability. Unusual oppor

tunity. Address BOX 229, care Motor

W'orld.
 

FORD, Buick, Overland, E-M-F, Maxwell,

Reo, Chalmers, Mitchell Air-Friction

Carburetters, drive your cars three miles

er hour on high. Much more speed; much

ess gas. Our new model B starts easy in

zero weather. Equal portions of gasoline

and kerosene works perfectly in weather

over 60° F. Satisfaction or refund money.

AIR-FRICTION CARBURETER CO.,

Dayton. Ohio.

  

  
n r a-mr: r1" wrrfl .ii-m v1 urn .umniwr "mum:

rm ulmumuvhllru'nlvulllmmuuraummn mlisvlmm-nuslnmlwn mmrnnwa-numlllr I‘vnlllllllllltllllllflfllllllflMlilh I IN -i~=n mn-rwwumnmmnsmnwuu-i .u.“ Ill-rily|ll|inmnlsltlnuwalllv-lasl'ulil mumm-nuuuuwimnu-l nli'luiummcr l v i.» Hm l'km‘“ r11“

l; ln capiialsZScents perline ~

A market place where Dealers, Jobbers and

Manufacturers may buy, sell or trade used cars,

parts and appliances and where help or situa

tions may be secured at a nominal cost.

  

 

N. E. AUTO LIST AND TOURIST.

Includes weekly lisr of all N. E. Auto

Owners, Garages, Dealers, etc., with ma s

and selected N. E. routes, $10.00 year y.

138 Pearl St., Boston.

A 1912 7-passenger touring car for sale.

Cost $3,500; will sell for $700. Genuine

bargain. Also a 1911, 5-passenger car; cost

$2,500, will sell for $350. 3425 North Broad

St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

OR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Several

good used motorcycles. WOLKE

CYCLE COMPANY, Louisville, Ky.
 

DRAGON REPAIR PARTS.

\Ne manufacture and keep on hand all re

pair parts for the Dragon cars. We make a

specialty of repairing this machine. PHIL

ADELPHIA MACHINE WORKS, 67

Laurel St., Philadelphia. Pa.

PEERLESS LEATHER TOP DRESSING

An oil preparation that softens the leather

and pantasote. Makes old tops look like

pew: Ask your garage and supply dealer

or it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

lScenis per line of‘sixwordsmsh wilhorder:

 

TWO expert mechanics will call and give

estimate to overhaul or adjust car in

your own garage. Address E. BETZ, 2531

Belmont Ave., Bronx.

 

-PASSENGER Franklin, 6 cylinders.

Cost $4,250. Splendid condition, $1,000.

BOND MOTOR CO., 1615 Grand, Kansas

City, Mo.

 

I AM always in the market for neumatic

tires of all kinds regardless 0 quantity.

If you have a price that is interesting write

me. J. G. \VHINHAM, Bufi'alo, N. Y.
 

OR SALE—One 1911 Cadillac, just over

hauled; newly painted, new top, fully

equipped; as good as new, at a low figure.

ED. MILLER, 705 Ann St., Columbus, O.

EW' YORK Automobile Registrations,

mailed daily, $1.75 per month. List

1912 to date, $10.00. OWNERS AUTO

LIST COMPANY, Albany, N. Y.

AN OPPORTUNITY to get a handsome

fur lined overcoat at about one-third

price. Black broadcloth outside, lined

throughout with finest Australian mink.

Large persian lamb collar, all sizes, would

retail for $75. while they last, $35. Coats

used as samples, but never worn. Sent on

approval. Examine before paying. Write

today, stating size, remit only express

charges. E. ROBERTS. Room 8, 160 West

119th St., New York.

BROKEN CRANKSHAFTS, ‘ cylinders,

crankcases, flywheels, gear teeth, pis

tons, perfectly welded and machined ready

to replace. Guaranteed and references.

Machinery up to 5 tons welded. ATLAS

\NI'ILDING WORKS, 74-76-78 Irving St.,

Rahway, N. J.

  

 

 

ORD SPARE WHEEL -— Saves tire

worry. Doctors use it. Easy to install.

Write ANGIER'S. Streator, Ill.

  

 

CORED CYLINDERS repaired, $12.

No enlargement of bore—no need for

new pistons and rings. Send piston with

cylinder. Absolutely reliable method. Ref

erences, testimonials, and full details on

I request. WATERBURY WELDING CO..

Waterbury, Conn.
l

[ ARAGE to let or for sale. On Broad

\ way, Lawrence, Mass. Main thorough

fare Boston to Rockingham Park. New

lstreet, block paved. Two-story buildin ,

‘ elevator. Two pits. Tank. Rent, 1 0

. month. Call on or address A. H. CUTT R,

{333 Broadway, Lawrence, Mass.

1

1

l

l

l

l

\

 

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

BAKING JAPAN.

Bakes either to a high gloss finish, egg

shell gloss or dull finish on lamps, radiators

and fenders. Will not crack, chip or peel.

Ask your garage and supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

NEW YORK Automobile Registrations,

mailed daily, $1.75 per month. List,

\ 1913 to date, $10.00. OWNERS AUTO

LIST COMPANY, Albany, N. Y.

 

 

ANTED—General manager automo

, bile branch house desires to make

, change. Can show record of eight success

ful and profitable years with house I am

now with. BOX 228, care Motor World.

 

 
 

rm

An ad. like this

will cost you $1.65

for each insertion.

 

These columns offer

you an opportunity to

appeal to an audience

of 8,000 readers whose

merchandising taste

is being cultivated
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HAUFFEUR'S COMPLETE OUTFIT

SACRIFICED—Consisting of elegant

marmot mink fur lined coat, Persian lamb

collar, $35; pair of elegant cub bear robes.

£15 each; raccoon cap, $5; air of fur gloves,
‘; pair of goggles, 50c.; lp

gins, $3.50. Will sell separately or the lot,

pair leather leg- ‘

all new, never worn, original price, $225. ,

C. CHASE, 118 East 28th St., New York.

DO you wish to better your position? If

_ your_ character and ability will stand

investigation we can place you in any occu

pation, anywhere. Enclose 50c. for regis

tration With references. Fee returned if un

successful. Address DEPT. F, BLUE

LIST EMPLOYMENT EXCH., 250 West

87th St., New York City.

 

 

VICTORIA TOPS.

.That's our specialty, but we make a full

line as well. Any style and every one the

best that high-grade materials and experi

enced workmen can make. Prompt service

assured. We're glad to estimate special

work or quote you prices on stock tops.

CENTRAL AUTO TOP CO., Indianapolis,

n .

 

AUTOMOBILE CYLINDERS reground.

_ new pistons and rings fitted. Garage

air compressors. CAST IRON BRAZING

CO., Manchester, N. H. . '

.- "l

eWants =2
' l5cents per line of“six wordseash wilhordee

- ln capiialsZSce-nts peeline —

A market place where Dealera. Jobber: aad

Manufacturer! may buy, aell or trade need can

parta and appliancea and where help or aitua

tiona may be lecured at a nominal cost.
  

PEERLESS AUTO TOP DRESSING.

A waterproof dressing for leaking mohair

‘ and duck tops and curtains. Makes old and

faded tops look like new. Ask your garage

and supply dealer for it.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

 

FOR SALE—Two worm drive rear axles,

deSigned‘to carry 5,000 lbs. load—made

by Morse-Williams Division of Otis Eleva

: tor Co.,_Philadelphia, Pa. Have never been

in service. Make us an offer for them.

SHELDON AXLE CO., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

 

AILING LISTS—Automobile owners.

'dealers, garages, repair shops, com

mercial car owners, or an make of car.

OWNERS AUTO LIST C ., Albany, N. Y.

 

PEERLESS EXTRA FINE BLACK

JAPAN.

Covers _solid one coat for enameling

lamps, radiators and fenders. No undercoat

required. Heat does not affect it. Ask your

. garage and supply dealer. -

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

 

weekly to the highest

degree by our articles

on “Wide AwakelvMer

Look at

the Cost as shown-in

,

chandisin g.’

the margins.

'_

An ad. like this

will cost you 75c.

for each insertion.
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Emlva

ARE YOU in need of any additional hel

l in any department of your business.

Are you out of employment or looking for

a better connection? Have you second

hand apparatus of any kind or do you want

to buy second-hand material. Have you a

factory site for sale or do you want to buy

one? If so, use the Want and For Sale

column of the Motor World. Seven words

to the line, fifteen cents a line. Advertise

ments can be inserted over a number when

it is desired and identity of the advertiser

will be kept confidential.

 

PEERLESS BACK AND CUSHION

DRESSING.

Softens the leather and will not crack,

wash or rub off. Makes old leather look like

new. Dries in twenty minutes. Ask your

garage or supply dealer.

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, 0.

ARAGE WITH MACHINE SHOP and

living apartments, all through complete

equipped and up to date, for rent or for sale,

in fast growing town, on main street, on

Long Island, 30 miles from New York.

Owner going out of the business. Price rea

sonable. KAPPERTZ, Farmingdale, L. I.

Tel. 21 j. -

 

 

ALESMEN, one who is now visiting

automobile trade or owners. Good

money made on a very attractive proposi

tion. STURDY MFG. CO., 2637 Michigan

Ave., Chicago, Ill.
 

ANTED—A first-class man to take the

agency for the latest invention on the

market, a rubber cover for automobile han

dles called Steerease; write for full particu

lars. Address DEPARTMENT E, GOOD

YEAR RUBBER HOSE AND PACKING

CO., 221 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

PEERLESS LINING DYE.

Dyes the cloth linings of tops and cur

tains a black, uniform color, covering up

water stains and grease spots. Does not

wash off. Ask your garage and supply

dealer. ,

The Columbus Varnish Co., Columbus, O.

LOZIER Type H 4-eylinder touring car.

Absolutely new. Demountables. Reg

ular guarantee and equipment. Cost, $5,000.

Make cash ofier. 1012 N. Grand Ave., St.

Louis. Mo.

AUTO LISTS. owners. etc., of any State.

S. H. CARROLL, JR., Albany, N. Y.

OLE, Model DD 1912, seven-passenger,

fully equipped, top, windshield, speedo

meter, two extra casings, inner tubes, elec

tric lights, etc. Car has run less than 6,000

miles; good as new. Special reason for sell

ing. Price, $1,100. F. O. B. Indianapolis.

Guaranteed as represented. P. O. BOX 596,

lndianapolis, Ind.

'rl-IOMAS 60 HP. motor with clutch,

transmission, Bosch high tension mag

neto. Stromberg carburetor, for sale cheag.

Act quick. Big bargain. KAPPERT ,

Farmingdale. L. I. Tel. 21 J.
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Making the Good Car Better?"
    

\,
in

Any Automobile Equipped With 'E
b

GRAY & DAVlS I "
Electric Lamps—Lighting Dynamo—Electric Starter. '

v

9

 

Must of necessity be a good car. FIRST—because these highly eFficient pro

ducts add to convenience, comfort, safety. SECOND—because the manufac

 
turer who selects GRAY & DAVIS Equipment is buying the best the marketaffordsnregardless of price. \ ‘. '

You will find either GRAY & DAVIS Electric Lamps, Lighting Dynamo,

Electric Starter or all three in combination on the good cars. The very fact

that an automobile has even one of these Quality products is evidence that the

car builder is determined to give the purchaser up-to-date equipment. '.

I

5‘

 
i

r4'?_

-. 1913 Peerless (Jars Carry Full .GRAY & DAVIS Equipment.

I 5,, 13¢; ' ‘

I'A‘ .

. _ v
v ‘

1-"*- z" I' Write for Complete Information

 

{GRAY 8; DAVIS, 55 Lansdowne St., Boston, Mass.

-";~.~_.,Manuiaclure'rs. oiAutomoblle Lamps, Dynamos and Electric starters
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SHOCK ABSORBER

Do YOU know the sales value of

this Equipment on the carYOU sell?

Trufiault-Hartford Shock Absorber equipment meets an insistent demand

on the part of the car owner. Otherwise the automobile manufacturers would

not see fit to employ it as standard factory equipment.

The car that carries this equipment is an easier car to sell. Car buyers

know and appreciate what a marked difference it makes in the riding qualities

of a car. They know, too, what a large saving on tires and engine repairs is

effected by its use.

In view of these facts, is it any more than a logical demand that YOU, too,

should insist on this essential equipment from the manufacturer whose car

you sell?

Trufi’ault-Hartford Shock Absorbers are considered by car buyers gener

ally to be as much a part of the car’s factory equipment as the lamps, the

wind shield, the top, etc. And in point of benefit derived they are far more

essential.

We are always ready to co-operate with the interested dealer.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

EDW_ V. HARTFORD, President

Factory, 164 Bay St. Jersey City, N. J.

BRANCHES _ __ BRANCHES

NEW YORK . " J ‘ KANSAS CITY

1700‘groadvga S ' W - “K 1524 Grand Avenue

212-214 est 8 t t. .

NEWARK

IH-llligzsullzy CITS‘: fl '1 289 Halsey Street

- or an re __ ‘.BOSTgON / - PHILADELPHIA

319-325 Columbus Ave. ’ . u I, - . _u. “37 v‘ne Sm"

CHICAGO ‘ _4;- ' INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

1458 Michigan Avenue " .' 448-450 N. Capitol Blvd.

DETROIT * - BRETTON woons, N. H.

803 Woodward Avenue , ' Bretton Woods Garage
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Mr.CarAgent--YOU add

to your Sales Arguments A—i

—when the car YOU sell has Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers

as part of its equipment.

Buyers know what this equipment does for a car. Years of

persistent advertising has taught them. They know how this

device saves the engine and tires—how it prolongs the life of the

car—what it accomplishes in cutting down up-keep expense. And

knowing these things they expect the car they buy to include this

equipment.

It is so much to the dealer’s advantage to have the car he

handles Truffault-Hartford-equipped that there are now 27 lead

ing automobile manufacturers installing Truffault-Hartfords as

part of their regular equipment.

Insist on this equipment from the manufacturer you represent.

It furnishes you additional sales-arguments. It is an aid to bigger

car' sales—it is an acknowledged necessity for comfortable, safe

and economical motoring.

Hartford Suspension Company

sow. v. HARTFORD, President

Factory, 164 Bay Street, Jersey City, N. J. m

v ‘l
BRANCHES ; “sup

NEW YORK—1700 Broadway CHICAGO—1458 Michigan Ave.

NEW YORK—212414 West 88th St. DETROIT—803 Woodward Ave. _ _ 'j,

JERSEY CITY—141443 Morgan St. KANSAS CITY—1524 Grand Ave.

BOSTON—319—325 Columbus Ave. NEWARK—289 Halsey St.

PHILADELPHIA—1437 Vine St.

INDIANAPOLIS. lND.—448450 N. Capitol Blvd.

' mfiullflalifiozrl

SHOCK ABSORBER
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. The Accuracy and Quality 01 the

Jones Speedometer

' A PROVEN FACT—NOT THEORY

Winning ""3 Gold medal The JONES won the highest award for accuracy—the Royal Automobile

Club’s Gold Medal. The nearest American competitor finished in 7th place.

. U- 5- Bureau 0' Slandards The tests conducted by the U. S. Government resulted in showing the un

erring accuracy of the JONES.

leadmil blversmes In the comparative signed statements of tests made by leading American

Universities, the JONES unquestionably proved its accuracy.

Ad'w‘i“. by me Ponce The fact that the Police Departments in all large cities llut only use the

JONES, but highly endorse it, is, we believe, conclusive evidence of accuracy.

gum-“"9" For“, Is the principle of the JONES—imper

vious to heat, electrical influence or tem

perature changes—as unalterable as the

, law Of gravitation—hence, the JONES

l must be accurate.

 

.

..‘

.-..1.

"\,'.II“I

Army&Na\/y 10'1793'833'5: “Magnetic speedometers, used by auto—

t mobiles to register speed. are so inaccu

' rate as to make them practically useless,

is demonstrated by an investigation just

completed by the Bureau of Standards.”

Therefore, unquestionable accuracy is to

be had in the JONES—the Centrifugal

instrument.

i": Q01‘3"?

t
.J

The JONES is the Pioneer—the inspiration of the Speedometer in

dustry. It is Geared-TO-The-Truth, gives eFficient, reliable service.

  

Equip With the JONES and Know Your Speed Model 40

THE JONES SPEEDOMETER, Factory, New Rochelle, N. Y.

CHICAGO: 1430 Michigan Ave. SAN FRANCISCO: 530 Golden Gate Ave. PORTLAND: 329 Ankeny St.

BOSTON: 109 Massachusetts Ave. BUFFALO: 20 Goodrich St. SEATTI E: 917 East Pike St.

PHILADELPHIA: 1416 Vine St. LOS ANGELES: 1229 8. Olive St. DETROIT: 253-255 Jefferson Ave.
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Your Car can’t be fully

» equipped without the

vaaallflarflbml
 

ripen ABSORBER

HAT'S the unanimous expert opinion of

the greatest car builders of America

and Europe. And they express their

opinion in the strongest possible terms by

equipping with Tmflault-Hartford Shock Ab

sorbers these intemationally-famous cars: —

 

 

Packard Thomas Corbitt

Alco Benz McFarland Six

Marmon Fiat Six Columbia

Stevens-Duryea Hudson Six Metallurgique

Simplex Premier Brush

Mercer Stoddard-Dayton American 50

Oldsmobile Chadwick

HE opinion of these builders reflects the demands of motoring thousands—who want the greatest

possible comfort from their cars.

These motorists have learned—by their own and the experiences of others—that a car MUST

BE TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD-equipped to give the utmost in easy-riding comfort—to eliminate shocks

and strains of engine and mechanism—to insure the very lowest wear and tear on tires.

While there are many devices which may save you exertion once or twice each trip—or annoyance

once in a thousand miles or so—TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD SHOCK ABSORBERS are giving their ser

vice on your car all the time, saving you from thousands of jolts and jars, saving you from hours of

uncomfortable riding. and saving you hundreds of dollars in repair and tire bills.

You may appreciate other accessories occasionally but you NEED Trul’fault-Hartfords all the time—

they make every road a boulevard.

Four Sizes, $15 to $60 Write four our “Good Reads " Booklet

ED W. V. HARTFORD President Main Office and Factory, 164 Bay Street, Jersey City, N. J.

BRANCHES

NEW YORK . . . . . . . . . . . ..l700 Broadway BOSTON . . . . . . . . .319-325 Columbus Ave. KANSAS CITY . . . . . . . c.1524 Grand Ave.

NEW YORK . . . . ..212-214 West 88th St. CHICAGO . . . . . . . . . ..l458 Michigan Ave. NEWARK . . . . . . _ v . . . . . i ..2s9 Halsey Sr.

JERSEY CITY . . . . . . .141-143 Morgan St. DETROlT . . . . . . . . . . ‘803 \Voodward Ave. PHILADELPHIA . i . . . . . . n1437 Vine St

INDIANAPOLIS. IND., 448-450 North Capitol lllvd.
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‘ It" DISCO Everywher

On good cars at all prices you find the Disco Starter this year.

The manufacturer who looks ahead—the dealer who is progres

sive—the owner who wants the best—they all must have the
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Here are some straws to show which way the wind blows.

You’ll find the DISCO on the following cars'for 1913:

PACKARD AMERICAN BUICK JACKSON

LOCOMOBILE MARION SELDEN PILOT

PIERCE-ARROW HENDERSON DAVIS McLAUGHLIN

STEVENS-DURYEA SIMPLEX REPUBLIC HAVERS

The New Model 16 Disco Better Than Ever

Although nearly 100.000 of our first model DISCO are in use

today, and giving satisfaction, it was our own engineers who found

some room for improvement. The price is lower—the efficiency

higher. It sells for $30 for a 4-cylinder motor, $35 for a 6.

Get our little booklets on the Disco Starter and Disco Lighter.

IGNITION STARTER CO., 715 Dodge Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

COLD WEATHER TIP. Agents and Dealers will make big money this

winter on the Disco, the ideal cold weather starter. \Vorks at 20 below zero

as well as at 105 in the shade. \Vrite for terms.

  



  

Accessories S_el_1 T_he Cw
Car values today are so relatively equal that equipment is the biggest factor in closing most

sales.

Glance over this year’s car advertising. Note well the prominent featuring of accessory equip

ment. Next year, equipment will play even a larger part in every car dealer’s profits, and as usual

you’ll find the

I [iufikultflarflbrd

' suocK -ABSORBER

The Most Widely Demanded Accessory on Any Car

In fact—Its popularity and usefulness have taken it out of the accessory class and make it a necessity to

motoring comfort.

Leading motor car builders of America and Europe have decided that no car can be full equipped without

Trutfault-Hartfords. So now you find TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD SHOCK ABSORBER as regular equip

ment on these internationally-prominent cars:

PACKARD

  

 

SIMPLEX BENZ STODDARD-DAYTON COLUMBIA

ALCO‘ MERCER FIAT SIX CHADWICK METALLURGIQUE

MARMON OLDSMOBILE HUDSON SIX CORBITT BRUSH

STEVENS-DURYEA THOMAS PREMIER ' McFARLAN SIX AMERICAN 50

A man buys a car for comfort—or he doesn't buy on account of big upkeep cost. You can actually show

every prospect how TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD SHOCK ABSORBERS on YOUR cars give him the utmost

in car comfort with the minimum of upkeep expense.

If your builder uses Trufiault-Hartfords as standard equipment—he has your “easy sales" interests at heart.

If he doesn't—then write us today for further details—and then write him for Trufl'ault-Hartford “sales makers"

on your allotment of cars. ‘

FOUR SIZES ANY CAR EVERY ROAD

THE HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO “W” V‘ "‘“m'w' """'°"'

' 164 Bay St., Jersey City, N. J.

BRANCHES:

BOSTON—319425 Columbus Ave. KANSAS CITY~1524 Grand Ave.

CHICAGO—1458 Michigan Ave. x -‘\\‘ARK-289 1mm St
DETROIT—803 Woodward Ave. l‘ LADElJ'IlIA—MS? Vine St

INDIANAPOLIS—IMBJSO N. Capitol Blvd.

NEW YORK—1700 Broadway

NE“! YURK—ZlZ-ZH West 88th St.

JERSEY CITY—141443 Morgan St.

A._‘-~..--u

 



 

 

 

  

_ Automobile History

1 . * Repeats ltselt

In 1912 the car without electric lights is a- back number car. Four

years ago GRAY & DAVIS introduced the first practicable electric

1" ‘ lighting system.

‘1 h The remarkable efficiency of the GRAY &_ DAVIS Dynamo led to

1 p the almost universal adoption of electric lights.

" Today, the Electric Starter is the thing. The good cars are

~, equipped with Electric Starters. _

The unusual power, positive operation and economy of the ‘GRAY

81 DAVIS 6 volt Electric Starter has led to its adoption by—
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The Leading Car Builders 9_t America

GRAY 8t DAVIS products not only represent the big improve

,ments in automobile equipment, but they are pre-eminently the

best. With the Starter, as with the Dynamo—" History

Repeats Itselt.”

Write for In formation

GRAY',& DAVIS, Inc. '

55 Lansdowne Street . BOSTON, MASS.

  

~ Manulacturers 0! Automobile Lamps, Dynamos and Electric Starters.

= m1" .. 5.; @333.



 

 

 

 

' snocK ABSORBER
 

 

  

 

is distinctively a dealer’s proposition. We've spent a fortune in compiling blue prints of every

i make, year, model of automobile manufactured since the motor car industry began. These

11.22)}: prints show how to Truffault-Hartford-equip with a minimum of trouble and expense. The

:1 :1 printed instructions, also provided, further simplify attachment.

5.1:}- Any dealer, anywhere, can sell Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorbers and put them on a car,

115.1}: if the purchaser does not want to do it himself.

EveLy car owner is a live, prospective buyer, for there is a model for eveLy car from

modest roadster to pretentious limousine and they list from

--:;I_-; $15 to $60 a Set of Four

No accessory better or more widely advertised. Favorably known wherever autos “chug.”

l {.j‘n'. Giving absolute satisfaction on more than 200,000 cars. Indispensable for comfortable motor

' ing. A reducer of upkeep cost.

f _ -_'.'E.'- A dealer’s proposition, pure and simple.

Write for full particulars with details of our CO-OJJCI'atiVC dealers’ advertising.

iii-'31? HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY
$1.1; sow. v. HARTFORD. President Mam Offices and Factory, 164 Bay St., Jersey City, N. J.

I BRANCHES

:13: NEW YORK . . . . ..1700 Broadway BOSTON. . .319-325 Columbus Ave. KANSAS CITY. . .1524 Grand Ave.

'_-:-_.- NEW YORK.212-214 West 88th St. CHICAGO. . . .1458 Michigan Ave. NEWARK . . . . . . . . .289 Halsey St.

~ JERSEY CITY.14l-l43 Morgan St. DETROIT. . ..803 Woodward Ave. PHILADELPHIA...1437 Vine St.

INDIANAPOLIS. IND., 448-450 North Capitol Blvd.
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Ten cents a COP

Two (L
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The

it'll/X2uliflarll'ord

SHOCK ABSORBER ’
is giving $01 id Comfort to 200,000 car owners.

This comfort is more than the physical cmnfort which an easy-riding car imparts; it's a mental Comfort as well,

lor it is cheering to the mind to know that tires are being saved from excessive wear and tear, springs from breakage, car

from rapid deterioration—and these are the very results that attend the use of the Trufiault-Hartiord.

Scientific spring control accomplishes these wonders and the Trutiault-Hartiord is the only shock absorber that

exercisessuch control. This it does through frictional absorption, or proved and Patented principle. Every jolt and

jar is neutralized; spring and absorber working in perfect harmony, assimilate both so efiectively that real auto comiort is

realized and “Every Road's a Boulevard."

Your factory can take care of you. If you insist, your car will come from it, Trutiault-l-lartiord-equipped. Ii it doesn't,

we have a blueprint which facilitates equipment in your own or dealer's garage.

A note or postal with mention oi make, year and model will bring you full particulars.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

  

EDW. V. President Mam Offices and Factory, 164 Bay Street, Jersey City, N. J.

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1'IQO Broadway BOSTON. . . . . . . . . . ..319-32-’3 Columbus Ave. KANSAS CITY . . . . . . . . . ..l.'324 Grand Ave.

\I-Z‘V ' ' ' "‘L’ll “est Milli SI. t‘lllt‘AtHL ...1458 Mir-lilirnn Ave. NE '.\ l ' . . . . “289 llnlsvy St.

JERS 141-143 Morgan St. _ Ill-i'lv'lUll'l' . . . . .._. . . . . . ..803 Woodward Ave. PHILADELPHIA . . . . . . . . . . "1437 \‘liie 5t.

INDIANAPOLIS. l.\D..4-18-450 North Curiltol Blvd.



ROTHERS'

I“; VARNISHE

  

 

ompels Attention

EAUTY of finish is an important selling help. It is

the external evidence of quality—the “first impres

sion” that starts the sale right.

Cars finished with Berry Brothers’ Automobile Var

nishes and Baking Japans have that deep, rich, mirror-like

brilliancy that compels attention, and makes the finish a

real, vital selling' help.

_ Any car. of any type, at any price, can have this selling help by the

right use of our special finishes.

BERRY BROTHERS, Limited

Largest Manufacturers of Varnishes, Shellacs, Air Drying

and Baking Japans, Lacquers, Stains, Fillers and Dryers.

FACTORIES—Detroit, Mich., and Walkerville, Ont.

BRANCHES—New York, Boston, Philadelghia, Baltimore,

Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, San rancisco.
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. ANNOUNCEMENT EXTRAORDINARY '
Here Is Something Different— Something Better

 

 

 

  

The real car guard has arrived—one that protects lamps, radiator, mudguards, springs, and

at the same time gives a car “a dressed look” which adds at least 25 per cent to the beauty of its

appearance. .

Thousands of minor accidents occur daily to unprotected cars, accidents in which the front

parts suffer damage that is costly to repair

for the front of a car.

sluii‘ '

Attaches to the Car Frame The extreme Sim

. . . _ plicity of the Hart
WIthout Drilling Holes ford is one of its

strongest recommendations. It can be put on any car

without drilling any holes or making any alterations,

for it clamps to the top of the side members of the

frame. Readily attached by any one with a monkey

wrench. When once applied, cannot work loose or

rattle and virtually becomes a part of the frame and

directs the force of collision to that part of the car

which is best suited to withstand it.

The Best Ever—The Hartford Friction Spring

Bumper anticipates every requirement of an efi‘ective

car guard. Every car needs it and every car owner

will recognize its superiority.

Protect: and Beautifiea the Car

  

 

 

They emphasize the necessity of an el’fective guard

This is what the Hartford is.

Car Owners ——You can save the price of a Hartford

Friction Spring Bumper many times over in repair

bills. You can add much to the appearance of your

car. There’s a model for your car. Ask about it.

Dealers — Here is a profitable proposition of unlimit

ed possibilities. We’ve a special proposition for you.

Ask about it.

Car Builders— T h e H a r t f o r d Friction, Spring

Bumper affords the finishing touch that emphasizes

the beauty of a car—adding at least 25 per cent to the

appearance of any car. It will be widely advertised.

The car buyer will want it. There’s a factory equip

ment proposition for you. Ask about it.

Ready to Go on Any Make of Car

There are four models of the Hartford

Friction Spring Bumper:

L a 1' 8 e :oiio ii'iniiflt‘fifi". .f’i'ff $20-00

Medium Féiio lgriio‘diiiliiifd-ir? $16-00

5 m a] l ito'o°;;:n‘;:ft‘fi‘ii.‘3?.f? $12-00

Special Type for Ford Cars $12.00

To attach any one of these model: is simplicity itself.

Hartford Suspension Co.

EDWARD v. HARTFORD, Pres.

164 Bay Street Jersey City, N. J.

BRANCHES :

New York, 1700 Broadway.

New York, 212-214 West 88th St.Boston, 319-325 Columbus Ave.

Chicago, 1458 Michigan Ave. Detroit, 803 Woodward Ave.

Kansas City, 1524 Grand Ave. Newark, 289 Halsey St.

Philadelphia, 1437 Vine St.

Indianapolis, 448-450 North Capitol Boulevard.

k _r a

 

Jersey City, 141-143 Morgan St.
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It’s DISCO Everywhere

On good cars at all prices you find the Disco Starter this year.

The manufacturer who looks ahead—the dealer who is progres—

sive—the owner who wants the best—they all must have the

v
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Here are some straws to show which way the wind blows.

You’ll find the DISCO on the following cars for 1913:

PACKARD AMERICAN BUICK JACKSON

LOCOMOBILE MARION SELDEN PILOT

PIERCE-ARROW HENDERSON DAVIS McLAUGI-ILIN

STEVENS-DURYEA SIMPLEX REPUBLIC HAVERS

The New Model 16 llisco Better Than Ever

Although nearly 100,000 of our first model DISCO are in use

today. and giving satisfaction, it was our own engineers who found

some room for improvement. The price is lower—the efficiency

higher. It sells for $30 for a 4-cylinder motor, $35 for a 6.

Get our little booklets on the Disco Starter and Disco Lighter.

- IGNITION STARTER (30., 715 Dodge Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

com) WEATHER TIP. Agents and Dealers will make big monéy'this ""

winter on the Disco, the ideal cold weather starter. Works at 20 below zero

as well as 105 in the shade. Write for terms.
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Accessories. Sell The Cars.

Car values today are so relatively equal that equipment is the biggest factor in closing most

sales.

Glance over this year’s car advertising. Note well the prominent featuring of accessory equip

ment. Next year equipment will play even a larger part in every car dealer’s profits, and as usual

you’ll find the

Fflfihlllf-fi'arlfird

SHOCK ABSORBER

The Most Widely Demanded Accessory on Any Car

In fact—Its popularity and usefulness have taken it out of the accessory class and make it a necessity to

motoring comfort.

Leading motor car builders of America and Europe have decided that no car can be fully equipped without

Trufl'ault-Hartfords. So now you find TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD SHOCK ABSORBERS as regular equip

ment on these internationally-prominent cars:

COLUMBIA

PACKARD NATIONAL BENZ STODDARD-DAYTON METALLURGIQUE

ALCO MERCER FIAT 51x CHADWICK BRUSH

MARMON OLDSMOBILE HUDSON SIX CORBIT'I‘ AMERICAN 50

STEVENS-DURYEA THOMAS PREMIER McFARLAN SIX NYBERG

A man buys a car for comfort—or he doesn't buy on account of big upkeep cost. you can actually show

every prospect how TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD SHOCK ABSORBERS on YOUR cars give him the utmost

in car comfort with the minimum of upkeep expense.

If your builder uses Trui’fault-Hartfords as standard equipment—he has your “easy sales" interests at heart.

If he doesn’t—then write us today for further details—and then write him for Trufiault-Hartford “sales makers"
on your allotment of cars. I

FOUR SIZES ANY_CAR EVERY ROAD

THE HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO EDWARD v' HARTFORD' MM
. 164 Bay St., Jersey City, N. J.

BRANCHES.“

NE\V YORK—1700 Broadway BOSTON—3I9-325 Columbus Ave. KANSAS CITY—1524 Grand Ave.

NFAN YORK—ZIZ-ZI4 “'65! 88th St. CHICAGO—I453 Michigan Ave. NI§\VARK—ZS9 Halsey St

JERSEY CITY—141443 Morgan St. DETROIT—803 Woodward Ave. PHILADELPHIA—1437 Vine St.

INDIANAPOLIS—448450 N. Capitol Blvd.
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ls an Incomplete Automobile * .

i

Every engineer, every manufacturer and practically every motorist realizes

that the electric starter is the thing today. Likewise engineers, manu-i ‘

facturers and motorists know that - _ '

GRAY & DAVIS , ‘

6 Volt Electric-5* Starter “5
O

. .

.

‘

s '

I.

a"

 

nv

o

is distinctly better than any other starting device. No other starter has th 3 ' l

power, positive operation and efficiency of the GRAY 8c DAVlS Starter. ~

IF YOU’RE A MANUFACTURERr-Equip with GRAY & DAVIS Starter, it '

is in demand. America's leading manufacturers use it.

1F YQU’RE A DEALER—lnsist that the car you handle be so equipped. Such

cars are easy to sell because 'most everyone wants the GRAY & DAVIS Starter.

IF YOU’RE AN OWNER—Don't accept a cheap, inefficient substitute. 'When you

buy a car you're entitled to the best. Likewise remember that the good cars carry

GRAY & DAVIS Starter, Lamps, Lighting Dynamo or all three in combination.

 

Write for Information

GRAY & DAVIS, Inc., 55 Lansdowne Street, Boston, Mass.

Manufacturers of Automobile Lamps, Dynamos and Electric Starters -  

rld Publishing Company, 1600 Broadway
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SHOCK SORER

 

is used by a very large percentage ol the medical men who own and operate motor cars.

A physician's calling brings him everywhere. He must take roads as he finds them. To save time is his

1chiel aim and many a ca

automobiles gmooth-riding, irrespective of road con itions.

are dangerous lo the human frame ; have olten been the cause of dislocation or strain and always pro

leads him over rut-cut suburban or country road, often at breakneck speed.

01ml

imLfast

25-115[

3a;
The danger attending such travel has convinced ph sicians ol the need of something that will make their

mote bodily latigue.

That ten thousand and more physicians have chosen Trulfault-Hartlord Sho:k Absorbers as a means of com

 

 

fort and a protection against bodily in jury, is a strong endorsement. Here is an expression ol opinion by one of them;

"I return! a set a! 1‘0"?“ Truflaull-Harl/m'd Shot-l: Absorbers from a friend, also a Plly-rltian, who Plt'Cl'a-"Il

them for his (or, on E.M.F. '30', fii't-I’Glltflgt‘f, but nwer applied them as he purchaJed a higher priced car al

ready equipped wnh them.

“After rioht months' an“ of the car without them, over road: so rough as to give any car a severe test, I have

a/II'Iird the Truflault-Hm'tlord Shock Absorber: and it seem: that l harm .rerun'd a new car unlh nearly double

tm rfinency of my E.M.F. '30' Roads/er. The azlr'nntaqe: obtained are truly remarkable. Road; are not rough

any more or nearlv a: math :0. am! I believe it is almost im/mnible to break a 1 ring. Prior to applying the

Shock Absorbers. I broke three .rprina: and three axles. I gr! a great deal out o my car both in :fn't'd and

service or" very bad road: here in the interior of the country (eighteen mile: from the cily) and M" f"”)' 0M"

riate the comfort: of the Truflault-HnI-t/ord Shark Absorber: and feel that you would appreciate my gratifica

tion in getting such a "err-ssitv lo the arts"! of my writing you this nmolirilrd Iclter."—Edw. G. Parke, 31.0., Ben

ton, Min” R.F.D., No. I.

They know that iolting and bouncing

31Lmt

Trullault-Hartlord Shock Absorbers are included as regular factory equipment on over 25 of the largest and

best selling cars.

For greater comfort, greater economy, for speed with safety, the Truffault-Hartl'ord is indispensable.

" Makes Every Road a Boulevard."

EDW. V. HARTFORD, President

' YltltK . . . . . .. .

l‘I' (“ITY . . . i . . ..l4l»143 Murirali St.

  

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

      

BRANCHES:

\' YORK . . . i . . . . . . . . . . ..1'r>0 nrnndwny r0.\' . . . . . . . . . “310-:an Columbus Ave, NEWARK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..2sn Halsey sr.‘- '-"2HI“'- H-‘III Sl- Slum“. “.1458 Lllt‘lllkfln Ave. lxnlsxu-mlrsuus 450 N _

.....M).‘t Woodward Ave. l'lllLAltl-ILPHIA. .. .:.

  

. . . . . . ..1:'»24 Grand Ave.
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1-.-.;;ui_-L.‘;1_-;.Lnua:..;¢...;.".mimcIll-Alll'hlhioilJUJ.uillul-J.LL£:V_IJ_'.t.,

“11¢

Factory, 164 Bay Street, Jersey City, N. J.
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There are certain lines which show 0 W
the building graft automobile boah, just

as there are certain [tries that go with the

b ' kg 0 ayaoht. In the PIERCE-ARROW CARS

fir 1912 the automobile body has come into

its own. These boa/[es have been built as auto

mobile bodies—not as adapted carr' e bodies.

014/ will see the great cifierence once.

The PIERce—ARROW A/lOTOR CAR Co.. BUFFALO. NY
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D d There are some accessories which a car absolutely needs, others which are mere incidentals. purchased more D q

for show than usefulness. Ask anyone, who motors to any extent, what he or she deems the most desirable

C trait in an automobile and, nine times out of ten, the answer forthcoming is E El

' ‘
’ ,

,C O M F O RT
is

And when it comes right down to “case notes," comfort is everything. The car which telegraphs the E

El presence of every rut and bump in a roadway to its occupants, "knocks" itself every moment it is out of the D

garage. The next time its owner buys, the chances are that it will be another make. This very fact has

influenced many makers to build comfort into their cars. These are doing it:

Packard American 50 Stoddard Dayton Mercer Rambler Brush

0 Fiat Oldsmobile Thomas Metallurgique Velie National :1

Alco Premier Columbia Nyberg McFarland Pathfinder Speedster

D Benz Stevens-Duryea Marmon Hudson Six Corbitt for they put the c

D u 4

.. SHOCK ABSQRBER .

[J on at the factory. TheTrutiault-Hartiord actually “makes eVery road a boulevard," and with it there's 3

comfort, less tire wear, less car tear.

U HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY 3

E. V. HARTFORD, Pres. Main Office: and Factory, 164 Bay St., Jersey City, N. J. c

U BRANCHES 28“ H l s

NEW YORK . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1700 B'way cmcaco . . . . . . . . ..1458 Michigan Ave. NEWARK . . . . . _ . . . . . . .. . a no t.
.' ' . . . . .. '- . . . ' . . . . . . . . .. , . . DIANAPOLIS..448-50 N. Ca n1 Id. 'ifiiigiwé'fn.nfiifi-iti’iiogii' 3i. iiiiiwiigiircrrv.....§?ii1giohim-iii i3. l’lllLADELPl-IIA ...... ..1437pvine 'st.

BOSTON . . . . . . . . . ..319-325 Columbus Ave.

D i

U D U U U U U u U U U D T

D U m n n n n I: n n n n
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( HE trade-mark of the varnlsh determines

the finish on the car, and the finish

determines the first impressions.

Cars finished with Berry Brothers Automobile

Varnishes and Baking Enamels have a perma

nent deep, rich, mirror-like brilliancy that

starts the sale right and keeps the car sold.

 

First impressions are lasting impressions

when our special finishes are properly

used, on any car of any type at any price.

BERRY BROTHERS, Limited

Largest Manufacturers of Varnishes, Shellacs. Air Drying and Baking Iapans.

Lacquers. Stains. Fillers and Dryers.

FACTORIES—Detroit, Mich., and Walkerville, Ont.

BRANCHES—New York, Boston, Philadel hia, Baltimore, Chicago,

St. Louis, San rancisco.

ERRY
ROTHERS

VARNISHES
Cincinnati.
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COM OKT
The Main Thing’

The car that rides hard is shunned by the prospective buyer who ltnows that the easy-riding car

is not only comfortable but economical as Well. Many builders of famous cars are giving the

buyer what he wants by putting on the

refs;211i- ri/oro'

SHOCK ABSORBER
as standard equipment and are able to claim with all honesty that their cars are comfortable, that

they are easy-riding, and, what's more, they can Prove it. Here they are :

 

PACKARD NATIONAL BENZ STODDARD-DAYTON COLUMBIA

ALCO MERCER FIAT SIX CHADWICK METALLURGIQUE

MARMON OLDSMOBILE HUDSON SIX CORBITT BRUSH

STEVENS-DURYEA THOMAS PREMIER McFARLAN SIX

The Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorber is now used on OVer 200,000 cars.

Where factory has failed to equip, the owner can provide for the omission. The equipping is

simple, rendered so by blue prints of every known make, year and model of car.

Enjoy real, solid comfort! TruHault-Hartford-equip. Save your car from the racking of rough

road travel. Save your tires. Make “ every road a boulevard."

Write mentwning make, year, model of your ear and we will tell you which of these four models is best

adapted for it.

Four Models—$15.00 to $60.00. A new model will be added after January lst.

THE HARTFORD SUSPENSION co. :2:a; St.,";ezzzsayfsis:
BRANCHES :

NEW YORK. . . . . . . . . . . . . .1700 Broadway BOSTON . . . . . . . . . .319-325 Columbus Ave. KANSAS CITY . . . . . . . . . .1524 Grand Ave.

I\EW YORK. . . . . . ..212-214 West 88th St. CHICAGO . . . . . . . . . . ..1458 Michigan Ave. NEWARK . . . _ . _ . . . . . . . . ..239 Ilalsey St.

JERSEY CITY. . . . . . ..141-143 Morgan 5;. DETROIT. . . . . . . . . . ..803 Woodward Ave. PHILADELPHIA . . . . . . . . ..1437 Vine St.

INDIANAPOLIS. . . . . ..448-450 North Capitol Blvd.

_ DISTRIBUTORS:

I§OIITI“VES'I‘ERN—vanhard Bros. Co.. Inm. Mlnnenpollrl. .\Ilnn. PACIFIC COAST—Chanslor & Lyon Motor Supply Co., San Franclnco.

LAAr‘tDIAN—Jnhn Mllleu 6: Sun. Montreal, Toronto, Wlnnlpeg and 14m Amn-les and Fresno~ Cul.; Portland, 01-0.; Seattle and Spo

am-onvvr. k :1. W l. -CINCIXSA'I‘I—Coughlln A: Davls, 7th and Walnut Sm. Cinclnnatl, 0. SOUTIIIIEIINEIPllw-n-Anslell 00.. Atlanta. (in.

TEXAS—Flak Co. of Texas, San Antonlo and Dallas, Texas.
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Qn good cars at all prices you find the Disco Starter this year.

a‘0

The manufacturer who looks ahead _the dealer who is progres

sive—the owner who wants the best—they all must have the

_ a‘

M.,
'tiltrpflt‘iti;

t lllw 7

0‘4.

Last year's sensation was the DlSCO Exhibit—the Starter

that made l9lZ a “Starter Year.“

This year's exhibit of our line will be even more important to

the trade. Don't miss it.

At NEW YORK—Madison Square Garden, Space 261

A! CHICAGO—Coliseum Annex, Spaces 149 and 150

IGNITIQN STARTER C0.,715 Dodge mart, Detroit,Mich.

COLD WEATHER TIP. Agents and Dealers will make big money

this winter on the Disco, the ideal cold weather starter. Works at 20 below

zero as well as 105 in the shade. Write for terms.
1‘4
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EDW'. V. HARTFORD, President

 

' snocK
is distinctivelLa dealer’s proposition. We’ve spent a fortune in compiling blue prints of every

make, year, model of automobile manufactured since the motor car industry began. These

prints show how to Truffault-Hartford-equip with a minimum of trouble and expense. The

printed instructions, also provided, further simplify attachment.

Any dealer, anywhere, can sell Trufiault-Hartford Shock Absorbers and put them on a car,

if the purchaser does not want to do it himself.

EveLy car owner is a live, prospective buyer, for there is a model for eveLy car from

modest roadster to pretentious limousine and they list from

$15 to $60 a Set of Four

A new Model after Jan. lst

No accessory better or more widely advertised. Favorably known wherever autos “chug.”

Giving absolute satisfaction on more than 200,000 cars. Indispensable for comfortable motor

ing. A reducer of upkeep cost.

A dealer's proposition, pure and simple.

Write for iull particulars with details of our co-operative dealers’ advertising;

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY
Main Offices and Factory, 164 Bay St., Jersey, City, N. J.

BRANCHES 2

NEW \ORK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1700 BrOldulS' BOSTON. . . . . . . . . . . . “MD-32°: Columbus Ave. KANSAS CITY.. . ....l’i21 Gland Ave.

NEW YORK... . . . . . . ..212-214 West 88th 5!. CHICAGO. . . . . . . . .. ....“53 Michigan Ave. NEWARK . . .. . Halsey St.

JERSEI CITI'....... .. ill-l-I‘I Morgan St. DETROIT. . . . . . . . .. .. 5P3 WOOJnurd Ave. I’IIIIADELPHIA. .. .. ...HST Van 8%.

INDIANAPOLIS INI).. 448450 North Capitol Blv'i.

DISTRIBUTORS :

NORTHWESTERN—Reinhard Bros. Co.. 1110.. Minnespolis. Minn. PACIFIC COAST—t hsnslor 6: Lyon Motor Supply (Jo . San Francisco,

CANADIAN—John Mlllen & Son. Montreal. Toronto, Winnipeg and Los Angeles and I-‘resno, Csl.; Portland, Ore.; Smile snd Spokane,

\‘anrouver. Wash.

t‘lNCINNATI—Couzhlin & Davis. 7th and Walnut S's . Cincinnati. 0. SOUTIIERN—Elyes-Anstell Co., Atlanta, Ga

TEXAS~Fisk Co. of Texas, San Antonio and Dallas, Tex is.
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77ml publication .rrr'ue: tlze mamg‘acturrr

{Int 'wlziclz screw the dealer mth

LAST CALL!

Wire or telephone

your space reserva

tion, collect, for

your advertising

in Motor World’s

Before Shows Issue

and mall/your 60pj/ and 0212‘s

spevz'a/ ale/leery

Only Four Days

Till Closing Date

GET BUSY!

Tlmt publication mer-"0e: the manufacturer

but which rerun the dealer mth

 



T/mt publication server the manufacturer

first which server the (lea/er mart

  

No Time For a Long

Story

  

We offer you up until

December 23d, space in the

"Before Shows“ Number of

Motor World

A comprehensive advance forecast,

covering the character, scope and

location of exhibits at the New York

and Chicago Shows.

Motor World readers will

get this issue three weeks

before the shows

Want to tell them ‘w/zere

and what you will exhibit

hefwe they arrive .9

  

Here’s your chance !

T/zat pad/[cation .rr’rver the manufacturer

l)th which server the dealer mart



T/mt pub/{ration server f/It’ ummzfacturrr

fivrt rc/z/c/z server the (Ira/er mart

Our 8,000 Dealers,

Jobbers 69° Manufacturers

will know all about your exhibit before

they enter the shows at New York and

Chicago, if you use liberal space in

Motor World’s

“Before Show’s” Number

Isn’t this a bigger and better advertising

opportunity than you have ever had

oflered you before, to lead the trade to

your floor space in good time?

All of your previous show advertising

has been done during and after the

exhibitions.

ONLY FOUR DAYS LEFT

TO GET IN

H’z're your space reservation. Send your

copy and cuts sperm/l delivery

T/mt pull/[cation .rrr-t'rr f/u' munufartmrr

but which n'rt'rr t/u’ (I'm/er 7110!!

  



T[mt pulilicatian rert'er t/ze manufacturer

but which .rer'ver t/ze (I'm/er most

  

Manufacturers Who Want

Dealer Friendliness

  

Will send their Big Message to the

trade uefore they visit the shows

There’s Still Time

to advertise in the “Before Shows”

Number of Motor World

But you Will have to get quick

action through the Wires

and the mails

Rates same as usual—Service

better than our previous best

DON’T BE LEFT OUT

flddren MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

W. H. TRIPP B. MATHEWSON

Ill-mm Ar/wzrtiring ll/Igr. fldz'ertiring ll/Ianagzr

1001 Ford Bldg, Detroit 1600 Broadway, New York

Out December 26th

Forms Close December 23d
  

T/zat pub/icatl'dlz server the manufacturer

fiert whirl: server the dealer mart

. 1713*

\~ .



Level-Headed
AS REGULAR EQUIPMENT

 

l

A. E. C. - Flanders |Orson

Alco King Pope Hartford

Check Armleder Knickerbocker @Pierce-Arrow

; A , , Autocar Knox Pratt

\3'thls "st BabcockElectric Lozier Simplex

Roadster Marmon Staver
of c?“ H. H. Babcock Matheson Stearns

eqlllpplng Bailey Metallurgique Sternberg

with our Benz Michigan Electric Stevens-Duryea

Borland Electric Multiplex Stoddard-Dayton

warning Broc Electric Nance Stover

. . Columbia National Guy Vaughn

s'gnals' Chicago Electric Oakland Ward

Davis Oldsmobile White

F.I.A.T. L

45 SPECIAL EQUIPMEN“ Cole Hudson Packard

 

 

 

See how itpractically includes every highpriced car—conclusive proof that

level-headed makers today know that their cars must be complete—with

all accessories that make for comfort and safety.

And furthermore : that only those accessories everywhere recognized as

Standard—irrespective of cost—will be accepted by the motorist.

All high grade cars—with but very few exceptions—are today Klaxon

equipped. Partly because the bulb horn is commonly known to be

thoroughly inadequate; principally because the Klaxon is Standard and

because the mere mention of its name means to the car buyer: “the best

signal it is possible to buy.”

Only oneor two makers ofhighpriced cars today are saying:"We will consider

the Klaxon for 1914” or "We won’t equip until our customers make us.”
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Here are a couple of hundred words that will give you in a nutshell

the Studebaker argument—you can pass them along to a possible cus

tomer with very good results. Maybe you know the whole story now—

but it won’t hurt to refresh your mind. And any Studebaker storyrefreshing.

Consider the new Studebaker “35” for instance.

lst. Studebaker new cars mean real newness. Not some little insignificant change

but actual, valuable improvements. That’s the Studebaker way which means.

money for them and for you.

2nd. Studebaker motors give full horsepower. Rating is more than a figure—it’s

an actual measure of the power each motor gives. That’s the Studebaker way

which means money for them and for you.

3rd. Studebaker endurance means that every bolt, nut, rod and casting is built to

give lasting, enduring service. How do we know this? We make every part

ourselves. That again is the Studebaker way which means money for them

and for you.

4th. Studebaker simplicity, luxury, convenience, looks, comfort—every big or little

detail is decided with the same unchanging determination to make the Stu

debaker way mean money for them and for you.

5th. Studebaker advertising is just as much stronger and braver and “selling-er”

as Studebaker cars are. It runs all the year round in the best magazines,

weeklies and newspapers the country over. And it ms—it’s written to sell

cars fromM depot and it does. That once more is the Studebaker way

which means money for them and for you.

“20" Delivery Car $800 “30" Touring Car $1190 “Six” Touring Car $1550

“20" Roadster . . . 835 "35" Touring Car 1290 “Six” Roadster 1550

“25" Touring Car . 88S “35" Sedan Type 2050 “Six” Limousine 2500

.' “35" Coupe 1850

All prirzr for mr: fully equipped F. O. B. Detroit

THE STUDEBAKER CORPORATION

DETROIT, MICH.

nun-u,_-Il—'
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